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Jupiter, Jan., p. 78; Mar., p, 78; Aug., p. 72

Kangaroo, tree, Jan,, p, 60

Katydid, Jan,, p, 84

Kerosene drinking, July. p. 20

Kleploparasitism in spiders. Mar., p. 6

Koala. Aug.. p, 34

Labeling, environmental product. May, p. 86

Laetoli footprints, Mar., p. 60

Landfills: archeology of. May, p. 54; and birds.

May, p. 60; and brown snakes. May, p. 64;

recycling at. May, p. 58; recycling at. May, p,

78

Land use and sustainability. May, p. 89

Lang, Herbert, June, p. 72; Nov,, p. 18

Latex, plant, Feb., p. 44

Lava formations, Sept., p, 76

Leech, giant Amazon. Dec, p. 66

Leopards, Feb.. p, 52

72:1 ..p. 18

Mangbetu art, June, p. 72

Mongoose, Grandidier's, Dec. p. 28

Tar pits. Rancho La Brea. Jan,, p. 72

Lizards: Anolis aeneus. Oct.. p. 40; bearded

dragon. Feb., p. 96

MAMMALS
Aardwolf, Apr., p. 78



Baboon, olive. May. p. 106

Bals. lenl-making. Mar., p. 54

Bear. Asialic black, Juiy, p. 80

Bison; European, June, p. 62; sleppc. July, p.

34

Blue Babe, July. p. 34

Bonobo (pyemy thimpanzee). Nov., p. 62

Cows: and milk sickness, Juiy, p, 4; tadioac-

liveconlaminalionof.Sept..p. 10

Evolulionof hearing bon&s. Mar,, p. 12

Fossil. July. p. 34; Sepl.. p. 60

Fox, red. Aug.. p. 84

Hippopolamus. Sepl.. p. 68

Hyena, spoiled, May, p. 106

Ice Age, July, p. 34

Kangaroo, tree, Jan., p. 60

Koala, Aug.. p. 34

Leopards, Feb., p. 52

Mammolh, woolly, July. p. 34

Maslodons, shovel-luskcd, Sept., p. 60

Mongoose. Grandidicr's. Dec, p. 28

Monkeys: uakari. Mar., p. 32; vcrvel. Sept.,

p. 38

Seals, harp and hooded. July, p. 26

Skunks, Aug., p. 6

S(|uirrcls; arclic ground, Aug., p. 84; Mount
Graham red, Sepl.. p. 24

Wan hog. Dec, p. 84

Mammolh. woolly, July, p. 34

Mammolh Steppe. July, p. 34

Mangbclu an, June, p. 72

Mangrove foresLs and Vietnam War, Nov., p. 37

Mars. Sept.. p. 86; Oct., p. 100; Nov., p. 72
Masculinity, cultural concepts of, June, p. 6
Maslodons. shovel-tusked. Sept.. p. 60

s Indians, Aug.. p. 52

p. 88

Brazilian black cuisine, Aug., p. 74

Chinese food, simcture of, Apr,, p. 1 14

Dominican cuisine, Oct., p. 34

French cooking, authenliciiy in, Feb.. p, 88
Guavas, May, p. 28

Mushrooms, Nov., p. 92; Dec
, p. 78

Peruvian cuisine, Jan., p. 80
Philippine food, June, p, 84; Christmas

dishes. July, p. 72

Polalo. genetic diversity of. Mar., p. 86
MAYA

Archeological sites, guides lo (review).

Mar., p. 74

Replilcs and amphibians and. Jan.. p. 44
Medicine, ant icoagulant, and leeches, Dec, p.

Medicine Wheel, Jan,, p. 24

Mexico. Day of die Dead ritual, Oct.. p. 66
Mi(f(i(/(c(vfl".Oct.,p.6

Milk sickness, July, p, 4

Milkweed, Feb., p. 44
Mississippi. Bienville Pines. Aug., p. 28
Moa. exiinclion of, Oct., p. 26
Mongoose. Grandidicr's, Dec, p. 28

Moon, Deep. 70

Morning "stars," Feb., p. 82

Monality, child, and technological progress.

Museums, repatriation of cultural aitifacLs (re-

view), Aug., p. 24

Mushrooms. Nov., p. 92; Dec, p. 78

Music. Christmas carols, England. Dec, p. 58

MuslirTLs, Shliie, India, Sept., p. 50

NATIVE AMERICANS
Artists' depictions of (review), Nov.. p, 88

Inuil and Canada's legal system. Jan., p. 32

Malis, Aug., p, 52

Tafno and Christopher Columbus, IDec, p,

Tlingit, fishing rights of, Sept., p, 32

NATURALIST AT LARGE
Leech, giant Amazon, Dec. p. 66

Skunks, Aug.. p. 6

NATURAL MOMENT
Baboon, olive. May, p. 106

Bear, Asiatic black, July, p. 80

Bee eater, swallow- tailed. Mar., p. 92

Dragon, bearded. Feb., p, 96

PoK, red, and arctic ground .squirrel, Aug.. p,

84

Fhgaiebird, great, and red-footed booby,

June, p. 88

Katydid, Jan., p. 84

Oxpcckers, red-billed, and wan hog, Dec. p.

84

Petrel, northern giant, Nov., p. 96

Psylla and encyrtid wasp. Oct.. p, 96

Waxwing, bohcmian, Sept., p. 92

(See aho "Unnatural Moment")
NATURE'S INFINITE BOOK

Advertising, .sexual, July. p. 20

Extinction in New Zealand. Del., p. 26
Extralenestrial life, Apr., p. 28; June, p. 30
Rain forests, species distribution in. Etec. p.

22

Smallpox and blood Iype.s, Feb., p. 26
Woodpeckers, June, p. 30

Nesting, colonial, and clift' swallows, Feb. p.

34

New Zealand, extinction in. Oct., p. 26
Nicaraguan wars and environmental conserva-

Uon. Nov., p. 42

Nomcnclalure, zoological. Feb.. p, 16

Nova Scotia, Kejimkujik, Feb.. p. 78
Ocean currents and global warming. Mar., p. 66
Oregon, Lavalands, Sept., p. 76
Owen, Richard. May, p. 12; June, p. 12

Oxpcckers, red-billed. Dec, p. 84

PALEONTOLOGY
Beetles, Ice Age, Jan., p. 10

Burgcvs Shale. July, p. 10

Dragon bones, Chinese. Sep!., p. 60
Fossil reconstruction. June. p. 12

Ichlhyosaur. May, p. 12

Mammals, Ice Age, July, p. 34

Micrndiciyon and Halkiciia. Oct., p. 6

Piiliecaiilhiopiis (Java man), Apr., p. 12

SSF (small, sheLy fauna), Oct.. p. 6

Tar pit fossils, Jan.. p. 72

Paley, William, Nov., p. 8

Parasitism, brood, in cliff swallows, Feb.. p. 34

Para-sitoidism in encyrtid wa.sps, Oct., p. 96

Parks Across the Border, June, p. 56; June, p.

60; June, p. 62; June, p. 64

PCB contamination, Hudson River. May, p, 48

Peruvian cuisine, Jan., p. 80

Petrel, northern giant, Nov., p. 96

Philippine food. June. p. 84; Christmas dishes.

PHOTOGRAPHY
Natural History 90lh Anniversary Photo-

graphic Competition. June, p. 36

(See also "Natural Moment")

Pines and red-cockaded woodpecker, Aug,, p.

28

Pioneers and milk sickness, July, p. 4

Pilliecanlhmpiis (Java man), Apr. p. 12

Plain of Reeds, Vietnam, postwar restoration

of, Nov., p. 40
Plasiics, biodegradable, May. p. 82

Poland and Soviet Union, wilderness area,

June, p. 62

Pollution: Hudson River, May, p. 48; industrial,

Polymorphism in snakes, evolution of. July, p.

Ponds, sinkhole, July, p. 60

Potato, genetic diversity of. Mar., p. 86

Pregnancy in male seahorses, Dec, p. 34

Psylla, Oct.. p. 96

Radiation. co.smic background, Aug., p, 18

Radioactive waste contamination. Columbia
River. Sept., p. 6; Sepl.. p. 10

Rainbows, June, p, 78

Rain forests, species distribution in, Dec, p. 22

RECIPES
Acaiaje, Aug., p, 76

Ate tie Guayaba (Guava Paste), May. p. 32

Blancmange of Capon for a Sick Person,

Feb., p. 88

CassavaBrcad, Oct„p, 38

Chap Cliae (Slir-fried Korean Vermicelli

wiih Beef and Vegetables). Dec, p. 82
Cluipe de Quinoa (Bohvian Quinoa Stew),

Jan., p. 82

Fresh-shucked Com and Ham Soup, Apr,, p.

118

Giiiataang Mais (Com with Coconut Milk).

July. p. 76

Giatin de Fnnvnes de Tene aia Cipes (Po-

tato Gralin with Bolete Mushrooms),
Nov., p. 94

//y/?ocraj,Fcb..p.88

Light Akaia (Fried Cowpea Paste Fritters),

Aug., p. 76

Mountain Chicken, Oct., p. 38
Olie-koecken. ScpL, p. 90
Quince Paste, May. p. 32

Roast Chicken, Apr., p. 1 1

8

Sichuan-style Peanul Sauce for Noodles,

Apr., p. 118

Siiiigaiig iia Sitgpo (Boiled Prawns with

Pineapple). June, p. 87

Sweet Potato Salad. Mar., p. 88

Tamales, July. p. 76

Thai Curried Chicken and Potato Stew, Mar.,

p. 88

RECYCLING
Calcutta. May, p. 74

China, May, p. 70
Chlorophyll, May, p. 36

Landfills and. May, p. 54; May, p. 58; May,

p. 78

Sustainability and. May, p. 89

RELIGION
{See "Ritual and Religion")

REPTILES AND AMPHIBIANS
Distribution of. and ancient Maya, Jan., p. 44
Ichlhyosaur. evolution of. May. p. 12

Lizards; Anolis aeneiis, Oct., p. 40; bearded

dragon, Feb., p. 96

Snakes: brown, and landfills, May, p. 64;

northwestern garter, July, p. 44

REVIEWS
Amisli Roots: A Treasury of History. Wis-

dom, and Lore. Apr., p. 94

Birds Asleep. Feb., p. 70

Desert Heart: Chronicles of the Sonoraii

Desert. June, p. 18

Empires ofTime. Jan., p. 28

£//ir'cj ofCollecting Cidtnral Property. The:

Whose Ciilliire? Whose Property?. Aug..

p. 24

50 Simple Things Yon Can Do to Save the

Planet. May, p, 84

Green Consumer. The. May, p. 84

Guides to Maya archeological sites. Mar., p.

74

Native Americans: Five Cenlmies ofChang-
ing Images, Nov., p. 88

New Face on the Coimtryside. A: Indians.

Colonists, and Slaves in Sonlh Atlantic

Forests. 150Q-J800, July, p. 64

Persuasions of the Witch's Craft: Ritual

Magic in Contemporary England. Oct., p,

92

Return of Cultural Treasures. The, Aug., p.

24

Shopping for a Belter World. May, p. 84

RITUAL AND RELIGION
Christmas caroling, England. Dec. p. 58

Com beer, Aug., p. 52

Day of die Dead. Mexico, Oct.. p 66

Ghost possession, India, Oct.. p. 84

Shiite Muslims, India. Sept.. p. 50
Witchcraft and magic, English contempo-

rary (review). Oct.. p. 92
Scavenging and human evolution. Feb.. p. 52
Seahorses, Dec, p. 34

Seals, harp and hooded. July, p. 26
Seeds: ant-dispersed, Feb., p. 10; catalogs of.

Mar., p. 44

SHADES OF HALLOWEEN
Day of the Dead ritual, Mexico, Oct., p. 66

Ghost possession, Oct., p. 84

Psylla and encyrtid wasp. Ocl., p. 96

Vampires. Oct., p. 74

Witchcraft and magic, English contempo-

rary (review), Oct., p, 92

Shrimp, snapping, Aug., p. 46
Skunks, Aug., p. 6

SKY MAP
Fall, Oct., p, 102

Spring, Apr,, p, 103

Summer, July, p. 70

Winter, Jan., p. 78

SKY REPORTER
Cosmic background radiation and galaxy

formation, Aug., p. 18

Sleeping habits, bird (review), Feb.. p. 70
Smallpox and blood types, Feb., p. 26
Snakeroot, white, July, p, 4

Snakes: brown, and landfills. May, p. 64; north-

western garter, July, p. 44

Sonoran Desert (review). June, p. 18

SOUTH AMERICA
Amazon, flooded forests. Mar., p. 32

Cuisine: Brazilian black, Aug., p. 74; Do-

minican. Oct., p. 34; Peruvian, Jan., p. 80

Malis Indians, Brazil, Aug., p. 52

Soviet Union and Poland, wilderness area.

Spiders, community. Mar., p. 6

Spruce, red, Oct,, p. 20

Squirrels: arclic ground. Aug., p. 84; Mount
Graham red. Sept,, p. 24

SSF (small, shelly fauna), Oct., p. 6

Stickleback, Nov.. p. 52

Swallow bugs, Feb., p. 34

Swallows.cliff, Feb.,p. 34

Symbiosis: goby and shrimp, Aug., p. 46;

hydroid and limpel, June, p. 50
Tafno Indians and Christopher Columbus,

Dec, p, 44

Tar pits, Rancho La Brea, Jan.. p. 72

Taxonomy: importance of, Apr, p, 28; rules of,

Feb., p. 16

Termites, Apr, p. 78

Territoriality and lizards, Oct., p. 40
THIS LAND

Bee Branch, Alabama, Mar., p. 80

Bienville Pines, Mississippi. Aug.. p. 28

Bri:uiHead,Utah,Nov.,p.82

Gaudineer Knob. We.sl Virginia, Oct., p, 20
Kejimkujik, Nova Scotia. Feb., p. 78
Lavalands. Oregon, Sept.. p, 76

Maple Rats, Virginia, July. p. 60

Medicine Mountain. Wyoming, Jan.. p. 24

Mount Rogers, Virginia, Dec, p. 72

Mount St. Helens, Washington, June, p. 26

Periodic Spring, Wyoming, Apr, p. 1 10

THIS VIEW OF LIFE
Child mortality and technological progress,

Dec. p. 14

Direct observation and science. Aug., p. 12

Diversity, local. Jan., p. 18

Dubois, Eug&ne, and Pithecanthropus. Apr,

p. 12

Environmental movement and extinction.

Fossil reconstruction, June, p. 12

Hearing bones, evolution of. Mar., p. 12

Ichlhyosaur, evolution of. May, p. 12

Multicellular creatures, evolution of, Oct., p
6

Nomenclature, zoological, Feb., p. 16

Paley, William, and theories of evolution,

Nov.. p. 8

Walcolt. Charles Doolittle, and Burgess

Shale. July, p. 10

Tides, spring. May, p. 104

Timekeeping, history of (review). Jan., p. 28

Tlingit Indians, fishing rights of, Sept., p. 32

Trace metal contamination, Hudson River,

May. p. 48

Uakari, Mar., p. 32

UNNATURAL MOMENT
Bee, honey, Apr. p. 120

U.S. NATIONAL FORESTS AND PARKS
{See "This Land")

Utah. Brian Head. Nov., p. 82

Valdez principles, Apr., p. 55

Vampires. Oct.. p. 74
Vein cutting and insects, Feb., p. 44

Venus. Aug., p, 72

Vcrvel, Sept., p. 38

Vietnam: mangrove forests and war. Nov., p.

37; Plain of Reeds, postwar reconstniction

of, Nov,, p. 40
Virginia: Maple Flats, July, p, 60; Mount

Rogers. I>c.. p. 72

Volcanoes: Lavalands, Oregon, Sept., p. 76;

Mount St. Helens. Washington. June, p. 26
Vulture, hooded. May, p. 106

Walcotl. Charles Doolitlle, July. p. 10

Warblers, mouse. Dec, p. 22

Warl;u«. environmental eftccis of. Nov., p. 35;

Nov.. p, 37; Nov., p. 40; Nov., p. 42
Wan hog. Deep. 84

Washington. Mount St. Helens, June, p. 26
Wasp, encyrtid, Oct., p. 96
Waxwing, bohemian, Sept., p. 92
Weed distribution ;tnd seed catalogs, Mar., p.

West Virginia, Gaudineer Knob, Oct.. p. 20
Wetlands, sinkhole ponds, July, p. 60
Wilderness areas, international, June. p. 56;

June, p. 60; June, p, 62; June, p. 64

Witchcraft and magic. English contemporary
(review). Oct., p. 92

Woodpeckers.June, p. 30; red-cockaded, Aug.,

p. 28

Wyoming: Medicine Mountain, Jan., p. 24; Pe-

riodic Spring, Apr., p. 1 10

Yucatdn, reptile and amphibian distribution in,

and ancient Maya, Jan.. p. 44

Zaire. Mangbetu art. June. p. 72
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This is oneway to get the

Driver-side airbag like BMW.

ABS anti-lock braking system

like Mercedes.

Crystal Key Owner Care Program.
A better warranty than even Rolls and Mercedes

And far superior to BMW and Jaguar.

This is a

Introducing thenew ChryslerImperial.
'See limited warranties at dealer. Restrictions apply. Based on competitive warranty information at time of printing.
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world's best engineering.
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Caught up in a day dream.

Casting off at 2 a.m.

near the Arctic Coast.

"Ploink..'.'

The recurring ripple of your well-placed

lure sets vou adrift... into a dreamworld

of golden wonder. . . and long evening hours

silently surrender to the next day's dawn

with no sign of night . .

.

Quick as a splash you're snapped to

attention and the tussle is on!

Arctic char: 30 pounds. Great northern

pike: 40 pounds. Lake trout: 65 pounds. Reely!

Our native guides can show you where.

And when you're all fished out, revel in

the comforts of a wilderness retreat, where

the catch of the day is indeed true to its word.

Fly in to almost any one of our 10,000

lakes. Where blue blue waters are literally

hopping with trophies. And fishing you never

dreamed possible possible. The average cost

of an escorted fishing week, including

round trip air fare from a major U.S. city

is $2,700 U.S.

Call the Arctic Hotline: 1-800-661-0788.

Or write:

TravelArctic

Department 26

Government of the Northwest Territories

Yellowknife, N.W.T., Canada
XIA 2L9

CANADA'S Northwest Territories
Within reach, yet beyond belief

"See pages 76 and 70 for

Zone/Operator Information"
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Now run your fax and telephone on the same line, with . . .

Rodelex™ Faxmate 168vs,
only *7925* ^
*Biit read this ad for an even better deal

You simply are not "with it" without a fax

machine—it's as indispensable as the tele-

phone. But many of us, at home or in the office, are

holding back from buying one, because of the cost

and inconvenience of having to install a second tele

phone line. Rodelex''" Faxmate 168vs solves the problem.

Simply plug this sophisticated switching system into your

phone' hne and then plug both your phone and your fax

into the Faxmate. This clever telephone device will analyze

the incoming signal and send it either to the fax or to the

phone. And, of course, it lets you fax or phone over the same
fine, and without having to do any switching or plugging. It is

a wonderful convenience and a real bargain, because mstalla-

tion of an extra line and a couple of months' rent on that extra

line will probably cost more than the Rodelex'" Faxmate IbSvs.

We are the exclusive importers of Rodelex" electronic instru-

ments in the U.S. and can bring you this clever device for just

$79.95. But, we have an even better deal: Buy two for $159.90

and we'll send you a third one with our coitwlitnents—absolutely FREE! You need a

fax machine in order to be efficient in your business or at home. Don't be held back

because of that extra line. Get with it, and get your Rodelex'" Faxmate 16Svs today!

•Rodelex'"
Faxmate 168vs lels

you Hse your fax and your

'phone oil the sume line—
both for incoming and
outgoing phonelfax mes-

sages. It comes with its

awn power supply. You

can conned it !n seconds.

FOR FASTEST SERVICE, ORDER
TOLL FREE (800) 882-3050
24 hours a day, 7 days a week

Please give order Code #4236 A138 for Rodelex"

Faxmate tbSvs. If you prefer, mail check or card au-

thorization and expiration. We need daytime phone
for all orders and issuing bank for charge orders.

UPS/insurance: $4.95 for one Faxmate tbSvs. and

$6.95 for three. Add sales tax for CA delivery. You

have 30 day return and one year warranty.

For quantity orders (100 -t- ), call Ernest Gerard,

our Wholesale/Premium Manager at (415) 543-

6570 or write him at the address below.

131 Townsend Street, San Francisco, CA 94107

WHY TAKE AN ORDINARY CARIBBEAN CRUISE?

When you can take a Caribazon cruise!

It's a unique blend of the romantic Carib-

bean and the mysterious Amazon. A

paradise of islands ... St. Thomas,

Guadeloupe, Martinique, Barbados, Tbbago

and Devil's Island . . . plus, the adventure of

a lifetime, the Amazon! And, you'll sail

aboard the flagship of our fleet, .the elegant

MTS World Renaissance Three sailing

dates to choose from with surprisingly low

rates! Jan. 19, 1990 (20 days), February 7 & 21, 1990 (14 days),

starting as low as $2100 per person... including airfare from Miami.

And, that's not all! On the Jan. 19 departure you can bring along a

friend ... and one of you cruises free!
*

Call your travel agent or

at 800-221-2470 (Nationwide) or 212-599-1750 (NY State)

"Second person cruises free for Jan. 19 sailing only. First person in cabin pays regular cabin rate and second per-

son in cabin pays S400 for airfare only IMiami-Riol, Discount applies to outside cabins only and is capacity con-

trolled. Applicable port and airport taxes apply

Ship's Registry: Greece
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Take a Spectacular, Up^Close Look at Some of

the Rarest, Most Endangered Creatures on Earth!

y^^s.

'^o!

National Audubon Video Library
The Wildlife Television Speclals

Sea Turtles

J
Anthers &
•-neetahs

^Ul^XjBon

^k
^i/6

'o«/,
fs/

Narrated By Robert Redford,

Jane Alexander, Loretta Swit,

Johnny Carson and Other Celebrities!

RESERVATION APPLICATION

-hrill to the heartwanning story of man-

kind's efforts to save some of the world's

most endangered wildhfe! Award-winning

National Audubon Society TV Specials are

now available on home video in a fascinat-

ing Wildlife Video Ubrary, narrated by

world-famous celebrities involved in the

conservation of our wildlife.

Incredible footage! Rare close-ups!

Take a rare, up-close look into the life and

death struggle of six animals on the brink

of extinction— the remarkable successes

achieved, and the tragedies that may yet

come. Watch the last six California Condors

joyfully flying together— probably for the

last time in the wild. Share the excitement

as the Black-footed Ferret, thought to have

been extinct, is accidentally rediscovered!

See why a single encounter between man
and the Grizzly Bear can mean a death

sentence— for the bear.

You'll cheer at the encouraging results of

the intense worldwide conservation efforts

to save our gentle, giant Whales and Sea

Turtles before they vanish forever from the

planet. And you'll be touched by the des-

perate plight of the Panther, likely doomed

to extinction as its Everglades habitat shrinks.

The photography is stunning— the scenes,

unforgettable. Essential viewing and col-

lecting for anyone concerned about the

future of wildlife. Inspirational, educational

family entertainment.

Convenient Monthly Installment Plan.

The National Audubon Video Wildlife Library

consists of six 1-hour video cassettes in a

deluxe library case, and is just $173.70? You

can pay in six monthly credit card install-

ments of just $28.95* each— with no finance

charge. If not delighted, return your video

library within 15 days for a full refund.

There's no risk! Call toll-free or send us your

reservation today!

*Plus $5 shipping and handling per set. c 1990 MBl

CALL TOLL FREE l-800'367'4534

Easton Press Video Satisfaction

47 Riciiards Avenue Guaranteed

Nonvalk, Conn. 06857

CaU ToU-Free: 1-800-367-4534

Yes! Please send me the National Audubon Video

WUdlife Library. (VHS only.

)

Ciry/State/Zip .

Signature
(Ail orders subject to acceptance.)

Charge each of 6 monthly installments of just

$29. 78* to my credit caid when due:

D VISA D MasraCaid D American Express D Dinm Club

Credit Card Numhet Expiration Ctetc

n I pirefer not to use a credit card and will pay by

check. Enclosed is my deposit of $60.00* I will

pay the balance in three monthly ir^stallments of

$39.57* each.

"Includes $5 per set shipping and handling. Any applicable sales tax

will be billed with shipment.

Allow 3 to 5 wrelcs for shipment. 340-100



Letters

Fescue Defense

I would like to offer a different para-

digm on the interaction of livestock, endo-

phyte-infected tall fescue, and main-

stream agriculture ("Trespassers Will Be

Poisoned," September 1989). Contrary to

the author's implication that only fungus-

free fescue makes good forage for live-

stock, endophyte-infected tall fescue has

been an invaluable forage used by obser-

vant and ecology-minded southern stock-

men for years. Tall fescue, a cool season

grass, can be kept palatable and nutritious

for much of the year.

However, if one forces stock to eat en-

dophyte fescue during the hot summer
months when it is dormant, often mature

with seed-head, and low in nutrition and

palatability, invariably the animals de-

cline. This decline does not occur if the

animals have a "pasture salad" of many
species, both cool and warm season, to

select from. Unfortunately, many stock

don't have this choice because their own-

ers have been duped by mainstream agri-

culture's obsession with maintaining

monocultures, a condition nature abhors.

Thus, their management has produced

uniform swards of fescue and fescue only.

Managed correctly with other plants

and animal life in community, endophyte

fescue could easily "make" American
stockmen $500 million annually, rather

than cost them that same amount, as the

author contends.

Champe Green
Fishersville, Virginia

RECORtHHOLDING SeED
Regarding "The Coconut Trail," by

Raymond Sokolov (October 1989), al-

though the seed of Cocos nucifera is in-

deed large, the true record holder is a

member of a different genus. "The world's

largest seeds" are those of Lodoicea

maldivica, also known as the coco-de-mer

palm. This enormous seed may reach a

weight of forty pounds, a length of up to

twelve inches, and a circumference of

three feet.

J. Platt

Vista, California

The New York Botanical Garden

273S-

An 1827 engraving ofthe coco-de-merpalm, native to the Seychelles
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» SALEN LINDBLAD EXPEDITION VOYAGES «

King penguins in hidden

Antarctic coves on M. S.

Frontier Spirit's voyage

No. 7 to Antarctica.

From Hobart, Tasma-

nia, Jan. 22, 1991.

"AM INSPIRING EXPERIENCE
FOR THE SENSES''

the power ofyour at

emotions when yo\

behold the majesty

New Zealand's Mitrei

Peak on voyage No 9

to Australia's Great

Barrier Reef. From

Bluff, New Zealand,

Mar 9, 1991

M.S. FmntterSpintisrsgislerefiln Ttie Batiamas.

a sense ofawesome won
der as ice formations

drift through

frozen seas on

voyage No. 8

to the Antarc-

tic. From Bluff,

New Zealand,

Feb 14, 1991

thrilling New
Guinea tribal music

on voyage No. 2

from the Isles of

Solomon to friendly

Fiji. From Rabaul,

New Britain, Nov.

IS, 1990.

Salen Lindblad

expedition cruising

brings you the

sights, the sounds,

the touch of our

wonderful world,

its wildlife, its sea

life and its peoples.

M.S. Frontier

Spirit Inaugural

Voyages start

November 5, 1990.

She has been

designed and biiilt

expressly for expe-

dition travel.

The Frontier Spirit

will take you on
fascinating and

exciting journeys

which respect and
explore the

environment.

If you have the true

explorer's curiosity,

send the coupon

today.

See your travel agent, or mail this coupon for a full color j

brochure on /W. S. Frontier Spirit 's Inaugural i^yages to

the South Pacific, New Zealand, Tasmania, Antarctica

and Australia's Great Barrier Reef.

_State_ -Zip-

CJKi^SALEN LINDBLAD CRUISING, INC.
.^"' '33 E KBl Street. Nav *iK NY 10022 V800.223.5688 NY. (212) 751-2300

(Seneml Sates Agenls Fw

Frontier Cru/ses

gj



GOLD
TREASURE
OF THE

ROMANOVS

The 1898-1911 "Czar Nicholas IF'

Gold 10 Roubles of Imperial Russia

Only kPJjl" postpaid

Extra Fine quality

Own this magnificent gold coin of the

Romanov dynasty, which ruled the Rus-

sian Empire for over 300 years. Each

large 22mm gold coin is a certified

original, struck at the Imperial Mint in

St. Peterburg during the reign of

Nicholas II. The portrait of the last

Czar and the double-headed eagle of the

royal crest display superb minting ar-

tistry. Incredibly intricate detailing in-

cludes St. George and the Dragon plus

eight other tiny "crests within the

crest"!

melts — today the survivors are elegant

remnants of Imperial Russia. For a

time, the legend endured that an im-

mense store of Romanov gold was hid-

den, awaiting the claim of a surviving

heir But experts discount the legend as

wishful thinking, and only a tiny frac-

tion of the last gold coins of the

Romanovs has ever been found. Each

hand-selected coin contains 8.6 grams of

.900 fine gold andis guaranteed to grade

Extra Fine. While supplies last, you can

order up to ten coins at the following

prices: 1 coin, $199 (order tmm. 3

coins. $572 (save $25). 5 coins, $955
(save $40). 10 coins, $1,890 (save $100).

Shipped postpaid.

To order by credit card, call toll-free

1-800-451-4463 at any time. Or send a

check or money order to: International

Coins & Currency, Inc., 11 E. State St.,

Box 218, Dept. 1262, Montpelier, Ver-

mont 05602. Certificate of authenticity

included. Satisfaction guaranteed: you

may return your order within 30 days of

receipt for a prompt refund.

Serving collectors for 15 years.

"We won 't keep you waiting
"

Letters, Cqntinuei

Brittle Stars That Don't Glow
Thank you for "Starlight on the Reef

(October 1989), Matthew Grober's ex-

planation of the defense strategy of brittle

stars {Ophiopsila species) that glow in the

dark. Natural History readers may have

fonned the mistaken impression that all

the lovely photographs in the article por-

tray species endowed with the predator-

repelling traits of "bad taste" and brilliant

luminescence.

The attractive cover subject, Ophio-

derma rubicundum, the vermilion Ophio-

derma squamosissimum, and the leop-

ard-spotted Ophioderma guttatum have

smooth, heavily calcified arms and live in

reef crevices. Their strong skeletons and

cryptic behavior shield them from ma-

rauding fish and crabs. The spiny-armed

brittle stars shown flanking the title of the

article are Ophiothrix suensonii. Their

prickly armament and habit of perching

on toxic sponges may allow them to re-

main with impunity in full view of preda-

tors. These beautiful animals have as

many "tricks up their sleeves" as the spa-

ghetti-thin subjects of Grober's research,

but they do not luminesce.

Gordon Hendler
Los Angeles, California

World of the Deaf
In 1972 I went to the Rochester Insti-

tute of Technology to study ceramics but

came away with a thorough introduction

to the "culture" of deafness as Simon Car-

mel calls it in his review of Seeing Voices,

by Oliver Sacks (November 1989). At the

time, the deaf and the hearing kids shared

the RIT facilities. There I met and dated a

deaf man. We learned that we were the

only deaf-hearing couple in anyone's

memory at RIT; hopefully that is no

longer the case.

Years later I studied ASL (American

Sign Language) at Northwestern Univer-

sity with the excellent professor Rachel

Mayberry. After graduation I attended an

after-school social club run by the Chi-

cago Hearing Society for deaf children. I

volunteered there, trying to keep up with

the rapid signing of the children.

The real tragedy of deafness, which sets

it apart from other cultures "like the Jews

or the Welsh," is that seldom do deaf

couples give birth to deaf children. Hear-

ing parents more often bear deaf children;

hearing children are often born to deaf

parents. Very few deaf children are born

into the blessed environment of a Sign-

fluent family.

This past summer, my family hosted a

Fresh Air Fund child who was born deaf to

a hearing family. This child's family is just

now beginning to learn Sign, but he is one

of five children, all the rest of whom are

hearing. He is cut off from almost all

communication at home. Much of his

time with us this summer was spent poring

over our sign language dictionary as he

greedily learned new signs.

RhuM. McBee
Croton Falls, New York

Spencer Fullerton Baird

The Spencer E "Blair" referred to with

regard to the 1 85 1-52 discovery and nam-

ing of Kirtland's warbler, in Robert H.

Mohlenbrock's "Mack Lake, Michigan"

(October 1989), was actually Spencer

Fullerton Baird (1823-87). Baird, who be-

came the second Secretary of the Smith-

sonian Institution in 1878, met Jared E

Kirtland in Cleveland in 1 848 and corre-

sponded with him thereafter.

Marvin D.Jeter

Monticello, Arkansas

English Lesson

Jared Diamond's account of Admiral

Peary's life ("Bittersweet Dreams of

Glory," November 1989) deftly balanced

his flaws and feats. But one feat that Peary

could not have accomplished was the cre-

ation of sledges "almost ten times lighter

than the ones that had crushed the Frank-

lin expedition." Presumably, Diamond

meant that the Franklin's sledges were ten

times heavier than Peary's. But that does

not make Peary's ten times lighter. The

inverse of ten times heavier is not ten

times lighter but one tenth as heavy.

Jerome M. McCourt
Tacoma, Washington
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YOUR SEARCH
FORAPERFECTCUPOF COFFEE
*rENDED IN GJ^^E^SWEDEN
MORETHAN |100YEARSAGO
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A great cup of coffee is a revelation.

Once you've tasted it— perhaps on a trip

abroad— you've experienced one of life's

true pleasures. But hard as you search,

you can't seem to find that superb taste

again. Even the coffee in gourmet shops

doesn't quite live up.
Victor Th. Engwaii Fortunately, a Swede named Victor

Theodor Engwall felt the same way. In 1853, as he
watched ships piled high with bags of coffee sail into

the port of Gavle, he vowed to create the perfect cup of

coffee. It soon became an obsession.

Month after month, he experimented: roasting, testing,

tasting until at last he created Gevalia* Kaffe, a blend of

perfection. Rich, full-bodied, without bitterness. As good in

the cup as fine coffee smells at the moment of grinding.

They say that one chilly day King Gustav V sailed

into Gavle and tasted it. So impressed was he that he
awarded Gevalia the Royal Seal of Approval.

Today, Gevalia is Sweden's most popular coffee. That's

quite an achievement since Swedes feel as passionately

about coffee as the French do fine wine. They know how
crucial each bean is to the delicate balance of flavors.

Kenyan AA, Costa Rican,

Guatemalan— it takes up
to 6 varieties of the rarest

arabka beans to create

the high flavor notes, the

delicate nuances, the fine

aromatics in Gevalia.

_ A SWEDISH
... .

»•
-

©1990 Vicl. Th. Engwall & Co II reply lorm is missing, lor d

There's yet another secret to Gevalia's flavor: its

impeccable freshness. Roasted faster, it's then vacuum
sealed faster —within seconds. Because even the finest

whole beans rapidly grow stale when exposed to air, as in

gourmet shop bins.

REGULAR & NATURALLY DECAFFEINATED

Gevalia Kaffe comes whole bean or

ground in a variety of full-bodied roasts.

But perhaps the biggest revelation is

;

: Gevalia Decaffeinated. Caffeine is

Whole Bean, removed naturally by gendy soaking the

beans in water, then treating them with

•if'^^fe^
the same elements that put the efferves-

4#l^^^^te/ cence in sparkling water The result: full

coffee flavor Drinking decaffeinated is

Ground. no longer a compromise.

A REGAL BRIBE

As beans of Gevalia's quality are extremely

expensive and not available in mass market

quantities, the only way to obtain a trial supply

of Gevalia Kaffe is direcdy firom our Import

Service. Just fill out the attached reply fomi. We
will also send you the gift shown there, free.

Now, at last, your search for a

great cup of coffee has end-

ed here in Gavle. The
Swedes have known that

for years.

OBSESSION #~^^

)es Momcs, lA ei0336 O^ call 1-800-678-2687



Ice Age Beetles
Afew ounces ofinsectfossils pinpoint the timing of

the climatic warming that melted the continental glaciers

by Donald P. Schwert and Allan C. Ashworth

As we drove past the verdant, rolling

cornfields of eastern Iowa, the warm air

blowing through our open windows pro-

vided only minimal relief from the wither-

ing heat of the humid August afternoon.

Our small pickup truck struggled up each

hill with its cargo, a half ton of sediment

excavated from a hillside that morning.

To take our minds off our vehicle's lack of

air conditioning, we tried to imagine Au-

gust in Iowa 17,000 years ago, when that

sediment was accumulating on the bottom

of a tundra pool. The landscape then was

treeless except for outliers of dwarf spruce

and willow in sheltered valleys. Mam-
moths and muskoxen braved the bitter

winds blowing off the vast continental gla-

cier only a couple of hundred miles or so to

the north.

And being entomologists, we thought of

the millions of insects that once swarmed

across the barren tundra. Although the

mosquitoes and black flies that filled the

air would have been most noticeable, our

imaginations focused on other insects that

were present thousands of years ago

—

perhaps a carrion beetle in low flight, test-

ing the stiff breeze with its antennae.

Wings beating fiercely, the beetle circles

in toward the week-old carcass of a lem-

ming. A sudden, strong gust of wind

knocks the insect off course and onto the

surface of a small pool. Its wings wetted, it

struggles to regain flight but soon suc-

cumbs to the frigid waters.

We found remains of such hapless in-

sects entombed in the sediment we had

dug up, and back at North Dakota State

University's Quaternary Entomology

Laboratory we began the tedious work of

isolating them. The sediment was dumped
into basins and washed until only organic

material was left. Kerosene mixed with

the debris stuck to the chitin of the insect

remains, and when water was added to the

mixture, an oily film carried fragments of

Ice Age insects to the surface, where they

were skimmed off". The half ton of sedi-

ment, which took a month to process,

yielded only one or two precious teaspoons

of insect parts, but these thousands of tiny

pieces represent dozens of species that

once inhabited the Iowa tundra.

The most abundant and easily identifi-

able insect remains recovered are of bee-

tles. Their hard, chitinous exoskeletons

are well suited for preservation. Within

the geologically brief interval since the

beetles sank to the bottom of the pond and

were buried, little degradation has oc-

curred, so that the beetle fragments are

almost indistinguishable from those of

freshly squashed insects. The larger parts

(mostly wing covers, heads, and the plates

that protect the thorax) are only slightly

damaged and may still retain their deli-

cate hairs and scales, as well as their iri-

descent sheen. A single fragment is often

all that we need to identify a species. And
by knowing which beetles lived in Iowa at

specific times in the past, we have valu-

able clues to the region's climate during

the Ice Age.

Scientists attempting to reconstruct an-

cient climates are now examining, with

some regularity, the evidence provided by

insects, a strategy pioneered in the late

1950s by G. Russell Coope of the Univer-

sity of Birmingham in England. Such

studies are generally practical for sedi-

ments that are considerably younger than

a million years. The insect remains have

not yet been obliterated by geologic proc-

esses, and because most of the species

preserved are still alive today, we know

with considerable detail what kinds of

environments they once occupied.

Traditionally, reconstructions of Ice

Age climates on the continents have been

based almost entirely on pollen grains

trapped in sediments; the plants they rep-

resent provide information on the regional

climate at the time those sediments accu-

mulated. Pollen grains are ubiquitous (at

least in nonmarine sediments), almost in-

destructible, and often, even small sam-

ples of sediment will provide enough pol-

len grains for a study. At times, however,

the evidence from insects contradicts the

evidence from pollen studies. The climatic

history of the last Ice Age, the focus of our

studies, is a case in point.

The Wisconsinan glaciation was the last

of a series of continental glaciers, creeping

south from Canada more than 20,000

years ago. Although the ice left plenty of

evidence of its passage, the timing of its

movements and the climatic fluctuations

associated with its advance and retreat

have been hard to establish. We, along

with palynologists and glacial geologists,

are dependent on the chance discovery of

glacial sediments containing well-pre-

served organic matter in sufficient quan-

tity to permit radiocarbon dating and fos-

sil analyses. Because most of the sediment

record has been obliterated or buried,

such finds are extremely rare, and studies

to determine the position of the advancing

glacier at specific times are in their in-

fancy.

Fossil plant fragments and pollen show

that in Iowa and the surrounding region,

the climate became much colder about

21,500 years ago. Thick forests of spruce

and larch gave way to taiga and tundra as

the growing mass of continental ice spread

southward from Canada. Our finding,

from sites in the Midwest, of beetle spe-

cies adapted to extreme cold confirmed

the cold shift recorded by the vegetation.

Today, these beetle species are restricted
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An important premier issue

in fine porcelain and bronze...

Springtime

Scamper

The Red Squirrel, nature's

treetop acrobat, inspires a

delightful new work of art

On a sunny May morning, a

frisky red squirrel scurries

amid the blossoms of a dogwood,
his fur coppery- red against the sky.

A natural acrobat, he can leap from
tree to tree in search of food to store

away. But just for an instant he stops

and feels the sun's warmth. With a

flick of his tail, he'll be gone.

Now the delight of this moment
is captured in a new work of art

from Lenox. Springtime Scamper is

crafted in bisque porcelain and hot-

cast bronze, and painted by hand.

Skilled artisans use the traditional

"lost wax" method of casting bronze

to create a charming, lifelike effect:

the porcelain dogwood blossoms rest

on remarkably slender bronze stems.

Superb craftsmanship can be seen
in every detail—the squirrel's bright

eyes, his delicate

ears and lively

expression.

©Lenox, Inc. 1990

Even the fluffiness of his tail has
been portrayed in porcelain. And
each charming detail is painted
by hand in nature's hues. This fine

imported sculpture will also bear

the Lenox® trademark in pure
24 karat gold.

Shown actual size

Springtime Scamper is the first

issue in a new Lenox collection

portraying woodland favorites.

To acquire this important pre-

mier issue, mail your order by
January 31, 1990. You need send
no money at this time. 80993

r
Springtime Scamper Please mail by January 31, 1990.

Please enter my reservation for Springtime Scamper by Lenox. 1 need send no money
now and prefer to pay as follows:

n

D DIRECT 1 will be billed in 3 monthly
installments of $13* each, with the first

installment due before shipment.

I : : BY CREDIT CARD. After shipment,
please charge the full amount of $39*

to my credit card: Z MasterCard
D VISA n American Express

Name.
PLEASE PRINT

Address.

Citv-

State-

Acct. No. -Exp.

Zip_

Signature
*Plus $3.25 per sculpture tor shipping and handling.

Sales tax will be billed if applicable.

Mail to: Lenox Collections

RO. Box 3020, Langhorne, PA 19047-0620

LENOX. SINCE 1 889.



extent of the continental glacier

approximately 16,000 years ago

Lowland areas where the cold-adapted beetles

thrived until the warming 15,300 years ago

Ice-free arctic region where the cold-adapted

beetles survived the continental glaciation

Alpine habitats where some
cold-adapted beetles live today

SQUTH
DAKOTA

Mmneapoiis, ( WiSpOl^jl^

DES
MOINES
LOBE

IOWA

Saylorville

Des Moines •

NEBRASKA

Joe LeMonnier

to tundra and tundra-forest transition

zones of northern Canada and Alaska, as

well as to patches of alpine meadow in the

Rockies and northern Appalachians.

While insect and plant remains indicate

the same date for the onset of the Ice Age

climate in the Midwest 21,500 years ago,

the two lines of evidence diverge on the

timing of the warming that eventually

caused the ice to recede. This apparent

conflict in the fossil record was clearly

seen at our field site near Fort Dodge,

Iowa. There we found sediments that had

gently accumulated in a pond, entombing

bits and pieces of the surrounding flora

and fauna 15,100 years ago. Analysis of

the pollen and plant remains by Richard

Baker and others at the University of Iowa

indicated that at that time the vegetation

of the region resembled that of modern

subarctic Canada. Except for outliers of

spruce, the area was treeless. The beetle

remains, however, did not include a single

arctic or subarctic species. Instead, we

found mostly open-ground species, which

today live in the more moderate climate of

south-central Canada.

The coexistence of "warm" beetle spe-

cies with subarctic vegetation continued

to puzzle us until we found a more com-

plete record of the climatic events seventy

miles to the south, near Saylorville in the

northern suburbs of Des Moines. Here

were the bottom sediments of another lake

with an extensive fossil record of plants

and insects that allowed us to see what was

happening before and after the time re-

corded at Fort Dodge. The beetle species

that had thrived in the frigid arctic envi-

ronment suddenly vanished from the fossil

record 15,300 years ago. Above this level,

in the younger sediments, the arctic and

subarctic beetles are permanently re-

placed by warm species, similar to those

found at Fort Dodge. Studies by Baker

and others of the pollen and plant remains,

however, did not show clear evidence of a

warming at this time. The vegetation con-

tinued to be characteristic of subarctic

taiga for several more hundred years.

Why does the insect record indicate a

marked shift away from Ice Age climate

so much earlier than the plant record?

Trees and shrubs may not establish them-

selves in new areas for many hundreds of

years after a change in climate. A forest

cannot replace the mosses, grasses, and

flowers of the tundra overnight; soils must

develop that can support the new vegeta-

tion, and seeds generally disperse over

only a short distance from established tree

stands. The advance of forest over dis-

tances of hundreds of miles is slow. Be-

cause of this lag, pollen does not always

accurately record climatic shifts on short

time scales. Beetles, however (especially

those species that scavenge or that prey on

other arthropods), are rapid colonizers

and are among the first organisms to in-

vade terrain opened up to them by chang-

ing climates. Their remains, for example,

are frequently preserved in the first sedi-

ments that accumulate in lakes and ponds

left behind by receding glaciers. Because

they can give us more precise information

on the timing of ancient climate shifts,

beetle fossils are worth the extra effort to

collect. In this case, many tundra plants

lingered on for hundreds of years after the

warm swing, until the closed spruce for-

ests were reestablished, but the region was

rapidly colonized by open-ground beetles

that thrived in the new, warm climate.

Surprisingly, the warming indicated by

the beetles 1 5,300 years ago did not cause

the continental glacier to recede every-

where. Instead, the ice continued its

southward advance through the Midwest.

Our sites at Fort Dodge and Des Moines

were buried beneath a thick, chaotic mass

of gravel, sand, and clay—glacial till

dumped by the passing ice.

This situation seems paradoxical, but

the warming of the climate may actually

explain a peculiar feature of the final ad-

vance of the Wisconsinan glacier into the

Midwest. The margin of the main ice

sheet lingered somewhere south of the Ca-

nadian border, but a tongue-shaped exten-

sion moved down, spreading a swath of ice

over the tundra of South Dakota and

southern Minnesota, and finally central

Iowa. Exactly when this mass of ice,

known as the Des Moines Lobe, began to

advance southward remains uncertain.

The climate change indicated by the bee-

tle record as 15,300 years ago, however,

may have warmed the main ice mass to
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Society Expeditions on the Amazon:

SEEING THE RAIN FOREST
THROUGH THE TREES.

PROJECT AMAZON

I am interested in learning more about Society Expeditions' Amazon
programs. Please send me additional information.

In the pre-dawn light we cut our Zodiac 's engine and drift

through the Amazon forest. No words are spoken; we

simply listen to the awakening jungle. Rust-colored howler

monkeys ring out over the forest. A squawking match

erupts between toucans. Arainforest sonata, all for us. As

dawn breaks, a group of

herons float off the river
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Fossil wing covers and other Ice Age beetlefragments, roughly 1 00 times life size
Allan C. Ashwonh

the north, creating a mobile section of the

continental glacier that surged southward,

"flowing" at a faster pace on a bed of

meltwater.

By the time the lobe reached our site

near Des Moines, a mature spruce forest

had become reestablished. As the wall of

ice plowed through, it sheared off" the trees

and incorporated them in the glacial de-

bris. Radiocarbon dates of wood from the

till capping our site indicate that there,

13,400 years ago, the Des Moines Lobe

came to a halt.

As we excavated beetle-rich sediments

from the lower levels, a farmer drove up

and filled his pickup truck with spruce

logs pulled from the glacial till to use as

firewood. The wood did not appear par-

ticularly old, and he did not know, or seem

to care, that the logs that would heat his

house that winter were thousands of years

old, or that the nearest trees of the same

species now grow in northern Minnesota.

When the warming came, the beetles

that were adapted to the cold vanished

from the lowland areas south of the ice

margin. Perhaps they were unable to re-

produce in the warmer climate, but more

probably their demise was due to compe-

tition from "warmer" beetle species in-

vading the tundra from the south. Of the

cold-adapted beetles living in what is now
the conterminous United States, only

those populations in the alpine environ-

ments of the Rocky Mountains and north-

em Appalachians survived the end of the

Ice Age. For example, the ground beetle

Pterostichus pinguedineus vanished from

Iowa 15,300 years ago, but today it sur-

vives in Alaska, the Yukon, and in a series

of isolated alpine refuges in the northern

Appalachians (such as the peak of Mount
Washington in New Hampshire) more

than 3,000 miles away
When the ice finally retreated, the

warm-adapted beetles followed the reced-

ing ice front into the open-ground environ-

ments of Canada. One of these, the

ground beetle Opisthius richardsoni, is

found today throughout the foothills of

the Rocky Mountains (but no farther east

than the Beartooth Mountains of Mon-
tana). The beetle lives only on the sand

and gravel banks of frigid meltwater riv-

ers and streams, a habitat that would have

been widespread in the Midwest as the

continental glacier melted.

Today, only a very few arctic beetle

species inhabit the tundra of eastern Can-

ada. Without an eye on the past, one

might guess that this paucity of species is

simply a result of harsh physical and bio-

logical conditions in the region. But we
now realize that the primary Ice Age ref-

uge for arctic beetles was ice-free areas of

Alaska and the Yukon and that few of

these species have succeeded in dispersing

eastward all the way across the continent.

The dense forest and complex maze of

distributaries where the Mackenzie River

feeds into the Beaufort Sea are among the

formidable obstacles restricting the range

of many open-ground beetles. Only a few

species equipped with well-developed

flight wings have reached the tundra of

northern Quebec. We believe that as these

cold-adapted species continue their slow,

but inevitable, expansion into favorable

terrain, the diversity of arctic beetle spe-

cies in the east will increase. Not yet in

equilibrium with its physical environ-

ment, the arctic beetle fauna of eastern

Canada is still recovering from the effects

of the ice sheet that once reached across

the high latitudes of North America.

Donald P. Schwert and Allan C.

Ashworth teach in the Geology Depart-

ment at North Dakota State University.

They are codirectors of the university's

Quaternary Entomology Laboratory,

which maintains an extensive collection

of North and South American beetles.
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This View OF Life

Counters and Cable Cars
Amid crushing conformity, the "still, small voice"

ofdiversity can still be heard

by Stephen Jay Gould

San Francisco, October 11. 1989

In a distinctive linguistic regionalism,

New Yorkers like me stand "on line,"

while the rest of the nation waits patiently

"in line." Actually, I spend a good part of

my life trying to avoid that particular ac-

tivity altogether, no matter what preposi-

tion it may bear. I am a firm supporter of

the Yogi Berra principle regarding once

fashionable restaurants: "No one goes

there anymore; it's too crowded."

Consequently, in San Francisco this

morning, I awoke before sunrise in order

to get my breakfast of Sears's famous

eighteen pancakes (marvel not, they're

very small) before the morning crush of

more amenable hours rendered the restau-

rant uninhabitable on Berra's maxim.

Then out the door by 7:30 to the cable car

stop at Union Square for a ride that thrills

me no less in middle life than on my first

trip as a boy. What moment in public

transportation could possibly surpass that

final steep descent down Russian Hill?

(For a distant second and third in Amer-

ica, I nominate the Saint Charles streetcar

of New Orleans, last of the old-time trol-

ley lines, as it passes by the antebellum

houses of the garden district; and the

Staten Island Ferry, only a nickel in my
youth and the world's most distinguished

cheap date, as it skirts the Statue of Lib-

erty by moonlight.) I travel during the last

minutes of comfort and accessibility. By
9:00 A.M., long lines of tourists will form

and no one will want to ride anymore.

We paleontologists are driven, almost

by professional definition, to an abiding

respect for items and institutions that

have prevailed and prospered with integ-

rity in an unending sea of change (al-

though I trust that we can also welcome,

even foster, intellectual innovation). I love

Sears restaurant with its familiar, uni-

formly excellent and utterly nonyuppie

breakfast menu. And I adore those Vic-

torian cars with their wooden seats and

their distinctive sounds—the two-clang

signal to move, the hum of the cable per-

petually running underground, the grasp

of the grip as it takes hold to pull the

passive car along.

As I ride, I ponder a psychological puz-

zle that has long intrigued me: why does

authenticity—as a purely conceptual

theme—exert such a hold upon us? An
identical restaurant with the same food,

newly built in the San Francisco segment

of a Great Cities Theme Park, would sup-

ply me with nothing but calories; a perfect

replica of a cable car, following an even

hillier route in Disneyland, would be a silly

bauble.

Authenticity has many guises, each

contributing something essential to our

calm satisfaction with the truly genuine.

Authenticity of object fascinates me most

deeply because its pull is entirely abstract

and conceptual. The art of replica making

has reached such sophistication that only

the most astute professional can now tell

the difference between, say, a genuine di-

nosaur skeleton and a well-made cast. The
real and the replica are effectively alike in

all but our abstract knowledge of authen-

ticity, yet we feel awe in the presence of

bone once truly clothed in dinosaur flesh

and mere interest in fiberglass of identical

appearance.

If I may repeat, because it touched me
so deeply, a story on this subject told once

before in this forum (November 1984). A
group of blind visitors met with the direc-

tor of the Air and Space Museum in

Washington to discuss greater accessibil-

ity, especially of the large objects hanging

from the ceiling of the great atrium and

perceptible only by sight. The director

asked his guests whether a scale model of

Lindbergh's Spirit ofSt. Louis, mounted

and fully touchable, might alleviate the

frustration of nonaccess to the real Mc-
Coy. The visitors replied that such a solu-

tion would be most welcome, but only if

the model were placed directly beneath

the invisible original. Simple knowledge

of the imperceptible presence of authen-

ticity can move us to tears.

We also respect an authenticity of

place. Genuine objects out of context and

milieu may foster intrigue, but rarely in-

spiration. London Bridge dismantled and

reassembled in America becomes a mere

curiosity I love to watch giraffes in zoo

cages, but their jerky, yet somehow grace-

ful, progress over the African veld pro-

'

vokes a more satisfying feeling t)f awe.

Yet, until today, I had not appreciated

the power of a third authenticity of use.

Genuine objects in their proper place can

be devalued by altered use—particularly

when our avid appetite for casual and

ephemeral leisure overwhelms an original

use in the honorable world of daily work.

Lord knows, being one myself, I have no

right to complain about tourists mobbing

cable cars. Visitors have an inalienable

right to reach Fisherman's Wharf and

Ghirardelli Square by any legal means

sanctioned and maintained by the city of

San Francisco. Still, I love to ride incog-

nito at 7:30 a.m. with native San Francis-

cans using the cable car as a public con-

veyance to their place of work—Asian

students embarking on their way to school

as the car skirts by Chinatown; smartly

dressed executives with their monthly

transit passes.

But I write this essay because I experi-
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enced a different, unanticipated, and most

pleasant example of authenticity of use in

Sears this morning. (I could not have

asked for a better context. The Bay Area,

this week, is experiencing a bonanza in

authenticity of place—as the Oakland A's

and the San Francisco Giants prepare for

the first single-area World Series since

1956, when the seventh and last "subway

series" of ten glorious childhood years in

New York, 1947 to 1956, produced Don
Larsen's perfect game and the revenge of

my beloved Yankees for their only defeat,

the year before, by the Dodgers in their

true home in Brooklyn. Think what we
would lose if, in deference to October

weather and a misplaced sense of even

opportunity, the World Series moved

from the home cities of full season drama

to some neutral turf in balmy Miami or

New Orleans.)

I have always gone to Sears with other

people and sat at a table. This time I went

alone and ate at the counter. I had not

known that the counter is a domain of

regulars, native San Franciscans on their

way to work. One man gets up and says to

the waitress, "Real good, maybe I'll come
back again sometime." "He's in here ev-

ery morning," whispers the waitress to me.

Another man takes the empty seat, saying

"Hi, honey" to the woman on the next

stool. "You're pretty early today," she re-

phes. "The works!" he says, as the waitress

passes by. "You got it," she replies. A few

minutes later, she returns with a plate of

pancakes and a dish of scrambled eggs.

But first she slides the eggs off the plate

onto a napkin, blotting away the butter.

"No good for him," she explains. He be-

gins a discussion on the relative merits of

cloth napkins and paper towels in such an

enterprise. Good fellowship in authentic-

ity of use; people taking care of each other

in small ways of enduring significance.

As I present talks on evolutionary sub-

jects all around America, I can be sure of

certain questions following any speech;

Where is human evolution going? What
about genetic engineering? Are blacks

really better at basketball? (Both the

dumb and the profound share this charac-

ter of inevitabihty.) High on the list of

these perennial inquiries, I must rank the

ecological question—usually asked with

compassion, but sometimes with pugnac-

ity; Why do we need to save all these

species anyway?

I know the conventional answers rooted

in practicality. I even believe in them; you

never know what medical or agricultural

use might emerge from species currently

unknown or ignored; beneficial diversity

of gene pools in cultivated species can

often be fostered by interbreeding with

wild relatives; interconnectedness of eco-

logical webs may lead to dire and unin-

tended consequences for "valued" species

when "insignificant" creatures are rubbed

out. Still, I prefer to answer with an ethi-

cal, more accurately a viscerally aesthetic,

statement espoused by nearly all evolu-

tionary biologists as a virtual psychic ne-

cessity for wanting to enter the field in the

first place; we relish diversity; we love

every slightly different way, every nuance

of form and behavior—and we know that

the loss of a significant fraction of this

gorgeous variety will quench our senses

and our satisfactions for any future worth

contemplating in human terms (potential

recovery of diversity several million years

down the road is too abstract and conjec-

tural for this legitimately selfish argu-

ment). What in the world could possibly

be more magnificent than the fact that

beetle anatomy presents itself in more

than half a million separate packages

called species?

I have always been especially wary of

"soft" and overly pat analogies between

biological evolution and human cultural

change. (Some comparisons are apt and

informative, for all modes of change must

hold features in common; but the mecha-

nisms of biological evolution and cultural

change are so different that close analo-

gies usually confuse far more than they

enlighten.) Nonetheless, aesthetic state-

ments may claim a more legitimate

universality, especially when an overt

form rather than the underlying mecha-

nism of production becomes the subject of

our consideration. If you feel aesthetic

pleasure in proportions set by the "golden

section," then you may gain similar sat-

isfaction from a nautilus shell or a Greek

building despite their maximally different

methods and causes of construction. I do,

therefore, feel justified in writing an essay

on the moral and aesthetic value of diver-

sity both in natural and in human works

—

and in trying to link the genesis and de-

fense of diversity with various meanings of

authenticity. (In addition, Natural His-

tory has been breaking ground within its

genre for many years by including the

diversity of human works under its man-

tle—and by recognizing that the life of

modem cities belongs as firmly to natural

history as the overphotographed and

overromanticized ways of the few human
groups still living as hunters and gatherers

in pristine habitats.)

(Finally, if I may make a terrible con-

fession for a working biologist and a natu-

ral historian; I grew up on the streets of

New York, and I suppose that one never

loses a primary affection for things first

familiar—call it authenticity of place if

you wish. I do think that America's south-

western desert, in the four comers region

around Monument Valley, is the most

subhme spot on earth. But when I crave

diversity rather than majesty, I choose

cities and the products of human labor, as

they resist conformity and embody
authenticity of object, place, and use. My
motto must be the couplet of Milton's

"L'Allegro" and "II Penseroso"—from

the happy rather than the pensive side;

Towered cities please us then

And the busy hum of men.

Several years ago I visited India on a trip

sponsored by Harvard's Natural History

Museum. My colleagues delighted in aris-

ing at 4;00 a.m., piling into a bus, driving

to a nature reserve, and trying to spot the

dot of a tiger at some absurd distance,

rendered only slightly more interesting by

binoculars. I yearned to be let off the bus

alone in the middle of any bazaar in any

town.)

Natural diversity exists at several lev-

els. Variety permeates any nonclonal

population from within. Even our tightest

genealogical groups contain fat people

and thin people, tall and short. The primal

folk wisdom of the ages proclaims the

enormous differences in temperament

among siblings of a single family. But the

greatest dollop of natural diversity arises

from our geographical divisions—the dif-

ferences from place to place as we adapt

to varying environments and accumulate

our distinctiveness by limited contact with

other regions. If all species, like rats and

pigeons, lived all over the world, our

planet would contain but a tiny fraction of

its actual diversity.

I therefore tend to revel most in the

distinctive diversity of geographical re-

gions when I contemplate the aesthetic

pleasure of differences. Since I am most

drawn to human works, I find my greatest

joy in leaming to recognize local accents,

regional customs of greeting and dining,

styles of architecture linked to distinctive

times and places. I also, at least in my
head if not often enough in overt action,

think of myself as a watchdog for the

preservation of this fragile variety and an

implacable foe of standardization and ho-

mogenization.

I recognize, of course, that official pro-

grams of urban layout and road building

must produce more elements of com-

monality than a strict aesthetic of maxi-

mal diversity might welcome. After all,

criteria of design have a universality that

becomes more and more pressing at upper

limits of size and speed. If you have to

move a certain number of cars through a

given region at a stated speed, the road
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can't meander along the riverbanks or run

through the main streets of old market

towns. Public buildings and city street

grids beg for an optimal efficiency that

imposes some acceptable degree of uni-

formity.

But the sacred task of regionalism must

be to fill in the spaces between with a

riotous diversity of distinctive local tradi-

tions—preferably of productive work, not

only of leisure. With this model of a poten-

tially standardized framework for roads

and public spaces filled in, softened, and

humanized by local products made by lo-

cal people for local purposes—authentic-

ity of object, place, and use—I think that I

can finally articulate why I love the Sears

counter and the cable cars in the early

morning. They embody all the authen-

ticities, but they also welcome the respect-

ful stranger. (Again, nature and human
life jibe in obedience to basic principles of

structural organization. Ecological rules

and principles—flow of energy across tro-

phic levels, webs of interaction that define

the "balance of nature"—have generality

corresponding to permissible uniformity

in the framework of public space. But

local diversity prevails because different

organisms embody the rules from place to

place—lions or tigers or bears as predict-

able carnivores of three separate conti-
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I also now understand, with an intellec-

tual argument to back a previous feeling,

what I find so troubling about the drive for

standardization, on either vernacular

(McDonald's) or boutique levels (Ghirar-

delli Square or Harborside or Quincy

Market or how can you tell which is where

when all have their gourmet chocolate

chip cookie cart and their Crabtree and

Evelyn soap store). I cannot object to the

homogenization per se, for I accept such

uniformity in the essential framework of

public spaces. But McDonald's introduces

standardization at the wrong level, for it

usurps the smaller spaces of immediate

and daily use, the places that cry out for

local distinction and its attendant sense of

community. McDonald's is a flock of pi-

geons ordering all endemic birds to the

block, a horde of rats wiping out all the

mice, gerbils, hamsters, chinchillas, squir-

rels, beavers, and capybaras. The Mom-
and-Pop chain stores of Phoenix and Tuc-

son are almost a cruel joke, a contradiction

in terms.

I grew up in Queens, next to a fine

establishment called the T-Bone Diner (it

is still there, mirabile dictu). The contrast

between railroad-car-style diners of my
youth and McDonald's of my midlife

brings us to the heart of the dilemma.

Diners were manufactured in a few stan-

dardized sizes and shapes—many by the

Worcester Car Company in my adopted

state—and then shipped to their prospec-

tive homes. Owners then took their stan-

dard issue and proceeded to cultivate the

distinctness that defines this precious item

of American culture: menus abounding

with local products and suited to the skills

and tastes of owners; waiters and wait-

resses with a flair for uniqueness, even

eccentricity, of verve, sassiness, or simple

friendliness; above all, a regular clientele

forged into a community of common care.

McDonald's works in precisely the oppo-

site way and becomes perverse in its in-

congruity. It enters the small-scale do-

main of appropriate uniqueness within the

interstices of an allowable uniform frame-

work. It even occupies spaces of widely

differing designs, placements, and previ-

ous uses. It then forges this diversity into a

crushing uniformity that permits not a

millimeter of variation in the width of a

fry from Oakland to Ogunquit.

But we are not defeated. Uniqueness

has a habit of crawling back in and around

the uniformities of central planning.

Uniqueness also has staying power against

all the practical odds of commercial cul-

ture because authenticities speak to the
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human soul. Many of those old diners are

still flourishing in New England. I am at

least a semiregular at one of the finest. On
my last visit, the counter lady pointed to a

jar with dollar bills. A regular customer,

she told me, had a sick child in need of an

operation—and everyone was kicking in,

if only as a symbol of support and commu-
nity. No one even mentioned the jar to

casual customers on that particular morn-

ing; but I was simply told to contribute.

No pleas, no harangues, no explanations

beyond the simple facts of the case. Our
communities are many, overlapping, and

of various strengths. I am proud to be part

of this aggregate, forged to a coherent

species by a common place of local integ-

rity. So long as these tiny communities

continue to form in the interstices of con-

formity, I will remain optimistic about the

power of diversity. And I will remember

Elijah's discovery during his flight from

Jezebel (1 Kings 19:11-12): "After the

wind an earthquake. . . . And after the

earthquake a fire. . . . And after the fire a

still, small voice."

Postscript: As the dateline indicates, I

wrote this essay just a week before the

great San Francisco earthquake of Octo-

ber 17. This violently altered circum-

stance has converted my closing line into

an utterance that, if intended after the

fact rather than written unwittingly be-

fore, might seem overly pointed, if not

verging on cruel. In using Elijah to re-

emphasize my central contrast between

small-scale, local, and distinctive diversity

(the "still, small voice") and global effects

(well represented by general catastro-

phes), I was, I freely confess, also trying to

make a small joke about San Francisco as

the location of my essay—for the 1906

earthquake did wreak its main destruction

with a tremor followed by fire.

Little did I know that my attempt at

humor would soon be turned so sour by

nature. I could, of course, just change the

ending, sink this postscript, and fudge a

fine fit with history—the virtue of work-

ing with a magazine's three-month, rather

than a newspaper's one-day, lead time.

But I would rather show what I wrote

originally—appropriate to its moment,

but not a week later—as a testimony to

nature's continuing power over our for-

tunes, and as a working example of an-

other theme so often addressed in this

series: the quirky role of unique historical

events both in nature and in human life.

The earthquake has also illuminated

several other points that I raised about

authenticity and local diversity. The
World Series, although delayed, was not

moved to neutral turf but was played by

honoring baseball's powerful tradition for

authenticity of place, despite the practical

difficulties. My line about "people taking

care of each other in small ways of endur-

ing significance," although meant only as

a comment about the Sears counter, soon

extended to the whole region. Every fire or

flood provokes endless rumination and pi-

ous commentary about why we seem to

need disaster to bring out the best in us.

But cliches are hackneyed because they

are true; and the framework of this essay

does put a different twist upon a common-
place: just as McDonald's marks the dark

side by bringing the allowable conformity

of large-scale public space into the inap-

propriate arena of local distinctiveness,

human kindness after disaster, on the

bright side, has a precisely opposite effect,

for it promotes the usual caring of small

and local communities to the large and

overt domain of anonymity and callous-

ness. Now how can this still, small voice be

heard and felt at all scales all the time?

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geol-

ogy, and the history ofscience at Harvard
University.
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This Land

Offerings to the sunfrom present-day Plains Indians hangfrom
thefence surrounding the Medicine Wheel, a pattern ofrocks
more than two centuries old. The offerings, which include
handkerchiefs, tobaccopouches,feathers, and vegetation, are
concentrated on the eastern side ofthe circularfence.
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Medicine Mountain, Wyoming
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by Robert H. Mohlenbrock

The Big Horn Mountains form a huge

arc, extending from southern Montana
into central Wyoming. Their slopes are

dominated by coniferous species—Doug-

las and subalpine firs, Engelmann and

white spruces, and ponderosa, limber, and

lodgepole pines—with quaking aspen and

Rocky Mountain maple adding a touch of

variation. Below the timberiine, roughly

9,700 feet above sea level, daisies,

monkeyflowers, groundsels, paintbrushes,

beardtongues, and balsamroots provide

vivid color, while on the higher peaks grow

a number of alpine species. These minia-

ture plants, which bloom in July and Au-

gust, include a rosy-pink shooting-star.

Parry primrose, white-hairy and alpine

cinquefoils, tufted saxifrage, paintbrush,

gray groundsel, alpine bluebells, arctic

harebell, low blue-eyes, and stemless

woollybase.

One of the higher peaks is Medicine

Mountain, which rises 9,962 feet in Wyo-
ming's Big Horn National Forest. Winter

is so severe there that the mountaintop is

often covered with snow as late as mid-

June. But despite the inhospitable loca-

tion, on a shoulder of the mountain, about

340 feet downslope and one mile north-

west of the windswept peak, lies a pattern

of rocks arranged by unknown native peo-

\,.



Medicine Mountain, Wyoming

For visitor information write:

Supervisor

Big Horn National Forest

1969 S. Sheridan Avenue

Sheridan, Wyoming 82801

(307)672-0751

pie. Known as the Medicine Wheel, it has

been the subject of study and speculation

since it was first recorded in 1 895. In 1 958

archeologist Don Grey dated it by dendro-

chronology to A.D. 1 760.

The rocks that make up the Medicine

Wheel were taken from the surrounding

limestone terrain. They form an irregular

circle with a diameter of approximately

80 feet. A 2.5-foot opening in the circle

faces approximately east, while in the cen-

ter is a hollow mound of rocks, or cairn, 14

feet in diameter and 2.5 to 3 feet high.

Excavation beneath this cairn has re-

vealed that a hole nearly 3 feet deep had

once been dug there.

Radiating from the central cairn to the

outer circle are twenty-eight irregularly

spaced rows of stones, resembling the

spokes of a wheel. Five other cairns, each

an open circle between three and four feet

in diameter and standing a few inches tall,

are irregularly spaced around the outer

edge of the wheel. One is located approxi-

mately north, one northeast, one south-

east, one nearly south, and one west. An-

other lies about twelve feet southwest of

the wheel, connected by a continuation of

one of the twenty-eight spokes.

Since its modem discovery, archeolo-

gists have wondered who built the Medi-

cine Wheel and what it was for. The first

published account, in 1895, speculated

that the peripheral cairns were occupied

by the medicine men of different tribes

during religious ceremonies, and that the

large central cairn was the abode of the

Manitou, a supernatural force that gives

power to spirits. In 1922, George Grinnell

interviewed Plains Indians who still lived

in the nearby lowlands. None had ever

seen the Medicine Wheel, but many had

heard of it.

When Elk River, a revered Cheyenne,

was shown a sketch of the Medicine

Wheel, he immediately said that it was the

plan of an old-time Cheyenne medicine

lodge, used for Sun Dance ceremonies.

Such a lodge, constructed with a wood

framework, consisted of an outside circu-

lar wall and a central pole, with twenty-

eight rafters radiating to the outer wall.

An opening facing east permitted entry.

At the western edge (equivalent to the

western cairn of the Medicine Wheel) was

the sacred altar, "where the thunder came
from," according to Elk River.

Grinnell suspected that the Medicine

Wheel was visited by a great number of

people in prehistoric times, because a well-

worn trail runs along the side of the moun-

tain and descends across a narrow saddle

before climbing to the shoulder where the

Medicine Wheel is built. Grinnell con-

cluded that the Medicine Wheel had been

the site of a ceremonial Sun Dance lodge,

and that stones had been used in its con-

struction since wood was not immediately

available above timberline.

In 1953, archeologist Thomas Kehoe

studied a number of similar stone wheels

in Alberta, Canada, and adjacent Mon-
tana and interviewed Blackfoot Indians

about them. Several Indians suggested

that the wheels were associated with death

or burial. One remarked that "when they

buried a real chief, one that the people

loved, they would pile rocks around the

edge of his lodge and then place rows of

rocks out from his burial tipi. The rock

lines show that everybody went there to

get something to eat." Another noted that

"a circle of stones used to mark the place

where great chiefs or medicine men died."

Others referred to the rock cairns as

places that commemorated important

events, such as a great battle or a lodge

struck by smallpox. Kehoe concluded that

certain death rituals of the Blackfoot Indi-

ans might have given rise to the strange

configurations.

In 1973, astronomer John Eddy studied

the Medicine Wheel in the Big Horn

Mountains to see if it might instead be a

calendric device, much like Stonehenge in

England. To visit the site at the summer
solstice (about June 22, when the sun is in

the sky for the longest time during the

year), he had to trudge through the moun-

tain snow. Fortunately, even though the

snow was boot-deep on the climb up, the

wheel itself had been mostly blown clear.

Before the dawn at summer solstice,

Eddy positioned himself at the southwest-

em cairn, twelve feet outside the wheel,

and sighted over the central cairn. When
the sun broke the horizon, it was directly

26 Natural History 1/90
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The Medicine Wheel, viewedfrom the south: two ofits cairns, or rock mounds, line up with the rising sun at the summer solstice.

in line with the two points! Later, at sun-

set, he stood at the southeastern cairn and

directed his view over the central cairn;

again, the sun was nearly on target.

Eddy proceeded to check the align-

ments of the other cairns to see if they

corresponded to other astronomical phe-

nomena. He knew that the rising of bright

stars had often been used for calendar

references by early peoples, including the

Egyptians. At night, Eddy found that if he

stood at the western cairn and sighted over

the northern cairn, Aldebaran, the second

brightest star in the sky during the sum-

mer solstice, was in alignment. Aldebaran

is the one star, according to Eddy, whose

brief appearance near dawn would signal

the summer solstice.

Gazing across the northeastern cairn

from the western cairn, Eddy found that

another bright star, Rigel, was almost in

line, while the brightest star, Sirius, was

nearly in alignment when sighted over the

central cairn from the western cairn. In

making further calculations, Eddy noted

that Rigel would be in perfect alignment

one lunar month after Aldebaran's rise at

solstice, while Sirius would be in perfect

alignment one lunar month after that, a

good reminder that winter was just around

the corner.

Eddy points out that the comparison of

the Medicine Wheel with the floor plan of

the Cheyenne medicine lodge is not per-

fect: there are too many cairns and they

are not accurately aligned with the cardi-

nal points. Eddy also believes that because

of its inhospitable location, the Medicine

Wheel was not used ceremonially by large

groups of people. He suggests that it

served as a primitive astronomical obser-

vatory, visited only by a few.

After Eddy reported his findings,

Thomas Kehoe, along with Alice Kehoe,

decided to reexamine eleven similar stone

patterns in Canada and Montana. At

three of these sites, they concurred that

the summer solstice and the appearance of

Aldebaran and Sirius could be deter-

mined from the stones, but the other eight

sites did not conform. Carbon- 14 dating

showed that a medicine wheel on Moose

Mountain, in Saskatchewan, which is

practically a duplicate of the one on Medi-

cine Mountain, was built about 750 B.C.

The Kehoes also learned from inter-

views that the Plains Cree take note of the

longest day of the year, regarding it as the

beginning of the new year. The Indians

once relied on calendar men to tell them

when to celebrate. Observation of the sol-

stice sun might have been part of the pri-

vate knowledge these calendar men held.

The Kehoes speculate that when the origi-

nal function of medicine wheels was no

longer remembered by later generations,

similar cairns may have been used for the

burial of important men, eventually lead-

ing to the Blackfoot tradition of erecting

memorials to chiefs by placing rock lines

that led to the cairns. This would account

for some of the wheels not lining up with

the sun and the stars.

Similarly, Eddy has suggested that the

pattern of the Big Horn Medicine Wheel

and the plan of the Cheyenne medicine

lodge may be related, since the lodge was

usually built to celebrate the Sun Dance,

traditionally performed near the time of

the solstice. Eddy believes that a few ob-

servers may have climbed up to the Medi-

cine Wheel in June to ascertain the time to

begin the ceremony, which was probably

held at a lower site more accessible to the

tribe. If the wheel was known to only a

select few, this could have added to the

mystique of the procedure.

"This Land" highlights the biological

phenomena of the 154 U. S. nationalfor-

ests. Robert H. Mohlenbrock is Distin-

guished Professor ofBotany at Southern

Illinois University at Carbondale.
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Marking Time
by Jeremy Bernstein

One of the most important aspects of stein with those of Sir Isaac Newton. In

Einstein's theory of relativity was that it Einstein's 1905 paper on relativity, he

emphasized that as far as science is con- wrote:

cemed, "time" is that which is measured if, for instance, I say "That train arrives

by clocks. Contrast the writings of Ein- here at 7 o'clock," I mean something like

Painting by Herbert Bayer, Time and Shadow
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Reviews

this: "The pointing of the small hand of my
watch to 7 and the arrival of the train are

simultaneous events."

On the other hand, Newton's definition of

"absolute time" as given in the Principia

(1687) was:

Absolute, true, and mathematical time, of

itself, and from its own nature, flows with-

out relation to anything external, and by

other means is called duration.

Whatever this absolute time is, it is,

Newton would assert, not something that

is measured by a clock. But what is a

clock? The answer to this question is the

real subject matter of a very ambitious,

although I think not entirely successful.

Empires of Time, by Anthony Aveni. Ba-

sic Books, Inc., $24.95; 371 pp., illus.

new book, Empires of Time, by Prof. An-

thony Aveni of Colgate University. (He is

a professor of both astronomy and an-

thropology.) In brief, a clock is any phe-

nomenon that repeats itself—is periodic.

This can be the beating of a human heart,

the cyclic passage of the moon in front of a

star, the daily shadow cast by the sun at

noon, or the vibration of atomic crystals.

Such periodic phenomena are recognized,

as Aveni points out, by essentially all hu-

man societies. One could, I suppose, imag-

ine a universe where "aging"—the flow of

events toward increasing randomness

—

occurred without there being any periodic

markers to measure the rate at which such

events take place. But our universe, at

least in its present state of development, is

full of such markers.

In this book, Aveni wears two hats: that

of the anthropologist describing how vari-

ous societies have chosen their clocks, and

that of the physical scientist concerned

with what modem scientific ideas—such

as the theory of relativity and the quan-
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turn theory—have taught us about the

abstract nature of time. It is the anthropo-

logical part of this book that I admire. I

am afraid, as I shall point out, that Aveni

has the modem abstract physics part seri-

ously muddled. It would be a miracle if

anyone could be equally competent in

both domains, and by definition, miracles

do not occur often.

Judging from the references in the

book, Aveni's true area of expertise is in

the history of timekeeping as practiced in

Mesoamerica among the Maya, the Az-

tecs, and the Incas. The chapters devoted

to such matters as the Maya Venus-ori-

ented calendar are truly fascinating, but

they are also horrifying, because these

Mesoamerican peoples shared the idea

that human sacrifice was necessary to

maintain the flow of time. This was, above

all, true of the Aztecs, who often went to

war with the sole purpose of capturing

sacrificial victims, often children. As

Aveni writes,

[Bernardino de] Sahagiin tells us that in the

Aztec month of Atlcahualo the priests

brought children for sacrifice to seven dif-

ferent shrines. These children were selected

because they possessed favorable day signs,

and each was labeled with his or her own
particular colored paper streamers

—
"hu-

man paper streamers" they were called.

The choice between these practices and

the missionary Inquisition that followed is

hard to make.

Living in an age where for less than

thirty dollars we can buy a watch (I am
wearing one) that gives the time in two

time zones, sounds alarms at various

hours, stores telephone numbers, and

times sporting events, it is hard to under-

stand why an entire priestly class was

needed to tell time. But just try to imagine

a society with little or no technology at-

tempting to keep track of the temporal

order of events. Some societies don't even

try. As Aveni notes, Trobriand islanders

have a language in which there are no

tenses: "They perceive reality atem-

porally, in terms of fixed, patterned

wholes." It is stunning what happens when

such a society is suddenly engulfed by a

totally temporal society.

As a traveler in Tibet, I was witness to

such a collision. The traditional Tibetan

calendar, a considerably weirder version

of the Chinese calendar that Aveni de-

scribes, does not even exist until the offi-

cial astrologers decide which days in the

forthcoming year should be deleted or

doubled. "Good" days are doubled. Con-

trast this with the Chinese imposition of

Beijing time on all of China and Tibet.

This means that in Lhasa it is light at night

and pitch black in the morning. I would be

astonished if the Tibetan nomads, more

than half the population, living in their

black, yak-hair tents, have the slightest

concern about "Chinese" time.

As I have tried to indicate, I have noth-

ing but admiration for Aveni's anthropo-

logical material and for that part of his

book that reflects it. However, when he

turns to modern, abstract science, it seems

to me that he is clearly in over his head.

Two examples will suffice. Late in the

book, Aveni has a section, called "The

World Diagram," that concerns itself with

Einstein's above-mentioned special theory

of relativity. Certainly, the theory of rela-

tivity has greatly influenced our notions of

time measurements. As the quotation

from his paper hints, Einstein explained to

us that all time measurements are really

the measurements of two simultaneous

events: the event of interest and the simul-

taneous marking of it by some clock. Ein-

stein went on to analyze how these simul-

taneous measurements are afl'ected if the

observers are set in motion, and he showed

that one person's notion of simultaneity

will not, in general, coincide with anoth-

er's (the "relativity" of simultaneity).

Certainly, a clear discussion of this the-

ory belongs in any book about time. In-

stead, Aveni chooses to discuss the math-

ematically abstract, four-dimensional

formalism of the theory invented by the

Russian mathematician Hermann Min-

kowski some years later. But worse, Aveni

has gotten it completely wrong. He seems

to think that the four-dimensional space in

question is just an enlarged Euclidean

sphere with the time dimension tacked on.

This is reflected in an incorrect math-

ematical formula—one of the very few

formulas in the book. A crucial minus sign

is missing in front of the time variable.

The minus sign makes all the difference in

the world. Space and time in the world of

relativity are not the same things at all. To

the stationary observer, moving clocks ap-

pear to slow down, while space intervals

—

God reposes on the seventh day ofthe Creation, as depicted

in the latefifteenth century Nuremberg Chronicle.

yrue

The Huntington Library, San Marii
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rulers and the like

—

contract. Aveni's ap-

parent lack of understanding of any of this

renders meaningless, at least for me, his

subsequent discussion of how these ideas

might cast light on the Aztec view of

space-time.

While Aveni's discussion of relativity is,

in my view, simply wrong, some of his

other ventures into the arcana of modern

physics fall into a category, introduced by

the late Wolfgang Pauli, of ideas that are

not even wrong—ideas so muddled that

the categories "true" or "false" do not

apply. In this category I would put Aveni's

discussion of what is known as time rever-

sal—a property of deep symmetry in

many quantum mechanical systems, but

one that was shown to break down in some
of them in an experiment carried out in

1 964. Although I have taught this subject

to two generations of graduate students, I

am unable to attach any meaning at all to

the sentence "The neutral K meson, or

Kaon, a subatomic particle, decays into

two separate and distinct particles in a

time interval that can be shown to be dif-

ferent if time were reversed." Nor can I

attach any meaning to the sentences that

follow. I do not have the space, or space-

time, in this review to try to sort this out,

but to a reader with some scientific back-

ground I highly recommend The Physics

of Time Asymmetry, by R C. W. Davies

(University of California Press).

I wish Aveni had not tried to venture

into these waters at all. There are so many
wonderful things about time that he

barely touches on, such as the invention of

the marine chronometer by the eight-

eenth-century British clockmaker John

"Longitude" Harrison, and his subse-

quent effort to claim the 1714 Parliamen-

tary prize for inventing a practical method
for measuring longitude. This prize had
been occasioned by the unfortunate colli-

sion of the flotilla under the command of

Sir Clowdisley Shovell—what a wonder-

ful name!—with the Gilstone Ledges in

the Scilly Islands in October of 1707. Be-

cause of a mistaken computation of longi-

tude, 1,199 men, including Clowdisley,

were drowned. This is a tale on the heroic

scale of the Maya calendar The abstract

illuminations of modern physics, if pre-

sented clearly and correctly, are marvel-

ous. But Aveni's book is not the place to

learn about them.

Jeremy Bernstein is a professor ofphysics
at the Stevens Institute of Technology
and an adjunct professor at the Rockefel-

ler University His two latest books, The
Tenth Dimension and In The Himalayas,

reflect his vocation (physics) and his avo-

cation (mountain travel).
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In Regina v. Angulalik, the accused, a

trader, was charged with stabbing to

death thefather ofayoung boy who had
stolenfrom his store. (Soapstone, copper

knife handle with metal blade.)
All photographs by Richard Harrington



"W" Images of •

Justice
Eskimo carvings trace the legal history ofCanada's
Northwest Territories

by Dorothy Harley Eber

In the summer of 1 988, a group of twenty-six young Inuit (as

Canadian Eskimo prefer to be called) gathered at Yellowknife,
capital city of Canada's Northwest Territories, for a tough
course designed to turn them into the Territories' first fully

trained legal interpreters in the Inuktitut language. Like many
other visitors to Yellowknife, Timothy Sangoya, twenty-eight, of
Iqaluit on Baffin Island, took time from his rigorous course to

study a collection of Inuit sculpture on display near the

courtrooms in the Yellowknife courthouse.

The small sculptures, all created by Inuit carvers, depict

scenes from noteworthy court cases that came before the

Northwest Territories Supreme Court and its first two justices

in the years between 1 955 and 1 976, the first twenty-one years of
its establishment. Started by Mr. Justice J. H. Sissons and
augmented by his successor, Mr. Justice William G. Morrow,
the collection of little sculptures represents legal history. "I

thought they were really neat," says Timothy Sangoya, "one of

them shows my great-great-grandfather."

Today Timothy works in the Iqaluit offices of Maliiganik

Tukisiiniakvik, "the place where you come to find out what laws
mean," where he regularly sees community residents, many of
them young people, in trouble with the law. But he has not yet

met offenders charged with a crime similar to that involving his

great-great-grandfather—and is unlikely to do so.

The sculptures displayed in the Yellowknife courthouse

represent cases that came to trial during a period of

overwhelming social change in the Canadian Arctic, a time
when the ancient Eskimo camp system was eroding and age-old

practices and traditional mores were called into question. As a

result of the southern technological society's northward push in

the years after World War II, Inuit moved to settlements with

schools and nursing stations, which sprang up around the old fur

trading posts. The small sculptures attest to the challenges the

court faced as Inuit adopted new life styles and the court had to

rule on traditional practices, as well as pass judgment on crimes

arising out of new circumstances.

In Regina v. Amak, Avinga andNangmalik, the accused
were charged with aiding the suicide of Aleak Kolitalik

(Timothy's great-great-grandfather), the leader of a hunting

camp near the remote eastern arctic settlement of Igloolik on the

Melville Peninsula. "From what I've heard he was tired of

living," Timothy explains. "In our culture the elders have the

right to be obeyed. My great-great-grandfather was respected so

the accused would have done what he asked." Changing life

styles and old-age pensions have removed the imperatives for

such actions; but in traditional Eskimo camp days, old people
who felt they had become a burden sometimes chose to end their



The wife ofthe defendant

in Regina v. Jeffrey is depicted

covering herface in dread as

her husband menaces another

man in a "say uncle" kind of
challenge. Jeffrey was given

three months in prisonfor

threatening with a dangerous

weapon, but Mr Justice

William Morrow, who heard

the appeal in 1 967, suspended

the sentence. {Whalebone

with ivory spear.}

lives, perhaps demanding the help of their relatives. "Such cases

were common in those days," notes Jean Belec, the officer who
commanded the Royal Canadian Mounted Police Fort Smith

subdivision headquarters from 1954 to 1957. "What we would

call murder was just considered custom." At the trial, held in

Igloolik in April 1 963, Mr. Justice J. H. Sissons found the

accused guilty and awarded suspended sentences.

Mr. Justice Sissons collected his first carving shortly after he

tried his first case in the Northwest Territories. Carving was and

is an im.portant occupation for Inuit. In the 1950s and 1960s, as

campers moved to the settlements, art projects were introduced

across the North, initially as make-work projects. The high

quality of the work surprised many and has brought the Inuit

wide recognition and significant income. It has also provided the

basis for the cooperatives found in most Eskimo communities.

In Sissons's first case, Regina v. Kaotak, which also involved a

suicide, the boy Kaotak was charged with murdering his father

on the sea ice. He was found not guilty, and the following year he

presented Sissons with a little sculpture that seems to give his

impression of his experience in court. The judge, a mighty figure

dressed in an Eskimo parka and holding a book of laws, is seated

before the bench. In front stands the small lonely figure of the

accused. After he received Kaotak's gift, Sissons began to

commission carvings to illustrate important cases that came
before his court. The identity of only a few of the carvers is

known today, but stylistically, quite a few of Sissons's carvings

appear to be by one hand, while the carving stone indicates these

may come from Coppermine on Coronation Gulf. On Sissons's

death in 1 969, the collection was given to the people of the

Northwest Territories, deeded in trust to the N.W.T Bar
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Association. Three carvings were later donated by Mr. Justice

Morrow and are displayed with the Sissons collection.

Jack Sissons was sixty-three at the time of his appointment as

first residentjudge of the N.W.T. Supreme Court, old, some

thought, for an initial confrontation with the Arctic. Also, he

walked with a limp, the result of polio, not an asset on arctic

terrain. But his struggle to overcome this handicap, those who

worked with him believe, had made him stubborn, sometimes

gruff, and prepared to do battle. "Judge Sissons ruffled

feathers," says Mr. Justice Mark de Weerdt, who went to

Yellowknife as a young lawyer in 1 958 (doubling the legal

population of the Territories) and today sits where Sissons sat.

Sissons had taught in a one-room Ontario school before

becoming a Depression-era lawyer on the Alberta frontier; later

he served there on the bench. During World War II, for a short

period he went to Ottawa as a member of Parliament for the

Peace River district, where many of his constituents were

Indian. When the call came to go north, he brought with him a

sympathy for the northern people caught in the crosscurrents of

change and the belief that to serve justice in the North the laws

and the court must adapt.

The law first reached the Northwest Territories shortly after

the turn of the century. Even today this vast arctic region, one-

third of Canada and the size of India, has a population of only

52,000 people, slightly more than half of whom are Inuit and the

rest Indian and white. In 1 903, the government of Canada

decided to establish two police depots in these enormous arctic

territories, acquired in 1 870 and 1 880 through treaties with

Britain—one at Cape Fullerton on the west coast of Hudson Bay

and one on Herschel Island in the Beaufort Sea. The Canadian

government wanted to police the American and Scottish

whalers active in these areas and to levy taxes, but the move was

not popular. Newspaper headlines in Scotland announced

"Fiscalitis in the Arctic" and "Canada v. the Dundee Whalers."

Under the headline "The Long Arm of the Tax Gatherer," a

1 904 editorial in a Dundee paper commented.

Till within a very recent period this great territory has been

exempt from all forms of government, and its vast expanse has

been a no man's land, free citizens of which have been nomadic

Esquimaux, whalers and explorers. Now the old order is giving

way to new.

By the 1 920s there were police detachments throughout

the Arctic.

Sissons's first run-in with Ottawa officialdom occurred with

his insistence that the court must travel on circuit, even to the

most distant reaches of the Territories. Circuit courts are an old

tradition; Henry 1 1 of England sent judges out on circuit to the

shires. And prior to the Sissons era ofjustice in the North, there

had been irregular circuit courts. Minor offenses in the far-flung

arctic communities were usually handled by white residents

sitting as justices of the peace, but a magistrate with

considerable powers traveled on circuit sporadically in the

western Arctic, and for a capital offense a judge might be

summoned from the south. But only rarely did a court reach the

vast, undeveloped eastern Arctic, so administering justice in this

area was undeniably the big challenge. A good many people

believed that given the difficulty of the terrain and weather, and

the costs involved, offenders should be brought to Yellowknife

and all trials conducted in the Yellowknife courthouse. But

Sissons insisted on court circuits and got his way.

Even today the task of taking the court to some sixty small

communities across the Territories, where a number of dialects

and languages are spoken, is formidable. In a recent issue of the

Yellowknife magazine Up Here, Louise Roy-Nicklen, who

helped train Inuit taking the legal interpreters course, wrote.

The very size of the N.W.T. creates problems in administering

justice. Small communities, scattered far apart, cannot maintain

individual court services; justice must be brought in, like crates of

fresh vegetables or medical aid, by air.



In the 1 950s, when runways were marked out by oil drums

and air services were undeveloped, Sissons's decision to take the

court on regular circuit all across the North was progressive and

brave. Rosalee Hobbs, a former court reporter who traveled

with the Morrow court explained.

When an incident occurs which causes the police to ask for the

attendance of the judge, the court party goes out to that area. The
court party travels as a group to the site of the occurrence. The
judge and court clerk, the counsel for the crown and the counsel

for the defense, plus possibly an interpreter if there isn't one

available in the community, and the reporter My job when the

court was in session was to take down every single word and then to

prepare a transcript if required.

She recalls that when she applied for the job she was asked if

she could sleep on the floor Traveling conditions were rough. In

the first days of the Sissons court, the court party sometimes

flew over Hudson Bay in a single-engine plane, although such

Mr. Justice Sissons 'sfirst trial in the Northwest

Territories, Regina v. Kaotak, involved a

young man charged with murdering hisfather on

the sea ice. The sculpture, one oftwo carved

after the trial andpresented to Sissons, depicts

a suicide. Kaotak wasfound not guilty.

(Soapstone with strip ofcaribou hide

runningfrom trigger to hand.)
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flights were, with reason, discouraged. When the court arrived

at its destination, proceedings might be held in a Quonset hut,

fire hall, or school. "We used to sit on children's chairs. Only the

judge got a proper chair."

In such improvised courtrooms, justice was done. A bilingual

Inuk (Eskimo) interpreted for the accused, while lawyers

retained by the Crown and the accused, but paid for by the

Minister of Justice ($25 per day, $75 per day for a murder trial),

f
r

argued the case for the prosecution and the defense. Bridging

the culture gap often called for the wisdom of Solomon.

A dramatic case in the early years of the Sissons court was

Regina v. Kikkik. In 1 958, in Rankin Inlet on the west coast of

Hudson Bay, Kikkik, an Eskimo woman, was charged with the

crimes of murder, abandonment of a child, and criminal

negligence in respect to a second child.

In the Keewatin district where the events occurred, famines

were frequent. The alleged crimes occurred at a time of great

shortage. Kikkik's half brother, apparently believing wrongly

that Kikkik and her husband had food that they were not

sharing, shot and killed her husband and then shot at but missed

Kikkik. Kikkik seized a knife and stabbed and killed her half

brother, and then, out of food, she left her camp with her five

children. When she was found several days later on the frozen

barren lands, she had only three children with her. An RCMP
patrol found the two missing children strapped together in a

caribou skin and buried under blocks of snow. The oldest child

was alive but the youngest was dead. Kikkik had left them
behind as she and her other children struggled on.

Such tragic abandonment was sometimes a necessity when

Inuit lived in "the old way." Cape Dorset's graphic artist

Pitseolak Ashoona, who made drawings of the traditional Inuit

life, once told how her brother, starving and exhausted, carried

his child on such a desperate journey, until he could go on no

longer "He made the decision to stop carrying her," she

explained. "The little girl and an old woman were left behind in

an igloo. The child had become partly frozen as he carried her

and her cries could be heard as he walked on. It was not possible

to go back later and find them."

Thejury acquitted Kikkik on all three counts, believing that

she had abandoned her youngest children in order that the older

children might survive. Harry Leavitt, a Montreal geologist

working in the North at the time, served as foreman of the jury

and later told the press, "She had a hard choice to make, and the

jury felt that she had made the right one. The Arctic is like that.

It's full of hard choices."

Regina v. Kikkik was much reported in the press and

attracted wide attention, but in less spectacular cases Sissons,

and later his successor. Morrow, brought down decisions that

still have a day-to-day impact on Inuit life. Such a landmark

judgment was Sissons's 1959 ruling regarding the Noah estate,

which upheld the validity of marriage by native custom. Noah, a

young man from Broughton Island, was killed in a fire while

working on the DEW line (a line of radar stations built across the

North). As an employee on this defense project, Noah's life was

insured for $25,000, but since Noah had left no will, the question

arose as to who should get the money. Officials looking after

public estates in Ottawa noted that there had never been a

marriage license issued to Noah. How then could Noah have a

wife? Mr. Justice de Weerdt, acting then as a lawyer, was

appointed to defend the interest of Noah's brothers and sisters,

who would have inherited if Noah's marriage had not been

upheld. He has discussed the case on a number of occasions:
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In Regina v. Shooyook and

Aiyoot, the accused men were

charged with murdering

Aiyoot 's deranged mother at

Levesque Harbour. The people

at the isolated campfeared
that the woman waspossessed

and decided to send a

delegation to kill her. (Figures

ofivory on caribou antler.)

We had a hearing in Broughton and heard evidence that in that

part of the world, when a preacher was not around people did not

stop having families. The parents of the man and woman would get

together and would agree that they were married. The young
people accepted that and it was just as good as any other marriage.

Mr. Justice Sissons's ruling that a marriage by native custom

was a valid marriage was an important, precedent-setting

decision.

Another such judgment related to the adoption of Katie.

Adoption is frequent in Inuit life; indeed, in "the old way" the

first child of a young couple was routinely given to grandparents

so that the child would be a support in their later life. Even today

there are adopted children in many, perhaps most, Inuit

families. Katie was given at birth to adopting parents, and

although the procedure did not conform to Canada's Adoption

and Child Welfare Ordinance, in October 1 96 1 , Mr. Justice

Sissons declared her adoption valid. "When Sissons began

dealing with adoption cases he used to visit the natural parents,

the adopting parents, see the baby, and prepare all the necessary

documentation himself," says Mr. Justice de Weerdt. Routines

were shortly established so that all applications could be

documented before they reached the court.

Regina v. Pitseolak is a case that has had great bearing on the

lives of Inuit women. In this case Sissons overrode traditional

custom to uphold legislation that would improve women's lives.

In a trial held in Cape Dorset in 1 959, Peter Pitseolak, a

powerful camp leader and a complex, talented personality, was

found guilty of statutory rape—sexual relations with an

underage woman. In Peter Pitseolak's youth, early in the

century, many Inuit men had two wives (Pitseolak's father had
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four). Wife exchange was usual and in certain old Eskimo

festivals appears to have symbolized fertility and the renewal of

life. In camp days, up until the start of the 1 860s, women were

customarily taken in marriage soon after the start of menses

—

and according to women still living today, sometimes even

earher. The introduction of Christianity early in the nineteenth

century had modified many traditional practices, but old

customs died hard, and in this case, age-old practice came into

conflict with new concepts of marriage and the law governing

age of consent.

The case was a dramatic one, perhaps because Peter Pitseolak

was respected and feared. "He was a king in that area," says de

Weerdt, prosecuting attorney on the case. The father of the

young woman who was the object of Peter Pitseolak's attentions

protested, and Pitseolak was charged. "Mr. Justice Sissons, who

was the great protector of the rights of the Inuit people,

convicted," says de Weerdt.

In Cape Dorset an old woman called Ikayukta once told a

researcher how she became a wife:

In the old days the marriages were arranged. The women would be
forced to marry men they didn't want. The girl would cry and the

man would drag the girl out of her home. The girls were quite

young when they married. And when I was young there were some
men looking for wives who already had a wife. Tunillee had a wife

when he asked for me. I was just a young girl who had never had a

menstruation. My mother and father did not want this marriage

but my father was afraid of this man so he agreed to the

arrangement.

Few arctic women regret the passing of the old marriage

customs.

In 1 966, after an eleven-year term, Sissons, then seventy-four,

retired to Edmonton where he wrote his memoirs. Judge ofthe

Far7Vor//!,publishedjust before his death in 1969. His place

was taken by William G. Morrow, whose sympathy for native

land-claims and aboriginal rights is reflected in a number of

important decisions. Morrow had practiced law in Alberta and

had gone north on a number of cases as lawyer for the defense

because of his interest in the area and the people.

Such a case was Regina v. Shooyook andAiyoot, which came

before Mr. Justice Sissons with Morrow acting for Shooyook.

The accused were charged with murdering Aiyoot's mother,

Soosie, at Levesque Harbour. The people of the remote camp
had believed that Soosie was possessed by evil spirits. Genevieve

Morrow recalls her late husband's stories of the case:

Soosie, a huge woman, had gone berserk so the people of the camp
fled to a nearby island where they could observe Soosie's actions

from across the water. She began chopping up their canoes,

destroying the boats on which they depended for their livelihood.

They finally decided on a plan of action and two of them went

across and shot her down. They kept a record that recounted the

whole story and gave this to the RCMP Otherwise nobody would

ever have known.

At the trial, Shooyook was found guilty and given a two-year

suspended sentence. Aiyoot was found not guilty. Two men had

fired and the bullet that hit Soosie was believed to have come

from Shooyook's weapon. (In fact, lab results later showed that

the bullet had come from Aiyoot's gun.)

The verdict recognized that the shooting of Soosie was a

crime, but the sentencing reflected the extenuating

circumstances. In acting as they did, the hunters of the camp
appear to have followed traditional practice. Oral histories

collected from elders in recent years carry many such accounts

of how a man or woman, judged by fellow campers to have

become a danger to the community, was eliminated through

group action.

Perhaps the most discussed case of the Morrow court was

Regina v. Tootalik. which started out as a minor game case but

ended with a ruling on Canada's international boundary. In

1 969, Tootalik and three others, one a deaf-mute boy of sixteen,

went out on a polar bear hunt and sighted three bears on the sea



ice near Pasley Bay. The hunters allowed the boy to shoot the

bears, but Tootalik, as head of the hunt, accepted full

responsibility and was charged with shooting a mother bear and

two cubs, an offense under the game laws.

De Weerdt acted for the defense. "It looked like an open and

shut case," he recalls.

The only thing that hadn't been proved was where the bears were

shot. So I went and talked to a local wildlife expert and it turned

out that bears swim around a lot and can be found thirty or forty

miles out at sea. At that time we had a rule of thumb that Canada

extended for three miles from its coasts, so I thought to myself

maybe Tootalik has got an out here—they haven't proven where

the bears were shot; it could have been on the sea ice miles from

shore. I raised the argument but it didn't wash. Morrow wrote a

very interesting judgment saying that these waters were all

Canada, part of the Northwest Territories, and he convicted

Tootalik, who had to forfeit the skins.

Mr. Justice Morrow's ruling on Canadian boundaries still

stands, but Mark de Weerdt succeeded in overturning Tootalik's

conviction. The little sculpture Morrow commissioned from a

carver called Kimiaktook shows an enormous mother bear and

two small cubs, but in fact, the skins of the cubs were—within an

inch or two—nearly as large as the mother's. In appeal, de

Weerdt declared he would not be arguing the international

boundary law. Instead he reminded the court of a wildlife

expert's evidence that

"bears usually stay with the mother for two years and then they go

their separate ways, and if they hadn't found a mate in the third

year they may all stay together for another year" That is pretty

clearly what happened—and on that basis the charge of shooting a

mother polar bear with young was dismissed.

Since the days of the Sissons and Morrow courts, the North

has become a different place. The small eastern arctic

communities the court visits on circuit now have many modem
amenities and all the modem problems—high unemployment,

alcoholism, and dmg abuse. To meet the new challenges the

court system has continued to evolve and to grow. More Inuit

than white men now serve as justices of the peace, initiating

procedures that send cases through the court system and

handling minor offenses; the next decades may see an Inuk

lawyer. Where there were only two lawyers in the Territories

when Mr. Justice de Weerdt went to Yellowknife, today there

are seventy. There are now three justices of the Supreme Court

and five territorial court judges.

Jurists foresee further evolution as native groups in the

Northwest Territories press their claims for land settlements

and native rights. There have been suggestions that there should

be a separate legal system for native Canadians, perhaps along

the lines of the Navajo tribal courts in the United States. It

seems more likely, however, that in the N.W.T the court system

will continue along past lines, evolving to become more

responsive to northem needs. "There is one law for all

Canadians," says a court judge, "but the Court always takes into

consideration local custom." D

In Regina v. Kikkik, the defendant

was charged with murdering her half

brother, abandoning one child, and

criminal negligence in the death ofa

second child. Because the case was

judged a tragedy precipitated by

famine, Kikkik was acquitted on all

three counts. (Soapstone with copper

gun and knives.)
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Common throughout southern and southeastern Yucatan, the

speckled racer prefers moist sites. In the drier north, it is partial

to cenotes, large, round natural sinkholes that are oases of

moist habitat in the surrounding scrub. In Spanish-speaking

countries, the snake is called ranera, thefrog eater
Jonathan A Campbell University of Texas Arlington
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Creatures ofthe Maya
Pre-Columbianpeoples may haveprofoundly affected the whereabouts

ofreptiles and amphibians in today's Yucatan

by Julian C. Lee

Amphibians and reptiles abound in the

creation myths of the Maya. The Maya
cosmological belief, shared by other Mid-
dle American peoples, holds that the earth

is the back of a huge crocodile, floating in a

large lake symbolized by the water lily In

a passage from the Popol Vuh. the great

Book of Council of the Quiche Maya, a

louse carrying an important message is

swallowed by a toad, which is in turn swal-

lowed by a snake, and the snake by a

falcon. The message is delivered when the

falcon regurgitates the snake, which re-

gurgitates the toad, which still has the

louse in its mouth. Even today an impor-

tant deity of the Zinacantecan Maya of

Chiapas, Mexico, is the Earth Owner, who
carries a snake for a whip and rides on deer

that wear iguanas as blinders.

In 1 972, some 400 years after an anony-

mous scribe wrote down the collective wis-

dom of the Maya culture contained in the

Popol Vuh, and some 250 years after that

remarkable manuscript was rediscovered

in what is now Chichicastenango, Guate-

mala, I visited the lowland Maya area of

the Yucatan Peninsula. I soon discovered

what all visitors to the Maya area quickly

learn: one can scarcely travel any appre-

ciable distance through the region without

being repeatedly impressed by the abun-

dance and grandeur of the ruined Maya
cities. But I came to the peninsula as a

biologist, not as an anthropologist, and as

such I was intrigued by the opportunities

that a peninsula—especially a topographi-

cally simple one such as Yucatan—af-

forded for understanding patterns of ani-

mal distribution.

The Yucatan Peninsula is essentially a

broad, flat limestone shelf, jutting

north-northeast into the Gulf of Mexico
and the Caribbean Sea. Bounded on three

sides by water, and to the south and south-

west by the highlands of Alta Verapaz,

Guatemala, and Chiapas, Mexico, the

area is defined by natural features that

constitute a barrier, or at least an impedi-

ment, to dispersal of land animals. The
area is a cul-de-sac, and most of its ani-

mals must have entered from the south

and spread northward. Major topographic

relief is nearly absent; the most conspicu-

ous feature is the Maya Mountains of Be-



lize, an ancient uplifted area that attains a

modest elevation of about 3,800 feet.

Within the northern third of the peninsula

only the Sierrita de Ticul (maximum ele-

vation about 900 feet), which runs north-

west to southeast near the Yucatan-Cam-

peche border, breaks the monotony of the

countryside, which is as flat as the ocean

that covered it during the several intergla-

cial periods of the last million years.

Despite its physical sameness, aspects

of the Yucatan change from south to

north in regular, predictable ways, pro-

ducing a variety of environmental condi-

tions. The amount and the seasonality of

rainfall decline dramatically from the

base of the peninsula, where seventy-five

to eighty-five inches of rain may fall annu-

ally, to a mere twenty to twenty-five

inches at the arid northwest corner The
dryness of the northwest is aggravated by

the extreme seasonality of the meager

rains, which generally fall from May to

October. Moreover, the porous limestone

soil precludes much accumulation of sur-

face water: lakes, rivers, and streams are

virtually absent from the northern third of

the peninsula. What little rain falls perco-

lates through the limestone and is there-

fore quickly lost to plants and animals.

Much of the base of the peninsula sup-

ports a rather luxuriant forest, which, as

one moves northward, gives way to a

lower, more deciduous forest. This in turn

is gradually replaced by a scrubby, highly

deciduous thorn forest covering much of

the north and northwest. Within this

rather simple geographic setting, I hoped

to find why certain species of amphibians

and reptiles lived in some areas and not

others and to account for those patterns in

terms of ecological and historical factors.

Locality records are the raw stuff of any

such study, so I began by examining mu-

seum specimens of Yucatecan amphibi-

ans and reptiles and collating the recorded

locations for each of some 1 65 species. A
few rare species appeared only in a hand-

ful of records; for the abundant forms, the

work involved plotting hundreds of points

on maps. I augmented those data with my
own records, compiled in the course of

fieldwork in Mexico, Guatemala, and Be-

lize. In particular, I sought to fill in the

gaps, to ascertain whether or not a species

existed in a certain area. In this I was

assisted by a host of Yucatecos, Guate-

maltecos, and Belizeans, often children,

whose prowess at collecting frogs, lizards,

and snakes usually exceeded my own. I

then plotted the finds as spot maps—one

for each species—from which I deduced

the range of each species.

One of the most conspicuous patterns to

emerge from this mapping exercise was

that the number of frog and toad species

fell sharply as one moved north: from

some twenty-two at the base of the penin-

sula to nine or ten at the arid northwest

corner only 360 miles away. Since am-

phibians depend upon water, or at least

moist conditions, for reproduction, and
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since their highly permeable skins render

them exceedingly vulnerable to desicca-

tion, it made sense that more species lived

where the annual rainfall was high and

relatively evenly distributed throughout

the year. Moreover, when I examined the

distributions of frogs and toads on a spe-

cies by species basis, I found that along

this same south-north rainfall line, species

dropped out according to their body size:

the small species, such as tiny tree frogs

less than an inch long, lived only at the

moist base of the peninsula; medium-sized

species, such as the red-eyed tree frog,

extended farther out; and the largest spe-

cies, such as the Gulf Coast toad and the

marine toad, ranged throughout the entire

peninsula, overlapping the ranges of other

species, including those of the arid north-

west corner. Physiologically, this made
sense: the larger amphibians, with less

body surface in proportion to their vol-

ume, were less vulnerable to drying out.

As for snakes and lizards, the number of

Because thefemale glassfrog deposits her eggs only on leaves

hanging over moving water, the species, left, is restricted to the

peninsula 's base, where streams abound. The male attends the

egg mass until the developingyoung drop safely into the water

Map: In the Yucatan, the distribution ofluxuriantforests

roughly corresponds to thepattern ofrainfall, which increases

from northwest to southeast.
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species depended not on rainfall but on

vegetation. The tall, luxuriant forests at

the base of the peninsula harbored the

most species; the sparser vegetation of the

savannas of northern Guatemala and

neighboring Belize had the fewest. This

finding fit comfortably with the conven-

tional ecological wisdom that complex

environments can support more species

than can simple ones.

But my other findings were not so easily

explained. Some lizard and snake popula-

tions were separated from more northerly

populations of the same species by hun-

dreds of miles of forest. In these instances

distribution was more or less continuous in

northern and northwestern Yucatan; but

in northern Guatemala and Belize, the

same species lived in isolated islands of

savanna, surrounded by seas of tropical

forest. One of these was a whip-tailed liz-

ard, a terrestrial, diurnal species that pre-

fers open habitats and shuns deep forest.

Several other species, including a forest-

avoiding, moderately poisonous snake, the

so-called guarda camino (road guarder),

also follow this pattern. What all of these

discontinuously distributed species of

snakes and lizards have in common is that

they avoid dense, closed-canopy forest.

How then did these populations become

established so far from one another? One
possibility is that they all migrated across

the uninhabitable intervening land. But
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The marine toad, below, is widespread in theNew World

tropics and thrives throughout the Yucatan, including the

extremely arid northwest corner ofthepeninsula. Its large size,

six to seven inches in length, makes it less vulnerable than tiny

amphibians to drying out. Right: The oddly discontinuous

range ofthis whip-tailed lizard, a 'forest-avoiding species,"

suggests that the vegetation ofthe Yucatan was once very

differentfrom what it is today.

how could a series of long-distance migra-

tions, each in itself unlikely, adequately

explain a pattern that involves several spe-

cies with differing powers of dispersal? An
alternative explanation is that isolated sa-

vanna populations of forest-avoiding rep-

tiles are the remnants of once-continuous

populations that were fragmented by the

growth of tropical forest during the wetter

Pleistocene times. The Pleistocene cli-

matic changes that profoundly influenced

the New World tropics undoubtedly af-

fected the Yucatan as well. Although evo-

lutionists do not all agree on how rapidly

new forms can evolve, change in isolated

populations can be rapid. In this instance,

the isolated populations of snakes and liz-

ards are so similar to their northern rela-

tives that they were most likely cut off

from one another only recently, perhaps

by humans.

The Maya were established on the pen-

insula by at least 500 B.C. From a.d. 250 to

900, during what anthropologists call the

Classic Period, Maya civilization attained

its greatest florescence, culminating in the

development of hundreds of settlements.

These ranged in size from a few house

mounds to enormous sites such as Tikal.

Careful mapping has revealed that Tikal

had at least 3,000 structures where more

than 40,000 people may have lived. Yet by

A.D. 1000, the social structure of the Clas-

sic Maya had disintegrated, and their cit-

ies were largely abandoned.

Modem scholars, using remote-sensing

technology, especially side-looking radar,

have discovered intricate systems of irri-

gation canals and terraced fields in the

Yucatan, indicating that the Maya were

sophisticated agriculturists. The number

of people that a single Maya farmer could

support was probably greater than previ-

ously thought, and estimates of population

densities have been revised upward. And
if, as the botanist Cyrus Lundell believed,

the Maya had at one time or another

brought virtually all of the peninsula un-

der cultivation, little, if any, of the tropical

forest that now covers its southern, east-

em, and northeastem portions would have

remained. The impact of the Maya on the

natural life of the Yucatan Peninsula

would then have been great, dramatically

altering the ranges and diversity of both

plants and animals. Exchanging a closed-

canopy forest for a cornfield, for example,

would mean fewer reptile species overall,

but an expanded range for some. Species

favoring open habitat, for instance, would

have been able to range much more

widely. At the height of the Maya period,

many species would have been essentially

pan-peninsular. Then, with the collapse of

Classic Maya civilization and near aban-

donment of the southem Maya area at

about A.D. 950, tropical forest would have

reestablished itself, and the ranges of the

open-habitat species would have been

fragmented and diminished. To my mind,

the most likely explanation for the puz-

zling distribution of some Yucatan rep-

tiles is that present-day isolated savanna

populations are remnants of once continu-

ously distributed, forest-avoiding species,

and that their existence reflects past

Maya agricultural practices.

Paleobotanical work in northern Guate-

mala, especially by Matsuo Tsukada,

Frederick Wiseman, and Edward S.

Deevey, Jr., provides compelling evidence

for this view. Fossil pollen in cores taken

from the bottoms of several lakes in north-

ern Guatemala documents the existence

of a closed mesic forest at about 8,000

years before the present. In later strata,

the pollen of weedy, successional species

prevails over that of forest species, mark-

ing the expansion of agriculture in late

Preclassic (ca. 200 b.c.) times. Domi-
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nance of nonarboreal pollen throughout

the Classic points to further expansion of

agriculture and extensive deforestation by

the Maya. The paleobotanical record then

reveals an abrupt decline in the pollen of

weedy species and of maize, coincident

with a resurgence of tree pollen, marking a

relaxation of disturbance. The timing of

this abrupt change is uncertain. Some (for

example, Wiseman) see a causal relation-

ship between the collapse of Classic Maya
civilization at about a.d. 900 and refor-

estation. Others (Deevey and his co-work-

ers) place the transition later, during late

Postclassic (mid-sixteenth century) times.

In any case, the scenario outlined above

is evidence against the view that aborigi-

nal peoples, unlike modem societies, live

in ecological harmony, respecting their

environment, harvesting only enough for

their needs, and wisely husbanding their

biotic resources. Greg Pregill, of the San

Diego Natural History Museum, among
others, has argued that the high extinction

rates of insular lizards during the past

several thousand years—especially in the

Caribbean—are coincident with, and a

consequence of, human settlement. If

Classic Maya agriculturists dramatically

altered the distributions of many species

of plants and animals, they must surely

have caused the local extinctions of many
species. If so, zooarcheology should yield

records of species outside their present

ranges and, perhaps, evidence of species

that no longer exist on the peninsula at all.

Unfortunately, however, the discovery

of a particular species at a particular ar-

cheological site cannot be taken as un-

equivocal evidence that it lived there.

Some species, of religious or practical sig-

nificance, were transported long distances

by the ancient Maya. For example, the

late L. C. ("Don Pancho") Stuart, a fore-

most authority on Guatemalan herpetol-

ogy, reported the finding of the carapace

of a large freshwater turtle in a burial at

Uaxactiin, in northern Guatemala, far

from the nearest suitable habitat for that

species. Remains of a rattlesnake have

been found at the late Classic site of

Seibal, also in northern Guatemala. To-

day, that site is embedded in tall, humid

forest—unsuitable habitat for the tropical

rattlesnake, which inhabits more open,

drier situations. Was that specimen trans-

ported to Seibal or was the species once a

local resident, indicating that the area was

not always a tropical forest? We may
never know. The rattlesnake might well

have been imported from elsewhere, for

that animal, Crotalus durissus tzabcan

{tzabcan means "rattlesnake" in Yucatec

Maya), must have made a lasting impres-

sion on the Maya, judging by its promi-

nent representation in their art.

Many other species of amphibians and

reptiles were of practical or religious sig-

nificance to the ancients, and they, too,

may have been transported over long dis-

tances. Turtles and iguanas provided a

source of protein, as they do today



Theforest encroaches on the ruins ofPalenque, below, once a

center ofclassic Maya civilization. A thousandyears ago,

much ofthe region surrounding the city may have been

under cultivation, eliminating habitatfor some animals

and creating itfor others. Opposite: An arboreal lizard

commonlyfound in trees near rivers, the green iguana is

native to the base ofthe peninsula.
Robert S Harper

throughout much of Middle America. At

the end of the last century, the antiquarian

Henry C. Mercer, in his search for evi-

dence of paleolithic humans in the caves

of Yucatan, found the bones of turtles and

lizards associated with Maya artifacts. In

late Postclassic middens on Cozumel Is-

land, bones of iguanas and both freshwa-

ter and marine turtles are abundant. The
distribution of turtle and deer bones at

Seibal reflects the privileged access to ani-

mal protein enjoyed by the Maya elite.

Extinctions, too, are difficult to docu-

ment, but suggestive evidence comes from

northwestern Yucatan, today the driest

part of the peninsula. Here, a fossil lizard,

Lepidophyma arizaeloglyphus, was dis-

covered by the Hatt expedition of 1929

and reported by Langebartel in 1953. Liz-

ards of the genus Lepidophyma typically

inhabit humid forests; the closest living

relative of the fossil species lives in the

forests of El Peten to the south and on the

humid east coast of the peninsula in the

state of Quintana Roo. The existence of an

extinct, forest-adapted species, far to the

northwest of any of its living relatives, is

consistent with the view that the environ-

ment of the Yucatan Peninsula has

changed dramatically and with the theory

that the change involved destruction of

humid tropical forest at the hands of

Maya agriculturists.

In 1839-40 and again in 184 1-42, John

L. Stephens, adventurer, author, and

United States diplomat, together with his

illustrator, Frederick Catherwood, trav-

eled extensively throughout southeastern

Mexico and Central America in search of

ruined Maya cities. The accounts of their

findings, published by Stephens and beau-

tifully and profusely illustrated by

Catherwood, did much to bring public

attention to the existence of a past Maya
civihzation and to debunk the belief that

the stupendous architectural achieve-

ments hidden in the forests of the Yucatan

Peninsula were evidence of a civilizing

Old World influence and not the accom-

plishment of indigenous New World peo-

ples. Upon viewing one ruined Maya city,

Stephens, a well-traveled and keen ob-

server who had seen the archeological

wonders of the Middle East and Europe,

was moved to write: "In the romance of

the world's history, nothing ever im-

pressed me more forcibly than the specta-

cle of this once great and lovely city, over-

turned, desolate, and lost; discovered by

accident, overgrown with trees for miles

around, and without even a name to distin-

guish it. Apart from everything else, it was

a mourning witness to the worid's muta-

tions." But the Maya may well have con-

tributed to those mutations, most notably

through their agricultural practices. I be-

lieve the discontinuous distribution of

some Yucatecan reptile species reflects

the power and influence of the Maya elite

and speaks to us, over a span of a thousand

years, of their ability to dramatically alter

their environment.
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A moat borders the western entrance to Angkor Wat, whose

principal towers rise in the distance,far right.
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Jungle Monuments
ofAngkor
Held hostage by twentieth-century strife,

Cambodia's ancient wonders succumb to nature's relentless advance

by Russell L. Ciochon

Hidden beneath the subtropical jungle

overgrowth of northwestern Cambodia lie

the ruins of three great stone monuments
erected by Jayavarman VII, who from

1181 to about 1219 ruled Kambuja, the

former empire of the Khmer-speaking

people. Built as temples and mausoleums

for Jayavarman, his mother, and his fa-

ther, the monuments joined others left by

preceding rulers at the Khmer capital of

Angkor. An eyewitness record of the an-

cient city survives in the commentaries of

Chou Ta-kuan, an envoy from the Chinese

court who visited Angkor in 1 296, several

generations after the time of Jayavarman.

Chou Ta-kuan describes outlying moats,

reservoirs, causeways, and monuments, as

well as a central zone of towers and resi-

dences surrounded by a stone wall twelve

feet high and five miles in circumference.

The population, which may have reached

one million, included nobles, who lived in

tile-roofed houses, and commoners, whose

homes were thatched.

The Khmer had developed an elaborate

irrigation system of canals, dikes, moats,

and large reservoirs. The water was drawn

from the Tonle Sap, Cambodia's huge

central lake, which floods every year dur-

ing the rainy season. In the 1960s, the

French archeologist Bernard-Philippe

Groslier made a series of aerial photo-

graphs of the district, revealing that the

Khmer had harnessed the lake's flooding

cycle, filling upland reservoirs to insure

abundant rice crops each year. Agrono-

mists rate this thousand-year-old irriga-

tion system higher than any used by mod-

em Cambodians.

Jayavarman reigned when the Khmer
empire was still at its height, embracing

much of mainland Indochina and many of

its peoples—^Thais, the Cham of central

Vietnam, and various Lao and Malay
groups. After his rule the empire declined,

and no more great monuments were

erected. The kingdom was ultimately

overrun by the Thais in the fifteenth cen-

tury, Angkor was abandoned, and the

Khmer capital was shifted some 1 30 miles

to its present site, the city of Phnom Penh

on the Mekong River.

In the sixteenth century a Portuguese

traveler named Diego do Couto became

the first of many Western chroniclers to

visit Angkor and express amazement at its

prodigious stone masterpieces, calling the

city "one of the wonders of the world."

But Diego's discovery was overlooked or

forgotten until French naturalist Henri

Mouhot's account nearly three hundred

years later drew the attention of the West

to Angkor. Mouhot's journal, published

posthumously in 1864, inspired other

French explorers to venture to Cambodia.

In 1866, a major expedition mounted

by Capt. Doudart de Lagree made copies

of some of the Sanskrit and Old Khmer
inscriptions at Angkor. One of the mem-
bers of the expedition was Louis Dela-

porte, who led further surveys of the area

and later published an account of his trav-

els, lavishly illustrated with engravings

that depicted the monuments overgrown

with vegetation. In 1898, the Ecole Fran-

9aise d'Extreme Orient was established,

and French archeologists and epigraphists

set about in earnest, clearing away the



Balustrade rails in the shape ofa multiheaded water deity

greet visitors to Preah Khan, a monument built by the Khmer
kingJayavarman VII (ruled 1181-1219?) to honor hisfather.

The nineteenth-century engraving by Louis Delaporte, below,

greatly exaggerates the size ofthe sculptures. The roots ofafig
tree, right, pry at sandstone blocks at the eastern entrance to the

Bavon which Javavarman built as his own mausoleum

jungle, restoring the monuments, and

translating their inscriptions.

During the 1920s and 1930s, Angkor

was a popular tourist attraction, but

World War II, emergent nationalism, the

war in Vietnam, and internal strife in-

creasingly isolated Cambodia. In 1975 the

infamous Khmer Rouge seized power,

and a reign of terror descended upon the

land. Concerned by Khmer Rouge activ-

ity along their border, the Vietnamese

sent their tanks rolling into Cambodia on

December 22, 1 978. The occupying forces

drove the Khmer Rouge to guerrilla posi-

tions in the hills, and a new government

was created in Phnom Penh. The situation

remained precarious, however, and when

the Vietnamese elected to withdraw in

September 1989, the Khmer Rouge

launched a new offensive in western Cam-
bodia. They threaten to prevail again, un-

less Hun Sen, the current prime minister,

can devise a strong coalition govern-

ment—or foreign powers intervene.

I was fortunate to visit Angkor last

June, before the current crisis began to

unfold. For the past three years, I have

been working with John Olsen, of the Uni-

versity of Arizona, and Vietnamese scien-

tists at the Institute of Archeology in Ha-

noi on the first Vietnamese-American

scientific field expedition since the Viet-

nam War. We are excavating a half-mil-

lion-year-old cave site in the karst hills

near the Laotian border, about seventy-

five miles southwest of Hanoi. I had al-

ways longed to visit the monuments of

Angkor, and when the Social Sciences

Committee in Hanoi introduced me to

Cambodian Embassy officials who were

able to arrange for me to visit Angkor as a

guest of the Cambodian foreign ministry,

I seized the opportunity.

Accompanied by writer Jamie James, I

flew from Hanoi to Phnom Penh and took

a short flight from there to the town of

Siem Reap. The archeological district of

Angkor was just a five-minute drive to the

north. I was immediately struck by its

immense size: it extends fifteen miles east

to west, and five miles north to south. The
most impressive of its structures is Angkor

Wat, the largest stone monument in the

world. It was built by King Suryavarman

II, who reigned from 1 1 13 to 1 150, as his

funerary monument. Angkor Wat is the

only monument of the group that has been

continuously used as a shrine and place of

worship since it was built, and it has been

kept in a better state of repair than any of

the others. The Archaeological Survey of

India is currently undertaking its com-

plete restoration.

The less accessible jungle monuments

built by Jayavarman VII—Ta Prohm,

Preah Khan, and the Bayon—were, for

me, much more interesting to survey. I

was able to spend nine days exploring

these and other monuments, often es-

corted by Cambodian soldiers who were

posted to keep the area secure. Khmer
Rouge guerrillas were operating in the

area, and they had set land mines in the

precincts of the monuments. I was con-

stantly reminded to follow in the steps of

the soldiers ahead of me and never to

venture from the stone walkways.

The three monuments are located

within or near the walled city area, Ang-

kor Thom, from which Jayavarman ruled.

Ta Prohm, constructed in honor of

Jayavarman's mother, lies outside the

walls to the east and is in the wildest condi-

tion. French conservators who worked

there earlier this century had decided not

to clear away the jungle growth com-

pletely, since in several places the roots of

fig and silk-cotton trees were so

intermeshed with the structure, that to do

so would have required dismantling it.

We entered Ta Prohm through a sand-

stone archway topped by four huge stone

faces that smile in the cardinal directions.

The four-faced tower represented Jaya-

varman as an incarnation of Buddha and

probably also invoked Brahma, the su-

preme being of Hinduism, who is conven-

tionally depicted as having four faces.

Jayavarman was the first of Angkor's

kings to champion Buddhism, but images

of the Khmer's former religion, Hindu-

ism, are also encountered everywhere in

his monuments. The people of Angkor did

not draw absolute distinctions among the

various religious systems available to

them; a twelfth-century Khmer worshiper

would have accepted Buddhist and Hindu

concepts coexisting in a single image.

As we pushed through the tangled

vines, the moss-covered ruins of the outer

gallery of Ta Prohm appeared, eerily lit by

the shifting, filtered light of the jungle. I

could not pause to admire the view, how-

ever, for if I stood in one place too long,

fire ants would cover my feet and start

climbing up my legs, biting as they went.

(The insects would also cling to my sweat-

drenched shirt as I brushed against hang-

ing vines, always seeming to make their

way to the back of my neck.)
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The first gallery we entered was littered

with sandstone blocks that had fallen from

the ceiling and walls. Disturbed by our

footsteps, legions of lizards and millipedes

scurried across the floor, and bats whisked

silently by. Many of the cramped door-

ways were obstructed by debris, but we
were able to pass through to a courtyard.

From there, several doors led into a second

gallery, on whose roof a silk-cotton tree

had long ago taken root. The gnarled roots

covered the outer walls and roof, buckling

and rearranging the massive sandstone

blocks. Through the roots, I could make
out a sculptured lintel that depicted an

apsara, one of the cosmic dancers of

Hindu mythology. A large land snail

slowly made its way across the figure.

Inscribed sandstone pillars, or steles,

were installed at every monument of Ang-

kor, setting forth each structure's purpose

and invoking heavenly protection for it.

Although the dedicatory stele of Ta

Prohm now lies shattered, the record of its

inscription gives a glimpse of the former

glory of the place: More than 5,000 peo-

ple, including priests, officiants, and danc-

ers, were devoted to the service of the

sanctuary, to perpetuate the memory of

Jayavarman's mother. The sanctuary's

property included a large service of gold

plate that weighed more than 1,000

pounds, another set in silver almost as

large, 35 diamonds, 4,620 pearls, 4,540

other precious stones, 876 Chinese veils,

512 silk beds, 523 parasols, and 2,387 fine

costumes for the statues.

Although abandoned for nearly twenty

years, Preah Khan, the monument con-

structed in honor of the king's father, is in

a slightly better state of preservation be-

cause French archeologists did a more

thorough job of restoring it before they

were expelled from Cambodia. Its pre-

cinct covers nearly one-half square mile

just north of Angkor Thom. Preah Khan
had not been visited by anyone for several

years, and our Cambodian hosts were par-

ticularly anxious about our safety. An es-

cort of about forty soldiers was mustered.

They were armed with semiautomatic ri-

fles, a bazooka (which had been captured

from the Khmer Rouge), an antitank

rocket launcher, and a Gatling-style ma-

chine gun. We were told that another forty

infantry were posted around the perimeter

of the monument.

The superintending archeologist at the

Angkor Wat restoration project, B. S.

Nayal, accompanied us on our excursion

to Preah Khan. We approached it from

the west, although worshipers in Jaya-

varman's day would have done so from the

east. The causeway was framed by stone

rails that were covered in undergrowth so

thick that at first I did not even see them.

Each rail was in the shape of the naga, the

beloved water deity of the Khmer. The

naga is depicted as a multiheaded snake

(usually with five or seven heads). In

Khmer architecture, rails modeled after

this deity are typically found along the

sides of causeways that cross moats. The

fan-shaped head of the naga rears up to

greet the entering visitor, while its thick

body stretches behind, forming a balus-

trade. The balusters supporting the left

rail are sculptures that depict benign gods,

while those on the right represent gro-

tesque demons.

We paused outside the high walls sur-

rounding Preah Khan while some local

workmen we had employed cut a large

swath of the brush to reveal a deeply

sculptured relief of a garuda about twelve

feet tall. The garuda is a bird-god of

Hindu myth, the mount of the god Vishnu

and the enemy of serpents. In this relief,

the garuda held a naga captive in his

beak. Then we moved on, into the shrine.

The motifs we found there were the same

combination of Buddhist and Hindu im-



ages found in Ta Prohm. Both within and

without, the inner sanctuary of Preah

Khan is quite plain, most unusual for one

of Jayavarman's constructions. French ar-

cheologist Madeleine Giteau suggests

that it must have originally been covered

with polished copper or bronze plate.

Chou Ta-kuan writes in his chronicle of

seeing "golden towers" at Angkor, which

would support that view.

After we had passed all the way

through Preah Khan, we emerged at the

main entrance, where another causeway

with naga-shapcd rails crossed a moat. We
paused for a rest, ever mindful of the ubiq-

uitous fire ants, while our workmen
cleared away the brush that had grown up

over the eastern wall so we could photo-

graph it. After a few minutes, we heard

shouts: one of the workers had killed a

small, green, poisonous snake with his

phkok, the local version of the machete.

We retraced our path back through the

monument. As we neared the western

gate, our guide, My Huy (the only one of

the former guides at Angkor who was not

killed by the Khmer Rouge when Pol Pot

was in power), pointed out a "library" (the

generic name of the two-story outbuild-

ings found on the grounds of nearly all the

major Angkor monuments). I couldn't see

it beneath the vegetation until he led me
by the sleeve to within a few yards of it.

Preah Khan's library is an unusual build-

ing, with round pillars instead of the usual

square ones, suggesting a possible Middle

Eastern influence. There is no built-in ac-

cess to the second story; that must have

been provided by an external wooden

stairway.

Preah Khan is also the name the Khmer
gave to a sacred sword, the palladium of

the kingdom, which at one time was

housed somewhere in Angkor. After the

capital was moved to Phnom Penh, the

sword was exhibited in a place of honor at

the royal palace, but its current where-

abouts are unknown.

The Bayon, the third of Jayavarman's

great jungle monuments, is a rambling

pile of sculptured stone that lies in the

exact center of Angkor Thom. Viewed

from the air, the Bayon's towers and gal-

leries can be seen to be arranged in the
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A gateway carved onfour sides with the likeness of
Jayavarman, left, leads into Angkor Thorn, the walled city area

oftheformer Khmer capital. Below: A silk-cotton tree

swallows up one ofthe galleries at Ta Prohm, constructed in

honor ofJayavarman 's mother
issell L Ciochon

shape of a mandala, a design of concentric

forms symbolizing the universe. The mon-

ument is also a schematic representation

of the sacred lotus blossom, on which Bud-

dha is conventionally shown enthroned.

The lotus is sacred in Hindu mythology as

well, for the flower, which grows from the

navel of Brahma, is a symbol of nirvana, or

extinction of individual existence.

Jayavarman had come to power after

he turned back an invasion force of the

Cham, a powerful rival empire to the east

of Angkor. Sculptural reliefs celebrating

his victory cover many walls at the Bayon.

But the Khmer kings were more than sec-

ular rulers; they were worshiped as living

gods by their subjects. After a king died,

the Khmer believed that he was inte-

grated with the deity with whom he had

been associated in life. The remains of the

ruler were entombed in a stone monu-

ment, a shrine afterward maintained by

thousands of workers dedicated to the cult

of that particular monarch. Most of Jaya-

varman's predecessors were considered to

be the earthly representatives of the

Hindu god Siva, but Jayavarman in life

was considered to be the incarnation of

Buddha, and the Bayon has fifty-four

massive towers, each ornately sculptured

with four huge representations of Jaya-

varman's Buddha-like face.

We found that in places, the Bayon's

huge towers and galleries are crammed so

close together that we could not pass be-

tween them, and yet even some of those

walls are covered with fine reliefs. The
effect is quite strange, to see ornate carv-

ings positioned where no one can ade-

quately view them. Also, there are some

galleries that lead nowhere. The construc-

tion plan of the Bayon probably changed

several times while the monument was

being erected, creating these anomalies.

Apparently, as Jayavarman's concep-

tion of his sanctuary grew ever more gran-

diose, he piled structure upon structure.

At the Bayon, as well as at Ta Prohm and

Preah Khan, one frequently encounters

reliefs that have been sketched out in the

sandstone but left unfinished. Archeolo-

gists and historians have conjectured that

the civilization's vitality was sapped by

Jayavarman's extravagant building pro-

gram. In addition to the three enormous

monuments at Angkor, Jayavarman also

built 117 way stations for travelers and

102 hospitals throughout the empire.

Of the three jungle monuments, the

Bayon is easiest of access. Yet the stone

surfaces are heavily mottled with lichen

and mold, and it takes a moment to see the

enormous sculptured faces that decorate

them. Travel writer Pierre Loti's tum-of-



A reliefsculpture at Ta Prohm depicts a

scenefrom Buddhist mythology.

/

the-century prose captures the unsettling

mood of the place:

I raise my eyes to look at the towers which

overhang me, drowned in verdure, and I

shudder suddenly with an indefinable fear

as I perceive, falling upon me from above, a

huge, fixed smile; and then three, and then

five, and then ten. They appear everywhere,

and I realize that I have been overlooked

from all sides by the faces of the quadrupie-

visaged towers.

Some, such as George Coedes, a noted

French scholar of the first half of this

century, have argued that Ta Prohm,

Preah Khan, and the Bayon symbolized

the Buddhist trinity, which in earlier times

had only been represented in small bas-

relief sculptures. The evidence for this is

found in the monuments' dedicatory

steles, which prominently display the

names of the Buddhist trinity: Buddha;

the bodhisattva Lokesvara, a perfect fol-

lower of Buddha who renounced nirvana

in order to save others; and Prajna-

paramita, the "Perfection of Wisdom."

Prajnaparamita is identified with

Jayavarman's mother at Ta Prohm, while

at Preah Khan, French archeologists dis-

covered an image of Jayavarman's father,

the former king, incarnate as the bodhi-

sattva Lokesvara. Since Jayavarman iden-

tified himself with Buddha, Coedes ar-

gues that a huge statue of Buddha that

was excavated from the center of the

Bayon represents the third link in the trin-

ity. Most likely, this image was erected

over Jayavarman's remains.

Despite these important clues, even sea-

soned archeologists have tended to write

in a rather imaginative vein when describ-

ing the Bayon. Henri Marchal, who lived

and worked at Angkor for many years,

wrote a guide to the district in 1928 that is

for the most part rather dry, but when he

comes to describe the Bayon, he writes,

This is a confused and bizarre mass, seem-

ing to be a mountain peak that has been
shaped and carved by human hands. . .

.

The complication of the plan of the Bayon
makes it all the stranger. ... At whatever
hour one walks around it, and particularly

by moonlight on a clear evening, one feels

as if one were visiting a temple in another

world, built by an alien people, whose con-

ceptions are entirely unfamiliar. D
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Powerful claws help this Doria 's tree kangaroo hang on in its

treetop home, left. A Lumholtz's tree kangaroo, below right,

may spend its day sixtyfeet high in the rainforest canopy.
Gerry Ellis; Ellis Wildlife Colleclio

Kangaroos up a Tree
Millions ofyears ago, some kangaroos decided to return

to their roots—or rather, their branches

by Elizabeth Procter-Gray

Midnight in the rain forest of northern

Austraha, and all is quiet except for the

occasional cry of a barking owl. My hus-

band, Wayne Gray, and I scan the canopy

with our spotlights. We interrupt the ac-

tivities of many coppery brush-tailed pos-

sums and green ring-tailed possums,

which stare down at us with brilliantly

reflective eyes, but we move on, still

searching. Finally we see the dull red glow

we are seeking—the eyes of our quarry.

We quickly position ourselves beneath

him and erect a three-foot fence around

the base of his tree. Will we be able to coax

him down? Our thirty-foot, hooked "pos-

sum pole" falls far short of his position, a

sturdy limb some fifty-five feet above us,

so we use it to shake some of the branches

beneath him. Suddenly, unbelievably, the

eighteen-pound animal flings himself

from the tree. I dive out of the way, unwill-

ing to risk my neck for science, as he

crashes to the ground outside our enclo-

sure and, without a moment's hesitation,

hops away through the scrub.

The aerial acrobat we are pursuing is a

tree kangaroo, Dendrolagus lumholtzi,

and improbable as it may seem, a member
in good standing of the kangaroo family,

Macropodidae. Unlike the more familiar

kangaroos and wallabies, tree kangaroos

are arboreal, spending 99 percent of their

time in trees. Evolutionarily, they are

more of a repetition than a novelty, be-

cause the ancestor of all kangaroos is be-

lieved to have been a small, arboreal mar-

supial, similar in appearance, and related,

to some of Australia's present-day pos-

sums. This ancestor probably had a pre-

hensile tail and opposable digits

("thumbs" and big toes), enabling it to

move easily through the trees.

The earliest macropods diverged from

this line when they descended to the

ground and evolved bodies adapted for

rapid motion over earth and rocks. The

hopping locomotion for which kangaroos

are known is a very efficient way of mov-

ing at high speeds. Hind limbs and feet

enlarged, and the tail tapered to a thick

base, eventually serving as a fifth limb

that supports the animal's weight as it

moves. Opposable thumbs and big toes, no

longer needed, were lost. The forelimbs

were considerably reduced in size.

Why ancestors of tree kangaroos at

some point made an "about-face" and re-

turned to the trees is not known. Tree

dwelling might have offered more food or

a refuge from predators under certain cir-

cumstances. Today, after millions of years

back in the trees, these animals show

many adaptations to arboreality. Their

feet are shorter than those of their ground-

dwelling relatives and can be turned from

side to side; their forelimbs are longer and

stronger, more in proportion with the hind

limbs; and the tail is long and cylindrical

and serves as a balancing rod in the trees.

No tree kangaroo, however, has a prehen-

sile tail or opposable thumbs or big toes,

and the overall resemblance to terrestrial

kangaroos is still strong enough to give

pause to any human observer.

Today there are eight species in the tree

kangaroo genus, confined to the rain for-

ests ofNew Guinea and northeastern Aus-

tralia. (The eighth species was recently

discovered in the Torricelli Mountains of

New Guinea by Tim Flannery, of the Aus-

tralian Museum in Sydney.) Adults range

in size from approximately fifteen pounds

(for some individuals of Lumholtz's tree

kangaroo, which I studied) to nearly forty

pounds (Doria's tree kangaroo). They

stand about knee-high to a man. (In 1982,

Frederick Szalay, of Hunter College, and

Tim Flannery described fossilized leg

bones they believed to be from an extinct

tree kangaroo, Bohra paulae. These bones

were about twice as long as the cor-

responding bones of living species, which

means, by my calculation, that the extinct

tree kangaroo must have weighed more

than a hundred pounds.)

How do present-day Lumholtz's tree

kangaroos get around? On the ground,

they hop on their hind feet in an upright

posture, much as other kangaroos do. To

climb, they spring two or three feet off" the

ground, wrap their arms around the tree

trunk (usually less than a foot in diame-

ter), and place their feet, pointing up,

against the trunk. Then, with a quick suc-

cession of movements—arms sliding and
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feet hopping up behind—the animals

scale the trunk.

After reaching the canopy, the tree kan-

garoo uses various forms of locomotion,

depending on the size of the branches. On
relatively large (four inches in diameter)

horizontal or slightly sloping branches, it

gets about by placing its hands on the

branch and hopping forward with feet to-

gether, then extending the hands again.

On smaller branches, the animal seems

more careful and deliberate, moving just

one arm or leg at a time. It sometimes uses

its claws to hold twigs or small vines

against the palm of its hand and can even

hang in this way for a short time, support-

ing its weight entirely with the hands.

Possums, with their longer history of

arboreal adaptations, can descend a trunk

headfirst, but tree kangaroos must always

back down, either sliding or stepping. En-

ergetic leaps to the ground or from branch

to branch are rare (except when tree kan-

garoos are provoked by nosy ethologists).

On the whole, the tree kangaroo ap-

pears rather slow and deliberate, even—in

an anthropomorphic mood, I might add

—

downright lazy In 428 hours of observa-

tion, I found tree kangaroos to be asleep

60 percent of the time. They have no regu-

lar sleeping sites or dens but simply curl

up, usually in a fork of branches, with

their weight on the rump and feet, and

head and arms tucked close to the body.

When not asleep, the tree kangaroos I

followed spent most of their time sitting

watchfully in the trees and were "active"

(feeding, moving, grooming, or interact-

ing socially) 10 percent of the time. They
descend to the ground and move from one

tree to another more frequently at night

than during the day. Inactivity, however,

is the preferred mode for tree kangaroos at

all hours of the day; they have nothing

that could truly be called an active period.

Tree kangaroos eat sporadically

throughout the day and night. Seventy-

five times, I was able to identify what they

were feeding on: once, it was a flower from

a rain forest tree; the other seventy-four

times, leaves. So despite anecdotes of ma-

rauding tree kangaroos destroying avo-

cado crops, their diet in the rain forest

appears to be almost exclusively folivo-
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rous, which may help explain their appar-

ent lassitude. Brian McNab, of the Uni-

versity of Florida, has measured the basal

metabolic rates of mammal species from

many ecological walks of life. In general,

arboreal animals that eat leaves have

lower metabolic rates than grass eaters or

fruit eaters of the same size. The basal

metabolic rate of Matschie's tree kanga-

roo, for example, is only 70 percent that of

the grass-eating red kangaroo. This slow

metabolism is an adaptation, not just a

passive response, to a diet of leaves. On the

average, leaves tend to contain more tox-

ins than do either grasses or fruits; the

lower the metabolism, the fewer calories

(that is, leaves) tree kangaroos need, and

the fewer leaves they eat, the fewer toxins

they take in.

When they "decided" to return to the

trees, the tree kangaroos' special heritage

may have equipped them, fortuitously, to

move into a dietary niche different from

the one now occupied by the possums.

Kangaroos living on the ground (including

the tree kangaroo ancestor) evolved large

stomachs that function much as the stom-

achs of cows and other ruminants do—as

fermentation vats where bacteria break

down fibrous leaves and grasses. Possums

also use symbiotic bacteria to ferment the

cellulose of leaves, but their bacteria live

in the cecum and/or colon.

I measured the fiber content of leaves

eaten by the three folivores at my study

site—the coppery brush-tailed possum,

the green ring-tailed possum, and Lum-
holtz's tree kangaroo—and found that the

diet of the tree kangaroo was higher in

fiber (averaging 43 percent) than that of

the ring-tailed possum (38 percent) or the

brush-tailed possum (28 percent). Per-

haps the tree kangaroos' move into the

trees was aided by their physiological abil-

ity to use foods too tough for the digestive

systems of the possum species they met

there (either immediately or eventually).

One of the questions I was most inter-

ested in upon beginning my study was.

What is the social organization of tree

kangaroos, and has it been shaped, like

their morphology and activity pattern, by

their return to the trees? The known social

systems of other macropods range from

Tree kangaroos, like the Goodfellow's at

left, sleep some 60percent ofthe time,

curling up to nap many times during the

course ofa day. Below: Equipped with

large stomachs thatfunction like

fermentation vats, tree kangaroos can

feed on leaves too toughfor thefolivorous

possums with whom they share the trees.

solitariness (many species) to stable fam-

ily groupings (the quokka) to fluid "mobs"

of up to fifty members (the whiptail wal-

laby). Udo Ganslosser, of the Zoo-

logisches Institut in Erlangen, West Ger-

many, studied several New Guinean tree

kangaroo species in captivity. Their be-

havior suggested that they might form

groups in the wild: animals placed to-

gether in an enclosure played with and

groomed one another. I found Lumholtz's

tree kangaroos, however, to be solitary and

unsociable animals in their natural habi-

tat. Of 221 sightings of adult tree kanga-

roos, 206 were of solitary individuals, not

including offspring. The remainder of the

sightings were of two adults (fourteen

times) and of three adults (once). The nine

groups for which the sex could be deter-

mined were made up of one male and one

female.

Calling even these rare co-occurrences

of tree kangaroos "groups" might give a

misleading impression. Although these in-



dividuals were in the same tree, for most

of the time they showed no awareness of

each other, resting, feeding, and moving

independently. Occasionally one adult

would approach to within a few feet of the

other, but when it got there it simply

scratched or ate or sat, and again ap-

peared "uninterested" in the other (most

frustrating for a not-so-impartial observer

hoping to see something "important"). In

fact, I saw essentially no body contact

between adults during my entire twenty-

month study. This is not to suggest that

tree kangaroos reproduce asexually, but

simply that mating is infrequent and other

direct interactions between adults are

practically nonexistent.

The spatial arrangement of adults may
give some clues to their mating system. I

was able to put radio collars on four adults

(three females and one male), whose home
ranges I could then map confidently. The
average home range of the females was

about four and a half acres. The females'

home ranges did not overlap, nor were

uncollared females ever seen in a collared

female's home range. The radio-collared

male, on the other hand, roamed over an

eleven-acre area, and uncollared males

were seen well within the boundaries of his

home range. The male's home range also

overlapped extensively those of several fe-

males, although those females were seen

with other males on occasion.

From these observations I would infer

that female tree kangaroos maintain areas

of exclusive use, or "territories" (although

the means by which they mark or defend

the boundaries is unknown). The size of a

territory may be determined by the

amount of food needed to support the fe-

male and her dependent offspring. The
size of the much larger and overlapping

male home ranges may be determined not

by food supply but by the need to maintain

contact with several females to boost the

chance of mating.

Lumholtz's tree kangaroos do not ap-

pear to have a breeding season—young at

all stages of development are seen year-

round. The period of female receptivity to

mating may be unpredictable, so the very

limited interactions I saw between male

and female could have been occasions

^m
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Tree kangaroos have lost theprehensile tail oftheir
early arboreal ancestors. The Matschie's tree kangaroo
at left, however, can call the sturdy appendage into

service as a balancing rod when needed. Good balance

is essentialfor a mother with ajoey climbing in and
out ofherpouch, below. Joeysfirst venture out ofthe
pouch at about ten months and continue to seek its

security on and offfor another two months or so.

when the male had been checking the fe-

male for signs of estrus, presumably be-

fore I arrived on the scene or else dis-

creetly as I watched. Future studies may
reveal what happens if he finds her recep-

tive: Does he then defend the female

against other males? Does he remain with

her throughout her estrus? Where does

mating take place? Judging from the esti-

mated age of one joey, I was able to deter-

mine when the mother (one of the collared

females) must have mated. For a four-day

period at about that time, the collared

male had been within fifty yards of her

(and at times in the same tree), which may
indicate that they had formed something

akin to a consort relationship. No other

males were seen with her then.

In contrast with the social interactions

among adults, the bond between tree kan-

garoo mother and young is long lasting

and intimate. As for all marsupials, the

tree kangaroo is born in an early develop-

mental state. Less than an inch long at

birth, it must make its way from the moth-

er's urogenital opening to the pouch with-

out her help. In the pouch, the single joey

attaches itself to a teat and continues its

development as if in a second womb.
During their long association, mother

and young have frequent interactions,

usually initiated by the joey. When the

joey begins to look out of the pouch, at

approximately 250 days of age, it begins

to take notice of its mother's diet. The joey

reaches out with one or both hands to take

food from her hands. Sometimes it

touches her nose, neck, or arms playfully.

At approximately 300 days old, the

young tree kangaroo, although still sleep-

ing and nursing in its mother's pouch, be-

gins to make its first forays out onto the

branches. In anthropomorphic terms, it

appears torn between a need to explore

and a need for the security of its mother. I

saw no tree kangaroos as active as the two

joeys I observed on their first forays. A
joey of this age often moves by springing

from branch to branch in short (twelve-

inch) leaps, landing unsteadily. It doesn't

venture more than six feet from its mother

or stay away for more than two minutes. It

frequently returns to sit in front of her

pouch, until finally climbing in.

The mother shows little response to her

young's unsteady and perhaps dangerous

movements. One mother appeared to be

actively preventing her joey from reenter-

ing her pouch. She rested in a curled posi-

tion that blocked the pouch entrance

while the joey hopped around her and
poked with its nose and hands. After a few

minutes, she sat up and let the joey crawl

halfway in, but then she moved, and the



Tom McHugh; Photo Researchers. Im

Below: Although they spend most oftheir time in trees,

tree kangaroos usually movefrom tree to tree on the ground.

Right: Wild tree kangaroos studied to date are notably

solitary, the most intimate and lastingbond being that of

mother andyoung. Thispose by two grizzled tree kangaroos

in New Guinea hints that some species may be more sociable.

D Rarer and E Rarer Cook Auscape

joey fell out of the pouch and almost off

the branch—at a height of sixty-five feet.

As the joey gets older and leaves the

pouch for longer periods, it begins to nurse

while sitting beside or in front of its

mother, rather than in her pouch. The
mother usually curves her upper body

over her young and rests her hand or chin

on its back; very infrequently, she licks the

joey as it nurses.

The young tree kangaroo permanently

vacates its mother's pouch when about

350 days old. This "pouch life" is consid-

erably longer than that of ground-dwelling

kangaroos. Red kangaroos, for example,

are approximately three times the size of

tree kangaroos but have a pouch life of

only 235 days. Could there be an adaptive

reason for this long period of dependency?

One possible explanation is that tree kan-

garoos need to develop good motor coordi-

nation and strength before venturing out

onto branches seventy feet above ground.

I believe, however, that the slow develop-

ment of young tree kangaroos is simply

another result of their low metabolic rate,

which is, in turn, an adaption to their diet

of tree leaves.

Although no longer using the pouch,

the young tree kangaroo constantly fol-

lows its mother around until it is about 575

days old, and the two often curl up to sleep

together. Just when offspring separate

from their mother is yet to be determined.

One 670-day-old male was still observed

regularly in his mother's home range at

the end of my study, although he was no

longer following her closely. A radio-col-

lared subadult male disappeared from the

study area just ten days after his capture.

Possibly he was in the process of seeking

out a home range for himself. Future stud-

ies may also discover how far the young

disperse.

How might this solitary social system

have been shaped by tree kangaroos' move

to the trees? Solitariness seems to be the

most common and primitive social system

among mammals, and many ground-

dwelling macropods are also solitary, so

the tree kangaroos' system may simply be

retained from ground-living ancestors.

However, their diet of tree leaves—

a

fairly predictable and defensible re-

source—may enable females to sustain

themselves and their young on small home
ranges. Their diet also seems to slow devel-

opment and prolong the young's depen-

dency on the mother, so that she mates

infrequently. The male, whose goal in life,

according to sociobiologists, is to maxi-

mize mating opportunities, should there-

fore not restrict himself by forming a long-

term pair bond with a female or females or

by defending them constantly from other

males. Moreover, tree kangaroos are in

little danger from predators while in the

trees and have no need for nearby, watch-

ful neighbors to warn of danger. Under all

these conditions of life in the trees, the

solitariness of tree kangaroos and the

rather loose relationship between the

sexes make sense.

Today tree kangaroos can be found

fairly easily by any adventurer or scientist

with plenty of time and a bright spotlight,

but their very small range makes their

survival somewhat dubious. I can only

hope for a secure future for these appeal-

ing animals that "changed their minds"

and moved from under the trees to the

treetops Down Under. D
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Art/Crafts

ACCURATE CAVE ART TRANSCRIPTS Free booklet
available Gallery of Prehistoric Paintings. 25-60 49th
Street, 2nd floor, Astoria, NY 1 1 103

AFRICAN ART, Genuine, Exquisite, hand-carved ani-

mals, birds, humans, etc. For Free catalog. Or, looking

for a particular piece? Write: CoraMar Stewart, 166
Clinton Place, Newark, NJ 07112

AFRICAN MASKS AND FIGURES, $150-$350, request
photos, McCoy Imports, Liberty, NY 12754

AMERICAN INDIAN ART: Northwest Coast masks
Graphics Pueblo pottery Navajo rugs Hopi Kachinas
Beadwork Box 55277, Sherman Oaks, CA 91413 (818)
789-2559

ANCIENT EGYPTIAN REPLICA JEWELRY, Papyrus
Paintings and Thoth figurine. Colorful catalogs 50* to

Depl. N-190, Full year subscription $5 (overseas $10)
Ancient World Arts. Ltd.. 50 West 76th Street. New
York. NY 10023 Gallery by appointment only (212)
724-9455

AUDUBON PRINTS—Original bird and animal prints,

$75 and up. Catalog $3 Call (202) 484-3334 or write Ed
Kenney, 9720 Spring Ridge Lane. Vienna. VA 22182

NAVAJO. ZUNI JEWELRY—sandpaintings. pottery.

kachinas Wholesale catalog $2 00, Indian Treasures.

Box 9771 -NH, Phoenix, AZ 85068

Books/Publications

FREE CATALOGUES Used Natural History or Travel

Books Booksearch service Pike's (H) 9954-1 10th

Street N, Seminole, Florida 34642

WE'LL PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Our 45 years experi-

ence will help you to success Send Manuscript or

outline for free information and evaluation Rivercross
Publishing, Inc . Dept NH, 127 East 59th Street, New
York, NY 10022

Bargain Books

r
Publishers' overstocks, remainders, imports—over"^

3,500 titles at up to 80% savings in our FREE
(CATALOG! Biography, History, Art, Fiction—some-

thing for everyone, including about 600 new titles |

I
monthly. Write:

HSmiltOn box 15-213, Fans ViUage, CT 06031 '

YESTERDAY'S BOOKS LOCATED, no obligation. Out
of-State Book Service. Box 3253J. San Clemente. CA
92672(714)492-2976

Camps

DARROW WILDERNESS CANOE TRIPS Summer wil-

derness adventure in Maine & Quebec You'll never
forget the Whitewater, wildlife, fishing, fnends and tri-

umphs of a successful expedition Young men &
women 11-17. 2/4/6/8 wks. Affordable Scholarships
ACA Accredited John Houghton. RED 3. Box 231 -BN
Freeport. ME 04032 (207) 725-4748

BECOME A PARALEGAL. Work with attorneys. Lawyer
instructed home study Free catalogue (800) 223-4542
Dept LA124

"CASH FOR COLLEGE'
.
Describes 400 loan, grant

scholarship opportunities— plus all government pro-

grams. $4.95 Unifunds. Box 19749-RM. Indianapolis,

IN 46219

FREE PARENTS' GUIDE, Over 400 pnvate boarding
schools, camps and summer programs in US and
abroad, serving children 6-16 Most visited by pub-
lisher. For 280-pg guide and free referrals give child's

age. grade, interests, geographical preference and
entrance date. Est 1940 Vincent/Curtis, Rm 216, 224
Clarendon St., Boston, MA 02116

TheMarl^t
SPEAK SPANISH OR ANY OF 59 LANGUAGES as US
diplomats do using same self-study cassettes/text-

book Nearly 50% savings! Free catalog Call Audio
Language Institute, 1-800-722 6394

Employment Opportunities

AUSTRALIA WANTS YOU' Big Pay! Transportation!

New Employment Handbook, $3 00 International, Box
19107-RM, Washington, DC 20036

EASY WORKi EXCELLENT PAYi Assemble Products
At Home Call For Info, (504) 641-8003 Ext. 6371

ENVIRONMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES—Monthly bulle-

tin lists environmental job openings throughout the

U.S. Free details: EOV. PO Box 788. Walpole. NH
03608

JOBS. $100 to $1000 daily Overseas. Stateside Free
List, Zincvo. Box 13110, Las Vegas, NV89112

MAKE A FEDERAL SUMMER RANGER JOB your ca-

reer Publication $4. "Ranger". Box 331114, Fort

Worth, TX 76163

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS! Worldwide Direc-

tory and complete information—$3,00, International

Opportunities. Box 19107-RM. Washington. DC 20036

ROCKY MOUNTAIN EMPLOYMENT NEWSLETTER'
Current openings— All occupations—Western US J

Free details lntermountain-4Y. 3565 Pitch. Colo-
rado Springs. CO 80908 1-719-488-0320 x425

TEACH HERE—ABROAD: School, college openings
USA $8 00, Overseas $8 00, England, Australia, New
Zealand, Japan $8 00 each EISF, 662, Newton, Massa-
chusetts 02162

WESTERN ENVIRONMENTAL JOBLETTER—Monthly
environmental employment directory of western North
American jobs Free brochure—WEJ, PO BoxSOONH,
LaPorte, CO 80535

Financial

CASH GRANTS AVAILABLE from nonprofit founda-
tions! Never repayi 401 sources/application instruc-

tions, $3 00 Fundsearch, Box 19107-RM, Washington,
DC 20036

LET THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE your small busi-

ness. Grants/loans to $500,000 yearly. Free recorded
message: (707) 449-8600. (LAI)

CLASSIC FURNITURE—40% Off. 150 Major compa-
nies. Free brochure. Sobol House, 103 Richardson
Blvd

,
Black Mountain, NO 28711 (704) 669-8031

Gourmet Interests

MINNESOTA WILD RICE $5 50 per pound prepaid 5
pound minimum shipment Floura Wild Rice. Box 44C,
Blackduck, MN 56630 or call (218) 835-6667

Government Surplus

NARCOTICS RAID SEIZURES^ Autos, Stereos, Boats,
Airplanes! Millions Surplus Bargains—many 1% origi-

nal cost' "Nationwide Directory"—$3 00. Disposal.
Box 19107-RM. Washington. DC 20036

Merchandise/Gifts

HANDMADE ONLY INDIAN ART from the Americas
Peru. Alpaca. Cotton. Sweaters $35. up. plus S/H/
COD. Leather Othomans. Silver Filigree. Ceramics.
Nazca Lines Productions. 1 100 N W 72 Ave Suite 275.
Miami. FL 33126 (305) 594-0263 FAX (305) 592-7828

"IV OWLS" Bumper Sticker, $1 00 1990 Owl Calendar
$1 1 50 Sample Collectors' Newsletter $3.00 Owl Cat-
alog $1.00 Refundable Owl's Nest. Box 5491 NH,
Fresno, CA 93755

TROPICAL REEF PHOTOS! Fascinating Wall Decor,
Great Gifts Color Samples: Wheaton, PO. Box 477.
Clearwater. FL 34617-0477 (813) 443-1282

Miscellaneous

EXEMPLARY HOUSE SITTER Anywhere world. Refer-

ences. Arthur. RR1. Box 252. Milford. PA 18377 (717)

Photo/Optical

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE. Repairing binocu-
lars since 1923 Alignment performed on our US Navy
collimator Free catalog and our article "Know Your
Binoculars. " published in Audubon Magazine. Mirakel
Optical Co.. Inc

.
331 Mansion St.. West Coxsackie. NY

12192(518)731-2610

BINOCULARS AND SPOTTING SCOPES Free Dis-

count Catalog! Zeiss. Leica. Swarovski. aus JENA,
Swift U S.A Warranties Repair all major brands. Opti-

cal Advantage. Box 32791 N, Baltimore. MD 21208
(301)653-3306

OPTICS HEADQUARTERS FOR BIRDERS SINCE
1960 Offering selection advice. 24 hour shipping,
deep discounts on most popular brands of binoculars,

scopes, tripods, camera adapters, more. Catalogue on
request Birding. PO. Box 4405NC, Halfmoon, NY
12065(518)664-2011

YESTERDAY'S PHOTOGRAPHS LOCATED, no obliga-

tion Reference Services, 2035 East 3300 South
Millcreek, Utah 84109

Real Estate

COSTA RICA: Preserve the Rainforest by owning it.

Properties from $20 00 per acre Partners of the
Rainforest. Box 262045, Tampa, FL 33685

GOVERNMENT LANDS—FROM $10 00 Surplus Rec-
reational, Agncultural, Commercial Properties, Repos-
sessed Homes Tax/Narcotics Seizures. "Nationwide
Directory"—$3.00. Lands, Box 19107-RM, Washing-
ton, DC 20036

Rentals

BEAUTIFUL HAWAII—Condominiums all islands. Free
brochures. Paradise Management. 50 South Beretania
0207. Honolulu. HI 96813

Resorts

BELIZE—RUM POINT INN—exquisite small beach-
front resort on the Western Caribbean with spacious,
private cabanas Diving. Maya Ruins. Cockscomb Jag-
uar Reserve. Birds. Library New Dining Room features
tropical taste treats Bevier. Placencia, Belize 01 1 -501 -

06-2017

CARIBBEAN HIDEAWAY: Beautiful small inn on coco-
nut plantation, Bequia. St Vincent Grenadines. Pool,

tennis, snorkeling. secluded beach, delicious food.

tranquility Spring on Bequia, Box 19251, Minneapolis,
MN 55419 (612) 823-1202

COSTA RICA . . HOTEL L'AMBIANCE Two little

miracles in Central America A small grand deluxe hotel

in San Jose with a commitment to excellence Intimate,

peaceful, European-style ambiance and concierge ser-

vices Expert tour assistance Bilingual American
owned Telephone Gabnel (506) 22-67-02 or write PO.
Box 1040—2050, San Jose, Costa Rica

Tours/Trips

AFRICA, ALASKA AND AUSTRALIA Natural History Ex-

peditions Small groups Expert leadership Free bro-

chure Write/call Nature Expeditions International,

Dept NHC, PO Box 11496, Eugene, OR 97440 Tel,

(800) 869-0639
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AFRICA: Buy the best for Less at Trans World Travel.

Inc. Deluxe private safaris to Kenya from $473.00. plus

air. Camping safans priced from $35000, plus air.

Round Trip air to Kenya from $1200.00. Many other
African programs available, please call. Trans World
Travel, Inc., 8835 S.W. Canyon Lane, #110. Portland,

Oregon 97225 (800) 552-1689

^1)
IWILDLAND „,„3„,„;

Kenai Refuge
Seacoast Glaciers

"Why sightsee Alaska when you can experience it!"

1-800-334-8730 RQ. box 259, IVout Lake. WA98650

AFRICA: Personalized safaris. Kenya, Tanzania,
Rwanda, Ethiopia, Eastern Zaire, Burundi, Botswana,
Zimbabwe. Kenya Consultants, Box 216, Mt. Tremper,
NY 12457 (800) 541-2527

ALASKA'S SPECTACULAR LAKE CLARK NATIONAL
Park. Guided boat travel, hiking, photgraphy. Pnvate,
custom tnps. Safari-style tent camp. Quiet. Distant
Shores, 421 -NH West 88th, Anchorage, AK 995 1 5 (907)
344-8849

ALPS OF SWITZERLAND. "The Hikers Paradise."
Moderate optional length Day hiking, two weeks. Bro-
chure. Alpine Adventure Trails Tours, 783P Cliffside

Drive, Akron, OH 44313-5609

ARCTIC WATERWAYS offers the possible dream!
Come, float the Coppermine, Horton or Anderson riv-

ers, glistening in the midnight sun of Canada's North-
west Terhtories! The tundra awaits with its flora and
wildlife. Peek into the nests of eagles and falcons, see
cahbou and muskoxen or fish for char and grayling in

teeming waters. An incomparable adventure! Large
safe inflatibles! No motors! Small groups! Sex or Age
are No Barriers! Good Health and a Real Love of the
Outdoors are the Only Prerequisites! 1 1 to 1 4-day trips.

July and August. Write or call: Arctic Waterways Inc

Stevensville, Ontario, LOS ISO Canada, Tel: (416) 382-
3882 FAX: (416) 382-3020. Our 16th year on the Cop-
permine! Postage to Canada is 30«.

ASIAN PACIFIC ADVENTURES! NEW! Cultural, bicycle,
trekking tours: China, Tibet, Nepal, Malaysia, Japan.
Indonesia, Pakistan, Thailand, India, Russia Custom
tours a specialty! 336NH1 Westminster Avenue Los
Angeles, CA 90020 (213) 935-3156

AUSTRALIA/NEW ZEALAND WALKABOUTS: Custom
designed tour itineraries featuhng nature and outdoor
activities Enjoy hiking and camping safans, lodge
stays, and island resorts in New Zealand's scenic
National Parks and Milford Track; Australia's
Outback, Tropical North, and Great Barrier Reef.
PacificExploration Co., Box 3042-N, Santa Barbara
CA 93130 (805) 687-7282

BEST OF BRAZIL Natural History travel/study tours in

cooperation with SOS MATA Atlantica (conservation)
Foundation. Learn about endangered species from
Amazonas to Pantanal Introducing exclusive new tour
on field recording of vanishing wildlife in a virgin

rainforest preserve Custom-made itineraries avail-

able. Brazilian Views, 201 East 66th Street, New York
City 10021 (212)472-9539

Shopping arcade in Brussels. Belgium



HieMarl^t
CAMPING SAFARIS IN KENYA & TANZANIA, 11-18

days, from $550 00 + low airfare Optional Kilimanjaro

climbs Also London/Jofiannesburg overland, Bo-

tswana, Egypt, more. Free 12 page color brochure.

Himalayan Travel. Box 481 -NH, Greenwich, CT 06836

(800) 225-2380

CANOE CANADA'S ARCTIC. Remote 7-19 day, fly-in

canoe expeditions in the heart of North America's last

great wilderness— the tundra and taiga of Canada's
Northwest Territories Photograph caribou herds,

white wolves, muskoxen, moose, grizzlies, rich birdlife

Fish virgin waters Groups of 8 persons assembled
outfitted, and guided by Alex Hall, wildlife biologist and
veteran arctic canoeing guide Can accommodate a

limited number with no previous canoeing experience

Our 16th year of operating North America's most re-

mote wilderness expeditions For brochure write Ca
noe Arctic, Inc ,

Box 130C, Fort Smith, N W T , Canada
XOE OPO

niQXICO
DISCOVER ANCIENT INDIAN EMPIRES
Mexico City, ancient ajins. Indian markets,
colonial towns, volcanic mountain hike.

7 Davs/6 Nights. $795
Ki Tours ISOO) 767-8262 1919) 682-8252

P,0. Box 15666, Durtiam, NIC 27704

COSTA RICA April 14-28, $1890, small group with Jim

Lewis of C R Expeditions Cheesemans' Ecology Sa-

faris, 20800 Kittredge, Saratoga, CA 95070

EVERGLADES/FLORIDA KEYS HOUSEBOAT Safaris

Birding, snorkeling, photography Chic Charney, Box
1 143, Tavernier, FL 33070 (305) 852-5750

N A I I R A I. H I .S I () K V &
P H () T () (; R A !• H V T R I !• S

]mMCERS
Depl. N(M. P(> Box 915. llhacj. NY 14851 16071257.JIWI

GALAPAGOS ISLAND SCUBA-diving and Land study

trip, April 12-21, 1990 Explore unique wildlife with

Scripps Aquarium Write Scripps Aquarium Activities,

A007, La Jolla, CA 92093-0207 (619) 534-FISH

GALAPAGOS
you, 9 other adventurers and our licensed

naturalist will sail by yacht to explore more
islands than any other Galapasos expedition.

50 Trip dates. Machu Picchu Option.
FREE BROCHURE

INCH 6FL0flTS 41 5-420-1 550
1311 N 63rd ST. EMERYVILLE. CA 94608

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS From $1 ,500 including airfare

Amazon expeditions from $1 ,099 Galapagos Holidays,

745 Gerrard St. East, Toronto M4M 1 Y5 (416) 469-821

1

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS From $1666 including air Ec-

uador/Peru options and archeological lours Joseph
Colley LAST, Inc , 43 lyiillstone, Randallstown, IvID

21133(301)922-3116

NEPAL 'INDIA 'TIBET
BilJ?!^' THAILAND

Tours, treks, sal, ins, nverland adventures.

Group (S, indepentk'iil pnigrams from $1850.00

incL air. Free ih |)t; lr!|) (.alalog.

Himalayan Travel, Inc., Box 481 -NH,
Greenwich, CT 06836. (203) 622-6777.

Toll Free (800) 225-2380 (ex. CT)

GALAPAGOS: March 18-29, $1620, on the incredible

twelve passenger "Andando" Cheesemans' Ecology
Safaris, 20800 Kittredge, Saratoga, CA 95070

GUATEMALA NATURE AND CULTURE TOUR with

Russell Studebaker, Feb 14-26, 1990 Indian Nations

International, 730 Asp, Suite 211, Norman, OK 73069
tel (405)321-8671 or 321-5380

HELICOPTER EXPEDITION to North Pole Non-profit

but expensive Leave California May 10 Share ex-

penses (805) 942-0428

GEO
EXPEDITIONS

THERE'S A LOT TO BE SEEN IN

EAST AFRICA!

*Mi^
Spectacular safaris to Kenya,
Tanzania, Botswana, and Rwanda.

'
-'1'A^W 800 351 -5041

yj;®*^ 63 S Washington, Ste A

^i*^^^ P B°>* 3656-C7

***^B*l*^°"°'"a' CA 95370

JOURNEY WITH WHALES ALONG Baja California,

Mexico aboard the Pacific Queen. Gray whales, ele-

phant seals, dolphins, island, lagoon exploration, su-

perb bird photography Excellent crew and biologists

8/9 day expeditions December-April Pacific Queen/
Fisherman's Landing, 2838 Garrison Street, San
Diego, CA 92106 (619) 726-2228, (619) 224-4965

KENYA in depth with resident naturalist Terry Steven-

son and A&K drivers, June 23-July 16, $3550, plus air

Non-smoking safan Cheesemans' Ecology Safaris,

20800 Kittredge Road, Saratoga, CA 95070

r AFRICA 1
THE BEST WAY TO SEE IT

IS WITH AN AFRICAN!
Adventure excitement . beauty. Nobody offers

more no motler how much more they chorge! Coil

or write for your FREE FULL COLOR brochure.

BIC FIVE Tours. Ltd
.
1170 Bdwy NYC lOOOl

^^ 1-800-445-700? ^
KENYA, INDIVIDUALLY DESIGNED SAFARIS 34 years

experience. Perry Mason Safaris, Box 1643, Darien, CT
06820(203)838-1345

MN;l:yilJiMil;l*J;yi1L^M
Copper Canyon / San Miguel Allende

Train to canyon largerthan Grand

Canyon continumg to Sea of

Cortez. Mountain lodges, pine

torests. Tarahumara Indians.

Tram over Old Spanish Silver

Route Colonial Historic tours.

Tula Toltec archaeology.
Monarch buflerfly sanctuary.

Brochure 1 -800-225-2829 M-F 9 a.m.-6 p.m. central

Columbus Travel. 6017 Callaghan Rd • San Antonio, TX 78228

NATURE TOURS EMPHASIZING BIRDS and including

cultural and historical sites Small groups to Venezu-
ela, Texas, Northern Greece, Maine, Honduras, Guate-

mala, Australia and New Zealand Write for free bro-

chure World Nature Tours, Box 693a, Silver Spring,

MD 20901

AMAZON
CRUISES • LODGES • EXPEDITIONS

Explore the world s greatest ecosyilem
on our fully guided, all inclusive programs
AMAZON TOURS & CRUISES

1013 S Central Ave
,
Glendale, CA 91204

(818) 246-4816 » |800| 423-2791

PERU-AMAZON-GALAPAGOS Tour Lima, Cuzco &
Machu Picchu Amazon jungle lodges & riverboat

cruises Galapagos yacht cruises Unique modular
trips Weekly departures Affordable rates Free bro-

chure Himalayan Travel, Box 481 -NH, Greenwich, CT
06836 (800) 225 2380

PHOTOGRAPHY & CULTURE IN IRELAND Explore

Ireland's rugged natural beauty and traditional culture

on a truly unique excursion Join photographer Ron
Rosenstock in his fifteenth season of photo-cultural

workshops Write Voyagers, Dept NR-1, PC Box 915,

Ithaca, NY 14851

SHERPA-TASTIC TRAVEL—Quality hiking in Nepal at

the Lowest prices Everest, Annapurnas Send for a

free brochure c/o Classic Travel, 764 Plaza,

Duncansville, PA 16635 (814) 696-3558

VOYAGERS
NH- 1. Box 915. Ithaca. NY 14851 (607) 257-3091

TANZANIA July 13-29, $2400. Camp three nights in

Ngorongoro Top naturalists Non-smoking, Cheese-
mans' Ecology Safaris, 20800 Kittredge, Saratoga, CA
95070

TOUR BEAUTIFUL 16,000 acre Devil's River Ranch at

conflux of Chihuahuan Desert, South Texas and Ed-

wards Plateau ecologies, 25 miles north of Del Rio,

Texas on magnificent Devil's River Home of Trans

Pecos Indians Four day tours, $500 00 $75 00/day
room and meals March 21-24 and April 25-28, 1990.

Inquire about archeological tours (7 1 3) 392-8784, 4031
Green Busch Rd , Katy, Texas 77494

UNIQUE DESTINATIONS
• Cross the SAHARA Desert w. Tliaregs: or

overland to TIMBUKTU, NAIVIIBIA, ETHIOPIA
• View wildlife in Brazil's PANTANAL, Peru's

MANl), PATAGONIA, GALAPAGOS, COSTA
RICA, BOTSWANA

• Live with Jivaro Indians in the ECUADORIAN
AMAZON, trek MALI'S Dogon country,

MOROCCO w. Berbers, T DEL FUEGO w horses

• RAJASTHAN and Pushkar; CHINA; KASHMIR;
LADAKH; Eastern TURKEY; nomads of NIGER

'

^TURTLE TOURS
9446 Quail IVail, Box# 1147/NH, Carefree, AZ 85377

(602) 488-3688 outside AZ (800) 283-2334

TRINIDAD June 25-July 8, $1500 Fantastic leaders

Edward Rooks, Trinidadian naturalist, and Janice

Rooks, professional ecologist Cheesemans' Ecology

Safaris, 20800 Kittredge, Saratoga, CA 95070

Video

"GRAND CANYON" 2-hour spectacular helicopter ex-

ploration Video Breathtaking music Critically ac-

claimed Details Free Beerger Productions, 3217-V7

Arville, Las Vegas, NV 89102 (702) 876-2328

Wanted

FRANKLIN MINT SETS, and all pnvate mint sets. Will

pay top dollar Send printed list with phone number to

Stan Katz, PO, Box 524-H, Cranford, NJ 07016, USA
(201)561-4697

RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION

The following new rates are effective with the January

1990 issue- $3 25 per word, 16 word minimum. Display

classilied is $355 per inch All advertisements must be
prepaid Rates are not structured for agency or cash
discounts All advertisements are accepted at NATU-
RAL HISTORY'S discretion Send check/money order

payable to NATURAL HISTORY to: The Market, NATU-
RAL HISTORY Magazine, Central Park West at 79th

St , New York, NY 10024 Please include your personal

address and telephone number, issue preferred, and
suggested category Deadline— 1st of the month, two
months prior to cover date (the January issue closes

Nov 1 ) Camera-ready art is required for display ads, A
tearsheet or copy of the page with your ad will be sent

upon publication
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Adapted from 1602 Venetian bool< on the peoples of Africa

DO YOU HAVE A GOOD EYE?
A good eye for a photograph, that is. If you do, if you can see a

great picture and capture it on film, your time has come. It's time to

unleash your artistic sensitivities; time to prove your technical

competence; time to put your eye to a potentially rewarding
and ultimately challenging test because:

The NATURAL HISTORY 90th Anniversary Photographic Competition
Is Open for Entries

This competition is part of tlie magazine's 90th birthday cele-

bration. So we have scraped together $10,000 in cash prizes.

Two eminent photographic firms, Kodal< and Nikon, have
joined the party by cosponsoring the contest. Winners will be
published in the June 1990 issue of NATURAL HISTORY and ex-

hibited at the American Museum of Natural History.

PRIZES

Grand Prize—$2,000 (selected by the judges from all entries)

General Categories— First ($1 ,000) and Second ($500) Prizes

in each
• Wildlife

• Landscape
• The Human Family

Special Categories— First Prize ($750) in each
• A Sequence in Nature
• Human Impact on the Biosphere

• Humor

A number of Honorable Mentions ($250) will also be awarded.

RULES

1

.

All entries must be unmounted prints, preferably in double-

sized or jumbo version, but no larger than 5 by 7 inches. Do
not send original slides or film. Put the category of entry and
your name and address on the back of each print.

2. You may submit up to six entries (a sequence is considered

a single entry). The pictures must have been taken by you
and not have been previously published.

3. The competition is open to everyone except employees of

the American Museum of Natural History, Nikon, and Kodak.

4. If your entry becomes a winner, you agree to lend us the

original film and to let Natural History publish, promote, and
exhibit the photographs.

5. Fill out and enclose an official entry form (or a facsimile),

6. If you would like the prints returned, you must include a self-

addressed, stamped envelope.

7. Entries must be postmarked no later than March 1, 1990.

-OFFICIAL ENTRY-

Nikon
We take the worlds
greatest pictures:

Name

Address

Phone ( )

NATURAL
HISTORY 90TH ANNIVERSARY PHOTO COMPETITION
CENTRAL PARK WEST AT 79TH ST, NEW YORK, N,Y 10024

Show Your True ColorsI'



LIVING MUSEUM

Treasures ofthe Tar Pits
In 1769 a Spanish explorer discovered

muchospantamos de brea (extensive bogs

of tar) in a twenty-three-acre area that is

now part of Los Angeles. For thousands of

years, Native Americans had used the

brea for waterproofing and as glue for

mending, and nineteenth-century Califor-

nians mined the deposits commercially for

asphalt. First recognized as a fossil site in

1875, the tar pits were not systematically

excavated for fossil bones until 1901. To-

day the work continues under the direc-

tion of the Natural History Museum of

Los Angeles County.

An exhibition of the tar pit fossils.

which are between 10,000 and 40,000

years old, can be seen in the American

Museum's Gallery 77 from January 26 to

April 1 . The exhibition was assembled by

the George C. Page Museum, located at

the site of what is now known as the Ran-

cho La Brea Tar Pits. By comparing Ran-

cho La Brea's fossil specimens with their

nearest living relatives, paleontologists

have been able to put together a picture of

Ice Age climate, vegetation, and animal

life in maritime southern California.

Geologically, the La Brea tar pits are

created by subterranean crude oil that

seeps through cracks and fissures to the

earth's surface and then partly evapo-

rates, leaving puddles of natural asphalt.

In summer's heat, the asphalt softens so

that animals stick to it like insects to flypa-

per. Cold winter rains and stream debris

cover up the pools, preserving any trapped

animals, birds, insects, and plants. This

cycle has repeated itself over thousands of

years up to the present, fossilizing layer

after layer of organisms. More than 565

species, many of which are now extinct,

have been unearthed at a hundred or so

deposit sites that range in depth from a

few feet to more than thirty feet.

Perhaps the most dramatic fossil bones

Detailfrom Mark Hallett 's mural ofthe tar pits area on a spring day 20,000years ago
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WOW!
"All I can say is Wow!'
My son and I were there the

exact second that little egg

broke open-and I saw

my beautiful new
baby penguinfor the

first time. And my
favorite artist

'immortalized' the

blessed event tool"

m o^)p(k( ri^uui

Shown actual size of approximately 6 V2" in height.

Q

"•^wi??

A thrilling moment in the life ofany family-human or penguin.

The birth of a brand-new baby! Captured with charm and artistry

by the award-winning artist Michelle Emblem.
"Wow! " is so detailed you can see every little feather on the baby

penguin's belly. His "big" brother's quizzical smile. The look of utter

amazement-and pride-on Dad's face. The entire sculpture is crafted

in fine bisque porcelain and painted by hand so that every color

radiates warmth and vitality. The dramatic contrast ofblack and

white feathers. The golden eyes and beaks. Even the bluish ice that

makes a perfect setting for the penguin family.

This original work of art is available only from The Franklin Mint,

at the issue price of $60. To acquire it, just mail your reservation by

,;
January 31st.

Crafted in fine porcelain. Hand-painted.

WOW! BY MICHELLE EMBLEM
PLEASE MAIL BYJANUARY 31, 1990.

The Franklin Mint Franklin Center, Pennsylvania 19091

Please accept my reservation for "Wow!" by Michelle Em-
blem, to be crafted for me in fme imported porcelain and

meticulously painted by hand.

1 need send no money now. 1 will be billed in four equal

monthly installments of $15.* each, the first payment due in

advance ofshipment. 'Plus my stme sales :ax and

<i total ofS3.forsliippiiig and Uandling.

SIGNATURE.

NAME

CirY/STATE/ZIP_



AFRICA
Namibia & Botswana
Fly by chartered aircraft with
Jan Van De Reep to Etosha

National Park and the

Okavango Delta.

Skeleton Coast Pre-trip available

Sep 1990

Kenya Wildlife Safari
Travel in vans of 4 passengers

with Joe Van Os to Masai
Mara & Samburu Game

Reserves and Lake Nakuru.

Aug 3-19, 1990 ,

JOSEPH \AN ,

PHOTO SAJFAHIS
RO. BC£< 655, VASHON ISLAND

WASHINGTON 98070
(306)463-5383

Members'
^Book
rrogram

Memberabilia

MAGIC FACES 1990
CALENDAR

NOKTHWEST COAST INDIAN MASKS

Dramatic, unusual, and sometimes

startling, native American masks are

an artform unto themselves. Captions

explain their origins and uses.

To order send check or money order for

$1 1.45 per calendar to Members' Book
Program, American Museum of Natural

History, Central Park West at 79th Street,

New York, NY 10024.

that have been excavated at La Brea are

those of large, extinct mammals, such as

the short-faced bear, the imperial mam-
moth, the flat-headed peccary, the tapir,

and even the western horse and camel,

which originated in North America, mi-

grated to other parts of the world, and

became extinct in North America at the

end of the Ice Age. The exhibit includes

skeletons of two dire wolves (a species

closely related to today's gray wolf), a

coyote, a giant ground sloth, a saber-

toothed cat, and a North American lion.

Asphalt coating has preserved the deli-

cate bones of birds especially well, and the

Page Museum's collection of La Brea

birds is the largest in the world. Carnivo-

rous and scavenging birds were caught

when they preyed on trapped animals, and

more than 138 avian species—from tur-

keys, owls, and woodpeckers to songbirds

and water birds—became mired in the tar

bogs. A skeleton cast of Merriam's tera-

tom, the largest bird excavated from the

deposits, is on view. Related to storks, this

now-extinct predator, which weighed

thirty pounds and had a wingspan of four-

teen feet, stalked prey on the ground and

swallowed it whole.

"The exhibit covers all aspects of Ran-

cho La Brea," says Christopher Shaw, a

vertebrate paleontologist at the Page Mu-
seum, who has worked on mounting the

skeletons for the show. "But we have tried

to give the public an idea of the over-

whelming amount of plants and smaller

fossils discovered with modem excavation

techniques." Therefore, the exhibition

features specimens of wood, seeds, cones,

and leaves, as well as turtles, frogs, snakes,

clams, snails, and insects—all recovered

from the tar pits since the late 1960s.

Although excavators have recovered

many human artifacts, such as shell and

bone ornaments and other implements,

from the tar pits, they have unearthed

American lion and California saber-toothed cat
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only one skull and partial skeleton—that

of a woman who stood about four feet ten

inches tall and was between twenty and

twenty-five years of age. Paleontologists

have speculated that the La Brea woman,

dated to about 9,000 years ago, may have

been murdered and unceremoniously

dumped in a tar pit, or possibly buried as

part of a formal grave ritual.

Visitors to the exhibit can feel the sticky

asphalt that trapped the animals when

they attempt to pull up on handles that

rest in containers of tar. A videotape ex-

plains Rancho La Brea's history, its un-

usual geologic formation, the seasonal cy-

cle of entrapment, and the monumental,

ongoing work of excavation—cleaning,

cataloging, storing, and analyzing the fos-

sils. For the exhibit, wildlife artist Mark
Hallett has reconstructed Ice Age life in a

mural depicting the tar pits area on a

spring day 20,000 years ago.

Jenny Lawrence

)

George C.Page Musi

Memberabilia
Members'

iTogram

DINOSAUR
COOKIE TIN/
CUTTERS
Four dinosaur cookie

cutters (Brontosaurus,

Tyrannosaurus Rex,

Stegosaurus, Triceratops)

and a delicious recipe are

packaged inside this 7%"

silver-colored tin with a

Stegosaurus on top.

Please send Dinosaur Cookie Tin/Cutters at $18.10 each including shipping

and handling.

Make checks payable to the

NAME American Museum of

AnnRF';'; Natural History. Send

orders to Members' Book
Program, American
Museum of Natural History,

Central Park West at 79th

a Street, New York, NY
10024. Or call toll-free

1-800-234-5252.

C1TY/STATE/ZIP_

METHOD OF PAYMENT

Check or money order MasterCard

Card no Exp. date_

DEVA Buccaneer Shirt

FOR MEN & WOMEN

Buckle your suash in out dashine

shirt uiih gathered front and

back yokes. Wear it tucked

V in or out. Fine, smoothi

finished pure cotton ii

Dustv Rose, Roval Blue o

;ht
) J / White. State height,

p, bust/chest measure

$29 ppd. and guaranteed

J VISA/MC call 1-800-222-8024.

Send SI for fabric samples and catalogue

of 40 stvles (Free ivith order).

DI-,V.V, u colliifjc indiistrx

Box NHAO,Burkitlsvillc, M4) 217IS

In Search Of
The Snow Leopard

March 10-25. IWO

Miiskii. Bhutan, Hiinza, Japan, Karakoram,
Kashmir, l,atiakh, Mongolia, Nepal.

Patagonia, Thailand, Tibet,

Turkey, USSR

InnerAsia Expeditions, Inc.
IKOO) 777-818,'i (41.S) 922-0448 ICA)

Spectacular Scenery • Historic Sites

The famous International Seaway

ST. LAWRENCE-OTTAWA

SAGIENAY RIVEBS

UNIQUE «ELEGANT»FR1ENDLY
(May to November departures)

BOOHING NOW
visit itoiiT travel professional or conlaci

ST. LAWRENCE CRUISE LINES INC.

253 Ontario St.

Kingston, Ont., Canada
K7L 2Z4

DIAL-A-BROCHURE:
1-800-267-7868 loll free



K Baffin
r^lsland

If you're looking for a

vacation with a difference,

picture Baffin.

Explore a thousand years

of Inuit history. It's here to see,

close to all our communiries.

For more information write:

Tourism Information

Northwest Territories

Department 525

Box 1320

Station 26

Yellowknife, N.W.T
Canada

XIA 2L9

or call:

1-800-661-0788

or

(819)979-6551

Canada

CANADA'S Northwest Territories
Within reach, yet beyond belief

WILDLIFE - J^RCHj^EOLOGY
EXPLORj^TIOJ^S

Assist Scientists in the field as Lhey do

lEseairh in NoVSo. America, Euiupe, Asia

& Africa. Tax deductible. Free Brochure,

internation.\l rese.\rch
expeditions

140 University Dr., Menlo Park, CA 94025

A (415)323-4228

MAINE
ISLAND

ECOLOGY
larine Biology.

Botany &: Ornithology on
pristine Maine Island.

For high School students

with a genuine interest

n Environmental Studies.

Staff-Student ratio 1;5

Two Sessions: June 2 1 to July 9
July 13 to July 31

For futher information contact:

The Academy of natural Sciences

AFFORDABLE
ANCIENT TREASURES

Aulhenlic Artilacis Irom Eoyp' Gr^eci

Rome, Israel, Babyioiia opo Pre-

Columbian America .Send tor liluslraled

catalogue of Ancient Coins S Antiquities

in all price ranges Colosseum Coin

Exchange Inc., P.O. Box 21N,
Hazlet, NJ 07730 201-264-1161

THE
AMAZON

TROPKAI. HORKSrS

l-Aological t()tl^^ in the Brazilian

.\ ikkrncss conducted b\ ^cicnti(ic

^pccialist^ in flora and fauna

ECOTOUR EXPEDITIONS
1-800-688-1822

^ What's in Turkey?
"^f _The cradle of Civilization . . .p
CULTURAL TOURS TO TURKEY

And Combination tours to:

SPAIN HUNGARY YUGOSLAVIA
& TURKEY & TURKEY & TURKEY
Travel irrrough beautiful countries, cities and villages: stress-

ing culture, folklore, tiandicrafls, folk music, folk dance,

natural beauty, history, ancient monuments, museums &

pinotography Good hotels, delicious food, great shopping

Each lour is led by a nationally/mlernalionally recognized

folklorist and experienced tour leader Great Quality-

Reasonable Rates

For a free brochure:

Cultural Folk Tours Int'l. Bora Ozkok
10292 Gumbark PI. San Diego, CA 92131

619-566-5951 Outside Calitornia 1-800-448-0515

LEATHER
BACKPACK ^

' KOALA
^ - PENDANT

,.h ^,.
Sterling—$45; 14K—$275

^'MHj^t.:: 18" neckchain is included
JP*^-**" Satisfaction guaranteed

Vern Wayne Pond
105 N. Union St.

Alexandria, VA 22314

LUXURY fACHTSHIP

River
rRLISING

Columbia.^^and Snake Rivers,

along the historic Lewis & Clark

Adventure Route. '"o" ^995
Cruise these Greal Rivers of the West on the full-service small

cruiseship, visiting Washington, Oregon & Idaho Interesting

shore excursions. Eight unique locks and dams Over 900 miles

6*Days.5-Nights From Portland, Oregon For brochure

Yacht Ship^ CruiseLine
i?-* Pinp c;t qiiiio ftnft I npnt Rdl ?;patltp WA Qfi523 Pine St

,
Suite Depl B't1,Seattle,WA98t01

r call (206) 623-4245, or see a Travel Agent

Korea Month
January is Korea Month at the

Leonhardt People Center. Demonstra-

tions and performances will feature Ko-
rean music and dance, puppetry, calligra-

phy, and the making of traditional straw

shoes. Illustrated talks will be given on the

lives of Korean peasants and on Korean
shamanism, funerals, and ancestor wor-

ship. Short films will also be shown. These
free programs will be held each weekend
between 1 :00 and 4:30 p.m. For more in-

formation and a schedule of events, call

(212)769-5183.

Frontiers
Visitors to the Hayden Planetarium can

experience the space travel, astronomy,

and astrophysics of the 1 990s and beyond

in Frontiers, a new multimedia Sky Show
premiering January 4. Viewers will fly

with the next generation of space probes,

visit the birthplaces of new suns, search

In Frontiers, ne\^l) dis^o\ered ge\scri erupt
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At the American Museum

for solar systems beyond our own, explore

distant planetary landscapes and storm

systems, and preview the advanced tele-

scopes and supercomputers of the twenty-

first century. Show times are 1:30 and

3:30 P.M. weekdays, 1 1 :00 a.m. Saturdays,

and every hour on the hour from 1 :00 to

5:00 P.M. Saturdays and Sundays. Tickets

are $4 for adults, $2 for children, $3 for

members, students, and senior citizens,

and $1.50 for members' children. For

more information, call (212) 769-5920.

The First Emperor
Beginning January 6, The First Em-

peror will be shown weekdays at 4:30 p.m.

and as part of a double feature on Friday

and Saturday evenings at the American
Museum of Natural History's Naturemax
Theater. This dramatic film, with massive

battle scenes and colorful reconstructions

of Chinese imperial life, is based on the

life of Emperor Qin Shihuang, who uni-

fied China in 221 B.C. It is a joint produc-

tion of the China Xi'an Studio and the

National Film Board of Canada (see "A
Tale by Two Cultures," Natural History,

July 1989).

An Evening with Donald Johanson
A recent discovery is challenging scien-

tific assumptions about human evolution.

In 1986, a team of archeologists working

in Tanzania's Olduvai Gorge uncovered

OH-62, a 1.8-million-year-old skeleton of

a 3'/2-foot-tall, apelike female of the spe-

cies Homo habilis. Paleontologist Donald

Johanson, director of the Institute of Hu-
man Origins, is best known for his 1974

discovery of the 3.2-million-year-old hom-
inid skeleton he named Lucy. He will

speak on the latest Olduvai finding on

Thursday, January 18, at 7:30 p.m. in the

Main Auditorium. Tickets are $10 for

members and $20 for nonmembers. For

more information, call (212) 769-5606.

vine's moon Triton.

:::-. .^S^
Painling by Brian Sullivan

MACKINAW WOOL VEST
This IS the classic Mackinaw wool vest selected from our wide

range ot outdoor clothing from Fiison, Pure 26 oz, Mackinaw wool

cloth, handwarmer pockets, an upper utirty pocket and pencil

pocket. Warmth, comfort and dependability in a man/elous wind

resistant long weanng wool. Made in U.S.A.

Available in a large check in red/black or grey/black, or solid in

gray or forest green

No. 20 Mackinaw Wool Vest
sizes 36, 38, 40, 42, 44 S54.00

46. 48. 50 SS6.00

State size and color Add $2.50 for handling. Check. Mastercard.

Visa, Optima or American Express Satisfaction guaranteed. Send
tor our unique catalog. Visit our store when in the Seattle area For

orders and inquines telephone (206) 485-2132.

E3 David Moi^aJ\
11812 Northcreek Pky, N., Suite 103, Bothell. WA 98011

SERIOUS ABOUT THE
WEATHER? NOW YOU CAN

AFFORD A PERSONAL
WEATHERSTATION!

The new V^eatherPro weather station gives you
the local weather at your fingertips. Easy to install

and simple lo operate, the WeatherPro includes a
wiaihiT , omputer, remote precision wind direc-

tion \anr, uind speed sensor, external temperature
jiF(]l)L', mounting hardware and 40' of cable-all for

only $1791
•WIND SPEED ^^HB 'WIND GUST
• TEMPERATURE BHH 'WIND CHILL

•WIND DIRECTION WPiiW •TIME

•TEMPERATURE MI/LOmQJ "AUTO SCAN
•RAINFALL (OPTIONAL)' •! YEAR WARRANTY

•I4-D,-\Y MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

DIGITAR WEATHERPRO
WEATHER STATION: ONLY $1 791

ORDER TODAY:l -800-678-3669,
M-F 7AM-3:30 PM Pacific Time

•Autom.llic-emntyini: electronic r.iin g.iUKe-S4'l.9,
Add S5.00 for shinnmg. CA residents adcfsales tax.

Fay 1 -4 1 5-n2-S 1 88 • M/C and VISA

DIGiTAR'
3465 DIABLO AVE, HAYWARD, CA 94545 nh



Just Jupiter
by Thomas D. Nicholson

During the latter part of this month,

Jupiter is essentially alone in the night sky.

Having passed opposition with the sun on

December 27, Jupiter is in its best position

for evening viewing. This opposition oc-

curs at Jupiter's most northerly location in

the sky, adding to the time the planet

spends above the horizon. Jupiter is lo-

cated among the bright winter stars of the

Orion region, but the planet will outshine

them all. It rises in the early evening above

and to the left of Orion and just to the

right of Pollux and Castor in Gemini. It

will set in the northwest just before morn-

ing twilight.

The changing positions of Jupiter's four

largest satellites, which appear as starlike

objects to the left and right of the brilliant

planet, can be followed with binoculars.

Use a telescope to see Jupiter's slightly

flattened disk and darkish cloud bands.

The other planets are in rough align-

ment to the right (west) of the sun this

month, so they rise in the predawn period.

Events in the calendar below are given

in local time unless otherwise indicated.

January 1 : Brilliant Venus is still visible

in the dusk but sinks rapidly toward the

horizon from one night to the next. Binoc-

ulars reveal it as a very thin crescent. Jupi-

ter, just past its opposition of December, is

visible virtually all night long for the en-

tire month. The planet is easy to find,

being the brightest object in the sky, ex-

cept for the moon and Venus. Look to-

ward the east for it in the early evening,

toward the south around midnight and

west before dawn.

January 4: First-quarter moon is at 5:40

A.M. The earth is at perihelion, its closest

approach to the sun. At a distance of 9 1 .4

million miles, the earth is about 3 million

miles closer than on July 4, when aphelion

occurs. (The 23.5 degree tilt of the earth's

axis produces the seasons, although the

shorter distance to the sun moderates our

winters.) Today also has the latest sunrise

in the Northern Hemisphere. (Sunsets

have occurred progressively later since

mid-December, but sunrises will only be-

gin to get earlier after today.)

January 7: The moon is at perigee today

(its closest approach to the earth). To-

night's gibbous moon helps locate two eas-

ily seen star clusters in Taurus: the dim,

fuzzy Pleiades to the moon's right and the

V-shaped Hyades below it.

January 8-9: The widening gibbous

moon moves toward Jupiter these nights.

On the 9th, the moon passes Jupiter in

Gemini in the early evening. Rising in the

east soon after sundown, they separate

slowly after conjunction at about 7:00

P.M., EST.

January 10: Full moon is at 1 1:57 p.m.,

EST. As it rises in the east after sunset,

the moon will form a triangle with Gemi-

ni's two brightest stars, Castor and Pollux.

With perigee only three days ago and peri-

helion last week, the full moon will be

brighter than average.

January 13: Regulus, the brightest star

in Leo, accompanies the waning gibbous

moon as it rises in the eastern sky about

8:00 P.M.

January 14-17: The waning moon
passes through the spring constellations

Leo and Virgo. Like the spring stars, the

moon rises well after sunset at about 9:00

P.M. on the 14th and at midnight on the

17th. It moves away from Regulus each

night as it approaches Spica.

January 18: The moon passes Spica in

the dawn sky, reaching last quarter later

that day at 4:17 p.m., EST. Venus is at

inferior conjunction, on its way to being a

morning "star."

January 19: The moon is at apogee (far-

thest from the earth).

January 22-23: Rising after 4:00 a.m.

on the 22cl, the waning crescent moon will

be below ruddy Antares in Scorpius in the

southeast. On the 23d, the moon is along-

side Mars, whose color is often compared

to that of Antares {Antares means "rival

of Mars"). However, Mars is now fainter

than Antares.

January 24-25: On the 24th, the thin

crescent moon can help you locate elusive

Mercury, which is above and to the left of

the moon. On the 25th, the moon is neariy

gone and will be below and to the left of

Saturn and brilliant Venus.

January 26: The new moon occurs at

2:20 P.M., EST
January 28: We begin to see the new

crescent moon after sundown.

The winter Sky Map shows the sky for

January, February, and March from 40°

north latitude at the hours given below. To

use the map, hold it vertically in front of

you with south (S) at the bottom and
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match the lower half with the stars you see

when you face south. As you face in other

directions, turn the map to bring the cor-

responding compass direction to the bot-

tom. The stars move continuously west-

ward during the night. By morning (before

dawn), those on the western half of the

map will have set, those on the eastern half

will have moved into the west, and new
stars (those of the spring evenings) will

have risen in the east. The map represents

the sky at about 1 1 :30 p.m. on January 1

;

10:30 P.M. on January 15; 9:30 p.m. on

February 1 ; 8:30 p.m. on February 1 5; 7:30

p.m. on March 1; and 6:30 p.m. on March
15. The map can be used for an hour or

more before and after the times given.

Thomas D. Nicholson is director emeri-

tus of the American Museum.

JOURNEY TO
THE KINGDOM
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POLAR BEAR TOURS
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Wifcllife poster. Share of profits goes

to wildlife support groups.

924 Spring Creek Rd., Dept nhm-9

Montrose, Colo. 81401 (303) 249-3333

1,023 WORLDWIDE POSTAGE
STAMPS—ONLY S3.00!

All Different! All Genuine! Value-packed collection

to introduce you to our special offers, collector's

catalog, and approval service. Otfier exciting

stamps included. Buy any or none, return balance.

WILTON STAMP CO., Dept. NHCA
P.O.B. 850, WILTON, NH 03086

AFRICA • GALAPAGOS
AMAZON • HIMALAYA
Wildlife Tours Around the World

WILDERNESS TRAVEL

THE POKE BOAT"
ITS EVERfTHING
A CANOE ISN'T.

A canoe is tippy A Poke It weighs only 28

Boat isn't It's rennarkably pounds - built with

stable aircraft strength

A canoe is hard to turn

and difficult to keep
in a straight line. A
Poke Boat isn't It

stays in a straight

line, yet is easy

to maneuver.

A canoe is

heavy, A
Poke Boat
isn't.

For under $700
you can buy more

than a canoe.

For more infor-

mation, give

us a call.

/^FREE CATALOG^
191 Courses in

56 Languages

The world's

largest selection of

audio and video

self- instructional

language courses.

I 1-800-243-1234

THE LAMQUAOE SOURCE

Room Ml 27, 96 Broad Street. .

. Guilford. CT 06437 (203) 453-9794y

The Conquest of Peru
The Inca empire was swiftly overrun by European crops and animals

by Raymond Sokolov

My first direct recognition of the odd-

ness and complexity of Peru's cuHnary life

came in the form of an olive. Of all the

olives I had ever eaten until then (1986),

this black, hard, wizened fruit was the

strangest. The taste was extremely bitter;

the texture gritty and dry, like stale cake.

Actually, I acquired a whole jar of them

at the now sadly vanished Latin food em-

porium on Fourteenth Street in Manhat-

tan, Casa Moneo. These unprepossessing

olives came from Peru—packed in an or-

dinary jar, not vacuum sealed, not covered

in oil or any other preserving substance.

Apparently, no foreign substance had ever

touched these olives after the harvest;

they were, in the normal sense, uncured.

They had never been soaked or salted or

treated in any of the myriad ways worked

out millennia past in Europe and the Mid-

dle East to remove the naturally occur-

ring, bitter glucosides and stabilize the

purified flesh of the fruit.

No, these were Peruvian olives pre-

pared for a long shelf life in the Peruvian

manner. They had been preserved in the

same way that Andean people have pre-

served food since long before the Span-

iards brought the olive to Peru in the six-

teenth century. They had been air dried in

the cool, dehydrating breezes of the alti-

plano, like the naturally freeze-dried pota-

toes (chuho or papas secas) and the air-

dried, salted meat (our word "jerky" is

derived from the Quechua charqui) that

native Peruvians survive on in their mar-

ginal environment.

Or so I reasoned. If any documentation

of the history of this adaptation of immi-

grant olive to indigenous Peruvian food-

processing methodology exists, I haven't

found it. The most convincing support for

the idea is the dried olive itself. The Span-

ish olive experts Alicia Rios and Lourdes

March tasted some of these olives, which I

brought to the Oxford Food Symposium,

and found them highly unusual, similar to

a type of olive produced in a remote vil-

lage in the mountains of Spain. Rios saw

immediately that the extreme dehydra-

tion had left the apparently crumbly olive

saturated with oil, so much so that she was

able to make it stream with oil by rubbing

it lightly against her arm.

These Incaicized olives are a peculiar

relic of the Spanish system of colonizing

Peru, a system that sought to impose the

agriculture, as well as the culture and reli-

gion, of the madre patha on the Andes

and its peoples, while exporting their min-

eral wealth. In the end, it was the agricul-

tural part of the program that had the

most lasting effect. Until very recently,

the indigenous peoples of the Peruvian

highlands stayed largely put and unas-

similable, while the people of Spanish her-

itage and their mestizo offspring con-

ducted a Europeanized life in Lima.

Lately, millions of mountain people have

come down to the capital, trading old mis-

eries for new ones in the shantytowns that

pullulate at the edges of the city. So at last

the vastly different societies left from the

confrontation of the Spanish and Inca em-

pires in the sixteenth century have be-

come extremely uncomfortable next-door

neighbors without much prospect of

happy relations in the near future.

The seeds for this culture war were liter-

ally sown in the first decades after the

foundation of Lima in 1535. Contempo-

rary sources document in surprising detail

the swiftness of the transplantation of Eu-

ropean crops and domesticated animals to

Peru. Pedro de Cieza de Leon composed

the first eyewitness chronicle of the con-

quest of Peru {La Crbnica del Peru) be-

tween 1540 and 1550, basing it on his

experiences from 1535 on.

In one chapter, "On the fertility of the

plains and the many fruits and root crops

that are in them and the excellent arrange-
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i\merican itiu

Islands of ]aj)an

May 20 - June 2, 1990
14 days

Experience with a team of Ameriean Museum and guest

experts an exeiting cruise and land program to the islands

of Japan. Aboard the ultra-deluxe Renaissance, with

just 50 luxurious cabin suites, we will explore the fascinating

cultural and natural history of the Japanese archipelago.

• Discover Japan with the Director of the

American Museum and a team of experts,

including an art historian, ornithologist,

botanist and geologist.

• Visit Nara, Kyoto and Tokyo, the ancient

and modem capitals from which Japan has

been ruled for more than 12 centuries.

• Explore Japanese gardens, venerated

shrines, feudal castles, ancient temples and
samurai mansions.

• With an expert geologist, view breathtaking

landscapes with pristine lakes, lush mountains,

towering volcanoes and windswept coastlines.

• Visit gardens in bloom with a botanist and explore

national parks with an expert ornithologist as a host of

migrating songbirds find temporary refuge.

• Stroll through quaint towns, historic cities and
major cultural centers and experience Japan's glorious

past and present.

• Enjoy an optional post-cruise excursion to Hokkaido
Japan's northernmost main island and last frontier.

For further information write or call:

American
Museum of
Natural
History

Discovery Cruises

Central Park West at 79th St.

New York. >A' 10024-5192

(800) 462-8687 toll-free or
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ment they have for irrigating the fields,"

Cieza de Leon proudly calls attention to

crops flourishing "now" (his polite way of

implying that they were introduced by the

Spaniards):

Now, in many of these valleys there are

large vineyards, from which they harvest

many grapes. Up till now, they haven't

made wine, and for that matter, it can't be

said for sure that it will ever be done; pre-

sumably, because it would be grown with

irrigation, it will be thin. Also there are big

fig groves and many pomegranates, and in

some parts, they are already getting

quinces. But why am I going on with this

account, since people think and consider it

certain that they will produce all the fruits

that Spain grows.

Some sixty years later, in 1609, the

mestizo son of a conquistador and a noble

Inca woman, Garcilaso de la Vega (called

el Inca), published his Comentarios Re-

ales in Lisbon. This was, of course, eleven

years before the establishment of the first

Pilgrim settlement at Plymouth and five

years before Galileo became embroiled

with the Church. The Spanish crown had,

however, been making excellent progress

with its plans for the Hispanicization of

farming in the lee of the Andes.

Garcilaso de la Vega informs us that

wheat was first brought to his country by

the noblewoman Maria de Escobar She

brought it to the city of Rimac, in what

year he didn't know, but it took three years

before there was enough seed to divert any

grain to making bread flour As late as

1547, there was still no wheat bread in

Cuzco, although wheat was already being

grown there. He is sure of the date be-

cause he remembers in Cuzco, his father

fed com (maize) bread to soldiers fleeing

the battle of Huarina. They were so

hungry, they ate handfuls of com flour as

if it was "candied almonds."

As for vines, Francisco de Caravantes, a

nobleman from Toledo, had plants sent to

him from the Canaries, and by the time

Garcilaso de la Vega himself witnessed a

neighbor trampling on grapes to make
wine, in 1 560, wine had already been pro-

duced "much before" elsewhere in Pern.

The impetus, he claims, was not thirst or

commercial profit but pride. Their Catho-

lic Majesties back in Spain were offering

two bars of silver worth 300 ducats each as

a prize to whoever was the first in each

town to produce Spanish things not avail-

able in Pern. To qualify for the award as a

vintner, you had to produce at least 4

arrobas (100 pounds in liquid measure) of

wine. An award was also available for pio-

neer producers of 4 arrobas of olive oil or a

half cahiz (about 770 pounds) of wheat or

barley. Garcilaso de la Vega's most dra-

matic story of horticultural imperialism is

the story of the introduction of the olive. It

is worth repeating:

The same year, 1560, Don Antonio de

Ribera, our neighbor at Los Reyes, having

gone to Spain years before as Procurator

General of Peru, brought olive plants with

him from Seville when he returned home.
And despite the care and diligence he in-

vested in bringing over two big pots contain-

ing over a hundred cuttings, only three

plants arrived at Ciudad de los Reyes alive.

These he sent to a very beautiful walled

farm he owned in that valley, whose grapes,

figs, pomegranates, melons, oranges, limes,

and other fruits and vegetables of Spain,

when sold fresh in the main square of that

Chupe de Quinoa

(Bolivian quinoa stew, adapted from Nelly de Jordan's

Nuestras Comidas, Cochabamba, 1 962)

8 cups stock

8 "knuckles" of lamb (about 3 pounds

stewing lamb cubed; see note)

Vi cup finely chopped onion

Vi teaspoon ground cumin

Vi teaspoon crumbled oregano

Vi teaspoon black pepper

1 tablespoon cayenne (or other ground

dried chili)

% cup quinoa (see note)

Vi cup peas

Vi cup fava or lima beans

8 potatoes, peeled and quartered

1 tablespoon salt

1 tablespoon finely chopped parsley

1

.

Bring the stock to a boil in a pot large

enough to hold all the ingredients.

2. When the stock boils, add lamb, onion,

cumin, oregano, pepper, and cayenne.

Lower heat and simmer for 15 min-

3. Stir in the quinoa and simmer for an

hour, until it splits. Then add the peas,

favas or limas, potatoes, and salt. Con-

tinue simmering for 20 minutes or un-

til the potatoes are tender

4. Sprinkle parsley over the chupe and

serve from the pot.

Yield: 8 servings

Note: Rural Andean markets do not al-

ways sell meat in cuts, in our sense of the

word. Instead, the customers order meat

by the "knuckle" {nudillo), after estimat-

ing how many knuckles' width they want.

I am indebted for this observation to

Roberto Garcia Moll. In Bolivia, where

this dish originated and quinoa is indige-

nous, the grain has to be washed and

hulled before it is cooked. In this country,

quinoa is available in health stores, ready

to cook.
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city, went for a large sum of money. . . .

Don Antonio de Ribera planted his olives

and so that nobody would be able to have

even a single leaf to plant somewhere else,

he had them guarded by a great army con-

sisting of more than 1 00 blacks and 30 dogs.

... It happened one night that other peo-

ple, who stayed up later than the dogs, or

got help from one of the blacks, who was
suspected of being bribed, stole one of the

three plants, which surfaced within a few

days in Chile, 600 leagues from Ciudad de

los Reyes, where it produced offspring so

successfully for that kingdom during the

next three years that they did not plant a

cutting, no matter how scrawny, that didn't

take root and in short order turn into a

handsome olive tree.

At the end of the three years, although

the men who stole Don Antonio de Ribera's

plant had had to read many letters of ex-

communication directed at them, they re-

turned the same olive tree they'd taken and
put it in the very same place from which

they'd removed it, with such ingenuity and
stealth that the owner never found out who
had taken it or who had put it back.

This story could have easily been an

episode in a Spanish picaresque novel of

the same period, but in Garcilaso de la

Vega's hands it not only serves as a fable

of triumphant slyness but also fits into his

quite lengthy paean to the successes of

viceregal horticulture in Europeanizing

Peru. His catalogs of newly introduced

fruits and vegetables are of stupefying

length, and they are not just lists but also

contain detailed accounts of splendiferous

achievements in field and orchard.

We hear of Spaniards who amazed the

Indians by grafting several kinds of exotic

fruits to native trees. And

after pomegranates were available, they

took one along in the parade of the feast of

the most holy sacrament. The fruit was so

big that it excited the admiration of those

who saw it. I don't dare say how large peo-

ple claim it was, for fear of shocking the

ignorant, who won't believe there can be
greater things in the world than they have in

their village; but it's a pity not to write

about the marvelous works of nature there

have been in that land just so as not to

frighten the simple minded. And returning

to them, we say that they have been of

extraordinary largeness, especially the first

ones; that the pomegranate was bigger than

one of those earthenware jugs they make in

Seville for bringing olive oil to the Indies,

and many grape clusters have been seen

that weighed eight or ten pounds, and
quinces as big as a man's head, and citrons

half as big as pitchers.

The most remarkable thing about Gar-

cilaso de la Vega's Bunyanesque descrip-

tions is that in his dithyrambic puffing of

the triumphs of the Spanish settlers'

transplantations, he pays no attention to

the achievements of native agriculture.

Throwing all his rhetorical energies be-

hind the oflficial agricultural campaign to

transform Peru into a better Spain, he has

nothing to say about indigenous farming.

The ensuing centuries inevitably brought

about a mixture of the two, in fields and on

tables, which is what we call Peruvian

cuisine, Bolivian cuisine, Ecuadorean cui-

sine. And in a reversal that offers rich

opportunities for ironic musing, today the

outside world looks to Peru and the other

Andean countries for miraculous new
foods and horticultural innovation.

The Andean grain quinoa is the darling

of the health-food world. Other Incaic

roots and tubers, the ulluco and oca, have

captured the imagination of gastronomic

futurologists. Feature writers have lately

been goggling over the low-energy farm-

ing methods of ancient Andeans. And in

Peru, advanced methods of biology, in-

cluding gene splicing, are being applied to

those fabulously adaptable local plants,

the potato and the sweet potato, while a

hungry world waits for the results.

Raymond Sokolov is a writer whose spe-

cial interests are the history and prepara-
tion offood.
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Alaska with a team of gifted Museum and guest lecturers
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With a group of just 74 people, we will cruise the pic-

turesque Alaskan coastline in search of the abundant

and varied wildlife of this stunning region.

From the ship and on shore excursions, observe

whales, sea lions, seals, bears, eagles and a host of other

animals in their natural habitats. With a team of

distinguished scientists, view the incomparable scenery
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Sleight of

Wing
Like most katydids, Pterachroza

ocellata is a poor flier, capable only of

short hops assisted by fluttering wings; it

depends upon its repertoire of illusions to

avoid being eaten. The insect is active only

at night and rests motionless amid the

jungle foliage during the day. Wings

folded (inset, below), it blends into the

floor of the Peruvian rain forest disguised

as a dead leaf, complete with veins and a

trace of green. If its camouflage fails and

it is menaced by a bird, a monkey, or a

curious photographer, the katydid

changes its tactics. Pointing its rear end in

the direction of the threat, the insect pops

its wings open and flashes its eyespots in

an effort to startle its attacker and

frighten it off. It holds this stance for a few

minutes before reverting to its leaflike

state.—7?. A.
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Authors

Dorothy Harley Eber (page 32), a resi-

dent of Montreal, first went North in

1968 to write a magazine article on the

Inuit. And for the past twenty years she

has returned each year to spend at least a

month doing fieldwork—chiefly inter-

views for oral histories—with the help of

Inuit interpreters. Eber's collected his-

tories, from elderly Inuit who remem-

bered the last of the whaling days, have

just been published under the title When

the Whalers Were Up North, by David

R. Godine Publishers, Inc., in the United

States and by McGill-Queens Univer-

sity Press in Canada. As a reporter who

sometimes covered the courts, Eber de-

veloped an interest in the law. Her work

with the Inuit also gave her the opportu-

nity to observe vast changes in the

North's legal system over the years. For

those who would like to read further,

Eber suggests "Language and the Law,"

by Louise Roy-Nicklen {Up Here, Janu-

ary/February 1989), and Judge of the

Far North, by J. H. Sissons (Toronto;

McClelland and Stewart, Ltd., 1969).
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Elizabeth Procter-Gray (page 60) had

never heard of tree kangaroos until her

graduate adviser at Harvard mentioned

them in conversation. She says she fig-

ured that others were probably pretty ig-

norant about them too and might wish to

learn more. While studying the animals

in Australia, Procter-Gray had a short-

lived theatrical career: she was con-

scripted for a minor role in Oklahoma,

even though she tried to explain that her

New England accent bore little resem-

blance to a Sooner's. Currently, her en-

ergies are devoted to raising her three-

year-old daughter, her "most fascinating

study animal yet." Little has been pub-

lished about tree kangaroos, but to get a

good feeling for the diversity of marsupi-

als in general and kangaroos in particu-

lar, readers can turn to W. D. L. Ride's

A Guide to Native Mammals ofAustra-

lia (Melbourne: Oxford University

Press, 1970) and H. R Frith and J. P
Calaby's Kangaroos (Melbourne: F. W.

Cheshire Pubs., I960).

American Museum of Natural History

Exploring the Panama Canal and

Natural Treasures of Costa Rica

April 13 - 24, 1990

Costa Rica's national parks are world-renowned for their biological diver-

sity. Join a team of American Museum experts aboard the 80-passenger

M.S. Polaris for an exciting cruise and land adventure to explore these

national parks and cruise through the Panama Canal en route to Aruba.

• Visit white sand beaches, coral

reefs, tropical rain forests, dry tropical

forests, and mangrove swamps.

• Explore remote islands, shorelines

and inland waterways in search of

turtles, sloths, coatimundis, monkeys,

tapirs, jaguars, exotic birds, trees and

flowers.

• Pass through the locks of the

famous Panama Canal en route to the

Caribbean Sea.

• Discover the San Bias Islands, Zar-

zurro Bay and Aruba.

• Throughout the cruise and during

all shore excursions you will be accom-

panied by a team of Museum experts

and guest naturalists, including an or-

nithologist, anthropologist, herpetol-

ogist and animal behaviorist.

For further information write or call

American
Museum of
Natural
History

Discovery Cruises

Central Park West at 79th Street

New York, NY 10024-5192

(800) 462-8687 toll-free

or in New York State (212) 769-5700



Authors, Continued

Paleoanthropologist Russell L. Cio-

chon (page 52) has crisscrossed South-

east Asia searching for fossil ancestors

and studying the region's early civiliza-

tions. His discoveries in Burma concern-

ing Amphipithecus, the earliest anthro-

poid primate, were described in Natural

History in October 1985. Currently he is

co-directing the first joint Vietnamese-

American scientific field expedition

since the conclusion of the Vietnam

War. The team is excavating a cave in

northern Vietnam, in pursuit of the ex-

tinct ape Gigantopithecus (a book about

this work, tentatively titled Giganto: The

Search for Vietnam's Great Ape, coau-

thored with John Olsen and Jamie

James, will be published this fall by Ban-

tam). An assistant professor of an-

thropology at the University of Iowa,

Ciochon next plans to travel to Laos to

investigate fossil-bearing caves as well as

Luang Prabang, the ancient capital of

Laos. For further reading about the

monuments of Angkor, he recommends

The Civilization of Angkor, by Made-

leine Giteau (New York: Rizzoli, 1976);

Angkor and the Khmers, by Malcolm

MacDonald (Singapore: Oxford Univer-

sity Press, 1987); and "The Temples of

Angkor: Will They Survive?" by Peter

White and Wilbur Garrett, in National

Geographic, May 1982.

When Julian C. Lee (page 44) was

eleven years old, he read an article by

Doris Cochran in National Geographic

called "Our Snake Friends and Foes." It

sparked his interest in herpetology, the

field in which he later found his voca-

tion. Lee's introduction to Maya culture

came almost two decades later in 1 972,

when he visited the ruins of Palenque in

the Mexican state of Chiapas. Subse-

quent scientific fieldwork—eleven sea-

sons in northern Central America

—

brought him back to Maya sites again

and again. Now an associate professor of

biology at the University of Miami in

Coral Gables, Lee is writing a book on

the amphibians and reptiles of the Yuca-

tan Peninsula and researching such sub-

jects as mate choice in frogs and toads

and the colonization of Florida by exotic

lizards. He also watches birds and plays

the acoustic guitar. He recommends

reading Incidents of Travel in Yucatan,

by John L. Stephens, first published in

1843 and reprinted in 1963 by Dover

Publications, New York.

On his latest trip to Peru as a member
of an Earthwatch expedition, James L.

Castner (page 84) focused on the natural

history of katydids, especially their cam-

ouflage and mimicry, which have long

fascinated him. With a little prodding,

he elicited the katydid's defensive dis-

play depicted in this month's "Natural

Moment." A postdoctoral researcher in

entomology at the University of Florida

at Gainesville, as well as a photographer,

Castner plans to continue his work on ka-

tydids, crickets, and grasshoppers

throughout the rain forests of Latin

America. He is also working on finding

biological controls for the mole cricket, a

serious pest that damages lawns and pas-

ture lands. To photograph the insect,

Castner used a Nikon FM2 with a 55-

mm macro lens and double flash.
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Or the lions. Or the bengals. Or the eagles. Or any of the animals at the zoo

Each year in the United States, zoos attract more than 100 million people. A bigger draw than all professional

football games combined.

Why are we innately fascinated by animals? And so compelled to talk to them, touch them, feed them and

care for them? Those are just some of the questions we'll explore on the next episode of Smithsonian World, when we
visit the National Zoo in Washington, D.C.

There we'll take a good look at nature. The nature of animals. The nature of humans. And the nature of their

relationship. A relationship as perennial as life itself.

So watch "Zoo," proudly brought to you on PBS by Southwestern Bell. It will be broadcast January 24 at 8 p.m.

Check your local listings.

Then get ready for a program that's in a league all by itself.

SMITHSONIAN WORLD
Southwestern Bell

Corporation

A co-productlon of WETA. Washington. DC. and ihe Smithsonian Institution. Funding provided by Southwestern Bell Corporation.
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Liimina Sedan.
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You're about to see a big difference in

running the family chauffeur service. It's a
smooth and easy, more comfortable experience
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Letters

Interesting Moments
To my way of thinking, the abrupt ap-

pearance of a new animal is as discontinu-

ous an event as could be imagined in the

biological chain of events. What does Ste-

phen Jay Gould say about this ("The Cre-

ation Myths of Cooperstown," November

1989)? "Fertilization is a more interesting

moment than most, but it no more pro-

vides a clean definition of origin than the

most interesting moment of baseball's

continuum."

Unless you hold that we are simply all

one big organism, that there is no such

thing as an individual, the moment of con-

ception is as cleanly definable an origin as

you could ask for Before it, there was no

new individual; moments after it, the

physical individuality is completely estab-

lished and never changes again. Even the

placental attachment is a mere mechani-

cal contrivance; mother and offspring do

not share bloodstreams. The attachment

of Echeneis remora to its host is arguably

more intimate.

L. L. Van Zandt
West Lafayette, Indiana

One Hit, One Error
James Fenimore Cooper single-hand-

edly gave us the start of American litera-

ture. He gave us the first spy story, the

first sea stories, historical novels and his-

toric novels. He gave us Leatherstocking

and the last Mohican. One thing he did

not give was his name to Cooperstown: the

village took its name from Fenimore

Cooper's father, William.

In all other respects, Gould's Novem-
ber essay was a solid base hit.

Richard D. Johnson
Mahwah, New Jersey

More Carnivorous Herbivores

The specter of deer, sheep, and cattle

feeding on birds ("Not by Grass Alone,"

December 1 989) brought to mind a story I

heard in the 1970s. I was a Coast Guard
electrician's mate with the plush job of

inspecting automated lighthouses in the

San Francisco area. Part of my routine

was a monthly visit to the Farallons, home
to seals, sea lions, and a variety of sea-

birds. When the last lightkeepers left Far-

allon Light to its own devices, they freed

their pet rabbits rather than take them
back to the mainland. As the Farallons are

rather barren, the rabbits took to carni-

vory to survive. The predatory bunnies

were supposedly killed off by bird watch-

ers from a mainland observatory to stop

depredations of gull nests.

W. S. NOVOBILSKY
New York, New York

Robert Furness's reports of various her-

bivores snacking upon young birds re-

minded me of an odd reason given for an

odd taboo. Edward W. Gilford, in his

1936 "Northeastern and Western Yava-

pai," reported that the Yavapai Indians of

west-central Arizona did not eat the

pronghorn antelope. Why not? Because

the antelope "ate toads"!

At the time, I dismissed this as a ration-

alization on the part of Gifford's infor-

mants (or their ancestors)—maybe "sour

grapes" because they couldn't kill the elu-

sive antelope very easily. It still doesn't

seem to me like a reason to turn down
antelope steaks, but now I'm not so sure it

wasn't based on actual observations!

Marvin D. Jeter

Monticello, Arkansas

Robert W Furness's article reminded

me of a story I heard about sambar deer

{Cervus unicolor) eating terrestrial box

turtles in the Chitwan area of Nepal. My
field assistant told me that his father had

seen a sambar kill a turtle with its hooves,

and after repeated blows to open the cara-

pace, it then proceeded to eat the flesh. I

patiently explained to him that sambars

are herbivores not equipped to eat meat

and that his father must have mistakenly

interpreted the scene. My normally good-

natured assistant peevishly asked if I was

calling his father a liar, so I backed off and

said that such things may be true in the

jungles of Nepal.

I had always thought this story queer in

that it was unlikely sambars would kill

turtles for meat. I had not thought of the

animals consuming the bony parts for

minerals, nor was I aware of the literature

on that subject. Mineral deficiencies in

the normal herbaceous dry-season diet of
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Letters, Continued

ungulate herbivores in Chitwan are likely

because ungulates are known to seek out

mineral licks during the dry season. The

empty carapaces of turtles are commonly

found among the tall-grass swards fre-

quented by sambars, and the deer may
have a habit of shattering and eating these

carapaces as a mineral supplement. The

assistant's father assumed that the sambar

was eating the meat when it possibly was

consuming pieces of the shattered cara-

pace. Perhaps the sambar of the story was

not aware that the turtle was alive or did

not care.

This is a lesson to me not to scoff at

seemingly fantastic jungle stories told by

local people.

John F. Lehmkuhl
Olympia. Washington

Malaria and Deafness

Daniel L. Klayman's article on malaria

("Weeding Out Malaria," October 1989)

was most informative to me as a clinical

audiologist.

Why should an audiologist be inter-

ested in malaria? For at least two reasons.

First, sickle cell disease can cause hearing

loss, and the origin of sickle cell disease is

linked to malaria (beautifully discussed

by Jared Diamond, in "Blood, Genes, and

Malaria," February 1989). Second, and

the reason for this letter, is that, while

Klayman reported that using quinine to

treat malaria could cause temporary ring-

ing in the ears, quinine can also cause

permanent loss of hearing. Indeed, when

malaria was common decades ago, qui-

nine-induced hearing loss was also fairly

common.
James E. Peck, Ph.D.

Communicative Disorders Laboratory

Jackson, Mississippi

M&M Science

I found Lucia Jacobs's article ("Cache

Economy of the Gray Squirrel," October

1989) to be quite interesting. As a frus-

trated amateur zoologist who has sold out

to pursue an MBA at Columbia Business

School, 1 decided to further investigate

her theory that squirrels trade off nutshell

thickness for caloric content.

My study sites were situated on a few

patches of grass on Columbia's campus

that I knew squirrels frequented. Unlike

the squirrels in Jacobs's study, those I

studied were extremely tame. As a matter

of fact, I was able to call squirrels simply

by whistling in their direction. My experi-

ment involved giving the squirrels a choice

among walnuts as very hard shell nuts,

peanuts as medium shell nuts, and M&Ms
(with peanuts) as "soft shell nuts." For the

last category I chose M&Ms (with pea-

nuts) since they were the highest caloric

content, lowest shell thickness "nuts" that

I could think of.

I lined the three nuts up and called my
subjects to inform them that their lunch

was waiting. Not only did every squirrel

called choose the M&Ms over the other

nuts for immediate consumption, but they

also took the M&Ms over the other nuts

for caching purposes (I actually saw them

burying the M&Ms).
Therefore, unless the squirrel popula-

tion I worked with happened to have de-

veloped a strong fancy for chocolate

(which is entirely possible), I think that

my results can be submitted as added evi-

dence that squirrels do indeed choose nuts

by optimizing the shell thickness to caloric

content ratio.

Tavor White
New York, New York

Frank W. Mantlik
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Ant Plantation
To germinate, some seeds depend on the services ofunderground agents

by Andrew J. Beattie

Although the sun is up, the air is still

cool, and only a few ants are stirring on the

forest floor. Every now and again I see

one, still stiff from the night's cold, crawl

arthritically in the leaf litter. I am sitting

on the ground in a West Virginia forest in

early June. Increasingly shaded by the

thickening canopy of leaves, spring-flow-

ering bloodroots nearby have dropped

their blossoms and have begun to fruit. As
the first flecks of sun reach the forest

floor, one of the mature fruits splits, and

half a dozen seeds cascade to the ground.

From each lentil-sized seed hangs a drap-

ery of white tissue that glistens moistly in

the early morning light. The ants in the

nearest colony may not find the seeds for

several hours, but I want to be ready when

they do. My aim is to witness, under natu-

ral conditions, an ant discover and carry

off" a bloodroot seed, an event that is usu-

ally quick and silent. One second the seed

is there, the next it has been quietly re-

moved and is being borne to an ant nest via

Photographs by Raymond A. Mende.

Aformica ant removes a ripe seedfrom an openpod ofa golden smokeplant in

the Rockies. The black seed is wrapped in white tissue attractive to the ant.
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a series of half-hidden alleyways in the

leaf litter.

After an hour and a half, I turn my head

for a moment, and when I look back an ant

is there. It must have rapidly appraised

the seed with its antennae and mouth-

parts, for its mandibles are already em-

bedded in the shiny tissue. Grasping its

prize firmly, the ant turns to carry the load

back to its nestmates.

Crouching on all fours and straining to

see into the gloom of the litter, I struggle

to follow the ant without disturbing it. At

first it wanders this way and that, seem-

ingly undecided as to the direction home.

Then suddenly, it sets off at a rapid pace,

clambering over and under obstacles of all

kinds. I follow on my hands and knees as

best I can, catching a glimpse of the ant

every now and again. After a few minutes,

it approaches the nest entrance, pauses

briefly at the opening to align the seed

correctly, and plunges underground.

The bloodroot seed's outer tissue,

known as an elaiosome, attracts ants. It

contains a variety of substances useful to

the ant colony, the most important being

certain indispensable lipids that the in-

sects cannot synthesize from other foods.

Once a seed is in an ant nest, the workers

chew the elaiosome into pieces and feed it

to the larvae. But what happens to the rest

of the seed after the elaiosome has been

consumed is of crucial importance to the

plant that produced it.

Seeds have the best chance of germi-

nating and producing healthy seedlings if

they are dispersed, that is, carried some

distance from the parent plant and the

other seeds. Wind and the fruit-eating

birds and mammals that excrete still-via-

ble seeds are typical dispersal agents. Ac-

cordingly, some seeds are designed to be

easily airborne, while others come
wrapped in fleshy fruit appealing to ani-

mals. In the woodland where I watched

the ants, the seeds of bloodroot, spring

beauty, twinleaf, trillium, and several

kinds of violets, as well as the fruits of

liverleaf and several sedges, all bear

elaiosomes and are dispersed by ants. The
elaiosomes, which vary in size and texture,

can be seen as the rewards the plants offer

for the ants' moving services.

In recent years, more and more plant

species—in environments ranging from

alpine coniferous forests to tropical rain

forests—have been found to be ant dis-

persed. Some of these discoveries were

surprises because the plants have other,

more conspicuous means of dispersing

themselves. For example, many violets ex-

plosively shoot seeds from their fruits. The
same seeds, however, bear elaiosomes,

and when they fall to the ground, ants take

over. In some daisy species, one end of the

fruit bears a parachutelike device while

the other carries elaiosomes. The fruit

may sail on the wind, but when it lands, it

becomes the property of ants. In one re-

markable trillium, the mature fruit is a

red berry appetizing to birds, but if this

dispersal agent fails, the berry walls de-

cay, releasing seeds with large, juicy, ant-

attracting elaiosomes.

Even carnivorous ants are sometimes

tempted by elaiosomes. Carol Horvitz, a

student of mine, found one plant from

southern Mexico that was dispersed by

predatory ants armed with long, slicing

mandibles and a nasty stinger. The readi-

ness of these carnivores to transport plant

seeds raises the possibility that elaiosomes

mimic the ants' normal prey in some way,

perhaps giving off a similar scent. A few

years ago, a colleague sent me the seeds of

an epiphytic cactus that grows on tropical

trees. As I was examining them under a

microscope, a column of ants that had

taken up residence in my lab passed under

the lens. In a moment they had grabbed

the seeds and disappeared with them into

the telephone, where they were nesting at

the time. I later discovered that the wings

on the seeds, which had always been re-

garded as an adaptation to wind dispersal,

attracted the ants and should probably be

regarded as elaiosomes. We now know

that even in the arid, shrubby regions of

South Africa and Australia, ants disperse

most plants. Elaiosomes in these areas are

inconspicuous, dry, tough, and resilient,

adapted to climatic conditions.

What becomes of the bloodroot seeds

back in the West Virginia deciduous for-

est? The ants, after shredding the

elaiosome and using it as baby food, often

deposit the seed in an unused gallery be-

low ground. But the colony is a highly

organized society with effective methods

for getting rid of unwanted materials, so

ants take some seeds to the surface and

dump them in the colony garbage heap or

inter them with the corpses in the colony

graveyard. The seed has now reached the

place where it must germinate. For the

past several years, I have investigated how
the plants sprouting from seeds in these

specialized "microsites" fare in a competi-

tive natural world.

To compare the success rates of ant-

sown versus randomly sown seeds, ecolo-

gist David Culver and I investigated the

interaction of a species of violet and the

ants that disperse its seeds in the rolling

chalk hills between London and the south

coast of England. Several hundred seeds

were offered to foraging ants, who imme-

diately took them to their nests. An identi-

cal number of seeds were then planted by

hand, at random, in the vicinity of the

nests. Over the next three years, we moni-

tored the seedlings that emerged from

both kinds of sites. The violets that grew

from nests were larger and more numer-

ous than those that emerged from random
sites; at the end of the three years, only

plants that had sprouted from ant nests

survived.

A wildflower known locally as golden

smoke was the subject of more experi-

ments on ants and plants conducted by my
student Fran Hanzawa in the Rocky

Mountains of Colorado. A biennial and

therefore a much shorter-lived plant than

perennial violets, golden smoke could be

monitored more easily from the seedling

to the reproductive adult stage. Many of

the seedlings, whether planted by ants or

otherwise, perished, suggesting that ad-

aptations that increase the chance of sur-

vival are at a premium. Once again, seed-

lings growing from ant nests were larger

and more numerous than seedlings emerg-

ing from other sites. Nest plants were

more likely to survive the winter and to

live into their second summer, when this

species matures and produces seeds for

the first time. As seeds are the botanical

equivalent of children, the experiments

showed that the ants increased the num-

ber of plants in the next generation.

But just how do plants benefit by grow-

ing on ant nests? The answers vary among
regions and types of environment. The

seed in a temperate-region ant nest has

essentially been planted in a mini-compost

heap. Ants bring all kinds of organic ma-

terials back to the colony, and waste in-

cludes discarded prey, droppings, and the

dead bodies of nestmates. These are the

ant equivalents of manure, and the chemi-

cal nutrients they contain—nitrogen,

phosphorus, and potassium—are similar

to those in commercial fertilizers. Other

features of the nest, such as a moist envi-

ronment, are probably also important to

the developing seedling. In comparison to

the wind or a foraging animal, an ant can

be a superior disperser of seeds.

Many ant-dispersed species in regions

of fire-prone shrub vegetation are not

merely fire resistant but fire dependent,

that is, seeds are stored in woody fruits

that open only on exposure to intense heat.

But since fire destroys seeds that remain

on the soil surface, seeds that are under-

ground have a distinct advantage. Jon

Majer, an ant specialist, found that some

kinds of ants in western Australia deposit

seeds deep enough to protect them from

lethal temperatures but shallow enough to

allow them to experience the heat needed

for germination. Because fire-prone com-

munities are common, we can expect to
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An ant examines afallen seed with its antennae.

find many more examples of this kind of

precise ant-plant coadaptation through-

out the world.

Seeds in ant nests are also afforded

some protection from seed-eating animals.

In West Virginia, for instance, deer mice

and jumping mice are voracious seed con-

sumers that do not recycle viable seeds. If

those seeds that I watched, shed in early

morning, had not been discovered by ants

before nightfall, they would almost cer-

tainly have been eaten by these nocturnal

rodents. The situation in Australia is simi-

lar, but there, harvester ants are the seed

predators; they gather and devour great

quantities of seeds, destroying them in the

process. Recent work by ecologists Lesley

Hughes and Mark Westoby has shown

that the fate of a seed depends upon what

kind of ant finds it first. If the ant is a

harvester, the chances for the seed are

poor, although these ants occasionally fail

to claim their seed stores, which may then

go on to germinate. If the seed is found by

a dispersing ant, its future is much
brighter, as it will be taken to safety and

only the elaiosome will be destroyed. Har-

vesters consume more than 60 percent of

the seeds of trees in the magnificent eu-

calyptus forests in Victoria. Seedlings

spring up only after fires have reduced

harvester ant numbers to the point that

the survivors cannot keep up with the mas-

sive seed fall stimulated by heat from the

blaze. In such an environment, the nests of

dispersing ants are relatively safe havens

for seeds.

Ant dispersal may also be a way for

plants to sidestep competition for light

and nutrients. In upstate New York, bota-

nist Steven Handel conducted a study of

two species of sedge that revealed that one

produced few offspring in the presence of

the other, but it also produced elaiosomes.

During the fruiting season, the seeds of

this species were dispersed to ant nests

while the seeds of the other were not. Free

of the most intense variety of compe-

tition—that with closely related species

having similar needs—the ant-dispersed

species was able to survive in the presence

of its more vigorous relative.

Seed dispersal is just one of the remark-

able mutualisms of ants and plants, and

the unwitting disruption of these finely

tuned dependencies can have serious.

long-term consequences. For example, the

Argentine ant, a fast-growing pest species

inadvertently introduced to South Africa,

has displaced many of the native seed-

dispersing ants, taking over their nesting

places and sources of food. While the

seemingly healthy plants that depend

upon the native ants produce seeds each

year, none of the seeds arrive in ant nests

and few seedlings spring up to replace

aging plant populations. The vegetation,

which may appear to be normal for many
years, is actually living on borrowed time

and may be slowly dying out.

Ant-dispersed plants take advantage of

a highly organized, benevolent work force,

and in regions where many ant-dispersed

species grow together, these insects are

primary players in the vitality and diver-

sity of the vegetation. Much of the spring

profusion of shoots and flowers the world

over owes its existence to the unseen and,

until recently, unappreciated activities of

myriads of ants.

Andrew J. Bealtie teaches at the School

of Biological Sciences, Macquarie Uni-

versity, Sydney, Australia.
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This View of Life

Bully for Brontosaurus
A minor victory snatchedfrom thejaws oftaxonomic triviality

by Stephen Jay Gould

Question: What do Catherine the

Great, Attila the Hun, and Bozo the

Clown have in common? Answer: They all

have the same middle name.

Question: What do San Marino, Tannu

Tuva, and Monaco have in common? An-

swer: They all realized that they could

print pretty pieces of perforated paper,

call them stamps, and sell them at remark-

able prices to philatelists throughout the

world (did these items ever bear any rela-

tionship to postage or utility? does anyone

own a canceled stamp from Tannu

Tuva?). Some differences, however, must

be admitted. Although San Marino (a tiny

principality within Italy) and Tannu Tuva

(a former state adjacent to Mongolia but

now annexed to the Soviet Union) may
rely on stamps for a significant fraction of

their GNP, Monaco, as we all know, has

another considerable source of outside in-

come—the casino of Monte Carlo (nur-

tured by all the hype and elegance of the

Grimaldis—Prince Rainier, Grace Kelly,

and all that).

So completely do we identify Monaco
with Monte Carlo that we can scarcely

imagine any other activity, particularly

something productive, taking place in this

little land of fantasy and fractured fi-

nances.

Nonetheless, people are born, work, and

die in Monaco. And this tiny nation

boasts, among other amenities, a fine sta-

tion for oceanographic research. This

combination of science and hostelry

makes Monaco an excellent place for

large professional meetings. In 1913, Mo-
naco hosted the International Zoological

Congress, the largest of all meetings

within my clan. This 1913 gathering

adopted the important Article 79, or "ple-

nary powers decision," stating that "when

stability of nomenclature is threatened in

an individual case, the strict application of

the Code may under specified conditions

be suspended by the International Com-
mission on Zoological Nomenclature."

Now I will not blame any reader for

puzzlement over the last paragraph. The
topic—rules for giving scientific names to

organisms—is easy enough to infer. But

why should we be concerned with such

legalistic arcana? Bear with me. We shall

detour around the coils oi Boa constrictor,

meet the International Code for Zoologi-

cal Nomenclature head-on, and finally ar-

rive at a hot issue now generating much
passion and acrimony at the heart of our

greatest contemporary fad. You may deny

all concern for rules of taxonomy, our last

domain of active Latin (now that Catholi-

cism has embraced the vernacular), but

millions of Americans are now het up

about the proper name of Brontosaurus,

the canonical dinosaur. And you can't

grasp the name of the beast without en-

gaging the beastly rules of naming.

Nonprofessionals often bridle at the

complex Latin titles used by naturalists as

official designations for organisms. Latin

is a historical legacy from the foundation

of modern taxonomy in the mid-eight-

eenth century—a precomputer age when
Romespeak was the only language shared

by scientists throughout the world. The
names may seem cumbersome, now that

most of us pass our youthful years before a

television set, rather than declaiming hic-

haec-hoc and amo-amas-amat. But the

principle is sound. Effective communica-

tion demands that organisms have official

names, uniformly recognized in all coun-

tries, while a world of changing concepts

and increasing knowledge requires that

rules of naming foster maximal stability

and minimal disruption.

New species are discovered every day;

old names must often change as we cor-

rect past errors and add new information.

If every change of concept demanded a

redesignation of all names and a reorder-

ing of all categories, natural history would

devolve into chaos. Our communications

would fail as species, the basic units of all

our discourse, would have no recognized

labels. All past literature would be a tan-

gle of changing designations, and we could

not read without a concordance longer

than the twenty volumes of the Oxford

English Dictionary.

The rules for naming animals are codi-

fied in the International Code ofZoologi-

cal Nomenclature, as adopted and contin-

ually revised by the International Union of

Biological Sciences (plant people have a

different code based on similar prin-

ciples). The latest edition (1985) is bound

in bright red and runs to 338 pages. I will

not attempt to summarize the contents,

but only state the primary goal: to pro-

mote maximal stability as new knowledge

demands revision.

Consider the most prevalent problem

demanding a solution in the service of

stability: when a single species has been

given two or more names, how do we de-

cide which to validate and which to re-

ject? This common situation can arise for

several reasons: two scientists, each un-

aware of the other's work, may name the

same animal; or a single scientist, mistak-

ing a variable species for two or more

separate entities, may give more than one

name to members of the same species. A
simple and commonsensical approach

might attempt to resolve all such disputes

with a principle of priority—let the oldest

name prevail. In practice, such "obvious"

solutions rarely work. The history of tax-

onomy since Linnaeus has featured three

sequential approaches to this classical

problem.

1 . Appropriateness. Modem nomencla-

ture dates from the publication, in 1758,
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of the tenth edition of Linnaeus's Systerna
Naturae. In principle, Linnaeus endorsed

the rule of priority. In practice, he and

most of his immediate successors com-

monly changed names for reasons, often

idiosyncratic, of supposed "appropriate-

ness." If the literal Latin of an original

name ceased to be an accurate descriptor,

new names were often given. (For exam-

ple, a species originally nsim^dflohdensis

to denote a restricted geographic domain

might be renamed americanus if it later

spread throughout the country.)

Some unscrupulous taxonomists used

appropriateness as a thinly veiled tactic to

place their own stamp upon species by

raiding rather than by scientific effort. A
profession supposedly dedicated to ex-

panding knowledge about things began to

founder into a quagmire of arguments

about names. In the light of such human
foibles, appropriateness could not work as

a primary criterion for taxonomic names.

2. Priority. The near anarchy of appro-

priateness provoked a chorus of demands

for reform and codification. The British

Association for the Advancement of Sci-

ence finally appointed a committee to for-

mulate a set of official rules for nomencla-

ture. The Strickland Committee, obedient

to the age-old principle that periods of

permissiveness lead to stretches of law 'n

order (before the cycle swings round

again), reported in 1842 with a "strict

construction" that must have brought joy

to all Robert Borks of the day. Priority in

publication shall be absolutely and un-

compromisingly enforced. No ifs, ands,

buts, quibbles, or exceptions.

This decision may have ended the anar-

chy of capricious change, but it intro-

duced another impediment, perhaps even

worse, based on the exaltation of incompe-

tence. When new species are introduced

by respected scientists, in widely read

publications with clear descriptions and

good illustrations, people take notice and

the names pass into general use. But when

Ignatz Doofus publishes a new name with

a crummy drawing and a few lines of tele-

graphic and muddled description in the

Proceedings of the Philomathematical

Society of Pfennighalbpfennig (circula-

tion 533), it passes into well-deserved

oblivion. Unfortunately, under the

Strickland Code of strict priority, Herr

Doofus's name, if published first, becomes

the official moniker of the species—so

long as Doofus didn't break any rule in

writing his report. The competence and

usefulness of his work has no bearing on

the decision. The resultant situation is per-

versely curious. What other field defines

its major activity by the work of the least

skilled? As Charles Michener, our great-

est taxonomist of bees, once wrote: "In

other sciences the work of incompetents is

merely ignored; in taxonomy, because of

priority, it is preserved."

If the Sterling/Doofus ratio were high,

priority might pose few problems in prac-

tice. Unfortunately, those "Philomathe-

matical Societies" once formed a veri-

table army, issuing cannonade after

cannonade of publications filled with new

names destined for oblivion but techni-

cally constituted in correct form. Since

every profession has its petty legalists, its

boosters of tidiness and procedure over

content, natural history sank into a mire of

unproductive pedantry that, in Ernst

Mayr's words, "deflected taxonomists

from biological research into biblio-

graphic archeology." Legions of techno-

crats delighted in searching obscure and

forgotten publications for an earlier name
that could displace some long-accepted

and stable usage. Acrimonious arguments

proliferated, for Doofus's inadequate de-

scriptions rarely permitted an unambigu-

ous identification of his earlier name with

any well-defined species. Thus, a rule in-

troduced to establish stability against ca-

pricious change for appropriateness sowed

even greater disruption by forcing the

abandonment of accepted names for for-

gotten predecessors.

3. Plenary Powers. The abuses of Herr

Doofus and his ilk induced a virtual rebel-

lion among natural historians. A poll of

Scandinavian zoologists, taken in 1911,

yielded 2 in favor and 120 opposed to

strict priority. All intelligent adminis-

trators know that the key to a humane and

successful bureaucracy lies in creative use

of the word ordinarily. Strict rules of pro-

cedure are ordinarily inviolable—unless a

damned good reason for disobedience

arises, and then flexibility permits hu-

mane and rational exceptions. The Ple-

nary Powers Rule, adopted in Monaco in

1 9 1 3 to stem the revolt against strict prior-

ity, is a codification of the estimable prin-

ciple of ordinarily. It provided, as quoted

early in this essay, that the first designa-

tion shall prevail, unless a later name has

been so widely accepted that its suppres-

sion in favor of a forgotten predecessor

would sow confusion and instability.

Such exceptions to strict priority can-

not be asserted by individuals but must be

officially granted by the International

Commission of Zoological Nomenclature,

acting under its plenary powers. The pro-

cedure is somewhat cumbersome and de-

mands a certain investment of time and

paper work, but the plenary powers rule

has served us well and has finally achieved

stability by locating the fulcrum between

strict priority and proper exception. To

suppress an earlier name under the ple-

nary powers, a taxonomist must submit a

formal application and justification to the

International Commission (a body of

some thirty professional zoologists). The
commission then publishes the case, in-

vites commentary from taxonomists

throughout the world, considers the initial

appeal with all elicited support and rebut-

tal, and makes a decision by majority vote.

The system has worked well, as two

cases may illustrate. The protozoan spe-

cies Tetrahymena pyriforme has long

been a staple for biological research, par-

ticularly on the physiology of single-celled

organisms. John Corliss counted more

than 1,500 papers published over a

twenty-seven-year span—all using this

name. However, at least ten technically

valid names, entirely forgotten and un-

used, predate the first publication of Tet-

rahymena. No purpose would be served

by resurrecting any of these earlier des-

ignations and suppressing the universally

accepted Tetrahymena. Corliss's petition

to the commission was accepted without

protest, and Tetrahymena has been offi-

cially accepted under the plenary powers.

One of my favorite names recently had

a much closer brush with official extinc-

tion. The generic names of many animals

are the same as their common designation:

the gorilla is Gorilla; the rat, Rattus. But I

know only one case of a vernacular name
identical with both generic and specific

parts of the technical Latin. The boa con-

strictor is (but almost wasn't) Boa con-

strictor, and it would be a damned shame

if we lost this lovely consonance. Never-

theless, in 1976, Boa constrictor barely

survived one of the closest contests ever

brought before the commission, as thir-

teen members voted to suppress this grand

name in favor of Boa canina, while fifteen

noble nays stood firm and saved the day.

The details are numerous and not relevant

to this essay. Briefly, in the founding docu-

ment of 1758, Linnaeus placed nine spe-

cies in his genus Boa. including canina

and constrictor As later zoologists di-

vided Linnaeus's overly broad concept of

Boa into several genera, a key question

inevitably arose: which of Linnaeus's orig-

inal species should become the "type" (or

name bearer) of the restricted version of

Boa, and which should be assigned to

other genera. Many professional her-

petologists had accepted canina as the

best name bearer (and assigned constric-

tor to another genus); but a world of both

technical and common usage from text

books to zoo labels to horror films recog-

nized Boa constrictor The commission

narrowly opted, in a tight squeeze (sorry, I

couldn't resist that one), for the name we
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all know and love. Ernst Mayr, in casting

his decisive vote, cited the virtue of stabil-

ity in validating common usage—the ba-

sis for the plenary powers decision in the

first place:

I think here is clearly a case where stability

is best served by following usage in the

general zoological literature. I have asked

numerous zoologists "what species does the

genus Boa call to your mind?" and they all

said immediately "'constrictor." . . . Mak-
ing constrictor the type of Boa will remove
all ambiguity from the literature.

These debates often strike nonprofes-

sionals as a bit ridiculous—a sign, per-

haps, that taxonomy is more wordplay

than science. After all, science studies the

external world (through the dark glass of

our prejudices and perceptions to be sure).

Questions of first publication versus com-

mon usage have nothing to do with the

animals "out there," but only with human
conventions for naming. But this is the

point, not the problem. These are debates

about names, not things—and the arbi-

trary criteria of human decision making,

not boundaries imposed by the external

world, apply to our resolutions. The aim of

these debates (although not always, alas,

the outcome) is to cut through the ver-

biage, reach a stable and practical deci-

sion, and move on to the world of things.

Which leads, via a segue of some admit-

ted roughness,* back to philately. The
United States government, jumping on

the greatest bandwagon since the hula

hoop, has just issued four striking stamps

bearing pictures of dinosaurs—and la-

beled, Tyrannosaurus, Slegosaurus, Pter-

anodon, and Brontosaurus.

Thrusting itself, with all the zeal of a

convert, into the heart of commercial

hype, the U. S. Post Office seems commit-

ted to shedding its image for stodginess in

one fell, crass swoop. Its small brochure,

announcing October as "national stamp

collecting month," manages to sponsor a

contest, establish a tie-in both with T-

shirts and a videocassette for The Land

Before Time, and offer a dinosaur "dis-

covery kit" (a $9.95 value for just $3.95;

"valid while supplies last. Better hurry!").

You will, in this context, probably not be

surprised to learn that the stamps were

officially launched on October 1, 1989, in

Orlando, Florida, at Disney World.

Amidst this maelstrom of marketing,

'Thanks to nearly two score readers who responded

to my recent appeal for identifying the seepage of

segiie into popular speech. I only knew the word

from the arcana of classical music—an impossible

source. My informants, agreeing in near unanimity,

tell me that segue ("follow" in Italian) is a term of

disk jockeys, referring to an absolutely smooth

transition, with no words or spaces between, from

one song to the next.



the Post Office has also engendered quite

a brouhaha about the supposed subject of

one stamp—a debate given such promi-

nence in the press that much of the public

(at least judging from my voluminous

mail) now thinks that an issue of great

scientific importance has been raised to

the detriment and shame of an institution

otherwise making a worthy step to moder-

nity. (We must leave this question for an-

other time, but I confess great uneasiness

about such approbation. I appreciate the

argument that T-shirts and videos

heighten awareness and expose aspects of

science to millions of kids otherwise

unreached. I understand why many will

accept the forceful spigot of hype, ac-

companied by the watering-down of con-

tent—all in the interest of extending con-

tact. But the argument works only if,

having made contact, we can then woo

these kids to a deeper intellectual interest

and commitment. Unfortunately, we are

often all too ready to compromise. We
hear the blandishments: dumb it down;

hype it up. But go too far and there is no

turning back; you lose your own soul by

dripping degrees. The space for wooing

disappears down the maw of commercial-

ism. Too many wise people, from Shake-

speare to my grandmother, have said that

dignity is the only bit of our being that

cannot be put up for sale.)

This growing controversy has even

reached the august editorial pages of the

New York Times (October 11, 1989), and

their description serves as a fine epitome

of the supposed mess:

The Postal Service has taken heavy flak for

mislabeling its new 25-cent dinosaur stamp,

a drawing of a pair of dinosaurs captioned

"Brontosaurus" Furious purists point out

that the "brontosaurus" is now properly

called "apatosaurus." They accuse the

stamp's authors of fostering scientific illit-

eracy, and want the stamps recalled.

Brontosaurus versus Apatosaurus.

Which is right? How important is this

issue? How does it rank amidst a host of

other controversies surrounding this and

other dinosaurs: what head belongs on this

dinosaur (whether it be called Brontosau-

rus or Apatosaurus); were these large di-

nosaurs warmblooded; why did they be-

come extinct? The press often does a good

job of reporting the basic facts of a dis-

pute, but fails miserably in supplying the

context that would allow a judgment

about importance. I have tried, in the first

part of this essay, to supply the necessary

context for grasping Brontosaurus versus

Apatosaurus. I regret to report, and shall

now document, that the issue could hardly

be more trivial—for the dispute is only

about names, not about things. The em-

pirical question was settled to everyone's

satisfaction in 1903. To understand the

argument about names, we must know the

rules of taxonomy and something about

the history of debate on the principle of

priority. But the exposure of context for

Brontosaurus versus Apatosaurus does

provide an interesting story in itself and

does raise important issues about the pub-

lic presentation of science—and thus do I

hope to snatch victory (or at least interest)

from the jaws of defeat (or triviality).

Brontosaurus versus Apatosaurus is a

direct legacy of the most celebrated feud

in the history of vertebrate paleontol-

ogy—Cope versus Marsh. As E. D. Cope
and O. C. Marsh vied for the glory of

finding spectacular dinosaurs and mam-
mals in the American West, they fell into

a pattern of rush and superficiality born of

their intense competition and mutual dis-

like. Both wanted to bag as many names as

possible, so they published too quickly,

often with inadequate descriptions, care-

less study, and poor illustrations. In this

unseemly rush, they frequently gave

names to fragmentary material that could

not be well characterized and sometimes

described the same creature twice by fail-

ing to make proper distinctions among the

fragments. (For a good history of this is-

sue, see D. S. Berman and J. S. Mcintosh,

"Skull and Relationships of the Upper
Jurassic Sauropod Apatosaurus," Bulk-
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tin of the Carnegie Museum of Natural

History, no. 8, 1978. These authors point

out that both Cope and Marsh often de-

scribed and officially named a species

when only a few bones had been excavated

and most of the skeleton remained in the

ground.)

In 1877, in a typically rushed note,

O. C. Marsh named and described

Apatosaurus ajax in two paragraphs

without illustrations ("Notice of New Di-

nosaurian Reptiles from the Jurassic For-

mation," American Journal of Science,

vol. 14, 1877, pp. 514-16). Although he

noted that this "gigantic dinosaur ... is

represented in the Yale Museum by a

nearly complete skeleton in excellent pres-

ervation," Marsh described only the verte-

bral column. In 1879, he published an-

other page of information and presented

the first sketchy illustrations—of pelvis,

shoulder blade, and a few vertebrae

("Principal Characters of American Ju-

rassic Dinosaurs, Part II," American

Journal of Science, vol. 17, 1879, pp.

86-92). He also took this opportunity to

pour some vitriol upon Mr Cope, claim-

ing that Cope had misnamed and misde-

scribed several forms in his haste. "Con-

clusions based on such work," Marsh

asserts, "will naturally be received with

distrust by anatomists."

In another 1879 article. Marsh intro-

duced the genus Brontosaurus, with two

paragraphs (even shorter than those ini-

tially devoted to Apatosaurus), no illus-

trations, and just a few comments on the

pelvis and vertebrae. He did estimate the

length of his new beast at seventy to eighty

feet, in comparison with some fifty feet for

Apatosaurus ("Notice of New Jurassic

Reptiles," American Journal of Science,

vol. 18, 1879, pp. 501-5).

Marsh considered Apatosaurus and

Brontosaurus as distinct but closely re-

lated genera within the larger family of

sauropod dinosaurs. But Brontosaurus

soon became everyone's typical sauro-

pod—indeed the canonical herbivorous

dinosaur of popular consciousness, from

the Sinclair logo to Walt Disney's Fanta-

sia—for a simple and obvious reason.

Marsh's Brontosaurus skeleton, from the

most famous of all dinosaur localities at

Como Bluflf quarry 10, Wyoming, re-

mains to this day "one of the most com-

plete sauropod skeletons ever found"

(quoted from Herman and Mcintosh,

cited previously). Marsh mounted the

skeleton at Yale and often published his

spectacular reconstruction of the entire

animal. {Apatosaurus, meanwhile, re-

mained a pelvis and some vertebrae.) In

his great summary work. The Dinosaurs

of North America, Marsh wrote (1896):
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Marsh's illustration 0/ Brontosaurus, /row the Sixteenth Annual Report, U. S. Geological Survey, 1895

"The best-known genus of the Atlanto-

sauridae is Brontosaurus, described by

the writer in 1 879, the type specimen be-

ing a nearly entire skeleton, by far the

most complete of any of the Sauropoda

yet discovered." Brontosaurus also be-

came the source of the old stereotype, now

so strongly challenged, of slow, stupid,

lumbering dinosaurs. Marsh wrote in

1883, when presenting his full reconstruc-

tion of Brontosaurus for the first time:

A careful estimate of the size of Brontosau-

rus, as here restored, shows that when living

the animal must have weighed more than

twenty tons. The very small head and brain,

and slender neural cord, indicate a stupid,

slow-moving reptile. The beast was wholly

without offensive or defensive weapons, or

dermal armature. In habits, Brontosaurus
was more or less amphibious, and its food

was probably aquatic plants or other succu-

lent vegetation.

In 1903, Elmer Riggs of the Field Mu-
seum in Chicago restudied Marsh's sauro-

pods. Paleontologists had realized by then

that Marsh had been overgenerous in his

designation of species (a "splitter" in our

jargon), and that many of his names would

have to be consolidated. When Riggs re-

studied Apatosaurus and Brontosaurus,

he recognized them as two versions of the

same creature, with Apatosaurus as a

more juvenile specimen. No big deal; it

happens all the time. Riggs rolled the two

genera into one in a single paragraph:

The genus Brontosaurus was based chiefly

upon the structure of the scapula and the

presence of five vertebrae in the sacrum.

After examining the type specimens of

these genera, and making a careful study of

the unusually well-preserved specimen de-

scribed in this paper, the writer is convinced

that the Apatosaur specimen is merely a

young animal of the form represented in the

adult by the Brontosaur specimen. ... In

view of these facts the two genera may be
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regarded as synonymous. As the term

"Apatosaurus"' has priority, ''Brontosau-

rus" will be regarded as a synonym.

In 1903, ten years before the plenary

powers decision, strict priority ruled in

zoological nomenclature. Thus, Riggs had

no choice but to sink the later name, Bron-

tosaurus. once he had decided that

Marsh's earlier name, Apatosaurus, rep-

resented the same animal. But then I

rather doubt that Riggs would have gone

to bat for Brontosaurus even if he could

have submitted a case on its behalf. After

ail, Brontosaurus was not yet an icon of

pop culture in 1903—no Sinclair logo, no

Alley-Oop, no Fantasia, no Land Before

Time. Both names were generally un-

known, and Riggs probably didn't lament

the demise of Brontosaurus.

No one has ever seriously challenged

Riggs's conclusion, and professionals have

always accepted his synonymy. But Publi-

cation 82 of the "Geological Series of the

Field Columbian Museum" for 1903

—

the reference for Riggs's article—never

gained much popular currency. The name
Brontosaurus, still affixed to skeletons in

museums throughout the world, still per-

petuated in countless popular and semi-

technical books about nature, never lost its

luster, despite its technical limbo. Anyone

could have applied to the commission for

suppression o[ Apatosaurus under the ple-

nary powers in recognition of the wide-

spread popularity and stability of Bronto-

saurus. I suspect that such an application

would have succeeded. But no one both-

ered, and a good name remains in limbo. (1

also wish that someone had fought for the

suppression of the unattractive and inap-

propriate name Hyracotherium in favor

of the lovely but later Eohippus, also

coined by Marsh. But again, no one did.)

I'm afraid there's not much more to this

story—not nearly the issue hyped by your

newspapers as the great stamp flap. No
argument of fact arises at all, just a ques-

tion of names, settled in 1903, but never

transferred to a general culture that con-

tinues to learn and favor the technically

invalid name Brontosaurus. But the story

does illustrate something troubling about

the presentation of science in popular me-

dia. The world of USA Today is a place of

instant fact and no analysis. Hundreds of

bits come at us in pieces never lasting

more than a few seconds—for the dumb-
downers tell us that average Americans

can't assimilate anything more complex or

pay attention to anything longer.

This oddly "democratic" procedure

makes all bits equal—the cat who fell off a

roof in Topeka (and lived) gets the same
space as the Soviet withdrawal from Af-

ghanistan. Democracy is a magnificent

system for human rights and morality in

general, but it just doesn't apply to the

evaluation of information. We are bom-

barded with too much in our inordinately

complex world; ifwe cannot sort the trivial

from the profound, we are lost in terminal

overload. The criteria for sorting must in-

volve context and theory—the larger per-

spective that a good education provides.

In the current dinosaur craze without

context, all bits are mined for their super-

ficial news value as items in themselves

—

a lamentable tendency abetted by the

"trivial pursuits" one-upmanship that con-

fers status on people who know (and

flaunt) the most bits. (If you play this

dangerous game in real life, remember

that ignorance of context is the surest

mark of a phony. If you approach me in

wild lament, claiming that our postal ser-

vice has mocked the deepest truth of pa-

leontology, I will know that you have only

skimmed the surface of my field.)

Consider the four items mentioned ear-

lier in this essay. They are often presented

in USA Today style as equal factoids. But

with a context to sort the trivial from the

profound, we may recognize some as

statements about words, others as entries

to the most general questions we can ask

about the history of life. Apatosaurus ver-

sus Brontosaurus is a legalistic quibble

about words and rules of naming. Leave

the Post Office alone. They take enough

flak (much justified of course) as it is. The
proper head for Apatosaurus is an inter-

esting empirical issue, but of little mo-

ment beyond the sauropods. Marsh found

no skull associated with either his Apato-

saurus or his Brontosaurus skeleton. He
guessed wrong and mounted the head of

another sauropod genus called Camaro-
saurus. Apatosaurus actually bore a head

much more like that of the different genus

Diplodocus. The head issue (Camaro-

saurus-\\kc versus Diplodocus-likc) and

the name issue {Apatosaurus versus

Brontosaurus) are entirely separate ques-

tions, although they have been confused in

the press.

The question of warmbloodedness

(quite unresolved at the moment) is more

general still, as it affects our basic con-

cepts of dinosaur physiology and effi-

ciency. The issue of extinction is the

broadest of all—for basic patterns of life's

history are set by differential survival of

groups through episodes of mass dying.

We are here today, arguing about empty

issues like Apatosaurus versus Bronto-

saurus, because mammals got through

the great Cretaceous extinction, while di-

nosaurs did not.

I hate to be a shill for the Post Office,

but I think that they made the right deci-

sion this time. Responding to the great

Apatosaurus flap. Postal Bulletin Num-
ber 21744 proclaimed: "Although now
recognized by the scientific community as

Apatosaurus, the name Brontosaurus

was used for the stamp because it is more

familiar to the general population. Simi-

larly, the term dinosaur has been used

generically to describe all the animals,

even though the Pteranodon was a flying

reptile." Touche and right on; no one

bitched about Pteranodon, and that's a

real error Moreover, members of the

American Museum and readers of this

magazine have no right to upbraid the

Post Office. Page twenty-nine of the No-

vember 1989 Natural History features an

ad for dinosaur neckties sold by the Amer-
ican Museum shop. The list includes

Pteranodon, Dimetrodon (a mammalian
ancestor, not a dinosaur), and ''Bronto-

saurus" proudly so called.

The Post Office has been more right

than the complainers, for Uncle Sam has

worked in the spirit of the plenary powers

rule. Names fixed in popular usage may
be validated even if older designations

have technical priority. But now ... Oh
Lord, why didn't I see it before! Now I

suddenly grasp what this is all about! It's a

plot, a dastardly plot sponsored by the

apatophiles—that secret society long ded-

icated to gaining support for Marsh's orig-

inal name against a potential appeal to the

plenary powers. They never had a prayer

before. Whatever noise they made, what-

ever assassinations they attempted, they

could never get anyone to pay attention,

never disturb the tranquillity and general

acceptance of Brontosaurus. But now that

the Post Office officially adopted Bronto-

saurus, they have found their opening.

Now enough people know about Apato-

saurus for the first time. Now an appeal to

the plenary powers would not lead to the

validation of Brontosaurus, for Apato-

saurus has gained precious currency.

They have won; we brontophiles have

been defeated.

Apatosaurus means "deceptive lizard";

Brontosaurus means "thunder lizard"—

a

far, far better name (but appropriateness,

alas, as we have seen, counts for nothing).

They have deceived us; we brontophiles

have been outmaneuvered. Oh well, gra-

ciousness in defeat before all (every bit as

important as dignity, if not an aspect

thereof). I retreat, not with a bang of thun-

der, but with a whimper of hope that rec-

tification may someday arise from the

ashes of my stamp album.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geol-

ogy, and the history ofscience at Harvard

University.
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Nature's Infinite Book

A Pox upon Our Genes
Smallpox vanished twelve years ago, but its genetic legacy may still linger within us

by Jared Diamond

Human evolution holds a special fasci-

nation for us. Granted, it's much easier to

study natural selection in creatures like

bacteria and fruit flies, which we manipu-

late experimentally without compunction.

Granted, the general principles thereby

uncovered may also apply to humans. But

let's face it: bacteria and general prin-

ciples aren't what we're most curious

about. What we really want to know are

the particulars of how we came to be who
we are.

Unfortunately, attempts to study natu-

ral selection in humans face daunting ob-

stacles. You can't take any woman you

choose and mate her to any man you

choose in order to observe the resultant

progeny. You can't irradiate, heat shock,

or dissect humans. You can't inoculate

them with lethal diseases, although that

experiment would be especially interest-

ing because diseases were a major selec-

tive force on us until the advent of modem
medicine.

This piece is about an ingenious at-

tempt to study natural selection in

humans without resorting to morally un-

acceptable manipulations. Twenty-five

years ago, nature visited a tragic experi-

ment on rural areas of India in the form of

a virulent outbreak of smallpox. Nature

used abominably excellent experimental

design, matching children who died

against brothers or sisters who survived.

Analysis of the results by two scientists

yielded insights into the scars that small-

pox, one of the great modem killers of

humans, has left on our genes.

The study that resulted was unique in

the annals of medicine. It will never be

repeated because smallpox itself has been

eliminated. Thus, it will be remembered

as our last, and best, chance to understand

what may have been an important de-

terminant of our blood groups.

Despite the virtual halt in human skele-

tal evolution since the end of the Ice Age,

the genes for our soft tissues (including

blood cells) continue to undergo changes

in response to natural selection. However,

the important selective agents are no

longer large, visible enemies, like lions,

but tiny, invisible ones: microbes. With

the beginnings of agriculture about

10,000 years ago, infectious diseases prob-

ably began to claim an increasing toll of

human life, eventually becoming the lead-

ing cause of our mortality. As human
numbers soared, we became susceptible to

diseases that tend to die out in small popu-

lations but that can maintain themselves

in large ones, which offer continuing sup-

plies of not-yet-infected victims. Agricul-

ture also made us sedentary, and we began

to live in the midst of our own effluents

and hence to infect one another more eas-

ily with pathogens in our feces, urine, and

exhaled air. As we domesticated animals

and came to live amidst them, we caught

still other diseases.

It's tme of some infectious diseases, as

of some other causes of death, that certain

people are genetically more susceptible

than others. Since more resistant individ-

uals are more likely to survive and to leave

more offspring, selection operating over

the last 10,000 years must have caused a

genetic revolution in our soft tissues. In a

previous column ("Blood, Genes, and Ma-
laria," February 1989), I discussed ge-

netic resistance to malaria, the leading

infectious disease of the Old World trop-

ics. But a disease much more familiar to

Americans and Europeans is smallpox.

Until the recent eradication of smallpox,

American citizens traveling abroad re-

quired two pieces of paper in order to

reenter the United States: a valid passport

and proof of recent smallpox vaccination.

Smallpox is caused by one of a group of

microbes called pox vimses. While the

virus (and hence the disease) is confined to

humans, it is closely related to vimses that

cause similar diseases in various domestic

animals, including cows (cowpox), sheep,

goats, horses, and pigs. The smallpox vims

probably developed by mutations from

one of these animal vimses after we began

living in close association with animals.

Imagine smallpox suddenly being intro-

duced into a small and isolated population

without any previous exposure to small-

pox or related vimses. If all the people

have plenty of contact with one another,

then smallpox will quickly spread, infect-

ing everybody. Many people will die, but

those who survive will develop antibodies

to smallpox and will thereby become resis-

tant. As a result, smallpox will have killed

or immunized the whole population and

will die out, because the vims doesn't in-

fect animals.

Although the disease thus can't persist

for long in a small, isolated population, it

can last indefinitely as it spreads through

a large population in contact with other

large populations. Going from one area to

another, it can return to an area after a

new crop of previously unexposed babies

has become available for infection. This

need for large numbers of hosts, plus the

close similarity of the smallpox vims to

domestic animal vimses, is the reason for

believing that smallpox probably ap-

peared only after the rise of agriculture.

Just where and when did smallpox first
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infect us? It must have evolved some-

where in the Old World, since the New
World was free of smallpox until it arrived

with Spanish conquistadors about 1507.

Our oldest certain evidence consists of

three Egyptian mummies, dating from the

period 1570-1085 B.C., with well-pre-

served skins that show the characteristic

rash caused by smallfwx. One of the mum-
mies was Pharaoh Ramses V, whose titles

of Mighty Bull, Repulser of Millions,

Golden God of the Sun, and Lord of the

Two Lands were powerless to protect him

against this virus. Smallpox is also known

to have existed in India and China before

the time of Christ. But it remains unclear

how much earlier than 1570 B.C., and ex-

actly where within the Old World, the

fatal mutation that transformed some ani-

mal virus into smallpox first occurred.

Many devastating smallpox epidemics

are known to have killed one-quarter to

one-half of the affected populations. Thus,

smallpox has often changed the course of

human history. It may have caused the

famous plague that decimated Athens in

430 B.C. and helped seal her doom in her

war against Sparta. Epidemics beginning

about A.D. 165 may have contributed to

the decline of the Roman Empire. Titled

victims besides Ramses V include Marcus

Aurelius of Rome, Peter II of Russia, and

Louis XV of France.

But the most far-reaching effects of

smallpox were in the New World, where

Spanish explorers carrying the disease en-

countered Indian populations large

enough to sustain smallpox but with no

previous exposure and no antibodies.

Hence the disease played a decisive role in

the astonishing conquests of the Aztec and

Inca empires, each with millions of inhab-

itants, by groups of just a few hundred

Spaniards. In Mexico, after Cortes had

lost two-thirds of his tiny force and re-

treated to the coast from the Aztec capital

of Tenochtitlan (modem Mexico City), a

smallpox epidemic killed half of the Az-

tecs, including Montezuma's successor,

Cuitlahuac. In Peru an epidemic that

spread southward from Central America,

before Pizarro and other Spaniards

reached the area, killed the Inca emperor

Huayna Capac, killed his designated heir,

Ninan Cuyoche, and plunged the empire

into civil war between the rival would-be

emperors Huascar and Atahualpa. Cortes

and Pizarro triumphed not only because

smallpox had killed so many Indian sol-

diers, including their commanders, but

also because a disease that killed Indians,

and spared the already resistant Span-

iards, demoralized those Indians who sur-

vived the epidemic.

As is true of other diseases, individuals

must vary in their genetic resistance to

smallpox, and the more resistant individ-

uals are more likely to survive epidemics.

In populations exposed to the virus for

many generations, the frequencies of

genes associated with resistance must

have risen. Today, only twelve years since

smallpox claimed its last victim, those re-

sistant genes should still be common.

What might those genes be? For reasons

that I shall mention, the genes responsible

for our so-called ABO blood types are

likely candidates. I must now digress for a

simplified crash course in hematology.

Blood is typed according to various pro-

tein-and-sugar compounds occupying the

surfaces of our red blood cells (hence the

name "blood group substances"). While

most such substances are found only on

our red cells, the ABO substances, which

are the best known, are also present on

other cells of our body. Each of us has

either substance A alone, B alone, both A
and B, or neither, and is correspondingly

classified as having blood type A, B, AB,

or O, respectively. (Strictly speaking, we

have two copies of each gene, one inher-

ited from our father and one from our

mother, and each copy may be either the

A, B, or O form, or allele. Thus, a type-A

person has either two As or else one A and

one O allele, while a type-O person must

have two O alleles.)

In addition, each of us in infancy devel-

ops antibodies to the substances he or she

lacks. People of type O develop antibodies

to both the A and B substances; those of

type A develop antibodies only to the B
substance, and vice versa; and those of

type AB develop neither antibody.

We pay attention to our blood types

mainly when they cause us trouble. For

example, if a patient of type B receives a

transfusion of type-A blood, the trans-

fused cells with the A substance are de-

stroyed by the patient's anti-A antibody,

with possibly lethal consequences to the

patient. This problem appeared only with

the rise of modem medicine and blood

transfusions, but a similar problem can

arise naturally when a woman is pregnant

with a fetus bearing a blood group sub-

stance against which she has antibodies.

For instance, if a type-O mother carries a

fetus that inherited group A from the fa-

ther, the mother's anti-A antibodies may
cause the fetus to abort or may leave it

damaged at birth. That doesn't mean,

though, that all you type-O women should

reject a type-A or type-B suitor, or that

you should fret through your pregnancy if

you marry that suitor. Only a small frac-

tion of pregnancies in ABO-incompatible

marriages actually result in medical com-

plications.

Why, since almost all known effects of

blood group substances are thus harmful,

do we have differing blood types at all?

The reason remains unclear. Perhaps they

function as chemical passwords to help us

distinguish our own cells from invading

microbes or cancer cells that we ought to

destroy.

In almost all human populations the O
allele is more frequent than the A and B
alleles combined. The occasional loss of

type-A or type-B fetuses because of in-

compatibility with their mothers would

therefore tend to eliminate the A and B
alleles if there were no other important

selective factors acting on ABO genes. In

fact, as predicted by this reasoning, the O
allele tends to be especially common in

isolated human populations on islands or

mountains out of the mainstream of mi-

gration and, therefore, out of the path of

infection. But A and B are common in

mainstream populations of the Old

World, with A being especially frequent in

Europe, B in Asia. What compensating

advantage peculiar to group A in Europe

accounts for its higher frequency there,

and similarly for group B in Asia?

One possibility is that certain of the

ABO blood groups might confer resis-

tance against fatal diseases common (or

formerly common) on certain continents

but not on others. Beginning in 1953, con-

vincing associations between ABO blood

type and susceptibility to cancer began to

be discovered. For example, the risk of

stomach cancer is 20 percent higher for

Europeans of type A for than those of type

O. But cancers are not major causes of

death in children and young adults and

therefore should not be the major determi-

nants of blood type.

A much more plausible explanation for

ABO gene frequencies is that they were

influenced by the infectious diseases that

were major killers of humans. A potential

mechanism for such an influence is that

the surfaces of some microbes prove to

bear substances similar to the ABO blood

groups. This suggests a clever evolution-

ary trick by the microbes to deceive their

hosts. For instance, if a microbe's surface

is coated with the microbe's own peculiar

substances, the host is likely to recognize

the microbe as foreign, develop antibodies

against it, and destroy it. But a microbe

coated with the A substance would slip

past the defenses of a type-A person, since

we do not normally develop antibodies

against our own proteins.

In the 1 960s two kinds of evidence were

advanced for a susceptibility of type-A

people to smallpox. The first was a still-

unresolved claim that a vims closely re-

lated to the smallpox vims does have sub-
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stances like group A on its surface. The

second consisted of two statistical studies

that compared how frequencies of blood

group A and of smallpox varied among
different areas of India and Africa. Areas

with high frequencies of smallpox proved

to have low frequencies of group A, sug-

gesting that smallpox had killed off people

with group A.

As recently as the 1960s, in rural areas

of India, lack of resources for vaccination,

limited access to modem medical care,

and lack of understanding of hygiene and

disease transmission combined to make

smallpox epidemics virtually annual oc-

currences. Children sick with smallpox

shared the same room, and often the same

bed, with their brothers and sisters,

thereby insuring widespread exposure to

the disease. As many as half of the small-

pox patients died.

In 1965 and 1966 two scientists. Dr. F.

Vogel and Dr. M. R. Chakravartti, realiz-

ing that a comparative study of survivors

and victims might yield clues about ge-

netic resistance to the disease, attempted

to locate all cases of smallpox during se-

vere epidemics in some villages and small

towns. They found a total of 4 1 5 unvacci-

nated smallpox patients. For all but eight

of these patients, they were also able to

find a healthy brother or sister to consider

as a "control subject"—that is, someone

as similar as possible genetically to the

patient and living in the same house, but

differing in not having contracted small-

pox despite close exposure. Drops of blood

drawn from the fingertips sufficed to iden-

tify the ABO blood types of the patients

and their siblings. Although 52 percent of

the patients—2 1 7 out of 4 1
5—died in this

severe epidemic, risk of death varied

greatly with ABO blood type.

Among the 415 patients, 261 carried

blood group A (that is, their blood type

was A or AB), while 154 lacked A (their

blood type was B or O). Among the 407

healthy subjects, only 80 carried group A,

while 327 lacked it—which strongly sug-

gests that the As were susceptible and the

non-As resistant. The ratio of A to non-A

among the patients (261:154), divided by

the ratio ofA to non-A among the controls

(80:327), was 7—meaning that a person

with group A had a seven times greater

risk of contracting smallpox than someone

without group A.

The 415 patients were then classified

according to the severity or the mildness

of their symptoms. Among the 283 severe

cases, most (201) had blood group A, and

only 82 lacked it. Among the mild cases,

only 60 had group A, while 72 lacked it.

Hence, once they had contracted small-

pox, patients with group A were three

times more likely to develop a severe case.

When the 415 patients were classified

as to whether they died or survived, most

(155) of the 217 who died had group A,

and only 62 lacked it. The proportions

were more nearly equal among those who
survived: 106 had group A, and 92 lacked

it. Hence, once a person had contracted

smallpox, patients with group A had a

doubled risk of dying.

Since people with group A are much
more likely to contract smallpox, to de-

velop a severe case of it, and to die of it,

why hasn't the gene for group A been

virtually eliminated in India, Europe, and

other areas where smallpox has been a

major killer for a long time, leaving all the

survivors with group O or B?

Perhaps the answer is that other,

equally widespread infectious diseases

spared people with group A and penalized

those with other blood groups. There is

suggestive evidence that the Black Death

(bubonic plague), which killed about one-

third of medieval Europe's population,

preferentially attacked the bearers of

group O, as does cholera, whose death toll

in India rivaled that of smallpox. These

two diseases may have favored A at the

expense of O in India and Europe. Con-

versely, those with blood type O may be

relatively resistant to syphilis, which may
have originated in the New World and

thus contributed to the very high frequen-

cies (approaching 100 percent) of group O
among Central and South American Indi-

ans. Thus, ABO blood group frequencies

may represent a compromise among the

selective effects of numerous diseases. If

so, why do geneticists consider the evi-

dence Httle more than speculative?

In the case of smallpox, although the

study by Vogel and Chakravartti yielded a

clear picture, three other studies in India

and one in Brazil failed to detect differ-

ences in ABO frequencies between small-

pox patients and controls. Vogel and

Chakravartti noted many reasons why

they considered their 1965-66 study

much more convincing. Most of their pa-

tients were unvaccinated children without

medical care, exposed to an especially vir-

ulent epidemic, while many patients in the

other studies were apparently vaccinated

adults receiving medical care in large ur-

ban hospitals and possibly exposed to a

less virulent epidemic. As a result, mortal-

ity in the other studies was only 0-16 per-

cent, compared to 52 percent in the

1965-66 study. Vogel and Chakravartti

studied all patients that they could locate

in a small area and compared the patients

with siblings living in the same house. The
other studies used the biased sample of

patients presenting themselves at an ur-

ban hospital and compared their blood

groups with those of "control subjects"

from other areas. However, blood group

frequencies vary greatly with caste, reli-

gion, ethnic affihation, and locality within

India. Thus, Vogel and Chakravartti ap-

pear to me correct in claiming that their

study involved a much less biased set of

"experimental" subjects, a set of control

subjects much better matched to the ex-

perimental subjects, and a much greater

selective effect of the smallpox epidemic,

which in this case was severe.

If the study had involved mice, these

claims, counterclaims, and discrepancies

would have been resolved by further stud-

ies. Larger blood samples would have

been drawn to permit measurement of

other possible genetic resistance factors

besides ABO blood groups. But—thank

God—the opportunity to continue studies

of smallpox in humans has vanished. As a

result of a major effort that began in 1966

to eliminate smallpox throughout the

world, no natural cases have been re-

corded since Ali Maow Maalin developed

the telltale rash in Merka Town, Somalia,

on October 26, 1977. Hence, the study by

Vogel and Chakravartti will remain

unique. Similarly, our prospects for learn-

ing more about the genetic influences of

bubonic plague and syphilis are slim, since

plague has virtually vanished except in

remote areas, while syphilis can now be

treated as soon as it is detected.

Does this mean that these killers of the

past are now of purely academic interest?

Not at all. First, the slow-healing scars

that they left on our genes, possibly in the

form of altered ABO frequencies, will lin-

ger in us for many generations. But—per-

haps more important—what they did to us

in the past serves as a model for what

AIDS is doing to us today.

It's well known that individuals exposed

to AIDS vary in their risk of becoming

infected, and that infected individuals

vary in the rate at which their disease

progresses. These facts suggest the pos-

sibility of genetic differences in suscej)-

tibility to AIDS, as is true of many other

diseases. In some areas of the world the

eventual AIDS-related mortality rate

may come to rival that of the great past

epidemics of smallpox and plague. If so,

AIDS too may be in the process of causing

big shifts in human gene frequencies, al-

though we can't yet specify which genes

are involved. Natural selection is not a

theoretical postulate, but a grimly con-

tinuing reality.

Jared Diamond teaches physiology at

UCLA and studies the evolution ofNew
Guinea birds.
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Dowe reallywantto return

tothose good,old-fashioned days

before plastics?

America is coping with the problem of too much

garbage and too few places to put it.

Our nation is currently generating about 160

million tons of garbage a year Our landfills have decreased

from 18,500 to 6,000 during the past 10 years. About

2,000 more will close within the next five years.

Some people believe that banning plastics and

substituting other materials will solve the problem. We
don't think that they have all the facts.

If plastics were banned, we'd lose safety and

convenience features such as closures for foods and

medicines, shatter-resistant bottles, freezer-to-microwave

packages, and wrappers that preserve food freshness.

A 1987 study shows that if paper and other

packaging materials were to replace plastics, the energy

needed to produce the packaging would double, the

weight of packaging would increase four-fold, the pack-

aging cost would double, and the volume of waste

collected would increase about 21^2 times.

Myth vs. Reality.

The thinking behind a ban on plastics is based

on a number of myths.

Myth #1 is that plastics make up a major part

of our solid waste. Fact: according to a recent study

plastics make up about 18% of the volume of solid waste

in our landfills; paper and paperboard about 38%; metals,

14%; glass, 2% and other wastes, 28%.

Myth #2 is that paper and other products com-

monly considered biodegradable will decompose in

a landfill, so it takes longer to fill up. Fact: recent excava-

tions of some landfills have turned up newspapers

buried 40 years ago-still perfectly readable.

Myth #3 is that plastics are not recyclable. Fact:

plastics are among the easiest materials to recycle.

20% of all plastic soft drink bottles were recycled in 1987.

Recycling takes plastic items destined for dispos-

al and turns them into useful new products. It can turn

plastics into a "natural-resource."

Recycling is growing.

At Amoco Chemical, we believe the solution

must integrate recycling, source reduction, environmen-

tally secure landfills and waste-to-energy incineration.

Everything recyclable should be recycled-yard waste,

paper glass, metal and plastics.

Today almost 200 companies are recycling

millions of used plastic containers into ever/thing from

fiberf ill for ski parkas to carpet yarn to "plastic lumber."

How Amoco Chemical is helping.

Amoco Chemical is sponsoring a program in

New York demonstrating that used, polystyrene foam

food senyice containers from schools and restaurants

can be recycled into insulation board for commercial

construction, cafeteria trays and office products.

We're participating in a consortium with other

major plastics manufacturers involved in the construction

of regional polystyrene recycling plants.

We're encouraging the start up of new recycling

efforts, helping to find better ways to collect and sort

recyclables, and supporting efforts to create markets for

products made from recycled plastics.

At Amoco Chemical, we believe that recycling

can play a major role in helping America solve its solid

waste problem. Before we decide to return to the past,

let's remember that the good old days were sometimes

the not-so-good old days.

Fora free copy of "Recycling. Do It Today For

Tomorrow," write Amoco Chemical, Recycling NH,

200 East Randolph Drive, Chicago. IL 60601

Recycling. Do It Today For TomorrovuL

© 1989 Amoco Chemical Company Amoco Chemical



The Great Egg Scramble
In a cliffswallow colony, eggs tend to travel

by Charles R. Brown and Mary Bomberger Brown

May 16, 1987,2 p.m. A road culvert just

below Lake McConaughy, Nebraska,

containing 1,100 cliff swallow nests. We
had settled into what looked like another

routine afternoon of watching swallows at

their nests. The day was sunny and hot,

with not a hint of a breeze; we would have

to concentrate just to avoid falling asleep

in our lawn chairs. Suddenly, White-

Black-White appeared in the small en-

trance hole of her nest carrying a grape-

sized white object in her bill. Hardly

pausing, she flew to a neighbor's nest, en-

tered it, and within seconds reappeared

without her white cargo. She briefly

peered out of the nest, then casually flew

back to her own. We had spent almost two

years trying to witness just such an event:

a cliff swallow moving an egg from one

nest to another. We had long been aware

that cliff swallows furtively lay eggs in

other cliff swallows' nests—a practice

known as brood parasitism—but actual

egg transfer, as demonstrated by White-

Black-White, was a phenomenon that we
had only guessed at.

The most famous brood parasites, the

European cuckoo and the brown-headed

cowbird, lay their eggs in nests of other

species. Cowbirds parasitize dozens of

species of North American birds. Only

within the last five years or so has brood

parasitism among individuals of the same
species been recognized as a fairly com-

mon tactic of breeding birds. The highly

colonial cliff swallow of the American

West may well be its major practitioner.

Living in dense colonies, a female cliff

swallow usually has plenty of opportuni-

ties to parasitize her neighbors, either by

the classic technique of quickly laying an

egg in an unattended nest or by transfer-

ring an egg she has already laid to another

nest. This behavior, particularly the trans-

fer of eggs, has been the focus of much of

our research in the Nebraska Sandhills

near Ogallala. Since 1982, we have lo-

cated and studied, to varying degrees, 340
cliff swallow colonies.

Cliff swallows build their gourd-shaped

mud nests beneath rocky overhangs on the

sides of steep cliffs and canyons. In recent

times, however, the birds have discovered

that artificial structures offer safer places
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Cliffswallows return to their cliffside nests. Many ofthese
highly social birds now nest on bridges and in culverts
Tom Mange en
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for nests. Any bridge or highway culvert

that has a rough vertical surface for nest

attachment and a protective overhanging

ledge is prime nesting habitat for cliff

swallows. The birds have thereby ex-

panded their range eastward across the

Great Plains, following major prairie riv-

ers that are spanned by bridges and are

close to culverts under highways. In our

study area, most colonies are found along

the Platte River, including those in ances-

tral nesting sites on the North Platte River

or along the shore of Lake McConaughy,
Nebraska's largest lake.

One of the most social species of North
American birds, cliff swallows reside in

colonies containing as many as 3,500

nests, although in Nebraska, colonies with

as few as five nests can be found within

several miles of the largest. Cliff swallows

do almost everything as a group. They

forage, gather mud for their nests, preen,

and migrate together and most likely

spend winters in Argentina in large flocks.

Known for their legendary return to the

mission of San Juan Capistrano in Califor-

nia on the same day each year, the swal-

lows reach the United States in March
and spread to most parts of their breeding

range by early to mid-May.

When the birds arrive in our study area,

they immediately begin to investigate po-

tential nest sites. The mud nests can re-

main intact for years, so some of the more

protected sites contain usable nests at the

start of the breeding season. Competition

for these nests is intense; securing one

saves a bird up to two weeks of construc-

tion time and allows it to begin egg laying

and chick rearing relatively early in the

season. Such a head start not only in-

creases the bird's chances of successfully

sneaking an egg into a neighbor's nest but

also enables the swallow and its vulnerable

young to avoid extreme infestations of in-

sects, primarily swallow bugs, that inhabit

nests and whose numbers increase as the

summer wears on. These unwelcome ten-

ants carry disease and sap the strength of

nestlings by sucking their blood.

Able to fast for years in unoccupied

nests, swallow bugs quickly spread from

nest to nest in summer by riding on feath-

ers or crawling along the surface of the

cliff or culvert. They exact a heavy toll,

causing almost half of all nestling deaths.

When scouting out possible nest sites in

spring, cliff swallows avoid old nests that

remain heavily infested, and in some

cases, the birds abandon former colonies

completely.

As soon as we began our research, we
found signs of brood parasitism. Birds can
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Steven C, Wilson: Entheos

lay only one egg per day, so the appear-

ance of more than one in a nest during a

twenty-four-hour period told us that a fe-

male or females other than the nest owner

had deposited eggs there. Extrapolating

from these data, we estimated that at least

10 percent of all the nests contained alien

eggs. This method, however, provided no

clue as to who was parasitizing whom. We
wondered whether the strange eggs were

laid by wandering, nestless birds, by birds

whose nests had been suddenly destroyed,

or by other colony members that had nests

of their own. To find out, we embarked on

an intensive program to determine which

individual swallows were responsible for

laying the parasitic eggs and how fre-

quently they did so.

Up to that point, evidence that some

cliff swallows moved eggs was indirect. At
times, an egg appeared in a particular nest

In May. clijfswallows, below, gathermudfornest

building. They take about two weeks to construct

nests, which areplastered to a rock wall, left,

andcrammed together In their haste to breed, some
swallows lay eggs before the nests are complete.
George D Lepp

"''^SJJ'TJSJ^

up to twelve days after the resident had

started incubating, but still hatched at the

same time as the clutch to which it had

been added. This could only mean that the

egg had been incubated elsewhere before

being placed in its foster nest.

Most of our colony watching was car-

ried out at a small road culvert near the

University of Nebraska's Cedar Point Bio-

logical Station. Because we needed to

identify individuals, we caught cliff swal-

lows in mist nets strung across the cul-

vert's two entrances and used marking

pens to flag the birds' striking white fore-

head patches with unique two- and three-

color combinations. During many hours of

sitting just outside the culvert, we discov-

ered that birds that lay eggs in other nests

also maintain a nest of their own within

the colony. In most cases, a female slips an

egg into a nest nearby, seldom traveling

farther than about five nests away. Brood

parasitism is tricky. Nests can rarely be

invaded if a neighbor is home; thus, poten-

tial brood parasites are always on the look-

out for an unattended nest and constantly

attempt to enter nearby nests, darting

from their own to a neighbor's and back. If

a nest owner is entrenched, it immediately

lunges and repels the trespasser. If a para-

site does find a momentarily unguarded

nest, she can lay her egg and be gone in as

little as ten seconds.

Males of many colonial bird species es-

cort their mates whenever the females

leave the colony. This behavior presum-

ably helps a male insure his paternity by

preventing rivals from copulating with the

female. But a male cliff swallow guards its

nest rather than its mate. The great risk of

having its nest parasitized apparently

leads a male cliff swallow to accept the

lesser risk of cuckoldry if his mate wan-

ders away unescorted. As a result, male

and female cliff swallows take turns stay-

ing at the nest during its construction and

during egg laying and incubation. Only

when this arrangement breaks down (for

unknown reasons) and the nest is briefly

left vacant can alien eggs be deposited or

transferred.

The average cliff swallow clutch con-

sists of four eggs laid on consecutive days.

The host recognizes and discards an alien

egg only when it appears in her nest five or

more days in advance of her own laying. If

an alien egg is deposited within three days

of the host's starting her own clutch, it will

be accepted and incubated. The invading

bird seems able to sense the imminent

onset of laying by potential hosts. From
the parasite's standpoint, early laying in a
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host's nest increases the hkehhood that its

parasitic egg will be among the first to

hatch, and this, in turn, enhances the

nestling's chance of survival. Even when

the host has already started laying, the

parasitic egg is usually deposited early

within this period. Cliff swallows that lay

smaller clutches than average tend to be

most often victimized by their neighbors.

Perhaps the parasite seeks out nests

owned by birds that are less fecund, thus

insuring less competition later from the

host's own young. Or perhaps the host

reduces its own output of eggs and adjusts

the clutch to a normal size when it notices

an extra egg in its nest.

Most parasitic eggs hatch, and nests

containing such eggs result in more
healthy fledglings, on average, than cliff

swallow nests in general. Given this pay-

off, one might expect parasitism to be

rampant within swallow colonies; it appar-

ently is controlled only by the difficulty of

finding a vacant host nest. But parasites

themselves must also pay a price. We dis-

covered that well over half of all parasitic

birds were in turn parasitized by others

during brief absences from their nests.

Parasites end up caring for virtually the

same number of young as do their victims.

The action at a colony resembles a game
of musical chairs, with everyone dashing

into the nearest empty seat.

We wanted to know whether large colo-

nies meant more brood parasitism. Be-

cause there are more nests to lay eggs in,

breeding in a sizable colony could be a

decided advantage to potential parasites

and a disadvantage to hosts. We found

that in the smallest cliff swallow colonies

in Nebraska, those with ten or fewer nests,

brood parasitism occurs rarely, if at all.

Birds in tiny colonies seldom even attempt

to interact. In larger colonies, however, we
estimate, based on our observations and

genetic data, that at least 22 percent of

nests, and probably as many as 43 percent,

contain at least one alien egg.

What benefit might this practice hold

for cliff swallows? If a swallow does not

put all its eggs "in one basket," the odds

are better that at least one of its young will

survive. In the natural nesting habitat of

rocky cliffs and canyons, nests are often

destroyed by rock slides and inclement

weather. In many cases some nests remain

unscathed, but it may be difficult to pre-

dict which sites are the most vulnerable.

Spreading the eggs around makes sense

for a highly seasonal breeder such as the

cliff swallow, which typically raises only

one brood and has a relatively brief, eight-

week breeding season with few chances to
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renest. In addition, some nests become
heavily infested with swallow bugs during

the course of the summer, while others

remain relatively insect free. Distributing

eggs increases the chances that some off-

spring will hatch in uninfested nests.

Our colony watch revealed another sur-

prising facet of cliff swallow social behav-

ior. Besides laying and moving eggs into

nearby nests, these birds also destroy some
of their neighbors' eggs. We had sus-

pected that some kind of hanky-panky was

going on when we noticed that nests would

at times mysteriously lose one out of a

clutch of eggs. Without evidence of other

predators, we could only blame other cliff

swallows.

Egg destruction, it turns out, is carried

out almost exclusively by males. Birds

search for unattended nests, usually

within five nests of their own. After gain-

The side ofa concrete spillway at Kingsley Dam on

Lake McConaughy in Nebraska, left, offers ideal nesting

conditionsfor cliffswallows. Three thousandpairs nest

at this site. Swallow bugs clustering at the lip ofan

unoccupied nest, below, wait until a bird enters or even

brushes against the nest, then crawl into itsfeathers. A
single nest can contain up to 2,500 ofthese blood-sucking

insects, which accountfor nearly halfofall nestling deaths.
Both photographs by Art Gingert

ing access, they flick one of the eggs with

their bill and roll it out the nest opening, or

they occasionally spear an egg with their

bill and drop it into the water underneath

the nests. We repeatedly observed birds

doing away with just one egg, despite the

opportunity to get rid of others as well.

Orange-Pink-White was a particularly

fiendish male. We saw him enter three

neighboring nests and relieve each of

them of an egg. On Orange-Pink-White's

fourth raid, the resident bird returned and

kicked him out after he had rolled an egg

almost up to the nest opening.

Like brood parasites, egg destroyers are

selective. The birds that have average or

larger than average clutches bear the

brunt of the losses. Perhaps the most fe-

cund females are more vulnerable be-

cause they must leave their nests more

often to forage and replenish their energy

after the physical drain of laying a large

clutch. The net effect is a near equaliza-

tion of the clutch sizes of all the birds.

A few nest owners, for unknown rea-

sons, just seemed to be inept, leaving their

nests unattended more often. Yellow-Or-

ange and his mate could never coordinate

the guarding of their nest. They had, we

think, at least three alien eggs laid in their

nest and three eggs tossed out. Who knows

whether any of the nestlings this pair

raised were in fact their own.

Some egg destroyers wait until a gen-

eral alarm call is given at the colony be-

fore making their move. Sounded in re-

sponse to a passing predator, such as an

American kestrel or a bullsnake, alarm

calls induce many, but not all, of the swal-

lows to flush momentarily from their

nests. We observed five instances of egg

destruction and one of parasitic laying

during alarms. While we have not deter-

mined which birds actually give the calls,

we do know that they are sometimes

sounded when no predator is in sight and

that some individuals fail to react to the

warning. Could the perpetrators them-

selves be crying wolf to fool their neigh-

bors into leaving their nests?

The obvious explanation for egg de-

struction is that it reduces a neighbor's

clutch by one egg so that a parasitic egg

may then be added. (Cuckoos and cow-

birds often remove one of the host's eggs

before making a deposit.) We saw only

one instance of such substitution, which

was notable also because it involved a fe-

male. On one morning in mid-May, we

saw Blue-Black-Blue enter an unguarded

nest near her own. She immediately tossed

out a single egg that the owner had laid



An adult swallow that hasfound a swarm offlying insects

returns to its nest, its throat bulging, tofeed a gaping

chick, below. Other swallowsfrom the colonyfollow

successfulforagers to learn the whereabouts ofinsect

swarms. Nests tuckedprecariously between rock crevices,

right, may be washed away by heavy summer rains.

that day, retreated into the interior, laid

her own, and quickly returned home. All

the other cases of egg destruction we ob-

served were perpetrated by males.

Why do males, in particular, destroy

their neighbors' eggs? One possible an-

swer is that removal of an egg causes a

female to continue laying until she pro-

duces a surviving clutch of some fixed

size. As long as a female is laying eggs she

remains sexually receptive. Male cliff

swallows, which take every opportunity to

copulate with neighboring females, have a

stake in those birds' sexual receptivity.

Destroying some of their eggs may be a

way of maintaining it.

Another possibility is that egg destruc-

tion is a prelude to egg transfer. Nests that

had eggs destroyed were more than three

times more likely than others to later have

an egg moved into them. This suggests

that several days after they have removed

an egg—if they again find the nest unat-

tended—birds slip in a transfer. By re-

moving an egg beforehand, a parasite re-

duces the competition between nestlings

when the eggs hatch. Perhaps both mem-
bers of a pair are actively involved in

brood parasitism: the male removes host

eggs, the female delivers her own.

Our picture of life in a cliff swallow

colony is one of considerable and near

constant strife. Even before the first egg is

laid, the birds are vigorously undermining

their neighbors by stealing nest materials,

such as grass and bits of mud. We once

watched a male repeatedly ransack a

neighbor's nest, making ten trips in less

than fifteen minutes to pilfer grass used to

line the nest. He completely emptied his

neighbor's nest of all grass and furnished

his own lavishly. Why would a bird risk

getting its tail kicked, literally, by snatch-

ing an abundant commodity he could eas-

ily collect directly from a nearby pasture?

Such thievery may allow a swallow to

keep a close watch on his own nest and

prevent his neighbor from turning the ta-

bles. It also reduces the thiefs chances of

falling prey to common grackles, larger

birds that sometimes attack, kill, and eat

chff swallows that alight on the ground to

collect grass stems.

By early to mid-June, at the end of the

laymg penod, the frantic "dog eat dog"

atmosphere of the cliff swallow colony

subsides, the birds put their energy into

feeding their demanding chicks, and the

reason that they live in colonies becomes

clear. Swarms of insects, brought tempo-

rarily together by convection currents or

forming after a mass hatching of larvae,

are rich sources of food for the Nebraska

swallows, but finding swarms is often a

matter of luck. A swallow that is unsuc-

cessful in locating a swarm returns to its

nest and observes its neighbors. Swallows

that have encountered a swarm uninten-

tionally signal their good fortune by their

bulging throats and the insects protruding

from their full bills when they return to

feed their young. The hungry bird will

follow the successful one on its next forag-

ing trip and feed on the temporary abun-

dance of insects. Individuals that are fol-

lowers one day may find food and become

guides the next, so all the birds benefit.

The same neighbors that were enemies

earlier in the season are now vitally impor-

tant to each other For the rest of the

summer, at least, cliff swallows look al-

most like good neighbors. D
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The Vein Drain;

or, How Insects

Outsmart Plants
by David E. Dussourd

The orange-and-black beetle wandered slowly over the
milkweed plant, pausing now and then to nibble briefly at leaf
margins. Each bite elicited a small drop of the gleaming white
fluid for which the plant is named. After one such nibble, the
beetle turned abruptly toward the center of a leaf and bit

directly into a vein near its juncture with the midrib. White latex
oozed from the wound, a narrow strand stretching between the
damaged vein and the beetle's mandibles. After cutting twice
more into the vein, the insect moved on to perform the same
operation on two adjacent veins. Then without pausing, it

retraced its steps to the leaf edge and began to feed.

This serendipitous encounter with a milkweed leaf beetle gave
me reason to pause. Most herbivorous insects feed without such
elaborate preparations, although one well-known exception

—

the caterpillar of the monarch butterfly—also attacks

milkweed, chewing furrows in leaf midribs and petioles.

What these insects gain by cutting veins was a mystery,
although avoidance of the conspicuous white latex seemed a

A red milkweed beetle, above, pretreats a leafof
common milkweed by biting through the midrib. Later,

as latex oozesfrom the cut. the beetlefeedsfrom
the tip ofthe same leaf, right.
Thomas Eisner
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A milkweed leafbeetle severs three veins in a leaf, top,

thereby disrupting latex canals within them. Itfeedsfreely

beyond the cuts, bottom, without encountering latex.

likely explanation. The latex of milkweeds is stored under

pressure within specialized canals that follow veins in leaves.

Severing veins ruptures the canals, preventing latex

flow to distal tissues and draining some of the latex

already there. Do the insects sever veins in order to reduce

latex outflow at their feeding site?

An initial experiment, completed with Thomas Eisner, of

Cornell University, tested if herbivorous insects prefer to feed

beyond vein cuts. A variety of insects, including both milkweed

specialists and species that do not regularly attack milkweed,

were offered live milkweed leaves whose veins had been severed

along one side of the midrib. Both insect groups fed successfully

on the leaves, primarily attacking the half with vein cuts.

Notably, no latex flowed from this side, although latex pressure

remained intact in the other half.

What if latex flow was restored beyond the vein cuts? I

simulated the natural outflow of latex by placing small latex

drops on the leaf surface near feeding insects. When southern

armyworms, one of the nonspecialists, contacted the drops, they

stopped feeding immediately. Many then paused to clean

themselves before moving elsewhere to feed.

Another experiment tested if the vein cutting of milkweed

specialists was specifically prompted by a need to deactivate the

latex canals. When fresh latex drops were placed in the path of

monarch caterpillars feeding naturally on milkweed, they

stopped feeding—then sometimes returned to the petiole to

deepen their earlier cut. Apparently the drops indicated to the

caterpillars that their prior eff'orts had been inadequate and that

further vein cutting was necessary.

The deterrent effect of milkweed latex on both specialists and

nonspecialists could be due to either chemical or physical

factors. The latex ofsome milkweeds contains cardiac

glycosides, "heart poisons" that are toxic to birds and other

animals. The fluid is also sticky; insects attacking the plant risk

having their mandibles gummed up or even being glued to

the plant.

Many plants besides milkweeds store sticky, poisonous fluids

within canal systems. We might expect insects on these plants to

avoid the secretions by cutting canals in a manner analogous to

the behavior of milkweed herbivores. Indeed, I have found a

diverse assortment of caterpillars, beetles, and katydids that cut

veins not only on latex-bearing plants but also on plants with

other types of canal systems, such as resin ducts. The host plants

Thomas Eisner
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After repeatedly biting the stem, petiole, and midrib of
a leaf, afork-tailed bush katydid nymphfeeds beyond
the latex drops elicited by its bites. The plant, called

Indian hemp, is closely related to milkweed.
David E. Dussourd



When canals are arranged in a network, an insect must do more

than cut single veins to block latexflow. A cabbage looper cuts

a trench across an entire leafofwillow-leaved lettuce, below,

before beginning tofeed beyond the trench, right.

Thomas Eisner

of these insects include many abundant roadside weeds (Indian

hemp, dandelion, chicory), shrubs (oleander, poison ivy, sumac),

trees (mulberry, papaya), and common garden species (lettuce,

carrot, parsley, cucumber, squash). In each case, the insects'

cuts reduce their exposure to latex, resins, or other secretions.

Commonly, the insects sever individual veins. But when the

canals are arranged in a network, severing any single vein does

not eliminate outflow. In such cases, the insects cut trenches

across the leaf, transecting all strands of the network.

The idea that plants produce latex as a defense against

enemies was suggested almost a century ago by the German
biologist Hans Kniep. While some shared his view, others

discounted the notion, citing the numerous herbivores that

relish latex-bearing plants. We now know that Kniep

was correct. But as the insects have repeatedly proved, no

defense is insurmountable. D

Afirst instar larva ofthe queen butterfly, having cut

a circular trench in a milkweed leaf,feeds within the

circle. Later instars ofthe same species sever

individual veins in the manner ofmilkweed beetles.
Thomas Eisner
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A leopard drinksfrom a water hole in Namibia 's Etosha
National Park. The carnivore 's ancestors influenced the

evolution ofearly humans, who, like the leopards, seem to have

frequented wooded areas near lakes, rivers, and streams.
G. C- Kslley
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Z)/flf oi/r ea/-/y ancestors raid the leopard's larder?

by John A. Cavallo

In late afternoon, a solitary male Thom-
son's gazelle moves cautiously into the tall

grass and thombush along the mostly

dried-out bed of Tanzania's Seronera

River. Tail twitching nervously and head
dipping quickly to the ground, the

"Tommy" feeds, checking his surround-

ings after each mouthful. He moves closer

to the river's edge and, after a brief survey

of the terrain, lowers his head. Without
warning, a nearby thombush explodes in a

flash of orange, white, and black. The
Tommy vanishes from sight into the tall

grass; after a few seconds of thrashing,

there is silence.

As I approach in my Land-Rover, a

female leopard raises her head from the

grass and gazes at me. Because she's used

to my intrusions, she doesn't bolt but in-

stead lies down in the high weeds, obscur-

ing herself from my sight. Soon the grass

rustles and her dark form moves slowly

toward the river. Straddling the Tommy's
carcass with her front legs, dragging it by
its throat with her powerful jaws, she dis-

appears into the dry riverbed and emerges

on the opposite bank. She drops the car-

cass at the base of a fever tree and sits for a

while, panting rapidly. Then picking up
her victim by his throat, as if she were

carrying a stuffed toy, she scrambles ef-

fortlessly up the tree. After carefully

wedging her kill between some small

limbs about fifteen feet above the ground,

she cHmbs to a thicker limb and, with her

legs dangling on either side, goes to sleep.

Since her prey is safe from lions, spotted

hyenas, and vultures, she's in no hurry to

dine and will share the meal over several

days and nights with her two cubs, which

lie hidden nearby.

I have been observing leopards not

strictly as a behavioral ecologist or wildlife

biologist but as an archeologist interested

in the diet and foraging strategies of early

hominids—human ancestors and their rel-

atives. Studies of early hominid teeth, in-

cluding their wear patterns, reveal that

our ancestors ate mostly seeds, fruits, and

other plant foods. The meat portion of

their diet, however, remains especially in-

triguing, with debate now focusing on

whether early hominids obtained meat
primarily by hunting or by scavenging.



Afemale leopard, right, snoozing next to

one ofher cubs, was one oftwo adults the

author observed closely in Tanzania 's

Serengeti National Park. Stashed in

a tree by a leopard, the carcass of

a Thomson's gazelle, below, hangs

out ofreach ofmost scavengers.

Leopards consumeprey ofthis size over

several days, usually beginning

with the hindquarters.

Thirty years ago, at Olduvai Gorge in

northern Tanzania, Louis and Mary Lea-

Icey unearthed the remains of Homo
habilis, the earliest member of our genus,

and of Australopithecus boisei, a more

robust relative. Along with these hominid

remains were found stone tools and fossil-

ized animal bones, all in lakeside deposits

dating from 1.8 to 1.6 million years ago.

The tools were pebbles from which a few

flakes had been struck off to create a cut-

ting edge, as well as the sharp flakes them-

selves. To the Leakeys and others, the

numerous bones of both large and small

animals appeared to be the results of hunt-

ing, butchering, and marrow extraction,

showing that animal flesh was of some

importance to the early hominid diet.

Recent evidence, such as marks on

some of the Olduvai bones, indicates that

animals the size of wildebeests or larger

were killed, eaten, and abandoned by

large predators such as lions, hyenas, and

saber-toothed cats; hominids may have

merely scavenged the leftovers. Several

specialists now agree that early hominids

obtained at least marrow mainly in this

way. The picture with regard to the re-

mains of smaller animals, such as gazelle-

sized antelopes, is less certain. Paleo-

anthropologists Henry Bunn and Ellen

Kroll believe that the cut-marked upper

limb bones of small, medium-sized, and

large animals found at Olduvai Gorge

demonstrate that hominids were butcher-

ing the meaty limbs with cutting tools.

Since modem-day lions and hyenas rap-

idly and completely consume small prey,

leaving little or nothing for potential scav-

engers, Bunn and Kroll conclude that

hominids must have acquired the smaller

animals by hunting. But another scholar.

Kay Behrensmeyer, suggests that a small

group of hominids could have obtained

these bones, not by hunting, but by driving

off timid predators, such as cheetahs or

jackals, from their kills.

Since carnivores play a key role in all

these scenarios, three years ago I began

thinking about studying then- behavior

and ecology. About the same time, a col-

league directed me to a paper on the tree-

climbing abilities of early hominids. The

authors (anatomists Randall L. Susman,

Jack T Stem, and William L. Jungers)

analyzed the limb bones of Homo habilis

specimens from Olduvai Gorge, as well as

those of the early hominid Australo-
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pithecus afarensis (better known as

Lucy). They concluded that early homi-

nids were probably not as efficient as we
are at walking on two feet, but they were

better than we are at climbing trees and

suspending themselves from branches. At
the very least, given their apparent lack of

fire, early hominids must have used trees

as refuges from large predators and as

sleeping sites.

One evening, as I watched a documen-
tary film by Hugh Miles about a female

leopard and her cubs in Kenya's Masai
Mara Reserve, carnivore behavior and
early hominid tree climbing suddenly con-

nected for me. In the film, a pack of hye-

J^
nas attempt to scavenge an antelope that

the mother leopard has killed. At the sight

of the hyenas, the leopard grabs the prey

in her jaws and carries it up a small tree.

This striking behavior sparked my curios-

ity and sent me to the library the next

morning to find out more about leopards.

I learned that the leopard differs from

other large African carnivores in a variety

of ways. Although it occasionally kills

large animals, such as adult wildebeests

and topi or young giraffes, the leopard

preys primarily on smaller antelopes, such

as Thomson's gazelles, impala, and

Grant's gazelles, and on the young of both

large and small species. Unable to defend

its kills on the ground from scavenging by

lions and spotted hyenas, both of which

often forage in groups, the usually solitary

leopard stores each kill in a tree, returning

to feed but otherwise frequently abandon-

ing it for varying lengths of time.

Although the leopard may not consume

its entire prey immediately, the tree-

stored kills are relatively safe from theft.

(Even lions, which can climb trees, usually

take little notice of this resource.) As a

result, a kill can persist in a tree for several

days. Also, leopard kills appear to be more

predictably located than those of lions and

hyenas because leopards tend to maintain

a small territorial range for several years



After ambushing a topi, a species oflarge antelope, a

leopard in Kenya 's Masai Mara Game Reserve kills

it by suffocation. Unlike lions, which often hunt

in groups, leopards are solitary predators.
Photographs by Joe McDonald

and occasionally reuse feeding trees. Fi-

nally, leopard kills are usually found in the

woodlands near lakes and rivers, the habi-

tat apparently preferred by early homi-

nids. Such circumstances, I reasoned,

might have once provided an ideal feeding

opportunity for tree-climbing hominids,

particularly Homo habilis. By scavenging

from the leopard's temporarily abandoned

larder, early hominids could have ob-

tained the fleshy and marrow-rich bones

of small- to medium-sized prey animals in

relative safety.

Fossil evidence shows that ancestors of

present-day leopards were contemporane-

ous with early hominids and shared the

same habitats. The antiquity of tree-cach-

ing behavior is harder to prove, but it is

supported by paleoanthropologist C. K.

Brain's excavations of ancient caves in

southern Africa's Sterkfontein Valley. In

the vertical, shaftlike caves. Brain found

the fossil remains of hominids, baboons,

and antelopes, and of leopards and other

large carnivores. The size of the prey ani-

mals and the selection of body parts, as

well as puncture marks on some of the

cranial bones of hominids and baboons,

suggested that many of these fossils were

the remains of leopard meals. Brain

guessed that they had fallen into the caves

from leopard feeding trees growing out of

the mouths of the caves.

Given its similarities to the ancient

environments represented at the early ar-

cheological sites—extensive grasslands

with wooded lakes, rivers, and streams

—

the Serengeti National Park in northern

Tanzania seemed an ideal living labora-

tory in which to test my hypothesis. I trav-

eled there in July 1987, accompanied by

Robert J. Blumenschine, who had con-

ducted an earlier study there on scaveng-

ing opportunities provided by lions and

hyenas. Along the Wandamu River, a

tributary of the Seronera, we were fortu-

nate to find an adult female leopard and

her thirteen-month-old (nearly full-grown)

male cub that tolerated our Land-Rover.

We spent a total of about fifty hours, dur-

ing the day and at night, observing these

leopards at three fresh, tree-stored kills of

Thomson's gazelles. The leopards fre-

quently left the carcasses unguarded be-

tween feedings. On one occasion, a com-

plete young Thomson's gazelle, killed the

previous evening, was abandoned for nine

daylight hours (we found the leopards

resting approximately two miles away).

Without directly confronting these preda-

tors, therefore, a creature able to climb

trees could have easily carried off" the

same amount of flesh and marrow as it

could obtain from hunting.

Following this preliminary work, I be-

gan a long-term study during the dry sea-

son (July through October) of 1988. I set

out to record the species, age, and sex of

each leopard kill, as well as how it was

consumed. In addition, once the tree-

stored kills were entirely abandoned, I col-

lected and documented the remaining

bones that still held flesh or marrow. Of
particular importance were the numbers

and kinds of skeletal parts remaining and

the tooth marks, tooth punctures, and

fractures inflicted on these bones by the

leopards: these provided a recognizable

signature of leopard kills, something I

could compare with finds from the early

archeological sites. Finally, I took notes on

how long and how often leopards tempo-

rarily abandoned their kills, the circum-
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stances under which they did so, the size

of their home ranges, and their relation-

ships with other carnivores.

I chose to observe the same female leop-

ard and male cub that Blumenschine and

I had watched during our pilot study. As is

common among leopards, the male (now
more than two years old) had separated

from his mother and was living alone

along the Seronera River and several of its

tributaries, including the Wandamu. His

range encompassed about twenty-one

square miles, while the female's was
smaller, about fourteen square miles, in-

cluding the headwaters of the Wandamu
and Seronera. The female had been seen

mating in mid-March of 1988 and, after a

gestation period of approximately three

months, had given birth to two cubs, a

male and a female. Since none of the ani-

mals were radio collared, I had to patrol

the riverine woodlands continually (and

sometimes fruitlessly) day and night in

search of the adult leopards or tree-stored

kills. On some days, friendly, sharp-eyed

Tanzanian safari bus drivers would stop

me to report the location of the leopards,

and I'd return the favor by giving

campfire talks to their clients.

During the early part of my study, the

mother leopard would go off to hunt for

long periods of time during the day and at

night, leaving her suckling cubs in her

den. In addition to Thomson's gazelles and

an occasional reedbuck, she also took

smaller prey, such as hares and rock hy-

raxes. She would often hunt in open grass-

land and normally ranged no more than

one or two miles from the den. The male,

on the other hand, foraged more fre-

quently over a larger area and in one in-

stance ranged ten miles in a twenty-four-

hour period. Although there was notice-

able overlap in their ranges and they were

no doubt aware of each other's presence

through scent marks, the female and her

adult offspring avoided direct contact.

After some weeks I observed the female

provisioning her young, first with hyrax

hunted in the granite outcrops {kopjes)

close to the den and later with the remain-

ing portions of her tree-stored kills of

Thomson's gazelles. Once 1 observed the

cubs feeding on the partly eaten carcass of

a newborn topi. While they fed, the fe-

male left the den and unsuccessfully pur-

sued another young topi.

During subsequent weeks 1 observed

the female killing primarily Thomson's

gazelles and bringing her cubs to these

kills. As the cubs began to feed more regu-

larly on meat, she provisioned them with

hares, hyraxes, an Egyptian mongoose,



A baboon, below, moves to the ends ofslender branches

to evade capture by a leopard. Troops ofbaboons

can even chase offleopards, but at night some baboonsfall

victim while they sleep. A leopard drags the carcass

ofanimpala right up into afeeding tree

and guinea fowl. Early one morning, as I

followed her on a hunt through the tall

grass bordering the Wandamu River, she

stumbled upon an eight-foot-long python.

After a brief tussle, she killed it, dragged

it into the dry riverbed, and ate more than

five feet of it, bones and all, in half an

hour. Two days later she killed a smaller

python in the same vicinity and shared it

with her cubs.

At night I followed the adult male hunt-

ing reedbuck along the Wandamu and

Seronera rivers. I never saw him succeed:

he usually ended up slinking off to a

chorus of whistling reedbuck alarm calls.

He was quite skilled, however, at taking

Thomson's gazelles and once had two

adult Tommies stored in the same tree.

The male leopard's largest kill was an

adult male Grant's gazelle that weighed

more than 1 50 pounds. Too heavy to haul

into the protection of a tree, the carcass

remained at the base of the tree where the

leopard rested during the night. Without

interference from other large carnivores

or vultures, the leopard fed intermittently

on one of the hind limbs and the stomach

and rib cage through most of the following

day. In midaftemoon, however, a lone

spotted hyena caught scent of the kill and

made three attempts to scavenge the car-

cass. Driven off by the leopard's furious

attacks, the hyena moved away and gave

off a series of complicated whoop calls

delivered with its head bent toward the

ground. Within ten minutes, five other

hyenas arrived at the spot. The leopard

took refuge in the tree and watched as

three of the six hyenas devoured the ga-

zelle carcass in eleven minutes and carried

off the few remaining bones.

I was usually able to observe and video-

tape the leopards at very close range and

to record the sequence in which they ate

the parts of their prey. I found that leop-

ards consume young and adult Tommies
in a fairly regular way: the hindquarters

and the marrow-rich ends of the upper

hind limb bones are eaten first; the rib

flesh, ribs, internal organs, and vertebrae

are next on the menu; the nose, facial

flesh, and throat follow; and the flesh and
ends of the upper forelimb bones are the

last to disappear. The lower limb bones

and the remains of the head are usually

left dangling over a tree limb from strips

of skin, to dance in the hot wind.

Once the carcasses were abandoned, I

photographed and collected the remains.

After the bones were boiled, defleshed,

and tabulated, the damage on many of

them could be matched to the shearing,

crushing, and puncturing action of the

leopard's powerful jaws, as recorded on

the videotapes. The patterns derived from

the damaged bones will eventually be

compared with the small antelope remains

from Olduvai Gorge and other archeologi-

cal sites attributed to early hominids.

While Brain's work in South Africa im-

plicates leopards as predators of early

hominids, including the genus Homo,
some hominids may have also benefited

from living near these carnivores. Tree-
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stored leopard kills could have provided

an important resource to early scavenging

hominids, and the sharp, broken limb

bones from the partly eaten prey could

have been used to peel back the hide,

expose the flesh of the carcasses, and re-

move large muscle bundles. This activity

may even have given early hominids the

initial impetus to make and use tools in the

extraction of animal nutrients.

Some paleoanthropologists have ar-

gued that scavenging was an unlikely sub-

sistence strategy for early hominids, since

large predators require expansive home
ranges and kills by these carnivores are

rare in any particular area. They also con-

tend that very little is left over from such

kills after the predator is finished and that

hominid competition with large carni-

vores for these leftovers would be a dan-

gerous activity My 1988 observations

suggest something quite different. During

approximately two months in the dry sea-

son, I documented sixteen kills of small

and medium antelopes made by my adult

male and female leopards within an ap-

proximately four-by-eight-mile area. The
majority of these kills, still retaining abun-

dant flesh and marrow, were temporarily

abandoned by the leopards for three to

eight and a half hours during a single day.

The tree-stored leopard kills consisted

mainly of adult and juvenile Thomson's

gazelles. Compared with kills of similar-

sized prey made on the ground by Seren-

geti lions and hyenas, as recorded by

Blumenschine, the tree-stored leopard

kills lasted longer, off'ering large quanti-

ties of flesh and marrow for two or more

days. In part this was because they were

not subject to many scavengers. The leop-

ard kills were also more predictably lo-

cated on the landscape than those of lions

in the same area. In modern leopard popu-

lations, a male maintains a relatively large

territory that overlaps with the usually

smaller territories of several females. This

pattern often means that several tree-

stored kills are available simultaneously

during a given period of time within a

relatively small area.

An obvious question is how leopards

would have responded to repeated theft of

their tree-stored kills by early hominids.

Would they, perhaps, have abandoned

portions of their ranges if such thefts oc-

curred with sufficient regularity? Al-

though I haven't yet tested this, I don't

think they would have. According to my
observations and those of other research-

ers, leopards are usually more successful

at hunting larger prey, such as gazelles

and impala, at night. This gives them the

opportunity to consume part of such kills

before the arrival of any daytime scaven-

gers. They thus should be able to obtain

enough nourishment to warrant remaining

in a territory, despite some such losses.

Like modem baboons and chimpan-

zees, early hominids may have killed some

small animals, such as newborn antelopes.

But they could have acquired all sizes of

animal carcasses without hunting if the

prey killed by leopards is taken into ac-

count. The wide assortment of animal

bones at sites like Olduvai Gorge, which

have been attributed to ground-based

hunting and scavenging, could instead be

attributed to scavenging only, both in

trees and on the ground. Leopard kills

would then have provided much of the

flesh consumed by early hominids, while

carcasses abandoned on the ground by

other large predators would have yielded

primarily bone marrow. Additional flesh

may have come from the remains of large

kills made by saber-toothed cats or from

the carcasses of animals that drowned

when herds migrated across ancient lakes.

While we can't observe the behavior of

our early ancestors, the present-day inter-

actions between leopards and some other

primate species can be instructive. Ba-

boons, for example, often fall victim to

leopards while they sleep at night in trees

or caves. During the day, however, ba-

boons regularly attack, displace, and ac-

cording to one account, even kill leopards.

In western Tanzania, a park ranger re-

ported that during the day, a group of
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A dangling tail, right, can be the best tip-

offto thepresence ofa sleeping leopard.

Although they sleep much ofthe time,

leopards are alert toprey opportunities

both day and night. Below: A leopard and
the impala it has left in its larder.

baboons saw a leopard in a tree with the

carcass of an impala. Barking out alarm

calls, the adult and adolescent male ba-

boons chased the leopard for about three-

tenths of a mile. The females and young
baboons stayed with the carcass and be-

gan to eat, until the males returned and
took possession of the kill.

Similarly, although chimpanzees in

western Tanzania are the occasional prey

of leopards, there is a report that one day
some chimpanzees scavenged what was
apparently a tree-stored leopard kill. On a

more dramatic occasion, also during the

day, a group of chimpanzees was observed

noisily surrounding a leopard lair from
which an adult leopard was heard growl-

ing (see "Leopard Killers of Mahale,"
Natural History, March 1988). A male
chimpanzee entered the lair and emerged
with a leopard cub, which it and the others

killed without reprisal from the adult leop-

ard. This type of shifting day-night,

predatory-parasitic relationship may
once have existed between leopards and
our early hominid ancestors. D
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The Nature ofa Painter
With singular intensity, Walter Inglis Anderson devoted

his art and his life to Mississippi's Gulf coast

by Jack Rudloe

I first heard of the man a decade ago, when I was

working on a book about shrimping. I was packing my

suitcase, getting ready to go to Mississippi to catch

opening day of the fishing season. All the shrimpers in

Panacea, Florida, were heading west to be in Pascagoula

when the season opened so they could partake of the rich

harvest of brown shrimp. The television was on in the

background, but I paid it no attention.

Then a film called The Islander came on. It was about

Walter Anderson, an artist-recluse who had lived in

Ocean Springs, Mississippi, and created thousands of

watercolors and pen-and-ink drawings of every

imaginable creature that swam the waters, flew the

skies, and crawled upon the land. Packing forgotten, I

watched with fascination the story of his life. Trained in

New York, Philadelphia, and Paris, he nevertheless

spent most of his adult life in Ocean Springs. He

frequently rowed fourteen miles out to Horn Island, one

of the narrow barrier islands within sight of his home on

the Gulf coast, to live as a hermit and paint.

He was considered an eccentric. People laughed when

they saw him high in the branches of an oak tree in

downtown Ocean Springs, sketching blue jays in their

nests. For Anderson the professional isolation of a small

southern town and his inability to support his family by

working as an artist were often more than he could

handle. He had bouts with mental illness. After some

Ocean Springs citizens circulated a petition to paint over

his murals in the community center, he became

increasingly reclusive. The seclusion of Horn Island was

his salvation. He died in 1965 virtually unknown.

I knew I would have to see his work firsthand, for we

both appreciated the complexities and beauty of the

Text adapted from The Living Dock. © 1977, 1988 by Jack Rudloe; Fulcrum, Inc.

Paintings from the collection of the family of Walter I. Anderson.
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Gulf of Mexico, were drawn to its life and its mysteries. I

spent the next week at sea, sleeping by day, shrimping by

night. It was hot, grueling, sweaty work. When we

anchored off the Mississippi barrier islands, I thought

about the hermit-artist Walter Anderson. He had lived

as part of the environment of Horn Island, devoured by

sand gnats, yellow flies, and bugs. He withstood the

freezing north winds and the broiling heat and became

part of the seasons of the sea. No doubt the yellow flies

biting me were descendants of the ones that had

tormented him.

After the boat docked in Pascagoula, I caught a ride

to Ocean Springs and turned off onto a road paved with

broken seashells to reach the Anderson complex. Time

seemed to freeze; instantly the subdivisions and

"carscapes" of an exploding sunbelt town were left

behind, and the Old South returned. It was as wooded as

my home in Panacea. Jutting out over the marsh from a

shoreline covered with massive slash pines and live oaks

draped with moss was his family's dock. It was from this

dock, with its old silver planking, that Walter Anderson

had embarked in his small skiff, crossing the Mississippi

Sound to Horn Island. My affinity for the man and the

place grew.

After days at sea I suppose I looked a little wild, and it

took some persistence before I convinced Sissy,

Anderson's widow, and her daughter Mary to let me see

his work. Finally Mary led me to his little cottage

beneath the moss-draped oaks of the coastal forest, not

far from the dock. In the last years of his life, he allowed

no one into his cottage. After he died, his family opened

the doors and gazed with wonder and surprise at the vast

multitude of watercolors, pen-and-ink drawings, block

prints, wood carvings, and sculptures he had left. There

were more than 30,000.

One room was totally empty of furnishings, but every

inch of the walls was covered with murals. I stood reeling

at the power of his artwork and vision—for there, from

floor to ceiling, was a re-creation of life on earth.

Anderson saw what visionaries see, and he tried to

capture the flow of life as it spiraled its way into each and

every living form. He was fascinated with the patterns of

Sargassum crab
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nature, the repetitive forms of convergent evolution, the

symmetry of crabs, the motion of birds, and the spirals of

conch shells. Anderson was so enamored of energy that

he once lashed himself to a tree and rode out a terrifying

hurricane to better understand the energy of the swirling

forces of clouds, wind, and water.

Mary Anderson Pickard led me to an old building

where many of his watercolors and paintings were

stored. She let me go through the conservation boxes

filled with his drawings. Mary had spent years

cataloging and publicizing them on television, in books,

and in lectures so others could see them. There were

stacks of folders marked "insects" or "seashells" or

"turtles," "frogs," "snakes," "birds," "marsh grass," or

"trees." He left nothing out.

I looked through folders until I was dazed: 3,000

fragile drawings on flimsy, 8'/2-by-l 1-inch paper,

yellowing with age. Just when I thought I couldn't take

more, something new would attract my attention. He
captured some of the amusing mannerisms of animals

—

for example, how a praying mantis thrusts its butt into

the air as it walks about on spindly legs and stares at the

world through bulbous eyes.

Anderson drew sea hares copulating, pelicans in

flight. I'm convinced that if he didn't draw it, it was

because he never saw it. Stingrays, sharks, cowfish, and

batfish, they were all there. When he painted oak trees,

like the ones that surrounded his cottage, the boughs and

trunks twisted and reached up like living things, almost

as if their growth were filmed by time-lapse

photography. Bark fascinated him. He loved its

reptilian, scaly nature. He could feel the awesome

patterns of woods, their flowing lines paralleling the

waves rolling up on the beach.

The way he studied form was to draw an object again

and again and again, trying to get it "right" for the

twentieth time. There was a whole folder of works on an

octopus, a single specimen he had found on the shore,

each painting capturing a diff"erent aspect of its

movement or color, a new position, a better view of its

cold, brooding eyes or the sucker disks on its tentacles.

He drew the big swamp lubber grasshoppers from every

angle, turning them over and over, pulling out their legs

when dead, extending their wings, essentially dissecting



River cooter

them visually in order to see what they were made of.

I was especially taken by Anderson's drawings of

shrimp, since I had been handhng thousands of them in

my week at sea. No one had ever captured their frenetic,

hysterical qualities before. His looked as if they were

about tojump off the paper. In some cases, his

incomplete drawings and studies say more about how he

saw life than the finished products do.

In addition to the paintings and artwork he left

behind, there were logbooks filled with thousands of

pages of observations about the beauty of the Mississippi

coast. He wrote about the river, its eternal trek to the sea,

and how it built the barrier islands. The poetry of the

ocean and the forms encountered there seemed to be

enough for him; but even so, he paid an enormous

personal price. D
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Reviews

Night Life
by John Alcock

In his latest book, Alexander Skutch

points out that birds spend as much as half

of their lives sleeping or at least resting.

Even so, few of us would have dreamed it

possible to write an extended treatise on

sleeping birds. Skutch, however, has suc-

ceeded in producing a useful and readable

text on the subject, working from his own
vast experience with the birds of Central

America and a surprising array of papers

from ornithological journals.

In chapters that deal with a diversity of

topics—from the sleeping habits of oce-

anic birds to "dormitory" construction by

some land birds—the author presents in-

formation on the behavior of nearly 500

species. Here the reader will learn about

such exotics as the blue-throated green

motmot, the pygmy parrot, the plain

xenops, and the highland white-bellied

pied tit, as well as how the more familiar

starling, chimney swift, and northern

house wren spend their nights.

The attempt to be encyclopedic creates

some literary problems for the author (and

his readers). For example, in one fourteen-

page block, Skutch expounds on the sleep-

ing tactics of twelve species of wrens from

the southern house wren to the cactus

wren. Even dedicated bird watchers may
find it difficult to remain attentive as this

catalog of wrens proceeds, especially be-

cause adults of the species discussed be-

have similarly (they sleep with their de-

pendent fledglings in dormitories).

The annotated wren list is by no means

an isolated example. Nevertheless, the

book possesses three redeeming features

that encourage the general reader to per-

sist. First, Skutch liberally salts his chap-

ters with accounts of his own observations,

which he describes in charming and invit-

ing prose. Thus, on sleeping southern

house wrens:

In the highlands of Guatemala I found nine

wrens passing the night in as many shallow

Bobwhites preparing for sleep Illustrations by N Jofin Sctimitt
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niches and short tunnels in a roadside bank.

The tenant of each niche slept with its head
inward. All its body feathers were erected,

revealing light, ordinarily concealed bases

that made the little bird appear to have just

flown into its shelter from a snowstorm—an
illusion supported by the penetratingly cold

mountain air. In each ball of downy feath-

ers the sleeper's head was hidden; only its

barred tail, projecting toward me, was
clearly distinguishable. The tuft of feather-

down pulsated with the rapid breathing of

the tiny body in its midst.

Abundant anecdotes of this sort reveal

the author's patient attention to detail and

fondness for his subjects, attributes that

have made Skutch one of the greatest of

twentieth-century bird naturalists. These

delightful vignettes are complemented

beautifully by the highly aesthetic

scratchboard illustrations of N. John

Schmitt.

The second major virtue of Birds

Asleep lies in its documentation of the

diversity of ways in which different spe-

cies of birds spend their resting hours.

Although some birds build special sleep-

ing nests, others only use the nests in

which they have laid or will lay their eggs.

Still others rest at night in naturally occur-

BiRDS Asleep, by Alexander F. Skutch.

University of Texas Press, $24.95; 224

pp., illus.

ring shelters, including thick shrubbery,

crannies in tree trunks, holes in clay

banks, or burrows in snow drifts. In con-

trast, some birds sleep right out in the

open on the ground or on water or on

exposed twigs at the tops of trees. A few

even supposedly doze on the wing, al-

though the evidence on this point is en-

tirely circumstantial. For example, non-

breeding sooty terns do not alight on land

nor will their water-absorbent plumage

permit them to rest for long upon the

ocean. But perhaps they simply do not

sleep at all for months at a time.

The case of the sooty tern highlights the

problem of defining sleep in birds. Al-

though sleep in birds can be deduced from

closed eyes and immobility, does it also

invariably involve metabolic and physio-

logical changes in brain activity? The

book avoids this question by not covering

the admittedly small literature on brain

activity in sleeping birds.

Skutch does document that not only do

the hideaways used by sleeping (resting?)

birds vary but so does their readiness to

seek out the company of others. Many
species sleep alone or at most with a conju-

gal partner. On the other hand, families

may form sleeping groups, and in some
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birds, unrelated individuals of the same or

mixed species gather by the millions to

roost at night in one massive aggregation.

The diversity of sleeping tactics among
birds arouses curiosity about the evolution

of so many permutations of sleeping be-

havior. The book's third virtue lies in its

attempts to satisfy this curiosity. For ex-

ample, Skutch discusses at length why
some bird families sleep together year

round in special sleeping nests. This is an

evolutionary problem that can be explored

in different ways. On one level, our under-

standing of the behavior would be im-

proved if we knew the historical sequence

of events that led up to the origins of this

unusual behavior in birds. The author of-

fers a scenario in which the first step in a

series leading to family occupation of a

dormitory was the use of a breeding nest

Black-faced bushtit at nest
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as a dormitory by a single parent. After

this initial historical event, the sleeping

behavior of some species may have been

slightly modified so that the parent or

parents permitted their offspring to share

the breeding nest as a sleeping site. Even-

tually, among these species there may
have been some that began to build nest-

like structures in which parents and off-

spring shared the dormitory until the

young became independent. Finally, in a

few species, family groups containing in-

dependent young and, subsequently, even

unrelated adults may have come to oc-

cupy dormitories year round.

Skutch's scenario strikes me as plausi-

ble, although no one has rigorously tested

this or alternative hypotheses on the his-

torical steps leading from one to another

"stage" in the evolution of communal use
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of sleeping dormitories in birds. The most

useful source of information on the topic

would be groups of closely related species

in which many variants on the dormitory

theme occur. As Skutch notes, such

groups do exist (the wrens and the wood-

peckers among them). I was disappointed

that he did not take a representative fam-

ily and show how the scenario might apply

in a particular case. Instead, the author

simply presents this one possible historical

sequence, which he uses primarily as an

organizational device for categorizing the

species' accounts of sleeping behavior.

Furthermore, Skutch seems also to be

arguing that permanent communal shar-

ing of sleeping dormitories is somehow an

"advanced" or "higher level" sleeping ar-

rangement. The notion that evolution pro-

ceeds to ever-superior stages of existence

will not appeal to readers of Stephen Jay

Gould's Natural History essays. The al-

ternative view is that family occupation of

dormitories is not an inherently superior

form of sleeping behavior toward which

all birds are evolving, but rather that it is

adaptive only under special environmen-

tal circumstances. To the author's credit,

he presents information on both the possi-

ble disadvantages and the benefits of this

and other forms of sleeping behavior in

birds. Thus, the reader is exposed to an-

other kind of evolutionary analysis of be-

havior, one that focuses on the possible

adaptive value of the different options,

rather than their historical antecedents.

For example, consider a really funda-

mental question: why do birds sleep at all?

Skutch suggests that one adaptive func-

tion might be avoidance of predators and

another might be conservation of energy

during times (usually at night) when indi-

viduals could not acquire food safely or

efficiently The energy-conservation hy-

pothesis predicts that sleeping birds

should act to save body heat and thus their

limited supply of metabolic fuel. Heat

conservation could perhaps be promoted

by sleeping in dormitories whose walls

shield against cold winds that would carry

body heat from exposed individuals. Al-

ternatively, clustering in groups could

lead to reduced heat loss for individuals

able to share each other's body heat.

The energy-conservation hypothesis

predicts, therefore, that both clustering

and dormitory building should be linked

to cold nighttime temperatures. Readers

of the book will learn that the hypothesis

can be rejected in some cases and retained

in others. For many species whose mem-

bers can either sleep apart or form sleep-

ing groups, clustering increases on cold

nights. On the other hand, dormitory con-

struction seems independent of tempera-
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tures, at least for Cape penduline tits,

which habitually sleep in communal shel-

ters even during the hottest months in

South Africa, and for a sample of Guate-

malan dormitory-building birds, which oc-

cur equally in the cold highland and warm
lowland habitats.

Or consider another sleeping tactic of

some birds in which individuals fly to

large, communal open-air roosts. There is

no evidence that the aggregation of indi-

viduals can significantly increase air tem-

perature and so reduce body heat losses.

Furthermore, Skutch notes that roosting

birds have expended energy to reach the

communal roost, energy that they could

save were they to rest wherever they hap-

pened to be at the end of the day. Once at

the roost their collective activities noisily

advertise their location to predators. Fur-

ther, birds in dense groups are exposed to

vermin carried by their neighbors and

may suffer the damaging indignity of hav-

ing their plumage fouled by companions

above them.

Skutch briefly reviews some possible

benefits that for certain species could out-

weigh the many disadvantages of commu-
nal roosting, among them the safety-in-

numbers hypothesis (individuals gain by

the predator-detection abilities of their

many neighbors) and the information cen-

ter hypothesis (birds aggregate at night in

order to follow others the next morning to

feeding sites known to successful forag-

ers). The author's sketches of these and

other hypotheses represent an introduc-

tion to topics that are still incompletely

studied.

I found the collation of adaptive ex-

planations for various sleeping tactics use-

ful and intriguing, although assessment of

competing ideas and evidence was some-

times made difficult by their scattered

presentation. Nevertheless, this is a book

that can be recommended for its ability to

make us think about the evolution of a

phenomenon that is more varied and more

evocative than we might have imagined.

Even in their breeding season. Melodious
Blackbirds, whose nests were scattered sin-

gly, gathered in numbers to roost in a dense

stand of Giant Canes beside the Rio Morja.
... I knew no more delightful way to end
the day than by sitting on the sandy shore

beside the canes, listening to the clear,

soothing whistles that issued from among
them. As the Melodious Blackbirds grew
drowsy, their notes became lower and more
widely spaced, until in the deepening dark
they fell asleep and were heard no more.

John Alcock is a professor of zoology at

Arizona State University and a lifelong

bird watcher.
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This Land

Kejimkujik, Nova Scotia
by Robert H. Mohlenbrock

A 147-square-mile wilderness of lakes

and forests, Kejimkujik is one of Canada's

thirty-four national parks, one of two in

Nova Scotia. The region was once inhab-

ited by Micmac Indians, whose picto-

graphs still appear on rocks bordering

some of the lake shores. Visitors to the

park, which is known as Keji for short,

may explore its connected waterways by

canoe or hike the many trails through for-

ests of conifers and deciduous trees. One
grove of 400-year-old hemlocks is particu-

larly impressive, with a mossy forest floor

punctuated by delicate orchids.

When I visited Keji, I expected to get a

good look at boreal vegetation—low-grow-

ing trees, short-season wildflowers, and

other plants characteristic of cool temper-

ate climates. What I wasn't prepared to

find was a mixture of boreal plants with

Coastal Plain species. The Coastal Plain,

comprising most of the eastern and south-

em coasts of the United States, is a broad,

flat region that inclines gently toward the

sea. Cape Cod is usually considered its

northern end, while to the south it includes

the Florida Peninsula and follows the Gulf

coast into Mexico. The eastern strip of the

Coastal Plain extends inland to the Pied-

mont region of the Appalachian Moun-
tains, while the southern portion stretches

up the broad Mississippi River valley as

far north as the southern tip of Illinois.

The Coastal Plain arose sometime dur-

ing the Tertiary period, between 65 and

1 .8 million years ago, when the southeast-

em part of the United States became ele-

vated. Sedimentary layers of sands, silts,

and clays that had been deposited off'shore

were exposed in a band along the coast.

This often poorly drained land contained

acidic bogs, sand barrens, savannas, and

marshes that were eventually colonized by

plants. Most migrated from more south-

erly regions and from interior lowlands,

creating a varied and distinctive flora.

Coastal Plain vegetation is defined mainly

by where it is found, but overall it consists

of plants that grow in and near wetlands

and includes few trees. Exactly how far

north Coastal Plain habitats once ex-

tended is not known, because following

the Tertiary period, massive Ice Age gla-

ciers moved down from the north, destroy-

ing all vegetation in their path.

Today there are isolated groups of

Coastal Plain plants where one least ex-

pects them: in sands at the south end of

Lake Michigan and on Presque Isle in

Lake Erie, on sandy barrens in northwest-

era Wisconsin, in the Mohawk Valley and

around the Finger Lakes in New York,

and in the southwestern section of Nova

Scotia where Keji is located. For nearly a

century, botanists have been interested in

these plants with disjunct, or intermpted,

ranges, particularly those hundred or so

species that live along Lake Michigan's

shores. Naturalist Donald Culross Peattie

theorized that when the glaciers melted

away about 13,000 years ago, a series of

glacial lakes formed a connected water-

way to the ocean, providing a route for

Coastal Plain plants to migrate north to

what is now Lake Michigan.

Floating bladderwort in bloom

Oppositepage: Glacial boulders along

Lake Kejimkujik

On the eastern coast, the glaciers

ground their way south as far as southern

New England, spreading nearly to the

edge of the continental shelf. When the

last ice mass finally began to dissipate.

Coastal Plain species could have migrated

northward by colonizing shallow lakes,

streams, and bogs. Nova Scotian botanist

A. E. Roland speculates that an almost

continuous line of low bars and islands

provided a route north across the mouth of

the Gulf of Maine and along Georges

Bank to southwestera Nova Scotia.

Although Coastal Plain plants came

from milder climates, they could have mi-

grated into these areas soon after the re-

treat of glaciers. The climate had warmed

considerably, and although the large gla-

cial lakes would have been cold, the shal-

low, protected coastal lagoons and bays

would have warmed up quickly.

Keji's chief park interpreter, Peter

Hope, gave me a tour of the park's Coastal

Plain plants. Having recently spent a week

on the Coastal Plain of the Florida Pan-

handle, I was astonished to find several of

the same species in Nova Scotia. Some of

the plants native to both areas were the

shrubby inkberry holly, which grew in a

boggy habitat at Keji; the netted chain

fem and the pink-flowered Saint Johns-

wort, which preferred marshy sites; and

the delicate water pennywort, found at

lake's edge or even in shallow water. The

insect-catching small bladderwort bobbed

along a shoreline washed by waves, yel-

low-eyed grass appeared along a rocky

shoreline, and the Virginia meadow

beauty was scattered all across a spit of

land that jutted out into Lake Peskowesk.

Many parts of the Keji habitat are un-

stable: depending on the rainfall, lake lev-

els rise and fall, causing fluctuations in the

shoreline; winter ice sometimes tears out

patches of vegetation and pushes sand and

gravel into a higher barrier behind the

normal shoreline. 1 visited a variety of

sandy beaches, rocky banks, swales, bogs.
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and cobbly shores. Each area was a little

different owing to the vagaries of rain and

wind. In general, Coastal Plain species

persist where there is some, but not too

much, instability. The silts that often

build up in areas receiving heavy winds

seem to support the greatest number of

Coastal Plain plants. The soils of pro-

tected coves, instead, tend to become sta-

bilized, allowing boreal forest plants to

become established at the expense of the

Coastal Plain species.

This month, "This Land" columnist Rob-

ert H. Mohlenbrock takes a break from
his usual beat—the 154 U. S. national

forests—to introduce a neighboring terri-

tory. Mohlenbrock is Distinguished Pro-

fessor ofBotany at Southern Illinois Uni-

versity at Carbondale.

A carnivorous plant, the bladderwort has underwater bladders that capture and digest tiny aquatic insects.
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Up before

Dawn
by Thomas D. Nicholson

At the beginning of the month, a beauti-

ful gathering of four bright planets—Mer-

cury, Venus, Mars, and Saturn—is visible

in the southeast before dawn. The planets

became morning "stars" recently (Mars in

late September, Mercury, Venus, and

Saturn last month), but they have mostly

been too close to the sun or too dim to be

easily visible until now. By early Febru-

ary, however, they are poised to present a

striking morning sky show, which will be

continued into the spring.

The star maps below show how the

morning planets will appear from Febru-

ary through May. Early this month Mer-

cury, Mars, Venus, and Saturn are to the

left of the familiar "teapot" of Sagittarius

and follow it as they rise in the morning

sky. All are up by about 6:00 a.m. and are

visible until the morning twilight over-

takes them. At the beginning of the

month. Mercury and Saturn will appear

as a bright yellowish double "star" low in

the predawn twilight with brilliant Venus

to their immediate left. Usually difficult

to spot in the twilight glare. Mercury will

be relatively easy to see as a member of

this group. By midmonth, it will move

rapidly into the solar glare.

The crescent moon adds to the scene on

the 20th, 21st, and 22d (with the morning

of the 21st being the best). In the follow-

ing months, the planets spread out, but the

waning moon livens up the scene again

when it approaches Venus on March 23,

April 21, and May 21.

Events in the calendar below are given

in local time unless otherwise indicated.

February 1: The moon is at perigee

(nearest the earth). The two stars above it

are Hamal (the brighter) and Sheratan, in

Aries.

February 2: First-quarter moon is at

1:23 p.m., EST, in Aries.

February 3: Look to the southeast be-

fore dawn to see that close "yellow double

I star" pairing of Mercury and Saturn.
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^LESTiAL Events

Mercury is brighter and above Saturn.

Tiie moon moves slowly to the left, close to

and above the Pleiades early tonight.

February 5: The waxing gibbous moon
moves past Jupiter in Gemini, making its

closest approach at about 1 1 :00 p.m., EST.

February 7: Venus and Saturn are in

conjunction, but they rise well separated

just before dawn. Brighter and higher, Ve-

nus is easier to find, with Saturn below it.

Venus ends its retrograde (westerly) mo-

tion today and resumes direct (easterly)

motion, beginning a long sojourn as a

morning star, which will last until Septem-

ber but will be best early this spring.

February 9: The moon is full at 2:16

P.M., EST, and rises up in the sky ahead of

Leo and its bright star Regulus.

February 10-13: The waning gibbous

moon rises after sundown each night,

drifting east among the stars, away from

Regulus and toward Virgo's Spica, which

rises shortly before 1 1 :00 p.m.

February 14: Venus passes Saturn

again; they were nearly in "formation" for

a week. Both are up about one and a half

hours before the sun.

February 16: The moon is at apogee

(farthest from the earth).

February 17: Last-quarter moon is at

L48 p.m., est, but doesn't appear until

well after midnight (before 2:00 a.m.) ow-

ing to its far southerly location.

February 18-21: The reddish star near

the moon on the morning of the 1 8th is

Antares, in Scorpius. The moon slims

from last quarter to a thin waning crescent

and then joins Mars, Saturn, and Venus on
the 21st. All of them are in Sagittarius,

climbing with its rising "teapot" in the

predawn sky.

February 22: In the southeast before

dawn, Venus is at its brightest as a morn-

ing star, with the thin crescent moon be-

neath it.

February 24-25: Jupiter ends its retro-

grade motion, appearing in the western

evening sky, where it will linger for the
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next four months. New moon is at 3:54

A.M., EST, on the 25th.

February 26-28: The early crescent

moon may be sighted during evening twi-

light in the west on the 26th, and with

certainty on the 27th and 28th, when it

reaches perigee again.

Editor's Note: The Sky Map in the Janu-

ary issue shows the evening stars and con-

stellations for this month and gives the

dates and times for use.

Thomas D. Nicholson is director emeri-

tus of the American Museum.
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Adapted from 1602 Venetian book on the peoples of Africa

DO YOU HAVE A GOOD EYE?
A good eye for a photograph, that is. If you do, if you can see a

great picture and capture it on fiim, your time has come. It's time to

unleash your artistic sensitivities; time to prove your technical

competence; time to put your eye to a potentially rev\/arding

and ultimately challenging test because:

The NATURAL HISTORY 90th Anniversary Photographic Competition
is Open for Entries

This competition is part of ttie magazine's 90tti birthday ceie-

bration. So we have scraped together $10,000 in cash prizes.

Two eminent photographic firms, Kodak and Nikon, have
joined the party by cosponsoring the contest. Winners will be
published in the June 1990 issue of NATURAL HISTORY and ex-

hibited at the American Museum of Natural History.

PRIZES

Grand Prize—$2,000 (selected by the judges from all entries)

General Categories— First ($1,000) and Second ($500) Prizes

in each
• Wildlife

• Landscape
• The Human Family

Special Categories— First Prize ($750) in each
• A Sequence in Nature

• Human Impact on the Biosphere

• Humor

A number of Honorable Mentions ($250) will also be awarded.

RULES

1

.

All entries must be unmounted prints, preferably in double-

sized or jumbo version, but no larger than 5 by 7 inches. Do
not send original slides or film. Put the cotegory of entry and
your name and address on the back of each print.

2. You may submit up to six entries (a sequence is considered

a single entry). The pictures must have been taken by you

and not have been previously published.

3. The competition is open to everyone except employees of

the American Museum of Natural History, Nikon, and Kodak.

4. If your entry becomes a winner, you agree to lend us the

original film and to let Natural History publish, promote, and

exhibit the photographs.

5. Fill out and enclose an official entry form (or a facsimile).

6. If you would like the prints returned, you must include a self-

addressed, stamped envelope.

7. Entries must be postmarked no later than March 1. 1990.

-OFFICIAL ENTRY-

Nikon
We take tiie worlds
greatest pictures.

Name

Address

Phone (

NATURAL
HISTORY 90TH ANNIVERSARY PHOTO COMPETITION

CENTRAL PARK WEST AT 79TH ST, NEW YORK, N.Y 10024

Siiow Your True ColorsI'
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Park, incredible wildlife, spectacular
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cultures: entertainment and shopping: most complete cruise of
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The Origins of Mankind
Paleontologist Richard Leakey returns

to the Museum this month with a program

exploring the roots of humanity. The
chairman of the National Museums of

Kenya, Leakey led the team that discov-

ered a rare specimen of our extinct rela-

tive Homo erectus buried in volcanic ash

near Lake Turkana. The 1 .6-million-year-

old bones form one of the most complete

skeletons of an early human ancestor ever

found. Leakey will speak in the Main Au-

ditorium on Tuesday, February 6, at 6:00

and 8:30 p.m. Tickets are $10 for mem-
bers and $15 for nonmembers. For in-

formation on ticket availability, call (212)

769-5606.

The Breath of Life

Storyteller Diane Wolkstein, a leading

presenter of ancient oral literature, brings

an evening of Eskimo stories and songs to

the Museum in conjunction with the cur-

rent exhibition Crossroads of Continents.

Wolkstein and musical accompanist

Geoffrey Gordon perform traditional

tales of the Eskimo using special vocal

techniques and percussion. This program,

for adults only, takes place in the Kauf-

mann Theater at 7:30 p.m. on Thursday,

February 15. Tickets are $7 for members
and $10 for nonmembers.

Crossroads of Continents
Since Asians first migrated to America

more than 16,000 years ago, there have

been continual cultural contacts and ex-

changes across the Bering Strait. The first

major ethnographic exhibition to be

jointly developed by Soviet and North

American institutions. Crossroads of
Continents: Cultures of Siberia and

Storyteller Diane Wolkstein
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Alaska is currently on display in Gallery

3. The exhibition brings together for the

first time the art and history of the peoples

of northeastern Siberia, Alaska, and Brit-

ish Columbia. Some 500 artifacts, includ-

ing clothing, carvings, beadwork, masks,

musical instruments, kayaks, and weap-

ons, reflect the mythology, spiritual tradi-

tions, ecological adaptations, technologi-

cal development, and trade of these

northern peoples.

The American Museum of Natural

History houses one of the world's most ex-

tensive collections of Siberian artifacts,

gathered by the Jesup North Pacific Ex-

pedition of 1897-1903. The Museum of

Anthropology and Ethnography in Lenin-

grad, the world's leading repository of

Alaskan artifacts, has contributed objects

collected during the eighteenth and nine-

teenth centuries, when Alaska belonged

to Russia. Other objects on display are on

loan from the Smithsonian Institution and

other museums in the United States, the

Soviet Union, and Canada.

This exhibition will remain in Gallery 3

through March 25, 1990.

Black History Month
Throughout February the Museum cel-

ebrates Black History Month. African,

African-American, and Afro-Caribbean

music and dance will be performed by

Lady Gourd Sangoma, Ensemble Benas-

win, Montego Joe and Company, the

Multi-Ethnic African Music Ensemble,

Message from Our Ancestors, the B-1

Storytellers, and Harlem tap dancers

Charles "Cookie" Cook, Harriet Brown,

and Mickey Davidson. There will also be

demonstrations and lectures on the art of

African adornment, Yoruba and Fon in-

fluences on contemporary art, African re-

ligious practices in the American South,

the origins of gospel music, the African

presence in the Dominican Republic, Hai-

tian protest music, Afro-Cuban music and

dance, social themes in early independent

black cinema, black cowboys and black

Indians, and America's first professional

black theater company, the Lafayette

Players. For a full schedule of events, call

(212)769-5315.

These events take place at the American
Museum of Natural History, located on

Central Park West at 79th Street in New
York City. For more information about

the Museum, call (212) 769-5100.

Memberabilia
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DINOSAUR
COOKIE TIN/
CUTTERS
Four dinosaur cookie

cutters (Brontosaurus,

Tyrannosaurus Rex,

Stegosaurus, Triceratops)

and a delicious recipe are

packaged inside this 7 ¥4"

silver-colored tin with a

Stegosaurus on top.

Please send Dinosaur Cookie Tin/Cutters at $18.10 each including shipping

and handling.
Make checks payable to the

[yjyi^j^g American Museum of

Natural History. Send
ADDRESS ^^jg^^ ^^ Members' Book

Program, American

Museum of Natural History,

Central Park West at 79th

a Street, New York, NY
10024. Or call toll-free

1-800-234-5252.
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send today! You'll also receive our fully

illustrated catalog (mailed separately),

plus other offers on approval. Satisfac-

tion guaranteed. DON'T DELAY! (Limit

4 sets).

Littleton Coin Company, oept. lsb548. Luueton. nh oasei

'5)1988 LCC Serving collectors nationwide since 1945

Send coupon with payment to:

Littleton Coin Company
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,
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(3 coins: 1979 P. 1979 D. 1979 S) $5.00

Full 45-Day Money-Back Guarantee City/State/Zip_
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The Tried and the True
Do "authentic" recipes never change?

by Raymond Sokolov

In that yeasty time in the midsixties

when I went to work as a reporter in Paris,

the world was about to pop. The global

temblor that for a while was taken to be a

lasting cultural revolution filled the air

with its heady vapors. In 1967, I inter-

viewed the rector of the Nanterre campus

of the University of Paris, the tinderbox

where the student revolt of May and June

1968 started. Even a year before, it was

obvious that trouble was brewing, that the

static minuet of traditional French educa-

tion was going to break into the frug. The

signs of impending change were every-

where—in fashion, in popular music, in

attitudes toward sex and work. But there

was one part of life that seemed especially

unlikely to change. That was the life of the

table. Professors of literature might aban-

don their Racine and Milton texts and

turn to the analysis of Beatles lyrics, but

those of us seriously interested in food.

and particularly those of us interested in

French food, did not foresee gastronomic

change of any kind.

Speaking for myself, I thought of food

as the one important part of life in which

change did not play a fundamental role.

While music and art presented themselves

as historical developments—from Bach to

Boulez, from Masaccio to abstract ex-

pressionism—food was different. Unlike

the other arts, where the originality of an

individual creator lay at the heart of our

enjoyment, in the art of food, originality

was often a sign of vulgarity. Original reci-

pes were to be found in American wom-
en's magazines, concoctions of "clever"

new sauces made on the quick from

canned mushroom soup, and new casse-

roles dressed up with pineapple rings. Se-

rious cooks shunned these grotesqueries,

and serious eaters shunned hotel food, in-

ternational and continental menus.

(Two pre-Columbian recipes of Taillevent, translated and adapted

for the modern kitchen by Barbara Ketcham Wheaton in Savoring the Past,

University of Pennsylvania Press, 1983)

Blancmange of Capon for a Sick Person

2'/2 pounds breast meat of capon

2 quarts good chicken stock

1 cup finely ground almonds

1 teaspoon ginger

Va teaspoon cardamom
6 blanched almonds, slivered

Pomegranate seeds

Sugar

Poach the capon in the chicken stock

until it is cooked (about 20 minutes or a

little more). Let cool.

Cut up the meat and pass it through a

food mill fitted with a fine grid. Beat in

the ground almonds and, if desired, the

spices. (Wheaton added the ginger and

cardamom to the recipe with justification

from a reference elsewhere; these ingredi-

ents are not mentioned in the Taillevent

text.)

Dilute with as much of the cooking

broth as is necessary to make the mixture

agreeably moist but still rather stiff. Stick

the slivered almonds into the top of half of

the mixture and the pomegranate seeds

into the other half; sprinkle this second

half with sugar.

Hypocras

3 cups dry red wine

2 ounces fresh ginger, sliced and

peeled

1 tablespoon whole cloves

2 ounces stick cinnamon
1 tablespoon cardamom

3'/3 cups granulated sugar

Put all the ingredients in a stainless

steel, enamel, or earthenware pot to heat,

without boiling, for about 1 5 minutes, stir-

ring to dissolve the sugar.

Strain through a fine sieve, repeatedly

if necessary, to remove all spices. Let cool

and serve at room temperature or slightly

chilled.

Yield; About 6 cups
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L Matter of Taste

Gastronomes of the late sixties ran from

originality and instead beat their brains

out trying to reproduce the tried and true

recipes of French and, sometimes, Italian

tradition. I can recall spending a day fol-

lowing every step in Julia Child's volumi-

nous recipe for the French regional bean

casserole, cassoulet. The result was deli-

cious, confirming my prejudice that care-

fully, laboriously copied classics, with no

substitute ingredients and no new wrinkles

added by me or anyone else, were the only

acceptable way to cook well.

When I thought about it, I justified this

doggedly conservative outlook by invok-

ing a theory of food history not unlike

modem science's vision of the history of

glaciers. In a past so distant as to brook no

contemplation, an unimaginably slow

process had ground out our food heritage

and left the recipes behind, like eskers and

drumlins—stony relics to be accepted as

part of the landscape, respected and en-

joyed as they were. In effect, this meant

that people like me were acting as if food

had no history at all. Cooking on a serious

level was a form of practical anthropology

in which the food rites of various cultures

were noted down and then reenacted. The
English food writer Elizabeth David epit-

omized this approach for many of us. She

had lived in Italy for extended periods,

and after World War II, she tramped

about the devastated countryside gather-

ing recipes from native informants.

In a less peripatetic but basically simi-

lar way, Julia Child, while resident in

Paris in the late fifties, collaborated with

two Frenchwomen, Simone Beck and

Louisette BerthoUe, on the crucial text for

American cooks of the next decade. Mas-
tering the Art ofFrench Cooking {196\).

In their foreword. Child, Beck, and

BerthoUe do not ever discuss history or

change. Typically for the time, they ap-

proach their subject as if it were a known
body of knowledge, such as the complete

works of Dickens. For reasons of space,

they had to make a selection from the

classic corpus, but it was all written down
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in an orderly way somewhere, and had

been inscribed there presumably forever.

Child and her collaborators speak in Pla-

tonic terms of recipes as ideal types not

brooking alteration. "A perfect navarin of

lamb . . . requires a number of operations

. . . and if any is eliminated or combined

with another, the texture and taste of the

navarin suffer." And it is just such muck-

ing about with proper ingredients and

steps that produces "pseudo-French cook-

ing, with which we are all too familiar"

and which "falls far below good French

cooking" in taste and texture.

In this certitude about the funda-

mentally immutable structure and prin-

ciples of French cooking, process by proc-

ess and dish by dish. Child et al. were

themselves following a tradition of French

culinary historiography. The greatest fig-

ure of the professional French kitchen in

their parents' generation, Auguste

Escoffier, had left a bible of haute cuisine,

begun in 1 898 and still in print today, with

its 5,000 recipes of traditional cookery.

Escoffier thought of himself as a re-

former, but he meant only that he had

eliminated the most elaborate, decorative

architectural fantasies of his forefathers.

While acknowledging that cooking must

change with the times, he nevertheless

wrote: "But that which existed in the time

of Careme [the early nineteenth century],

which exists still in our day and which will

Memberabilia

THE FLAMINGO'S SPIILE
Stephen Jay Gould

S^

Smile

'An explicator . . . ofsuch personal
warmth and intellectual probity that we
canjustly call him noble . . . Qould's talent

and honor flicker like heat lightning over
the whole range ofmodem science, and
we are all immensely in his debt. "

—

Stephen Becker, Chicago Sun-Times

To order THE TLAMinQO'S SMILE at the

special Museum price of$16.00 (plus

$1.00 for shipping) send check or money
order, payable to The American Museum
ofnatural History to the address below.

gtepb^''^ Members'
Uteook
tTogram

American Museum ofnatural History
Central Park West at 79th Street, new York, NY 10024

exist as long as cooking itself, is the basic

essence of this cuisine."

Similar, semimystical claims can be,

and are, made for all the world's impor-

tant cuisines, and for the lesser ones as

well. But what do they mean? What can

they mean? How far back in time does

authentic French cooking go? How was its

basic essence created? Clearly, there must

be a limit. Does the perfect navarin de-

scend from the cookery of the Druids or

other Celtic peoples living in what is now
France before the arrival of the Romans?
Obviously not. In other words, French

cooking must have a history. But in their

zeal for purging their cookbooks and their

kitchens of "pseudo-French" ideas, the

anthropological gourmets of my youth

naturally adopted the ahistorical, Platonic

stance so beloved of other anthropologists

working in other areas with scant or non-

existent written records.

It was especially convenient for food

writers to take each national or regional

cuisine as a given. Their main goal in the

nineteen sixties and seventies was to make
it possible for jet-age gourmets to repro-

duce at home, with reasonable accuracy,

exactly what they had eaten on vacation.

History, if there was any for these dishes,

was beside the point. Authenticity was

what mattered. And by authentic, these

anthropological food authors meant what-

ever their informants cooked for them.

But it was implied that these dishes had

been made in exactly the same way since

humans first strode upright on French soil.

No one ever said this, of course, but it was

the unspoken assumption of hundreds of

otherwise excellent books.

When did French cooking begin to re-

semble what we call French cooking?

There will never be a simple, good answer

to this question. But all available evidence

argues that there never was a time when

French food had a Platonic essence. A
record of recipes going back to the Middle

Ages shows a dynamic, evolving proc-

ess—not immutable granite traditions.

Authenticity is yesterday's orthodoxy.

Look at the recipes in the oldest French

cookbooks, the Viandier of Taillevent and

the anonymous M'enagier de Paris, both

set down in the 1 390s and reflecting court

practice somewhat earlier. This was a

world of caldrons and open hearth cook-

ery, of spits and of food that sounds like

nothing we would eat today, food in bi-

zarre combinations with lots of Oriental

spices, such as ginger and cardamom.

Historians have noted similarities be-

tween these recipes and the highly spiced,

"Oriental" cooking of ancient Rome. It

has even been suggested that the food of

modem India gives a good idea of what
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medieval French people ate. The oddity of

fourteenth-century French cookery is un-

deniable. It was, one might say, not

French, not even for its time. As everyone

who looks at the surviving records for Eu-

rope at the time has observed, court food

all over the continent was much the same.

There were no meaningful national tradi-

tions. Recipes in England's earliest cook-

book. The Forme ofCury, are first cousins

of recipes in Taillevent. So when does

French cooking become French? In her

authoritative Savoring the Past: The

French Kitchen and Table from 1300 to

1789 (1983), Barbara Ketcham Wheaton

states flatly: "French cooking did not be-

gin to take on its present character until

the end of the seventeenth century." Food

historian Stephen Mennell goes into this

question in great detail in the introduction

to his edition of four documents relating to

a mid-eighteenth-century dispute about

"la nouvelle cuisine."

Mennell wants to locate, as closely as

possible, the moment in time when the

French broke with pan-European medi-

evalism and adopted the fierce culinary

nationalism so remarkable in the texts

Mennell has collected as Lettre d'un

patissier anglois et autres contributions a

une polemique gastronomique du

XVIIIeme siecle (University of Exeter,

1981). He begins by dismissing the cli-

ched theory that Italian chefs brought

modem cooking with them to Paris when

Catherine de Medici married Henri II.

Italian cookbooks published in France in

the sixteenth century, he observes, do not

show any revolutionary modern traits.

Mennell goes on to dismiss the French

cookbook literature of the sixteenth cen-

tury as scant and mostly a repetition of

Taillevent and another cookbook from

1350. "No written proof of the appear-

ance of a specifically French kind of cook-

ing exists before the publication in 1 65 1 of

La Varenne's Le Cuisinier franqoisT ar-

gues Mennell. This is the book usually

pointed to as the sign of a sharp break with

the past. But Mennell points to medieval

survivals among the recipes for dishes that

have lasted until modem times (omelets,

beignets, boeufa la mode). Mennell con-

tinues charting the evolution of "modem"
French cooking, and he summons text af-

ter text to show how chefs began creating

the stmcture of haute cuisine at some

point in the seventeenth century. Whether

a revolution took place or not is hard to say

and seems doubtful, but one thing is sure.

It makes no sense, on the basis of real

evidence, to talk about French food as we

know it, even in an embryonic sense, be-

fore 1651.

By that date, the Spanish had been ex-

ploiting the New World for more than a

century and a half. Most of the foodstuffs

that were going to cross oceans, westward

and eastward, had already done so, yet

few of them had thus far made their now-

indelible mark on French "traditional"

cuisine. As they percolated northward and

eastward, the potato and the tomato and

all the other New World plants met a

conservative culinary world, but it was a

world in flux, a world in which no cuisine

resembled the ones we know today. The
period after 1492 would have been a time

of great, if gradual, change in European

eating patterns even without the New
World imports. As modern nation-states

evolved, their cuisines evolved with them.

But during the entire time of this extraor-

dinary development in the daily habits of

every living person, Europe was also com-

ing to terms with the exotic ingredients

from the Americas. From this perspective,

to call any dish authentic is to take a

freeze-frame still from a moving picture.

Raymond Sokolov is a writer whose spe-

cial interests are the history and prepara-

tion offood.
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Art/Crafis

ACCURATE CAVE ART TRANSCRIPTS. Free booklet

available Gallery of Prehistoric Paintings, 25-60 49th

Street, 2nd floor, Astona, NY 11103

AFRICAN ART Genuine, Exquisite, hand-carved ani-

mals, birds, humans, etc For Free catalog: Or, looking

for a particular piece' Write CoraMar Stewart, 166
Clinton Place, Newark, NJ 07112

AMAZONIAN INDIAN CEREMONIAL RAINSTICKS Ap-

proximately 36" long $50 complete Picture, $1 Tnbe,

196 7th Ave
,
Brooklyn, NY 11215 (718) 499-8200

AMERICAN INDIAN ART Northwest Coast masks
Graphics Pueblo pottery Navajo rugs Hopi Kachinas

Beadwork Box 55277, Sherman Oaks. CA 91413 (818)

789-2559

AUDUBON PRINTS—Original bird and animal pnnts,

$75 and up Catalog $3 Call (202) 484-3334 or wnte Ed
Kenney, 9720 Spring Ridge Lane, Vienna, VA 22182

MEXICAN MASKS, $50-$185, request photos, McCoy
Imports, Liberty, NY 12754
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Gallery by appt. • (212) 724-9455

NAVAJO, ZUNI JEWELRY— sandpaintings, pottery,

kachinas Wholesale catalog $2 00 Indian Treasures

Box 9771 -NH, Phoenix, AZ 85068

QUALITY ETHNOGRAPHIC ART from "East Meet=
West", Ltd

,
PO Box 103, Pitlsford, VT 05763-010:-

Our low overhead lets us bring you extraordinary na

five arts and crafts from around the world at low "rura

prices Call us toll-free at 1-800-443-2242 and discuss
your requirements Photographs of objects available

upon request Visa and Mastercard accepted

Books/Publications

BOOKS ABOUT ANTS WANTED Interested in all

styles, i e scientific, popular, children etc
,
and in all

languages Offers to H. Thomas, Zeppelinstr 37, CH-
8057 Zunch, Switzerland

PEOPLES GUIDE—CAMPAIGN POLITICS", Gary
Schwedes "How to"—local campaigns $8 95—Box
#111. Whitefish. MT 59937

THE DINOSAUR CONNECTION Models (wood, plas-

tic, inflatables) museum quality replicates, puzzles,

games, posters, books for all ages and much more
Hundreds of items Catalogue, send $2,00 (refund-

able) Ibis Books, 13235 HWY 234. Gold Hill. OR 97525
(503) 855-7658

WELL PUBLISH YOUR BOOKi Our 45 years experi-

ence will help you to success Send Manuscript or

outline for free information and evaluation, Rivercross

Publishing, Inc , Dept NH, 127 East 59th Street, New
York, NY 10022

YESTERDAYS BOOKS LOCATED, no obligation Out-
of-State Book Service, Box 3253J, San Clemente. CA
92672(714)492-2976

Camps

DARROW WILDERNESS CANOE TRIPS Summer wil-

derness adventure in Maine & Quebec You'll never
forget the Whitewater, wildlife, fishing, friends and tn-
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US. Free details: EOV. PO Box 788. Walpole, NH
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TEACH HERE—ABROAD: School, college openings
U.S-A $8 00: Overseas $8.00: England. Australia. New
Zealand, Japan $8 00 each. EISF. 662. Newton. Massa-
chusetts 02162

Tailgate perfume \endor Beirut, Lebanon
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Financial Government Surplus

CASH GRANTS AVAILABLE from nonprofit founda-

tions' Never repay! 401 sources/application instruc-

tions, $3 00 Fundsearch, Box 19107-RN. Washington,

DC 20036

LET THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE your small busi-

ness Grants/loans to $500,000 yearly Free recorded

message (707) 449-8600 (LAI)

Foreign Periodicals

WORLDWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS/MAGAZINES
65 countries! Sampler: 3/$2.49 Free Brocfiure,

Multinewspapers, Box DE-202, Dana Point, California

92629

CLASSIC FURNITURE—40% Off 150 Major compa-
nies. Free brocfiure Sobol House, 103 Ricfiardson

Blvd., Black Mountain, NC 28711 (704) 669-8031

Gourmet Interests

MINNESOTA WILD RICE $5.50 per pound prepaid 5

pound minimum sfiipment Floura Wild Rice, Box 44C,
Blackduck. MN 56630 or call (218) 835-6667

NARCOTICS RAID SEIZURES' Autos, Stereos, Boats,
Airplanes! Millions Surplus Bargains—many 1% origi-

nal cost! "Nationwide Directory"—$3.00. Disposal,
Box 19107-RN, Wasfiington, DC 20036

Merchandise/Gifts

FRESH CACTUS SEEDS—Giant Saguaro, Anzona
Fisfifiook Barrel 100 seeds each, easy instructions—

$3, SASE. 6" Golden Barrel, $10/ppd. Landscape
Cacti, 771 1 West Bopp, Tucson, AZ 85746

Nature Sound Recording

Expert advice in application and

audio recording equipment.

Featuring

%{Z)=!SEIVNHEI1ER*

Full range of "spot" microphones

and monitor headphones.

Saul Mineroff Electronics

574 Meacham Ave., Elmont, .\Y 1 1003

Telephone (516) 775-1370

"I ¥ OWLS" Bumper Sticker, $1 00 1990 Owl Calendar
$1 1 .50. Sample Collectors' Newsletter $3.00 Owl Cat-

alog $100 Refundable Owl's Nest, Box 5491 NH,
Fresno, CA 93755

TROPICAL REEF PHOTOS! Fascinating Wall Decor.
Great Gifts. Color Samples: Wheaton, RO. Box 477,

Clearwater, FL 34617-0477 (813) 443-1282

Miscellaneous

ECOLOGY REPAIR A non-profit group of consulting

scientists dedicated to the repair of damaged environ-

ments and ecologies For information write to Ecology
Repair Group, PO Box 757, Pleasant Hill, OR 97455

Music

EXCITING MUSIC FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD An-

des, Afnca, India, World Music Jazz. Write for free

catalog of cassettes and compact discs Music of the

World, Dept N, PO Box 3667, Chapel Hill, NC 27515-

3667

Photo/Optical

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE. Repainng binocu-

lars since 1923 Alignment performed on our US Navy
collimator Free catalog and our article "Know Your
Binoculars," published in Audubon Magazine Mirakel

Optical Co., Inc
,
331 Mansion St., West Coxsackie, NY

12192(518)731-2610

OPTICS HEADQUARTERS FOR BIRDERS SINCE
1960 Offering selection advice, 24 hour shipping,

deep discounts on most popular brands of binoculars,

scopes, tripods, camera adapters, more. Catalogue on
request Birding, PO Box 4405NC, Halfmoon, NY
12065(518)664-2011

Real Estate

COSTA RICA: Preserve the Rainforest by owning it

Properties from $20.00 per acre Partners of the

Rainforest, Box 262045, Tampa, FL 33685

GOVERNMENT LANDS—FROM $10 00 Surplus Rec-

reational, Agricultural, Commercial Properties Repos-
sessed Homes Tax/Narcotics Seizures "Nationwide
Directory' —$3.00 Lands, Box 19107-RN, Washing-
ton, DC 20036

BEAUTIFUL HAWAII—Condominiums all islands. Free
brochures Paradise Management, 50 South Beretania
C207, Honolulu, HI 96813

MAINE—LAKEFRONT LOG CABIN, Secluded, quiet,

furnished. $250 weekly Hodgkin, 13 Crystal, Cumber-
land. ME 04021 (207) 829-5728 evenings.

TOBAGO, RENT PRIVATE COTTAGES ON BEACH.
Snorkeling. swimming, fishing, scuba Bird watcher's
paradise Brochure Charles A Turpin, Charlotteville,

Tobago, West Indies (800) 627-0671

Resorts

BELIZE—RUM POINT INN—exquisite small beach-
front resort on the Western Caribbean with spacious,
private cabanas Diving, Maya Rums, Cockscomb Jag-
uar Reserve. Birds, Library New Dining Room features
tropical taste treats Bevier, Placencia, Belize. 01 1-501

-

06-2017

CARIBBEAN HIDEAWAY. Beautiful small inn on coco-
nut plantation, Bequia, St Vincent Grenadines. Pool,

tennis, snorkeling, secluded beach, delicious food,

tranquility. Spring on Bequia, Box 19251, Minneapolis,
MN 55419 (612) 823-1202

COSTA RICA HOTEL L AMBIANCE . . Two little

miracles in Central America A small grand deluxe hotel

in San Jose with a commitment to excellence. Intimate,

peaceful, European-style ambiance and concierge ser-

vices Expert tour assistance Bilingual American
owned Telephone Gabnel (506) 22-67-02 or wnte PO
Box 1040-2050, San Jose, Costa Rica

MARENCO, COSTA RICA RAINFOREST RESERVE &
Wilderness Lodge Gateway to Corcovado National

Park Resident biologist, comfortable accomodation,
ocean view! Box 4025- 1 000, San Jose, Costa Rica (506)
21-1594 Fax: (506)55-1340

Tours/Trips

AFFORDABLE AFRICAN ADVENTURES gorilla/wild-

life safaris to Rwanda, Tanzania, Madagascar. Kenya,
Botswana, Zambia Small groups Brochure Wander-
lust Adventures, 65 Clarkson, Suite 207, Denver, CO
80218(303)777-5846

AFRICA, ALASKA AND AUSTRALIA Natural History Ex-

peditions Small groups Expert leadership. Free bro-

chure Write/call Nature Expeditions International,

Dept NHC, PO. Box 11496, Eugene, OR 97440 Tel.

(800) 869-0639

AFRICA Buy the best for Less at Trans World Travel,

Inc Deluxe private safans to Kenya from $473.00, plus

air. Camping safans priced from $350 00 plus air

Round Tnp air to Kenya from $1200 00 Many other

African programs available, please call Trans World

Travel. Inc 8835 S.W Canyon Lane, #110 Portland,-

Oregon 97225 (800) 552-1689

AFRICA! In-depth safaris at affordable pnces Indepen-

dent travel. Photo workshops led by outstanding pho-

tographers. Draw upon twenty years experience in

East Africa. Wnte for free color catalog Voyagers,

Dept NH-2, Box 915, Ithaca, NY 14851 (607) 257-3091

AFRICA Personalized safans Kenya, Tanzania,

Rwanda, Ethiopia, Eastern Zaire. Burundi. Botswana.
Zimbabwe Kenya Consultants, Box 218. Ml, Tremper,

NY 12457(800)541-2527
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ALASKAN, IDAHO AND OREGON RIVER Journeys.
Our 18th Year! Natural History, Anthropology and Wild-

life Viewing on Alaska's Tatshenshini, Noatak, and in

Arctic Wildlife Refuge, Idaho's Salmon, and Oregon's
Rogue James Henry River Journeys, Box 807-NH1
Bolinas, CA 94924 (415) 868-1836

ALASKA
Birds • Bears • Marine Mammals • Tidepools

Pristine coastal wilderness, glaciers, nesting eagles, rookeries, fishing. The
world's best known photographers come to our deluxe lodge. Master chef,

fresh seafood, winner of Harper's '81 and '89 Hideaway of the Year. 20

years of operation. Professional guides/naturalists. ?1950/persori/5 days.

Kachemak Bay Wilderness Lodge
Box 956 NH, Homer, AK 99603 (907) 235-8910

ALASKA Small group, tent camping adventure tours

Alaska and Western Canada Hike, raft, kayak as you
travel Twelve itineraries from one to four weeks.
CampAlaska Tours, PO Box 872247, Suite 10, Wasilla

Alaska 99687 (907) 376-9438

ALASKA'S SPECTACULAR LAKE CLARK NATIONAL
Park Guided boat travel, hiking, photgraphy Private

custom trips Safari-style tent camp Quiet Distant
Shores, 421 -NH West 88lh, Anchorage, AK 99515 (907)
3448849

ALLAGASH CANOE TRIPS. Maine and Canada. Wil

derness, wildlife. Guided adventures for adults, fam-
ilies, teens. Box 713H, Greenville, ME 04441 (207) 695
3668

ALPS OF SWITZERLAND "The Hikers Paradise
"

Moderate optional length Day hiking, two weeks. Bro-

chure Alpine Adventure Trails Tours, 783P Cliffside

Drive, Akron, OH 44313-5609

AMAZON EXPEDITIONS General, specialty and
women only expeditions led by authors Milly Sangama
and Paul Beaver, Ph D ,

P Box 499, Largo, FL 34649

AMAZON
CRUISES • LODGES • EXPEDITIONS

Explore the world i grealeit proiyslem
on our fully guided, all inclusive programsAMAZON TOURS & CRUISES
1013 S. Central Ave, Glendole, CA 91204

(818) 246-4816 • (8001 423-2791

ARCHAEOLOGY TOURS—Mesa Verde, Canyon de
Chelly, Casas Grandes, Yucatan, Hopi, Zuni, Bande
her, Coronado's Trail, Santa Fe and Taos New Mexico,
Arizona & Mexico 1st Class Guided by leading ar
chaeologists Archaeological Conservancy 415 Or
chard Dr

,
Santa Fe, NM 87501 (505) 982-3278

ARCHEOLOGY FOR UNDERGRADUATES Four week
SUSC Archeological Field School in the excavation of

an early Pueblo II Anasazi site m SW Utah Section #1
June 1 1 to July 6, 1990, and Section #2 from July 9 to

August 3, 1990 Intended for undergraduate college
students No experience required Six quarter credits
Limited enrollment For cost information write Dr Rich-
ard A Thompson, Archeological Field School, South-
ern Utah State College, Cedar City, UT 84720

ASIAN PACIFIC ADVENTURES' NEWi Cultural, bicycle,
trekking tours China, Tibet, Nepal, Malaysia, Japan,
Indonesia, Pakistan, Thailand, slndia, Russia Custom
tours a specialtyi 336NH2 Westminster Avenue Los
Angeles, CA 90020 (213) 935-3156

AUSTRALIA/NEW ZEALAND WALKABOUTS Custom
designed tour itineraries featuring nature and outdoor
activities Enjoy hiking and camping safaris, lodge
stays, and island resorts in New Zealand's scenic
National Parks and Milford Track, Australia's
Outback, Tropical North, and Great Barner Reef
Pacific Exploration Co

,
Box 3042-N, Santa Barbara

CA 93130 (805) 687-7282

BELIZE/COSTA RICA, Lush Tropical Rain Forests, Ma-
yan Rums, Exotic Birds & Wildlife, Friendly People,
Active ''/olcanoes Free Brochure Global Adventures
RO Box 1897N, Boulder, CO 80306 (800) 322-6911
(303)440-6911

BIRDING AND HIKING IN NORTHERN ENGLAND Lake
District, Hernot's Yorkshire, spectacular coastline. For
Brochure: RR 1, Box 170, Eneville, NY 13061 (315)662-
7977

BROOKS RANGE—ARCTIC NATIONAL Wildlife Ref-

uge. Small groups in remote wilderness unfolding the
unique natural history of the high arctic Photography,
Adventure, Peace of mind Custom and scheduled
backpack and river tnps Wnte Wilderness Alaska.
POB 83044 NH, Fairbanks, AK 99708

UNIQUE DESTINATIONS
• Cross the SAH.AR.Jk Desert w. Tuaregs: or

overland to TIMBUKTU. NAMIBIA, ETHIOPIA
• View wildlife in Brazil's PANTANAL, Peru's

MANU. PATAGONIA, GALAPAGOS, COSTA
RICA, BOTSWANA

• Live with Jivaro Indians in the ECUADORIAN
AMAZON, trek MALI'S Dogon country,

MOROCCO ». Berbers, T DEL FUEGO w horses

• RAJASTHAN and Pushkar; CHINA: KASHMIR;
LADAKH; Eastern TURKEY; nomads of NIGER

^TURTLE TOURS
9446 Ouail Trail. Box# II47'NH. Carefree. AZ 85377

15021 488-3688 outside AZ (800l 283-2334

CAMPING SAFARIS IN KENYA & TANZANIA, 11-18

days, from $550 00 + low airfare Optional Kilimanjaro
climbs Also London/Johannesburg overland, Bo-
tswana, Egypt, more Free 12 page color brochure
Himalayan Travel. Box 481 -NH, Greenwich, CT 06836
(800) 225-2380

CANOE CANADA'S ARCTIC. Remote 7-19 day, fly-in

canoe expeditions in the heart of North America's last

great wilderness— the tundra and taiga of Canada's
Northwest Terntones Photograph caribou herds,
white wolves, muskoxen, moose, grizzlies, rich birdlife

Fish virgin waters Groups of 8 persons assembled,
outfitted, and guided by Alex Hall, wildlife biologist and
veteran arctic canoeing guide Can accommodate a
limited number with no previous canoeing experience
Our 16th year of operating North America's most re-

mote wilderness expeditions For brochure write Ca-
noe Arctic, Inc

, Box 130C, Fort Smith, N WT Canada
XOE OPO

COSTA RICA Jungle tours, Birdwatching, butterfly

collecting Wnte Jungle Tours, Apartado 7, Golfito,

Costa Rica

SIERRA MADRE TRAINS
Copper Canyon / San Miguel Allende
Tram to canyon larger than Grand
Canyon continuing to Sea of

Cortez. Mountain lodges, pine

forests, Tarahumara Indians,

Tram over Old Spanish Silver

Route Colonial Historic lours

Tula Toltec archaeology.
Monarch butterfly sanctuary.

Brochure 1-800-225-2829 m-f
Columbus Travel, 6017 Callaghan Rd •

EVERGLADES/FLORIDA KEYS HOUSEBOAT Safaris
Birding, snorkeling, photography Chic Charney, Box
1 143, Tavernier, FL 33070 (305) 852-5750

EXPLORE THE GREATER SOUTHWEST with
Recursos de Santa Fe, Join our intimate, naturalist-led

tups to Baja California Sur (February 18-25), Big Bend,
Texas (March 31 to April 7), and northern New Mexico
(May 12-20) For a free brochure, contact Recursos
826 Camino de Monte Rey, Santa Fe, NM 87501 (505)
982-9301

THERE'S A LOT OF GROUND TO
COVER IN GALAPAGOS!

Extraordinary adventures to

Galapagos, Amazon, Ecuador,
Peru, Costa Rica and Argentina.

800 351 -5041

63 S Washington, Ste A
P O Box 3656-C7
Sonora, CA 95370

GALAPAGOS
You, 9 other adventurers and our licensed
naturalist will sail by yacht to explore more
islands than any other Galapagos expedition.

50 Trip dates. Machu PIcchu Option.
FREE BROCHURE

lAICHGFLOHTS 415-420-1550
1311N 63rd ST, EMERYVILLE. CA 94608

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS From $1666 including air Ec-
uador/Peru options and archeological tours. Joseph
Colley LAST, Inc

,
43 Millstone, Randallstown, MD

21133(301)922-3116

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS From $1 ,500 including airfare

Amazon expeditions from $1 ,099. Galapagos Holidays
745 Gerrard St. East. Toronto M4M 1 Y5 (416) 469-821

1

KENYA. INDIVIDUALLY DESIGNED SAFARIS. 34 years
experience. Perry Mason Safans, Box 1643, Darien CT
06820(203)838-1345

PERU-AMAZON-GALAPAGOS- Tour Lima, Cuzco &
Machu Picchu Amazon jungle lodges & nverboat
cruises Galapagos yacht cruises Unique modular
trips Weekly departures Affordable rates. Free bro-
chure Himalayan Travel, Box 481-NH, Greenwich CT
06836 (800) 225-2380

PHOTOGRAPHY & CULTURE IN IRELAND. Explore
Ireland's rugged natural beauty and traditional culture
on a truly unique excursion Join photographer Ron
Rosenstock in his fifteenth season of special work
shops Write Voyagers, Dept NR-2, PO Box 915 Ith-

aca, NY 14851

NEPAL 'INDIA •TIBET
BURMA •THAILAND

lours, treks, saldris, overland adventures.
Croup & indepencJent programs from $1850.00
incl. air. Free 36 pg. trip catalog.

Himalayan Travel, Inc., Box 481-NH,
Greenwich, CT 06836. (203) 622-6777.

Toll Free (800) 225-2380 (ex. CT)

SHERPA-TASTIC TRAVEL—Quality hiking in Nepal at

the Lowest prices Everest. Annapurnas Send for a
free brochure c/o Classic Travel, 764 Plaza
Duncansville, PA 16635 (814) 696-3558

THE MUSEUM OF NORTHERN ARIZONA offers natu-
ral history expeditions on the Colorado Plateau. Our
1990 season opens with a Grand Canyon river trip.

Lee's Ferry to Phantom Ranch, May 9-14, $775. For
information write Ventures. Museum of Northern An-
zona, Rte 4, Box 720, Flagstaff, AZ 86001 (602) 774-

5211

Video

"GRAND CANYON " 2-hour spectacular helicopter ex-
ploration Video Breathtaking music. Critically ac-
claimed Details Free Beerger Productions, 3217-V7
Arville, Las Vegas, NV 89102 (702) 876-2328

Wanted

FRANKLIN MINT SETS, and all private mint sets Will

pay top dollar Send printed list with phone number to

Stan Katz, PO Box 524-H, Cranford, NJ 07016, USA
(201)561-4697

RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION

$325 per word, 16word minimum Display classified is

$355 per inch. All advertisements must be prepaid
Rates are not structured for agency or cash discounts
All advertisements are accepted at NATURAL HISTO-
RY'S discretion Send check/money order payable to

NATURAL HISTORY to The Market. NATURAL HIS-
TORY Magazine. Central Park West at 79th St , New
York, NY 10024 Please include your personal address
and telephone number, issue preferred, and sug
gested category Deadline— 1st of the month, two
months prior to cover date (the January issue closes
Nov 1) Camera-ready art IS required for display ads A
tearsheet or copy of the page with your ad will be sent
upon publication
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AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY

SCOTLAND • NORWAY • DENMARK

July 25 -August 6, 1990

Explore magnificent fjords, remote, windswept islands and

historic ports and towns of Denmark, Norway and Scotland

with a team of American Museum and guest experts

aboard the ultra-deluxe Renaissance.

J Discover the ancient and fascinating cities of

Copenhagen, Oslo, Bergen and Edinburgh.

J Visit medieval castles, sumptuous palaces, museums,
parks and quaint villages.

J Enjoy viewing breathtaking mountains, waterfalls and
fjords, including Norway's renowned Sogne Fjord,

during the northern summer when the days are long.

J Explore magnificent archeological sites such as

Jarlshof and Maeshowe on the ruggedly beautiful

Shetland and Orkney Islands.

J Watch for nesting puffins, guillemots, storm petrels,

kittiwakes and other seabirds along craggy cliffs

J Enjoy the leadership of a team of fascinating

lecturers, including an ornithologist, historian

and geologist, and the company of a small

group of friends of the Museum.

J Cruise from one exciting port to another

aboard an ultra-deluxe yacht with just

50 cabins, all luxurious suites.

Scotlail^

/^ fiSjnburgh

^^ —^BRITISH
" ISLBS

DENMARK

Copenhagen

For further information write or call:

American
Museum of
Natural

i-w/MB History

Discovery Cruises

Central Park West at 79th Street

New York, NY 10024-5192

(800) 462-8687 toll-free

or in New York State (212) 769-5700



Garden-

variety

Dragon
A common inhabitant of dry Australian

woodland, the bearded dragon sometimes

even turns up in backyards. But when this

two-foot-long, mainly insectivorous lizard

perceives a threat, it rises to the occasion

with a display worthy of legendary fire

breathers. The body swells. The scaly

dewlap darkens and, lifted by hyoid bones

in the lower jaw, flares to create a kind of

spiked Elizabethan collar. The wide gape

reveals a tooth-studded golden maw
designed to make a rival dragon or

potential predator, such as a hawk,

reconsider. (During courtship, the male

uses the same display to make himself

larger than life.)

Such bravado serves the dragon well,

for it tends neither to flee nor fight when
first confronted, although if aggravated, it

will lunge and bite. Its first defense is

camouflage. When sunbathing on the

warm asphalt of a road (a dangerous

pastime) or basking motionless on a tree

stump, it changes color to melt into

the background. The dragon at right

was perched on a roadside log in

central Queensland when its cover was

blown, and the camera elicited this

ominous grin.

—

J. R.

Photograph

by John Cancalosi
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American
Museum of
Natural
History

Discovery Tours

Experience the thrill of

exploring the world's
greatest wildlife regions

and archeological sites

with fascinating

lecturers.

COSTA RICA AND THE
PANAMA CANAL CRUISE

April 13-24, 1990

ARCHEOLOGY AND
NATURAL HISTORY OF THE

COLORADO PLATEAU
April 21 -May 4, 1990

ISLANDS OF JAPAN CRUISE
May 20-June 2, 1990

FRENCH CAVES
AND CASTLES

(including Lascaux)

May 27-June 11, 1990

VOYAGE OF THE
VIKINGS CRUISE

Scotland, Norway and Denmark
July 25-August 6,1990

CLASSIC CITIES OF RUSSIA
July 14-28, 1990

CLASSIC KENYA SAFARI
July 29-August 12, 1990

CLASSIC EAST AFRICA
SAFARI:

Kenya and Tanzania
August 11-28, 1990

Write or call:

(212) 769-5700

AMNH/ Discovery Tours
Central Park Vv-est at 79th St

New York, NY 10024-5192

tolMree (800) 462-8687
(212)769-5700

Charles R. Brown (page 34) has been

fascinated by birds, and by swallows in

particular, since he was eleven, and his

first scientific paper, on purple martins,

was published when he was fifteen. An
associate professor of biology and cura-

tor of ornithology at the Peabody Mu-
seum of Natural History at Yale Univer-

sity, Brown began to study cliff swallows

while working on his doctorate at Prince-

ton, which he completed in 1985. He
carried out all his fieldwork in the Ne-

braska Sandhills, the premier cliff swal-

low location in North America, and he

plans to continue to study the costs and

benefits of the birds' colonial life style.

In May of 1981, Brown coauthored an

article for Natural History on "apart-

ment"-dwelling purple martins. For a

view of life on the Nebraska Sandhills,

Brown recommends Keith County Jour-

nal, by John Janovy, Jr. (New York: St.

Martin's Press, Inc., 1987), which also

contains a chapter on cliff swallows.

Mary Bomberger Brown has been study-

ing cliff swallows since 1982, when she

became a research assistant on Charles

Brown's swallow project. But her first

work in the Sandhills, for her master's

degree at the University of Nebraska,

was on the Wilson's phalarope, a prairie

shorebird. Now a research associate in

biology at Yale, Brown and her husband

go back to the Sandhills every summer
to continue their long-term swallow

study. She lists one "major" hobby: bicy-

cling. For the last three years, she has

spent one week of the summer cycling

five hundred miles across Nebraska.
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Inspired by the work of others who

have observed animal behavior in order

to understand the bones and other ma-

terials found at archeological sites, John

A. Cavallo (page 52) has been studying

the leopard, whose ancestors preyed on

early humans but may also have helped

feed them. Cavallo did his fieldwork in

Tanzania's Serengeti National Park,

where he now plans further research on

the density of leopards in the region. He
hopes his findings will not only clarify

human evolution but also assist wildlife

managers and biologists in their efforts

to preserve the Serengeti's unique eco-

system. Cavallo is working toward his

Ph.D. in anthropology at Rutgers Uni-

versity. He recommends reading The

Hunters or the Hunted? An Introduc-

tion to African Cave Taphonomy, by

C. K. Brain (Chicago: University of Chi-

cago Press, 1981); The Leopard's Tale,

by Jonathan Scott (London: Elm Tree

Books, 1 985); and The Serengeti Lion: A
Study of Predator-Prey Relations, by

George B. Schaller (Chicago: University

of Chicago Press, 1 976).

NATURAL
HISTORY
T-SHIRTS

TYRANNOSAURUSREX
(Blue & Gold)

TIGER
(Red & White)

King of the dinosaurs or a ferocious

tiger on a top qualify 50% cotton -

50% polyester t-shirt. Either one is

great as a gift or for yourself.

Members save 25% so order yours

today!

Natural History T-Shirt
Central Park West at 79th St.

New York, NY 10024

Members $8.95 Non-members $11.50
Sizes: Adults. M.L. XL

Boys/Girls 10-12. 14-16

Tyrannosaurus Rex T-Shirt

Quantity Size

Tiger T-Shirt

Quantity

Postage and Handling
Tax (if applicable)
NY Slate residenis add 8'/.% lax

Total Enclosed

NAME

$1 75

Make check or money order payable lo Amenc
Museum ol Natural History Allow 4-6 weeks
lor delivery

^ What's in Turkey?
'"'/ _Thie cradle of Civilization . . .

^L^ That St. Nicholas was born, lived 8 died there''

f^"'^ That two of the world's seven wonders are ihefe"*

^ Thai many major civilizations lived there''

CULTURAL TOURS TO TURKEY
And Combination tours to:

SPAIN HUNGARY YUGOSLAVIA
& TURKEY & TURKEY & TURKEY
TravGlIhroughbeaulituI countries, Cities and Villages. Stress-

ing culture, folklore, handicrafts, folk music, folk dance,

natural beauty, history, ancient monunients, museums &

photography Good hotels, delicious food, great shopping.

Each tour is led by a nationally/internationally recognized

tolklonst and experienced tour leader. Great Quality-

Reasonable Rates.

For a tree brochure:

Cultural Folk Tours Int'l. Bora Ozkok
10292 Gumbark PI. San Diego, CA 92131

619-566-5951 Outside California 1-800-448-0515

OWL PENDANT

sterling—$45: 14K—$250
18" neckchain is included

velvet box, satisf. guaranteed

Vern Wavne Pond
lOSN.LfnionSL
Alexandria, V,\ 223 14

V1SA/MCA\.\1EX (703! 548-5994

SNOWY RIVER
Made in Australia

byAKUBRA
Trie r^at from the Australian Outback, pre-shaped

in Akubra's Imperial Quality pure fur felt, 3V-" bnm, in

grey, fawn, or black. Shown with braided leather band.

No. 1611 SNOWY RIVER, Ribbon Band S56,00

For 10-plait braided band, add S15.50
State size (6% through 778) and color

Check, M/C, Visa or Amex. Add S2.50 for shipping.

Satisfaction Guaranteed. Send for our unique catalog.

Visit our store when in the Seattle area.
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Authors, Continued

While an undergraduate in biology at

Dartmouth College in the late 1970s,

David E. Dussourd (page 44) worked at

the Hubbard Brook Experimental For-

est in the White Mountains of New
Hampshire. There he first became inter-

ested in plant-insect interactions. A few

years later, a chance encounter with a

milkweed leaf beetle provoked his inter-

est in vein cutting. After receiving his

Ph.D. in neurobiology and behavior

from Cornell University, Dussourd took

his present position of research associate

in entomology at the University of Mary-

land, where one of his research goals is to

find out how the "packaging" of defen-

sive chemicals influences a plant's suc-

cess in repelling herbivores. For a gen-

eral, accessible introduction to the

relationships between plants and insects,

he recommends Ecology ofInsect-Plant

Associations, by P J. Edwards and

S. D. Wratten (London: Edward Ar-

nold, 1980), or the more technical In-

sects on Plants: Community Patterns

and Mechanisms, by D. R. Strong, J. H.

Lawton, and R. Southwood (Harvard

University Press, 1984).

Photographer John Cancalosi (page

96) spotted the Australian bearded

dragon in this month's "Natural Mo-
ment" as the creature basked on a log

along a road in Queensland. The dragon

obliged him with a full-blown threat dis-

play. In addition to Australia, Cancalosi

has worked in New Zealand, South and

Central America, and throughout Can-

ada and the United States. He earned a

master's degree in zoology from Colo-

rado State University in 1980 and

worked as a biologist and an educator be-

fore starting his own photography busi-

ness. As the director of Vida Nature Se-

ries, he produces educational wildlife

programs for schools and organizations.

For the photo of the bearded dragon, he

used Kodachrome film, a Nikon F-3

camera, and a telephoto lens.

Ever since Jack Rudloe (page 62)

moved to Florida's Gulf coast in 1957

and founded the Gulf Specimen Marine

Laboratory, he has been collecting sea

creatures for medical research labora-

tories, schools, and aquariums. A self-

taught marine biologist, Rudloe has

traveled as far afield as Madagascar and
Surinam, but his favorite area is still the

Gulf coast, which he feels includes

"some of the richest and most diverse

wild coastline left in the continental

United States." His unusual interests

and discoveries include the little-known

paintings of Walter Inglis Anderson. In

addition to his own books on the Gulf

coast, Rudloe recommends Anderson's

day-to-day journals. The Horn Island

Logs (Jackson: University Press of Mis-

sissippi, 1985), and James Valentine's

book of photographs, Florida: Images of
the Landscape (Englewood, Colo.:

Westcliff'e Publishers, Inc., 1988). Rud-

loe's next expedition will take him to

Nicaragua, where he will teach marine

ecology at the University of Nicaragua,

continue his current research on Kemp's

ridley sea turtles, and investigate mag-

netic artifacts in Olmec statuary.
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Canada's Muskoxen
Peter Lent's interesting article, "Re-

turn of the Mighty Muskox" (November

1989) was sparse in its details on the re-

covery of muskoxen in Canada. Yet Can-

ada, specifically the Northwest Territo-

ries, has most of the world's muskoxen,

and the recovery of some of those popula-

tions is similar to the growth of the intro-

duced populations described by Lent. The
N. W. T currently is home to some
85,000 muskoxen, and they have naturally
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recolonized almost all their historic

ranges, except on the northeastern arctic

mainland. The midarctic islands of Banks

and Victoria have seen populations re-

cover from almost no muskoxen in the

1950s to populations estimated in 1989 at

35,000 and 25,000, respectively. The re-

covery of numbers on the N. W. T. main-

land has been less dramatic, possibly be-

cause of greater numbers of muskox

predators—wolves and Barren Ground

grizzly bears.

The N. W. T muskox populations are

monitored for trends in numbers and dis-

tribution. The populations on Banks and

Victoria islands and on the mainland near

Coppermine are the focus of ecological

research on possible effects of the sharp

increases in population size and on adapta-

tions of muskoxen to their arctic environ-

ment. The results of the monitoring and

research are used to establish and adjust

hunting quotas for some sixteen muskox
communities.

Incidentally, in 1975 Canada presented

ten young muskoxen to the Soviet Union.

Those muskox yearlings, originally from

Banks Island, have thrived in their new

home on the Taimyr Peninsula since their

release in 1 979 along with the muskoxen

from Alaska.

Anne Gunn
Cambridge Bay

Northwest Territories, Canada

I enjoyed the article by Peter C. Lent,

"Return of the Mighty Muskox." Lent

states that "muskoxen ranged as far south

as Iowa, in North America." Actually,

there is paleontological evidence for

muskoxen in Virginia, Texas, and south-

western Colorado. I refer interested read-

ers to an article in the Journal ofPaleon-

tology (July 1987, pp. 831-43), by Jerry

N. McDonald, Sarah W. Neusius, and

Vickie L. Clay, entitled "An Associated

Partial Skeleton of Symbos cavifrons

(Artiodactyla: Bovidae) from Montezuma
County, Colorado."

David A. Breternitz

Dove Creek, Colorado

Bully for Gould
Charles Darwin was another eminent

naturalist who entered the fray over rules

of zoological nomenclature, reviewed by

Stephen Jay Gould in his lively essay on

the recent dinosaur postal stamp contro-

versy ("Bully for Brontosaurus," Febru-

ary 1990).

In the late 1840s, Darwin agitated

against "species mongers" who attached

their personal names—but little else of

value—to descriptions of new species. In

January 1 849 he wrote: "The plan of the

first describer's name being appended for

perpetuity to species has been the greatest

curse to natural History" {The Correspon-

dence of Charles Darwin, vol. 4, Cam-
bridge University Press, 1988). Ill health

compelled him to give up his crusade, but

his views and those of his contemporaries

still make fascinating reading.

Carolyn Kopp
New York, New York

Inuit Carvings

Regarding your story "Images of Jus-

tice" in the January issue, I was moved by

Mr. Justice Sissons's sensitivity to the cus-

toms of the Inuit.

What's more, I found the sculptures

marvelous.

Larry Riggs

Jersey City, New Jersey

With your access to the most superb

photographs of the wildlife of the world,

from undersea to the skies, it is difficult to

understand the reason for your choice of

such a revolting picture (Inuit carving de-

picting double murder) for the cover of

your January 1990 issue. For those who
wish to look on such things, the daily press

provides ample opportunities.

EiRENE S. DrUCE
Mission, British Columbia, Canada

Photograph by Richard Harrington
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Withfinespun trap nets at its

periphery, a community spider nest

holds twigs, leaves, and the remains

ofdevouredprey.

Social Life

in a Web
The community spiders ofsouthern Africa live cooperatively—among
a host ofthieves, parasites, and other uninvited guests

by Charles E. Griswold and Teresa C. Meikle

During the dry season on the thomvelds

of southern and eastern Africa, much of

the grassland burns or dies back, the trees

lose their leaves, and what activity there is

centers on the remaining patches of grass,

where such animals as hartebeest, impala,

and white rhinoceros graze, and the water

holes, where wildebeest, zebra, and do-

mestic cattle congregate. Even the insect

life can be sparse; and within the thorny

acacia trees and shrubs, the silken nests

and webbing of the ubiquitous Stegody-

phus, or community spiders, go untended,

awaiting the rainy season, which arrives in

October.

Violent thunderstorms mark the arrival

of the wet season. Grasses grow tall, trees

leaf out, and insect life swarms. Now the

community spiders come out nightly to

repair or often completely reconstruct the

intricate webbing that may spread as wide

as four square yards around a cluster of

three nests. The nests can be as small as

thimbles or as large as footballs and can

hold, in the labyrinth of silken tubes

within, anywhere from fifty to a thousand

spiders. The struggling of trapped insects

often damages the webbing, but strong

winds and heavy downpours cause the

most destruction.

The Velcrolike tangles of the trap web-

bing capture every size of prey: gnats,

winged termites, flying ants, beetles of all

sizes and colors, spiny-legged grasshop-

pers, stinkbugs, assassin bugs, praying

mantises, and even spider-hunting wasps.

Working as a team, Stegodyphus spiders

can spin and maintain a wide net and

handle many prey at once. One colony

that we observed stretched its trap web
across the flight path of a hive of honey-

bees. The first bee that became entrapped

produced an airborne alarm pheromone
that attracted others of its hive. These

rescuers were likewise caught—providing

hours of feeding for a mass of spiders.

A colony can subdue prey many dozens

of times the weight of any one spider, and

the presence of a large victim calls forth a

large response from the community. The
number of spiders that emerge from the

nest core appears to be related to the mag-
nitude of the vibrations in the trap web-

bing caused by the struggling prey, since

insects that struggle and buzz persistently

attract more spiders. The first spiders to

reach the trapped prey catch and bite the

captive's legs, then hold on, inject venom,

and often pull at the prey in opposite di-

rections. Soon more spiders approach and

bite, and more come to feed once the prey

is subdued, feeding for up to several hours

at a time on the largest prey.

We found no evidence that individual

Stegodyphus spiders—there are two spe-

cies, S. dumicola and S. mimosarum—
consistently play the role of either at-

tacker or joiner These community spider

colonies, unlike those of social ants, bees,

and wasps, show no division of labor. All

individuals may reproduce and all partici-

pate in subduing prey. By living and work-

ing as a group, together constructing and

repairing the nest and trap webbing, the

community spiders are able to build much
larger and sturdier webs than solitary indi-

viduals. These nests catch more insects

and can better withstand the thomveld's

fires and torrential rains.

For a year and a half, while at the

Spioenkop Dam Nature Reserve in east-

em South Africa, we followed the



A hoverfly, too large a prey itemfor any one community spider, is subdued by the group.

progress of more than one hundred com-

munity spider colonies in the field. We
marked and observed nests monthly for

changes in their condition, size, and ap-

proximate number of occupants, and

noted the foundation of new nests in the

vicinity. We also brought nests into the lab

each month in order to count and measure

spiders and egg sacs.

While a single generation of Stegody-

phus lives only one year, a nest may be

used by subsequent generations for sev-

eral years. Females in a community spider

colony usually outnumber males by ten to

one. Each summer, most females lay sin-

gle egg sacs, containing about fifty eggs,

within the nest. They touch and move
their egg sacs often, eventually opening

them to allow the juveniles to emerge. The
females feed the young during the first

few weeks of life, first by regurgitation

and then by delivering prey. During this

time, however, the mothers grow progres-

sively weaker and eventually die within

the nest. By then, however, the young
Stegodyphus have begun to build group

trap webs and to feed themselves. New
colonies may be founded through splitting

of a parent colony or by a single fertilized

female whose own young make up the

descendant colony.

The dense and long-lived nest cores

may contain years of accumulated prey

remains and vegetable debris, as well as

the remains of previous generations of

Stegodyphus occupants, their empty egg

sacs and shed skins. Such concentrated

food sources do not go unnoticed by other

animals, and Stegodyphus nests are there-

fore a rich target for scavengers and a

durable, protected environment for any

animal that can penetrate the defenses

and evict, avoid, placate, fool, or bully its

hosts. During the course of our studies we
became especially intrigued by the variety

of predators, parasites, and other organ-

isms living in and around Stegodyphus

nests. Each nest is the focus of an ecologi-

cal community composed of many spe-

cies, and these interact in an impressive

tangle of relationships.

Among the animals that have suc-

ceeded in taking advantage of community

spiders are those that steal food from the

web. These are known as kleptoparasites,

from the Greek word kleptes, meaning

"thief." Also called food pilfering, prey

stealing, or piracy, kleptoparasitism

among spiders is widely known, with spe-

cialized kleptoparasites recognized from

at least five families.

We often found two species of klep-

toparasites lurking at the edge of commu-
nity spider trap webs. Tiny, silver

Argyrodes, a distant relative of the black

widow spider, resembles drops of dew in

the web. Portia, a jumping spider, is well

camouflaged with tufts of hair. Both of

these commonly steal prey from many
species of web-building spiders, so it was

no great surprise to find them carefully

entering the trap webs of Stegodyphus

and removing small prey items before the

hosts were aware of their presence in the

webs, then retreating to the periphery of

the host web before feeding. Although

they occasionally attached their egg sacs

near the edges oi Stegodyphus nests, they

never entered the nests or came into con-

tact with their unwitting benefactors.

In some nests, however, we found a

number of small spiders that went in and

out of the nests to feed on captured prey.

We thought these were young Steg-

odyphus until we noticed that some of

them had the telltale swollen palpi that

mark a fully mature male spider. Close

examination revealed that these diminu-

tive thieves were not community spiders at

all. They lived closely with their hosts, laid

their eggs within the host nest, and spent

most of their time within the nest core.

They never built trap webbing, but when

I
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Afresh coat ofsilk on the nest webbing indicates an active nest.

an insect was caught they came out of the

nest with the Stegodyphus. Instead of par-

ticipating in the Icili, however, they re-

mained some inches away from the at-

tacic, waiting as much as twenty minutes

until Stegodyphus subdued the prey. (In

rare cases when these small spiders con-

tacted the prey first, they did not attempt

to bite.) Then the little interlopers walked

over the feeding Stegodyphus until they

found an empty place to feed. If no space

was available, the intruders continued to

walk on their hosts, tapping them rapidly

with their forelegs until the hosts shifted

position. The intruders then began to feed

and often continued long after their hosts

had stopped. This little spider turned out

to be a previously unknown member of

another spider genus, Archaeodictyna.

We named them A. ulova. from the Zulu

word for a layabout or loafer.

How does ulova negotiate the webs

without being trapped? The ancestors of

ulova spun snares of Velcrolike silk like

those of Stegodyphus, preadapting the

kleptoparasites to moving on their hosts'

treacherous trap webs. More of a problem

is how ulova "fools" its hosts into letting it

roam freely in the colony. Unlike social

ants, bees, and wasps, community spiders

do not drive off members of other colonies

or even spiders of other species that be-

have much as they do. When we placed

individuals of one species of Stegodyphus

into colonies of the other, we found that

they mixed freely, constructing webs, caf>

turing prey, and feeding just as they had in

a colony containing only one species. We
think this lack of species-level recognition

also allows ulova to infiltrate the commu-
nity spider nests.

In some nests ulova populations grew

large. We found 64 in one nest of 297

Stegodyphus. We never found ulova liv-

ing independently or with other spiders or

even in abandoned Stegodyphus nests, al-

though in many abandoned nests, old

ulova egg sacs gave evidence of their pre-

vious occupation. How they find their

Stegodyphus hosts and how they move
from nest to nest remain mysteries. We
also don't know how ulova affect their

hosts. While they increase the number of

spiders feeding on a single prey, they don't

capture any prey.

The community spiders themselves fall

victim to some persistent predators. One
of these is a pompilid wasp, Pseudopom-

pilusfunereus, that lands on the trap web.

When the spiders emerge to capture the

wasp, it quickly stings and paralyzes one

of the attackers, often narrowly escaping

attack by other spiders, and places one of

its eggs on the victim in departing. The
wasp larvae develop quickly and pupate

within eleven days of hatching, consuming

all but the hard carapaces of their spider

hosts. These pupae, themselves enclosed

within hard silk capsules, remain within

the Stegodyphus nest for another year be-

fore emerging as adults. Although they

outlive their hosts, the pupal forms are

often consumed by another nest opportun-

ist, a pyralid moth in the genus Loryma.

Often seen hanging upside down from

strands of silk around the nests, Loryma
moths move stealthily along the silk

strands on the nest periphery, remaining

motionless when spiders come out on the

silk near them. They lay their eggs on the

nest surface, and the larvae, their own
silken tubes protecting them from the spi-

ders, eat their way through the old prey

remains, egg sacs, molted skins, and other

debris, including the wasp pupae. They
pupate within the nest, and adult moths

emerge from the interior to mate.

Among the more substantial nest

wreckers is the chestnut climbing mouse,

which typically builds ball-like nests of

dry grass in thorny shrubs. One group of

young Stegodyphus, evicted from their

large nest by a mouse, simply moved far-

ther up the branch of their bush to con-

struct new nest tubes and trap webbing. In

all, we found more than twenty-five spe-

cies of animals living on or in Stegody-

phus nests, in roles ranging from casual

opportunism to absolute dependence upon

their nest-building hosts or one of their

regular guests. Huntsman spiders, jump-

ing spiders, and cockroaches find shelter

in unused portions of the nest. Bark lice

(psocids) scavenge within the nests, and

tiny, armored spiders (oonopids) feed

upon the lice. Large, aggressive spiders

may steal food from, and prey upon, the

Stegodyphus. Birds may steal trap web-

bing for constructing their own nests.

Minute wasps parasitize some of the nest

opportunists; one species attacks the egg

sacs of ulova (but not those of Stego-

dyphus), and at least two species attack

the caterpillars and pupae of the Loryma.

Thus, the nests of community spiders in

southern Africa are small universes, their

life and death struggles played out hidden

from view by a thick, silken envelope or

under cover of night.
j

Charles E. Griswold is a postdoctoral re-

search fellow in entomology at the Na-
tional Museum ofNatural History ofthe

Smithsonian Institution. Teresa C.

Meilke, also an entomologist, is a refer-

ence librarian in the science and technol-

ogy division of the Library of Congress.
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This View OF Life

An Earful ofJaw
Ifyou read this whole essay, you 11 deserve and get a reward

by Stephen Jay Gould

The most sublime of all beauties often

proceed from the softest or the smallest

—

the quadruple pianissimos of Schubert's

"Schbne Mlillerin," as sung by Fischer-

Dieskau (and penetrating with brilliant

clarity to the last row of the second bal-

cony), the tiny birds of brilliant plumage

depicted in the marginalia of medieval

manuscripts. But even the most refined

and intellectual character may succumb

without shame to the sheer din employed

now and then by great composers to over-

whelm the emotions by brute force rather

than ethereal loveliness—Ravel's or-

chestration of the "Great Gate of Kiev" at

the end of Moussorgsky's Pictures at an

Exhibition, or the last scene of Wagner's

Die Meistersinger.

I once had the privilege of singing with

the Boston Symphony at Tanglewood in

the midst of numero uno among musical

dins—the Tuba mirum of Berlioz's Re-

quiem. I had listened to the piece all my
adult life; we had rehearsed (without or-

chestra) for weeks. I knew exactly what

was coming as the dress rehearsal began.

The four supplementary brass choirs enter

one after the other, building and building

to a climax finally joined by the timpani

—

eight pair, I think, although they seemed

to extend forever in an endless row before

the choral risers. And against this ultimate

crescendo, the basses alone (including me)

must sing the great invocation of the last

judgment:

Tuba minim spargens sonum

Per sepulchra regionum

Coget omnes ante thronum

(The wondrous sound of the trumpet goes

forth to the tombs of all regions, calling all

before the throne.)

So it should go, and so it went—but not

for me. I had devolved into tears and spi-

nal shivers—not in ecstasy at the beauty,

but in awe at the volume. (Forewarned is

forearmed; I was fine at the performance

itself.) Great composers have every right

to exploit the physiology of emotional re-

sponse in this way, but only sparingly, for

timing is the essence (and most of

Berlioz's Requiem is soft).

My memory of this extraordinary inci-

dent in my emotional ontogeny focuses

upon a curious highlight of mixed modal-

ities. The sound of the brass assaulted my
ears, but the thunder of the timpani fol-

lowed another, unexpected route. It en-

tered the wooden risers under my feet and

rose from there to suffuse my body; sound

became feeling.

I am no disciple of Jung, and I do not

believe in distant phyletic memory. Yet, in

an odd and purely analogical sense, I had

become a fish for a moment. We (and

nearly all terrestrial vertebrates) hear air-

borne sound through our ears; fish feel the

vibrations of waterbome sound through

their lateral line organs. Fish, in other

words, "hear" by feeling—as I had done

through a set of wooden risers with a den-

sity closer to water than to air.

For an optimal combination of fascina-

tion with excellent documentation, no

saga in the history of terrestrial verte-

brates can match the evolution of hearing.

Two major transitions, seemingly impos-

sible but then elegantly explained, stand

out at opposite ends. First, at the inception

of terrestrial life, how can creatures switch

from feeling vibrations through lateral

lines running all over their bodies to hear-

ing sounds through ears? How, in other

words, can new organs arise without ap-

parent antecedents? Second, at the last

major innovation in vertebrate design,

how can bones that articulate the upper

and lower jaws of reptiles move into the

mammalian ear to become the malleus

and incus (hammer and anvil) in the chain

of three bones that conduct sound from

the eardrum (the tympanum in anatomi-

cal parlance, recalling my Berlioz story in

the singular) to the inner ear? How, in

other words, can organs switch place and

function without destroying an animal's

integrity as a working creature? How can

we even imagine an intermediary form in

such a series? You can't eat with an un-

hinged jaw. Creationists have used this

difference between reptiles and mammals
to proclaim evolution impossible a pri-

ori—I mean, really, how can jawbones

become ear bones? Get serious, fellas.

Yet, we shall see, once again, that the

domain of conventional thought can be

much narrower than the capabilities of

nature—although ideas should be able to

extend and soar beyond reality.

The key to the riddle of both these tran-

sitions lies in the major theme of my Ber-

lioz story—multiple modalities and dual

uses. You can pat your head and rub your

stomach, fart and chew gum at the same I

time, feel and hear sound, chew and sense I

with the same bones. ,

Nature writing in the lyrical mode often

exalts the apparent perfection and op-

timality of organic design. Yet, as I fre-

quently argue in these columns, such a

position plunges nature into a disabling

paradox, historically speaking; if such per-

fection existed as a norm, you might revel

and exult all the more, but for the tiny

problem that nature wouldn't be here (at

least in the form of complex organisms) if

such optimality usually graced the prod- I

ucts of evolution. i

I recently made my first trip to Japan to

deliver a lecture at the opening of an an-

nual series that will bring one American

scholar to Japan and a Japanese counter-

part over here to speak on a common
topic. I was both pleased and intrigued by

our assigned theme for this initial year

(largely at Japanese request)—creativity.

(Some Japanese apparently fear—al-

though my superficial impressions in-

cluded nothing to sustain such anxiety

—

that their scholars and industrialists excel
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at efficiency and alteration, but not at

innovation.)

I had no words of wisdom on Japanese

life (I would not dare, not even by the old

criterion that experts are folks who have

lived in a country either more than twenty

years or less than two days); nor do I

understand the sources of creativity in the

human psyche of any culture. So, follow-

ing the fine maxim that a shoemaker must

stick to his last (a wooden model of a foot,

not a final goal), I spoke on the evolution-

ary meaning of creativity—specifically,

on the principles that permit major transi-

tions and innovations in the history of life.

I don't know that my message was well

received in this land of supreme artistry in

the efficient use of limited space, for I

held that the watchwords of creativity are

sloppiness, poor fit, quirky design, and

above all else, redundancy.

Bacteria are marvels of efficiency, sim-

ple cells of consummate workmanship,

with internal programs, purged of junk

and slop, containing single copies of essen-

tial genes. But bacteria have been bacteria

since life first left a fossil record 3.5 billion

years ago—and so shall they probably be

until the sun explodes. Such optimality

provokes wonder, but provides no seeds

for change. If each gene does one, and

only one, essential thing superbly, how can

a new or added function ever arise? Cre-

ativity in this sense demands slop and re-

dundancy—a little fat not for trimming

but for conversion; a little overemploy-

ment so that one supernumerary on the

featherbed can be recruited for an added

role; the capacity to do several things im-

perfectly with each part. (Don't get me
wrong. Bacteria represent the world's

greatest success story. They are today and

have always been the modal organisms on

earth; they cannot be nuked to oblivion

and will outlive us all. This time is their

time, not the "age of mammals" as our

textbooks chauvinistically proclaim. But

their price for such success is permanent

relegation to a microworld, and they can-

not know the joy and pain of conscious-

ness. We live in a universe of trade-offs;

complexity and persistence do not work

well as partners.)

To build a vertebrate along the tortuous

paths of history, evolution must convert

the poet's great metaphor into flesh and

bones. "I hear it," writes Yeats, "in the

deep heart's core." I don't mean to be

excessively literal, but if creatures

couldn't occasionally hear with their lungs

(as some snakes do) or with their jaws (as

our immediate reptilian ancestors prob-

ably did), we would not now have ears so

cleverly wrought that they fool us into the

attractive but untenable vision of organ-

isms as objects of optimal design. Con-

sider the first and last major steps in ana-

tomical construction of the mammalian
middle ear—for we know no better or

more intriguing story in the evolution of

the vertebrates.

1 . The origin of hearing bones in the

first terrestrial vertebrates. The hearing

of sound in thin air poses a major physical

problem: how can low-pressure airborne

waves be converted into high-pressure

waves suitable for transmission by fluids

in the cochlea of the inner ear? Terrestrial

vertebrates use two major devices to make
the necessary conversion. First, on the

"stiletto heel" principle (quoting a meta-

phor from my colleagueT S. Kemp), they

collect sound on the relatively large area

of the eardrum, but eventually transmit

the waves into the inner ear through a

much smaller opening called Ihcfenestra

ovalis (oval window). Second, they pass

the vibrations from eardrum to oval win-

dow along a bone or series of bones, called

in mammals, the malleus, incus, and sta-
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pes, or hammer, anvil, and stirrup to honor

a truly uncanny resemblance. These bones

act as levers to increase the pressure as

sound waves travel toward the brain.

Fish have an inner ear, but no eardrum

or middle-ear bones; they "hear" primar-

ily through their lateral line organs by

detecting the movement of water pro-

duced by sound waves in this dense me-

dium. How then could middle-ear bones

arise in terrestrial vertebrates, apparently

from nothing?

The first vertebrates had no jaws. Mod-

em lampreys and hagfishes survive as

remnants of this first vertebrate radiation;

their formal name, Agnatha (or jawless),

embodies their anatomy (or partial lack

thereoO- In agnathans, a series of gill

openings lies behind the boneless mouth

—and this arrangement foreshadows the

evolution of jaws. In the first jawed fishes,

gills are supported by a series of bones,

one set for each gill slit. Each set includes

an upper and lower bar, pointing forward

and hinged in the middle. Obviously, this

arrangement, although evolved for sup-

porting gills, looks uncannily like the up-

per and lower jaws of a typical vertebrate.

We do not know for certain whether jaws

arose from a functioning gill arch that

moved forward to surround the mouth or

whether jaws and gill arches just repre-

sent two specializations, always separate,

but generated from the same system of

embryological development. In either

case, we do not doubt that gill supports

and jaws are homologous structures (that

is, evolved from the same source and

representing the "same" organ in differ-

ent forms—like arms and legs or fingers

and toes). The evidence for homology is

multifarious and overwhelming: (1) the

embryo builds both jaw precursors and

gill arches not from mesoderm, the source

of most bones, but from migrating neural

crest cells of the developing head; (2) both

structures are made of upper and lower

bars, bending forward and hinged in the

middle; (3) the muscles that close the jaw

are homologues of those that constrict the

gill slits.

If vertebrate jaws represent an anterior

gill arch, then another crucial element of

the skull also derives from the gill supports

just behind. The upper bar of the next gill

arch in line becomes the hyomandibular

of jawed fishes, a bone that functions in

support and coordination by linking the

jaws to the braincase.

All this detail may seem distant from

the origin of hearing bones, but we are

closing in quickly (and shall arrive before

the end of this paragraph). Mammals
have three middle-ear bones—hammer,

anvil, and stirrup, or stapes. And the sta-

In this classicfigure ofgill arch-jaw

homologies,from Robert L. Carroll's

Vertebrate Paleontology and Evolution,

the upper and lowerjaws fpq and m) have

the same position andform as all the gill

arches behind them. Also, the upper

element ofthe gill archjust behind the

jaws articulates with the braincase. This

bone becomes the hyomandibular (h) and
later the stapes in terrestrial vertebrates.

pes is the homologue of the hyoman-

dibular in fishes. In other words—but how
can it happen?—a bone originating as a

gill support must have evolved to brace

the jaws against the braincase, and then

changed again to function for transmis-

sion of sound when water ceded to air, a

medium too thin to permit "hearing" by

the lateral line.

As usual in a world of encumbrances,

we must flush out an old and conventional

concept before we can understand how

such an "inconceivable" transition might

actually occur without impediment in the-

ory or practice. We must forget the old

models of horses and humans mounting a

chain of improvement in functional con-

tinuity—from small, simple, and not-so-

good to larger, more elaborate, and beauti-

fully wrought. In these models, brains are

always brains, and teeth always teeth

—

but they get better and better at whatever

they do. Such schemes may work for the

improvement of something already pres-

ent, for a kind of stately continuity in

evolution. But how can something original

ever be made? How can organisms move

to a truly novel environment, with needs

imposed for functions simply absent be-

fore? We need a different model for major

transitions and innovations, for King Lear

was correct in stating that "nothing will

come of nothing."

We need, in other words, a mechanism

of recruitment and functional shift. Evolu-

tion does not always improve a rudiment.

It must often take a structure functioning

perfectly well in one capacity and shift it

to another use. The original middle-ear

bone, the stapes, evolved by such a

route—changing from a stout buttressing

bone to a slender hearing bone.

If each organ had only one function

(performed with exquisite perfection), as
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each person has but one vote, then evolu-

tion would generate no structural com-

plexity, and bacteria would rule the world.

But we (and our fellow creatures of elabo-

ration) are here by virtue of slop, multiple

use, and redundancy. The hyomandibu-

lar, once a gill support, then braced jaw

and braincase. But this bone happens to lie

right next to the otic capsule of the inner

ear—and bone, for reasons incidental to

its evolution, can transmit sound with rea-

sonable efficiency. Thus, while function-

ing primarily as a brace, the hyomandibu-

lar also acquired other uses. Skates and

rays take in water through a round open-

ing, called the spiracle, located in front of

the other gill slits. The hyomandibular

then helps to pump this water into the

mouth cavity, and thence out and over the

gill slits. Closer to our phyletic home, the

hyomandibular may help to ventilate the

lungs of modem lungfishes.

I have wanted to write about the origin

of middle-ear bones ever since I began this

series, for we have no finer story in verte-

brate evolution. But I like to wait for a

handle in new information, and one just

came my way. In a recent issue of Nature

(the leading British journal in science),

J. A. Clack described her finding of the

oldest stapes ("Discovery of the Earliest

Known Tetrapod Stapes," Nature, vol.

342, pp. 425-27), The first known tetra-

pods (four-legged terrestrial vertebrates)

hail from eastern Greenland in rocks 360

million years old. They have been known

for some time under the names Ich-

thyostega and Acanthostega, but their

stapes had not been well resolved before.

Clack found six stapes of Acanthostega,

four preserved in their life positions.

Clack suggests not only a dual but a

triple function for the stapes of these first

land vertebrates. The bone is stout and

dense, not slender and delicate as in stapes

adapted largely for hearing. This original

stapes must still have functioned in its

earlier role as a brace (other early tetra-

pods, including mammalian ancestors,

also had stout stapes). Clack also advo-

cates a supplementary role in respiration.

Finally, she makes a key observation

based on the stapes's location: "The stapes

is likely to have had some auditory func-

tion because of the close association be-

tween the footplate [a part of the stapes]

and the otic [ear] capsule."

Such a multifarious bone nearly bursts

with evolutionary potential. The stapes

may have braced for a hundred million

years, but it also worked for respiration

and hearing if only in an incipient or sup-

plementary way. When the cranium later

lost its earlier mobility, and the braincase

became firmly sutured to the skull—as

occurred independently in several Unc-

ages of terrestrial vertebrates—the stapes,

no longer needed for support, used its le-

verage and amplified a previously minor

role in hearing to a full-time occupation.

2. The origin of mammalian middle-

ear bones. The odyssey of the stapes (stir-

rup) is extraordinary enough, a tale wor-

thy of Scylla, Charybdis, and all the wiles

of Circe—from gill support to a brace

between jaws and braincase to a hearing

bone for airborne sound. Yet the other two

bones of the mammalian middle ear,

named long ago by an age that knew the

blacksmith's forge, have an even more cu-

rious history. The hammer and anvil (mal-

leus and incus), as elements of the gill arch

in front of the hyomandibular, became

parts of the jaw in early vertebrates. In

fact, they took up the central role of con-

necting and articulating the upper and

lower jaws—as they still do in modem
amphibians, reptiles, and birds. The quad-

rate bone of the reptilian upper jaw be-

came the incus of mammals, while the

articular bone of the lowerjaw became the

malleus. The transition, so improbable in

bold words, is beautifully documented in

the fossil record and in the embryology of

all modern mammals.

The homology of reptilian jawbones to

mammalian ear bones was discovered by

German anatomists and embryologists

well before the advent of evolutionary the-

ory. In 1 837, C. B. Reichert made the key

observations and expressed the surprise

that this tale has elicited ever since. With

these words, Reichert introduced his sec-

tion on the Entwicklungsgeschichte der

Geh'drkridchelchen (developmental his-

tory of the little hearing bones). (German

looks so God-awful for its massive words.

But these tongue twisters are usually

made of little words compounded, and the

system becomes beautifully transparent,

even charming, once you break the big

items into their elements. The Germans

have preferred to construct technical

terms as compounds of their ordinary

words, rather than from fancy and foreign

Latin or Greek. A rhinoceros is a Nas-

horn, or nose hom as rhinoceros actually

says in Greek; a square is a Viereck, or

four-comer. Our technical literature re-

fers to the hammer, anvil, and stirmp as

"auditory ossicles"; don't you prefer the

German Geh'drkridchelchen, or little hear-

ing bones?) In any case, Reichert wrote:

"Seldom have we met a case, in any part

of animal organization, in which the origi-

nal form of an early [embryological] con-

dition undergoes such extensive change as

in the ear bones of mammals. We would

scarcely believe it . . . nevertheless, it hap-

pens in fact."
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Reichert recognized all key outlines of

the story: that all the ear bones derive

from the first two sets of gill-arch bones,

the hammer and anvil from the first arch

(forming the jaw of vertebrates), and the

stirrup from the second arch (forming the

hyomandibular of fishes). He noted that

the lower jaw first forms with a precursor

called Meckel's cartilage (in honor of an-

other great German anatomist of the gen-

eration just before, J. F. Meckel). The
mandible or jawbone then ossifies on the

side of Meckel's cartilage. Meanwhile, the

posterior end of Meckel's cartilage, form-

ing the back end of the jaw in the early pig

embryo, ossifies and then detaches to be-

come the malleus of the middle ear. One
could hardly ask for more direct evidence,

and Reichert's observations have been af-

firmed thousands of times since.

(As a tangential comment in my con-

tinuing campaign against textbook copy-

ing, the accompanying illustration shows

Reichert's original figure of a developing

lower jaw in the embryonic pig; h and /

represent parts of the future malleus form-

ing at the back end of Meckel's cartilage

(g); the ossifying mandible (a) begins to

surround and supplant the cartilage.

From Archiv fiir Anatomie,

Physiologic, 1837

Meanwhile, the incus (k) and the stapes

(k) form as bones separate from the lower

jaw. This figure has been copied and de-

graded, like xeroxes of xeroxes, ever since

this 1 837 original. I last saw its clone in a

vertebrate anatomy textbook published in

1971. Two bits says that the author of that

text [who undoubtedly copied the figure

from a book just slightly older than his]

would be shocked to learn that his figure

dates from 1837. This time, everyone

lucks out because Reichert was a great

anatomist and his figure is basically cor-

rect; but think of the capacity for com-

pounded error inherent in this procedure

of mindless copying. I also include, to give

an interesting [if gory] flavor of common
styles of illustration during the early nine-

teenth century, one of Reichert's graphic

preparations of a pig embryo, dissecting

pins and all.)

Thus, every mammal records in its own
embryonic growth the developmental

pathway that led from jawbones to ear

bones in its evolutionary history. In pla-

cental mammals, the process is complete

at birth, but marsupials play history post-

natally, for a tiny kangaroo or opossum

enters its mother's pouch with future ear

bones still attached to, and articulating,

the jaws. The bones detach, move into the

ear, and the new jaw joint forms—all dur-

ing early life within the maternal pouch.

Paleontological and functional evi-

dence join the embryological data to con-

struct a firm tripod of support, giving this

narrative pride of place—by combining

strength of documentation with fascina-

tion of content—among all transitions in

the evolution of vertebrates. One theme

stands as the coordinating feature of this

narrative (and of my entire essay): redun-

dancy and multiple use as the hand-

maiden of creativity.

We might employ this theme to make
an abstract prediction about the character

of intermediary forms in the fossil record.

Contrary to creationist claims that such a

transition cannot occur in principle be-

cause hapless in-betweens would be left

without a jaw hinge, the principle of re-

dundancy suggests an obvious solution.

Modem mammals hinge their jaws be-

tween squamosal (upper jaw) and dehtary

(lower jaw) bones; other vertebrates be-

tween quadrate (upper jaw) and articular

(lower jaw) bones destined to become the

incus and malleus of the mammalian ear.

Suppose that mammalian ancestors devel-

oped a dentary-squamosal joint while the

old quadrate-articular joint still func-

tioned—producing an intermediary form

with a double jaw. The old quadrate-artic-

ular joint could then be abandoned, as its

elements moved to the ear, while the jaw
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continued to function perfectly well with

the new linkage already in place.

Our woefully inadequate fossil record is

not brimming with intermediary forms,

for reasons often discussed in these col-

umns. But the origin of mammals repre-

sents a happy case of abundant evidence.

The abstract predictions of the last para-

graph (actually advanced by paleontolo-

gists before the discoveries, so I am not

just making a rhetorical point here) have

been brilliantly verified in abundant fossil

bone. The cynodont therapsids, our ances-

tral group among the so-called mammal-

like reptiles, show numerous trends to re-

duction and loosening of both quadrate

and articular bones in the old reptilian jaw

joint. Meanwhile, the dentary of the lower

jaw enlarges and extends back to contact

the upper jaw. (In mammals, the dentary

forms the entire lower jaw; reptilian jaws

contain several postdentary elements, all

reduced and then suppressed or dispersed

in mammals.) Many cynodonts develop a

second articulation between the squamo-

sal and a postdentary element of the lower

jaw called the surangular. (This joint is not

the later mammalian dentary-squamosal

link, but its formation illustrates a mul-

tiple evolution of the intermediacy pro-

claimed impossible by creationists.) Fi-

nally, two or three genera of advanced

cynodonts develop a second articulation of

truly mammalian character between the

dentary and squamosal. One such genus

(although the evidence has been disputed)

bears the lovely and distinctive name

Diarthrognathus, or two-jointed jaw.

Moreover, the earliest true mammals

do not yet have a fully independent mal-

leus and incus. These bones remain af-

fixed to the jaws, and continue to partici-

pate in articulation, in both Morganu-

codon and Kuehneolherium. the two best

known eariy mammals. "In this sense,"

writes Edgar F. Allin, "the earliest mam-

mals did not yet possess a 'mammalian

middle ear.'
" (See Allin's excellent arti-

cle on "Evolution of the Mammalian Mid-

dle Ear," Journal of Morphology, 1975,

vol. 147, pp. 403-38.) By Upper Jurassic

times, still well within the eariy days of

mammalian life in a world dominated by

dinosaurs, these bones had entered the

ear, and an exclusively dentary-squamosal

joint had formed.

Embryology and paleontology provide

adequate documentation of the "how";

but we would also like more insight into

the "why" In particular, why should such

a transition occur—especially since the

single-boned stapedial ear seems to func-

tion quite adequately (and, at least in

some birds, every bit as well as the three-

boned mammalian ear)? We are nowhere
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near the full answer to this complex ques-

tion, but one hint conveys special interest

and also illustrates the principle of redun-

dancy one more time.

Pelycosaurs, those sail-backed crea-

tures included in every set of plastic dino-

saurs and every box of chocosaurus cook-

ies, are not dinosaurs at all, but our distant

ancestors—forebears of the therapsid rep-

tiles that eventually evolved into mam-
mals. The stapes of pelycosaurs lies in

close contact with the quadrate bone of

the upperjaw (forerunner of the incus that

now articulates with the stapes in the

mammalian middle ear). This linkage

continues and sometimes intensifies in de-

scendant therapsids—the more immedi-

ate ancestors of mammals. This anatomi-

cal connection strongly suggests that the

quadrate of mammalian ancestors, while

working primarily as a jaw articulation,

already played a subsidiary role in the

transmission of sound. Allin argues:

"From the nature of its junction with the

stapes, the cynodont quadrate obviously

took part in sound conduction."

Unfortunately, we cannot experiment

on extinct animals and have no direct evi-

dence for quadrate hearing in the actual

ancestors of mammals. However, we do

know that reptilian quadrates can trans-

mit sound while still acting as part of a jaw
joint, for several modem reptiles use an

important quadrate path to their inner

ear. (These creatures are not mammalian
ancestors to be sure, but they do demon-
strate the possibility, indeed the actual-

ity, of this crucial multiple modality in

the evolution of mammalian hearing.)

Snakes, for example, have no external ear

or eardrum, and many scientists had con-

sidered them entirely deaf, until recent

studies illustrated sensitivity to sound

over most of the body, especially around
the large lung that can transmit sound to

the inner ear. But another route offers spe-

cial advantages to a creature so close to

the substrate by God's direct decree:

"... upon thy belly shalt thou go, and
dust shalt thou eat all the days of thy life."

Snakes hear primarily by placing their

heads on the ground and passing vibra-

tions from the lower jaw to the quadrate

and finally to the stapes—thus closely fol-

lowing the eventual mammalian pathway
for bones still in the jaw. In addition, di-

rect experiments on several lizards, and on

the tuatara of New Zealand, show that

vibrations directed at the quadrate are

passed to the stapes and recorded in the

brain.

May I confess an ulterior motive in clos-

ing, for complex and abstract excursions

can be mere glosses upon simpler aims. In-

jokes have delicious qualities because they

are inaccessible to all but the initiated.

But sometimes, in-jokes are so good that

we long to share them, but despair for the

volume of background required. Well, this

essay can be read as nothing but an ex-

tended pony for understanding one of my
favorite humorous poems. My colleague

John Bums, a lepidopterisl now in Wash-
ington but formerly at Harvard, used to

introduce our weekly seminars with his

punny doggerel. We loved the poems and
came more to hear his introductions than

to suffer with the subsequent speeches.

John finally published his verses in a vol-

ume called Biograffiti (Demeter Press,

1 975), with an introduction by yours tmly.

My favorite is a pithy epitome of mamma-

lian ear evolution, entirely incomprehen-

sible to 99 percent of the population, but

now vouchsafed to you, my dear readers,

as a small reward for your persistence, and
as a dessert after this ponderous disserta-

tion:

Evolution of Auditory Ossicles

With malleus

Aforethought

Mammals
Got an earful

of their ancestors'

Jaw.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geol-

ogy, and the history ofscience at Harvard
University.

What does it take to be
the world's best

aerobic exerciser?
It takes a total-body

exerciser.
A machine capable of

exercising all the major
muscle groups in your
body, not simply your
legs like treadmills

exercise bikes and
stairclimbers.

It takes a
cardiovascular exerciser,
A machine that utilizes

enough muscle mass to

readily exercise your heart,

not simply specific muscle
groups like weight
machines.

It takes a
weight-
bearing
exerciser.
A machine that
utilizes the

standing position to exercise

the joints and long bones of the

skeleton, not simply a few muscle
groups like sit-down exercisers.

It takes a safe exerciser.

A machine that cant damage
your knees like stairclimbers, or your
back like rowers, or throw you off like

treadmills.

It takes a stimulating
exerciser. A machine that's exciting

and recreational to use, not

monotonous and repetitive like so

many other machines on the market.

It takes a NordicTrack.

Exercise machines don't get
any better than this.

Independently

Adjustable

.- Upper-Body
Exerciser

Independently Adjustable

Lower-Body Exerciser

Smooth, Quiet

Operation

Adjustable

Elevation

• Patented
Flywheel

Nordiclrack
M A CML Company

Free Brochure & Video
Call Toll Free 1-800-328-5888

In Canada 1-«00h33-'^'^.'<:

G Please send me a free bnxhure
Also a free video tape NTiS 3 BEIA

L^

Street

Cit\- State Zip

Phone

(

)

UlC.lo

250C0
nathan Blvd. N. • Chaska. .MN5MI8
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"When a traveller returneth home, let him not leave the

countries where he hath travelled altogether behind him:

Francis Bacon, 1597-1625

Repulse Bay. Hong Kong

The exotic destinations of ttie world

provide the traveler with endless
sights and magnificent scenery, but
the most lasting impressions are often

those derived from immersing oneself

in the local culture. The following

cultural events occurring in Pacific

and Asian countries from March
through December offer unique
opportunities for visitors to get to

know the people and cultures of the

places they visit.

austrxAia
"Farewell Australia! you are a rising

child, and doubtless some day will

reign a great princess in the South.

"

—Charles Darwin, 1832

APRIL 6-17, ROYAL EASTER SHOW: Sydney.

This is one of the premier shows in

Australia, with a horse show and dressage
events and agricultural events lasting for

almost two weeks.

APRIL 21-22, INTERNATIONAL DRAGON
BOAT FESTIVAL; Sydney Large, ornate

rowing boats compete in the harbor, with

teams from many different countries

participating.

SEPTEMBER, GRAND PRIX MOTORCYCLE
RACING: Sydney

SEPTEMBER 14-30, WARANA FESTIVAL;

Brisbane. The annual festival of this city,

which begins with a parade offering ^

pomp and pageantry This year, there

will be'more cultural events featured,

including ballet and national folk

dancing.

SEPTEMBER 22-29, CARNIVAL OF FLOWERS:
Toowomba. This is a famous Australian

spring event, including a parade with

floats and flowers.

OCTOBER 14-22, TROPIC CARNIVAL:

Queensland. This is the Gold Coast's

annual festival.
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•HONGKONG HOLIDAY*

a
We started off with a uttle night music."

"Hong Koftg's nightlife

has a character all

its own. We found
a unique combination

of east and west, traditional and
contemporary.

Our first encounter with this

paradox was an experience I'll

nei<er forget. We started off with

a little night music, as we unex-

pectedly found ourselves in the

midst of a Chinese Opera in the

street. It ivas an impromptu
affair with actors portraying a
tale of the last Ming princess,

fust beyond, Temple Street

Night Market beckoned. The best

bargains by far were the fortunes
told by an educated bird who
selected each client's destiny

from a pile outside her cage.

(I seriously hope she didn 7 )}iectn

10 children!)

Each day offered such diversity.

Fascinating te77iples and outlying

islands were complemented by an
international symphony concert

and a candle-lit dinner on an
elegant harbour cruiser. My list

offavorites goes on aiid on. fust

like the magic of Hong Kong.

"To enjoy all the sights and
excitement of this great city,

we'd recommend that when you
plan a trip here, you should
stay an extra day.

^HONGKONG
Stay an extra day

Yes! Tell me more about ubv I need to

stay an extra day here.

.Zip:

Mail to: Hong Kong Tourist .^.^iSocialion.

RO.Bo.\ '720. Itasca. Illinois 60N3--~Jf,
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haojaii
"Hawaii is a paradise—and I can
never cease proclaiming it."

—Jack London, 1916

MARCH 10-25, ART MAUI '90: Kaluani,

Makawao, Maui, One of the most

prestigious juried ortstiows; includes

paintings, drawings, photographs,

collage, sculpture and ceramics.

JUNE 1-12, ANNUAL FESTIVAL OF THE

PACIFIC: Waikiki and Honolulu. More than

a week of athletic tournaments, music,

songs and dances of the multi-ethnic

people of the Pacific.

JUNE 9, KING KAMEHAMEHA CELEBRATION:

All islands. This is a state holiday honoring

Kamehameha the Great, Hawaii's first

monarch, Hawaii is the only U.S. state with

a royal background and Kamehameha is

honored for uniting the Hawaiian islands.

JULY 16-22, INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL OF
THE PACIFIC: Hilo. This pageant of nations

includes costumes and dances of Japan,

China, Korea, Portugal, Tahiti, New
Zealand and the Philippines. Centered

around a ship in the port of Hilo, the

festival showcases arts, crafts,

international foods and a parade.

AUGUST 7-26, 31st ANNUAL HAWAIIAN
INTERNATIONAL BILLFISH TOURNAMENT:
Kailua-Kona. This is the world's leading

international marlin fishing tournament. A
porode celebrating the event will take

place on August 7th.

SEPTEMBER 21-30, ALOHA WEEK FESTIVALS:

All islands. Aloha Week, a traditional

celebration by Hawaii's people, began in

1946 as a way to preserve and keep olive

ail things Hawaiian—history customs,

crafts, music, dance and pageantry It is

always held in the fall, traditionally rooted

Koala. Australia

in the ancient heritage of the makohiki,

the harvest time celebration.

hong kong
"Hong Kong illuminated . . . is

wonderful, imagine a giant Monte
Carlo with a hundred times as many
lights!"

—Alfred Viscount Northcliffe, 1921

MARCH 31-APRIL 1, CATHAY PACIFIC/

HONG KONG BANK INTERNATIONAL

SEVEN-ASIDE RUGBY COMPETITION:

This is the highlight of the Spring sporting

calendar, a fast-moving variation of the

game that attracts some of the best

players from Asia, the Pacific and Europe.

APRIL 18, TIN HAU FESTIVAL: This festival of

the "Queen of Heaven" and "Goddess of

the Sea" reminds one of Hong Kong's

close links to the sea. Whole communities

of Hong Kong's fishermen converge to

pay homage to their protectress, their

majestic junks festooned with brightly-

colored clan banners.

MAY (tba), BUN FESTIVAL: Cheung Chau
Island. A ferry ride away from downtown
Hong Kong is a most colorful and unusual

festival, with 70-foot towers made entirely

of small pink and white buns erected in

the courtyard of the Pak Tai Temple. The

consecrated buns ore then distributed to

visitors and townspeople for good luck.

MAY 28, DRAGON BOAT FESTIVAL: This is a

public holiday, the original local dragon

boat festival celebration,

JUNE 2-3, INTERNATIONAL DRAGON BOAT
FESTIVAL: "Tuen Ng" is a major cultural

event, as dragon boots dash through the

water urged on by drums and the roar

of the crowd. The races commemorate
the death of statesman-poet Ch'u Yuen,

who drowned himself in the Mi Lo River

in protest against the corruption of

government,

SEPTEMBER 3, FESTIVAL OF HUNGRY
GHOSTS: An evening walk through Hong
Kong's streets and alleys may reveal the

fascinating ritual "Yue Lan," a type

of Chinese holloween, when offerings of

food and carefully crafted paper replicas

of money and other small personal

necessities of life are burned by

the roadside in on attempt to appease
restless spirits,

DECEMBER 9-13, IMAGE HONG KONG '90:

This is an international photographer's

meeting for professionals and amateurs

Polynesian Cultural Center Oat^u. Hawaii
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Gdeal.
$Q^H * Now there's simply

iS / I
no excuse to miss all

vy I JL» the famous Aussie

sights. Because the fares Down
Under just went down under
In fact, they're the very

lowest prices in years.

Our complete, 130-page

-^^^^v

"Destination Australia" book can tell

you everything you need to know to

plan a great Aussie holiday.

'^^M - Just call 1-800-288-8896,

;' Dept. NH03 for your free

copy Also, don't forget to

ask your travel agent about

:^ affordable vacation packages.

But you'd better hurry. Because

with fares this low, there'll never be a

better time to say"G'day'

>^ustralia

'Based on San Francisco and Los Angeles service. Restrictions apply regarding availability of flights, seats, refunds, dates of purchase and ti

See your travel agent for details.

There's never been a better time

to say G'day

el. Fare subject to change. Other lestrictiorts apply.
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alike, featuring seminars and exhibitions

from artists around thie world.

Indonesia
".

. . And a lovely land it is! with some
twenty equally beautiful and
different scenes wtiicti repeat over

and over in astonistiing and
unpredictable rhythims."

—Margaret Mead, 1936 (about Bali)

MARCH 27, NYEPI: Bali, A celebration of

the Bolinese New Year during which
participants feast and give offerings to

the gods.

APRIL 21, KARTINI DAY: Throughout

Indonesia. Commemorates the birthday

of Roden Ajeng Kortini, born in 1879. She
was the daughter of the Regent of

Jepara in Java and started a school for

the daughters of regents aimed at

giving them a western-style education.

Ceremonies are held by women's
groups and many women appear in

national dress.

APRIL 26-27, MOSLEM NEW YEAR:
Throughout Indonesia. A festive occasion
when Moslems gather together for feasts

of traditional foods.

MAY 10, HARI RAYA WAISAK: Bali. The
Buddhist New Year, which includes

elaborate celebrations at Buddhist

temples throughout the island.

AUGUST 17, INDEPENDENCE DAY:

Throughout Indonesia. On this notional

public holiday the center of the

celebrations is in Jakarta, where there are

Temple offerings, Bali. Indonesia

parades, flag-raising ceremony and a
reading of the original text of the

declaration of independence. Local

celebrations include sporting events,

puppet and shadow plays and traditional

cultural performances.

japan
"Thiis nation is thie delight ofmy soul."

—St. Francis Xavier

APRIL 1-30, MIYAKO ODORL Kyoto.

MAY 1-24, KAMOGAWA ODORI: Kyoto.

"Cherry dances" in cherry blossom
season; the classic Japanese dance-play
is performed in beautiful settings by
colorfully-clad kimonoed dancers to the

accompaniment of traditional music.

SUMO TOURNAMENTS
MAY 13-27 and SEPTEMBER 9-13: Tokyo.

MARCH 11-25: Osaka.
This national sport of Japan is more than

2,000 years old: its origins ore religious,

however it now is a profession with

divisions, ranking, prizes, rituals and
etiquette.

MAY 11-OCTOBER 15, CORMORANT
FISHING: Nagaro River, Gifu Pref The
ancient method of catching "ayu," a
trout-like fish, with trained birds; it takes

place of night under the light of blazing

torches fastened to the prows of fishing

boats.

JULY 16-17, GION MATSURI: Yasaka Shrine,

Kyoto. The biggest festival in Kyoto,

actually celebrated from July 1-31 is one
of the most noted festivals in Kyoto, dating

back to the 9th century, when people
tried to seek the protection of the gods

"0^%

II Tourist Board Flute players. Papua New Guinea
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against a pestilence ttiat was then
ravaging \he city. On the 17tti, beoutifuiiy

decorated "yama" and "iioko" floats

parade ttirougti thie main streets.

JULY, FIREWORKS: Sumida River, Asakuso,
Tokyo. The grandest shovi/ of its kind

in Tokyo.

necoZealand
"The day was the perfection of New
Zealand weather, which is the

perfection of all climates—hot but
rarely sultry: bright, but not glaring,

from the vivid green with which the

earth is generally clothed.

"

—Bishop George Selwyn, 1843

MARCH 10, MAORI CANOE REGATTA:
Ngaruavi^ahia. North of Hamiiton is

Ngaruawahio and the Turangawoevi/ae
Morae (meeting place), home of the
IVlaori Queen Vi/hich is only open to the
public for this one day each year. The
traditional vi/or canoes (waka) ore
paddled dovi/n the Waikato River and
different Maori tribes compete in canoe
racing and in performing traditional

songs and dances.

APRIL, HIGHLAND GAMES: Hastings. Each
Easter Hastings hosts the annual Highland
gomes. It is also the "fruit bowl of New
Zealand" and is ringed with orchards;

some of the country's finest wines are
produced in this Hawkes Bay region of

New Zealand.

MARCH 28-APRIL 1, NATIONAL
WOOLCRAFTS FESTIVAL: Palmerston North.

This exhibition of everything to do
with wool includes demonstrations of

different crafts.

JUNE 14-17, NEW ZEALAND AGRICULTURAL
FIELD DAYS: Mystery Creek, Hamilton. This

agricultural event attracts visitors from all

over the world; it takes place adjacent to

Clydesdale Museum where items relating

to rural development have been
preserved. A new ottaction here is

Farmworld, which gives visitors an insight

into the New Zealand agricultural industry

from its historical beginnings to the
present day.

papua riGuo
guinea
Bird-shaped island, with secretive

bird-voices

Land of apocalypse, where the

earth dances.
The mountains speak, the doors of

the spirit open.
And men are shaken by obscure

trances.

—J.P McAuly, 1956

Society Expeditions'

INDONESIA

A Savu warrior in rraditionai headdress.

Nestled between Sumba and

Timor Island, Savu has

been likened to the

Garden of Eden. ?f Coming

ashore by Zodiac, we were

greeted by Suvanese

"warriors" clad in ikat

sarongs and elaborate

headdresses. And even

Our
Journey

Begins

Where

and safety. ?^ And while

for our competitors Bali

is the end of a trip, for us

it's just the beginning.

From here,we venture

beyond the well-traveled

routes to Banda, Alor,

^^ I
-»-,

I
Tukenbesi, Sumba,

OtnerS XlnCl. Sukwesl and even

though they were astride

racing ponies and bran-

dishing swords, our lecturer

explained this was simply

an 'enthusiastic welcome."

?^ For over 1 5 years.

Society Expeditions has

affirmed a simple commitment

to visit the most remote and

exciting destinations in comfort

the Asmat region of

Irian Jaya. f^ Plus,

lecturers such as Lome
& Lawrence Blair, authors

of the "Ring of Fire," ensure

you'll return with a deeper

understanding of this fas-

cinating region, t'f- So if you're

ready for what lies beyond Bali,

you're ready for Society Expeditions.

I 1
Yes, please send information on Society Expeditions.

City Zip

Phone Travel Agent

Indonesia & the South Pacific Pr

Ainazon & South Ametica

I I
Antarctica

n Greenland & the High Atctic

Society Expeditions^
3131 Ellion Ave., NH290

Suite 700, Seattle, WA 98121

For additional intormation, contact

yoLir professional crave! agent

or call 800-426-7794. g

Si)ip rcgistryiUbcria ©1990 Sty
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Singapore Tounsl Piomolion Board

JUNE, FRANGIPANI FESTIVAL: Rabaul This

festival commemorates the first flowers

to blossom after the 1937 eruptiori of

Matupit in a city known for its frongipani

plants.

€»<^
^^ ^^^'"^ A unique

.^ _^^ik%tf* adventure a world away.

PSMy '^ Discover a land where village life

• * is timeless, untouched by the 20th century.

Spectacular mountain scenery, lush jungles and

crystal clear waters with time forgotten WWII
wrecks offering superb diving.

Experience the mystery ofjungle fringed rivers at

Karawari Lodge. Witness the intricately dazzling

colorful highlands people at Ambua Lodge.

A touch of luxury off the beaten track. Sail aboard

the Melanesian Explorer on the mysterious Sepik

River, known for primitive art and isolated villages

or cfuise the virtually untouched Trobriand Islands.

Treat yourself to the adventure of a lifetime...

ADVENTURE EXPRESS—800-i4.-(-0799

VICTORI.A TRAVEL—805-963-361-t
11 W Victoria St. Santa Barbara, C.^ qilOl

(^ AirNiugini
5000 Birch St, Suite 3000 Newport Beach, CA 92660

Malay wedding. Singapore

SEPTEMBER 14-16, HIRI MOALE: Port

Moresby. A great Papuan festival to

commemorate the Hiri trading voyages.
There is a canoe race in the harbor and a
Hiri Queen contest,

AUGUST 18-19, HIGHLANDS SHOW: Mt
Hagen, The fantastic yearly gathering

from all over New Guinea, during which
the men compete in the famous singsing

conlest; the dancers are brilliantly

costumed and painted,

SEPTEMBER, MARBORASA FESTIVAL:

Madong. This cultural show features

dancing, choirs and bamboo bonds.

SEPTEMBER 16, INDEPENDENCE DAY:

Throughout New Guinea. This is a great
time to visit; there are many festivals and
singsings throughout the country,

OCTOBER (2nd week), MOROBE ANNUAL
CULTURAL SHOW: Lae. This features

singsing groups from the nearby valleys

and islands.

Singapore
"The first impression of Singapore
as we slide in is that it is about the

greenest piace that I have ever
seen."

—Harold Nicholson, 1957

MAY 9, VESAK DAY: This public holiday

commemorates the anniversary of

Buddha's birth. The day is spent in prayer
and meditation; captive birds are given

their freedom and candlelight

processions ore held in the evening.

MAY 26-28, DRAGON BOAT FESTIVAL:

Marina Boy The harbor is the scene of a
colorful regatta with competitors from
Australia, New Zealand, Europe,

throughout Asia and the U,S.

JUNE 2-30, SINGAPORE FESTIVAL OF ARTS:

A month-long cultural extravaganza
featuring international music, dances,
drama, mime, operas and experimental

art forms,

AUGUST 9, NATIONAL DAY: This is a major
public holiday, marking the anniversary of

independence, observed with a parade,

cultural performances, processions of

decorated floats and fireworks.

Throughout the month of August there ore

various carnival celebrations.

OCTOBER 3, MOONCAKE FESTIVAL: A
charming festival held when the moon is

believed to be at its fullest. Lantern-

making contests ore held and
processions of children bearing lighted

paper lanterns form port of the

picturesque celebrations,

OCTOBER 17, DEPAVALI: An exciting festival

of lights during which Hindus celebrate

the triumph of light over darkness and
good over evil.

NOVEMBER [24], THIMITHI FESTIVAL: Sri

Moriammdn Temple. This spectacular fire-

walking festival honors the purity of the

goddess Duropadai; participants believe

that as long as they remain pure in mind
and soul they will not be harmed.

NOVEMBER (tba), MERLION WEEK: This is

Singapore's own carnival, with food fairs,

fashion shows, masquerade balls and
firework displays. The week starts with the

crowning of Miss Singapore and
culminates with the Singapore Powerboat
Grand Prix.

DECEMBER 25, CHRISTMAS: A very festive

occasion in Singapore when the city is

ablaze with colorful lights and endless

octivites lure visitors from far and wide.

fabfCf
"The isiand to which every voyager
has offered up his tribute of

imagination."

—Charles Darwin, 1832

APRIL 5, 5TH INTERNATIONAL TRIATHLON:

Mooreo.

MID JUNE-JULY 14, ARTS AND CRAFTS
VILLAGE: Artisan associations representing

the various islands in Polynesia combine
their creations for this important show.

JUNE-JULY 14, HEIVATAUPITI: Papeete. For

almost two months, Tahiti is olive with

cultural and sporting events, centered in

Papeete, At least 30 groups of dancers

and singers rehearse for months and
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public rehearsals are usually held on
Tuesdays and Thursdays during June.

Other events include fire wail<ing and
outrigger canoe races.

JULY 14, BASTILLE DAY: Papeete. France's

national holiday is celebrated with a
military review and an exciting parade.

SUMMER [tba], TAHITI INTERNATIONAL
PRO-AM GOLF OPEN: Olivier Breaud Golf

Course, Atimoano. The 9th Tahiti Open,
with competitors from several countries.

AUGUST 26, INTERNATIONAL MARATHON:
Moorea.

thaHand
'Your eye constantly discovers new
vistas, isolated little communities
around every corner tempting you to

explore them."

—S.J. Perelman, 1948

APRIL 12-14, SONGKRAN FESTIVAL: Chiang
IVIai. The traditional Thai New Year

celebration which can last up to one
month. Religious merry-mal<ing,

pilgrimages, parades, dancing and
good-natured water throwing.

AUGUST 12, THE QUEEN'S BIRTHDAY:

Celebrated throughout the country, this

Tahiti Tourist Promotion Board

important public event Is a national

holiday, and government buildings are
decorated with colored lights.

AUGUST TOURISM FESTIVAL: Bangl<ok's

Amphorn Garden. The city hosts cultural

troupes from all over Thailand: exotic

cultural performances, regional food
stalls and souvenir stands attract

thousands of visitors.

NOVEMBER 2, LOI KRATHONG. Thailand's

loveliest festival is a Buddhist holy day.

Tahitian outrigger conoe

believed to hove originated some 700
years ago in Sukhothai. Under the full

moon, Thais float small lotus-shaped

banana leaf boots containing a lighted

candle, glowing incense, a flower and a
small coin to honor the water spirits and
to wash away the previous year's sins.

NOVEMBER 17-18, ELEPHANT ROUND-UP:
Surin. Exciting displays of elephant hunts,

demonstrations of intelligence, strength,

and obedience and a re-enactment of a
war elephant parade.

CUTOUTYOUR DREAIHING
Make this tine year you see the Pacific. We've got 35 fabulous, exotic places to choose from. Just check the countries you've been

dreaming about most, send us $2.00, and we'll send you all the information you need. And if you're interested in learning about the whole
Pacific, then just ask for our complete guide to ail 35 places: "Live the Legendary Pacific!'

So quick. Cut out the coupon. And cut out for the Pacific.
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Send me a copy of Live the Legendary Pacific! I enclose US$2.00,

"Pacific Asia Travel Association, c/o DMMS, 144 Townsend Street, San Francisco. CA 94107
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A white uakari surveys its domainfrom a treetop

perch, typically a thin, leafless branch.
Jim Clare; Partridge Films L

Scarlet Faces ofthe Amazon
In theirfloodedforest home, uakaris often take

to the treetops to keep their heads above water

by Jose Marcio Ayres

If shown a photograph of a white

uakari, inhabitants of Alvaraes, a small

town some 1,200 miles west of Manaus on

the Amazon River, would most likely not

recognize the animal. Many might even

ask if this strange-looking monkey, with so

human an appearance, is found in Asia or

Africa. They would be shocked to leam

that white uakaris live less than five miles

from their doorstep, just across the river.

The townspeople of Alvaraes are not

alone in their ignorance. Although one-

fourth of all living primate species are

found in Brazil, many monkeys of the Bra-

zilian Amazon are little known because

they are rare, have a limited distribution,

or simply live in inhospitable places. The
white uakari fits all these categories, and

when I first arrived on the upper Amazon,
in March of 1983, to study these mysteri-

ous monkeys, the scientific literature gave

no clue as to how they lived. Until very

recently, the animal was known to scien-

tists only from one collecting locality.

Most available information came from

nineteenth-century naturalists, whose re-

ports were based chiefly on studies of cap-

tive animals or the animal lore of those

Amazonian Indians who were familiar

with the monkeys.

Amazonian Indians call these monkeys
uacaris, acaris, or bicos, but zoo keepers

prefer to call them "English monkeys"
because, with their red faces and bulbous

noses, they supposedly resemble the ste-

reotype of the gin-drinking Englishman.

The red color is not due to drink, however,

but to a lack of pigmentation and an un-

usually extensive system of capillaries

close to the surface.

Like some other South American mon-
keys, uakaris have long fur, powerful jaw

muscles, and specialized teeth, with upper

incisors projecting forward and beyond

the lower ones. Uakaris are unique among
Neotropical primates, however, in having

a short tail and a nearly naked head (the

face is truly naked and the rest of the head

is covered with tiny, inconspicuous hairs).

There are actually two species: Cacajao

melanocephalus, the black-headed ua-

kari, which lives north of the Japura River

and in the Negro River basin, and C
calvus, divided into subspecies based

largely on fur color, which ranges from all

red to all white. Red and white uakaris are

found north and south of the Amazon
River, although the monkeys I study are

the only white uakaris living north of the

Amazon. They inhabit a 3,100-square-

mile island surrounded by waters of the

Japura and Amazon rivers and the Auati

Channel. This area is completely flooded

for six months each year, inundated with

rain and runofl" from the eastern slopes of

the Andes. During the wet season, gener-

ally March to August, water levels may be

forty feet higher than they are during the

dry season, and when the water is at its

highest, tall trees look like bushes floating

on the water.

The wet season's flooded forest, known
as the varzea, is like no other place in the

world. The forest's tall trees are limited to

narrow belts running alongside the rivers.

The vegetation grows on levees of sedi-

ment flushed from the Andes. Moving out

from the river, the land slopes down, and

the exuberant forest gives way to poorly

drained, densely tangled, shrubby swamps
of lianas, bamboos, and spiny trees. This

part of the Amazon is a mosaic of rivers

and channels, and the varzea, viewed from

the air, looks like ribbons of greenery

weaving in and out of the waterways.

Loggingalong the Amazon River: a threat to the uakari
LuizClaua to Mango



White uakaris feed almost exclusively

on the pulp and seeds of fruit. To me, the

most fascinating aspect of these primates

was how they can survive on such a diet in

forests that are flooded much of the year.

Three other monkey species live in the

varzea of the lower Japura River, and all

share in the feast of juicy fruits that be-

come abundant during the first part of the

rainy season. But by the arrival of the dry

season, mature fruits are in short supply.

At this time, the uakaris' monkey neigh-

bors simply turn to other foods to make up
for the shortage. Red howlers feed on new
leaves, blackish squirrel monkeys devour

insects, and capuchins consume a wide

variety of foods, including insects and

small vertebrates. Only the uakaris con-

tinue to feed mostly on fruits.

One of my first steps toward getting to
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When the rains come, waters in the varzea, shown in

the aerialphoto at left, may risefortyfeet. Fruits

thatfall into the water are snapped up byfish

swimmingamong theforest's giant trees, below.

know the uakaris better was to build, with

the help of several local assistants, a trail

system of nearly twenty-one miles. The
paths, usually three feet wide, had to be

cleared both horizontally and vertically

because of seasonal changes in water

level. For at least six months of the year, I

moved along these trails in a dugout canoe

some six feet long, tracking the monkeys

and making monthly observations of the

fruiting patterns of forest trees. My study

site, located near Lake Mamiraua, lies

more than thirty miles from the town of

Tefe, which served as my base. The trip

from town to the channel leading to the

lake takes more than six and a half hours

by boat in an area almost devoid of human
beings. In spite of plentiful fish, no people

inhabit this stretch of the river. The enor-

mous swarms of mosquitoes present in all

seasons and at all hours of the day may be

a reason for the solitude I enjoyed, or

suffered, depending on how well the work

was going and how many mosquito bites I

had. Add to this the tremendous fluctua-

tion in water level, and it is easy to under-

stand why the area has been shunned.

White uakaris live in large troops of

about fifty individuals, both males and

females. Their day begins as soon as the

sun rises above the horizon, just before six

o'clock. Since retiring the night before,

the troop has been scattered over about an

acre, usually 120 to 130 feet up in thin,

leafless branches. This great height pro-

vides protection from nocturnal ground

predators, such as the margay cat. Sleep-

ing parties are small, with no more than

six or seven individuals in each sleeping

tree. Mothers and their offspring from the

last two years sleep together, and a domi-

nant male hoping to mate often settles

nearby. Any other individuals sleeping in

the tree spread out a bit, usually on sepa-

rate branches several feet apart.

By 6:30 a.m., the whole troop descends

to lower trees, where the uakaris have the

first meal of the day, still often thirty feet

or so above the water level. Gradually, the

troop begins moving in search of more

food, stopping wherever they find fruiting

White Uakaris

Early one sunny morning, in the year

1855, 1 saw in the streets of Ega a num-

ber of Indians, carrying on their shoul-

ders ... a large cage made of strong li-

anas . . . containing a dozen monkeys of

the most grotesque appearance. Their

bodies . . . were clothed from neck to tail

with very long, straight, and shining

whitish hair; their heads were nearly

bald, owing to the very short crop of thin

gray hairs, and their faces glowed with

the most vivid scarlet hue. As a finish to

their striking physiognomy, they had

bushy whiskers of a sandy color, meeting

under the chin, and reddish-yellow eyes.

They sat gravely and silently in a group,

and altogether presented a strange spec-

tacle. These red-faced apes belonged to

a species called by the Indians Uakari,

which is peculiar to the Ega district . .

.

[and] differs from all its relatives in hav-

ing only the rudiment of a tail. . . . Hunt-

ers say it is pretty nimble in its motions.

. . . The species is rare, even in the lim-

ited district which it inhabits.

Henr>' Walter Bates, 1863

The Naturalist on the River Amazons
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trees. By 8:00 a.m., the monkeys are scat-

tered again, this time over more than two

and a half acres but all moving through

the forest at more or less the same speed

and in the same direction. I don't gener-

ally see more than six individuals together

at this time of the day, but I can get a

rough idea of the general position of other

members of the troop by listening for the

species' characteristic, low-pitched "ca-

ca-ca-ca" and for the plopping sound of

fruit remains hitting the water below. The

monkeys remain active, feeding and trav-

eling, until noon. By 1 :00 p.m., the sun is

almost directly overhead, and the tem-

perature may be 104° F with humidity

over 90 percent. Most troop members
move into thick branches and rest for the

next few hours, with a few individuals

continuing to feed at a slower pace nearby.

At 3:00 P.M., the nap is over, and the

troop moves on. The group keeps traveling

and feeding until 6:00 p.m., although less

intensely than in the morning. As daylight

wanes, louder vocalizations are heard. By
this time, the uakaris may have covered

more than three miles, and individuals

may be 2,500 feet apart. The calling goes

on for about twenty minutes, as the troop

slows down and comes together in a few

trees. As the monkeys wind down, a few

kW
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Armed with powerful and specialized teeth, white uakaris can crack

almost any shell theforest has to offer, enabling them to get at the

seeds ofboth ripe and unripefruits, left. Otherprimates ofthe varzea,

like the blackish squirrel monkey,far left, can eat only soft, mature
fruits:whenfruits are unripe, the species must turn to differentfoods, such
as insects or leaves. Believed to be members ofthe same species, red uakaris,

below, and white are divided into subspecies on the basis ofcoat color
Robert C. Hermes; Photo Researchers.

individuals get in a last meal, young play

while hanging on upside down, and adult

males may engage in a squabble or two.

Soon the forest floor is dark, and one by

one, the uakaris start moving upward to

find a safe place to sleep. And there they

will stay unless an unusually strong storm

sends them downward to thicker

branches. Rain may delay their departure

the next morning until the sun dries them
out. Otherwise, the uakaris' days unfold

more or less the same throughout the wet

season.

By April and May, there is a discernible

drop in the amount of fruit in the forest.

At this time, receptive female and male

uakaris form pairs and leave the core of

the troop. The female may take with her

the offspring of the previous year. These

young uakaris are an obvious irritant to

the male, jumping on his back, attempting

to take his food, and simply getting in his

way. Would-be fathers also have to con-

tend with harassment by bachelor troops,

consisting of up to eight males that failed

to get a mate and whose only chance of

reproducing lies in busting up an existing

pair. These bachelors behave as badly as

hooligans at a soccer match. Fights are

frequent, and after all this trouble, copula-

tion may last less than two minutes. But

Amazonian Flooded Forest

The river was now so high that a great

portion of the lowlands between the Rio

Negro and the Amazon was flooded,

being what is called gapo [flooded for-

est]. This is one of the most singular

features of the Amazon. ... A person

may go by canoe in the wet season with-

out once entering into the main river. He
will pass through small streams, lakes,

and swamps, and everywhere around

him will stretch out [water], all covered

with a lofty virgin forest. For days he will

travel through this forest, scraping

against tree trunks, and stooping to pass

beneath the leaves of prickly palms, now
level with the water, though raised on

stems forty feet high In the gapo

peculiar animals are found, attracted by

the fruits of trees which grow only there.

In fact, the Indians assert that every tree

that grows in the gapo is distinct from all

those found in other districts, and ... it

does not seem improbable that such may
be the case.

Alfred Russel Wallace, 1853

A Narrative of Travels on the

Amazon and Rio Negro
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the struggle is worth it, for as far as is

known, females copulate with only one
male for each pregnancy.

Babies are bom some six months later

at the beginning of the rainy season, in

October or November. For the first two
months of their lives, young uakaris are

strikingly different from their bald, red-

faced elders. The fur and face are dark

gray, and the head is covered with hair.

Young nurse for three to five months and
begin eating solids when four to six

months old. By the time they are close to

one year old, their diet, hke that of the

adults, will be 86 percent fruit products,

with seeds from immature fruits account-

ing for nearly 68 percent of their food

intake and juicy pulp making up another

1 8 percent. The remaining 14 percent con-

sists of insect larvae, flower nectar, and

other plant materials. White uakaris feed

on more than eighty plant species, but five

of these account for almost half of their

yearly consumption.

In the flooded forests, most animal-dis-

persed fruits mature in May or June, when
the water is highest. Seeds are dispersed

mainly by water or by fish, which in these

areas also feed mostly on fruit at this time

of year. From July, when the water begins
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to recede, until the next May, mature
fruits in the canopy of the varzea are dras-

tically reduced. Uakaris, however, be-

cause of their specialized dentition and
jaw muscles, are able to open the hard

shells of most immature fruits, even some
members of the tough Brazil nut family,

and get at the nutritious young seeds in-

side. (Many fruits have hard shells only

when immature; others get even harder

as they ripen. Uakaris can handle both.)

There is, however, a small interval dur-

ing the year when both mature and imma-

ture fruits are nearly absent. In early Au-

gust of 1983, I had my first glimpse into

how the uakaris get through this period of

scarcity. The water level was dropping

rapidly, and most of the forested areas of

the varzea were muddy but exposed.

Some 300 feet away through a tangle of

Unlike all other South American

primates, uakaris have a mere stub ofa
tail, but this does not keep themfrom
achievinggreat heights. They spend much
oftheir time well over one hundredfeet
up in theforest canopy, movingfrom limb
to limb,feeding, and sleeping.

bushes and vines, I saw a uakari subgroup

of at least eleven individuals descend to

the ground one by one and begin foraging

on the forest floor. From that distance,

they resembled white rabbits, with their

quick leaping movements. As I watched, I

discovered what the uakaris were search-

ing for: the new seedlings of a species in

the Sapotaceae family. Whenever the

monkeys found seedlings, they dug them

out of the ground and ate the uprooted

seeds. During the next three months, and

in subsequent years, I saw uakaris feeding

this way many times, usually in the after-

noons, when the temperature in the upper

canopy was uncomfortably high.

Our chemical analyses showed that

these germinating seeds are rich in oils.

(Oils make seeds more buoyant and would

help keep water out of embryonic tissues.)

Fortunately for the uakaris. there is little

competition for these sprouts and other

seeds shed during the high-water season.

Brocket deer, peccaries, agoutis, armadil-

los, and pacas—mammals common in up-

land habitats—are absent from the forest,

probably because of the flooding.

In October, the trees start to blossom,

sometimes spectacularly, and the forest

floor is carpeted with flower petals and

anthers. Now the white uakaris dramati-

cally change their eating habits, eagerly
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Its scarlet visage, combined with a nearly bald head, makes

the uakari almost alarming to behold. But being red in theface

is,for these monkeys, just a sign ofgood health. Sick or

dead uakaris turn pale.

plucking and nipping at the flowers to get

at their sweet nectar. By November there

are large fruits on many of the trees. Al-

though they are immature, these fruits are

sufficiently developed to provide the

uakaris with young seeds.

How far a group travels during a day

depends on the availability of food. Dur-

ing the high-water season, when ripe fruits

are abundant, white uakaris may travel an

average of more than four miles a day,

following the ribbon of forest. In the dry

season, however, uakaris reduce their

travel distances greatly, to less than a mile

and a half a day.

Why are white uakaris not found in the

dry forests surrounding the varzea? After

all, twelve other species of primates man-

age to coexist in these drier habitats. The

explanation may be that many of the fac-

tors that enable uakaris to live in the

flooded forests may prevent them from

surviving outside it: many of their foods

are water dispersed or water dependent in

some way; and the dry forests are full of

competitors, both frugivorous monkeys

and other large mammals.

The eastern portion of the Amazon also

has varzeas, but no uakaris live there ei-

ther. The reason may be that these flooded

forests are more open and subject to a

greater tidal influence than are those of

the western Amazon basin where I work.

The vegetation that grows in them does

not provide enough of the large-seeded

fruits uakaris depend on.

So for the white uakaris, as for so many

species on our beleaguered planet, habitat

is vital to their survival. Unfortunately,

the annual flooding that is so much a part

of their lives also facilitates the removal of

logs, and the region has for many years

been a principal source of timber in the

upper AJnazon. Most of the trees removed

are not potential food sources for the

uakaris, but logging causes considerable

damage beyond the loss of trees sought by

the timber interests. As a rule of thumb,

ten noncommercial trees are felled or bro-

ken for every commercial tree taken away.

A single fallen tree may block a channel

and provoke soil erosion and sedimenta-

tion. Moreover, with a growing demand

for cardboard, more species of trees are

being logged over a widening area.

In December 1984, wildlife photogra-

pher Luiz Claudio Marigo and I proposed

to the Brazilian Ministry of Environment

(SEMA, or Secretaria Especial do Meio

Ambiente) that an ecological station be

established, specifically to protect a part

of this Amazon flood forest. Since then,

with the support of the Brazilian Founda-

tion for Conservation of Nature, The

Worid Wildlife Fund-U. S., and Wildlife

International Foundation-France, land-

holdings and property titles have been an-

alyzed with such a reserve in mind. Two

floating houses and a forest guard have

been settled in the area. Soon, perhaps this

year or next, white uakaris may have at

least one-fifth of their small and threat-

ened range protected by law. It is not

enough, but it is a start. D
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Catalog ofWoes
Some ofour most troublesome weeds were dispersed through the mail

by Richard N. Mack

Like his modern-day counterpart, the winter-weary gardener

of one hundred years ago could open his mailbox in late winter to

find that long-awaited harbinger of spring—the wonderful new

seed catalog. While mail-order catalogs in general are a modem

phenomenon, seed catalogs have been around for more than two

hundred years, long enough to have influenced the vegetation of

many parts of our country. The results have been both beautiful

and disastrous.

Nineteenth-century nurseries introduced and helped spread

many of the plants we now call weeds on our farms, waterways,

lawns, and gardens. The word weed has several definitions. I will

consider it to mean a plant that we think is out of place either in

the wild or in the garden. In their native environments, the plants

live alongside their predators, parasites, and plant competitors,

which limit their numbers and range. Removed from their

natural enemies, they can run unchecked and become weeds.

For more than a century, botanists have been collecting in-

formation on the origins and life histories of these aggressive

plants, and their data have been the basis for plant quarantine

and state laws aimed at controlling the spread of weeds. Never-

theless, many weeds have marched across our continent, often

showing up simultaneously in locations thousands of miles apart

with no apparent explanation. Perhaps one reason for this mys-

tery is that weed experts have held contaminated crop seeds,

vehicles, and animals mainly responsible for the distribution of

weeds, while underestimating another culprit: the nineteenth-

century mail-order seed business.

In the first decades after the American Revolution, these

catalogs were usually small circulars or handbills that advertised

seeds, cuttings of fruit trees, or a few ornamental plants sold

locally. Some catalogs were undoubtedly mailed to potential

customers, although the high cost of postage and the uncertainty

of mail service in the new republic probably limited the practice.

It wasn't until the late 1 840s that postal rates became affordable

and opened the doors to a potentially lucrative mail-order mar-

ket. The mail quickly became an efficient disperser of plants.

In the early 1 800s, seed catalogs reflected the needs of their

typical customers: self-reliant farmers who grew all the food

they and their livestock ate, as well as the fiber they needed to

make their clothes. Plants were also used to make home reme-

dies. Catalogs of the time advertised horehound, an expectorant

in cough syrups; catnip, which could be made into a tea to soothe

the nerves; and absinthe, used as an antiseptic and a sedative

(and also as an ingredient in a liqueur). Some medicinal plants,

such as belladonna and digitalis, are still used by the pharma-

ceutical industry as sources of powerful drugs. Customers could

also buy seeds of the opium poppy, which were sold for "medici-

nal purposes" as well as for their oil. As late as 1 895, the catalog

of the Germain Fruit Company of Los Angeles advertised the oil

of the opium poppy as "an agreeable sweet oil, good for eating,

painting and illuminating."

Another drug-producing plant that appeared regularly in seed

catalogs more than a hundred years ago is marijuana. In those

days, however, the plant was grown for its physical, not its

chemical, properties. Hemp, as the plant was commonly called,

was sold mainly as a source of fiber. A local supply of fiber for

All photographs from the Seed Trade Catalog Collection of the National Agricultural Library, Special Collections; except as noted.



rope production would have been essential to a largely rural

population. Although cultivation was sporadic, hemp neverthe-

less was planted widely. Much of the so-called ditch weed

growing in the Midwest today is probably the legacy of nine-

teenth-century local fiber production.

GF^QY/ERS ^^^-"

Importers & dealer^
I In Veqetable, Flower & Farm Seeds, ^'p1(°riDE£p hII'Va^^-

The seeds of the hemp plant, however, were most often used

as bird seed. Other weedy plants were also introduced as bird

seed, including canary grass, corn poppy, and rape. Although

none of these species, including opium poppy and marijuana, are

native to North America, today they are all naturalized and

commonly found throughout the United States.

After the Civil War, Americans enjoyed an economic boom.

Industries grew, and new railroads and highways crisscrossed

the nation, connecting burgeoning cities and suburbs. Ameri-

cans who now drew wages in factories and shops rather than on

farms had more leisure time and discretionary income than ever

before. Also, most people no longer had to grow their own food.

All of this meant that, for the first time, many people could

afford lawns and ornamental gardens. At the same time, the

public's interest in natural history grew, particularly in plants

and their scientific names. Collecting dried and pressed botani-

cal specimens became a popular hobby. The seed catalogs in the

United States (and in Europe, too) between 1870 and 1900

mirrored these great social and economic changes. Their pages

were filled with hundreds of species of ornamental plants. Selec-

tions of medicinal and herbal plants shrank or disappeared

altogether. Seed merchants discovered that there was a lot of

money to be made in ornamentals, and they competed to see who

could offer the most diverse and exotic selection of plants. The

catalogs of the late Victorian era were hundreds of pages thick

and elaborately illustrated in a multitude of colors. Modern seed

catalogs pale by comparison. Among the plants portrayed so

enticingly are some of the most persistent weeds in many areas

of the country today: baby's breath, Japanese honeysuckle, and

bachelor's button.

Several introductions during this era proved particularly trou-

blesome, most notably the water hyacinth. This plant first drew

public attention in the United States at the 1 884 International

Cotton Exhibition in New Orleans. For unknown reasons, this

native of the Amazon Basin was exhibited by the Japanese

delegation, which probably handed out specimens to exhibi-
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tiongoers. The exhibition spurred interest in the water hyacinth,

but it wasn't the first time this aquatic plant had been brought to

our shores. At least one nursery owner in New Jersey was selling

it at the time, and the plant had been available from European

suppliers for at least twenty years. By the early 1 890s, the water

hyacinth had attracted the attention of many other nursery

owners, who sold it by mail for as much as a dollar a plant, a

large sum in those days, equivalent to about eleven dollars today.

These nursery owners lavishly praised the beauty of this plant

and described its easy care in the house or garden. Their catalogs

included specific instructions on how to grow the plant and

recommended that it be planted in ponds. At least one catalog

illustrated its advertisement with an idyllic scene of water hya-

cinths floating down a stream. Little did these plant merchants

know that they were contributing to what would become one of

the worst weed disasters in the country.

Outside its home range in South America, where it is kept in

check by its natural enemies, the water hyacinth runs wild. Its

ability to float means that it can be carried miles downstream by

the current. It can also be carried upstream, for instance, if it

gets caught in the paddle wheels of a river steamer. Water

hyacinth grows at spectacular rates, each plant replicating itself

hundreds of times each year. By the mid-1 890s, many Florida

rivers were clogged with dense mats that even steamers could

not penetrate. Navigable rivers were quickly reduced to streams

by impenetrable tangles of living and dead plants. Photographs

of this period in Florida show long wooden boardwalks that had

been constructed over the mats to allow passengers access to

ships now confined to narrow channels far offshore. The water

hyacinth is a particularly serious pest in regions where malaria

and encephalitis are common, as the insect carriers of these

diseases breed in the plant's extensive vegetative growth. By

1896 the water hyacinth had become such a problem that

Congress appropriated funds for the study of the plant's control.

Today, water hyacinth remains a serious problem in much of

the tropics and subtropics, as well as in parts of Florida and other

states of the Gulf Coast. But it is not the only plant that was

introduced with great enthusiasm, which later turned into re-

gret. Hindsight tells us that bringing in Brazilian pepper, com-

mon ironwood, and purple strawberry guava was also a mistake.

Each of these attractive woody plants has escaped cultivation

and become a threat to native plants in Florida and Hawaii.

Trouble lay hidden, too, in seeds that were never intended for

planting. For example, dried flower arrangements and wreaths

(often called immortelles in old catalogs) were popular among
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the late Victorians, as they are today. The wreaths were fash-

ioned out of a wide variety of dried alien grasses, which today

make up a virtual Who's Who of weedy grasses in the United

States: soft chess, chess, rattlesnake chess, compact brome,

medusa's-head, and goose grass. Jointed goat grass is perhaps

the most notorious of this group. A native of arid Eurasia, the
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grass is a close relative of wheat. It has a life history similar to

that of wheat and occasionally even hybridizes with that grain in

the field. By germinating and flowering at the same time as

winter wheat, but with seeds that readily shatter before the

wheat is harvested, jointed goat grass has become a stubborn

pest in many wheat fields. When they were sold in dried flower

bouquets, the grasses were ripe and ready to shed their seeds.

There is no way of knowing for certain how many weeds were

spread by the discarding of dried flower arrangements, but it is

probably many.

Although few food crops have become serious weed problems

(exceptions include weedy forms of some cereal grains), some

forage plants have turned out to be bad choices. Johnson grass

was introduced locally in the United States before the Civil War

and was touted as a forage grass that regularly produced amaz-

ing amounts of hay. Its reputation grew, and by the end of the

nineteenth century, it was being sold across the country, al-

though mostly in the South. However, the high forage produc-

tion of this grass came at a steep price for the farmer. In the

course of its vigorous growth, Johnson grass forms tenacious

tangles of rhizomes, among which few other plants can grow.

Furthermore, the grass is practically impossible to eradicate in a

field because it readily resprouts from these rhizomes, even if

they remain only as small fragments in the soil. This ability to

resprout was particularly troublesome before the advent of her-

bicides. Once a field was sown with Johnson grass, the farmer

could not use it for any other purpose. The grass also can

hybridize with cultivated sorghum, a close relative, and the

result reduces a field of commercial sorghum to a worthless

mixture of weedy sorghum off'spring. The widespread popular-

ity of Johnson grass in the late 1 800s continues to cause prob-

lems for American agriculture today. Each year farmers from

California to Georgia must cope with this aggressive plant.

Not all weeds are herbaceous plants. Woody ones, such as

trees and shrubs, can also cause big problems. From the stand-

point of its real and potential damage to American agriculture.
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the worst alien invader by far in the nineteenth century was

common barberry. The shrub is not a particularly aggressive

weed, but it is a terrible hazard nonetheless, because it is the

intermediate host for the devastating stem rust disease of wheat,

caused by the fungus Puccinia graminis. The earliest record of

its sale in a catalog that I have seen is 1844, although other

historical accounts place it in the United States before then.

Certainly by the end of the century seeds and cuttings were

widely available. Common barberry is an attractive, hardy

shrub with bright scarlet berries that can be made into jelly.

Perhaps for these reasons its popularity and range grew quickly.

Common barberry was planted all over the country, including

the wheat-growing states of the Midwest, and consequently

threatened the wheat crop on a national level. During World

War I, in an effort to save the crop for the war effort, a campaign

was organized to eradicate every barberry shrub. Thousands of

schoolchildren in the Midwest were enlisted to seek out common

barberry, while others specialized in destroying the plants once

they were found. Schools held competitions, and the child who

found the most plants was awarded a medal. This quasi-military

operation was an unparalleled success. Although the plant was

not totally eradicated, it was controlled to the point where wheat

crop losses due to stem rust dropped significantly.

Unfortunately, the commercial spread of undesirable alien

plants did not end with the nineteenth century. A few of the

weedy plants advertised in old catalogs are still sold today, along

with some new potential disasters. Two examples are diffuse

knapweed, which readily invades rangeland in the western

United States, and Kahili ginger, which spreads quickly through

mountain forests in Hawaii. The renewed interest in seed mix-

tures of "wildflowers" also has the potential for spreading alien

species. Purveyors of these packets or cans of seeds often do not

discriminate between native and alien species. How many more

local naturalizations will occur as nature enthusiasts unwittingly

sow these seeds?

I believe there are several lessons to be gleaned from the

perusal of old seed catalogs, those dusty and now fragile rem-

nants of a largely unrecognized nineteenth-century industry.

One has to do with the contribution these catalogs make to our

understanding of how the alien weed flora grew and prospered in

the United States and how good intentions can go amiss. An-

other concerns the wisdom of disseminating any wild plant

before we have firm evidence that it is unlikely to become

weedy. Introducing an aggressive weed is much like opening

Pandora's box; once established, such a plant is virtually impos-

sible to eradicate.

Picture Archive
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After a night offoraging, afemale Thomas'sfruit-eating

bat and her single offspring, which is already able tofly,

retreat to the safety ofa leaftent. Bats ofthis species

construct tents by biting veins in a precisepattern in

durable, waterprooffoliage, such as this Panama hatpalm

leafin Corcovado National Park in Costa Rica.



A Roof over Their Feet
Tent-making bats ofthe New World tropics turn leaves into living quarters

by Robert M. Timm and Barbara L. Clauson

The first scientist to suggest that bats

cut leaves to fashion roosting shelters was
Thomas Barbour, a naturalist from Har-
vard who was working in Panama. In 1932
he reported observing a common species

of leaf-nosed bat (since named Peters's

tent-making bat) clinging to the underside

of a palm frond that had curiously cut

veins. Because larval insects also make
patterned cuts in tender, developing

leaves, much of Barbour's paper on the

subject reads like an attempt to convince

himself, as well as the reader, that bats,

not insects, were responsible for the inci-

sions. He concluded that bats were indeed

modifying leaves but also found it "incon-

ceivable that the habit should be a com-
mon one." Later in the same year, Frank

Chapman, of the American Museum of

Natural History, reported that a Thom-
as's fruit-eating bat cut the veins of a na-

tive palm to produce what he called a

"tent." But little more on the phenomenon
appeared in the scientific literature for the

next forty-five years.

After reading these early reports, we
began actively searching for roosting tents

on our research expeditions to the tropical

rain forests of Costa Rica, Ecuador, and

Peru. These forests were so overwhelm-

ingly lush that at first we found it difficult

to focus on individual trees and shrubs.

But gradually we were able to see, scat-

tered among the foliage, some leaves that

were atypically folded. After examining

them carefully, we were confident that

these leaves were not old, nor had they

been damaged by insects or broken by

fallen branches. Rather, the veins and

midribs had been severed in a very delib-

erate and patterned way. Further search-

ing revealed that bats were roosting under

many of these folded leaves.

Leaves altered by bats provide good

camouflage, and perhaps this is why leaf

tents have long been overlooked. But once

we knew what to look for, we could readily

locate the tents; in a single day we often

found dozens, of several different types,

each occupied by a different species of

bat. Unlike previous researchers, who
were limited to netting bats on their noc-

turnal forays, we were able to capture bats

unharmed during the day at these roosts.



Tent-makingbats use leaves ofvarious shapes and sizes tofashion their shelters, and

each type ofleafis cut in a characteristic pattern. Variations include tents in an

Anthurium leaf(bottom left), a twelve-foot-longpalmfrond (center), and a Panama
hatpalm leaf(top right). The hardy leaves, which remain alive after being modified by

the bats, serve as roosts, hide-outs, umbrellas, and sunshadesfor up to two months.
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Our study of hundreds of tents has helped

us shed Ught on the behavior and ecology

of the bats that make them.

To date, individuals of fourteen New
World tropical species, all small- to me-

dium-sized fruit eaters known as phyl-

lostomids, or leaf-nosed bats, and two Old

World species have been found to con-

struct tents. Most of these species roost

almost exclusively in tents. While we have

not yet watched bats in the actual process

of cutting leaves, we have been able to

follow the building of a tent over several

successive days, finding more cut leaflets

each morning. Tent-making bats chew the

veins that branch out from the leafs mid-

rib in such a way that the sides of the leaf

droop but do not fall off. The tissues are

not completely severed, and tough, fibrous

strands hold the living leaf together. The
resultant structure of rigid midrib and

folded leaf sides is roughly pyramidal or

tentlike. Hooking their feet into the mid-

rib, veins, and rough spots on the under-

side of the leaf, hanging bats are well

concealed from above and on both sides.

When the drooping sides touch, the bats

are also hidden from below.

Tents protect bats from predators, rain,

wind, and intense tropical sunlight and are

also shelters for the young. For newborn

and young bats, the tent's protection may
be critical. Like most species of bats, tent-

making bats give birth to a single young at

a time. In some species the mother carries

the infant with her on her daily foraging

rounds, but when it becomes too cumber-

some, she leaves it, still flightless and vul-

nerable, in the tent unattended. Females

of other species transport the young to an

alternate roost while they forage and then

retrieve it before returning to the tent to

spend the daylight hours.

Bats of some species construct a num-
ber of tents, scattering them throughout a

relatively restricted area of forest, and use

one for several days before shifting to the

next. When flushed from one of these

roosts during the day, the bats often fly to

another of their tents some distance away,

although they sometimes circle and at-

tempt to return to the same tent. Other

species make and use only one leaf tent at

a time, occupying it for two months or

more. Occasionally we find "cheaters,"

bats that are using a tent characteristic of

another species. These opportunistic bats

may usurp an occupied tent or simply use

one they have found unoccupied.

The number of occupants in any one

tent depends on the species and the season

and may ofl"er clues to the mating and

social systems of different species. The
tents of solitary species are small and sim-

ple and house either an individual or a

female and her offspring. In monogamous
species, mated pairs usually share the tent

and may be accompanied by their single

young. The large tents of polygynous,

harem-forming species, such as Peters's

tent-making bat, however, hold colonies

that average from five to fifteen bats, and

sometimes contain as many as fifty. Such
roosts generally contain one breeding

male and his entourage of females and

young. A question that bears future inves-

tigation is whether a good tent in a prime

location can help males of polygynous spe-

cies attract mates and keep a harem.

Each species of bat forms from one to

several characteristic types of tents. Many
bats display a preference for certain kinds

of plants and leaf shapes. Several species

of Artibeus and Vampyressa bats select

heart-shaped leaves from various related

species of plants in the Araceae family

and fashion a characteristic style of tent

from each. Other species are generalists.

Thomas's fruit-eating bats use a variety of

differently shaped leaves, such as the pal-

mate leaves of the Panama hat palm, elon-

gate leaves of banana and bird of paradise

plants, heart-shaped leaves of Anthurium,

and forked leaves of small ground palms,

as well as the compound leaves of coconut

palms. But basic tent construction re-

mains the same: the bats chew through the

veins or leaflet midribs that support the

sides of the leaf.

In the course of our investigations, we

documented what must be a relatively re-

cent shift to a new plant species and tent

type for Peters's tent-making bats. Typi-

cally users of palm fronds, these bats

make cuts that gradually converge toward

the center of the leaf in an inverted V
shape, causing the leaf to collapse down-

ward. But we have also found this bat

roosting in leaves of the banana plant, a

species introduced into the New World

tropics within the last 450 years. The vein

structure of banana leaves differs from

that of the native palms that these bats

usually select for tent construction. When
the bats cut their V on banana leaves, the

side veins do not fold; only the cut to the

midrib that causes the tip to droop results

in the formation of a tent. Although these

tents form acceptable shelters, the bats

"waste" considerable time and energy

making unnecessary cuts. These bats

seem to be "locked" into the style of cut-

ting that works on native plants.

Mistakes in leaf choice are rare, and

most attempts to fashion tents from un-

usual species of plants are quickly aban-

doned, perhaps because the leaf is dis-

tasteful or difficult to cut. Dieffenbachia,

a plant that abounds on the forest floor,

would appear to be ideal for tent construc-

tion because of the size, shape, and struc-

ture of its leaves. But of the several hun-

dred tents we observed over the past

fifteen years, just one—incomplete and

unoccupied—was in a Dieffenbachia. The

plant exudes a thick, milky, sticky, foul-

smelling sap containing calcium oxalate

crystals and cyanide-producing glycosides

poisonous to most mammals. Ingestion of

the sap causes intense pain and swelling in

the mouth and throat in humans, typically

making speech difficult, hence its com-

mon name, dumb cane. A first mouthful

of noxious Dieffenbachia sap may deter a

bat from using the plant's leaves as tents.

The chemicals that probably evolved to

protect the plant from herbivores appar-

ently discourage tent makers as well.

Bats routinely select fully emerged

leaves for new tents, and we suspect that

tents found in old or worn leaves have been

in use for several weeks or even several

months. The angle of the leaf is also im-

portant in protecting the bat from the ele-

ments and for concealment. Some species

choose horizontal leaves, whereas others

select those hanging at more acute angles.

The angle that affords the greatest protec-

tion varies depending on the shapes of

leaves and styles of tents.

Fashioning a tent is a time- and energy-

consuming process for the bats, which are
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very small in comparison to some of the

leaves they use. We found Artibeus gno-

mus, for example, roosting under a Mon-
stera leaf, whose half-inch-wide veins are

broader than the bat's mouth; yet this leaf

bore twenty-six cut veins. For other spe-

cies, such as Peters's tent-making bat,

which roosts under huge palm fronds

more than eighteen feet long, the job is

even more daunting. As many as 1 50 leaf-

lets need to be cut on a single frond.

Palms are notoriously tough, woody, fi-

brous, and spiny. Why do bats choose such

leaves when tender, pliable species are

available? Precisely for those same

characteristics of strength and resilience.

Many tent leaves are in serviceable condi-

tion after two months of use. Tough fibers

hold leaves together and allow passage of

nutrients even when chewed, whereas

more delicate leaves decay rapidly or fall

apart when cut. These same sturdy types

of leaves are used by native peoples as

roofing throughout the Neotropics.

As for spines and razor-sharp stems that

the bats must contend with, the more the

better. Bats tuck their tiny bodies between

spines or use them as convenient toeholds,

while prickly stalks discourage intruders

such as snakes and biologists who try to

investigate a tent.

Probably for the same reasons they

make good bat roosts, tents are ideal sites

for the paper nests of wasps. We found

Polybia wasps, noted for their aggression,

to be common in bat tents. The tents occu-

pied by wasps are usually intact and seem-

ingly occupiable by bats, with leaves in

relatively good condition. However, we
never observed bats roosting in a tent once

wasps had made a nest there.

Most predators, particularly those rely-

ing on eyesight, seem to be unaware that

the folded tent is anything other than a

dying leaf. In addition to concealment,

tents provide bats with an early warning

system; the stems they hang on are often

thin and springy, and even slight shifts of

the stem cause magnified movements of

the leaf. If a predator locates the bats, its

approach up the stem jars the leaf and

alerts the bats, which immediately flush.

The list of predators active at the roosts

of non-tent-making tropical bats is lengthy

A clusterofadult male andfemale Caribbean white bats share a daytime

dormitory in a Heliconia leaf, right. The bats hook their claws into the

incisions they have made along the leaf's midrib and nestle in thefold,

below. Like other leaf-nosed species, these bats have elaborate snouts

that help them to echolocate, but their bright whitefur is a rarity.

H. (Dan) Cheatham; DRK Photo

and includes snakes, opossums, skunks,

weasels, raccoons, domestic and wild cats,

foxes, and even carnivorous bats such as

the spectral or false vampire bat. None-

theless, early in our study, we presumed

that tent-making bats were almost im-

mune from predation when roosting. We
had read only a single report of predation,

that of a tent-roosting bat caught by a

snake in Trinidad. Later, however, while

working in Costa Rica with Sue Boinski,

then of the University of Texas at Austin,

we found that Central American squirrel

monkeys not only learn to recognize bat-

modified leaves but also seek them out.

These intelligent omnivores eat both wasp

larvae and bats. Adult males are the most

successful at capturing prey from the

tents. On locating a bat tent, the monkey
approaches it stealthily from below, being

careful not to disturb the roost leaf. It

peers up into the tent to determine that it

is indeed occupied by either bats or wasps,

then climbs above the tent on a nearby

plant. From this vantage, the monkey
launches itself into the air and crashes

down onto the tent, dislodging the occu-

pants and snatching at falling and flying

bats. Once on the ground the monkey
searches for and consumes wasp larvae or

any injured or young bats unable to fly. If

adult stinging wasps are present, the mon-

key rolls away from the landing point. It

then runs back to grab bits of the broken

nest, which it carries a safe distance away

before extracting larvae and pupae. Unin-

jured bats capable of flight are often able

to escape the monkeys.

Double-toothed kites, birds of prey fre-

quently found in association with mon-

keys, and in particular squirrel monkeys,

are often seen perched on horizontal

branches amid a foraging troop. The kites

use the monkeys as "beaters" to drive out

prey. Active monkeys disturb large insects

such as katydids, cicadas, cockroaches,

and grasshoppers, as well as small lizards

and frogs. If these prey elude the mon-

keys, the kites swoop out and intercept the

creatures. We have occasionally observed

kites capturing adult bats flushed from

their roosts by monkeys.

Rather than the rarity described by

Thomas Barbour some fifty years ago,

tent making is a common practice among
small, fruit-eating bats of Central and

South America. Finding the tents has

given us a glimpse of the ecology of these

Neotropical mammals, but long-term

studies of marked bats and of possible

variations among individuals, populations,

and species will be essential in unraveling

the role tent makers play in the complex

communities of the tropical rain forest.D
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The impressions ofa humanlike arch and big toe are

revealed in one ofthe 3.5-million-year-oldfootprints

preserved at Laetoli site G.
John Reader; Photo Researchers

The Pitted Pattern

ofLaetoli Feet
Who or what walked on the ancient African plain?

by Russell H. Tuttle

The 3.5-million-year-old, humanlike

footprint trails that Maiy Leakey and her

associates excavated at Laetoli, Tanzania,

a decade ago rank among the great pa-

leontological discoveries of our century.

The tracks, along with those of other crea-

tures, were left in moist volcanic ash,

which soon hardened and was sealed be-

neath additional layers of ash. They show

that full-fledged bipedalism had evolved

among hominids (humans, their ances-

tors, and other ancient close relatives) at

least one million years before the appear-

ance of stone tools and ballooned brains.

And they provide clues about the details

of ancient hominid locomotion. Rather

like a forensic scientist who attempts to

identify traces left at a messy crime scene,

the student of fossil footprints (ichnolo-

gist) is challenged to discern the species,

gait, and other characteristics of the crea-

tures that chanced to track through the

Laetoli ash. When I accepted Mary Lea-

key's invitation to study the footprint

trails, however, I never imagined their

pursuit would lead me to join a circus or

trek deep into the Peruvian forest.

The first bipedal trail, consisting of five

footprints in sequence, was discovered in

1977 at Laetoli site A. In a preliminary

report, Mary Leakey noted that these

prints, although short and very broad, ap-

peared to be hominid. The two best prints

were eroded, but they conserved squarish

heel impressions (a human characteristic)

and apparent great toe prints. The crea-

ture had taken short steps. It also ap-

peared to have cross-stepped—an unusual

gait. Humans sometimes place one foot

directly in front of the other; more nor-

mally, the right foot falls partly to the

right of the left foot, and so on. Judging by

the two best prints at Laetoli A, however.

the creature had placed its left foot partly

to the right of the right one.

The contrast between these prints and

the more distinctly human-shaped foot-

prints from Laetoli site G, which were

uncovered in 1978 and 1979, prompted

me to question the initial interpretation.

The two sites are only a mile apart and are

virtually contemporaneous. Before con-

cluding that there were two kinds of homi-

nids at Laetoli, I first wanted to eliminate

the possibility that A was a biped of a

different order

Since bear prints are sometimes con-

fused with human prints, I focused on the

bear family (Ursidae). Bears stand and

walk bipedally for short distances while

scanning their surroundings, foraging,

playing, and fighting. Like humans, they

are plantigrade, that is, the entire soles of

their feet, including the heels, contact the

ground when they walk. Like humans, too,

their toes are close together instead of

having the first toe widely spread, as in

chimpanzees and gorillas.

Because there were no published stud-

ies on bear feet and bipedal trails, my
twelve-year-old daughter and I arranged

to study sixteen of Wally Naughtin's

bears when the Ringling Bros, and Bar-

num & Bailey Circus played Peoria, Illi-

nois. The generally cooperative subjects

permitted us to photograph and measure

them, and they readily walked bipedally,

both on ten-foot lengths of pressure-sensi-

tive paper that records footprints and on a

patch of moist, loose soil. Upright statures

of the bears ranged from three feet two

inches to six feet six inches, and they

weighed between 35 and 432 pounds.

Like a human child, the Laetoli A biped

took short steps; and like some people, it

aligned its feet with the line of progres-



sion. By human standards, it was walking

slowly. While slowness might suggest that

it was not an accomplished biped, it is par

for savanna mammals, which must move
warily and conserve energy.

Although Naughtin's bears usually toe

out—amble with their feet angled some-

what outward—they sometimes toe in or,

like the A biped, align their feet with the

line of progression. The average propor-

tion (width to length) of the Laetoli A
prints falls in the midrange of that for the

circus bears. The squarish heel impres-

sions are also matched by the bear prints:

bear heels vary from angular to squarish,

and even angular ones can leave squarish

impressions. Surprisingly, long-clawed bi-

pedal bears can leave clawless prints. Con-

sequently, the absence of claw impres-

sions on the A trail does not falsify the

ursid hypothesis.

In bears, the fifth (outside) toe is the

biggest digit and the hallux, or first toe

(which we commonly call our "big" toe),

is its "little" toe. Accordingly, if the A
trail was made by a bear, the assumption

concerning which were the right foot-

prints and which were the left ones has to

be changed. If this is done, it turns out the

creature did not cross-step at all; instead,

the midline of the right print is about an

inch to the right of the midline of the left

print. This is a standard, albeit narrow,

stride width; Naughtin's bipedal bears

generally had larger stride widths. How-
ever, one bear that was much larger than

the Laetoli A creature produced a stride

width that was less than two inches.

In brief, a small bear walking bipedally

(a cub looking for mama bear?) could

have produced the Laetoli A trail. But

because the paleontological picture is so

fuzzy, we cannot be sure. Gigantic, pre-

sumably carnivorous ursids lived in a

somewhat moister habitat in southern Af-

rica about that time. Whether they or an-

other ursid species existed in eastern Af-

rica at that time has not yet been con-

firmed by fossil skeletal finds.

Three bipedal individuals left their

marks at Laetoli site G, but there are

really only two trails, since the third indi-

vidual (G-3) carefully walked in the foot-

steps of the second and obliterated much

Fossilfootprintsfrom Laetoli, whose outlines

include the toes, are compared with sample
trails made on pressure-sensitivepaper by

modern bipedal creatures. The living subjects

were chosenfor theirfoot lengths but walked at

different speeds. The bear was afemale Syrian
brown bear in the Ringling Bros, andBarnum &
Bailey Circus. At the time, she was nearly eight

years old, weighed 231 pounds, and stoodfive
feet tall on her hind legs. Thepygmy chimp was
a participant in language-learning experiments

in Atlanta. He was about threeyears old,

weighed thirtypounds, and was twofeet seven

inches when standing upright. The
Machiguenga Indian was a twenty-three-year-

old woman who weighed eighty-fourpounds
and wasfourfeet six inches tall.

1 Foot

Laetoli A Bear Pygmy
Chimpanzee
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Laetoli G-1

of the letter's tracks. There are thirty-

eight footprints of G- 1 and thirty-one of G-

2 and G-3, extending about thirty yards.

Additional prints may await excavation.

In preliminary reports by several

paleoanthropologists, the trails at site G
were portrayed as remarkably human.

Yet they were presumed to have been

created by Australopithecus afarensis,

the same species as the 3-million-year-old

skeletons of Lucy and other individuals

discovered considerably to the north at

Hadar, Ethiopia. My problem in accept-

ing this was that the Hadar beasts had

apelike features (notably, down-curved

toes) that I just didn't detect in the G
prints. Indeed, my experiments with bi-

pedal chimpanzees, bonobos (pygmy

chimpanzees), and gorillas show that be-

cause of their curved toes, apes leave toe

prints that are quite distinct from those at

Laetoli (even ignoring the apes' widely

spaced first toe).

The humanness of the plantar (sole)

anatomy exhibited by the G prints is un-

derscored by observing the feet and foot-

prints of habitually barefoot people. I

studied more than seventy Machiguenga

Indians, aged seven to sixty-seven years,

living in a rugged, mountainous region of

Peru. Their average adult height was five

feet two inches for men and four feet ten

inches for women. Like other short, habit-

ually unshod people, the Machiguenga

have feet that are relatively broad at the

front. The proportions of Laetoli G-1 and

G-3 prints are well within the range found

among the Machiguenga. The footprints

of both the Machiguenga and the Laetoli

G bipeds exhibit strong heel, ball, and first

toe impressions and a well-developed me-

dial longitudinal arch, which is the hall-

mark of human feet.

Apparently, going barefoot strengthens

the pedal arch instead of inducing flat-

footedness. Even the eldest Machiguenga

had prominent arches. Lycurgus may
have been correct to force his Spartan

charges to go barefoot. According to Xen-

ophon, "He believed that if this habit were

cultivated it would enable them to climb

hills more easily and descend sleep in-

clines with less danger, and that a youth

who had accustomed himself to go bare-

foot would leap and jump and run more

nimbly than a boy in sandals."

Another noticeable feature of the

Laetoli G bipeds is a gap between the first

and second toes, nothing like that of apes

but certainly different from the human
feet I am used to seeing. I was interested

to observe that the Machiguenga consis-

tently sport such a gap, probably reflect-

ing their unshod histories. Many types of

shoes narrow and commonly eliminate

this gap. Machiguenga feet are not more

primitive than those of shod people; they

are simply less deformed.

The foot length of G-1 falls among
those of a somewhat younger range of

Machiguenga individuals, while the foot

length of G-3 is comparable to those of

more mature Machiguenga. The pre-

dicted statures for Laetoli G-1 and G-3,

based on what I found for the Machi-

guenga, were four feet and four feet eight

inches. These figures agree with an esti-

mate based on published anthropometric

data that include shod as well as unshod

people. These are probably overestimates

of Laetoli statures, however, since early

hominids would have been lower browed

than modem humans and may have had

relatively short lower limbs.

The mostly obliterated footprints of G-

2 suggest it was slightly larger than G-3.

Despite the variations in size, however, all

three individuals were probably adults.

Possibly G-1 was a female and G-2 and G-

3 were males; if so, the difference in size

between the sexes was about average for

humans and chimpanzees.

Because the Laetoli G trails are so ex-

tensive, we can compare them with pat-

terns of human walking that have been

defined in human locomotion laboratories

and observed in the study of the

Machiguenga. One feature is the angle of

the foot in comparison to the line of pro-

gression. Laetoli G-1 toes out more and

exhibits less symmetry in foot angling

than Machiguenga do (the right foot toes

out to the extreme). Nevertheless, the foot

angles of G-1 are within the range of a

larger human sample. The asymmetry

may reflect a right lower limb injur>' or

pathology. In contrast with G-1, Laetoli

G-3 basically aligned its feet with the line



of progression and had symmetrical foot

angles.

In another feature, stride width, Laetoli

G-1 and especially G-3 exceed the average

for the Machiguenga. Possibly this re-

flects diff"erent ground conditions. The

Laetoli hominids walked in moist volcanic

ash on uneven terrain. People compensate

for heavy loads and slippery terrain in a

variety of ways, including increased foot

angles and stride widths. The Machi-

guenga walked on carpets of our pressure-

sensitive paper, which we had placed on a

level, earthen yard. On the other hand,

urban experimental subjects commonly

have wider strides than the Machiguenga

do, approximating those at Laetoli.

The Laetoli hominids took relatively

short steps, which nonetheless fall within

the modem human range. Assuming that

they walked at a regular pace, their pro-

gression was slow but, again, within a nor-

mal human range. We should not be sur-

prised that they moved slowly, since the

terrain could have been unfamiliar. This

may also be reflected by the evidence that

one individual partly overprinted the

tracks of her or his predecessor. Gwi hunt-

ers of southern Africa follow in the foot-

steps of the person ahead in order to mini-

mize noise and to protect their feet.

Overprinting would be a prudent habit in

a thorny area like Laetoli.

In sum, the 3.5-million-year-old foot-

print trails at Laetoli site G resemble

those of habitually unshod modern

humans. None of their features suggest

that the Laetoli hominids were less ca-

pable bipeds than we are. If the G foot-

prints were not known to be so old, we
would readily conclude that they were

made by a member of our genus. Homo.
Thus we are left with something of a mys-

tery as to the Laetoli hominids. Were they

early representatives of the genus Homo?
Or did a species of Australopithecus (or

some other, as yet unnamed genus of early

hominid) have virtually human feet? In

any case, we should shelve the loose as-

sumption that the Laetoli footprints were

made by Lucy's kind, Australopithecus

afarensis. The Laetoli footprints hint that

at least one other hominid roamed Africa

at about the same time. D
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Wally Naughtin's bears walk to the ring

ofthe Vargas circus, where their bipedal

gait will entertain bipedal spectators.

Ancient bears' natural ability to walk

upright may have left challenging

puzzlesforpaleoanthropologists

tracking early humans.
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The GulfStream, shown in redand orange on this

satellite image, transports enormous quantities

ofheat northwardfrom the tropics.
Brown, Evans, and Carle: University of Miami, Rosenstiel Scnool of Marine and Atmosplieric Science

Where's the

.'Heat?
Greenhousegases in the atmosphere are expected to raise temperatures,
but shifts in ocean circulation may obscure the evidence ofglobal warming

by Warren M. Washington

In 1896, the Swedish chemist Svante

Arrhenius resolved a longstanding mys-

tery. Scientists had been unable to explain

how the earth's atmosphere could main-

tain the planet's relatively warm tempera-

ture, when oxygen and nitrogen, which

constitute 99 percent of the atmosphere,

do not absorb heat from the infrared radi-

ation emitted from the earth back into

space. Arrhenius discovered that carbon

dioxide, which makes up only a tiny frac-

tion of the atmosphere, could trap enough

of the escaping heat to warm the planet's

surface. Furthermore, he realized that the

burning of coal, oil, and natural gas was

raising the concentration of CO,, and he

predicted that a doubling of the gas could

warm the planet by more than 10° F, a

prediction that is considered reasonable

by scientists today.

Now well known as the greenhouse ef-

fect, this warming phenomenon was given

little attention until Charles David Kee-

Ung and Roger Revelle, of the Scripps

Institution of Oceanography, in La JoUa,

California, began to study the carbon cy-

cle and carefully record the atmosphere's

carbon dioxide in 1958. On the slopes of

Mauna Loa in Hawaii, far from sources of

industrial pollution, Keeling was able to

measure the subtle, seasonal ups and

downs in the concentration of the gas as

plants in the Northern Hemisphere varied

their consumption and release of CO2. In

addition to this annual cycle, he docu-

mented a steady rise in CO2 due to human
activities—from 315 parts per million

thirty years ago to 350 today. Using these

data, as well as evidence from tree rings

and ice cores, climatologists estimate that

the level of CO, before the dawn of the

Industrial Revolution was about 280 parts

per million. Humans have already in-

creased CO2 by 25 percent and are ex-

pected to have doubled the preindustrial

levels of CO2 by the year 2075.

In the 1970s scientists began to realize

that increases in other "greenhouse"

gases, such as methane, chlorofluoro-

carbons, nitrous oxide, and ozone in the

lower atmosphere, could rival the warm-
ing effects expected from CO2. The rapid

destruction of forests, which normally re-

move CO2 from the atmosphere, could

also hasten global warming. Given these

conditions, the effects resulting from a

doubling of CO2 could occur much sooner,

perhaps by 2030.

So where is the evidence of global

warming? Shouldn't our atmosphere's in-

creased ability to trap heat—the signs of

the greenhouse effect—be noticeable by

now? The 1980s saw the four warmest

years recorded in the last 1 10. The first

seven months of 1988 were hot enough to

break all records and caused some to de-

clare that the greenhouse effect was now
being felt. Unfortunately, the problem of

distinguishing a long-term warming trend

caused by increasing CO, from the natu-

ral variation in the earth's climate is a

formidable one. Serious droughts and

heat spells have occurred from time to

time in the past. How can one be sure that

the weather in the 1980s reflected warm-
ing due to human alteration of the atmo-

sphere, especially when 1989 was rela-

tively cool? Nevertheless, some research-

ers estimate that a warming of 1° F has

already occurred during the last century.



But because of the difficulty of comparing

past and present measurements, this find-

ing is far from being universally accepted.

Because the warming may be hard to

detect with certainty until well into the

next century, climatologists have turned

to computer models to make rough predic-

tions of how much warming will occur,

and where and when it should become

noticeable. A major shortcoming of the

computer models, however, has been that

they have focused almost entirely on the

atmosphere's response to the rising levels

of CO2, neglecting the oceans. Although

slower to react to change than our gaseous

atmosphere, the oceans are nonetheless

active components of the globe's climatic

system and can influence long-term tem-

perature variations. The oceans' most im-

portant effect, in this case, is their ability

to absorb, release, and redistribute heat.

Thus, the response of the oceans to in-

creased greenhouse gases (difficult to

read on a short time scale) is a critical

unknown in most climate models.

The reason for this is that the forces at

work in oceans aren't nearly so well ob-

served and understood as are those of the

atmosphere. Furthermore, modeling

oceans and their complex interactions

with the atmosphere in mathematical

terms that can be easily processed by com-

puter has been a daunting task. Therefore,

most computer simulations of the earth's

climate have complex atmospheric com-

ponents, joined to a very simple model of

the ocean.

Three types of coupled atmosphere-

ocean models have been used to study

greenhouse warming. All have similarly

sophisticated atmospheric components,

but their ocean components are quite dif-

ferent. In 1975, Syukuro Manabe and

Richard Wetherald, of the National Oce-

anic and Atmospheric Administrations's

Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory,

were the first to create a three-dimen-

sional climate model to study the green-

house effect. The ocean component in

their model was essentially a "swamp"—

a

stagnant, wet surface that absorbed and

released heat and moisture. The swamp
model calculated the oceans' surface tem-

peratures by balancing such factors as so-

Global temperature averages, calculated by climatologists at

the University ofEast Anglia, show that theplanet has

warmed by about one degree Fahrenheit since 1 860. Some
scientists believe this slight warming trend is caused by

the concurrent buildup ofcarbon dioxide. But against a

background oflarge year-to-year temperature variations,

the evidence ofa warming trend is not clear; a direct

correlation between rising levels ofC02 and
global warmingremains controversial.
Diagrams by Joe LeMonnier

Carbon Dioxide and Global Temperature Averages
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lar radiation, infrared radiation to and

from the earth, evaporation, and heat

transfer between sea and air Other impor-

tant ocean processes, such as currents and

salinity, seasonal changes, and stored

heat, were not factored in at all.

The late 1970s saw the development of

models that treated the upper ocean as

though its layers were mixed together.

These models assumed an ocean that was

a slab 150 feet deep with constant tem-

perature from top to bottom. This ap-

proach allowed for heat storage in the

summer and release to the atmosphere in

the fall and winter. Although they did not

include ocean currents, these models were

a major advance because they reproduced

an important seasonal feature of the upper

ocean.

The basic physics of ocean circulation,

first explained by Count Rumford in

1800, is only now being incorporated into

coupled atmosphere-ocean climate mod-

els. (The count, bom Benjamin Thompson

in Wobum, Massachusetts, spent most of

his later life in Europe, where the Elector

of Bavaria honored him with the title

count for his many scientific contribu-

tions.) In his research on how ocean cir-

culation is driven. Count Rumford wrote:

But if the water of the ocean, which, on

being deprived of a great part of its Heat by

cold winds [evaporation], descends to the

bottom of the sea, cannot be warmed where

it descends, as its specific gravity [density]

is greater than that of water at the same
depth in warmer latitudes, it will immedi-

ately begin to spread on the bottom of the

sea, and to flow towards the equator, and

this must necessarily produce a current at

the surface in an opposite direction.

Measurements of surface and deep

ocean currents confirm this simple picture

of ocean circulation, where cold, highly

saline water sinks and warm, fresher water

floats on the surface. In a complex way,

local atmospheric conditions help deter-

mine the temperature and salinity of an

ocean's surface waters. Thus, the rapidly

changing atmosphere works to influence

the formation of deep ocean currents that

may take tens to hundreds of years to

circulate.

Any model omitting ocean currents,

and the associated north-to-south heat

transport, will produce a grossly inaccu-

rate picture of global climate. The tropical

oceans will be too warm and the polar

regions too cold, because, as pointed out

by Count Rumford, warmer water near

the surface transports heat poleward and

colder, denser water sinks and travels to-

ward the equator. In 1984, James Hansen

(NASA Goddard Institute of Space Stud-

ies, New York) fixed this shortcoming of
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A cross section ofthe earth shows majorfeatures ofAtlantic

Ocean circulation. At the poles, cold water (blue) sinks

and travels toward the equator North ofthe equator, warm
surface currents {red} move northward, where their heat

is transferred to Europe by prevailing winds. Computer

simulations ofthe greenhouse ejfect, however, indicate

that atmospheric warmingmay weaken ocean circulation

in the North Atlantic, cooling northern Europe.

AFRICA

the model. Even though his model did not

explicitly calculate ocean currents, it took

into account the heat they transfer from

the tropics to the poles. This type of model

has limited usefulness in climate-change

experiments, however, because the

amount of heat transferred remains the

same; in reality the heat transfer would

vary as the ocean currents adjust to al-

tered atmospheric conditions.

To overcome this remaining limitation,

climatologists have only recently at-

tempted to run atmospheric models simul-

taneously with dynamic models of the

ocean. Physics and mathematics translate

the simple heat-transfer process described

by Count Rumford into useful computer

climate models that can predict how
changing atmospheric conditions at the

ocean's surface will affect its circulation.

These models can simulate temperature-

and salinity-driven deep ocean currents, as

well as allow for upper-layer, wind-driven

surface currents (such as those created by

the westerlies in the midlatitudes and the

trade winds in the tropics). Most impor-

tantly, heat is stored in the tropics and

subtropics and later released to the atmo-

sphere as currents move poleward.

What can such a model tell us about

how the greenhouse effect might modify

today's ocean currents and how the new

patterns will affect temperatures on land?

At the National Center for Atmospheric

Research in Boulder, Colorado, we have

developed a climate model in which the

atmosphere and ocean components run

simultaneously, so that we can observe the

effects of the complex feedback between

the two systems. We performed two ex-

periments, one with the present amount of

CO; and the other starting with the cur-

rent level and increasing it by about one

percent each year for the thirty years of

the computer simulation. (This one per-

cent is twice the actual rate at which CO;
is currently increasing, but it is meant to

account for increases in the other green-

house gases mentioned earlier) As the

computer simulations play out each sea-

son's weather, the model with increasing

CO2 shows the lower atmosphere and the

surface of the ocean gradually warming

by a global average of about 1° F. But the

warming is not equally distributed; some

regions, mainly the continental interiors,

become as much as 7° F warmer
Toward the end of the computer runs,

however, a seemingly paradoxical cooling

appears in northern Europe, where tem-

peratures drop by as much as 1 1° F during

the winter months, as compared to a simu-

lation in which the COj levels were kept

constant at today's levels. This result, not

seen in computer simulations that use sim-

ple and mixed-layer ocean models, was

unexpected. That this cooling appears

only in the model that incorporates the

effects of the ocean currents is reason to

suspect that it is due to a significant

change in the ocean circulation caused by

the increasing COj. But figuring out ex-

actly which elements of our climate simu-

lation were responsible would require

examining how ocean currents affect the
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A computersimulation offuture climate suggests which

regions may warm and which may cool. The temperature

differences are winter averagesfor the lastfiveyears

ofthe thirty-year simulation. Developed at the National

Centerfor Atmospheric Research, the climate model used to

calculate these results takes into account the effects of
oceans and atmosphere on global temperatures. While the

warming ofcontinental interiors is evident in other

simulations, the cooling ofnorthern Europe appears only

in the model that calculates ocean currents.

Projected Temperature Changes after Gradual CO2 Increase

All temperatures are in degrees Fatirentieit.

temperatures on land in northern Europe,

and then how these currents might have

been altered by the generally warming

climate.

In the North Atlantic, warm surface

currents move northward toward the Brit-

ish Isles, transporting heat from the trop-

ics to the high latitudes, where westerly

winds transfer the heat across northern

Europe. These currents flow north to re-

place water sinking to form what oceanog-

raphers call the North Atlantic Deep Wa-
ter. (In accordance with Count Rumford's

theory, as the salty water cools in the

northernmost Atlantic, it descends,

spreads across the ocean bottom, and trav-

els toward the equator.)

As the earth's climate warms, more wa-

ter will evaporate into the atmosphere,

and more moisture will travel to the higher

latitudes; the result will be increased pre-

cipitation over certain regions. Increased

rainfall during the summer and fall will

form a layer of fresher, less dense water on

the surface of the North Atlantic, where

more saline waters now sink. And the

strength of the westerlies, which help

drive the warm waters across the Atlantic,

will fade. These changes have the effect of

weakening the ocean circulation in this

part of the world, so that the warm waters

are not drawn as far north. With less heat

transported toward the Arctic from the

midlatitudes, the climate of northern Eu-

rope cools despite a general warming of

the planet.

The results of our model cannot yet be

used to predict the details of regional cli-

mates in 2020. Even the best such models

still oversimplify ocean circulation, pre-

cipitation, moisture exchange near the

atmosphere-ocean-land interface, and

the role of clouds. Nor can we yet realisti-

cally factor in changes in soil moisture and

vegetation. Such simulations can nonethe-

less suggest large-scale phenomena. Sig-

nificant changes in ocean circulation are

possible as the climate warms in response

to rising levels of CO, and other trace

gases, and these changes may produce un-

expected effects, such as the cooling of

northern Europe. The results of our model

suggest one plausible reason why we can-

not unequivocally detect the greenhouse

signal. As the oceans shuffle global cli-

mates into new patterns, the warming pro-

duced by the greenhouse effect may be

even harder to detect, and some areas may
actually cool.

Some have suggested that if the earth

had no oceans at all, we would have been

able to measure the greenhouse warming

with certainty by now. Oceans not only

have the ability to alter climate patterns,

they can also slow down the warming ef-

fects by absorbing a great deal of heat.

(Anyone who has boiled water may have

noticed that it takes a large amount of

heat to raise the temperature of water only

a few degrees.) Because the Southern

Hemisphere contains substantially more

ocean than the Northern Hemisphere, it

probably will not warm as rapidly. This

may seem like good news, but eventually

the heat stored in the oceans will affect

our climate, perhaps not in years, but—on

the time scale of ocean circulation—de-

cades and centuries from now. D
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Reviews

A Visitor's Guide to the

Maya's World
by John R. Alden

To borrow a phrase from the Michelin

Guide, the Maya region of southern Mex-

ico and northern Central America is worth

a trip. The ancient inhabitants of these

lands left some of the most magnificent

archeological remains on earth. Maya
painted pottery is exquisite, Maya ar-

chitecture and sculpture are spectacular,

and their writing and calendrical systems

are wonders of splendid elaboration. But

the archeology of these peoples is com-

plex, and there are dozens of sites and

museums in five different countries that

are worth visiting. Travelers who want to

see what is significant—and understand

Monument at Copan
From Incidents of Travel In CentralAmerica, Chiapas, i

the significance of what they see—will

have to do some advance preparation.

A visitor's most obvious need is a good

map. Fortunately, the National Geo-

graphic Society has just produced one

covering the entire region. "Land of the

Maya: A Traveler's Map" {National Geo-

graphic, October 1989) measures 20 by

27 inches; it shows sites, roads, and na-

tional borders on the front, and ancient

trade routes, settlements, and regional

chronologies on the back. The map does

not adequately distinguish major sites

from minor ones, and many of the remarks

printed across it seem designed to fill

empty space rather than to highlight cru-

cial information. Still, because it shows

every significant location and the roads

linking various places, this map will be an

enormous help to anyone planning a trip.

Unfortunately, the first thing this map
makes clear is that the five most spectacu-

lar Maya sites—Palenque, Uxmal, Chi-

chen Itza, Tikal, and Copan—are widely

scattered. Uxmal and Chichen Itza are

the only ones less than a hundred miles

apart, and bad roads and borders make
travel between the others more difficult

than distance would indicate. It would be

straining to visit more than three of these

sites in a two-week journey. Furthermore,

while the most famous sites are admired

for very good reasons, the less noted sites

also have much to offer. To pick the par-

ticular sites they would like to see, and to

avoid missing places they might love, peo-

ple planning to visit this region should

begin by consulting a guide.

The two best books describing individ-

ual Maya sites are the second (1986) edi-

tion of C. Bruce Hunter's Guide to An-

cient Maya Ruins (University of Okla-

homa Press, $12.95) and Joyce Kelly's

1982 volume. The Complete Visitor's

Guide to Mesoamerican Ruins (also

Oklahoma, $39.95). Neither book is en-

tirely satisfactory, but if used with one of

the many general guides to Mexico and

Central America (I happen to like the

Fodor's series), either of these guides will

help visitors identify the sites they want to

visit and insure they see the things that

should be seen. (And on a recent trip to the

Yucatan I also found Chicki Mallan's

Guide to the Yucatan Peninsula [Moon
Publications, $11.95] accurate and agree-

ably simpatico.)

Of the two books. Hunter's soft-cover

Guide to Ancient Maya Ruins is less ex-

pensive, more portable, and archeologi-

cally more up-to-date. Organized by geo-

graphic region, this guide discusses the

major tourist destinations—Copan, Tikal,

Palenque, Uxmal, and Chichen Itza—in

considerable detail. It includes maps of

fifteen of the largest sites, sixteen pages of

color plates, and dozens of illustrations.

The book contains an adequate introduc-

tion, and interesting remarks on Maya
civilization are spread throughout. But

while this is an excellent guide to the most

popular ruins, it is still incomplete. There

is no summary chronological chart and no

useful information on how to travel or

where to stay. Neither maps nor photo-

graphs are dated (many are decades old,

and things at these sites have changed!),

while sites like Uaxactun, Piedras Negras,

Kohunlich, and Calakmul, which "either

have not been restored or are still ex-

tremely difficult to reach," are not dis-

cussed at all. And my confidence in this

book is somewhat diminished by the dis-

covery that, after a dozen years, four

printings, and a second edition, the photo-

graph of carved skulls from the "Tzom-

pantli" platform at Chichen Itza is still

printed upside down.

Kelly's Complete Visitor's Guide is

heavy, expensive, and doesn't include a
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map identifying the sites and regions it

describes. Because it covers all of Meso-

america, it includes much that explorers

of the Maya region will never use. Still, I

enjoyed the author's easygoing style and

appreciated her sensible approach in se-

lecting and recommending places to see.

The book's many photographs help reveal

the mood of individual sites, showing visi-

tors whether to expect carefully recon-

structed palaces or jungle-covered ruins,

while its instructions on how to reach each

place are clear and explicit. ("The only

places I consider really remote," she says

in her introduction, "are those I haven't

been to.") One of the nicest things about

this approach is that it encourages travel-

ers to seek out sites that are a bit off the

beaten track. Kelly's enthusiastic recom-

mendation of Chacmultun (a relatively

small site near Uxmal in the northern Yu-

catan), for example, sent me and my fam-

ily off on a thoroughly enjoyable visit.

At Chacmulttin we poked about ruins

where bees and butterflies were our only

companions. We found remnants of plas-

ter floors in the rooms and doorsills of the

more distant structures, and the encroach-

ing jungle and shrouded pathway to the

site's eastern section let us imagine how
early explorers of the Maya region must

have felt. We watched a local man draw

water from a storage tank built into one

comer of the ruin, and the guardian of the

site, Auturo Canche Atzul, was as "pleas-

ant, knowledgeable, and informative" as

Ms. Kelly had found him ten years earlier.

Since her visit the road to Chacmultun

has been paved, but lunch in the shady

courtyard of the Hotel Peraza in nearby

Tekax was as delicious as it was when she

visited the site.

For many people, getting to these sites

and wandering through them will be

enough. But visitors who want to under-

stand how the sites and their architec-

tural, sculptural, and decorative features

fit into a broader cultural context will

need more information than either of

these site guides offers. Seven books, three

general and four more specialized, should

prove particularly useful to more inquisi-

tive travelers.

The three general books are The Maya,

by Michael Coe (4th edition, Thames and

Hudson, $11.95), John Henderson's The

World of the Ancient Maya (Cornell Uni-

versity Press, $17.95), and Jeremy

Sabloffs The Cities of Ancient Mexico
(Thames and Hudson, $19.95). Each of

these heavily illustrated, college-level

texts offers a clear and intelligent descrip-

tion of the development and organization

of Maya civilization. Coe's treatment is

more art-historical, Henderson presents

the broadest discussion of Maya culture,

and Sabloff does the most to put this civi-

lization into a wider Mesoamerican con-

text. Take your pick, they're all good.

People with more specific interests

might want to examine something more

detailed. Those interested in Maya writing

should look at Stephen Houston's Maya
Glyphs (University of California Press,

$8.95). Diego de Landa's Yucatan Before

and After the Conquest (Dover, $3.95) is

a detailed ethnohistorical record of Maya
culture written, oddly enough, by the very

man who in 1 562 burned every Maya hi-

eroglyphic book he could find. The Blood

ofKings, by Linda Scheie and Mary Ellen

Miller (Braziller, $45.00), is a marvelous

study of Maya ritual and religion, while

Maya Ruins in Central America in Color,

by William Ferguson and John Royce

(University of New Mexico Press,

$35.00), offers an extended photographic

essay on the iconography and architecture

of the southern Maya sites of Tikal, Co-

pan, and Quirigua.

Travelers who want something light for

their evenings afield will enjoy John Lloyd

Stephens's accounts of his own explora-
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tions in this region during the early

1840s

—

Incidents of Travel in Central

America, Chiapas, and Yucatan (Dover,

2 volumes, $9.90). Stephens was an Amer-

ican everything—author, businessman,

lawyer, diplomat, and adventurer—who

with the illustrator Frederick Catherwood

visited dozens of Maya sites over some

three years. At Copan, Uxmal, Palenque,

Chichen Itza, and many other ruins, these

explorers cleared monuments, drew maps,

excavated ruins, and described with lively

prose and magnificent engravings the

wonders they encountered during their ex-

tended tour.

Had a bad experience with travel ar-

rangements or taxi drivers? You will feel

less singled out after reading about

Stephens's troubles with his muleteer, a

man who "regularly, instead of helping us

in our little difficulties, did all that he

could to increase them." And if the locals

try to sell you objects of dubious virtue for

inflated prices, it will be entertaining to

read Stephens's account about how he

came to purchase Copan. Although the

owner expressed concern that "it might

bring him into difficulty with the govern-

ment," he nevertheless sold Stephens the

entire site for fifty dollars. The explorers'

enthusiastic depredations at these and

other ruins will horrify modern readers

but this, after all, was a hundred and fifty

years ago, and others, with far less justifi-

cation, have done worse since then.

Visitors to Chichen Itza and Uxmal will

find A Dream ofMaya, by Lawrence Des-

mond and Phyllis Messenger (University

of New Mexico Press, $19.95), equally

enjoyable. This book tells the story of Au-

gustus and Alice Le Plongeon, a pair of

photographer-archeologists who worked

in the northern Yucatan between 1873

and 1884. This, as the archeologist Jaime

Litvak King remarks in the book's fore-

word, was a different era. "Angry natives,

savage beasts, and wild country really ex-

isted and it was people like Le Plongeon

who had to be there to dig. . . . Romantic

adventurer, garrulous adversary, a char-

acter out of a Jules Verne novel, Le
Plongeon was bigger than life in his time,

and today, when the world is quite a bit

blander, a reminder that things weren't

always so." They certainly weren't. Alice

Le Plongeon commented in 1877 that be-

cause of the Maya rebellion, "it is as much
as one's Hfe is worth to land at Tulum";

today the only dangers visitors face at that

delightful site come from the diesel fumes

of jostling buses and the bumptious pro-

prietors of the T-shirt shops. The photo-

graphs reproduced throughout this book

remind us that the great sites of Uxmal
and Chichen Itza, now cleared and re-

stored, weren't always that way either.

With all these books, is there anything

left for travelers to find out for them-

selves? Yes, there is. No picture can con-

vey the scary steepness of the pyramids at

Tikal. I was surprised to see how deeply

the river at Copan has cut into the site and

delighted to find that Uxmal harbored

flocks of swooping swallows. Seeing bot-

tles of honey for sale along the roads of the

northern Yucatan (and having it served

instead of jam with our breakfast in Me-
rida) emphasized its stature as an item of

prehistoric trade. And I never understood

why early Maya specialists talked so

much about central Mexican Toltec influ-

ence at Chichen Itza until I saw the site.

The iconography of blood and sacrifice at

this Postclassic-period site is everywhere,

unmistakable and impossible to ignore.

But because these scholars were unwilling

to abandon their notion of the Classic-

period Maya as peace-loving stargazers,

they had to insist that Chichen Itza repre-

sented not merely a later and more north-

erly version of Maya culture, but an influx

of central Mexican people. These are the

sorts of surprises and revelations that for

me make travel worthwhile.

John R. Alden is an archeologist who has

worked in highland Mexico and Panama;
he field tested the books discussed here

on a trip to the Yucatan with his family.
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Celestial Events

Jupiter Highlights

the Winter Stars
by Thomas D. Nicholson

About every twelve years, Jupiter re-

turns to its most northerly position in our

sky. When this happens in winter, as it

does this year, the planet serves as an

excellent guide to the stars of the sur-

rounding sky. The brilliant planet is easy

to find in Gemini, high in the south after

dark. It sets before 3:00 a.m. at the begin-

ning of March, but by month's end it sets

at about 1 :00 a.m.

The warmer evenings of March offer a

good opportunity to enjoy the brilliant

winter stars while they are still high in the

sky. Orion's two brightest stars, reddish

Betelgeuse and bluish Rigel, are below

and almost in line with Jupiter after dark.

Betelgeuse and fainter Bellatrix mark Ori-

on's shoulders; Rigel and dimmer Saiph,

his knees; and the striking row of three

stars in between, Alnitak, Alnilam, and

Mintaka (left to right), his belt.

The stars to the right of Jupiter belong

to Taurus, the Bull. Most prominent is

Aldebaran, which is not as bright as red-

dish Betelgeuse but is similar in color.

Aldebaran is also at the tip of another

open cluster, the Hyades, whose brighter

stars form a V, suggesting Taurus' face,

with Aldebaran its right eye. {Aldebaran

means "the follower" in Arabic; the star

was given this name because it follows the

Pleiades across the sky.)

With Jupiter centered in the binocular

field, you can see another open star clus-

ter, M35, just above the planet. This clus-

ter contains about 120 stars and can be

seen with the unaided eye as a faint patch

on clear nights.

Events in the calendar below are given

in local time unless otherwise indicated.

March 1 : A five-day-old crescent moon

in the west at sundown promises moonlit

evenings until midmonth. Aries' two

brightest stars, Hamal and Sheratan,

show up below the moon after dark.

March 2-4: The thicker crescent moon
rides higher in the evening twilight, mov-

ing through Taurus toward a rendezvous

with Jupiter. The moon passes close to the

Pleiades cluster on the 2d and above the

Hyades cluster and Aldebaran on the 3d,

when first-quarter moon occurs at 9:05

P.M., EST. During the night of the 4th, the

gibbous moon edges slowly toward Jupiter

and into Gemini.

March 5: The moon passes Jupiter this

morning and appears to the left of the

planet after sunset.

March 6: Before moving out of Gemini,

the gibbous moon highlights the Twins'

bright stars Pollux and Castor just above

the moon.

March 7-8: The waxing moon moves

steadily away from Jupiter toward Leo's

bright star Regulus.

March 9: The moon is nearly full when

it appears in the east at dusk, near Regu-

lus after dark.

March 1 1 : The moon is still in Leo when
it becomes full at 5:58 a.m., EST, but it

moves into Virgo before rising at sun-

down.

March 12-14: Virgo's Spica comes up

after the moon on the 1 2th, with it on the

13th, and before it on the 14th, when
moonrise is at about 9:30 p.m.

March 16: Now visible in the morning,

the moon is at apogee (farthest from the

earth) at 3:00 a.m., EST.

March 18: Scorpius' reddish star An-

tares is near the moon this morning before

dawn.

March 19: Last-quarter moon, at 9:30

A.M., EST, is above the spout of Sagittar-

ius' Teapot in the morning sky. Mercury is

in superior conjunction (behind the sun)

and enters the evening sky.

March 20: The sun arrives at the vernal

equinox, directly over the earth's equator,

at 4:19 p.m., EST. Spring begins in the

Northern Hemisphere.

March 21-24: The morning crescent

moon successively highlights Saturn,

Mars, and Venus as it joins them in the sky

from about 4:30 a.m. until dawn. The
moon is close to Saturn on the 21st, to the

right of fainter Mars on the 22d, and be-

low brilliant Venus on the 23d. On the

24th, we may still be able to see the thin

crescent moon rise to the left of this trilogy

of morning planets.

March 26: New moon is at 2:48 p.m.,

EST.

March 27: Try looking for the thin, day-

old crescent moon low in the western eve-

ning twilight sky. This is an unusually fa-

vorable opportunity to spot such a young,

sliverlike moon.

March 30: Venus is at greatest westerly

elongation from the sun, generally the best

position for morning viewing. Up some

two hours before sunrise, the planet hasn't

dimmed much since greatest brilliancy

last month.

March 31: Set clocks ahead one hour

before retiring tonight; daylight-savings

time begins at 2:00 a.m. on April 1.

Editor's Note: The Sky Map in the Janu-

ary issue shows the evening stars and con-

stellations for this month and gives the

dates and times for use.

Thomas D. Nicholson is director emeri-

tus of the American Museum.
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Bee Branch, Alabama
by Robert H. Mohlenbrock

Carving deep canyons through Ala-

bama's William B. Bankhead National

Forest, Bee Branch and other tributaries

enter the wild and clear Sipsey Fork at the

northern edge of the Black Warrior River

basin. In between the canyons, sandstone

ridges support trees—such as sourwood,

flowering dogwood, persimmon, sassafras,

shortleaf pine, Virginia pine, and a variety

of oaks—that tolerate relatively dry, open

conditions. Preferring the steep slopes are

red maple, American holly, mountain lau-

rel, silver bell, and big-leaf magnolia. But

the cooler, shaded ravines harbor the most

unusual assortment of plants and animals,

including many that are at the southern-

most limit of their range.

The most conspicuous tree in these can-

yons is the eastern hemlock, which grows

naturally from southern Canada down

through the Appalachians, with western

extensions to Minnesota and Indiana. A
stately tree with short, flat, deep-green

needles, the eastern hemlock thrives at the

bottom of rich, dark canyons, where abun-

dant trees usually close the canopy. Since

hemlock seedlings do not do well in the

deep humus that accumulates on the for-

est floor, however, most take hold near

streams, where rushing waters wash away

the humus before it can build up.

This region is also the southwestern-

most location of the sweet birch. Both the

birch and the hemlock probably migrated

to the area when it was cooler, during

times of Ice Age glaciation, but were then

left behind in isolated pockets as the gla-

ciers retreated northward. The beech tree

may also have shared this fate. But other

trees found in the canyons, including the

giant tulip poplars that give the forests a

majestic, cathedrallike appearance, fall

well within their normal ranges.

Many wildflowers in the canyons are

also pushing at their southern limits, in-

cluding blue cohosh, rattlesnake plantain

orchid, and barren strawberry. Among the

animals at the southern edge of their

range are the colorful red milk snake and

the shade-loving seal salamander. Other

unexpected animals are the noisy barking

tree frog, at the northwestern limit of its

range, and the green anole, a lizard at the

northern edge of its range. The flattened

musk turtle, on the other hand, is known

only from the Black Warrior River basin.

The region is also famous for its diver-

sity of ferns, with at least thirty-five differ-

ent kinds of ferns and fern-related plants

growing in the heavily shaded canyons

and on their wet, moss-covered sandstone

walls. The glade fern is one of those at the

southern edge of its range. More unusual

are two kinds of "filmy" ferns, first discov-

ered here in 1853 by Judge Thomas M.
Peters. One, the common filmy fern, has

feathery leaves four to eight inches long

and grows far back under rock overhangs

out of direct sunlight. To find it usually

:'^"- «ra' "" "

The commonfilmyfern has leaves only

one cell layer thick. Oppositepage:A
sandstone outcrop at Bee Branch
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requires crawling on hands and knees. It

has been observed in most of the states in

the southeast and as far north as West

Virginia, southern Ohio, and southern Illi-

nois. The other, much rarer species,

known as Peters's filmy fern, has undi-

vided leaves only one-quarter inch long. It

is known only from a few places in Ala-

bama, Florida, Georgia, Tennessee, and

the Carolinas, where it grows on wet rocks.

Filmy ferns, whose 450 species are

mostly tropical, are so different from

other ferns that they are placed in their

own botanical family. Like all ferns, they

reproduce with spores, not seeds; but in-

stead of growing upright, filmy ferns send

threadlike, sometimes branched stems

creeping over the surface of wet rocks or

moist soil. The delicate, filmy leaves arise

from buds that form along the slender

stems. The leaves are only one cell layer

thick, so thin that one can read newsprint

Bee Branch

For visitor information write:

Forest Supervisor

William B. Bankhead National Forest

1765 Highland Avenue

Montgomery, Alabama 36107

(205) 8324470

through them. A sparse network of dark-

colored veins carries water and nutrients

to the leaf cells.

During the summer, short, black, slen-

der bristles appear along the edges of the

leaves, accounting for the filmy fern's al-

ternate common name, the bristle fern.

Spore-bearing structures form at the base

of each bristle. After the spores fall onto

the moist rocks or soil, they germinate into

minute, branched filaments that resemble

certain types of algae. These filaments

bear minuscule sex organs that produce

sperm and eggs. If a sperm unites with an

egg, the fertilized egg will develop into the

more familiar, spore-producing plant, and

the cycle will start over again.

"This Land" highlights the biological

phenomena of the 156 U. S. nationalfor-

ests. Robert H. Mohlenbrock is Distin-

guished Professor ofBotany at Southern

Illinois University at Carbondale.

The seal salamander 's southern range includes the Bee Branch area.
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m^l^ICA'^ MeXT mtAG£ CRISIS ?

According to the latest figures^

America is now importing al-

most 50 percent of all the oil we
use. If our oil imports continue

to rise^ another energy crisis

could be triggered;, one that

could hold America's economy
hostage again.

But the more we use nuclear

energy instead of imported oil,

to generate electricity the less

we have to depend on foreign

nations.

Our 112 nuclear electric plants

already have cut foreign oil

dependence by 4 billion barrels

since the oil embargo of 1973,

saving us more than $115 billion

in foreign oil payments.

But 112 nuclear plants will not

be enough to meet our growing
electricity demand. More plants

are needed.

We can help keep America
from being held hostage and
maintain our energy indepen-

dence by relying more on our

own resources, lil<e nuclear energy

For a free booklet on nuclear

energy write to the

U.S. Council for

Energy Awareness,

P.O. Box 66080,
'

Dept. RFll,

Washington,

D.C. 20035.

U.S. COUNCIL FOR ENERGY AWARENESS

Nuclear energy means more energy independence.



OUTDOOR
GEAR AND
CLOTHING

REI has the best for your muscle-powered

activities including hiking, climbing,

skiing, bicycling, fitness walking and water

sports. Satisfaction guaranteed.

FREE CATALOG! -

Name _
Address

City

State .ZIP.

Send to: REI, Dept. N0024, PO. Box 88127,

Seattle, WA 98138-2127; or call toll free:

1-800-426-4840 (U.S. and Canada),

operator #N24

Mil
Quality Outdoor Gear and Clothing Since 1938

At the American Museum

Catch the spirit!
Discover the excitement and fun

of canoesport. From everyday recre-

ation to wilderness tripping, there's a

Mad River Canoe for you.

Lightweight, ruggedly built, and
easy to paddle, there are 23 models
renowned for performance design,

choice of materials, and quality crafts-

manship. Find your canoe and a full

selection of canoesport equipment in

our free. 28 page, color catalog.

Mad River Canoe
P.O. BOX610N x-icx Wr,teorcal

Waitsfield, VT 05673 H) f°r^e"e
802-496-3127 ^^ -'calalog loda

Name

Black AcraEVERS in Science
African-American scientists and engi-

neers have made many outstanding con-

tributions in their fields, yet the participa-

tion of young black people in science

remains comparatively low. Black

Achievers in Science, an exhibition open-

ing March 16, presents the accomplish-

ments of black scientists and engineers

and encourages black youths to pursue

scientific education and careers.

The lives and work of sixteen African-

Americans, their childhood dreams and

the obstacles they overcame, are given

special attention in sections devoted to life

sciences, physical sciences, mathematics

and computer science, and engineering.

Historical figures include mathema-
tician-astronomer Benjamin Banneker,

creator of the Farmers 'Almanac; agricul-

tural scientist George Washington Car-

ver, whose research developed hundreds

of uses for peanuts, soybeans, and sweet

potatoes and led to the development of

crop rotation; inventor Lewis H. Latimer,

who worked with Alexander Graham Bell

and Thomas Edison and wrote the first

book on electrical lighting; and develop-

mental biologist Ernest E. Just, whose

theories challenged the view that the cell

depends on its nucleus to survive.

Contemporary black scientists and en-

gineers profiled include astrophysicist

George R. Carruthers, a developer of

space telescopes and highly sensitive radi-

ation detectors; NASA psychophysiolo-

gist Patricia Cowings, who trains astro-

nauts to deal with motion sickness and

maintain muscle strength; aerospace engi-

neer Christine M. Darden, who designs

aircraft wings and is working to eliminate

the sonic boom from supersonic flight;

theoretical physicist Walter E. Massey,

elected president-elect of the American
Association for the Advancement of Sci-

ence in 1987; and meteorologist Warren
M. Washington (see "Where's the Heat,"

page 66), director of the Chmate and

Global Dynamics Division at the Na-
tional Center for Atmospheric Research

and a developer of models that predict the

effects of pollution and deforestation on

the earth's oceans and atmosphere.

Some hands-on activities will allow visi-

tors to experience aspects of the scientists'

work. These include measuring one's

pulse and attempting to change one's

heart rate through biofeedback tech-

niques; playing tick-tack-toe using strate-

gies derived from statistics; adjusting a

sundial to a simulated sun; cranking a

hand generator to power a light bulb; ob-

serving magnified bacteria; testing aero-

dynamic shapes in a model wind tunnel;

comparing satellite photographs of

weather systems with computer models;

and determining the heights to which a

pinball will rise when pushed with plung-

ers of different sizes.

Black Achievers in Science was devel-

oped by Chicago's Museum of Science

and Industry and the Association of Sci-

ence-Technology Centers. The exhibition

will remain in the Roosevelt Memorial on

the first floor of the American Museum
through June 10, after which it will travel

to Fort Worth, Boston, Louisville, Nash-

ville, and Atlanta.

Biodiversity Symposium
During the 1980s, the disappearance of

species accelerated at an alarming rate.

Conserving Life on Earth: The Crisis in

Biological Diversity, a public symposium,

will examine crucial issues of evolution,

ecology, and survival. Thomas E. Love-

joy, of the Smithsonian Institution, will

give the keynote address, "Understanding

Biological Diversity and Conservation,"

on Friday, March 16, at 7:00 p.m. On Sat-

urday, March 17, two panel discussions

The Granger Collectioi

George Washington Carver
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will take place: at 1:00 p.m., "What is

Biodiversity?" moderated by Niles El-

dredge, of the American Museum, will

provide an overview of the ecological and
evolutionary variety of the planet; and at

2:30 P.M., Kathryn S. Fuller, president of

the World Wildlife Fund/The Conserva-

tion Foundation, will moderate "Preserv-

ing Life on Earth," a look at biological

conservation programs and strategies to

cut the rate of species loss. For more in-

formation, call (212) 769-5305.

India Month
March is India Month at the

Leonhardt People Center. Each Saturday

and Sunday from March 3 through April

1 , free demonstrations and performances

will be given from 1 :00 to 4:30 p.m. Music
and dance will be featured. Daisy Paradis

on sitar, Kinar Kumar on tabla, and Steve

Gorn on bansuri (bamboo flute) will play

North Indian classical music; Sudipto

Chattergee will sing and explain Bengali

folk songs; South Indian bharata natyam
and odissi dances will be presented by
Gayatri Venkatraman; and Jagdish

Gangani will demonstrate North Indian

kathak dance. Subjects of other talks and
demonstrations include kutiyattam, an
ancient form of Sanskrit theater; architec-

ture of the Mughal dynasty; the tradi-

tional folk art of rangoli, designs used to

decorate front yards and doorsteps on aus-

picious occasions; daily life in a Kerala
fishing village; traditional women's dress;

Hindu temples and marriage ceremonies;

the many languages and scripts of India;

and Indian immigrants in the United
States. Short films will also be shown
throughout the month. For a full schedule
of events, call (212) 769-5315.

At the Planetarium
As part of the ongoing series "Frontiers

in Astronomy and Astrophysics," Rodger
Thompson of the University of Arizona
will speak at the Hayden Planetarium on
the mission of the Hubble Space Tele-

scope. The lecture will take place at 7:30

P.M. on Tuesday, March 6. Tickets are $3
for members and $4 for nonmembers. For
information, call (212) 769-5907.

These events take place at the American
Museum of Natural History, located on
Central Park West at 79th Street in New
York City. For more information about

the Museum, call (212) 769-5100.
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ST CROIX, US: VIRGimSLANDS
Luxurious accommodations, three
private beaches, our own champion-
ship I8-ht>le golf course, eight tour-
nament tennis courts and complete
watersports program. Plus, a health
spa, on-premise shopping, dining ^
and nightly entertainment.

For more information on the
Buccaneer's Caribbean, contact -^.

RALPH LOCKE ISLANDS, INC.,
P.O. Box 800. Waccabuc, N.Y. 10597^
Toll Free Nationwide (800) 225-^
Telex 423282.

CLASSIC GLASS GREENHOUSE
the Price.

The ELITE Green-

house is the real glass

greenhouse you've

always wanted. Now
at a price you can't

afford to pass up!

• LESS THAN
HALF THE
COSTofsimiliar

greenhouses!

• TWO SIZES, with up to 104 sq. ft.

growing space!

• REAL GLASS glazing can't fade

like plastic!

• STURDY extruded aluminum

frame, sliding door, built-in rain

gutter!

• EASY TO ASSEMBLE with

hand tools!

• FREE automatic vent opener when

you order now!

Start your growing season earlier this

spring, extend into the fall. Grow the

exotic plants and flowers you've always

wanted. Write today to learn more

about this classic English-design, glass

greenhouse.

Send Today for Full Details!

or Call 1-800-235-4242

Dept. 21 14 for Faster Service.

n^ROvTBiLTMfg.'CoTDepi.'Airi4
102nd St & 9th Ave., Troy, NY 12180

LH YES! Please rush me complete delails on the

ELITE Greenhouse, including the special Money-

Saving OfTer. FREE Bonus Offer now in effect and

our Easy Payment Plan for qualified customers.

Address .

City

. zip_ rJ



A Matter of Taste

The Peripatetic Potato
From its humble origins in Peru, thepotato has spread worldwide

by Raymond Sokolov

Once you have adjusted to the constant

danger of being in Peru during its present

economic and social crisis, a certain ex-

hilaration replaces the fear. Just getting

around has a sporting feel to it. There are

thousands of gypsy cabs rocketing around

Lima: unregulated and unmufiBered VW
Beetles, driven by enterprising new arriv-

als from the highlands. I haggled with one

of these freebooters and got him to take

me out to the International Potato Center

at La Molina, where I expected to see

fields of exotic Andean potatoes of every

size and shape. We putt-putted through

the security gate of the modem complex

and pulled up to the entrance.

It was a fine spring day, and just the

place to savor the irony of the fateful en-

counter between Third World and devel-

oped-world values taking place now
around the globe and deciding its future.

The Centro Intemacional de la Papa, or

CIP, is one of thirteen such centers of

research for major crops—rice in the Phil-

ippines, com in Mexico—established un-

der the aegis of the Consultative Group on

International Agricultural Research,

which gets its funding from govemments,

foundations, the World Bank, and the

United Nations. CIP was created in 1971

with the primary mission of preserving the

full genetic diversity of the potato, and

Pern was the logical place for the project.

As the center of origin of the potato genus

Solarium, it already had thousands of va-

rieties growing in its many climatic zones.

As one of CIP's senior scientists,

Zosimo Huaman, explained it to me, CIP
has assembled a collection of 1 5,000 sam-

ples of native cultivars from nine countries

in Latin America, 11,550 of them from

Peru. The collection was much too large to

maintain over long periods of time in ge-

netically pure clones. So an elaborate

process of identification of duplicates be-

gan. Eighteen morphological characteris-

tics were recorded for each cultivated po-

tato type the bank acquired; these were

put into a computer data bank, which was

then manipulated to locate accessions

with identical data. Then these were

grown in the field and compared again.

Visually identical accessions were then

compared by electrophoretic analysis of

proteins and enzymes extracted from their

tubers. In this way, the original 15,000

samples in the CIP collection were re-

duced to about 5,000 (representing about

3,500 genotypes).

This greatly reduced the task of main-

taining the specimens in the field and in

cold-room in vitro collections that are not

threatened by weather or vimses and

other infections. CIP itself is threatened

by Pern's civil unrest. After a CIP security

officer was murdered by Shining Path

guerrillas, CIP reasonably began transfer-

ring its highland plantings to a safe alter-

native site in Ecuador. It also has a major

storage collection in Germany. So the ge-

netic diversity of the potato seems safe for

posterity and available for systematic

manipulation to produce disease-resistant

varieties that don't require insecticides

and fungicides and are therefore appropri-

ate for Third World countries.

CIP has other projects. Scientists are

working to develop potatoes that will grow

in the tropics, especially in Africa. But this

is not a pure problem in biology. Different

tropical countries have taste preferences

in potatoes according to their colonial

pasts. Former British colonies prefer Brit-

ish types; Dutch colonies, Dutch types. So

CIP has to produce potatoes that will pros-

per in hot weather and still retain the taste,

smell, and mouth feel of potatoes devel-

oped long ago in northern Europe.

The center is also working on tropical

varieties for Hong Kong and the Philip-

pines that will make excellent brown, crisp

French fries. Why do Hong Kong and the

Philippines need French fries? Because

McDonald's has set up shop in both places

and currently has to import potatoes to

maintain its French fry standards. If it

could get locally grown potatoes, McDon-
ald's would benefit and so would local

farmers. So McDonald's has given CIP a

grant to massage the genes in its collection

and come up with a viable French fry

alternative for Southeast Asia. Huaman
assured me that this new potato, if it is

developed, will be made available to tropi-

cal growers in general, not just McDon-
ald's contractors. Perhaps these "new" po-

tatoes will also be grown in Pern. "Have

you tried Peruvian French fries?" he

asked me. "French fries in Peru are really

lousy."

Huaman, in my opinion, deserves de-

cent French fries—at the very least. He
and his colleagues are doing work of the

utmost importance, carrying on the work

of their Andean ancestors in adapting one

of the most useful plants in the world to

yet further human uses undreamed of by

the Incas or any French chef. And they

are using the most advanced bioengineer-

ing techniques.

At CIP, Pilar Tovar has been develop-

ing a synthetic gene to produce protein

that will kill the bacteria that are a major

source of potato disease in the world. She

was about to leave for Louisiana State

University to conduct a cmcial experi-

ment when I visited her at the center. Just

as newsworthy was the new CIP gene

bank for the sweet potato. Northwestern

South America is the primary center of

diversity for sweet potatoes {Ipomoea

batatas), and the tropics of Latin America

were the site of the plant's first domestica-

tion. The same logic that led to the CIP
potato gene bank has impelled the center

to branch out into this new area, which

may in the end be even more vital for

Third World agriculture.

The erosion of sweet potato genetic re-

sources in Latin America began in the

early 1 600s, after the arrival of the Span-
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The History ofWorld War II in Postage Stamps
One hundred sets ofstamps ...presented in six volumes and one hundred chapters

capturing as never before the most important episodes ofthe war
whose heartbreak and heroism decisively shaped modern times.

Unusual descriptive "tabs" with historic

quotes are sough! after by collectors.

Official Post Office First Day Covers with pictorial fiftieth ariniversary

First Day of issue postmarks are the first editions of the new stamps.

First Day Covers are shown smaller Pages of individual chapters in six annual volumes recount each historic episode and pro-

than actual 7 1/2" x 3 7/8" size. tect stamps and Official Post Office First Day Covers in archival-quality Lucidview^'ll mounts.

r
From unexpected onslaught in Poland... to

unconditional surrender in Tokyo Bay ...

an important and unprecedented series of

-lUinips is now being issued to mark the fiftieth

anniversaries of the one hundred key events

I il the fateful war years, 1939 to 1945.

Like the war itself, the issuance of these

stamps will span six years. With subjects cho-

sen by a distinguished board of six Military

Hi.siorians— among them. General John S. D.

1-asenhower — and stamp designs by leading

artists around the world. The History of World

W iir II in Postage Stamps records in vivid de-

tail the long, hard road to ultimate victory.

Already, a CoUection

sought-after around the World
\<> wonder collectors around the world have

already made these stamps — issued by the

Kipublic of the Marshall Islands, a key battle-

Field of World War II — some of the most

talked about and sought after in years.

Now, mint-fresh blocks of four of these

stamps, complete with descriptive tabs, and

Official Post Office First Day Covers — first

editions of the stamps certified with the fiftieth

anniversary, First Day of Issue postmarks —
arc auailable to you through Fleetwood's

c( iniplete Vie Historyi of World War II in Post-

ii.iie Stamps.

Conveniently available

one chapter at a time

Best of all, Fleetwood makes it possible for

you to build your own collection of these im-

portant stamps conveniently and systematically

... as they are issued, one chapter at a time ...

protected in archival-quality Lucidview* II

mounts and complete with pages of compel-

ling photography, vividly illustrated maps and

authoritative narratives which richly recount

each new episode in The Histoiy of World War
II in Postage Stamps.

When complete, your collection will

encompass six matching annual volumes, each

a prestigious hand-crafted album of library

quality, stamped in gold and provided at no

additional charge, beginning with the first vol-

ume, 1939-1940,

Subscription prices guaranteed

for the full six years

An unforgettable story important today and for

future generations, 77?^ Histoiy of World War
II in Postage Stamps begins with the Septem-

ber 1, 1989, Invasion of Poland issue. You'll

receive this and each subsequent chapter at

just $11.75 per chapter. The deluxe edition,

which includes a full mint-fresh sheet of the

stamps rather than blocks of four, is just S 14.75

per chapter. And these prices are guaranteed

for ihc full collection no matter how much the

prices of postage stamps increase during the

six years. A shipping and handling charge is

added to each monthly shipment.

Imagine the delight and personal sati.sfac-

lion in building your own six volume Tlie Ilis-

Iniy of World War II in Postage Stamps. Hut do

note that worldwide demand makes supplies

of this collection limited. So, mail your order

today to Fleetwood, One Unicover Center,

Cheyenne, Wyoming 82008-0001. Telephone

(307) 631-59 11. Sati.sfaction is guaranteed.

Reservation Form

THE HISTORY OF
WORLD WAR II

IN POSTAGE STAMPS
Fleetwood'

One Unicover Center

Cheyenne, 'Wyoming, 82008-0001

Please accept my subscription to Tlw History of

World War II in Postage Stamps, as described, at

the price of S11.75 per chapter. My first Collector's

Album will be shipped with my fourth paid ship-

ment; Collector's Albums are included without ad-

ditional charge. Prices are guaranteed for the full

collection. Complete satisfaction is guaranteed. I

may cancel at any time. 76BF-DQ01

Q Send me the Deluxe Edition at the guaranteed

price of S 14.75 per chapter. 76BT-DQ01

I prefer to pay as follows:

Q Directly: I enclose SIO.OO towards my first

shipment. Thereafter, I will be billed with each

shipment.

U By Credit Card: Please charge each

shipment to my:

Q MasterCard Visa 3 American Express

Card No. .Expires

Signature_

Addr<;ss

City Slate Zi p

['leelwood will acknowledgeyour order. Allow 6 lo S

wechsfor monthly shipi'ir



Betchart
Discover the earth's wild places

led by excellent naturalists!

•Nepal Apra3-19 $3,499'
• Arizona May 3-10 $ 1 ,490

• Galapagos June 8-21 $2,490
Islands June 19 30 $2,505+

• Alaska June 25 July 10 $3,695
Aug 20- Sept 4 $3,795

•All plus air farr

Exceptional natural history ejcpeditions.

(800) 252-4910
21601 Stevens Creek Blvd, Dept N

Cupertino, California 95014

Expeditions

iards. The conquistadors' previously ac-

quired taste for food starches from other

sources made them prefer sweeter variet-

ies of /. batatas to the starchier varieties

then normally cultivated by local farmers.

This split in taste can be seen on supermar-

ket shelves in New York today, where

"sweet" sweet potatoes are sold side by

side with starchier varieties marketed un-

der Spanish vernacular names such as

boniato.

Over the centuries, ever more consoli-

dated agriculture and markets reflecting

stratified national tastes have put continu-

ing pressure on sweet potato diversity. As
high-yielding varieties took over produc-

tion even in Third World fields, and as

more sophisticated and powerful systems

of marketing made it possible to pinpoint

consumer taste, the number of varieties

was further reduced.

So CIP began collecting donations of

sweet potato genetic materials in 1 985 and

within three years was maintaining more

than 5,000 types of germ plasm from all

over the world. When I heard about this

new program, I nodded politely, thinking

that sweet potatoes were surely of minor

E^ WILDLIFEW
'ST-SHIRTS

Support wildlife by wearing environmental t-shirts

(10% of profits go to environmental groups.) Many
designs. S9 95 eacfi. Heavyweigfit 100% cotton

t-sfiirts in S, M, L. XL, in wfiite. Blue, silver, yellow.

Sweats also, S2I.45 each. FREE CATALOG.

JIM MORRIS PO Box 831 DEP7 CJ9
Boulder, CO 80306 |303-444-6430|

Satisfaction guaranteed. Share the EarthI

LEATHER
BACKPACK

THF
AMAZON

TR<)PIC\L FORESTS

Kcological tours in the Brazilian

wilderness conducted by scientific

specialists in Hora and fauna.

ECOTOUR EXPEDITIONS
1-800-688-1822

EUROPE B> CAR

I

ONE ROCKEFELLER PLAZA. NEW YORK. NY 10020
Phone: (212) 581-3040

9000 SUNSET BLVD., LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 900E9
Pfione: (213) 272-0424

SAVINGS ON CAR RENTAL • PURCHASE
I

Thai Curried Chicken and Potato Stew

(Adapted from Ken Hem's Fragrant

Harbor Taste: TheNew Chinese Cooking

ofHong Kong, Simon & Schuster,

$24.95)

Mr. Horn, citing this recipe as an example

of the mixing of non-Chinese Asian food

ideas in contemporary Hong Kong Chi-

nese kitchens, observes that it combines

Indian curry and Indonesian coconut

milk, but does not add that the curry itself

is a mixture built on the chili pepper,

which like the potato, was introduced to

Asia from its native America during the

sixteenth century.

2 pounds chicken thighs, skinned and

boned (about 9 to 10 thighs)

3 tablespKwns light soy sauce

1 tablespoon rice wine

2 teaspoons ginger juice (squeezed

from fresh ginger after it has been

chopped fine in a processor)

2 teaspoons cornstarch

1 Vi tablespoons peanut oil

2 teaspoons finely chopped garlic

1 teaspoon finely chopped, peeled

fresh ginger

2 tablespoons finely chopped whole

scallions

3 tablespoons Madras curry paste or

powder

2 teaspoons salt

1 tablespoon sugar

2 cups coconut milk (see note)

1 cup chicken stock

1 Vi pounds potatoes, peeled and cut into

1 '/2-inch chunks

3 sprigs fresh coriander

Cut the chicken into bite-size pieces

and combine with 1 tablespoon of the soy

sauce, the rice wine, the ginger juice, and
the cornstarch. Marinate for 30 minutes.

Heat a wok or large skillet until it is hot.

Add the oil and, when it is quite hot,

quickly stir-fry the chicken pieces for

about 2 minutes, then add the garlic,

chopped ginger, and scallions and con-

tinue to stir-fry for 1 minute. Add curry,

salt, sugar, coconut milk, remaining 2 ta-

blespoons of soy sauce, and chicken stock.

Bring the mixture to a boil and pour the <

contents of the wok into a clay pot or;

casserole. Cover and braise over low heat

:

for 15 minutes.

Add the potatoes and continue to braise
|

for another 15 minutes or until the pota--;

toes are cooked.

Skim off any surface fat. Garnish with
|

coriander and serve at once.

Yield: 4 to 6 servings

Note: Coconut milk is not the liquid found-

sloshing around inside the coconut, but 3

must be extracted from grated coconut
|

meat. Canned coconut milk is available in
|

Asian markets.

Sweet Potato Salad

(From Eileen Yin-Fei Lo's New 1

Cantonese Cooking: Classic and
Innovative Recipesfrom China 's Haute

Cw/i/we, Viking, $19.95)

"This is my variation," says Lo, "on a

traditional Chinese salad preparation in

which a vegetable is thinly cut, or

julienned, and then marinated overnight

in a mixture of vinegar, sugar and salt. I
;

use this dressing with turnips, white rad-'?

ishes, and young ginger."

1 '/4 pounds sweet potatoes

3 tablespoons white vinegar

1 teaspoon sesame oil

1 ^h tablespoons sugar

1 teaspoon salt

1 teaspoon chopped fresh coriander

4 radicchio leaves

Peel, wash, and dry the sweet potatoes.

Cut into 2-inch by '/4-inch julienne strips.

Place in a large bowl and add the vinegar,

sesame oil, sugar, and salt. Stir to mix
thoroughly, cover, and refrigerate over-

night.

Before serving, remove the salad from

refrigerator, add the chopped coriander,

and toss together. Arrange the radicchio

leaves on individual plates and add a

mound of the marinated sweet potato

pieces to each. Serve cool.

Yield: 4 to 6 servings ,j
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Butterflies

oftheWorld
PORCELAIN SCULPTURE COLLECTION

Fine porcelain with delicate

hand-decoratingand hand-pa in ting.

$29.50 per sculpture. Available on a

convenient monthly basis.

So exceptional an artist is Brian Har-

greaves of Great Britain that he was
commissioned to portray the gardens

and butterflies of Buckingham Palace

for Queen Elizabeth II. Now he brings

his talent to the design of an exclusive

collection of porcelain sculptures: The

Butterflies of the World.

This intriguing collection makes it

possible for you to have a garden ofbut-

terflies and flowers in your home all

year long! Fifteen delightful butterflies

in their own natural floral settings—
representing all fifteen butterfly fami-

lies in nature's kingdom.
You'll be able to display this collec-

tion attractively in your home. For you
will receive a beautifully designed eta-

gere of brass and glass to hold all of the

imported sculptures.

Brian Hargreaves' designs are so

finely detailed that each delicate wing of

a butterfly and each petal of a flower is

precisely as you see it in nature. From
the Monarch Butterfly with its bright or-

ange coloring ... to the boldly striped

Zebra Longwing ... to the spectacular

Malachite with emerald-colored wings.

The variety of hues is astonishing—
every shade and tone nature has given

these charming creatures of flight.

To acquire the collection, please mail

the accompanying Subscription Appli-

cation by March 31, 1990.
SUBSCRIPTION APPLICATION

Please mail by March 31, 1990.

The Franklin Mint Limit ofone collection per person.

FrankJin Center, Pennsyh'ania 19091

Please enter my subscription for The Butterflies of the World Porcelain Sculpture Collec-

tion bv Brian Hargrea\'es, consisting of fifteen miniature sculptures to be crafted in fine

porcelain with delicate hand-decorating and hand-painting. The sculpUires will be sent to

me at the rate of one per month.

I need send no money now. Please bill me $29.50' for each porcelain sculpture in ad-

vance of shipment. I wiW also receive a brass and glass etagere at no additional charge.

'Pliis my state sates tax aiid St.95 fyr

siiipping and haiitUini.

SIGNATURE-

MR/MRS/MISS-

CITY/STATE/ZIP-



Betchart
Discover the earth's wild places

led by excellent naturalists!

• Kenva July 30-Aug 16 S2,990'

•Hawaii Aug 18 36 Sl,490
• Madagascar Sept 2-19
• Australia Nov 15-27 S2,690
\ZExt. Nov 27 Dec 5 SI,300

• Costa Rica Dec 18 30 $1,990
'All plus air tare

Exceptional natural history expeditions.

(800) 252-4910
21601 Stevens Creek Blvd. Dept \\

^ Cupertino, California 95014

J^XPEDITIONS

P
What's in Turkey?

i^f _The cradle of Civilization . . .

p That Si Nicholas V

CULTURAL TOURS TO TURKEY
And Combination tours to:

SPAIN HUNGARY YUGOSLAVIA
& TURKEY & TURKEY & TURKEY
Travel through beautiful countries, elites and Villages, stress-

ing culture, folklore, handicrafts, folk music, folk dance,

natural beauty, history, ancient monuments, museums &

photography. Good hotels, delicious food, great shopping.

Each tour is led by a nationaliy/internationaliy recognized

folkiorist and experienced tour leader. Great Quality-

Reasonable Rates.

For a free brochure:

Cultural Folk Tours Int'l. Bora Ozkok
10292 Gumbark PI. San Diego. CA 92131

619-566-5951 Outside California 1-800-448-0515

NAIME
ISLAND

ECOLOGY
larine Biology,

botany 6f Ornithology on
pristine Maine Island.

For High School students

with a genuine interest

n Environmental Studies.

Staff-Student ratio 1:5

Two Sessions: June 21 to July 9
July 13 to July 31

PORPOISE
PENDANT

Steriing—$45: 14K—$225
18" neckchain is included

Satisfartion guaranteed

THE POKE BOAT*
ITS EVEKfTHING
A CANOE ISN'T.

A canoe is tippy. A Poke
Boat isn't. It's remarkably

stable.

A canoe is hard to turn

and difficult to keep

in a straight line. A
Poke Boat isn't. It

stays in a sti

line, yet is

to maneuvei

It weighs only 28

pounds - built with

aircraft strength

For under $700
you can buy more

than a canoe.

more
ation. give

us a call

A canoe is

heavy. A
Poke Boat

WILDLIFE -ARCHAEOLOGY
EXPLORATIONS

-Assist Scientists in the field as they do

lEseaich in XoySo. .\merica. Europe, ,\sia

& Afiica. Tajt deductible. Free Brochuie

L\TERNATIOX.U RESE.\RCH
EXPEDITIOXS

140 University Dr., Menlo Park. CA 94025

L (415)323-4228

rKITES
I FREE COLOR CATALOG
I
Choose from over 100 exciting kites.

_ • fvlany unusual & innovative designs.

I Call or write for your catalog today!

I Into The Wind • (303) 449-5356
Il408-N Pearl St., Boulder, CO 80302 .

12-DAY CRUISES FROM $99 DAY
Canada Sagueray via Ene Canal Summer 'Belize- Great Barrier

';
Reel'Gialemate-JungleRlver-fteyan Ruins-Florida

Everglades • Dry Tortugas • Virgin Islands • Caicos •

Columbus Discovery * Rl-Fl Intracoastal Nov. & ffey

800-556-7450 For Free Brochure
American Canadian Caribbean Line, Inc

25 Yrs. of Small Ship Cruises .'.-ar-e-i Ri 02885

Discover the World's
enshrouded secrets & travel to:

COSTARICA • cloud forest jungle & beach

AMAZON • Machu Picchu

PERU, ECUADOR, i GALAPAGOS
BOLIVIA, PAIAG<»nA

AUSTRALIA, NEW ZEALAND
EAST AFRICA, INDLVi NEPAL

-^^ TRINIDAD* TOBAGO g^J

W. 13th street

Galneavlilc. FL 32609
1-800-451-7111

1-800-345-7111 In Florida

importance in the planetary scheme of

things. But this is definitely a first-world

reaction. I was pulled up short when

Huaman told me that the sweet potato

ranks second in the world, after the potato,

among root and tuber crops. More surpris-

ing still is its importance in China.

I was dimly aware that the Chinese eat

sweet potatoes. A Natural History reader

in Beijing once wrote me to protest that I

hadn't mentioned China in a column I

once did that purported to survey sweet

potato cookery around the world. A street

vendor, he said, was selling roasted sweet

potatoes outside his office.

Still I had no idea that China is by far

the world's largest producer of /. batatas.

I have never encountered a sweet potato in

any Chinese restaurant, even though

China now produces 80 percent of all the

sweet potatoes in the world. Other Asian

countries account for another 6 percent,

Africa produces 5 percent, and Latin

America 2 percent. In other words, the

Third World produces 93 percent of the

world's sweet potatoes, and virtually all

the sweet potatoes on earth are eaten by

people in subsistence economies whose an-

cestral larder did not include this versatile

plant.

In absolute quantity, too, the consump-

tion is staggering, especially from the first-

world perspective, because the consump-

tion of root crops in the developed

countries has lately been in decline. But in

developing countries, root crop production

has been rising. Although the potato is by

far the leader, almost everywhere, the

sweet potato is still immensely important.

As of 1984, the average per capita con-

sumption of root crops worldwide was esti-

mated at 156 pounds, of which 70 were

potatoes and 42 were sweet potatoes (cas-

sava accounted for 35 pounds and other

crops rounded out the other 9 pounds).

What accounts for the sweet potato's

emergence as a world crop? Why is it now

grown in more developing countries than

any other root crop? A CIP publication

says it best:

Sweet potato's high concentration of carbo-

hydrates and vitamin A and its relatively

low water content make it an excellent food

source. It grows well under a wide range of

farming conditions and has a comparative

advantage over many crops in warm areas

subject to drought, numerous pests, and

poor or waterlogged soils. Furthermore, it is

inexpensive to produce, easy to cultivate,

has a short growing period, and gives gener-

ally high yields.

Even so, the sweet potato was slow to

take hold in China. According to the Chi-

nese authority Yu Youtai in Feeding a

Billion: Frontiers of Chinese Agriculture
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(Michigan State University Press, 1987),

the sweet potato made its way to China in

the sixteenth century, either through In-

dia and Burma to Yunnan Province or to

Fujian Province by way of the Philippines.

It spread over the Jinsha Jiang (Yangtze)

and Huang He (Yellow) river valleys over

the next century and eventually through-

out the country.

The Mandarin word for sweet potato,

fanshu, is one reason to put the plant's

arrival in China back before 1600. Fan,

meaning "foreign country," was prefixed

to the names of plants introduced into

China after the tenth century: the tomato

is fanqie; the pomegranate, fanshiliu. In

earlier times, foreign plants were prefixed

with hai, meaning sea: haitung for crab

apple; haizao for date palm. After the

seventeenth century, the prefix became

yang. because all foreign countries were

then called yang. Hence, yangchong, on-

ion; yangjiang, Jerusalem artichoke.

Now the sweet potato has many vernac-

ular, local names in China: mountain taro,

golden potato, red potato, white potato,

and ground melon. Ninety to 100 million

tons are produced annually. Although the

actual area planted in sweet potatoes has

declined, yields have increased steadily at

roughly 3 percent a year. Even so, Chinese

acreage devoted to sweet potatoes ranks

behind only that of rice, wheat, and corn.

Traditionally, the sweet potato has

filled an important niche in Chinese agri-

culture, writes Youtai, as a crop

which has saved millions from starvation

when wheat and rice crops failed. . . . To-

day, in the streets and lanes of both small

and large Chinese cities, street vendors sell

freshly baked sweet potatoes—a favorite

with children and adults. The baked sweet

potato [kaobaishu] of Beijing is especially

well known. Dried sweet potato slices can
be easily stored for year-round use. Many
Chinese eat sweet potato shoes as they

would fruit. Noodles made from sweet po-

tato starch are one of the most popular

processed foods. Moreover, sweet potato

starch is an important raw material for

many light industries, for food processing,

and for the pharmaceutical industries. In

China, sweet potatoes are used in the manu-
facture of liquor, vinegar, gourmet powder,

glucose, alcohol, plastics, synthetic rubber,

artificial fiber, color film, citric acid, and
erythromycin. Roots, stems, leaves, and
starch residues from the sweet potato plant

are good feedstuffs for livestock. Sweet po-

tato stems and leaves are used for silage and
are as nutritious as alfalfa when fed to cat-

tle. It is said ihdX fanshu is a treasure trove

"from head to toe."

Raymond Sokolov is a writer whose spe-

cial interests are the history and prepara-

tion offood.

Does the "replica" outperform the famous original?

Mount Fuji Ceramic Pen
only *3925*
*Btit read this ad for an even better deal.

One of the world's truly fine line of products are Europe's Mont-
blanc pens, appropriately named after that continent's high-

est mountain. If you have ever written with a Montblanc pen, you
know how great they really are. Writing with them is a delight
and almost effortless. One substantial drawback, however, as
with so many luxuries, is that their price is awfully high. It is

easy to spend $150 or more for one of them. Our Japanese
friends have created a "replica" of this outstanding pen,
which (except for one small detail—it doesn't have that 6-

pointed star on the top) is indistinguishable in appear-
ance, heft and feel. Not surprisingly, they called it Mount
Fuji. It has the same hi-lacquer finish, with goldtone
accents, as the famous original. The ceramic writing
tip provides silk-smooth, effortless writing. It will

never flatten or skip, even after hardest and longest use.

The most remarkable thing about iheMomii Fuji Ceramic Pen is its price. We are the

exclusive direct mail distributors of this splended writing instrument and can offer

it therefore for just $39.95. But, we have an even better deal: Buy tivo for $79.90,

and we'll send you a third one, with our compliments—absolutely FREE! Discard
those tacky ballpoint pens and those clumsy felt tips. Write smoothly and easily,

five character and good appearance to your writing. And make a reaflv great buy.
reat yourself to better writing and get your Mount Fuji Ceramic Pen(s) todav!

anit ait

included.

FOR FASTEST SERVICE, ORDER
TOLL FREE (800) 621-1203
24 hours a day, 7 days a week

Pk-ase givL' order Code #4800 A215 ior Mount Fuji

Ccnimk Pen. If you prefer, mail check or card au-

thorization and expiration. We need daytime phone
for all orders and issuing bank for charge orders.

UPS/insurance: $4.95 for one Mount Fuji Ceramic Pen

and $6.95 for three. Add sales tax for CA delivery.

You have 30 day return and one year warranty-

For quantity orders (100 + ), call Ernest Gerard,
our Wholesale/Premium Manager at (415) 543-

6570 or write him at the address below.

131 Townsend Street. San Francisco, CA 94107

Take )x>ur
place in

histoiy.
Eastern Europe & Yugoslavia

From Berlin to Budapest... Prague to Warsaw... ttie

winds of ctiange tiave swept across all of Eastern

Europe. Suddenly, American travelers rank tfiis

destination as tops on ttieir list of must-see places

for tfie 1990s.

Tfiere is no better way to go tfian witfi tfie most

experienced: General Tours. We offer 12 exciting

quality programs, 9 to 24 days, including a unique

18-day Danube cruise tour. Plus you get the confi-

dence of traveling with the leading operator of tours

to this destination for over 4 decades.

See your travel agent or call now for a free

brochure. ^
General Tours <^>

800-221-2216
Ttie big difference is our experience





Clanbake
Warming up on frosty spring mornings

in Africa's Kalahari-Gemsbok Park is a

family matter for swallow-tailed bee

eaters. Cheek by jowl, this group of kin

basked and shared body heat for half an

hour while the photographer watched

from twenty feet away. Although caught

in a moment of supreme harmony, the bee

eaters were not abovejockeying for

position as the birds on the ends tried to

shoulder their way into the cozy center.

Such snug family assemblies are

characteristic of the twenty-four species

of bee eaters. Scottish ornithologist Hilary

Fry noted that "even in the least

gregarious sort, singletons are rarely

found and occurrence in pairs or family

parties is the rule." But the claim that

swallow-tailed bee eaters will even roost

on one another's backs, forming a

feathered pyramid, is, cautions Fry, "in

need of confirmation."

Lively, sociable Old World birds, bee

eaters, in Fry's words, are "professional

bee and wasp predators" that specialize in

killing and devouring those equipped with

stingers. The birds snatch an insect from

the air and carry it to a perch, where they

pound its head and rub its hind end until

the poison is discharged. Dead and

detoxified, the prey is then gulped down,

often stinger and all.

—

J.R.

Photograph by

Charles G. Summers, Jr.



American
Museum of
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History

American
IVIuseum of
Natural
History

Discovery Tours Discovery Cruises

Experience the thrill of

exploring the world's
greatest wildlife regions
and archeological sites

with fascinating

lecturers.

ARCHEOLOGY AND
NATURAL HISTORY

OF THE
COLORADO PLATEAU
April 21- May 4, 1990

CLASSIC CITIES OF RUSSIA
July 14-28, 1990

CLASSIC KENYA SAFARI
July 29-August 12, 1990

CLASSIC EAST AFRICA
SAFARI:

Kenya and Tanzania
August 11-28, 1990

AFRICA'S
BEST KEPT SECRET

Zambia, Zimbabwe & Botswana
September 8-25, 1990

WILDLIFE OF INDIA
Oct. 30-Nov. 16, 1990

' Write or call:

(212) 769-5700

AMNH/ Discovery Tours
Central Park West at 79thi St

New York, NY 10024-5192

toll-free (800) 462-8687
(21 2) 769-5700

Experience the thrill of

cruising to the world's
greatest wildlife regions
and archeological sites

with teams of Museum
experts.

COSTA RICA AND THE
PANAMA CANAL
April 13-24, 1990

ISLANDS OF JAPAN
May 23-June 6, 1990

EXPLORING ALASKA'S
COASTAL WILDERNESS

June 2-12, 1990

VOYAGE OF THE VIKINGS:
Scotland, Norway and Denmark

July 25-August 6,1990

CASTLES, CATHEDRALS
AND

PREHISTORIC CAVES OF
FRANCE, PORTUGAL AND

SPAIN
September 2-16, 1990

ANTARCTICA LUXURY
ADVENTURE CRUISE
Jan, 23 - Feb. 5, 1991

Write or call:

(212) 769-5700

AMNH/Dlscovery Cruises
Central Park West at 79th St.

New York, NY 10024-5192

toll-free (800) 462-8687

Art/Crafts

ACCURATE CAVE ART TRANSCRIPTS. Free booklet
available Gallery of Prehistoric Paintings, 25-60 49th
Street. 2nd floor, Astona. NY 11103

AFRICAN MASKS AND FIGURES, $150-$350, request
photos, McCoy Imports, Liberty, NY 12754

AMAZONIAN INDIAN CEREMONIAL RAINSTICKS. Ap-
proximately 36" long $50 complete. Picture, $1 Tribe,

196 7th Ave., Brooklyn, NY 11215 (718) 499-8200

AMERICAN INDIAN ART Northwest Coast masks.
Graphics Pueblo pottery Navajo rugs. Hopi Kachinas.
Beadwork Box 55277, Sherman Oaks, CA 91 41 3 (81 8)
789-2559

AUDUBON PRINTS—Original bird and animal prints,

$75 and up Catalog $3 Call (202) 484-3334 or write Ed
Kenney, 9720 Spring Ridge Lane, Vienna, VA 22182

NAVAJO, ZUNI JEWELRY—sandpaintings, pottery,

kachinas Wholesale catalog $2 00. Indian Treasures,
Box 9771 -NH, Phoenix, AZ 85068

QUALITY ETHNOGRAPHIC ART from "East Meets
West", Ltd

,
PO Box 103, Pittsford, VT 05763-0103

Our low overhead lets us bring you extraordinary na-
tive arts and crafts from around the world at low "rural"

prices Call us toll-free at 1-800-443-2242 and discuss
your requirements. Photographs of objects available

upon request. Visa and Mastercard accepted

Books/Publications

FREE ILLUSTRATED CATALOG of over 200 Books for

Nature Lovers Identification guides, reference works,
studies and more on animals, plants, marine life, birds,

more plus posters and postcards on nature subjects.
Most $3 50 to $10.00 Write Dover Publications, Dept.
A285. 31 E 2nd Street, Mineola. NY 11501

POETRY CONTEST
$1,000 Grand Prize, over $11,000 loral prize value. 152 winners.
Nil entry fee. All types, topics, styles of poems. New poets
welcome! Your poems also considered for publication. Send up
loslx poems. 20 lines maximum for each poem. Send to: Ameri-
can Poetry Association, Dept NH-15 , 250 A Polrero St.. Box
180.1. Santa Cruz. CA 95U61 Send poetry now to get free book-
lel "Poet's Guide lo Getting Published." (Supply limited )

OUTDOOR & TRAVEL BOOKS & VIDEOTAPES. Hik-

ing, biking, fishing, canoeing, nature guides, environ-

ment, adventure and more Free catalog. (303) 595-

5700 or Footpnnts, Dept JB, PO. Box 3191 , Boulder,
CO 80307

PUBLISH A BOOK based on your thesis Cyclopedia
Publishing Co , 6 Freedom Road, Pleasant Valley, NY
12569, FAX (914) 635-1502

WELL PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Our 45 years experi-

ence will help you to success. Send Manuscnpt or

outline for free information and evaluation. Rivercross
Publishing, Inc. Dept NH, 127 East 59th Street, New
York, NY 10022

Bargain Books

r
Publishers' overstocks, remainders, imports—oveT'
3.500 titles at up to 80% savings in our FREE

(CATALOG! Biography, History, Art, Fiction—some-
ttiing for everyone, including about 600 new titles |

I
montfily Write.

I Hamilton box 15-213, Fans Vmage, CT 06031 j

YESTERDAYS BOOKS LOCATED, no obligation. Out-
of-State Book Service, Box 3253J, San Clemente, CA
92672(714)492-2976

Education

"CASH FOR COLLEGE", Describes 400 loan, grant,

scholarship opportunities— plus all government pro-

grams, $495. Unifunds, Box 19749-RO, Indianapolis,

IN 46219
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Jh^MaH^t
FREE PARENTS' GUIDE. Over 400 private boarding

schools, camps and summer programs In U.S. and
abroad, serving children 6-16. Most visited by pub-
lisher. For 280-pg. guide and free referrals give child's

age, grade, interests, geographical preference and
entrance date. Est. 1940. Vincent/Curtis, Rm 216, 224
Clarendon St., Boston, t^A 021 16

Audio Cassette-of-the-Month Club
We offer 3 clubs; 1 ) American History;

2) Literature and Great Writers;

3) Mindstretchers. Costs under
$5 per cassette. Call toll-free

1 -800-243-1 234 (except CT), or write:

Audio-Forum Dept. 619, Guilford, CT 06437

LANGUAGE STUDY IN EUROPE: comprehensive
guide to French. German, Italian, Spanish, Portugese,
Summer or year around for children, students, adults.

Send $12 to SImplon. PC. Box 21544-N, Oakland, CA
94620

SPEAK SPANISH OR ANY OF 59 LANGUAGES as
Diplomats do using same U.S. State Department self-

study cassettes/textbook. Up to 50% savings! Call or

write for free catalog, 1 -800-722-6394, Audio Language
Institute, 516 Fifth Avenue. Suite 507, Dept. NH3, New
York, NY 10036

Employment Opportunities

A1 JOBS To $1000 daily! Overseas. Stateside. Free
List! ZIncvo, Box 13110, Las Vegas, NV 89112

AUSTRALIA WANTS YOU! Big Pay! Transportation!

New Employment Handbook, $3.00. International, Box
19107-RO. Washington, DC 20036

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! Assemble Products
At Home. Call For Info. (504) 641-8003 Ext. 6371

ENVIRONMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES—fvlonthly bulle-

tin lists environmental job openings throughout the

U.S. Free details; EOV, PO. Box 788, Walpole, NH

GET PAID FOR READING BOOKS For free information
write Caico Publishing (Dept, C-8), 500 South Broad
Street, Meriden, CT 06450

MAKE A FEDERAL SUMMER RANGER JOB your ca-

reer. Publication $4. "Ranger", Box 331114, Fort

Worth, TX 76163

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS! Worldwide Direc-
tory and complete Information—$3.00. International

Opportunities, Box 19107-RO, Washington, DC 20036

ROCKY MOUNTAIN EMPLOYMENT NEWSLETTER!
Colorado, Wyoming, Arizona, New Mexico, Idaho. Mon-
tana! Current openings—All occupations! Free details

.
. . lntermountain-4Y, 3565 Pitch, Colorado Springs,
CO 80908. 1-719-488-0320 x425

STUDY/WORK/LIVE OVERSEAS! Plan your next over-

seas adventure with Transitions Abroad. Box 344-3052,
Amherst. MA 01004. $15 Subscnption includes four

issues plus Educational Travel Directory and Guide to

Living Overseas.

TEACH HERE—ABROAD: School, college openings
U.S.A. $8,00; Overseas $8.00; England, Australia, New
Zealand, Japan $8 00 each EISF, 662, Newton. Massa-
chusetts 02162

Financial

CASH GRANTS AVAILABLE from nonprofit founda-
tions! Never repay! 401 sources/application instruc-

tions, $3,00, Fundsearch, Box 19107 RO, Washington,
DC 20036

LET THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE your small busi-

ness. Grants/loans to $500,000 yearly Free recorded
message: (707) 449-8600, (LAI)

CLASSIC FURNITURE—40% Off. 150 Major compa-
nies. Free brochure. Sobol House, 103 Richardson
Blvd., Black Mountain, NC 28711 (704) 669-8031

Government Surplus

NARCOTICS RAID SEIZURES! Autos, Stereos, Boats,
Airplanes! Millions Surplus Bargains—many 1% origi-

nal cost! "Nationwide Directory' —$3.00 Disposal
Box 19107-RO, Washington, DC 20036

Merchandise/Gifts

"I V OWLS " Bumper Sticker, $1.00 Sample Collec-

tors' Newsletter $3.00. Owl Catalog $1 .00 Refundable
Owl's Nest, Box 5491 NH, Fresno, CA 93755

TROPICAL REEF PHOTOSi Fascinating Wall Decor
Great Gifts. Color Samples Wheaton, RO Box 477,
Clearwater, FL 34617-0477 (813) 443-1282

Music

EXCITING MUSIC FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD An-

des, Africa, India, World Music Jazz. Write for free

catalog of cassettes and compact discs. Music of the
World, Dept N, PO Box 3667, Chapel Hill, NC 27515-
3667

Photo/Optical

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE. Repairing binocu-
lars since 1923. Alignment performed on our US Navy
collimator Free catalog and our article "Know Your
BInouclars, " published in Audubon Magazine Mirakel

Optical Co., Inc., 331 Mansion St., West Coxsackie, NY
12192(518)731-2610

OPTICS HEADQUARTERS FOR BIRDERS SINCE
1960. Offering selection advice, 24 hour shipping,

deep discounts on most popular brands of binoculars,

scopes, tripods, camera adapters, more. Catalogue on
request. Birdlng. RO. Box 4405NC, Halfmoon, NY
12065(518)664-2011

Real Estate

COSTA RICA: Preserve the Rainforest by owning it.

Properties from $2000 per acre. Partners of the

Rainforest, Box 262045, Tampa, FL 33685

GOVERNMENT LANDS—FROM $10.00. Surplus Rec-
reational, Agncultural, Commercial Properties Repos-
sessed Homes Tax/Narcotics Seizures. "Nationwide

Directory "—$3 00 Lands, Box 19107-RO, Washing-
ton, DC 20036

BEAUTIFUL HAWAII—Condominiums all islands Free
brochures. Paradise Management, 50 South Beretania

C207, Honolulu, HI 96813

MAINE—LAKEFRONT LOG CABIN. Secluded, quiet,

furnished, $250 weekly. Hodgkln. 13 Crystal, Cumber-
land, ME 04021 (207) 829-5728 evenings.

ST JOHN, US.VI. Fully equipped condo. Swim, snor-

kel, hike, scuba. Onol, Box 55, Windham, NH 03087
(603) 437-6227

Resorts

BELIZE—RUM POINT INN—exquisite small beach-
front resort on the Western Caribbean with spacious,

private cabanas Diving, Maya Rums, Cockscomb Jag-

uar Reserve, Birds, Library. New Dining Room features

tropical taste treats. Bevler, Placencia, Belize. 01 1 -501 •

06-2017

CARIBBEAN HIDEAWAY: Beautiful small inn on coco-
nut plantation, Bequia, St Vincent Grenadines Pool,

tennis, snorkeling, secluded beach, delicious food,

tranquility Spnng on Bequia, Box 19251, Minneapolis,

MN 55419 (612) 823-1202

COSTA RICA . HOTEL L'AMBIANCE Two little

miracles in Central America A small grand deluxe hotel

in San Jose with a commitment to excellence Intimate,

peaceful, European-style ambiance and concierge ser-

vices. Expert tour assistance. Bilingual. American
owned. Telephone Gabriel (506) 22-67-02 or write P.O.
Box 1040—2050, San Jose, Costa Rica

MARENCO, COSTA RICA RAINFOREST RESERVE &
Wilderness Lodge Gateway to Corcovado National
Park, Resident biologist, comfortable accommodation,
ocean view! Box 4025-1000, San Jose, C.R. (506) 21-
1594 Fax (506)55-1340

MOLOKAl: KALUAKOI VILLAS (previously "'Shera-

ton"). Polynesian-style, ground-level studio w/kitchen
golf, pool, $50/nlght, 1-800-950 5541 or 1-800-225-7978

OLD FASHIONED, secluded farm on Cape Breton Is-

land offers log cabins, excellent meals, tranquility, &
discount to NH readers. Write: John Gardner.
Orangedale, Nova Scotia, Canada

Tours/Trips

AFFORDABLE AFRICAN ADVENTURES gorilla/wlld-

life safaris to Rwanda, Tanzania, Madagascar, Kenya,
Botswana, Zambia. Small groups Brochure Wander-
lust Adventures, 65 Clarkson, Suite 207, Denver CO
80218 (303) 777-5846

AFRICA, ALASKA AND AUSTRALIA Natural History Ex-
peditions. Small groups Expert leadership Free bro-

chure Write/call Nature Expeditions International

Dept. NHC, PC Box 11496, Eugene, OR 97440 Tel

(800) 869-0639

GEO
EXPEDITIONS

THERE'S A LOT TO BE SEEN IN

EAST AFRICA!

Spectacular safaris to Kenya,
Tanzania, Botswana, and Rwanda.

351-5041

63 S Washington, Ste A
P O Box 3656-C7
Sonora, CA 95370

AFRICA! In-depth safaris at affordable prices Indepen-
dent travel. Photo workshops led by outstanding pho-
tographers. Draw upon twenty years experience in

East Africa Wnte for a free color catalog. Voyagers,
Dept. NH-3, Box 915, Ithaca, NY 14851 (607) 257-3091

AFRICA: Personalized safans. Kenya, Tanzania,
Rwanda, Ethiopia, Eastern Zaire, Burundi, Botswana,
Zimbabwe Kenya Consultants, Box 216, Mt. Tremper,
NY 12457(800)541-2527

ALASKA :;HS:
WILDLAND „_„pj

u>\ ENTIRES Kenai Refuge
Seacoast Glaciers

"Wtiy sigfitsee Alaska when you can experience it!"

1-800-334-8730 PO box 259. TYoui Lake, WA 98650

ALASKA CHARTER SERVICE Experience the natural

beauty and adventure of Alaska's spectacular Inside

Passage Call: (501) 253-9165

ALASKA: Small group, tent camping adventure lours

Alaska and Western Canada Hike, raft, kayak as you
travel. Twelve itineraries from one to four weeks
CampAlaska Tours, RO Box 872247, Suite 10, Wasilla,

Alaska 99687 (907) 376-9438

ALASK.\
Birds • Bears • Marine Mammals • Tidepools

riisiine coasial n-ildemess. glaciers, nesting eagles, rookeries, fishing. TTie

worid's best knoHTi photographers come to our deluie lodge. Master chef.

Ircsh seafood, ftiiiner of Harper's '81 and 'S^ Hideaway of the Year 20
years of operation. Professional guideSr' naturalists f 1 ''SO person 5 da\-s

Kachemak Bay Wilderness Lodge
Box 956 NH. Homer. AK ^g^tU (907) 235-8910



JlieMari^t
ALASKA'S SPECTACULAR LAKE CLARK NATIONAL
Park Guided boat travel, hiking, photography Private,

custom trips. Safari-style tent camp Quiet. Distant

Shores, 440-NH West 88th, Anchorage, AK 9951 5 (907)

344-8849

ALLAGASH CANOE TRIPS. Maine and Canada Wil-

derness, wildlife Guided adventures for adults, fam-

ilies, teens. Box 713H, Greenville, li^E 04441 (207) 695-

3668

ALPS OF SWITZERLAND. "The Hikers Paradise
"

(Moderate optional length Day hiking, two weeks. Bro-

chure Alpine Adventure Trails Tours, 783P Cliffside

Dnve, Akron, OH 44313-5609

ARCHAEOLOGY TOURS—Mesa Verde, Canyon de
Chelly, Casas Grandes, Yucatan, Hopi, Zuni, Bande-
lier, Coronado's Trail, Santa Fe and Taos New Mexico,

Arizona & Mexico. 1st Class. Guided by leading ar-

chaeologists. Archaeological Conservancy, 415 Or-

chard Dr., Santa Fe, NM 87501 (505) 982-3278

EQUITOUR
Worldwide Riding Holidays

Trek through condor country in the

Chilean Andes, gallop among zebra herds in Kenya,

or ride through Australia's Snowy Mountains.

Detailed color brochure featuring many rides in the

U.S. and abroad. Equitour

Dubois, Wyoming 82513 - 800-545-0019

ARCHEOLOGY FOR UNDERGRADUATES Four week
SUSC Archeological Field School in the excavation of

an early Pueblo II Anasazi site in SW Utah. Section #1
June 1 1 to July 6, 1990: and Section #2 from July 9 to

August 3, 1990 Intended for undergraduate college

students No experience required Six quarter credits

Limited enrollment For cost information write Dr Rich-

ard A. Thompson, Archeological Field School, South-
ern Utah State College, Cedar City, UT 84720

AUSTRALIA/NEW ZEALAND WALKABOUTS Custom
designed tour Itineraries featuring nature and outdoor
activities. Enjoy hiking and camping safaris, lodge
stays, and island resorts in New Zealand's scenic
National Parks and Milford Track, Australia's

Outback, Tropical North, and Great Barrier Reef
Pacific Exploration Co., Box 3042-N, Santa Barbara,
CA 93130 (805) 687-7282

BELIZE—COSTA RICA. Lush Tropical Rainforest Ma-
yan Rums Exotic Birds and Wildlife Friendly People
Active Volcanoes Free Brochure Global Adventures,
PO Box 1897N, Boulder, CO 80306 (800) 322-6911,

(303) 440-691

1

BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS IN LUXURY! Sail on the most
comfortable yacht in the British Virgin Islands, the 105'

"Cuan Law"— largest in the world. 20 passengers
Booking individuals or groups. Large twin or double
staterooms with private bathrooms. Fast, graceful, sta-

ble, unique Island hopping trips, diving trips, whale
tnps or a mixture of all three! Call toll free 1-800-648-

3393 or write Tnmanne, Dept. NH, PO Box 4065, St

Thomas V I 00803 Fax: (809) 494-5774

BROOKS RANGE—ARCTIC NATIONAL Wildlife Ref-

uge Small groups in remote wilderness unfolding the
unique natural history of the high arctic Photography,
Adventure, Peace of mind Custom and scheduled
backpack and river trips Write: Wilderness Alaska,
POB 83044, Fairbanks. AK 99708

niBXICO
DISCOVER ANCIENT INDIAN EMPIRES
Mexico City, ancient njins, Indian mahtets,
colonial towns, volcanic mountain hike.

7 Days/e Nights, $795
Ki Tours ISOO! 767-8252 (9191 682-8252

P.O. Box 15666. Durtiam. NC 27704

CAMPING SAFARIS IN KENYA & TANZANIA, 11-18

days, from $550.00 ¥ low airfare. Optional Kilimanjaro
climbs Also London/Johannesburg overland. Bo-
tswana. Egypt, more Free 12 page color brochure.
Himalayan Travel. Box 481-NH, Greenwich, CT 06836
(800) 225-2380

COSTA RICA: Jungle tours, Birdwatching, butterfly

collecting. Write: Jungle Tours, Apartado 7, Golfito.

Costa Rica

EVERGLjADES/FLORIDA KEYS HOUSEBOAT Safans
Birding, snorkeling, photography Chic Charney, Box
1 143, Tavernier, FL 33070 (305) 852-5750

GALAPAGOS
You, 9 other adventurers and our licensed

naturalist will sail by yacht to explore more
Islands than any other Galapasos expedition.

50 Trip dates. Machu Picchu Option.
FREE BROCHURE

INCnCFLOflTS 415-420-1550
1311 N 63rd ST. EMERYVILLE. CA 94608

GALAPAGOS Free info on-your-own Discovery Tours/

wildlife & photo workshops. Also the essential 250 pp.
"how to " guidebook ($16.50 postpaid). Galapagos
Travel, 2674 N. 1 st St.. #1 12, San Jose, CA 95134 (800)
223-3767

GALAPAGOS IN LUXURY! Sail on the most comfort-

able yacht in the Galapagos, the 95' trimaran "Lammer
Law" 18 passengers, 8 crew, two naturalist guides
Booking individuals or groups Large twin or double
staterooms wth private bathrooms Fast, graceful, sta-

ble, unique Naturalist trips, diving trips, whale tnps or

a mixture of all three! Call toll free 1-800-648-3393 or

write Tnmanne, Dept. NH, PO Box 4065, St Thomas
V I 00803 Fax (809) 494-5774

ALASKA, GALAPAGOS,
BAJA CALIFORNIA

AUSTRALIA
Whales & Wildlife Journey Specialists

20 years experience FREE BROCHURE

BIOLOGICAL JOURNEYS
1696A Ocean Dr.. McKinleyville.CA 95521

707-839-0178—or-800-548-7555 (outside Calif.)

GALAPAGOS ISLjANDS. From $1 ,500 including airfare

Amazon expeditions from $1 ,099 Galapagos Holidays,

745 Gerrard St East, Toronto M4M 1 Y5 (416) 469-821

1

GALjAPAGOS ISLANDS. From $1666 including air Ec-

uador/Peru options and archeological tours Joseph
Colley LAST, Inc. 43 Millstone, Randallstown, MD
21133(301)922-3116

GALAPAGOS' Natural history and photographic tnps
With Andes, Indian markets, and Amazon basin adven-
tures Voyagers, Dept NH-3, Box 915, Ithaca. NY
14851 (607)257-3091

NEPAL 'INDIA 'TIBET
BURMA 'THAILAND

Tours, treks, Scifjris, overland iidvenlures

Group & independent programs from $18.50.00

incL air. Free J6 pg. trip catalog.

Himalayan Travel, Inc., Box 481-NH,
Greenwich, CT 06836. (203) 622-6777.

Toll Free (800) 225-2380 (ex. CT)

INDONESIA NATIONAL PARKS—Endangered Spe-
cies Borneo Orangutans, Komodo Dragons, Javanese
Rhinoceros, Balinese Jalakbird Expenenced Guides
August 5-19, 1990 Danu Enterpnse. 313 McCormick,
Capitola, CA 95010 (408) 476-0543

IRELAND A unique opportunity to learn the art of pho-
tography and the natural history of Ireland Join pho-
tographer Ron Rosenstock in his 15th season Depar-
tures from March-October Wnte Voyagers, Dept
NR-3, Box 915, Ithaca, NY 14851

KENYA, INDIVIDUALLY DESIGNED SAFARIS 34 years
expenence Perry Mason Safans, Box 1643, Darien, CT
06820 (203) 838-1345

NEW ZEALAND—Explore The Land Time Forgot',

southern ark of ancient forests and unique wildlife

Monthly departures Write Nature Quest New Zealand,
Box 6314, Dunedin, New Zealand Ph (024) 739-149

N M expedition, two weeks Rugged, potentially dan-

gerous. Will be fairly expensive. This is the real thing

(505) 982-5701

AMAZON
CRUISES • LODGES • EXPEDITIONS

Explore the world's greatest ecosyslem
on our lully guided, all-inclusive programs
AMAZON TOURS & CRUISES

1013 S. Central Ave., Glendale, CA 91204
(8181 246-4816 » (800) 423-2791

PERU-AMAZON-GALjAPAGOS Tour Lima, Cuzco &
Machu Picchu Amazon jungle lodges & riverboat

cruises Galapagos yacht cruises. Unique modular
tnps. Weekly departures Affordable rates Free bro-

chure, Himalayan Travel, Box 481-NH, Greenwich, CT
06836 (800) 225-2380

RUSSIA, ICELAND, INDIA, ALBUOUERQUE BALLOON
Festival, US. Southwest, Hawaii, China. Adventure
programs led by professional guides and photogra-
phers Photo Adventure Tours, Dept. A, 2035 Park St.,

Atlantic Beach, NY 1 1509 tele. (516) 371-0067

SHERPA-TASTIC TRAVEL— Quality hiking in Nepal at

the Lowest pnces Everest, Annapurnas Send for a
free brochure c/o Classic Travel, 764 Plaza,

Duncansville, PA 16635 (814) 696-3558

SPECTACULAR DESTINATIONS in Latin America, Af-

rica, Asia, Europe, Australia, Antarctica Last Frontiers:

Desert Tours Worldwide Forum Travel. 91 Gregory,

Pleasant Hill, CA 94523 (415) 671-2900

UNIQUE DESTINATIONS
• Cross the S.\H.\RA Desert w. Tuaregs; or

overland to TIMBUKTU, NAMIBIA, ETHIOPIA
• View wildlife in Brazil's PANTANAL, Peru's

MANU, PATAGONIA, GALAPAGOS, COSTA
RICA, BOTSWANA

• Live with Jivaro Indians in the F.CUADORIAN
AMAZON, trek MALI'S Dogon country,

MOROCCO w. Berbers, T DEL FUEGO w horses

• RAJASTHANand Pushkar; CHINA; KASHMIR;
LADAKH; Eastern TURKEY; nomads of NIGER

"
^TURTLE TOURS

9444 Quail Trail, Box# U47/NH, Carefree, AZ 85377

16021 488-3688 outside AZ (800) 283-2334

THAILAND/ADIRONDACK HIGH PEAKS Survival In-

struction and Expeditions Ultimate Challenge-Fun-Re-
laxation Survival Training Center CARE, PO Box
349, Lake Placid, NY 12946 (518) 293-C.A.R.E

25 YEARS GALjAPAGOS Largest South/Central Amer-
ica program Weekly departures, all categories of

yachts/ships Naturalist guides Small groups. Individ-

uals, Charters Also Hiking Special College/High
School program Ecuador, Amazon, Peru, and other

extensions Forum Travel, 91 Gregory, Pleasant Hill,

CA 94523 (415) 671-2900

niiiHiirjfiiiJiT:
Copper Canyon / San Miguel Allende

Tram tocanyon larger than Grand

Canyon continuing to Sea of

Cortez. Mountain lodges, pine

forests. Tarahumara Indians.

Tram over Old Spanish Silver

Route Colonial Historic tours.

Tula Tollec arcfiaeology.

Monarcfi butterfly sanctuary.

Brochure 1 -800-225-2829 M-F 9 a.m.-6 p.m. central

Columbus Travel, 601 7 Callaghan Rd • San Antonio, TX 78228

AWARD-WINNING VOLCANO VIDEOTAPE. Spectacu-
lar Footagel Free Information Write: Harada Produc-
tions, 22 Malanai St., Dept NH. Hilo, Hawaii 96720

"GRAND CANYON" 2-hour spectacular helicopter ex-

ploration Video, Breathtaking music Cntically ac-

claimed. Details Free Beerger Productions, 3217-V7
Arville, Las Vegas, NV 89102 (702) 876-2328

Wanted

FRANKLIN MINT SETS, and all private mint sets. Will

pay top dollar Send printed list with phone number to

Stan Katz, PO Box 524-H, Cranford, NJ 07016, USA
(201)561-4697
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1. Air Niuginl. Experience a touch of lux-

ury off the beaten track at unique lodges.

Sail the mysterious Sepik River, known

for primitive art and isolated villages, or

choose an expedition of trekking or diving.

2. American Forest Council. The Ameri-

can Forest Council is an association of

forest products companies working to-

gether to promote healthy, productive for-

ests, and help the public appreciate the

value of our forests. For more information,

call 1-800-648-6699. See page 21.

3. Arctic Coast Tourism. Hike up your

spirits. Explore the shore or trek the tun-

dra. Wonder at the midnight sun. Dine on

Arctic Char.

4. Baffin Island. If you're looking for a

vacation with a difference, picture Baffin.

Explore a thousand years of Inuit history.

It's here to see close to all our communi-

ties. Send for more information.

5. Banner Blue. "Family Tree Maker:

The new IBM PC program that creates

family trees. Printed trees are ready for

framing and gift giving!"

6. Barnes & Noble. This unique catalog

from the "world's largest bookstore"

brings you hundreds of book bargains,

records & tapes, videocassettes, and desk

accessories—with savings up to 80% off

publishers' prices. Free. See page 1 1

.

7. Bermuda Collection. The finest cottage

colonies and small hotels of Bermuda.

8. Britain/Pan Am: Save $ 1 00 per person

off any 1 990 Pan Am Holidays vacation in

Britain. For details, send for free "Pan Am
Holidays" brochure and British Tourist

Authority "Britain" vacation guide.

9. The Buccaneer. The Buccaneer sits

atop a hill overlooking 3 powder white

sand beaches and surrounded by an 18

hole championship golf course. Many peo-

ple stay at the Buccaneer just for its im-

pressive view and elegant surroundings.

10. Canada's Northwest Territorities/

Travel Arctic. If angling action is what

you're after, join us for an escorted week

in the wilds with fish larger than life. Send

for free brochures.

11. Carl Zeiss Optical, Inc. Focused on

performance in the field! Zeiss quality

products available at fine eyewear dis-

pensers and sporting goods locations or

call 1-800-446-1807. See page 15.

12. Charleston, S.C. This historic seaport

city is an ideal vacation destination. Car-

riage tours, museums, antique shops, his-

toric homes, and plantations. Miles of

clean, public beaches.

13. David Morgan. Akubra hats, Filson

outdoor clothing, English waxed cotton

rainwear, Ordnance Survey maps of Brit-

ain, Celtic and Northwest Coast Indian

jewelry, Welsh ethnic items. Free catalog.

See page 20.

14. DeBordieu. 2,700 acres of low coun-

try beauty near Pawley's Island, SC. 6'/2

miles of private beach. Dye-designed golf.

And more. There'll never again be a place

like DeBordieu. Free brochure.

15. Digitar Electronic Weather Stations.

World's smallest and most affordable

weather stations. Many functions. Send

for free catalog.

16. General Tours. Visit Eastern Europe

with the leading operator of tours to this

destination for 40 years. 12 deluxe itin-

eraries, 9 to 24 days. Free color brochure.

17. Government of India. Nothing com-

pares. From the Taj Mahal to the Bengal

Tiger Preserves to the Himalayas. Send

for our free guide to this exotic subconti-

nent today!

18. Haverhills. Haverhills carries one of

the country's most interesting collections

of nifty gadgets, executive gifts, and

grown-up toys. Ask for their free catalog.

See page 91 for their ad in this issue.

19. Hong Kong Tourist Association.

Hong Kong is a vacation destination of

fascinating stories, colorful festivals, fam-

ous food and legendary shopping. To see it

all, stay an extra day.

20. New Brunswick, Canada. One of

North America's last great escapes and

best-kept secrets. Featuring warm salt wa-

ter beaches, uncrowded and accessible

coastline, sea-conditioned breezes and

New England charm with Maritime hos-

pitality. Free vacation information.

21. Newfoundland Tourism. Department

of Development and Tourism sends bro-

chures on request. Facts about the prov-

ince; auto travel; accommodations; hunt-

ing; fishing; annual events; attraction;

Newfoundland and Labrador history.

Telephone 1-800-563-6353.

22. Nova Scotia. 250 (8" X 10") fact

packed pages. Where to stay and eat.

What to see and do. Nine full-color fold-

out maps and more. Nova Scotia Tourism.

Guide free.

23. Qantas Airways. Qantas, the spirit of

Australia. Qantas has more flights to Aus-

tralia and the South Pacific than any

other airline. See page 104.

24. Regency Cruises. Regency's

Alaska—Ex-citing 7-day cruises aboard

our flagship Regent Sun or the gracious

Regent Sea. Ask about our cruise/tour

packages at unbeatable prices. Free Bro-

chure.

25. R.E.I. The Best Gear for the Out-

doors. Gear, clothing and accessories for

hikers, cyclists, kayakers and others in a

free REI catalog. Competitive prices. Sat-

isfaction guaranteed.

26. Salen Lindblad Expedition World.

Voyage of Discovery to remote corners of

the world. Exhilirating and truly unique

experiences for the discerning traveler.

Call today for your Free 1990-91 Bro-

chure 1-800-223-5688.

27. Saskatchewan Tourism. Discover

Saskatchewan, Canada. Home of the

Mounties! Home of Canada's largest out-

door county music jamboree! Enjoy 19

hours of summer sunshine a day. Send for

our free great Saskatchewan Vacation

Book.

28. Volkswagen. Please send for more in-

formation on Volkswagen Vanagon and

Camper.

29. Zambia National Tourist Board.

Zambia. Photo safaris through game pre-

serves by foot or open Landrover, Victoria

Falls, rafting on Zambezi. Brochures from

Zambia Tourist Board, 237 East 52nd

Street, NY 10022, or call 212/308-2155.



Betchart
Discover the earth's wild places

led by excellent naturalists!

• Australia Oct 39-\ov 10 $2,690'

New Guinea Extension Nov 10 15

• Brazil: Parks Oct31-Novl8 $4,590
•Argentina Nov 11-27 $2,990
Salta/NW Ext. Nov 25-Dec 2 $ 990

• New Zealand Nov 24-Dec 6 $2,690
All plus iiii Ijrr

E}iceptional natural history expeditions.

(800) 252-4910
21601 Stevens Creek Blvd, Dept N,\i\)

Cupertino, California 95014

Expeditions

NEW
LIGHTWEIGHT
MODELS
FOB 1990

NEW
FOLDING &
ROTOMOLDED
BOATS Irom S3:

Soilngs, s

BORN TO TRnV€L

pacjcjies and

FOLBOT
FREE COLOR CATALOG

cc^ 1-800-533-5099
Folbol, Inc FACTORY DIRECT

PO Box 70877. Depi m PRICES - SATISFACTION

Chorleslon.SC 29415 GUARANTEED

One Good Reason To

Send For The Ten Reasons.

It's Free.
DeBordieu is 2,700 acres of breathtaking low country'

beauty, 6 1 /2 miles of beach you'll have all to yourself.

Dye-designed golfand so much more. People say there'!

nevet again be a place like DeBotdieu. Find out why.
Call 1 -800-476-7070 ot mail the coupon.

UTHORS
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Eleven years of fieldwork in the Ama- both the Museu Paraense Emilio Goeldi

zon Basin have convinced Brazihan Jose in Belem and the New York Zoological

Marcio Ayres (page 32) of the need to Society's Wildlife Conservation Intema-

protect the many species of primates liv- tional, Ayres is also finishing up a book

ing there. Much of his energies are cur- about white uakaris. For an interesting

rently devoted to putting together pro- look at aquatic life in flooded forests, he

posals for a system of protected areas in suggests The Fishes and the Forest, by

the Amazonian flooded forests. Gather- Michael Goulding (Berkeley: University

ing material for these proposals, Ayres of California Press, 1981). John Ter-

spends a great deal of time, often in borgh's Five New World Primates

small dugout canoes, traveling up and (Princeton: Princeton University Press,

down rivers, surveying animal and plant 1 984) gives a good look at a diverse pri-

communities. An associate researcher at mate community in southeastern Peru.

Richard N. Mack (page 44) stumbled

on the Victorian seed trade almost by ac-

cident. While reading an old article on

medicinal preparations made from an

alien plant, he noticed a reference to

nineteenth-century mail-order seed cata-

logs. His longtime interest in North

America's plant invaders led him to ex-

amine the catalogs as possible dispersers

of troublesome seeds. Mack is currently

professor and chair of the Department of

Botany at Washington State University

in Pullman, Washington, where he does

research on the ecology of invasive

plants. His goal is to learn why a certain

few alien species readily establish them-

selves and spread so aggressively, while

the majority repeatedly fail to become

naturalized. For additional reading,

Mack suggests Spencer C. H. Barrett's

article, "Waterweed Invasions," in the

October 1989 issue of Scientific Ameri-

can, and Claire Shaver Haughton's

Green Immigrants (San Diego: Har-

court Brace Jovanovich, Inc., 1980), a

readable book on both beneficial and

detrimental plants that have altered

America's floral landscape.
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Robert M. Timm (page 54) first began

to look for and discover small bats roost-

ing in leaf tents on a trip to Costa Rica in

1 974. A specialist in the ecology of tropi-

cal mammals, he continues to study bats,

rodents, and other mammals on his fre-

quent expeditions to Central and South

America. His story of the strange rela-

tionship of amblyopinine beetles and

tropical rats appeared in the September

1988 issue of Natural History. Timm is

an assistant professor at the University

of Kansas at Lawrence and curator of

mammals at the Museum of Natural

History there. Zoologist Barbara L.

Oauson has been collaborating with her

husband and coauthor in research on

tropical mammals since 1982. A birder

and photographer, Clauson has also had

plenty of hands-on experience with ani-

mals as a trainer of dogs and horses and

former senior keeper at the Brookfield

Zoological Gardens. She is now an ad-

junct curator of mammals at the Mu-
seum of Natural History at the Univer-

sity of Kansas. For further information

on the life of bats, readers may consult

John E. Hill and James D. Smith's Bats:

A Natural History (Austin: University

of Texas Press, 1984), which is an excel-

lent, well-illustrated summary.

HIKE THE SWISS ALPS!

land 2 Week Hiking Tours

Inn-to-Inn Trekking

Paragliding and Light Mountaineering Courses

Scottish l-lighiands Tours

Relais, Romantik. Four Star Hotels

.yO^^..RYDER-WALKER
ALPINE ADVENTURES
87 Morse Hill Road, Depft N >\

Millerton, NY 12546 '\!\__
(914)373-7005 '^Mwft^

GALAPAGOS
You, nine others and our naturalist will explor

by yacht more islands than any other Galapa-

gos expedition. From simple adventures to splen-

did yacht charters, from scuba diving to serious

hiking and even college credit, no one else offers

as manyways to experience the Galapagos be-

cause no one else specializes exclusively in the

Galapagos. 60 trip dates. Machu Picchu option.

FREE BROCHURE
inca Floats 415-420-1550

1 31 1 - NL 63rd. St., Emetyville CA 94608

fiatagonia'
^^ Mail Order, Inc.

Spirited, Functional

Clothing for the Outdoors

Experience Africa with the

American Museum of Natural History

CLASSIC EAST AFRICA SAFARI:
Kenya and Tanzania during the

great wildebeest migration.

August 11-28. 1990
February 17-March 5, 1991

AFRICA'S LAST FRONTIER:
Zambia, Zimbabwe &- Botswana
September 8-25, 1990

CLASSIC KENYA SAFARI
Major game parks of Kenya.

July 29-August 12, 1990

GORILLAS OF RWANDA AND ZAIRE
January, 1991

LUXURY TENTING IN TANZANIA
January, 1991
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Authors, Continued

When invited by paleoanthropologist

Mary D. Leakey to interpret the 3.5-mil-

lion-year-old footprints found at LaetoH,

Tanzania, RusseU H. Tuttle (page 60)

found he had to collect some compara-

tive data on living apes, bears, and

humans. His study of a group of Peru-

vian Indians provided information on the

feet and gaits of habitually barefoot peo-

ple. In the photo above, Tuttle compares

his own shoe-deformed foot (right) with

that of one of the Indians. Tuttle is a pro-

fessor of anthropology at the University

of Chicago, where he is jointly appointed

to the college, the Committee on Evolu-

tionary Biology, and the Morris Fishbein

Center for the Study of the History of

Science and Medicine. He is also an

affiliate scientist in behavioral biology at

the Yerkes Regional Primate Research

Center of Emory University. For addi-

tional reading he recommends "Foot-

prints in the Ashes of Time," by Mary D.

Leakey {National Geographic, April

1979, pp. 446-57); "The Fossil Foot-

prints of Laetoli," by Richard L. Hay
and Mary D. Leakey {Scientific Ameri-

can. March 1982, pp. 50-57); and

Laetoli: A Pliocene Site in Northern

Tanzania, edited by Mary D. Leakey

and Jack M. Harris (New York: Oxford

University Press, 1987).

Warren M. Washington (page 66) de-

veloped one of the first computer models

of the atmosphere at the National Cen-

ter for Atmospheric Research in Boul-

der, Colorado, where he has worked for

the past twenty five years. As the direc-

tor of NCAR's Climate and Global Dy-

namics Division he works on simulating

the effects of greenhouse gases. He first

became interested in meteorology as an

undergraduate at Oregon State Univer-

sity. Washington then attended Pennsyl-

vania State University and earned his

Ph.D. in meteorology in 1964. He has

played an important role in refining

models that simulate global climate with

sufficient detail to help scientists under-

stand the earth's changing climate.

Charles G. Summers, Jr., (page 92)

found his early interest in photography

deepening when he moved to Colorado

in 1965: "The urge to hunt slowly left

while the urge to photograph increased.

Soon, I found myself hunting only with a

camera." Summers was able to turn his

avocation into a full-time occupation

that has taken him to Europe and Asia,

and to Africa seven times. As the winner

of the British Museum of Natural Histo-

ry's World Wildlife Photographer of the

Year award in 1 985, he visited New Zea-

land and Australia. The snuggling bee

eaters in this month's "Natural Mo-
ment" were photographed with a Nikon

600-mm f4 EDIT lens, a Nikon telecon-

verter, and a Cam-Brae window mount.
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all you can spare is half a minute, here's all

you need to know about Scotch. You have to

acquire a taste for the smooth, smoky, peaty flavor.

To do so, there's no better way than to acquaint

yourself with a bottle of Ballantine's Finest.

That ought to do it.

THE TRUE TASTE OF SCOTCH.
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IN 15 Minuted

hould you have a bit more time on your

hands, taste a Scotch worth savoring. Ballantine's

Finest. First, pour yourself a glass. Then relax.
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air? Mmmmmmmmmm. That's what you should

taste in fine Scotch.

Thank you for such generous use of your time.
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You N"EE» TO KNO^^
About Scotch,
in i'z yeams

1 lot in Scotland.

Always has. How much? Let's

ju.st say you'll never hit a sprinkler

head on a Scottish golf course. The

Highlands alone get more than twice

the rainfall of Seattle. Even more

than the Amazon River territory.

Faced with such unac-

customed natural

up

with lots of things to

do with water.They

developed hydro
power long before the

industrial revolutum

They boiled it i

power steam engiiK

And they used it tor

transportation, buildjng

canals as early as 17 61

But, chiefly,

Scots dedicate t

water to a more no

purpose. They i

it to make Scotc)

whisky.

Of course i

also takes peat

barley and yeast

to complete the

recipe, but Scotch

is, after all, a liquid,

and the water makes a big dif

IL ference. Especially

// / in a complex
/' blend lik

a lantine's Finest

7"^ Some water

L, runs from gran-

^1 !te highland;

down through

peaty bogs, into

akes, or

toclums. Some runs

// through the peat over

the granite, into streams,

ortunis. It makes a differ-

ence, too. because Scotch

made with one water has

a flavor very distinct from

Scotch made with another

Which is why Ballantine's

has always blended dif-

ferent Scotches together

Balblan
tnbutor to the bh

Was the man who invented the steam

engine inspired by a whisky still?

For smooth, mellow, yet full-bodied

flavor every time, we blend

T mature single malts from

each of the Scottish
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distilleries. Others are
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chased directly from

e source. (However,

L bow to their desire

remain anonymous.)

In all we use forty-

two single malts to

Ltcate our Finest and 12

NLir old blends. In the

t. \seofournoblel2 year

Id none is younger

r inn 12 years, although

e are much older.

And our rare

17 year old

ties

an ex-

clusive

selec-

tion of

more mature

phisticated, heady

blend for the discriminating Scotch

drinker For special occasions, try

Ballantine's legendary 30 year old.

Only 200 cases a year find their

ay to the United States. That's

even fewer than the number of

Rolls Royces imported

each We welcome

year, all correspondence.

Now you

nts into a

m
excessive. And 30

years may indeed be daft.

But time is on our side.

We'\'e nodiing better to do.

Besides, it's raining outside.

THE TRUE TASTE OF SCOTCH.

Write to: Ballantincs PO Box 8925 Universal City. CA 91608



Ancestors

Old Flame
Burned bones provide evidence ofan early human use offire

by Andrew Sillen and C. K. Brain

The "discovery of fire," Darwin wrote

in The Descent of Man, "probably the

greatest ever made by man, excepting lan-

guage, dates from before the dawn of his-

tory." Darwin was vague on the timing

because he could cite no hard evidence.

Today we have considerable archeological

evidence, but still little agreement con-

cerning the timing. Some traces of fire

that turn up where there are early human

remains or artifacts may be coincidental,

the result of a natural conflagration.

Such coincidences do tell us something

significant about the environment, and

can be especially important if early

humans exploited natural fires oppor-

tunistically, for example, by eating the

cooked flesh of animals trapped in grass

fires. Interested in just this possibility, a

student at the University of Cape Town

once arranged with park rangers to attend

a controlled bum, where he placed a su-

permarket chicken in the path of the ad-

vancing fire. The meat was cooked per-

fectly, and the fire brigade ate every scrap

of it for lunch!

The tricky thing is showing that early

humans deliberately used fire in some

way, especially by exercising some mea-

sure of control, for example, by feeding a

A grassfire in northwestern Botswana
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fire with fuel, attempting to spread or

carry it, or confining and maintaining it in

a hearth. The ignition of fire, requiring

special tools and skills, was an invention

that almost certainly came about after

humans had learned to use fire from natu-

ral sources.

Stephen James, a doctoral student at

Arizona State University, has recently

itemized the kinds of evidence for fire that

are available to archeologists, such as

burned layers of soil, ash, fire-cracked

rock, and the charred remains of bones,

tools, and shells. The best proof, he insists,

is a hearth, some arrangement of stones

that helped confine or enhance the fire

and that may have been used repeatedly.

Hearths are fairly common at archeologi-

cal sites younger than 200,000 years, not

only those of modem humans but also

those of the Neanderthals, archaic

humans that inhabited Europe until about

35,000 years ago.

For other species of hominids (the cate-

gory of upright-walking creatures that in-

cludes humans, their ancestors, and other

ancient relatives), the evidence is more

sparse. Hearths from the more distant

past are less likely to be preserved for the

same reason that all archeological evi-

dence becomes more fragmentary with

the passage of time. One error made by

archeologists earher this century was to

conclude that early hominids were pri-

marily hunters because there was little

evidence for consumption of plant foods.

But the bones of animals survive better

than plant remains; therefore, the further

back in prehistory one goes, the better the

evidence becomes for meat eating. This

doesn't mean that early hominids didn't

eat plants.

The first convincing evidence linking

early hominids with fire came from

Zhoukoudian in China, excavated under

the direction of Davidson Black and Franz

Weidenreich in the interval between the

two world wars. Along with the bones of

Homo erectus (Peking man), the exca-

vators uncovered patches of burned bones

of deer and other animals, charcoal,

burned chipped-stone artifacts, and thick

layers of ash, which they interpreted as

the remains of ancient hearths. Since

Zhoukoudian is approximately 300,000 to

400,000 years old, this became the con-

ventionally accepted date of the earliest

use of fire by hominids. Even so, Zhou-

koudian remains a source of controversy

among archeologists, with some question-

ing the presence of hearths and thus of

actual control of fire.

In the 1970s, Chinese archeologists re-

ported finding ash associated with two H.

erectus incisor teeth at the site of Yuan-

mou. While the stratigraphy is complex,

the teeth are probably at least 500,000

years old, possibly older. Vertesszolos, a

cave site in Hungary, has perhaps the best

early evidence for Europe, with both hom-

inid remains and burned animal bones at

approximately 400,000 years ago, com-

parable to Zhoukoudian. At I'Escale Cave
(Bouches-du-Rhone, France), traces of

what seem to be hearths may well be more
than 500,000 years old, but their associa-

tion with human remains is uncertain.

One unusual case for an early hearth

comes from Southeast Asia, where a cir-

cular arrangement of fire-cracked basalt

cobbles may be as much as one million

years old {see "Bamboo and Human Evo-

lution," by Geoffrey G. Pope, Natural

History, October 1989).

Evidence that fire was used this early or

even earlier in Africa has emerged only

recently. Less than a decade ago, when
French archeologist Catherine Perles

summarized the picture for Natural His-

tory {see "Hearth and Home in the Old

Stone Age," October 1981), no early evi-

dence had been published, and what has

since accumulated remains contested. In

some ways the reluctance to accept this

evidence is reminiscent of the original re-

sistance to the idea that Africa, rather

than Asia, was the cradle of humanity.

The late Raymond Dart, as a young anato-

mist in 1931, presented a paper to the

Zoological Society of London in which he

argued that a recently discovered speci-

men from Taung, South Africa, was a

human ancestor. Most paleoanthro-

pologists now agree that Dart was correct

and recognize Taung as Australopithecus

africanus, a small-brained hominid that

was an ancestor of the genus Homo. But

as Dart wrote in his autobiography, his

paper was poorly received at the time,

partly because the previous speaker had

just stunned the audience with a compel-

ling description of Peking man.

A case in point involves discoveries in

East Africa dated to about 1.42 million

years ago. At Chesowanja, near Kenya's

Lake Baringo, archeologists John Gowlett

and Jack Harris found flecks and lumps of

reddish brown clay that proved to have

been burned. Because most of the burned

clay was concentrated within a square-

yard area, intermixed with stone tools and

animal bones, Gowlett and Harris rea-

soned that they had uncovered the re-

mains of a hearth. Nearby they found

fragments of a hominid cranium attrib-

uted to A. boisei (a very robustly built

relative of A. africanus). Chesowanja is

one of many East African sites in the pe-

riod 1 to 1 .5 million years ago where such

traces of fire exist, but critics have argued

8 Natural History 4/90
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that some natural event, such as a grass

fire or lava flow, could have caused the

burning.

We believe our recent discoveries from

Swartkrans. a cave about 250 miles from

Taung, now strengthen the case for fire

being used in Africa at an early date.

Swartkrans ("black clifP' in Afrikaans)

first made headlines some forty years ago,

when scientists learned that two different

hominid species had lived there: A.

robustus (a somewhat less robust species

than A. boisei). and H. erectus. New ex-

cavations at the site began in 1965, under

the direction of coauthor C. K. Brain.

Among other discoveries, from 1984 to

1986, 270 pieces of bone were found that

appeared to have been burned, either be-

cause they were partly turned to ash or

because they were blackened. Most of the

identifiable specimens were from ante-

lopes; the rest were from other animals,

including one bone from A. robustus.

The first thing we had to do was demon-

strate that the blackened bones were actu-

ally the result of fire. Buried bone can also

become blackened from soil manganese,

commonly present in southern Africa. In

fact, Raymond Dart once erroneously

identified as burned some animal bones

from the site of Makapansgat; he even

named hominid remains found there A.

prometheus. after Prometheus, the giver

of fire in Greek myth. But A. prometheus

was eventually shown to be the same as A.

africanus from Taung, and the "burned"

bones proved to be manganese stained.

Blackening in burned bones is caused

by the incomplete combustion of organic

molecules, which leaves free carbon at-

oms. The same process deposits soot in a

chim.ney and causes char to form on over-

done toast. When something being burned

reaches high enough temperatures main-

tained over sufficient time, however, com-

bustion goes to completion: the carbon

burns off" as carbon dioxide gas, and only

ash remains. To prove that the blackened

Swartkrans bones were burned, we simply

had to identify free carbon as the source of

the blackening. And in fact, all the black-

ened fossils we tested at the Archae-

ometry Laboratory at the University of

Cape Town were found to contain free

carbon, while others that didn't look

burned contained none.

Unfortunately, no hearths exist at

Swartkrans. How then can we prove that

hominids were responsible for burning the

bones? We have two reasons for believing

that natural circumstances are a less likely

explanation: the temperatures to which

the bones were heated, and the distribu-

tion of the bones in the cave.

To find out the temperatures to which

the Swartkrans bones had been heated, we
heated bone samples from a modem
hartebeest (a local species of antelope) to

various temperatures, which were sus-

tained for thirty minutes. We then exam-

ined the samples for discoloration and for

microscopic changes. We found that char

doesn't appear until bone reaches 450° F,

and that bones heated to between 570°

and 800° have the greatest amount of

char. When viewed under a microscope,

the concentric layers of hard tissue that in

life form around the canals in the bone

stand out especially clearly in charred

samples. Bones heated to more than 800°,

however, revert to a pale color as the char

bums off and the bone converts to ash. In

addition, such samples become severely

cracked, and microscopic detail is lost.

These findings suggest that the burned

bones at Swartkrans were heated to tem-

peratures higher than could be expected

in the natural surroundings, which consist

of veld, or grassy plains with few trees.

Scattered grass fires ignited by lightning

sweep through this environment every

summer. But they move rapidly, quickly

consuming the fuel at any particular spot.

While the flames may rage at 400°, nor-

mally an animal that perishes in such a

fire will only briefly be engulfed by them.

As a result, the flesh will retain some mois-

ture, and the bones will not reach tem-

peratures above the boiling point (212°).

As in a roast taken out of the oven too

soon, the bones may not even cook, let

alone bum.

In contrast, campfires burn at hotter

temperatures because wood rather than

grass is selected for fuel, and the fire is

maintained in one place longer, allowing a

bed of coals to form. Coals may be any-

where between 900° and 1700°. As a re-

sult, bones that are tossed into campfires

reach higher temperatures. Because some

of the Swartkrans bones contain so much
char and ash, campfires seem a much
more likely explanation for them.

The distribution of burned bones in the

cave provides a second line of evidence.

The ancient Swartkrans hominids are

found in three sequential deposits. Except

for differences in age, the deposits are all

fairly similar, each containing remains of

A. robustus and worked stone and bone

tools (//. erectus remains have also been

found in the first two deposits and are

assumed to be present in the third). But

the bumed bones are present only in the

most recent of the three deposits. We sug-

gest this is because hominids living there

earlier did not know how to control fire. If

burning had been a fully natural occur-

rence, one would expect to find bumed
bones in all three deposits.

The dating of the three ancient deposits

is not precise, but falls within certain hm-
its. Based on the types of animals found in

it, the oldest deposit was created some-

time between 1.6 and 1.8 million years

ago. The other two deposits were each laid

down foUowing cycles of erosion, probably

the result of Ice Age climatic fluctuations.

Such fluctuations generally came at least

100,000 years apart. Finally, none of the

deposits is likely to be younger than 1

million years old, because A. robustus is

not known to have survived more recently

than that anywhere else. This finding sug-

gests that fire-using hominids appeared at

Swartkrans no less than 1 million years

ago, and possibly as much as 1.3 million

years ago.

If fire at Swartkrans was not natural in

origin, what was its purpose? The most

practical uses in or near a cave include

cooking, warmth, and protection from

predators. Cooking is a possibility but is

not indicated by the temperatures

reached by the Swartkrans bones. By the

time the bones became charred, any meat

on them would have been inedible. Con-

ceivably, however, the bones were tossed

into the fire after the meat was first

cooked and removed. Whether or not

cooking was involved, using the bones as

fuel would have provided warmth during

the Transvaal's chilly winter nights.

We believe, however, that protection

from predators is the most plausible ex-

planation. We know from animal bones in

the cave that leopards were a constant

threat to Swartkrans hominids, and leop-

ards are wary of fire. This is something

hominids could have leamed fairly easily

by observing the effects of natural fires. In

addition, by burning bones, hominids

would have removed waste that otherwise

would have attracted scavengers.

We don't know which—if not both—of

the two hominid species at Swartkrans

used fire. Since H. erectus had a larger

brain and was more successful in leaving

descendants (that's us), it seems the more

likely candidate. Possibly, fire helped give

our ancestors their competitive edge over

A. robustus. Since one of the bumed
bones found at Swartkrans belonged to A.

robustus. the competition may have been

heated.

Andrew Sillen is an associate professor in

the Department ofArchaeology (Archae-

ometry Laboratory) of the University of

Cape Town. C. K. ("Bob") Brain, who has

been studying the taphonomy of early

hominids for many years, is the director

of the Transvaal Museum and honorary

professor of zoology at the University of
the Witwatersrand.
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This View of Life

Men ofthe Thirty-third Division
An essay on integrity

by Stephen Jay Gould

My father, like so many men of his

generation, lost the opportunity for a col-

lege education through a conspiracy of

circumstances—first the depression, then

a stint in the war, and finally, too much
time gone and too many kids to feed when

the external hurdles dropped at last. But

Leonard Gould was a man of great intel-

lect, keen perception, and broad interests.

Late in his life, and largely in response to

my concerns, he became enthralled with

human evolution and spent much of his

retirement reading—with his characteris-

tic, consummate care—the literature,

both popular and technical, of paleo-

anthropology.

One day during a visit, he approached

mc in great frustration. Spread before him

were the latest books of America's two

greatest anthropologists. "Look," he said,

"Professor Uno ridicules Professor Due
for believing such a silly idea, but Due
really says something quite different; look

right here on the page. Meanwhile, Due
excoriates Uno for speaking nonsense, but

look here, Uno doesn't say any such thing.

Now what am I misunderstanding?"

My heart would sink whenever my fa-

ther attributed the carelessness of scholars

to his own ignorance based on lack of

professional training. I could never get

him to understand that advanced degrees

and letters after a name guarantee no new

level of wisdom and that, in the end, there

is no substitute for old-fashioned, careful

reading. I could never convince him that

he had a far better chance than Uno or

Due to grasp the integrity of another

man's argument. After all, he had the

prerequisites of basic intelligence and ade-

quate knowledge of jargon, and he pos-

sessed, in addition and in abundance, two

cardinal traits rarely encountered in ac-

tive scholars—time to read carefully and

lack of distorting preconceptions. I read

the two books. He was right again. Uno
and Due were ripping apart the nonexis-

tent caricatures of each other's ideas.

I've been in this business for nearly a

quarter century now, and nothing de-

presses me more than the rampant, seem-

ingly inveterate mischaracterization that

lies at the core of nearly every academic

debate. We are not incapable of arguing

about intellectual substance and empiri-

cal reality, but we sure seem to prefer

misunderstanding as a subject for invec-

tive. The root of this lamentable behavior

can only lie in careless habits of reading

and thinking (or, worse, in our willingness

to argue without reading at all).

The foundation of my distress is a moral

position traditionally precious to the world

of intellectuals. What do we have for judg-

ment, worth, and honor but the integrity

of our ideas—using integrity both in the

moral meaning of honesty in argument

and, even more importantly, in the literal

sense of uniting our various notions into

coherent intellectual structures. We may
define brilliance in scholarship as the sur-

prise, power, and beauty of such integrity

at its finest. The truly awesome intellectu-

als in our history have not merely made
discoveries; they have woven variegated,

but firm, tapestries of comprehensive cov-

erage. The tapestries have various fates;

most bum or unravel in the footsteps of

time and the fires of novelty. But their

glory hes in their integrity as unified struc-

tures of great complexity and broad impli-

cation.

Yet, in our harried world of sound bites

and photo ops, we focus on anecdote

rather than structure, and scholars are

identified by items rather than by their

precious tapestries. Lavoisier discovered

oxygen; Darwin, evolution; an apple fell in

Newton's sight; and Mozart had a dirty

mind. Bad enough in the hagiographic

mode, when good intentions accompany

items meant as emblems of valor. But

what of the dark side, so pervasive in aca-

demic life? What can be more destructive

of our fragile community than the mode of

criticism that slices a jagged hunk out of

the tapestry, misreads and simpHfies the

item as a straw man in a campaign of

destruction, and then tries to define the

scholar by the misappropriated patch? He
who steals my purse does steal trash; but

he who slices and dices my tapestry cuts

out my heart.

May I honor my father's respect for

integrity by correcting a legend rooted in

the slice-a-patch method of commentary

and involving the founder of the field rep-

resented by squabbling Professors Uno
and Due—the study of human fossils.

Only two substantial discoveries of hu-

man fossils predate Darwin's great book

on the Descent ofMan (1871), and neither

offered any evidence for direct human an-

cestry. The Neanderthals, widely misin-

terpreted in Darwin's day as modem skel-

etons with deformation or disease,

represent a late side branch in the tale of

human evolution; while the Cro-Magnons,

living even closer to the present time, are

already us in all crucial aspects of anat-

omy and brain size.

Eugene Dubois, a medical officer in the

Dutch army, found the first fossils of an

old and truly ancestral human in 1 89 1 and

1 892, ten years after Darwin's death. The

tale of his discovery ranks among the best

in the annals of scientific perseverance

and perspicacity. Dubois (1858-1940), a

physician and lecturer in anatomy at Am-
sterdam University, became enthralled

with the new science of evolution and

longed to find the greatest desideratum of

all, the closest paleontological equivalent

to the Holy Grail—the "missing link" (to

use the antiquated terminology of Du-
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bois's day). Accepting the usual view that

tropical Asia offered greatest promise,

and taking advantage of his nation's colo-

nial presence in Indonesia, Dubois re-

signed his post in Amsterdam and signed

up for an eight-year hitch as medical offi-

cer second class in the Royal Dutch East

Indies Army, with the clear ulterior mo-

tive of using every spare moment in the

search for human ancestors. He was disap-

pointed on Sumatra from 1887 to 1890,

but then struck pay dirt in Java two years

later along the Solo River near the village

of Trinil. There, in October 1891, Du-

bois's workmen found a skull cap and

later, in August 1892, a femur of a pri-

mate with marked human affinities. The

thigh bone could scarcely be distinguished

from our own, but the skull cap belonged

to a creature with a brain of some 900

cubic centimeters (55 cubic inches) or

roughly two-thirds modern size. (The ro-

mantic image of fieldwork depicts our

hero, sleeves rolled up, pickax in hand,

and sweating bullets in the scorching sun

as he unearths his precious find. The reali-

ties of colonial life and complex expe-

ditions dictate less inspiring but more re-

alistic scenarios. Dubois entrusted the

day-to-day digging to convict laborers

commanded by two army sergeants. The

fossils, packed in teak leaves, then accu-

mulated on the veranda of Dubois's head-

quarters, where he presumably first saw

his quarry.)

Dubois reconstructed this greatest of

nineteenth-century discoveries as a hu-

man of about our bulk and build, fully

erect in posture (judging from the femur),

but with a brain two-thirds our size—in

short, an excellent missing link on the the-

ory, already popular in Dubois's time and

now well established, that upright posture

preceded, and may have triggered, the

enlargement of the human brain. Dubois

named his creature Pithecanthropus

erectus, or the "ape-man who walked up-

right." We continue to regard Dubois's

species as our direct ancestor, although a

revised notion of even closer affinity led to

a redesignation as Homo erectus. This

species has now been found throughout

the Old World, both elsewhere in Asia

(initially as the famous Peking man, dis-

covered during the 1920s) and, more re-

cently, in its original African home. Du-

bois's beginning, a skull cap and femur

from Java, has blossomed into a well-

documented ancestor, widely spread over

three continents.

Such an auspicious start might have

brought only honor and further triumph,

but a witches' brew of scientific conten-

tiousness, the temper of the times, and

quirks in Dubois's own psyche soon de-

railed any pleasant development and

turned Dubois's bounty into bitterness. He
returned from Java in 1 895 and began to

display his specimens at scientific meet-

ings. He received much warm support and

several overt testimonials in medals and

honorary doctorates. But he also gener-

ated a firestorm of doubt and protest in

this perennially contentious field. Some
labeled his find "merely" an ape, others a

diseased modern skeleton, still others a

false jumble of a modern human femur

with an ape's skull cap.

At this point, we encounter the canoni-

cal legend of Dubois—the story that I

shall attempt to refute by replacing the

slashed patch of its content back into Du-

bois's intellectual tapestry. The basic facts

are not in dispute; the traditional interpre-

tation, however, is not only wrong, but

perversely backward.

At the turn of the new century, Dubois

withdrew the Trinil bones, locked them

away, and refused access to all scientists

for nearly a quarter century. Finally, in

1923, spurred by entreaties and pressured

from high places (inquiries in Parliament

and representations from the Royal Dutch

Academy of Sciences), Dubois relented

and brought his specimens back to scien-

tific scrutiny. But now he pulled the ufii-

mate volte-face and declared in his final

publications that the Trinil skull cap and

femur belonged to a giant gibbon!

From these bare facts, the obvious in-

terpretation (and morality play) flows in

three statements. First, that Dubois

locked up the bones in anger as a desper-

ate rearguard defense against a growing

and withering attack. Second, that Dubois

festered in bitterness during a quarter cen-

tury of unalloyed funk. Third, that his

ultimate reversal and redesignation of

Java man as a giant gibbon stands as the

quintessential sick joke of science—a final

burst of acrid disgust from a bitter and

dyspeptic old man. Dubois's descent into

the psychic maelstrom therefore becomes

a canonical tale of penalties for dogma-

tism and, especially, for failure to follow

the norms of collegial cooperation.

All popular books on human evolution

present this interpretation. None other

than Professor Uno (of my initial tale)

wrote in 1974, supporting the first state-

ment: "The uproar of dissent was so great

that Dubois withdrew his Java finds from

scientific exhibition and locked them

away in a museum strong box." On the

second statement, a 1982 source tells us:

"For a quarter of a century he remained

almost silent on the subject, the fossils

buried beneath the floor of his dining

room" (note the disagreement about the

venue of Dubois's hiding place).
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But no part of the tale inspires such

unanimity of interpretation, such clucic-

clucking at Dubois's personal, self-in-

flicted misfortune, as the final and per-

verse denouement—the degrading of Java

man to a giant gibbon. Let us begin by

giving Professor Due his due (from a 1 949

book):

One voice alone now cried that the Java

Man was not a man, but a giant, tree-walk-

ing gibbon. . . . And here it was that Pithec-

anthropus felt the unkindest cut of all. For

the voice was the voice of Dn Dubois him-

self.

Or this from 1981:

He attempted to show that Pithecanthro-

pus was in fact a very large ape of gibbon-

like appearance. . . . But by then events

had overtaken Dubois and his interpreta-

tion. . . . These papers . . . reflect the acri-

mony of a weary old man.

And one more from 1982:

While his visitors concluded that the bones

really were those of an early form of man,
Dubois responded that they had in fact be-

longed to a giant gibbon. . . . Dubois main-

tained this absurd belief right up to his

death in 1 940.

In these distortions of his true view,

Dubois has fallen victim to what I like to

call the Wambsganss eff'ect. October 10,

1920: Men on first and second; no one out.

Fifth inning of the fifth game of the World

Series. With runners going, second base-

man Bill Wambsganss spears a line drive,

steps on second, and tags the runner com-

ing in from first to complete, in but a

second or two, the only unassisted triple

play in the history of the World Series. It

wasn't even a great play; just a highly

unusual circumstance with an almost

automatic result. Yet Wambsganss is for-

ever identified with his moment of fortu-

itous glory. Mention his name, and a fan's

only conceivable reaction, aside from a

lament about spelling and pronunciation,

will be, "unassisted triple play, 1920

World Series." No matter that Wamby
(as they called him for ease in spelling and

fit into box scores) had a solid twelve-year

career at second base. He has become an

eternal prisoner to his moment of triumph.

So too for Eugene Dubois. He found the

first genuinely ancestral human fossil

—

and while no one can take it away from

him, he has also become so affixed to his

episode of transcendent success that no

one ever asks what he did for the rest of his

life. The Wambsganss eff'ect has slashed

out the patch of Pithecanthropus, buried

the rest of Dubois's intellectual tapestry,

and interpreted his entire life in the light

of his great moment. Yet by so doing, we
have grossly misserved him. Dubois had a

vision—wrong as could be in many re-

spects, but an integrated vision nonethe-

less. The Java bones fit into his vision and

his life's work; we cannot understand Du-

bois's interpretations if we look no further

than his skull cap and femur. Paleontolo-

gists laugh at the common legend that we
can reconstruct an entire animal from a

toe bone. Of course, we can't. Why then

do we dare to commit the same fallacy and

steal a man's intellectual birthright by

reading his world view from one item of a

rich lifetime?

What, then, was Dubois doing during

those twenty-five years of his supposed

grand funk? Did he just lock up the bones,

mutter the Dutch equivalent of "sod off,"

and go home to tend his dikes and tulips?

We must begin by correcting the first

statement of the legend (as admirably

done by Bert Theunissen in an excellent

recent biography, the first to treat Du-

bois's tapestry

—

Eugene Dubois and the

Ape-Man from Java, Kluwer Academic

Publishers, 1989). Dubois did withdraw

the bones—but not, as Theunissen proves,

in retreat before a growing storm of de-

nial. In fact, although the Trinil speci-

mens had generated warm debate, Dubois
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was clearly gaining support when he made
his peculiar move. (Theunissen's discov-

ery makes Dubois's action all the more

difficult to understand. We must search,

he argues, in Dubois's psyche. Theunissen

writes: "He had an infinite capacity for

annoyance with any scientist whose view-

point differed from his own. . . . His suspi-

cious nature [verged] on the paranoid."

Needless to say, I am not defending, but

only trying to understand, Dubois's mark-

edly uncoUegial action. He could not bear

rebuke and paid the price for his intem-

perance in ultimate dismissal by his col-

leagues.)

If Dubois, therefore, did not lock up the

bones in fearful retreat, but rather in

proud defiance, we may question the sec-

ond statement of the legend as well. Did

he just spend those twenty-five years dith-

ering in the agony of defeat or did he

occupy his time with something more posi-

tive and productive? And now we come to

the crux of the story, and to the ultimate

basis for refuting the giant gibbon legend.

Dubois continued to publish at high vol-

ume during these years. He retained posts

as professor at Amsterdam and curator of

the Teylers Museum in Haarlem. His nu-

merous papers are matters of public

record, readily available in most good

technical libraries of natural history. He
devoted his work during these years to a

series of studies on the distribution and

evolution of brain size in mammals. He
wrote far more on this subject than he ever

published on Pithecanthropus. Moreover,

he did not pursue these studies as a side-

line or a fresh start after a Trinil disaster.

He began his work on mammalian brains

as part of a deliberate program to under-

stand the evolution of human intelligence.

In particular, he sought to develop a quan-

titative method for interpreting the brain

size of Pithecanthropus and its role in

human evolution. The brain work was tap-

estry, not escape.

(I must confess to a particular and per-

sonal stake in this issue. At the beginning

of my career, I published several papers

on the evolution of brain size. I pursued

the same basic mathematical strategy

that Dubois had pioneered, beginning in

1 897—plotting by power functions. I may
be one of only a dozen or so people who
first met Dubois as an initiator in the study

of brain size by power functions, not as the

discoverer of Pithecanthropus. My strong

interest in the history of science also led

me to track down the relationship of this

work to Java man, and particularly to the

giant gibbon legend.)

Dubois began by confronting the prob-

lem that had faced scientists since Cuvier

made the key observation just after the

French Revolution: In some meaningful

sense, and not from the mere vanity of our

cosmic arrogance, humans are the braini-

est creatures on earth. But how shall we
measure our superiority? Absolute brain

size will not do, for whales and elephants

beat us only by virtue of their larger bod-

ies, and the consequent need for larger

brains to coordinate such bulk. But rela-

tive brain size (ratio of brain to body
weight) will not work either because brain

size increases more slowly than body size

along the mammalian spectrum from

mouse to elephant—and by this false cri-

terion, a shrew would be the paragon of

mammalian intellectual achievement.

Dubois understood, as others had be-

fore him, that the solution to this problem

must lie in quantifying the normal or ex-

pected relationship between brain weight

and body weight in mammals—the so-

called mouse-to-elephant curve. We know
that brain weight increases more slowly

than body weight, but by what amount
and in what relationship? Dubois's prede-

cessors had tried ordinary arithmetic plot-

ting, with little success. In 1891, Otto

Snell found the basic solution that we still
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accept and use today: relationships be-

tween brain and body weight are best de-

scribed by power functions, yielding a

straight line when the logarithms of brain

and body are plotted against each other.

Snell proposed an exponent of two-thirds

for the power function—meaning that

brains increase roughly two-thirds as fast

as bodies along the mouse-to-elephant

curve.

Once a standard mouse-to-elephant

curve has been established, the right crite-

rion for assessing human superiority (or

the status of any particular species among

mammals as a whole) becomes clear: com-

pare the actual brain weight of a species in

question with the expected brain weight

for an average mammal of the same body

weight on the mouse-to-elephant curve.

By this proper criterion, the positive devi-

ation of Homo sapiens from the mouse-to-

elephant curve is maximal among

mammals.
Snell had established the basis for a

solution in 1891, but Dubois's classic pa-

per of 1897 provided the first extensive

data. By comparing seven pairs of closely

related mammalian species differing sub-

stantially in body size, Dubois recalcu-

lated Snell's exponent at five-ninths—that

is, Dubois argued that brains increase

five-ninths as fast as bodies along the

mouse-to-elephant curve. (Dubois was

quite wrong in this conclusion—and his

error set the basis for his later problems.

No single number can capture the range

of variation among mammalian rates; the

evolution of the brain is not a problem in

point masses and frictionless surfaces

from a Physics 1 laboratory exercise.

Moreover, Snell's two-thirds generally

works better and more often than Dubois's

five-ninths.) Using five-ninths as a stan-

dard value, Dubois then compared the

brains of "intelligent" species with ex-

pected brain sizes at their own body

weights, thereby establishing a scale of

cranial capacity that rightly placed Homo
sapiens at the pinnacle.

Now Dubois did not begin these studies

from idle curiosity or for solace or novelty

after anger at criticism of Pithecanthro-

pus. He wanted to know the standard rela-

tionship of brain and body in order to

calculate the intermediary status of Java

man between modem apes and humans.

In 1935, he reminisced:

It was to obtain a better insight into this

new organism that, soon after the discov-

ery, I undertook the search for laws which

regulate cerebral quantity in Mammals, a

study which indeed furnished evidence as

to the place of Pithecanthropus in the zoo-

logical system, and with which I am still

intensively occupied, on account of its great

biological significance.
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At the 4th International Anthropologi-

cal Congress, meeting in Cambridge, Eng-

land, in 1898, Dubois used the formula

from his studies on brain vi'eight to judge

the status of Pithecanthropus. At a cra-

nial capacity of 855 cubic centimeters (53

cubic inches) inferred from the skull cap

(Dubois later revised this figure upward to

about 900 cubic centimeters), an average

modern ape would weigh 500 pounds, and

an average modern human but 42 pounds.

Since Pithecanthropus, as reconstructed

from the femur, clearly stood between

these figures in weight, the Trinil hominid

must have carried a brain intermediate in

size between modem apes and humans.

Dubois concluded in 1898:

From these considerations it follows that

Pithecanthropus erectus is an intermediate

form between man and the apes ... a most

venerable ape-man, representing a stage in

our phylogeny.

Two years later, Dubois locked up the

bones, but he never stopped his work on

brain size. He amassed a large collection

of brain casts, most made by himself, at

the Teylers Museum, and he continued to

publish substantial papers with important

data (most, alas, misinterpreted as a result

of his bullheaded unwillingness ever to

revise an assumption central to his world

view and "obviously" correct in his eyes).

At the same time, he developed an evolu-

tionary perspective based on his brain

work and hostile to Darwinism.

Dubois began with two assumptions,

long common in continental traditions of

evolutionary thought, but foreign to Eng-

lish procedures. Dubois held, first of all,

that sequences of species with increas-

ingly positive deviations from the mouse-

to-elephant curve indicated an intrinsic

push toward higher intelligence in the evo-

lution of mammals—a kind of ethereal

drive that could not be explained by some-

thing so base as Darwinian natural selec-

tion and adaptation to changing environ-

ments. Dubois wrote in 1928:

Here is a law of evolution come forth out of

the nature of the living being itself, not

imposed by the surroundings. ... It is self-

evident that this perfecting, this steady pro-

gression cannot have been caused by fac-

tors outside the animal, to which Darwin

ascribed phylogenesis.

As a second anti-Darwinian conviction,

Dubois followed his countryman and for-

mer mentor Hugo DeVries in arguing that

evolution occurs by sudden leaps, not

gradual transformation. "Again and

again," Dubois writes in striking meta-

phor, "we find pillars of the expected

bridges, never arches." Applying this as-

sumption to the human brain, Dubois held

in 1935,
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There was a leap from the anthropo-

morphous [ape] level to the pithecanthro-

pus level, not the gradual slow ascent pre-

sumed by the darwinistic hypothesis.

Dubois made his fateful error in apply-

ing these assumptions to his data on brain

sizes. He scanned his tables of deviations

from the mouse-to-elephant curve and

managed to delude himself into believing

that he could arrange these values into a

few discrete groups differing by factors of

two (the details are fascinating, but unfor-

tunately beyond the scope and allowable

length of an essay already transgressing

the limits set by a generous editor). In

other words, Dubois thought that he could

identify a group of species with a common
level of minimum brain size. From this

foundation, brains increased by sudden

doubling, with the next group at twice the

basal brain weight, the next at four times,

the next at eight times, and so on. Starting

from the top, and setting the human maxi-

mum at one, Dubois claimed standard val-

ues of one-fourth for great apes, one-

eighth for most carnivores and hoofed

herbivores, one-sixteenth for Leporidae

(rabbits), one thirty-second for Muricidae

(mice), and at the bottom, one sixty-fourth

for Soricidae (shrews).

Dubois then took his final step and pro-

posed a neurological and embryological

basis for enlargement of the brain by

leaps. Neurons are formed in the embryo

and do not divide after birth; most

mammals enter the world with their full

complement of brain cells. Each division

of neurons should double the weight of the

brain (to grasp Dubois's theory, we must

bypass the obvious, and valid, objection

that all neurons do not divide at once on

the beat of a metronome). Thus, evolution

progresses by inserting one more division

into the program of embryological devel-

opment—one extra doubling toward the

human pinnacle. Dubois wrote in 1928:

One segmentation more or less determines

the degree of development in the central

organ of the animal life, the extent of the

outer and inner world of the animal.

By estimating the adult complement of

neurons, Dubois even felt that he could

specify the number of divisions from an

initial cell. Shrews had undergone twenty-

seven divisions. Counting up the chart of

doublings, modem humans stand at the

apex of intrinsically driven brilliance with

thirty-three divisions.

Alert readers will have detected a gap

in Dubois's series and my arguments.

Humans rank as one, apes as one-fourth;

humans have thirty-three divisions, apes

thirty-one. What happened to one-half

(and to thirty-two divisions) in this suppos-

edly unbroken sequence of perfection by

doubling? Clearly, the creature with half a

human brain and thirty-two divisions must

be the Holy Grail of human paleontol-

ogy—our direct ancestor, the true missing

link in a world of evolution by sudden

leaps.

And now, having presented Dubois's

tapestry, I may finally correct the last and

most insidious claim of the standard leg-

end—the ultimate sick joke of Dubois, in

aged despondency and defeat, redesignat-

ing his once-proud ancestor as nothing but

a giant gibbon. With the tapestry in place,

Dubois's argument inverts to sensibility.

Dubois used the proportions of a gibbon to

give Pithecanthropus a brain at exactly

half our level, thereby rendering his man
of Java, the pride of his career, as direct

ancestor to all modern humans. He argued

about gibbons to exalt Pithecanthropus,

not to demote the greatest discovery of his

life.

The argument is beautifully clear, ada-

mantine even (however wrong in retro-

spect), once you understand its basis in

Dubois's work on brain size—the five-

ninths scaling law of the mouse-to-ele-

phant curve, evolution toward perfection
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by doubling, and the missing value of one-

half human size and thirty-two doublings.

Dubois desperately wanted Pithecanthro-

pus as a direct ancestor under his evolu-

tionary view. But the brain of Java man
weighed in with embarrassing heaviness

at some 900 cubic centimeters, or two-

thirds human size. The Trinil femur does

not differ in size from our own and sug-

gests a modern human weight for Pithec-

anthropus in a reconstruction based on

human proportions.

Dubois's hopes seemed stymied. A hu-

man creature of our weight, but with two-

thirds our brain size, could not be an an-

cestor in a world of necessary evolution by

sudden doubling. Pithecanthropus would

have to settle for reduced status as a sterile

side branch of the human trunk. But then

Dubois thought of a brilliant way out. His

initial reconstruction of the femur as es-

sentially human had always been chal-

lenged by many scientists. Rudolf Vir-

chow, the great German pathologist, had

argued in 1895 that the femur looked

more like a gibbon's than a human's.

Now suppose that Virchow had been

right after all? Then Pithecanthropus

would have to be reconstructed with the

proportions of a gibbon—particularly,

with longer arms and a greatly expanded

chest and upper body. Such a giant gibbon

would weigh, by Dubois's calculation, just

over 220 pounds. Backing down the five-

ninths curve to an average human weight

of some 1 50 pounds—the proper point of

comparison with the brain of a modern

human—a 900-cubic-centimeter brain on

a 220-pound creature becomes, you

guessed it, a brain of exactly half our size

at appropriate human body weight. Pith-

ecanthropus had been deftly rescued from

the ultimate limbo of an evolutionary

dead end, and raised again to the most

exalted status of our direct ancestor. Du-

bois wrote triumphantly in 1932:

Pithecanthropus was not a man, but a gi-

gantic genus allied to the gibbons, however
superior to the gibbons on account of its

exceedingly large brain volume and distin-

guished at the same time by its faculty of

assuming an erect attitude and gait. It had
the double cephalization of the anthropoid

apes in general and half that of man. ... I

still believe, now more firmly than ever,

that the Pithecanthropus of Trinil is the

real "missing link."

In other words, Dubois never said that

Pithecanthropus was a gibbon (and there-

fore the lumbering, almost comical dead

end of the legend); rather, he recon-

structed Java man with the proportions of

a gibbon in order to inflate the body

weight and transform his beloved creature

into a direct human ancestor—its highest
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on my first catalog purchase of

$50 or more.
The Company Store, 500 Conpanv Store Rd.,

La Crosse. WI 54601-9957
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MOLESKIN SMOCK
Made in Wales
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No. 2630 Moleskin Smock, Boat Neck $49.50
State size and color Add S2 50 for handling
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"WATERS L ''-'AFRJ'"^ L

Oscar award-winning actor Cliff

Robertson is your guide tlirough

two ofthe Museum's most popular
halls! Join him on a dive through
the Mall ofOcean Life or on a safari

through the Akeley Hall ofAfrican

Mammals. The tapes trace the

history ofthe halls and impart new
[knowledge ofthe animals depicted
there. Modem footage and archival

film combine to make these
videotapes educational and fun.

Perfect for family viewing. VHS
format. Playing time per tape:

approximately one-halfhour.

To order copies ofAbundant
Waters and Brightest Africa, call

toll-free (800) 234-5252. Each
videotape is $10.00, plus $1.50
for shipping and handling. We
accept MC and VISA. Checks or

money orders, payable to the

American Museum of natural

History, should be sent to the

Members' Book Program at the

below address.

American Museum of Matural History

Central Park West at 79th Street

New York, MewYork 10024

possible status—under his curious theory

of evolution.

Eugene Dubois is no hero in my book if

only because I share the spirit of his unor-

thodoxies, but disagree so strongly with

his version, and regard his supporting ar-

guments as so weakly construed and so

willfully blind to opposing evidence (the

dogmatist within is always worse than the

enemy without). Nonetheless, I step for-

ward in his cause because he has been so

badly served by careless reading and ne-

glect of his primary work (theories of

brain size) in favor of his moment of fame

(the discovery of Pithecanthropus). As a

bitter consequence, Dubois's ingenious at-

tempt to retain Pithecanthropus as a di-

rect human ancestor has been widely mis-

read in a perversely opposite manner as an

ultimate surrender, almost comical in its

transmogrification of a human forebear

into a giant gibbon. With the patch of

Pithecanthropus alone, the legend of the

giant gibbon easily takes root; you need

the tapestry of Dubois's evolutionary theo-

ries about brain size, the integrating vision

of his intellectual life, to grasp his true

intent.

Good scholars struggle to understand

the world in an integral way (pedants bite

off tiny bits and worry them to death).

These visions of reality—I have called

them tapestries in this essay—demand
our respect, for they are an intellectual's

only birthright. They are often entirely

wrong, and always flawed in serious ways,

but they must be understood honorably

and not subjected to mayhem by the exci-

sion of patches.

I think that Dubois was wrong in his

basic approach, and surely incorrect in his

ingenious argument for Pithecanthropus

remade as a human ancestor with a gib-

bon's build. He was a Platonic numer-

ologist in a messy world. He longed for

absolutes, for invariable laws based on

clean and simple numbers. He never un-

derstood that nothing generates the shad-

ows on Plato's cave. The shadows are real-

ity, and they are diffuse, with penumbras

spreading out and intersecting in complex

patterns. Arthur Keith, the great British

anthropologist, made the necessary ob-

servation with adequate gentleness in an

obituary notice for Dubois: "He was an

idealist, his ideas being so firmly held that

his mind tended to bend facts rather than

alter his ideas to fit them." Still, just as the

old cliche tells us about love, it is surely

better to have a dream and to be wrong,

than never to dream at all.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geol-

ogy, and the history ofscience at Harvard

University.
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Firebird, the mythical spirit
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jestic sovereign of the skies,

Artfully re-created by Ben
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designer ofAmerican Indian

jewelry. And crafted in gen-
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174 leading companies are saying,

"We're responsible."

Today, the future is in our hands. The

legacy we leave for the next generation

depends on our actions, not our words.

That's why the 1 74 members of the

Chemical Manufacturers Association have

joined together to establish the Responsible

Care Initiative.

Responsible Care is our commitment to

continuously improve our performance in

health, safety and protecting the environment.

The CMA, representing more than 90%
of the industrial chemical production in

the U.S., has already been a prime mover

in implementing Title III, your Right To

Know about what chemicals are being pro-

duced and used in your neighborhood. Our
ongoing education programs are training

more than a million workers in the proper

measures for handling and disposing of

hazardous materials safely and responsibly

Now with the guiding principles of

Responsible Care, we are committing

to do more:

• To recognize and respond to community

concerns about chemicals and our

operations.

• To develop and produce chemicals that can

be manufactured, transported, used and

disposed of safely.

• To make health, safety and environmental

considerations a priority in our planning

for all existing and new products and

processes.

• To report promptly to officials, employees,

customers and the public, information on

chemical-related health and environmental

hazards and to recommend protective

measures.

• To counsel customers on the safe use, trans-

portation and disposal of chemical products.

• To operate our plants and facilities in a

manner that protects the environment and

the health and safety ofour employees

and the public

• To extend knowledge by conducting or

supporting research on health, safety and

environmental effects of our products, pro-

cesses and waste materials.

• To work with others to resolve problems

created by past handling and disposal

of hazardous substances.

• To participate with government and others

in creating responsible laws, regulations

and standards to safeguard the community,

workplace and environment.

• To promote the principles and practices

of Responsible Care by sharing experiences

and offering assistance to others who pro-

duce, handle, use, transport or dispose

of chemicals.

Responsible Care will also mandate

specific codes of practice for emissions,

transportation ofchemicals, emergencv

planning and other key issues.

In the months to come, the CMA will

be reporting our progress in implementing

these codes. If you live near a chemical

company, work with them to be an active

participant in the Responsible Care Initiative.

It's no secret that a lot of people are un-

happy with chemical companies. Responsible

Care is our way of making sure we're not part

of the problem, but part of the solution.

For a free brochure and a copy of the 10

Guiding Principles of the Responsible Care

Initiative, call todav. toll-free (800) 492-0200.

MEMBER COMPANIES OF THE CHEMICAL MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION

Airco Gases,

A Division of BOC
Air Products and Chemicals, Inc.

Akzo Chemicals Inc.

Albright Se Wilson Americas

Albright Sc Wilson Americas (Canada)

Allied-Signal Inc.

American Cyanamid Company

American Synthetic Rubber Corporation

Amoco Chemical Company

ANGUS Chemical Company

ARCO Chemical Company

Aristecb Chemical Corporation

Arizona Chemical Company

Ashland Chemical Company
Subsidiary of Ashland Oil, Inc.

ATOCHEM North America, Inc.

AusimonI USA, Inc.

J.T.Baker Inc.

BASF Corporation

Bayer USA Inc.

Betz Laboratories, Inc.

Big Three Industries, Inc.

Borden Packaging and Industrial

Products, Division of Borden, Inc.

BP Chemicals, Inc.

Buffalo Color Corporation

Bunis Chemical, Inc.

Cabot Corporation

Gallery Chemical Company

Cambrex GorTwration

Carus Chemical Company,

Division of Canjs Corporation

Champlin Refining and Ghemicab, Inc.

Ghembond Corporation

CHEMCENTRAL Corporation

Chemical Products Corporation

Chemlech Industries, Inc.,

Manufactured Products Division

Chevron Chemical Company

Church 8c Dwight Co., Inc.

QBA-GEIGY Corporation

C-l-Llnc.

Coullon Chemical Corporation

GP Chemicals, Inc.

GPS Chemical Company, Inc.

Crompton & Knowles Coq)oration

Grosfield Chemicals, Inc.

Degussa Coqioration

Dixie Chemical Company, Inc.

Dover Chemical Corporation

The Dow Chemical Company

Dow Coming Corporation

E.I. duPonI deNemours Sc Company

Eastman Chemical Company

EM Industries, Inc.

Engelhard Corporation

Ethyl Corporation

Exxon Chemical Company

Fairmounl Chemical Co., Inc.

Ferro Corporation

Fina Oil and Chemical Company,
Subsidiary of American Petrofina h

First Chemical Corporation

Fisher Scientific Company

FMC Corporation

OAF Corporation

Cantrade Corporation

GenCorp Polymer Products,

Latex Operations

General Chemical Corporation

Georgia Gulf Coiporation

Georgia-Pacific Corporation,

Chemical Division

GE Plastics

The BFGoodrich Company

Grace Specialty Chemicals Co.

Great Lakes Chemical Corporation

The C.P. Hall Company

The Hall Chemical Company

Haltermann, Inc.

Hanlin Group, Inc.

Harborchem

Harcros Chemicals Inc.

Hardman Incorporated

Harwick Chemical Corporation

Hatco Chemical Corporation

Henkel Corporation

Hercules Incorporated

Hoechst Canada Inc.

Hoechst Celanese Corporation

Huls America Inc.

Huntsman Chemical Corporation

ICI Americas Inc.

Inlerchem. Inc.

ITT Rayonier Inc.

Johnson Matthey

Jones-Hamilton Co.

Kalama Chemical, Inc.

Kao Corporation ofAmerica

Ken'-McGee Chemical Corporation

Laporte Inc.

LaRoche Chemicals, Inc.

Laurel Industries, Inc.

Eli Lilly and Company

Liquid Carbonic Industries, Inc.

Lonza Inc.

The Lubrizol Corporation

Lyondell Petrochemical Company

Mallinckrodt, Inc.

Marsulex Inc.

McGean-Rohco, Inc.

Merichem Company

Milliken Chemical,

Division of Milliken Sc Company

Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing

Company, Chemical Dirision

Mobil Chemical Company, A Division of

Mobil Oil Corporation

Monsanto Company

Mooney Chemicals, Inc.

Morton International, Inc.

MTM Chemicals

Naico Chemical Company

National Starch and Chemical

Neville Chemical Company

NL Chemicals, Inc.

NOVA Corporation of Alberta

Occidental Petroleum Corporation,

Ocddental Chemical Corporation

Olin Corporation

OMI International Corporation/

Enthone, Inc.

Owens-Coming Fiberglas Corporation

Penick Corporation

Peridot Chemicals (New Jersey), Inc

Perslorp Polyols, Inc.

Pfizer Inc.

Phillips 66 Company, A Subsidiary of

Phillips Petroleum Company

Polysar, Inc.

PPG Industries, Inc., Chemicals Group

The PQ Corporation

PVS Chemicals, Inc.

Quantum Chemical Corporation

Reichhold Chemicals, Inc

Re illy Industries, Inc.

Rhone-Poulenc Inc.

Rohm and Haas Company

Rohm Tech Inc.

Ruelgers-Nease Chemical Company. Inc.

Sandoz Corporation

SCM Chemicals, Inc.

Shell Canada Chemical Company.

Division of Shell Canada Products

Limited

Shell Chemical Company

The Shepherd Chemical Company

Sherex Chemical Company, Inc.

Sloss Industries Corporation

Solkatronic Chemicals Inc.

Solvay America, Inc.

Standard Chlorine Chemical Co., Inc.

Stepan Company

Sterling Chemicals, Inc.

Synlex Chemicals, Inc.

Texaco Chemical Company, Subsidiary of

Texaco, Inc.

Texas Brine Corporation

Texas Petrochemicals Corporation

Tioxide Canada, Inc.

Union Gamp Corporation, Chemical

Products Division

Union Carbide Canada Limited

Union Carbide Corporation

Uniroyal Chemical Company, Inc

United Stales Borax & Chemical

Univar Corporation

Unocal Chemicals Division, Unocal

Corporation

UOP
Tlie Upjohn Company

R.T. Vanderbill Company, Inc.

Velsicol Chemical Corporation

Viskase Corporation

Vista Chemical Company

Vulcan Chemicals, A Division of Vulcan

Materials Company

Wacker Chemical Corporation

Weyerhauser Paper Company, Chemicals
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Nature's Infinite Book

The Search for Life on Earth
Field exploration used to be the cutting edge ofbiology. Is it now a useless anachronism?

by Jared Diamond

In the nineteenth century, field explora-

tion and taxonomy were considered excit-

ing areas of biological research. Museums
and governments vied to support grand

expeditions whose unabashed purpose was

to discover, collect, bring back, name, and

classify new species of animals and plants.

This tradition culminated in the legendary

Whitney South Seas Expedition, which

combed the Pacific from 1920 to 1935 to

amass bird collections for the American

Museum of Natural History.

Field exploration needed no justifica-

tion at a time when the continents other

than Europe were still biological un-

knowns and when expeditions were still

discovering novelties as astonishing as the

gorilla and the platypus. Exploration and

taxonomy furnished the material for such

major syntheses as the principles of evolu-

tion and biogeography formulated by Dar-

win and Wallace. Gradually, the grand

expeditions filled in the blank spots on

maps of species distributions.

Today, field exploration and taxonomy

are no longer viewed as the cutting edge of

biology. That's putting it mildly. Instead,

with modern advances in laboratory sci-

ence, especially in cell and molecular biol-

ogy, taxonomy has fallen into disrepute as

biology's most anachronistic backwater.

Because I divide my own research efforts

between bird taxonomy and molecular

physiology, I often hear the pungent lan-

guage that each group of my biologist

friends reserves for describing the other

group's research. One of my molecular

biologist friends and I were recently dis-

cussing a proposed faculty appointment in

taxonomy. My friend's printable epithets

ranged from "old hat," "descriptive," and

"unmotivated by any intellectual goal" to

"mindless teen-age postage-stamp collect-

ing." In his view, supporting such studies

with research grants or faculty positions

was indefensible.

Such opinions are now the majority

view among biologists. As a result, taxono-

mists have difficulty getting grant sup-

port, university jobs, or training, even if

they study species of great economic im-

portance. For example, although one-third

of all animals by weight in tropical forests

are ants and termites, which also happen

to be among the world's foremost agricul-

tural pests, fewer than a dozen entomolo-

gists in the world are competent to iden-

tify tropical ant and termite species. No
wonder museum scientists struggle to jus-

tify their existence and to convince poten-

tial benefactors—including other profes-

sional biologists who review their grant

applications—that their research deserves

support.

Only one area of biological exploration

is still widely regarded as an exciting fron-

tier deserving of enormous funding: the

search for extraterrestrial life (ETL). It

provided the main motivation for the 1976

Viking missions to Mars, whose cost of

about a billion dollars dwarfed all the Na-

tional Science Foundation's expenditures

(since its inception) for classifying the life

known to exist on Earth. An expensive

further proposed search for ETL would

try to detect radio signals sent by intelli-

gent beings who might exist outside our

solar system.

For lay people and biologists alike, the

detection of ETL would be one of the most

exciting scientific discoveries ever made.

Just imagine how it would aff"ect our self-

image to find that we were not alone in the

universe. Among those of us who believe

in an afterlife and an ethically concerned

deity, most would agree that an afterlife

awaits humans but not beetles (or even

chimpanzees). Creationists believe that

our species had a separate origin through

divine creation. Suppose, though, that we
should detect on another planet a society

of seven-legged creatures capable of com-

municating with us and more intelligent

and ethical than we are, but having a radio

receiver and transmitter in place of eyes

and a mouth. Shall we believe that those

creatures (but still not chimps) share the

afterlife with us, and that they too were

divinely created?

ETL would be especially exciting to

biologists. The new species discovered on

another planet would have evolved under

physical conditions unlike those here, and

would explode our earth-based concep-

tions of the limits to biological adaptation.

Life on Earth, we have been told, is con-

fined within familiar narrow bounds. It

needs water; it lives under an atmosphere

of oxygen and nitrogen plus carbon diox-

ide; it is based on organic chemistry (the

chemistry of carbon); and it operates be-

tween the freezing point and temperatures

comfortably below the boiling point of wa-

ter. Life on Earth obtains its driving en-

ergy ultimately from sunlight, captured

by photosynthetic plants and passed on to

animals, decomposers, and parasites. Ani-

mals in turn obtain nutrients by capturing

plants and other animals, putting them
into some sort of mouth, and then using

some sort of intestine to digest the pro-

teins, carbohydrate,s, and fats.

Now imagine the life forms that might

have developed on a planet with an atmo-

sphere rich in sulfur, methane, and hydro-

gen (like that of Jupiter), wide fluctua-

tions in temperature, a surface shrouded

in permanent, complete darkness, and at-

mospheric pressures hundreds of times
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Commemorating the 50th Anniversary of America's Entry into World War II . .

.

• Two pieces

shown actual size

World War II. It changed our lives . .

.

and it changed our world. Even today, the

effects are felt by all mankind ... in the

symbolic crumbling of the Berlin Wall . .

.

in the quest for freedom throughout East-

em Europe.

Now, as we approach the 50th Anni-

versary of America's entry into "the war
to end all wars," the great planes, ships,

and tanks from both sides are again pitted

against one another as dramatic pewter

replicas—in the World War II Chess Set.

Each solid pewter piece in this remark-

able collection is an exquisitely crafted

work of art in miniature. The detail is

simply astonishing. It is a collection you

will proudly display in your home.

As a subscriber to the World War II

Chess Set, you will receive two playing

pieces every other month, at the original

issue price of $19.50 per piece.

You will also receive the 14" x 14"

playing board, made of pure white ala-

baster and durable dark slate.

The World War II Chess Set is available

exclusively from The Hamilton Collec-

tion and your satisfaction is completely

guaranteed. Return your subscription

application today!

Crafted of fine
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Board shown smaller than

actual size of 14" x 14"

>" Respond"by? Aprir30,l990
"^
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War II Chess SeL 1 will receive two playing

pieces every other month, payable at the rate
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greater than those at Earth's surface. Spe-

cies might have evolved to survive freez-

ing, boiling, or conditions without water.

In the absence of sunlight, species might

obtain their energy from hydrocarbons

such as methane, ethane, propane, and

butane: if our stoves and cars can run on

hydrocarbons, why couldn't living things

do so as well? Some species might even

derive their energy from hydrogen and

inorganic reactions.

Extraterrestrial species might digest

molecules indigestible to us, like waxes.

They might live in a nutrient-rich soup,

dispense with a mouth and intestine, and

absorb food through their skin. They

might also dispense with claws and teeth,

and kill their prey instead with blasts of

sound or electricity. They might dispense

with sight and sound for detecting and

communicating with each other, and rely

instead on electric, chemical, or thermal

signals. They might turn our reproductive

physiology upside down, by undergoing

male instead of female menopause, incu-

bating babies in the stomach instead of in

a separate uterus, or even dispensing with

males and resorting to parthenogenesis.

Most exciting of all, the universe might

hold other intelligent creatures, with com-

plex societies, languages, and learned cul-

tural traditions, and capable of communi-

cating with us.

This scenario isn't a science-fiction fan-

tasy. If ETL exists at all—and it surely

must, given the billions of stars and prob-

ably planets out there—then such crea-

tures are virtually certain to be alive, now,

somewhere. The only uncertain question is

how we can discover and study them.

By comparison with those exciting pros-

pects, consider the results of biological

exploration of our prosaic Earth since the

Whitney Expedition ended in 1935. Have

new species of comparable significance

been discovered? Have equally surprising

discoveries been made about species pre-

viously known to exist? What, if anything,

remains to discover on Earth?

About 1,500,000 species of plants and

animals have already been described and

named. Some habitats and some groups of

species seem to have been almost com-

pletely explored, to judge from how low

the ongoing rate of discovery of new spe-

cies is. For instance, about 9,000 living

bird species have already been described

and, on the average, only about three addi-

tional species have been discovered each

year since 1941, suggesting that explora-

tion of the world's birds is now nearly 99

percent complete.

But other habitats rem.ain poorly ex-

plored. In particular, the oceans' abysses

and the tropical rain forests' canopies

were until recently barely more accessible

to us than the surface of Mars, although

the rain forests alone are estimated to har-

bor about half of all the species on Earth.

Most animal and plant groups, including

those richest in species, remain far more

poorly known than birds because only a

handful of specialists are chipping away at

the untold thousands or millions of

undescribed species in those groups. As an

indication of what is to come, the canopy

of a single rain forest tree species in Pan-

ama yielded about a thousand species of

beetle, many of them undescribed and

confined to that tree species. Extrapolat-

ing to other rain forest tree species sug-

gests an Earth total of about 30 million

species, 95 percent of them undescribed.

Undescribed novelties await us even

within the class Mammalia, to which we

belong. Remarkable mammals discovered

since the end of the Whitney Expedition

include the world's smallest mammal, the

bumblebee bat, less than one and a quar-

ter inches long, weighing one-fifteenth of

an ounce, and extending the limits of ani-

mal body size thought compatible with

heat conservation; a new genus of whale



more than twenty feet long; the kouprey, a

wild ox weighing up to a ton; the desert

dormouse, which molts not just its hair but

also its skin; and new species within our

own order of primates {see "Lemurs Lost

and Found," by Patricia Wright, Natural

History, July 19818). The ultimate discov-

ery would be a new species of human or

chimpanzee, but that virtually has hap-

pened with the discovery of the distinctive

behavior of the pygmy chimpanzee, which

had long been considered as a mere sub-

species of the common chimpanzee be-

cause of its modest anatomical distinct-

ness. Features in which pygmy chimps

resemble us more than they resemble

common chimps include frequent face-to-

face copulation, prolonged female sexual

receptivity, strong male/female and fe-

male/female associations, and initiation of

copulation by the female as well as by the

male.

Other discoveries explode our earth-

based conceptions of the limits to biologi-

cal adaptation. While most living crea-

tures die if deprived of water, brine

shrimp embryos survive in a state of sus-

pended animation, with no detectable

metabolism, after at least 99.5 percent of

their water has been removed under high

vacuum. Though even modest hypother-

mia is fatal to humans, many inverte-

brates routinely survive freezing, and only

two years ago the first instance was discov-

ered for a reptile: the Canadian painted

turtle. During the winter up to 53 percent

of its body water is in the form of ice, but

in the spring the turtle thaws out and re-

sumes normal behavior. Boiling kills most

creatures, but only a few months ago a

new bacterium was shown to die if not

kept at temperatures near 100 degrees

centigrade. It lives in hot volcanic vents,

grows most rapidly at 100 degrees, still

grows well at 1 10 degrees, and stops grow-

ing if "cooled off" to 80 degrees.

Perhaps the most unexpected recent

discovery has been of creatures that do not

derive their energy ultimately from sun-

light, as had all previously known species

on Earth. These novel creatures were first

reported from volcanic vents in the

oceans' depths, a permanently dark envi-

ronment under a pressure hundreds of

times that of Earth's surface, and often

rich in sulfur, methane, and hydrogen.

The creatures include crabs, bacteria, gi-

ant clams, and giant worms up to five feet

long. Related creatures were then found in

more accessible and less romantic envi-

ronments, such as sewage and pulp-mill

outlets. Among their novel energy sources

are inorganic reactions, notably the oxida-

tion of sulfide or of hydrogen, but also the

oxidation of hydrocarbons, including

methane, ethane, propane, and butane.

To us, wax symbolizes indigestibility,

but its digestion now appears to be the rule

rather than the exception: more than half

of the energy in the world's ecosystems

passes through the form of wax. Since the

planktonic crustaceans that constitute a

major food source in cold oceans consist of

up to 80 percent wax by dry weight, many
species of fish, seabirds, and possibly

whales have developed proficiency at di-

gesting wax. So has (unexpectedly) the

most abundant wintering North Ameri-

can warbler, the yellow-rumped warbler,

which feeds on wax-rich bayberries.

These wax-digesting species ingest food

through their mouths as we do, but other

species live in a nutrient-rich soup and

absorb food through their skin. Many ma-

rine worms, echinoderms, and mollusks

get up to 70 percent of their energy by

absorbing the amino acids dissolved in sea

water, while relying on their mouths for

the rest of their needs. The giant clams

and worms at the ocean's volcanic vents,

and tapeworms living in the nutrient-rich

soup of our intestines, dispense with a

mouth and intestine of their own and ab-

DAvro Snow/Wildland Tours

"It's like another world"

"There's nothing that compares with Cape St. Mary's. Here,

you just go for a walk and next thing you know you're standing in

front of 8,000 magnificent white birds feeding their chicks. I don't

think you'll find anything like it in all of North America.

Every trip is different. We'll go out whale watching and see

three different species then spend time sailing around the largest

puffm colony on the Atlantic. I still get postcards from people I

took around years ago. They don't forget how beautiful it is. It's a

very special place."

Discover the incredible wildlife and enjoy the good life in

Newfoundland and Labrador. Call 1-800-563-6353, Operator #51.

/^^ 11*1

Canada
TlieWorld NextDoor



One Good Reason To

Send ForThe Ten Reasons.

It's Free.
DeBordieu is 2,700 acres of breathtaking low country'

beauty, 6 1/2 miles of beach you'll have all to yourself.

Dye-designed golfand so much more. People say there'll

never again be a place like DeBordieu. Find out why.

Call 1-800-476-7070 or mail the coupon.

I A very pnvate commumt\' on the ocean.

I
D Please send n likt DeBordieu |

' Telephot

I

Mailn DeBordieu, PO Box 1746. Gcorgetc J
udeed Ihc ™ncj'^-3lia:7my. at

Editors are Looking
forNew Writers

Become one of the new writers wtio tiave

ttieir work pubiistied every week

The British-American School of Writ-
ing shows you how to write articles, short
stories, novels, romances, children's sto-

ries, radio and TV scripts. Professional
writers give you individual instruction
on how to write what's fresh, readable

—

and saleable!

You get personal advice on where and
how to sell your material, and if you do
not sell enough material to cover your
tuition, we'll refiind your tuition fees.

Write or phone today for our FREE
book that tells you all about "Writing
for Pleasure and Profit". No obliga-

tion. No salesman will call.

Mail Coupon or Call Toll Free 1(800) 541-6002 /24 \\n

The British-

American School
of Writing,

Dept.BJ21,

P.O. Box 425,

Ansonia Station,

New York, N.Y.

10023-0425
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sorb all energy across their body surface.

As aquatic biologists have discovered,

some animals that do ingest food through

their mouths do not necessarily rely on

claws or teeth to capture prey. Electric

fishes stun their prey with blasts of up to

600 volts and with power outputs of as

much as 100 watts. Pistol shrimp, sperm

whales, and dolphins may stun their prey

with blasts of sound.

While we detect and communicate with

each other by sight and sound, other spe-

cies have been found instead to rely on

electric, chemical, or thermal signals.

Within a decade of the end of the Whitney

Expedition, bats had been shown to navi-

gate in the dark by echolocation, and simi-

lar demonstrations followed for oilbirds,

some swiftlets, and whales. Species be-

longing to at least six families of fresh-

water fishes live in an electric world that

we can hardly imagine: they broadcast

low-voltage electric signals and thereby

detect slight irregularities in the electric

fields of their surroundings, enabling them

to perceive the diiference between, say,

water and another fish. Pit vipers locate

warm-bodied prey with ultrasensitive heat

detectors capable of recognizing a tem-

perature difference of only 0.001° C.

Chemical communication has reached

heights of sophistication in insects, while

elephants were recently discovered to

communicate over long distances with

sounds too low in frequency for us to hear.

Recently discovered adaptations of

some animals, including vertebrates like

ourselves, turn "normal" reproductive

physiology upside down. In Australia's

brown marsupial mouse, all males un-

dergo "menopause" at the age of eleven

months, while females remain fertile. Aus-

tralia's gastric-brooding frog incubates

babies in its stomach instead of a uterus

and eventually vomits live tadpoles out of

its mouth. Several dozen lizard species

dispense with males and resort to par-

thenogenesis.

Sociobiologists have come to appreciate

the complex organization of animal soci-

eties based on forms of language and other

learned cultural traditions. For example,

vervet monkeys have separate alarm calls

for leopards, eagles, and snakes, while

captive chimpanzees and gorillas are re-

ported to have mastered artificial lan-

guages of hundreds of "words," enabling

them to communicate with their trainers.

Depending upon where they live, song-

birds of the same species may learn one of

various song "dialects" and transmit this

variant to the next generation as part of a

local "cultural tradition." Songs of hump-

back whales have changed during the few

decades that they have been studied, par-

alleling the shift in American human song

styles from rock-and-roll to heavy metal

within the same time span.

All these newly discovered species and

adaptations on Earth rival what we might

dream of finding in outer space, but differ

in three important respects. First, they can

be studied cheaply. Second, we know that

they exist and where to look for them.

Finally, any living creatures in outer space

are unthreatened by human activity and

will still be there if we wait a few more

decades to study them. In contrast, many
of Earth's species have already vanished

because of human activities, and most of

the rest will vanish (at present rates of

extinction) within the lifetimes of this

year's crop of human babies. The recently

discovered gastric-brooding frog, bumble-

bee bat, and kouprey are already either

extinct or close to extinction, while chim-

panzees, gorillas, and many other pri-

mates are seriously endangered. This im-

pending biological holocaust doesn't just

represent an intellectual loss for taxono-

mists: it ranks with nuclear war as one of

the most likely and imminent threats to

the survival of civilization.

Yet most effort and money in biological

research today are going into the study of

a few species routinely bred in the labora-

tory—species whose future is secure and

whose numbers, like our own, are exces-

sive. I don't mean thereby to argue that

research (including my own) on the molec-

ular biology of laboratory animals is a non-

pressing luxury that should be put on hold

until the twenty-second century. I see am-

ple justification for molecular biological

research, both in terms of its intellectual

challenge and its possible applications to

treating diseases like cancer, which

threatens many individual human lives,

though it doesn't threaten the continued

existence of civilization. Instead, I'm ar-

guing that, since such research on a few

species is indeed worth the billions of dol-

lars we now spend on it annually, studying

the rest of our biological heritage is at

least equally justified. Those miUions of

species other than E. coli and Rattus

norvegicus constitute a much greater

intellectual challenge to our understand-

ing of life, and they are involved in a more

global threat to our existence. They are

also involved in a global struggle for their

own existence. If it was worth a billion

dollars to search in vain for life on Mars,

it's worth much more to search, with guar-

anteed success, for vanishing species on

Earth.

Jared Diamond teaches at UCLA and

studies membrane physiology and New
Guinea bird taxonomy.
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TANDY® 1000 TL/2 SYSTEM SPECIAL

InstantHome Office
ONL^ $1599

DeskMate #i Rated

Q&AWrite MlV
Get down to business fast!

The 286'based Tandy 1000

TL/2 has 640K of memory,

to get the most out of the

included software, as well as

other programs. DeskMate
Q&.A Write brings you

award-winnmg word pro-

cessing. Lotus Spreadsheet

for DeskMate is 1-2-3®

power . . . made easy.

DeskMate software has ten

easy-to-use applications.

All three packages are

based on the DeskMate
Graphical User Interface™

for point-and-click conven-

ience. Home office comput-

ing has never been easier!
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Save ^819,75. System Includes:

Tandy 1000 TL/2 Computer

CM'5 Color Monitor

20MB SmartDrive™ Hard Disk

DeskMate® Q&A Write

Lotus Spreadsheet for DeskMate

TwO'Button Serial Mouse

DeskMate Office/Personal Productivity Software

System includes 25-1602. 25-1043,

25-1045 and 25-1333. Reg. Separate

Items $2418.75.

mKadio/hack
MMEmCJi'S
TECHNOLOGY

Price applies at participating Radio Shack

stores. Computer Centers and dealers.

Sale ends May 19. 1990.

A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION



FORus
EVERYDAY IS

EARTH DAY

This Earth Day, we salute those of

you who do something that forest products

companies and private landowners do 6

million times a day. Plant a tree.

Today, we have hundreds of millions of

acres ot healthy forest land. And we'll replant

over 3 million acres by next year.

Boise Cascade Bowater. Inc. Champion International Consolidated Papers. Inc. Gaylord Container Corp. Georgia-Pacific International Paper ITT Rayonier James Rivei



That's more trees to provide a home m
A/hich wildhfe can flourish. And more trees

;o enhance the beautiful recreation areas for

/vhich America's forests are famous.

We are committed to renewing

America's forests. Not just on Earth Day,

3ut every day.

To help us manage the future ot America's forests, mail this

coupon or call 1-800-648-6699.

Name_

Address

.

. StateCity

1250 Connecticut Avenue, N.W., Washington, DC 20036

^AMERICAN FORESTCOUNCIL

MANAGING THE FUTLIKE QFAMERICAS FORESTS.

'Rp. Mead Corp. Packaging Corp. Of America Potlatch Scott Paper Co. Simpson Timber Temple-Inland Union C\mp Corp. We^trhaeliser Willamette Industries
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Sardinian Cavaicade. Sassori. Italy

Most of us ore familiar to some
degree with the countries of

Europe—their sights and magnificent
scenery, but many of us could
experience these countries anew by
immersing ourselves in the local

cultures. The following cultural events
occuring in Europe from April through
December offer unique
opportunities for visitors to get to

know the people and cultures of the
places they visit. Since this is

officially the year of European
tourism, it should be an excellent

time to visit.

f^lAi^^C
"They once said, or rather told us,

every man has two countries; his own
and France."

—Ernest Hemingway 1934

JANUARY-SEPTEMBER, YEAR OF
ARCHEOLOGY Throughout France. All the
provhces ore highlighting their

prehistoric treasures through exhibitions.

MAY FETE DE MAIS: Nice. A month-long
celebration including the 8th Junior

Folklore Festival.

JUNE 8-JULY 28 & AUGUST 17-SEPTEMBER
1, SPECTACLE OF PUY DU FOU: Les Epesses

in the Vendee. This is a sound and light

show at the historic Chateau du Fou, with

650 actors.

JULY 9-AUGUST 6, FESTIVAL AVIGNON.
Presents the latest talent in music, dance
and theater

JULY 10-30, FESTIVAL D AIX-EN-PROVENCE.
A major music and opera festival, set in

one of the world's best-preserved Roman
ompltheaters.

JULY (2nd & 3rd weeks), GRANDE PARADE
DU JAZZ: Nice, This annual outdoor
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festival is heid in the Cimiez gardens and
Roman ruins above Nice.

JULY (mid)-SEPTEMBER (late), SUMMER
FESTIVAL: Paris, Various concerts and
operas are performed in chiurcties and
other specially selected sites.

OCTOBER 27-NOVEMBER 4, LA FIAC: Paris

This is the International Fair of

Contemporary Artists at the Grand Palais.

OCTOBER, OCTOBER OF ARTS: Lyon. A
month-long contemporary art festival.

"Germany is the Queene of all

other Provinces, the Eagle of all

Kingdomes, and the Mother
of all Nations.

"

—Thomas Coryat, 1611

APRIL 28-MAY 13, CANNSTATT FOLK
FESTIVAL: Stuttgart, This is a major spring

festival In Germany

MAY 18-JUNE 15, ROMANTIC SUMMER
FESTIVAL: Cologne. International street

theater festival w/ith music, dance and
other entertainment at the Tonzbrunnen

Fountain in the Rheinpark,

MAY 21-SEPTEMBER 28, OBERAMMERGAU
PASSION PLAY This Vi/orld-famous event,

held every 10 years, depicts the Easter

story and dates back to 1634, More than

1,500 Inhabitants of this Bavarian

mountain village participate, with

performances on Sundays, Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays,

JUNE 2-3, MEDIEVAL SPECTACLE:

Oberwesel, Music and costumes
transform this Rhine valley town back to

what it was during the Middle Ages,

AUGUST CASTLE FESTIVAL: Heidelberg.

Concerts and operas are performed in

the courtyard of the Heidelberg Castle.

SEPTEMBER 22-OCTOBER 7, OKTOBERFEST
Munich. The famous harvest and beer

festival of Bavaria.

SEPTEMBER, MUSEUM FESTIVAL: Frankfurt,

This event takes place on the city's

"Museum Row" along the Main River

On a. Swm tour ofItaly,

you '11 enjoy a Renaissance ofyour own.
In Florence, Venice, Arezzo

and Pisa you can not only find

the world's most beautiful

examples of 16th century art,

you can find some inspiration to

Dring home with you.

And on a Swan tour, our expert

guides and caring service will

help you succeed in both quests.

Small parties accompanied by
guest lecturers who often are in-

ternationally-recognized authon-

ties get on intimate terms with the

works of the masters, in the origi-

nal settings for which they were
created. While the easy pace

of our itineraries and the profes-

sionalism of our arrangements

allow plenty of time to relax and
enjoy your vacation as you wish.

Call for more information

on any of Swan Hellenic's 33

different Art TreasuresTours to

Europe, China, India, Africa or

anywhere else on earth.

Swan. A vacation for your

body a trip for SV^t
"

your mind. HELLt

Esplanade Tours 581 Boylston Street, #N Boston, MA 02116 (617) 266-7465

The Europe You've Never Seen,
At Prices You Thought

"^"'""'^"^everSeeAgato.

Yugoslavia and Eastern Europe,

as only Vugotours and Yugoslav

Airlines-the leaders in value-

can offer.

Escorted Tours. Choose
from 16 expertly planned tours

ranging from 10 to 28 days.

Prices start at $1059* including

airfare, First Class hotels and
2 meals daily.

Primc-Of-Your-Life
Vacations. For those over 60 or

retired, two or three weeks at 2

or 3 of Yugoslavia's loveliest

resorts. FVom $895 to $2345^
including airfare. First Class

hotels, 2 meals daily and more.

On-Your-Own Vacations.

Design your own independent

tour of Yugoslavia with our
money-saving, mix and match
arrangements: Resort Holidays,

Hotel Packages and Fly/Drive.

All programs feature

Yugoslav Airlines' non-stop

/lights to Yugoslavia. For more
details, see your travel agent.

You won't believe your eyes.

^2Z^
yt/GOS£/ll^
Aiit£i/V£S

The only non-slop service lo Yugoslavia

Please send brochures: D Escorted Tours

n "Prime" Vacations D On-Your-Own Vacations

Name

Address

State

Zip

—^Yugotours
350 Fifth Avenue. New York. NY 10018.

•Price per penson, double occupancy, based on tour selected, departure

date and airfare from New York. Departures also available from Chicago.

Los Angeles and other major cities . with applicable add-on fares.
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The Vasa Sets Sail

for the Third Time

in 300 Years.

A new museum dedicated exclusively to

the 1628 Vasa warship opens in June.

Explore Vasa's intriguing story in Sweden

Traveler- the free magazine about travel

and life in the Royal Kingdom of Sweden.

'Call
1 Mail
]
PO B

1-800-
COUPO
ox 534

225-4018
N TO: Sw
West H I

R Your Free
SH Tourist
N", CT 06516

Copy or
]

Board. i

1 Name

1

'^°°^ ss

State

Themv
'Orient-Express'

Every Saturday from April

to October she departs

Venice for a unique voyage

of 7 nights, four seas and five

quite legendary ports of call.

Piraeus for Athens, fabled

Istanbul, Kusadasi for

Ephesus, the isle of Patmos
and Katakolon for Olympia
before returning to Venice.

Air/Sea programs also available.

For more information contact

your travel agent or write

for a free colour brochure.

Venice Simplon-Orient-Express,

Dept. MV, 1 World Trade Center,

Suite 2565, New York, NY 10048.

^ ITALY- Greece
T TURKEY

Cannsfatt Folk Festival. Stuttgart. Germany
German National Tourist Office

NOVEMBER (early), BERLIN JAZZ FESTIVAL.

One of the world's best-known jazz

festivals.

"This is the most famous Island of all

the World,.

.

."

—Fynes Moryson, 1617

APRIL 6-15, INTERNATIONAL FOLK FESTIVAL:

Edinburgh, Scotland. Annual festival of

folk music and dance which includes

concerts, ceilidhs, lectures and
exhibitions.

APRIL 7, LONDON TO BEIJING MOTOR
CHALLENGE; London, England, The race

starts at IVlorbie Arch and proceeds
across Europe and Asia by cor, finishing in

Beijing, China, in early June.

APRIL 18-25, INTERNATIONAL YOUTH
MUSIC FESTIVAL: Harrogate, England.

More than 1,000 young musicians, singers

and dancers from all over the world

gather for this famous festival.

MAY 4-26, MAYFEST: Glasgow, Scotland.

An international festival of the arts which
includes theater, dance, various musical

concerts and street events. The 1990

program is a special one of Celtic music.

JUNE-SEPTEMBER, FESTIVAL OF THE
COUNTRYSIDE: Central Wales. This is a
program of more than 600 events,

emphasizing rural activities such as open
days on forms and walks.

JULY 3-8, INTERNATIONAL MUSICAL
EISTEDDFOD: Llangollen, Wales. This

cosmopolitan festival attracts musicians

in notional costumes from oil over the

world and includes the competition for

the Choir of the World.

JULY 8-25, CITY OF LONDON FESTIVAL:

London, England. This annual arts festival

is held in some of the city's most
historically interesting buildings, including

St. Paul's Cathedral and the Tower of

London.

AUGUST 3-10, INTERNATIONAL FOLKLORE
FESTIVAL: Sidmouth, England. This major
festival of folk music and dance with its

hundreds of events attracts participants

from oil over the world.

British TounsI Aulhorilv International Musical Eisteddfod, Llangollen, Wales
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AUGUST 4-11, ROYAL NATIONAL
EISTEDDFOD OF WALES: Rhymney Valley

Wales, These competitive festivals of

music, drama, literature, arts and crafts

ore conducted entirely in Welshi.

AUGUST 9, BATTLE OF FLOWERS: Jersey
Ctiannel Islands. Tfiis is a parade of floats

decorated Vi/ith thiousonds of flowers and
was first held in 1902 to mark the
coronation of Edward VII and Queen
Alexandra.

AUGUST 12-SEPTEMBER 2, EDINBURGH
INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL: Scotland. This is

the world's largest festival of the arts, with

more than 400 performances every day
Also, from AUGUST 3-25, the EDINBURGH
MILITARY TATTOO takes place each
evening on the ramparts of Edinburgh
Castle.

SEPTEMBER 1, ROYAL HIGHLAND
GATHERING: Braemar, Scotland. Kilted

clansmen and women from all of

Scotland take part in a wide variety of

games and music and dance
competitions.

OCTOBER 1-20, MUSICAL FESTIVAL:

Swansea, Wales. This Is the major
professional arts festival in Wales and
Includes concerts, opera, dance and art

exhibitions.

}^tCCCC

"It is the only place I ever was
contented in."

—Lord Byron, 1823

APRIL-OCTOBER, SOUND AND LIGHT
PERFORMANCES. In Athens, the Acropolis

comes to life in these spectacles
combining music, narration and visual

effects. There are also shows at the
Palace of Grand Masters In Rhodes and
the Old Fortress on Corfu.

MAY 21-23, ANASTENARIA: Aghia Eleni

and Langada. This traditional firewalking

ritual dates bock to pagan times: today
villagers clasp icons of Sts. Constantine
and Helen and dance on live charcoal
embers.

JUNE-SEPTEMBER, FESTIVALS OF ATHENS
AND EPIDAURUS. Productions of ancient
Greek tragedy and comedy ore staged,
OS well as concerts, music recitals, poetry
and art.

OCTOBER 21, ATHENS MARATHON. The
runners retrace the original Marathon-to-
Athens route of Pheldippidis which
announced the Athenian victory in

490 B.C.

OCTOBER, DEMETRIA FESTIVAL:

Thessolonlki. This Is a revival of a Byzantine

celebration featuring theater, music,

opera and ballet performances.

ADVERTISEMENT

HIKE THE SWISS ALPS!

land 2 Week Hiking Tours
Inn-to-lnn Trekking

Paragliding and Light Mountaineering Courses
Scottisli Higtilands Tours

Relais, Romantik, Four Star Hoteis

RYDER-WALKER
ALPINE ADVENTURES
87 Morse Hill Road, Dept N >|

Millerton, NY 12546
(914)373-7005

# auDiQ'PaRum offers

the best in self-mstructional foreign language

courses using audio cassettes, featuring ttiose

used to train U S State Dept personnel We
fiave 1 90 courses in 56 1 ^0^ Mi*«
languages, so we must ^b^^^SIII
have what m
you need 3 TOrGigil
language on
your own! c t og

To get your copy:

•ggf nai l toll-free: 1 -800-243-1 234]

or write: Audio-Forum, Room M41

3

\ Guilford, CT 06437 (203) 453-9794

^ LOSE YOURSELF IN GERMANY wk
WITHOUT GETTING LOST.

There are two wonderful ways to

immerse yourself in Germany's beauty
culture and history that don't require road

maps, directions and places to park.

GermanRail.The best of Germany
at a beautiful price.

Both the GermanRailpass and new
GermanRail Flexipass offer unlimited mlle-

age-in First or Coach Class-on Germany's
renowned rail system. The GermanRailpass
is available for 4, 9 or 16 consecutive days
of rail travel; the Flexipass for any 4, 9 or

16 days within a 21 day period. Both are

unbeatable values. For example, a 9-day
Coach Class GermanRailpass costsjust

S15 a day

KD Rhine Cruises—a refreshing,
relaxing change of pace.

A KD cruise will fill your days with spec-

tacular scenery sightseeing in historic

towns and cities, and life along Europe's

most legendary waterways. KD's "floating

hotels" pamperyou with fine food and
attentive service. And you can choose from
3- to 7-day cruises, and over 350 scheduled
sailings featuring Holland, Germany France

and Switzerland.

To lose yourself in the wonders of

Germany see your travel agent or send the

coupon today

(^ GERMAIN! RAIL
VCD German Rhine Line
I

1

Please send brochures: D GermanRailpass/

1

Eurallpass. D KD River Cruises of Europe.

City/State/Zip

Mail to: l?hlne Cruise Agency Dept Germany.

1 70 Hamilton Ave. White Plains. NY 10601. vhj I
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Come face to face with
Queens^ Dukes, Earls and Lords

on PanAm Holidays.

In Britain, "pomp and circumstance" is

not simply a mne that's played at school

graduation.

It's a web of heraldry and tradi-

tion that has held the nation together for

over a thousand years.

In London, you can see the

Queen reviewing line after Ime of

immaculately turned-out redcoats dur-

ing the "Trooping the Colour" ceremony

each June. Or riding in her carriage

down The Mall welcoming a visiting

head of state. Of course, every day mid-

April to mid-August there's the Chang-

ing of the Guard at Buckingham Palace.

All across the countryside there

'are scores of beautiful country "homes"

and castles, which are open to the pub-

lic, and where you can get a close look at

how their titled owners live to this day.

You can even sit in on a debate at

the lavishly decorated House of Lords

when Parliament is in session.

TAKE PANAM HOLIDAYS
AND TAKE $100 GEE

Thanks to Pan Am Holidays, you can

experience these noble traditions for a

lot less than you might expect. If you

send in the. special Savings Certificate

on this page, you can save an extra $100

per person off the published price of any

of seven value-packed Pan Am Holidays

vacations in Britain.

Like Pan Am Holidays "London

Center Stage." Save SlOO off the $959 to

$1349 price of this regal theatre lover's

vacation. You get round-trip airfare,

choice of hotels with private bath for six

nights. Continental breakfasts, tickets

for three evenings of London's finest

theatre, unlimited 4-day London Trans-

Marvel at the Crown jewels, including

St. Edward's crown, which Queen Eliz-

abeth II wore at her coronation, all on

display in the Tower ofLondon.

port Pass, sightseeing tours, discounts

at many of London's top attractions and

restaurants, and more.

Or take Pan Am Holidays "Lon-

don and Edinburgh" tour and take $100

off the $1199 to $1439 price of this fabu-

lous vacation in the capital cities of

England and Scotland. In addition to

round -trip airfare you get 6 nights'

accommodations at a first-class hotel

with private bath, all breakfasts, sight-

seeing in both cities, round-trip rail

tickets between London and Edinburgh,

an evening of theatre in London, 3-day

London Transport Pass, and much more.

All prices for these and all other

quality Pan Am ^t;^^

Holidays pack-

ages to the U.K.

are per person,

double occupan-

cy, and include

round-trip air-

fare from New

York, Boston,

and several other

-Britain
We speak your

language.

Everywhere you go

in the lands

of Britain you will

meet interesting and

friendly people.

major U.S. Pan Am gateways. Slightly

higher from other Pan Am cities.

To get your personalized $100

Pan Am Holidays discount voucher as

well as a Pan Am Holidays brochure

and the 96-page "Great Britain-

Great Value" book, call 1-800-521-3638

or send this Savings Certificate! Then

call Pan Am or your travel agent.

PAN AM HOLIDAYS
$100 SAVINGS CERTIFICATE

Send this coupon for a personalized voucher

good for $100 per person off any 1990 Pan Am
Hohdays vacation in Britain, plus free Pan Am
Hohdays brochure and 96-page "Great Brit-

am-Creat Value" book! (Restrictions apply to

this offer. The voucher you'll receive has com-
plete details.)

Send to: British Tourist Authority/Pan Am
Savings Certificate, PMSI Station, P.O. fiox

13300, Bridgeport, CT 06673-3300.
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Dear Erin, how sweeny thy green

bosom rises!

An emerald set in the ring of

the sea.

Each blade of thy meadows my
faithful heart prizes,

Thou queen of the west, the world's

cushia ma-chree.

—Johin P Curran, 18tti century

MAY 12-21, PAN CELTIC WEEK; Killarney

Celts from Scotland, Wales, Brittany and

other areas join the Irish to celebrate

their shared culture.

AUGUST 24-26, SLIGO FESTIVAL

People gather to play, discuss, sing,

dance and listen to traditional Irish

music.

AUGUST 27-28, OUL' LAMMAS FAIR:

Ballycostle. This is the oldest of Ireland's

large traditional fairs, probably much

older than its charter of 1606,

NOVEMBER 7-24, BELFAST FESTIVAL OF THE

ARTS AT QUEEN'S: Belfast. This international

arts festival is held in and around Queen's

University and offers drama, opera,

cinema and all types of music.

".
. .composed of the green earth

and transparent sea, and the mighty

ruins of ancient time, and aerial

mountains, and the warm and
radiant atmosphere which is

interfused through all things."

— Percy Bysshe Shelley 1818

MAY 20, SARDINIAN CAVALCADE: Sassari.

Hundreds of Sardinians in local costumes

recall a victory over the Saracens in the

year 1000.

MAY 27, PALIO OF SAN GIORGIO: Ferraro

Dating from the 13th century, this event

features a parade and contests, with

about 800 participants in costume

representing the eight city districts.

JUNE 3, REGATTA OF THE GREAT MARITIME

REPUBLICS: Genoa. Each year, the four

maritime republics of Italy—Amalfi,

Genoa, Pisa and Venice compete for

supremacy in a historic regatta.

JUNE 16-17, SAN RANIERI: Pisa On the

evening of the 16th, the banks of the Arno

River ore illuminated by torches and

thousands of lighted candles float

dow/nstreom on corks. The next day the

historic Regatta of San Ranieri is held on

the river: it is a rov^^ing contest, v*/ith eight

oarsmen in 16th century costume.

JULY 2^UGUST 16, IL PALIO HORSE RACE:

Siena. Horses and riders are blessed in

the churches before taking part in a

bareback horse race between different

quarters of the city. There is also a

cortege dressed in historic costume

parading before the race begins and

colorful medieval pagentry and flag-

throwing virtuosity are displayed.

AUGUST 1-30, AUGUST FESTIVAL Assisi This

month of events is based on history,

folklore and religious feasts.

SEPTEMBER 2, HISTORICAL REGATTA:

Venice, This is the most sumptuous

gondola race of the year and takes

place on the Grand Canal; it begins with

a cortege of beautiful period vessels.

SEPTEMBER 9, JOUST OF THE QUINTANA:

Foligno. This is a revival of a 17th century

joust with 600 knights.
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Oh, Christ! it is a goodly
sight to see

What heaven hath done for this

deiicious land!

What fruits of fragrance blush

on every tree!

What goodly prospects o'er the

hills expand!
—Lord Byron, 1812

MAY 19-21, FESTIVAL DO SENHOR SANTO
CRISTO: Ponta Delgada, Azores. These

days are a celebration of Christ of the

Miracles, the most important devotional

cult in the Azores: sporting and
entertainment events also take place.

JULY-AUGUST, HANDICRAFTS FAIR: Estoril.

Craftsmen from all over Portugal exhibit

their crafts and exhibitions of folk music

and dance are also presented.

JULY 6-8, FESTIVAL OF THE RED
WAISTCOAT: Vila Franca de Xiro, This

festival features a dress parade of

cowboys and bull running and
bullfighting events.

SEPTEMBER 29-OCTOBER 6, VILA FRANCA
DE XIRA FAIR. The main attractions here

include bullfights, handicrafts and the

traditional release of bulls in the streets.

NOVEMBER 4-12, SAN MATINHO FAIR:

Golega. Based around a horse sale are

displays of daring horsemanship,

bullfights, folk dancing and fireworks.

MAY 23-JUNE 3, BERGEN INTERNATIONAL
FESTIVAL: Norway This world-class music

festival is one of the largest annual

musical events in Scandinavia.

JUNE 6. SWEDISH NATIONAL DAY:

Throughout Sweden. In Stockholm, there

are festive programs of the Skonsen
open-air museum and other celebrations

take place throughout the country.

JUNE 7-21, EMIGRATION FESTIVAL:

Stavanger, Norway. A commemoration of

Norwegian emigration to North America,
with exhibitions, concerts and folklore.

JUNE 17, NATIONAL DAY Throughout
Iceland. This day is celebrated with

parades, speeches, sports competitions,

outdoor entertainment and dancing.

JUNE 23, MIDSUMMER EVE: Throughout
Scandinavia. People celebrate this

climax of the year, when the sun is at its

highest point. Maypoles are raised in city

parks, on village greens and in private

gardens and the festivities include

ADVERTISEMENT

Feast of Corpus Christi. Toledo. Spain
Notional Tourist Office of Spain

bonfires and folk dancing to the

accompaniment of fiddles and
accordions.

JUNE-AUGUST, LIGHT NIGHTS: Reykjavik,

Iceland. Presentations of traditional

folklore entertainment, including

medieval sagas, in English.

JULY 24-AUGUST 5. WORLD EQUESTRIAN

GAMES: Stockholm, Sweden. This is the first

collective world championship with

competitions in all six riding disciplines.

AUGUST 18-SEPTEMBER 9, STOCKHOLM
FESTIVAL Sweden. This cultural festival

includes concerts, ballet, theater and
exhibitions all over the city

AUGUST 23-SEPTEMBER 9, HELSINKI

FESTIVAL: Finland. Many types of concerts,

exhibitions, dance and opera take place,

based on this year's theme of "Finland".

SEPTEMBER 1-9, ARHUS FESTIVAL WEEK;

Denmark. Denmark's most
comprehensive program of concerts,

sports, theater and exhibitions. There is

also a Medieval Fair presented at the

Moesgaard Prehistoric Museum.

yJI<^X/h,
"As it seems to me the past develops,

continuous, and is alive in Spain; like

a seed still promising good things. .

."

—Hilaire Belloc, 1928

MAY 7-13, HORSE FAIR: Jerez de la

Frontera. Dating back to the 13th century
this festival evolved from a livestock

market into a major fair with exhibitions,

bullfights, singing, dancing and the horse

fair itself, with exhibition riding.

MAY 10-20, SAN ISIDRO FESTIVAL Madrid.

This festival is a major event in Europe

and includes dance, concerts, flamenco
and zarzuela and bullfights.

JUNE 2-4, ROCIO PILGRIMAGE: Almonte.

A very old celebration in which carts

drawn by oxen and decorated with

flowers and wax figures cross the

countryside, accompanied by hundreds

of riders on horseback in Andalusian

costume, playing flutes and tambourines.

JUNE 14, CORPUS CHRISTI: Throughout

Spain. This feast has been celebrated

throughout Spain since IS"!?, usually with

processions and mystery plays.

JULY (first 2 weeks), MEDIEVAL THEATER

FESTIVAL Guadalajara. Celebrated with

jesters, dancers, bagpipe players and
other musicians and medieval feasts and
dinners. In the evenings, actors perform

scenes from medieval dramas.

JULY 6-14, SAN FERMIN FESTIVAL

Pamplona. Includes the famous running

of the bulls in the streets.

SEPTEMBER (mid), GRAPE HARVEST
FESTIVAL Jerez de la Frontera. The harvest

is celebrated with a Flamenco festival

and bullfights.

ViA^/ltM/k̂^
MAY 5, EUROVISION SONG: Zagreb. As last

year's winner Yugoslavia hosts this

European song contest with entrants

from 20 countries.

MAY-SEPTEMBER (Thursdays), MORESKA
SWORD DANCE: Korcuio. This is a symbolic

chivolric dance with swords preserved

only on this island and dating back to the

16th century. It is an exotic and
tempermental dance based on the

struggle for freedom from enslavement.

JUNE (late), OHCET V UUBUANA:
Ljubljana. This is a major folklore

celebration featuring the traditional

village wedding of couples from several

countries in Europe.

JULY 10-AUGUST 25: 41st DUBROVNIK
FESTIVAL A festival of drama, music,

ballet and folklore with over 100

performances set in various locations

in the old city

JULY 22-26, 25th INTERNATIONAL REVIEW

OF ORIGINAL FOLKLORE: Zagreb. This

event attracts participants from five

continents who present original folklore

from their regions.

OCTOBER 7-9, BELGRADE MUSIC FAIR.

This is a festival of serious music, ballet,

opera and concerts with foreign

artists performing.
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Stephen Frink; WaterHouse

Global Assault

on Coral Reefs
What's killing the great reefs ofthe world?

by Lucy Bunkley-Williams and Ernest H. Williams, Jr.

In mid-September 1987, divers on the

southwest coast of Puerto Rico began a

routine descent through crystal clear wa-

ters to a coral reef. But six feet above the

reef, a thick cloud of yellowish brown wa-

ter blotted out their view of the corals.

Unknowingly, the divers were witnessing

the collapse of the delicate symbiotic rela-

tionship between the coral animals and

the single-celled photosynthetic algae,

called zooxanthellae, that normally flour-

ish within them. The turbid waters

shrouding the reef contained billions of

dead and dying zooxanthellae expelled by

their hosts into the sea—the first sign that

the partnership between plant and animal,

so important to the success of coral reefs,

was coming unraveled.

Several days later, local fishermen no-

ticed that some of the corals in the area,

normally green and brown, had turned a

ghostly white. Without their thin layer of

inner inhabitants, the corals' pale skele-

tons were visible. The fishermen assumed

that this phenomenon, known as "bleach-

ing," was a local problem confined to shal-

low waters. Local, small-scale bouts of

coral bleaching are not unusual and can be

explained by a number of circumstances

that put stress on the fragile symbiotic

relationship between coral and algae:

freshwater runoff from flash floods, which

lowers salinity; sediments that cloud the

waters; storm surges from hurricanes; ex-

treme low tides, which expose the reefs;

high or low water temperatures; disease;

and pollution.

After hearing numerous reports of se-

vere bleaching, we began to wonder if this

might be more than an isolated blight on

the local reefs. Toward the middle of Oc-

tober we decided to have a look for our-

selves on the reefs near La Parguera,

where the Caribbean Aquatic Animal

Health Project (part of the University of

Puerto Rico's Department of Marine Sci-

ence) is located. Even before entering the

water, we could tell that the reef had been

severely damaged; in the shallows stark

white patches were visible from our boat.

The fire coral that dominates the reef top

had large areas of white. Large mats of

zoanthids (animals closely related to cor-

als) had turned white, and the elkhorn

corals were blotched brown and white.

Once in the water, we found that the

deeper parts of the reef had also been

affected. The plate corals looked as if they

had been dusted by fresh snow. Large

brain and star corals, now totally white,

resembled grotesque snowmen. As we
swam among the bleached corals, we real-

ized that although some of the corals ap-

peared normal or only slightly affected,

the extensive white patches covering the

reef were far worse than anything we had

encountered before.

Since corals retract their polyps during

the day, their health is usually easier to

assess after dark. Therefore, we decided to

take another look at the situation at night.

As we approached the reef, our lights illu-

minated several white coral heads. At

first, we could not see the coral polyps

waving their tentacles in the current to

feed; but by shining our lights from side to

side, we could distinguish the delicate,

transparent polyps that had been invisible

in the direct glare. (The coral's tissue is

transparent to allow maximum light to

reach the photosynthetic zooxanthellae.)

The surface of the coral was clean, indi-

cating that all plankton, or microscopic

animal life, caught on the polyps had been

eaten and all debris had been removed.

But the coral was still alive and function-

Lucy Bunkley-Willi

A garden ofhealthy lettuce coral,

opposite,flourishes on A ustralia 's

Great Barrier Reef. The lettuce coral

above, however, has turned white with the

loss ofits symbiotic algae.
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A Fragile Partnership

ing, despite the loss of its zooxanthellae.

We knew, however, that the animal was

weakened and might be unable to repro-

duce or lay down new skeleton without its

symbionts.

Once we realized that people all along

the south coast of Puerto Rico were seeing

bleached corals, we began calling biolo-

gists and dive operators on neighboring

islands to determine the extent of the

problem. To our surprise, people in Ja-

maica, the Bahamas, Haiti, the Cayman
Islands, Saint Croix and the other Virgin

Islands, the Dominican Republic, and

south Florida had also observed severe

bleaching. Prior to our calls, however,

they too had assumed that the damage,

although serious, was isolated and caused

by local disturbances.

We quickly sent a letter to Science mag-

azine to alert others to the widespread

nature of the bleaching, and we spoke at

several international meetings of marine

biologists in Puerto Rico. We also sent out

questionnaires to gather the specific in-

formation we would need to document the

problem and possibly determine a cause.

As our questionnaires were returned,

we learned that the 1987 bleaching was

the most severe and widespread ever ob-

served. Severe bleaching first struck Aus-

traha's Great Barrier Reef in January

All reef-buiiding corals normally harbor

the microscopic algae called zooxanthellae.

These one-celled organisms, often number-

ing several million per square inch, thrive

within the cells that line the corals' digestive

systems. Protected within the transparent

coral tissues, zooxanthellae have everything

plants need to photosynthesize and grow:

plenty of sunlight and an environment rich

in carbon dioxide and other animal waste

products. The corals benefit too; the zoo-

xanthellae provide them with oxygen and a

portion of the organic compounds manufac-

tured by photosynthesis.

The partnership promotes the coral ani-

mals' growth and helps them produce the

calcium carbonate skeletons that gradually

accumulate to form the reefs framework.

Corals lacking zooxanthellae do not build

reefs and have to survive solely on the tiny

zooplankton that drift into their polyps, a

passive and chancy business.

How this vital symbiotic relationship

goes awry remains something of a mystery.

Some researchers have suggested that the

coral polyps actively expel the zooxan-

thellae when stressed. Ian Sandeman, a pro-

fessor of biology at the University of Trent,

in Ontario, has been working on the mecha-

nisms of bleaching. He proposes that when
their rate of photosynthesis is boosted by

higher ocean temperatures, the zoo-

xanthellae produce greater amounts of oxy-

gen. In high concentrations, oxygen is toxic

to most organisms because extremely reac-

tive compounds are produced that destroy

tissue. Because oxygen is produced inter-

nally in their cells, corals have well-devel-

oped mechanisms for eliminating these tox-

ins and repairing any damage. When too

much oxygen is produced by the zoo-

xanthellae, however, the coral cells cannot

cope with the excess toxins and may be

severely damaged or destroyed altogether.

This hypothesis is supported by the ob-

servation that the first species of corals to

bleach when water temperatures rise are

those in which oxygen production increases

the most. In addition, only coral cells con-

taining zooxanthellae are damaged.

Sandeman believes that in such cases of

severe bleaching, the zooxanthellae are not

expelled, but are instead lost along with the

other contents of the dead or damaged cells.

Peter Parks; Oxford Scientific Films

Under magnification, thousands of
zooxanthellae become visible within the

tentacles ofthis Pocillopora coralpolyp.
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Three Episodes of

Coral Reef Bleaching

o 1979-1980

1982-1983

1986-1988
__J..

New Caledonia

Joe LeMonmer
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Overleaf: In the RedSea, fish

circle a soft coral growing amid
unblemished lettuce corals.

1 987, at the height of the austral summer,

and affected most of the northeastern

coast, as well as some reefs off north-cen-

tral Australia and fifteen sites throughout

the Pacific and Indian oceans.

In the Atlantic, the most severe bleach-

ing began in late summer and continued

into fall, affecting the northern Carib-

bean, the Bahamas, and southern Florida.

Less severe bleaching was noted along the

Caribbean coast of Colombia. As the cor-

als in these areas began to recover in late

fall and early winter, a second bout of

moderate bleaching occurred throughout

the southern Caribbean, which had previ-

ously been unaffected.

Our questionnaires had also asked for

information on previous episodes of

bleaching, and we were surprised to find

some reports of bleaching in 1 986. As our

information grew, a pattern of worldwide

bleaching in mid-to-late 1986 emerged.

While we continued to collect information

on past events, another, less intense

bleaching event occurred around the

world in 1988 when various reefs were

experiencing their warmest weather of the

year. Now we had a pattern of global

bleaching events spanning from 1986

through 1988.

Two other major cycles of global

bleaching events, pieced together from re-

sponses to our questionnaires and a few

published reports, seemed to parallel the

severe 1 986-88 bleaching: one in 1 979-80

and the other in 1982-83. In each case,

moderate bleaching occurred one year

prior to the most extensive outbreak. (The

latest and most severe bleaching stretched

into a third year, ending in 1988.) If this

general pattern holds, preceding events

may allow us to predict major bleaching a

year before it strikes.

Although we recognized the cyclic na-

ture of coral reef bleaching, we still

needed to determine a cause. As the num-
ber of questionnaires returned to us grew,

we hoped that the responses to the many
questions about the nature of the bleach-

ings, and the conditions that prevailed

when they occurred, might point to a sin-

gle factor capable of affecting the reefs on

a global scale. Eventually, we received

hundreds of reports, but the character of

bleaching in each area differed somewhat,

making the search for a common factor

seem hopeless.

Disease seemed an unlikely cause since

most pathogens afflict a particular species

or closely related groups. In these bleach-

ings, many different species of corals were

affected, as were anemones and sponges.

A common thread was that all the af-

fected invertebrates harbored symbiotic

zooxanthellae; perhaps some pathogen

had spread among the algae. But as the

bleaching progressed, animals that sup-

ported other photosynthesizing microor-

ganisms, such as blue-green algae (cyano-

bacteria), also suffered. Overexposure to

ultraviolet light was also ruled out; al-

though it causes zooxanthellae to lose

their pigment, it does not result in their

expulsion from their hosts. High water

temperatures became the prime suspect.

In the tropics, seawater temperatures

fluctuate only a few degrees from summer
to winter. Coral reef animals are adapted

to live within this narrow range; even a

slight increase above the normal maxi-

mum experienced by the reef may cause

bleaching. If temperatures remain ele-

vated for prolonged periods or are severely

elevated for brief periods, the corals will

not only lose their zooxanthellae but they

may also die.

Many of the reports that came to us

mentioned that water temperatures were

high during the period that bleaching was

observed. But others reported normal tem-

peratures, confusing the issue of whether

or not high temperatures were respon-

sible. Unfortunately, obtaining accurate

records of water temperatures on the

world's reefs is problematic. Most of the

reports only cited sea surface temperature

'21AC171C OCEJ^ Canbbtan Sea
JlTLJ^^fflC OCEJAfNi

Galapagos Islands
Tokelau Islands

Moorea

Tonga

The incidents of coral reef bleaching

shown here reflect only those reported— to the authors. - _ _ _ _ Easter Island
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Stephen Frrnk; WaterHouse

Angelfish, below, swim above extensivepatches ofbleached

corals in the GulfofPanama. Ironically, the corals that

appear healthy died in a previous bleaching episode and are

now covered with algal growth. This damage was caused by

high water temperatures associated with the 1 983

El Nino. Although thefeathery crinoids and red seafans,

opposite, are not affected by bleaching, they depend on the

stony corals that build the reef'sframework.

(SST) data, which is routinely recorded

around the world. SSTs, however, are

measured from ships far offshore and do

not always reflect the water temperatures

on the reefs. In 1987, this shortcoming

became clear when we found that SSTs
did not correspond to the temperatures

that many observers noted near shore,

which were high enough to bleach the

corals. Although satellite measurements

of sea surface temperatures have been

hard to interpret, researchers now believe

they can detect a general rise of almost

2° F in Caribbean water temperatures

from 1986 to 1987.

In some cases, the severely elevated

temperatures were caused by unusually

calm weather; with no winds to move
cooler waters into the relatively shallow

reef areas, water temperatures soared.

These weather conditions were associated

with the El Niiio-Southem Oscillation

(ENSO), a periodic oceanic distur-

bance—centered near the equator in the

eastern Pacific—that alTects atmospheric

circulation throughout the tropics. In

1 983, a particularly strong ENSO directly

caused the death of 95 percent of the

corals on some reefs in the Galapagos Is-

lands and on other reefs in the eastern

Pacific by halting the normal upwelling of

cold waters. However, while ENSOs di-

rectly caused some cases of bleaching and

aggravated others, they were not the cen-

tral cause of coral reef bleaching. The
ENSO of 1982-83 had not yet begun

when major bleaching occurred on the

Great Barrier Reef in early 1982; the

ENSO had ended before the 1988 bleach-

ing; and no ENSO was recorded during

the 1979-80 bleaching.

We believe that the increasing severity

of recent global cycles of bleaching was

apparently caused by the general global

warming trend in the 1 980s, which led to

some of the hottest years on record {see

"Where's the Heat?" Natural History,

March 1990). During the seasons when

the reefs normally experience their high-

est temperatures, this warming was suffi-

cient to force water temperatures above

the limit that corals could tolerate, and

bleaching resulted. Overall seawater tem-

perature increases, as well as those limited

to areas near shore, were responsible.

Most bouts of major bleaching and many
of the minor ones happened either during

elevated temperatures or during the nor-

mal warmest water period of the year.

How damaging to the reefs were all

these incidents of bleaching? If the corals

can regain the zooxanthellae and are not

further damaged, they can recover. Over

a period ranging from weeks to months,

the depleted zooxanthellae may multiply

within the corals and repopulate the hosts,

or if they were lost altogether, the micro-

organisms may enter the corals from the

surrounding seawater. Outbreaks of dis-

ease, however, often kill weakened colo-

nies recovering from bleaching. Entire

colonies may die, and as in the severe 1983
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Having lost their zooxanthellae, some ofthepolyps on this

coral are scarcely visible against the stark white skeleton.

bleaching in the eastern Pacific, whole

reefs may be lost and some species may be

eliminated from a region. Because corals

may take many years to regain their origi-

nal vitality, new bleaching cycles may
strike before the corals have recovered.

Therefore, each cycle may be more dam-
aging than the last.

In the past, when they did not have to

cope with other, man-made pertubations,

corals may have been resilient in the face

of gradual temperature fluctuations. The
general deterioration of coral reefs around
the world caused by pollution, increased

sedimentation, overfishing, and actual

physical destruction may have reduced

the ability of coral reefs to withstand tem-

perature changes.

In the relatively short time that reef

ecosystems have been studied, bleaching

on the recent scale has never been seen.

Peter Glynn, a biologist at the University

of Miami, has examined 400-year-old cor-

als in the severely bleached eastern Pa-

cific and has found no evidence of similar

disasters in the past. The severe bleaching

indicates that the general warming during

the 1 980s may have had a drastic effect on

the coral reefs and may foretell the future

of the reefs if the greenhouse effect leads

to even warmer temperatures. Sadly,

global warming and environmental deteri-

oration will almost certainly persist and

become more acute, increasing the fre-

quency of worldwide bleaching cycles.

Again, in 1989, moderate bleaching oc-

curred in the Florida Keys, and many
other areas of the Caribbean were lightly

affected. Jamaican reefs, however, suf-

fered prolonged bleaching that extended

into this year, causing more damage than

in 1987. Whether or not these incidents

will be followed by a major bleaching of

the world's reefs later this year remains to

be seen.

With each bleaching, the coral animals

slow their construction of the reefs frame-

work. Growing only millimeters per year.

the corals are already racing against the

persistent natural forces of erosion that

tear them down. Severe episodes of

bleaching may tip the balance in favor of

erosion. At the very least, reef ecologies

will be altered. At the very worst, the coral

reefs, which have been able to adapt to

gradually changing conditions in the geo-

logic past, may not be able to cope with

more rapid climatic changes associated

with the greenhouse effect and may perish

altogether

The coral reefs, however, are them-

selves key players in the greenhouse sce-

nario and may be as important as tropical

rain forests in reducing greenhouse gases.

As they deposit calcium carbonate for

their skeletons, corals remove a large vol-

ume of CO, from the oceans. Without

zooxanthellae, the amount of carbon diox-

ide corals metabolize is drastically re-

duced. Ironically, damage to this under-

sea ecosystem could accelerate the very

process that hastens its demise. D
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EARTH
DAY
1990
Threshold
ofthe
Green Decade

by Denis Hayes

For many ofmy generation,

involvement with serious issues

—

adult issues—began with some

form of unconventional politics. Passive

disobedience and freedom rides in support

of civil rights. The endless town meetings

ofVietnam Summer. Wearing gas

masks down Fifth Avenue on

Earth Day. Picketing a state

Illustrations by Joe Ciardiello
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legislature in support of the Equal Rights Amendment.

Breaching the exclusion zone around the Seabrook or Diablo

Canyon nuclear plants. Blocking a train carrying fissionable

material to the Rocky Flats bomb factory in Colorado.

We were impatient and idealistic. The first generation with

strontium-90 in our bones (from atmospheric nuclear testing),

we trusted no one over thirty. Outraged over the state of the

world we were inheriting, we vowed that we would pass on to our

children a world that was peaceful, just, and ecologically

sustainable.

That was twenty years ago. Today, Holden Caulfield is in his

early fifties, has a beer belly, and commutes from the suburbs.

The angry young women and men of Earth Day—who poured

sewage on corporate carpets and pounded polluting automobiles

apart with sledgehammers—are now middle-aged. The first

generation with strontium-90 in its bones now has parented a

post-Chernobyl generation with iodine-1 3 1 in its thyroids.

Twenty years after Earth Day, those of us who set out to

change the world are poised on the threshold of utter failure.

Measured on virtually any scale, the world is in worse shape

today than it was twenty years ago. How could we have fought so

hard, and won so many battles, only to find ourselves now on the

verge of losing the war? The answers are complex. But if we can

understand the mistakes that led to our current dilemma, we

may yet be able to redeem our youthful promises to the next

generation.

The American conservation movement has a long,

distinguished tradition, traceable back to such giants as Henry

David Thoreau, John James Audubon, John Muir, and Aldo

Leopold. However, the environmental movement is of much

more recent origin. Individuals like Rachel Carson and David

Brower sounded the environmental alarm in the 1960s, and

events such as the Storm King fight against a power project on

the Hudson River and the oil spill off Santa Barbara, California,

in 1969 gave rise to local waves of concerned activists. But a full-

blown national movement emerged only in 1970.

Following the original Earth Day—April 22, 1970

—

old-hne conservation organizations saw their

memberships double and triple, and the new

members had broad environmental interests. This

new membership—many of them having tested their mettle in

the antiwar, civil rights, and women's movements—pushed

many conservation organizations to expand their agendas.

The modem environmental movement has enjoyed a string of

spectacular successes—on Capitol Hill, in the courts, and in the

streets. Earth Day's 25 million participants could not be ignored.

Within months, the federal Environmental Protection Agency

was created. Congress then swiftly passed the Clean Air Act, the

Clean Water Act, and a host of other laws that fundamentally

changed the rules under which American enterprise operates.

Whenever government agencies or corporations flaunted

these new laws, environmental groups swiftly hauled them into

court. The movem.ent's talented, idealistic lawyers have won

hundreds of precedent-setting decisions. When htigation proved

to be too slow or ineffective, the movement's guerrillas put their

bodies on the line—in actions explicitly modeled on the civil

disobedience of the early civil rights movement. Such

nonviolent, direct action has halted some of the worst whaling

abuses and delayed the devastating destruction of sections of

America's old-growth forests.

Yet despite all these accomphshments, we are in serious

trouble, and the problems are being compounded with every

passing year. Environmental threats now vie with nuclear war as

the preeminent peril to our species because our leaders have

displayed neither the intelligence nor the integrity nor the guts

to lead us into the Green Decade. Those of us who care about the

earth must provide the direction and the energy for change if the

world is to avoid calamity. And we must achieve a far more

ambitious and fundamental set of goals during the next two

decades than we have in the past two.

f hat went wrong during the last twenty years?

Occasionally we were blind sided. Problems

snuck up on us before anyone recognized the

threat they posed. We possess only a

rudimentary understanding of the complex interactions of life in

the biosphere and of the myriad subtle effects of human action

upon long-established processes. If at the time of the first Earth

Day a poll had been taken of industrial chemists, asking each to

name ten triumphs ofmodem chemistry, most would probably

have listed chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs). These compounds had

an anay of beneficial uses, and they appeared to have no

undesirable side effects. They are not toxic, carcinogenic, or

mutagenic. They do not corrode materials; they are not

flammable; they don't explode.

Not until 1 974—four years after Earth Day—did Prof.

Sherwood Rowland and his colleagues at the University of

California at Irvine discover that CFCs posed a theoretical

danger to the stratospheric ozone layer that protects the earth

from ultraviolet radiation. And it was not until 1985—^just five

years ago—that a British team discovered the huge seasonal

thinning of the ozone layer over the Antarctic.

A CFC molecule requires about fifteen years to migrate up to

the stratosphere. Once there, its chlorine will catalyze the

destmction of ozone, on average, for about a century, during

which time it will destroy 100,000 ozone molecules. CFCs were

in use for fifty years before they were found to have any negative

side effects. Now we realize that the side effects could include

the destruction of vital Unks in the food chain, increases in skin

cancer, and harm to human immunological systems.

Ozone threats are not a unique example of our ignorance.

Until recently, we used asbestos routinely, never dreaming that

it could wreak havoc on human health. Today a thriving

industry exists for the sole purpose of removing asbestos from

locations where it poses a health hazard, and asbestos litigation

is carving out new domains of tort law.

Another example of scientific uncertainty, one that has

catapulted to widespread public attention only in the last year, is

the debate over the health effects of non-ionizing

electromagnetic radiation. Some evidence indicates that

electromagnetic fields (EMFs) can promote childhood

leukemia, fetal deformities, leaming disabilities, depression,

miscarriages, and cancer. Until recently, there was a consensus

among mainstream scientists that EMFs had no biological

effects. Today, virtually all scientists concede that such
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radiation does interact with tissue at the cellular level, but they

disagree as to whether the effects are harmful. The debate is

hindered because the Environmental Protection Agency's major

study of the field was eliminated under President Reagan. If,

like asbestos, EMFs are found to foster health risks, the

consequences will be far reaching. In addition to high-voltage

transmission and distribution lines, potentially dangerous EMFs
are created by computers, photocopiers, cellular phones, and

even household appliances. Last November, Consumer Reports

recommended that pregnant women and infants avoid electric

blankets.

Asbestos, EMFs, and CFCs have given us a degree of

humility. When yesterday's "triumph of modem chemistry"

turns out instead to be today's deadly threat to the global

environment, we can legitimately ask, What else don't we know?

It
is always easier to tackle urgentproblems than distant

threats—even when the distant threats are

more important.

The U. S. is what boxers call a counterpuncher. What

we do best is respond. Bomb Pearl Harbor and America will pull

out all the stops. Launch Sputnik and America will have NASA
functioning overnight. What we do not do well is anticipate and

avoid problems. Unfortunately, many environmental

phenomena involve thresholds that, when passed, cause

irreversible damage. Ifwe wait until the damage occurs and

then respond, it will be too late.

We face numerous such thresholds in the years ahead. Some,

such as rain forest destruction, are already causing irrevocable

harm. Every area cleared is lost forever. Others, such as global

warming, could eventually result in rising oceans covering huge

tracts of land, including the rice-producing river deltas of East

Asia. These are not problems we can experience and then

respond to; they are problems we must avoid.

The root of this failing lies in discount rates. We tend, for

fundamental economic reasons, to assign a higher value to a

dollar of income we receive today than to a dollar promised for

delivery a year from now. We "discount" the future dollar to a

lower present value. In the same way, we discount future costs.

The further into the future a cost is postponed, the lower its

present value. Even future death is discounted. Radon from

uranium mining will cause a certain predictable number of

deaths for hundreds of years into the future. In calculating the

cost-benefit ratio for trapping radon where it will do no harm, a

death fifty years from now is given a lower value than a death

tomorrow. To anyone other than an economist, of course, this is

appalling.

This same shortsightedness is what leads lumber companies

to harvest 1 ,000-year-old redwoods, and also leads them never to

plant a redwood sapling. The contemporary essayist Adam
Smith has written that "killing whales is very profitable until the
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day when there are no more whales, because we have only been

amortizing the ships and the radar and the depth charges and

the harpoons. We haven't amortized the whales, and anyway,

how do you replace whales?" You don't.

Government has the power to remove redwoods and whales

from the financial marketplace before they disappear. But

politicians also have discount rates—governed roughly by the

next election, and loosely by the politician's expected poUtical

lifetime. Problems that will be felt only after a politician has

retired from office are perceived to be "on someone else's beat."

Environmentalists must force the political system to assign

high priority to distant, but dire, threats. We must draw a line in

the political sand on this side of each irreversible threshold. The

public intuitively understands this. Environmental victories are

always carried on the shoulders of a mobilized public.

The "solutions" wepursuefor today'sproblems can

create tomorrow's catastrophes.

Despite all the environmental hterature, both

scholarly and poetic, describing how everything is

connected to everything else, we have repeatedly ignored this

elementary truth. Our departments and agencies were

organized to solve problems on a piecemeal basis. As a result, we

frequently cleaned the air by polluting the water, and cleaned

the water by fouling the ground.

We face a serious possibility of making the same error again.

For example, some are advocating biodegradable plastics as the

answer to the plastic litter problem. Discarded plastic six-pack

holders can strangle birds and other species; plastic "baggies"

can destroy marine environments; plastic diapers are clogging

our landfills. But the problems posed by biodegradable plastics

are themselves serious. For example, when biodegradable

plastic is mixed with other plastic, it renders the latter virtually

impossible to recycle. Biodegradable (and photodegradable)

plastic may have some important uses, such as in medicine, but

it holds no promise as "the" solution to plastic waste.

Similarly, many are advocating the construction of hundreds

of large incinerators as the answer to the declining availability of

landfills for garbage. However, such incinerators produce major

air pollution problems, and their hazardous ash constitutes a

difficult disposal problem. Perhaps most important, incinerators

create a strong vested interest in a continual flow of combustible

trash. This can eff'ectively destroy efforts at source reduction,

recycling, and composting—all preferable solutions to

incineration. This is an instance where a bad solution can

preclude better solutions.

Nuclear power is another example of a solution being worse

than the problem. The nuclear industry is mounting a massive

international campaign heralding a new generation of

"inherently safe" reactors as the answer to the problem of global

warming. But the innate problems of nuclear fission pose a

threat that is at least as intractable as global warming.

As a thinking exercise, assume that after one more doubling

the world's population will level off at 1 billion. Further posit a

Continued onpage 67
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NOVA SCOTIA NOVA SCOTIA

Come Expeneace Nova Scotia's

Museum OfNatural History.
ova Scotia is

natural his-

tory. V\fe are

a living mu-
seum wher-

ever you look. In the air,

in the sea or on the land.

VJe can guide you to

the nesting grounds of

puffins, terns, and that

noblest of all birds, the

majestic bald eagle.

Wfe've got boat tours

that can take you out to

sea where the humpback
and other whales spout

and power their way
through the waves.

On land, you can trek

over our moors and

mountains and walk
nature trails that wind

through the splendour of

our National Wildlife

Parks where it's not

unusual to spot lynxes,

mooseand white-tail deer

.

Wfe have excellent

walking and hiking

trails, a coastline blessed

with mile after mile of

warm sandy beaches,

yet it's all never far from

historic inns and
picturesque villages.

Nova Scotia has a
"foreign" feeling about

it. You can experience

the delight of different

cultures and traditions

and still be very much at

home. And, we're just a

short hop from the New
England seaboard by
land or sea, and only a

couple ofhours from

Boston and New York

by air.

Nova Scotia publishes

Canada's most complete

provincial guide book
ffled with 2 72 pages of

travel information

including the best nature

areas.

To receive your free

copy, call us toll free

1-800-242-1520.

Ask for operator #5.

Experience all of Atlar

.

B. Look closely. Bald

eagles share a tree with

red-tailed hawks and a
visiting raven . Look even
closer and you could see

over 200 species of birds

living in or migrating

through Nova Scotia.



NOVA SCOTIA NOVA SCOTIA

E. The Nova Scotia International

Tattoo offers a slice of living history

every June.

A . Waik on the botiomofthesea twice aday. Whenthe
forty foot tides recede, you can walk out into the Minas
Basin . Or search for agate and amethyst along the cliffs

.

Million-year-old fossils can be found too . This area is

home to many recent and significant finds

.

C. Impromptu whale ballets are

commonplace in our waters

.

D. People watching is a favourite

pastime ofNova Scotia's whaie pop-

ulation . One might evenwave to you

.

Honourable Roland ).Thomhill

Minister of TSurism and Culture_l



Bird watch throughout

the province.

Experience the
Accessible Wilderness

ou may get

closer to

nature than

you ever

dreamed

was possible. Feel the

immensity of a living

whale surfecing beside

your boat. Gaze, spell-

bound, at the precision

fli^t of a hundred

thousand shorebirds.

Photograph the secrets

of rare species in a

province-wide network

of parks and nature

reserves.

This is New Brunswick
- the accessible wOder-

ness! Mile after unspoiled

mile.

Explore majestic river

valleys, and coastal

beaches of sun-warmed
sand; cool northern

forests and meandering

waterways; discover the

awesome tides of the

Bay of Fundy.

Enjoy life's simpler plea-

sures in this unhurried

world of friendly people.

Share their good times

at lig^t-hearted summer
festivals. Experience

their history at Kings

Landing Historical

Settlement and the

Acadian Historical vnia^.

Fieast on farm-fresh

produce. Succulent

lobster drawn fresh

from the sea. Wild

blueberry pies.

Don't rush your visit.

Accommodations run

the gamut from luxury

hotels to cozy guest

houses. Not to mention

motels, traditional country

inns, rustic lodges and
tidy campgrounds. Stay

a while. You're always

close to wilderness, yet

never far from comfort

in New Brunswick.

hxptfnence all of Atlantic Canada

mmMMhh ^
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A Check-list of

New Brunswick
Wilderness Adventures
LJ Cruise from a Fundy fishing village in search of rare humpback and right whales.

LI Canoe the scenic waters of winding rivers: the Tbbique, Renous, St. Croix, and Miramichi.

n Lure a Yellow Rail in front of your camera at the Tintamarre National Wildlife Reserve.

I 1 Thrill to the 200 mile per hour power dive of a Peregrine F&lcon.

LH Hike to the rocky summit of Mount Carleton, New Brunswick's highest peak.

1 I Keep your eyes open for a glimpse of the legendary Eastern Cougar.

Q Explore the isolated barrens and unspoiled beaches of Miscou Island.

CH Comb the woods and streambanks of the Saint ]ohn River Valley for exotic native orchids.

CH Observe recovery programs in action on behalf of the endangered Piping Plover

CH Watch Puffins, Razorbill, and nesting Arctic Tferns on Machias Seal Island.

n Cycle scenic country roads, or backpack along The amdy TVail.

And these are just a start. Discover your own list of natural *',
^•

history adventures in New Brunswick - the accessible wilderness! %

I

Visit an original

li^thouse.

Explore the wonders

of namre at the

Hopewell Rocks.

t
If

Feel the immensity of a

surfecing whale.

For help in planning your

New Brunswick vacation, call now: w ^,
1-800-242-1520 ^ ^=^
ask for operator *5

NewBrunswick
Ht/come Spoken Here.

Feast on succulent

lobster... fresh from

the sea.



Ifyou're very quiet,

you can hear the songs of
three hundred and tfiree

different birds.
Irince

Edward
Island is a

I

naturalist's

paradise.

T&ke a walk down a

secluded nature trail in

one of our provincial

parks, on your own or

with a guide . The only

sounds you'll hear are

the songs ofbirds and
your own footsteps.

And ifyour soul hears

the call of the sea, join a

deep-sea fishing excur-

sion or a tuna charter -

with rod and bait or a

camera. Watch for whales,

porpoise and seals. On
Prince Edward Island you

get as close to nature as

you want.
When you're on Prince

Edward Island, you can

explore by yourself, or

sign up for guided walks

along splendid beaches

and dunes, bird-watch-

ing, canoeing and hiking

activities, supervised

children's programs and
evening campfires . In

winter, you can enjoy

Atlantic Canada's

best cross-country (

skiing. V \

Above all, you cele- H
brate the joy ofknow-
ing that, somewhere
in the world, you can

still find spectacular

beaches, rolling green

hills, and rich red soil -

nature unspoiled, and
cherished by warm and
fiiendly people who
are waiting to share

the wonders of their

natural world with

you and your family.

Experience all of Atlantic Canada

MMirNava
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For your free

Vacation Planning Guide
call toll free

1-800-242-1520

and ask for Operator 5
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goal of meeting a per capita energy demand that is one-third of

the current level in the United States—more than enough for a

productive economy and comfortable lives. Meeting this level of

demand with coal would have dire consequences for global

warming. Atmospheric carbon dioxide would double in about

twenty-five years. To meet this same level ofdemand with

nuclear energy would require the world to use 44 million pounds

of plutonium per year. Every year. This is enough plutonium to

manufacture 4 million Hiroshima-sized bombs. Every year. It is

impossible to imagine this flood of fissile material continuing for

many years without leading to widespread weapons proliferation

among nations, terrorist groups, and even criminal gangs.

More troubling is the born-again nuclear enthusiasm of

leading environmentally sensitive politicians and the ambiguous

stances ofsome environmental spokesmen.

Coal versus plutonium is a false choice. We must not solve

global warming by creating a nuclear garrison state. We must

not approach problems with such tunnel vision that our solutions

ultimately make things worse.

Time and again, the environmental movement has

relied too heavily upon the government.

The government has aggressively promoted

unsustainable agricultural practices, an unbalanced

transportation system, the nuclear power quagmire, dams with

no purpose but "pork," and logging policies reminiscent of Paul

Bunyan. Government is the nation's largest polluter, and it

frequently exempts itself from rules it applies to industry. The

toxic brews around nuclear weapons facilities may be the most

contaminated sites in the world, and the estimated price tag to

clean them up is more than $ 1 50 billion.

It would be difficult to find a more compelling example of

governmental failure than the responses to the energy crises of

the 1 970s. The first response was to cook up a pot of Potomac

alphabet soup. The AEC and theOCR were folded into ERDA
and the FEO (which became the FEA). These were merged with

the FPC and redeployed as the DOE, the FERC, and the NRC.
The result was congealed chaos.

The second element of Washington's response was to study

the issue. Thousands of federal studies were undertaken; their

data fill large libraries. But to no effect. The government's

approach to energy is like the man in the New Yorker cartoon

who knows all about art but doesn't know what he likes.

Federal studies were supplemented by a raft of private

studies, each of which "proved" what its sponsor wanted to hear.

The coal industry actually produced studies showing that acid

rain is good for the environment. The nuclear industry's reports

showed that operating a reactor is safer than operating a health

food store. Considered as a whole, these studies provide great

support for an old piece of folk wisdom: Don't ask the barber

whether you need a haircut.

The final element of Washington's response was to throw

money around. The record here was especially embarrassing.

Our excursions into what I call lemon socialism—having the

government fund projects that the private sector is too shrewd to

finance—produced a notable collection of gold-plated turkeys.

The Synfuels Corporation was America's biggest bust before

Star Wars. Despite an initial budget of $88 billion—more than

the space race, the Marshall Plan, and the interstate highway

program combined—the synfuels program yielded no net

energy at all. On the nuclear side of the house, the Clinch River

Breeder Reactor was a classic example of Cheops's Law:

Nothing ever gets built on schedule or within budget.

In both cases, failure was fortuitous. A successful synfuels

program could have increased America's contribution to global

warming threefold, and a successful breeder program would

have confronted us with the need to manage thousands of tons of

bomb-grade plutonium.

Most of the energy strategies that the government pursued

were nonstarters, and the situation has deteriorated. U.S.

production of oil has been declining since 1 97 1 ; in July 1 988, for

the first time, we imported more than half of all the oil we

consumed. Our vulnerability is far greater today than it was in

1 97 3 , at the time of the Arab embargo.

If we follow the current course, we can safely predict that the

international price of oil will begin to rise in 1 992-93. OPEC
presumably has learned its lesson. Although these next increases

will be no more than 20 to 25 percent per year, they will be

sufficient to cause a fiscal hemorrhage.

The obvious solution is to increase the price of oil ourselves

—

with a carbon dioxide tax and a gasoline tax—so that the

revenues will stay at home to be redistributed and invested.

Americans pay between one-half and one-third as much for

gasoline as do our industrial allies—all ofwhom enjoy robust

economies and comfortable life styles. (The 1 990 fuel efficiency

standard for France is 39 miles per gallon, versus 27.5 for the

United States.) A dollar-per-gallon gasoline tax would be an

important step toward sound energy policy and fiscal integrity.

Instead, our leadership resolutely chants its unthinking mantra

of "no new taxes," thus guaranteeing that when crude oil prices

soar, all the proceeds will flow to the Middle East.

Not to put too fine a point on it, our national energy program

has been a bust, but this is not to suggest that the environmental

movement should ignore the government. On the contrary,

governments (local, state, federal, and international) must be a

major focus of our efforts. Governments must set the rules and

establish the framework ifwe are ever to build a sustainable

society.

However, ninety-nine cents of every environmental dollar

raised today—other than funds earmarked for land

acquisition—is spent trying to influence government. Such

single-mindedness has caused us to ignore other vitally

important opportunities.

'e have not asked enough ofour supporters.

All the most successful movements, and all

the world's major religions, have succeeded in

part because they ask people to improve their

behavior. The civil rights movement and the women's

movement, for example, ask their supporters for heroic changes

in their personal lives. Environmentalists, on the other hand,

have often tried to convince the public that we could all eat our

cake and have it, too. People were encouraged to believe that if

only we could eff"ect the necessary changes in government and

industry, people would not have to change their habits at all.

The answer to air pollution was claimed to be catalytic
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converters on tailpipes and scrubbers on smokestacks. We have

pursued this strategy, at enormous cost, for twenty years. Yet

the sky today in Los Angeles resembles split pea soup. We have

been spectacularly unsuccessful at cleaning up automobile

exhaust. Meanwhile, our cities have grown larger People have

moved farther away from their jobs and they drive more miles;

their cars idle more at stop lights, drive-through windows, and

trafficjams.

It was necessary, but not sufficient, to scrub pollutants out of

exhaust. We must also begin using cleaner fuels and more

efficient engines. We should encourage widespread use of, and

improvements in, public transportation and promote bicycle

riding wherever possible (and bicycle lanes and veloways). We
should create incentives for people to live closer to their

workplaces to reduce urban commuting and the resultant

congestion.

In Europe, the "green consumer" has become a force to be

reckoned with. Environmental labels are commonplace;

consumer magazines are devoted to the environmental impacts

of products. In the United States, such consciousness is only

beginning.

Several of us are exploring criteria for an American

environmental label to be awarded to the best products from the

best companies. Such an easy guide would convert

environmental consumerism from an esoteric research

enterprise into an easy habit. It should have been a mainstay of

our efforts for the past two decades.

Perhaps no American behavior is more ripe for change than

recycling. Sending our natural resources on a one-way trip from

the mine to the dump makes no sense no matter how you look at

it. We throw away valuable resources, eliminate jobs, waste

embedded energy, and destroy the environment—all because

people don't put glass in one trash container and aluminum in

another

Some of our landfills are now richer in resources than some of

our mines. But regulatory and tax systems designed to promote

exploration and exploitation in a pioneer society have acquired

their own inertia and their own vested interests. So we mine

virgin ore instead of reducing use and repairing, reusing, and

recycling substances that have already entered the stream of

commerce. To take perhaps the most obscene example, the

federal government is currently selling 300-year-old trees in the

Tongass for less than the price of a Big Mac.

Comprehensive recycling is essential. At even a 50 percent

recycling rate, after just five cycles, only 3 percent of the original

material is left in the economy. We need to do much better than

that. Comprehensive recycling and composting will require

significant government involvement—to end its bias in favor of

raw materials and its bias in favor of landfills and incinerators,

provide curbside pickups, set standards, and provide near-term

markets for recycled goods. But the necessary first step is to do

our part. We must comprehensively recycle all used items, and

we must purchase recycled goods whenever possible.

This past fall, I co-chaired a coalition of environmental

leaders and socially responsible investors who developed a new

code of ethics for business: the Valdez Principles. These cover

the elimination of pollutants, the use of sustainable resources,

product safety, damage compensation, disclosure of potential
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hazards, and environmental representation on corporate boards

of directors. Signatory corporations are required to conduct an

annual environmental audit by an independent auditor and

make the results public. By the time they were announced, the

Valdez Principles already claimed support from managers of

$ 1 60 billion of investments—mostly pension funds and socially

responsible mutual funds. The next stage is to seek support for

the principles by the trustees of college endowments and by the

general public.

The point of the Valdez effort is to make clear that ethical

business practices will benefit owners (shareholders) as well as

consumers, employees, neighbors, and the environment.

Shareholder interests need to be defined in terms far broader

than just the next quarter's dividend, and the Valdez Principles

are an important milestone in that direction.

The environmental movement must broaden.

The most dangerous environments are in

communities that are the least powerful. Poor people

and minorities are downwind from the most toxic

incinerators. They are down gradient from most hazardous

waste dumps. They are in the fields when pesticides are sprayed

from planes. They work in factory jobs having the highest

exposure to dangerous substances. Yet poor people are not well

represented in the ranks of the environmental movement. In

communities racked by the devastation of drugs, plagued with

violent crime, suffering rising school dropout rates of more than

50 percent, and experiencing rising problems of homelessness

and malnutrition, environmental issues are not considered a

priority. But they should be. The problems are indivisible.

In an important speech in the 1 960s at the Riverside Church

in New York, the Reverend Martin Luther King, Jr., came out

against the war in Vietnam. The wave of criticism he suffered

was intense. To those who challenged him for getting involved in

an issue other than civil rights, he replied that African-

Americans were being drafted in disproportionate numbers, and

returned home in body bags in disproportionate numbers. There

is no more fundamental civil right, he said, than the right to live

to be an adult.

Similarly, the right to lead healthy, productive lives means

that environmental values should be of great importance to

those communities most deeply scarred by environmental

degradation.

Right now there are probably no more than 10 million dues-

paying environmentalists in the country. They are powerful

beyond their numbers because they tend to be highly educated,

well paid, and politically active. That is enough to pass some

good, narrowly tailored legislation. However, it was not enough

to successfully withstand the full frontal assault of the Reagan

administration. The environmental movement had the strength

to drive James Watt and Anne Gorsuch out of the government in

shame, but it did not have the clout to reverse the wholesale

attack on environmental values that characterized that

administration.

Let me cite a particularly painful example. In 1980, the

United States led the world in every renewable energy

technology. Today, we lead in none. Most of our photovoltaic

industry has been sold to foreign companies or abandoned.

Renewable energy sales have declined by more than 95 percent.

This was not an accident.

Falling oil prices played a role in the demise of solar energy,

but only a supporting role. The destruction of the U. S.

renewable energy industry and the abandonment of solar

research by many of our most prestigious scientists were the

result of explicit governmental policies that served powerful

economic interests—the conventional energy industry—which

were colorfully characterized during this period by budget

director David Stockman as "pigs in the trough."

For solar advocates, the Reagan years were like Dunkirk

without the boats. The environmental movement—despite all its

rhetoric about the absolute necessity for a renewable energy

future—was helpless to reverse the Reagan assault. It simply

didn't have enough troops or enough clout.

The environmental movement will face the same hard battles

again and again in the years ahead. Global warming, for

example, requires that we move swiftly off fossil fuels and on to

renewable fuels. It demands an explosive growth of

photovoltaics, a swift transition from oil and gas to solar

hydrogen, a universal use of passive solar architecture, and

perhaps a trillion-dollar investment in energy efficiency. Such a

transition will necessarily entail winners and losers.

Conventional energy producers will be among the losers. These

energy producers are some of the richest and most powerful

institutions in the country, and they will fight like hell to avoid

being phased out of existence.

But there are no powerful economic institutions on the solar

side. A solar transition will only be achieved if it enjoys

enthusiastic backing from a broad cross section of society.

Some hard issues toface.

It will not be possible to build a sustainable society

without confronting some controversial, emotional

issues. Many environmental organizations have

avoided issues that should be of central concern; two are of

paramount concern.

The proposed U. S. military budget for next year is $305

billion—all ostensibly to defend our national security. Far more

vital threats to our security—global warming, ozone

destruction, the ecological undermining of agricultural

productivity, mounting dependence upon foreign oil, the crack

epidemic, the creation of a permanent urban underclass, and the

erosion of much of the national infrastructure—all cry out for

more money. These threats cannot be averted as long as 75

percent of all federal research and development is devoted to

military research.

This is not merely an American problem. The world cannot

build a sustainable future so long as it spends S 1 trillion

annually—virtually all the discretionary capital—on military

ends. To take just one poignant example, if Ethiopia had

diverted one-third of its military budget to agriculture and tree

planting, the recent tragic Ethiopian famine could have been

averted.

Even as Martin Luther King was told to stay out of the war

issue, we have well-intentioned friends and allies cautioning

environmentalists to stay out of the defense debate. We must

quietly but firmly reject that advice. We can never save the
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planet if mankind spends $ 1 trillion a year on instruments

designed to destroy it.

Similarly, we are frequently urged to sidestep the population

issue. Environmental advocacy of family planning will alienate

major religions, certain racial and ethnic leaders, and some

heads of state from the environmental cause. Some feel we

should avoid the issue and instead focus all our attention upon

matters over which we can build a consensus. Again, we must

ignore the advice. The human population, which has doubled

since my birth, may quadruple before my death.

Current population levels are undermining the biological

basis for our future. Water tables are plummeting far faster than

they are recharged. Topsoil is eroding five times faster than it is

replaced; in some parts of Ohio, farms lose two bushels of topsoO

for every bushel of com harvested. Deserts are on the march in

Africa, Asia, Australia, and America. There is not a single

important problem facing the planet that could not be more

easily solved with a population of under five billion.

The claim sometimes is made that the United States is

overpopulated, but India is not. The purported explanation is

that the average American consumes twenty times more

resources than the average Indian. The core assumption

underpinning such an argument is that India will never develop,

and that the average Indian's impact on the earth will remain

negligible. While the environmental destruction caused by

contemporary Americans is unconscionable and should not be

continued or replicated, it is similarly unconscionable to consign

the majority of the world's population to perpetual poverty.

Global population growth is an urgent priority, and it must be

addressed with substantial family-planning assistance and

provisions for social mechanisms (for example, old age

insurance) to undercut the motivations for large families while

advancing social justice. For $4 billion per year, family planning

could be provided to all who want it. It might be the single most

cost-effective investment available to the world.

We have thepower to choose ourfuture.

A common feature of all the problems we

have been discussing is that none are the result

of forces beyond human control. None are

caused by sunspots or the gravity pull of the moon or volcanic

activity. All are the result of conscious human choices. All can

be cured by making other choices.

First, we need to make our own lives congruent with our

values. For most of us, there is room for improvement in virtually

all spheres. We should conserve energy with easy things, such as

replacing incandescent light bulbs with folded fluorescents,

which are five times as efficient, insulating our water heaters,

and doing laundry in cold water. Then we should do the more

expensive and difficult things, such as superinsulating our

dwellings and buying a more efficient furnace and more

efficient appliances.

We should pledge not to purchase another new car until we
can buy one that meets our needs while getting at least fifty

miles per gallon. We should install flow restricters in our faucets

and showers and dams in our toilets. We should plant indigenous

vegetation, search out environmentally sensible soaps and

cosmetics, and look for recycled paper and other products.

We should eat lower on the food chain and develop a

preference for fresh organic products grown nearby. We should

carry our own, reusable string bags to the supermarket and

search out ways to eliminate other, unnecessary packaging. We
should recycle our metals, glass, paper, and plastics and compost

all organic waste.

In the aggregate, such life-style changes make a huge

difference. If everyone used the most efficient refrigerators

available, we could save an amount of energy equivalent to that

produced by twelve large nuclear power plants. Using the most

efficient cars with the same internal dimensions as our current

vehicles would cut gasoline consumption in half. Every year, we

send more iron and steel to our dumps than we use in the entire

automobile industry. The aluminum we throw away every three

months could replace the nation's entire fleet of airplanes.

What should an individual do to make a difference? Leading a

life that is congruent with your values is a necessary and

important first step, but it does not discharge your

responsibilities. Next you need to explore what you can do as an

employee, an investor, a parent, and a member of your church

and civic clubs. You should be alert to ways you can lessen the

environmental impact of your job, from avoiding styrofoam

coffee cups to suggesting modifications in industrial processes.

You should ask your pension fund trustees to adhere to the

Valdez Principles in choosing investments. You should set a

good example for your children.

Integrating your values into yourjob and your other activities

is another important step, but it still does not discharge your

responsibilities. Next, join local and national organizations that

share your goals and your philosophy, and proselytize on their

behalf. Give gift memberships for Christmas; display their

publications on your coffee table; support their campaigns

financially and with your volunteer efforts.

Working on behalf of environmental groups that represent

your views is vitally important, but this still does not fully

discharge your responsibilities. Become actively involved in

poUtics. Support candidates who share your vision; vigorously

oppose those who do not. Invest the time, energy, and financial

support needed to win elections. Play the sort of role that causes

political friends and foes alike to view you as a person to be

reckoned with. Communicate your enviroiunental goals and

values to your candidate and make clear that there are narrow

limits on how much compromise is acceptable.

On Earth Day—April 22, 1 990—more than 1 00 milUon

people around the world will make a personal affirmation of

their envirormiental commitments. At the same time, we will

send a message to our leaders that talk is no longer sufficient.

Time is running out. We have, at most, ten years to embark on

some undertakings if we are to avoid crossing some dire

environmental thresholds. Individually, each of us can do

only a little.

Together, we can save the world.

Denis Hayes, chairman ofEarth Day 1990, practices law in

San Francisco and teaches engineering at Stanford University.

This essay was adaptedfrom the Natural Resources

Defense Council's Marshall Lecture, delivered by Hayes

at the American Museum ofNatural History,

New York, on November 8, 1989.
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SomeVeryUncommon

Birds
OF

NorthAmerica
by Ben, Cathryn, andJohn Sill

Illustrations byJohn Sill

SputRail \
Alticrotch thighlongus \^ y^^^^T-

One seldom encounters this uncommon bird since

there aren't very many of them. The split rail has the

ability to walk through tall marsh grass early in the morn-

ing without getting any dew on his belly, although it is not

obvious how this is an advantage. Split rails have some
difficulty in squatting and thus build rather tall nests.

Extensive subnest video observations indicate that egg

laying in this species can be a long-drawn-out process.

!i

Excerpted from A Field Guide to Little-Known& Seldom-Seen Birds ofNorth America and Another

Field Guide to Liltle-Knoum (^Seldom-Seen Birds ofNorth America, by permission of Pcachtree Publisiiers, Lid.

Text copyright © 1 988 and 1 990. respectively, by Ben L. Sill, Cathryn P. Sill, andJohn C. Sill. Illustrations

copyright © 1 988 and 1 990, respectively, byJohn C. Sill.
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Blunt-billedWoodpecker

Petripeckus horizontalis
Adult
8:00 a.m.

Rare and local, primarily due to lack of habitat

renewal. The last remaining population of this medium-
sized, ladder-backed woodpecker is limited to a small

area in the southwestern desert where it receives com-
plete protection. FaUen trees usually serve as nesting

sites. Flight is distinctive, often appearing as if the bird is

spatially disoriented. Call is a series of short moans. Feeds

primarily on silica borers; note that the eye color changes

from its customary white appearance to red while the

bird is actively feeding.

Observation Hint
region of Arizona.

Found only in the petrified forest

5:00 P.M.

MonarchWarbler

Insectusp. similaris

This brightly colored bird has escaped detection for

many years because of its peculiar habit of migrating with

large flocks of monarch butterflies. While heavier bodied

than the monarchs, the wing pattern of tiiis species is a

surprising match to that of the butterfly. Predators

apparently see this bird as a butterfly with a weight

problem.

Observation Hint This species can best be observed

at close range by examining the front grille of your

vehicle after driving through a flock of monarch butter-

flies. Remember to drive slowly, since only live specimens

can be added to your life List.

Specialized Equipment Car with fine mesh grille.
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Long-range TargetDuck

Bombardicus concentricus

One of the few examples of inverse evolution, the

more distinct the markings on this bird, the more likely it

is to meet an untimely death. The Atlantic race of this

duck normally flew only 20 feet above the ground. Un-
fortunately, this subspecies has been exterminated, leav-

ing only the midwestem race, which flies at 100 feet. Its

warning call is a frantic "duck, duck."

Observation Hint Once in your sights, this bird is easy

to identify. However, for most people, the best chance of

getting a good look at a long-range target duck is a long

shot. Use peep sights for the young.

^sf*K;^

MilitaryWarbler

Plutoniapentagonus

This small, elusive warbler is difficult to find, since it

feeds in dense thickets. Apparently evolving as a mutant

from early nuclear tests, this bird is now common only on
widely scattered, high-security military bases. Call is a

bugled "you can't get 'em up, you can't get 'em up, you

can't get 'em up in the morning." The tail pattern indi-

cates some sort of social rank.

Observation Hint Since access to high-security instal-

lations is not possible, it is necessary to sneak onto the

base. In addition, the military warbler is so well camou-

flaged that it cannot readily be seen. This fact is sufficient

proof to list the bird. The young may sometimes be

attracted with C-rations.

Specialized Training Must be able to do the 50-yard

belly crawl in less than 40 seconds.

Fledgling First year Career
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SilhouetteWarbler

Dendroica unidimensionalis

The identity of this species has been pieced together

using numerous reports from across the continent. It

seems that this bird is most often active near dusk, or on
cloudy days high in trees. While there are no obvious

field marks, this in itself serves as a basis for identifica-

tion. It is the only warbler-sized bird without field marks

such as wing bars, breast markings, and a colored cap. It

does have black outer tail feathers and a black eye ring.

The overall coloring of the bird is flat black.

Crosscut Sawbill

Dendrochoppusforestii

This denizen of the deep woods is never found far

from trees. The beak of the sawbill is uniquely adapted

for cutting; it saws nesting material from the higher limbs

and uses regurgitated sawdust as food for the young. The
sawbill also saws ofjen various nuts for food while holding

them in its claws. Due to feeding accidents, most mature
sawbUls have very short toes. To date the sawbill has not

been required to obtain Forest Service permits; however,

rumors indicate that this is under consideration in Wash-

ington. Note that the circular sawbill is believed extinct.

Observation Hint
large areas.

Flocks of sawbUls often clear-cut
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Nearsighted BatOwl
Invertus myopius

This recently discovered owl of abandoned farm

buildings has many behavioral traits that set it apart from

more common owls. It roosts during the day by heinging

upside down, and unlike other owls, it sees quite poorly.

After dusk, the bat owl begins feeding, primarily on small

rodents. It often mistakes its intended prey and has been
known to attack corncobs and cow patties. Nests are

securely attached to rafters and other building supports.

Incubation successes are generally low since every time

the owl leaves the nest, the eggs fall out.

Skia

Sasquatchyeti

This big-footed bird of shores, lakes, and mountains

was once widespread in North America, but has now
been fragmented into several subspecies. The northeast-

em, or Nordic, race migrates cross-country, while the

northwestern, or Alpine, subspecies migrates downhill.

The southern subspecies is restricted to open water. The
skia is an interesting bird to observe in flight. Concentra-

tions seem to occur in Calgary, Alberta, and in Lake

Placid, New York.

Observation Hint In winter, skias are often seen from

chairlifts and rope tows.

Identification Aid The various races can be separated

by the foot length, although the southern subspecies is

difficult to track.

FLIGHT PATH

Alpine

^*^- .,„ II,. .
--"^^

Nordic

Southern
oi^ Water Skia
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Itwill change thewayyou
It's not very easy to find a 1982

Cabernet Sauvignon today Most
wineries are unwilling to wait this

long for their wine to reach its peak.
But we believe a fine wine

should be allowed to mature before
it's released. So our 1982 Cabernet
Sauvignon, which comes from 100%
Northern Sonoma Cabernet grapes,
has been aged in oak casks and then
carefully cellared for years. Only now
is it truly ready to be enjoyed.

;

We ipyite you to discoverhow
we and Gtir wines have come of|ge.

inniSsli
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The Lick ofthe Aardwolf
When thispredator detects a victim,

it bends its head and attacks—with its tongue

by Philip R. K. Richardson

Under a fading South African sun, an

aardwolf shakes off the dust from its sand

bath and begins its long, lonely, nocturnal

wanderings across the open veld, or plains.

The last rays of the summer sun glow

yellow through the animal's thick coat and

cast long shadows across the dry land-

scape. After several minutes of seemingly

aimless movements, the aardwolf turns

abruptly into the wind, walks a few paces

with ears cocked forward, then flattens its

ears and starts feeding avidly on what,

from a distance, appears to be nothing but

bare soil and a clump of grass. After

twenty seconds, it lifts its head and re-

sumes its wandering. Soon it turns sharply

upwind again and stops to feed at another

patch of bare ground. This time it eats for

nearly a minute before moving off".

With an eye fixed on the spot that the

aardwolf has just vacated, I drive there

and examine the ground. In the fading

light, I shine a spotlight at the soil and see

that it is covered with thousands of small,

orange termites, each no more than a

quarter of an inch long. I can't help feeling

some amazement that such a large animal

as the aardwolf (weighing seventeen to

twenty-six pounds) can subsist on such

tiny prey

After following aardwolves night after

night, year after year, I came to realize

that for three-fourths of the year, their

diet consists almost entirely of a single

species of termite, Trinervitermes triner-

voides. Such specialization is remarkable

in a species that is relatively young (the

earliest fossil record of an aardwolf is only

1.5 million years old) and that shares its

African habitat with other, much older

myrmecophagous, or ant- and termite-eat-

ing, specialists. The aardvark and the pan-

golins have been exploiting the same gen-

eral food source for the past 40 million

years, using their powerful limbs to dig

into the insects' underground nests or tun-

nels and extracting them with their long,

thin tongues. The aardwolf has no such

adaptations and looks like nothing so

much as a petite hyena. How, then, has it

managed to compete? The answer is that

it hasn't; it has instead concentrated on a

species of termite with unusual habits.

The aardwolf is limited to the African
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Its sensitive ears cockedforward, an aardwolf

patrols its territory, ever alertfor signs ofits

favorite, and practically only,food—termites.
Peter Johnson, NHPA



continent and occurs in two discrete popu-

lations. The southern population inhabits

most of southern Africa, extending just

into southern Angola, southern Zambia,

and southeastern Mozambique. About

950 miles separates this population from

the northern one, which ranges from cen-

tral Tanzania to southeastern Egypt.

Aardwolves are absent from most of Zam-

bia, southern Tanzania, and central and

western Africa. The prime habitat for

aardwolves appears to be open, grassy

plains, but they can be found in most

places receiving at least four and not more

than thirty-two inches of rain annually.

My study area was a 28,000-acre game
farm known as Benfontein, which belongs

to De Beers Consolidated Mines and lies

about six miles southeast of Kimberley,

the famed diamond-mining city in the cen-

ter of South Africa. Lying on the extreme

southeastern tip of the Kalahari Desert,

this game farm proved ideal for my field-

work. The topography was undulating, the

vegetation generally consisting of short

grasses and small shrubs with a section of

typical Kalahari thomveld in the south-

east. These features meant that once the

shy aardwolves had become habituated to

my spotlight and vehicle, I generally had

good views of them and could easily follow

them from one hundred feet away. Occa-

sionally they walked right up to the vehi-

cle while I was watching them.

My long nights at the game farm also

gave me plenty of opportunity to observe

the termites. Most of the world's termite

species forage underground or in mud gal-

leries that they build over the dead wood

and litter they feed on. They are therefore

largely protected from ants and other

predators as they chew off pieces of dead

plant material, which they carry back to

their underground nest. In the nest the

material is either stored and cured before

being eaten or, in other species, is fed to

their fungal gardens. These fungi live in

special cavities within the warm, humid
nest and grow on the chewed-up bits of

wood delivered to them by the termites.

Later, the termites—unable to digest

wood—feed on the fungi. Consequently,

many termites seldom see the light of day

or even the dark of night. A few Triner-

vitermes species in Africa, however, lead

more exposed lives, foraging completely

in the open.

In South Africa, T. trinervoides lives in

large, dome-shaped mounds from which

many underground tunnels radiate. Dur-

ing the summer months (September

through April) and on warm winter nights,

working parties emerge at night from

small holes (a quarter of an inch across) at

the ends of these tunnels and form forag-

ing columns on the soil surface. Foraging

termites converge on dry clumps of grass

and may form dense mats of up to 5,000

individuals. After chewing thin grass

stalks into small pieces (only half an inch

long but twice the size of the termite),

they carry the pieces back to the nest for

storage. Unlike some other species of har-

vester termites, T. trinervoides do not

store a great deal of grass underground,

collecting only enough to get them

through the winter months (May through

August), and thus must forage regularly

during the summer.

Feeding so openly on top of the ground,

these termites would seem easy pickings

for any insectivorous predator passing by.

But T. trinervoides lack of caution is not

foolhardy. These termites belong to the

subfamily Nasutitermitinae, known more

simply as nasute, or snouted, termites, in

which the soldiers have highly developed

frontal glands with long snouts specifi-

cally designed to squirt sticky threads of

noxious terpenes at any animal foolish

enough to attack them. The soldiers make
up about 32 percent of a foraging party

and protect the workers by lining the out-

side of the column and facing outward.

They are the first to encounter an

attacker. The soldiers of other nasute ter-

mites are known to cut short attacks of

various anteaters in South America and of
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predatory ants in West Africa. The ability

of T. trinervoides to deter most predators

is strongly suggested by the marked ab-

sence of these termites in the diets of the

bat-eared fox and the white-tailed mon-

goose, two myrmecophagous species that

often occur together with the aardwolf

and that feed extensively on the common
harvester termite (Hodotermes), which

has no chemical defense.

Even such ancient termite specialists as

the aardvark and the pangolins are only

occasional predators of T. trinervoides.

They, too, appear ill-equipped to deal with

terpenes. When an aardvark does take a

stab at a Trinervitermes mound—gener-

ally during the winter, when its other prey

species are less active and harder to find

—

it attempts to bypass the soldiers along the

outer crust by digging rapidly into a nest

to get at the workers and nymphs deeper

inside. As the soldiers stream to the site of

Aardwolves are dedicated scent markers, creating a wall of smell

around their territories, left. Within territorial boundaries, they

lead solitary, nocturnal lives, beginning a night offoraging in

the glow of the setting sun, below, and winding up shortly before dawn.
Philip R. K Richardson

the attack, the concentration of terpenes

soon increases to an intolerable level, and

the aardvark departs. A similar scenario

has been observed among the South

American anteaters, which, after opening

the foraging tunnels of nasute termites,

feed for an average of twenty seconds be-

fore being driven off by the soldiers.

The aardwolf truly stands alone, then,

in its ability to feed on T. trinervoides.

Only it can calmly lick up thousands of

these termites at a time, unperturbed as

the soldiers furiously squirt terpenes. Sol-

diers clearly taste bad, however, even to

the aardwolf. In spring, after the first

rains, termites frequently add on to their

mounds. At these times, the soldiers form

the outer layer, protecting the workers

building below. When confronted with a

mound under construction, aardwolves

usually just sniff or take one lick, then

leave. A certain amount of terpenes is

acceptable, but a meal of soldiers is defi-

nitely not.

How does the aardwolf manage to toler-

ate as much of the secretions as it does,

when ants and most mammals cannot?

The answer may lie in the aardwolfs an-

cestry. Due to an almost complete lack of

fossil evidence, the taxonomic status of

the aardwolf is uncertain. In the past six

years, for instance, the species has been

classified both as a member of the family

Hyaenidae and as a separate family, the

Protelidae. Most taxonomists agree, how-

ever, that one way or another, both hyenas

and the aardwolf arose from civetlike ani-

mals in the mongoose family, and a look at

today's civets may be revealing.

As British mammalogist Jonathan

Kingdon has noted, the African civet has a

remarkable ability to feed on items—in-

cluding the fruit of Strychnos (which con-

tains strychnine), millipedes, and car-

rion—that are poisonous, or at least

distasteful, to most mammals. As King-

don has suggested, if the aardwolfs

civetlike ancestors possessed a similar

ability, the species may have been pre-

adapted to tolerate, at least to a degree,

the terpene secretions of snouted har-

vester termites. Since these termites are

rarely eaten by other mammals in Africa,

the aardwolf would have had little compe-

tition for this plentiful food supply. The

way was open for the species to specialize

in the termites, and as it did, it developed a

number of physical adaptations, such as a

very broad tongue (to lick termites from

the flat soil surface), large salivan,' glands

(to keep the tongue wet and stick>' and

perhaps help neutralize terpenes), and

well-developed senses of smell and hear-

ing. (Aardwolves may use both sound and



smell to locate termites. When nearby,

they may simply hear the termite column

moving or feeding. When farther away,

they may pick up the scent of terpenes the

termites have sprayed at some beetle or

ant that happened to walk across the path

of the column.)

I wanted to know how adequate a food

supply the aardwolves had and how it af-

fected their social behavior. To find out, I

spent 435 hours between 1982 and 1984

following the residents of five aardwolf

territories. Across 5,000 acres of my main

study area, I set up sixty-foot-wide tran-

sects and counted active termite mounds.

In this way, I calculated that each terri-

tory had approximately 3,000 mounds. An
average mound houses 55,000 termites, so

each territory had an average standing

crop of 165 million termites (about half

the number of termites a pair of aard-

wolves and their cubs consume per year).

Since each termite colony is continually

laying eggs and producing more workers

and soldiers, the total yearly population is

probably three to five times the standing

crop at any one time.

Although these termites may appear to

be abundant, at least during the summer,

they represent a limited food resource that

requires careful harvesting and protec-

tion. For one thing, no one nest could sur-

vive if fed on night after night (in one

night, a single aardwolf may eat up to

300,000 termites). For another, the ter-

mites in any given nest may be active for

several nights; then quiet the next few.

To minimize the effect of predation by

neighbors, aardwolves defend their terri-

tories aggressively against all intruders. A
typical summer night might go as follows.

Shortly after leaving its den, the male

aardwolf trots purposefully toward a mid-

den, a large sandy patch, about six feet

across, littered with aardwolf feces. On
arriving, he scratches a deep hole with

alternate strokes of his front paws, then

turns around and squats directly above the

hole, holding his tail straight out behind

him. After defecating one-tenth of his

body weight, he scratches the hole closed

and walks off.

After moving several feet, he squats

again, but this time he scent marks. Strad-

Whatfrom a distance looks like bare ground, below, may actually be covered

in summer with thousands o/Trinervitermes trinervoides termites. Only the

aardwolfis able to benefitfrom this bounty, however,for the sharp-snouted

soldier termites ofthis species, at right, top (guarding the entrance to a

tunnel}, produce noxious terpenes generally sufficient to discourage other termite

eaters, such as aardvarks, pangolins, and bat-earedfoxes. In winter, the aardwolfadds

another termite. Hodotermes, right, bottom, to its diet.

Philip R, K, R[Chardson

dling a tall blade of grass, he moves for-

ward, extruding his anal gland to deposit a

long, thin black smear along the bent

stalk. After scent marking yet another

grass stalk near the midden, he moves off

and resumes his evening patrol.

Moving in nearly a straight line, he

scent marks every 120 to 150 feet along

the territorial boundary. Suddenly he

stops and raises his head to sniff the wind.

There, 1 50 feet away, is another aardwolf,

also motionless. After a moment's delay,

the first aardwolf trots toward the second,

simultaneously raising the long mane of

hair behind his neck and all down his

back. The trot changes to a charge, and

the second aardwolf begins a hasty re-

treat. After about 300 feet, the chase

slows down, and the pursued now becomes

the pursuer. The two males chase each

other back and forth across the territorial

boundary four or five times before each

returns to his own territory.

Apart from feeding, scent marking is

one activity that aardwolves perform with

real dedication. Within his territory the

average male marks at a rate of about 1.5

times per 300 feet traveled and up to

nearly twice as often in the boundary zone.

These scent marks remain volatile for

more than a month, with the result that a

territory becomes saturated with the smell

of its owner. A wall of smell greets any

outsider that is considering trespassing in

the territory.

After the chase, the aardwolf resumes

his solitary wandering, but now stops regu-

larly to feed on termites. Occasionally he

marks a grass stalk, especially when close

to a termite mound. For two more hours,

he continues like this. Then, once again,

he stops and stares as the hair along his

back rises in a slow wave toward the front.

But this time, the focus of his attention is,

not an intruder, but his mate, feeding only

ninety feet away. Slowly he approaches

her. Finally, she notices and turns to face

him, her hair rising over her back. He
continues to approach, and then, as if on

some signal, they both lower their manes

and, with barely another look, walk past

each other and on into the night.

Alone again, the male resumes feeding

until shortly after midnight, when he lies

down for an hour. After this rest he contin-

ues feeding, slowly circling his territory

and winding up back at his den an hour or

two before dawn. In his nocturnal ram-

blings, he has traveled some five to eight

miles and deposited nearly 200 scent

marks. His night's work done and his

stomach packed with termites, he lies at

the den entrance until the hot morning sun

forces him to retreat into its cool seclusion,
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where he will spend the rest of the day

sleeping.

His mate follows more or less the same

ritual, although she spends somewhat less

time scent marking and tends to feed in

the interior of the territory more than in

the border zone. Aardwolves are remark-

ably antisocial and members of most pairs

use separate dens throughout the year,

moving on to a new one every couple of

months. When they do meet, they often

ignore each other entirely. Only occasion-

ally do they have a brief nose-to-nose sniff

before going their separate ways. Their

antisocial nature is further evident in their

almost complete lack of communication

calls; the main sounds one hears are growls

and roars emitted during territorial fights.

As summer comes to a close, the male

and female aardwolf continue their soli-

tary wanderings in search of Trinervit-

ermes termites, but with the arrival of

winter, the supply almost totally dries up.

These termites can carry out their night-

time foraging only when the weather is

warm. During the four winter months,

nights are generally cold, with tempera-

tures at ground level falling below 40° F
soon after sunset; under such conditions

the termites are in danger of freezing.

Although the daylight hours are much
wanner—often above 65° F—they are

also off limits for workers of this species,

which are very lightly pigmented and can-

not tolerate ultraviolet light. (They do

sometimes venture out in the late after-

noon, when the sun's rays are oblique and

no longer dangerous.)

Fortunately for the aardwolves, late au-

tumn and winter are the times when com-

mon harvester termites are most active.

These termites are also unable to tolerate

the cold winter nights, but they are darkly

pigmented and can forage freely during

the heat of the day. On sunny winter days,

Hodotermes termites are often active, col-

lecting dry grass killed by the frosts. The
aardwolves make the most of this opportu-

nity and may frequently be seen feeding

on Hodotermes before the cold mantle of

nightfall settles over the veld. These ter-

mites are a vital source of food for

aardwolves during the winter, but unlike

T. trinervoides, they do not emerge to feed

regularly (nests remain inactive for weeks

at a time) and provide less than a quarter

of the aardwolves' daily needs. As winter

progresses, aardwolves use up reserves of

fat stored during the summer; by the end

of August, they may have lost up to 20

percent of their body weight.

In the northern Cape, aardwolves mate

in midwinter. The cubs are bom three

months later, during early summer. At

this time, the male finally comes into his

own as a mate, spending up to six hours a

night guarding the cubs while the female

is away foraging. This baby-sitting ser\'ice

is necessary because of the aardwolves'

tiny and widely distributed prey: the fe-

male must feed for about six hours a night

to provide enough energy for herself and

milk for her cubs. During her absence,

black-backed jackals could easily get into

the den and kill the cubs. For the first

three months of their lives, therefore, the

cubs need almost constant attention.

One night I followed a female aardwolf

as she foraged about 1,200 feet from her

den, where her four six-week-old cubs

were being guarded by their father. Sud-

denly I heard a pair of jackals howling

near the den. Without hesitation the fe-

male flew off, leaving me far behind. Fol-

lowing her, I saw two pairs of eyes speed-

ing toward me. The first pair belonged to a

fleeing jackal and the second to the male

aardwolf, close on the heels of the preda-

tor. There were four other jackals present,

so it soon became a flurry of animals as the

two aardwolves chased the jackals about.

Eventually, with the male guarding the

den, the mother aardwolf chased all five

jackals until they were more than 1,200

feet from the den. Then the tables turned,

and the two adult jackals chased her a
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short distance before she again took the

offensive, driving them 1,800 feet from

the den. At this point, having dispensed

with the jackals, the female gave up the

chase and resumed her feeding, returning

to her den again at two o'clock in the

morning. Her mate greeted her briefly

and only then went to feed, for the first

time that night.

Cubs start playing above ground when

they are about six weeks old. For the next

month they remain close to the den, play-

ing around the entrance for about an hour

each night. At about twelve weeks, they

start accompanying their parents on for-

aging trips and begin feeding on termites.

During these early foraging bouts, the

cubs dash about, playing more than feed-

ing, under the watchful eye of their par-

ents. However, by the time they are four

months old, the cubs may spend much of

their time looking for food on their own,

and by their fifth month, they are almost

entirely solitary foragers. The cubs may
still sleep with their mother, but they sel-

dom spend more than five or ten minutes

foraging with her.

Toward the end of summer, the aard-

wolves' year has come full circle, and the

mother and father return to their more

antisocial ways. The cubs continue to live

in the territory but become increasingly
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independent and solitary. As winter ap-

proaches, they are only three-quarters

grown, so this is a period of even greater

hardship for them than for their parents.

The safe refuge of their territory is thus

invaluable to them, and they make the

most of every opportunity to feed. On cold

nights, however, they save energy by do-

ing as little as possible and may go back to

"bed" only twenty minutes after having

left the den to forage. With spring comes

the promise of more termites—and a new

litter—so the cubs move out to find their

own territories somewhere in the vastness

of the northern Cape.

So much space and yet nowhere to set-

tle, for where there is food, there is also

competition for that food. Where there is

no food, one is free to roam—and free to

die. The young aardwolf leads a nomadic

life, walking the line between marginal

areas, where is there insufficient food, and

richer areas, where he is constantly at-

tacked by resident aardwolves jealously

guarding their territories. Ultimately, he

may find a vacant territory and settle

down and breed. Otherwise, a year of no-

madic life is likely to take its toll, and he

will join the dust that my vehicle throws

up into the cool night air as I speed back to

Kimberley, a twinkling city in the middle

of nowhere. D



Lackingpowerful claws, aardwolves are unable to open mounds and get at

the termites inside. They do sometimes visit mounds, however, especially in

winter, and lick offany termites that happen to be outside, left. Aardwolf
territories also contain numerous "dead" mounds, their eroded surfaces

clearly showing the many tunnels inside, below.
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Desert Jaws
Male beetles use their giant mandibles to do battlefor saguarofruits andfemales

Text and photographs by John Alcock

The two males lunge at each other, ram-

ming their heads together. Staggered by

the force of their collision, they pause,

then plunge forward once more, lock

heads, and begin a contest to determine

which will push the other backward. Their

fierce struggle takes them back and forth

over the irregular terrain.

The drama I am watching reminds me
of a battle royal between two hulking,

antlered elk or moose stags, but these war-

riors are two beetles, each just a little more

than an inch in length and a few grams in

weight. Despite their small size, males of

this species of cerambycid beetle (or long-

homed wood-boring beetles as this group

is often called) put on a good show. They

are endowed with highly spirited aggres-

siveness and a readiness to assault rivals

with their elaborate weapons, which are

modified jaws. The striking, pincerlike

jaws were the inspiration for this spectacu-

lar insect's Latin name, Trachyderes

(Dendrobias) mandibularis, and also for

its common name, long-jawed longhom.

The two jaw-locked beetles are fighting

on a cluster of fruits high on the crown of a

saguaro cactus. For a short while it is an

even battle between two males of similar

size and strength. But then the slightly

larger competitor begins to march his op-

ponent steadily backward across a sa-

guaro fruit and up the dried stalk of a

saguaro flower that points skyward at a

cockeyed angle. Soon there is no place for

the defeated male to go. The larger male

presses ahead, holding his rival firmly by

the jaws as he lifts him bodily off" the

saguaro cactus and drops him into space.

The defeated male falls free for a few feet,

then lifts his wing covers, spreads his

wings, and slowly buzzes off" in search of

adventure elsewhere.

The metallic whine of a summer cicada

drifts across the hillside. An ash-throated

flycatcher pants on its ocotillo stalk perch,

shaded for the moment by a massive

neighboring saguaro. A rock squirrel

gnaws steadily on a half-eaten fruit that

has fallen from its perch atop a skinny one-

armed saguaro. It is July in the Sonoran

Ripefruit on the arm ofa saguaro

cactus, above, lures male andfemale
long-jawed longhorn beetles. Right: Two

malesfight over a saguarofruit.

Desert of central Arizona, and although it

is early in the morning, the temperature

on the mountainside is already 93 degrees.

An inhospitable time for biologists or

flycatchers, nevertheless this is a season of

abundance for the many desert animals,

including long-jawed longhorns, that con-

sume the midsummer-ripened fruits of the

saguaro cactus. The saguaro, a giant

among cactuses, does not begin to flower

until May or June. At this time the crowns

of the main trunks and arms of mature

cactuses sprout bouquets of waxy-white

flowers. After pollination by a bat, a bird,

or an insect, the big, open-faced flower

generates a green fruit that slowly grows

to the size of a child's fist. Still sporting a

blackened remnant of the flower that

started the process, the saguaro fruit ma-

tures while the desert becomes super-

heated and desiccated, a place where it is

hard to imagine how anything can live

another day.

Finally, in late June or early July, when

it has not rained for a hundred days, when

the brittlebushes have been reduced to a

haphazard collection of withered stems

and crumpled, gray leaves, the saguaro

fruits restore hope and color to the desert

as they turn pale orange or red. Then the

lovely fruits swell and split, exposing a

brilliant crimson interior that frames a

sticky mass of black seeds set in a sweet,

moist matrix. Hard times are over for a

while. The seeds are a nutritious, high-

calorie, high-protein food that sustains

hordes of hungry finches, white-winged

doves, curve-billed thrashers, and long-

jawed longhorns.

House finches poke their heads into the

opened fruits and pluck out beakfuls of

seedy flesh. A dove heads toward a bat-

tery of scarlet beacons on the arm tip of a
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A pairofbeetles, left, copulate atop

the saguarofruit "territory" that

the male has won. Below: Thefleshypulp
and seeds ofa ripefruit provide

food not onlyfor beetles but alsofor

other insects and birds.

distant saguaro. A huge beetle loops in for

a landing on a nearby saguaro; it's orange-

and-black-pattemed wing covers are

raised, its cellophane wings whir noisily,

its immensely long, orange-and-black an-

tennae sweep back like the overgrown

horns of a sable antelope. Once it reaches

its destination, the beetle comes crashing

down and then scrambles across a thicket

of needled saguaro spines until it clambers

onto a split fruit. There it will find a ban-

quet waiting, unless birds have completely

emptied the blood-red hull, which will

soon slip from the saguaro and fall to the

gravel beneath the cactus. The once fleshy

fruit will then become a blackened husk

that retains just a hint of red pigment.

While they last, the exotic fruits nour-

ish both male and female beetles. But the

females that come to saguaros are pre-

pared to do more than merely feast; they

are also ready to mate. Because females

have nothing to gain by being territorial

and do not need to fight to secure mates,

they have not evolved massive mandibles

designed to be used on others of their

species. Females are equipped with much
smaller, more compact snipper-jaws. In

the long-jawed longhom (and most other

animal species), a female's success in hav-

ing ofi'spring is determined primarily by

her ability to produce eggs, not by how

many mates she acquires.

Males on the other hand can leave

many descendants only if they mate with

many females. However ungainly their

jaws may appear, they are handy tools in

the contests to control the saguaro fruits

that attract a steady stream of females.

The male with jaws strong enough to in-

timidate rivals or grasp and bodily remove

them can remain on the food that females

need. Because females readily mate in re-

turn for access to food, big-jawed males

are likely to have more ofi'spring than

smaller males.

For many animals in addition to the

long-jawed longhom, the existence of

small, defensible patches of resources that

females use is linked to the evolution of

great diff'erences between the sexes in be-

havior and structure. These conditions fa-

vor the evolution of advanced weaponry

helpful in maintaining territorial control

of valuable resources. For example, sev-

eral of the scarab beetles that guard foods

attractive to females have evolved impres-

sive "horns" or "antlers" that they employ

creatively in aggressive disputes with

other males (see "Beetles Adorned with

Horns," Natural History, August 1980).

Among vertebrates, many similar cases of

resource defense also occur; for example,

male impala use their large and elaborate

horns to defend pastures in African wood-

land-savannas where territory owners

mate with females that graze there.

If weapons help determine territorial

winners, and if winners are rewarded by

having more opportunities to mate, then

why aren't all long-jawed longhom males

blessed with big jaws? As it turns out,

some males are twice as long from head to

abdomen tip as their smallest rivals. The

differences in their jaws are even more

exaggerated, with the giant males en-

dowed with jaws six or seven times as long

as those of males half their size. Little

males sport mandibles that resemble those

of females in size and shape.

Why does such a range of body and jaw

sizes occur in males of this species? To

deal with this problem, we have to con-

sider the beetle's larval stage. This is

where the wood-boring part of their "long-

homed wood-boring" label applies. Fe-

males lay their eggs on the wood of palo-

verde trees in the desert. The eggs hatch

out into gmbs that use their jaws to bore

into and consume the wood of the tree.

The larvae may get diff"erent amounts of

food for reasons that are currently un-

known but that may have to do with differ-

ences in the size of host trees or in the

density of competing larvae in an afflicted

tree. The gmbs that secure large amounts

of food can grow into large larvae before

metamorphosing into large adults. Those

that fail to munch their way through as

much wood will never reach great size as

gmbs and will metamorphose into smaller

adults, whether males or females. (Larval

feeding determines body size and horn

length of the forked fungus beetle as well;

see "On the Dilemma of Horns," Natural

History July 1986.) As adults, the beetles

are stuck with whatever size they reached

at metamorphosis; they cannot grow any

larger after this critical event.

My guess is that all males probably

have the genetic potential for bigger jaws.

But for reasons beyond their control, some

are just not able to eat enough during the

larval phase to become relatively robust

and develop the muscle mass to wield

oversized jaws as adults.

Thus, the social world of the male bee-

tles is a mix of individuals with a great

diversity of body sizes and jaws. The

smaller males in the population are at a

definite disadvantage when dealing with

larger opponents. The behavioral biologist

Steven Goldsmith, now at the University

of Tulsa, showed in his study of the same

beetle that even a small difference in body

size is sufficient to weigh the scales

heavily in favor of the larger of the two

combatants. Invariably, the smaller male

eventually retreats, leaving the larger in

charge of the food source and any females

that might come there.

Goldsmith studied a population of the
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The pincerlike mandibles ofa large male

beetle, right, can be as much as six times

the size ofthose ofthe smallest males.

long-jawed longhom that fed on desert

broom, a scruffy shrub of the Sonoran

Desert, not an elegant cactus. In common
with the cactus, however, desert broom

offers restricted feeding sites for females.

These are places where a stem has been

injured in some way and is oozing sap

edible to the beetles and many other in-

sects. The big males stand guard over the

sap, driving smaller males away in fights

or intimidating them with their great jaws,

while permitting females to sip the plant's

juices in return for a mating.

Small males appear to be completely

out of luck, blocked from superior feeding

and mating sites by the big boys. But al-

though Goldsmith found that larger males

were more likely to copulate than smaller

ones, the difference in reproductive suc-

cess between territorial and nonterritorial

males was not as great as might be imag-

ined. Small males could not control valu-

able feeding sites, but they could wander

around on the foliage of the shrub and,

when they met a female, attempt to mate.

In this species, the male simply scrabbles

onto the back of the female, everts his

penis, and tries to insert it into the female.

Females vary in their initial reception to

an avid male, but many eventually permit

copulation after being mounted, no matter

where they encounter a male. For reasons

that are as yet unknown, females may
mate with more than one male during

their stay in an area. As a consequence,

smaller males do mate regularly, even

though they are handicapped to some ex-

tent by their small jaws and an inability to

supplant larger rivals.

During my study of the same beetle in a

saguaro forest, I looked for a similar ar-

rangement and found it. Here, too, fe-

males are willing to mate not only on sa-

guaro fruits but also on the twigs and

stems of paloverde trees and jojoba shrubs

growing near the giant cactuses. Females

often perch on these plants, perhaps after

feeding to repletion, and males seek them
out there. All males—large, medium-
sized, and small—do equally well in track-

ing down and mating with females that

are not stationed on saguaro fruits; in such

cases, the mating competition is not based

on monopolizing a discrete food resource.
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On the saguaros, however, large males

stake exclusive claims to attractive fruits

and to the females that come to feed on

them. But even on saguaro crowns, small

males are able to enjoy a modicum of

sexual success, at least on cactuses with a

large cluster of fruits. By constantly keep-

ing on the move and fleeing at once when
challenged by the large, resident territo-

rial males, small males sometimes come
across females that have been missed by

the giant warriors. Females that are

scrambling across the saguaro toward a

fruit occasionally mate with small-jawed

males, as will those that pause on a cluster

of green, unripe fruits before or after feed-

ing on a ripe one. Moreover, because copu-

lation may take up to two hours, small

males sometimes can find females and

mate with them while larger rivals are

occupied with females that arrived earlier

in the day.

Thus, in strips of desert broom growing

along dry washes and within saguaro for-

ests, some heavily armed male long-jawed

longhoms monopolize patches of food that

females find attractive. While these large

males reap the reproductive rewards asso-

ciated with resource-defense tactics,

other, smaller males adopt nonaggressive

methods for locating mates, methods that

are suitable for their reduced fighting

ability. By taking advantage of the readi-

ness of females to copulate at locations

other than food patches, smaller males

leave more descendants than they would

by persisting blindly in futile efforts to

displace larger, bigger-jawed opponents

from rich feeding sites.

This beautiful beetle is a fine example

of an insect with a complex reproductive

life based on intense competition among
males for females, a competition that is

shaped by the nature of the food sources

available in the middle of the desert sum-

mer. Next July, I will be back again to see

the saguaros holding their clusters of red

and green fruits high in the air at the ends

of their upraised arms. Many of the ripe

fruits will be adorned by big-jawed male

beetles, perched like jewels on fat fingers,

living gems on the lookout for willing fe-

males and a chance to exercise their mag-
nificent mandibles. D
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Reviews

Voices ofthe Amish
by Gertrude Enders Huntington

"We are not living this way to attract

attention. We want to be left alone like

other humans," a young Amish girl

pleaded in a 1985 letter to Governor

Thomburgh of Pennsylvania. But the

Amish do attract attention. Tourists flock

to Lancaster County and drive through it

in much the same way they visit game
preserves in Africa, camera in hand, hop-

ing to catch a glimpse, and if they are

more fortunate, a photograph, of the elu-

sive wildlife. More than five million tour-

ists visit Lancaster County each year.

Translated into a tourist-Amish ratio,

that would mean 350 visitors for each

Amish person.

Interest in the Amish, however, is a

relatively recent development. Earlier in

the century, the so-called backward

Amish were severely criticized for block-

ing progress. They were opposed to the

rural electrification project, were not in-

terested in having country roads paved,

would not petition for telephone lines, and

were strongly opposed to consolidated

schools. They refused to take government

subsidies for not producing food or for

killing baby pigs. They did not support

war, any war, not even World War II, nor

would they participate in Social Security.

The "dumb" Amish were hopelessly be-

hind the times and a drag on the local

economy. But this has changed, at least

the economic aspect has. Tourists spend

more than $400 million each year in Lan-

caster County, about $29,000 for each

Farm Home, an anonymous 1961 oil painting on canvas
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individual Amish man, woman, and child

living in the county. Not only have the

Amish become a source of income for

their non-Amish neighbors, but the larger

society is no longer so sure that haphazard

progress creates an ever-better world. In a

society where books such as Looking Out

for Number One are best sellers and news-

paper headlines such as "Clinic Helps Fe-

male Skiers Develop Aggressive Style"

proclaim our emphasis on competitive in-

dividualism, there is something appealing

about a group of people for whom work is

not conceived as a matter for personal

advancement or aggrandizement, but as a

service of love for others.

The Amish stress interdependence

rather than independence. An Amishman
will argue against the use of tractors be-

cause "with tractor farming we also tend

to become more independent of each

other, and lose much of the community

spirit so essential for love and Christian

fellowship in everyday life, as well as in

church." An Amish mother "fears that

the work-saving conveniences will reduce

the sharing, caring relationships of family

life to a system of impersonal living." And
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a teacher's qualifications include the abil-

ity to forgive, "for grudges are a heavy and

useless burden to carry, and are a poison to

the heart and spirit."

John Hostetler's book, Amish Roots: A
Treasury of History, Wisdom, and Lore,

is in no sense the typical coffeetable book

filled with representations of "Amish
from the rear"—Amish adults walking

away, the tailgates of Amish buggies, ru-

ral landscapes with a distant buggy disap-

pearing into the mist. Instead, Hosteller, a

former professor of anthropology and so-

ciology at Temple University, who was

himself raised Amish, has observed their

taboo against personal photographs.

Amish Roots is illustrated with drawings

done by the Amish or for the Amish,

mostly bookplates, tokens of friendship,

and even one cross-stitched "show" towel.

There are no quilts, for the market is glut-

ted with books on Amish quilts. My favor-

Amish Roots: A Treasury of History,

Wisdom, and Lore, edited by John A.

Hosteller. The Johns Hopkins University

Press, $29.95; 319 pp., illus.

ite illustration is the most modern. This

painting of a farm home embodies the

neat, clean, orderly, well-bounded world

of the Amish family: the three-gener-

ational house, the garden plots, the neatly

kept farm buildings, the lane (leading to

"the world," which is outside the picture),

the father plowing within carefully con-

structed fences, and in the distance, two

deer watching alertly from the safety of

the woods. This is the idealized setting for

an Amish family—a corner of God's earth

where grandfather's land is well cared for

so it can be passed on to the grandchildren

in prime condition. In one direction is the

unseen worldliness; in the other a glimpse

of God's natural world. Both bound the

family farm where "each day goes in rou-

tine yet is vastly different from the day

before . . . overflowing with blessings."

Respectful best describes Amish
Roots. The Amish are not portrayed as

peasants or as quaint relicts. Rather, the

people are allowed to speak for them-

selves. Because the original source mate-

rial was usually written for members of

the reclusive in-group, Hostetler has in-

cluded pieces from related sources and

selections by sympathetic outsiders that

help give perspective to the Amish writ-

ings and place the pieces in historical and

social context. Amish Roots can be read

straight through to help one develop

deeper understanding of the Amish peo-

ple or it can be savored in bits and pieces,

in someone's guest room or by one's bed.

In a quiet way it is both a critique of our
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contemporary American culture and a re-

assuring comment on the goodness of peo-

ple—people who are not perfect, but peo-

ple who know what their values are and try

to live by them. "As a church, if we see or

experience something that is not good for

us spiritually, we will discipline ourselves

to do without." Some of the most poignant

selections are by former Amish who have

experienced Amish culture and now, liv-

ing in the larger society, know what is

different and how to speak to those of us

outside in a way that we will understand.

"The Doll" says more about Amish child-

hood than pages of analysis, and "Christ-

mas" shines with the joy of a sheltered

world. I am less comfortable with one con-

tributor's statement concerning what tour-

ists ask him about the Amish, because in

spite of having converted to the Seventh

Day Adventists, in front of tourists he

masquerades as an Amishman.

The Amish do not have a bureaucratic

attitude toward facts: sometimes facts are

important, sometimes feelings, sometimes

the message, and always the underlying

intent. Often the specific date is of little

value. On the eve of her baptism at the age

of seventeen, Sadie Newman recorded for

her own benefit the unwritten rules of her

specific church. It probably never oc-

curred to her to change the date of her

original list when she added new rules

later developed by the congregation. Thus

one can find in her discipline dated 1 897

that zippers are forbidden—in fact, zip-

pers did not come into general use in cloth-

ing until the 1920s, and electricity and

telephones, which are also listed as forbid-

den, were not a threat to Amish communi-

ties at the end of the nineteenth century.

Similarly, in the section "A Letter from

Heaven," a woman quotes from a letter

purportedly written by God and found in

"Madgeburg," England. She doesn't care

that the name of the town is Magdeburg
and that it is in Germany. What is impor-

tant to the Amish is that the letter suppos-

edly came from heaven and that it was

instructive for the obedient Christian.

The hardships the Amish experienced

in coming to America and pioneering the

American West were similar to those of

other American pioneers. But there were

light moments too, such as when a pet dog

the children had sneaked aboard the ship

to America gave birth to puppies. How
does one deal with such disobedient chil-

dren? Although the Amish believe in the

Adamic nature of children, they hold the

parents, not the children, responsible for

their misdeeds. Children are considered

too immature to know the difference be-

tween right and wrong. When they dis-

obey it is generally because the parents

have not stated the instructions in the way
they should, have expected too much of

the child, have been inconsistent, or have

not set a good example. "Ye fathers, pro-

voke not your children to wrath," is

quoted at the beginning of the selection

"How Not to Spank." Parents are cau-

tioned not to spank a baby, to respect the

child, and finally, they are reminded that

the spanking is "for the child's benefit, not

our own. Discharge any excess steam else-

where, where it will do no one any harm."

By offering a range of Amish literary

works on a great variety of subjects,

Hostetler believes that the sensitive

reader can comprehend the lifeways and

reconstruct the ethos of the Amish people.

No two individuals would ever agree com-

pletely on what selections to include in

such a collection, but certainly Amish
Roots offers the armchair tourist, as well

as the student, an opportunity to learn

more about the Amish as human beings

than any trip on a tour bus. By browsing

through this lovely book, by reading their

writings instead of invading their farms,

we learn much about the Amish while

respecting their wish "to be left alone like

other humans."

Gertrude Enders Huntington, a cultural

anthropologist at the University ofMichi-

gan, is the author ofbooks and articles on

Amish and Hutterite culture.
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Celestial Events

A Comet Hunter's

Dream
by Thomas D. Nicholson

French astronomer Charles Messier

discovered thirteen comets during his life-

time, earning him the nickname "Comet
Ferret" from Louis XV. Today, Messier's

comet hunting is all but forgotten, and his

fame now rests on his catalog of objects

that "annoyed" him. While searching the

night sky, Messier needed to map the posi-

tions of all hazy objects that remained

stationary so that he would not mistake

them for wandering comets. Published in

1781, Messier's catalog, with its familiar

"M" designations, locates objects that we
now recognize as star clusters, nebulae,

and galaxies.

Another reason Messier's fame as a

comet hunter has faded is that discovering

a comet, or even several, is not an extraor-

dinary event, especially for someone dedi-

cated to the search. A contemporary of

Messier, Jean-Louis Pons holds the record

COMET AUSTIN
5:00 a.m., EDT ^ May 10

for the most comets discovered. His total

of thirty-seven earned him the nickname

"Comet Magnet." Today, an Australian

amateur astronomer, William Bradfield,

has tied Messier's number of thirteen

comets.

Of the dozen or more comets discov-

ered every year, few turn out to be spec-

tacular sights. Last December, however,

amateur astronomer Rodney Austin of

New Zealand spotted a comet more than

230 million miles from the sun (about the

orbit of Mars) that was already exceed-

ingly bright for that distance. As it ap-

proaches the sun toward the middle of this

month and begins its journey back into the

depths of space in May, Comet Austin

could become a conspicuous sight in the

morning sky—one much more spectacu-

lar than Halley's comet was during its

1985-86 visit.

Dennis Davidson

April 30

• April 20

Great Square

April 15
(J^pril 22

NE Sunrise glow
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D DIRECT. Bill me in 7 monthly installments of $28* each,

with the first installment due before shipment.

n BY CREDIT CARD. After shipment, please charge the

full amount of $196* to the credit card indicated below:

LJ MasterCard D VISA American Express

Acct. No Exp

Signature
"Plus $4.25 per sculpture for shipping and handling. Sales tax

will he billed if applicable.

Please mail by April 30, 1990.

Name

.

rLE,\SE PRINT

Address.

City.

State. .Zip.

Mail to: Lenox Collections

RO. Box 3020, Langhorne, Pennsylvania 19047-0620

LENOX. SINCE 1889.



Betchart
Discover the earth's wild places

led by excellent naturalists!

• Kenya July 30-Aug 16 $2,990'

• Hawaii Aug 18-26 $1,490
• Australia Nov 15-27 $2,690
IVZExt. Nov 27-Dec 5 $1,500

• Christmas in Dec 15-27 $1,990
Costa Rica Dec 18-30 ..„

,

All plu!

Exceptional natural history expeditions.

(800) 252-4910
21601 Stevens Creek Blvd, Dept NN

Cupertino, California 95014

Expeditions

THE POKE BOAT®
ITS EVERYTHING
A CANOE ISNT.

A canoe is tippy. A Poke
Boat isn't. It's remarkably

stable

A canoe is hard to turn

and difficult to keep
in a straight line A
Poke Boat isn't It

stays in a straight

line, yet is easy

to maneuver

A canoe is

heavy A
Poke Boat
isn't.

It weighs only 28

pounds - built with

aircraft strength.

For under $700
you can buy more

than a canoe.

For more infor-

mation, give

us a call.

Buy a home
in the Caribbean?
You can do far belter in Ihe islands than in Florida or

the Sunbelt, if you l(now wfiere to look-and what to fool;

out for

Our monthly newsletter covers individual islands and

the entire region, reporting on politics, the economy,

opporlunities and incentives for investors, purchase

requirements, taxes, elc-plus what it's like to live there.

Each issue includes pages of condos, villas, land,

businesses for safe. Send $2.00 check for sampfe Or

subscribe now: i2 monlhfy issues oniy S39.00 and we'll

add 2 Special Reports covering home rental procedures,

job opportunities, IRS rules on island investing PLUS Ham-
mond Caribbean Wall Map MC/VISA/Diners accepted
^

90-day satisfaction guarantee,^^ Island Properties Report
30-NQ , aler St ,GuillordCT 06437 (203)458-3449

Discover the World's
enshrouded secrets & travel to:

COSTARICA • cloud forest jungle & beach

AMAZON ' Machu Picchu

PERU, ECUADCa?, & GALAPAGOS
BOLIVIA, PAlAG<»nA

AUSTRALIA, NEW ZEALAND
EASTAFRICA, INDIA* NEPAL

TRINIDAO A: TOBAGO r^m

HOLBROOK TRAVEL, INC.
3540 N,W. 13th Street
Gainesville. FL 32609

1-800-451 7111
1-800-345-7111 In Florida

GALAPAGOS
A NEW WAY TO EXPLORE THE ISLANDS!
Now you can sail Ihe Enchanted Isles by private yacht and

OVERNIGHT IN CHARMING HOTELS & SEASIDE COHAGES,
More COMFORT & TIME for exotic wildlife, secluded beaches

Sl unhurried photography Small group, NaturalisfGuide,

Guaranteed departures, OR„,DISCOVER THE ISLANDS
ABOARD ONE OF OUR ECONOMy.'DELUXE YACHTS OR
LARGE CRUISE SHIPS, 12 days, with QUITO, from $790 * air.

E^ msi
At last „YOUR DREAM SAFARI IN KENYA & TANZANIA AT
AN ASTONISHING LOW COST Our Deluxe safaris include

AIR & LUXURY TENTED CAMPS & LODGES in Ihe world's

most spectacular Game Reserves, Small group. Natural-

IstGuide. Guaranteed departures. Incredible wildlife &
stunning up-close action photography assured. From
$3075 all-inclusive. Over 200 departures to choose from.

FREE BROCHURES
1-800-525-6772 NYC (212) 645-6260

SPECIAL INTEREST TOURS
134 W. 26 St. (C) NY, NY 10001

^BOOK HUNTING?^
Virtually any book located— no matter how
old or long out-of-print. Fiction, nonfiction.
All authors, subjects. Name the book— we'll

find it! (Title alone is sufficient.) Inquire,

please. Write; BOOK HUNTERS Since
Box 7519-Depi 75 1958

NORTH BERGEN, NJ 07047

THE DOLPHIN'S fluid form graces an open bangle

bracelet from the Newport workshop ofjanies Breakell,

. In sterling silver, S35, in 1 4K gold, S265. In R] add 6%
tax. Add S3.50 handling. Call 1-800-767-6411. VISA/

MC/AMEX, Send S2.00 for our new color catalog.

69 MILL STREET, DEPT. H04, NEWPORT, RI 02840

g,
1What's in Turkey?
The cradle of Civilization . .

.

That many ma|Of civilizations lived there''

CULTURAL TOURS TO TURKEY
And Combination tours to:

SPAIN HUNGARY YUGOSLAVIA
& TURKEY & TURKEY & TURKEY
Travel through beautiful countries, cities and villages: stress-

ing culture, folklore, hancjicrafts, folk music, folk dance,

natural beauty, history, ancient monuments, museums &

photography Good hotels, delicious food, great shopping

Each tour is led by a nalionally.'internationally recognized

folklorist and experienced tour leader Great Quality-

Reasonable Rates

For a free brochure:

Cultural Folk Tours Int'l. Bora Ozkok
10292 Gumbark PI. San Diego, CA 92131

619-566-5951 Outside California 1-800-448-0515

Send Cor FREE doiphios poster and catalog.
I4l Blackberry Inn H Wiaverville, NC Z8787

While astronomers can predict its path

through space, they cannot predict ex-

actly how bright Comet Austin will be.

This depends on the size of its nucleus and

on what portion of it will vaporize as it

heats up near the sun. But if we're lucky,

the comet will shed enough material to

produce a long streak that will be visible

with the naked eye in the predawn sky.

Events in the calendar below are given

in local time unless otherwise indicated.

All month: Jupiter is the brilliant planet

in the west, moving closer to the horizon

and setting earlier each night. Brighter

Venus rises nearly two hours before the

sun; fainter Mars and Saturn are to Ve-

nus' right.

April 1 : The moon and Jupiter form a

striking pair high in the west after sun-

down. The stars of Taurus and Gemini

add to the scene after dark.

April 2: First-quarter moon occurs at

6:24 A.M., EDT It forms a triangle with

Gemini's bright stars Pollux and Castor,

and follows Jupiter down to the western

horizon as the evening progresses.

April 3-4: The gibbous moon moves

across the dim star field of Cancer toward

Leo's bright star Regulus.

April 5: Still four days before full, the

gibbous moon passes close to Regulus in

the early evening, but the star is bright

enough to be seen in the moonglow.

April 6-7: The stars of Leo are above

the moon, and still farther north are those

of the Big Dipper.

April 9-10: The moon, full at 11:18

P.M., EDT, on the 9th, is to the right of

Virgo's bright star Spica and to its left on

the 10th. Comet Austin is at perihelion

(closest to the sun) on the 9th.

April 12: Apogee moon is farthest from

the earth.

April 13: The moon does not rise until

10:30 P.M. Mercury's greatest evening

elongation occurs, and the planet may be

visible as an evening star for a week or so

low in the west at dusk.

April 15: If it lives up to expectations,

Comet Austin will be visible in the pre-

dawn sky from now through the end of the

month and into May.

April 16: The moon is in Sagittarius'

Teapot from midnight until dawn. After

5:00 A.M., Saturn, Mars, and Venus line up

to the left the moon, tracing the ecliptic

(earth's orbital plane, centered in the zo-

diac) from the eastern horizon beyond the

moon to Antares in the south and Spica in

the west.

April 17-18: The morning moon shifts

from Saturn's right on the 17th to its left

on the 1 8th, when last-quarter moon is at

3:02 A.M., EDT.
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April 20-21: The crescent moon is

above and to the right of ruddy Mars on

the 20th and between Mars and much
brighter Venus on the 21st.

April 22: Venus is to the moon's right

this morning after the moon passed it

(conjunction) at 9:00 p.m., EDT, last

night.

April 25: New moon is at 12:27 a.m.,

EDT; perigee moon (nearest earth) at 1 :00

P.M., EDT.

April 26: The young moon can be seen

in the twilight sky as a slender crescent

located just above the Pleiades cluster.

April 28-29: The crescent moon and

Jupiter form a striking pair on the 28th,

and on the 29th the moon is about halfway

between Jupiter and Castor and Pollux in

Gemini.

April 30: Back in line with Gemini's

Pollux and Castor again, the crescent

moon is in Cancer.

The spring Sky Map shows the sky for

April, May, and June from 40° north lati-

tude at the hours given below. To use the

map, hold it vertically in front of you with

south (S) at the bottom and match the

lower half with the stars you see when you

face south. As you face in other directions,

turn the map to bring the corresponding

compass direction to the bottom. The stars

move continuously westward during the

night. By morning (before dawn), those on

the western half of the map will have set,

those on the eastern half will have moved

into the west, and new stars (those of the

summer evenings) will have risen in the

east. The map shows the sky at about 2:30

A.M. on April 1; 1:30 a.m. on April 15;

12:30 a.m. on May 1; 11:30 p.m. on May
1 5; 1 0:30 p.m. on June 1 ; 9:30 p.m. on June

15; and 8:30 p.m. on July 1. The map can

be used for an hour- or more before and

after the times given.

Thomas D. Nicholson is director emeri-

tus of the American Museum.
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At the American Museum

Earth Day Revisited

On April 22, 1 970, communities across

the country observed the first Earth Day
with teach-ins and special events devoted

to ecological awareness. To mark Earth

Day's twentieth anniversary, the Ameri-

can Museum's Education Department

and the C. G. Jung Foundation are spon-

soring an environmental conference,

"Earth 2020: Rethinking Our Relation-

ship." From Thursday, April 19, to Satur-

day, April 21, a series of programs will ex-

plore the changes in attitudes and

practices that will be necessary to solve

future environmental problems. The
events begin on Thursday evening with a

keynote address and performances by

poet Sekou Sundiata, dancers Jean

Erdman and Nancy Allison, percussionist

Mickey Hart of the Grateful Dead, and

Butoh dancer Maureen Fleming. On Fri-

day, panel discussions will cover "Histori-

cal Overview," "Geopolitics," "Energy:

The 2020 Perspective," and "The Auto-

mobile: Model 2020." Saturday's panels

focus on "Disposables: Waste in the 21st

Century" and "Education: Generating

Awareness and Change." Panelists in-

clude Amory Lovins of the Rocky Moun-
tain Institute, Adam Smith of the Public

Broadcasting Service, and represen-

tatives of the Environmental Action

Foundation, the Natural Resources De-

fense Council, the U. S. Department of

Energy, the New York Department of

Environmental Protection, the Green
Party, and many others from industry,

government, and academia. The confer-

ence concludes on Saturday with a forum

moderated by Fred W. Friendly, director

of the Media and Society Seminar of Co-

lumbia University. For a full schedule of

events, call (212) 769-5305.

Saving the Rain Forest
The importance of preserving the diver-

sity of organisms in the world's tropical

forests is just beginning to be understood.

Costa Rica is one of the leading countries

in the conservation of these vital re-

sources, with one-quarter of its land set

aside as parks. Tropical ecologist Daniel

Janzen, who spends nine months a year in

Costa Rica, will discuss the successes and
challenges of preserving the tropical for-

ests at 7:30 p.m. on Thursday, April 12.

Tickets for this program, to be held in the

Main Auditorium, are $6 for members
and $ 1 for nonmembers. For information

call (212) 769-5606.

Wildlife of the Tibetan Plateau
The rugged Chung Tung, or "northern

plain," of northwestern Tibet is a unique

ecosystem, practically unchanged by hu-

man intervention. George Schaller, the di-

rector of Science of Wildlife Conserva-

tion International, the field science

division of the New York Zoological Soci-

ety, will report on his work in the area at

7:30 P.M. on Wednesday, April 18. Call-

ing for the preservation of this "living mu-
seum," Schaller describes the Chung
Tung as "an integral part of Tibet's spiri-

tual and natural heritage," home to the

antelope, wild yak, snow leopard, and

wolves. Tickets for the program, which

takes place in the Main Auditorium, are

$5 for members and $8 for nonmembers.

For information call (212) 769-5606.

Latin American Month
April is Latin American Month at the

Leonhardt People Center. Free weekend

afternoon programs will feature music

and dance of Mexico, Brazil, Argentina,

Peru, Bolivia, and Ecuador; Argentinian

folktales and poetry; and presentations on

Andean lowland textiles, Afro-Brazilian

costumes, and recent excavations at Teo-

tihuacan. Performers include Tahuan-

tinsuyo and DanceBrazil.

"Music of Social Protest," a special

four-part series of concerts and lectures,

will focus on Latin American song as a

means of expression against social injus-

tice. On Wednesday, April 4, the group

Carambu performs the Puerto Rican

bomba y plena, a fusion of African and

European forms. On Tuesday, April 17,

Los Amigos del Ritmo and Los Cinco Di-

ablos present merengue and other dance

music from the Dominican Republic. On
Wednesday, April 25, Hinantillan plays a

unique blend of New Age style and nueva

cancibn, the pan-American political folk

song movement that originated in Chile.

The series concludes on Tuesday, May 1

,

with the social commentary of Cro Cro,

crowned "king of Calypso" at the 1988

carnival in Trinidad. Lecturers in the se-

ries will include ethnomusicologists from

Citylore, Cornell University, and George
Mason University. The programs take

place at 7:30 p.m. in the Main Auditorium

and are free. For further information on

Latin American Month call (212) 769-

5315.

These events take place at the American
Museum of Natural History, located on

Central Park West at 79th Street in New
York City. For more information about

the Museum, call (212) 769-5100.

Tahuantinsuyo, Andeanfolk musicians
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We now import more than

40 percent of all the oil we use.

And that percentage is growing.

Our excessive dependence on
foreign oil could blow up in our

faces at any moment if our supply

were somehow disrupted.

But the more we use nuclear

energy, instead of imported oil, to

generate our electricity, the less we
have to depend on uncertain for-

eign oil supplies.

America's 112 nuclear electric

plants already have cut foreign oil

dependence by 4 billion barrels

since the oil embargo of 1973,

saving us $115 billion in foreign

oil payments.

But 112 nuclear plants will

not be enough to meet our rapidly

growing demand for electricity

We need more plants.

Importing so much oil is a dan-

ger we must not ignore. We need to

rely more on energ)' sources we can

count on, like nuclear energy:

For a free booklet on nuclear

energy write to the U.S. Council

for Energy
Awareness,
P.O. Box 66080,

Dept.BBll,

Washington,

D.C. 20035.

U.S. COLINCIL FOR ENERGY AWARENESS

Nuclear energy means more energy independence.
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Art/Crafts

ACCURATE CAVE ART TRANSCRIPTS Free booklet

available Gallery of Prehistoric Paintings, 25-60 49th

Street, 2nd floor, Astoria, NY 1 1103

AFRICAN (VIASKS AND FIGURES, $150-$350, request

photos, (\/lcCoy Imports, Liberty, NY 12754

AMAZONIAN INDIAN CEREfvlONIAL RAINSTICKS Ap-

proximately 36" long $50 complete. Picture, $1
.
Tribe

196 7th Ave , Brooklyn, NY 11215 (718) 499-8200

AMERICAN INDIAN ART: Northwest Coast masks
Graphics Pueblo pottery Navajo rugs, Hopi Kachinas

Beadwork Box 55277, Sherman Oaks, CA 91413 (818)

789-2559

LIMITED EDITION PEWTER SCULPTURES American

artists depicting wildlife, military and western subjects

Send $2 50 for catalogues G Depot, 1 1060 Alpharetta

Hwy ,
Roswell, GA 30076

NAVAJO, ZUNI JEWELRY— sandpaintings, pottery,

kachinas Wholesale catalog $2 00 Indian Treasures,

Box 9771-NH, Phoenix, AZ 85068

OIL PAINTINGS on linen canvas from your favonte pho-

tographs Free brochure on request Art Studio One,

PO Box 27134, Denver, Colorado 80227

QUALITY ETHNOGRAPHIC ART from "East Meets
West", Ltd

,
PO Box 103, Piltsford, VT 05763-0103,

Our low overhead lets us bring you extraordinary na-

tive arts and crafts from around the world at low "rural"

prices Call us toll-free at 1-800-443-2242 and discuss

your requirements Photographs of ob|ects available

upon request. Visa and Mastercard accepted

Books/Publications

NATURAL SELECTION Book Catalog #2 Includes rare

and out of print natural history books $4 00 refund-

able. Natural Selection Carr Mill Mall-NH, Carrboro, NC
27510

PUBLISH A BOOK based on your thesis Cyclopedia
Publishing Co

,
6 Freedom Road, Pleasant Valley, NY

12569, FAX (914) 635-1502

PUBLISH YOUR BOOKi Join our successful authors

All subfects invited Publicity, advertising, beautiful

books Send for fact-filled booklet and free manuscript

report Carlton Press, Dept NHD, 11 West 32 Street,

New York 10001

THE DINOSAUR CONNECTION Models (wood, plas-

tic, inflatables) museum quality replicates, puzzles,

games, posters, books for all ages and much more
Hundreds of items Catalogue, send $2.00 (refund-

able) Ibis Books, 13235 HWY 234, Gold Hill, OR 97525
(503) 855-7658

YESTERDAY'S BOOKS LOCATED, no obligation Out-

of-State Book Service, Box 3253J. San Clemente, CA
92672(714)492-2976

Camps

DARROW WILDERNESS CANOE TRIPS Summer wil-

derness adventure in Maine & Quebec You'll never

forget the Whitewater, wildlife, fishing, friends and tri-

umphs of a successful expedition Young men &
women 11-17 2/4/6/8 wks Affordable Scholarships,

ACA Accredited John Houghton, RED 3, Box 231 -BN,

Freeporl, ME 04032 (207) 725-4748

Education

"CASH FOR COLLEGE", Describes 400 loan, grant,

scholarship opportunities—plus all government pro-

grams, $4,95, Unifunds, Box 19749-RP, Indianapolis, IN

46219

SAT VOCABULARY BUILDER on Macintosh. Send
$29.95 Software Across Curriculum, Inc. PO Box 159,

Rochelle Park, NJ 07662

HOMESTUDY
COURSES

KindergarteJi through 8th Grade
A classic, effective education developed

by certified teachers at outstanding inde-

pendent school. Home is your classroom,

you are the teacher. No prior experience

required. Success is easy with explicit,

step-by-step teacher's manuals. All

materials are included. Begin a grade at

any time; transfer easily to and from other

schools. Advisory teaching is available.

Join more than 350,000 student users since

1906. Fully accredited. Non-profit.Write,

call, or FAX for free information.

calvertTschool
(3011243-6030 FAXI301I366-0674

Dept. NN4, Tuscany Road,
Baltimore, MD 21210

SPEAK SPANISH OR ANY OF 59 LANGUAGES as

Diplomats do using same US State Department self-

study cassettes/textbook Up to 50% savings' Call or

write for free catalog, 1 -800-722-6394, Audio Language
Institute, 516 Fifth Avenue, Suite 507, Dept NH490,
New York, NY 10036

Employment Opportunities

AUSTRALIA WANTS YOU! Big Pay! Transportation!

New Employment Handbook, $3 00. International, Box
19107-RP, Washington, DC 20036

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY' Assemble Products

At Home Call For Info. (504) 641-8003 Ext. 6371

ENVIRONMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES—Monthly bulle-

tin lists environmental |ob openings throughout the

US Free details: EOV, PO, Box 788, Walpole, NH
03608

GET PAID FOR READING BOOKS For free information

wnte Caico Publishing (Dept C-8), 500 South Broad
Street, Meriden, CT 06450

MAKE A FEDERAL SUMMER RANGER JOB your ca-

reer. Publication $4. "Ranger", Box 331114, Fort

Worth, TX 76163-1114

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS! Worldwide Direc-

tory and complete information—$300 International

Opportunities, Box 19107-RP, Washington, DC 20036

ROCKY MOUNTAIN EMPLOYMENT NEWSLETTER!
Current openings— All occupations—Western US.!
Free details . lntermountain-4Y. 3565 Pitch, Colo-

rado Springs, CO 80908 1-719-488-0320 x425

TEACH HERE—ABROAD School, college openings
U S A $8 00, Overseas $8.00; England, Australia, New
Zealand, Japan $8 00 each EISF, 662, Newton, Massa-
chusetts 02162

Financial

CASH GRANTS AVAILABLE from nonprofit founda-

tions! Never repay! 401 sources/application instruc-

tions, $3.00 Fundsearch, Box 19107-RP, Washington,

DC 20036

LET THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE your small busi-

ness Grants/loans to $500,000 Free recorded mes-
sage: (707)449-8600 (LAI)

CLASSIC FURNITURE—40% Off 150 Ma|or compa-
nies Free brochure Sobol House, 103 Richardson

Blvd
,
Black Mountain, NC 28711 (704) 669-8031

Government Surplus

NARCOTICS RAID SEIZURES' Autos, Stereos, Boats,

Airplanes! Millions Surplus Bargains—many 1% origi-

nal cost! "Nationwide Directory"—$3 00. Disposal,

Box 19107-RP, Washington, DC 20036

Merchandise/Gifts

BIRDHOUSES (W5"xH6" xLIO") Complete kit In-

cludes easy instructions, precut and predrilled exte-

rior wood, all nails and screws, hanging bracket, each
$7 95 ppd, to Will Delesdernier, PO Box 5436, Dia-

mond Bar, CA 91765

FRESH CACTUS SEEDS—Giant Saguaro, Arizona

Fishhook Barrel, Mexican Fishhook Barrel 100 seeds
each, easy instructions—$3, SASE 6" Golden Barrel,

$10/ppd Landscape Cacti, 771 1 West Bopp, Tucson,

AZ 85746

| V OWLS" Bumper Sticker, $1.00. Sample Collec-

tors' Newsletter $3.00, Owl Catalog $1 00 Refundable.

Owl's Nest, Box 5491 NH, Fresno, CA 93755

METEORITES—RARE SPACE COLLECTIBLES. Dis-

play specimens, jewelry, books. Authenticity guaran-

teed Color catalog $2. Bethany Trading, PO Box
3726-N, New Haven, CT 06525

Bedricfi Grunzweig
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NATURE RECORDINGS on cassettes, CD's and vid-

eos. "Solitudes"®, Internationally renown, tiigh quality

environmental expenences. Free catalog Write:

Please Read This!, 300 Quaker Road, Chappaqua, NY
10514

TROPICAL REEF PHOTOS! Fascinating Wall Decor
Great Gifts. Color Samples: Wheaton, PO. Box 477,

Clearwater, FL 34617-0477 (813) 443-1282

Miscellaneous

PENFRIENDS—ENGLAND—USA Make lasting friend-

stiips. Send age, interests. Free reply Harmony, Box
82295NH, Phoenix, AZ 85071

Music

EXCITING MUSIC FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD. An-

des, Africa, India, World Music Jazz. Wnte for free

catalog of cassettes and compact discs. Music of the

World, Dept N, RO, Box 3667, Chapel Hill, NC 27515-

3667

Photo/Optical

aus JENA (GERMANY) BINOCULARS: Experience the

Ultimate in Brilliance and Clarity! Europtik, Ltd
,
PO.

Box 319-NH, Dunmore. PA 18512 (717) 347-6049

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE Repairing binoc-
ulars since 1923. Alignment performed on our U.S.
Navy collimator Free catalog and our article "Know
Your Binoculars," published in Audubon Magazine,
Mirakel Optical Co., Inc

,
331 Mansion St , West Cox-

sackie, NY 12192 (518) 731-2610

COSTA RICA: Preserve the Rainforest by owning it

Properties from $20 00 per acre Partners of the
Rainforest, Box 262045, Tampa, FL 33685

GOVERNMENT LANDS—FROM $10 00 Surplus prop-
erties, Tax/Narcotics Seizures, Repossessions

—

more! "Nationwide Directory"—$3.00, Lands, Box
19107-RP, Washington, DC 20036

Resorts

Rentals

BEAUTIFUL HAWAII—Condominiums all islands. Free
brochures Paradise Management, 50 South Beretania

C207, Honolulu, HI 96813

COZUMEL ISLAND, MEXICO: Canbbean beachfront
homes from $1200 weekly Best Scuba/Snorkeling in

Hemisphere Extraordinary birdlife (212) 254-5623

OLD FASHIONED, secluded farm on Cape Breton Is-

land offers log cabins, excellent meals, tranquility, &
discount to NH readers Write John Gardner
Orangedale, Nova Scotia, Canada

ADIRONDACK WILDERNESS, sparkling mountain
lake, informal, great tennis, food, hiking, horses: family

rates American Plan Timberlock, Box NH, Indian Lake,
NY 12864

BELIZE—RUM POINT INN—exquisite small beach-
front resort on the Western Caribbean with spacious,

pnvate cabanas Diving, Maya Rums, Cockscomb Jag-
uar Reserve, Birds, Library. New Dining Room features

tropical taste treats. Bevier, Placencia, Belize 01 1 -501 -

06-2017 or (504) 465-0769

COSTA RICA . HOTEL L'AMBIANCE . Two little

miracles in Central America A small grand deluxe hotel

in San Jose with a commitment to excellence Intimate,

peaceful, European-style ambiance and concierge ser-

vices Expert tour assistance. Bilingual. American
owned Telephone Gabriel (506) 22-67-02 or write RO.
Box 1040—2050, San Jose, Costa Rica

LINEKIN BAY SAILING RESORT Fleet of sailboats, two
masted schooner, sailing instructions, heated pool.

tennis Write for folder Boothbay Harbor, Maine 04538

MOLOKAI: KALUAKOI VILLAS (previously "Shera-

ton") Polynesian-style, ground-level studio w/kitchen,

golf, pool, $50/night, 1-800-950-5541 or 1 -800-225-7978

Tours/Trips

AFFORDABLE AFRICAN ADVENTURES: gonlla/wild-

life safaris to Rwanda, Tanzania. Madagascar, Kenya,
Botswana, Zambia. Small groups. Brochure: Wander-
lust Adventures, 65 Clarkson, Suite 207. Denver, CO
80218(303)777-5846

AFRICA, ALASKA AND AUSTRALIA Natural History Ex-

peditions. Small groups Expert leadership Free bro-

chure Wnte/call Nature Expeditions International.

Dept NHC, PO. Box 11496, Eugene, OR 97440 Tel.

(800) 869-0639

NEPAL 'INDIA -TIBET
BURMA 'THAILAND

Tours, treks, safaris, overland adventures.

Group & independent programs from $1850.00

inti. air. Free 36 pg. trip catalog.

Himalayan Travel, Inc., Box 481-NH,
Greenwich, CT 06836. (203) 622-6777.

Toll Free (800) 225-2380 (ex. CT)

AFRICA! In-depth safaris at affordable prices Indepen-

dent travel Photo workshops led by outstanding pho-

tographers Draw upon twenty years experience in

East Africa. Write for free color catalog. Voyagers,

Dept NH-4, Box 915, Ithaca, NY 14651 (607)257-3091

AFRICA: Personalized safaris. Kenya, Tanzania,

Rwanda, Ethiopia, Eastern Zaire, Burundi, Botswana,
Zimbabwe Kenya Consultants, Box 216, Mt. Tremper,

NY 12457(800)541-2527

ftwiLDLAND '2::^:
^n\t:Nri.REs Kenai Refuge

SeacoasI Glaciers

"Why sightsee Alaska when j'ou can experience it!"

1-800-334-8730 po bo« 259, ttoui ukc, w.\ wtso

Live chicken market, Haifa. Israel

ALLAGASH CANOE TRIPS Maine and Canada. Wil-

derness, wildlife. Guided adventures for adults, fam-

ilies, teens Box 713H. Greenville, ME 04441 (207) 695-

3668

ALPS OF SWITZERLAND "The Hikers Paradise."

Moderate optional length Day hiking, two weeks, Bro-

chure Alpine Adventure Trails Tours. 783P Cliffside

Drive. Akron, OH 44313-5609
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TheMarl^t
ARCHAEOLOGY TOURS—Mesa Verde, Canyon de
Chelly, Casas Grandes, Yucatan, Hopi, Zuni, Bande-
lier, Coronado's Traii, Santa Fe and Taos New Ivlexico,

Arizona & Ivlexico 1st Class Guided by leading ar-

ctiaeologists Archaeological Conservancy. 415 Or-

chard Dr , Santa Fe, NM 87501 (505) 982-3278

AMAZON
CRUISES • LODGES • EXPEDITIONS

Explore the world's greatest ecosystem

on our lolly guided, ollintlusive programs.

AMAZON TOURS & CRUISES
1013 S Central Ave , Glendale, CA 91204

(8181 246-4816 » (800) 423-2791

ARCHEOLOGY FOR UNDERGRADUATES Four week
SUSC Archeological Field School in the excavation of

an early Pueblo II Anasazi site in SW Utah Section #1
June 1 1 to July 6, 1990, and Section #2 from July 9 to

August 3, 1990 Intended for undergraduate college

students No experience required Six quarter credits

Limited enrollment For cost information write: Dr Rich-

ard A Thompson, Archeological Field School. South-

ern Utah State College, Cedar City, UT 84720

ALASKA, GALAPAGOS,
BAJA CALIFORNIA

AUSTRALIA
Whales & Wildlife Journey Specialists

20 years experience FREE BROCHURE

BIOLOGICAL JOURNEYS
16%A Ocean Dr., McKinleyville, CA 95521

707-839-On8-<ir-800-548-7555 (outside Calif.)

AUSTRALIA/NEW ZEALAND WALKABOUTS Custom
designed tour itineraries featuring nature and outdoor

activities Enjoy hiking and camping safaris, lodge

stays, and island resorts in New Zealand's scenic

National Parks and l^ilford Track, Australia's

Outback, Tropical North, and Great Barrier Reef
Pacific Exploration Co ,

Box 3042-N, Santa Barbara,

CA 93130 (805) 687-7282

BELIZE—COSTA RICA Lush Tropical Rainforest Ma-
yan Rums Exotic Birds and Wildlife Friendly People
Active Volcanoes Free Brochure Global Adventures,

RO Box 1897N, Boulder, CO 80306 (800) 322-6911,

(303)440-6911

THE ULTIMATE TREK
to the roof of the world. Trek on glacier to

K2, second highest mountain in the world:

KARAKORAM RANGE-PAKISTAN.

CONCORDIA EXPEDITIONS, INC.
20 East 88th St., New York. NY 10128

(212) 410-7548 Free Brochure

Founders: American/Pakistani Couole

BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS IN LUXURY' Sail on the most
comfortable yacht in the British Virgin Islands, the 105'

"Cuan Law "— largest in the world 20 passengers
Booking individuals or groups Large twin or double
staterooms with private bathrooms Fast, graceful, sta-

ble, unique Island hopping trips, diving trips, whale
trips or a mixture of all three! Call toll free 1-800-648-

3393 or write Trimarine, Dept. NH, PO Box 4065. St

Thomas V.I 00803 Fax: (809) 494-5774

CAMPING SAFARIS IN KENYA & TANZANIA, 11-18

days, from $550 00 -I- low airfare Optional Kilimanjaro

climbs Also London/Johannesburg overland Bo-
tswana, Egypt, more. Free 12 page color brochure.
Himalayan Travel, Box 481-NH, Greenwich, CT 06836
(800) 225-2380

MADAGASCAR-TANZANIA-NEPAL-INDIA
JAPAN-PATAG0niA-C05TARicA-HAWAII

right path to unique and ur
and culture exploration. Write c

JOURNEYS, Dept. MH.
401 I Jackson, Ann Arbor, Ml '

800-255-8735

SIERRA MADRE TRAINS
Copper Canyon / San Miguel Allende

Tram to canyon larger than Grand

Canyon continuing to Sea ot

Corlez. Mountain loflges, pine

forests, Taratiumara Indians.

Tram over Die) Spanisti Silver

Route Colonial Historic tours

Tula Tollec archaeology.
Monarcli butterfly sanctuary.

Brochure 1-800-225-2829 M-F 9 a.m.-6 p.m. central

Columbus Travel, 6017 Caliaghan Rd. • San Antonio. TX 78228

CLASSIC & EXCLUSIVE ADVENTURE TOURS with Ex-

plorers Canoe Manu National Park and Raft

Tambopata Wildlife Reservation in Peru Hike & dive in

Galapagos, trek from the Andes to Amazon in Ecuador
Natural history expeditions in Costa Rica, Guatemala
and Belize Call 1-800-242-5554 or wnte, CanoAndes
Expeditions, 310 Madison Avenue, NYC 10017

COSTA RICA Jungle tours, Birdwatching, butterfly

collecting. Write Jungle Tours, Apartado 7, Golfito,

Costa Rica

GALAPAGOS
You, 9 other adventurers and our licensed

naturalist will sail by yacht to explore more
Islands than any other Galapasos expedition.

50 Trip dates. Machu Picchu Option.
FREE BROCHURE

INCHCFLOHTS 415-420-1550
1 31 1 N 63rd ST. EMERYVILLE, CA 94608

GALAPAGOS IN LUXURY' Sail on the most comfort-

able yacht in the Galapagos, the 95' trimaran "Lammer
Law" 18 passengers, 8 crew, two naturalist guides
Booking individuals or groups Large twin or double

staterooms wth private bathrooms Fast, graceful, sta-

ble, unique Naturalist trips, diving trips, whale trips or

a mixture of all three' Call toll free 1-800-648-3393 or

write Tnmarine, Dept. NH. PO Box 4065, St Thomas
V I 00803 Fax (809) 494-5774

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS From $1666 including air Ec-

uador/Peru options and archeological tours Joseph
Colley. LAST. Inc , 43 Millstone, Randallstown, MD
21133(301)922-3116

THERE'S A LOT OF GROUND TO

COVER IN GAUPAGOS!
Extraordinary adventures to

Galapagos, Amazon, Ecuador,

Peru, Costa Rica and Argentina.

800 351-5041

63 S Washington, Ste A
P O Box 3656-C7
Sonora, CA 95370

GALAPAGOS sponsored by the Toronto Zoo Nov 14/

90 Xmas tours 90/91 , Wildlife study Feb. 27/91 . Ama-
zon Headwaters extensions. Free brochure. (416) 469-

8211 Galapagos Holidays. 745 Gerrard E, Toronto

M4M 1Y5

INDONESIA: NATIONAL PARKS—Endangered Spe-
cies Borneo Orangutans, Komodo Dragons, Javanese
Rhinoceros, Balinese Jalakbird Experienced Guides
August 5-19, 1990. Danu Enterprise. 313 McCormick,
Capitola, CA 95010 (408) 476-0543

r AFRICA 1
THE BEST WAY TO SEE IT

IS WITH AN AFRICAN!
Adventure , . . excitement . . . beauty. Nobody offers

more ... no matter fiow mucfi more tfiey cfiarge! Call

or write for your FREE FULL COLOR brocfiure.

BIG FIVE Tours, Ltd. llORte.llO^ So. Hntnqton, NY 11746. 1-800-445-7002 ^
KENYA, INDIVIDUALLY DESIGNED SAFARIS 35 years

experience Perry Mason Safaris, Box 1643, Danen, CT
06820(203)838-1345

NEW ZEALAND— Explore 'The Land Time Forgot',

southern ark of ancient forests and unique wildlife

Monthly departures Write Nature Quest New Zealand,
Box 6314, Dunedin, New Zealand Ph (024) 739-149

PERU-AMAZON-GALAPAGOS: Tour Lima, Cuzco &
Machu Picchu Amazon jungle lodges & riverboat

cruises Galapagos yacht cruises Unique modular
trips Weekly departures Affordable rates Free
borchure. Himalayan Travel, Box 481-NH, Greenwich,
CT 06836 (800) 225-2380

RESEARCH EXPEDITIONS Come experience the

great whales of the Gulf of SI Lawrence Participate in

field research on the blue, fin, humpback, and minke
whales in an informative wilderness adventure Small

groups, expert biologist guides 285 Green St
,
St

Lambert, QC J4P 1T3 (514) 465-9176

UNIQUE DESTINATIONS
• Cross the SAH.\RA Desert w. Tuaregs: or

overland to TIIVIBIIKTU, NAMIBI.\, ETHIOPIA
• View wildlife in Brazil's PANTANAL, Peru's

MANU, PATAGONIA, GALAPAGOS, COSTA
RICA, BOTSWANA

• Live with Jivaro Indians in the FXLADORIAN
AMAZON, trek MALI'S Dogon country,

MOROCCO w. Berbers, T DEL FUEGO w horses

• RAJASTHAN and Pushkar; CHINA; KASHMIR;
LADAKH: Eastern TURKEY; nomads of NIGER

^TURTLE TOURS
9446 Quail IVail, Box# 1147/NH, Carefree, AZ 85377

(602) 4»8-3688 outside AZ (8001 283-2334

SPECTACULAR DESTINATIONS in Latin America, Af-

rica, Asia, Europe, Australia, Antarctica Last Frontiers:

Desert Tours Worldwide Forum Travel, 91 Gregory,

Pleasant Hill, CA 94523 (415) 671-2900

TAKE YOUR MIND ON VACATION ShawGuides—the
educational travel book series—give you detailed de-

scriptions of hundreds of vacation programs in cook-

ing, writing, photography, art, crafts, culture, and aca-

demia Free brochure Write or call ShawGuides, 625
Biltmore, Dept 1406ND, Coral Gables, Florida 33134
(305) 446-8888

PAPUA NEW GUINEA

MELANESIAN TOURIST SERVICES
The only way to see Papua New Guinea

25 YEARS GALAPAGOS Largest South/Central Amer-
ica program Weekly departures, all categories of

yachts/ships Naturalist guides. Small groups, Individ-

uals, Charters Also Hiking, Special College/High

School program Ecuador, Amazon, Peru, and other

extensions Forum Travel, 91 Gregory, Pleasant Hill.

CA 94523 (415) 671-2900

Wanted

FRANKLIN MINT SETS, and all private mint sets. Will

pay top dollar Send printed list with phone number to

Stan Katz, PO Box 524-H, Cranford, NJ 07016, USA
(201)561-4697

RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION

$3 25 per word: 16 word minimum Display classilied is

$355 per inch All advertisements must be prepaid.

Rates are not structured for agency or cash discounts.

All advertisements are accepted at NATURAL HISTO-
RY'S discretion Send check/money order payable to

NATURAL HISTORY to The Market. NATURAL HIS-

TORY Magazine, Central Park West at 79th St., New
York, NY 10024 Please include your personal address
and telephone number, issue preferred, and sug-

gested category Deadline— 1st of the month, two
months prior to cover date (the January issue closes

Nov 1 ) Camera-ready art is required for display ads. A
tearsheet or copy of the page with your ad will be sent

upon publication
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NATURAL
HISTORYMembers' Market

NATURAL HISTORY Magazine offers Members a free service. Certain advertisers indicated they will send you additional information.

To obtain this, simply fill out the postage-paid card and drop it in any U.S. mailbox. Circle the numbers on the card corresponding to the

numbers beside the advertisers in whom you are interested. Please allow up to six weeks for replies. Although each advertiser has assured us

that it will respond to each request, the magazine is not responsible for any failure to do so. Furthermore, the listing of an advertiser does not

constitute any affiliation with, or endorsement by, the American Museum of Natural History orNATURAL HISTORY Magazine.

1. Britain Pan Am. Save $ 1 00 per person ofT

any 1 990 Pan AM Holidays vacation in Brit-

ain. For details, send for free "Pan Am Holi-

days" brochure and British Tourist Author-

ity "Britain" vacation guide.

2. The Buccaneer. The Buccaneer sits atop

a hill overlooking 3 powder white sand

beaches and surrounded by an 18 hole

championship golf course. Many people stay

at the Buccaneer just for its impressive view

and elegant surroundings.

3. Charleston, S.C. This historic seaport city

is an ideal vacation destination. Carriage

tours, museums, antique shops, historic

homes, and plantations. Miles of clean, pub-

he beaches.

4. Carl Zeiss Optical, Inc. Focused on per-

formance in the field! Zeiss quality products

available at fine eyewear dispensers and

sporting goods locations or call 1-800-446-

1807. See page 22.

5. Chemical Manufacturers Association.

The Association, dedicated to raising the

standards of the chemical industry, offers a

free brochure which outlines its Responsible

Care Initiative to improve performance in

health, safety and the environment. See

page 26-27. Call 1-800-492-0200.

6. David Morgan. Akubra Hats, Filson out-

door clothing, Ordnance Survey Maps of

Britain, Celtic and Northwest Coast, Indian

jewelry, Welsh ethnic items. (206) 485-

2132. Send for free catalog.

7. DeBordieu. 2,700 acres of low country

beauty near Pawley's Island, SC. 6'/2 miles

of private beach. Dye-designed golf. And
more. There'll never again be a place like

DeBordieu. Free brochure.

8. Esplanade Tours. Call for more informa-

tion on any of Swan Hellenic's thirty-three

different Art Treasures Tours to Europe,

China, India, Africa or anywhere else on

earth. 1-800-426-5492.

9. Eurailpass. Travel Europe by train in first

class luxury for as little as $9 a day. Free

Brochure.

10. General Tours. Visit Eastern Europe

with the leading operator of tours to this

destination for 40 years. 12 deluxe itinerar-

ies, 9 to 24 days. Free color brochure.

11. GermanRail. The GermanRailPass and

new GermanRail Flexipass give visitors a

terrific opportunity to take advantage of

Germany's marvelous rail system and save a

great deal of money in the bargain. Send for

your free brochure.

12. Greek National Tourist Organization.

Spend your vacation in an affordable coun-

try that will satisfy your mind as well as your

body. Greece. For additional information,

contact the Greek National Tourist Organi-

zation nearest you and send for your free

brochure.

13. IPI. InterPacific Tours Intl. specializes

in quality tours of greater value to China,

Orient, Australia-New Zealand-South Pa-

cific, Eastern Europe, Russia, India-Nepal.

14. KD Rhine. From 3- to 7-day multi-coun-

try cruises on the Rhine and Moselle to fully

planned 15-day adventures in Europe,

there's a KD cruise to fit your itinerary.

Send for your free brochure today.

15. The M.V. Orient Express. Cruise Italy-

Greece-Turkey. Voyage of 7 nights, 4 seas

and 5 ports. For information see page 38.

16. New Brunswick, Canada. One of North

America's last great escapes and best-kept

secrets. Featuring warm salt water beaches,

uncrowded and accessible coastline, sea-con-

ditioned breezes and New England charm

with Maritime hospitality. Free vacation in-

formation.

17. Newfoundland/Labrador Tourism. Dis-

cover a world of difference in Newfound-

land and Labrador, Canada. Send today for

your free travel guide.

18. Nova Scotia. 250 (8" X 10") fact packed

pages. Where to stay and eat. What to see

and do. Nine full-color fold-out maps and

more. NOVA SCOTIA TOURISM. Guide

free.

19. Phillips Petroleum Company/Eagle.

20. Qantas Airways. Qantas, the spirit of

Australia. Qantas has more flights to Aus-

tralia and the South Pacific than any other

airline. See 2nd cover page.

21. Questers Worldwide Nature Tours. Cat-

alog from America's most experienced na-

ture tour company. Fully escorted; small

tour parties; natural history, culture, antiqui-

ties. Learn and discover!

22. Regency Cruises. Regency's Alaska

—

Exciting 7-day cruises aboard our flagship

Regent Sun or the gracious Regent Sea. Ask

about our cruise/tour packages at unbeat-

able prices. Free Brochure.

23. Salen Lindblad Expedition World. Voy-

age of Discovery to remote corners of the

world. Exhilarating and truly unique experi-

ence for the discerning traveler. Call today

for your Free 1990-91 Brochure. 1-800-223-

5688.

24. Saskatchewan Tourism. Discover Sas-

katchewan, Canada. Home of the Mounties!

Home of Canada's largest outdoor country

music jamboree! Enjoy 19 hours of summer
sunshine a day. Send for our free Great

Saskatchewan Vacation Book.

25. Special Interest Tours & Travel. Out-

standing African safaris and Galapagos Is-

lands sailing adventures. Complete informa-

tion in our free brochures. Call toll free

1-800-525-6772. See page 102.

26. Sweden Traveler. This free, 72-page,

full-color travel and life magazine features

interviews, articles and photographs of the

people, places and variety of travel experi-

ences you can encounter in Sweden.

27. Tandy/Radio Shack. Computer catalog

features all the latest Tandy computer prod-

ucts—computers for personal & business

use, software, printer, modems. & more. See

page 23.

28. TWA Getaway Vacations. Travel to

new exotic destinations with an old friend.

Tours to Africa, India, Egypt, Israel, Aus-

tralia and New Zealand.

29. Volkswagen. Please send for more in-

formation on Volkswagen Vanagon and

Camper.

30. Wings of the World Travel invites you to

send for their exciting itinerary on Indo-

China and Burma.

31. Wyoming Travel Commission. This is

the year to Find yourself in Wyoming. Our

spectacular National Parks and natural won-

ders are complemented by the special festi-

vals, rodeos and warm, Western welcome

that are part of our year-long Centennial

celebration.

32. VugoTours. 1 to 28 da\ Escorted tours

of Yugoslavia and Eastern Europe (includ-

ing Russia) . . . independent and resort vaca-

tions in Yugoslavia, all at prices only

Yugotours—the leader in value—can offer.

Send for free brochures.



Periodic Spring, Wyoming
by Robert H. Mohlenbrock

Near the base of a limestone cliff in

Wyoming's Bridger-Teton National For-

est, spring water gushes from an opening

for several minutes, stops abruptly, then

begins a new cycle a short time later. This

is Periodic Spring, whose intermittent

flow is a rare geologic phenomenon. The

water is cold and clear, an indication that

this is not a geyser like Old Faithful; such

geysers, of volcanic origin, send forth hot

water. Through the years, various observ-

ers have timed the flows at anywhere from

four to twenty-five minutes, with similariy

varying dry spells. The intermittent flow is

especially regular in late summer and au-

tumn. During stormy periods or when

there is heavy snow melt-off, the flow fluc-

tuates but does not stop entirely.

When geologist William W Rubey saw

the spring in 1 93 1 , the water issued from a

small cave, forming a stream nine and a

half feet wide and one and a quarter feet

deep. The water cascaded down a talus

slope to nearby Swift Creek. By taking

measurements of the water velocities,

Rubey calculated that the discharge of

the spring at full flow was about 285 gal-

lons per second. He also noted that when

the flow stopped, the narrow cave, which

led downward at an angle of forty-two

degrees, continued to drain until the water

level was nine and a half feet lower than

the spillover point. This indicated that wa-

ter was also leaking through the limestone

bedrock into the talus slope.

Ron Shreve, a colleague of Rubey's at

the University of California, Los Angeles,

constructed a working model in the lab-

oratory that mimicked the stop-and-go

flow of the spring. The two concluded that

a reservoir existed within the limestone

cliff. Drawing water out of the reservoir,

they argued, was a curved passage that

acted as a siphon. The passage they envi-

sioned began somewhere near the bottom

of the reservoir, extended upward several

feet, then curved abruptly downward be-

fore once again slanting upward to reach

the outside. As long as the water level in

the reservoir remained lower than the si-

phon's upper bend, the S-shaped passage

contained mostly air. Only the lowest

bend was always filled with a little water.

Rubey theorized that the sequence of
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Emergingfrom a limestone cliff. Periodic Spring cascades

down a talus slope. Geologists have sought to explain the

sp"tg'^ inte'-"iitteitflo'v a ra-e phencme'^on
E w n and Peggy 8aue



Periodic Spring

For visitor information write:

Forest Supervisor

Bridger-Teton National Forest

340 N.Cache, Box 1888

Jackson, Wyoming 83001

(307) 733-2752

events leading to the periodic flow goes

something like this. First, the reservoir

behind the siphon fills with water until the

level rises above the upper bend of the

siphon. Water then floods the siphon, driv-

ing air out of the mouth of the cave, with

the water eventually following. The flow

ceases when the water level in the reser-

voir drops below the level of the siphon

intake. The next cycle occurs once the

reservoir is replenished. Rubey calculated

that 100,000 gallons of added water are

needed to raise the level of the reservoir

high enough for a new cycle to begin.

Recently, geologists Peter Huntoon and

James Coogan have attempted to identify

the source of the spring. Periodic Spring

lies within the Salt River Range. Huntoon

and Coogan note that the reservoir is con-

tained in a type of rock known as Madison

limestone. An extensive outcrop of this

limestone also lies five miles east of Peri-

odic Spring, at high elevation. Huntoon

and Coogan theorize that much of the

water that emerges at the spring origi-

nates from snow packs on this mountain

limestone and flows underground through

fissures and caves in the rock layers until it

reaches the reservoir. Apparently, during

rapid melt-OS's or after extreme rain-

storms, the supply of water overwhelms

the siphon, and the spring pulses rather

than turning on and off".

Periodic Spring can be reached by driv-

ing east of the town of Afton and following

a trail eastward along Swift Creek. The
view a visitor to the spring gets today is

somewhat different from what Rubey saw

in 1931. Fallen rocks now obscure the

small cave, and the water issues from be-

neath a concrete ledge. In 1958, more-

over. Periodic Spring became the source

of water for Afton, and an intake was

constructed at the mouth of the spring to

divert some of the water Nonetheless,

enough water still flows from the mouth to

cascade down to Swift Creek.

Swift Creek itself arises high in the

mountains five miles southeast of Periodic

Spring. Its clear but often turbulent wa-

ters descend 2,000 feet through rocky ter-

rain and bottom out in a densely shaded

gorge some three miles north of their

source. After making a sharp turn west-

ward. Swift Creek flows past Periodic

Spring, skirts Afton, and eventually emp-

ties into the Salt River, just inside the

Idaho line.

The trail along Swift Creek east of Peri-

odic Spring follows a willow-lined corridor

often narrowed by steep mountain slopes.

Intermingled with the willows are diverse

wildflowers, including the starry Solo-

mon's-seal, bluebells, sweet-scented bed-

straw, and meadow rue. Where low ter-

races have developed along the stream,

the striking red-stemmed dogwood re-

places the willow as the dominant shrub,

and a diff"erent group of wildflowers,

which includes red baneberry and wild

geranium, prevails.

After the trail bends southward and be-

gins to climb steeply toward the source of

Swift Creek, it enters forests dominated

mostly by subalpine fir, with Douglas fir,

Engelmann and blue spruces, and lodge-

pole pine growing in places. Along the

way, the forests are frequently punctuated

by treeless meadows referred to as

forblands (a forb is a nonwoody, broad-

leaved, flowering plant). Joel Tuhy, of the

Utah Natural Heritage Program, has

identified a number of diff'erent types of

these habitats along Swift Creek. One,

found more in the bottomlands, is domi-

nated by the mountain bluebell; higher up

the prevailing herb is the white-flowered

ligusticum, with its carrotlike leaves.

Where more rock fragments are exposed

on the ground, a herbaceous community

of arrowleaf balsamroot, one-headed sun-

flower, scarlet gilia, and Drummond's as-

ter interrupts the forest.

"This Land" highlights the biological

phenomena of the 156 U. S. nationalfor-

ests. Robert H. Mohlenbrock is Distin-

guished Professor ofBotany at Southern

Illinois University at Carbondale.

Flowers bloom in an upland meadow near Snift Creek
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and Historical Department

\\^orning has always known
!. how to throw aparty

So don't miss our Centennial Celebration, the biggest and

' best yet! ' From Cheyenne to Jackson, Sundance to Rock

Springs, the people ofWyoming have spruced up the towns, fired

up loads ofgreat events and pulled out all the stops. We waat to

•^, show you the colorfijl heritage of Wyoming and why we're so

proud to live here. ^ You could tour the North American Indian Heritage Center, clap along at the

Old Time Fiddle Contest, watch the chips fly at theWoodchoppers Jamboree, dance up a storm at the

Rocky Mountain Polka Festival, see the Snodeo at aWild West Winter Carnival, trade for skins at a

Mountain Man Rendezvous or help open the new Fossil Butte Visitor Center.

These arejust some ofthe many exciting, educational events going on through-

out 1989 & 90. • It will be a couple ofyears ofexcitement and surprises

you won't want to miss. For a complete list ofCentennial events, as well as

accommodations, call theWyoming Travel Commission at 1-800-225-5996. ^
• C'mon over— it'll be a hundred years before we do this again! A LASTING \iq/^.



4 Matter of Taste

The China Syndrome
Throughout its history, China has absorbed and adapted newfoodsfrom the West

by Raymond Sokolov

Anyone searching for a culture with a

long and still-potent history need look no

further than China. Despite all the atroc-

ities committed in the name of throwing

off the imperial Confucian past—by Red

Guards or the Chinese army in Tianan-

men Square—the overwhelming weight

and length of Chinese cultural continuity

persists as a major force in modem China.

And even the most vigorous proponents of

change—Communist, pro-Western, dem-

ocratic—while inveighing against the

evils of one intellectual orthodoxy or an-

other, have never suggested that cultural

revolution should include the suppression

of traditional Chinese food.

So far as I know, no Chinese futurist

has indicted chopsticks or rice as the

source of that society's decadence. Per-

haps the standard of dining in China since

the triumph of Mao Zedong forty years

ago has declined, for the populace and the

elite as well, but I am not at all sure of this,

and in any case, neither nutrition nor the

putative state of banquet life for the Chi-

nese party mandarinate is my subject

here. I want to consider something simpler

and less controversial: the enduring "Chi-

neseness" of Chinese food and its paradox-

ically chameleonlike relation to the chang-

ing material conditions of Chinese life

during the past 2,500 years.

As outsiders, we necessarily get a dis-

torted impression of Chinese cuisine. But I

think that we are not fundamentally mis-

taken in our attempts to define it for our-

selves as a cuisine based on rice consumed
in tandem with other foods. We know
other things, too, about Chinese food that

are surely not wrong. Because, for in-

stance, it is eaten without knives, the en-

tire cuisine involves either small pieces of

food precut in the kitchen or large

things—buns, for example—eaten with

the hands. We can also assert with confi-

dence that Chinese, when dining as Chi-

nese, do not ingest chocolate or cheese,

although they do eat an abundance of

foods, from bear's paw to beche-de-mer

(sea slug), that we approach with a tremor

at best.

All I mean to say is that we, you and I,

who have devoted serious time to eating

Chinese food in our own country feel con-

fident that we know it when we see it. By
the same token, I think almost no one

among us presumes that she or he has the

multifarious subject of Chinese food un-

der control. It is as if we have a working

fluency in Albanian, enough to conduct

business in Tirana without being able to

read the national epic, and yet our mini-

mal competence allows us almost unfail-

ingly to spot someone speaking Albanian.

By this account, Chinese cuisine has a

language recognizable even by its dilet-

tantes.

This means that you and I, if confronted

with an unfamiliar dish, could tag it as

Chinese, which is to say, not French, not

Italian, not even Thai or Korean or Japa-

nese. I believe I could do this, and I make
this claim without feeling that it is much
of a boast. On the other hand, when I

sneaked in the word language in the previ-

ous paragraph, I did not do so idly. For it

seems to me that what we take to be the

Chineseness of Chinese food is not primar-

ily its vocabulary of ingredients (although

these may indeed mark it off from Aleut

food or even the cuisine of Ortonville,

Michigan), but its grammar, its underly-

ing structure.

To prove this would require much de-

tailed argument and comparison with

other cuisines, something I hope to do in

the future when endowed with greater wis-

dom. But I am prepared even now to con-

tend, as a corollary to this grander theory,

that the unifying identity every one of us

grants to Chinese food cannot possibly be

the result of our sense of its ingredients as

a defining set. We may think that the

Chinese have always stir-fried bok choy as

they do today in peanut oil or that from

the Bronze Age on they have eaten sesame

noodles. But we would be wrong. Sesa-

mum indicum has been in China for a long

time but not as long as the Chinese lan-

guage, in which it is known as foreign

hemp. Peanuts arrived from the New
World much later, as recently, by Chinese

standards, as the sixteenth century, with

the Spaniards through the Philippines or

with the Portuguese through Macao or

India.

These are not isolated examples.

Throughout its very long history, the cui-

sine of China has absorbed new ingredi-

ents. Anyone who doubts this should read

E. N. Anderson's The Food of China

(Yale University Press, 1988). Anderson,

an anthropologist who has lived with Chi-

nese in Hong Kong while doing fieldwork,

proceeds methodically through the mil-

lennia of Chinese civilization showing how

the larder evolved over time.

The evidence need not be combed from

deep antiquity—for example, the arrival

of soybeans about 1000 b.c. or the pre-

dominance of millet over rice in the Han
dynasty (beginning 206 B.C.)—to find dra-

matic change in the foodstuffs available to

Chinese cooks. As late as the Tang period

(a.d. 618-907), tea was a novelty in

China, "a new, exotic drink," says Ander-

son, probably brought in from the Burma-

India border country by Buddhist monks,

"a major example of westward influence

at the time."

Only during the Sung dynasty

(920-1279) did China's agriculture and
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Theeaglehaslanded
In Oklahoma and Mississippi. Georgia and
Alabama. Where few bald eagle nests have

produced young in the last 50 years. Using
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food take "definitive shape." Anderson

speaks of the creation of an "elaborate

cuisine" and regional specialties, but, get-

ting down to cases, he says that "the only

really revolutionary innovation in Sung

. . . was the introduction of new crop vari-

eties"—drought-resistant rice from what

is now Vietnam, mung beans from India,

sugar cane, watermelons, and sorghum.

The evidence for regional cuisines

seems spotty, but Anderson mentions re-

gional restaurants in the capital and al-

ludes to Sung accounts defining a north-

ern cuisine based on meat and dairy

products and a southern cuisine marked

by rice and aquatic foods. "Szechuanese

cooking, set apart already by its spiciness

and use of mountain products and herbs,

was also distinctive."

What Anderson means is that Sichuan

food was definable as Sichuanese even

without the ingredient that is most crucial

to its identity as a cuisine today—the chili

pepper. That essential source of heat did

not reach China until the Iberian traders

brought it in from the New World in the

later Ming dynasty. Before then, the pep-

per in this peppery cuisine was the native

spice called fagara, the brown or zan-

thoxylum or Sichuan pepper that plays a

central part in the cuisine to this day. But

fagara is not what any modern person fa-

miliar with capsicums would call hot. In

Bruce Cost's Asian Ingredients (Morrow,

1988), an indispensable compendium,

fagara is described as "strangely numb-

ing," rather than torrid to the tongue, with

a "clean, spicy-woodsy fragrance." For a

taste of what pre-Columbian Sichuan

food might have tasted like, try Cost's

recipe for roast chicken (see below).

But was this entirely dissimilar non-

capsicum enough of a precursor to pre-

pare the way for the post-Ming capsicum

mania of Sichuan and Hunan cuisines?

It is tempting to think so. As a theoreti-

cal proposition, this rests on the notion

that cuisines can evolve by substituting

one ingredient for a new one that sur-

passes its precursor. Undoubtedly, this

has happened. In China, rice replaced mil-

let. In England, wheat flour replaced bar-

ley and oat flour for breadmaking. Capsi-

cums provide an entirely difl"erent

advantage. They make food hot, which

fagara does not do in any dramatic way.

Furthermore, the capsicum so completely

took East Asia by storm that the pressing

question for China is, not why Sichuan

and Hunan embraced it, but why the rest

of the culture did not, while Thais and

Burmese and Indians jumped on the cap-

sicum bandwagon.

Perhaps these non-Chinese Asians also

had pre-Columbian cuisines with a predi-
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lection for dramatic spice. But I think it

makes more sense to see them as societies

in eager, direct, and open contact with the

trade opportunities brought in by Euro-

pean imperiahsm. China, as a whole, was

not closed to these influences, as Ander-

son's chapter on the Ming makes clear,

but Sichuan seems to have been particu-

larly ready to accept novelties passing

through it on the major overland trade

route from the West. The peanut is an-

other New World plant product that is

now a signpost of Sichuanese cooking.

Eclipsing all of this borrowing from Eu-

rope and the Americas—the guavas, the

papayas—is the Chinese embrace of the

sweet potato and maize. The enormous

Chinese production of these plants has not

been a matter of taste, but of survival.

Despite a basic aversion to sweet potatoes,

Chinese now consume more of them than

any other nation, and maize is the third

Chinese grain. Meanwhile, Chinese and

other Asian immigrants to America have

brought their foods with them in a profu-

sion no one would have dared predict even

ten years ago. Cost's book is the best avail-

able testimony to this. He has written a

Baedeker to all those confusing greens and

bottled delicacies cropping up more and

more in U. S. markets.

I vividly recall my feelings of triumph

after I successfully hunted down imported

dried leaves of the kaffir lime {Citrus

hystrix) in a Thai grocery on New York's

Upper Broadway in the late seventies.

Cost writes that kaffir lime trees are now
growing in Florida and California, some-

times in the backyards of Thai restau-

rants. Most of the other new arrivals are

also, expectably, from Southeast Asia.

That's where the newer immigrant com-

munities come from. So now it is relatively

easy to buy Vietnamese rice-paper egg roll

skins and Philippine palm vinegar.

From a gastrohistorical point of view,

however, the most fascinating of these

new "arrivals" are really natives. Cost in-

cludes sweet potatoes in his roster because

of their significance to the Chinese. And
he also devotes a page to that currently

chic native of the U. S. Southwest,

jicama. The Spaniards took this tuber to

the Philippines, where resident Chinese

farmers adopted it. Today the Chinese

raise jicama primarily as a source for

thickening starch. So Americans won't

find jicama at Chinese markets, but it is

sold by Vietnamese who sometimes put it

in spring rolls or stew it.

My favorite Cost novelty is a native

Asian vegetable that was given a real

American name fifty years ago. Seeds for

Lactuca sativa var. asparagina (a.k.a.

asparagus lettuce, stem lettuce) arrived at

the Burpee Company from China in 1938.

After giving it scrutiny for four years,

Burpee released seeds to the U. S. garden-

ing public in its 1942 catalog under the

name celtuce.

Celtuce sounds more like celery than

lettuce, whence, no doubt, the name. You
throw away the leaves and eat the giant

stem, three feet tall. Peel it, slice it, and

boil or saute. The best place to look for

celtuce is, Cost advises, at stands owned or

patronized by northern Chinese or people

from Shanghai. On second thought, per-

haps trying to buy celtuce is not a really

good idea. Cost does not give the Chinese

name for the plant, and especially if you

are in Boston, the danger of getting con-

fused in front of a bevy of Shanghainese

shoppers, as between celtuce and Celt-

ics—not to mention Boston lettuce—is

probably not worth it, just to be the first in

your set to taste a yard-high stem.

Raymond Sokolov is a writer whose spe-

cial interests are the history andprepara-

tion offood.

Three recipes slightly adapted from Bruce Cost 's Asian Ingredients

(Morrow, 1988)

Roast Chicken

1 Vi teaspoons Sichuan peppercorns

1 4-pound chicken

1 tablespoon dark soy sauce

1 teaspoon freshly ground black pep-

per

1 Vi teaspoons coarse salt

'/4 cup finely chopped coriander leaves

One hour before cooking, toast the Si-

chuan peppercorns in a small dry skillet

over high heat, shaking the pan, until they

begin to smoke. Transfer to a mortar or

spice grinder and grind to a coarse pow-

der. Set aside.

With a French chefs knife or kitchen

shears, cut out the backbone of the

chicken so that it will lie flat. Rub the

chicken all over with the soy sauce, and

sprinkle with the salt, the peppercorns,

and the ground pepper. Allow to sit for 1

hour until ready to cook.

Preheat oven to 450°. When the oven is

ready, lay the chicken, skin side up, on a

rack in a roasting pan and roast for 20

minutes. Reduce the heat to 325° and
cook for another 30 minutes.

Remove the chicken from the oven,

sprinkle with the coriander, and allow to

sit for 10 minutes. Serve cut, bones and
all, into about 1 2 pieces Chinese-style, or

however you like.

Yield: 4 to 6 servings

Fresh-shucked Corn and Ham Soup

4 ears very fresh corn

4 egg whites

3 tablespoons milk

4-5 cups fresh chicken stock

2 teaspoons salt, or to taste

3 tablespoons cornstarch

Vi teaspoon sesame oil

Vi cup minced ham (preferably

Smithfield or similar type)

Slice the kernels of corn off" the cobs

into a bowl.

In another bowl, beat the egg whites

until they begin to froth, then beat in the

milk.

Heat the stock until boiling. Add the

salt, then add the corn and bring the stock

to a boil again. Blend the cornstarch with

3 tablespoons water and the sesame oil,

and add it to the soup. Stir until the soup is

thickened and clear.

Turn off" the heat and slowly pour in the

egg white mixture while you stir the soup

gently in a circle. Transfer to a tureen,

garnish with ham, and serve.

Yield: 6 to 8 servings

Sichuan-style Peanut Sauce for Noodles

2 cups peanut oil

1 heaping cup shelled raw peanuts

Vi cup freshly made tea, warm
5 garlic cloves

1 tablespoon coarsely chopped fresh

ginger

2 small, fresh green chili peppers

1 teaspoon salt

1 Vi teaspoons sugar

1 tablespoon dark soy sauce

Vi cup fresh lemon juice

2 tablespoons sesame oil

1 tablespoon chili oil

Heat the peanut oil in a wok to nearly

smoking. Add the peanuts, stir gently for

20 seconds, and turn off the heat. Allow

the peanuts to sit for 10 minutes, until

they are light golden. Using a slotted

spoon, transfer the peanuts from the wok
to the container of a food processor. Set

aside % cup of the peanut oil and reserve

the rest for another use.

Grind the peanuts to a coarse paste.

Add a dash of the tea, the garlic, ginger,

and chilis, and continue to blend. Add the

reserved % cup oil and blend briefly. Then
add the rest of the tea, the salt, sugar, soy

sauce, and lemon juice and process to a

smooth consistency.

Remove to a mixing bowl and stir in the

sesame and chili oils. Mix thoroughly.

Serve with cooked egg noodles and gar-

nish with coriander and cucumber shreds

if you choose. The peanut sauce will keep

for 2 weeks in the refrigerator. ^
Yield: About 3 cups S
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Earth Day 1990:

General Motors Marks 20 Years
ofEnvironmental Progress

At General Motors, we recognize

the effects that cars and their

manufacture have on the envi-

ronment. We understand the rela-

tionship better than any other

carmaker in the world.

Science, technology, and
engineering are the tools of our

business. In recent decades, GM
has brought all these resources

to bear on the environment, to the benefit of the planet

and our current and our future customers.

^^ Since clean air became a national goal, we
have substantially reduced exhaust emissions
from our cars and trucks— hydrocarbons
and carbon monoxide are down by 96%,
nitrogen oxides by 76%.

^^ The fuel economy ofGM cars has increased

130% since the mid-'70s— average weight
has been reduced by 27%, aerodynamic
efficiency improved by one-third, and the

rolling resistance of tires cut by half.

^' GM's Impact concept car is the highest-

performing electric vehicle in existence, and
it is the first with the potential to meet the

safety standards for a production vehicle.

^^ Our solar-powered Sunraycer won the^ 1,950-mile World Solar Challenge in Australia,

and we are sponsoring Sunrayce USA to

further academic investigation into solar

energy.

^ GM sponsored the Methanol Marathon to^ promote study of alternative fuels in colleges

and universities in the U.S. and Canada;
we are currently operating a test fleet of

methanol-powered cars in California.

Today's GM cars and trucks are far more compatible

with the environment than their predecessors were twenty

years ago. Throughout the corporation, research is

under way to make our next

generation of vehicles even better:

to increase battery power and
endurance, to improve catalysts,

to reduce weight and raise fuel

efficiency.

Our dedication to environmen-

tal improvement has been applied

with similar success to the process

of building GM cars and trucks.

We have reduced plant emissions and made more

efficient use of energy in all of our facilities.

^^ We are using electrical energy more efficiently

in our plants— since 1972, we've reduced
usage by 44% per vehicle produced.

•^ The use of new paints has lowered hydro-

carbon emissions at our assembly plants b^

70% since 1977

^^ GM is committed to using non-CFC air condi-
'^ tioners in all our vehicles by 1996, and we

are eliminating CFCs from manufacturing
processes as quickly as possible.

^' GM scientists have developed a way to elimi-

nate a hazardous solid waste from the making
of a type of high-strength iron—we've already

applied this process to 70% of our production.

^ Our new Saturn plant in Spring Hill, Tennes-^ see, has been acknowledged as an exemplar>^

development of a greenfield site.

Throughout General Motors, people are using their

talents to advance our understanding of the complex

interaction between man and nature, to identify problems

and develop solutions.

In 1989, GM scientists were honored for their work on air

quality by the American Meteorological Societ}^. This year,

people throughout the corporation— in our plants and

offices as well as in our labs— are showing their support

for Earth Day 1990. It is a day for gaining some measure

of how far we have come, and how far we have yet to go.

MARK OF EXCELLENCE

Chevrolet Pontiac Oldsmobile Buick Cadillac GMC Truck



Bee
Billiards
Once numbered, like balls on a pool

table, honeybees become identifiable

amidst the chaos of the hive. The tagging

is essential if scientists are to make sense

of the movements of workers as they

gather pollen and nectar.

Although placing the tiny tags on

thousands of bees might seem an

impossible task, there is a trick to it,

according to Scott Camazine, the

biologist who labeled these female

workers for his research. The bees are

removed from the hive in batches of fifty,

placed in Ziploc bags, and moved into a

refrigerator. After about fifteen minutes

the bees, no longer buzzing, are removed

and placed on a cold pack to maintain

them in their anesthetized state while they

are tagged. The chilled bees rarely sting

while being handled, and after receiving a

drop of glue and a tag, they are placed in a

small cage to warm up.

The tiny plastic tags, in five colors

numbered from to 99, will label 500

bees. Additional batches of 500 bees can

be identified by diflferent colors of paint

dabbed on their abdomens. Although a

typical hive may contain as many as

50,000 bees, usually only several thousand

are numbered. Camazine, who has

labeled his share of bees, estimates that a

proficient entomologist can tag about two

bees per minute.

—

R. A.

Photograph

by Scott Camazine
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American
Museum of
Natural
History

Discovery Cruises

Experience the thrill of

cruising to the world's

greatest wildlife regions

and archeological sites

with teams of Museum
experts.

ISLANDS OF JAPAN
May 23-June 6, 1990

EXPLORING ALASKA'S
COASTAL WILDERNESS

July 2-12, 1990

VOYAGE OF THE VIKINGS:
Scotland, Norway and Denmark

July 25-August 6,1990
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AND
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FRANCE, PORTUGAL AND

SPAIN
September 2-16, 1990

IN THE WAKE OF
CAPTAIN COOK:

New Zealand's South Island

Nov. 24-Dec. 11, 1990

ENCHANTING ISLES OF THE
INDIAN OCEAN:

Comoros, Madagascar and
the Seychelles

Nov. 25-Dec. 13, 1990

ANTARCTICA LUXURY
ADVENTURE CRUISE
Jan. 23 - Feb. 5, 1991

Write or call:

(212) 769-5700

AMNH/Discovery Cruises
Central Park West at 79th St.

New York, NY 10024-5192

toll-free (800) f62--t687

I TXHOP?

Philip R. K. Richardson (page 78)

says simply, "I love the African bush."

This love has taken him on wildlife trips

to southern Angola, Malawi, Namibia,

and Botswana, but it was on South Afri-

ca's Benfontein farm, made available to

him by De Beers Consolidated Mines,

that he came to know the aardwolf.

Nearly a decade ago, while working as

curator of mammals and birds at the

McGregor Museum in Kimberley,

Richardson first became intrigued by

the aardwolf, possibly the least seen of

Africa's larger carnivores. For him, "this

vicious-looking, but harmless, termite-

eating 'hyena' typified the mystique of

Africa." His current work on aardwolves

includes DNA fingerprinting, to deter-

mine who has fathered whom, and a look

at seasonal changes in the animals'

metabolism and how they relate to di-

etary changes. In the future, Richardson

hopes to study the relationship between

diet and social behavior in the aardwolf

and the Cape pangolin. For more on ant-

and termite-eating mammals, he recom-

mends Yael D. Lubin's October 1983

Natural History article, "Eating Ants Is

No Picnic," and K. H. Redford's "Ants

and Termites as Food: Patterns of Mam-
malian Myrmecophagy" {Current

Mammalogy, vol. 1, pp. 349-99, 1987).
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Unlike the scuba divers who visit the

coral reefs solely for their beauty, when

Lucy Bunkley-WiUiams and Ernest H.

Williams, Jr. (page 46), plunge into the

warm waters, they keep an eye out for

parasites, disease, and death. In 1987,

Ernest established the Caribbean

Aquatic Animal Health Project at the

University of Puerto Rico, at Mayagiiez,

where he is a professor, specializing in

marine parasites. Lucy is a research as-

sociate at the university and the project's

microbiologist. With the other members

of the staff, the Williamses cooperate

with marine labs throughout the Carib-

bean to monitor various disturbances to

the marine ecosystem, hoping to dis-

cover their causes. In addition to their

work on global incidents of coral reef

bleaching, they are investigating mass

mortalities of herrings and brown peli-

cans in the Caribbean. The Williamses

have been diving in the Caribbean for

fifteen years, including five week-long

missions based at Hydrolab, the under-

sea habitat at Saint Croix. Living at

depths of fifty feet, they can work on the

sea bottom for up to ten hours a day.

"Corals and Coral Reefs," by Thomas

Goreau (Scientific American, August

1979), provides more information on

how corals use their symbiotic algae to

build reefs.
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Authors, Continued

"My wife and I had been to a lo

lake looking for birds," said John Sills,

left (page 71), a wildlife artist living in

North Carolina, "and on the way back

we stopped in at my in-laws, avid birders

too. My wife, Cathryn, jokingly sug-

gested that we tell them there was a lad-

der-backed spoonbill on the lake." The

results were predictable. "My mother-

in-law was out the door with her binocu-

ars and in the car before anything

dawned on her." Thereafter, inventing

far-fetched birds became a favorite pas-

time. John's brother Ben Sills, right, a

civil engineer and bird enthusiast, sug-

gested they write a book, Cathryn, an el-

ementary school teacher, became coau-

thor, and John, who has a degree in

wildlife biology, set about illustrating

their creations.

Because the mating season of the

long-jawed longhom beetle is at the

height of the Sonoran Desert summer,

John Alcock (page 88) had to habituate

himself to the extreme heat in order to

study this intriguing insect. A professor

of zoology at Arizona State University in

Tempe, Alcock contributes frequently to

Natural History. For additional reading

on the evolution of male reproduction

tactics in insects, he recommends "The

Mating System and Alternative Re-

productive Behaviors of Dendrobia

mandibularis," by S. K. Goldsmith, in

Behavioral Ecology and Sociology, vol.

20, pp. 111-15 and Sexual Strategy, by

T. Halliday (Chicago: University of Chi-

cago Press, 1980).

Scott Camazine, the photographer of

this month's "Unnatural Moment"
(page 120), grew this "bee beard" by

hanging a queen bee in a small cage be-

neath his chin. After a half hour, thou-

sands of workers clustered around their

queen. Camazine acquired his first bee

colony ten years ago and became hooked

on the social insects. Although his

friends find it hard to understand how he

can tolerate the five to ten stings he suf-

fers each day, he thinks it is a small price

to pay for the excitement he gets from

studying the bees. Camazine has been

involved in studies of the Africanized

"killer" bees in Brazil and Mexico and

has recently traveled to Korea to study

the Asian honeybee. Currently a gradu-

ate student in biology at Cornell Univer-

sity, he is intrigued by the collective

intelligence of bee colonies. Camazine

earned his medical degree from Harvard

in 1978 and now works in a hospital

emergency room, but he insists this is

just to pay the bills—his real occupation

is his bee research. To photograph the

bees in this issue he used a Nikkon F3

with a 55-mm macrolens.
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The worldwide problem ofwaste and
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Natural History at S^O

A few days after a half million copies of this issue go into the homes of

subscribers across the nation, millions of people will step out to celebrate the

twentieth anniversary of Earth Day. The worldwide concern about life on our

planet amplifies a tune Natural History has been whistling—sometimes in

the dark—since 1900. The global chorus for the earth will be a wonderful

background for our ninetieth birthday party this month.

Nine-tenths of a century may be noteworthy for a magazine, but barely.

The big party will be ten years from now, and that also will begin a new

millennium. Our birthday issue in the year 2000 most certainly will have a

grand theme, but for this one we have chosen a less glorious motif: garbage.

Well, not just garbage, but the recycling of waste and byproducts.

Naturally, Natural History marches to a different drummer through the

garbage issue. In the first article of "The Endless Cycle" section, we turn to

the largest industry in the world—the manufacturing of chlorophyll by

plants—and find out how nature handles enormous amounts of potentially

toxic waste. The trick, we see, is to quickly and endlessly recycle the worn-out

and leftover products.

When we turn to human rubbish, we find that a few animals are eagerly

trying to make the best of our mess. Some traditional human cultures in such

exotic places as China, India, and the Midwest have schemes for handling

waste. And solutions for the problem range from biodegradable plastics to

different buying and life styles. In the final article, our friends from the

WorldWatch Institute in Washington jump ahead forty years and percep-

tively paint a picture of an ecologically stable planet. Between now and then,

our lives will change profoundly. One change will be the universal adoption of

an ethic and a practice of endlessly recycling almost everything.

In the next decade, we can take giant steps toward closing the cycle. If we

do, the skies and seas will be bluer, the land greener, and Natural History will

indeed have wonderful reasons to celebrate its centennial.

Alan Ternes
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of exploration. And perhaps most in-

triguing of all will be the silver coins

portraying those treasures still undiscov-

ered— hui whose existence is known
through drawings, ships" manifests,

, , ^ and maritime disaster reports.
' ' , Taken together, diese 25 match-

ing denomination coins will constitute

the most comprehensive series ever is-

sued on a unified theme. A collection
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By entering your subscription now,
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valuable treasure of solid silver coins. To
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Letters

Smallpox Stats

In his otherwise excellent article, "A
Pox upon Our Genes" (February 1990),

Jared Diamond uses some statistics incor-

rectly, although not affecting his conclu-

sions. He says:

The ratio of A to non-A among the patients

(261:154), divided by the ratio of A to non-

A among the controls (80:327), was 7

—

meaning that a person with group A had a

seven times greater risk of contracting

smallpox than someone without group A.

Of the 341 total A's, 261 got sick—

76.54 percent. Of the 481 non-A's, 154 got

sick—32.02 percent. Thus A's had more

than twice the risk of getting sick, but not

nearly seven times the risk.

Similarly, among the 261 A's who got

sick, 201 were severe—77 percent.

Among the 154 non-A cases, 82 were se-

vere—53.25 percent. Thus, sick A's were

almost one and a half times as likely to

have severe cases—not three times as

likely as Diamond says.

Finally, 59.4 percent of the A cases

were fatal and 40.3 percent of the non-A

cases were fatal, which is not nearly a

double risk of dying.

MarcHawley
Mount Vernon, Indiana

Jared Diamond replies:

I thank Mr. Hawley for his correction.

My division of the num.bers produced

what epidemiologists call the "odds ratio,"

which differs from the "relative risk" that

Mr. Hawley correctly calculates.

Donald Berry, a statistician, also wrote

me to point out a very interesting feature

of the smallpox study I discussed—a fea-

ture that had escaped even the original

authors. Of the 4 1 5 smallpox patients, 26

1

were blood group A; of the 415 patients'

407 healthy relatives (described as mostly

their siblings), only 80 were group A. But

at birth, at least half of the siblings of the

group-A patients must also have been

group A, since at least one parent had to

be group A. Evidently, a disproportionate

number of group-A siblings of smallpox

patients either died of smallpox before the

study or were sick with smallpox during

the study. The result: unexpectedly few

healthy group-A siblings of smallpox pa-

tients. Thus, Dr. Berry has noticed how

the study yields further evidence of a rela-

tionship between smallpox and ABO
blood groups.

Fish Ears

I must step up in defense of the auditory

senses of fishes. In his otherwise delightful

article on the evolution of the middle ear

ossicles ("An Earful of Jaw," March

1990), Stephen Jay Gould perpetuates a

myth about fish hearing when he says

"fish feel the vibrations of waterborne

sound through their lateral line organs."

Curiously, the precise function of the

lateral organs still eludes us. The compo-

nent hair cells are undoubtedly designed

for detection of some kind of water move-

ment, but it is a question as to whether the

system as a whole actually detects sounds

or functions as a touch receptor with out-

reach or simply responds to the movement

of the fish body through water.

It is now well established that fishes can

detect waterborne sound (by any defini-

tion) with their inner ears, especially with

the aid of the air bladder. The level of

sensitivity and directional capacity of

these hearing organs is now known to rival

that of terrestrial vertebrates. Indeed, a

large group of fishes, the Ostariophysi,

have a set of four pairs of tiny ossicles that

acoustically couple the air bladder with

the inner ear. Although phyletically and

ontogenetically these ossicles are quite un-

related to the ones Gould discussed, they

function in analogous fashion. Here, by

the way, is another story of improbable

changes of structure and function on a par

with the stapes-incus-malleus tale.

William N. Tavolga, Ph.D.

Sarasota, Florida

Typical Natural History

Reader Snares Us
I enjoyed the article by Charles E.

Griswold and Teresa C. Meikle ("Social

Life in a Web," March 1990) on commu-
nity spiders in South Africa. The caption

for the photograph on page 8, however,

contains an error. The fly in the photo-

graph, which fell prey to the community

spiders, is not a "hover fly" but a horsefly.

Hover fly is one of several common Eng-

lish names for the family Syrphidae.

Horseflies, along with deerflies, belong to

the family Tabanidae.

Both of these families of Diptera are

nearly worldwide in distribution. About

6,000 species of Syrphidae and more than

4, 1 50 species of Tabanidae, in at least 1 80

and 137 genera, respectively, have so far

been described, with many additional spe-

cies awaiting description. The fauna of

sub-Saharan Africa contains more than

700 described species of Tabanidae.

Tabanidae and Syrphidae differ greatly

in their anatomy and biology. Adult fe-

males of most species of Tabanidae feed

on blood and are very important pests and

vectors of diseases to humans and domes-

tic and wild animals. Syrphidae are not

hematophagous; adults of the majority of

known species feed on nectar and pollen.

The host-seeking and blood-feeding be-

havior of Tabanidae has had a tremendous

impact on certain African cultures. The

mass occurrence of Tabanidae has

strongly influenced human distribution in

certain areas of Africa. For centuries pas-

toral tribes have planned the times, routes,

and distances of their annual migrations

around the flight season and distribution

of Tabanidae.

I refer interested readers to The Horse-

flies (Diptera: Tabanidae) of the Ethio-

pian Region, vol. I (1952), II (1954), III

(1957), by Harold Oldroyd, British Mu-
seum (Natural History), London. In

"Early Travellers' Accounts of Surret

Flies (Tabanidae) in the Anglo-Egyptian

Sudan," Sudan Notes and Records, vol.

33, pp. 276-98; and "The Tabanidae of

the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan," Bulletin of

Entomological Research, vol. 44, pp.

175-216, David James Lewis gives fasci-

nating accounts of the importance of

Tabanidae to the lives of pastoral people

and wildlife in the Sudan. The most recent

review of the medical and veterinary im-

portance of Tabanidae is by Lane D. Foil

("Tabanids as Vectors of Disease

Agents," Parasitology Today, vol. 5, pp.

88-96).

S. C. Sherman
Brooklyn, New York
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This View OF Life

Bent out ofShape
The odd tail bend ofthe marinefossil ichthyosaur is a due to its reptilian roots

by Stephen Jay Gould

We all dream about retirement projects

that might recapture the lost pleasures of

youth, or perfect what we had abandoned

when the practicalities of making a living

and supporting a family intervened. Some
day, in a rosy future after the millennium,

I will take out my old stamp album or sit

down at the piano and finally progress

beyond the first of Bach's two-part inven-

tions and the Prelude in C Major from

Book 1 of The Well-Tempered Clavier.

Charles Darwin, my hero and role

model, achieved this exquisite pleasure

—

so I may yet have hope for emulation. His

last book, published a year before his

death, treated the apparently arcane, but

vitally important, subject of earthworms

and their role in forming the topsoil of

England. This wonderful and disarming

book, extolled before in these columns

(April 1982, as my personal memorial for

the 100th anniversary of Darwin's death),

unites Darwin's end, in the calmness of an

old age secure in the knowledge of accom-

plishment, with his more tumultuous

youth, sparked by the fires of unrealized

ambition. For Darwin wrote the precis of

his worm book in 1838, just two years

after the Beagle docked—a brilliant five-

page article, presenting the entire argu-

ment that would fill a book more than

forty years later Darwin concluded:

The explanation of these facts, ... al-

though it may appear trivial at first, I have

not the least doubt is the correct one,

namely, that the whole operation is due to

the digestive process of the common earth-

worm.

Odd juxtapositions always intrigue me.

I do not grant them deep meaning and

firmly believe that they represent nothing

more than coincidence; nonetheless, we do

take notice, if only because we must find

patterns to tell stories. Darwin published

his paper in 1838, in the fifth volume of

the second series of the Transactions of
the Geological Society of London. I was

reading this paper a few months ago and

couldn't help turning the last page to note

the subsequent article, a four-page "Note

on the Dislocation of the Tail at a Certain

Point Observed in the Skeleton of Many
Ichthyosauri," written by Richard Owen.

Richard Owen, then a young man, be-

came England's greatest comparative

anatomist and first director for the natural

history division of the British Museum
when the collections finally escaped the

shadows of the Elgin Marbles at Blooms-

bury and won their own magnificent home
in South Kensington (one of the world's

great Victorian buildings and an essential

stop on any visit to London).

Owen and Darwin had a long and prob-

lematical relationship. Darwin originally

courted Owen's friendship and support.

(Owen, at Darwin's request, formally de-

scribed for publication the fossil mam-
mals that Darwin had collected on the

Beagle. Darwin's famous Toxodon, for ex-

ample, was named, described, and illus-

trated by Owen.) But the relationship in-

evitably soured, in part because Owen's

vanity could not bear Darwin's successes.

Legend holds that Owen's rejection of

evolution prompted their final break, but

such a falsehood only records our propen-

sity for simplifying stories told in the he-

roic mode, thus making "bad guys" both

nasty and stupid. Owen did reject natural

selection as an excessively materialistic

theory depending too much on external

environments and too little on laws of or-

ganic structure (see my essay of October

1986), but he embraced evolution as a

guiding principle in natural history.

In any case, the juxtaposition of worm
and ichthyosaur dates from 1 838, an early

period in their friendship. I couldn't help

noticing another link more interesting

than mere spatial proximity. Darwin
wrote, as quoted above, that his subject

seemed trivial, but really unleashed a cas-

cade of implications leading to substantial

importance. Owen then made the very

same point, arguing that an apparently

broken tail in an ichthyosaur might seem

entirely devoid of interest, but that close

study yielded generalities of more than

passing concern. Since the conversion of

detail to wide message, through links of

tangential connection, forms the stock in

trade of these essays, I could hardly avoid

such a double invitation to discourse on

the tail bend of ichthyosaurs.

Ichthyosaurs are a group of marine rep-

tiles with bodies so fishlike in external

form that they have become the standard

textbook example of "convergence"

—

evolved similarity from two very different

starting points as independent adaptive

responses to a common environment and

mode of life (wings of birds and bats, eyes

of squids and fishes). Ichthyosaurs are not

closely related to dinosaurs, although they

arose at about the same time and became

extinct before the great wipeout that

ended the dinosaurs' reign some 65 million

years ago. (The god-awful spelling of their

names, with its unpronounceable se-

quence chth, only records an orthographic

convention in converting Greek letters to

Roman. This four-consonant sequence

represents two Greek letters, one translit-

erated ch, the other as th—all from a five-

letter Greek word for fish, as ichthyosaur

means "fish lizard." We meet the same

orthographic problem in such words as

ophthalmology. But never despair and re-

member that things could always be

worse. What would you do if that four-

letter sequence came right at the begin-

ning of a word—as it does in a common
barnacle with the most forbidding name

of Chthamalus.)

In considering the convergence of ich-

thyosaur upon fish, we marvel most at the

form and location of fins and paddles

—

the machinery of swimming and balanc-

ing—in ichthyosaurs. The fore and hind

paddles are, perhaps, least remarkable,

for ancestral structures are clearly present

as front and back limbs of terrestrial fore-

bears—and these can be modified, as

12 Natural History 5/90
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Illustration ofichthyosaur by Charles R. Knight

whales and dolphins have done, to forms

better suited for sculling than for walking.

But the dorsal (back) and caudal (tail) fins

are boggling in their precision of conver-

gence with analogous structures in fishes.

For the terrestrial ancestors of ichthyo-

saurs obviously possessed neither back nor

tail fin, and ichthyosaurs therefore

evolved these structures from scratch

—

yet they occupy the position and maintain

the form that hydrodynamic engineers

deem optimal for propulsion and balance.

Just as ichthyosaurs themselves devel-

oped these fishlike features in a graduated

transition from terrestrial ancestors, so too

did our understanding of their extensive

convergence grow piece by piece. To be

sure, the basic similarity to fishes had

never been doubted. The first two pub-

lished references, both in 1708, mistook

ichthyosaur vertebrae for the backbone of

a fish. Both the celebrated Swiss natural-

ist J. J. Scheuchzer, in his Piscium Quere-

lae (Complaints of the Fishes), and the

German J. J. Baier, in his work on fossils

from the area of Nuremberg, presented

figures of ichthyosaur (misinterpreted as

fish) vertebrae for a most interesting pur-

pose—to maintain that fossils are true re-

mains of creatures that once lived and not

some manifestation of a plastic force in-

herent in rocks and ordained to establish

global order by eliciting parallel forms in

the organic and inorganic realms (an idea

that strikes us as absurd today, but that

made lingering sense within a neo-Pla-

tonic ideology not yet fully dispersed by

the causal theories of Newton and Des-

cartes).

Both Scheuchzer and Baier argued that

these "fish" fossils recorded the devasta-

tion of Noah's flood. Scheuchzer's work is

written as a humorous conversation

among fossil fishes annoyed at humans
who do not recognize their organic nature

and affinity with living relatives. As for

Baier, I recently had the pleasure of pur-

chasing a copy of his rare work, without

the slightest expectation that I would

soon, or ever, have any practical or imme-

diate use for this beautiful book. What a

pleasure, then, to read his two-page dis-

cussion of "ichthyospondyli" (fish verte-

brae), with its conclusion that we must

view them "pro piscibus vere petrificatis

. . . pro universalis Diluvii reliquiis"
—

"as

truly petrified fish, remains of the univer-

sal flood."

Better evidence, primarily from bones

of the skull and paddles, revealed the rep-
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tilian nature of ichthyosaurs by the early

nineteenth century, but strong conver-

gence upon fishes remained the prevailing

theme of most writing. Nonetheless, al-

though skeletons revealed the streamlined

body and fishlike paddles, two missing

pieces conspired to prevent any full appre-

ciation for the true (and awesome) extent

of convergence—for the back and tail

fins, as soft structures, had not been dis-

covered. All the early reconstructions

—

by Buckland, Conybeare, de la Beche,

Caricature by de la Beche

Hawkins, and other worthies of early Eng-

lish geology—showed a slithering serpent

without back or tail fins, not the reptilian

embodiment of a swordfish. How, then,

did the two key pieces fall into the piscine

puzzle?

Richard Owen's note of 1838 stands as

the chief document in this resolution.

Thanks largely to keen insight and un-

canny fieldwork from Mary Anning, and

to support from the demented and eccen-

tric Thomas Hawkins (whose monographs

of 1834 and 1840 must rank as the crazi-

est documents ever written in paleontol-

ogy), many good skeletons of ichthyosaurs

were collected in England during the early

nineteenth century. Owen had noticed an

apparent peculiarity in one fine speci-

men—a sharp downward bend in the se-

quence of rear vertebrae at about two

thirds the distance from the back flippers

to the end of the tail. Owen gave little

thought to this tail bend, reasoning that it

only represented an anomaly (probably a

post-mortem artifact) of a single speci-

men. But when skeleton after skeleton

showed a tail bend in the same position,

Owen realized that he had stumbled upon

a phenomenon worthy of explanation.

Owen wrote:

Having recently examined many saurian

skeletons now in London, the greater part of

which have been disencumbered of their

earthy shroud by the chisel of Mr. Haw-
kins, a condition of the tail which, on a

former occasion, in a single instance had

arrested my attention, but without calling

up any theory to account for it, now more

16 Natural History 5/90
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Illustration ofichthyosaur tail bends in Richard Owen's 1838 article

forcibly engaged my thought, from observ-

ing that it was repeated, with scarcely any

variation, in five instances [boy, did they

love to write back then—as in Owen's "dis-

encumbered of their earthy shroud" for our

modern "dug out of the rock"]. The condi-

tion to which I allude is an abrupt bend or

dislocation of the tail ... the terminal por-

tion continuing, after the bend, almost as

straight as the portion of the tail preceding

it. In short, the appearance presented is

precisely that of a stick which has been

broken, and with the broken end still left

attached, and depending [that is, hanging]

at an open angle.

Owen then drew the right conclusion

for the wrong reason and correctly in-

ferred the existence of a tail fin. He ar-

gued that the constant position of the tail

bend must record an attachment of some

structure at this point. He rightly

conjectured that this organ must be a tail

fin, and he even predicted its vertical posi-

tion (as in fishes), rather than a horizontal

orientation (as in whales). But he wrongly

assumed that the bend must represent a

dislocation (probably after death) of an

originally straight vertebral column—per-

haps because the tail fin bloats with gas as

the animal begins to decay, thereby frac-

turing the vertebral column at the front

border of the fin. Owen then added other

conjectures, and wrote:

The appearance in the tail of the

Ichthyosaurus ... is too uniform and com-

mon to be due entirely to an accidental and

extrinsic cause. I am therefore disposed to

attribute it to an influence connected with

some structure of the recent animal; and

most probably to the presence of a terminal

. . . caudal fin, which, either by its weight,

or by the force of the waves beating upon its

extended surface, or by the action of preda-

tory animals of strength sufficient to tug at

without tearing it off, might . . . give rise to

a dislocation of the caudal vertebrae imme-

diately proximal to its attachment.

The puzzle finally achieved its solution

in the 1890s when the perennial, but

rarely granted, prayer of all paleontolo-

gists was answered by the powers that be.

Ichthyosaurs with preserved soft parts

were discovered in the Holzmaden depos-

its near Stuttgart. These sediments are so

rich in organic oils and bitumen that they

actually bum. (One fire raged beyond

control from 1668 to 1674; another from

1937 to 1939.) Details of internal organs

are not retained in these bitumen beds,

but body outlines remain intact as black

films upon the light gray rock. (Most of

the fine specimens displayed at museums

throughout the world come from the

Holzmaden beds, and many readers are

no doubt familiar with ichthyosaur body

outlines preserved as blackened films on

the rock under and behind the bones.)

The Holzmaden ichthyosaurs finally

proved the extent of external convergence

upon the stereotypic form of a free-swim-

ming fish. The dorsal fin, with no bony

support at all, was revealed for the first

time. And the caudal fin, correctly in-

ferred by Owen from the tail bend, now

stood out for all to see. The fin was verti-

cal, as Owen had surmised, and composed

of two nearly equal and symmetrical

lobes. The vertebral bend did mark, again

as Owen had conjectured, the anterior

border of the fin—but as an item of nor-

mal anatomy, not a post-mortem artifact

or dislocation. The vertebral column bent

naturally down to follow the lower border

of the lower lobe of the tail right to the

animal's rear end. No other vertebrate

displays this orientation. In fishes, the ver-

tebral column either stops at the inception

of the tail or extends, as in sharks, into the

upper border of the upper lobe. No won-

der that the ichthyosaur tail bend had

provoked such confusion for more than

fifty years.

Nearly a century has passed since the

Holzmaden discoveries revealed the true

nature of the ichthyosaur tail bend by

revealing its enclosure within the caudal

fin. Yet the bend continues to provoke

commentary and controversy, for two
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Fossil ichthyosaurfrom a Holzmaden deposit

main reasons as outlined by Chris

McGowan of the Royal Ontario Museum,
Toronto, a leading expert on ichthyosaurs

(my thanks to Dr. McGowan not only for

his many illuminating articles, but espe-

cially for enduring a long phone call of

inquiry during my research for this essay).

First, and positively, the location, angle of

downturn, and length of the vertebral col-

umn after the bend specify both the size

and form of the caudal fin (only the

Holzmaden ichthyosaurs preserve the fin

itself as a carbonized film; all other speci-

mens are bones alone, and the tail fin must

be inferred from the vertebral column).

Second, and representing yet another

dubious triumph of expectation over ob-

servation (perhaps the most common of

human foibles), many classic specimens

have been reconstructed on the assump-

tion that tail bends must be present. I raise

no issue of fraud or delusion. In many
specimens, the vertebrae (particularly the

small items at the rear end) lie scattered

over the rock surface. The wonderfully

expert and professional Holzmaden pre-

parators adopted the custom of removing

these bones entirely from the matrix and

then resetting them in the inferred posi-

tion of the living animal—that is, with a

tail bend. We have no doubt that several

ichthyosaur species developed a pro-

nounced tail bend, since perfect speci-

mens with preserved body outlines clearly

show the tail vertebrae extending into the

lower lobe of the caudal fin. But perhaps

other species (particularly the earliest

forms) lacked a tail bend; and perhaps

preparators have tended to exaggerate the

amount of inclination in reconstructing

their specimens.

If the actual tail bends of most speci-

mens on display are thus infected with

doubt, how can we be confident about the

existence and form of the caudal fin in

most species? And since this information

is crucial to our understanding of swim-

ming and maneuvering in ichthyosaurs,

how can we hope to reconstruct the ecol-

ogy of these fascinating animals? Obvi-

ously, we need a criterion of confirmation

separate from the bend itself. Fortunately,

McGowan has been able to establish such

a criterion and to devise an ingenious way

of putting it into practice.

How can an angular bend be produced

in a basically linear structure (like the

vertebral column), built from a sequence

of disks that must follow, one behind the

other, without large spaces between? As

the accompanying sketch shows, tail

bends imply a change in the shape of the

crucial vertebral disks at the bend itself

—

from their usual form (with upper and

lower borders of equal thickness) to a

wedge with a thicker border on top and a

thinner edge below. A succession of

wedge-shaped disks will inevitably cause

the tail to bend—and the greater the dif-

ference in thickness between upper and

lower borders, the more pronounced the

bend. In fact, by a simple construction

akin to the problems we all worked in high

school plane geometry, the angle of the
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bend can be inferred from the number of

wedge-shaped disks and their intensity of

wedging.

But how can this wedging be assessed?

The vertebrae of most skeletons are at

least partly embedded in rock, and both

ends are rarely exposed to reveal the ex-

tent of wedging (while museums rarely

look kindly upon requests for sufficient

mayhem upon their specimens to dig the

vertebrae out of the enclosing matrix).

McGowan solved this problem with a

boost from modem medical technology

—

computed tomography as provided by a

CT-scanner These marvelous, doughnut-

shaped X-ray devices can take a photo-

graphic slice right through a human body

in any orientation (so long as the body fits

into the doughnut hole of the machine).

Well, an ichthyosaur in its matrix is often

about the same size as a human body.

Why not take a CT-scan of vertebrae at

the tail bend, thus producing a photo-

graphic image of the vertebral disks while

still embedded in their matrix? (Mc-

Gowan didn't initiate the application of

CT-scanning to paleontological material.

Several successful attempts have been

made in the past few years, including the

resolution of cranial capacities and the

form of unerupted teeth in some impor-

tant skulls of the human fossil record.)

In an article just off the paleontological

presses, McGowan used a CT-scanner to

affirm that Leptopterygius tenuirostris,

an early ichthyosaur with an uncertain tail

bend currently subject to hot dispute, did

grow a series of six wedge-shaped verte-

bral disks in the crucial region—not

strongly wedged to be sure (none produc-

ing more than a five-degree bend), but

yielding in their ensemble a modest tail

bend of some twenty-five degrees (see

McGowan's article, "The Ichthyosaurian

Tailbend: A Verification Problem Facili-

tated by Computed Tomography," Paleo-

biology, vol. 15, 1989, pp. 429-36). Some-
how, I feel a great sense of satisfaction in

the affirmation of this continuity in hu-

man striving for knowledge through time

—to think that a discussion beginning in

two Latin treatises written in 1708, pro-

ceeding through the keen observations of

England's greatest anatomist in the 1 830s,

and on to the discovery of preserved body

outlines in a famous German locality dur-

ing the 1890s, should be resolved, as we
begin our last decade's countdown toward

the millennium, by the latest device of

medical machinery!

Yet, however satisfying the particular

resolution, this tale (and tail) would con-

vey no message or meaning (to those out-

side the tiny coterie of ichthyosaurian afi-

cionados) if the problem of the ich-
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thyosaur tail bend did not illuminate

something central in evolutionary theory.

Ichthyosaurs are most celebrated for their

convergence upon the external form of

superior swimmers among fishes. Since

English traditions in natural history place

primary emphasis on the concept of ad-

aptation, these similarities between fish

and marine reptile have won the lion's

share of written attention—for we know

how the threefold combination of flippers,

back fin, and tail fin work in efficient

hydrodynamic coordination, and we are

awed that two independent lineages

evolved such an uncanny resemblance for

apparently similar function. This awe

even predates evolutionary theory, for an

earlier attribution to God's benevolent

care inspired as much admiration as our

current respect for the power of natural

selection. William Buckland, Owen's

close colleague, had a special affection for

ichthyosaurs. He also wrote the greatest

paean to adaptation as proof of God's

benevolence. In his Bridgewater Treatise

of 1836 {Geology and Mineralogy Con-

sidered with Reference to Natural Theol-

ogy), Buckland invoked the precise con-

vergence of ichthyosaur and fish as a

proof of God's goodness. Buckland ac-

knowledged that an ordinary reptile would

be in severe trouble at sea, but ichthyo-

saurs had been granted by divine fiat

(read "endowed by natural selection" for a

modem version of the same argument):

a union of compensative contrivances, so

similar in their relations, so identical in

their objects, and so perfect in the adapta-

tion of each subordinate part, to the har-

mony and perfection of the whole; that we
cannot but recognize throughout them all,

the workings of one and the same eternal

principle of Wisdom and Intelligence, pre-

siding from first to last over the total fabric

of the Creation.

Yet, in our complex world of natural

history, almost any profuse enthusiasm

also elicits its mitigating opposite. (Such a

cautionary splash of cold water may then

emerge as a primary theme with more

enlightening implications in itself.) Yes,

ichthyosaur convergences are remark-

able; only a souUess curmudgeon would

fail to be impressed by the fishlike form of

this descendant from ordinary terrestrial

reptiles. Only the most militant denigrator

of Darwin and the entire English tradition

could fail to utter the word "adaptation"

with both confidence and admiration.

But another perspective demands equal

attention—and Owen, the much misun-

derstood proponent of a continental tradi-

tion that viewed adaptation as superficial

and sought regularities of form under-

neath a garb of immediate design, dis-

cussed ichthyosaurs primarily in the light

of this alternative. What are the limits to

adaptation imposed by the disparate ana-

tomical designs underlying a convergence

(fishes and reptiles in this case)? To what

extent must the ichthyosaur remain in the

thrall of its past, quite unable to mimic the

form of a fish exactly because the histori-

cal legacy of a reptilian body plan pre-

cludes a large set of favorable options? To

what degree, in short, must an ichthyosaur

remain an easily identified reptile in ma-

rine drag?

For a primary statement of this alterna-

tive theme (limits imposed by inherited

design), we must look to the largely forgot-

ten work of the great Belgian paleontolo-

gist Louis Dollo (1857-1931). Dollo gave

his name to an evolutionary principle

known as irreversibility (often called

Dollo's Law). In one of the cruel ironies

often imposed by history, many fine think-

ers win their posthumous recognition only

by eponymous linkage with a principle so

widely misunderstood that true views turn

into their opposite. Many evolutionists in-

terpret Dollo's Law as an antiquated state-

ment about inherent, directional drives in

evolution—a last gasp of a mystical vital-

ism that the Darwinian juggernaut finally

defeated. In fact, Dollo was a convinced

mechanist and a Darwinian (with some

interesting wrinkles of disagreement) in

basic orientation.

To Dollo, irreversibility epitomized the

nature of history under simple conditions

of mathematical probability (Dollo had an

extensive education in mathematics and

attributed his formulation of irreversibil-

ity to this training). Evolutionary transfor-

mations are so complex—involving hun-

dreds of independent changes—that any

complete reversal to a former state be-

comes impossible for the same reason that

you will never flip 1,000 heads in a row

with an honest coin. No mysticism, no

vitalism; only the ordinary operation of

probability in a complex world. A simple

change (increase in size, mutation in a

single gene) may be reversed; but the

standard transformations that form the

bread and butter of paleontology (origin of

flight in birds, evolution of humans from

apelike ancestors) cannot run backward to

recover an ancestral state exactly.

History is irrevocable. Once you adopt

the ordinary body plan of a reptile, hun-

dreds of options are forever closed, and

future possibiUties must unfold within the

limits of inherited designs. Adaptive lati-

tude is impressive, and natural selection

(metaphorically speaking) is nothing if not

ingenious. A terrestrial reptile may return

to the sea and converge upon fishes in all

important aspects of external form, but
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the similarity can only be, quite literally,

skin deep and truly superficial. The con-

vergence must be built with reptilian

parts, and this historical signature of an

evolutionary past cannot be erased. Dollo

explicitly linked his principle of irrevers-

ibility with a concept that he called "inde-

structibility of the past."

When we look again at the three great

convergences of ichthyosaurs—the flip-

pers, the dorsal fin, and the caudal fin

—

but this time from the alternative perspec-

tive of Umits imposed by irrevocable start-

ing points, we find that these features

beautifully illustrate the three most im-

portant principles of irreversibility as a

signature of history.

1. The flippers, or you must use parts

available from ancestral contexts little

suited to present environments. The flip-

pers, by external form, are well adapted

for swimming and balancing. But their

internal bony structure reveals a terres-

trial reptile under the marine adaptation.

The front flipper begins with a stout hu-

merus, followed by a shortened and flat-

tened radius and ulna, side by side. The

carpals and metacarpals (hand bones) and

phalanges (finger bones) follow in a simi-

lar flattened modification. In an interest-

ing change (still related to an ancestral

state), the phalanges are multipUed into

long rows that mimic the rays of fish fins.

Humans have three phalanges per finger

(two for the thumb); ichthyosaurs can

grow more than twenty per finger

2. The dorsalfin, oryou can't get there

from here. The dorsal fin of fishes gener-

ally contains a strengthening set of bony

rays. Similar structures might well have

benefited ichthyosaurs, but their terres-

trial ancestors built no recruitable body

parts along the back. Ichthyosaurs there-

fore evolved a boneless dorsal fin (which

would have eluded us altogether if we had

never discovered the Holzmaden speci-

mens).

3. The caudal fin and its tail bend, or

you must always build a converging

structure with some distinctive difference,

due to irrevocable ancestry,from the orig-

inal model. The vertebral column of

fishes, as noted above, either stops at the

inception of the tail or extends into the

upper lobe. Only in ichthyosaurs do the

vertebrae bend down into the lower lobe of

the tail. We do not know why ichthyosaurs

developed this strikingly different and

unique internal structure (I would need

another column to discuss the interesting

structural and functional explanations

that have been proposed)—but all conver-

gences evolve with distinctive diff"erences

based on a thousand quirks of disparate

ancestries.
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Louis DoUo has long been one of my
private heroes. I meant to cite his views on

irreversibihty as a centerpiece of this es-

say, but I didn't know, until a chance

discovery in the midst of my research, that

he had written an entire paper on the cau-

dal fin of ichthyosaurs—and at a most

interesting time, in 1892, just after the

discovery of fin outlines in the Holzmaden
specimens. Dollo rejoiced that these beau-

tifully preserved specimens had resolved

"la curieuse dislocation de la colonne

vertebrale, signalee depuis longtemps"

(the curious dislocation of the vertebral

column, recognized for so long). And he

proposed an explanation rooted in unique-

ness imposed by irrevocable history. I

doubt that he was right in detail, but his

conjecture is ingenious and entirely in the

spirit of an important and insufficiently

appreciated principle of historical re-

construction. He argued that the tail bend

arose because the two-lobed caudal fin of

ichthyosaurs evolved from a skin fold

along the back (source of the dorsal fin as

well), which extended itself in a posterior

direction to form the upper lobe of the tail

fin and then pushed the vertebral column
down to form the lower lobe. Since several

modern reptiles maintain such a skin fold

along the back, but never along the belly,

new fins could only evolve along the dorsal

edge of the body—and the vertebral col-

umn could only be pushed down to form a

two-lobed tail fin. But ancestral fishes

maintained a fin fold along both back and

belly—and a two-lobed tail fin could

evolve as a lower lobe pushed the vertebral

column up.

Richard Owen, in contrast to his

adaptationist colleague Buckland, appre-

ciated the primacy of maintained reptilian

design as the main lesson of ichthyosaur

convergence. In his great monograph on

British fossil reptiles (published between

1865 and 1881, and anticipating Dollo's

concerns), he wrote:

The adaptive modification of the Ich-

thyopterygian skeleton, like those of the

Cetacean [whale] relate to their medium of

existence; [but] they are superinduced, in

the one case upon a Reptilian, in the other

upon a Mammalian type.

At about the same time, and in a more

pointed commentary on the same theme

of irrevocability in history, W. S. Gilbert

then penned a crisp epitome to remind his

audiences of evolution's major lesson:

Darwinian man though well behaved
At best is only a monkey shaved.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geol-

ogy, and the history ofscience at Harvard

University.
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harmonious union which has made Ballantine's the

most popular Scotch in Europe. A true measure

of the quality and consistency of the blend.

If you -want more than that, keep reading.

Scotch C(Omm®i§§euMo

en when it comes to their

vorite dram, it is rare to find

'Scotch drinkers familiar with

the art of blending. Since we blend a

fair amount of Scotch, we've taken

it upon ourselves to clear up
the confusion. l^r.J. Goudy, master

At this point, blender. Thi

consider pour- exact recipe of

ing yourself Ballantitie's

a glass o{ is a closely

Ballantine's guarded secret.

Finest and set-

tling into your

favorite chair

Not only will

you be more
comfortable, it

will also in-

crease your
appreciation of

what you are

about to read.

If you like ice

with your Scotch, let it melt a b

Okay. Take a sip. Hold the

liquid amber on your tongue

and let the many flavors settle

into your palate.

It has been said that a fine Scotch

blend should be a melding of fou

central whisky themes. One fo

bouquet, another

for taste, a third for

body, and the last for

its ability to

blend all four

into a balanced.

How flavor.

Not a simple task.

And, of course,

it cannot be

accomplished

ith a blend of only
Scotland has a four whisk-
whisky distilleiyfor ies. Twenty
every 57.000 residents, or thirty i:

A world record. more typical.

Then there is Ballantine's Finest

A full-flavored blend composed
of forty-two of the finest single

malt Scotch whiskies. Each in-

cluded for a specific reason. The
famed Highland

single malts con-

tribute smooth,

smoky, elegant

qual ities. The

brawny Islay malts are

deep and peaty, with

hints of sea air. From
the remote Campbel-
town peninsula we trea-

sure the salty, tangy

aromas. From the Low- Please write.

lands, the softness We welcome

and sweetness, all letters.

And the tributaries of the

River Livet provide com-
plexity and sophistication.

Take an-

other sip of

7.

The traditional of the true
copperpot still. taste of
An invention which Scotch.

has not been improved Some
by progress, of the blending

stock used in Ballantine's Finest

IS supphed according

to arrangements

dating from the

turn of the cen-

tury. Many of the

single malts are

classics in thei

own right. Some The original

are matured in distillery building

oak barrels, {or at Glenbiirgie.

spice, or sherry Glenbmgie is

casks, for special "n important

sweet- single malt in

ness. Ballantine's Finest.

The result is an exceptional

whisky that is soft of

body, complex in

palate, with hints

of dryness rounded

out in the wood.
In short, every-

thing the true

Scotch drinker
could ask for.

If you want more

than that, you'lljust

have to wait for the

next Ballantine's ad.

THE TRUE TASTE OF SCOTCH THE TRUE TASTE OF SCOTCH.

s P.O. Bo.x 8925 Univcml Citv.CA 9160S



A Matter of Taste

A Sop for the

Spanish Sweet Tooth
The guava ofthe New World stood infor the sweetfruits ofthe homeland

by Raymond Sokolov

The recent crash of Avianca flight 52

on Long Island shocked everyone who
heard about the pointless carnage, but I

felt outraged and personally touched by it.

Two young Colombian women I had

worked with in New York were orphaned,

and last summer I myself had flown to

Kennedy Airport from Cartagena, Co-

lombia, on Avianca after a few days of

research for this magazine in that former

center of Spanish colonial trade.

The purpose of my visit was to experi-

ence directly the unique local cuisine,

which reflects the creativity of African

slaves in the Hispanic New World. People

assured me that Cartagena was an island

of safety in a country beset by violence.

Indeed, my sojourn was idyllic, if humid.

But shortly after my departure from the

seaside airport, a bomb destroyed a room

in the hotel where I had stayed. And while

I busied myself writing about the role of

the coconut in Cartagenan cooking, an-

other Colombian botanical product,

whose name also begins with the letters co,

seized the headlines almost daily.

As a soothing counterpoise to the Co-

lombian narcotic mess, and as an act of

condolence for my bereaved friends, I

want to consider now the food Colombians

probably miss the most when they are

away from home. They call it bocadillo.

In English, we have to settle for saying

guava paste. We don't, of course, eat

much guava paste, but it is ubiquitous as a

dessert sweet, with white cheese, at meals

all over the Caribbean and in Mexico. One
of many such fruit pastes sold in Spanish-

speaking markets everywhere, guava

paste probably strikes most people not

bom to it—it certainly strikes me—as

overly sweet. But it commands our atten-

tion for two reasons. Guava paste is a pure

case of the most important mechanism of

creative evolution in culinary history, the

substitution of one ingredient for another.

And an enormous amount of fascinating

information is available to show exactly

how this substitution in rural Colombia, of

native guava for Old World quince, led to

Robert C. Hermes; Photo Researchers

The white guava

a home-grown food-craft industry whose

variation on an age-old theme is now the

edible emblem of a culture.

The guava {Psidium guajava) is an ag-

gressive, commonplace small tree of tropi-

cal America. A member of the myrtle

family (Myrtaceae), which also includes

nutmeg, allspice, cinnamon, clove, eu-

calyptus, and the feijoa, the guava pro-

duces a fruit—round, ovoid, or pear

shaped—in the general size range of the

apple. The color of its rind develops from

green to yellow. The flesh is aromatic and

ranges in color from white to deep pink or

salmon red, with a great many small, hard,

kidney-shaped seeds gathered in the pulp

at the center. At the end opposite the stem

is a little black "crown" that will remind

you of a medlar if you've ever seen one.

The guava is high in vitamin C and in

pectin, the natural substance that makes

jelly gel. By the time the Spaniards no-

ticed the guava, it was well established

from Mexico to Peru. The name guava

seems to derive from a word in use by the

indigenous Tainos of Hispaniola and may
have been mentioned by Columbus. The

first real account of the plant was by

Oviedo {Natural History of the Indies,

1526). He does not seem to have tasted a

guava, but reported that the best ones he'd

seen were in the area of the Isthmus of

Darien (Panama) and that people accus-

tomed to guavas preferred them to apples.

Although it is hard to imagine how any-

one would want to compare the apple and

the guava, perhaps shape was the main

consideration. This seems to have been the

case in ancient Europe with the apple and

the quince
—

"apples" in ancient literature

may actually be quinces and true apples

just late arrivals on the European horticul-

28 Natural History 5/90



When it's time to leave it all behind,

take more with you in a Vanagon.
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Your mind will tell you. Your body will tell you.

Then your family will tell you.
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And there's no better way to go than

in a Volkswagen Vanagon. Vanagon is America's

most spacious minivan, with even more pas-

senger and cargo room than the new "extended"

minivans. In fact, Vanagon seats seven and
offers three times more behind-the-rear-seat

storage than Plymouth Voyager.

Which comes in handy when you realize

leaving it all behind usually means taking a

whole lot with you.

Of course, Vanagon offers more than loads

of room. Its power rack-and-pinion steering

"MS.R.P. excludes options, tax, registration, destination charges

and dealer prep. For details call 1-800-444-WVUS.

and four-wheel independent suspension deliver

a ride that's uniquely European. And since

Vanagon's actually shorter than any mid-

size station wagon, it's easy to maneuver
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tural scene that usurped the quince's

Latin name {malum). At any rate, the

same word was classically applied to a

whole range of fruit, and we can hardly

point fingers at the early Spanish amateur

botanizers for picking a familiar fruit as a

model to help identify an exotic fruit.

Spanish colonists definitely had no trou-

ble growing the guava. Birds and livestock

spread the seeds, and the plant behaves

like a weed on cleared, plowed ground.

Tropical farmers fight a constant battle to

keep guava saplings from taking over their

fields. And with the importation of sugar

cane about 1550, the manufacture of

guava paste was, it now seems, inevitable.

I say inevitable because the Spaniards

came to the New World with a taste for

sweet fruit pastes instilled in them from

childhood. Quince paste, literally quince

meat {came de membrillo) is a common
dessert in Spain today, a solid jelly-cake

sold in flat tins. This is a survival of a

standard Spanish dish that came in with

the Moors from North Africa in the early

Middle Ages. Quince paste is still a stand-

ard part of Near Eastern cuisine today.

Claudia Roden recommends serving it

with coffee in A New Book of Middle

Eastern Food (Viking, 1985). And she

mentions a variant in which chopped or

halved blanched almonds are spread be-

tween two layers of hot quince paste, cre-

ating a sort of sandwich that may be the

visual ancestor of the Colombian boca-

dillo. But I am anticipating my story.

By the mid-sixteenth century, Spanish

settlers had created the ideal setting for a

guava paste industry. They had disturbed

the ground of the primeval tropical forest

with plows. They had then introduced cat-

tle, which ate wild guavas and dispersed

the seeds in pastures with their dung, aid-

ing the traditional guava-proliferating ef-

forts of frugivorous birds, bats, and with

Darwin as our witness, Galapagos turtles.

Soon some of those pastures were overrun

with guavas and had become guava thick-

ets, called guayabales in Spanish. These

volunteer groves sprang up in the vicinity

of sugar mills. To the quince-paste-hungry

Spaniard, here was the hand of Provi-

dence. Guava paste was the result, impos-

sible before the arrival of Old World

sugar—a new food in a region where gua-

vas had been domesticated for millennia

(according to archeological evidence of

preserved fruit dated to 2500 B.C. in

coastal Peru).

Exploitation of the guava reached its

zenith deep in the interior of Colombia, in

the mountainous departamento of San-

tanden Two hundred commercial produc-

ers of paste were active in the area in 1 970,

shortly before the intrepid Klaus J.

Meyer-Arendt began looking into the sub-

ject for his M. A. thesis in geography and

anthropology at Louisiana State Univer-

sity and Agricultural and Mechanical

College. This unpublished study, "The
Guava in the Upper Suarez Basin of

Southern Santander and Adjacent

Boyaca, Colombia: A Geographical Per-

spective," paints an unforgettable picture

of a regional food in every conceivable

aspect, from the horticultural to the tech-

nological, social, and historical.

The Santander guava industry, re-

ported Meyer-Arendt, produced not only

paste, jams, and jellies but also blanc-

mange {manjarblanco, made of guavas,

sugar, and milk); pastries filled with

guava paste; puche (a marmalade-milk

concoction); an array of candies; candied

guava shells in syrup; and juices, yogurts,

and wines. But paste is the jewel in this

particular crown, and its manufacture has

traditionally centered in the town of

Velez, once a trading center for the ab-

original Chibchas. The second city

founded in the area by the Spaniards,

Velez became a backwater of provincial

obscurity after trade shifted elsewhere.



and only recently has it emerged from

isolation as paved roads have brought it

into contact with the rest of the country.

But Velez is still not to be found on many
maps. Nevertheless, this highland

boondock of mestizo peasantry has devel-

oped a very sophisticated, very sweet

guava paste based on the color difference

between the fruit's two leading varieties

and celebrated throughout Colombia. The

trademark Veleiio bocadillos are, accord-

ing to Meyer-Arendt, "made of pink-

guava paste coated on the top and bottom

with white-guava paste . . . formed into a

small rectangle, and wrapped in the leaves

of the bijao plant." (After they've been

boiled and dried, the long, wide, flat, and

lightly waxy leaves of this plant are used

all over the American tropics for wrapping

food. Bijao is the name given to two

plants: the wild plantain, Heliconia bihai,

found in Boyaca, and Calathea lutea,

which is common in the upper Suarez

valley and therefore is the dominant wrap-

ping material in Velez.)

The current harlequin form of the

Veleno bocadillo is said to have been in-

vented in 1925 by Dona Maria de Tellez in

a small family factory. In those days,

bocadillos were made with the crude, lo-

cally produced raw sugar called panela.

Nowadays, refined sugar trucked in from

the south is the overwhelming choice.

Plastic wrap is replacing bijao leaves, and

containers of thick plastic and clay printed

with neo-Chibchan motifs are ever more

common, according to Meyer-Arendt.

As he described the process in 1979,

bocadillo production was mostly artisanal

and only slightly mechanized. Ripe fruit is

washed and then cooked at about 2 1
2° F

for a half hour, to accelerate the conver-

sion of starch to sugar and protopectin to

pectin. Then the fruit goes into a pulping

machine operated by small gasoline or

electric motors, whose action forces the

fruit through a mesh that removes the

seeds (which are dried and used for fod-

der).

Almost equal parts of sugar and guava

pulp are mixed together in shallow bronze

cooking pots heated by steam or direct

heat. Motorized, nonreactive wood or

bronze agitators keep the mixture from

scorching. (Meyer-Arendt was unable to

locate any factory where hand stirring was

still practiced but heard that it |Was done

at a village called La Doctrina.) Cooking

continues for several hours, reducing the

pulp and sugar to a firm paste.

While it is still hot and relatively

unviscous, the paste is poured into molds

(wood, aluminum, or stainless steel). For

Velefio bocadillo, a thin layer of white

guava paste is poured into the mold first

and left to dry. Then a thick layer of pink

guava paste is poured in and dried. Finally

comes a thin top layer of white paste.

Drying lasts for several days. Then the

paste is cut with machetes or frames

strung with wire into small rectangles. In-

dividual pieces are hand wrapped. "The
use of plastic as a wrapper," writes Meyer-

Arendt, "is more convenient, more sani-

tary, and increasingly popular, although

the guava paste is prevented from 'breath-

ing' and sugar crystallizes on the surface

of the guava paste. This detracts from the

quality and yields a shorter shelf life

(three or four months) than bijao-

wrapped guava paste, which can last up to

a year. The bijao leaf also imparts a cer-

tain 'bouquet' that is said to enhance the

flavor of the bocadillo^

It would be pretentious for me to la-

ment the passing of />;yao-wrapped Veleiio

bocadillos, since I obviously never had the

chance to earn nostalgia for them through

actual experience. But Meyer-Arendt

does make me vicariously wistful for a

hand-stirred, /7a«e/a-based bocadillo from

the Tellez factory. And he makes me
guilty for having taken guava jelly for
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granted as a child in the forties, when it

seems to have been widely available dur-

ing shortages of other fruit conserves. This

was, according to Jane Grigson, the case

in England, where the abundance of

South African guava jelly made people

avoid it after local fruit came back into

production.

Grigson does not share this aversion to

guavas and extols the room-filling fra-

grance of the cooking fruit in Jane

Grigson's Fruit Book (Atheneum Pub-

lishers, 1982). She also quotes the most

beautiful description of the exterior of the

guava I have ever heard, a couplet, possi-

Quince Paste

(Slightly adapted from Claudia Roden's

A New Book ofMiddle Eastern Food.

Viking, 1985)

2 pounds quinces

1 pound sugar

Juice of 1 lemon

A few blanched almonds to decorate

Wash the quinces and quarter them,

but do not peel or core. Boil them with

very little water or steam them for 20 to

30 minutes, until very soft. Rub through a

fine sieve.

Heat the sugar and lemon juice with %
cup water, stirring constantly, until the

sugar has dissolved. Bring to a boil and
simmer for a few minutes to thicken the

syrup. Add the quince puree and cook
over very low heat, stirring constantly

with a wooden spoon, until the paste thick-

ens and comes away from the bottom of

the pan.

Turn the paste into a wide, shallow

mold or tray and spread it out evenly.

Leave it to dry for several days. Store the

jellylike sheets of paste wrapped in wax
paper or foil. Serve with coffee, cut into

small squares or triangles, with a

blanched almond stuck in the center of

each one. An interesting variation is to

spread a layer of chopped or halved

blanched almonds between two layers of

paste before it is cooled.

Yield: Six servings

Ate de Guayaba

(Guava paste, slightly adapted from
Diana Kennedy's The Art ofMexican

Cooking, Bantam, 1989)

6 pounds small yellow guavas
4'/2 pounds (about 12'/2 cups) sugar

Rinse the guavas and remove the small

black shriveled remains of the flower at

the base; do not peel. Cut each guava in

half horizontally and with a small spoon
remove the fleshy center that contains the

seeds.

bly by the French poet Leconte de Lisle,

who may have experienced the fruit in his

youth in the French colony of Reunion in

the Indian Ocean, where guavas were in-

troduced in the nineteenth century. He
wrote: "C'est trop peu que des fleurs: je

veux t'offrir encore/ Goyave au court

duvet que le safran colore" (Flowers just

won't do. I want to give you guava, too,

guava with short fuzz painted with saf-

fron).

Raymond Sokolov is a writer whose spe-

cial interests are the history andprepara-
tion offood.

Put the hollowed-out "shells" into one

pan and the seedy flesh into another. Add
1 quart of water to the shells and 2 cups to

the flesh. Cook both over medium heat;

they should simmer, not boil fast, or the

setting quality of the fruit will be reduced.

Simmer the pulp for five minutes and set

aside. Simmer the shells for about ten

minutes—they should be quite tender but

not mushy.

Strain the shells, retaining the cooking

water. Transfer the shells to the container

of a food processor and process until you
have a textured puree; you will need to do
this in about four batches. Put the puree

and the reserved cooking water into a

large, heavy, shallow pan. Press the pulp

and its cooking liquid through a fine sieve

or through the fine disk of a food mill,

straining out as many of the seeds as pos-

sible—a few may go through, but don't

worry; they will add texture and rough-

age. Add the strained, thick juice to the

pan, discarding the debris in the sieve.

Stir the sugar into the pan and set over

low heat, stirring until the sugar has dis-

solved. Increase the heat and cook as fast

as possible, stirring at first from time to

time to prevent scorching and then con-

stantly as the mixture begins to thicken.

(You will need a broad-bowled wooden
spoon with a long handle, as the mixture

tends to splatter and can bum your skin.)

When the mixture thickens and becomes
harder to stir and shrinks away from the

sides of the pan, the ate is ready. Depend-
ing on the sugar and the altitude, it can

take up to 1 Vi hours.

Pour the ate while hot into molds no

more than 2 inches deep (or pour to a

depth of 2 inches in several springform

molds). Set on a rack and leave to cool and
dry. As soon as the ate has set, remove the

molds and continue to dry out the cakes in

a dry, airy place, turning them over daily

or more often, depending on humidity, of

course; this can take from one to two

weeks. Store in a cool place between

sheets of parchment paper or preferably

on straw mats.

Yield: About four 1 '/2-pound cakes
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The Endless Cycle

Virtually all lifeon Earth

dependsuponthe energy

capturedfromsunlightby

chlorophyll. Plants

manufactureanddispose

ofnearly a billion tons of

chlorophyll each year.

The recyclingprocess is

extremelycomplexand

potentially dangerous.

Oneminorbyproduct is

the glorious display of

foliagewe see each fall.

Making, Breaking, and

Remaking Chlorophyll
by George Hendry

The earth is a green and blue planet. At
least so astronauts tell us. The blue, of

course, is water; the green is chlorophyll,

the world's most abundant pigment. With-

out the green chlorophyll of plants to trap

the sun's energy, life on Earth could not

exist, at least not as we know it. To many
people, the soft greens of spring leaves and

the deeper shades of summer are soothing,

a reassurance that all is well with the

world. And so it may be, but beneath the

calming exterior is a hidden world of near-

constant destruction.

Regularly, and sometimes spectacu-

larly, the chlorophyll in nature's solar pan-

els is destroyed, reduced to colorless frag-

ments. In North America, the best-known

example of this breakdown is seen in New
England every fall as a glorious burst of

color lasting for a week or two before the

onset of winter. But chlorophyll is being

continuously destroyed nearly every-

where: in managed environments, such as

ripening wheat- and corn-fields, and in

more natural ones, as in the tropics when
trees and bushes shed their leaves at the

start of the dry season. In the oceans, the

seasonal explosion in populations of single-

celled algae—called algal blooms—ends

with the mass destruction of chlorophyll

and collapse of the populations. Even in

new leaves, chlorophyll is regularly break-

ing down, and evergreens are perhaps

more aptly described as "ever dying."

Why chlorophyll destruction, which goes

back at least 350 million years to the ori-

gin of land plants, occurs at all has long

puzzled scientists. Only recently have we
begun to understand it.

In natural systems, little is wasted. Al-

most every organic structure, including

chlorophyll, is recycled, sometimes sev-

eral times a year. But nature's recycling is

not just a matter of reusing spent parts.

Most of the chlorophyll pigment de-

stroyed during a New England fall, for

example, is unlikely to be recycled just as

chlorophyll; the options in nature are

much greater. All living organisms invest

capital in a number of structures: bony

skeletons in higher animals, heartwood in

trees, cell walls in bacteria. These struc-

tures are long-term investments, made to

last for a substantial part of an organism's

life. Other investments are short-term,

and include DNA, much protein, and

stores of chemical energy.

The rate of turnover of each investment

is measured in terms of its half-life—the

time it takes for half of the substance to be

transformed or degraded. We calculate

that the world stock of chlorophyll, ap-

proaching 250 million tons, is turned over,

on average, 3.7 times each year, making

nearly one billion tons that are synthesized

and destroyed annually. On land, turnover

is relatively slow, in line with the long life

spans of trees and other perennial plants.

In the oceans, however, turnover is faster.

We have estimated that a chlorophyll mol-

ecule in the oceans has a half-life of no

more than about eight days, in line with

the short life spans (as little as forty-eight

hours to a maximum of about four weeks)

of single-celled marine phytoplankton.

The natural world is built on throwaway

parts, with one critical factor differentiat-

ing nature's apparent profligacy from that

of humans: almost by definition, natural

products are biodegradable. There are a

few exceptions: the hard shells of marine

invertebrates survive to form limestone,

and the polyphenolic lignins of plants con-

tribute to soil structure. For the rest, deg-

radation followed by rapid reassimilation

into organic molecules is the rule.

But why the turnover in the first place?

Biological compounds turn over for three

major reasons. The first is related to the

short half-life, often of a few minutes' or

days' duration, of many of the molecules

involved in the primary metabolism of the
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cell. Many nucleic acids and proteins, par-

ticularly regulatory enzymes, are in this

group. Turnover here appears to be a de-

vice to counter wear and tear or malfunc-

tion caused by aging. One reason humans

can survive for three-score and ten years is

that our individual parts are constantly

being replaced. So it is with plants. Chlo-

rophylls are completely degraded and re-

placed. During recycling, the nitrogen

amino groups in the chlorophyll molecule

may well be reincorporated into DNA or

protein. Little is likely to be recycled back

precisely to chlorophyll but instead will be

reincorporated into whatever compounds

are immediately called for by the plant at

that moment.

This demand-led recycling provides a

powerful, but sensitive, way of regulating

the productivity of the plant. In newly

formed leaves, for instance, chlorophylls

are turned over quickly. In young wheat

and barley, we found that the half-life was

less than seventy-two hours. In the first

days of greening, while the photosynthetic

apparatus is still being assembled, some of

the pigments are damaged, in part be-

cause several essential protection systems

are not yet in place. The chlorophylls at

this stage are vulnerable to attack by oxy-

gen, and in much the same way that milk

goes sour or butter rancid, chlorophyll

molecules rapidly break down into simple,

colorless fragments and must be replaced

by newly formed pigment. Once the leaf

begins to mature, however, the half-life of

In spring, chlorophyll-producing

phytoplankton blooms in the earth 's

northern oceans. The reds andyellows of
the satellite color scanner indicate the

densest concentrations ofthe organisms.
Gene Feldman, Wayne Esaias & Chuck McClain; NASA Goddard Space Flight Center

the pigment is considerably extended,

with each molecule surviving for many
days or even weeks. At this point, the

chlorophyll has acquired a battery of pro-

tective antioxidants, including tocopher-

ols (vitamin E), ascorbic acid (vitamin C),

and carotenoids (related to vitamin A).

These antioxidants are made in large

amounts by the plant, not to satisfy our

dietary needs, but to protect the plant cell

and particularly the chlorophyll from self-

destruction.

A second reason for turnover in natural

systems is excess. If a structure, a complex

or simple molecule, is no longer required,

it may be dumped, to be recycled by exter-

nal organisms. In fall, deciduous leaves

come into this category. Or, if the cost is

not extortionate, the compound may be

stored for later use. Or so the textbooks

would have us believe. The trouble is that

we, as observers, have little idea how to

measure "cost" or how to distinguish the

superfluous from the vital compound.

Plants, for example, are notorious for hav-

ing enormous quantities of "junk" DNA
in their cells, up to 100 times more than

their mammalian counterparts. Plants

also produce an enormous range of so-

called secondary metabolites, many of

which, to our limited understanding, seem

to have no function. Perhaps we should

think again before describing any biologi-

cal phenomenon as unnecessary.

But the third reason for natural turn-

over is the one that seems to explain the

seasonal mass destruction of chlorophyll.

For much of its life, the chlorophyll mole-

cule is a key component in a network of

complex structures, operating essentially

as a source of electrons. The chlorophyll

molecule, built up from four linked rings,

is surrounded by a cloud of tightly held,

orbiting electrons. Sunlight of the right

wavelength striking the chlorophyll mole-

cule causes it to resonate. The resonance,

when concentrated, flips one of the elec-

trons out of orbit along an electrical cir-

cuit to drive the production of storable

chemical power. Such stored power is

used to reduce carbon dioxide to carbohy-

drates and nitrates to proteins.

This process, photosynthesis, is essen-

tial to life on Earth. One of its better-

known products is the gas oxygen, so vital

to the survival of air-breathing animals.

But there is another face to chlorophyll

that is anything but benign. Occasionally,

the electrical circuit, instead of neatly

passing electrons from one molecule to

another to form reducing power, becomes

"leaky" and diverts electrons to normally

inert oxygen molecules. The result may be

any of a number of unstable, highly reac-

tive forms dubbed "activated oxygen" or

"oxygen radicals." One of these, the hy-

droxyl radical (HO), is highly destructive

to all hving organisms. On formation, HO
almost instantly abstracts hydrogen (H)

from any convenient neighboring mole-

cule, thereby destroying the structure of

many organic molecules.

In the healthy green plant, the forma-

tion of activated oxygen is largely sup-

pressed, partly by maintaining an intact

electron-transport chain; a battery of anti-

oxidants mop up or scavenge any stray

forms of activated oxygen. Sometimes,

however, the protective machinery fails,

and highly destructive forms of oxygen

are released, damaging or even killing the

plant. Many herbicides work by fusing the

natural electrical circuit so that chloro-

phyll passes electrons straight to oxygen,

inducing the formation of "killer" hy-

droxyl radicals, in what soon becomes a

suicide reaction. In nature, sudden epi-

sodes of drought or cold weather can

break the electron circuit and bring about

the rapid destruction of the leaf, often

visible as brown spots or lesions. Some
gaseous industrial pollutants have the

same effect. Unchecked, the chlorophylls

can cause the premature death of the cell,

the leaf, and ultimately the whole plant. A
plant's ability to replace its chlorophyll

regularly is thus essential to its health.

This "malign" face of chlorophyll fig-
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ures in situations of mass destruction as

well. In a New England October, for ex-

ample, as days shorten and temperatures

drop, deciduous plants begin to salvage

useful compounds from their leaves. Car-

bohydrates and most of the nitrogen-rich

proteins and nucleic acids are degraded to

simple, water-soluble structures and ex-

ported to overwintering organs, such as

roots and underground tubers. All this

must happen quickly, before leaf fall.

At this critical stage, chlorophyll has

the power to destroy As the salvaging

operation gets under way, the electrical

circuit begins to fail, and the green pig-

ment now has the increased potential to

form activated oxygen. If it does, the or-

dered breakdown will become chaotic and

the salvaging incomplete. Very little will

be recycled. Plants and soils will become

impoverished as valuable compounds,

particularly nitrogen-based ones, become

locked up as insoluble polymers in incom-

pletely degraded leaves.

For this reason, the photosynthetic ap-

paratus is rapidly dismantled in the earli-

est phases of leaf senescence. Uncoupled

from the electronic circuit, the chloro-

phyll molecules are irreversibly oxidized

in a photochemical suicide reaction. The

complex ring structure breaks down into

colorless compounds. As the leaf loses its

green pigment, often exposing underlying

yellow carotenoids, numerous valuable

compounds are mobilized and rapidly ex-

ported to the storage organs. As the days

of fall progress, other compounds—nor-

mally present in trace amounts—are

formed in massive quantities. In a burst of

production, anthocyanins produce the fa-

miliar red and purple colors of autumn

leaves. Other related compounds, tannins

and lignins, give rise to the brown colors of

dying leaves. Once the salvaging opera-

tion is complete, the export route is

plugged and the leaf shed, to be recycled

by soil miicroorganisms.

Several million tons of chlorophyll,

however, never achieve their full poten-

tial, for the land and oceans support a

voracious complement of herbivores, from

farm cows to locusts, whales to zooplank-

ton. Once immersed in a stomachful of

digestive acids, chlorophyll is uncoupled

from its electrical circuitry. The innards

of a large herbivore are essentially the end

of the line for a chlorophyll molecule.

Light cannot penetrate deep into the gut
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of the animal, and without light, no photo-

chemistry is possible. Fortunately, cows

are not transparent; otherwise digestion in

bright sunlight could be a painful, if not

fatal, process. (Indeed, in a rare disorder

of sheep, called geldikkop, some partly

digested chlorophyll passes into the blood-

stream, causing the animal to become

photosensitive; the resultant formation of

activated oxygen leads to cell destruction,

skin lesions, and facial eczema.)

Many lower animals, however, particu-

larly marine zooplankton, are transparent

and turn visibly green after feeding on

single-celled algae. One of the curiosities

of marine biology may be a response to the

potential problem this creates. Every

night, countless zooplankton migrate up-

ward, some from great depths, to feed

upon the plant life, principally the single-

celled algae, that exists a few feet beneath

the surface. But reminiscent of Cinderella

at the ball, the zooplankton sink or swim

down to the darker depths to complete

their digestive processes before the sun's

rays strike at dawn. Numerous theories

have been proposed to explain this world-

wide nightly vertical migration. One that

has been discussed for many years is that

these transparent animals do become pho-

tosensitive after gorging on green plank-

ton and remain so as long as they contain

undigested chlorophyll. So they do the

sensible thing—keep out of the light dur-

ing this vulnerable period. But to prove

this theory, biochemists will have to ex-

plain the many exceptions: a number of

species are able to persist near the surface

and some even confine their feeding to

daylight. The answer may be that the day

feeders have evolved some protective

mechanism, perhaps similar to the anti-

oxidants present in plants, to mop up any

activated oxygen formed during digestion.

The many instances of chlorophyll de-

struction worldwide—in fall or at the start

of the dry season, during greening-up of

young leaves, at crop ripening, or on the

death of aging cells—are all examples of

natural recycling on a massive scale. The

breakdown includes a sophisticated repair

mechanism to insure that only fully opera-

tional pigments participate in photosyn-

thesis. The annual turnover puts an upper

limit to global productivity, restricting

photosynthesis largely to the wet season in

the tropics and to spring and summer in

the temperate regions, and insures that

the other, potentially destructive face of

chlorophyll is strictly controlled. In this

way, nature's solar panels operate with an

efficiency and safety record unmatched

by anything humans have yet devised. D
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Humans breakout ofthe

natural cyclewhen they
manufacture and discard

material that is not

biodegradable. Such

products, which even

bacteria can't stomach, are

often deadly as well. And
whilePCBs and heavy

metalsmay be invisible,

they don't go away, as

revealedby two case

studies: ofa wildlife

refuge in the Midwest and

the sediments ofamajor

eastern river.

Perilous Paradise
by Robert H. Mohlenbrock

On the surface, Crab Orchard National

Wildlife Refuge, deep in southern Illinois,

is an idyllic place. Among its attractions

are the more than 100,000 Canada geese

that winter there, feasting on corn grown

for them by refuge personnel. Each year

between November and March, hundreds

of visitors flock to observation platforms

to view this noisy congregation. By spring,

most of the geese and the few resident

bald eagles leave the refuge. A crop of

new wildflowers bursts forth in early

April, providing a show until early June.

In summer, anglers line the banks of the

refuge's three large artificial lakes—Crab

Orchard, Little Grassy, and Devils

Kitchen. Others boat to isolated nooks

where the catch of smallmouth bass, crap-

pie, and other kinds of fish may be better.

Swimmers, sailboaters, and windsurfers

relish the cool waters when the summer
temperatures climb toward 100 degrees.

Visitors who drive along the refuge roads

at dusk are usually rewarded with a

glimpse of a graceful Virginia white-tailed

deer. In autumn, a hunting season to con-

trol the deer population attracts hunters to

the refuge.

Rugged hikers and backpackers share

the 43,000-acre refuge with families that

come to camp and picnic. Much of the

area is flat, although a few low, rolling

hills rise above intervening ravines. Along

the southern boundary, where deep,

wooded gorges lie between massive sand-

stone cliffs, a section has been officially

designated a wilderness area.

Unfortunately, most of the refuge was

not created from virgin territory, and the

land's past is now coming back to haunt it.

Since 1988, the fear of chemical contami-

nants at the refuge has spread like wild-

fire. Many fishermen are finding other

places to cast their lines; hunters worry

that the deer they harvest could be unsafe

to consume. Swimmers and windsurfers

are avoiding the water. Conditions are po-

tentially so dangerous that Crab Orchard

is the only one of 425 national wildHfe

refuges in the country that is on the Envi-

ronmental Protection Agency's Super-

fund List for toxic waste cleanup.

WISCONSIN
IOWA

MISSOURI

ARKANSAS

'
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The refuge has a varied history. When
the first white settlers entered the region

in the early nineteenth century, most of

the area was forested, with a few patches

of native prairie. Subsequently, the timber

was cut and sold, and much of the land

was planted with corn or used as pasture

for domestic livestock. The region was ex-

tensively farmed between 1880 and 1930.

Unfortunately, the clay soil was not rich

like the black, loamy soil of central Illi-

nois, and farmers eked out a meager liv-

ing. During the Great Depression, most

farms failed and became tax forfeit lands

under the administration of the federal

government's Soil Conservation Service.

Since the land was now federally con-

trolled, it became an ideal location for

Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) and

Works Progress Administration (WPA)
projects. The major accomplishment of

the CCC and WPA during the mid- 1930s

was the construction of concrete dams on

three creeks, to create the three lakes.

With the advent of Worid War II, the

U. S. government needed to manufacture

munitions and other military items. Since

the large area was mostly federal land, the

region was chosen for the site of the Illi-

nois Ordnance Plant. A few remaining

private farm holdings were condemned,

and the land was taken over

The munitions plant was built in record

time and with massive waste. Interviews

with persons involved with construction of

the buildings in the complex have re-

vealed that extra supplies were simply

thrown away, including kegs of nails with

only a few nails missing, oil vats, conduits,

and other material containing lead, chro-

mium, and cadmium. Most of this waste

was dumped indiscriminately into nearby

ravines since there was no one disposal site

set aside for the refuse.

During the war effort, thousands of

bombs and artillery shells were manufac-

tured and stored at the Illinois Ordnance

Plant, known locally as Ordill. At the

height of its operation, it employed 10,000

people, generated its own steam and elec-

tricity, ran its own railroad, and operated

five fire stations. As the war wound down,

however, the need for ammunition dissi-

pated. Five million pounds of surplus am-
munition were incinerated in 1945 at

eleven randomly selected sites on the fed-

eral land, and even more lead, chromium,

and cadmium entered the soil.

In 1946, the War Department trans-

ferred the 43,000 acres of federal land to

the Department of the Interior with four

objectives in mind. To provide employ-

ment for people living in nearby communi-

ties who had lost their jobs when the ord-

nance plant closed, industries were invited

to use the empty buildings. To ease hard

feelings among the local farmers who had

lost their land earlier through condemna-

tion, some were allowed back. A third

objective was to encourage recreational

use at the three big lakes. Finally, the area

was to serve as a wildlife refuge for geese,

deer, and perhaps other animals, to be

managed by the Fish and Wildlife Ser-

vice. Thus the Crab Orchard National

Wildlife Refuge came into existence as a

multipurpose unit in 1947.

For two years, the industries that

moved to the refuge were under the juris-

diction of the War Assets Administration,

but by 1948, the entire 43,000 acres were

being run by the Fish and Wildlife Ser-

vice. As many as twenty-five industries

were there at one time. Among them was

an electric company whose major prod-

ucts were transformers and capacitors.

The shells of the transformers and ca-

pacitors were submerged into vats con-

taining PCBs (polychlorinated biphenyls),

a group of man-made organic compounds
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that are heat stable and resistant to natu-

ral degradation, making them useful as

cooling fluids in electrical equipment.

From time to time, PCBs spilled from the

vats. Since no area was designated as a

dump, the electric company, which oper-

ated between 1946 and 1962, used one or

more ravines behind the factory for its

waste materials.

For years, faculty and students at

Southern Illinois University, less than ten

miles west of Crab Orchard National

Wildlife Refuge, have used the refuge as

an outdoor laboratory to study deer, coy-

otes, quail, Canada geese, and various spe-

cies of fish. The university's wildlife unit

also assists the refuge personnel in operat-

ing deer-check stations during the deer

hunting season. In 1981, during one of

these deer checks, a deer was found to

have 5.5 parts per million of lead in its

liver, an amount dramatically higher than

that found in other regions of Illinois. Bi-

ologists began to wonder if there might be

high levels of contaminants in the refuge

as a result of past activities.

Refuge personnel and a private consult-

ing firm began surveying the entire refuge

for contaminants. Heavy metals turned up

in a few places. At the electric company's

major dump site, investigators found con-

siderable PCBs in the soil, including some

soil at the edge of Crab Orchard Lake. In

all, seven acres of soil in five different

areas on the refuge were determined to

contain PCBs and heavy metal debris.

Concern about heavy metals such as

lead, chromium, and cadmium has grown

during the past two decades. Excess lead

can cause disturbances of the liver, kid-

neys, and nervous system. Chromium af-

fects the respiratory system, and cad-

mium affects the kidneys; both are

suspected carcinogens. Researchers have

continued to check deer, voles, mice,

earthworms, and even the roots of honey-

suckle for heavy metal residue but have

not found appreciable contamination at

Crab Orchard.

PCBs were thought harmless until

1966, when scientists began raising con-

cerns that accumulations of PCBs could

be hazardous to health. Once PCBs are

released into the environment, they de-

compose very slowly over a period of sev-

eral decades, and the longer PCBs are

around, the greater the chance that they

will be absorbed by organisms. The PCBs
are stored in fatty tissue and become more

concentrated over time. Although there is

no positive proof that PCBs are carcino-

genic to humans, tests on laboratory ani-

mals show that PCBs in sufficient quan-

tity contribute to the development of

tumors and, ultimately, death. With this

information in hand, the U. S. govern-

ment made the production of PCBs illegal

in 1977. In 1979, the Environmental Pro-

tection Agency prohibited the use and

transportation of PCBs without a permit.

In 1987, fisheries biologists at Crab Or-

chard found fish containing dangerous

levels of PCBs. Because of this, the Illinois

Public Health Department issued a fish

advisory, recommending that fish taken

from certain areas of Crab Orchard Lake

be avoided. Sampling of fish continues to

this date, and while most fish show little or

no PCB contamination, enough "hot" fish

are being found to continue the concern

and maintain the fish advisory.

Although the amount of contamination

so far discovered is relatively low, public

use of the refuge dropped abruptly in

1988 and 1989. In order to reduce' the

PCBs at the refuge to their goal of 0.5 part

per million in the soil and to reduce the

heavy metal contamination, refuge per-

sonnel enlisted the help of the Environ-

mental Protection Agency to figure out

how to dispose of the 47,000 cubic yards

of contaminated soil on the refuge. In Au-

gust 1989, the EPA proposed to excavate

ihe contaminated soil and sediments and

mcinerate them at extremely high tem-
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peratures. The incineration would destroy |

the PCBs, although it would not destroy

any of the heavy metal pollutants. The

resultant residue ash would be encased in

a cementlike substance and disposed of in

an on-site landfill. The excavated areas

would then be refilled with clean soil.

Superfunds totaling $25 million would be

used for the cleanup.

At public hearings called to discuss the

EPA proposal, local residents expressed

concern that incineration might not only

fail to work but could create further envi-

ronmental problems. The district's con-

gressman has asked for a delay in the

proceedings by the EPA so that a further

study can be made. In addition, the con-

gressman has appointed a blue-ribbon

committee from the local citizenry to

come up with possible solutions of its own.

Of course, the laypersons who make up

the committee have had little or no train-

ing in contaminant cleanups. Sometime in

the spring or summer of 1990, a decision

may be made on what to do. D

Dating

OurSins
by Richard Bopp

Cruising south along the Hudson River,

our seventeen-foot boat planes easily

across the barely rippling surface. We are

just a few miles north of New York City;

here the river is more than a mile wide and

the view is dominated by the sheer cliffs of

the Palisades. Some three hundred miles

to the north in the Adirondack Mountains,

the river begins as a near-pristine trout

stream. Joined by tributaries, it broadens

to a white-water rafting stream. Above

Albany, halfway on its journey to the sea,

several dams tame its natural flow; then,

for its final one hundred and fifty miles,

the Hudson ebbs and floods in response to

the ocean tides.

In geologic perspective, the river is a

conduit for the products of natural weath-

ering, including soil particles and dis-

solved ions in transit to the ocean. They
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are part of the geochemical cycling of the

elements played out over millions of years

on the continents, in the marine sedi-

ments, and at the hot vents on the

midocean ridges. Many of the particles

carried by the Hudson today were derived

from mud deposited in ancient seas. Over

geologic time the mud was compressed

into sedimentary rocks, raised above sea

level, and subjected to erosion, creating a

new generation of river-borne particles.

Today, however, the particles carry a hu-

man signature, the pollutants that are the

wastes of our industrial age. Human activ-

ity also plays a major role in determining

where these particles end up. Bankside

construction and dams create new areas

for sediments to settle in, competing with

the natural wetlands bordering the river.

Channel dredging opens trenches in the

river bottom, where particles and associ-

ated pollutants rapidly accumulate, only

to be disturbed with the inevitable return

of the dredge.

Attached to particles or dissolved in

water, pollutants find their way into living

organisms. The most vulnerable fishes in

the river are the scavengers, such as eels

and carp; oily fishes, which store toxins in

their fatty tissues; and predators, such as

the striped bass, which accumulate con-

taminants because they are at the top of

the food chain. Also tainted are bottom-

feeding invertebrates, like the blue-claw

crab, and muskrats, snapping turtles, and

ducks, which eat contaminated vegeta-

tion, fish, and invertebrates.

As the city skyline rises in the distance

and Manhattan's massive North River

sewage treatment plant comes into view,

we begin to focus on the task at hand. The

next several hours will be spent among
abandoned piers where the river bottom is

sheltered from both the natural scour of

currents and the cut of the dredge, where

fine-grained particles might accumulate

rapidly and without disturbance. In years

past, similar expeditions have involved

dozens of Columbia University scientists

and students. Today, Dave Robinson

—

friend, technician, and crew—assembles

the sampling equipment. A plastic tube,

plumbing valve, and adjustable weight

will be lowered over the side of the boat by

rope and allowed to fall free. In the tube

we capture sediment cores, two-foot plugs

of mud from the riverbed. The best of the

cores, perhaps one in ten, will contain a

continuous record of the past few decades

of sediment accumulation. Bound to the

fine-grained particles of mud are such no-

torious toxins as polychlorinated bi-

phenyls (better known as PCBs), dioxins,

and trace metals such as lead and cad-

mium. Dating the mud allows us to recon-

struct the history of pollutants in the river

and helps me to answer a question I'm

asked on a regular basis—how is the river

doing?

ATLANTIC
OCEAN

To find out when each layer of sediment

was deposited requires measuring the ra-

dioactive elements, or radionuclides,

found to varying degrees in recent layers.

The radionuclides, derived from atmo-

spheric testing of large nuclear weapons,

enable geochemists to study a wide range

of natural processes—including ocean

mixing, the cycling of organic matter in

soils, and groundwater recharge. Cesium-

137, which is found bound to fine-grained

particles in natural water systems, is par-

ticularly useful for determining rates of

sediment accumulation. Sediments laid

down in the early 1950s show the first

detectable levels of cesium-137, and maxi-

mum global fallout of this radionuclide

occurred in 1963. In sediments of the

lower Hudson, an additional cesium-137

maximum is associated with 1971 dis-

charges from the nuclear reactors located

at Indian Point, about forty miles north of

Manhattan. (In samples from Europe,

fallout from the 1986 Chernobyl accident

would be evident.) In our "best" cores,

cesium- 1 37 profiles and other similar time

indicators yield a consistent picture of

Diamond Shamrock i,fiemii,al plant Newark New Jersey
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continuous sediment accumulation over

the past several decades.

The pollutants most often associated

with the Hudson are PCBs, industrial

chemicals that were used primarily in ca-

pacitors and transformers. The mention of

PCBs to even a casual acquaintance of the

Hudson brings to mind the dominant in-

dustrial source of this pollutant—two

General Electric capacitor plants—and

contamination of the striped bass, which

resulted in the closing of an important

commercial fishery. Our sediment sam-

ples traced the spread of PCB contamina-

tion for a distance of almost two hundred

miles—from the region of the capacitor

plants north of Albany to New York Har-

bor. Direct discharges from this source

were brought under control in the early

1970s. Curiously, however, the PCB
chronologies from all of our dated sedi-

ment cores showed that, instead of abat-

ing, PCBs reached maximum levels of

contamination at about that same time.

The removal of a dam just downstream of

the industrial source in the fall of 1973

was the explanation. Highly contami-

nated sediment, for years contained in a

relatively small and manageable im-

poundment, was mobilized and trans-

ported downstream. This major pollution

event could certainly have been pre-

vented, but no one foresaw the conse-

quences of removing the dam.

After such an event, the river begins its

natural process of recovery. A fraction of

the PCBs will dissolve in the water and be

discharged to the ocean. Most, however,

will be bound to particles that may un-

dergo many cycles of deposition and re-

suspension. Eventually they will settle in

an area removed from the main currents,

perhaps in a natural cove or between aban-

doned piers, and become part of the sedi-

mentary record. Burial to a depth of sev-

eral inches in the sediment column, deep

enough to resist resuspension during high

runoff and beyond the reach of most bot-

tom-feeding organisms, effectively re-

moves pollutants from the system. In the

case of PCB contamination, recovery of

the Hudson from the effects of the dam
removal has been dramatic. Sediments

from the mid-1980s have PCB levels

Ray Pfortner, Peter Arnold, I

about a factor of ten lower than those

deposited at the same site a decade earlier.

Trace metal chronologies tell quite a

different story. An excellent example is

the case of lead, a natural trace compo-

nent in preindustrial sediments that has

increased in concentration by about ten

times in postindustrial Hudson sediments

as a result of its use in gasoline, batteries,

and paints. New York Harbor has particu-

larly high levels of lead contamination

caused by waste-water discharges, urban

runoff, and atmospheric pollution from

the surrounding urban-industrial New
York metropolitan area. Sediments depos-

ited in the harbor during the last three

decades have lead concentrations many
times greater than recent sediments from

locations fifty to one hundred miles up-

stream. At our upstream sites, there is

good news: lead concentrations have de-

creased by half over the past fifteen years.

The improvement is probably due to a

combination of factors, including the re-

moval of lead from gasoline, the reduced

manufacture of lead-based paints, im-

provements in sewage treatment, and in-

creased regulation of industrial discharges

as a result of the Clean Water Act. None-

theless, sediment cores from New York

Harbor show no detectable recent decline

in lead levels. At present, we do not have a

satisfactory explanation for this observa-

tion. In this case, the sediment data have

issued a warning, proclaiming that our

efforts have not significantly improved

conditions in the lower Hudson with re-

spect to trace metal contamination.

From New York Harbor, a few miles

downstream of the Statue of Liberty, the

Kill Van Kull leads west to the southern

end of Newark Bay This bay and its ma-

jor tributaries, the Passaic and Hacken-

sack rivers, have been the focus of our

work on dioxin. The most toxic of the

dioxins, 2,3,7,8-TCDD is about one hun-

dred thousand times more toxic than DDT
and among the most toxic synthetic chem-

icals ever tested. Produced unintention-

ally, it is a contaminant found in the herbi-

cide 2,4,5-T a component of Agent

Orange, the defoliant that gained notori-

ety during the Vietnam War. From the

late 1940s to the late 1960s, 2,4,5-T was

manufactured at a chemical plant in New-

ark on the Passaic River just upstream of

Newark Bay. During this period, the facil-

ity was owned by Kolker Chemical and

then by Diamond Alkalai, which became

Diamond Shamrock Corporation. Today,

the plant is a Superfund site, a high-prior-

ity hazardous waste site, with a federally

approved cleanup plan. This time our data
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held few surprises. Sediments deposited in

the mid-1980s, fifteen years after the pro-

duction of 2,4,5-T was stopped, showed

still-high levels of 2,3,7,8-TCDD in the

Passaic River near the plant, as well as

significant contamination throughout the

bay. Much higher levels were found in

sediments deposited during the earlier pe-

riod, when 2,4,5-T was still being pro-

duced at the plant. Someday, still many
years in the future, this continuing study

may form the basis of a plan to clean up

the bay and adjacent waters.

Most of the sediment deposited in New-
ark Bay is removed by dredging. Contours

in the western half of the bay define ship-

ping channels leading to the Newark-Eliz-

abeth container-ship port. For the past two

decades, sediments dredged from these

channels have been disposed of at a

coastal ocean dump site, six miles off the

New Jersey shore. Barges deliver on the

order of a million tons of sediment a year

to this site, including material dredged

from New York Harbor Bluefish, striped

bass, and eels in these coastal waters are

contaminated by a combination of such

dredge-spoil disposal, past dumping of

sewage sludge in the same area, river dis-

charge, and tainted organisms lower on

the food chain.

Adjacent to the dump site is the Hud-

son shelf valley, a feature that formed in

glacial times of lower sea level, when the

river flowed across the continental shelf

and met the ocean one hundred miles far-

ther east than it does today. While most of

the shelf is dominated by sandy sediment,

fine-grained particles accumulate in the

sheltered environment provided by this

natural depression. Our preliminary work

in this area indicates that contaminated

sediment, perhaps from dredge-spoil dis-

posal, is accumulating in the shelf valley,

miles from the dump site. This indication

of particle mobility raises concerns about

the dumping of dioxin-conlaminated sedi-

ments and the possibility that the particles

could become resuspended in the water

and be transported by currents in this

coastal environment. These studies should

play a major role in the reevaluation of

policies involving dredging and disposal of

dredged materials.

How is the river doing? Ask the sedi-

ments. From the answers, we can evaluate

the impact of our past actions and find

guidance for the future. D
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Formany millennia,

humans livedwithin the

cycle ofnatureand left

behindonlybits of

charcoalandbroken stone

tools. Today, breaking

awayfromthe natural

cycle,wetake fossil energy

from decliningreserves,

manufacture short-lived

products foran ever-

growingpopulation, and

castawayenormous

mounds ofpersistent

rubbish. Waste disposal

—

amessy, $80 billion

business—smothers the

naturalworld, fillingin

wetlands andother nooks

and crannies where

wildlife has endured until

now. Yet nature's driveto

recycle is so strongthat

some creatures have

learned to capitalizeon

thefilthyunderbelly

ofmodem civilization.

Modem Middens
by Douglas C. Wilson and William L. Rathje

Most of what archeologists have to

work with are broken bits of implements,

the debris of abandoned sites, and other

ancient trash. To a few of us at the Univer-

sity of Arizona, modem garbage deserves

as much of our attention as does ancient

garbage. Our peculiar passion originated

in 1973, when coauthor Rathje, then be-

ginning to teach archeology, asked his stu-

dents in Tucson to examine patterns in

present-day behavior and relate them to

sets of contemporary artifacts. He sought

to demonstrate the basic truth of archeol-

ogy, that behavior and material items are

interconnected. In response to this assign-

ment, two students drew up their expecta-

tions of what rich and poor people would

throw away and tested these against the

actual contents of garbage cans in differ-

ent parts of town. Some of the results were

unexpected; moreover, what people said

often contradicted what they did. For ex-

ample, everyone who was interviewed said

that they didn't waste food, but the refuse

was full of edibles.

The discordances interested Rathje,

who was convinced that cultural an-

thropologists give short shrift to modern

material evidence. Anthropologists prefer

to collect information by talking to people,

rarely taking the time to measure and

count objects or plot their distribution, as

archeologists do. Archeological methods,

Rathje argued, would provide a corrective

to the anthropological portrait of our soci-

ety. Modem garbage, too, would provide

an instructive test of archeological meth-

ods and theory. A photograph a student

had taken of all the refuse from one gar-

bage can, laid out in neat categories,

showed the promise of further research.

The Garbage Project was born.

The Garbage Project collects two types

of data. The first is information on the

composition of refuse as it is discarded by

households, before it is compacted in gar-

bage tmcks and deposited in landfills.

Within each community studied, neigh-

borhoods are selected to represent the

range of income, ethnicity, household size,

and other characteristics present within

the overall community. A number of sam-

ples are then collected from each neigh-

borhood; each consists of all the refuse put

out by an individual household on a

pickup day for city collection.

Equipped with rubber gloves, masks,

and booster shots, researchers sort the

refuse into sixteen categories and record

the weights in each. The categories in-

clude plastics, paper (newsprint, packag-

ing paper, and nonpackaging paper), and

organic materials—yard wastes, food

wastes, and wood. Wherever possible,

each item of packaging is recorded by

brand name, product type, price, original

weight or volume of contents, and the

weight of any unused portion. Food debris

is recorded by specific type and the weight

of any edible (or once-edible) waste.

Tucson has been studied since 1973.

Packaging and unused products were

studied in Milwaukee in 1977 and 1978.

Real versus reported diets were studied in

1980 and 1981 in Marin County, Califor-

nia, and in 1976 and 1985 in Green Val-

ley, Arizona, a retirement community.

Phoenix was analyzed for basic recyclable

materials in 1988. Most recently, refuse

from Tucson, Phoenix, New Orleans, and

Marin County was examined for traces of

hazardous wastes such as pesticides,

paints, household batteries, and household

cleaners. All the data are collected with

the permission of the sanitation depart-

ments of the communities involved, for

refuse left out for collection becomes city

property. To protect privacy, only the gen-

eral locations of households are noted, and

nothing of a personal nature, such as the

addresses and contents of mail, is re-

corded.

In some cases household members are

interviewed about what they discard as

waste, and their responses are compared

with the evidence—the contents of their
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garbage over a period of several weeks.

This type of research is done only with the

permission of the householders concerned.

Several of these investigations were con-

ducted to learn the factors that can skew

any analysis of household refuse, such as

whether the household is recycling alumi-

num cans and newspapers, grinding per-

ishables down garbage disposals, or mak-

ing compost heaps.

As one might suspect, most people are

unreliable reporters of their own behavior.

Activities with positive public images are

overreported. People say they consume

far higher quantities of high-fiber cereals,

vegetable soups, and skim milk than the

boxes, cans, and cartons they throw out

would suggest. By the same token, people

drastically understate the volume of alco-

holic beverages, breakfast and dessert

pastries, and high-fat foods they consume.

One common form of distortion results

from what might be called the Good Pro-

vider Syndrome: Heads of households

usually estimate that their families go

through a great deal more food and other

goods than the project found evidence for.

On the other hand, when asked to report

their own diets, most people succumb to

the Lean Cuisine Syndrome, reporting

smaller portions and fewer fats and sweets

than their garbage indicates. If you want

to know how much alcohol people drink at

home, don't ask them: they will typically

report only 40 to 60 percent of what they

consume.

Surveys to identify the hazardous

wastes discarded in household refuse

—

drain openers, stains and paints, photo-

graphic chemicals—show that they make
up about one percent of all household gar-

bage by weight. We also found that neigh-

borhoods vary with respect to the kinds of

hazardous items they discard. Refuse

from low-income households contains a lot

of car-care items, such as oil and car-

buretor cleaner. Paints, varnishes, glues,

and other home fix-up items prevail in

middle-income trash. The garbage put out

by richer families holds unusually high

quantities of wasted pesticides, herbi-

cides, and fertilizers.

As usual, we found discrepancies be-

tween what people said and what they did.

Upper-income households in Marin
County, for example, reported that most
of their hazardous wastes were car-care

items, acknowledging virtually no waste

of garden and lawn-care commodities. In

fact, their garbage was extremely high in

these substances.

Refuse analysis provides a useful mea-

sure of major shifts in behavior over time.

Red meat and its associated fat provide

one example. We found that between

1 976 and 1 982, the percentage of fat cut

from meat and tossed out remained stable.

Beginning in 1983 the percentage of fat

cut off and discarded doubled in all our

sample neighborhoods, including Marin

County, California, and Green Valley, Ar-

izona. The percentage has remained at

this higher level since then.

The only events we could relate to this

widespread shift in behavior were the

publication at the end of 1982 of the Na-

tional Academy of Science's report Diet.

Nutrition, and Cancer and an onslaught of

subsequent media reports that identified

fat in the diet as a cancer risk factor. And
yet, people are unpredictable. While

Americans have been buying less fresh

red meat—the kind with separable fat

—

overall they have not cut down on their

purchases of processed red meats (bolo-

gna, salami, bacon, and sausage), whose

hidden fat is much higher than the mar-

bling of trimmed steaks.

The second type of data we handle

comes from municipal garbage in land-

fills. A modern landfill is in effect an ar-

cheological site, although a bit fresher

than most. Fifty years ago, A. V. Kidder,

an archeologist who studied southwestern

pueblos and the Maya, watched in fasci-

nation as a sewer trench was dug through

an old refuse dump in Andover, Massa-

chusetts. He was mystified by a series of

identical lengths of a natural, homy mate-

rial. His wife solved the puzzle: it was

whalebone, used in corsets.

From May 1987 through January 1990,

Garbage Project archeologists excavated

and analyzed refuse from Tucson (Mul-

lins landfill); Tempe (Rio Salado landfill);

the San Francisco Bay Area (Durham
Road landfill, Sunnyvale landfill); Chi-

cago (Greene Valley landfill, Mallard

North landfill); and New York City

(Fresh Kills landfill). These landfills, the

oldest of which (Fresh Kills) dates to the

late 1940s, were laid down in various envi-

ronmental conditions and drawn from a

diverse range of social groups.

In our studies we dig up samples of

residential garbage, which can be identi-

fied as such by the types of materials

present. We make trenches with ex-

tended-arm backhoes (probing to a maxi-

mum depth of thirty feet) or drill wells

with bucket augers (to ninety feet), seek-

ing to obtain samples representative of the

entire life of the landfill. Dates of deposits

are recorded from the newspapers that are

present in almost every backhoe or bucket

auger load of residential refuse, and which

are quite readable.

Approximately 100 pounds of refuse

are shoveled into sample bags from each

load dropped on a wooden sampling plat-

form by the backhoe or bucket auger.

Analysis starts with screening the refuse

through a half-inch-mesh screen. The ma-

terial that passes through the screen,

about 40 percent of the refuse by weight,

is designated "fines," while everything

larger than one-half inch in diameter is

sorted into nineteen categories and re-

corded by weight and volume. The catego-

ries generally correspond to those used in

the fresh refuse analysis. Sometimes fur-

ther analyses are conducted within these

categories.

As archeologists. Garbage Project re-

searchers are aware that under certain

Grocerv store. Boise. Idaho
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conditions, items commonly tliought of as

perishable—usually organic materials,

such as wood, paper, or textiles—last for

centuries or even millennia. The best con-

ditions for preservation appear to be either

very dry, dark environments or very wet

environments. In the first case, there is not

enough moisture to permit the survival of

bacteria or fungi, the most efficacious de-

cay agents of organic materials, and in the

second case there is not enough oxygen to

permit the survival of aerobic bacteria and

fungi, the best of these decay agents.

For example, complete wooden boats

dating to as far back as 3,300 years ago

have been excavated from saturated lake

and ocean deposits in Israel and Turkey.

On the other hand, 8,000-year-old mum-
mies have been found in shallow pits in the

extremely arid deserts of Chile. Basketry

and vegetable materials from 5,000 years

ago have been found in dry cave deposits

in the desert southwest. Perhaps the most

famous cases of preservation are the

2,000-year-old Dead Sea Scrolls found in

dry caves near Qumran, Israel.

While not ideal environments for pres-

ervation, landfills appear to retard deg-

radation. The Mallard North landfill in

Chicago, dating to the early 1970s,

yielded fifteen-year-old meat and fat, still

identifiable and still on the bone. Hot dogs

were also perfectly preserved.

Similarly, when we compared the con-

tents of one landfill in Tucson with our

records on fresh refuse deposited there

between 1979 and 1986, we found little

degradation. Within the past ten years, at

least, plastics or paper have scarcely al-

tered. The organic portion of the landfill is

25 percent lower than that of the fresh

refuse, in part because some organic ma-

terials, such as certain food remains, do

degrade rapidly. However, small-scale

analyses have determined that many or-

ganic materials in the landfill—such as

grass clippings—simply pass through our

half-inch-mesh screen, and thus aren't

measured by our standard procedures. All

in all, we found that organic materials

don't degrade to any significant degree.

The notion that our landfills are compost-

ing our refuse and that all organic wastes

will rapidly degrade within decades is

probably inaccurate.

Relative to prevailing customs and

technology, each society's waste contains

a hazardous component, a reusable and

recyclable component (a useful compo-

nent), and a nonhazardous, nonuseful

component (an "other" component). De-

spite increasing efforts to separate out

hazardous and recyclable materials from

the solid waste stream, all three compo-

nents appear in household trash and are

reaching our landfills.

Based on The Garbage Project's analy-

sis of the refuse from 840 wheeled bins

collected in Phoenix between February

and March of 1988, approximately 20

percent of household refuse is composed

of aluminum, newsprint, corrugated card-

DavKlR Frazter. Photo Researchers. 1
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board, glass, and soda-bottle-type plastic

(PET, or polyethylene terephthalate), ma-

terials amenable to recycling given the

cunent state of recycling markets and op-

erational recycling technology. An addi-

tional 30 percent is composed of other

types of recyclable paper, rags, metals,

and yard wastes. Plastics other than PET

also could be recycled. If all recyclable

materials could be separated from the

other elements of refuse, a large propor-

tion of residential refuse could be saved

from the "purgatory" of landfills.

Landfill

Lodes
by Robert E. Fahey

Once disposed of in the landfill, gar-

bage is supposed to remain buried for eter-

nity. So it was in Collier County, Flor-

ida—until we found several good reasons

to dig it up again. At the county's Depart-

ment of Solid Waste, we now mine our

landfill for materials to recycle, which re-

duces our operating costs and creates

space for tomorrow's garbage.

These extraordinary measures were ini-

tiated to extend the life of our landfill.

Creating new sites is almost impossible

because of environmental restrictions and

public opposition—not surprisingly, no-

body wants a landfill in his or her back-

yard. To make matters worse. Collier

County has the fastest growth rate in the

United States. Situated between the Ever-

glades and Florida's gulf coast, it is a won-

derful place to live. Although southern

Florida's rapid population growth has

made finding a solution to our garbage

crisis especially urgent, the problem is na-

tional. By the mid-i990s, a third of the

6,500 municipal landfills in the United

States are expected to reach capacity.

We first decided to construct an incin-

eration plant that would convert waste to

energy, and I wondered if it could also

bum previously buried garbage. Tests

showed that the combustible garbage in

the landfill could easily be separated from
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the decomposed material and that it had a

higher energy content than garbage

"fresh" off the trucks. This plan was

dropped, however, when we found that

incineration would be too expensive, given

the rate the power company was willing to

pay for the electricity we would generate.

In addition, many people worried about

the air pollution that would result from

burning the garbage.

After digging into a section of the land-

fill that dated from the 1970s, we were

encouraged to find that most of the refuse

had broken down into compost. Anaerobic

bacteria had degraded the paper, card-

board, and garden and food wastes. Mois-

ture is an essential element for decomposi-

tion, and it was present in ample amounts

in the landfill because of southern Flori-

da's warm, wet chmate and the high water

content of food and yard wastes.

Inexpensive mining equipment scoops

the garbage from the landfill and dumps it

onto a conveyor belt. (Oversized items,

such as refrigerators, are placed aside to

be recycled or returned to the landfill.)

The garbage then passes over a large vi-

brating screen, where almost 80 percent of

the refuse falls through the 2'/2-inch mesh.

This compost is used as cover material for

new sections of the landfill, which must be

covered to isolate the rotting garbage

from the environment. Because soil that

we used for our cover material must be

trucked in at considerable expense, using

compost saves us enough money to make

the mining operation profitable.

The fraction of garbage that escapes

degradation, which includes ferrous met-

als and aluminum, plastics, rubber, glass,

and wood, is separated and provided to

recycling industries. The plastic and glass

containers are easy to recycle because all

the labels and glue vanish as the refuse

decomposes. In the absence of oxygen in

the landfill, the metals do not rust. Recy-

cling these various materials, however, re-

quires much more than sorting them into

piles; we also have gone to great lengths to

attract companies that have developed

novel uses for many of the wastes. For

example, one company will use our un-

sorted plastics to produce "lumber" that

can be sawed and nailed just like wood.

Exhuming the garbage for recycling

also provides an opportunity to improve

the environmental safety of our landfill. In

this part of Florida, the water table lies

only a few feet below the surface and is

easily contaminated by pollutants seeping

down through the sandy soil. When our

site was opened, no provisions were made

to line the bottom of the landfill with plas-
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tic to trap water leaching through the gar-

bage, and the liners themselves are only

guaranteed for twenty years. Now, when

the garbage is removed from an unlined

section of the landfill, we will install a liner

and refill it in accordance with today's

standards.

Unfortunately, toxic materials in

municipal wastes may limit the prospects

for widespread mining of landfills. Many
contain enough dangerous chemicals to

qualify for the Environmental Protection

Agency's list of hazardous waste sites.

Fortunately, Collier County's economy re-

lies primarily on tourism, not on manufac-

turing, so our landfill is relatively free of

hazardous materials. Nevertheless, about

one percent of household wastes can be

classified as hazardous. With hopes of us-

ing the compost as a soil conditioner for

horticultural applications, hazardous ma-

terials are kept out of garbage now enter-

ing our landfill. Twice a year. Collier

County collects hazardous household

wastes, and we are constructing a special

facility to assure their proper disposal.

Our practice has slowly evolved away

from the old concept of the landfill as a

place where garbage is entombed. Now
the dumping ground has become a proc-

essing operation that breaks the garbage

down into materials that can be reused.

We are also experimenting with ways to

speed up the degradation of the garbage

by carefully controlling its moisture con-

tent. The methane that is produced by this

anaerobic digestion will be collected and

used as an energy source to run the facil-

ity. After a certain period, each section of

the landfill will be exhumed and its con-

tents recycled. This low-technology opera-

tion not only extends the life of our land-

fill; it also makes economic sense and

affords a higher degree of environmental

protection. D

Birds of a Feather

Scrounge Together
by Joanna Burger and Michael Gochfeld

In the first light of day, the shadow of a

giant, jagged mound falls over an undulat-

ing terrain oddly out of place in the other-

wise flat south Florida landscape. In the

dim light, the strange outline could be the

unexcavated ruin of some ancient Ameri-

can culture; instead, it is a hallmark of the

twentieth century, an archetypal garbage

dump.

The dawn silence lasts only a few min-

utes before hundreds of herring and thou-

sands of laughing and ring-billed gulls be-

gin to arrive from their distant roosts and

drop to the sloping sides of the mound.

They are followed by a stream of some

350 cattle egrets, white birds that appear

deceptively dark in the early dawn. The

egrets wheel steeply out of the sky and

descend suddenly to the slope, where they

huddle in small groups. Finally, large

flocks of starlings and blackbirds—red-

wings, boat-tailed grackles, and cow-

birds—straggle in; chattering noisily, they

land expectantly at the edges of the gull

flocks. Later, when the sun warms the
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earth and spirals of hot air form rising

thermals, turkey vultures, after circling

gracefully over the small hills, will soar in

and land with a loud thump.

At exactly 7:30, a man in blue coveralls

climbs into the cab of a large yellow bull-

dozer parked at the base of the mound and

noses the ponderous, noisy vehicle up the

slope to the summit. Here he is greeted by

large, bulky plastic bags, cardboard

boxes, broken chairs, discarded shoes, and

other debris protruding through the thin

soil layer. The birds take notice but do not

move. Within minutes the first full gar-

bage trucks appear, green behemoths

lumbering up the steep road cut into the

sides of the largest mound. Reaching the

top of the mound, they turn, back up to the

edge, and position themselves to unload

the first fresh garbage of the day.

As if on cue, the gulls suddenly take

flight and career noisily to the top of the

mound, the more fearless actually landing

on the garbage as it is disgorged from the

trucks. They flutter back only when the

Fresh Kills landfill. Staten Ij
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trucks move or the bulldozer, which

spreads and compacts the trash that the

trucks unload, comes too close. Cattle

egrets fly gracefully in, land right next to

the vehicles, and stalk daintily over the

sharp edges of boxes and old sinks, as if

they were in a rocky meadow.

The much smaller blackbirds land at

the edge of the accumulating mass of gar-

bage. Although they number in the hun-

dreds, the blackbirds keep out of the way

of the larger gulls, as well as the machin-

ery. The gulls dig and pull frantically at

the newly dumped garbage, pecking open

the partly torn plastic bags. The scene

appears chaotic as birds of many species

vigorously engage in finding food, stealing

food, attacking or avoiding competitors,

and always remaining on the lookout for

the huge vehicles, a new entry on their

evolutionary horizon. Despite the appar-

ent confusion, order defines the give and

take among the various birds that have

adapted to foraging on dumps.

Garbage dumps, or sanitary landfills as

they are now popularly called, have been

adopted by a variety of birds as depend-

able, year-round sources of food. As more

and bigger dumps appeared in North

America and Europe during the past cen-

tury, gulls began to exploit them, and the

populations of several Northern Hemi-

sphere gull species have grown dramati-

cally, often to the detriment of other birds,

such as terns. This increase has been at-

tributed to the food available at dumps,

especially during the fall and winter when
young of the year might otherwise starve.

Although parent gulls will eat garbage in

the summer, most of the food brought to

hatchlings consists of such natural fare as

fish, shellfish, crabs, and squid. However,

newly fledged young birds find the dump
a land of plenty and are able to survive

through a life stage when the death toll

would otherwise be high.

Since 1 976, we have studied birds feed-

ing at garbage dumps, excellent settings

for examining how birds compete for food

and space and interact as a community.

Although food is often abundant, it is not

distributed uniformly over the face of the

dump or unloaded consistently through-

out the day. Usually, trucks unload gar-

bage at the top of the dump, making this

the most coveted spot. Dumping is spo-

radic, with peak times in midmorning.

Some trucks contain household or restau-

rant food scraps, while others carry just

tires or scrap metal. As they roam over the

surface, the bulldozers crush and rip con-

tainers, making their contents suddenly

available. On the next pass, however, they

may cover delectable items with inedible

industrial trash.

The birds on dumps interact in three

main ways. They compete for a place to

stand where they will have access to the

food; they fight for individual pieces of

food; and some steal food from other

birds. In direct challenges and outright

fights, the larger species, not surprisingly,

usually wins. But size is not the only pre-

dictor of who eats best.

At our Florida dump, only cattle egrets,

for example, feed close to the moving bull-

dozers, following their gigantic rolling

wheels as if the machine were merely a

new kind of ungulate, stirring up flies and

old sandwiches instead of grasshoppers.

Laughing gulls will forage in dense groups

within thirty feet of a bulldozer, while

ring-billed gulls stay as much as sixty feet

away and keep a close watch on the ma-

chine's movements. Blackbirds, vultures,

and most herring gulls remain on the side-

lines until the bulldozer operator takes a

break. Then they stream in, but remain

wary of the frenzied laughing and ring-

billed gulls. The blackbirds insinuate

themselves in the crevices of the dump,

and the big but easily intimidated vultures

venture only to the top of the dump, where

they hop about awkwardly, scavenging

any remaining edible items. We have wit-

nessed similar hierarchies at other dumps
and with other species.

Even if all the birds fed in harmony,

their different sizes, strengths, and de-

grees of expertise would influence who
eats what. Larger gulls can tear open bags,

dig under the surface debris to reach al-

ready buried morsels, and consume heft-

ier items. However, they often ignore the

smaller bits, which are more attractive to

blackbirds that can probe the small pock-

ets more eff'ectively.

To gauge a bird's feeding success, we

9 egrets and wh te bis
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measure the time between its finding one

food item and the next. The span differs

among individuals, species, and age

classes, as well as between locations and

conditions on the dump. When bulldozers

are active, cattle egrets, which appear to

be choosy about food, find palatable items

about every thirty-eight seconds, while

adult laughing gulls, which seem to peck

at any scrap, gulp something down about

every two seconds. Among the blackbirds,

grackles have the longest intervals be-

tween bites—eight seconds; they seem to

spend more time watching the larger birds

or the moving vehicles than feeding.

When the bulldozer stops, ring-billed

gulls, cattle egrets, and cowbirds, relieved

of the threat of being crushed by machin-

ery, find edibles more quickly, while her-

ring and laughing gulls' feeding rates

drop. Still, most gulls can find enough

food in fifteen minutes to last the day.

Among gulls, laughing gulls are par-

ticularly skillful at dodging moving vehi-

cles. They dart in, land for a moment, and

snatch a food item, or even hover a few

feet above the surface and dip down to

pick up a food item in flight, just as they

pick small fish or invertebrates from the

water. Gulls are especially well suited for

foraging at dumps because they feed natu-

rally in dense groups and are not intimi-

dated by avian crowds. The blackbirds are

similarly adapted, but being smaller than

the gulls, they cannot compete for space

and are relegated to the edge of the forag-

ing flock or to third-rate areas where there

are no gulls, but no recently distributed

food either.

The turkey vultures have a different

problem. Although they are larger than

gulls, they appear less agile and less in-

clined to attack or fight for space. Even

when they are feeding in small groups by

themselves, they hop clumsily from one

spot to another, avoiding low places and

cramped sites. They usually stay clear of

both dense flocks and bulldozers.

The relative abundance of species also

influences who dominates food and space.

In New Jersey dumps, herring gulls nor-

mally outnumber the smaller ring-billed

and laughing gulls and bully them to ob-

tain the choicest spots on the top of the

dump. In more southerly regions such as

Florida or Texas, laughing gulls are the

most numerous and the tables are turned,

even though laughing gulls are relative

lightweights.

Huddled in a discarded packing crate

on a chilly, rainy winter morning, we

watched more than 2,500 laughing gulls

feed at the Texas City, Texas, dump. They

crowded around the bulldozer and leap-

frogged frenetically as it rolled nearer and

nearer. The hundred or so herring gulls

present seemed confused. Unable to find a

place to land amid the throng, some stood

on the sidelines, peering at the gobbling

laughing gulls, yet leaning strangely away.

They elongated their necks and extended

their wings slightly, as if ready to fly on a

moment's notice. Others responded by fly-

ing about, hovering here and there, with

feet dangling down, waiting for an open

space. The laughing gulls, busy pecking

for scraps, did not look up and yielded no

ground. Apparently discouraged, the her-

ring gulls retreated to the edge of the

dump, but only a few minutes later, per-

haps stimulated by the cries of the vora-

cious laughing gulls, they returned to try

their luck again. Herring gulls that did

manage to touch down within the flock

tended to dash erratically from one item to

another, only to see each snatched deftly

away by a laughing gull.

Older birds are better at obtaining food

than younger ones. Young birds need

practice to perfect such skills as how to

hunt, capture, manipulate, and even swal-

low suitable foods. Garbage is no excep-

tion. Young birds are less adept at digging

for garbage, opening containers, and rec-

ognizing edible items. Since garbage

dumps are sources of dependable but low-

quality food, young birds often concen-

trate there in much larger numbers than

do their elders. The young ones can gather

the junk food of dumps much more easily

than they can get the natural food of natu-

ral habitats.

One winter we examined fourteen dif-

ferent feeding areas in Texas and Mex-

ico—open bays, estuaries, mud flats,

streams, and dumps. At one site, the feed-

ing gulls had to hover on rapidly beating

wings and tear flesh from a large dead

fish. In some instances they had to fly in

circles and dive for food, while in others

they could simply walk around and snatch

food scraps from the mud or ground. We
found that young laughing gulls were con-
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The Endless Cycle

centrated disproportionately in those

settings, particularly dumps, where they

could obtain food almost as quickly as

adults. Consequently, the young flock to

dumps en masse almost immediately after

leaving the breeding colony.

Some young gulls, like some adults, spe-

cialize in stealing food from other birds.

Such piracy is rampant at garbage dumps.

much as it is on beaches, where a gull that

panhandles half a sandwich is immedi-

ately beset by several others in a noisy

gyre, until it succeeds in swallowing its

"prey" or is forced to drop it.

Usually, larger species rob food from

smaller ones. We have seen ring-billed

gulls stealing food from starlings, for ex-

ample, but much of the piracy goes on

within the same or related species. Adults,

as expected, are more successful pirates

than younger gulls. Yet a higher propor-

tion of juveniles resort to piracy, perhaps

because of their inability to compete with
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Move Over, Oscar

by Charles J. Cole

Gulls and blackbirds come to landfills,

but landfills come to the brown snake, a

native of the marshes and swamps where

people prefer to situate their dump sites.

Like the opportunistic birds, this species

of snake has thrived in its altered habitat.

The strewn litter offers these secretive

snakes places to hide, as well as shelter

from winter cold and summer heat. Brown
snakes can't tolerate temperatures much
below freezing, and in the northern end of

their range—they are found from south-

ern Canada to Central America—they hi-

bernate in winter. Rodent burrows, piles

of scattered and buried trash, and

churned-up soil all make good wintering

sites, and decomposing garbage probably

provides warmth during hibernation and

gestation.

Unlike birds and mammals, reptiles

cannot regulate their body temperatures;

they warm or cool their bodies by moving
to areas of different temperatures. A preg-

nant brown snake in a garbage dump has a

range of possibilities during her 1 10-day

gestation period—from warm, decompos-

ing debris to cool shelter provided by piles

of litter.

Brown snakes also may thrive in dumps
because their natural competitors don't.

Along with rats and flies, brown snakes

are among the last species to leave a pol-

luted or disturbed habitat. Hognose

snakes, milk snakes, racers, ribbon snakes,

and water snakes also live around swamps
and bogs, but they don't survive the de-

struction of their environment.

Life in the altered habitat isn't all

sweetness and light, however. Some
brown snakes are crushed or trapped be-

neath bulldozers, trucks, and trash. And
life in the garbage dump may defeat the

brown snake in the long term. Toxic leach-

ates and other pollutants that enter the

water and food web may affect reproduc-

tion and reduce longevity.

Charles J. Cole is a curator in the De-

partment of Herpetology and Ichthyol-

ogy at the American Museum ofNatural

History.
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The Eit^ess Cycle

adults for the fresh garbage on the active

face of the dump.

While short on scenery and fresh air,

dumps are rewarding places in which to

watch birds interact. From an avian per-

spective, the food is predictable and plen-

tiful, and the biologist, too, can foretell

that certain species will frequent dumps in

large numbers. But like the biologist who
forgoes beach and mountain to study birds

The Herring Gull Explosion

on dumps, the birds face some costs as

well. They may give up a balanced diet in

order to gorge on junk food, and they must

constantly contend with life-threatening

machinery. Moreover, birds may find that

even when food is plentiful, they still have

to fight for every inch of space or soggy

morsel.

The past decade has seen changes in the

way landfills are managed. Many of them

are being phased out, and others are re-

quired to cover the refuse each night with

a thin layer of dirt to reduce food for rats.

Some communities even cover the gar-

bage during the day, curtailing the time

that it is available to the birds and intensi-

fying competition. The decline in open

dumping has already been reflected in a

much-needed end to the unbridled growth

of gull populations.

While writing this article, we drove past

our favorite dump only to find it garbed in

grass and fringed with palm trees, a closed

dump, with a few forlorn gulls circling

over their former paradise. D
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W^'dliketo recyclethethinking

Before.

Contrary to public opinion, plas-

tics are among the easiest materials

to recycle.

In South Carolina, one company

is recycling 100 million pounds of

used plastic soft drink bottles a year

into carpet yarn, flower pots, toys, and

fiberfill for ski parkas.

In Chicago, another company is

recycling 2 million plastic milk jugs

a year into "plastic lumber" for decks.

In Tennessee, another company

IS recycling plastic beverage contain-

ers into bathtubs and shower stalls.

The recycling of plastics is rap-

idly catching on. Recycling is trans-

forming used plastics into a "natural

resource" that can be used to pro-

duce many new products. Recycling

is a critical issue as America grapples

with its growing solid waste problem.

Our landfills are filling up.

We dispose of 160 million tons of

garbage a year In the past 10 years,

our landfills have decreased from

about 18,500 to 6,000. Within 5 years

2,000 more will close.

In their haste to find solutions,

some policymakers propose to ban

plastics. The fact is, plastics make up

less than 8% by weight of our solid

waste, and although naturally light

in weight, only about 20% by volume

when compressed in a landfill.

If plastic packaging is banned,

the need for packaging won't go

away The idea is to replace plastic

with biodegradable materials.

Studies show, however that degra-



tliatplasticscan^be recycled.

990 Amoco Chemical Company

dation is so slow in today's landfills

so as to almost not exist.

HowAmoco Chemical is Itelping.

At Amoco Chemical, we believe all

recyclable materials should be

recycled-glass, metals, paper and

plastics-in addition to source reduc-

tion, waste-to-energy incineration

and landfilling when appropriate.

Amoco Chemical is sponsoring

a recycling program in New York

State demonstrating that used,

polystyrene foam food service con-

tainers from schools and restaurants

can be recycled into insulation board

for commercial construction, cafeteria

trays and home and office products.

We're participating in a

consortium with other major plastics

manufacturers which will support

construction of regional polystyrene

recycling plants.

We're encouraging the start-up

of new recycling efforts, helping to

find better ways to collect and sort

recyclables, and helping to create

markets for recycled plastics products.

At Amoco Chemical, we believe

the more we recycle, the more we'll

bring a huge problem down to size.

Fora free copy of "Recycling. Do ll Today

For Tomorrow, "wnieAmoco Chemical, Recycling NH.

200 East Randolph Dnve, Chicago IL 60601

Recycling.
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Afteraboat trip to the

Orienttwo centuries ago,

the Scottish economist

AdamSmith observed,
with anoteofrespect, that

''They [the Chinese] are

eagerto fishupthe

nastiestgarbagethrown

overboard." The recycling

ofallhuman byproducts,

even the "nastiest,"

continues inmany
societies today, as seen in a

small village in Chinaanda

large city in India. Most

members ofmore affluent

societies discarditems

thoughtlesslyand

welcometheir

disappearance intothe

maws ofgarbage trucks.

Butafew individuals in

America retainthe

recycler's ethic, as

chronicledby an astute

observerfromthe

heartland.

Waste Not, Want Not
by Nancy Jervis

In the foothills of China's Taihang

mountain range in Henan Province, the

people of Linxian county (literally, forest

county, so called because it was once

heavily wooded) have created a way of life

that very much reflects the harsh geogra-

phy of the region. There, drought, rough

terrain, and overpopulation have created a

life style based on the close husbanding of

scarce resources.

In 1972, just after President Nixon's

trip to China, I first traveled to Dacaiyuan

(Great Vegetable Garden), a village in the

flat part of Linxian, to study village hfe.

What struck me immediately was the peo-

ple's firm attachment to the land and the

absence of waste. Everything in the vil-

lage—from the houses people lived in to

the food they ate and the way they buried

their dead—spoke of the creative energy

of peasants who were forced to adapt to

their environment. In the years since then,

I have returned many times. While much
has changed (houses are more modem and

people no longer eat noodles made from

sweet potatoes), the underlying principle

of the use and reuse of every available

resource remains the same.

The 350 extended families in Da-

caiyuan live in typical northern Chinese

walled compounds: two- or three-room

houses, plus smaller outbuildings—

a

kitchen, an outhouse, sometimes a shed in

an enclosed courtyard. Households typi-

cally comprise five to six persons, and nor-

mally include a couple, two children (in

spite of the official national one-child pol-

icy), and one or two grandparents. Larger

households may include older, usually un-

married siblings of the male head of the

household and tend to have more rooms.

The houses are made of local dirt (either

sun-dried or kiln-fired brick), but if at all

possible, some wood will be used in con-

struction. The more wood used in building

a house, the more it costs and the higher

the status of its owner. Trees are scarce,

however, and overpopulation has denuded

the area to such an extent that wood has

become a luxury.

When Chinese villagers see photo-

graphs of American houses—even poor

ones—they marvel at the abundance of

wood. On my first visit to Dacaiyuan, I

brought with me Walker Evans's photo-

graphs of southern sharecroppers and

their wooden shacks. Looking at the

photos of gnarled hands and faces lined

from exposure to the weather, these Chi-

nese villagers found an immediate affin-

ity. "They're just like us!" they exclaimed.

"But look at how rich they must be—see,

their houses are made completely of

wood."

The affluence brought about by the ag-

ricultural reform policies of the 1980s

—

increased freedom of mobility for peas-

ants and the rise of a free market—has

prompted a dramatic rise in rural house

construction. Huge as China is as a nation,

arable land has always been in short sup-

ply. Population pressures are so great that

crops are grown on every inch of available

land. The terracing of hillsides, a familiar

sight throughout China, was devised by

peasants to extend the cultivated area

(and to catch every trickle of rain). No
piece of land is wasted, not even strips of

land a few inches wide. But as houses

encroach upon the wheat fields, creating

new ecological pressures, the already lim-

ited land once used for farming is being

turned into construction sites.

Linxian's dry climate is another unfa-

vorable fact of life bestowed on its people.

The building of the Red Flag Canal by

thousands of mobilized peasants in the

late 1950s and eariy 1960s helped allevi-

ate the situation, but there is still not

enough water, and wells gone dry and cov-

ered over are a common sight. A few vil-

lages now have running water at centrally

located taps, but in Dacaiyuan and else-

where, most water is drawn from neigh-

borhood wells shared by as many as thirty

families, carried home in buckets on
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The Endless Cycle

shoulder poles, and stored in large ce-

ramic pots for household use. Water is

also conserved and recycled. Daily wash-

ing is by means of a small metal washba-

sin. After eating, bowls are washed out in

one of the cooking pots. The dishwater (no

soap is used) is first used to clean the wok
and then given to the family pig.

Every household in Dacaiyuan has at

least one pig, and some families also raise

piglets for sale. Pigs are a major source of

cash in an otherwise cash-poor economy.

They are rarely eaten by the families that

raise them, but are taken to market, where

they are butchered and eventually sold by

the pound to those who can afford meat in

their diet. The money a family gets from

the sale of its pig will be used to buy items

not locally produced: salt and soy sauce,

soap, fabric, and, increasingly, modern

items such as bicycles, radios, and TVs.

Raising a pig takes very little cash out-

lay, but it returns much to family and

village. The pig is a kind of Chinese-style

garbage disposal. Each family blocks off a

comer of its courtyard for the pig. Vege-

table stems and leaves are saved for the

pig, and at the end of a meal, the leftovers

are scraped directly into the pigsty. The
rest of the pig's diet depends a lot on the

season. When too much of a vegetable is

harvested for human consumption and

there is no convenient way to store it (spin-

ach for example), there is always the pig.

Inedible parts of almost any plant are also

eaten by the pig. Considered a guest and

therefore "sentenced" to lavish treatment,

I would be faced each mealtime with

mountains of food on my plate. When I

looked with dismay at the quantity, my
hostess, in an effort to allay any feelings of

guilt, invariably said, "Don't worry,

there's always the pig."

Pigs also "do their bit" for the family

and village, producing one of the most

important requirements for farming: ma-
nure. Mixed with dirt and straw and left to

stand, pig manure is used as fertilizer for

the grain fields. During the commune era,

in the late 1960s and early 1970s, all pigs

were moved to a centralized location, in an

effort to capture the manure for use on

collective fields. Families were supposed

to come and feed their pigs and were ex-

pected to sell them to the state, but they

were not allowed to collect the manure for

private use. The inconvenience of having

to go each day to feed the pig, together

with the loss of the fertilizer, caused the

number of pigs to decline so rapidly that

the policy was quickly reversed. Along

with pigs, every family in Dacaiyuan

raises chickens, which are fed on corn and

the chaff of grain. As is the case with the

pigs, chickens are considered a delicacy

and sell for a high price in the city; in the

villages they are reserved for the elderly,

the sick, and new mothers. Chickens are

raised for the eggs they produce, an im-

portant source of protein in the diet. They

are also sold for cash or given as gifts or as

bribes to local officials.

But there are waste materials that nei-

ther pigs nor chickens can consume: pa-

per, bottles, plastic bags, and the occa-

sional tin can. Scraps of leftover wrapping

paper, schoolchildren's homework, and

old newspapers are used as toilet paper.

Magazines, newspapers, and free political

posters are used to wrap textbooks, deco-

rate homes, or as wallpaper to prevent the

whitewash from coming off the walls. Vil-

lagers take bottles and plastic bags with

them when they go shopping. Bottles are

used and reused countless times. Staples

such as cooking oil, soy sauce, and vinegar

are purchased by the pint in a local store

and poured into a bottle brought along for

the purpose. Soda and beer bottles are

returned to the same store for a deposit.

Salt, sugar, and laundry detergent are

purchased in sealed plastic bags that are

carefully washed and reused, and the oc-

casional tin can (a rare item) may be used

to store nails or other small items. Chil-

dren are ingenious at making their own
toys out of things no one else can figure

out a use for.
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If the principle of "no waste" needs any

additional elaboration, one need look no

further than the recycling of human
waste. China is the only civilization to

have so thoroughly integrated the recy-

cling of human excrement as fertilizer.

Overpopulation, combined with exhaus-

tion of the soil, produces a desperate need

to increase land fertility, yet the scarcity

of animals and other resources means a

limited supply of the more ordinary fertil-

izers. Hence the development of a unique

system of fertilization, in which human
excrement, euphemistically called night

soil, is applied to the fields.

In Dacaiyuan, a corner of the courtyard

farthest from the house is set aside for an

outhouse. The pits underneath the out-

house are periodically emptied, mixed

with dirt, and applied, often directly, to

family vegetable plots. Ownership of pre-

cious night soil was an important question

in the past, when many local peasants

were tenant farmers or hired hands. Ac-

cording to the local lore, landlords built

outhouses in the fields, not so much as a

service to their hired hands, but to collect

their night soil. Peasants, meanwhile,

made every effort to save this natural re-

source for their small family plot.

The use of night soil as fertilizer is not

without its health hazards. Hepatitis B is

prevalent in Dacaiyuan, as it is in the rest

of China. Some effort is being made to

chemically treat human waste or at least

to mix it with other ingredients before it is

applied to the fields. But chemicals are

expensive, and old ways die hard. Night

soil is one reason urban Chinese are so

scrupulous about peeling fruit and why
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raw vegetables are not part of the diet.

Negative features aside, one has only to

look at satellite photos of the green belt

that surrounds China's cities to under-

stand the value of night soil. Suburban

truck farms still rely on an army of night

soil collectors who travel the streets with

their "honey wagons."

Northern Chinese villages make use of

an indigenous indoor heating system

known as the kang. Kangs are heated

brick beds. They are places where people

often gather to exchange news and to gos-

sip, where children do their homework,

and on a cold day, where the family gath-

ers to eat. In Dacaiyuan, the kangs consist

of two parallel brick beds joined by a cook-

ing stove used in winter. Kangs, which

burn plant stalks and coal, are the only

source of indoor heat. In winter, the hot air

generated by the cooking stove is run

through flues under the earth-brick bed

before exiting through a chimney pipe.

Kangs must be rebuilt every few years,

and the decomposed bricks from the old

kang and the gathered soot make excel-

lent fertilizer.

When fired, kangs produce soot, and

having the kitchen in the bedroom can be

inconvenient, as well as dirty. So nowa-

days there is a tendency to replace the

kangs with modern metal, store-bought

beds. In a family, the first recipient of the

new bed is usually a grandparent, because

of the respect and deference with which

old people are treated in China. The irony

is that it's the old people who prefer the

kang. As one granny put it, "My grand-

children bought me this bed, but my old

bones prefer the warmth of the kang. But

I wouldn't want to hurt their feelings by

refusing."

The coal used in cooking and heating is,

like almost everything else, a local prod-

uct, dug in the nearby foothills of the

Taihang mountains and carted in to the

village. Each family contracts to buy its

own supply. The coal is filtered by being

forced through a screen, then mixed with

dirt and water and pressed into a mold.

Once dry, it burns slowly and evenly,

much like a briquette. Each family makes

enough for a year's supply at a time and

stores it in their home. Making coal bri-

quettes, weaving cloth, sewing quilts and

clothes, and preparing to build a new

house are all household activities for the

winter months, when there is less to do in

the fields. With little chance for outside

employment, it does not matter very much
how long it takes to do something. In rural

China, time is not one of the scarce re-

sources to be carefully conser\'ed. Rather,
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The Endless Cycle

it will be readily spent to save a few pre-

cious yuan (Chinese dollars).

Practicality born of scarcity is reflected

even in ritual life, in the practice of bury-

ing the dead on the best family plot. Grave

mounds continue to dot the landscape of

north China, each family maintaining its

private burial ground on the land they and

their forefathers tilled. At one time this

had a practical purpose: burying dead an-

cestors' bones on a good piece of land

prevented one's descendants from selling

it off and kept the family's inheritance

together The government has tried to

eradicate this practice, with only limited

success. During the Cultural Revolution

(1966 to 1976), the grave mounds were

flattened in Dacaiyuan, and the bones re-

moved to a makeshift cemetery. But by

the early 1980s, the graves were back in

the fields, on the good land close to the

village. As with housebuilding, this re-

duces the already limited arable land.

The rituals accompanying a funeral re-

iterate the unity of family and village. In

the departure of a villager, the bones are

returned to the earth, joining two cycles,

biological and ecological. Millennia of

scarcity have prompted the evolution of

this efficient system of the use and reuse

of every human and natural resource. D

Oh, Calcutta
by Aditi Nath Sarkar

This year Calcutta celebrates the 300th

anniversary of its founding as a trading

post for the East India Company. Located

on the Hooghly River, the westernmost

outlet of the Ganga (Ganges) River, and

about eighty miles upstream from the Bay

of Bengal, the settlement provided a point

of transshipment between water and land,

river and sea. Since its establishment, it

has grown steadily in population and area,

incorporating nearby villages and serving,

from 1772 to 1912, as the capital of Brit-

ish India. Swelled in part by massive

waves of immigration following India's in-

dependence and the partition from Paki-

stan, Calcutta today is the epitome of the

overcrowded urban center.

Until recently, the city's eastward ex-

pansion halted west of a marginal zone of

low-lying marshlands, variously known as

Dhapa, East Calcutta, or the area of the

Salt Water Lakes. Here a symbiotic, cre-

ative relationship exists between town and

country. With the participation of the ru-

ral inhabitants, much of the solid trash,

liquid sewage, and polluted air generated

by the metropolis of between nine and ten

million inhabitants is recycled into or-

ganic nutrients, fresh water, and clean air.

The system reduces urban waste, creates a

daily supply of fresh fish and green veg-

etables for Calcutta's kitchens, and gener-

ates employment and revenue for East

Calcutta's thirty-odd villages.

This system evolved almost by acci-

dent. From the high ground (thirty feet

above sea level) of the city's original down-

town area on the eastern bank of the Hoo-

ghly, the land on which Calcutta was built

sloped eastward. Nine miles away was the

Bidyadhari River, a tidal channel of the

Ganga Delta connected to the Bay of Ben-

gal. Tidal spills from the Bidyadhari

formed shallow, brackish lakes in the in-

tervening lowland. From its very begin-

ning, Calcutta used this marshy area for

dumping garbage and sewage, with tidal

action carrying much of the urban pollu-

tion out to sea. The shallow lakes were also

farmed for brackish-water fish.

Early in this century, the tidal channel

began to silt up, and by the 1930s the

Bidyadhari River was officially declared

"dead." Deprived of a reliable water sup-

ply, the brackish-water fisheries were

faced with destruction. At this stage the

city engineers, working jointly with the

villagers of East Calcutta, devised a new

system that channels the urban sewage

through five major canals and a series of

pumping stations into East Calcutta. Now
the runoff rainwater (which comes in

near-flood conditions, for Calcutta col-

lects almost all its annual sixty-five inches

of rain in a concentrated three-month

monsoon season), the city sewage, and in-

dustrial effluents flow unseparated

through municipal channels and over

open ground into East Calcutta. There the

fish farmers let the waste water, known
locally as sweet water, into the fisheries

through a system of channels, locks, and

inlets. Excess effluent is ultimately dis-

charged into a distributary of the Ganga.

Starting in 1930, fish farming has been

carried on in large, shallow, banked ponds

called bheris. Today there are about forty

such ponds, mostly privately owned. Un-

der strong sunlight, the water produces a

rich crop of plankton on which carp and

various other fish can thrive. A tradition

of informal skills has developed among the

fish farmers, who judge the "sweetness"

and depth of the waste water, its weed

content, and other details, as well as mar-

ket demands, to successfully raise every-

thing from spawn and fingerlings to full-

grown carp, telapia, and other market-

ready products. About 17,000 fish

farmers are employed in this work.

The fish ponds yield twenty tons of

fresh fish per day. Eighty percent of the

production goes to metropolitan markets,

supplying about one-fourth of Calcutta's

requirements of this staple. The fish has

been stringently examined and found free

of contamination by pathogenic bacteria.

The fish ponds also function as sewage-

treatment reactors. They act as settling

tanks for the sediment-laden city sewage,

greatly reducing the sludge contained in

the excess effluent. In the shallow, sunlit

ponds, bacteria and plankton act upon the

organic matter, oxygenating the water

and purifying it of pathogenic bacteria.

Sewage entering the ponds contains, for

example, up to 1 0,000,000 E. coli bacteria

per milliliter, while in the water released

from ponds this figure is a low 10 to 100

per milliliter. Local residents use the re-

leased water for bathing and cooking, yet

when a 1984 epidemic of shigella dysen-

tery swept the region, not a single case was

reported from East Calcutta.

The large, open bodies of water absorb

the dust polluting the air over the metrop-

olis and through the activity of their plant

life help return vital oxygen. The water

hyacinths that grow abundantly along the

pond margins help remove toxic chemi-

cals and metallic residue. Irrigation from

the sewage water or settled water from the

fisheries enables local farmers to raise two

crops of rice, where only one would be

possible with monsoon rainwater alone.

East Calcutta has also provided space

for dumping solid waste since at least

1865, when municipal authorities ac-

quired a "square mile of land" for this

purpose four miles to the east of the city

center. Senior Calcuttans remember that

in their childhood, a little garbage train

used to puflf along the Circular Road and

discharge its contents there. Today, the

original square mile of land has more than

doubled, and the garbage is distributed in

mounds according to a regular plan.

Roughly 3,000 tons of solid waste are

dumped there every day.

Several thousand ragpickers, most of

them children, pick over the solid waste,

reducing the garbage load by 12 to 15

percent. They remove nonorganic garbage
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for resale—such items as metal objects,

bottles, foil, rubber, rubber soles, cork,

plastics, paper, cloth, wood, and unburned

coal. Each picker retrieves sixty-five to

ninety pounds of material daily, earning

between five and fifteen rupees (thirty to

ninety cents). The income is an important

supplement to the pickers' families, whose

members may total as many as 15,000

individuals. Needless to say, those who

choose to do this work are poor, but then

45 percent of the population living in the

Calcutta Metropolitan District is consid-

ered to be "economically weak."

Over time, the remaining garbage,

mostly organic matter, ash, and dust, is

Plant ng corn East Calcutta Both photographs by Ken Heyman
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reduced to humus rich in plant nutrients.

About a year and a half after a garbage

mound has reached the maximum pos-

sible height, its top is leveled by municipal

bulldozers, and the dump-top and fringes

are cultivated for vegetables. The humus

is also carried off and applied to other

nearby garden plots. The gardens are irri-

gated by sewage water or by the settled

water released by the fisheries. Pigs, cows,

and other livestock are also raised on the

dumps.

Dump-top cultivation dates back to at

least 1928, when a private entrepreneur

leased dump land from the Calcutta

municipality and started renting it out for

agriculture. Today 20,000 people in East

Calcutta grow vegetables for resale, al-

though perhaps fewer than 1 ,000 actually

have any legal claim, of whatever validity,

to land tenure. As a result, more than

60,000 tons of fresh produce annually

finds its way to Calcutta's markets, pro-

viding a cornucopia of pumpkins, gourds,

eggplants, cabbages, cauliflowers, and

green leafy vegetables.

Admittedly, Calcutta's waste-disposal

system has its limitations. William J.

Jewell, a professor of environmental qual-

ity engineering at Cornell University, ex-

presses concern that this type of system

cannot handle certain industrial pollut-

ants. At the same time, he points out that

modification and expansion of the system

could result in more effective pollution

control and recycling. For example, accel-

erated biological fermentation could con-

vert the solid waste to gas or electricity

worth $ 1 8 million per year, while provid-

ing the same quantity—but even better

quality—of humus for vegetable gardens.

Unfortunately, Calcutta's recycling re-

gion is threatened by neglect and ill-ad-

vised development plans. Dumping has

become more indiscriminate, undermin-

ing the recycling of garbage into humus.

Moreover, in 1960, the West Bengal Gov-

ernment created a reclamation board with

the purpose of desilting the Ganga near

Calcutta and piping the silt to fill in the

north and northeast Salt Water Lakes.

The "reclaimed" land was to be used for a

middle-class township that would relieve

some of Calcutta's congestion. Already

the new townships and roads being built

up are interfering with the natural west-to-

east outflow of water, submerging many
of Calcutta's eastern neighborhoods each

monsoon.

Further development will destroy the

remaining wetlands ecology and render

the sewage fisheries uneconomic, depriv-

ing the vegetable gardens and rice fields of
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fish-pond water. Yet the city has no alter-

native working sewage-treatment plant

worth the name. With the sewage fisheries

gone, expensive new canals will have to be

excavated to remove the untreated sewage

with its heavy sludge load. And garbage

will have to be carried farther and farther

out by rail, road, or barge, making Calcut-

ta's waste expensive to dispose of. The

situation can perhaps still be saved, but

official policy needs to be changed. The

wetlands are the very lungs that make the

life of the city possible. D

A Place

of Splendid

Dreams
by Roger L. Welsch

The second word I ever spoke was the

German word Rotznase (snot-nose), a

family term of endearment applied to me
so often in my childhood that I was fifteen

before I learned that my legal name is

Roger

The first phrase I spoke was in answer

to the Reverend Mr. Koolen's question of

what I wanted to be when I grew up.

"Garbage man," I replied, to my mother's

despair You see, you could say that I have

garbage in my blood. I come from a long

line of garbage haulers on my mother's

side—Schwindts, Wyants, Kahlers. And
believe me, they are the successful side of

the family. The rest were migrant laborers

who wound up in factories or with the

railroad and now drive Fords and Chevies.

The garbage haulers on Mom's side drive

Buicks and Cadillacs.

This bit of family history explains, I

suppose, why to this very day I hate to

surrender my trash to strangers and why I

take so much pleasure in taking possession

of some of someone else's trash. (Remem-
ber when that huge barge of trash from

Islip, New York, was floating around look-

ing for a home? I would have taken it in a

minute except for the single, poetic irony

that my wife, Linda, does not come from a

family of garbage haulers. Or didn't.)

Sure, trash doesn't look like much, but

one thing I know for sure after a half

century of taking trash seriously is that

you cannot judge trash by what it appears

to be. You have to consider what trash

could be, given half a chance. (Philoso-

phers run in my father's side of the fam-

ily.) Just as soon as you throw away that

garageful of empty yogurt cups you've

been saving for twelve years for starting

tomatoes some spring or sorting bolts,

Mervin from next door is going to drop by

and say, "Hey, I desperately need yogurt

cups, and I'm willing to give you a quarter

apiece for anywhere up to ten or twelve

thousand of the rascals."

A couple of weeks ago my wife called

up the local newspaper and reported that

in one day I both found something (a bill-

fold I misplaced during the hubbub of V-

E Day) and threw something away (eight-

een bushels of toilet paper tubes). And I

can tell you right now, that sort of cosmic

convergence won't happen again soon be-

cause the energy I spent finding that bill-

fold was not worth it (the sugar rationing

stamps stored in it were all stuck to-

gether), and it occurred to me—too late

—

that those toilet paper tubes would have

been just the thing on which to store the

rubber bands the mailman uses to bundle

our mail.

To my mind, salvage is the last gasp of

that splendid dream of humankind: some^

thing for nothing. I save aluminum cans

and paper and get paid for them; I reuse

plastic jugs and glass jars and people ap-

plaud my ingenuity. The water from our

air conditioner waters our trees after it

cools the house. The house itself was aban-

doned when I bought it four years ago for

$250 and rebuilt it. (Salvaging the house

probably cost me more than if I had

started from scratch, but you don't get

ghosts with new lumber) My dogs and cat

were throwaways. One of my children is

adopted. Linda wore blue at our wedding.

All this explains why I don't subscribe

to garbage pickup, although Linda has

been pushing me to get her garbage ser-

vice as a Mother's Day gift. She hates it

when we go out to the dump on our quar-

terly run. (Isn't it just like a woman to

complain that you never take her any-

where and then turn you down when you

invite her to ride along to the dump.) The
anecdotal value of a gift of garbage ser-

vice would be worth a lot to me, but the

truth is, I really like going to the dump. I

understand there are actually people who
have lived long and happy lives and yet

have never been to the dump, but I cannot

for the life of me imagine enduring that

sort of self-deprivation on purpose.

Going to the dump is not without its

frustrations. I hauled a carload of trash

out there a few days ago, and that may be

part of the problem I have with Linda

when it comes to the dump; I don't like to

mess up the truck with garbage so I throw

it all into my fishing car, a battered '78

Plymouth Volare station wagon, and that

can be a little confining for whoever is

riding along with me.

Anyway, we went out to the dump a few

days ago. There were the usual pleasures

of running into old friends, chatting with

Harlan, who manages the dump and sees

to it that no one abuses dumping privi-

leges, and seeing what everyone is doing

these days.

You can tell a lot from a town's gar-

bage. And Harlan knows this town's gar-

bage. "You'd be surprised what people

throw away," he always says, and I always

am. "Why would anyone throw away a

brand-new vacuum sweeper, not even out

of the box?" he said, holding up, sure

enough, a brand-new vacuum sweeper not

even out of the box. "And who in the world

do you suppose would throw away twelve

years' worth of National Geographic? " he

wonders, and I do too. (He points to them,

now safely deposited in the trunk of his

car, on the way to a new home where they

will be properly appreciated.)

Harlan and I are kindred spirits and so

there are a lot of unasked questions and

unexpressed wonder on the occasion of

our quarterly conversations at the dump.

He doesn't have to say it, but I know he is

as bewildered as I am that there are peo-

ple in this world who think nothing of

walking away from a perfectly good pile of

a touch rusty and slightly bent railroad

spikes or even a wooden box, a temptation

I couldn't resist on my worst or best day.

On our way back from the dump I

passed along to Linda everything Harlan

had told me about the strange ways of

people and trash, but she was unmoved,

not surprised, filled with neither wonder

nor appreciation.

On a solo run not long ago I backed my
Plymouth wagon between two pickup

trucks and started heaving out bags and

boxes of those few things so disgusting

that I cannot foresee some use for them

somewhere down the line. And then I saw

it—about ten yards in front of me was a

pile of clean, large, unused boards. They

were too short to be of any use but too
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We now import more than

40 percent of all the oil we use, and

that percentage continues to grow.

This excessive dependence on
foreign oil could poison America's

economy and our national security

if our supply were ever disrupted.

But the more we use nuclear

energy, instead of imported oil, to

generate our electricity, the less we
have to depend on uncertain for-

eign oil supplies.

America's 112 nuclear electric

plants already have cut foreign oil

dependence by 4 billion barrels

since the oil embargo of 1973,

saving us $ 1 1 5 billion in foreign

oil payments.

But 112 nuclear plants will

not be enough to meet our rapidly

growing demand for electricity. 'We

need more plants.

Importing so much oil is a dan-

ger America must avoid. "We need to

reh- more on energy sources we can

count on, like nuclear energ\'.

For a free booklet on nuclear

energy, write to the U.S. Council

for Energy
Awareness,
P.O. Box 66080,

Dept. SKll,

"Washington,

D.C. 20035.

U.S. COUNCIL FOR ENERGY AWARENESS

Nuclear energy means more energy independence.



pretty to leave there amidst the muck and

mire of the dump. It seemed to me to be a

kind of sign from God—can you imagine

what Stephen Jay Gould will make of that

theory!—that the pile of boards was al-

most precisely the size of the pile of gar-

bage I was removing from my car.

Scavenging at the dump is illegal, but

this was more a matter of salvaging than

scavenging. Besides, I was leaving as

much as I was taking. I know Harlan per-

sonally and was sure he would give me
permission to take the boards, but I

thought that it would be a matter of taking

unfair advantage of our friendship for me
to ask him to violate his oath as the official

curator of the dump, so I waited until his

attention was diverted to a truckload of

perfectly good car parts Herbie Gearhead

was dumping and then I edged the Plym-

outh over to the boards.

I heaved bags of trash out of the back of

the car and loaded boards in, and within a

few minutes I was on the gravel road back

to town with precisely as much garbage as

I had driven in with. Linda obviously

wasn't pleased to see me come home from

the dump with a full car, but as she said

herself, I am an otherwise good provider.

Despite my joy at the successful glean-

ing on that occasion, I still ached as I

drove out of the dump by the mountains of

unclaimed orphan garbage that seemed to

cry out, "Take me! Take meH There's no
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doubt in my mind that there's simply too

much garbage for me to rescue by myself;

the positive side of this is that there is

plenty for everyone else. Whatever else

we're short of, we're not short of garbage.

Actually, boards that are too short and

broken orange crates (now virtually an-

tiques) are the least of the treasures the

serious garbage picker finds in America's

refuse. I once found a brand-new double

sink, still in its packaging materials. Why
would anyone throw something like that

away? I'd certainly be the least likely per-

son to know; I can't for the life of me
imagine throwing away a double sink in

any condition. And don't ask Harlan.

On another occasion I found a pickup-

truck load of firewood, already cut to

stove length, well seasoned and clean,

stacked neatly at the edge of the trash pit.

"Can I have that?" I asked Harlan. Like

any good salvager he was delighted to find

that someone else shared his appreciation

for this mad spectacle, perfectly good fire-

wood thrown away for some utterly mys-

terious reason. Harlan helped me load up

the wood, and that night over at the Town
Tavern he bought me a beer. Harlan and I

are genuinely glad when the GNP is sud-

denly jarred upward by people like us

transforming an annoying debit into a cov-

eted credit.

My father was once headed for the

dump with a truckload of junk from his

garage but when he got there, he found

that Harlan was sick or something and

wasn't able to open the dump that Satur-

day. So here was Dad, seven miles from

the farm with a load of junk that he was

not only going to have to haul back home
and leave in his truck for a week, but then

haul right back to the dump next Satur-

day.

Dad says he thinks his next inspiration

came to him directly from heaven, sort of

like my free firewood, and it may have: he

drove over to the Barnston Auction House

and unloaded everything into a pile near

the door.

At the Wednesday evening auction sale

a farmer from over by Midway bought the

pile for $22 and laughed all the while he

was loading it up. "That pump jack

alone," he said, pointing at a mysterious

piece of machinery about the size and

shape of a tricycle, "is worth twice what I

paid for the pile, not to mention the Allis

Chalmers wire reel I spotted under the

pipe fittings. It's missing a cross gear but I

have two sitting in the tool shed already.

And man, the four old bowling balls are

something I've been looking for for

months."

It doesn't have anything to do with my
story, I suppose, but do you know what
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farmers around here do with old bowling

balls? I had to ask the guy at the auction,

and I could scarcely believe his answer.

They give them to the pigs to play with.

Really. Pigs are smart, and they get bored

just sitting around. They bite off each

other's tails and fight with each other and

suffer from job-related stress and lose

weight, which is curious because I used to

gain weight when I had job-related stress.

So farmers give them bowling balls to

shove around the hog lot. "Keeps 'em

happy," the farmer told me. An excellent

argument, it seems to me, for company

bowling leagues.

But let me get back to the dump. The

finest period for the town dump was the

time when Woodrow Buehler's father,

Conrad, was running things. It wasn't a

matter of Conrad being all that much bet-

ter than Harlan, but the times were differ-

ent. There were no EPA or other govern-

mental nit-pickers because there were no

toxic chemicals, PCBs, or other nits ach-

ing to be picked.

Anyway, Conrad organized the dump
into nice little categories—really messy

stuff, brush and wood, cans and bottles,

big stuff like old cars and washing ma-

chines, and usable items eligible for re-

trieval. On a flat piece of ground well

above the pit where really disgusting stuff

went, Conrad put old chairs, lamps, boxes

of canning jars, bales of National Geo-

graphic, kindling, sacks of outgrown but

not worn-out clothes, electric motors that

probably didn't need anything more than

new brushes, little boxes of new electric

motor brushes, good iron—all manner of

treasures, in neat rows. Every Saturday

Conrad would review the selection and

push spoiled clothing or furniture—or

anything else that seemed to have escaped

the favor of dump visitors long enough to

assure Conrad its time was done—into the

garbage pit. And you'd be surprised how

little remained after it had been left out

for public inspection for a week or so. As
Conrad used to say, "Ain't no pot so

crooked but what it don't got a lid."

Some items sat in the retrievables sec-

tion a long time. If Conrad had confidence

in the worth of some particular item of

garbage, and faith in his community's

ability eventually to recognize that item's

worth, it sometimes stayed in the usable-

item arena for months. A drawbar for a

two-point hitch International tractor once

lay unclaimed between a wooden box of

chipped coffee mugs and a transmission

from a '54 Ford for almost two full years

before a farmer spotted it and was so

happy to find this rare item he gave Con-

rad a ten-dollar bill by way of a tip. "All 1

had to do to earn that ten-dollar bill,"

Conrad told me, "is not to do anything.

That's the dump business."

I would therefore like to recommend

that all America adopt a system whereby

patrons of the dump have an opportunity

to give and to take. If people were allowed

to take out of the dump in equal measure

what they take in, at the end of every day

there would be nothing left there but

about sixty pounds of zucchini and maybe
a few unopened packets of VCR instruc-

tion books.

Whatever the case, the first step should

be for every dump to have a Conrad

Buehler Memorial Salvage Mall, where

those things that are conceivably still use-

ful can be arrayed. Anyone with decency

to see value in other peoples' discards

should be allowed to carry them out. In

fact, if it didn't violate the Constitution, 1

would be perfectly happy to see people

required to take out of the dump as much
as they put in. As Conrad Buehler himself

used to say, "Using this dump is a privi-

lege, not a right." D
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The Endless Cycle

Our economic activities

spew forth an endless

stream ofgarbage, like an

immense pressure hose

that hasbroken looseand

is thrashingabout wildly,

wreakinghavoc across the

land. Somehow, in the

comingdecadeswe
Lilliputiansmust face the

task ofbringingthis

giant, dangerous hose

under controland

reconnecting it into the

production system. The

formidabletaskofclosing

the circle, ofcreatinga

renewable society, will

put daily demands on

every citizen ofthe world.

Fortunately, wehave
many allies, including

billions ofbacteria, that

canshow ushow to

recycleand are eager to

helpus do it.Andthe
resultcouldbe aburst of

Natural Plastics
by R. Clinton Fuller and Robert W. Lenz

creativity, and feetiity

that willbe ajoy for i^i

childrenand theirs.

Why will plastic bottles and bags persist

in the environment for hundreds of years?

Composed of polymers, small molecules

linked together in long chains, plastics re-

semble many natural materials. Yet while

bacteria and fungi can metabolize, or

break down, molecules of cellulose and

starch into simple sugars, they lack the

enzymes to digest alien materials, such as

polystyrene and other synthetic polymers.

Nature is very specific about which

molecules it builds, and with few excep-

tions it can only disassemble those that it

makes. Of the several possible ways that

the smaller units of a polymer can be

linked together, only one is found in all of

nature. The microorganisms and fungi

that scour the environment have a limited

arsenal of enzymes to digest the materials

that they encounter. The decomposers

have evolved only the chemical agents

needed to break down what nature pro-

duces. An example of nature's specificity

is our inability to metabolize "left-

handed," or synthetic, sugar. The new ar-

tificial sweetener tastes like natural

"right-handed" sugar, but because its

molecules have a slightly different con-

figuration, our bodies cannot break it

down, and it doesn't add any calories to

our diet.

Most common plastics have chemical

formulas with no counterpart in the natu-

ral world. Even when a polymer found in

nature can be synthesized from petro-

leum, it may contain a mixture of "natu-

ral" and "unnatural" polymer chains. The

unnatural chemical bonds will not yield to

the enzymes secreted by bacteria and

fungi. The diiference in the molecules is

subtle, but sufficient to inhibit the biodeg-

radation of synthetic plastics.

Most trash bags, disposable diapers,

and other plastic products currently mar-

keted as biodegradable fail to live up to

their promise. Only a small portion of

these products, usually 6 to 8 percent, is

cornstarch, a natural polymer. The re-

mainder is synthetic plastic that may dis-

integrate into pieces as the starch de-

grades, but these pieces will last almost

indefinitely.

Biodegradable plastics do exist, how-

ever, and probably have been around for a

few billion years. In 1926, Maurice A.

Lemoigne, a biologist at the Pasteur Insti-

tute in Paris, discovered a natural polymer

in a common soil bacterium with qualities

similar to those of synthetics. Dozens of

bacteria that thrive on organic waste are

now known to manufacture these biopoly-

mers. When key nutrients run low, the

bacteria produce the biopolymer and

stockpile it internally as granules. During

lean times, they survive by consuming the

plastic as a source of energy and carbon.

Because the bacteria make these poly-

mers as food in the first place, they are

well equipped to digest products made
from them.

Known as polyhydroxyalkanoates, or

PHAs, the bacteria-produced polyesters

have the same properties that make petro-

leum-based plastics so versatile for manu-

facturing: they can be melted, molded,

and shaped into any form, with the

strength and flexibility of plastics now in

common use. Although they are durable,

they will degrade in a moist environment

rich in microbes.

At the University of Massachusetts at

Amherst and at other laboratories around

the world, we are finding ways to coax the

bacteria into producing biopolymers. The

basic process is similar to brewing beer.

The bacteria are grown in fermentation

vats with a variety of organic feedstocks,

such as molasses or methanol. By chang-

ing the feedstocks and the conditions in

the vats, biochemists can alter the compo-

sition of the plastics. The cells can be

"trained" to make up to 80 percent of

their weight in PHAs. In addition, re-

searchers have discovered that many dif-

ferent bacteria make a variety of biopoly-

mers, so new plastics with novel properties

could be produced, including a biodegrad-

able rubber.
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Unsorted plastics at a recycling company. Seattle. Washington

The economics of producing biopoly-

mers for broad application are uncertain.

Tile basic raw material of today's plastics

industry is relatively cheap petroleum.

Switching to a new feedstock is a difficult

proposition, requiring large investments.

However, one company. Imperial Chemi-

cal Industries (ICI), is already manufac-

turing biopolymers. Using the bacterium

Alcaligenes eutrophus, ICI produces a

blend of polymers by adjusting the mix of

raw materials in the fermentation vats.

The company has also improved methods

for extracting the plastic granules from

the bacteria, which requires breaking

down the bacteria's cell walls and separat-

ing the plastics from the cell debris.

At a pilot plant in Billingham, England,

ICI is expanding its production of biopoly-

mers to 500 tons a year. At the present

scale, the plastics cost about fifteen dol-

lars per pound, a price far from competi-

tive with the fifty cents per pound for

petroleum-based plastics. But with large-

scale production, the costs could drop to

two dollars per pound. Even at the higher
_

prices, ICI has found numerous specialty

uses for the plastics. Because they are also

biocompatible, they can be used for many
medical applications. The company is also

marketing biopolymer plastic bottles on a

small scale.

Interest in the biopolymers grew in the

1970s when sharply escalating oil prices

hit the plastics industry. When oil prices

rise again, biopolymers will probably grow
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The Endless Cycle

in importance as they become more com-

petitive with petroleum-based plastics. In

addition, environmentally concerned con-

sumers have shown a willingness to pay

more for products that are biodegradable.

In the future, the feedstock of plastic-

producing bacteria might include recy-

cled biodegradable plastics and the by-

products of agriculture. With sunlight

providing the energy for production, the

products could be recycled again and

again, just as natural materials have been

for eons. D

Do the Right Thing
by George M. Woodwell

Three guides to the green revolution

accompanied me to El Paso, a border city

of western Texas, brown and dry in Febru-

ary, without a shred of green in any direc-

tion. My room is high and looks southward

across the Rio Grande, channeled and

nearly dry, to the hills of Ciudad Juarez,

Mexico. A heavy mist floats over the

fused cities and dulls the sharpness of the

hills in the morning sun. The mist is perva-

sive and smells of smelters' smoke; last

night it smelled of wood smoke.

My hotel is otherwise perfection itself,

new, richly appointed, spacious, sym-

metrical, clean, and maintained by an

army of well-dressed staff", busy even at

The Green Consumer, by John Elking-

ton, Julia Hailes, and Joel Makower Vi-

kin P̂enguin Books, $8.95; 374 pp.

50 Simple TraNos You Can Do to Save
THE Planet, by the Earthworks Group.

The Earthworks Press, Box 25, 1400

Shattuck Avenue, Berkeley, California,

94109, $4.95; 96 pp.

Shopping for a Better World, Coun-

cil on Economic Priorities, 30 Irving

Place, New York, New York, 10003,

$4.95; 294 pp.

seven o'clock on Sunday morning. But

nothing this able staff" can do aff"ects the

smell, the smoke, or the poverty of these

two cities. Nothing controls the smoke and

dust of the smelter, now blanketing the

city. Nothing. I can leave in a day or so on

that big jet that delivered me. But the

woman clutching her cardboard and odd

scraps of blankets against the February

night on a park bench across from my
hotel does not have that freedom—neither

the freedom to leave nor the power to do

something about it.

That's what these three books are

about: doing something about a world that

has gone wrong, a world in which govern-

ments have forgotten essential facts of

life, in which pervasive corporate greed

can be fed by denying the necessity for

simple, economically attractive, salutary

steps to stop acid rain, air and water pollu-

tion, and an unbridled warming of the

earth.

Individuals wonder what to do when

governmental leadership fails, when greed

runs wild and government approves. The

first answer is always to "raise hell": let

our politicians know that we have noticed,

taken their measure, and found them

wanting. But the second answer is to do

something personally. Real solutions lie in

working from both the top down and the

bottom up. These books treat the "bottom-

up methods," strengthening individuals in

dealing with the explosion of dumps and

the pollution of air, water, and land, and in

controlling the costs of running their own

affairs in this age of apparent total depen-

dency on technology and commerce.

The Green Consumer, by Elkington,

Hailes, and Makower, off'ers the most gen-

eral perspective; of the three books, it

comes closest to telling us where we want

to go. Published previously in Britain,

where we are told it "caused a sensation,"

the book has a modest message: purchase

wisely to reduce common problems of

waste disposal, air and water pollution,

and economic and energetic inefficiency.

The authors define "green products" ex-

plicitly, recognizing that scholars have dif-

ficulty with such definitions and that some

products are greener than others. The

analysis offers a set of criteria for entering

the marketplace and for judging compa-

nies, their products, and their people. The

potential is real: "McDonald's decision to

abandon . . . CFCs [chlorofluorocarbons]
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in [the manufacture of] fast food cartons

. . . was one of the environmental mile-

stones of 1987. The threat that consumers

might boycott Big Macs was surely a fac-

tor influencing the company's decision.

Competitors promptly started talking to

their carton suppliers, explaining: 'We

don't want to be left behind.'
"

The book also offers a guide to pur-

chases. Products and companies are

named and addresses supplied. One might

look up "automobiles" and find a brief

essay on the environmental problems they

generate that might interest a purchaser.

Fuel efficiency looms large. Any advan-

tage in running cars on methanol as some

are arguing? Not much, it seems. What to

do with waste oil? Turn it in for remanu-

facture. The book judges good and bad

purchases and offers advice on handling

toxins, but the details are often thin. Its

value is in calling attention to a problem,

not in definitive solutions.

Finally, if you wish to consult others or

take up the topic more intensively, the

book offers a guide to organizations that

will work with you.

The theme is continued in 50 Simple

Things You Can Do to Save the Planet, by

The Earthworks Group. The group con-

sists of forty-four individuals and orga-

nizations listed in the acknowledgements.

An introduction by Chris Caldwell of the

Energy Program of the Natural Re-

sources Defense Council points out that

few of us can do anything to keep million-

barrel oil tankers on course through pristine

waters. All of us can do something, every-

day, to insure that fewer such tankers are

needed. None of us can close the hole in the

ozone layer above Antarctica. All of us can

help prevent its spread to populated areas

by reducing our use of chlorofluorocarbons

(CFCs).

Most of the fifty things covered here are

unbelievably easy. They are the kinds of

things you would do anyway to save

money—if you knew how much you could

save. Now you do. . . .

Short quotations from publications of

environmental organizations define the

problems. A large portion of the book is

devoted to a series of one- or two-page

statements of what you can do. The state-

ments range from how to stop junk mail to

how to run your furnace to a plea not to

release balloons in the air (they may kill

animals that eat them).

Another section treats the recycling of

papers, glass, and aluminum. It points to

the now obvious need to avoid non-

recyclable products such as plastics that,

after trivial use, move to eternal life in
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The Endless Cycle

dumps. Once mentioned and analyzed,

the thoughts in this slim volume seem sim-

ple and obvious, at least they would have

been obvious if we had not allowed our

thinking to be led astray.

The last section, "For the Committed,"

treats composting, gray-water manage-

ment, using the automobile, eating low on

the food chain, and management of house-

hold landscapes to minimize use of water,

fertilizer, and labor. The book is a delight

and a ready reference worth rereading oc-

casionally to keep one's thinking straight.

At the $4.95 price listed on the cover, it is

a splendid gift.

To put some of the teeth of commerce

and competition into this realm, the au-

thors oi Shoppingfor a Better World have

produced a pocket-reference to corpora-

tions. The guide grades the country's ma-

jor corporations according to eleven crite-

ria explained in detail in the introduction.

The results, in tabular form, fill 190 of the

volume's 294 pages. The criteria forjudg-

ing the companies include "giving to char-

ity," "military contracts," "animal test-

ing," "disclosure of information," and

"nuclear power," among others. The text

tells us that companies have noticed this

analysis and seek a good record. I believe

it. The message is strong, and the book will

be read by shoppers, investors, and in the

board room.

While these steps alone will not repair

El Paso and Ciudad Juarez, exhortations

to those in office to do their jobs gain

substance when people move en masse to

common-sense solutions that serve com-

mon ends. These three small books carry a

wealth of common sense and provide ful-

crum and lever for moving the world.

George M. Woodwell is an ecologist and

the director of the Woods Hole Research

Center, Woods Hole, Massachusetts.

Signs for the Times
We're used to checking food labels for

preservatives and salt and fat. Now imag-

ine a seal that tells you whether a paint

contains toxic solvents that can pollute

groundwater or which brand of hair spray

is free of ozone-destroying chlorofluoro-

carbons.

In West Germany, shoppers have this

kind ofinformation at a glance. Brands that

pose less of a threat to the ecosystem than

their competitors bear the Blue Angel,

that country's environmental seal of ap-

proval. Purely voluntary, the labeling pro-

gram started in 1978, but has only caught

fire in the last three or four years. Today

the Blue Angel graces more than 3,500

products in about sixty categories, includ-

ing aerosol sprays made without chloroflu-

orocarbons, low-emission oil burners,

paints low in solvents, wallpaper and flow-

erpots made from recycled materials, re-

cycled tires, asbestos-free brake linings

and floor tiles, and low-noise, low-soot

trucks and buses.

Selecting products for testing, setting

the standards, and devising fair and thor-

ough testing procedures are complex proc-

esses involving three government agen-

cies, an independent jury, and numerous

experts and special interest groups. Every

year, the German public nominates more

than a hundred items for labeling, but just

three or four are chosen.

A product is considered only when

there is a choice on the market between

brands that pose a lesser or greater envi-

ronmental threat. The purpose of the Blue

Angel is to tell consumers which brands

are least harmful, and then let them

choose; it doesn't tell people to buy paper

Gertrud and Helmut Denzau

instead of nonbiodegradable plastic or to

stop driving fuel-guzzling cars. For exam-

ple, bicycles are not labeled because one

bicycle is as good as another as far as the

environment is concerned. Cars, on the

other hand, come under the program.

Those with asbestos-free brake linings, as-

bestos-free clutch facings, and catalytic
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"A WILDERNESS, in contrast with those areas where man and his own
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converters are less damaging than those

without, and they bear the Blue Angel.

The label, which is also the symbol of

the United Nations Environment Pro-

gram, doesn't mean the item meets some

Utopian ideal of the perfectly clean prod-

uct, says Edda Miiller, who heads the pro-

gram in West Germany's Department of

the Environment. "The technology [to

make the safer product] must be in use, at

Motor Oil/Huile a moteur

10w30

least by one manufacturer somewhere in

the world," she said. That technology then

becomes the Blue Angel standard.

The Blue Angel carries a lot of weight

with consumers in West Germany, where

the environmentalist Green Party holds 8

percent of seats in the Parliament. Manu-

facturers are alert to the seal's market

value. When one or two companies in the

field can boast the Blue Angel, the compe-

tition wants it too and races to adjust its

products to meet the criteria. When crite-

ria for oil burners were first set up in the

early 1 980s, only about 2 percent of the oil

burners on the market met the standards,

says Miiller. After two years, however, 80

percent qualified. Then the criteria were

raised to within reach of only about 2

percent. Over four or five years, the stand-

ards of the whole industry were thus im-

proved. Today's oil burners, Miiller says,

emit on average 30 percent less sulfur

dioxide, carbon monoxide, and nitrogen

oxide than did burners of a few years ago.

Likewise, increasingly tougher Blue An-

gel standards limiting the amount of or-

ganic solvents in paints have reduced the

amount of solvents entering the sewage

systems by some 40,000 tons since the

mid-1980s.

Environmentalists have argued that the

Blue Angel seal misleads buyers into

thinking a product is safe, instead of just

better than most. They complained about

the inscription on the label, which read:

"Environmentally friendly because . .
.

,"
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and then the reason, such as "asbestos

free" or "low noise." In June 1988, how-

ever, in response to criticisms, the inscrip-

tion was changed to "Environmental label

because "All mention of environmen-

tal "friendliness" was removed.

By far the most persistent criticism of

the West German program has been that

it judges products on a single criterion of

environmental impact when, in fact, most

products threaten the environment in

more than one way. The criterion for pa-

per is the amount of recycled material it

contains; for paint, it's the amount of or-

ganic solvents; for washing machines, low

water use. But while catalytic converters,

for example, help clean up exhaust, they

also cause cars to bum more gasoline.

Aerosol sprays are judged only by their

chlorofluorocarbon content, and not by

their containers, which overload landfills

and take centuries to disintegrate.

Learning from the German experience,

the Canadian government designed its

year-old labeling program. Environmental

Choice, to evaluate products more

broadly, with one criterion for use, one for

manufacture, and a third for disposal. To

date, standards exist for ten product

groups, including re-refined motor oil, wa-

ter-based paints, and cloth diapers.

The new Japanese EcoMark is intended

to heighten public awareness of environ-

mental problems and to encourage an

environmentally friendly life style. The
first products with the EcoMark label are

those that are "good" for the environment,

such as traps for kitchen sinks, environ-

mentalist books, and compost bins. The
seal is even used to promote activities like

collecting recyclable bottles. Guidelines

for products with real environmental im-

pact, such as paints and household clean-

ers, are being developed.

Here in the United States, claims like

"safe for the environment," "biodegrad-

able," and "recycled" are popping up on

everything from plastic garbage bags to

laundry detergent to disposable diapers.

Unlike the same claims for similar prod-

ucts in Germany, Canada, and Japan,

these are just advertising gimmicks. Un-

fortunately, without an official testing and

labeling program, consumers in our coun-

try have no way of knowing whether such

claims are true or not.

Olga Wickerhauser

World Without End
by Lester R. Brown, Christopher Flavin, and Sandra Postel

The throwaway society that has

emerged during the late twentieth century

uses so much energy, emits so much car-

bon, and generates so much air pollution,

acid rain, water pollution, toxic waste, and

rubbish that it is strangling itself. Rooted

in the concept of planned obsolescence

and appeals to convenience, it will be seen

by historians as an economic aberration.

If a throwaway culture leads inevitably

to pollution and depletion of natural re-

sources, how can we build an environmen-

tally stable future and still satisfy our ma-

terial needs? Creating a sustainable life

style requires vision. If not fossil fuels to

power society, then what? If forests are no

longer to be cleared to grow food, then

how is a larger population to be fed?

If the world is not to fatally overtax its

natural systems, we will need to achieve

sustainability within the next forty years.

If we have not succeeded by then, environ-

mental deterioration and economic de-

cline are likely to be feeding on each other,

pulling us into a downward spiral of social

disintegration. Our vision of the future

therefore looks to the year 2030.

Let us first make three assumptions:

First, that the world economy of 2030 will

Adapted from Stale of ihe World 1990, by Lester R
Brown el al. (New York and London: W. W. Norton &
Company, 1990).
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The Endless Cycle

not be powered by coal, oil, and natural

gas. It is now well accepted that the accu-

mulating waste product of fossil fuels

—

CO2—will cause catastrophic changes in

climate. Stabilizing the climate therefore

depends on cutting global carbon emis-

sions to 2 billion tons per year, about one-

third the current amount. Given projected

population growth, the world in 2030 will

therefore need to have per capita carbon

emissions that are one-eighth the level in

Western Europe today.

The choice then becomes whether to

make solar or nuclear power the center-

piece of energy systems. We believe soci-

eties will reject nuclear power because of

its long list of economic, social, and envi-

ronmental liabilities—not least of which is

the toxic waste it produces.

Secondly, we must assume a dramatic

drop in birth rates by the year 2030. Cur-

rent U. N. projections have the world

headed for nearly 9 billion people by that

year. Either fast-growing societies like

Ethiopia, Nigeria, and India will move

quickly to encourage smaller families and

bring birth rates down, or rising death

rates from hunger and malnutrition will

check population growth. Let us assume a

population of at most 8 biUion that will

either be essentially stable or declining

slowly—toward a number the earth can

support comfortably and indefinitely.

The last assumption is that the world in

2030 will have achieved a more equitable

and secure economy. Unless Third World

debt can be reduced to the point where the

net flow of capital from industrial to devel-

oping countries is restored, the resources

and incentives to invest in sustainability

will simply be inadequate.

Powered by the Sun
No longer dominated by fossil fuels, the

world's energy system will be run by solar

resources replenished daily by incoming

sunlight and geothermal energy. Since so-

lar power is by nature diverse, the mix of

energy sources will reflect the climate and
natural resources of each region. North-

em Europe, for example, is likely to rely

heavily on wind power and hydropower.

Northern Africa and the Middle East

may instead use direct sunlight. Japan and
the Philippines will tap their abundant

geothermal energy. And Southeast Asian

economies will be powered largely by
wood and agricultural wastes, along with

sunshine. By 2030, solar panels will heat

most residential water around the world,

following the model of Japan and Israel,

which already use them extensively. A
typical urban landscape will have thou-

sands of collectors sprouting from roof-

tops, much as TV antennas do today. So-

lar architecture may by then cut artificial

heating and cooling needs to virtually zero

in millions of buildings.

Photovoltaic solar cells are a semi-

conductor technology that converts sun-

light directly into electricity without using

the mechanical processes involved in solar

thermal conversion. Currently, photovol-

taic systems are less efficient and more

expensive than solar thermal power. But

they are already used in many remote

locations, and their cost is likely to decline

rapidly. As they become economical, the

completion of the solar revolution will be

possible: all Third World villages can be

electrified with this renewable source.

Wind Power

Wind power is an indirect form of solar

energy, generated by the sun's differential

heating of the earth's atmosphere. The
cost of wind energy has already fallen to

six to eight cents per kilowatt-hour, mak-

ing it at least 40 percent cheaper than new
U. S. nuclear power and close to competi-

tive with new coal-fired power plants. En-

gineers are confident that they will soon

have improved wind turbines that are eco-

nomical not only in California's blustery
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mountain passes, where some wind farm-

ers are already generating $30,000 worth

of electricity per hectare annually, but

also in vast stretches of our northern

plains, England's North Sea coast, and

central Europe. Among the other regions

where major wind farm projects are now

on the drawing boards are West Germany

and the state of Gujarat in India.

For hydropower, which now supplies 19

percent of the world's electricity, pros-

pects for future growth are most promis-

ing in the Third World, where the unde-

veloped potential is still large. Small-scale

projects are likely to be more appealing

than the massive projects favored by gov-

ernments and international lending agen-

cies in recent decades.

Geothermal Energy

In the future, many countries may find

themselves where Kenya, Nicaragua, and

the Philippines are today—getting much
of their electricity from geothermal re-

sources. Geothermal energy employs the

huge reservoir of heat that lies beneath the

earth's surface, making it the only renew-

able source that does not rely on sunlight.

For this reason, geothermal resources

must be tapped slowly enough so as not to

deplete the accessible reservoir of heat,

and thus be truly renewable. Continuing

advances will allow engineers to use previ-

ously unexploitable, lower-temperature

reservoirs that are hundreds of times as

abundant as those in use today.

In both industrial and developing na-

tions, energy production inevitably will be

much more decentralized, breaking up

the huge industries that have been a domi-

nant part of the economic scene in the late

twentieth century. Such a world energy

system will also be less vulnerable to dis-

ruption and more conducive to market

economics and democratic political sys-

tems. In ecological terms, it is the only

kind of world likely to endure for more

than a few decades.

Efficient in All Senses

Forty years from now, Thomas Edison's

revolutionary incandescent light bulbs

may be found only in museums—replaced

by a variety of new lighting systems, in-

cluding halogen and sodium light. The

most important light source may be new

compact fluorescent bulbs that use only

one-fourth the electricity of traditional in-

candescent ones. The new bulbs will not

only reduce electricity bills but will also

last more than seven times as long.

Cogeneration (the combined produc-

tion of heat and power) will come into its

own. Many factories will generate their

own power with wood, using the waste

heat for industrial processes, heating, and

cooling. Such systems are already in wide

use in some parts of the world and can

raise total plant efficiency from 50 to 70

percent to as high as 90 percent. Excess

power can be transferred to the electric

grid and used by other consumers.

The world of 2030 is apt to rely particu-

larly heavily on light, relatively inexpen-

sive rail systems built at street level, which

will allow people to move quickly between

neighborhoods. Automobiles will un-

doubtedly still be in use four decades from

now, but their numbers will be fewer and

their role smaller. Within cities, only elec-

tric or clean hydrogen-powered vehicles

are likely to be permitted, and most of

these will be highly efficient "city cars,"

perhaps run by solar power. Families

might rent eflticient larger vehicles for va-

cations. The bicycle will also play a major

role, which it already does in much of

Asia. In general, people will live closer to

their jobs.

Reusing and Recycling Materials

In the sustainable, efficient economy of

2030, waste reduction and recycling in-

dustries will have largely replaced the gar-

bage collection and disposal companies of

today.

Most materials used today are dis-

carded after one use—roughly two-thirds

of all aluminum, three-fourths of all steel

and paper, and" an even greater share of
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The Endless Cycle

plastic. Society will become dramatically

less energy intensive and less polluting

only if the throwaway mentality is re-

placed by a recycling ethic. Only 5 per-

cent as much energy is needed to recycle

aluminum as to produce it from bauxite,

the original raw material. For steel pro-

duced entirely from scrap, the saving

amounts to roughly two-thirds. Newsprint

from recycled paper takes one-fourth to

three-fifths less energy to make than that

from wood pulp. And recycling glass saves

up to a third of the energy embodied in

making the original product.

Recycling is also a key to getting land,

air, and water pollution down to accept-

able levels. For example, steel produced

from scrap reduces air pollution by 85

percent, cuts water pollution by 76 per-

cent, and eliminates mining wastes alto-

gether. Paper from, recycled material re-

duces pollutants entering the air by 74

percent and the water by 35 percent, as

well as reducing pressures on forests in

direct proportion to the amount recycled.

In the sustainable economy of 2030, the

principal source of materials for industry

will be recycled goods. The electric arc

furnace produces high-quality steel from

scrap metal with far less energy than a

traditional open-hearth furnace. In the

United States, a leader in this technology,

roughly a third of all steel is already pro-

duced from scrap in such furnaces. The

steel mills of the future will feed heavily

on worn-out automobiles, household appli-

ances, and industrial equipment. Most of

the raw material for the aluminum mill

will come from the local scrap collection

center, not from the bauxite mine. Paper

and paper product^ will be produced at

recycling mills, with recycled paper mov-

ing through a hierarchy of uses, from

high-quality bond paper through news-

print and, eventually, into cardboard

boxes. When the recycled fibers are fi-

nally no longer reusable, they can be

burned as fuel in a cogenerating plant. In a

paper products industry that continually

uses recycled materials, wood pulp will

play a minor role.

Recycling is good, but sustainability

over the long term depends more on elimi-

nating the flow of waste at its source. In

industry, a restructuring of manufactur-

ing processes can easily slash waste by a

third or more. The Minnesota Mining and

Manufacturing (3M) Company halved its

hazardous waste flows within a decade of

launching a corporation-wide program. A
pioneer in waste reduction, 3M also

boosted its profits in the process.

Forty years from now, government

regulation most likely will have eliminated

excessive food packaging. Throwaway
grocery bags will have been replaced by

durable, reusable bags of canvas or other

material. Societies in 2030 may also have

decided to replace multisized and multi-

shaped beverage containers with a set of

standardized ones made of durable glass

that can be reused many times. These

could be used for most, if not all, bever-

ages, such as fruit juices, beer, milk, and

soda pop. Bottlers will simply clean the

container, steam off the old label, and put

on a new one.

In addition to recycling and reusing

metal, glass, and paper, a sustainable soci-

ety also recycles nutrients. In nature, one

organism's waste is another's sustenance;

in urban societies, however, sewage has

become a troublesome source of pollut-

ants in rivers, lakes, and coastal waters.

Fortunately, cities in Japan, South Ko-

rea, and China already provide a model

for the rest of the world. In these coun-

tries, human waste is systematically re-

turned to the land in vegetable-growing

greenbelts around cities. Intensively

farmed cropland surrounding these cities

produces vegetables year-round, using

greenhouses or plastic covering during the

winter to extend the growing season. Per-

haps the best model is Shanghai: after

modestly expanding its urban political

boundaries to facilitate sewage recycling,

the city now produces an exportable sur-

plus of vegetables.

A steady flow of nutrients from human
waste into ponds can supply food for vigor-

ously growing populations of algae that in

turn are consumed by fish. In Calcutta

{see page 74), a sewage-fed aquaculture

system now provides 44,000 pounds of

fresh fish each day for sale in the city.

As recycling reaches full potential over

the next forty years, households will begin

to compost yard wastes rather than put

them out for curbside garbage pickup. A
lost art in many communities, composting

not only reduces garbage flows but also

provides a rich source of humus for gar-

dening, lessening the need for chemical

fertilizers to maintain lawn and garden

fertility.

With a Restored Biological Base

Trying to meet the food needs of some 8

billion people—nearly 3 billion more than

the current population—will pose monu-
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mental challenges. Currently, 0.28 hect-

are of cropland is available for every man,

woman, and child. By 2030, assuming

cropland area expands by 5 percent be-

tween now and then and that population

grows to 8 billion, cropland per person will

have dropped to 0. 1 9 hectare—a third less

than we have in today's inadequately fed

world. Virtually all of Asia, and especially

China, will be struggling to feed its people

from a far more meager cropland area per

person.

Efforts to arrest desertification, now

claiming 6 million hectares each year,

may by then have transformed the gullied

highlands of Ethiopia, China's Loess Pla-

teau, and other degraded areas into pro-

ductive, income-generating terrain. Much
sloping land now rapidly losing topsoil will

be terraced and enhanced by shrubs or

nitrogen-fixing trees planted along the

contour. With improved crop varieties

and planting patterns that conserve soil

and water, many of these areas are likely

to be largely self-sufficient and economi-

cally more diverse by 2030.

Adequately nourishing a world popula-

tion 60 percent larger than today's will

preclude feeding one-third of the global

grain harvest to livestock and poultry, as

we do now. As meat becomes more scarce

and expensive, diets even in affluent na-

tions will move down the food chain.

The vast monocultures of wheat, rice,

and com so crucial to the global food sup-

ply in the late twentieth century may not

play so great a role in 2030. In the Corn

Belt of the United States, farmers will

undoubtedly be rotating crops much more

extensively to help curb soil erosion, con-

serve moisture, and reduce pesticide and

fertilizer use, a trend already under way.

Farmers in some parts of the world may
opt to grow seed-bearing perennial

grasses, creating a cropping pattern that

resembles the native prairie that modem
agriculture replaced. Such "polycul-

tures," like their monocultural counter-

parts, would yield edible grains, oils, and

other commodities—yet drastically re-

duce the need for chemicals, irrigation

water, and other intensive inputs.

Successfully adapting to changed cli-

matic regimes resulting from greenhouse

warming, as well as to water scarcity and

other resource constraints, may lead us to

rely on crops that are salt tolerant and

drought resistant, whether they are new

varieties of familiar crops, such as wheat,

or less familiar crops, such as amaranth, a

grain native to the Andean highlands of

South America. The extensive gene pool

needed to revamp agricultural systems de-

pends on the collection of wild plants from

their native areas and storage of their ge-

netic material in international gene banks.

So far this effort has focused on the

world's thirty major food crops, but less

attention has been given to unfamiliar

plants that could become an important

component of diets forty years from now.

Forests and woodlands will be valued

more highly and for many more reasons.

The planet's mantle of trees, already a

third less than in preagricultural times

and now shrinking by more than 1 1 mil-

lion hectares per year, will be stable or

expanding as a result of serious efforts to

slow deforestation and to replant vast ar-

eas. The clearing of most tropical forests

will have ceased. Since the nutrients in

these biological systems are held in the

leaves and vegetation rather than in the

soil, only activities that preserve the forest

canopy are sustainable. A sustainable so-

ciety will not be overcutting or degrading

its forests for lumber or other wood prod-

ucts. Those forestlands that can support

crop production will already have been

identified and converted during the inter-

vening forty years. Alleviating the fuel

wood crisis in developing countries, reduc-

ing flooding and landslides in hilly regions,

meeting industrial wood needs sustain-

ably, and slowing the buildup of carbon

dioxide may have spurred the planting of

an additional 200 million hectares or so of

trees. Many of these plantings will be on

private farms as part of agroforestry sys-

tems. But plantations may also have an

expanded role.

Land will need to be distributed far

more equitably than it is today. Large

landholdings in densely populated agrar-

ian societies will be broken up and re-

distributed to the poorer majority who
lack viable livelihoods. Similarly, much
government-owned land, such as forests

and pastures, likely will revert to commu-
nities and villages that have a stake in

their productivity. Long before 2030, the

trend toward ever larger cities and an in-

creasing ratio of urban-to-rural dwellers is

likely to be reversed. Each person who
moves from countryside to city requires

that a corresponding surplus of food be

produced in some rural part of the world.

Getting more food from less labor requires

the use of more energy, as does processing

the food and transporting it to the distant

city center. An inexorable trend over the

last several decades, the increasing energy

intensity of food production and distribu-

tion cannot continue indefinitely.

With a New Set of Values

As a yardstick of progress, the gross

national product (GNP) will be seen as a

bankrupt indicator. By measuring flows of

goods and services, the GNP undervalues

qualities a sustainable society strives for,

such as durability and resource protec-

tion, and overvalues many it does not, such

as planned obsolescence and waste.

Shoddy appliances that need frequent

repair and fast replacement, for instance,

raise the GNP more than a well-crafted

product that lasts, even though the latter

yields greater human satisfaction. Simi-

larly, the pollution caused by a coal-burn-

ing power plant raises the GNP by requir-

ing expenditures for the treatment of lung

disease and the purchase of a scrubber to

control emissions. Yet society would be

far better off if power were generated in

ways that did not pollute the air in the first

place.

National military budgets in a sustain-

able world will be a small fraction of what

they are today as countries recognize that

environmental threats to security have

supplanted traditional military threats.

Careful tracking of changes in atmo-

spheric chemistry, forest cover, land pro-

ductivity, and ocean resources will be

among the many efforts handled by multi-

national teams of scientists and govern-

ment workers.

Materialism simply cannot survive the

transition to a sustainable world. As pub-

lic understanding of the need to adopt

simpler and less consumer-oriented life

styles spreads, it will become unfash-

ionable to own a fancy new car and

clothes. The potential benefits of unleash-

ing the tremendous quantities of human
energy now devoted to designing, produc-

ing, advertising, buying, consuming, and

discarding material goods are enormous.

Much undoubtedly would be channeled

into forming richer relationships, stronger

communities, and greater outlets for cul-

tural diversity, music, and the arts.

With the amassing of personal and na-

tional wealth much less of a goal, the gap

between haves and have-nots will gradu-

ally close, eliminating many societal ten-

sions. Ideological differences may fade as

well, as nations adopt sustainability as a

common cause and come to recognize that

achieving it requires a shared set of values

that includes democratic principles, free-

dom to innovate, respect for human rights,

and acceptance of diversity. D
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ACCURATE CAVE ART TRANSCRIPTS Free booklet

available Gallery of Prehistoric Paintings, 25-60 49lh

Street, 2nd floor, Astoria, NY 11 103

AIVIERICAN INDIAN ART: Northwest Coast masks
Graphics, Pueblo pottery Navajo rugs. Hopi Kachinas

Beadwork. Box 55277, Sherman Oaks, CA 91413 (818)

789-2559

AUDUBON PRINTS— Original bird and animal prints,

$75 and up Catalog $3 Call (202) 484-3334 or write Ed
Kenney, 9720 Spring Ridge Lane, Vienna. VA 22182

LIMITED EDITION PEWTER SCULPTURES. Amencan
artists depicting wildlife, military and western subjects

Send $2 50 for catalogues G Deoot, 1 1060 Alpharetta

Hwy ,
Roswell, GA 30076

MEXICAN MASKS, $50-$185, request photos, McCoy
Imports, Liberty, NY 12754

NAVAJO, ZUNI JEWELRY—sandpaintings, pottery,

kachinas Wholesale catalog $2 00 Indian Treasures,

Box 9771-NH, Phoenix, AZ 85068

THE GRAND CANYON IN DEPTHi For a free sample of

our Opti-Relief optical 3-D map, please send a self-

addressed, stamped, business-size envelope to Cyg-

nus Graphic, PO Box 32461 -N4, Phoenix, AZ 85064-

2461

QUALITY ETHNOGRAPHIC ART from "East Meets
West", Ltd

,
PO Box 103, Pitlsford, VT 05763-0103

Our low overhead lets us bring you extraordinary na-

tive arts and crafts from around the world at low "rural"

prices Call us toll-free at 1-800-443-2242 and discuss

your requirements Photographs of ob|ects available

upon request Visa and Mastercard accepted

Books/Publications

Jl|eMarl^t
SCHOOLOF SACREDARTS

Courses in Tibuun BuddhiM Thanka

Painting. Bvzanlmc Icon Painung.

Gregorian Ctiani, Islamic Calligraph>.

Ctiinese Landscape Painting. Japanese

Shingon Calligraphy and Medieval

Manuscript Illumination among

others are being given by master

artists. For information please call

(212) 475-8048,

NATURAL SELECTION Book Catalog #2 Includes rare

and out of print natural history books $4 00 refund-

able Natural Selection Carr Mill Mall-NH. Carrboro, NO
27510

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK' Join our successful authors

All subjects invited. Publicity, advertising, beautiful

books Send for fact-filled booklet and free manuscnpt
report Carlton Press. Dept NHE, 11 West 32 Street,

New York 10001

SOME PRINCIPLES OF EVOLUTION is the expression

of a lucky happenstance whereby a number of enig-

mas have been solved—why men get bald and why
the pattern is as it is, and why some women have
thinning hair after they are quite old Why dinosaurs

and others faded from the earth, and ice ages came
and went Photographic evidence explaining why the

pattern of fall foliage is as it is—and more $49 00 from

the author Floyd Vermette, 1850 Abbott Rd , #D-6,

E. Lansing. Ml 48823

YESTERDAY'S BOOKS LOCATED, no obligation Out-

of-State Book Service, Box 3253J. San Clemente. CA
92672(714)492-2976

Education

"CASH FOR COLLEGE". Descnbes 400 loan, grant,

scholarship opportunities— plus all government pro-

grams, $4 95 Unifunds, Box 19749-RR, Indianapolis, IN

46219

FREE PARENTS' GUIDE Over 400 private boarding
schools, camps and summer programs in US. and
abroad, serving children 6-16 Most visited by pub-
lisher For 280-pg guide and free referrals give child's

age. grade, interests, geographical preference and
entrance date Est 1940. Vincent/Curtis. Rm 216. 224
Clarendon St . Boston. MA 02116

MONTANA DINOSAUR DIGS made available to ama-
teurs and professionals Offerings range from 1 field

day to 8 day-3 credit course For info contact Old Trail

Museum. Box 919, Choteau, MT 59422 Tel, (406) 469-

2314

SAT VOCABULARY BUILDER on Macintosh Send

$29.95 Software Across Curriculum. Inc PO Box 159.

Rochelle Park. NJ 07662

SPEAK SPANISH OR ANY OF 59 LANGUAGES as

Diplomats do using same U S State Department self-

study cassettes/textbook Up to 50% savings! Call or

write for free catalog , 1 -800-722-6394, Audio Language
Institute, 516 Fifth Avenue, Suite 507, Dept NH590,

New York, NY 100-36

Employment Opportunities

A1 JOBS To $1000 dailyi Overseas Stateside Free

Listl Zincvo, Box 13110, Las Vegas, NV 891 12

THEDAKOTAS
State Director

Position Open
THE NATURE CONSERVANCY
has a great job, available now, to

launch its prograin to save the

Dakotas' most biologically impor-

tant wildlife and wildlands. The
Badlands, The Black Hills, the

Prairies, the wetlands and more.

THE NATURE CONSERVANCY
wants to hear from you if you are

a proven success in business,

law or conservation. You will

lead an ambitious program
working with the citizens of

North and South Dakota to cre-

ate innovative conservation
strategies, acquire and manage
critical natural areas. You will

personally raise funds, work with

government leaders, cooperate

closely with agriculture and
business, oversee people,

budgets and bison.

Reasonable pay and benefits,

countless hours and miles.

Send cover letter and resume
immediately to: Thomas
Wall<ington, The Nature
Conservancy, 1313 5th St. BE
#314, Minneapolis, MN 55414.

EOE/AA,

f*(!v.'"areia»wfj* \-

Nature
(^iVisavimc)'

^

AUSTRALIA WANTS YOU! Big Pay! Transportation'

New Employment Handbook, $3 00. International, Box
19107-RR. Washington. DC 20036

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY' Assemble Products

At Home Call For Info (504) 641-8003 Ext 6371

ENVIRONMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES—Monthly bulle-

tin lists environmental job openings throughout the

US Free details: EOV. RO Box 788. Walpole. NH

MAKE A FEDERAL SUMMER RANGER JOB your ca-

reer Publication $4 "Ranger", Box 331114. Fort

Worth. TX 76163-1114

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS' Worldwide Direc-

tory and complete information—$300 International

Opportunities. Box 19107-RR. Washington. DC 20036

ROCKY MOUNTAIN EMPLOYMENT NEWSLETTER!
Current openings— All occupations—Western US!
Free details lntermountain-4Y. 3565 Pitch. Colo-

rado Spnngs. CO 80908 1-719-488-0320 x425

TEACH HERE—ABROAD, School, college openings
U S A $8 00. Overseas $8 00: England. Australia. New
Zealand. Japan $8.00 each EISF. 662. Newton. Massa-
chusetts 02162

Financial

CASH GRANTS AVAILABLE from nonprofit founda-

tions! Never repay! 401 sources/application instruc-

tions, $3.00. Fundsearch, Box 19107-RR, Washington.

DC 20036

LET THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE your small busi-

ness Grants/loans to $500,000 Free recorded mes-
sage: (707)449-8600 (LAI)

CLASSIC FURNITURE—40% Off 150 Major compa-
nies Free brochure Sobol House. 103 Richardson

Blvd
.
Black Mountain. NC 28711 (704) 669-8031

Government Surplus

NARCOTICS RAID SEIZURES' Autos. Stereos. Boats.

Airplanes' Millions Surplus Bargains—many 1% origi-

nal cost' "Nationwide Directory"—$3 00 Disposal.

Box 19107-RR. Washington. DC 20036

Merchandise/Gifts

BIRDHOUSES (W5"KH6"xL10") Complete kit. In-

cludes: easy instructions, precut and predrilled exte-

rior wood, ail nails and screws, hanging bracket, each
$7 95 ppd to Will Delesdernier, PO. Box 5436, Dia-

mond Bar, CA 91765

SCAT APPAREL Become a Walking Field Guide with

T-shirts, sweatshirts, bandannas featunng droppings

of 26 North American Mammals T-shirts: Teal, Aqua,

Jade, White, Heather, Coral, Raspberry $12.50.

Sweatshirts Peach. Heather. Turquoise $23 50. Ban-

dannas Red. Turquoise. Blue. Ecru. Raspberry. Green
$6,50 Pangraphic. 1312 North Wahsatch. Colorado

Springs, CO 80903

TROPICAL REEF PHOTOS! Fascinating Wall Decor.

Great Gifts. Color Samples: Wheaton. PO, Box 477.

Clearwater, FL 34617-0477 (813) 443-1282

Miscellaneous

PENFRIENDS—ENGLAND—USA, Make lasting friend-

ships Send age. interests. Free reply. Harmony, Box
82295NH. Phoenix. AZ 85071

Music

EXCITING MUSIC FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD.
Andes, Africa, India, World Music Jazz Write for free

catalog of cassettes and compact discs Music of the

World, Dept N, PO Box 3667, Chapel Hill, NC 27515-

3667
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Photo/Optical

aus JENA (GERMANY) BINOCULARS: Experience the

Ultimate in Brilliance and Clarity! Europtik, Ltd , RO
Box 319-NH, Dunmore, PA 18512 (717) 347-6049

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE Repairing binoc-

ulars since 1923. Alignment performed on our US
Navy collimator Free catalog and our article "Know
Your Binoculars, " published in Audubon Magazine
Mirakel Optical Co ,

Inc
,
331 Mansion St , West Cox-

sackie, NY 12192 (518) 731-2610

OPTICS HEADQUARTERS FOR BIRDERS SINCE
1960. Offering selection advice, 24 hour shipping,

deep discounts on most popular brands of binoculars

scopes, tripods, camera adapters, more Catalogue on

request. Birding, RO. Box 4405NC, Halfmoon, NY
12065(518)664-2011

Real Estate

COSTA RICA: Preserve the Rainforest by owning it

Properties from $2000 per acre Partners of the

Rainforest, Box 262045, Tampa, FL 33685

FOREST MANAGEMENT IS: socially and environmen

tally responsible. Forest ownership can be a profit-

able, exciting, and fulfilling long-term investment For

the uninformed, the forest acquisition process can be:

frustrating, mysterious and expensive For assistance

. . . Appalachian Investments, , , ,
Forestland/Wildland

Buyer Brokerage; RO. Box 166, Shelburne Falls, MA
01370 (413) 625-8418 Fax: (413) 625-8365

GOVERNMENT LANDS—FROM $10 00 Surplus prop-

erties, Tax/Narcotics Seizures, Repossessions

—

more! "Nationwide Directory"—$3.00, Lands, Box

19107-RR, W/ashington, DC 20036

BEAUTIFUL HAWAII—Condominiums all islands. Free

brochures. Paradise Management, 50 South Beretania

C207, Honolulu, HI 96813

COZUMEL ISLAND, MEXICO: Caribbean beachfront

homes from simple to luxurious Best Scuba/Snorkel-

ing in Hemisphere. Mayan rums, wildlife. (212) 254-

5623

OLD FASHIONED, secluded farm on Cape Breton Is-

land offers log cabins, excellent meals, tranquility, &
discount to NH readers Write: John Gardner,

Orangedale, Nova Scotia, Canada

TOBAGO, RENT PRIVATE COTTAGES ON BEACH
Snorkeling, swimming, fishing, scuba Bird watcher's

paradise. Brochure Charles A Turpin, Charlotteville,

Tobago, West Indies (800) 627-0671

Resorts

ADIRONDACK WILDERNESS, sparkling mountain
lake, informal, great tennis, food, hiking, horses; family

rates. Amencan Plan. Timberlock, Box NH, Indian Lake.

NY 12864

BELIZE—RUM POINT INN—exquisite small beach-

front resort on the Western Canbbean with spacious,

private cabanas. Diving. Maya Ruins. Cockscomb Jag-

uar Reserve. Birds, Library. New Dining Room features

tropical taste treats Bevier, Placencia, Belize 01 1 -501

06 2017 or (504)465-0769

LINEKIN BAY SAILING RESORT Fleet of sailboats, two
masted schooner, sailing instructions, heated pool,

tennis Wnte for folder Boothbay Harbor, Maine 04538

Science Art

GUILD OF NATURAL SCIENCE ILLUSTRATORS An-

nual Conference, June 16-22, University of Minnesota,

Minneapolis, (612) 624-6053

Tours/Trips

AFFORDABLE AFRICAN ADVENTURES: gorilla/wild-

life safaris to Rwanda, Tanzania, Madagascar, Kenya,

Botswana, Zambia. Small groups. Brochure: Wander-

lust Adventures, 65 Clarkson, Suite 207, Denver, CO
80218(303)777-5846

AFRICA, ALASKA AND AUSTRALIA Natural History Ex-

peditions Small groups. Expert leadership Free bro-

chure Write/call Nature Expeditions International,

Dept NHC, PO Box 11496, Eugene, OR 97440 Tel.

(800) 869-0639

NATURAL AFRICA
ludf Burma :ii-pai, Inaid, ridu.dii. Japan
ileorcdll: JOORNEYS. Dept MH.

401 I Jackson, Ann Arbor. Mi 48103

800-255-8735

AFRICA! In-depth safans at affordable prices Indepen-

dent travel Photo workshops led by outstanding pho-

tographers Draw upon twenty years experience in

East Africa Write for free color catalog Voyagers,

Dept NH-5, Box 915, Ithaca, NY 14851 (607) 257-3091

r AFRICA 1
THE BEST WAY TO SEE IT

IS WITH AN AFRICAN!
Adventure . . . excitement . . . beauty. Nobody offers

more ... no matter how much more they charge! Call

or write for your FREE PUIL COLOR brochure.

BIG FIVE Tout5, Ltd. llORte. 110

k So Hntngton, NY 11746. 1-800-445-7002 j

AFRICA Personalized safaris Kenya, Tanzania.

Rwanda. Ethiopia, Eastern Zaire. Burundi. Botswana.
Zimbabwe Kenya Consultants. Box 216. Mt Tremper,

NY 12457(800)541-2527

ALLAGASH CANOE TRIPS. Maine and Canada Wil-

derness, wildlife. Guided adventures for adults, fam-

ilies, teens. Box 713H, Greenville. ME 04441 (207) 695-

3668

5f|^yi

Sunglasses for sale, Venice Beach. California
Amy Seidman-Tighe
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ALPS OF SWITZERLAND "The Hikers Paradise
"

Moderate optional lengtti Day hiking, two weeks, Bro-

chure Alpine Adventure Trails Tours, 783P Clltfside

Dnve, Akron, OH 44313-5609

kSHOALS MARINE LABORATORY

• College c

r. Nature Photography. I

eSea

lllustratfon. Coaslal Law
irine Microbiology & Archaeology

// inclusive May thru September

? Shoals Marine Laboralory

•-3. NY 14853 16071 255-37:7

AMAZON EXPEDITIONS. General interest, specialty

and women-only, led by authors Milly Sangama and
Paul Beaver, Ph D. 1824 N W. 102nd Way, Gainesville,

PL 32606

ARCHAEOLOGICAL ADVENTURE! A scientific ar-

chaeological dig and field school exploring an endan-
gered Illinois Mississippian Site May through August,
earn academic credit Details UMVARF, 2216 West
112th Street. Chicago, IL 60643 (312) 233-1711

ARCHAEOLOGY TOURS—Mesa Verde, Canyon de
Chelly, Casas Grandes, Yucatan, Hopi, Zuni, Bande-
lier, Coronado's Trail, Santa Fe and Taos New Mexico,
Arizona & Mexico 1st Class Guided by leading ar-

chaeologists. Archaeological Conservancy, 415 Or-

chard Dr , Santa Fe, NM 87501 (505) 982-3278

Copper Canyon / San Miguel Allende

Train over Old Spanisti Silver

Route Colonial Historic tours

Tula Toltec archaeology.
Monarch buttertly sanctuary.

lire 1 -800-225-2829 M-F 9 am -e p.m central

Columbus Travel, 6017 Callaghan Rd • San Antonio, TX 78228

Tram to canyon larger than Grand
Canyon continuing to Sea of

Cortez. Mountain lodges, pine

forests, Tarahumara Indians.

A ROMANTIC YACHT TRIP aboard traditional wooden
motor/sailers Islands of Yugoslavia, 9-days $945 Tur-

key's Turquoise Coast, 14-days $1995 Our 12th year
ROW, Box 579-NS, Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 (800) 451-

6034

A SIX-DAY WILDERNESS FLOAT TRIP on Idaho's Mid-
dle Fork of the Salmon. Brochure. Toll free (800) 451-

6034 PST

BALrGALAPAGOS*TAHITr
AUSTRALIA*MADAGASCAR

P.O. BOX 1755

NEWPORT BEACH, CA 92663

PHN: (714) 723-1390

AUSTRALIA/NEW ZEALAND WALKABOUTS: Custom
designed tour itineraries featuring nature and outdoor
activities Enjoy hiking and camping safaris, lodge
stays, and island resorts in New Zealand's scenic
National Parks and Milford Track, Australia's

Outback, Tropical North, and Great Barrier Reef
Pacific Exploration Co , Box 3042-N, Santa Barbara,
CA 93130 (805) 687-7282

NEPAL- INDIA' TIBET
BURMA -THAILAND

Tours, treks, safaris, overland adventures.
Group & independent programs from $1850.00
incL air. Free 56 pg trip catalog.

Himalayan Travel, Inc., Box 481-NH,
Greenwich, CT 06836. (203) 622-6777.

Toll Free (800) 225-2380 (ex. CT)

BALI, INDONESIA AND INDIA Fully escorted bargain

basement cultural tours this summer Write or call to-

day. Mexi-Mayan, 2216 West 1 12th Street, Chicago, IL

60643(312)233-1711

BELIZE—COSTA RICA. Lush Tropical Rainforest Ma-
yan Ruins Exotic Birds and Wildlife Friendly People
Active Volcanoes Free Brochure. Global Adventures,

RO Box 1897N, Boulder, CO 80306 (800) 322-6911

(303)440-6911

BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS IN LUXURY' Sail on the most
comfortable yacht in the British Virgin Islands, the 105'

"Cuan Law "—largest in the world 20 passengers
Booking individuals or groups Large twin or double
staterooms with private bathrooms Fast, graceful, sta-

ble, unique Island hopping trips, diving trips, whale
trips or a mixture of all threei Call toll free 1-800-648-

3393 or write Trimarine, Dept NH, PO Box 4065, St

Thomas V I 00803 Fax (809) 494-5774

CAMPING SAFARIS IN KENYA & TANZANIA, 11-18

days, from $550 00 -F low airfare Optional Kilimanjaro

climbs Also London/Johannesburg overland Bo-
tswana, Egypt, more. Free 12 page color brochure
Himalayan Travel, Box 481-NH. Greenwich, CT 06836
(800) 225-2380

PAPUA NEW GUINEA

MELANESIAN TOURIST SERVICES
The only way lo see Papua New Guinea

Call lor Iree color brochure 1 1800) 776-0370
)351 Santa Ivlonica Blvd.. tt305. W. L.A.. CA 90025

CLASSIC & EXCLUSIVE ADVENTURE TOURS with Ex-

plorers Canoe Manu National Park and Raft

Tambopata Wildlife Reservation in Peru Hike & dive in

Galapagos, trek from the Andes to Amazon in Ecuador
Natural history expeditions in Costa Rica, Guatemala
and Belize Call 1-800-242-5554 or write, CanoAndes
Expeditions, 310 Madison Avenue, NYC 10017

COSTA RICA Jungle tours, Birdwatching, butterfly

collecting Write Jungle Tours, Apartado 7, Golfito,

Costa Rica

EVERGLADES/FLORIDA KEYS HOUSEBOAT Safaris

Snorkeling, birding, beachcombing Chic Charney
107900 Overseas Highway, Key Largo, FL 33037 (305)
451-9596

GALAPAGOS
You, 9 other adventurers and our licensed
naturalist will sail by yachtto explore more
islands than any other Galapasos expedition.

50 Trip dates. Machu Picchu Option.
FREE BROCHURE

IMCHfiFLOHTS 415-420-1550
1311N 63rd ST, EMERYVILLE. CA 94608

GALAPAGOS Free info on-your-own Discovery Tours/
wildlife & photo workshops Also the essential 250 pp
"how to" guidebook ($16 50 postpaid) Galapagos
Travel. 2674 N, 1 st St ,

#1 1 2, San Jose, CA 95134 (800)
223-3767

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS From $1666 including air Ec-
uador/Peru options and archeological lours Joseph
Colley LAST, Inc

,
43 Millstone, Randallstown, MD

21133(301)922-3116

GALAPAGOS IN LUXURY! Sail on the most comfort-
able yacht in the Galapagos, the 95' trimaran "Lammer
Law" 18 passengers, 8 crew, two naturalist guides
Booking individuals or groups Large twin or double
staterooms wth pnvate bathrooms Fast, graceful, sta-

ble, unique Naturalist trips, diving Inps, whale trips or
a mixture of all threei Call toll free 1-800-648-3393 or
write Trimarine, Dept NH, PO Box 4065, St Thomas
VI 00803 Fax (809) 494-5774

GALAPAGOS sponsored by the Toronto Zoo Nov 14/
90 Xmas tours 90/91. Wildlife study Feb 27/91 Ama-
zon Headwaters extensions Free brochure (416) 469-
821 1 Galapagos Holidays. 745 Gerrard E , Toronto
M4M 1Y5

KENYA, INDIVIDUALLY DESIGNED SAFARIS. 35 years
experience Perry Mason Satahs. Box 1643, Darien, CT
06820(203)838-1345

GEO
EXPEDITIONS

THERE'S A LOT TO BE SEEN IN

EAST AFRICA!

Spectacular safaris to Kenya,
Tanzania, Botswana, and Rwanda.

351-5041

63 S Washington, Ste A
PO Box 3656-07
Sonora, CA 95370

KENYA WITH TERRY STEVENSON: See over 600 birds

and over 60 mammals with 6 birders max (Terry set Big
Day record of 342 species in Kenya in Nov '86

) No-
vember 1 7—December 10, $3650, plus air. Non-smok-
ing Cheesemans' Ecology Safaris, 20800 Kittredge
Road, Saratoga. CA 95070 (408) 741-5330

PERU-AMAZON-GALAPAGOS Tour Lima, Cuzco &
Machu Picchu. Amazon jungle lodges & riverboat

cruises Galapagos yacht cruises. Unique modular
tnps Weekly departures Affordable rates Free bro-

chure Himalayan Travel. Box 481-NH, Greenwich, CT
06836 (800) 225-2380

UNIQUE DESTINATIONS
• Cross the SAHARA Desert w. Tuaregs; or

overland to TIMBUKTU, NAMIBIA, ETHIOPIA
• Visit Wodaabe Nomads of NIGER; BORNEO'S
Dayak; Dani of IRIAN JAVA; Jivaros of the

ECUADORIAN AMAZON; Dogons of MALI;
Berbers of MOROCCO; KALAHARI'S Bushmen

• View wildlife in Brazil's PANTANAL, COSTA
RICA, PATAGONIA, GALAPAGOS, BOTSWANA

• RAJASTHAN and Pushkar; KASHMIR; LADAKH;
Eastern TURKEY: T DEL FUEGO on horseback

^TURTLE TOURS
9446 Quail Trail, Ho\# II47/NH. Carefree. AZ 85377

(602) 488-3688 outside AZ (8001 283-2334

RESEARCH EXPEDITIONS: Come experience the

great whales of the Gulf of St Lawrence Participate in

field research on the blue, fin, humpback, and minke
whales in an informative wilderness adventure Small
groups, expert biologist guides 285 Green St , St.

Lambert, QC J4P 1T3 (514) 465-9176

ROCKY MOUNTAIN TREASURE EXPEDITIONS Join

one of our wilderness expeditions that will include

camping, hiking, natural history, geology and excellent

cuisine while en route to some of the world's greatest

gem and mineral locations Guaranteed Mineral Finds!

Professionally guided expeditions through July and
September Free brochures PO Box 617, Laporte,

Colorado 80535 (303) 493-2939 or 223-6249

Wanted

FRANKLIN MINT SETS, and all private mint sets. Will

pay top dollar Send pnnted list with phone number to

Stan Katz, PO Box 524-H, Cranford, NJ 07016, USA
(201)561-4697

RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION

$3 25 per word: 16word minimum D/sp/ayc/ass/Sed is

$355 per inch All advertisements must be prepaid.

Rates are not structured for agency or cash discounts.

All advertisements are accepted at NATURAL HISTO-
RY'S discretion Send check/money order payable to

NATURAL HISTORY to The Market, NATURAL HIS-

TORY Magazine, Central Park West at 79th St , New
York, NY 10024 Please include your personal address
and telephone number, issue preferred, and sug-
gested category Deadline— 1st of the month, two
months prior to cover date (the January issue closes

Nov 1) (Camera-ready art is required for display ads. A
tearsheet or copy of the page with your ad will be sent
upon publication
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The Enchanted Isles ofthe Indian Ocean
Zanzibar, Comoros, Madagascar and Seychelles

November 27 - December 13, 1990

Off the east coast of Africa are some of

the most beautiful yet rarely visited

tropical islands in the world—islands with

fascinating cultures and exotic wildlife. Dis-

cover these breathtaking islands as you cruise

from Kenya to the Seychelles with a team of

American Museum lecturers aboard an ultra-

deluxe ship with just 85 participants.

• Explore Madagascar, home to enchanting

lemurs and other unique creatures that

evolved in this isolated ecology.

• Enjoy the beautiful Comoros, populated

over the centuries by seafarers from Persia,

Arabia, Africa, Malaysia and Europe.

• Discover the Seychelles, a tropical paradise

and haven for rare birds and unusual animal

life.

• Visit colorful Zanzibar, the ancient trading

center for African, Indian and Middle Eas-

tern merchants.

• An optional pre-cruise excursion to Masai

Mara Game Reserve in Kenya, one of the

finest wildlife parks in Africa, is available.

• Our cruise vessel has just 50 cabins, in-

cluding those for singles and lecturers.

• A team of experts in anthropology, marine

biology, evolution and geology.

OCEAN

SEYCHELLES
"— Aride

^'Iahe Island —

For further information write or call:

American
Museum of
Natural
History

Discovery Cruises

Central Park West at 79th St.

New York, NY 10024-5129

800) 462-8687 Toll-free or

n New York State (212) 769-5700



From James Breakell, the perfect accent for your

favorite winter wear. In Sterling S40, in 1 4K
gold S530. In RI add 6% tax. Add S3.50 handling.

Call 1 800-767-641 1. VISA/MC/AMEX. Send

S2.00forour

new color

catalog.

At the American Museum

69 MILL STREET, DEPT. H05, NEWPORT RI 02840

THE POKE BOAT*
ITS EVERfTHING
A CANOE ISNT.

A canoe is tippy A Poke
Boat isn't. It's remarkably
stable

A canoe is hard to turn

and difficult to keep
in a straigfit line A
Poke Boat isn't It

stays in a straigtit

line, yet is easy
to maneuver

It weighs only 26

pounds - built witfi

aircraft strengtti.

For under $700
you can buy more

than a canoe.

For more infor-

mation, give

us a call.

A canoe is

heavy. A
Poke Boat
isn't.

DEVA Buccaneer Shirt

FOR MEN & WOMEN

Buckle \our suash in our dashing

shirt wiihgaihered front and

back yokes. Wear it lucked

in or out. Fine, smoothK

) finished pure cotton in

Dusty Rose, Royal Blue or

/ White. State height, weight,

btist/chest measure-

ment (up to 48").

S29 ppd. and guaranteed.

VISA/MC caU 1-800-222-8024.

Send Si for labric samples and catalogue

of 40 stvles (Free with order).

DI-A'.A, a cottiioc iiidu.sti-\

Box NHE-0, BurkittsviUe, MD 21718

Special Purchase...Save S70I

Bausch & Lomb Elite Binoculars
8x42. ..5669.95 10x42... S699.95

Call for FREE BINOCULAR BUYING GUIDE

Notional Camera Exchange
Golden Valley. Minnesota

t-800-624-8107

FISH & WILDLIFE T-SHIRTS
Latgemoutti Bass Rainbow Trout Callisli

Muskie Crappie eiueiisti Allanlic Salmon
Snark Tiqet Eagle Doipnms many others

T-ShirllwhilelSnOO 4S4000
S»eatsliirl:|whilelS2000 2 S3700
Sues S M L XL SIlip: SI per item

Brochure: SI 00

STREAMERS "PO B0X6946A
-^"S"^ PROVIDENCE R I 02940

Rastafarian Traditions

Since it began some fifty years ago,

Rastafarianism has grown from a small

Jamaican religion to an international

movement with more than half a million

followers. A four-part series of lecture/

performances in the Main Auditorium

will focus on Rastafarian history, ideol-

ogy, and music and will seek to dispel mis-

conceptions about Rastafarian culture,

examining its mysticism and ideals. Reli-

gious drumming and chanting will be per-

formed by Rastafarian elders, and the

roots of reggae, which has spread from the

eastern Caribbean throughout the world,

will be explored by musical groups from

Jamaica, Trinidad, and Dominica. The se-

ries begins on Wednesday, May 23, and
continues on Tuesday, May 29, Wednes-

day, June 6, and Wednesday, June 13.

Programs take place at 7:30 p.m. For in-

formation call (212) 769-5145.

Rastafarian elder Bongo Bigga JakeHomiack
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(^am, Castles and

Cathedrals:

Sailing the Coast of France, Portugal and Spain

September 2 - 16, 1990

2)0^^ iscover the prehistoric, ancient, medieval, renaissance

and modem treasures of west Europe with a team of

American Museum and guest experts. With the ultra-delvixe,

50 cabin /suite cruise vessel Renaissance as our base we
will explore:

K-. Ice Age caves and prehistoric sites - Cougnac,

Rouffignac, the Cap Blanc Rockshelter, Font-de-

Gaume and Lascaxix n in the beautiful Dordogne

valley of France.

Santiago de Compostela and Santillana del Mar,

two of Spain's resplendent and celebrated cities.

Wi Conimbriga - Portugal's largest and most

magnificent ancient Roman site.

Granada - a beautiful Moorish city at the foot

of the Sierra Nevada mountains.

~ Barcelona - the heart of Catalonian culture

and Spain's most important Mediterranean port.

A team of experts, specialists in history, art, ar-

chitecture and prehistoric man, will provide slide-

illustrated lectures and informal discussions aboard

our superb ship and during our fascinating shore

excursions.

For further

information

write or call

American
Museum of
Natural

i>522^iR History

Discovery Cruises

Central Park West at 79th St.

New York, NY 10024-5192

(800) 462-8687 toll-free or

in New York State (212) 769-5700
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At the American Museum, Continued

Red Silk Dane

AsiAN/PACinc American Celebration
During May the Leonhardt People

Center presents the Asian/Pacific Ameri-
can Celebration. Free weekend programs

in the People Center and the Kaufmann
Theater include performances of Java-

nese court dance by Sal Murgiyanto,

dances of China by the Red Silk Dancers,

classical Japanese dance by the Ta-

chibana School, and a contemporary ad-

aptation of South Indian bharata natyam
dance arranged by Uttara and featuring

computer-generated visual accompani-

ment. Subjects of other performances and

lectures include songs of Hawaii; modern
Asian-American poetry; Cambodian
headdresses, crowns, and masks; Philip-

pine immigrants and Japanese Ameri-

cans; and Asian Americans and the me-
dia, which will be discussed by members
of the Asian American Journalists Associ-

ation. For a full schedule of events, call

(212) 769-5183.

Members' Programs
Programs for children and adults dur-

ing the month of May range from singing

dinosaurs to giant birds. The jaguars of

Belize are the topic of a lecture by zoolo-

gist and explorer Alan Rabinowitz of

Wildlife Conservation International in

the Main Auditorium at 7:30 p.m. on

Wednesday, May 2. Estelle Condon,
project manager for NASA's Airborne

Arctic Stratospheric Experiment, will dis-

cuss the hole in the stratospheric ozone

layer in the Main Auditorium at 7:30 p.m.

on Wednesday, May 9. Teresa Pijoan-Van

Etten will tell myths of the San Juan
Pueblo in a program for adults in the

Linder Theater at 7:00 p.m. on Friday,

May 4. Storyteller Laura Simms returns

to the Museum with "Mothers and
Daughters," a retelling of the myth of De-

meter and Persephone for adults, in the

Kaufmann Theater at 7:00 p.m. on Satur-

day, May 12. Museum regular Bill Robin-

son hosts "The Flying Giants," featuring

live birds, for children ages four through

twelve and their parents, in the Kaufmann
Theater at 1 1 :00 a.m., 1 :00 p.m., and 3:00

P.M. on Sunday, May 13. "Mammoth Fol-

lies," a dinosaur musical for ages four and
up, features life-sized singing and dancing

dinosaurs courtesy of the Hudson Vaga-

bond Puppets. The show will take place in

the Main Auditorium at 7:00 p.m. on

Thursday, May 17. The month ends with

a clatter as the Matteo EthnoAmerican
Dance Theater, America's only castanet

orchestra, presents a concert in the Main
Auditorium at 7:30 p.m. on Thursday,

May 3 1 . Their all-castanet repertoire in-

cludes works by Mozart and Scott Joplin.

All programs are open to the general

public subject to ticket availability. For

prices and information on Members' Pro-

grams, call (212) 769-5606.

At the Planetarium
As part of the ongoing series "Frontiers

in Astronomy and Astrophysics," on

Thursday, May 3, Richard Terrile of the

Jet Propulsion Laboratory will speak at

the Hayden Planetarium on recent break-

throughs in telescope design and the

search for new planets. Tickets are $3 for

members and $4 for nonmembers. For in-

formation call (212) 769-5907.

These events take place at the American
Museum of Natural History, located on

Central Park West at 79th Street in New
York City. For more information about

the Museum, call (212) 769-5100.
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Celestial Events >

Spring Tides
by Thomas D. Nicholson

High tides are expected on the 9th and

24th of May, when new and full moon

occur. These tides are called spring tides

not because of the season but because they

raise the seas' water levels substantially

compared with normal tides. Spring tides

happen every time the earth lines up with

the sun and the moon. The gravitational

effects of the sun and the moon combine,

causing the tide to "spring up" 20 percent

higher or more.

The spring tide on the 24th will be

much higher than the one on the 9th,

because the moon will reach perigee just

twelve and a half hours after it is new. Its

proximity to the earth strengthens the

moon's gravitational effects. If strong on-

shore winds occur at the same time, water

is pushed onto the shore and serious

coastal flooding can result.

Events in the calendar below are given

in local time unless otherwise indicated.

May 1: First-quarter moon is at 4:00

P.M., EDT, high in the south after dark

among the featureless stars of Cancer,

midway between Gemini's Pollux and

Castor to its right and Leo's Regulus to its

left. All month, brilliant Jupiter domi-

nates the western sky after sunset.

May 2: As the night progresses, the

moon approaches the bright star Regulus

and passes beneath it.

May 3: Leo's starry outline is directly

above the moon. Mercury passes between

the earth and sun (inferior conjunction),

entering the morning sky.

May 6-7: Virgo's Spica is near the

moon both nights. The moon moves past

the star on the 7th.

May 9: Full moon, in Libra, is at 3:31

P.M., EDT; apogee (farthest from the

earth) is at 8:00 p.m., EDT. The moon
remains low all night. It rises in the south-

east, is low in the south at midnight, and

sets in the southwest tomorrow morning.

May 10-11: Summer stars are up with

the waning gibbous moon late at night. At

dawn on the 1 1 th, the moon, Antares, Sat-

urn, Mars, and Venus trace out the zodiac

from Scorpius to Pisces.

May 13: Sagittarius is up by moonrise

(about 12:00 p.m.), climbing in the south-

east. The moon is next to the handle of the

constellation's Teapot.

May 15: Saturn is near the moon this

morning and in the southeast from shortly

after midnight until dawn.

May 16: Mercury is now to the sun's

right, or west in the morning sky, and

starts moving east again.

May 17-18: Last-quarter moon occurs

at 3:45 p.m., EDT, on the 17th. Before

dawn, find the bikini-shaped stars of

Capricornus below and to the right of the

moon, ruddy Mars close by to its left, and

brilliant Venus rising behind all of them.

May 19: The morning crescent moon
moves from Mars' right to its left after

passing the planet at about 4:00 p.m.

May 21-22: Mars, the crescent moon,

and Venus decorate the eastern sky both

mornings. The moon is near Venus and to

the left of Mars on the 21st. On the 22d,

the moon is to the left of both planets.

May 24: Perigee spring tides result

when new moon (at 7:47 a.m., EDT)
comes only nine hours after perigee (at

1 1:00 p.m. on the 23d). Flooding may oc-

cur in low-lying coastal areas.

May 26: Jupiter gives a splendid climax

to its evening star performance this year

when the new crescent moon joins it to-

night.

May 27: Tonight's crescent moon is

above Jupiter, almost in line with Gemi-

ni's Pollux and Castor.

May 29-30: Regulus is the bright star

near the crescent moon. The moon passes

it on the morning of the 30th.

May 31: First-quarter moon occurs a

second time this month, at 4:11 a.m.,

EDT, in Leo. Mercury is at its greatest

distance to the sun's right.

Editor's Note: The Sky Map in the April

issue shows the evening stars and con-

stellations for this month and gives the

dates and times for use.

Thomas D. Nicholson is director emeri-

tus of the American Museum.

Dennis Davidson Comet Austin Update

May 15

'May 20 May 25 \^COMET AUSTIN /* g ,*

I /
May 10 1 / / CAPRICORNUS

• •

/
/

g„ / X, PEGASUS
Mayl/ \

I AQUARIUS ^-'^'^ / \

/ Great •—"* •^* / \
>'*\ Square / J / \

E \ --^ -^SE
Throughout May, Comet Austin drifts toward the southeast. The stars

appear above the eastern horizon at 3:30 a.m., EDT, on May 1;

2:30 A.M., onMay 15; and 1:30 a.m., on May 31 . The comet rises higher

in the sky with the stars as morning twilight approaches.
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The World's Greatest Big Cat Artist

Creates An Original Work For You.

INDIVIDUALLY HAND-SIGNED AND FRAMED TO MUSEUM STANDARDS.

His art has been displayed in our nation's capital

at the National Collection of Fine Arts. He was the

first American artist to exhibit his work in Peking,

China after WWII. And he has been named "Wild-

life Artist of the Year."

He is Guy Coheleach, recognized worldwide as

the greatest big cat artist of all time. Now com-

missioned by The Franklin Mint to create an

exclusive collection of hand-signed hthographs.

And the premier captures the awesome power

and beaut)' of the most impressive cat of all— the

Siberian Tiger.

Every detail is painted with starthng reahsm.

From the texture of fur to the piercing eyes. And

SiBERUfv Hl!^TER will be hand-signed for you by

Guy Coheleach and handsomely matted inside a

specially imported frame of hardwood and burl

veneer inlay.

Please Mail By Mw 31, 1990.

The Franklin Mint, Franklin Center, ?.\ 19091

Send me S[berh.s Hi nter, an original work of art per-

sonally hantl-signed by Guy Coheleach, and sent to

me in its handsome frame ready for display. I need

send no payment now. Please bill me for a deposit of

$39.* when my hdiograph is ready to be sent and,

after shipment, for the balance in -i monthly install-

ments of $.39." each. -PlmmsUU 1,11a la andjIM
o/Si Jbr itipping and tantOtng
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A Free

Lunch?
From a popular tourist lodge on a ridge

high above the savanna of Kenya's Masai-

Mara Game Reserve, tourists look down

on a panorama of grazing gazelles and

wildebeest. Other feeding grounds,

hidden in scrub woodland several hundred

yards away from the lodge, are richer, but

less scenic. At the hotel's dump site, olive

baboons, a spotted hyena, and hooded

vultures feast on tourists' leftovers.

The animals' adaptability to a new food

source has proved a mixed blessing.

Studies of garbage-scavenging baboons

by primatologist Jeanne Altmann showed

that garbage eaters mature faster and

have more babies than baboons on a

natural diet. Neuroendocrinologist

Robert Sapolsky, who is also studying

Kenyan baboons, found dump scavengers

have cholesterol levels one-third higher

than their cousins out on the savanna.

5>irC^:^%(v:]*-..Jct 0^: -^J\f->^'^''--lf-P^'-T-^^ Photograph by

(^ ? •'

^^'''/^^"f^'
""^^-^ -- \^?''*^^.-S "'^'^^'^^ Gregory G. Dimij ian
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American
Museum of
Natural
History

Discovery Cruises

Experience the thrill of

cruising to the world's

greatest wildlife regions

and archeological sites

with teams of Museum
experts.

VOYAGE OF THE VIKINGS:
Scotland, Norway and Denmark

July 25- August 6, 1990

CASTLES, CATHEDRALS
AND

PREHISTORIC CAVES OF
FRANCE, PORTUGAL AND

SPAIN
September 2-16, 1990

CANADA'S MARITIME
PROVINCES AND MAINE
September 5-19, 1990

ANCIENT EGYPT
AND THE NILE:

600 miles from Cairo to Aswan
October 17 - November 1, 1990

IN THE WAKE OF
CAPTAIN COOK:

New Zealand's South Island

Nov. 24 -Dec. 11. 1990

ENCHANTED ISLES OF THE
INDIAN OCEAN:

Zanzibar, Comoros,
Madagascar and

Seychelles

Nov. 27- Dec. 13, 1990

ANTARCTICA LUXURY
ADVENTURE CRUISE
Jan. 23 - Feb. 6, 1991

Write or call:

(212) 769-5700

AMNH/Discovery Cruises
Central Park West at 79th St.

New York, NY 10024-5192

loH^fi^e {80pyv*62-8687

Authors

"Artificially aging anything is a pretty

harrowing experience," says George

Hendry (page 36), but it was while trying

to do just that with crop plants, some fif-

teen years ago, that he first became in-

terested in the question of chlorophyll

breakdown. His present studies, on how
organisms survive under stress and on

the role of antioxidants in green plants,

have followed naturally. For his re-

search, Hendry draws on both labora-

tory work and the world outside. His

"field" sites range from the very local

—

a meadow beyond his laboratory win-

dow—to the literally global—mainly

pictures taken by orbiting satellites. Cur-

rently a research scientist in the Unit of

Comparative Plant Ecology at the Uni-

versity of Sheifield, Hendry is also

studying the biochemical mechanisms of

drought tolerance and the effects of cli-

mate change on plant survival and distri-

bution.

The regular contributor of Natural

History's popular "This Land" column,

featuring the 156 U. S. national forests,

Robert H. Mohlenbrock (page 44) is a

frequent visitor to southern Illinois's

Crab Orchard National Wildlife Ref-

uge. So far he has not been deterred

from traveling there by the discovery of

the industrial pollutants he tells about in

this issue. Distinguished Professor of

Botany at Southern Illinois University,

Carbondale, Mohlenbrock received his

university's Outstanding Scholar Award
in 1988. He is retiring from teaching this

spring but plans to continue researching,

writing, traveling, and consulting. He
will also continue as chairman of the

North American Plant Specialist Group
of the Species Survival Commission, In-

ternational Union for the Conservation

of Nature. Mohlenbrock is the author of

numerous books, including The Field

Guide to U. S. National Forests (New
York: Congdon and Weed, 1984) and a

color-illustrated Wetland Field Guide

for the Midwestern States (Washington,

D. C: U. S. Government Printing Ser-

vice, 1989).
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Why did Richard Bopp (page 48) be-

come an authority on river sediments?

Because, he claims, he was searching for

a career that would combine his training

in chemistry, his concern for the environ-

ment, and an "insatiable desire to play

with mud." Bopp began to probe the

depths of the Hudson while studying at

Columbia in the late 1970s. With super-

visor Jim Simpson and fellow graduate

students Curt Olsen and Bruce Deck, he

has collected more than 500 sediment

cores from the river and surrounding wa-

ters. Still at Columbia, he now chairs the

Department of Environmental Science

at Barnard College and is an associate

research scientist at the Lamont-

Doherty Geological Observatory. Bopp
has not stopped analyzing Hudson River

pollution but has extended his work to

nearby lakes and reservoirs and to Atlan-

tic coastal waters. His profession rein-

forces an old addiction to fishing, but his

latest "diversion" is his eight-month-old

daughter, Sarah, the first child for him

and his wife, Helen.

A doctoral candidate in the Depart-

ment of Anthropology at the University

of Arizona, Douglas C. Wilson (page 54)

was initiated into The Garbage Project

by its director, coauthor William L.

Rathje. Founded in 1973 to apply ar-

cheological methods to the study of

household refuse, the project has broad-

ened its scope to address a wide range of

modem problems, including recycling,

hazardous wastes, and landfill compo-

sition and decomposition. Wilson, above,

has explored issues in prehistoric ar-

cheology from the perspective of The

Garbage Project and has also worked ex-

tensively on the modem-day problems of

household hazardous wastes and solid

waste reduction and recycling. Rathje,

below, is a professor in the Department

of Anthropology at the University of Ar-

izona and a senior research scientist in

the university's Bureau of Applied Re-

search in Anthropology. In addition to

the archeology of contemporary Ameri-

can society, his interests include the

Classic Maya civilization.

American
Museum of
Natural
History

Discovery Tours

Experience the thrill of

exploring the world's

greatest wildlife regions

and archeological sites

with fascinating

lecturers.

CLASSIC CITIES OF RUSSIA
July 14-28, 1990

CLASSIC KENYA SAFARI
July 29-August 12, 1990

CLASSIC EAST AFRICA
SAFARI:

Kenya and Tanzania
August 11-28, 1990

AFRICA'S
BEST KEPT SECRET

Zambia, Zimbabwe & Botswana
September 8-25, 1990

TREKKING IN NEPAL
October 13-28, 1990

WILDLIFE OF INDIA
Oct. 30-Nov. 16, 1990

TREKKING IN AUSTRALIA
AND NEW ZEALAND
Nov. 16- Dec. 1, 1990

Write or call

(212) 769-5700

AMNH/ Discovery Tours
Central Park West at 79th St

New York, NY 10024-5192

toll-free (800) 462-8687
(212)769-5700
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Authors, Continued

While some people might look on

landfills with disgust, Robert E. Fahey

(page 58) sees all sorts of opportunities

in the buried garbage. Sharing his enthu-

siasm for landfill reclamation, he is

working with sanitation departments in

several states to find innovative, low-

technology ways to recycle trash. Fahey

is originally from Akron, Ohio, where he

was in charge of waste disposal until

1979. After a fishing trip to southern

Florida, Fahey cast about and landed a

new job as director of solid waste for Col-

lier County. He has adapted well to his

new environment; when he is not think-

ing of new uses for garbage, he goes fish-

ing or works in his orange grove.

Foraging flocks of gulls first caught

the attention of Joanna Burger (page 60)

when she was a child on her father's

farm in upstate New York. She contin-

ues to study gull group dynamics, often

in less pastoral settings. After earning

her doctorate in behavioral ecology from

the University of Minnesota in 1972,

Burger set off alone to Argentina to live

with gauchos on the pampas and to study

brown-hooded gulls there. Since then

she has conducted fieldwork on gull spe-

cies virtually worldwide. She is currently

a professor of biology and director of the

graduate program in ecology at Rutgers

University in New Brunswick, New Jer-

sey. Much of Burger's research has dealt

with why birds and other animals as di-

verse as ungulates, turtles, snakes, and
fish live in groups. The time Michael

Gochfeld has spent observing bird be-

havior at dumps has given him a rare

perspective on his larger fields of inter-

est: toxins in the environment, the eifects

of hazardous waste on health, and the ef-

fects of metals on growth and develop-

ment. A medical doctor with a Ph.D. in

environmental biology, Gochfeld is cur-

rently a clinical professor of environmen-

tal medicine at the Robert Wood John-

son Medical School in Piscataway, New
Jersey. Like his coauthor and spouse, he

travels widely both for fieldwork and for

pleasure.

Nancy Jervis (page 70) has been inter-

ested in Chinese peasants since she was

eight years old and read about them in a

series called "Twins Around the World."

By the 1 960s she had become intrigued

by the Chinese communist revolution

and its peasant origins. "I was curious

about how an Eastern 'traditional' peas-

antry had made a Western 'Marxist'

revolution," says Jervis. In 1972, and

again between 1981 and 1985, Jervis

went to the small village of Dacaiyuan in

North China to study village life. Jervis,

left, shown here with her Chinese host,

earned her M.A. and Ph.D. degrees in

anthropology from Columbia University

and is now the director of Chinese stud-

ies at China Institute in America, lo-

cated in New York City.
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A resident of Calcutta, Aditi Nath

Sarkar (page 74) is a doctoral candidate

at the University of Chicago. His dis-

sertation topic is Sitala, the Goddess of

Pox and Diseases in Bengal. His re-

search on the history of Calcutta's waste-

disposal system was initiated in anticipa-

tion of the celebration, this year, of the

300th anniversary of the founding of

Calcutta.

An adjunct professor of English and

anthropology at the University of Ne-

braska, Roger L. Welsch (page 78) col-

lects and writes about American tradi-

tional humor and the folk culture of the

Great Plains. His previous essays for

Natural History include "Dry Humor"
(January 1989), about the previous sum-

mer's drought. Welsch also frequently

appears on CBS television's "Sunday

Morning" program. Recently he has

turned his hand to fiction, the principal

advantage of which, he says, "is that in it

one can write the truth." A collection of

his short stories. It's Not the End of the

Earth but You Can See Itfrom Here, is

being published by Random House this

spring.

ANGKOR WAT
"Crown Jewel" of our exclusive tour

of Indo-China and Burma
We are the only North American travel agency thai can otter

this once-in-a-litetime lour ol Cambodia. Laos, Burma and
Vietnam cappert by the sites and sights ot historic

Anglior Wat You read a fascinating report on Angl<or Wat
in the January issue of Natural History magazine Now you
can explore and experience the incredible vistas of Angkor
Wat and Angkor Thorn visit Vientiane, city of a bygone
era stay at a lakeviev* hotel m Hanoi explore the

pleasures of Rangoon. I^andalay, Pagan. Taunggyi

and more' Tours depart in July. August, October and
November plus a special Christmas tour We are pleased to

say that we have many American citizens in each group
We arrange your Visas

Join us Write or telephone for a detailed itinerary
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(416)482-1223
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Satisfaction guaranteed
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MEMBERS' BOOK PROGRAM
AMERICAN MUSEUIVl OF NATURAL HISTORY
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Authors, Continued

R. Clinton Fuller, right (page 82), and

Robert W. Lenz, left, posed in front of a

fermentation tank in their laboratory at

the University of Massachusetts at Am-
herst. This particular batch of polyester-

producing bacteria, which have a red

pigment, use the energy from sunlight to

build biopolymers. Fuller, a professor of

biochemistry, never gave much thought

to the practical applications of biopoly-

mers until Lenz, a professor of polymer

chemistry, approached him five years

ago. Now they direct a team of research-

ers studying a variety of microorganisms

and their potential to produce biode-

gradable plastics. Fuller has traveled

from the extreme environment of the

Arctic to the Great Barrier Reef to col-

lect new species of the polyester-produc-

ing bacteria for the project.

Lester R. Brown, right (page 89), grew

up on a farm in New Jersey, and he and

his brother had their own tomato-grow-

ing operation by the time Lester was

fourteen. (He continued to work at the

thriving enterprise through college and

beyond.) The Rutgers University agri-

cultural science program gave him an

unusually broad exposure to science
—

"I

was able to study everything from ento-

mology to meteorology." After receiving

his undergraduate degree. Brown lived

for a time in villages in rural India as

part of the International Farm Youth

Exchange Program. There he became

acquainted with the problems of pov-

erty, overpopulation, and food shortages.

In 1 959, he left the tomato farm for good

and moved to Washington, D. C, where

he worked in government for the next

decade as an analyst and as an adviser on

foreign farm policy. Brown is now presi-

dent of WorldWatch Institute, which he

founded in 1974 as a private, nonprofit

research group devoted to the analysis of

global environmental, demographic, and

economic issues. Giristopher Flavin, left,

was barely out of Williams College when
Brown hired him as a Worldwatch re-

searcher nearly thirteen years ago. He is

now a vice president for research and a

resident specialist in global energy pol-

icy and climate change. A native of

Monterey, California, Flavin spent

many summers and weekends on his par-

ents' ranch in the Santa Lucia Moun-
tains and remains an avid outdoorsman

who is at home in a kayak, on a bicycle,

and on cross-country skis. Sandra Postel

grew up on New York's Long Island.

Never very far from the ocean, she jokes

that her predilection for the beach may

have been a determinant of her ultimate

fate as an expert on world water re-

sources. After studying geology and po-

litical science at Wittenberg University

and resource economics at Duke, she

joined a California consulting firm and

worked on water conservation. When the

group's federal funding dried up in the

early 1980s, she approached World-

watch. Now a vice president, she has

been with the institute since 1983.
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WHERE THE BIRDS ARE answers the

ten most important questions:

L Where are the be^t places to find lots

of birds or specific birds?

2. When are the best seasons or times

to go?

3. What birds nest or visit there and
when?

4. Which pages in your Field Guide
show the birds you expect to see

there?

5. How do you get there?

6. Is other recreation permitted?

7. How do you compare bird ittg

opportunities at one location with

another?

8. WItat are the best sources for bird

sighting information and activities

like field trips?

9. Wliere are they and how do you
reach them for current information?

10. Who are the experts, and bird and
wildhfe managers, and professional

ornithologists?

Roger Tory
Peterson cheers:

"WHERE THE BIRDS ARE is the

ideal companion to be used with your

favorite field guide. All of the hot spots

are mapped."

WHERE THE BIRDS ARE is a revolutionary method

of birding that gives all birders, from beginner to sea-

soned expert, the tools needed to make the most out

of field trips. The unique bird charts, developed

from 210 refuge bird lists, show at a glance

where any particular species is likely to be

^ found, or where the most species can be seen.

State-by-state chapters list • birding hodines

• local birding groups and Audubon chapters •

descriptions of 307 Nature Conservancy Preserves

and Audubon Sanctuaries, 319 National Wildlife Ref-

uges, and 51 Nadonal Parks, many with directions

and a map of the local area • local offices of state

agencies, the National Forest Service, and the Bureau

of Land Management • and a state map showing the

location of all areas and information sources.

WHERE THE BIRDS ARE gives all of the informa-

tion necessary to make every birding trip a success.

"I have little doubt this guide to sites will

find an audience second only to that of

guides to identification."

—Bertel Bruun, M.D., co-author of

A GUIDE TO FIELD IDENTIFICATION:

BIRDS OF NORTH AMERICA
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Letters

April Foolishness

I have passed your article "Some Very

Uncommon Birds of North America"

(April 1 990) around to many people, and I

want to thank you most sincerely for inclu-

sion of that wonderful, elegant, hilarious

piece. Environmental news is notably

grim these days, and a truly felt laugh

sometimes gives the momentum of wind

in a sail!

Emily E. Clarke
Teaneck, New Jersey

Seldom have I laughed so hard at any-

thing as I did at your feature about "un-

common birds of North America." There

is an error in the piece, however The sil-

houette warbler is by no means uncom-

mon. It is abundant around here. I was

glad to discover that it is a warbler; I had

sometimes suspected it of belonging to

various other families of birds. D. uni-

dimensionalis has long been suspected of

being an important vector of a common
disease among us bird students: Torticol-

lis ornithopsis, or birdwatcher's wryneck,

to use the layman's name.

Thanks for the hilarious portrait of

some of our lesser-known feathered

friends. Among, these you might have

mentioned the red-eyed, black-bearded

Sunday snoozer and the no-left tern.

Richard Rimmer
Madison, Tennessee

This was a mean, nasty thing to do! My
husband and I had an argument (of

course, friendly) about whether or not

these birds were to be found in real life!

Shows you what I know and will believe!

I did enjoy the illustrations and text,

though, both before and after my blind

faith was exposed.

Elizabeth C. Herschede
Cincinnati, Ohio

I did not appreciate being fooled by

"Some Very Uncommon Birds of North

America" by Ben, Cathryn, and John Sill.

I thought I could trust you.

Doug Demers
Canoga Park, California

Silhouette Warbler

Dendroica unidimensionalis
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Manhood
Why is being a "real man" so often a prize to be won?

by David D. Gilmore

Masculinity is not something given to you,

something you're born with, but some-

thing you gain. . . . And you gain it by

winning small battles with honor.

—Norman Mailer,

"Cannibals and Christians"

We Westerners have always been con-

cerned with manhood as a matter of per-

sonal identity or reputation, but this con-

cern is not confined to the West. On Truk

Island, a little atoll in the South Pacific,

for example, men are also obsessed with

being masculine. Echoing Lady Macbeth,

a common challenge there is: "Are you a

man? Come, I will take your life now." In

East Africa, young boys from cattle-

herding tribes, including the Masai,

Rendille, Jie, and Samburu, are taken

away from their mothers and subjected to

painful circumcision rites by which they

become men. If the Samburu boy cries

out while his flesh is being cut, if he so

much as blinks an eye, he is shamed for

life as unworthy of manhood. The Am-
hara, an Ethiopian tribe, have a passionate

belief in masculinity called wand-nat. To

show their wand-nat, Amhara youths are

forced to engage in bloody whipping con-

tests known as buhe. Far away, in the high

mountains of Melanesia, young boys un-

dergo similar trials before being admitted

into the select club of manhood. They are

torn from their mothers and forced to un-

dergo a series of brutal rituals. These in-

clude whipping, bloodletting, and beating,

all of which the boys must endure stoi-

cally. The Tewa people of New Mexico
also believe that boys must be "made"
into men. Tewa boys are taken away from

Adapted from Manhood in the Making: Cultural Con-

cepts of Masculinity, by David D. Gilmore. Published by

Yale University Press. Copyright © 1990 Yale University.

their homes, purified by ritual means, and

then whipped mercilessly by the kachina

spirits (their fathers in disguise). Each boy

is lashed on the back with a crude yucca

whip that draws blood and leaves perma-

nent scars. "You are made a man," the

elders tell them afterward.

Why must manhood be vindicated in so

many cultures through tests and chal-

lenges? And how widespread are such

rites of masculinity? My own interest in

this subject arose through experiences in

the field—in my case, a rural pueblo

(town or village) in Andalusia, a region of

southern Spain. There I noticed a heavy

emphasis on being manly, or macho as

Andalusians say, using the Spanish word

for "male" (a word that, significantly, has

worked its way into many languages as

machismo). Hardly a day passed by when

this subject went unmentioned. I found

that it was hard to measure up in this

regard. Indeed, it became a minor per-

sonal crisis when some male friends re-

quested my company—rather insis-

tently—on a nocturnal visit to a

whorehouse so that I could prove that I

was a "man."

Trained to see each culture as unique,

cultural anthropologists emphasize hu-

man differences, but sometimes common
themes draw them ineluctably to the

contemplation of human similarities. As I

pondered my friends' invitation, I experi-

enced a curious sense of familiarity. I

sensed affinity not only with the cultures

described above but also with my own. I

had grown up absorbing the manly fiction

of Ernest Hemingway, Jack London, Nor-

man Mailer, Tom McGuane, and James

Dickey. Like many of my friends I, too,

had gone to Pamplona to run with the

bulls in imitation of Jake Barnes in The

Sun Also Rises, a typical, if ersatz, rite of

passage for college-age Americans. Later,

when I returned home, I found the topic of

manliness cropping up in discussions with

colleagues. Almost every society, I found,

has some specific notion about "true"

manhood.

Sometimes, as in Andalusia, virility or

potency is paramount; elsewhere, as

among the Trukese and Amhara, physical

toughness is more important. Sometimes

economic "go-getting," athletic ability, or

heavy drinking is the measure of a man.

The ingredients vary, but in all these

places a man has to pass some sort of test,

measure up, accomplish something. Why
is manhood a test in so many cultures? My
quests for answers started in Spain.

There was a young man in the pueblo

named Lorenzo. He was a perennial stu-

dent and bachelor. A gentle character of

outstanding native intelligence, Lorenzo

was the only person from the pueblo ever

to have gone to graduate school to pursue

a doctorate, in this case in literature. But

he was unable for various reasons ever to

complete his dissertation, so he remained

in a kind of occupational limbo, indecisive

and feckless. Because of his erudition,

Lorenzo was generally acknowledged as a

sort of locally grown genius. Many people

had high hopes for him. But the more

traditionally minded were not among his

admirers. In the very important matter of

gender appropriateness, Lorenzo was ec-

centric, even deviant. "A grave case," as

one man put it.

First, there were his living arrange-

ments. Oddly, Lorenzo stayed indoors

with his widowed mother, studying, read-

ing books, rarely leaving his scholar's

cloister. He had no discernible job. He
lived off his uncomplaining old mother.
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hardworking but poor. Withdrawn and se-

cretive, Lorenzo made no visible efforts to

change this state of affairs; nor did he

often, as men are supposed to do, enter the

mascuHne world of the bars to drink or

engage in the usual convivial banter.

Rarely did he enter into the aggressive

card games or the drunken bluster that

men in his pueblo enjoy and expect.

Perhaps most bizarre, Lorenzo avoided

women. He was actually intensely shy

with girls. This is a very unusual derelic-

tion indeed, one that is always greeted

with real dismay by both men and women
in Spain. Sexual shyness is more than a

casual flaw; it is a serious, even tragic

inadequacy. The entire village bemoans

shyness as a personal calamity and collec-

tive disgrace. People said that Lorenzo

was "afraid" of girls, afraid to try his luck.

They believe that a real man must break

down the wall of female resistance that

separates the sexes. Otherwise there will

be no children—God's gift to family, com-

munity, and nation. Being a sensitive soul,

Lorenzo keenly felt the pressure to go out

and run after women. He knew he was

supposed to target a likely wife, get a

paying job, and start a family. A cultural

rebel by default, he felt himself to be a

man of modern, "European" sensibilities,

and he resisted.

One evening, after we had spent a pleas-

ant hour talking about Cervantes, Lo-

renzo looked up at me with his great, mel-

ancholy eyes and confessed his cultural

transgressions. He began by confiding his

anxieties about the aggressive courting

that is a man's presumed function. "I

know you have to throw yourself violently

at women," he said glumly, "but I prefer

not to." Taking up a book, he shook his

head with a shrug, awaiting a comforting

word. It was obvious he was pathologically

afraid of rejection.

Because he .was a decent and honest

man, Lorenzo had a small circle of friends

in the town, all educated people, and he

was the subject of much concern among
them. They feared he would never marry,

bachelorhood being accounted the most

lamentable fate outside of blatant homo-

sexuality. With the best intentions in

mind, these people often asked me if I did

not think it was sad that Lorenzo was so

withdrawn and what should be done about

him? Finally, one perceptive friend, dis-

cussing Lorenzo's case at length as we
often did, summed up the problem in an

unforgettable phrase. He noted his

friend's debilitating unhappiness and so-

cial estrangement, and he told me in all

seriousness that Lorenzo's problem was

his failure "to be a man." When I asked

him what he meant, he explained that in

pursuing arcane knowledge, Lorenzo had

"forgotten" how to be a man. Shaking his

head sadly, he uttered a lapidary diagno-

sis: como hombre, no sirve (literally, as a

man he just doesn't "serve," or work).

Spoken by a concerned friend in a tone

of commiseration rather than reproach,

the phrase no sirve has much meaning.

Loosely translated, it means that as a man
Lorenzo fails muster in some practical

way, the Spanish verb servir meaning get-

ting things done, "working" in the sense of

proficiency: serviceability. This emphasis

on serviceability, on efficiency and com-

petence, provides a common thread in

manly imagery and a clue to its deeper

meanings. How does Lorenzo fail the test

of manhood?

I had the good fortune, also, to encoun-

ter the model man. The opposite of

Lorenzo was Juan, known to everyone by

his nickname, Robustiano, "the robust

one." He was tall and energetic, a worker

who toiled hard in the fields from dawn till

dusk, "sacrificed," as they say, to support

his huge family. He was a fearless labor

organizer, too, and during the dark days of

the Franco dictatorship he had kept the

faith alive among the town's workers and

peasants by openly defying the police. He
went to jail often and suffered many beat-

ings, but even the tough Civil Guards

could not break his spirit. They said that

he resembled a mule in stubbornness, but

that he had more cojones (balls) than a

mountain of ministers—a begrudging way
of complimenting a political opponent.

Muy hombre, they admitted as they beat

him, "a lot of man." In addition, Ro-

bustiano had fathered many children,

with five sons among his brood. Only in his

forties, Robustiano was a kind of culture

hero.

These negative and positive examples

sum up the qualities of manliness in An-

dalusia. A real man is one who provides

for his family, protects dependents, and

produces babies. He is not a bully, never a

wife beater. On the contrary, he is a sup-

porting prop of his community; above all,

he is competent, a doer. He is willing to

absorb punishment in pursuit of approved

civic goals. He is fearless. On a more ab-

stract level, one might summarize by say-

ing he reproduces and augments the high-

est values of his culture by force of will.

He creates something from nothing. In

this way, he serves. Lorenzo's main fail-

ure, by contrast, is his fickle recessiveness.

his timidity.

How can we conceptualize this compos-

ite image of manhood in Spain? It seems a

threefold threshold: "man the protector"

is also "man the provider" and, of course,

"man the impregnator." This trinity of
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competencies is a recurrent image of com-

munal hope. The emphasis on productiv-

ity and on omnicompetence is a common
denominator that unites men and women
in the re-creation of core values. It is this

deeper function of creating and buttress-

ing, not the specifics of form, that opens

the door to cross-cultural comparison. Let

us take a few brief examples from other

cultures, far from Spain.

Among the aboriginal Mehinaku, a

Stone Age tribe of farmers and fishermen

living in the Amazon Basin in Brazil, there

are "real men" and there are effeminate

"trash yard men." A real man is one who
displays efficiency in all walks of life. He
gets up early to go on long, arduous fishing

expeditions over dangerous terrain, ignor-

ing hostile tribes that wait in ambush.

When he retums, sometimes days later, he

marches ostentatiously to the middle of

the village where he throws down his

catch for everyone to share. He is a fierce

competitor in games and sports, especially

wrestling—a favorite tribal pastime. He
fathers many children, has many lovers,

and satisfies his wife sexually. An incom-

petent man, one who is stingy, weak, or

impotent, is scorned as effeminate.

Among the nonviolent Bushmen of the

Kalahari Desert in southwest Africa, boys

are not granted their manhood until they

stalk and kill a large antelope single-

handedly. In this way they show that they

are capable of providing meat for the en-

tire band. Among the Sambia people of

highland New Guinea, a boy cannot be a

man until he has learned to disdain the

sight of his own blood—basic training for

the warrior's life that awaits him and upon

which the security of the tribe depends. To

be really a man, the Sambia tribesman

must also father at least two children.

Among the Masai of Kenya, a boy is not a

man until he has stood up to a charging

lion, established an independent house-

hold, and fathered more than one child.

Among the Mende of West Africa, a boy

is only a man when he shows he can sur-

vive unaided in the bush. In all these

cases, the tests and accomplishments in-

volved are those that will prepare boys and

youths specifically for the skills needed in

adult life to support, protect, and expand

the living community. And it is only when
these skills are mastered and displayed

communally, in public, that manhood is

conferred consensually upon the youth.

But still, we ask: why the stress and

drama of manhood? Why is all this indoc-

trination needed, why the trials and tribu-

lations? Why must males be literally

pushed into such displays of performance?

Here, as in most cases of human behavior

where strong emotions are involved, we

need a little guidance from psychological

theory, and here, too, is where there is

agreement with what feminists have said

about the plasticity of gender roles. The
key, I think, lies in the inherent weak-

nesses of human nature, in the inborn ten-

dency of all human beings, male and fe-

male, to run from danger, to retreat from

challenges, to return to the safety of the

hearth and home. In psychoanalytic think-

ing, this tendency, exemplified perhaps by

Lorenzo, is called psychic regression. It is

defined as the tidal pull back toward the

world of childhood, the pull back to the

mother, the wish to return to the blissful,

traumaless idyll of infancy.

Seen from this psychological perspec-

tive, we can interpret manhood as a moral

instigation for performance—the moral

force that culture erects against the eter-

nal child in men, that makes retreat im-

possible by creating a cultural sanction

literally worse than death: the theft of

one's sexual identity.

Interestingly, manhood is not just a call

to aggression. The brutal machismo of

violent men is not real manhood in these

cultures, but a meretricious counterfeit

—

the sign of weakness. A curious com-

monality is that true manhood is a call to

nurturing. "Real" men are those who give

more than they take, who, like "the robust

one," serve others by being brave and pro-

tective. This "manly" nurturing is differ-

ent from the female. It is less direct, more

obscure; the "other" involved may be soci-

ety in general rather than specific persons.

Yet real men do nurture. They do this by

shedding their blood, their sweat, their

semen; by bringing home food, producing

children, or dying if necessary in far away
places to provide security for their fam-

ilies. But this masculine nurturing is para-

doxical. To be supportive, a man must

first be tough in order to ward off enemies;

to be generous, he must first be selfish in

order to amass goods; to be tender, he

must be aggressive enough to court, se-

duce, "win" a wife.

Finally, with all this said, why should

the challenges (and rewards) of these

manhood codes be confined to males? We
have seen that true manhood often means
serving society: accepting challenges, tak-

ing risks, being expendable in the service

of society. So why can't women be "real

men" too? Why can't women also earn the

glory of a risk successfully taken? But here

we have to stop, for this is a question for

the philosopher, not the cultural an-

thropologist.

David D. Gilmore is a professor of an-

thropology at the State University ofNew
York at Stony Brook.
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This View of Life

Everlasting Legends
Was Ezekiel thefirst paleontologist?

by Stephen Jay Gould

An old and poignant legend tells of a

man who, in a fit of severe depression,

visited a doctor during a trip to London.

The doctor, finding nothing physically

amiss, offered the following advice: "The

circus is in town, led by the wonderful

clown Joseph Grimaldi. Go tonight.

Surely he will raise your spirits." The man
replied, with a plaintive sigh, "But I am
Grimaldi."

Joseph Grimaldi, the earliest true cir-

cus clown, first performed in London in

1805—so the tale has whiskers. I have

also heard the same story told of other

clowns, from Arlecchino of the sixteenth-

century commedia dell'arte to Emmett
Kelly in our own time (with the doctor

jazzed up as a psychiatrist). When attribu-

tion varies so widely among the kingpins

of several centuries, but the story remains

unchanged, then we know that we have

encountered an enduring myth of our cul-

ture—a tale far more important than the

greatest actors.

Every profession has its canonical tale:

the humorist who must perform though

his own heart be breaking; the athletic

hero whose moral virtues match his physi-

cal prowess. Hypertrophy, or the exalta-

tion of skill or fortitude beyond any capac-

ity of real people, provides the common
theme of all these emblems for profes-

sional standards.

The canonical tale of my own profes-

sion—paleontology—tells a story of su-

perhuman ability, of a particular and won-

drous skill vouchsafed only to the masters

of an exacting discipline after years of toil

and training. In the art of reconstructing

skeletons from scattered bones, Ezekiel

surely had a leg up over later anatomists (a

little help from on high never hurts): "So I

prophesied as I was commanded. And as I

prophesied, there was a noise and, behold,

a shaking, and the bones came together,

bone to its bone." Modern paleontologists

suffer two huge disadvantages relative to

the biblical method: the bones don't come

together by themselves, and we rarely ob-

tain anything like a complete skeleton.

The canonical tale of paleontology

therefore grants a kind of mysterious

power to paleontologists by identifying

them as scientists who can reconstruct en-

tire skeletons from the limited evidence of

just one or a few bones. Unlike my opening

story of Joseph Grimaldi and an army of

surrogates spanning four centuries, the

standard legend about paleontologists

—

the common belief that we have an arcane

ability to infer entire skeletons from single

bones—has a point source of origin in the

founding document for the serious study

of fossil vertebrates, the 1812 Discours

preliminaire of Georges Cuvier:

Thus, commencing our investigation by a

careful survey of any one bone by itself, a

person who is sufficiently master of the laws

of organic structure, may, as it were, recon-

struct the whole animal to which that bone

belonged.

Please note not only the assertion itself

but especially the grandeur of its stated

basis. Our supposed skill might have been

attributed to hard work and observation

—

look at enough different creatures with

sufficient care and eventually you might

identify any animal from any distinctive

part. But Cuvier makes the far stronger

claim that inference of wholes from parts

rests upon abstract and universal laws of

organic structure. Building a whole skele-

ton from a single part should be no differ-

ent from inferring the motions of a newly

discovered planet from the laws of celes-

tial mechanics. One part should imply the

next, and so on down the line. Reconstruc-

tion should be the human analogue of the

folk version of Ezekiel's vision: toe bone

connected to the foot bone, foot bone con-

nected to the ankle bone . . . now hear the

word of the Lord.

Myths of such peculiar and superhu-

man power may be viewed as harmless

exaltations of our truly limited possibil-

ities, but they do have a negative side, as I

can personally attest. I well remember
reading this legend of reconstruction in

the one-liners about paleontology from my
childhood science books. I might have

taken courage in expectation of learning

an arcane art during my later apprentice-

ship. But, instead, I feared and reas-

sessed—for I did not believe that I could

ever learn such a skill and decided that I

had been made, perhaps, for firefighting

after all. But obsessive interest finally con-

quered doubt. And a good thing too, for I

would have made a consummately lousy

fireman (in a truly important role), while I

have, at least, not harmed anyone by en-

tering paleontology. And thank God the

legend was false, because I had not erred

in suspecting that I could never perform

such acts of reconstruction. (My fault at

first lay only in viewing a universal limit as

a personal burden.)

Teachers of paleontology still spend

time debunking the legend of deductive

reconstruction from single pieces (or bask-

ing shamelessly in its false prestige). I

didn't know, until an incidental discovery

made while writing last month's column,

that the history of refutation extends back

more than a century. While tracing the

history of tail bends, I read Richard Ow-
en's famous monograph on fossil ichthyo-

saurs (written between 1870 and 1890)

and discovered that he chose, for his clos-

ing flourish, a disquisition on the falsity of

Cuvier's legend. (We must accept, as

some testimony to the tenacity of myth,

that I feel driven to offer another refuta-

tion a century after such an able dissection

by England's greatest anatomist.)

Owen begins with a succinct retelling of

Cuvier's myth, stressing its central status

in paleontology and its key claim for re-

construction by theoretical knowledge of

the principles of organic design, not mere

observation:
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Paleontology has been regarded, if not de-

fined, as including a kind of knowledge of

parts, or of structures, in such degree inter-

dependent that, any one being given, others

may be deduced as a necessary conse-

quence.

Owen begins his dissection (of the leg-

end, not the ichthyosaurs) by asking

whether the authors of the original de-

scriptions of 1708 were woefully ignorant

in misidentifying the fraginents that

formed their only evidence—the central

disks of a few vertebrae—as belonging to

fishes, rather than marine reptiles. Should

Messrs. Scheuchzer and Baier, following

Ezekiel's principle of connection, have

reasoned from the vertebra to the rib,

from the rib to the paddle made of finger

bones and not fish rays, and from the pad-

dle to the reptilian skull? Is the whole

prefigured in a fragment for all who pos-

sess the tools to read?

Owen defends his forebears and refutes

Cuvier's legend: "Could we have other-

wise concluded than they did? Certainly

not, had our knowledge of the vertebral

structures been restricted to the same

parts of the extinct and fossilized animal."

Baier and Scheuchzer had only the cen-

tral disks of the vertebrae—and these

parts, in ichthyosaurs, evolved the simple

and characteristic biconcave form also

found in fishes. What, then, would we

need to know in order to recognize ich-

thyosaurs as reptiles? Owen argues that

there can be no substitute (by deductive

reasoning from fragments) for new em-

pirical discovery, and he specifies both the

required additions and the limited infer-

ences flowing from them.

If we had found not only the central

disk of the vertebra but also the transverse

processes (the lateral projections from the

disk that bear articulations for ribs), then

we might make the key inference about

reptilian affiliation, for a double joining of

rib to vertebra does not occur in fishes and

is (by Owen's interpretation) a mark of

flexibility in the upper body, needed to

accommodate an expansion of the rib cage

for breathing air by lungs. Thus, the dou-

ble rib articulation does indicate that ich-

thyosaurs were probably not fish:

But no known kind of fish possesses verte-

bral centrums with both upper and lower

transverse processes. . . . The presence of

these in certain of the biconcave vertebrae

of Ichthyosaurus bespeaks that of ribs hav-

ing a two-fold articulation with their verte-

brae; and such a structure of rib implies a

body-cage adapted to the movements of

expansion and contraction of its cavity,

which cavity we infer, therefore, to have

contained bags receiving air, and to have

had associated movements for the purposes

of respiration.
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But how much further could we go be-

yond this basic inference of broadest affin-

ity? Owen replies:

But what further insight into the nature of

such Reptile could be gained by contempla-

tion of a solitary centrum, or even of a series

of vertebrae? With me no further step could

be taken towards a sure knowledge of the

coldblooded air-breather, so partially indi-

cated. A suspicion, at most, of an aquatic

medium, and consequently of limb-struc-

tures adapted to locomotion therein, might
have crossed the mind.

The only remedy lies in new discovery,

not brilliant cogitation. To know the

whole, we must find all the parts. And now
we grasp why Owen chose this topic to end

his great monograph. His treatise is a

painstaking account of ichthyosaur anat-

omy. Had Cuvier's legend been sustain-

able, any element would have implied the

entire skeleton, and the actual discovery

and description of all parts would rank

only as confirmation. But each new part

brings its own unique increment, and a

monograph dedicated to such complete

description gains immeasurably in impor-

tance thereby. Some parts do allow lim-

ited inferences to others (rib articulations

to air-breathing habits), but no item un-

leashes a chain of inferences cascading

throughout the body. Owen, in short, de-

bunks Cuvier's legend as a rhetorical

strategy to underline the importance of

descriptive work:

A complete reconstruction of the extinct

animal, or certain knowledge of such, could

only be the result of acquisition and com-
parison of the anatomy of the cranium, as

well as of the limbs and their sustaining

arches: and such has been the knowledge
supplied by the subjects of the foregoing

pages of the present Monograph.

If Owen had a larger motive for de-

bunking, we might suspect that Cuvier

also had broader reasons for proposing the

legend more than half a century before.

Georges Cuvier (1769-1832) wrote the

Discours preliminaire (Preliminary Dis-

course) as an introduction to his four-vol-

ume work Recherches sur les ossemens

fossiles de quadrupedes (Researches on

the Fossil Bones of Quadrupeds [four-

legged vertebrates]), published in 1812.

This crucial document in the foundation

of geology, and in the growth of human
knowledge in general, made its greatest

contribution in establishing the fact of ex-

tinction.

In our historical context of dodo moving

slowly to passenger pigeon and then cas-

cading mightily to current concerns about

loss of species by human intervention into

nature's stabilities, we may have trouble

even conceiving that scientists ever

doubted the phenomenon of extinction.

Yet no debate raged hotter among natu-

ralists of the late eighteenth century

—

with proponents of a short time scale and

some notion of natural perfection (either

by God's direct manufacture or immu-
table laws of physics) arguing for perma-

nency, and more historically minded sci-

entists advocating directional cycles of

extinction and renewal.

No argument could have been more

important, for the stakes were maximal

—

history itself. For if the world had been

made perfect (or at least stable) and spe-

cies could not die, then life had no history

and fossils could offer no criteria for as-

sessing the earth's changes through time.

(Proponents of such a view included the

sometime paleontologist, and most-time

ail-American hero, Thomas Jefferson.)

But if species, by their births and deaths,

occupied distinctive segments of a long

history, then the sequence of their com-

ings and goings provided the key to a geo-

logical time scale, the primary measuring

rod of our profession. (To this day, despite

fancy techniques of absolute dating by

radioactive decay, the distinctive fossils of
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each interval provide a standard method

for judging the age of rocks—at least in

the relative sense of before and after.)

Cuvier ranks among the few great geol-

ogists who built the geological time scale

by recognizing the power of fossils to act

as criteria of history. And he constructed

the legend of building skeletons from sin-

gle bones as part of his strategy Cuvier

acknowledged the advantages held by his

colleagues who studied invertebrates—for

shells usually fossilize as single entities.

But he, as a student of mammals and other

terrestrial vertebrates, wished to use his

favorite creatures, made of more than one

hundred dispersible parts.

Cuvier denied the possibility of evolu-

tion by trying to establish a principle that

would also serve as a basis for his legend

of reconstruction—the "correlation of

parts." The forms of organisms are de-

signed to match their functions, and each

creature works wonderfully well in its ap-

pointed station. So intricate and complex

is the fit of form to function that any

change in any part must specify a new

mode of life. And any change in one part

implies a need for change in all other ele-

ments—for an animal is an integrated

whole with each part working in its opti-

mal way for the specified mode of life.

Evolution is therefore inconceivable be-

cause we cannot imagine a mechanism

that could transform every separate part

in such a coordinated, intricate, and har-

monious manner. (I accept this argument

as incontrovertible. Evolution is possible

because it doesn't work this way. Parts are

not so well integrated and can evolve inde-

pendently. Organisms are woefully imper-

fect. If creatures were optimal in all parts,

and all therefore had to change together

for any alteration in mode of hfe, evolution

would be stymied.)

For Cuvier, the correlation of parts

could serve both as a key to using fossil

mammals as guides to time and as a proof,

in its application, that extinction had

given vertebrates a history. For skeletons

are disarticulated in the fossil record, and

paleontologists usually find only a few

bones. With correlation of parts, however,

the few could imply the totality—and

mammal bones might be as good as com-

plete shells for judgments of time. More-

over, since many fossil bones are unlike

corresponding parts of any modem ani-

mal, the reconstructed ancient creature

must look different from any living coun-

terpart. In other words, it must be extinct.

As Cuvier probed back into earlier and

earlier rocks, he found elements more and

more unlike anything living today Thus

he saw the outlines of a story that would

grant a directional history to verte-

brates—and a criterion of time to geology.

Time is immense. Species enter the

record, prosper for a while, and then be-

come extinct, usually in environmental ca-

tastrophes. New species then arise (in

some unknown way), with a tendency for

successive forms to resemble the modem
fauna more and more closely. Fossil mam-
moths of the recent Ice Age are close to

modern elephants, but older mammals
from rocks soon after the dinosaurs' de-

mise resemble nothing now living.

The need to construe correlation of

parts as a deductive principle should now

be apparent. First of all, Cuvier viewed a

principle of inference from universal laws

of stmcture as more elegant and powerful

than a simple appeal to observation. But,

just as importantly from a practical point

of view, Cuvier needed a deductive prin-

ciple if he hoped to reanimate extinct

creatures. For if you can reconstmct

wholes from parts only because your mu-

seum has a full set of modem skeletons

and you can match any part to the right

creature, what good are all these skeletons

if you find a single bone of a unique fossil,

and no whole exists for comparison? In

such a case, you either must reconstmct

the whole from general principles or not at

all (and Owen would say that you cannot

do it at all or only in the most limited

way—as we continue to affirm today).

With this background, an examination

of Cuvier's classical argument for correla-

tion of parts, and his foundation of the

canonical legend of paleontology, reveals

something very interesting, and very little

appreciated. The legend, I wish to show,

was refuted in its own formulation—and

this peculiar game of give and take tells us

something important about the nature and

use of canonical legends.

Cuvier begins with a basic statement of

correlation of parts:

Every organized individual forms an entire

system of its own, all the parts of which

mutually correspond, and concur. . .

.

Hence none of these separate parts can

change their forms without a corresponding

change in the other parts of the same ani-

mal, and consequently each of these parts,

taken separate, indicates all the other parts

to which it has belonged.

After several examples from the bones

of fossil vertebrates, Cuvier concludes

with a statement of the principle's power

and a reminder of its deductive status:

In short, the shape and structure of the

teeth regulate the forms of the condyle, of

the shoulder-blade, and of the claws, in the

same manner as the equation of a curve

regulates all its other properties. ... In the

same manner, a claw, a shoulder-blade, a

condyle, a leg or arm bone, or any other
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bone separately considered, enables us to

discover the description of teeth to which

they have belonged; and so also reciprocally

we may determine the forms of the other

bones from the teeth.

Cuvier then adds the culminating state-

ment quoted at the outset of this essay.

AJmost all paleontologists think that

Cuvier's argument stops here; nothing fur-

ther is ever quoted in standard sources. In

fact, Cuvier continues with a remarkable

argument—a frank admission really

—

that undermines the entire principle and

anticipates Owen's future refutation. The
hedge comes in the paragraph following

the key statement (quoted at the outset):

This principle is sufficiently evident, in its

general acceptation, not to require any
more minute demonstration; but when it

comes to be applied in practice, there is a

great number of cases in which our theoreti-

cal knowledge of these relations of forms is

not sufficient to guide us, unless assisted by

observation and experience.

In other words, the deductive principles

might be true, but we don't know them. In

practice, therefore, we must use observa-

tion and comparison of parts to skeletons

in our collections. Putting the best face

upon this admitted adversity (or insuffi-

ciency), Cuvier holds:

As all these relative conformations are con-

stant and regular, we may be assured that

they depend upon some sufficient cause;

and since we are not acquainted with that

cause, we must here supply the defect of

theory by observation, and in this way lay

down empirical rules on the subject, which

are almost as certain as those deduced from
rational principles, especially if established

upon careful and repeated observation.

Hence, any one who observes merely the

print of a cloven hoof, may conclude that it

has been left by a ruminant animal, and
regard the conclusion as equally certain

with any other in physics or in morals.

(Cuvier chooses an interesting example in

the correlation of cud chewing, or rumina-

tion in the literal sense, with possession of

what the vernacular mistakenly calls a

cloven hoof. Cattle and other "cloven" [or

split] hoofed mammals do not bear an

originally complete hoof [as in horses]

broken at the cleft, but rather form the

hoof from two groupings of enclosed toes,

with the cleft as an original boundary in

the middle. We would argue today that

the correlation of cud chewing with cloven

hoof is no deductive consequence of me-

chanical laws, but a simple historical

happenstance of the joint evolution of

both structures within the genealogically

unique group of ruminant mammals.)

In a final and truly poignant admission,

Cuvier concedes that he can practice the

principle of correlation better than any of

his colleagues because his museum houses

the largest collection of complete skele-

tons for comparison. The much vaunted

deductive principle of correlation of parts,

in other words, is an empty hope awaiting

affirmation if ever we learn the immu-
table laws of organic form. All subsequent

work, from Owen's refutation to our

present day, indicates that the complex

and contingent results of history do not

organize themselves according to such ra-

tional principles. (They are not, by any

means, irrational, but natural order arises

from genealogy, not from laws governing

the forms of circles and parabolas—and

genealogy, as fundamentally historical,

cannot be reduced to a few timeless and

simple rules of geometry and mechanics.)

I must acknowledge that I enjoy every kind

of advantage for such investigations that

could possibly be of use, by my fortunate

situation in the Museum of Natural His-

tory; and, by assiduous researches for

nearly fifteen years, I have collected skele-

tons of all the genera and subgenera of

quadrupeds. . . . With these aids, I have

found it easy to multiply comparison, and to

verify, in every point of view, the applica-

tion of the foregoing rules.

And so the cardinal legend of paleontol-

ogy did not need Richard Owen's debunk-

ing more than fifty years later; it does not

require the careful denials still given in

almost every decent modern children's

book about the real lives of paleontolo-

gists. The legend was refuted by its own

author on the very page following his for-

mulation—but hardly anyone noticed.

I don't know why we need legends that

grant such improbable powers or moral

virtues to our heroes. Is our ordinary life

not eventful enough, our role models not

sufficiently interesting or even admirable?

In this particular case, I fail to understand

the fascination of a myth that would make

organisms as predictable as the forms of

conic sections. I love nature with all its

contingent complexities. I love the fact

that we can't reconstruct a whole organ-

ism from a single part—that, therefore,

when we find an intriguing part, we have

to mount an expedition to search dili-

gently for the rest. I love the "limitation"

that forces us to explore and find out be-

cause we cannot 'icnow a priori. I love the

response of Job to his tormentors: "But ask

now the beasts, and they shall teach thee;

and the fowls of the air, and they shall tell

thee: Or speak to the earth, and it shall

teach thee; and the fishes of the sea shall

declare unto thee."

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geol-

ogy, and the history ofscience at Harvard

University.
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Reviews

A Place Where Life Seems

Barely Possible
by John Alcock

The Pinacates. The region is a dormant

shield volcano in the northwestern comer

of the state of Sonora. Mexico, in the very

heart of the Sonoran Desert. A place

where life seems barely possible, a land

with less than five inches of rain a year and

summer temperatures that regularly boil

over 110° F.

A black-and-white photograph of the

Pinacates taken from the space shuttle

reveals a terrain more in keeping with the

moon than the earth: a black, pockmarked

scab covering about 900 square miles and

bordered on one side by the Gran

Desierto, an eternity of pale sand dunes

running to the Gulf of California. In a

closer aerial view of the eastern edge of

the Pinacates, immense lava flows—their

irregular outlines crisp and uneroded

—

spill across the photograph like inky Ror-

schach blots. Two huge craters. Elegante

and Cerro Colorado, anchor opposite cor-

Desert Heart: Chronicles of the

Sonoran Desert, by William K.

Hartmann. Fisher Books, $35.00; 216

pp., illus.

ners of the photograph. They punctuate

the scene with their unexpected symme-
try. No human sign appears in this un-

worldly landscape.

The seemingly godforsaken Pinacates

surely qualify as one of the least hospi-

table places in North America. And yet,

perhaps because of the exquisite freedom

from people that they provide, regions like

the Pinacates command the imagination

of some travelers. In his conclusion to The
Voyage of the Beagle, Charles Darwin
wrote, "In calling up images of the past, I

find that the plains of Patagonia fre-

quently cross before my eyes; yet these

plains are pronounced by all wretched and

useless. . . . Why, then, and the case is not

peculiar to myself, have these arid wastes

taken so firm a hold on my memory?"

A similar fascination with a desert

wasteland has motivated William Hart-

mann, an astronomer and painter, but

trained in geology, to write about the com-

pelhng natural and human history of the

Pinacates. Part mystery, part historical

travelog, part anthropology, part geology,

part conservation ethic. Desert Heart de-

fies easy categorization but is constantly

entertaining as it unites these disparate

topics into a marvelous story.

The human history of the Pinacates be-

gan thousands, and perhaps even tens of

thousands, of years ago, with the coloniza-

tion of the Pinacates and adjacent sand

dunes by Amerindians. Their petroglyphs

and desert trails and campsites attest to

the resilience of these people, whose more

recent descendants, the Sand Papagos, &t-

Early explorerspose on a summit: one imitates the Pinacate

beetle, which characteristically stands on its head.
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Both pholographs by William K. Hartmann. courtesy of Fisher Books

SenitacaLius. bniilebush, and barreUutius

pended heavily on a bizarre parasitic

plant, commonly called camote, that

grows beneath desert sands.

The European phase of Pinacate his-

tory began with the explorations of Capt.

Melchior Diaz, a lieutenant of Coronado's

at the time of the Spanish explorer's

search for the lost golden city of Cibola.

Diaz was dispatched in 1 540 to locate the

head of the Gulf of California and make
contact with supply ships that were sup-

posed to support Coronado's expedition.

Setting the tone for future travel in the

region, Diaz died before he returned to

civilization (although of an accidental

spear wound rather than of thirst).

More than 1 50 years elapsed before the

next European, Father Eusebio Francisco

Kino, was to rediscover the Pinacates in

his efforts to make contact with Indian

groups throughout the Southwest. Kino

was followed by another Spanish priest in

the 1 770s, and then came the California

gold rush of 1849. A flood of Americans

and Mexicans on their way to the gold

fields risked their lives along the Camino
del Diablo (the Devil's Highway), which

passes through the Pinacate region. This

trail, long known to the Indians of the area

and followed by Diaz more than 300 years

earlier, skirts the current border between

Arizona and Mexico. It goes from one set

of rock tanks to another; then and now
these scattered tinajas contain water long

after rare rainstorms have filled them. But

many desperate forty-niners failed to

make it across the waterless terrain be-

tween tanks. Others reached the Tinajas

Altas only to find that the lower pool was

empty and that, in their weakened condi-

tion, they could not scale the cliff's to the

higher, water-containing depressions.

Hartmann recounts the trials and tri-

umphs of these and more recent desert

Sunset on the Pinacate Peaks
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wanderers, making effective use of their

own accounts to give us the sense of jour-

neys that were often made on the edge of

disaster. For example, from the published

journal of Raphael Pumpelly, who sur-

vived the Camino del Diablo in 1861:

"The routes over these wastes are marked

by countless skeletons of cattle, horses,

and sheep, and the traveler passes thou-

sands of the carcasses of these animals

wholly preserved in the intensely dry air.

Many . . . had been placed upright on

their feet by previous travelers. As we

wound, in places, through groups of these

mummies, they seemed sentinels guard-

ing the valley of death."

Most persons visiting the Pinacate re-

gion have been eager to depart as quickly

as possible, but others, including the mem-
bers of an expedition led by Daniel

McDougal and William Homaday in

1907, have come to discover (or redis-

cover) and admire some of the most spec-

tacular geologic formations in North

America, the vast craters that occur

among the lava flows. These "private am-

phitheaters" range up to three-quarters of

a mile across, and two plunge more than

700 feet, creating "lost sanctuaries" in the

desert. One of the mysteries explored by

Hartmann is how such magnificently sym-

metrical structures, with their sheer

sunken cliffs, might have originated dur-

ing episodes of volcanism in the past.

Whether caused by the collapse of the

earth into subterranean chambers or by

violent explosions, the craters that re-

sulted are remarkably aesthetic, as can be

seen in the beautifully reproduced photo-

graphs in both color and black-and-white

that Hartmann has assembled of the cra-

ters and the surrounding terrain.

Hartmann explores many other Pina-

cate phenomena, such as the persistent

legend that a woman in blue preached to

the Indians of the area in the 1620s. He
also introduces us to people like Alphonse

Pinart and Gumersindo Esquer. Pinart

journeyed about the Pinacates in 1878

and 1879, leaving a diary that Hartmann

tracked down in a neat bit of sleuthing.

Pinart's claim to have found a vent spout-

ing volcanic fumes contradicts the general

view that the Pinacates have been dor-

mant for thousands of years and offers

another mystery for Hartmann to explore.

Gumersindo Esquer was a Mexican

teacher who wrote an odd fantasy novel

about the Pinacates. In 1940, Sr. Esquer,

although an experienced desert walker,

miscalculated the amount of water he

would need for an extended hike. "Realiz-

ing this, he wrote on the rim of his hat T
died of thirst through my own fault.'

"

Although the Pinacates and the sur-

rounding desert have claimed a consider-

able number of human victims over the

years, this has not deterred many recently,

with the sad result that the wildness and

solitude of even this seemingly most iso-

lated part of the world have crumbled.

The bighorns and other large mammals
were shot to extinction in the period be-

tween 1 936 and 1 946. The ancient crema-

tion sites of the Sand Papagos, who cere-

monially burned the bones of their prey,

have now mostly been trampled into obliv-

ion by livestock and tourists. John Phillips,

shown drinking from the Papago Tanks in

a 1907 photograph, could not now drink

safely from these cattle-polluted waters.

Drug-runners, miners, litterers, and off-

road vehicle operators plague the Pina-

cates; off-roaders have, among other

things, erased the gravesites of the gold

seekers that died alongside the Tinajas

Altas during the gold rush years. No
longer can desert admirers camp at will

among the mountains; instead, they must

(and rightly so) secure a permit from the

lone park ranger, Fernando Lizarraga,

and camp in designated sites only.

Hartmann has been exploring the
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Pinacates for more than two decades and

so has witnessed firsthand the area's de-

chne. He concludes his book with some

thoughts on what is required to stop the

erosion of wilderness here and elsewhere.

Hartmann dismisses the view that com-

bative legal action and confrontational

environmentalism are the way to go, say-

ing that the we-they attitude (conserva-

tionist versus developer, ofT-road vehicle

user, litterer) fosters an unpleasant fanati-

cism and manipulativeness. For him, the

only long-term solution is to educate new-

comers to the Sonoran Desert of its special

virtues, so that they might acquire "a

sense of place" and, in time, become stew-

ards of the desert. He dreams of a school

course called The Land, which would be

devoted to the history, geography, biol-

ogy, economics, and archeology of the

area in which the course is given. He
hopes that such a course would "create a

generation primed to have a richer per-

sonal aesthetic when it comes to the land."

Well, it wouldn't hurt, but I wonder

how easy it would be to install such a

course in all our schools. And even if our

children could be educated with the

happy results that Hartmann envisions,

does the land have time to wait for a new

and enlightened generation to appear? I

fear that should a cohort with a sense of

the Sonoran Desert finally materialize,

the very place for which they had ac-

quired a sensitivity would hardly exist,

having succumbed to the rapid destruc-

tion that even a few dedicated developers,

ranchers, and off-road enthusiasts can in-

flict on desert habitats. And there are

many, many of these individuals, not a

few. I think there is room for environmen-

talists who would use the entire spectrum

of tactics to slow the processes of destruc-

tive change. If this means legal maneuver-

ing, political conflict, and even a nasty

confrontation or two, so be it.

But if the day ever comes that a course

on The Land is part of every American's

education. Desert Heart will offer a su-

perb model for what it should embrace.

Until then, we can admire this book as an

elegy imbued with love for an obscure but

beautiful wilderness, an appreciation that

weaves forgotten stories and esoterica into

a rich fabric of history and geography.

Thanks to William Hartmann I know why

what still remains in the Pinacates merits

our care, attention, and devotion—and a

place in our hearts.

John Alcock is a professor of zoology at

Arizona State University on the northern

edge of the Sonoran Desert. His most

recent book is Sonoran Desert Summer
(University of Arizona Press).
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Mount St. Helens, Washington

Ten years ago, on May 18, 1980, a

mighty explosion blew out the north side

of Mount St. Helens, one of the highest

peaks in the Northwest's volcanic Cas-

cade Range. On the mountain's northern

flanks, trees on every exposed slope within

a radius of six and a half miles were pul-

verized or blown away, and the denuded

earth was covered with more than six feet

of ash and rock. For as much as ten miles

beyond this blast zone, trees fell like

matchsticks, stripped of their branches.

Needles on standing pine and fir trees up

to one thousand feet beyond this blow-

down area were singed orange by the heat.

In the blast zone, a landslide and ava-

lanche of volcanic debris dumped soil,

fragmented plants, rocks, and trees into

Spirit Lake, raising the water level 120

feet and the water temperature about

1° F. The upstream channel of the North

Fork of the Toutle River was obliterated,

and a giant mudflow, fed by melting gla-

ciers and snowpacks, washed downstream.

Smaller mudflows invaded streams to the

east, south, and west. The Washington

Department of Game estimates that

11,000,000 fish, 27,000 grouse, 11,000

hares, 6,000 black-tailed deer, 5,200 elk,

1,400 coyotes, 300 bobcats, 200 black

bears, and 15 mountain lions perished

(and despite forewarning, 57 people also

lost their lives). Subsequent explosions on

May 25, June 1 2, and July 22 spread thick

layers of pumice.

Now designated a National Volcanic

Monument, Mount St. Helens and its sur-

roundings are managed by Washington's

Gilford Pinchot National Forest. A visitor

center near Castle Rock provides an ori-

entation for travelers, complete with a

model of the volcano and a short film

about the 1 980 eruptions. Part of the area

north of the crater is closed to the public,

but visitors may view the devastation from

Windy Ridge, five miles from the crater

and accessible by car. From there a trail

south to Lahar skirts the closed area.

Climbers can make their way to the sum-

mit from the south side of the volcano,

which is constantly monitored for signs of

hazardous activity.

Recovery of the vegetation and animals

on Mount St. Helens has varied during the

by Robert H. Mohlenbrock

past decade according to whether the ar-

eas affected were originally above timber-

line, forested, or clear-cut; whether they

were covered by snowpack; and whether

they were buried under layers of ash, pum-
ice, rocky debris, or mudflows. The biolog-

ical communities will never be the same as

before the eruption, but the plants and

animals are gradually building toward

reasonably stable ecosystems.

In the May 1 982 issue of Natural His-

tory, biologist James A. MacMahon re-

ported on the plight of animals in the area.

The ones that survived the initial blast

were generally those that live in under-

ground burrows, such as pocket gophers.

However, in the first few months following

the eruption, observers noted occasional

muskrats, minks, deer mice, tailed frogs.

Pacific giant salamanders, newts, trout,

ants, spiders, beetles, millipedes, and cen-

tipedes. Most animals that migrated into

the devastated area were faced with the

problem of finding something to eat. Only

wood-boring insects readily found suste-

nance in the downed trees. Today the ani-

mal populations have begun to return, and

according to wildlife biologist Vaughan

Marable, they include grouse, hares,

black-tailed deer, elk, coyotes, bobcats,

black bears, and mountain lions.

Biologist Robert C. Wissmar and his

colleagues studied the efl'ects of the erup-

tion on Spirit Lake and smaller area lakes.

Immediately after the May 18 eruption,

they found a 33-fold increase in suspended

material in the water, which turned it light

brown to black. The reduced light de-.

stroyed or impaired the lake algae, while

bacteria increased more than a million

times. The bacteria lived off the sugars,

amino acids, and other compounds from

the vegetation and soils that had entered

the water following the eruption. Some of

these bacteria were potential pathogens.

Four months after the eruption, the water

lacked oxygen, but there were high con-

centrations of methane and carbon diox-

ide. The rotten-egg odor of hydrogen sul-

fide was easy to detect.

As the water has gradually become less

cloudy, chlorophyll-bearing algae have re-

turned, altering the mineral concentration

in the water. Only after considerable
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Mount St. Helens

For visitor information write:

Forest Supervisor

Gifford Pinchot National Forest

6926 E. 4th Plain Boulevard

Vancouver, Washington 9866

1

(206)696-7500

Administrative Headquarters

Mount St. Helens National

Volcanic Monument
Route 1, Box 369

Amboy, Washington 9860

1

(206)247-5473

changes in the chemistry of the water took

place was regrowth of vegetation in the

lakes possible. But Marable reports that

fish have yet to return to Spirit Lake.

The recovery of plant life on Mount St.

Helens has depended on the local changes

wrought by the eruption, the presence or

absence of a snowpack at the time, and the

degree of subsequent erosion. In general,

regrowth is least evident where deposits of

rock, ash, pumice, and mud were heavy,

with little subsequent erosion.

In the blast zone, plants that were pro-

tected by an insulating cover of snow ap-

parently did best. Outside the blast zone,

however, botanists Joseph A. Antos and

Donald B. Zobel found that thick layers of

ash on top of the snow seemed to inhibit

immediate growth of plants.

Within the area where trees were blown

down or scorched, plant material that was

transported and redeposited by the erup-

tion did not regenerate. Buds on the un-

derground portions of plants often sur-

vived, however. By 1982, 70 percent of the

plants growing in these areas were regen-

erated from such buds, including thimble-

berry, salmonberry, and elderberry. The

greatest number of species appeared on

moderately steep slopes, where erosion

created gullies in the ash layer and ex-

posed the original nutrient-rich soils.

In contrast, where mudflows or debris

flows left thick deposits, few plants arose

from underground buds for several years

following the eruptions. Broken branches

of willows and black cottonwoods, which

are able to form roots and sprouts, did

regenerate quickly on these flows, espe-

cially if they got caught along the way on a

log snag or a clump of soil.

According to botanist A. B. Adams and

his colleagues, revegetation was fairly vig-

orous at the end points of mudflows,

where clumps of roots, soil, and forest

fragments came to rest. The regeneration

came from tubers, as in the western star-

flower, corms in the trillium-leaved sorrel,

rhizomes in bear grass, and taproots in

pearly everlasting. However, most plants

that eventually appeared on debris flows

were recolonized from seeds that had

blown in from some distance away.

Extensive deposits of pumice immedi-

ately north of the crater, known as the

Pumice Plains, have been studied by ecol-

ogists Roger del Moral and David M.
Wood (del Moral reported on Mount St.

Helens in Natural History, May 1981).

The pumice is deep but contains some
large mudflow channels and small gullies.

Most of the plants that have colonized this

forbidding area are herbaceous perennials

with windblown seeds, such as pearly ever-

lasting and fireweed. The vegetation is

concentrated on moist sites with irregular

topography, where seeds can become
lodged. However, one common plant

found here is lupine, whose seeds disperse

poorly; possibly, some lupine seeds in the

area managed to survive the eruptions.

Before the events of 1980, Mount St.

Helens was 9,677 feet high, about 1,500

feet higher than today. Scientists had ob-

served that the mountain was botanically

diff"erent from other, nearby high volcanic

mountains, such as Mount Adams to the

east (also in Gilford Pinchot National For-

est), Mount Rainier to the north, and

Mount Hood to the south. This was due, at

least in part, to the relative youth of

Mount St. Helens's surface soil, since the

volcano had erupted as recently as 1857.

In the subalpine regions below timber-

line, other high mountains in the north-

western United States usually have a

parklike forest of mountain hemlock, sub-

alpine fir, Alaska cedar, and whitebark

pine, interspersed with meadows of color-

ful wildflowers. On Mount St. Helens, this

type of community was sparse, and the

tree composition consisted primarily of

lodgepole pine, noble fir. Pacific silver fir,

subalpine fir, and mountain hemlock. In

addition, the deciduous black cottonwood,

a plant normally found at low elevations,

was quite common. The timberline, above

which trees are stunted or do not grow at

all, was irregular, not showing the sharp

transition usually apparent on other high

mountains. Among the stunted trees

above the timberline on Mount St. Helens

was black cottonwood, as well as Douglas

fir, lodgepole pine, and subalpine fir.

Botanist Arthur Kruckeberg has noted

that above timberline before the 1980

eruption, ridges extending to the north,

covered by rocky volcanic debris from ear-

lier eruptions, supported a meager assem-

blage of herbaceous wildflowers. The only

flowering plant able to grow in the unsta-

ble pumice on either side of these ridges

was the pyrola-leaved buckwheat, whose

elongated root system anchors the plant in

rocky terrain. Kruckeberg also noted that

on Mount St. Helens there were no en-

demic plants—species or varieties found

on this mountain and nowhere else

—

whereas most of the higher mountains

nearby usually had one or more endemics.

This could be traced to the past eruptions,

since plants had not been established in

Mount St. Helens's young soils long

enough for new species to arise.

Since these differences were still appar-

ent more than a century after Mount St.

Helens's previous recorded eruptions, sci-

entists studying the mountain should still

be observing the effects of the great 1980

eruption well into the next millennium.

"This Land" highlights the biological

phenomena of the 156 U. S. nationalfor-

ests. Robert H. Mohlenbrock is Distin-

guished Professor ofBotany at Southern

Illinois University at Carbondale.
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Nature's Infinite Book

Alone in a Crowded Universe
Woodpeckers can teach us about the probability ofvisits byflyingsaucers

by Jared Diamond

The next time you're outdoors on a

clear night and away from city hghts, look

up at the sky and get a sense of its myriads

of stars. Train your binoculars on the

Milky Way and appreciate how many
more stars escaped your naked eye. Then

look at a photograph of the Andromeda
nebula as seen through a powerful tele-

scope to realize the enormous number of

stars that escaped your binoculars as well.

When all those numbers have sunk in,

you're ready to ask: How many civiliza-

tions of intelligent beings like ourselves

must be out there, looking back at us?

How long before we are in communication

with them, before we visit them, or before

we are visited?

Many scientists have tried to calculate

the odds. Their efforts have spawned a

whole new field of science termed exobiol-

ogy—the sole scientific field whose sub-

ject matter has not yet been shown to

exist. Since a summary of the calculations

fills seven pages of the Encyclopaedia Bri-

tannica, what more could we learn by fur-

ther speculation? I'll suggest, neverthe-

less, that woodpeckers offer a fresh

perspective.

Exobiologists find the numbers in their

subject matter encouraging. Billions of

galaxies each have billions of stars. Many
stars probably have one or more planets,

and many of those planets probably have

an environment suitable for life. Where
suitable conditions exist, life will probably

evolve eventually.

We ourselves have already launched in-

terplanetar)' probes. And our progress in

freezing and thawing living organisms and

in creating life from DNA is leading to

techniques that could preserve life for the

long duration of an interstellar trip. We
are on the brink—surely feasible within a

few centuries—of sending out manned in-

terstellar probes. But what about the

development of life out there? Less than a

few dozen light-years away are several

hundred stars, some (most?) of which

surely have planets like ours, supporting

life. Where are all the flying saucers that

we would expect? Where are the intelli-

gent beings that should be visiting us or at

least directing radio signals at us?

If intelligent beings from elsewhere had

visited Earth after literate civilizations be-

gan to develop here several thousand years

ago, those beings probably would have

searched out the most interesting civiliza-

tions, and we would now have written

records of the visit. If the visitors had

arrived in the preliterate or prehuman

past, they might have colonized Earth,

and we would have a fossil record of the

abrupt arrival of drastically different life

forms. Hollywood films depict such visits

and tabloids actually claim them. You can

see the headlines at any supermarket

checkout counter: "Woman Kidnapped

by UFO," "Flying Saucer Terrorizes

Family," and so on. But compare that

pseudobombardment, or our expectations,

with reality. The silence is deafening.

Let's define an advanced technical civi-

lization as one capable of interstellar radio

communication. This is a less demanding

definition than flying saucer capability,

since our own development suggests that

interstellar radio communication will pre-

cede interstellar probes. What fraction of

the planets in our galaxy capable of sup-

porting life might support an advanced

technical civilization among their life

forms? Two arguments suggest the frac-

tion may be considerable.

First, the sole planet where we are cer-

tain that life evolved—our own—did

evolve an advanced technical civilization.

But—to use the language of statisti-

cians—that argument suffers from the

flaws of a small sample size (how can you

generalize from one case?) and a high as-

certainment bias (we picked out that one

case precisely because it evolved our own
advanced technical civilization).

The second, and better, argument is

that life on Earth is characterized by con-

vergent evolution; that is, many groups of

creatures have independently evolved

similar physiological adaptations to ex-

ploit whatever ecological niche you con-

sider. An example is the independent evo-

lution of flight in birds, bats, pterodactyls,

and insects. Other spectacular cases are

the independent evolution of eyes, and

even of devices for electrocuting prey, by

many animals. In recent decades, bio-

chemists have recognized convergent evo-

lution at the molecular level, such as the

repeated evolution of similar protein-split-

ting enzymes and membrane-spanning

proteins. So common is convergent evolu-

tion of anatomy, physiology, biochem-

istry, and behavior that whenever biolo-

gists observe some similarity between two

species, one of the first questions they ask

is, Did that similarity result from common
ancestry or from convergence?

If you expose millions of species for

millions of years to similar selective

forces, of course you can expect similar

solutions to emerge time and time again.

We know that convergence is very com-

mon among species on Earth, and by the

same reasoning, convergence should also

exist between Earth's species and those

elsewhere. Hence, although radio commu-
nication has evolved here only once so far,

considerations of convergent evolution

lead us to expect its evolution on some

other planets as well.

Which brings me at last to woodpeck-

ers. The "woodpecker niche" is based on

digging holes in live wood and on prying

off pieces of bark. It's a terrific niche that

offers much more food than do flying sau-

cers or radios. Thus, we might expect con-

vergence among many species that

evolved independently to exploit the

30 Natural History 6/90
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woodpecker niche. The niche provides de-

pendable food sources in the form of in-

sects living under bark, insects burrowing

into wood, and sap. Since wood contains

insects and sap year-round, occupants of

the woodpecker niche wouldn't have to

migrate.

The other advantage of the woodpecker

niche is that it is a terrific place for a nest.

A hole in a tree is a stable environment

with relatively constant temperature and

humidity, protected from wind, rain and

predators. Other bird species nest in natu-

ral holes, but such holes are few in num-

ber, quickly become known to predators,

get reused year after year, and breed in-

fections. Hence it's a big advantage to be

able to excavate a clean, new nest hole in a

live tree, instead of having to use a dead

tree or natural hole. Other birds pay trib-

ute (unsought by woodpeckers) to that

advantage by often usurping woodpeck-

ers' holes.

All these considerations mean that if

we're counting on convergent evolution of

radio communication, we can surely count

on convergent evolution of woodpecking.

(For my information about woodpeckers I

am indebted to Dr. Lester Short, Lamont

Curator of Ornithology at the American

Museum, whose book Woodpeckers ofthe

World is the bible of picologists, scientists

devoted to woodpeckers.)

Woodpeckers are very successful birds:

there are nearly 200 species, many of

them common. They come in all sizes,

from tiny birds the size of kinglets up to

crow-sized. They are widespread over

most of the world, with a few exceptions

that I'll mention later. They don't have to

migrate in winter Some species have even

exploited their woodpecking skills to live

in treeless places, excavate nest holes in

the ground, and feed on ants. While the

earliest known fossil woodpeckers date

only from the Pliocene (about 7 million

years ago), molecular evidence indicates

that woodpeckers evolved about 50 mil-

lion years ago.

How hard is it to evolve into a wood-

pecker? Two considerations seem to sug-

gest, "Not very hard." Woodpeckers are

not an extremely distinctive old group

without close relatives, like egg-laying

mammals. Instead, ornithologists agree

that the woodpeckers' closest relatives are

the honeyguides of Africa, the toucans

and barbets of tropical America, and the

barbets of the tropical Old World, to

which woodpeckers are fairly similar ex-

cept in their special adaptations for

woodpecking. Woodpeckers have numer-

ous such adaptations, but none is remotely

as extraordinary as building radios, and all

are readily seen as extensions of adapta-

tions possessed by other birds. The ad-

aptations fall into four groups.

First and most obvious are the adapta-

tions for drilling in live wood. These in-

clude a strong, straight, chisellike bill with

a hard, homy covering at the tip; nostrils

protected with feathers to keep out saw-

dust; a thick skull; strong head and neck

muscles; a broad base of the bill and a

hinge between that base and the front of

the skull, to help spread the shock of

pounding; and possibly a skull design like

a bicycle helmet, to protect the brain from

shock. These features for drilling in live

wood can be traced to features of other

birds much more easily than our radios

can be traced to any primitive radios of

chimpanzees. Many other birds, such as

parrots, peck or bite holes in dead wood.

Some barbets can excavate in live wood,

but they are much slower and clumsier,

not as neat as woodpeckers, and peck side-

ways rather than straight ahead. Within

the woodpecker family there is a grada-

tion of drilling ability—from wrynecks,

which can't excavate at all, to the many
woodpeckers that drill in softer wood to

hardwood specialists such as our sapsuck-

ers and the pileated woodpecker.

Another set of adaptations is for perch-

ing vertically on bark, such as a stiif tail to

use as a brace; strong muscles for manipu-

lating the tail; short legs; long, curved toes;

and a pattern of molting that saves the

central pair of tail feathers (crucial in

bracing) as the last to be molted. The
evolution of these adaptations can be

traced even more easily than the adapta-

tions for woodpecking. Even within the

woodpecker family, wrynecks and picu-

lets do not have stiff tails for use as braces.

But many birds outside the woodpecker

family, including creepers and pygmy par-

rots, do have stiff tails that they evolved to

prop themselves on bark.

The third adaptation is an extremely

long and extensible tongue, in some wood-

peckers fully as long as our own. Once it

has broken into the tunnel system of wood-

dwelling insects at one point, a wood-

pecker uses its tongue to lick out many
branches of the system without having to

drill a new hole for each branch. Some
woodpeckers have barbs at the tip of the

tongue to spear insects, while others have

big salivary glands that make the tongue

sticky. Woodpeckers' tongues have many
animal precedents, including the similarly

long, insect-catching tongues of frogs, ant-

eaters, and aardvarks and the brushlike

tongues of nectar-drinking lories.

Finally, woodpeckers have tough skins

to withstand insect bites plus the stresses

from pounding and from strong muscles.

Anyone who has skinned and stuffed birds

knows that some have much tougher skins

than others. Skinners groan when given a

pigeon, whose paper-thin skin rips almost

as soon as you look at it, but smile when
given a woodpecker or hawk.

Thus, while woodpeckers have many
adaptations for woodpecking, most of

those adaptations have also evolved

convergently in other birds or animals,

and their unique skull adaptations can at

least be traced to precursors. You might

therefore expect the whole package of

woodpecking to have evolved repeatedly,

resulting in many groups of large animals

capable of excavating into live wood for

food or nest sites. But all the classical

evidence, and now the newer molecular

evidence, indicates that modem wood-

peckers are all more closely related to one

another than to any nonwoodpecker.

Woodpecking thus appears to have

evolved only once.

Picologists take that conclusion for

granted. On reflection, though, it's star-

tling to us nonpicologists who had con-

vinced ourselves that woodpecking would

evolve repeatedly. Could it be that other

pseudowoodpeckers did evolve, but that

our surviving woodpeckers were so supe-

rior that they exterminated their unre-

lated competitors? For example, separate

groups of mammalian camivores evolved

in South America, Australia, and the Old

World. But the Old World carnivores (our

cats and dogs and weasels) proved so supe-

rior that they exterminated South Ameri-

ca's carnivorous mammals millions of

years ago and are now in the process of

exterminating Australia's carnivorous

marsupials. Was there a similar shoot-out

in the woodpecker niche?

Fortunately, we can test that theory.

Tme woodpeckers don't fly far over water,

with the result that they never colonized

remote oceanic land masses like Austra-

lia/New Guinea (formerly joined in a sin-

gle land mass). New Zealand, and Mada-

gascar. Similarly, placental terrestrial

mammals other than bats and rodents

were never able to reach Australia/New

Guinea, where instead marsupials evolved

good functional equivalents of moles,

mice, cats, wolves, and anteaters. Evi-

dently, it wasn't so hard to fill those mam-
malian niches by convergent evolution.

Let's see what happened to the wood-

pecker niche in Australia/New Guinea.

We find there a diverse array of birds

that evolved convergently to feed on or

under bark, including pygmy parrots,

birds of paradise, honeyeaters, Australian

creepers, Australian nuthatches, ifritas,

ploughbills, and flycatchers. Some of

those birds have powerful bills used to dig

into dead wood. Some of them have
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evolved elements of the woodpecker ana-

tomical syndrome, such as stiff tails and

tough skins. The species that has come the

closest to filling the woodpecker niche is

not a bird at all but a mammal, the striped

possum, that taps on dead wood to detect

insect tunnels, rips open the wood with its

incisor teeth, and then inserts its long

tongue or very long fourth finger to pull

out the insects.

But none of these would-be woodpeck-

ers has actually made it into the

woodpecking niche. None can excavate

live wood. Many are visibly inefficient: I

recall seeing a black-throated honeyeater

trying to hop up a tree trunk and repeat-

edly falling off. The ploughbill and striped

possum seem to be the would-be's most

effective at digging in dead wood, but

both are quite uncommon and evidently

can't make a good living by their efforts.

New Zealand's and Madagascar's

pseudowoodpeckers are no better. In a

stunning instance of convergent evolution,

Madagascar's best would-be is also a

mammal: a primate called the aye-aye,

which operates like a striped possum ex-

cept for having a very long third, instead

of fourth, finger. But just as in Australia/

New Guinea, none of the would-be's in

New Zealand or Madagascar can exca-

vate in live wood.

Thus, in the absence of woodpeckers,

many try and none succeed. The wood-

pecker niche is flagrantly vacant on those

land masses not reached by woodpeckers.

If woodpeckers hadn't evolved that one

time, a terrific niche would be vacant over

the whole Earth, just as it has remained

vacant in Australia/New Guinea, New
Zealand, and Madagascar.

I have dwelt on woodpeckers at length

to illustrate that convergence is not uni-

versal, and that not all opportunities are

seized. I could have illustrated the same

point with other, equally glaring exam-

ples. The most ubiquitous opportunity

available to animals is to consume plants,

much of whose mass consists of cellulose.

Yet no higher animal has managed to

evolve a cellulose-digesting enzyme.

Those animal herbivores that digest cellu-

lose instead have to rely on microbes

housed withiR their intestines. Among
such herbivores, none comes close to

achieving the efficiency of ruminants, the

cud-chewing mam.mals exemplified by
cows. To take another example, growing

your own food would seem to offer obvious

advantages for animals, but the only ani-

mals to master the trick before the dawn
of human agriculture 10,000 years ago

were leaf-cutting ants, plus a few other

insects that cultivate fungi.

Thus, the evolution of even such obvi-

ously valuable adaptations as wood-

pecking, digesting cellulose efficiently, or

growing one's own food has proved ex-

traordinarily difficult. Radios do much
less for one's food needs and would seem

far less likely to evolve. Are our radios a

fluke, unlikely to have been duplicated on

any other planet?

Consider what biology might have

taught us about the inevitability of radio

evolution on Earth. If radio building were

like woodpecking, some species might

have evolved certain elements of the pack-

age or evolved them in inefficient form,

although only one species managed to

evolve the complete package. For in-

stance, we might have found today that

turkeys build radio transmitters but no

receivers, while kangaroos build receivers

but no transmitters. The fossil record

might have shown dozens of now-extinct

animals experimenting over the last half

billion years with metallurgy and increas-

ingly complex electronic circuits, leading

to electric toasters in the Triassic, battery-

operated rattraps in the Oligocene, and

finally, radios in the Holocene. Fossils

might have revealed 5-watt transmitters

built by trilobites, 200-watt transmitters

amid bones of the last dinosaurs, and 500-

watt transmitters in use by sabertooths,

until humans finally upped the power out-

put enough to broadcast into space.

But none of that happened. Neither fos-

sils nor living animals—not even our clos-

est living relatives, the chimpanzees—had

even the most remote precursors of radios.

Neither australopithecines nor early

Homo sapiens developed radios. As re-

cently as 150 years ago, modern Homo
sapiens didn't even have the concepts that

would lead to radios. The first practical

experiments didn't begin until about

1888; it's still less than 100 years since

Marconi built the first transmitter ca-

pable of broadcasting a mere mile; and we
still aren't sending signals capable of

reaching other stars.

I mentioned early in this piece that the

existence of radios on the one planet

known to us seemed at first to suggest a

high probability of radio evolution. In fact,

closer scrutiny demonstrates the reverse.

Only one of the billions of species that has

existed on Earth showed any proclivities

toward radios, and even it failed to do so

for the first 69,999/70,000 of its seven-

million-year history. A visitor from outer

space who had come to Earth as recently

as A.D. 1 800 would have written off any

prospects of radios being built here.

You might object that I'm being too

stringent in looking for early precursors of

radios themselves, when I should instead

just look for the two qualities necessary to

make radios: intelligence and mechanical

dexterity. But the situation there is not

encouraging. Based on the very recent

evolutionary experience of our own spe-

cies, we arrogantly assume intelligence

and dexterity to be the best way of taking

over the world. In fact, few animals have

bothered with much of either; none has

acquired remotely as much of either as we
have. Those that have acquired a little of

one (smart dolphins, dexterous spiders)

have acquired none of the other, and the

only other species to acquire a little of

both (chimpanzees) has been rather un-

successful. Earth's really successful spe-

cies have been dumb and clumsy rats and

beetles, which found better routes to their

current dominance.

We have still to consider another impor-

tant variable in calculating the likely num-
ber of civilizations capable of interstellar

radio communication. That variable is the

lifetime of such a civilization. The intelli-

gence and dexterity required to build ra-

dios are useful for other purposes that

have been the hallmark of our species for

much longer than have radios, such as

devices for mass killing and means of envi-

ronmental destruction. We are now so po-

tent at doing both that we are gradually

stewing in our civilization's juices. We
may not enjoy the luxury of an end by slow

stewing. Half a dozen countries have the

means to bring us to a quick end and other

countries are eagerly seeking to acquire

those means. The wisdom of some past

leaders of bomb-possessing nations, or of

some present leaders of bomb-seeking na-

tions, doesn't encourage me to believe that

the earth will have humans and their ra-

dios for much longer. Our development of

radios was an extremely unlikely fluke;

even more of a fluke was our development

of them before we developed the technol-

ogy that will end us in a slow stew or fast

bang. While Earth's history of radio civi-

lizations thus offers little hope that they

exist elsewhere, its history of the concomi-

tants of radio civilizations suggests that

those that might exist anywhere are short-

lived.

Thus, the deafening silence from outer

space is not surprising. Yes, out there are

billions of galaxies with billions of stars.

Out there must be some transmitters as

well, but not many, and they don't last

long. Probably there are no others in our

galaxy. What woodpeckers teach us about

flying saucers is that we're unlikely ever to

see one. For practical purposes, we're

alone in a crowded universe.

Jared Diamond dropped out of astron-

omy to study New Guinea birds and teach

physiology at UCLA.
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A Portfolio

ofWinning Pho

As the March deadhne

approached for the Natural

History 90th Anniversary

Photographic Competition, the

eventual winners were lost in the

crowd. The mail-room clerk

dragged bag after mailbag of

entries into our office and stacked

them in a daunting pile. In the

final days, even the express

package services were delivering

bags of last-minute contenders.

When the dust settled, when all

the entries had been opened and

sorted (thank you, American

Museum volunteers, for your

hours of labor), nearly 3,000

photographers had submitted

more than 10,000 entries in six

categories: Wildlife, Landscape,

The Human Family, A Sequence

in Nature, Human Impact on the

Biosphere, and Humor.

The contest was part of

Natural History's, celebration of

90 years of publication. Two

photographic firms, Kodak and

Nikon, cosponsored the contest,

but the independent judges were

selected solely by the magazine.

The three judges who sifted

through the cornucopia of images

were: Elisabeth Biondi, director

of photography for Vanity Fair;

Sean Callahan, founding editor of

American Photographer; and

Thomas Page, designer of

Natural History (for more about

them, see page 92). Their

impressive selections, on the cover

and in these fourteen pages, speak

for themselves.
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Wildlife, First Prize: Siegfried Matull
Camera: Nikon F4S with a 50mm AF macrokns

Siegfried Matull says he spends most ofhis photographic

explorations crawling on the ground in order to get such

interestingperspectives on nature as this prizewinning shot.

These two spiders were spinning a web in the beach grass near

Sea Ranch, California. When he is not traveling throughout the

world as a semiprofessionalphotographer, Matull lives in

Danville, California.



Honorable Mention: Craig Racicot

Camera: Nikon F3 with a 600mm lens

On the last day ofa week spent photographing ospreyfeeding

patterns in Baja California, Craig Racicot happened to catch

this osprey carrying a needlefish toward what seemed to be an

abandoned nest. He had been patientlyfocusing on another

osprey nest when he whirled around to catch the sequence.

Racicot works in the publicity department ofthe Monterey Bay

Aquarium and lives in nearby Aptos, California.

Sequence in Nature, First Prize: Paolo Fioratti

Camera: Canon Fl with a 300mm lens

This sequence ofa common kingfisher capturing a minnow was

photographed in a tributary ofthe Ticino River in northern

Italy. To insure recording such a moment. Paolo Fioratti used a

submerged device that released the minnow directly

underneath the usualperch ofthe kingfisher He also used

a motor drive and three strobeflashes. Fioratti has been

workingon a book about the kingfisher and is the editor ofthe

Italian nature magazine Oasis in Milan, Italy.
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Honorable Mention: Rudolph G. Schuetzler
Camera: Nikkormat with a 28mm lens

Rudolph G. Schuetzler recorded the reflection ofthe Maroon
Bells mountain range and autumnfoliage during a trip through

Colorado. Schuetzler. a retired U. S. Navy engineer, lives in

Davidsonville, Maryland.

Landscape, First Prize:

Arthur M. Greene
Camera: Wista 4x5 wooden field

camera with a 135mm lens

While exploringandphotographing in

the back country ofDenali National Park

in Alaska, Arthur M. Greene happened

upon this white quartz rock covered with

lichen and autumn leaves. When not

pursuing hisphotographic interests,

Greene earns his living as afree-lance

pianist and conductor in New York City.

Wildlife, Second Prize:

Richard Sears
Camera: Olympus 0M2 with a

100mm lens

Richard Sears, biologist and director of

Mingan Island Cetacean Studies, caught

this humpback whalefeeding on krill in

the Mingan Island region ofCanada 's

GulfofSaint Lawrence. Sears has

spotted this whale threeyears in a row

and identifies "Helix" by the pattern

ofpigment on itsflukes.



Human Impact on the Biosphere, First Prize:

Tom Jacob
Camera: Canon T 70 with a 28mm lens

Crouchedon the side ofan Idaho state highway, Tom Jacob

caught the image ofadeadmule deerjuxtaposedwith a speeding

truck. This highway cuts through a major winteringgroundfor

mule deer where, in harsh winters, vehicles kill asmany as seven

deera day. Jacob, a geologist, lives in Challis, Idaho.

Honorable Mention: DeLores Paul
Camera: Nikkormat with a 300mm telephoto lens

Lookingdownfrom a bus window on a rainy day in Guilin,

China, DeLores Paul was struck by the image ofafarmer

turning his water buffalo andplow in a ricepaddy. Paul lives in

Edina, Minnesota, where shepaints animal portraits.
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Honorable Mention: Jacqueline Shanberge
Camera: Fujica AX3 with a 150mm lens

Threeyoung women eagerly posedfor Jacqueline Shanberge in

Niamey, Niger, where she was working with them on a World

Bank project to improve the efficiency ofwood-burning stoves.

Shanberge now worksfor the WorldBank in Washington,

D. C. , and lives in Maryland.
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Human Family, First Prize: Douglas Herring

Camera- Penfiv^ ^''' vUh n 70-2lOmm zoom lens

n: :

'

" "--

While working . -.vi ccmlrol as a Peace Corps volunteer

in Thailand. Douglas Herring visited the Wat ThamSeua

(Tiger Cave Temple), where hephotographed a monk relaxing

with twoyoung novitiates. Built into a limestone cave, Wat

Tham Seua is in a valley lined on all sides with cliffs. Herring

now lives in Berkeley, California, arid works as an

environmental analystfor a consultingfirm.
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Human Family, Second Prize: Steven Fuller

Camera: Nikon F3 with a 80-200mm zoom lens

Steven Fuller recorded this peaceful moment in Purros,

Namibia, after the Himba villagers ' long day ofcattle herding.

By their hut, two children were bathed in lightjust before

sundown. Fuller, who was traveling through this village with a

group ofconservationists, works as a maintenance manager

and caretakerfor Yellowstone National Park in Wyoming.

Overleaf

Grand Prize Winner: David Hensel Allison

Camera: Leicaflex with a 50mm lens

After a rain, just as the light was breaking behind a carpet of

dampened sand and sagebrush. David Hensel Allison captured

this view ofMonument Valley. Arizona. Allison is a teaching

assistant and a candidatefor a Master ofFine Arts degree in

the art department at the University ofMissouri in Columbia.
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Humor, First Prize: Blaine Tronoski

Camera: Minolta Maxxum 5000AF with a 50mm lens

While working on thefront steps ofthe Erie Art Museum, a

construction worker not onlyfound a convenient place to hang

his shirt but also helped the bronze statue Eternal Vigilance

ward offthe chill. Blaine Tronoski, always equipped with a

fully loaded camera, captured this humorous moment in Erie,

Pennsylvania. Tronoski, a contract administratorfor the U. S.

government, lives in North Charleston, South Carolina.

Honorable Mention: Andrew Dobson
Camera: Pentax ME Super with a 50mm lens

Andrew Dobson was walking on the edge ofthe Park Simbazas

in Antananarivo, Madagascar, when he spotted thisyoung girl

carryingfirewood. At the time, Dobson was doing research in

primatology. He is currently an assistant professor in the

biology department at Princeton University inNew Jersey.

Landscape, Second Prize: Joseph Kayne
Camera: Pentax 6x7 with a 200mm lens

After setting up his tripod to shoot a scenic waterfall in the

Grand Canyon ofthe Yellowstone, Joseph Kayne looked over

his shoulder andsaw what he thought was afar more
interesting abstract. He turned his tripod directly aroundand
recorded this landscape. Kayne, an attorney, lives in Chicago.
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Acorn barnacles crowd the rocks along

theSonoran coast, except in half-dollar-

sized clearings with black spots at

their centers.
Photographs by Alex Kerstrtch



A Pox on the Rocks
A newcomer clears a placefor itselfalong a crowded rock shore

by Katrina Mangin

It was another baking hot summer day

in Puerto Penasco, on Mexico's Sonoran

coast. Through the shimmering haze I

could see the mountains of Baja Califor-

nia, sixty miles away across the gulf. I was

just about to take a break from the oppres-

sive heat when a research colleague, Pete

Raimondi, called me over to look at some-

thing strange—a large, barnacle-covered

rock that looked as if it had a kind of

"pox." Here and there, amid the dense

growth of barnacles, were oval, half-dol-

lar-sized patches devoid of barnacles. The
patches made a regular and distinct pat-

tern, unlike anything either of us had seen

before. We looked more closely and no-

ticed that in the center of each clearing

was a tiny, hard, coal black spot the size of

a pinhead. Although it seemed improb-

able, we wondered if the black spots were

somehow responsible for the clearings

around them. Barnacles in this area re-

quire a bare space of rock before they will

settle. They will not settle upon other bar-

nacles or on top of a thick crust of algae.

The uniform shape of the clearings sug-

gested that they hadn't been created by a

random process. Also, they had obviously

been there some time because they were

covered with algae.

I was sure the spots were some kind of

alga or bacteria or lichen. I didn't think

they could be tiny, soft-bodied animals

because such organisms usually can't sur-

vive intense heat and dehydration.

The first examination under a micro-

scope shed little light on the mystery. The

spots didn't look like an alga or anything

else. Part of the problem was that I was

working under very primitive conditions.

The village I was staying in had no elec-

tricity or running water, let alone a marine

laboratory. My only piece of scientific

equipment was a portable microscope that

used sunlight. Preserving live specimens

so they could be shipped to a lab for analy-

sis would not be easy.

Before I attempted that, I did a simple

experiment to find out if the black spots

had anything to do with the clearings.

During low tide, when the rocks were ex-

posed, my colleague and I removed some

spots with a penknife and left others alone.

We mapped the clearings so that we could

keep track of them over time and then

returned to our other research.

When we came back to Puerto Penasco

the following summer, the results were

striking. Wherever we had removed a

black spot, barnacles had grown over the

clearing, but all the places where we had

left spots were still clear.

We decided to do a second experiment

to see if the black spots actually created

the clearings. With glue, we transplanted

some of the black spots into dense patches

of barnacles. (We treated other patches

with glue alone to control for any possible

toxic effects of the glue on barnacles.)

Since we did not expect this experiment to

work, we were amazed a year later to find

that some of the transplants had new

clearings around them, while the areas

with glue alone were overgrown with bar-

nacles. Clearly, the black spots were hav-

ing an effect on their surroundings. Wher-

ever a clearing had developed, all the

barnacles within a certain radius of a spot

had died.

Just what were these black spots? How
could they keep an area so much larger

than themselves free of barnacles, animals

which are notoriously diflicult to keep off

any hard surface in shallow seas? I col-

lected several specimens, preserved them

as best as I could, and took them back to

my lab at the University of Arizona in

Tucson. This time when I looked under

the microscope, I was astounded to find

that what I had been calling "little black

units" (or LBUs) were actually hydroids,

tiny, soft-bodied animals in the phylum

Cnidaria, which includes jellyfish, corals,

and anemones. This black spot hydroid is

the only one known to survive routine ex-

posure to full sun for up to six hours at a

time, at temperatures of 100 degrees.

How it survives such harsh conditions is

not known. The hard black spots I had

seen on the rocks were just the desiccated,

cuplike bases of the hydroids. Submerged

at high tide, the delicate animals "grow"

slender, translucent stalks, each crowned

with a ring of macelike tentacles. As they

soak up seawater, the stalks (or polyps)

and tentacles slowly take form, like a Chi-

nese paper flower that unfolds in water. At

low tide, when the water recedes, the soft
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When the tide washes over it, the samurai hydroid

{magnified 1 35 times) extends itspolyps with their crowns

ofstinging cells. Toxinsfrom these cells keep barnacles

from colonizing the adjacent rock surfaces.

body of the hydroid retracts into the shal-

low cup at its base and dries out.

The surge of the waves sweeps the hy-

droid's often inch-long tentacles back and

forth over the barnacles. The contact trig-

gers the tentacles' stinging cells, or nema-

tocysts, which fire a paralyzing toxin. The

toxin is what seems to kill the barnacles. I

looked for references to this hydroid in

books and talked to experts, but found

nothing. A number of other researchers

worked near Puerto Pefiasco before 1984,

but none ever noticed the pattern of clear-

ings. Yet the mosaiclike patterns are so

striking that it is unlikely the other re-

searchers would have missed them had

the hydroids been there. The animal is

apparently a new species and probably a

new genus. It also appears to be a new-

comer to the northern Gulf of California,

probably arriving not long before 1984,

when we first noticed it.

I've named this hydroid "samurai," af-

ter the Japanese warriors, because of the

way it slays barnacles with a swordlike

motion of its tentacles. (The hydroid has

not yet been given a scientific name—my
genus description is now under review.)

In the northern Gulf of California, the

samurai sometimes reach a density of 160

individuals per square yard. In such large

numbers, they have a dramatic effect on

the surrounding ecosystem. For example,

1 60 hydroids can clear about 1 percent of

the rock surface of barnacles and make it

available to other species that would oth-

erwise be crowded out. Free of barnacles,

the rocks become covered with algae,

which in turn attract algae-eating limpets.

We don't know what happens when lim-

pets come into contact with the hydroids'

tentacles, but they seem unaffected and

I've even found limpets on top of hydroids

when the tide is low. When I removed

some of the hydroids, I found that the

clearings quicldy filled up with barnacles

and the limpets disappeared. By providing

space for the algae to grow, the samurai

indirectly benefit the limpets.

But what, if anything, do the limpets do

for the hydroids? Limpets are known to

live in symbiotic relationships with other

barnacle predators. For instance, Mike

Dungan, then a fellow graduate student.

found that angelic tooth snails eat barna-

cles, clearing space for crustose algae.

Limpets then graze on the algae, allowing

more barnacles to settle and thus provid-

ing food for the snails. I experimented by

manipulating the densities of hydroids

and limpets in clearings and then measur-

ing the number of barnacles and the

amount of algae that accumulated. Clear-

ings that had both limpets and hydroids

remained free of adult barnacles and al-

gae. These clearings had the most bare

rock surface and therefore the highest rate

of young barnacles settling in.

The young barnacles didn't survive,

however, because they were killed by the

hydroids. If, as I suspect, samurai eat

young barnacles, then limpets may be

helping the hydroids by grazing on algae

in the clearings and making room for more

young barnacles to settle in.

In the absence of hydroids, one can find

algae and limpets among barnacles, but in

low numbers and only for short periods.

Barnacles are able to monopolize space on

rocks by producing hosts of larvae

throughout the spring and summer. These

larvae settle and quickly fill in any open-

ings created when older barnacles are

eaten by a passing predator or broken off

by random physical disturbances.

I still do not know where the hydroids

came from or where else in the world they

occur. They may have been introduced

into the northern Gulf of California by

human activities such as shipping or oys-

ter farming, which began in Puerto

Pefiasco in 1980. Or perhaps they were

present earlier but in such small numbers

that they went unnoticed.

Possibly, the samurai hydroid was

brought to the gulf in the strong El Nino

year of 1982/1983, when warm currents

moved farther north than usual, perhaps

carrying larvae from a more southerly

population. Also, warmer than usual

ocean temperatures may have favored the

hydroid's survival after it arrived.

In any case, assuming the hydroid is a

recent addition to this community, the

symbiosis between hydroids and limpets

demonstrates how quickly a species can

become integrated into a web of interac-

tions with newly encountered species. D
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Gran Paradiso National Park, Italy
H w Silvester; Black Star

Through Hot and Cold

Wars, Parks Endure
by James Thorsell

Ibex, the wild goats whose sweeping,

curved horns grace cave paintings from

upper Paleohthic times, are no longer

common in Europe. In 1922, Italy estab-

lished the Gran Paradiso National Park in

the Italian Alps primarily to protect the

animals in their lofty habitat. As the ibex

had their summer range in France, how-

ever, they were only protected in winter.

After a long period of debate, the Vanoise

National Park was established in France

to match the Italian initiative. A formal

twinning of the two parks in 1972 led to an

expansion of their common boundary

from three and one-half to nearly eight

and one-half miles. Today the two parks

are in regular communication, and the

ibex are protected year-round.

In the Maritime Alps to the south of

Vanoise and Gran Paradiso, ibex are be-

ing given another helping hand. In May of

1989, the Italian managers of Argentera

Nature Park captured fifteen ibex and

transferred them by helicopter to Mer-

cantour, the adjoining sister park in

France. This reintroduction should help

extend the animal's range. Argentera and

Mercantour have also been selected as

release points for a project to reintroduce

the bearded vulture in the Alps.

Such cooperation where natural areas

span international frontiers was pioneered

as far back as 1925, when Poland and

Czechoslovakia signed the Krakow Proto-

col. World War II intervened, but the

protocol remained in effect and resulted in

the establishment, between 1948 and

1967, of three pairs of border parks. To-

day, their directors collaborate on a range

of matters, including promotion of tour-

ism and sharing research results.

Worldwide there are seventy such joint

ventures, but nowhere are they as com-

mon as in Europe, where there are twenty-

four pairs of parks involving land in more

than twenty countries. The reason is sim-

ple: many nations crowd the small conti-

nent, and their frontiers often follow the

crest lines of mountain ranges, regions

rich in wildlife and scenic attractions.

Many border parks have a strategic

value, maintaining a security or buffer

zone along an uninhabited frontier; others

were established to promote peace and

understanding and to strengthen ties be-

tween countries. More concretely, alli-

ances between parks in adjacent countries

facilitate the daily management activities

important to effective conservation; law

enforcement, search and rescue, regula-

tion of border crossing points, involvement

of resident populations, fire prevention,

controlling the spread of wildlife disease,

and wildlife reintroductions.

Another case in point is the cooperation

between France's Pyrenees Occidentales

National Park and Spain's Ordesa Na-

tional Park. Signposts, visitor centers, and

tourism information are coordinated.

More significantly, these parks and their

adjacent valleys are the last wild home of

the European brown bear. An attempt is

being made to defend the area from ski

and resort development.

In 1982, urged on by conservation

groups, Germany, Denmark, and the

Netherlands issued a joint declaration to

protect the Wadden Sea. A series of wet-

land sites and nature reserves were then

designated to help protect more than 9

million birds and the vast tidal mud flats

and salt marshes that support them.

Even though options are limited for

adding to the list of wild areas in such a

crowded corner of the world, efforts to

establish new border parks are under way.

Finland and the USSR are moving to link

up several reserves along their borders to
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Capercaillie, one ofthe many bird

speciesfound in Pyrenees Occidentales

National Park in France
Jacques Gilli^ron

create a "friendship park." A tripartite

effort between Switzerland, France, and

Italy to designate a park around Mont
Blanc, the highest peak in the Alps, is in

the planning stages. Another prospect ex-

ists in the relatively wild and unpopulated

frontier between Bulgaria and Greece.

Relations between Turkey and Greece
have been strained, but a proposal for an

international peace park along both sides

of the Evros River boundary signals a new
attitude, while promising protection of the

important wetland site of Lake Gala. Con-
trol of waterfowl hunting and containment

of rice cultivation on both sides of the river

would be two of the many benefits of an
integrated management. In seeking policy

areas for collaboration, the presidents of

both countries have indicated that the

conservation of nature in this locality may
pave the way toward settlement of more
contentious issues.

In recent years Europe has gained con-

siderable experience in dealing with vari-

ous environmental issues that cross bound-
aries, such as acid rain and water pollu-

tion. In an era when environmental

concerns, along with security and eco-

nomic development, are fast becoming the

third pillar of the emerging international

order, Europe's borderline parks are part

of a growing force for solidarity. D
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Wattenmeer National Park on the North
Sea coast, West Germany
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Tatransky National Park, Czechoslovakia
John Eastcott/YVA Momatiuk

o.

A Glasnost-Era

Park Is Bom
byP H.C.Lucas

Late last November, during the re-

markable era in Europe that saw the Iron

Curtain become history, I had the oppor-

tunity to walk through a gap in the barbed

wire to celebrate plans for the first

East-West transfrontier park. I was part

of a team from lUCN—the World Con-

servation Union—that had been invited

by the governments of Hungary and Aus-

tria to evaluate proposals for a park that

would include Europe's third largest

lake—and largest salt lake—known to

Hungarians as Ferto To and to Austrians

as Neusiedlersee. Both countries wanted

to be sure that their proposals met

lUCN's criteria for national parks.

Twenty-two miles long and five to ten

miles wide, the lake is very shallow, no-

where more than six feet deep. Scientists

believe it began to form about 20,000

Representing the lUCN, Harold K.

Eidsvik {left} and P. H. C. Lucas (right)

tour the Ferto To region.

years ago, as the last Ice Age was ending,

and was initially free of salts. Gradually,

water containing carbonates and sulfates

has seeped up through fissures in the rock,

making the lake alkaline. In more recent

times the water level has fluctuated

widely, causing either complete desicca-

tion of the lake (in 1865 and 1872) or

large-scale flooding. The water table still

fluctuates, but lake levels are now regu-

lated by sluices.

An extensive reed belt covers forty-six

square miles of the lake's surface, while

the Seewinkel area east of the lake is a

region of shallow marshes, pools, and

small salt lakes. Among the wetland

plants are the Pannonia salt aster, the

marsh samphire, salt cress, and sea purs-

lane. The whole area is a haven for more

than 300 species of breeding or migrating

birds, including spoonbills, purple herons,

great white egrets, white storks, great bus-

tards, geese, and ducks. The largest bird

sanctuary in Central Europe, the region is

a key resting place for geese migrating

from Siberia to North Africa.

Surrounding the lakes and marshes is

an intermingling of oak scrub, grassland,

alkali flats, and acidic boggy meadows, as

Austria's alpine foothill fringe meets the

forest steppe. Parts of the proposed park

on both sides of the border have already

been recognized as having international

significance through designations as Bio-

sphere Reserves by UNESCO and as

Wetlands of International Importance un-

der the Ramsar Convention. Because

Austria and Hungary have restricted

hunting, red deer, lynxes, and boars are

still to be found in the wild.

Since Roman times, when the area was

called Pannonia and extensive vineyards

were established there, the region has

Helmut F. Grosin

been a meeting point of Roman, German,

and Slavic cultures. When the Austro-

Hungarian Empire broke up after World

War I, however, a 1921 plebiscite divided

the countries, and the frontier line passed

through the lake. The new transfrontier

park will both reestablish the area's his-

toric integrity and preserve one of Eu-

rope's natural wonders.

The projected joint park will be cen-

tered on the southern section of the lake,

which unlike the northern section has not

been developed for recreation. It will en-

compass 35,000 acres, more or less

equally divided between the two coun-

tries, within a larger area of protected

landscapes. Because of the negotiations

needed to untangle the complex pattern of

land ownership in the Austrian section,

the goal is to establish the park by 1995.

Expanding agriculture, pesticide contami-

nation, cattle grazing, fish farming, tour-

ism, hunting—these are problems both

countries must face in protecting the eco-

logical balance of the reserve.

The lUCN inspection tour lasted sev-

eral days. One afternoon we made our way

on foot across the fields on the Hungarian

side to the barbed wire marking the bor-

der. Two bottles of champagne were pro-

duced, and at dusk, our team, Austrian

and Hungarian officials, and uniformed

guards from both countries joined in toast-

ing the proposed national park and lasting

friendship between Hungary and Austria,

between East and West.

The next day, at a public meeting in the

Austrian town of Neusiedl am See. Hun-

gary's vice minister for environment and

water management, Zoltan Rakonczay,

said. "National parks are important to us

in Hungary, and we want to work with you

in Austria to establish one together." His

counterpart. Austria's minister for envi-

ronment, Marilies Flemming. affirmed

that they both viewed the proposed park

not only as a way for nature conservation

but also "as one way of giving all people

freedom to enjoy nature." We left our

inspection tour impressed by the area's

potential as a national park of interna-

tional quality and convinced of the value

of transfrontier protected areas for con-

servation and for world peace. D
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The Border Where
the Bison Roam
by Zbigniew Krasinski

The European bison, or wisent, once

roamed extensive forests across Europe,

from Britain to the Caucasus. Except in

Britain, Iberia, and Italy, the animals

were still widely distributed in the fif-

teenth century. By the beginning of this

century, however, the herds had dwindled

to two isolated populations. A highland

variety persisted in relatively inaccessible

areas of the northwest Caucasus, while

lowland animals survived only in the

Bialowieza Forest, about 1 1 5 miles east of

Warsaw, long a game preserve for kings

and aristocrats. Outbreaks of disease, as

well as poaching during and after World

War I, nearly brought the species to ex-

tinction. The last wild bison disappeared

from the forest in 1919 and from the

Caucasus by 1927. Some sixty animals in

western zoos and in private hands—all of

the lowland variety or lowland-Caucasus

hybrids—provided the only hope for sal-

vaging the species.

In 1929, a number of bison were trans-

ferred to the Bialowieza Forest, then a

Polish national park, where they were

placed within a fenced reserve. A calf

bom there in 1930 marked the beginning

of the bison's long-term comeback. Just

seventeen animals were living in the re-

serve at the end of World War II, but by

1952, they had rebounded sufficiently for

some to be released to the wild. Today the

world population, including captive ani-

mals, exceeds 3,000. Free-ranging herds

have been distributed throughout various

parts of Poland and the Soviet Union as

insurance against extinction from disease

or other calamities.

The center of this success, Bialowieza

Forest, is a moist region containing oak,

hornbeam, aspen, ash, maple, and elm

trees, interspersed with hillocks covered

with pines, firs, oaks, and birches. Low-

lying wet areas may support alder, ash,

and oak trees or consist of marshes and

swamps. Among the mammals that live in

the forest, in addition to the bison, are

deer, boars, beavers, wolves, and lynxes,

while the bird population includes black

storks, pygmy owls, spotted eagles, and

three-toed woodpeckers. The false ringlet,

an endangered butterfly, is one of more

than 8,000 species of insects recorded

there.

Since World War II, the forest has been

divided by the border between Poland and

the Soviet Union. The Polish side, desig-

nated a national park, covers 1 3,000 acres

and includes the original reserve, while

the larger Soviet portion, totaling 219,000

acres, is a state hunting reserve. Cur-

rently, the bison breeding station contains

25 animals and the forest approximately

500 free-ranging bison, equally divided

between the two sections. The population

is regulated, as excess animals would dam-

age the trees.

From April through October, the ani-

mals live in mixed groups or in groups of

bulls alone. Small herds of twenty are the

most common and often occupy separate

territories. But group size and member-

ship change frequently, guided by the sea-

sonal rhythm of rutting, calving, and the

merging of territories. The bison are graz-

ers and browsers, moving about the forest

to feed on grasses, leaves, twigs, bark,

ferns, and acorns. They typically spend

about 60 percent of their day feeding and

32 percent resting, with group members
following a common pattern. Other day-

time activities include drinking, groom-

ing, playing, and mating.

When the ground is covered with snow,

the animals tend to congregate at a few

sites, where they are provided with supple-

mentary feed. Although these groups are

larger in winter than in summer, the ani-

mals act very much as individuals, with

little group coordination in their activities.
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European bison in Bialowieza National Park, Poland
Bomford and Borkowski; Survival Anglia

The Bialowieza Forest now contains

just the lowland variety of European bison

appropriate to it, all lowland-Caucasus

hybrid animals having been removed to

other locations, such as the Caucasus. No
pure Caucasus herds now exist. Some
herds in the Caucasus even have an ad-

mixture of American bison, which have

been bred successfully with their Euro-

pean cousins.

The American species, like the Euro-

pean, has two varieties: the well-known

one associated with the prairies and an-

other (the wood bison) that prefers moun-

tainous areas and open forests. Some zool-

ogists suggest that all bison, European and

American, be considered members of a

single species. Whatever the case, elev-

enth-hour preservation efforts saved both

the New World and Old World strains

from the brink of extinction. D
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A Traveler's Guide to

European Border Parks

Scandinavia

Norway-Finland

1. OvRE Anarjokka National Park,

near Caskenjakka, Norway, and Lemmen-

jOKi National Park, Finland.

This mountain plateau has pine and

birch forests; tundra with willow scrub,

mires, lakes, and rivers; and low moun-

tains. Wolverines, bears, lynxes, wolves,

moose, and reindeer are found in both

parks.

Services: Lemmenjoki Park has campsites

and cabins, canoes for hire, and marked

Maps by Joe LeWonnier

trails. Ovre Anarjokka National Park has

no organized tourist activities.

Addresses: West Finnmark State Forest

District, P O. Box 108, 9501 Alta, Nor-

way; National Parks Office, National

Board of Forestry, P O. Box 233, 00121,

Helsinki 12, Finland.

Norway-Sweden
2. Rago National Park, near Laksha-

len, Norway, and Sarek/Padjelanta/

SoNFJALLET NATIONAL Parks, near

Kvikkjock, Sweden.

The terrain here is mountainous, with

some wide plains and scattered lakes.

Deep valleys and some 100 glaciers are

interspersed among very high peaks.

Birch forests and lichens make up the

principal vegetation. Wolves, moose,

bears, lynxes, arctic foxes, and wolverines

can be found in this region.

Services: Few facilities exist for hikers.

There are small huts in the Norwegian

park but none in the Swedish parks.

Addresses: Nationalparksfdrvaltingen, V
Torggatan 8, S-960 40 Jokkmokk, Swe-

den; TTK Nordland, Boks 434, 8001

Bode, Norway.

Norway-Sweden

3. Feml'ndsmarka National Park, 12.5

miles northeast of Brenna, Norway, and

Rogen-Langfjallet Proposed Na-

tional Park, near Tannas, Sweden.

This region has rivers and a complex of

alpine lakes. Areas of alpine heath are

interspersed with pine forests; some birch,

spruce, aspens, and alders are found as

well. Notable animals include elk, rein-

deer, wolverines, lynxes, pine martens,

and ptarmigans.

Services: Hotels can be found outside the

park in Norway.

Addresses: Femundsmarka National

Park, TTK Hedmark, Boks 318, 2301

Hamar, Norway; Domanverket, Alvda-

lens revir, S-790 80 Alvdaien, Sweden.

Western Europe

West Germany-Netherlands-Denmark

4. Wattenmeer National Park, on the

North Sea coast of Schleswig-Holstein,

West Germany, Waddenzee State Na-

ture Reserves, north of Amsterdam,

Netherlands, and Vadehavet Wildlife

Reserves, along the Danish frontier with

West Germany, northward along the

North Sea coastline.

The area is characterized by tidal, mud,

and sand flats and a shallow coastal sea.

The tidal flats support sea grasses and

dozens of species of algae. The area is an

important stop for migratory waterfowl,

and the number of birds present at any
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The village of Val d'Isere is within Vanoise National

Park, in the centralportion ofthe French Alps.
S Cordier, Explorer

time may total one million. The only mam-
mal species in the area is the harbor seal.

Services: The parks have information cen-

ters and campsites, and other accommo-
dations are widely available.

Addresses: Waddenzee State Nature Re-

serves, Staatsbosbeheer, Engelsekamp 6,

9722 AX Groningen, Netherlands; Nie-

dersachsisches Wattenmeer National-

park, c/o Hohere Naturschutzbehorde,

Postfach 2447, 2800 Oldenburg, West

Germany; Romo, Skaeback Turistkontor,

Havnebyvej 30, Tvismark, 6791 Kongs-

mark, Denmark.

Belgium-West Germany

5. Hautes Fagnes/Eifel Nature Park,

in the Ardennes, Belgium, and NoRr>

EiFEL Nature Park, south of Aachen,

West Germany.

The area has a varied landscape with

vast forests of beech and oak, open fields,

peat moors, and bogs ringed by woodland.

Dominant mammals are red deer, roe

deer, fox, wild boar, and wildcat.

Services: Both parks have information

centers, hotels, inns, and campsites.

Addresses: Federation du Tourisme de la

Province de Liege, Bd. de la Sauveniere

77, 4000 Liege, Belgium; Verein Natur-

park Nordeifel e.v., Theaterplatz 1 4, 5 1 00

Aachen, West Germany.

West Germany-Luxembourg
6. Germano-Luxembourg Nature
Park, located 48 miles north of the city of

Luxembourg and west of Frankfurt, West

Germany.

The park's varied landscapes include

plateaus and gorges, meadows and pas-

tureland. Among its animals are red deer,

roe deer, wild boars, raptors, and ducks

and herons on the rivers at the frontier.

Services: An information center, hotels,

recreation centers, campsites, animal

parks, hiking routes, huts, and picnic areas

are all available in the park.

Addresses: Vereinigung Deutsch-Luxem-

burgischer Naturepark, 5521 Irrel, West

Germany.

Belgium-Luxembourg

7. Belgium-Luxembourg Nature
Park, situated on the Sure River as it

forms the frontier between Belgium and

Luxembourg, 6 miles south of the town of

Bastogne, Belgium.

The area's undulating landscape has

gorges, river valleys, and a large lake.

Heavily wooded valleys are interspersed

with agricultural land. Mammals include

red deer, roe deer, and wild boars; breed-

ing bird species include black storks and

large numbers of cranes in passage.

Ser\'ices: Accommodations are available

in larger surrounding towns.

Addresses: Pare Naturel de la Haute-

Sure, c/o Ministere de I'Environment,

Luxembourg L-2918.

West Germany-France

8. Pfalzerwald Nature Park. 72 miles



west of Heidelberg, West Germany, and

VOSGES DU NORD REGIONAL NaTURE
Park, near Strasbourg, France.

The parks are located in the northern

Vosges Mountains. Plant habitat ranges

from forest to peat bog, heathland, mead-

ows, and cliffs. Red squirrels, red deer, roe

deer, wild boars, and more than 1 30 spe-

cies of birds are found here.
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Services: Accommodations are available

in hotels, inns, guest houses, and camp-

sites throughout the region.

Addresses: Maison du Pare Naturel Re-

gional des Vosges du Nord, La Petite

Pierre, 67290 Wingen sur Moder, France;

Verein Naturschutzpark e.v., Stuttgart,

West Germany.

Switzerland-Italy

9. Swiss National Park, in the canton of

Grisons, Switzerland, and Stelvio Na-
tional Park, in the Italian Alps.

These border parks are in a mountain-

ous area of high peaks. About a third of

the parks are forested, a third alpine grass-

land, and the rest bare rock. Dwarf moun-

tain pine dominates the area, along with

larch, Norway spruce, other pines, and

birch, alder, and aspens. Large popula-

tions of red deer, chamois, and ibex occur

here, and there are more than 100 species

of birds.

Services: Hotels, mountain refuges, and

campsites are located within both parks.

Information boards are found at every car

park.

Addresses: Le Pare National Suisse, Mai-

son du Pare National, CH-7530 Zemez,

Switzerland; Parco Nazionale della

Stelvio, Bureau of Bormio 23032, Italy.

France-Italy

10. Vanoise National Park, in the cen-

tral Alps of France, and Gran Paradiso

National Park, near Aosta, Italy.

The high mountain zone of these parks

supports more than 2,000 species of

plants. Fauna includes marmots, ibex,

chamois, foxes, badgers, martens, and a

wide variety of birds and butterflies.

Services: Both parks have marked hiking

trails, information centers, and accommo-
dations in the form of hotels, inns, and

campsites.

Addresses: Pare National de la Vanoise,

BP 105, 135 rue du Dr. Julian, 73003,

Chambery, France; Ente Autonomo
Parco Nazionale Gran Paradiso, Via della

Rocca 47, 10123 Torino, Italy.

France-Italy

11. Mercantour National Park, be-

tween Nice and Barcelonnette, France,

and Argentera Regional Nature
Park, in the alpine Piemonte region,

northwest Italy.

Rugged alpine mountains are dominant

in these parks, but there are also alpine

meadows and conifer forests of spruce,

pine, larch, and fir. Among the mammals
are ibex, mouflons, and marmots.

Services: Information centers, museums,

mountain huts, hotels, inns, and campsites

are available.

Addresses: Pare National du Mercantour,

13 rue Maccarani, 06000 Nice, France;

Parco Naturale dell'Argentera, Corso

Dante Livio Bianco n, 5, 12010 Valdieri,

Cuneo, Italy.

France-Spain

12. Pyrenees Occidentales National
Park, south of Pau, France, and Ordesa
National Park, northeast of Jaca,

Spain.

The parks are in an extremely moun-

tainous and isolated area. Canyons with

vertical walls provide spectacular scenery.

Mixed woodland gives way to highland

meadows. Mammal species include brown

bears, Spanish ibex, chamois, and mar-

mots.

Services: Numerous hotels and simpler

housing accommodations are available on

the periphery of both parks. The parks

contain exhibition centers as well as

botanical gardens.

Addresses: Pare National des Pyrenees

Occidentales, route de Pau, BP 300,

65013 Tarbes, France; Parques Nacional

de Ordesa, ICCNA, Calle de General las

Heras 8, Huesca, Spain.

Central and Eastern
Europe

Poland-Soviet Union

13. Bialowieza National Park, 115

miles east of Warsaw, Poland, and

Belovezhskaya Pushcha State Hunt-
ing Reserve, 36 miles north of Brest,

Byelorussian SSR.

Both reserves are covered with exten-

sive primeval forest containing more than

560 species of plants. There are also water

plant communties, peat bogs, and mead-

ows. Fifty-six species of mammals, includ-

ing European bison, wolf, lynx, otter, bea-

ver, elk, and wild boar, live in the parks,

and some 228 species of birds can be

found, including black storks, most Euro-

pean owls, and a large number of raptors.

Services: There is a museum of nature and

forestry in the village of Bialowieza, about

three-fourths of a mile from the park.

Trained guides are available, but there are

no tourist facilities within the park. In

Belovezhskaya Pushcha, facilities include

research labs, a nature museum, hotel,

and restaurant.

Addresses: Bialowieski Park Narodowy,

17-230 Bialowieza, 0124400, Poland;

Belovezhskaya Pushcha Zapovednik,

Kamenyuki, Byelorussian SSR.
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A black woodpeckerfeeds its young,

nesting in the hollow ofa tree, in Gran

Paradiso National Park. Italv

Poland-Czechoslovakia

14. Karkonoski National Park, 7

miles south of Jelenia Gora, Poland, and

Krkonose National Park, East Bohe-

mia, Czechoslovakia.

A flat plain rising to mountains, the

region is covered by forests of fir, beech,

oak, and maple, with open vegetated ar-

eas. There are also areas of subarctic and

arctic vegetation, with numerous peat

bogs. Dominant mammals include deer,

wild boars, and badgers.

Services: Villages and small towns are

found within the park. Facilities include a

museum, tourist information center, ho-

tels, tourist paths, nature trails, campsites,

and restaurants.

Addresses: Karkonoski Park Narodowy,

Chalubinskiego Nr 23, 58-570 Jelenia

Gora, Poland; Sprava Krkonosskeho

Narodniho Parku, Vrchlabi, Czechoslo-

vakia.

Poland-Czechoslovakia

15. Tatrzanski National Park, south

of Krakow, Poland, and Tatransky Na-
tional Park, north Slovakia, Czechoslo-

vakia.

The parks are in the High Tatra, a

mountain range of moraines, waterfalls,

cirques, and glacial tarns, rich in vegeta-
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tion with dense pine forests. The area has a

diversity of rare and threatened species of

plants. Marmots, chamois, brown bears,

and lynxes are among the mammals found

here.

Services: Tatrzanski Park is 1.2 miles

from the town of Zakopane, where there

are hotels and other accommodations. On

the Czech side, accommodations are

available in the town of Poprad.

Addresses: Tatrzanski Park Narodowy,

34-500 Zakopane, ul. Chalubinskiego

42a, Poland; Tatransky Narodny Park,

059 60 Tatranska Lomnica, Czechoslo-

vakia.

Poland-Czechoslovakia

16. Pieniny National Park, southern

Poland, and Pieninsky National Park,

northeast Slovakia, Czechoslovakia.

The woodland and ground vegetation of

this mountain range is rich and diverse,

with more than 1,000 plant species, 100

species of nesting birds, and 1 ,600 species

of butterflies.

Sen'ices: At both parks, there are boat

and raft trips, as well as rest houses, youth

hostels, and campsites. Hotels are avail-

able within and adjacent to the parks.

Addresses: Pieniny Park Narodowy,

Szczawnica, Poland; Sprava Pieninskeho

Narodneho Parky, 059 06 Cerveny

Klastor-kupele, Czechoslovakia.

Czechoslovakia-West Germany
17. SuMAVA Protected Landscape,

southwest Bohemia, Czechoslovakia, and

Bayerischerwald National Park, 240

miles northeast of Munich, West Ger-

many.

The two areas are part of the huge Bo-

hemian Forest. Main tree species are

beech, silver fir, Norway spruce, syca-

more, ash, and elm. Red deer and lynxes

migrate between the parks.

Services: The town nearest to Sumava,

Ceske Budejovice, has hotels, hostels, and

camping. The Bayerischerwald park has

campsites and accommodations nearby.

Addresses: Nationalparkverwaltung Bay-

erischerwald, Freyunger Strasse 2, 8352

Grafenau, West Germany.

Austria-West Germany
18. Unterer Inn/Hagenauer Bucht
Nature Protection Area and Ramsar
Site, north of Salzburg and west of Linz,

Austria, and Unterer Inn Nature Con-
servation Area, northeast of Munich,

West Germany.

The conservation areas include lands

along the Inn River on both sides of the

frontier, as well as many islands, sand-

banks, shallow bays, and inland deltas.

The wildlife includes abundant waterfowl

(more than 280 species) and European

beaver.

Services: Accommodations are available

in surrounding villages of both parks.

Addresses: Oberosterreichisches Landes-

fremdenverkehrsamt, Schillerstrasse 50,

4010 Linz, Austria; Fw Miinchen-

Oberbayern, Sonnenstrasse 10, 8000

Miinchen, West Germany.

Austria-West Germany
19. Berchtesgaden National Park, 1

1

miles southeast of Bad Reichenhall, West

Germany, and various sites in Austria.

This mountainous region in the Bavar-

ian Alps has cliff's, lakes, glaciers, and

glacial lakes. Conifer forests and alpine

plants are typical of the area. Animals

found here include red deer, chamois,

ibex, and marmots.

Services: Accommodations are available

in the town of Berchtesgaden. The parks

have marked footpaths, nature trails, and

an information center.

Addresses: Nationalparkverwaltung,

Berchtesgaden, Im Tal 34, 8243 Ramsau,

West Germany.

Hungary-Austria

20. Lake Ferto Landscape Protection
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A wild boar stands under the trees ofNordeifel Nature

Park in West Germany. The species, originally widespread

in Europe, is stillfound in numerous nature reserves.

Area, 1 .8 miles east of Sopron, Hungary,

and Neusiedlersee Landscape Protec-

tion Zone, 27 miles southeast of Vienna,

Austria.

The area contains Lake Ferto, a charac-

teristic lowland salt lake. The region is

rich in salt plant communities and

reedbeds. Many rare plants are found in

nearby meadows. There are 260 species of

nesting and migratory birds.

Sen'ices: The area has observation plat-

forms, marked footpaths, and a museum.
Accommodations are in nearby villages.

Addresses: Biologische Station Illmitz,

Abteilung f. Okosystemforschung. Don-

nerskirchen, Burgenland, Austria.

Hungarj -Czechoslovakia

21. Aggtelek National Park, 24 miles

north of Miskolc, Hungary, and Sloven-
sky Kras Protected Area (Slovak
Karst), 12 miles southwest of Kosice,

Czechoslovakia.

Huge stalactite caves and caverns char-

acterize the area. Plants and shrubs are

those of the steppe habitat, with more
than 900 species found. Innumerable colo-

nies of bats occupy the caves. Dominant

mammals are wolves, lynxes, red deer, roe

deer, wild boars, and wildcats.

Services: Tourism focuses on the villages

of Aggtelek, Josvafo, and Silica and on the

caves within the confines of these villages,

but the whole area can be visited. A hotel

is available.

Addresses: Aggtelek tajvedelmi korzet,

OKTH Aggteleki Nemzeti Park Igaz-

gatosaga, Aggtelek, 3759, Hungary; Man-
agement of the Protected Regions of the

Slovak Karst, 049 51 Broztin, okr.

Roznava, Czechoslovakia.

Southeastern Europe

Yugoslavia-Romania

22. Djerdap National Park, 60 miles

east of Belgrade, Yugoslavia, and Caza-

NELE Forest Reserve, Orsova, Romania.

The largest canyon in Europe lies

within this area and is at its most beautiful

in spring and autumn. The parks extend

along the Danube River and contain many
rare plants. In addition, there are oak,

walnut, beech, and hazel trees; also lilacs.

Services: Hotels are available in the town-

ship of Golubac, and accommodations can

be found in Orsova as well.

Addresses: Academic des Sciences, Calea

Victoria 125, Bucharest 22, Romania.

Yugoslavia-Greece

23. Galicia National Park, in the Re-

public of Macedonia, to the south of

Skopje, Yugoslavia, and Mikra Prespa

National Park, west of the town of

Fiorina in northwest Greece.

The area consists of parts of inland

lakes and lakeshores. More than 1,400

plant species are represented. The habitat

is excellent for waterfowl, such as egrets,

pelicans, and spoonbills.

Services: Hotels are located in surround-

ing villages, as well as rooms to rent and

restaurants. Camping is permitted within

Galicia National Park.

Addresses: Mikra Prespa National Park,

District Directorate of Forests, Fiorina,

Greece; Nacionalen Park "Galicica,"

Ohrid, Resen, Makedonija, Yugoslavia.

Turkey-Greece

24. Gala Golu Proposed Reserve, on

the Melic River, Turkey, and Evros
Delta Reserve, Ayios Dhionisiou,

Greece.

These parks cover an extensive area of

marshes and lagoons interspersed in the

delta, along with hills and outcrops farther
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inland. There are large expanses of

reedbeds in the delta and sections of pine

and oak forests inland. The area is remark-

able for waterfowl and has the largest

population of raptors—vultures and

golden, sea, and imperial eagles—in the

region.

Services: Facilities are limited to Alpine

Club refuges within the Greek sector

Addresses: Ministry of Agriculture, 3-5

Ippokratous Street, Athens, Greece; Gen-

eral Directorate of Forestry, Ankara,

Turkey. D
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art from northeastern zaire

Natural History sponsored

Congo Expedition of

1909 -1915 brought back

insight, information, and

an extraordinary collec-

tion of objects fashioned

in wood, ivory, metal and

terracotta that reflected

the changing artistic

Mother and child, wood. Azande Currents Sweeping the

\^--" region in the early 1900s.

This beautifully illustrated book, written by the foremost scholars

of the arts, history and culture of northeastern Zaire, is a companion to

the exhibition at the American Museum of Natural History. African Reflections: Artfrom Northeastern Zaire

vividly illustrates one of Africa's great artistic heritages with over one hundred exquisite full color photographs

and striking archival images.

African Reflections: Artfrom Northeastern Zaire is available to members for $39.95 per copy including

shipping and handling. This beautiful hardcover book may be obtained by sending your check, money

order, or VISA/Mastercard information including account * and expiration date to:

IVogiam
American Museum of Natural History Geintral Park West at 79th Street N.Y.. NY 10024-5192

The price quoted is for orders within the United States and Canada. Foreign inquiries please write or call (212) 769-5530



Art of Africa
Seventy-five years ago, the American Museum's Congo Expedition

helped launch a maniafor Mangbetu sculpture

by Enid Schildkrout and Curtis A. Keim

Those of us who work closely with the

African ethnological materials at the

American Museum of Natural History

know that, ironically, the heart of our col-

lection is due to the efforts of two men
with no training in anthropology: Herbert

Lang, a taxidermist and mammalogist,

and James Paul Chapin, an ornithologist.

The two explored the unknown northeast

comer of the Belgian Congo (now Zaire)

from 1 909 to 1 9 1 5, obtaining materials for

all the Museum's departments. But wild-

life was the principal focus of the Congo

Expedition. Spanning the border between

central Africa's grasslands and forest-

lands, the region had especially attracted

the attention of scientists after the discov-

ery in 1 902 of the okapi, the only close

living relative of the giraffe.

The Congo Expedition was planned to

Both photographs by Lynton Gardin

A Mangbetu man's basketry hat, above, is embellished withfiber loops and

feathers. Okapi hide covers a Mangbetu ivory harp, right.
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The Living Museum
African Reflections: Art from Northeastern Zaire opens in Gallery 3 on June 8. It

includes 400 objects of Mangbetu art collected by the American Museum of Natural

History Congo Expedition of 1 909- 1 5; art from other museums and private collections;

and archival photographs, music, and a film about the Mangbetu today. Some five years

in preparation by cocurators Enid Schildkrout and Curtis A. Keim, the exhibition

will remain at the American Museum until January 6, 1 99 1 . It will then travel

to the National Museum of African Art in Washington, D. C, the High Museum of

Art in Atlanta, the Denver Art Museum, and the San Diego Museum of Art.



A Mangbetufigure, below, has the

characteristic elongated, wrapped head,

halolike coiffure, and geometric body

painting ofthefeminine ideal. Matubani,

right, one ofKing Okondo's principal

wives, ispainted with a blackjuice made

from the gardenia plant.
Lynton Gardiner; AMNH

Herbert Lang: AMNH

last for two years. Its twenty-eight-year-

old leader, Herbert Lang, was a German
who had come to the United States in

1903 and obtained a job at the American

Museum preparing animal specimens. At

his suggestion, eighteen-year-old James

Paul Chapin interrupted his freshman

year at Columbia University to sign on as

assistant. During their years in Africa,

Lang organized the day-to-day details of

the expedition, took photographs, and col-

lected mammals and ethnographic mate-

rial, while Chapin studied the birds and
smaller fauna.

The logistics of bringing in supplies,

finding materials for packing, and trans-

porting the collections back to the West
African coast were largely responsible for

lengthening the expedition to more than

five years. Each trip to the coast took

three months by foot and steamer. Lang
described his progress in periodic, hun-

dred-page handwritten reports:

Restrictive measures connected with sleep-

ing sickness had closed the Nile route and

the precarious condition of communication
in the northeastern Uele made it necessary

for the expedition to fashion from the raw

material everything needed for packing

purposes. Trees were cut, planks sawed,

iron ore reduced, nails hammered, and
ropes twisted, since the collections could be

transferred with safety only when carefully

packed in boxes or other well-made parcels.

Porters, who worked only near their

own villages and therefore were hired for

short stints, needed to be replaced fre-

quently, requiring the constant coopera-

tion of local chiefs, both for recruitment

and to obtain food for the caravan. Barter

was the principal means of payment. The
weight that porters could carry was regu-

lated by Belgian law, but Lang reported

that he kept the loads lighter than the

prescribed limit.

In addition, Lang hired local people to

assist in collecting:

The active personnel of the expedition con-

sists of eighteen natives in all. They carry no
loads, but only objects like guns, cameras,
waterbottles, etc. We have done our utmost

in training these natives and look forward

with great pleasure to the results. Six of

them skin and prepare small mammals.
Four can skin birds, several of them can

skin and prepare larger mammals though

all of them can take active part in it. Be-

sides, two are successful hunters, and all

know how to set traps for small mammals
and catch reptiles and batrachians. Several

are very keen in catching invertebrates and

one is remarkable for finding different spe-

cies of ants. Others are fishermen. They
know how to weave native fish traps and
they handle canoes with skill. As a whole

they are a remarkable lot and I sincerely

hope that the results will show what can be

achieved by native assistance.

The anthropological aims of the expe-

dition focused on three matters: finding

out about the so-called Pygmies, at the

time still regarded as one of Africa's great-

est curiosities; gathering information

about the physical types of various peo-

ples; and collecting cultural materials.

Lang met and observed Aka, Asua,

Mbuti, and other groups of Pygmies living

in the central African forests, and some of
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them became assistants for the expe-

dition, performing valuable work with

their special hunting skills. Artifacts Lang

collected were later installed at the Amer-

ican Museum in a diorama depicting an

Aka family (long since replaced by a new

diorama in the Hall of African Peoples).

Although bidden to do so, Lang found

collecting skeletons distasteful, both be-

cause it was against Belgian law and be-

cause it would have disturbed his relation-

ships with local people.'The natives of the

Congo," Lang explained, "though most of

them formerly anthropophagous, would

revolt at any attempt of securing their

dead or parts thereof." Lang instead at-

tempted to satisfy the Department of An-

thropology by bringing back photographs

of people of different physical types, tak-

ing physical measurements, and making

plaster casts of faces and hands.

The casts of the faces of three Pygmies
have turned out very successfully, but they

were terribly afraid to submit to such a

procedure. I could only succeed by first

casting their hands, these casts being also

preserved. After they had seen how simply

everything went on, they could easily be

induced to allow me to put the plaster on

their faces.

The little Lang knew about the peoples

and cultures of the northeast Belgian

Congo came from reading the accounts of

travelers, the most important of which was

by German botanist Georg Schweinfurth.

In 1870, Schweinfurth spent twenty-five

days at the court of the Mangbetu king

Mbunza, whom he described in his two-

volume The Heart ofAfrica ( 1 874). With

typical Victorian hyperbole and ethnocen-

trism, Schweinfurth portrayed Mbunza as

a powerful cannibal king.

Lang's description of his 1910 meeting

with the Mangbetu king Okondo, written

after his return to New York, echoes

Schweinfurth's account:

The day before our arrival at Okondo's
court (November 5, 1910), and indeed

throughout the following day, an army of

runners assured us that "There is no greater

king than Okondo!" A large deputation

greeted us about a mile from the royal resi-

dence, and we soon discovered the king

—

poor slave to fashion—clad in an officer's

old, shabby uniform. . . . The reception was
most enthusiastic and his behavior was as

stately as could be expected of a man with

180 wives. His queens craved salt—as

much esteemed in Mangbetuland as candy
in America—and were far less dignified

than His Majesty. For a pinch of it they

parted gladly with their entire costumes,

small pieces of bark cloth and decorative

aprons twice the size of a hand, substituting

the delightfully cooling leaves of banana
trees. I was not surprised when the king

ordered them to their huts and, as an ex-

cuse, pointed to his garden, remarking that

a swarm of grasshoppers might have visited

the banana trees.

Lang stayed in Okondo's village for

about five months in 1910 and returned

there regularly for the next three years

after field trips into the forest. He became
fascinated by the most powerful woman in

the court, sixty-year-old Queen Nenzima,

who gave him a necklace made from her

long fingernails and toenails—a sign of

great trust, as he soon learned. In return,

Lang presented Nenzima with a piece of

his fingernail, which she wore on her

bracelet enclosed in a small wooden cylin-

der. A year later, they repeated the ex-

change, thus renewing the bond.

Schweinfurth had published several

drawings of King Mbunza dancing in a

reed building 150 feet long and 40 feet

high. Lang and Chapin were disappointed

to find that because each Mangbetu king

built a new capital, the great hall no longer

existed. "When we expressed our regret at

the lack of the great halls made famous by

Schweinfurth's account," wrote Lang,

"the architects were bidden to proceed at

once." Three years later, another visitor,

Herman Schubotz, came to see Okondo
and assumed that the building commis-

sioned for Lang and Chapin was the same

structure described by Schweinfurth.

Lang's ethnographic photographs in-

clude hundreds of portraits of individuals,

as well as scenes of village life. Some im-

ages were never incorporated into the fin-

ished ethnographic albums because they

revealed aspects of daily life that Lang felt

were not African or sufficiently tradi-

tional. For example, people sometimes

wore imported European clothes, but the

more formal portraits show them dressed

in skins, raffia, bark cloth, and feathers. In

this and other ways, the American Mu-
seum expedition collaborated with the

Mangbetu in defining, for Westerners at

least, the material components of an Afri-

can tradition.

Lang received gifts from chiefs like

Okondo, and with Okondo's help, and

eventually on his own, Lang commis-

sioned objects for the American Museum.
The Zande artist Saza and others en-

graved scenes on ivory trumpets and

gourds, and Lang carefully recorded their

explanations of the pictures. These scenes

show members of various ethnic groups

—

identified by their distinctive imple-

ments—engaged in hunting, farming,

craft production, divination, music and

dance, body adornment, warfare, and

trade. The carvings also depict social or-

ganization, with scenes documenting the

settlement of disputes; the relationships

At the American Museum
Identification Day
Once a year, the American Museum of

Natural History offers people an opportu-

nity to discover the names and histories of

objects they have found or collected. This

year's Identification Day will be held on

Saturday, June 9, from 1 :00 to 4:30 p.m. in

the Hall of Ocean Life on the Museum's
first floor. A team of staff scientists will

analyze and classify animal and mineral

objects and artifacts of almost any kind

(no gemstones, please). For information

call (212) 769-5305.

Asian/Pacific American Celebration
During June the Leonhardt People

Center continues to present the Asian/Pa-

cific American Celebration. Free week-

end programs in the People Center and

the Kaufmann Theater include dem-

onstrations of Korean brush painting,

Chinese music, Indian classical dance and

tabia drumming, and traditional dances

of the Philippines. Special performances

will be given on Saturday, June 2, by the

Japanese drummers Soh Daiko, and on

Sunday, July I, by the Korean music and

dance troupe Binari. Asian-American ex-

perience is the focus of several lectures on

such subjects as the history of New York's

Chinatown, artists who use autobiog-

raphy and personal history, and the story

of Asian-American women. On Saturday.

June 30, the film Yellow Tale Blues: Con-

fessions of an Asian American Film-

maker will be shown. Codirector Renee

Tajima will be on hand to discuss the film,

which juxtaposes Hollywood stereotypes

of Asians with images of the filmmakers"

real-life families. For a full schedule of

events, call (212) 769-5183.

African Films

In conjunction with the exhibition Afri-

can Reflections: Art from Northeastern

Zaire, documentary films on central .Af-

rica will be screened on Saturday. June

16, from 12:00 to 4:00 p.m. in the Kauf-

mann Theater Among them is Spirits of
Defiance: The Mangbetu People ofZaire.

produced and directed by Jeremy Marre

for the BBC, the Arts and Entertainment

Network, and the American Museum of

Natural History.

These events lake place at the American
Museum of Natural History, located on

Central Park West at 79th Street in New-

York Citv. For more information about

the Museum, call (212) 769-5100.



between men and women (including

bridewealth payments and sexual activi-

ties), mothers and children, chiefs and

subjects; and encounters between Afri-

cans and Europeans.

The production of ivory objects in-

creased greatly while Lang was in the re-

gion. Mangbetu carvers made traditional

objects such as giant horns, as well as ivory

imitations of European and African im-

plements: napkin rings, letter openers, and

the spoons and forks (too delicate to use)

carved for Lang to replace his plain pew-

ter tableware. They made a small model

slit drum, model boats, tiny boxes, whip

handles, staffs, a pipe, and hatpins

adorned with carved heads, as well as

small figures showing Mangbetu dress.

The Mangbetu are well known among
African art enthusiasts and museum cura-

tors for a particular style of art—one that

portrays the wrapped and elongated head

fashionable for Mangbetu rulers at the

turn of the century (made possible by

binding an infant's head). The earliest de-

scriptions of Mangbetu art, such as in

Schweinfurth's amply illustrated book

Artes Africanae (1875), do not mention

that they ever represented the human fig-

ure. But by the time of the Congo Expe-

dition, a new audience and political envi-

ronment had created a demand for

anthropomorphic sculpture, with carved

and sculpted heads being placed on pots (a

practice that drew men into pottery m.ak-

ing), knife handles, the necks of harps, and

many other utilitarian objects.

Although we have no evidence that the

Mangbetu produced anthropomorphic art

before they were visited by Europeans,

many other peoples in the region, such as

the Azande and the Bongo, did make such

objects for exchange among rulers, as lux-

ury items, as funerary figures, and for use

by secret associations. The early colonial

period apparently was one of growing

awareness of ethnic identity, and

Mangbetu artists joined with those of

other groups in creating stereotypic im-

ages of the Mangbetu, many of which

made their way into Western collections.

Soon after the American Museum ex-

pedition, the prestige of Mangbetu an-

thropomorphic art became so great that

Westerners assumed that it was a reflec-

tion of the group's power and ancient artis-

tic traditions (many observers, in fact,

placed its origins in Pharaonic Egypt).

Lang's field notes, however, show that the

objects he collected, and others made at

the same time, were ornamental portraits

of Mangbetu models, without profound

religious or political significance. The
sculptures of Mangbetu women, or of Af-

rican soldiers showing exaggerated genita-

lia, were made to amuse or to be given

away as gifts. Some were experimental:

one ivory carver, for example, took a

rough piece of ivory and carved it into a

sculpture including many heads, which

represented, he said, all the members of

his lineage.

Although the Mangbetu were admired

for their centralized government and their

art, most early Western visitors perpetu-

ated racist preconceptions by denigrating

their morality Tales of exotic traits rein-

forced the barriers between Europeans

and Africans. Exaggerated reports of can-

nibalism, which was never actually ob-

served, attracted particular attention.

Cannibalism became an obsession in the

early colonial literature on the Congo and

provided an important rationale for mis-

sionary activity and colonization through-

out central Africa, not only in the Congo.

In his dependence on Africans in the

field Lang seems to have suspended these

prejudices, but he succumbed to sensa-

tionalism in a popular article he wrote for

Natural History in 1918. While admit-

ting that he had never observed cannibal-

ism, Lang assumed that the practice had

recently been suppressed by the Belgians.

In another article on the vanishing wildlife

of Africa, he suggested that forest hunting

had increased because of the dietary sub-

stitution of animal flesh. This change, he

said, along with civilization itself, was one

of the threats facing African wildlife. Fol-

lowing Schweinfurth, Lang also mistak-

enly believed that the local chiefs had

formerly built up their courts by instilling

in their subjects the fear of being eaten.

The chiefs themselves may have fostered

this stereotype when, for example, they

spoke metaphorically of being able to

"eat" their enemies and slaves.

During the last year of the expedition,

when Chapin was busy packing and mov-

ing the collections to Stanleyville, Lang
pursued the okapi and finished collecting

for the American Museum's planned Afri-

can mammal dioramas. Three weeks after

the two men met again, they received a

telegram informing them that war had

broken out in Europe. This news presented

a major problem since Lang was a Ger-

man citizen. Chapin sailed on a British

steamer with a good part of the collection

and managed to land in Liverpool despite

a German blockade. A few months later,

after his only bout of illness on the expe-

dition, Lang left the Belgian Congo and

sailed to Luanda, where he boarded a Por-

tuguese freighter for Lisbon. Lang and

Chapin returned separately to New York,

bringing back fifty-four tons of materials,

including 5,115 mammals, 6,260 birds,

4,800 reptiles and amphibians, 3,600

fishes, 20,000 invertebrates, about 9,000

photographs, and some 4,000 artifacts.

After the expedition ended, Lang be-

came a curator in the Museum's Depart-

ment of Mammalogy, seeing to the publi-

cation of the Congo materials and

assisting in mounting specimens for the

Akeley Hall of African Mammals. Years

later, after a Museum expedition to An-

gola, he moved to South Africa, where he

became well known as a wildlife photogra-

pher Chapin went on to become an emi-

nent ornithologist and a curator at the

Museum. The first book of his four-vol-

ume Birds of the Congo earned him his

doctorate from Columbia University.

In the seventy-five years since the eth-

Herbert Lang, 1909 James Paul Chapin, 1915
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nological materials arrived in New York,

few of the artifacts have been exhibited,

many have deteriorated, and until re-

cently, few have been studied in any

depth. Yet in conjunction with Lang's

field notes and the photographs he devel-

oped in the field, we can reconstruct in

unusual detail the conditions under which

the objects were collected.

While Lang wanted to bring back ob-

jects that represented traditional African

life, he had only the sketchiest knowledge

of what that was. As a naturalist, however,

he thought it proper to collect everything,

even things he did not quite understand.

He collected and documented old things,

new things, things made for local chiefs,

and works of art, curios, and models made
especially for him. He seldom interpreted

people's behavior, but he continually de-

scribed material things, such as houses

and artifacts, as well as people's activities.

And while Lang specifically attempted to

record what he assumed was traditional

African life by taking formal photo-

graphs, he was far less selective in his

collecting. In this way he escaped many of

the biases of anthropologists of his day,

who often commissioned replicas of tradi-

tional objects and discouraged novelty

and invention.

Many of the arts that flourished in the

early colonial period died out in the years

after the death of Okondo in 1915. Once
the system of colonial rule became firmly

established, chiefs were less inclined to

use art to win favor with colonial officials.

As the interests of the Europeans shifted,

people turned their attention to the pro-

duction of cash crops. Tusks were difficult

to obtain because of high prices, and

craftsmen gave up carving ivory. The
Mangbetu did not retain the harp, and

artists from other groups in the area no

longer made harps with sculpted

Mangbetu heads. Mangbetu men never

became potters in any serious way, and

few women ever made anthropomorphic

pots. Men stopped wearing ornamental

knives as part of their dress, probably be-

cause carrying weapons came under state

control. The elongated head went out of

fashion, and the Mangbetu stopped bind-

ing the heads of infants.

Finally, anthropomorphic art was never

really an intrinsic part of Mangbetu cul-

ture. For the Mangbetu, the nature of the

material used to make an object was more

meaningful than the work done to it or its

final form, particularly if the object was to

have medicinal or magical power. Perhaps

that is why the Mangbetu lacked anthro-

pomorphic art in precolonial times, why
they took to making it so readily, and why
they could so easily let it disappear.

Enid Schildkrout is a curator in the De-

partment of Anthropology at the Ameri-

can Museum of Natural History, and
Curtis A. Keim is a research associate at

the Museum and an associate professor

of history at Moravian College in Penn-

sylvania. They are the principal authors

of the book for the exhibition, African

Reflections: Art from Northeastern Zaire

(Seattle: University of Washington Press

and the American Museum of Natural

History, 1990).

European-stylepipes carved by a Zande artist represented the expedition leader, Lang, and his assistant. Chapin.
Lynton Gardiner AMNH
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ANCIENT EGYPT
AND
THE
NILE

600 Miles

from Cairo

to Aswan

Oct. 17-Nov. 1, 1990

Discover the many ancient treasures

found throughout the extraordinary

Nile River valley in Egypt with ateam
of three experts and just 53 partic-

ipants. This cruise along the entire

navigable length of the Nile is led by
experts in Egyptian archeology,

Islamic architecture and natural

history. Visit all the major sites such as

Abu Simbel, Luxor, Kamak, Valley of

the Kings, the pyramids at Giza, Kom
Ombo, Esna and Dendera, as well as

many of the rarely seen sites.

iSuseum of
Natural

l>^'lii History

Discovery Crusses
Central Park West at 79th Street

New York, NY 10024

Toll-free (800) 462-8687

or (212) 769-5700

The Elusive Rainbow
by Thomas D. Nicholson

Rain showers are common in late

spring, and with them we occasionally see

rainbows. One of nature's most beautiful

sky displays, rainbows occur in the late

afternoon or early morning when the rays

of the low sun are at the correct angle to be

reflected by falling raindrops—the reason

the sun is always directly behind you when

you face a rainbow.

The colors can be explained by compar-

ing raindrops to tiny prisms (often seen in

chandeliers). As the white light from the

sun passes through each water drop, the

various spectral colors that it is composed

of are refracted, or bent, to differing de-

grees and separated. But why isn't the

refracted sunlight scattered all over the

sky? Why is it concentrated into an arc

that always appears to be the same size?

After sunlight enters a spherical water

drop and is broken up into its colors, it

may be reflected off the interior surface

one or more times before exiting. There-

fore, light emerges traveling in many dif-

ferent directions. The most intense light,

however, emerges after being reflected

just once and is directed back, almost to-

ward its source, at an angle of about 138

degrees. The light reflected at this critical

angle, sometimes called the Descartes an-

gle after the seventeenth-century French

scientist who first explained the phenome-

non, forms the main rainbow.

A much fainter, secondary rainbow

may be visible outside the bright primary

rainbow. It is formed by sunlight that has

been reflected twice within the raindrops,

so that it emerges at a slightly different

angle from the light that produces the

primary rainbow. The colors appear in re-

verse order, with red on the inside edge

instead of the outside edge as in the pri-

mary rainbow. Because the region be-

tween the two bows receives little re-

flected light, it appears darker than the

rest of the sky.

The primary rainbow always appears to

be the same size (from center to edge, the

rainbow's radius extends across about 42

degrees of our visual field), no matter how

far away the water drops are from you.

This is because the light reaches the eye

only from those raindrops that are 42 de-

grees above and to the sides of the

antisolar point, a point in the sky directly

opposite the sun. One can imagine a cone

extending at this angle from the observer

toward the horizon, with only the rain-

drops that lie along its surface capable of

reflecting light. To the observer at the

apex of this cone, the light appears con-

centrated in an arc. Chasing rainbows is

futile because the raindrops that are at the

proper angle to reflect the sunlight will

advance in step with the observer; in other

words, as you change your position, differ-

ent raindrops form the rainbow.

Events in the calendar below are given

in local time unless otherwise indicated.

June 1 : Making its last appearance as

an evening star in early June, brilliant

Jupiter is briefly visible low in the

west-northwest at dusk, just under the

bright stars Pollux and Castor in Gemini.

The bright star somewhat to the left of the

waxing gibbous moon is Spica in Virgo.

June 2-3: The moon is closer to Spica

on the 2d, passing under the star on the 3d.

June 4-6: The waxing moon leaves

Virgo and crosses through Libra, moving

away from Spica and toward Scorpius'

Antares. Apogee moon (farthest from the

earth) is at midnight, EDT, on the 5th.

June 7: The nearly full moon moves to

the left of Antares.

June 8: Full moon is at 7:01 a.m., EDT,

in Ophiuchus, but we see it tonight in

Sagittarius, between its "teapot" of stars

and Antares.

June 9: Despite the waning gibbous

moon's brightness, the stars of the "tea-

pot" in Sagittarius surrounding it should

be easy to find.

June 10-11: The gibbous moon rises

several hours after sunset, highlighting

Saturn, which is to the moon's left on the

fOth and to its right on the 1 1th.

June 12-14: Rising about midnight, the

waning moon drifts through the bikini-



Celestial Events

shaped star group of Capricornus and into

Aquarius.

June 16: Last-quarter moon is at 12:48

A.M., EDT; it rises in Pisces about 1:00

A.M., EDT. The Square of Pegasus is

above the moon in the east by dawn.

June 17: Ruddy Mars rises about 1:00

A.M., EDT, below the moon. Brilliant Ve-

nus rises about one and a half hours later.

June 1 9-20: The waning crescent moon

drifts away from Mars toward Venus. Ve-

nus and the slender crescent make an at-

tractive pair when they are at their closest

just before daybreak on the 20th. The

Pleiades cluster is just below the moon.

June 21: The sun reaches the summer

solstice (its most northerly position in our

sky). At 11:33 a.m., EDT, the sun is ex-

actly over the Tropic of Cancer, marking

the end of northern spring and the begin-

ning of summer. This is the longest day of

the year in the Northern Hemisphere in

the sense that the sun is above the horizon

for the longest duration, but the earliest

sunrise was on the 14th and the latest

sunset will be on the 27th. The moon is at

perigee (nearest to the earth).

June 22: New moon is at 2:55 p.m.,

EDT
June 24: At dusk, look for the thin cres-

cent moon low in the west-northwest to

the left of the stars Pollux and Castor.

June 25-28: The waxing moon passes

under Leo. Use Leo's bright star Regulus,

under which the moon passes on the 26th,

to mark the moon's changing position.

June 29: First-quarter moon, at 6:07

P.M., EDT, is above and to the right of

Spica, Virgo's brightest star.

June 30: The moon is again just under

Spica, where it was on the 3d, completing

a circuit of the sky in twenty-seven days.

Editor's Note: The Sky Map in the April

issue shows the evening stars and con-

stellations for this month and gives the

dates and times for use.

Thomas D. Nicholson is director emeri-

tus of the American Museum.

SERIOUS ABOUT THE
WEATHER? NOW YOU CAN

AFFORD A PERSONAL
WEATHERSTATION!

The new WeatherPro wealher station gives you
the local weather at your fingertips. Easy to install

and simple to operate, the Vi/eatherPro includes a

weather computer, remote precision wind direc-

tion vane, wind speed sensor, external temperature
probe, mounting hardware and 40' of cable-all for
only $179!
•WIND SPEED tmimm •wind gust
•TEMPERATURE

•WIND DIRECTION

•TEMPERATURE HI/LOl

•RAINFALL (OPTIONAL)*

•WIND CHILL

•TIME

•AUTO SCAN
1 YEAR WARRANTY

• 1 4-DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

DIGITAR WEATHERPRO
WEATHER STATION: ONLY $1 79!

ORDER T0DAY:1 -800-678-3669,
M-F 7AM-5:30 PM Pacific Time

'Automatic-ernptyiny eleclronic rain 2auoe-$49 95
Add S5,00 lor shmpinK CA residents adcfsales lax

Fax l-lli-, !J-91«B • M/C and VISA

DIGITAR^
3465 DIABLO AVE, HAYWARD, CA 94545 NH

Experience Africa with the

American Museum of Natural History

CLASSIC EAST AFRICA SAFARI:
Kenya and Tanzania during the

great wildebeest migration.

August 11-28. 1990
February 17-March 5, 1991

AFRICA'S LAST FRONTIER:
Zambia, Zimbabwe & Botswana
September 8-25, 1990

CLASSIC KENYA SAFARI
Major game parks of Kenya.

July 29-August 12, 1990

LUXURY TENTING IN TANZANIA
January 3-15, 1991

GORILLAS OF RWANDA AND ZAIRE
January 13-23, 1991

Ui

Toll-free: (800)462-8687 or (212) 769-5700
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AFRICA. ALASKA AND AUSTRALIA Natural History Ex-

peditions Small groups Expert leadership Free bro-

chure Write/call Nature Expeditions International,

Dept NHC, PO Box 11496, Eugene, OR 97440 Tel,

(800) 869-0639

AFRICA! In-depth safaris at affordable prices Indepen-

dent travel Photo workshops led by outstanding pho-

tographers Draw upon twenty years experience in

East Africa Write for a free color catalog Voyagers,

Dept NH-6, Box 915, Ithaca, NY 14851 (607) 257-3091

AFRICA KENYA SAFARIS Individuals and Groups

Personalized Service Safari (blasters, PO Box 8233,

Incline Village, NV 89450 (702) 831-6552

UNIQUE DESTINATIONS
• Cross the SAHARA Desert w. Tuaregs; or

overland to TMBUKTU, NAMIBIA, ETHIOPIA

• Visit Wodaabe Nomads of NIGER; BORNEO'S

Dayak; Dani of IRIAN JAVA; Jivaros of the

ECUADORIAN AIVIAZON; Dogons of MALI;

Berbers of MOROCCO; KALAHARI'S Bushmen

• View wildlife in Brazil's PANTANAL, COSTA

RICA, PATAGONIA, GALAPAGOS, BOTSWANA
• RAJASTHAN and Pushkar; KASHMIR; LADAKH;

Eastern TURKEY; T DEL FUEGO on horseback

^TURTLE TOURS
9446 Quail IVail, Bo\# 1147/NH. Carefree. AZ S5377

(6(121 4SS-3688 outside AZ (800) 2S.1-2334

BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS IN LUXURY' Sail on the most

comfortable yacht in the British Virgin Islands, the 105'

"Cuan Law"— largest in the world 20 passengers

Booking individuals or groups Large twin or double

staterooms with private bathrooms Fast, graceful, sta-

ble, unique Island hopping trips, diving trips, whale

trips or a mixture of all three' Call toll free 1-800-648-

3393 or write Trimanne, Dept NH, PO Box 4065, St

Thomas V I 00803 Fax (809) 494-5774

NEPAL 'INDIA* TIBET
BURMA 'THAILAND

Tours, trt'ks, safaris, overland advtMilures,

Group c^ independent [jrosranis from $18S().00

incl. air. Free 36 pg. trip catalog-

Himalayan Travel, Inc., Box 481-NH,

Greenwich, CT 06836. (203) 622-6777.

Toll Free (800) 225-2380 (ex. CT)

ALLAGASH CANOE TRIPS Maine and Canada Wil-

derness wildlife Guided adventures for adults, fam-

ilies teens Box 71 3H, Greenville, fViE 04441 (207) 695-

3668

ALPS OF SWITZERLAND "The Hikers Paradise
"

Moderate optional length Day hiking, two weeks. Bro-

chure Alpine Adventure Trails Tours, 783P Cliffside

Drive, Akron, OH 44313-5609

CAMPING SAFARIS IN KENYA & TANZANIA, 11-18

days, from $550 GO + low airfare Optional Kilimanjaro

climbs Also London/Johannesburg overland Bo-

tswana, Egypt, more Free 12 page color brochure

Himalayan Travel, Box 481-NH, Greenwich, CT 06836

(800) 225-2380

ARCHAEOLOGICAL ADVENTURE! A scientific ar-

chaeological dig and field school exploring an endan-

gered Illinois Mississippian Site May through August,

earn academic credit Details UMVARF, 2216 West

112th Street, Chicago, IL 60643 (312) 233-1711

ARCHAEOLOGY TOURS—Mesa Verde, Canyon de

Chelly, Casas Grandes, Yucatan, Hopi, Zuni, Bande-

lier, Coronados Trail, Santa Fe and Taos New Mexico,

Arizona & Mexico 1st Class Guided by leading ar-

chaeologists Archaeological Conservancy, 415 Or-

chard Dr
,
Santa Fe, NM 87501 (505) 982-3278

AUSTRALIA/NEW ZEALAND WALKABOUTS Custom
designed tour ifineranes featuring nature and outdoor

activities En|oy hiking and camping safaris, lodge

stays, and island resorts in New Zealand's scenic

National Parks and Milford Track, Australia's

Outback, Tropical North, and Great Barrier Reef

Pacific Exploration Co ,
Box 3042-N, Santa Barbara,

CA 93130 (805) 687-7282

BALI, INDONESIA AND INDIA Fully escorted bargain

basement cultural lours this summer Write or call to-

day Mexi-Mayan, 2216 West 112th Street, Chicago IL

60643(312)233-1711

BELIZE—COSTA RICA Lush Tropical Rainforest Ma-

yan Rums Exotic Birds and Wildlife Friendly People

Active Volcanoes Free Brochure Global Adventures,

PO Box 1897N, Boulder, CO 80306 (800) 322-6911

(303)440-6911

THERE'S A LOT OF GROUND TO

COVER IN GALAPAGOS!

Extraordinary adventures to

Galapagos, Ainazon, Ecuador,

Peru, Costa Rica and Argentina.

800 351-5041

63 S Washington, Ste A
P Box 3656-C7
Sonera, CA 95370

COSTA RICA Jungle tours, Birdwatching, butterfly

collecting Write: Jungle Tours, Apartado 7, Golfito

Costa Rica

EVERGLADES/FLORIDA KEYS HOUSEBOAT Safaris

Snorkeling, birding, beachcombing Chic Charney,

107900 Overseas Highwav, Key Largo, FL 33037 (305)

451-9596

BALI*GALAPAGOS*TAHITF
AUSTRALIA*MADAGASCAR

- • Free Directory AviiiLible

V
P.O. BOX 1755

NEWPORT BEACH, CA 92663

ixnnmam PUN; (714) 723-1390

GALAPAGOS sponsored by the Toronto Zoo Nov. 14/

90 Xmas tours 90/91 . Wildlife study Feb. 27/91 Ama-

zon Headwaters extensions Free brochure (416) 469-

8211 Galapagos Holidays, 745 Gerrard E, Toronto

M4M 1Y5

GALAPAGOS Free info on-your-own Discovery Tours/

wildlife & photo workshops Also the essential 250 pp
'how to" guidebook ($16 50 postpaid) Galapagos

Travel 2674N 1st St , #1 12, San Jose, CA 95134(800)

223-3767

SIERRA MADRE TRAINS
Copper Canyon / San Miguel Allende

Train to canyon larger tfian Grand

Canyon continuing to Sea of

Cortez. Mountain lodges, pine

forests, Taraliumara Inilians.

Tram over Old Spanish Silver

Route Colonial Historic tours.

Tula Tollec archaeology.

Monarch butterfly sanctuary.

Brochure 1-800-225-2829 M-F 9 a.nn.-6 p.m. central

Columbus Travel, 6017 Cailaghan Rd San Anlonio, TX 78228

KENYA, INDIVIDUALLY DESIGNED SAFARIS 35 years

experience Perry Mason Safans, Box 1643, Darien, CT
06820(203)838-1345

PERU-AMAZON-GALAPAGOS: Tour Lima, Cuzco &

Machu Picchu Amazon jungle lodges & riverboat

cruises Galapagos yacht cruises. Unique modular

tnps Weekly departures Affordable rates Free bro

chure Himalayan Travel, Box 481-NH, Greenwich, CT
06836 (800) 225-2380

GALAPAGOS
You, 9 other adventurers and our licensed

naturalist will sail by yacht to explore more

islands than any other Galapasos expedition.

50 Trip dates. Machu Picchu Option.

FREE BROCHURE
men 6FL0HTS 41 5-420-1 550

131 IN 63rd ST, EMERYVILLE, CA 94608

ROCKY MOUNTAIN TREASURE EXPEDITIONS. Join

one of our wilderness expeditions that will include

camping, hiking, natural history, geology, and excel-

lent cuisine while en route to some of the world's

greatest gem and mineral locations Guaranteed Min-

eral Findsl Professionally guided expeditions through

July and September. Free brochures. P.O. Box 617,

Laporte, Colorado 80535 (303) 493-2939 or 223-6249

GALAPAGOS IN LUXURY' Sail on the most comfort-

able yacht in the Galapagos, the 95' trimaran "Lammer

Law" 18 passengers, 8 crew, two naturalist guides

Booking individuals or groups Large twin or double

staterooms wth private bathrooms Fast, graceful, sta-

ble, unique Naturalist trips, diving trips, whale trips or

a mixture of all three' Call toll free 1-800-648-3393 or

write Trimanne, Dept NH, PO Box 4065, St Thomas
V I 00803 Fax (809) 494-5774

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS From $1666 including air Ec-

uador/Peru options and archeological tours Joseph

Colley LAST, Inc, 43 Millstone, Randallstown, MD
21133 (301)922-3116

DISCOVER BAJA
MEXICO

Baja Expeditions, Inc. ^ree Brochure

2625 Garnet Avenue, San Diego Calilom.a 92109

619-581-3311 in CA 800-843-6967 outside CA^

SEA OF CORTEZ DIVING ADVENTURE Join Scnpps
Aquarium on an expedition to Mexico Collect fishes for

exhibits and research October 7-14, 1990 $1400 plus

air (619) 534-FISH or Scnpps Aquarium Activities,

A-007, La Jolla, CA 92093

TAKE YOUR MIND ON VACATION ShawGuides— the

educational travel book series—bring you detailed de-

scriptions of hundreds of vacation programs in cook-

ing, writing, photography, art, crafts, culture, and aca-

demia Free brochure Write or call ShawGuides, 625

Biltmore, Dept 1406NF, Coral Gables, Florida 33134

(305) 446-8888

Wanted

FRANKLIN MINT SETS, and all private mint sets. Will

pay top dollar Send printed list with phone number to

Stan Katz, PO Box 524-H, Cranford, NJ 07016, USA
(201)561-4697

RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION

$3 25 per word, 16 word minimum Display classified is

$355 per inch All advertisements must be prepaid

Rates are not structured for agency or cash discounts

All advertisements are accepted at NATURAL HISTO-

RY'S discretion Send check/money order payable to

NATURAL HISTORY to The Market, NATURAL HIS-

TORY Magazine, Central Park West at 79th St
,
New

York, NY 10024 Please include your personal address

and telephone number, issue preferred, and sug-

gested category Deadline— 1st of the month, two

months prior to cover date (the January issue closes

Nov 1 ) Camera-ready art is required for display ads A

tearsheet or copy of the page with your ad will be sent

upon publication
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In theWake of

Captdin James Cook
Circumnavigating the South Island of New Zealand

November 24 - December 11, 1990

Explore the natural beauty of New Zealand's South Island,

a land of magnificent fiords, mountains, glaciers, rain forests

and exotic wildlife. A team of Museum and guest experts

join you aboard the 75-cabin, 5-star World Discoverer to visit

some of the island's many splendors:

' Fiordland National Park - known around the world for

its breathtaking scenery and spectacular fiords.

H Milford sound - a stunning fiord where the calm waters

reflect perfectly the surrounding mountains.

Fox Glacier - a massive river of ice winding its way
down from the Southern Alps.

Marlborough Sounds - where lush islands and coastal

inlets offer refuge to rare and exotic creatures.

Kaikoura - where rich coastal waters provide an ideal

spot for whale watching.

M Auckland, Wellington, Rotorua

and Christchurch - some of New
Zealand's major cultural centers.

Through slide-illustrated lectures,

a team of specialists in geology,

ornithology, anthropology and
marine biology will provide insights

into the unique natural and cultural

history of the island.
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A Matter of Taste

The Meeting ofEast and West
In the Philippines, an Asian culture has a strong Hispanicflavor

by Raymond Sokolov

Before I went to the Philippines, I read

everything I could get my hands on about

Philippine food, and I pestered everyone I

met who had ever been there for informa-

tion. As so often happens when one tries to

do research about gastronomy from a dis-

tance, my two-pronged inquiry clarified

nothing. I boarded the plane for Manila

more confused than had I done nothing at

all to prepare for the visit.

The old Asia hands, to a man and a

woman, had given me pitying stares. "It's

the worst food in Asia," said one seasoned

journalist. "I never had a good meal in a

Manila restaurant," said the Princeton-

minted Orientalist.

They shrugged when I told them my
reason for flying through thirteen time

zones and across the international date

line to a sweaty Third World capital where

Americans had been held hostage in a

recent coup d'etat attempt. I was to inves-

tigate the culinary results of 400 years of

Spanish and American colonization in this

Southeast Asian republic. Their position

was the gourmet position. Philippine food

did not appeal to their taste, as defined by

their lifetime of consuming cuisines out-

side the Philippine archipelago.

My position, insofar as I could divorce

myself from the dictates of my palate and

from the standards of my own gastro-

nomic past, was that of the impartial eth-

nographer It didn't matter to me (or

shouldn't, I told myself sternly) if Philip-

pine food tasted like motor oil. I was going

as an impartial observer with a lifetime of

professional experience in the gauging

and preparation of food from other cul-

tures. And I would work my way through

Philippine food like a whale through krill,

tasting as I went, noting ingredients of

dishes and their presentation, not in order

to give the cuisine a star rating on some

ten-point scale that implied a comparison

of value with other cuisines but to see it for

what it was, in its native context, and to

analyze how it got that way.

But why the Philippines? Because it

was the farthest-flung outpost of Euro-

pean civilization in the sixteenth century,

Spain's entrepot for the China trade. It

was here that East first met West as a

modern colonizing force. From the found-

ing of Manila in 1571 to the Spanish-

American War 327 years later, a vigorous

Southeast Asian culture was ruled by a

single European country. The Philippines

emerged fromi this Hispanic yoke as the

only Catholic country in Asia. During the

early years, it had been administered by

the Spanish viceroy of Mexico, as the col-

ony of a colony, connected to the mother

country by a global system of commerce.

Goods and precious metal from China

were loaded on the so-called Manila galle-

ons in the Philippines and arrived five

months later at Acapulco, whence they

were transported overland across Mexico

to Veracruz and put on ships headed for

Spain via the Antilles and the Spanish

Main at Cartagena. The return voyage

from Seville brought European necessities

to the colonists in San Juan, Oaxaca,

Lima, and finally Manila. Foods and food

ideas circulated officially and unofficially

throughout this system, universalizing the

Spanish diet in every place the galleons

touched and, conversely, revolutionizing

the tables of Europe.

In every place, however, the universal

quality of the Spanish system produced

cultures and cuisines quite different from

one another Local geography, demogra-

phy, politics, inherited cuisine, all united

to shape the template against which the

Spanish model would be recast. What
then did the Spanish colonists find when
they settled in the Philippines?

They encountered an island society that

fed itself on fish and rice. Like the rest of

Southeast Asia, the Philippines flavored

its food with a fermented fish sauce, patis,

which is a first cousin of Vietnamese nuoc

mam and Thai nampla. Most of the indig-

enous foods that anyone in 1571 would

have found in what is now Thailand and

Malaysia and Indochina could also have

been found in the Philippines. So, too,

overseas Chinese were a factor, and they

brought their food with them.

Even back then, however (indeed, espe-

cially back then), it was a crude bit of

ethnographic generalization to lump Fili-

pinos with mainland Asians whose cul-

tures had developed separately over cen-

turies. The concept of Filipino culture

itself is reductive, a political convenience

that gives a Spanish name (the name of a

Spanish king, in fact) to an extremely di-

verse population, which speaks many lan-

guages even today and finds itself split

between Christianity and Islam.

So when the Spaniards put down roots,

they found the soil crowded. They could

not begin to grow wheat or most vegeta-

bles that required a temperate climate.

And this was not Mexico, starved for pro-

tein and lacking domestic animals almost

entirely. The Asian water buffalo, the ca-

rabao, supplied the horsepower needed for

plowing fields and paddies and the cow-

power that produced a rich milk. Coco-

nuts and bananas flourished in the Philip-

pine climate. Chickens and pigs were

already available. This was not an econ-

omy of scarcity, an ingredient vacuum

into which European foods rushed. But, of

course, in more than three centuries of

symbiosis, there had to be a mixing of

traditions, didn't there?

Any menu, any book on Philippine

cooking that I looked at was full of Span-

ish words. These people eat lechon (spit-

roasted pig) and paella. They use toma-

toes and chocolate and maize. The

influence of Mexican administration and

all those decades of transpacific com-

merce were not for nought in their cuisine.

The national dish of the Philippines, or the

one usually given that title, is the offspring

of all those influences.

I'm talking about adobo. The name is

Spanish, but the style of cooking it implies
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The Enchanted Isles ofthe Indian Ocean
Zanzibar, Comoros, Madagascar and Seychelles

November 27 - December 13, 1990

Off the east coast of Africa are some of

the most beautiful yet rarely visited

tropical islands in the world—islands with

fascinating cultures and exotic wildlife. Dis-

cover these breathtaking islands as you cruise

from Kenya to the Seychelles with a team of

American Museum lecturers aboard an ultra-

deluxe ship with just 85 participants.

• Explore Madagascar, home to enchanting

lemurs and other unique creatures that

evolved in this isolated ecology.

• Enjoy the beautiful Comoros, populated

over the centuries by seafarers from Persia,

Arabia, Africa, Malaysia and Europe.

• Discover the Seychelles, a tropical paradise

and haven for rare birds and unusual animal

life.

• Visit colorful Zanzibar, the ancient trading

center for African, Indian and Middle Eas-

tern merchants.

• An optional pre-cruise excursion to Masai

Mara Game Reserve in Kenya, one of the

finest wildlife parks in Africa, is available.

• Our cruise vessel has just 50 cabins, in-

cluding those for singles and lecturers.

• A team of experts in anthropology, marine

biology, evolution and geology.
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Central Park West at 79th St.
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in the Philippines is not what you would

expect in Madrid or in Acapulco. Adobo
of chicken starts with a cut-up chicken

and stews it in soy sauce, vinegar, lots of

gariic, and peppercorns. But this is not at

all what they mean by adobo in other parts

of the Hispanic or post-Hispanic world. In

standard Spanish, the verb adobar means

"to marinate." And this has been vari-

ously interpreted around the world. In

metropolitan Spain, a standard method

involves wine and spices. In Mexico, an

adobo is a medium of chilies, vinegar,

garlic, and other seasonings. Often it is a

pastelike marinade for meats that will be

barbecued. Sometimes it is more liquid, a

stewing medium as in the Filipino adobo.

One is tempted to stress the similarities

here and say that all these adobos are

really flavoring mediums descended from

an original concept brought from Spain.

But I wonder. Isn't the Mexican adobo,

with its roasted and milled chilies, really

more Mexican than Spanish in taste?

Does the vinegar really define the dish?

Certainly if we look at the Philippine

dish called, in the national language Taga-

log, adobong hipon sa gata (shrimp adobo

in coconut milk), we find ourselves with at

least one foot in Malayan tradition. The

shrimp are marinated in vinegar and gar-

lic and pepper, then stewed until the sauce

almost evaporates. Then coconut milk is

added and reduced.

Philippine food is full of these mixtures

and borrowings. Monina A. Mercado ac-

knowledges this in The Culinary Culture

of the Philippines (edited by Gilda Cor-

dero-Femando, Bancom, 1976), where

she compares the multifarious food of her

country to the "multiracial features of the

Filipino—a Chinese-Malayan face, a

Spanish name and an American nick-

name." In the same essay, she points out

the leading loan foods: Chinese egg rolls

naturalized as lumpia; Malayan dishes

cooked in coconut milk; American pies;

most of all, the myriad dishes with Span-

ish names and, sometimes, Spanish ori-

gins—paella, tortilla (the Spanish omelet,

not the Mexican com bread), ox tongue

with chickpeas, caldereta (stew).

Reading this sensible, learned essay,

one expects a kind of cosmopolitan, inter-

national feel to the eating experience in

the Phihppines. But this is not at all how it

actually strikes you. On the ground in Ma-
nila, the food seems, well, very Philippine.

What can this mean?

Let me say, first of all, that I have never

encountered a food world more complex

and diverse—more of itself. Almost im-

mediately, one begins to ignore the obvi-

ous borrowings and the Spanish nomen-

clature, because the food is a harmonious

panoply cobbled together from every-

where and transmuted, Filipinized into a

comestible alloy with its own special prop-

erties. Not everyone has seen this so

clearly, perhaps because it was not so obvi-

ously and easily available to the visitor

before the recent boom in Filipino restau-

rants. In the old days of, say, ten years ago,

I am reliably told, proper restaurants of

the sort that tourists frequented offered a

truly international menu. Filipino food

was eaten mostly at home or in very simple

restaurants, turo-turos (point-points, be-

cause they consist of a row of aluminum
pots and you point to what you want to

eat) and carinderias, somewhat higher up

the social ladder, but a little too Third

World to attract the jet set.

Manila is still very much a Third World

capital, with ragged squatters and beggars

and armed guards everywhere, even in

fast-food restaurants. And there is an ex-

tremely vivid street cuisine that probably

will never move up to restaurant status. As
you stroll along, you see people selling

slices of green mango with anchovy paste.

Most notoriously, there are balut, fertil-

ized duck eggs with extremely ducklike

embryos inside them, which are eaten on

the run. The list of these street dishes

could be extended almost indefinitely, but

the newest ones, those that have cropped

up since Philippine poverty went into high

gear in the 1980s (the birthrate is the

second highest in Asia after Nepal), de-

serve special notice for their desperately

ingenious use of previously discarded pro-

tein sources and for their sardonic names.

The peripatetic diner in the streets of

Manila will encounter Adidas (chicken

feet), Walkman (pig's ears), and lUD
(chicken entrails wrapped around a stick

and barbecued). If these don't appeal, al-

most no one could object to buko.

When you see a buko seller for the first

time, you, as an uninformed newcomer,

think this is some local-color act. You have

had fresh coconut before, after all, in the

Caribbean. You have watched someone

with a machete knock off enough of the

husk of the fruit so that you could hold it

and drink the water from a hole punched

in the shell, through a straw. But that was

not the Philippines, and buko is not just a

fresh coconut waiting to be made into a

coco loco. It is a fresh young coconut. Its

meat is soft and flexible and chewable and

has a flavor infinitely superior to the coco-

nut meat we get out of the mature fruit we
buy here in New York.

The Filipino playwright Nonon Padilla

spent a year in Manhattan and couldn't

believe that people would actually eat the

dried-out coconut he found there. "It's

really copra," he told me. "Not much
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good for anything but industrial oil pro-

duction." Padilla now runs the Cultural

Center of the Philippines in Manila, and

he can buy the real thing, trucked in from

Laguna just south of the city, any old

time. He is spoiled.

The buko man knocks off the buko
husk just like any beach boy in Barbados.

But then he shows his real stuff. He lops

off the top of the husk, revealing moist

white meat. Then he takes out a long strip

of black, flexible carabao horn and inserts

it delicately between meat and shell, com-

pletely separating the meat all round and

leaving it intact. He inserts a straw

through the soft, white f!esh and hands

you the buko. You drink the cooling and

delicious water. Then you eat the meat. It

is wonderful and quite unlike other coco-

nut flesh you might have eaten. {Buko

meat retains a lot of its allure even when

baked in a pie with an unsweetened,

boardlike crust made from soda crack-

ers

—

buko the American way.)

Buko connoisseurship is not compli-

cated or hard to understand, but if anyone

wants to bark his gustatory shins up

against the essential mystery of Philippine

cuisine, she or he should try sinigang.

Sinigang is a lightly sour broth flavored

most often with tamarind and garnished

with almost anything from pork bits to

swamp cabbage. It seems to arrive as a

side dish almost anywhere, with pancit

malabon (Chinese noodles cooked with

seafood) or next to a heaping plate of

paella topped with slices of lechon at Lyd-

ia's Lechon restaurant next to the

Baklaran flea market.

In Sarap (Mr. and Ms., 1988), the bril-

liant study of Philippine cuisine she wrote

with Edilberto N. Alegre, Doreen G. Fer-

nandez asks, "Why sinigang?" Mildly but

firmly, she states: "Rather than the over-

worked adobo (so often identified as the

Philippine stew in foreign cookbooks),

sinigang seems to me the dish most repre-

sentative of Filipino taste."

Other people do not react with wild

enthusiasm to such culinary minimalism.

They get off a plane fresh from the big

bang of food in Thailand or Indonesia and

miss the softer music and the hundreds of

nuances of sourness in the dishes of the

Philippines. Until recently, of course,

tourists had almost no way of tasting real

Filipino food at all. The postcolonial mish-

mash they did get made them wince and

wonder why the Philippines, with its long

history of Mexican administration, was

the only major place in Southeast Asia not

to embrace the chili pepper with wild

abandon. Filipinos, it turns out, could em-

brace almost anything from abroad and

make it their own. They could, for exam-

ple, grate processed cheese into rich cara-

bao-milk ice cream to produce a horrible-

sounding but seductive contrast between

the unctuously rich sweetness of the ice

cream and the tangy chewiness of the

cheese—something I tasted in a coconut

thatch dining room at the Villa Escudero

resort in Laguna, south of Manila. But

Filipinos are not really attracted by ex-

treme flavors and extreme seasonings.

Filipinos do eat chili peppers, but not

often and usually moderately. They have

their own standards, quite wonderfully in-

tricate. But you will miss the point if you

are not willing to compare in your mind

twenty theoretical ways of making fish

taste sour. Into such a mental/sensual

framework, the whole of world cuisine can

fit and end up Filipino.

Raymond Sokolov is a writer whose spe-

cial interests are the history and prepara-

tion offood.

Sinigang na Sugpo
Boiled prawns with pineapple

(From Philippine Hospitality, by Lily Gam boa O'Boyle

and Reynaldo Alejandro, Acacia, 1988)

4 ripe tomatoes, sliced

1 cup finely minced onion

4 cups rice water (mix water with 2

cups uncooked rice for 5 minutes and

strain)

2 cups kangkong (Philippine swamp
cabbage; spinach or watercress may
be substituted)

8 pieces sitaw (stringbeans; snowpeas

may be substituted)

4 pieces tamarind (Vi cup lemon juice

may be substituted)

1 cup pineapple cubes

'/s teaspoon freshly ground pepper

Patis (Philippine fish sauce, similar

to Vietnamese nuoc mam) or salt to

taste

8 prawns

In a saucepan, boil tomatoes, onion,

and rice water for 10 minutes.

Add all other ingredients except the

prawns and simmer for 5 to 7 minutes.

Add the prawns and cover. Remove from

heat. Let stand for 5 to 7 minutes until

prawns are cooked through. Serve imme-

diately.

Yield: 4 servings
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The Natural Moment

Skyway

Robbery
An aerial bandit of the tropical seas, a great frigatebird

—

easily recognized by its seven-foot wingspan and deeply forked

tail—swoops in on a red-footed booby to exact tribute. A har-

assed booby will often disgorge its catch of squid or fish, thereby

allowing the larger bird to feed in midair without wetting a

feather. This piratical strategy suits the frigatebird, which al-

most never lands in water because its feathers become water-

logged. When it fishes for itself, it takes flying fish or other fishes

that break the surface when chased from below by a marine

predator. The smaller, spindle-shaped red-footed booby dives for

food from spectacular heights and pursues prey underwater.

After a night of foraging, this red-footed booby was heading

home to Tern Island on Hawaii's French Frigate Shoals when

attacked. The booby's calls, which are discernibly altered by a

full crop of food, may be what targets it as a victim by the

frigatebird.

Also known as man o' war birds, frigatebirds are pirates on

their island breeding turf as well as in the air. With long and

strongly hooked beaks, they loot twigs and other nesting materi-

als from boobies, among whom they breed. The Spaniards

dubbed the booby bobo, "a stupid fellow," because it made no

effort to escape from sailors. With the frigatebird, too, it seems

to be consistently on the losing end of the relationship.—/. L.

Photograph

by Scott V. Edwards
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in the January issue of Natural History magazine Now you

can explore and experience the incredible vistas of Angkor

Wal and Angkor Thorn visit Vientiane , city of a bygone
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Celebrating our 18th year

Authors

Choosing winning photographs is sec-

ond nature to the judges of our ninetieth-

anniversary photo contest (page 36), Be-

fore becoming director of photography

for Vanity Fair in 1 985, Elisabeth Biondi

was the picture editor of the American

edition of GEO magazine and was also

involved in the launching of Omni. Sean

Callahan, right, whose company, Savi-

tar, produces software applications for

the electronic publishing industry, is cur-

rently assisting Murdoch Magazines to

launch Men's Life. Natural History's

designer, Thomas Page, top, right, was a

studio photographer before joining our

staff in 1961, He is a member of the

American Institute of Graphic Arts and

the Society of Publication Designers.

An undergraduate field trip to the

Gulf of California in 1976 led Katrina

Mangin (page 50) to the study of marine

ecology. The animal life along the Sono-

ran and Baja coasts has continued to pro-

vide her with subjects while she works on

her doctorate from the Department of

Ecology and Evolutionary Biology at the

University of Arizona, For good reading

on the Gulf of California, Mangin rec-

ommends The Logfrom the Sea ofCor-

tez, John Steinbeck's record of his trav-

els with marine biologist Ed Ricketts

(New York: Penguin Books, Inc, 1977).

For a photographic look at life along the

shore, she suggests The Intertidal Wil-

derness, by Anne Wertheim (San Fran-

cisco: Sierra Club Books, 1985),
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the luxurious, 50-cabin Reiiaissaiia:

CANADA'S MARITIME
PROVINCES AND COASTAL MAINE

September 5-19, 1990
Cruise from Newfoundland to Maine visiting Cape St.

Mary's, Trinity Bay, the Viking site of L'Anse Aux
Meadows, Gros Morne National Park, Cape Breton and
Sable Islands, Bay of Fundy and more aboard the comfor-
table. 4Lcabin Pnlnns.

ANCIENT EGYPT AND THE NILE
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Cruise 600 miles up the Nile from Cairo to Aswan visiting

Luxor, Abu Simbel, the pyramids of Giza, Abydos, Dendera,

Edfu, Kom Ombo, Beni Hassan and more aboard the

29-cabin yacht, Nile Sovcreicjii.

ANTARCTICA: THE SEVENTH CONTINENT

CIRCUMNAVIGATING
NEW ZEALAND'S SOUTH ISLAND

November 24 - December 11, 1990
Explore Milford and Marlborough Sounds, Fiordland

National Park, Stewart and Kapiti Islands, Christchurch, Fox
Glacier and more aboard the comfortable, 75-cabin World
Discoverer, plus four days exploring the North Island.

ISLANDS OF THE INDIAN OCEAN:
KENYA TO T/IE SEYCHELLES

November 27 - December 13, 1990
Discover Zanzibar, the Comoros, Madagascar and the

Seychelles aboard the luxurious, 50-cabin Rciiaissainr.

plus Kenya's Mombasa and Nairobi (optional extension to

the Masa Mara Game Reserve).

January 23 - February 6, 1991
Explore Tierra Del Fuego and the 700-mile-long Antarctic
Peninsula aboard the comfortable, fully stablized and steel-

reinforced 70-cabin lUiria.

INDONESIAN ODYSSEY: SINGAPORE TO BALI

January 15 - February 1, 1991
Discover Java's Jogjakarta, Torajaland in Sulawesi, Butung,
Flores and the "dragons" of Komodo Island aboard the lux-

urious, 50-cabin Reiiaissaiiee.

Discovery Tours

CLASSIC KENYA SAFARI

July 29 - August 12, 1990

CLASSIC KENYA AND TANZANIA SAFARI

August 11-28, 1990

ZAMBIA, ZIMBABWE AND BOTSW^lNA

September 8-25, 1990

WILDLIFE OF INDIA

November 9-26, 1990

LUXURY TENTING IN TANZANIA

January 3-15, 1991

and or

GORILLAS OF RWANDA AND ZAIRE

January 13-23, 1991
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Februarv 16 - March 3, 1991
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THE YUCATAN PENINSULA

March 15-28, 1991

Discovery Cruises and Tours
American Museum of Natural History

Central Park West at 79th Street

New York, NY 10024-5192

(800)462-8687 or (212) 769-5700



^HORS, Continued

Parks and reserves that cross interna-

tional borders are among the more un-

usual responsibilities of James Thorsell

(page 56), who is the executive officer of

the Commission on National Parks and

Protected Areas for the lUCN—the

World Conservation Union. During the

past six years, he has visited forty-four

countries on behalf of the lUCN and

UNESCO's World Heritage Commit-
tee in an effort to strengthen and monitor

their protected areas. Recently, Thorsell

completed an inventory of the world's

transfrontier parks and reserves for the

lUCN, Parks on the Borderline: Global

Experience with Transfrontier Nature

Reserves (Gland, Switzerland: lUCN,
1 990). He is now preparing for the once-

a-decade World Congress on National

Parks sponsored by the lUCN, to take

place in Venezuela in 1992. Born in Al-

berta, Canada, Thorsell has a doctorate

in resource science from the University

of British Columbia.

Scott V. Edwards (page 88) got his

first taste for the natural sciences as a

high-school intern in the ornithology de-

partment of the American Museum of

Natural History. In between undergrad-

uate years at Harvard, he did fieldwork

in Hawaii's French Frigate Shoals Pre-

serve (where he took this month's "Nat-

ural Moment," using a Canon A-E 1 with

a 300mm lens). For his Ph.D. in evolu-

tionary genetics and population biology

at the University of California at Berke-

ley, Edwards is studying gray-crowned

babblers in Australia and New Guinea.
'
I'd love to spend more of my time doing

fieldwork, but the lab is where most of

my work is," says Edwards, who is pic-

lured here with New Guinean friends.

He will return to Berkeley in June to

write up his findings.

New Zealand-bom P. H.C. Lucas

(page 60) served in 1 989 as program co-

ordinator for lUCN's Commission on

National Parks and Protected Areas. In

that capacity he visited the Neusied-

lersee-Ferto To region of Austria and

Hungary, the proposed site of the first

East-West transfrontier park. Formerly

director of New Zealand's national

parks, Lucas has also done fieldwork in

protected areas of Nepal, Peru, China,

and Australia. He now works as a con-

servation consultant and remains a sen-

ior adviser to the lUCN.

Along with his wife, Malgorzata,

Zbigniew Krasinski (page 62) directs the

Mammals Research Institute in Po-

land's Bialowieza National Park. In

charge of the park's breeding station for

European bison, Krasinski has observed

the forest's free-ranging herds for the

past fifteen years. To study such aspects

of bison ecology as social organization,

intergroup relations, and use of territory,

he ear tags some of the animals or (since

the tags are easily lost) marks their hides

with numbers. In the future he plans to

compare the behavior of the Bialowieza

herds with that of European bison living

in other regions.
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Letters

In Praise of Garbage
You surpassed even yourselves in the

May 1 990 issue. As a lifelong (albeit rank

amateur) devotee of cellar holes and an-

cient family dumps wherever in the world

I have been, I am delighted to see dumps

and their devotees (human and otherwise)

finally get an issue of Natural History of

their own. Thanks for letting all us gar-

bage-ponderers know that not only aren't

we alone; we are a real live science, too!

Bill Donnelly
Elmhurst, New York

I want to commend you for the out-

standing job that was done in the May
1990 issue. Magazine issues on single top-

ics tend to be very boring. Yet each article

in your issue on "The Endless Cycle" was

alive and fascinating.

Robert W. Zahora
Burlington, Massachusetts

Vein Drain
I do not doubt that insects relieve turgor

in plant leaves to avoid unpalatable or

toxic sap or latex ("The Vein Drain; or.

How Insects Outsmart Plants," by David

E. Dussourd, February 1990). However, I

feel that the author has minimized or over-

looked the importance to herbivorous in-

sects of predator avoidance. Cabbage

looper caterpillars are subject to consider-

able predation from birds. It is my conten-

tion that the trenching and resultant fold-

ing of leaves is primarily a means of

avoiding aerial predators while feeding on

the undersurface of the bent leaf.

Damon A. Job

Bethesda, Maryland

David E. Dussourd Replies:

Most insects that sever leaf veins or cut

trenches before feeding do not appreci-

ably alter the position of the leaf. How-
ever, some species, such as cabbage loop-

ers, do commonly bend leaves. One can

test the relative importance of predators

and plant secretions by comparing the cat-

erpillar's behavior on different plant spe-

cies. If trenches function to create shel-

ters, then loopers would be expected to

trench all plants. If trenches serve primar-

ily to deactivate secretory canals, then the

David E. Dussourd

Ajumping spider, attracted by a

cabbage looper cutting a trench,

prepares topounce.

caterpillar would dig trenches only on

plants that exude latex or other secretions.

I have tested cabbage loopers on represen-

tatives of nine plant families; only species

with canal-borne secretions elicited

trenching. However, the caterpillars could

be induced to trench plants without secre-

tions when a drop of latex was applied to

their mouthparts—even when they had

never experienced latex or cut trenches.

Trenches may also reduce predation, but

the opposite effect also seems plausible.

Loopers often require more than an hour

to complete a single trench on plants such

as prickly lettuce; during that period, they

are highly visible and presumably quite

vulnerable to predators.

Earth Day Pros and Cons
"Earth Day 1990: Threshold of the

Green Decade" (April 1990): An instruc-

tive reminder of the smug, petulant, ex-

ploitative, self-important, histrionic, heed-

less, and now-passe Me Generation—end

point of our runaway worship of Youth

and its Causes.

William F. Sheeley

Phoenix, Arizona

Thank you for printing "Earth Day
1990," by Denis Hayes. It was both com-

prehensive and comprehensible. Everyone

working at the local, state, national, or

global level should use this essay as the

foundational starting point for developing

specific policy programs.

Patricia Kaminski

Nevada City, California

2 Natural History 7/90



As eveiy teacher and parent inevitably discovers,

there is a curious truth to curiosity: It often defies their best

efforts to inspire it.

Yet, many of these same teachers and parents can

tell ofmagic moments
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new facts or fresh

experiences, young

minds awaken.

Aroused, they

become eagerto know
all we can teach.

That's why since

1976, we've fiinded

and provided free-loan educational films to schools, to

encourage learning And to show where learning can lead.

Already millions ofstudents have seen 'American

Enterprise," an exciting profile ofUS. economic history; "The

Search for Solutions" on science and problem solving; and

"The Challenge ofthe Unknown," covering mathematics, all

in an entertainingand involvingway

We don't have all the answers for stimulating the

curiosity of every young person who sees these films.

But we hope to provide the new fact or fresh experience

that might serve as the first step.

PHILLIPS PETROLEUMCOMPANY©

To obtain thesefilmsforyour local school, write to Educational Films, Phillips Petroleum Company, 16C-4PB, Bartlesville, OK 74004.
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Soon thereafter, there came to Nancy
Hanks Lincoln that white coating of the

tongue; her vitals burned; the tongue

turned brownish; her feet and hands grew

colder and colder; her pulse slower and

slower. She knew she was dying, called for

her children, and spoke to them her last

choking words— The "milk sick" took

more people in that neighborhood the

same year, and Tom Lincoln whipsawed

planks for more coffins. One settler lost

four milch cows and eleven calves. The
nearest doctor for people or cattle was

thirty-five miles away. The wilderness is

careless.

—Carl Sandburg
Abraham Lincoln, the Prairie Years

Land of

Milk and Poison
A mysterious death overtook many ofAmerica'spioneers

by David Cameron Duffy

Abraham Lincoln's mother, who died in

Little Pigeon Creek, Illinois, when the fu-

ture president was only seven, may have

been the most famous person ever to die of

the "milk sick," or milk sickness, so called

because it seemed to be caused by drink-

ing milk. This strange disease rarely

struck populated areas, claiming its vic-

tims instead from among the pioneers

who, in the early nineteenth century,

pushed west of the Appalachians to carve

their homesteads out of the forests of what

they called Transylvania. So serious was

the disease in some locations that in 1836,

a contributor to the Transylvanian Jour-

nal ofMedicine claimed that "some of the

fairest portions of the West, in conse-

quence of this loathsome disease, must

ever remain an uninhabited waste, unless

the cause and remedy can be discovered."

In Danville, Indiana, one-tenth of the

population died of milk sickness in a single

year. In Madison County, Ohio, a quarter

of the population died, and in Dubois

County, Indiana, the death toll may have

been one out of every two people. Crudest

of all was that the disease seemed to strike

most frequently at children.

A patient with milk sickness usually

became extremely weak, nauseated,

thirsty, and constipated, sometimes with a

burning sensation in the stomach. The
breath was foul, like turpentine or ace-

tone, a symptom that sometimes occurred

even before more obvious signs of illness.

Skillful doctors claimed they could smell

this distinctive odor as they entered a sick-

room. Fever was low or absent, separating

milk sickness from malaria, typhoid, and

other febrile illnesses. Death could come
in as little as two days or as late as ten

days, or the patient might recover, then

relapse and die after exertion. Many, but

not all, survivors remained weakened for

months or years.

What few doctors there were along the

frontier had little training and less time for

publishing their observations on the

strange, new disease. Early doctors in

North Carolina, Tennessee, Ohio, and In-

diana, the frontier states at the beginning

of the nineteenth century, often confused

the disease with others, such as malaria,

typhoid fever, and gastroenteritis. Milk

sickness was not even named as a separate

disease until 1810, although it may have

been a problem in North Carolina as early

as 1775.

Once milk sickness was recognized as a

separate disease, the search mounted for

its cause and cure. Some doctors thought

it was caused by a disease organism in soil;

others suggested a poison as the cause, but

opinions varied widely as to the source of

the toxin—suggestions included poisoned

water, spiders or tsetse flies, mushrooms,

metals (arsenic, cobalt, copper, or lead),

gases from decaying vegetation or organ-

isms, and a variety of plants.

While the doctors debated, a number of

frontier folk took measures to prevent the

disease. Settlers early recognized that

milk sickness occurred in areas where cat-

tle suifered from a disease called trem-

bles. Trembles seemed to be related some-

how to grazing in rich woodlands. In early

settlements, there was little pastureland

and most of that was of poor quality, with

insufficient food to maintain cattle

throughout the year, so settlers turned

their cattle out to browse on understory

plants in the woods.

In many areas, cattle with trembles

died by the thousands; whole herds were

found dead in the woods. The disease's

first symptoms were a slowness of move-

ment and a "pungent" breath. Trembling

followed even the slightest exertion. Even-

tually the afflicted animal lay down to die.

Humans who ate meat or drank milk from

cows with trembles frequently developed

milk sickness. This observation was not

lost on the Tennessee legislature, which in

1821 required fencing to be built around

certain forested areas "to prevent animals

from eating an unknown vegetable,

thereby imparting to their milk and flesh

quahties highly deleterious."

A large number of plant species were

suspect, but attention seems to have cen-

tered on two: poison ivy and white snake-

root. Poison ivy is a vine or shrub notorious

4 Natural History 7/90
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for the rash it causes when touched. It

grows in disturbed areas rather than deep

forest; milk sickness, however, seemed

most frequently to be a forest problem.

Indeed, many authors noted that cutting

the forest and cultivating the soil were the

best ways to eradicate milk sickness, even

though the resultant conditions would ap-

pear to favor poison ivy.

White snakeroot (taxonomists argue

over whether to call it Eupatorium

rugosum or Ageratina altissima) is a

member of a tribe that includes such me-

dicinally active plants as joe-pye weed,

used to cool fevers; boneset, the frontier

equivalent of aspirin; and dog fennel, used

for insect bites. White snakeroot thrives in

deep, rich, moist soil and is common in

many woods. Snakeroot's very abun-

dance, however, argued against its being

the culprit, as it grew in many places

where milk sickness was rare or absent.

The first frontier experimenter appears

to have been a woman named Anna

Pierce, who, at a time when women were

not allowed to attend medical school, had

taken midwife and nursing courses and

settled in Illinois as a doctor. Sometime

after 1828, milk sickness began to attack

her neighborhood. Pierce's family was

devastated; her mother and sister-in-law

died; her father had a serious bout that left

him weakened. Her treatments were of

little use.

Pierce made a series of critical observa-

tions. She noted that milk sickness often

came from drinking milk; that lactating

cows were not usually affected by trem-

bles; and that milk sickness was seasonal,

occurring only during the growing season.

She also noted that horses, which ate more

grass than other herbs, suffered relatively

Uttle from trembles, suggesting that some

broad-leaved herbaceous plant was re-

sponsible. Her first efforts were preven-

tive: she launched a campaign to keep

people in the area from drinking milk

from June until the first killing frosts of

autumn.

Pierce finally learned the identity of the

poisonous plant when she befriended a

Shawnee woman, identified only as Aunt

Shawnee, who was a fugitive from the

forced relocations of Native Americans.

Aunt Shawnee took the doctor into the

woods and showed her white snakeroot,

saying that it caused both milk sickness

and trembles and that it was used by the

Shawnee for the treatment of snakebite.

Other tribes are also known to have used

snakeroot for ague, diarrhea, fever, and

urinary infections.

Not content with observation. Pierce

fed snakeroot to a calf, which developed

trembles, confirming that the disease was

in fact poisoning from the plant. Pierce

then started a program for the local eradi-

cation of snakeroot. She also wrote to

neighboring doctors, encouraging them to

visit her garden, where she grew white

snakeroot, so they could recognize the

plant and return to their own areas to urge

its extermination.

Several years later in Ohio, a farmer

named John Roe fed snakeroot to a steer

and to a cow with a nursing calf. The steer

died after seven days; the calf after nine,

three days after coming down with trem-

bles. This experiment was repeated by sev-

eral scientists, physicians, and farmers in

the 1880s. Roe's experiment was treated

as nonsense by at least one prominent phy-

sician, and the results of other expen-

ments were simply discounted, as doctors

stuck to explanations such as miasmas and

arsenic poisoning. Still other doctors re-

fused to accept that the disease existed,

one dismissing it as "a mere matter of

credulous fancy." At least one eariy set-

tler, faced with such incredulity, chal-

lenged his local doctor to a test. The doc-

tor supplied the animal; the settler

supplied the snakeroot. The animal duly

died, leaving the convinced doctor short

one valuable calf. Another disbeliever,

having chewed the plant to prove its

safety, is said to have suffered for almost a

month before dying.

In 1905 Dr. Edwin Moseley undertook

scientifically conclusive experiments,

feeding white snakeroot to animals. Test-

ing a wide variety of species, from mice

and rabbits to dogs and sheep, he found

that animals usually needed to consume 6

to 10 percent of their weight in snakeroot

leaves to be poisoned. He also showed that

snakeroot remains poisonous after killing

frosts and when dried. Snakeroot gathered

in wet years appeared to be less poisonous

than plants in dry years, perhaps because

leaf growth outstripped production of poi-

son under moist conditions.

A few years later, other researchers iso-

lated a microorganism they thought

caused milk sickness, but further tests

soon showed no strong evidence that the

microbe actually caused the disease. Fi-

nally, in 1928, Dr. James Couch isolated

tremetol, an alcohol, from snakeroot and

injected it into test animals to successfully

produce trembles. The scientific and med-

ical communities had their proof, almost a

century after Dr. Pierce, that milk sick-

ness was caused by eating white snake-

root. Further work by Stanford chemists

in the 1 960s showed that tremetol is made

up of a variety of chemicals, several of

them toxic to fish. The most common,

named tremetone, is chemically similar to

rotenone, a powerful but short-lived insec-
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White snakeroot:No longer a threat?

ticide also very toxic to fish. Like

tremetol, rotenone causes low blood pres-

sure, trembling, stomach pain, and vomit-

ing. More recently, in 1987, researchers in

Texas showed that the constituents of

snakeroot are not in themselves toxic, but

are converted to toxic substances by the

body's own metabolic processes.

Today we can explain many of the

symptoms of milk sickness. The sickly

sweet breath of the victims is a product of

acidosis, or excessive acidity in the body.

This acidosis comes from a buildup of

lactic acid in the muscles. During pro-

tracted but mild muscle activity, glyco-

gen, a sugar present in muscle tissue, is

efficiently converted into energy with the

aid of oxygen. But during short, intense

bursts of muscle activity, the body con-

verts glycogen into energy without the ac-

tion of oxygen (anaerobically). This an-

John Richardson

aerobic process is faster but less efficient

and leaves lactic acid as a breakdown

product.

Normally, the excess lactic acid is

transported through the bloodstream to

the liver, where it is reconverted to glyco-

gen and then stored or sent back to the

muscles. Snakeroot poisoning blocks this

conversion, with the result that little gly-

cogen returns to the muscles, while lactic

acid accumulates as fatty deposits in the

liver. This accounts for the general tired-

ness of milk sickness victims and why,

when forced to exercise, patients some-

times suffered rapid relapse and even

death.

Three aspects of snakeroot's ecology

contributed to the delay in pinpointing the

cause of milk sickness. First, snakeroot,

which remains green throughout the sum-

mer and late into the fall, served primarily

as an emergency fodder for cattle in poor

pastures or during drought years. In rich

pastures and during moister years, cattle

normally preferred other foods and thus

remained healthy despite the presence of

the plant.

Second, the toxicity of snakeroot seems

to have varied regionally, being least dan-

gerous in the east and south. A study by a

government chemist showed that snake-

root near Washington, D. C, had far less

toxin than did plants from farther west.

The eastern parts of the range are moister

through the summer, without as pro-

nounced a midsummer dry spell, so that

snakeroot may continue to grow, prevent-

ing the concentration of poison.

Finally, lactating seems to have less-

ened the chance of poisoning for cows, as

the poison (which is fat soluble) is ex-

creted in milk. Milk could still poison its

consumers, however, even though the

cows appeared healthy. Thus, nursing

calves and lambs were frequently reported

to die of trembles while their mothers re-

mained unaffected.

Unfortunately, the problem was exacer-

bated by resistance to the evidence.

Moseley's results and those of similar ex-

periments were still being disregarded as

late as 1911 by at least one medical text.

One influential skeptic in 1907 was a Dr.

Crawford of the U. S. Department of Ag-

riculture, who decided that his six experi-

mental rabbits were unaffected when fed

snakeroot, even though he reported that

three of them died and two more showed

symptoms of trembles. The last rabbit was

apparently unaffected, but it was lactat-

ing and thus would have been less vulner-

able to a buildup of poison. Dr. Crawford

also ate snakeroot, but the plants were the

relatively innocuous eastern form, and his

macho medicine apparently persuaded

others.

Today snakeroot poisoning only occa-

sionally kills livestock. A similar disease,

called alkali poisoning, occurs in the dry

parts of the Southwest, caused by the ray-

less goldenrod (Haplopappus heterophyl-

lus). With the improvement of eastern

pastures, the clearing of woodlots, and the

mixing of milk from many cows in com-

mercial dairy operations, the risk of milk

sickness has almost disappeared as far as

humans are concerned. Nevertheless,

white snakeroot poisoning remains a pos-

sibility for those who consume milk or

cheese from their own cows or buy dairy

products directly from farmers whose cat-

tle browse in rich woodland.

Ecologist David Cameron Duffy is execu-

tive director of the Seatuck Foundation,

Islip, New York.
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This View of Life

In Touch with Walcott
In the game ofgenealogies,fellowship can reach across time

by Stephen Jay Gould

I grew up in New York and, beyond a

ferry ride or two to Hoboken (scarcely

qualifying as high adventure or rural soli-

tude), never left the city before age ten.

But I read about distant places of beauty

and quiet and longed to visit the American

West. I fulfilled my dream during a fam-

ily automobile trip at age fifteen. I re-

member my first views of Yellowstone,

the Grand Canyon, Carlsbad Caverns.

Yet, for reasons that I have never fath-

omed, my strongest memories of awe are

reserved for the vast flatness of the Great

Plains, for hundreds of miles of wheat and

com in Kansas, Nebraska, South Dakota,

and Minnesota. I loved the symmetry of

the fields, the endless flatness broken by

Victorian farmhouses and their wind-

breaks of trees, the adjacent silos, the

small towns marked by their signatures of

water towers and grain elevators (the ana-

logue of church steeples for navigation in

any old European village).

I feel no dilTerently today. Two sum-

mers ago, I drove west with my family

from Minneapolis, not on Interstate 90

(the enemy of regionalism), but on Route

14, with side trips to the lovely Victorian

main street of Pipestone, built of beauti-

ful, soft red Sioux Falls quartzite, and to

the Com Palace in Mitchell, South Da-

kota. Only one town breaks the pattem of

solitude and timelessness in 350 miles be-

tween Mankato, Minnesota, and Pierre,

the capital of South Dakota. Right on

Route 14, midway between Sleepy Eye,

Minnesota, and Blunt, South Dakota,

stands De Smet, little town on the prairie,

childhood home of Laura Ingalls Wilder.

The success of Wilder's wonderful

books about her pioneer childhood (I have

read them all to my kids), not to mention

the inevitable TV spinoff series, has con-

verted De Smet into a commercial island

(either desert or oasis according to your

values) of hagiography. The main gift
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shop for Wilder paraphernalia sells an

amazing array of items, from expensive

fumiture down to tiny bits of memorabilia

(bookmarks, pencils, cottonwood twigs

from Pa's trees) at two bits a pop. As
testimony to our odd desire to possess,

even in replica, some tangible property of

a heroine or her bloodline, I was most

amused by one of the twenty-five-cent

items—the calling card of Laura's daugh-

ter Rose (who became an ultraconserva-

tive joumalist, an opponent of income

taxes, social security, and all New Deal

programs).

As something of a squirrel myself, I

dare not be too critical. I confess that I

also own some calling cards—but only

two, and both genuine. For what item

could better symbolize the continual pres-

ence of an intellectual hero than this most

overt testimony of personal presence from

an age without telephones? I proudly own
the cards of two remarkable men who
shared both a name and a calling: Charles

Calling cards ofDarwin and Walcott
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Darwin and Charles Doolittle Walcott.

The subject of calling cards, with its

overt theme of personal greeting, inev-

itably raises the question of intellectual

genealogy. If I actually own his card, how
far back must I go to touch Charles Dar-

win? Since Darwin died more than 100

years ago, in 1882, a metaphorical hand-

shake might seem so distant as to be unin-

teresting in contemplation. But intellec-

tual genealogies tend to be surprisingly

short since people of importance touch so

many hves, and at least a few of the

anointed will be blessed with great longev-

ity. (True bloodlines, by contrast, tend to

pass through many more generations in a

given length of time both because children

arrive early in life and because connec-

tions must pass through small numbers of

progeny, often including no one with a

long life span.)

In fact, I can touch Darwin through

only two or three intermediaries. I studied

vertebrate paleontology with Ned Col-

bert. Ned, as a young man, was the per-

sonal research assistant of Henry Fairfield

Osbom, president of the American Mu-
seum of Natural History. I now touch

Darwin either directly or by one more

step, depending on which version of the

most famous Osbom legend you endorse.

Osbom was a very smart man, but his

immodesty surely outran his considerable

intelligence. He once published an entire

book dedicated to listing his publications

and photographing his medals and degree

certificates. (He cites, as a specious ratio-

nale in his foreword, a simple and selfless

desire to encourage young scientists by

demonstrating the potential rewards of

diligence.) Tales of Osbom's smugness

and arrogance continue to permeate the

profession, more than fifty years after his

death. The most famous story begins with

W. K. Gregory, who took over Osbom's

course in vertebrate paleontology after the

great man retired. Once a year, Gregory

would take his students to visit the

haughty professor emeritus. At one such

meeting, Osbom rose from his desk and

stilHy shook each student's hand. An in-

terlude of increasingly uncomfortable si-

lence followed, for no one knew how to

address a man of such eminence. Osbom
himself finally broke the silence, saying:

"When I was a young man about your age,

I worked for a year in the laboratory of E.

Ray Lankester in London—and one day

Charles Darwin [T H. Huxley, in the

other version] walked in—and I shook his

hand—so I know how you all feel now."

Thus, my short linkage to Darwin needs

only two or three steps—either Colbert/

Osbom/Darwin or Colbert/Osbora/Hux-

ley/Darwin.

Charles Doolittle Walcott (1850-

1 927), my other Caroline hero, may not be

so well known, but he ranks as a giant

within my profession of paleontology.

Walcott was the world's greatest expert on

rocks and fossils of the Cambrian pe-

riod—the cmcial time, beginning some

550 million years ago, when modem mul-

ticellular life first arose in a geological

whoosh (a few million years) called the

Cambrian explosion. Walcott, a master

administrator, was also the most powerful

man in American science during his

prime. In 1907, he moved from head of

the United States Geological Survey to

secretary (their name for boss) of the

Smithsonian Institution, where he died

with his boots on in 1927. He persuaded

Andrew Carnegie to found the Camegie

Institute of Washington and encouraged

Woodrow Wilson to establish the Na-

tional Research Council. He was an inti-

mate of every president from Teddy Roo-

sevelt to Calvin Coolidge. In 1920, at age

seventy, he made the following entry in

the yearly summation at the end of his

diary:

I am now Secretary of Smithsonian Institu-

tion, President National Academy of Sci-

ences, Vice Chairman National Research
Council, Chairman Executive Committee
Camegie Institute of Washington, Chair-

man National Advisory Committee for

Aeronautics. . . . Too much but it is diffi-

cult to get out when once thoroughly im-

mersed in the work of any organization.

As a deeply traditional and conserva-

tive doer and thinker, Walcott suffered

the unkind fate of many people who hold

immense power in their times but do not

pass irmovative ideas along to posterity

—

erasure from explicit memory, despite en-

durance of unrecognized influence. Few
outside the profession of paleontology

may remember Walcott's name today, but

no scientist has exceeded his power and

prestige.

Since discoveries tend to outlive person-

aUties, Walcott's name has survived best

in attachment to his most enduring single

accomplishment—his remarkable find,

lucky in Pasteur's sense of fortune favor-

ing the prepared mind (see my essay of

October 1988), of the world's most impor-

tant fossils, the animals of the Burgess

Shale. In 1909, high in the Canadian

Rockies, Walcott discovered the closest

object to a Holy Grail in paleontology—

a

fauna blessed with complete representa-

tion, thanks to the rare preservation of soft

anatomy, from the most cmcial of aU

times, right after the Cambrian explosion.

Snatching defeat from the jaws of vic-

tory, Walcott then proceeded to misinter-

pret these magnificent fossils in the deep-

est possible way. He managed to shoehom
every single Burgess species into a modem
group, calling some worms, others arthro-

pods, still others jellyfish. The Burgess

animals became a small group of simple,

primitive precursors for later, successful

groups. Under such an interpretation, life

began in primordial simplicity and moved
inexorably, predictably onward to more
and better.

Walcott's reading, originally published

in 1911 and 1912, went virtually unchal-

lenged for more than half a century. But

during the past twenty years, an elegant

and comprehensive recollection and re-

study by three English and Irish col-

leagues (Harry Whittington, Derek

Briggs, and Simon Conway Morris) has

entirely reversed Walcott's interpretation.

Burgess diversity—in range of anatomical

designs, not number of species—exceeded

the scope of all organisms living today.

The history of life, at this "highest" level

of basic anatomical plans, is a story of

decimation and limited survival (with

enormous success for a few of the victors,

insects for example), not a tale of steady

progress and expansion. Moreover, we
have no evidence that survivors prevailed

for any conventional cause rooted in ana-

tomical superiority or ecological adapta-

tion. We must entertain the strong suspi-

cion that Burgess decimation worked

more as a grand scale lottery than a race

with victory to the swift and powerful. If

so, then any remn of life's tape would yield

an entirely different set of survivors. Since

Pikaia, the first recorded member of our

own Uneage (Chordata), lived as a rare

component of the Burgess fauna, most re-

plays would not include the survival of our

ancestry—and we would be wiped out of

history. Conscious life on earth is this ten-

uous, this accidental.

I regard this reinterpretation of the Bur-

gess Shale as the most important paleonto-

logical conclusion of my Ufetime. I have

therefore devoted four columns in this se-

ries and also my latest book. Wonderful

Life, to this subject. If you accept my
judgment on the importance of the Bur-

gess Shale, then Charles DooUttle

Walcott must join the roster of great scien-

tists who achieved both power in their own
time and immortaUty later. Whatever his

interpretation, no one can take away his

discovery.

But why did Walcott so thoroughly mis-

interpret his most important fossils? I sug-

gested two basic reasons in a long chapter

in Wonderful Life. First, and however

mundane the point, Walcott was so in-

sanely busy with administrative tasks that

he never had time for adequate study of

the Burgess animals. His papers of 1911

12 Natural History 7/90
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and 1912 were only meant as preliminary

accounts, but he never wrote the main act.

(He had zealously—and jealously

—

guarded the Burgess fossils for a grand

retirement project, but died in office at

age seventy-seven.) Even if Walcott had

been intellectually inclined to let the Bur-

gess fossils tell him their amazingly un-

conventional story, he never found time

for a proper conversation. Testimonies to

Walcott's life style abound in the Smithso-

nian archives, but I found no document

more poignant than the following state-

ment submitted to his bank:

I enclose herewith the affidavit that you

wish. I used to sign my name Chas. D.

Walcott. I now use only the initials, as I find

it takes too much time to add in the extra

letters when there is a large number of pa-

pers or letters to be signed.

Second, and more importantly, I do not

think that Walcott was inclined to free

and open conversation with the Burgess

fossils. I don't accuse him of biases stron-

ger than those of most scientists; I merely

say that we all live within our own con-

straining world of concepts—and that the

historical record grants us insight into the

scope and power of Walcott's preconcep-

tions. Walcott, from the depths of his tra-

ditionalism, was fiercely committed to a

view of life's history as predictably pro-

gressive and culminating in the ordained

appearance of human intelligence. As a

Christian evolutionist, he believed that

God had established the law of natural

selection expressly to produce this in-

tended result in the long run. At the height

of controversy with fundamentalism in the

days of Bryan and the Scopes trial,

Walcott rejected the usual view (held by

both scientists and theologians then and

now) that science and religion occupy sep-

arate intellectual spheres demanding

equal respect. He held instead that sci-

ence must validate a "correct" view of

divine guidance through the immensity of

geological time in order to avoid accusa-

tions of atheism. Walcott therefore au-

thored an appeal, signed and published in

1923, a year before Scopes was indicted in

Tennessee. Endorsed by "a number of

conservative scientific men and clergy-

men" (including Herbert Hoover and

Henry Fairfield Osbom), this statement

held, in part:

It is a sublime conception of God which is

furnished by science, and one wholly conso-

nant with the highest ideals of religion,

when it represents Him as revealing Him-
self through countless ages in the develop-

ment of the earth as an abode for man and
in the age-long inbreathing of life into its

constituent matter, culminating in man
with his spiritual nature and all his God-like

power.
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How could a man committed to this

view of life ever interpret his own most

precious discovery as the maximally var-

ied source of a grand lottery that just hap-

pened to include human ancestors among

the lucky survivors? Walcott simply had

to view the Burgess animals as a limited

array of primitive precursors for a history

of life that would progress and diverge

predictably.

As I was writing Wonderful Life, learn-

ing more and more about Walcott and

coming to understand his extraordinary

energy and influence, I developed a strong

urge, following the game of intellectual

genealogy, to establish personal contact

with him. Darwin died too long ago for any

hope of a shortest link with the de-

ceased—via one intermediary who knew

the hero personally. But Walcott died in

1927, and someone who interacted with

him as a colleague (not merely as a child

who once shook his hand) might still be

living. I thus longed to "touch" Walcott as

I prepared his biography. (I do not know
why we wish to add this personal dimen-

sion to a scholarly endeavor; some would

even consider such a quest either foolishly

trivial or actually harmful in its potential

for prejudicial intrusion into hopes for ob-

jectivity. But I am content that fellowship

can thus reach across time.)

All my attempts failed. I tried my col-

league Bill Schevill, who collected at the

Burgess quarry with Percy Raymond in

1930. No luck. I anticipated success with

G. Evelyn Hutchinson, the world's great-

est ecologist, now in his early nineties. In

1931, Hutchinson had written an impor-

tant article on the anatomy and mode of

life for two key Burgess creatures. But he

had begun his work in 1929 and had never

met Walcott. Busy with other things, I

moved my quest to the back burner.

Then, out of the blue, on February 9,

1 990, I received a three-page letter from

T. H. Clark, Logan Professor of Paleontol-

ogy Emeritus at McGill University. I

Charles D. Walcott. left, and Percy Raymond. 1924
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knew of Clark by reputation of course, for

all geologists respect his classic textbook

(written with my colleague Colin Steam)

on The Geological Evolution of North

America. But I did not know that he is

ninety-seven years old (and still profes-

sionally active, with a technical paper now

in press in the Journal of Paleontology),

and I was quite unprepared to encounter

one of life's frequent (and most pleasant)

ironies—to quest hard for something and

fail, and then to have it drop into your lap

by pure good fortune, without the slightest

effort. Clark began:

Dear Professor Gould:

I have just finished reading your latest

book

—

Wonderful Life—much to my plea-

sure and edification. . . . We have in the

Redpath Museum [of McGill University]

two lots of Burgess Shale Fossils. . . . The
second lot consists of nearly fifty specimens

. . . collected by myself, in 1924, when I was
second in command of the Harvard Sum-
mer School located in the southern Cana-

dian Rockies under Dr Percy Raymond.
Note: I entered Harvard in 1913, ap-

proaching Dn Raymond to introduce my-
self as a fledgling freshman who wanted

nothing less than a degree in invertebrate

paleontology and was greeted with this ap-

parent pessimistic reception and advice and
the words, "Very well. But I warn you that

if you continue in such foolishness you'll be

the last paleontologist alive by the time you
retire. There's no future in it."

In 1924 Raymond asked me to take

charge of the Harvard Summer School

headquarters at Banff, while he had com-
plete tooth removal. We ended the six week
tour at Field [Canadian Pacific Railway
town near the Burgess Shale]. Henry Stet-

T. H. Clark. 1924

son and I hired horses and crossed over the

Kicking Horse Pass to climb to Walcott's

Quarry, staying there two whole days and

collecting what I thought was a wonderful

lot.

So far, so good. Sweet reminiscences of

a favorite place and bright vindication for

my profession, not large, but numbering a

healthy few thousand and full of vibrant

debate, as Clark continues to work on the

way to his centenary. Percy Raymond, by

the way, was a great expert on trilobites

who taught at Harvard from the office I

now occupy. Raymond made an impor-

tant collection of Burgess Shale fossils in

1930. Harry Whittington, genius of the

contemporary Burgess revision, was Ray-

mond's successor and lived in the same

office just before me. Thus, my own inter-

est in the Burgess Shale is, at least in part,

dynastic. But I was still unprepared for

the joy of Clark's last paragraph:

I have an incident to record which may
interest you. During the 1924 trip we were

visited by Dr. Walcott and his wife who
spent all afternoon with us. Walcott and
Raymond stayed together while Mrs.

Walcott cruised around camp criticizing

everything down to the tent pegs .... With
apologies for causing you to lose so much
time reading these notes.

I remain, yours sincerely,

T H. Clark

Clark's letter came with a note from his

research associate Ingrid Birker, stating

that, since the publication of my book,

we have been inundated with requests from
all sorts of local biologists, geologists, his-

torians, and students of natural science to

see the Burgess Shale material. ... So we
have decided to give a small presentation at

the end of March using Clark's photos from
1924 and a selection of specimens. If the

fates allow, this will be a delightful occasion

to hear someone who had indeed had a

wonderful life and can still share the enthu-

siasm and humor of it. You are most wel-

come to join our little conversazione.

Some requests for travel engender con-

siderable mulling; a few, like a child's first

invitation to a circus or a ball game, need

not be made twice. I went to Montreal on

March 28 to meet Dr. Clark—and to

touch Charles Doolittle Walcott.

Call me a foolish romantic, but we pa-

leontologists take connection seriously;

nothing but fragile bonding, by the thin-

nest genealogical lines, brings the reward

of persistence. Humans are here today

because our particular line never frac-

tured—never once at any of the billion

points that could have erased us from his-

tory. The tangible establishment of an

intellectual genealogy may be only sym-

bolic—but symbols count, and my hand-

shake with Clark (combined with a mem-

T. H. Clark. 1990

ory of his with Walcott) will be my
personal metaphor for the deeper genetic

connections that make life possible and

paleontology practical.

Clark recalls that he gave Walcott a

reprint of his first paper when they met in

1 924—on strata of the Beekmantown For-

mation in Quebec. He then took a photo of

Walcott and Percy Raymond—the youn-

ger man, now toothless, slumped and pear-

shaped (much like my demeanor in the

field), but Walcott, at age seventy-four,

erect as could be, with military bearing.

Now, sixty-six years later, after the long-

est professional tenure in the history of

McGill University (for Clark started there

in 1924 and remains on the rolls as Logan

Professor of Paleontology Emeritus),

T. H. Clark gave me copies of his latest

reprints, and I reciprocated in kind. We
need such continuity in a crazy world that

wrenches and uproots our bearings, often

on a monthly or yearly schedule.

I thought that my day in Montreal

would be sweet and memorable, but I had

not anticipated the greatest pleasure of

all—intellectual challenge. I thought that

Clark would give an anecdotal talk, seated

before his fossils, telling us tales of C. D.

Walcott's passion for photography, Mary
Walcott's love of wildflowers, the great

days of railroads and pack trains, and the

heroic age of fossil collecting.

No such thing. We met in the Redpath

Museum, a wonderful Victorian building

opened in 1882. The lecture hall is an

architectural gem, built like a Renais-

sance dissecting theater a la Vesalius (but
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ornamented throughout with Victorian fil-

igree). The lecturer stands on the floor at

the bottom of a pit, with seats for specta-

tors rising sharply in several concentric,

semicircular tiers. T. H. Clark, I soon real-

ized, had not come for a pleasant chat. His

Burgess fossils were laid out on a table in

the middle of the pit, but Clark stood at

the end of the table and spoke for forty

minutes without notes on the life and

works of Charles Doolittle Walcott—

a

beautiful presentation chock-full of in-

formation and organized, as all good talks

must be, around a distinctive and integra-

tive point of view. (How I wish that aca-

demics would grasp this basic require-

ment of all successful public speaking or

any intellectual discourse at all.)

As I listened to Clark, something slowly

dawned upon me, and my simple pleasure

at being in Montreal to "touch" Walcott

blossomed into the deepest possible de-

light. Clark was not merely presenting a

chronological account of Walcott's life

and works. Rather, he had read my book

carefully, had studied my chapter on

Walcott, and did not like it (in the best

sense of treating the same factual material

from an entirely different perspective). In

the gentlest, kindest possible way, Clark

had organized his talk to defend the living

hero of his professional youth, a man he

once met, from my "modernist" historio-

graphic approach.

Wonderful Life has been a source of

great satisfaction for me. I wrote the book

with real passion, for the work of my col-

leagues (described therein) is so elegant,

and so important. The book has done well

in the overt sense that publishers cherish:

it paid leisurely and friendly visits to the

best-seller lists of three countries and got

its share of rave reviews (and some real

first-class stinkers for contrast). But noth-

ing gave me nearly so much pleasure as

the thought that my views had so en-

gaged—in opposition—a man who knew
Walcott that he chose to prepare and de-

liver his first public talk in many years to

set the record straight from his point of

view.

Scientists ofmy generation, and back at

least to anyone beginning a career after

World War II, tend to be cynical about

science as a public institution (however

idealistically we may think or act in any

personal quest for knowledge and discov-

ery). After all, we have grown up with

Hiroshima, the perjured testimony of to-

bacco company statisticians, the rush for

biotech profits in the corporate world, and

above all, the debasement of our own
world by measurement of all accomplish-

ment in grant dollars. But I have met

several older scientists who not only
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mouthed—as we all can do—the ideals of

science as objective and truth directed by

a quiet but overwhelming moral force

(with scientists as humble and privileged

participants in this inexorable process)

but also actually seemed to believe and

live by this lovely vision. (The vision

strikes me as so false—as a statistical

statement about norms of science, not as

an accessible position for admirable indi-

viduals—that I confess to great trouble in

comprehension. But I cannot deny the

power and beauty of the image; nor do I

fail to appreciate its salutary role as an

impetus to productive work and psychic

benevolence, whatever its truth value.)

From my own point of view, I had

treated Walcott with fairness and abiding

respect (I will even confess to a feeling of

awe when I contemplate his accomplish-

ments). I had tried to ferret out his biases

and prejudices, but these, to me, mark his

humanity, not his failing as a scientist.

(Moreover, a key part of the Burgess

drama—Walcott's great and interesting

error of the shoehorn—must be expli-

cated, for basic reasons of historical truth,

in terms of his constraining biases.) But

from the standpoint of Clark's generation,

and from the heart of his beautiful vision,

such talk can only degrade the work of a

great scientist—for science gathers in-

formation in objective respect for nature's

factuality, and Walcott was a great and

hyperproductive empiricist.

Clark unified his wonderful talk with a

metaphor that he wove skillfully in and

around his narrative of Walcott's remark-

able accomplishments. When Walcott

was young, and limited by restricted re-

Gould, left, and Clark, 1990

sources to local travel for collection of

trilobites around his native town of Utica,

New York, he rode (in Clark's metaphor)

on a bicycle. When he joined the Geologi-

cal Survey, he could collect his data "and

put them on a rail, on a freight car" And
then, "when he became director of the

Survey, he was given a locomotive and as

many freight cars as he wanted. He filled

them up, one after the other, bringing

them back to Washington."

Clark continually referred to his meta-

phor as "a fantasy," but I cannot imagine

an image more apt, perfect really, for his

noble vision of science. Think of all the

components. A railway line runs in a defi-

nite direction, as science moves toward an

external truth. Freight cars bear the fac-

tual goods that form the content of the

enterprise. The locomotive, propelled by

its own steam, represents the proper scien-

tist hauling his booty from nature down

the highway of truth.

Clark's metaphor even provided an im-

age for the aspect of Walcott's career that

he could not depict in a thoroughly posi-

tive light—restricted time for scientific

work, and no time at all for the Burgess

Shale, as a consequence of administrative

burdens.

On one of his railroad trips, fairly late in

life, he didn't notice an open switch in front

of him. The locomotive tripped the open
switch; the cars all behind followed off the

main line into the wilderness. And there

they stayed for a number of years. . .

.

Nothing more was done on the wonderful

collection that he found.

Walcott's locomotive (his drive and per-

sona) continued forward in the form of his

administrative activities, but he had left

his freight cars, full of scientific facts, on

the sidings.

Science does move inexorably forward

toward truth, but progress can be stalled

by externalities. The freight cars re-

mained on the sideline for nearly fifty

years, until a "young fellow" came along

and said: "I know what's wrong with the

fossils from the Burgess Shale, and I think

I will have a crack at them." (Harry

Whittington began his Burgess work in his

late fifties and continued into his seven-

ties. As I approach that magic midcentury

mark, I note with delight that some col-

leagues might still call me a "young fel-

low" even ten years from now.) So

Whittington went back to pick up Wal-

cott's freight cars and to continue down

the straight and narrow road to truth:

"[Whittington] said, well, we have to get

those cars on their way; so he jumped

aboard the locomotive, backed up, and got

the whole train onto the main track."

What a remarkable antithesis of inter-
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pretation for the same basic story. What I

had read as a deep (and fascinating) con-

ceptual error, permanently constraining

and bom of ideological commitments was,

to Clark, merely a pause (however unfor-

tunate) in the inexorable progress of scien-

tific knowledge.

I could simply end by defending my
own reading, while expressing respect for

Clark, but I would not dare such a conclu-

sion for two reasons. First, we need my-

thology, in the admirable sense of univer-

sal and inspirational legend (not the

pejorative connotation of falsehood)

—

and Clark's vision of science is mythology

in the best and noblest meaning. Second,

who can say that my historiography is

"right" and his "wrong"? They are both

faithful to the factual record, and they

both offer insight. I will defend my ac-

count as a best telling for themes of moti-

vation, social context, and interplay of fact

and theory in the history of ideas.

But my themes do not exhaust the con-

tent of science, and as I listened to Clark, I

realized that I had left something out in

my choice of focus. Clark kept emphasiz-

ing the immensity of Walcott's empirical

work—his massive multivolumed mono-

graphs on fossils and strata. (At the con-

clusion of his talk, Clark held up Walcott's

weighty, two-volume treatise on Cam-
brian brachiopods as an epitome of his

excellence and zeal. Clark then ended his

talk with a stunning one liner: "Believe it

or not, [Walcott's] middle name was Doo-

little.") And I realized that I had virtually

excluded this part of Walcott from my
account. Oh, I mentioned his voluminous

empiricism, but almost as a side comment.

How could I dare to do such a thing—

a

side comment for work that, by sheer vol-

ume of time and effort, had consumed

most of Walcott's professional life (even if

his Burgess error will stand as his perma-

nent mark upon intellectual history).

Lives are too rich, too multifaceted for

encompassing under any one perspective

(thank goodness). I am no relativist in my
attitude toward truth, but I am a pluralist

in my views on optimal strategies for seek-

ing this most elusive prize. I have been

instructed by T. H. Clark and his maxi-

mally different vision. There may be no

final answer to Pilate's inquiry of Jesus

(John 18:38), "What is truth?"—and Je-

sus did remain silent following the ques-

tion. But wisdom, which does increase

with age, probes from many sides—and

she is truly "a tree of life to them that lay

hold upon her."

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geol-

ogy, and the history ofscience at Harvard

University.
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Nature's Infinite Book

Kung Fu Kerosene Drinking
Our eager consumption oftoxic chemicals
may stem inpartfrom an animal instinct gone awry

by Jared Diamond

Why do many people intentionally con-

sume, inject, or inhale toxic chemicals,

such as those in alcohol, cocaine, and to-

bacco smoke? Why, as far back as we have

records, have humans practiced various

forms of this willful self-damage? And
why are they practiced in many contem-

porary societies, from primitive to high-

tech?

The problem isn't so much in under-

standing why we continue to take toxic

chemicals once we've started; in part,

that's because our drugs of abuse are ad-

dictive. The greater mystery is what im-

pels us to start at all. The overwhelming

evidence for the damaging or lethal ef-

fects of alcohol, cocaine, and tobacco is by

now familiar. Only the existence of some

strong countervailing motives could ex-

plain why people consume these poisons

voluntarily, even eagerly.

Naturally, no single explanation is ade-

quate. Different motives carry different

weight with different people or in differ-

ent societies. For instance, people may
drink to overcome their inhibitions or to

deaden their feelings. But those motives

don't go to the heart of the paradox of our

actively seeking what we know to be

harmful.

In this piece Til propose one other

contributing motive that does address that

paradox. It unifies a wide range of phe-

nomena in our culture, from smoking to

alcoholism to drug abuse. It has potential

cross-cultural validity, for it may explain

not just phenomena of the Western world

but also some mystifying customs else-

where, such as kerosene drinking by Indo-

nesian kung fu experts and ceremonial

enemas in ancient Maya civilization.

Let me begin by relating how I arrived

at this idea, which hit me only after I had
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been living with New Guinea hunters in

the jungle for many months. Day after

day, my New Guinea friends had been

asking me about Western customs, and

through their astonished responses I had

come to realize the senselessness of many
of our customs. Then the months of field-

work ended with one of those sudden tran-

sitions made possible by modern transpor-

tation. On June 25 I was still in the jungle,

watching a brilliantly colored male bird of

paradise flap awkwardly across a clearing,

dragging its three-foot-long tail behind it;

on June 26 I was sitting in a Boeing 747,

reading magazines and catching up on the

wonders of Western civilization.

The first magazine fell open to a page

with a photo of a tough-looking man on

horseback chasing cows, and with the

name of a brand of cigarette in large let-

ters below. The American in me knew
what the advertisement was about. But

part of me was still in the jungle, looking at

that photo naiVely. Perhaps my reaction

won't seem so strange to you if you can

imagine yourself completely unfamiliar

with Western society, seeing the ad-

vertisement for the first time, and trying

to see a connection between chasing cows

and smoking (or not smoking) cigarettes.

The naive part of me, fresh out of the

jungle, thought: such a brilliant anti-

smoking ad! It's well known that smoking

impairs athletic ability and causes cancer

and early death. Cowboys are widely re-

garded as athletic and admirable. This

advertisement must be a devastating new
appeal by the antismoking forces, telling

us that if we smoke that particular brand

of cigarette, we won't be fit to be cowboys.

What an effective message to our youth!

But then I realized that the cigarette com-

pany itself had put the advertisement

there, hoping that readers would draw ex-

actly the opposite message.

Still half immersed in the jungle, I

turned to another page. In a liquor ad-

vertisement, a photograph showed a man
sipping a glass of whiskey and an attrac-

tive young woman gazing at him admir-

ingly as if she were on the verge of sexual

surrender. How can that be? I asked my-

self. Everyone knows that alcohol inter-

feres with sexual function, makes one

likely to stumble, impairs judgment, and

predisposes one to cirrhosis of the liver

and other debilitating conditions. A man
with such handicaps should conceal them

at all costs from a woman he aims to

seduce. One could expect that Mothers

Against Drunk Driving would be produc-

ing such advertisements.

Page after page of advertisements

flaunted the use of strong alcohol or ciga-

rettes and hinted at their "benefits." Some
even had pictures of young people smok-

ing in the presence of attractive members

of the opposite sex, implying that smoking

also brought sexual opportunities. Yet any

nonsmoker who has ever kissed a smoker

knows how severely a smoker's bad breath

compromises his or her sex appeal. The
advertisements paradoxically implied not

only sexual benefits but also platonic

friendships, business opportunities, vigor,

health, and happiness, while the logical

conclusion to be drawn from them was the

reverse.

As the days passed and I reimmersed

myself in Western civilization, I gradually

stopped noticing such apparently self-de-

feating advertisements. I retreated into

analyzing my field data and wondering

instead about an entirely different para-

dox involving bird evolution.

The new paradox concerned why that
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male bird of paradise I had been watching

on June 25 had evolved the impediment of

a tail three feet long. Males of other bird

of paradise species evolved other bizarre

impediments, such as long plumes grow-

ing out of their eyebrows, the habit of

hanging upside down, and brilliant colors

and loud calls likely to attract hawks. All

those features must impair male survival,

yet they also serve as the advertisements

by which male birds of paradise woo fe-

male birds of paradise. Like many other

biologists, I found myself wondering why
the male birds use such handicaps as ad-

vertisements, and why females find the

handicaps attractive.

At that point I came across a remark-

able paper by an Israeli biologist, Amotz
Zahavi, who had conceived a novel gen-

eral theory about how deleterious male

traits might attract a female precisely be-

cause they constitute handicaps. On re-

flection, I decided that Zahavi's hypothe-

sis might apply to the birds of paradise I

studied. Suddenly I realized, with growing

excitement, that his theory might also ex-

plain the paradox of our use of toxic chem-

icals, and our flaunting of it.

Zahavi's theory, as he proposed it, con-

cerned the broad problem of sexual selec-

tion, or how animals pick their mates. This

is especially a problem of how females

pick males, since females invest more in

reproduction, have more to lose, and have

to be choosier. Ideally, a female should

pick a male for his good genes to pass on to

her offspring. Since genes themselves are

hard to assess, a female should look for

quick indicators of good genes in a male,

and a male should provide such indicators,

such as plumage, songs, and displays.

(I've described the problem as if a male

picks out some indicator from among
many possible ones, and as if a female

decides on reflection whether it's really a

good indicator of good genes. In practice,

of course, those "choices" are the result of

evolution and become specified by genes.

Those females that select males on the

basis of indicators that really denote good

male genes, and those males that use un-

ambiguous indicators of good genes for

self-advertisement, tend to leave the most

offspring.)

Many of the signals evolved by male

animals pose a paradox similar to that

posed by cigarette advertisements. The
male's indicators often seem to be ones

that do not suggest good genes, but in-

stead constitute handicaps, expenses, or

sources of risk. Males of some species

sport large structures, such as a peacock's

tail or a bird of paradise's plumes, that

make movement difficult. Males of many
more species have bright colors, loud

songs, or conspicuous displays that attract

predators.

Zahavi's theory, which remains contro-

versial among animal behaviorists, goes to

the heart of this paradox. According to his

theory, those deleterious structures and

behaviors constitute valid indicators that

the rest of that animal's genes must be

good precisely because those traits them-

selves impose handicaps. Any male that

has managed to survive despite such a

handicap must have terrific genes in other

respects. He has proved that he must be

especially good at escaping predators,

finding food, and resisting disease. The

bigger the handicap, the more rigorous

the test that he has passed. The female

that selects such a male is like the medi-

eval damsel testing her knight suitors by

watching them slay dragons. When she

sees a one-armed knight who can still slay

a dragon, she knows that she has finally

found a knight with great genes. And that

knight, by flaunting his handicap, is actu-

ally flaunting his superiority.

I think Zahavi's theory can be extended

to human abuse of chemicals and to dis-

plays for gaining other benefits besides

sexual ones. Especially in adolescence and

early adulthood, the age when drug abuse

is most likely to begin, we devote much
energy to asserting our status. I suggest

that we share the same unconscious in-

stinct that leads birds to indulge in danger-

ous displays. Ten thousand years ago, we
"displayed" by challenging a lion or a

tribal enemy. Today, we do it by fast driv-

ing or consuming dangerous drugs.

The messages of our old and new dis-

plays remain the same: I'm stronger and

superior. Even to take drugs only once or

twice, I must be strong enough to get past

the burning, choking sensation of my first

puff on a cigarette, or the misery of my
first hangover. To do it chronically and

remain alive and healthy, I must be supe-

rior (or so I imagine). It's a message to our

rivals, our peers, our prospective mates

—

and to ourselves. The smoker's kiss may
taste awful, and the drinker may often be

impotent in bed, but he or she still hopes to

attract mates by the implicit message of

superiority.

Alas, the message may be valid for

birds, but for us it's a false one. Like so

many animal instincts in us, this one has

become maladaptive in modem human
society. If you can still walk after drinking

a bottle of whiskey, the act may prove that

you have high levels of liver alcohol

dehydrogenase, but it implies no superior-

ity in other respects. If you haven't devel-

oped lung cancer after years of smoking

several packs of cigarettes daily, you may
have a gene for resistance to lung cancer.

but that gene doesn't convey intelligence,

business acumen, or the ability to create

happiness for your spouse and children.

Animals with only brief courtships have

no alternative except to develop quick in-

dicators. But we, with our long lives and

courtships and business associations, have

ample time to scrutinize one another's

worth. We needn't rely on superficial, mis-

leading indicators. Drug abuse is a classic

instance of a once-useful instinct—the re-

liance on handicap signals—that has

turned foul in us. It's that old instinct to

which the tobacco and whiskey companies

are effectively directing their clever ad-

vertisements. If we legalized cocaine, the

drug lords too would soon be appealing to

the same instinct. You can easily picture

it: the photo of the cowboy on his horse, or

the suave man and the attractive maiden,

above the tastefully displayed packet of

white powder.

Now, let's test my theory by jumping to

other cultures. Drug abuse did not begin

with the Industrial Revolution. Tobacco

was a Native American crop, native alco-

holic beverages are widespread in the

world, and cocaine and opium came to us

from other societies. Hence my theory, if

it's valid, should apply to other societies as

well. As an instance of its cross-cultural

explanatory power, I'll cite a practice you

may not have heard of: kung fu kerosene

drinking.

I learned of this practice when I was

working in Indonesia with a wonderful

young biologist named Ardy Irwanto.

Ardy and I had come to like and admire

each other and to look out for each other's

well-being. At one point, when we reached

a troubled area and I expressed concern

about dangerous people we might encoun-

ter, Ardy assured me, "No problem, Ja-

red. I have kung fu grade eight." He ex-

plained that he practiced the Oriental

martial art of kung fu and had reached a

high level of proficiency, such that he

could single-handedly fight off a group of

eight attackers. To illustrate, Ardy
showed me a scar on his back stemming

from an attack by eight ruffians. One had

knifed him, whereupon Ardy broke the

arms of two and the skull of a third; the

remainder fled. I had nothing to fear in

Ardy's company, he told me.

One evening at our campsite, Ardy

walked with his drinking cup up to our

jerrycans. As usual, we had two cans: a

blue one for water and a red one for kero-

sene for our pressure lamp. To my horror,

I watched Ardy pour from the red

jerrycan and raise the cup to his lips.

Remembering an awful moment during a

mountaineering expedition when I had

taken a sip of kerosene by mistake and
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spent all the next day coughing it back up,

I screamed to Ardy to stop. But he raised

his hand and said calmly, "No problem,

Jared. I have kung fu grade eight."

Ardy explained that kung fu gave him

strength, which he and his fellow kung fu

masters tested each month by drinking a

cup of kerosene. Without kung fu, of

course, kerosene would make a weaker

person sick: heaven forbid that I, Jared,

for instance, should try it. But it did him,

Ardy, no harm, because he had kung fu.

He calmly retired to his tent to sip his

kerosene and emerged the next morning,

happy and healthy as usual.

I can't believe that kerosene did Ardy

no harm. I wish that he could have found a

less damaging way to make periodic tests

of his preparedness. But for him and his

kung fu associates, it served as an indi-

cator of their strength and their advanced

level of kung fu. Only a really robust per-

son could get through that test. Kerosene

drinking illustrates the handicap theory of

toxic chemical use, in a form as startlingly

repellent to us as our use of cigarettes and

alcohol was to Ardy.

As my last example, I'll generalize my
theory further by extending its application

to the past—to the Maya civilization that

flourished in Central America one or two

thousand years ago. Archeologists have

been fascinated by Maya success at creat-

ing an advanced society in the middle of
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tropical rain forest. Many Maya achieve-

ments, such as their calendar, writing, as-

tronomical knowledge, and agricultural

practices, are now understood to varying

degrees. But archeologists were long puz-

zled by slender tubes of unknown purpose

that they kept finding in excavations.

The tubes' function finally became
clear with the discovery of painted vases

showing scenes of the tubes' use: to admin-

ister intoxicating enemas. The vases de-

pict a high-status figure, evidently a priest

or a prince, receiving a ceremonial enema
in the presence of other people. The en-

ema tube is shown connected to a bag of a

frothy, beerlike beverage—probably con-

taining either alcohol or hallucinogens, as

suggested by sixteenth-century reports for

other Indian groups. Thus, the enema is

similar to our consumption of intoxicants

by mouth, but there are four reasons why
an enema is a more effective and valid

indicator of strength than drinking.

First, a person can drink intoxicants

alone, but a solitary person would have

difficulty administering the same bever-

age to himself or herself unassisted as an

enema. An enema encourages one to enlist

associates and thereby automatically cre-

ates an occasion for self-advertisement.

Second, more strength is required to han-

dle alcohol as an enema than as a drink,

since the alcohol doesn't get diluted in the

stomach but goes directly into the intes-

tine and thence to the bloodstream. Third,

drugs absorbed from the small intestine

after ingestion by mouth pass first to the

liver, where some drugs are detoxified be-

fore they can reach the brain and other

sensitive organs. But drugs absorbed from

the rectum after an enema bypass the

liver. Finally, nausea may limit one's in-

take of drinks but not of enemas. Hence
the Maya paintings of enema administra-

tion seem to me to be more convincing

statements of superiority than our whis-

key advertisements.

Of course, I realize that the ultimate

test of a good scientific theory is not its

ability to offer post hoc interpretations, as

I have been doing so far, but instead its

ability to predict new discoveries. And so,

in conclusion, I shall hazard a prediction.

Much progress has been made in deci-

phering Maya writing, but many glyphs

are still not understood by scholars. I have

a fantasy that a common but undeci-

phered Maya hieroglyphic text will prove

to be an advertisement that reads: "Signal

your strength! Use Tayasal beer, the en-

ema of princes."

Jared Diamond teaches physiology at

UCLA Medical School and studies New
Guinea birds.
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Survival ofthe Fattest
Hooded sealpups start to acquire blubber before they are born

Text and photographs by Fred Bruemmer

Sea ice is an evanescent cradle: warmth
can melt it, currents can shift it, storms

can buckle and break the floes. Bearded,

harp, and hooded seals, which breed on

unstable ice, are therefore in a hurry dur-

ing the vulnerable period between the seal

pups' birth and their independence from

maternal care. Females feed their pups

frequently with fat-rich milk. The pups

store most of this energy as blubber, a

reserve for future use, and become
rounder by the day.

But not all northern seals must contend

with a floating nursery; the small ringed

seal of the circumpolar northern seas

breeds on fast ice that does not shift. In

March or early April, the female ringed

seal excavates an oval snow lair, a "nunar-

jak" as the Inuit call it, above a breathing

hole and gives birth to a single ten-pound,

downy pup, which she will nurse for a

leisurely two months.

Typical of the quick breeders, the large

bearded seal of the far northern seas rests

and breeds on ice floes. Its pup, bom in

late April or early May, is about four feet

long, weighs sixty to eighty pounds at

birth, and is weaned in slightly more than

two weeks. During this time it doubles its

weight. Within a few days of birth, the

precocious pup is able to flee from an

attacking polar bear and dive into the sav-

ing sea.

The gregarious and migratory harp

seals, eight million strong before the seal-

ers came but now numbering about three

million, spend summers in the far north-

em seas and winter as four discrete herds

in the south. They breed in late February

and eariy March on the ice in Canada's
Gulf of Saint Lawrence (the Gulf herd);

on the Newfoundland pack ice (the Front

herd); on the immense ice fields east of

Greenland near the island of Jan Mayen
(the West Ice herd); and on the ice of

Russia's White Sea (the White Sea herd).

The harp seal pups, whose large, ap-

pealing eyes moved a worid to pity and
nearly ended the ancient sealing industry,

are wrapped in pure white natal wool and
weigh about twenty pounds at birth. The
mother seals often lie near each other on
the ice, but each has a small private

sphere that no other female may traas-

''^.

•K^'
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In the GulfofSaint Lawrence, afemale hooded seal swims
amid the icefloes on which she will give birth.



Swathed in blubber when she hauls out to give birth,

a hooded seal mother imparts some ofthis stored energy

to her singlepup in theform offat-rich milk, which quickly

becomespup blubber A newborn, below, is relatively slender,

but afterjustfour days ofsuckling it doubles its weight,

right, and is ready to be weaned.

gress. The newborn harp seal suckles fre-

quently; near the pup's weaning time, the

mother's creamy, thick milk contains

about 50 percent fat. The young seal gains

four to five pounds each day until, at the

end of the two-week nursing period, it has

tripled or quadrupled its birth weight and

more than doubled its girth. A few of the

pups gain eighty pounds from birth to

weaning and are so obese that their short

flippers barely reach the ice.

Because in seal society fat is fortune,

these pups are the ones most likely to

survive and prosper After weaning, the

pups molt their natal wool; lie on the ice,

living off their fat reserves for about a

month; and then begin the long northward

migration to the High Arctic seas, which

are ice free in summer
Like the harp seal, the great hooded

seal of the north is pelagic, or oceangoing,

and migratory. It breeds on pack ice not

far from where the harp seal breeds, but

usually later, in the last two weeks of

March. It, too, is safe from predators

(apart from humans), as it breeds south of

the polar bear's present range. These simi-

larities between harp and hooded seals

gave rise to the assumption, long held, that

hooded seal pups must also nurse for two

weeks or longer.

Gavin Maxwell in his 1967 book. Seals

of the World, based on the best scientific

knowledge then available, stated that the

hooded seal "pup is suckled for two or

three weeks only." Judith E. King in her

authoritative 1983 edition oi Seals of the

World, published by the British Museum
(Natural History), claimed that hooded

seal "pups are suckled for only ten to

twelve days."

But recent studies carried out by W.

Don Bowen of Canada's Department of

Fisheries and Oceans, Bedford Institute of

Oceanography, and Olav T Oftedal and

Daryl J. Boness of the National Zoological

Park of the Smithsonian Institution in

Washington, D. C, have discovered that

the hooded seal pups gain about fifteen

pounds per day during the shortest lacta-

tion period known for any mammal—four

days. To accomplish this feat, the pup

daily imbibes seventeen to twenty pounds

of the richest milk known. The research-

ers' analyses showed that between two and

four days postpartum, the milk contains

the most dry matter (70 percent), fat (61

percent), and gross energy (5.9 kcal/g)

reported for any mammalian milk.

That this discovery comes so late is not

surprising because the hooded seal is

among the least known of all pinnipeds,

the group that includes seals, walruses,

and sea lions. A major breeding popula-

tion, about 65,000 adult hooded seals,

lives in Davis Strait, between Baffin Is-

land and Greenland, and was known to

nineteenth-century whalers. Rediscovered

only in the 1970s, these Davis Strait seals

breed on shifting, drifting floes in a region

nearly the size of Great Britain and about

200 miles from the nearest land. "During

late March and early April, when hooded

seals give birth," writes Bowen, "pack ice

is quickly reduced to small unstable pans

by spring storms and rising tempera-

tures." The current-carried floes, and the

seals on them, may drift twenty to thirty

miles a day. During a 1979 aerial seal

survey, scientists from Canada's Arctic

Biological Station and I spotted, near sun-

set, an unexpectedly large, but typically

widely scattered, population of hooded

seals on the Gulf of Saint Lawrence ice. A
three-day storm followed and made flying
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impossible. When the weather cleared, we
spent days searching for these seals, but

they had drifted so far we never found

them again.

The hooded seal's other breeding areas

are equally hostile, mobile, and inacces-

sible: the Front Ice off Newfoundland and

Labrador, and the West Ice near Jan Ma-
yen. A small population breeds on the

usually more stable ice in the Gulf of Saint

Lawrence. The total population of hooded

seals is about 500,000.

Both male and female hooded seals

have smoky blue-gray coats, dappled with

irregular black blobs and splotches. Males

are more than eight feet long and weigh

about 650 pounds. Females, about seven

feet long, weigh an average of 350 pounds

and balloon to nearly 400 pounds prior to

parturition.

Hooded seals, or "hoods," as sealers call
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Hooded seals are namedfor the black sacs atop the males'

head, below. A male eager to mate signals his intentions by

inflating the "hood" but may be spurned by a snarlingfemale,

opposite, below. Duringthefour days ofintense nursing, a

mother rejects any sexual advances. Families ofhooded seals,

right, consist ofa mother, a singlepup, and the suitor who

hopes tofather next year's pup.

them, were formerly known as crested or

bladder-nosed seals owing to their most

distinctive features. When angered or pro-

voked, the male inflates a flaccid black

skin sac atop his head into a two-humped

"hood." In an even more impressive dis-

play, to woo a female or threaten a rival,

the male extrudes and inflates his nasal

septum into an orange-red, soccer-ball-

sized balloon, shakes it violently, and de-

flates it with a loud, gurgly-squishy puls-

ing sound.

Unlike the smaller, shyer harp seals,

which usually flee when humans ap-

proach, large hooded seals often attack

and can move with rapid undulations

across the ice. In his classic 1924 book

about Newfoundland sealers, Vikings of
the Ice, George Allan England wrote that

"sealers tell many fearsome tales of men
losing leg or arm by dog-hood bites."

Seen from the air, harp seals appear as

dark spindle shapes clustered near leads

or hauling-out holes in the ice, but hooded

seals are relatively solitary. Typically,

they lie in widely scattered "family"

groups, often in the center of large ice

floes. Each female with a pup is closely

attended by a male that hopes to be the

father of next year's pup.

Harp and hooded seal pups also diff"er

in their relative development at birth.

Most harp seal pups are bom at night and

are launched abruptly into a frigid world

with a few powerful, abrupt contractions.

(In nearly thirty years of harp seal watch-

ing I have observed only three births.) The

large-headed, spindly-bodied newborn

carries no fat and shivers violently in the

icy air until it has had its first meal of

calorie-rich milk.

Compared with most other young pinni-

peds, the hooded seal pup is bom in an

advanced state of development. It com-

pletes its first molt in utero, shedding its

light gray embryonal coat. The fetus in-

gests the hairs and regurgitates them in

the womb as little grayish felted disks that

later lie upon the ice together with the

afterbirth. Bom after a lengthy labor that

often exhausts the mother, the hooded

pup lands nicely padded upon the ice.

"Whereas in most phocids [true seals] the

blubber layer is virtually absent at birth,"

Bowen states, "hooded seal pups have an

average of 1.5 cm of blubber at birth."

This fat layer makes up about 19 percent

of a pup's total birth weight. The pup is

just over three feet long at birth, weighs

about forty-eight pounds, and is clad in a

most elegant, short-haired coat: deep blu-

ish gray above and creamy white or silvery

gray on sides and belly. The pelts of these

"bluebacks" were prized by sealers.

A hooded seal pup nurses frequently

and develops rapidly. A hungry pup cries

and nudges the mother. When she turns

on her side, the pup suckles urgently, eyes

closed in blissful concentration, switching

frequently from teat to teat. After about

ten minutes the pup stops nursing, mewls

softly, yawns, and falls asleep. In about

half an hour, the pup awakes, butts the

mother, and begins to nurse again. If un-

disturbed, the pup remains close to its

mother and alternately feeds and sleeps

during these four vital days of its life.

While extremely rich in fat, hooded seal

milk contains only 5 percent protein, mini-

mizing the depletion of the mother's mus-

cle tissue. Maintaining muscle mass,

Oftedal notes, "may be especially impor-

tant for female hooded seals, as they un-

dertake a prolonged migration immedi-

ately after weaning their pups," first to the
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open sea to feed and replenish their fat

reserves, and then to the pack ice in Den-

mark Strait between Greenland and Ice-

land, where the hooded seals of all herds

gather for their annual molt.

When a 400-pound mother hauls out

onto the ice to give birth, she is swathed in

a thick layer of blubber. During the four

days of intensive nursing, she loses sixty-

five to seventy pounds, about 1 6 percent

of her total weight, or 33 percent of her fat

reserves. Essentially, the female seal con-

verts food energy into stored fat, then con-

verts the fat into immensely fat-rich milk,

which the pup imbibes, stores as blubber,

and utilizes as insulation and as an energy

source after the mother leaves it on the ice

and returns to the cold waters.

This rapid energy transfer from mother

to pup, Bowen and his colleagues found, is

very efficient. Gray seals, for instance,
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To woo afemale and intimidate his rivals, a male hooded seal

displays by distending his elastic nasal septum into a huge

fleshy balloon, shaking it vigorously, and deflating it noisily.

nurse their pups for an average of eighteen

days. A study carried out by the British

scientists Michael A. Fedak and Sheila A.

Anderson shows that during this time, the

female gray seal loses about eight pounds

each day and her pup gains three and a

half pounds a day. While nursing, the fe-

male gray seal loses about 1 40 pounds, 84

percent of her energy reserves. Fedak and

Anderson observe that as a result, "female

Grey seals look very thin when they leave

their pups, compared with the rotundness

at the start of nursing."

In contrast, the female hooded seal in-

vests less energy during the four days she

suckles her pup and manages to match the

results that other ice-breeding pinnipeds

achieve in two weeks to two months.

When she weans her pup, it has attained

roughly a quarter of her weight. Accord-

ing to Bowen, a weaning weight of about a

quarter of the mother's weight may be

vital to all seal pups' subsequent survival.

During the four days of nursing, the

female keeps her suitor at bay. Hooded
seal males fight fiercely with each other

and often bleed from gashes and cuts, but

they retreat meekly when the non-

receptive female threatens them. Almost

immediately upon cessation of nursing,

however, the female comes into estrus and

mates with her suitor. Both male and fe-

male then leave the ice and the pup, which

is amply provided for in the form of fat.

For about a week, the globular pups

remain upon the ice, sleepy and obese.

Unless their labile cradle cracks and

forces them to leave, the fat pups rarely

move. They sleep, expending a minimum
of energy, and live sparingly off their leg-

acy of fat. They lose about three pounds a

day at first, and then a pound a day, or

nearly a third of their maximum weight by

the time they begin to feed, usually in late

April. This is close to the time of the

northern seas' maximum productivity.

Myriad oceangoing crustaceans, mostly

euphausids and amphipods rich in fat and

protein, fill the sea, and for the pups the

living is easy. After their long fast, the

hooded seal pups eat large amounts of

these shrimplike creatures. They swim lei-

surely northward and are sometimes seen

near the pack ice where the adults molt;

then they mysteriously vanish from our

ken. In their recent book, Harps and
Hoods, the Canadian scientists David M.
Lavigne and Kit M. Kovacs state that

"little else is known about the habits of the

juvenile hooded seals until they reach ma-
turity." Eventually, they will return to the

shifting, short-lived whelping ice to raise a

new generation of hooded seal pups in

record time. D

>
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An excited male, hood inflated, stares intently at afemale and a
rival suitor already on the ice (out ofcamera range}. While

males meekly desist when rebuffed byfemales, they are quick

to engage in bloody battles with other males.



On the Mammoth's Dusty Trail
Frozenfossils yield a detailedpicture ofa vast northern grassland and

diverse animal community thatflourished during the Ice Age

by R. Dale Guthrie and Mary Lee Guthrie

One hundred and fifty years ago, amid

the grandeur of the Alps, Louis Agassiz

formulated his glacial theory and gave us

the first glimpse of the Ice Age. Through-

out the Pleistocene, from about 1 .6 million

to 10,000 years ago, the great ice sheets

grew, retreated, and grew again, leaving

traces of their presence on nearly a third of

the earth's land mass. Today the Pleisto-

cene story still focuses on ice, ice growing

in the north like a mythical beast: blue,

rumbling, and powerful.

Yet there was another side to the Ice

Age cold. Above the huge North Ameri-

can ice sheet, woolly mammoths, bison,

and horses lived on an arid grassland in the

unglaciated Yukon and Alaska. Lions

roared in the white night above the Arctic

Circle, and camels and horses fed on the

North Slope of Alaska's Brooks Range.

This land at the back of the north wind,

which we call the Mammoth Steppe,

waxed and waned with the glaciers

throughout the Pleistocene. As the oceans

ebbed, Alaska was joined with Asia across

a broad front of exposed continental shelf.

In an immense collar around the globe,

the steppe continued westward, across

Asia and into Europe. Paleolithic cave art-

ists left portraits of this realm, and the

animals they depicted have also been

found as frozen mummies in Siberia and

Alaska. They are members of what the

Soviets call the mammoth fauna. It was a

giant land and a land of giants.

The woolly mammoth is a good signa-

ture species because mammoth distribu-

tion corresponded almost exactly to the

bounds of the vast steppeland. Details

about these specialized proboscidians

have been gleaned from frozen mammoth
mummies and Paleolithic drawings. They

were indeed woolly, with spiraled locks of

black to rich brown guard hairs covering

shorter, silkier underfur. Their m.agnifi-

cent tusks, wielded by both males and

females, were primarily social organs and

were used against other mammoths and

predators. The tips of fossil tusks are fre-

quently worn to a polish, and people have

speculated that mammoth tusks evolved

as shovels to sweep snow aside to feed. But

patterns of wear on fossil tusks do not

support this idea. Two mummified mam-
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Paintings by Donna Braginetz

In this re-creation ofan interior Alaskan valley ofsome 18,000years ago,

saiga antelopes ruminate in the sun, horsesfeed on new spring grasses,

and a woolly mammoth matriarch leads her herd offemales andyoung
across thefloodplain.
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moth trunks have been found with the tips

intact. Unlike living elephant trunks,

these mammoth trunks have a curious

handlike tip—a sort of palm and oppos-

able thumb of muscle—that would have

been very effective in gathering low sward

grasses or perhaps scooping up "handfuls"

of snow. Demographic profiles based on

fossil mammoth teeth suggest that woolly

mammoths matured slowly, with most

mortality about age twenty, when the sex-

ually mature male mammoths left the ma-

triarchal herds to wander in bachelor

bands.

Among the most common large mam-
mal fossils found in Siberia and Alaska are

the bones of the massive, ruggedly built

steppe bison, closely related to bison that

once roamed the American plains. Steppe

bison, however, had humps situated far-

ther back behind the shoulder blades, car-

ried their heads higher, and had a smaller

forehead hair "bonnet" than present-day

bison, relying on much thicker facial skin

for protection from the sharp horn tips of

rivals. By the late Pleistocene, some

400,000 years ago, these bison spread out

over the entire Mammoth Steppe, displac-

ing several species of muskoxen, which

then became extinct.

Horses lived on the early Mammoth
Steppe more than two million years ago,

and their bones have been found virtually

everywhere in Alaska that Pleistocene

mammals have been discovered. Frozen

mummies from Alaska and Siberia show

that these pony-sized Pleistocene horses

had reddish buff coats, with black manes,

legs, and tails, similar to those of the wild

horses of central Asia that now live only in

zoos. (Horses in Paleolithic art have curi-

ous neck stripes that increase in number in

the more southern French and Spanish

art. The Spanish Pleistocene horses are

usually depicted with stripes like that of

the South African quagga, a recently ex-

tinct subspecies of Burchell's zebra. The
quagga and the Spanish Pleistocene horse

solve an old chicken-and-egg issue. They
show that color patterns of zebras and

other striped equids were originally a mat-

ter of dark stripes evolving on a light

ground, rather than the reverse.) Hem-
ionids, a species of asslike equids now na-

Why the Ice Age?

The Ice Age climate and its offspring

—

the Mammoth Steppe and the growth of

continental ice—are now seen as the result

of two major forces. Mountain uplift is ap-

parently the cause of a cooling trend that

accelerated about three million years ago.

Episodes of major mountain uplift have oc-

curred in irregular pulses several times

since then, and while the reasons for this

uplift are not well understood, we know that

the immense walls of mountain systems re-

strict atmospheric circulation, which, in

turn, affects oceanic circulation. Although

mountain building explains much of the

earth's climatic heterogeneity and cooling,

the waxing and waning of the Pleistocene

ice is best explained by another force.

five to central Asia, also lived throughout

much of the Mammoth Steppe, including

Alaska.

Judging from the abundance of lion fos-

sils, lions were the most common large

predator on the Mammoth Steppe. Their

remains are indistinguishable from those

of extant African and Asian lions; they

were the same species. Male lions in Pa-

leolithic art have little or no mane. This is

an interesting point because the spectrum

of manes in modem African lions is very

broad, ranging from highly ornamented

black-maned groups to populations that

are virtually maneless. In general, males

have more spectacular manes in regions

with large prides and abundant prey.

Smaller manes are associated with small-

er lion prides and seasonally sparse prey.

Smaller prides would have been the rule

on the vast northern steppes.

Numerous other large mammals
roamed the Mammoth Steppe: woolly rhi-

nos, saiga antelopes, ibex, reindeer, cam-

els, giant bears, two species of muskoxen,

wapiti, giant deer, saber-toothed cats, hye-

nas, sheep, wolves, cheetahs. Some spe-

cies were only locally abundant, while oth-

ers ranged across the entire steppe. How
could all these animals thrive in a habitat

so dry that trees could not grow? How did

they endure long winters with severe

winds and air temperatures of sixty de-

grees below zero? The present boreal for-

est and tundra seems a challenging

enough environment. Why weren't Ice

Age conditions simply overwhelming?

The Mammoth Steppe is hard to visual-

ize, partly because our experience with

modem plant and animal communities

can be misleading. Yet there is no ques-

tion that "plains" species such as rhinos,

antelopes, and black-footed ferrets did live

The sun's pull on the earth is almost con-

stant, but the gravitational effect of the

nearer planets produces distortions in our

path around the sun, as well as a wobble in

the earth's rotational axis. Calculations

mapping these planetary alignments far

into the past have shown that they affect

our relation to the sun in three major cycles

of 96,000, 41,000, and 21,000 years. The

compound result of these three cycles cre-

ates a rhythmic pattern of subtle changes in

the earth's relation to the sun. Models of

solar input based on these calculations cor-

respond very closely to actual data from

past glacial cycles. The history of the Mam-
moth Steppe is thus irregular, but it was a

real entity bom at the beginning of the

Pleistocene; someday the steppe may re-

turn, but the mammoths never will.

above the Arctic Circle on the Mammoth
Steppe during glacial episodes of the

Pleistocene. The fossil record is volumi-

nous. Deposits of wind-blown silt, many
feet deep, are found throughout the re-

gion. They record magnetic reversals of

the earth's poles and so are useful in pro-

viding dates for buried fossils. Pleistocene

loess deposits contain bands of volcanic

ash, tiny beetle skeletons, mouse teeth,

bird gizzard stones, and seeds, as well as

large mammal remains. In places where

the silt washed downslope, it buried vege-

tation, dung piles, bones, and occasionally,

a fresh carcass. As this reworked silt accu-

mulated, the zone of annual thaw rose as

well, leaving plant and animal remains far

underground in the patient hands of frost.

In such frozen silts the fossil archives of

the Mammoth Steppe have been exqui-

sitely preserved. Meat tens of thousands

of years old is still red; the bone marrow

still white.

More than two dozen frozen partial

mummies of Mammoth Steppe mammals
have been found in Siberia and Alaska.

The most famous of these are the remark-

ably well preserved Siberian Beresovka

mammoth, an adult excavated in 1901,

and the Dima mammoth, a complete car-

cass of a six- to seven-month-old baby dis-

covered in 1977. A new mummy of a

mammoth thought to be less than three

months old at its death was found in Sibe-

ria in 1988, but a full description has not

yet been published. Most mummies occur

in late Pleistocene sediments and thus are

within the range of carbon-14 dating. A
Soviet expert on mammoth mummies,

N. K. Vereshchagin, has noted that radio-

carbon dates from frozen mummies tend

to cluster in two groups: about 35,000 and

12,000 years ago. These dates reflect de-
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Overleaf: Some 36,000years ago,

Alaskan Pleistocene lions brought

down largeprey such as the bull

bisonpictured here.
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positional conditions that were good for

preservation, rattier than times in which

mammoths were particularly abundant.

During these transitional episodes, there

was enough exposed soil and enough mois-

ture to move sediments downslope, bury-

ing more of everything. Peak glacial con-

ditions were probably too dry for optimum

washing and erosion. During interglacials,

as today, very little soil was exposed.

One popular nineteenth-century ex-

planation for the deaths of Siberian mam-
moths held that a global Ice Age catastro-

phe left the beasts frozen in midstride,

with a last meal of buttercups still in their

mouths. This idea has been thoroughly

refuted, but at the University of Alaska's

Institute of Arctic Biology we've been in-

vestigating the diets of Mammoth Steppe

species in a study that recalls the butter-

cup theory. Mammalian paleontologists

tend to look at a lot of teeth. Qualities of

durability that make teeth functional in an

animal's life also render teeth prime can-

didates for preservation. Fossil teeth are

important indicators of diet and evolution-

ary change.

The teeth of Mammoth Steppe grazers

are very high crowned and complex, more

so than teeth of living analogues such as

African elephants and white rhinos. Effi-

cient use of sparse, low-quality winter for-

age was critical to survival, and any addi-

tional grinding surface and complexity

would have been an advantage in shred-

ding grass leaves and combating wear

from abrasive plants. Enamel loops of

mammoth and lemming teeth from the

late Pleistocene are the most complex of

any proboscidian or rodent. Over time,

loop after loop of enamel was added, mak-

ing the chewing surface of these teeth look

like an elaborate fern leaf. Evolution from

the early to late Pleistocene was so rapid

that mammoth and lemming teeth are

good indicators of the age of sediments in

which they occur.

We had looked at thousands of Pleisto-

cene fossil skulls and teeth before realiz-

ing there were buttercups in their mouths,

so to speak; plant tissues were compacted

between the cusps of many teeth. We col-

lected material from hundreds of different

fossil teeth after learning about a tech-

nique range managers had conceived and

worked out using fecal material. Undi-

gestible leaf cuticle found in feces is im-

printed with characteristic underlying epi-

dermal cells that can be identified with

some precision under a microscope. While

determining what wild herbivores choose

to eat simply by watching them feed, a

mouthful at a time, is extraordinarily diffi-

cult, this leaf cuticle analysis of fecal sam-

ples is an accurate tool for identifying

what plants have been eaten. Our sam-

ples, however, were coming from the other

end of things. Were plants that happened

to get stuck in the teeth of Mammoth
Steppe grazers a good indicator of their

normal diet? As a test, we sampled the

teeth of present-day large African herbi-

vores. For the most part, tooth samples

matched the known diets for these same

populations.

Teeth of the Pleistocene grazers con-

tained mainly grass epidermal fragments,

and each herbivore species tended to in-

gest a slightly different blend of grasses,

confirming the sort of dietary specializa-

tion that we would expect given the diver-

sity of large mammal species. These

grasses are an essential clue to the com-

parative richness of the Mammoth
Steppe.

Today, the grasses and small forbs on

the steppes of central Asia, which are rem-

nants of the vegetation of the larger Pleis-

tocene steppe, thrive in the region's arid-

ity. The wall of the Himalayas blocks

moist southern weather systems that

would otherwise reach this high country.

Soil on these steppes is partly exposed

between clumps of vegetation and is sub-

ject to erosion by wind or running water.

Exposed, dry soil thaws more rapidly and

deeply than soil heavily insulated with

mosses and plant litter. Nutrients turn

over rapidly in such warmer grassland
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soils. More arid cx)nditions on the Mam-
moth Steppe thus helped boost soil tem-

peratures and nutrient availability. Many
grasses have deep roots, and these below-

ground reserves let them rebound after

grazing; they are adapted to being grazed.

Thus the more grassy steppe vegetation

during most of the Pleistocene could sup-

port a diverse community of large ani-

mals—many of which were grazers.

In contrast, toxic plants make up much
of the tundra and taiga vegetation that

now dominates northern latitudes. So few

nutrients are available in the poorly

drained and cold soils that plants such as

black spruce, green alder, and Labrador

tea grow slowly and protect their tissues

with toxic chemical compounds. They

carmot afford to be browsed. Today's

Alaskan herbivores are confronted with a

considerable volume of vegetation, but

much of it is poisonous. While less vegeta-

tion existed on the Mammoth Steppe, vir-

tually all of it was edible.

Most plants that grow in moist northern

soils are also poor in minerals. Today, cari-

bou, ground squirrels, hares, sheep, and

moose chew on bones and scavenge ani-

mal carcasses in an attempt to obtain min-

erals. Old antlers shed by moose or cari-

bou almost always show evidence of pica,

the eating of odd material spurred by min-

eral or vitamin deficiency. This bone and

antler chewing differs from the gnawing

typically done by carnivores. We have

found few traces of mineral chewing in

Mammoth Steppe fossils. Again, aridity is

the key. Plants grown on dry soils have

more water moving through their tissues

and replacing that lost by evaporation and

transpiration, so they tend to have more
minerals in their leaves.

Winter aridity on the Mammoth
Steppe, coupled with wind, would have

reduced snow cover, affording access to

standing dead grasses and exposing an ex-

tensive winter range for large grazers.

Food, rather than simple cold, is what
limits large mammals in the north today.

Because small mammals, in contrast, need

insulating snow cover to survive, only the

most cold-adapted fonns, like lemmings,

would have been able to cope on the Mam-
moth Steppe.

Blue Babe

Frozen mummies are a unique part of our

Mammoth Steppe inheritance. In 1979, we

excavated the carcass of a 36,000-year-old

steppe bison found in a placer gold mine

near Fairbanks, Alaska. Colored blue by

vivianite, a mineral produced by the reac-

tion of phosphate in the animal tissues and

iron in the soil, the bison reminded us of

Paul Bunyan's giant blue ox, "Babe," and

the name stuck.

A thick winter pelt and ample body fat

indicated that the bison had died in early

winter; growth rings on its horns and teeth

showed it had been about nine years old.

Later, paired holes that matched the spac-

ing of canine teeth in Alaskan Pleistocene

With less snow to melt, spring breakup

could happen earlier, opening the way for

deep summer thaws, warmer soils, and

rich forage in the long summer days. The
extreme seasonality of the Pleistocene

Mammoth Steppe gave rise to biological

superlatives. High-quality vegetation

present for a comparatively long growing

season produced big-bodied animals with

large horns and antlers in those species,

such as bison and deer, that could adjust

their growth rates to the quality of graz-

ing. (Some Mammoth Steppe species,

however, geared to poorer-quality forage

year-round and having a slow, steady

growth rate, were not preadapted to take

advantage of this sharp seasonality; north-

em horses and rhinos remained chubby

lion fossils were discovered in the hide, and

claw scratches on the rump and bite holes in

the muzzle confirmed that a lion or lions

had attacked and strangled Blue Babe. A
lion chipped off part of its tooth tugging on

the freezing hide, but the bison was not

entirely eaten before it froze. Legs, head,

and hide were intact. The scavenged car-

cass was buried in mud very early the fol-

lowing spring, before it could decompose.

(No fly larva cases were present, and the

meat was still red.) Melting snow could

have carried soil down an adjacent slope

before the ground under the bison had a

chance to thaw.

Although Blue Babe's pelt had slipped,

the hairs were well preserved, and we were

able to save enough hair from the frozen

miniatures compared with their cousins

farther south.)

Summer flushes of nutrients alternated

with winter bottlenecks, creating an in-

tensely focused breeding season. Debili-

tating late autumn ruts—timed to pro-

duce young in the early spring—doomed
many dominant males and skewed sex ra-

tios to more females, favoring extreme

polygyny. Males of daring, those carrying

the biggest weapons, were selectively fa-

vored: mammoths grew tusks twelve feet

long; giant deer carried antlers measuring

nine feet from tip to tip; bison had horns a

large man can barely span with out-

stretched arms.

About 12,000 years ago the Mammoth
Steppe began to unravel. The landscape
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A Pleistocene bison was mounted in its death

posefor display at the University ofAlaska
Museum in Fairbanks.
University of Aiaslta Museum

sediments during the excavation to recon-

struct the bison's appearance. Except for

his shorter tail, Blue Babe looked very much
like the bison portrayed in hundreds of Pa-

leolithic cave drawings. And like bison in

cave art, Blue Babe's horns are large

—

much larger than those of modem bison.

The sharp horns and the mummy's thick

facial skin are clues to social behavior. Be-

havior and external anatomy are linked in

diverse ways, but skin thickness is often

related to mode of combat. Sheep have

thick skin on their face and shoulders, ap-

propriate for their high-impact, head-on

clashes, while Rocky Mountain goats wear

their defensive armor on their flanks be-

cause sparring goats stand side by side and

jab at the opponent's rear quarters with

became wetter, toxic plants began to pro-

liferate, and winter snows deepened. The
trails that mammoths made and the pits

where horses once rolled in the dust be-

came bogs. Ranges of many species con-

tracted to relict steppe areas. Ancestors of

wild horses, hemionids, and saiga ante-

lopes now found only in central Asia once

roamed across three continents. Other

species survived in disjunct distributions:

lions shifted south and reindeer north.

Woolly muskoxen squeezed through;

woolly mammoths did not. The Mam-
moth Steppe ceased to exist.

Except at its partly wooded southern

fringe, the cold and windy Eurasian Mam-
moth Steppe effectively barred human
colonization during its periodic expan-

short, sharp horns. Although Blue Babe's

facial skin was nearly an inch thick, he

lacked the dense bonnet of forehead hair

that gives modern American bison their

characteristic profile. The annual battles of

Pleistocene bison bulls in rut were probably

head-to-head engagements with hard push-

ing and hooking. Fossil skulls of cow bison

are much more lightly built than male

skulls. Cow horns are smaller and more

gracile as well. This extreme sexual differ-

ence has numerous implications, one of

which is that, except for the fall rut, cows

and their calves lived in the safety of herds.

The adult bull bison was solitary and there-

fore more susceptible to attack by Pleisto-

cene lions despite its sharp and powerfully

wielded horns.

sions with full glacial conditions. Archeo-

logical sites in most of Eurasia date only

from warm, wet intervals. Nobody lived in

the north during the cold, dry glacials;

humans were driven back by the treeless

portions of the Mammoth Steppe as it

expanded southward. Despite abundant

food on the hoof, human technology and

ingenuity had northern limits as long as

there was no wood for heat and shelter.

Humans followed the advancing boreal

forest northward at the end of the last

glacial recession, eventually reaching far-

ther into the north than ever before and

unknowingly gaining access to the other

side of the world.

As residents of the Alaskan interior, we

still find all of this difficult to fathom.

Dark spruce forests with foreground bars

of white paper birch surround our house,

and tundra moorlands rise in the high

country at the horizon. The nearest grass-

lands are more than a thousand miles

south. We live, literally, on top of the

Mammoth Steppe. Our house is built on

permafrost, on one hundred feet of frozen

silt accumulated in innumerable dusty

days in the late Pleistocene; yet there is no

dust in our summer skies.

Pleistocene biotic communities were

radically different from those we know
today, and not only in the far north. While

the Mammoth Steppe was at its zenith, to

the south, in midcontinent North Amer-
ica, oaks and other hardwoods mixed with

birch and spruce in a peculiar "boreal

forest." Black spruce and caribou lived as

far south as Georgia. Grasslands were

confined to a narrow pocket in what are

now the northern plains states, and even

this rangeland looked like an outlier of the

Mammoth Steppe; for example, musk-

oxen, lemmings, caribou, bison, horses,

mammoths, and lions lived in what are

now Wyoming and Colorado. We cannot

take present biotic communities as pri-

mordial givens. Our "native" fauna is ac-

tually a hodgepodge of earlier distribu-

tions. Apple-pie-familiar North American

fauna, like grizzly bears and moose, are

recent immigrants from the Old World,

having arrived with Amerind colonists as

the continental glaciers retreated.

Frozen fauna and other Ice Age fossils

give us a unique perspective on the pos-

sible results of global warming. The ex-

tremes of the Mammoth Steppe were ap-

parently brought about by a shift of only a

few degrees in average temperatures and

a slight change in annual rainfall. Sea-

sonal shifts in weather, maintained long

enough, can alter vegetation profoundly,

reorganizing landscapes over much of the

globe. The countryside found by the first

New World colonists to cross the land

bridge from Asia had already undergone

changes so drastic they are difficult to

believe, even in the face of ample frozen

evidence. Geologically, this was all recent.

Asian immigrants and their hunting dogs

probably walked AJaskan mammoth trails

that were still tracked and dusty. D
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BEHIND THESE FOUR DOORSy YOll'ir

FIND FORD'S BIG, NEW WORtD.

^ / 4-wheel drive compact sport

'utility vehicles seemed like a

passport to any territory you'd

want to explore.

Unfortunately, the vehicles

were a little too compact
for stretching, much less

exploring.

Ford was determined to

change that. And did.

THE WIDE OPEN SPACE IS HERE, IN TH.

7991 EXPLORER.

4rdoor Explorer's design is

new from the ground up. The
key to its spaciousness is the

longest wheelbase in its class.

The doors are wide, easy to

enter and exit.. Best of all, 6
passengeirs* can now explore

something special: headroom,
legroom, cargo room. In fact,

the 4-doorExplorer is more
spacious than any vehicle in

its class. /

The cargo area is big and
deep. Since the spare tire's

mounted below, you needn't

jam cargd around it. To carry

long or bulky loads, just fold

down the rear split-bench

seats.

EXPIORATIONS IN AERODYNAMICS
AND ENGINEERING.

DiscQter how masterfully

form mid femction can bfe
^

integrated.

The limousine-style doors

curve to meet the roofline, and

help reduce wind resistance. -

The hidden drip-rail system,

flush-mounted side windows,

even bumpers help manage
air flow.

The 4-wheel drive Explorer

has Twin-Traction Beam front

suspension for independent

wheel action. The frame's lad-

der-type construction utilizes

heavy gauge side rails and 5

crossmembers.

EXPLORING ISN'T

"ROUGHING IT" NOW.

In the Eddie Bauer model
pictured here, you can get

power windows, door locks,

and more. A tilt-up open-air

roof brings the outdoors in.

Options,worth exploring

include the Ford JBL audio

system and sport bucket
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seats with leather seating
surfaces.

THE IDEAL 4-DOOR VEHICLE CAN ALSO
HAVE JUST 2 DOORS.

The 2-door Explorer cap-
tures the spacious feeling of
the 4-door.

And, if you seldom encoun-
ter conditions that call for

4WD, 2WD onlymodels are
available.

The 4-door Explorer has
been named "Four Wheeler of
The Year" byFour Wheeler
magazine. Competing against
some ofthe newest vehicles in
its class, foreign and domestic,
Explorer ranked #1 in on-road
ride and drive, exterior styling
and overall interior excellence.

EXPLORE NEW ROADS AT THE TOUCH
OF A BUTTON.

With all other 4x4 compact
utility vehicles, shifting to

4-wheel drive means strug-

gling with a floor-mounted
shift. Explorer has Ford's

exclusive Touch Drive system.
One push of a dash-mounted
button lets you shift from 2- to

'4-wheel drive high, and back
'again, on the fly.

. The engine is a multi-port

fuel-injected 4.0L V-6. Power
front disc brakes and a rear

anti-lock brake system are
standard.

BEST-BUILT AMERICAN CARS
AND TRUCKS.

The best-built American
cars and trucks are built by
Ford Motor Company. This is

based on an average of con-
sumer-reported problems in a
series of surveys of all Ford
and competitive '81-'89 models
designed and built in North
America. At Ford, "Quality is

Job 1."

*4-door model with optional front bench seat.

Buckle up— together we can save lives.

Have you driven a Ford . . . lately?
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A northwestern garter snake lies coiledand basking.
Joel W. Rogers

Genetics

ofthe

Garter's Getaway
The art ofthe escape may lie in

the colors ofthe snake

by Edmund D. Brodie III

Secure from predators and sheltered

from the falling rain, a female garter

snake lies beneath a tangle of blackberry

vines. The brilliant red stripe on her back

and the yellow ones along her sides fade

slightly toward her tail, where her skin is

stretched from the bulge of the babies she

is carrying. She begins to undulate rhyth-

mically as waves of contractions force the

first baby from her body. Encased in a

membranous sac, the baby begins to

squirm as the mother crawls a few inches

away. With a thrash of its head, the baby

splits the sac and breaks the umbilical

cord trailing from its belly. Crawling

away, the newborn garter snake immedi-

ately begins to shed its natal skin and

reveal its color pattern. Unlike the

mother, the baby has no stripes on its

sides, only a single, straw-colored stripe

down its back. A few minutes later, a

second baby sloughs its skin and exposes a

stripeless body with a row of black spots

down each side. When the striped mother

has finished giving birth, seven babies

have wriggled off into the underbrush: two

with red and yellow stripes like their

mother, three with a single straw stripe,

and two with no stripes at all but with a

row of spots along each side.

The color patterns of other snake spe-

cies may vary from one place to another,

but the great variety of colors and mark-

ings, called polymorphism, found within

litters of northwestern garter snakes is ex-

ceptional. Snakes living within the same

meadow or backyard may have red, or-

ange, yellow, straw, or blue stripes on their

back, a pair of yellow or straw stripes on

their sides, rows of small or large black

spots along their back or sides, and either

plain or red- or black-speckled bellies. In-

dividuals might have almost any conceiv-

able combination of markings: stripes, one

stripe, one stripe and a row of spots, spots

only, or no markings at all. To complicate

matters even more, the dorsal stripe, when

present, sometimes fades before the end of

the body, creating a partly striped snake.

I first noticed the color pattern poly-

morphism of northwestern garter snakes

when I was a child growing up in coastal

Oregon. In backyards and parks and on

the hillside behind my grandparents'

house, I caught snakes of differing pat-

terns and always hoped that I had found a

new species. Invariably, upon checking

the identification in my field guide, the

new "variety" would turn out to be a

northwestern garter snake, although

sometimes of a color pattern not listed in

the book. These variable snakes were little

more than a memory of frustration to me
until, as a graduate student at the Univer-

sity of Chicago, I began to search for a

dissertation topic.

As I learned that polymorphisms are

not expected in nature—traits that influ-

ence an animal's ability to survive and

reproduce are subject to natural selection

so that the most favorable traits replace

others through time and the most advanta-



geous color pattern becomes the dominant

one—I recalled the range of patterns on

the snakes in my grandparents' backyard.

How can such variation exist not only

within this species but also within small

populations and even single litters? Poly-

morphism has intrigued biologists since

Charles Darwin and Alfred Russel Wal-

lace independently proposed natural se-

lection as an evolutionary process in 1 858.

Ifmore than one pattern exists, then some-

thing must act to eliminate the advantage

of one type over another.

While most snakes simply remain in

burrows or under rocks on cold rainy days,

northwestern garter snakes, restricted to

the Coast Ranges of the Pacific North-

west, must hunt in the cold rain and fog for

which this region is famous. They feed

almost exclusively on slugs and earth-

worms, which are active above ground

only during wet weather. A snake crawls

slowly through the fields and meadows

during light rain, frequently putting its

head to the ground and flicking its tongue

to try to pick up the scent of a slug. After

picking up a fresh slug trail, the snake

follows the scent until it locates the

quarry. Such searches often take the pred-

ator far from its normal hiding place.
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When a snake does capture a plump

slug, it must then spend several days bask-

ing in order to digest its meal. Because it is

coldblooded, a snake's metabolic and be-

havioral processes depend on its ability to

elevate its body temperature by external

means. Whenever a snake eats a meal,

begins to shed, or is pregnant, it must bask

to absorb what little sunlight filters

through the clouds and mist. All this adds

Northwestern garter snakes captured in the samefield in

Oregon display some ofthe great variety ofcolors and markings

typical ofthis species. Made up ofmany shadings of
colored scales, a garter snake's pattern, below, may be inherited

along with the way it escapesfrom predators.

up to a large portion of time exposed to

potential predators.

Many snake predators, however, de-

pend on vision for detecting prey, so a

snake's color pattern could determine

whether it lives or dies. For so many color

patterns to persist, northwestern garter

snakes (which, like most snakes, rely less

on sight than on a keen sense of chemical

detection to recognize both mate and

prey) must somehow behave in a way that

makes one color pattern as good a protec-

tion from predators as another.

The primary threat to northwestern

garter snakes comes from birds. In my
study sites, I have seen many raptors

—

including golden eagles, red-tailed hawks,

marsh hawks, and kestrels—circling over-

head while the snakes are active. More

common, however, are the crows and

Steller's jays that frequent the clearings.

These birds often sit in the alder and ma-

ple trees that surround meadows, watch-

ing for movement in the grass and bram-

bles below. On one unusually sunny

morning, I watched a Steller's jay sitting

on a tall stump near a blackberry bramble

where I normally find several snakes.

From time to time it would fly to the

ground and hop along for several feet

while pecking at the ground. It repeated

these movements about four times before

flying back to the stump with a juvenile

garter snake writhing in its beak. In less

than a minute, the bird swallowed its prey

and resumed its watch over the field.

Birds, which hunt by sight, may repre-

sent a force of selection on the color pat-

terns of garter snakes. When a group of

herpetologists from the University of Flor-

ida compared the color patterns of all the

species of snakes in North America, they

found that they could predict a species'

color pattern based only on knowledge of

how it escapes predators, how it feeds,

where it breeds, and when it is active.

Snakes with broken patterns, such as

spots or blotches, are usually secretive.

Many of these species are active only at

night, sitting in ambush for their prey

rather than hunting widely for it. These

snakes also rely on camouflage to avoid

detection by predators but become ag-

gressive when threatened. Blotched and

spotted snakes include most venomous

species, such as rattlesnakes, copper-

heads, and cottonmouths. Snakes with

striped patterns usually live in open areas

such as meadows, are active during the

day, forage widely for their food, try to

escape when threatened, and generally

lack any special defense or threats.
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Although ofdifferent colors, striped garter snakes, right and

below, belong to the northwestern species andprobably use the

same escape strategy.

Color patterns and behavior may be

correlated because of the optical illusions

of moving and fixed patterns. Stripes on

the back and sides of a snake give the eye

no points to fix on and make it difficult to

detect motion or to judge speed. One sec-

tion of a stripe looks just like any other. A
predator, such as the jay on the stump

watching a striped snake below, may not

even realize the snake is moving until it's

gone. A blotched or spotted pattern, on

the other hand, provides flickering refer-

ence points for the eye; a predator can

more accurately judge the speed of a mov-

ing snake with these patterns and thus has

a better chance of capturing the prey.

While blotches or spots are not useful to

a fleeing snake, they are advantageous to a

stationary one. The broken pattern dis-

rupts the outline of a snake's body and

makes it more difficult to detect. A pass-

ing hawk might never notice a partly ex-

posed spotted snake. Stripes, on the other

hand, accentuate the shape of a snake by

colorfully outlining the body form. Har-

vey Pough, of Cornell University, suggests

that while a steadily moving striped snake

may be difficult to pin down, a blotched or

spotted snake may have an advantage if it

moves in fits and starts. The blotches blur

together as the snake moves and make it

difficult to identify when it stops. The
sudden disappearance of the pattern con-

fuses a predator.

Northwestern garter snakes are excep-

tionally docile and rarely, if ever, bite. If

caught, they exude a malodorous musk
from a gland in the tail and may attempt

to smear it on their captor; but their first

line of defense is escape. During a year of

fieldwork in the Coast Ranges of Oregon,

I found that the method of escape depends

upon the snake's color pattern. Striped

snakes usually crawl straight away from a

predator, while spotted or unmarked

snakes often reverse direction and freeze.

I believe that the behavioral differences

between striped and spotted northwestern

garter snakes equalize the advantage of

one pattern over another. Simple ffight is a

more eff'ective strategy for striped snakes,

while evasive stop-and-go behavior works

best for spotted individuals. But how does

a snake "know" whether it is striped or
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spotted and, thus, how to behave when

threatened? Such self-awareness being

unlikely, appearance and behavior must

be genetically linked. That is, the genes

for striped color pattern must be inherited

along with those for direct escape, and

likewise for spotted patterns and evasive

behavior.

For the past four years I have been

examining the genetic control of color pat-

tern and escape behavior in a population

of northwestern garter snakes in coastal

Oregon. Pregnant females are active

throughout most of the summer, emerging

daily from burrows and refuges in the

morning to warm up. Slowed by the bur-

den of their clutch, these females can be

easily caught as they bask in the early

morning. I kept the pregnant females in a

field laboratory for a few weeks until they

gave birth to their young at the end of the

summer.

Each female gives birth to about six

offspring. The baby snakes are bom with

color patterns already developed for life.

Two days after each litter was bom, I

tested the escape strategy of each baby on

a doughnut-shaped racetrack covered

with Astroturf. Since starting the project,

I have examined more than 200 families

of garter snakes and a total of more than

1 ,200 babies. I compared the variations of

color pattern and escape strategy found

within individual litters with the varia-

tions among all the families. If a trait is

heritable, one would expect less variation

within a family than in the general popula-

tion, and one might even be able to deter-

mine how much is genetic and how much
environmental. I then used a formula de-

veloped by animal and plant breeders to

find out how much a particular trait is

determined by genetic factors. (Animal

breeders value such information so that

they can crossbreed for the greatest possi-

ble production of milk or eggs. Biologists

have recently begun to realize the equa-

tion's value for understanding the evolu-

tionary history of plants and animals.) The

results showed that color pattem and es-

cape behavior are genetically linked:

striped snakes are more likely to flee in

one direction, while spotted and un-

marked snakes usually reverse direction

several times during ffight.

In spite of this genetic association be- IP





Ofallgarter snakepredators in the northwest, birds are the

most effective. The Steller'sjay, left, will takeyoung

snakes up to ten inches long. The banded water snake, below,

displays the same halting escape maneuver as the

blotchilypatterned garter snakes.

Jerry Schad; Photo Researchers, Jack Dermid; Bruce Coleman,

tween color pattern and behavior, some

snakes are occasionally bom with the

wrong combination of traits, a striped

snake that will reverse direction or a spot-

ted snake that flees. To confirm that natu-

ral selection in the wild actually favors

particular combinations of color pattern

and behavior, I marked and released more

than 600 baby snakes, the subjects of my
genetic studies, into my study population.

When I return next year to recapture the

marked individuals, they will have been

exposed to from one to three years of natu-

ral conditions, complete with the normal

predation risks encountered by wild

snakes. By seeing which snakes have sur-

vived, I'll be able to determine the relative

advantages of different combinations of

color pattern and escape behavior.

If predictions about the way birds view

moving patterns are correct, the snakes

that survive ought to be the striped snakes

that flee directly and the spotted snakes

that are evasive. Such an outcome will

prove that the selective advantage does

not belong to a single color or behavior,

but rather to specific combinations of the

two. By reducing the relative benefit of

any single character, selection should

maintain the variety of colors and patterns

in the northwestern garter snake. D
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A queen Bombus pol&nsjust out ofhibernation

feeds on nectarfrom the catkins ofan

arctic willow on Canada's Ellesmere Island.

Bernd Heinrich



The Antifreeze ofBees
Where these insects Uve, it's too cold to be coldblooded

by Bernd Heinrich

For the first time in my life I'm looking

for bumblebees at midnight. It's June 22,

the second day after the summer solstice.

Farther south the days will begin to get

shorter, but here on EUesmere Island the

sun circles overhead all day, dipping only

to about ten degrees above the horizon at

midnight. Despite the perpetual daylight,

one would hardly guess that summer has

arrived. We've had only four sunny days

for the past two weeks. The rest of the

time it has been overcast, and air tempera-

tures have not risen above 40° F.

Only two weeks ago, as our small expe-

dition flew north from Resolute in the

Haviland Twin Otter, all the landscape

was immaculately white. As we de-

scended along a steep, bare mountain wall

down to Alexandra Fjord, we noticed

seals. They were solitary or in small

groups, lying next to the holes that they

chew and maintain through the snow-cov-

ered ice all winter long. Polar bear tracks

connected some of the holes, and I no-

ticed, with some misgiving, that these

same tracks led from the shore to the huts

that would be our temporary home.

The Otter landed on the snow-covered

fjord. We unloaded our supplies near

shore and the plane took off", leaving us in

the hushed stillness. I was surprised to see

ice crevasses, which we had to traverse to

get ashore. As we entered the main hut of

the remote Royal Canadian Mounted Po-

lice Station, we faced a faded picture of a

red-coated Mountie blowing a trumpet.

Posted next to the gun rack, which held

two loaded rifles, a sign, in both English

and Inuit, gave instructions on defense

against polar bears. But after two weeks of

cautious exploration near camp, I still had

not seen a bear, so I no longer took a

loaded rifle with me when going to the

outhouse.

The snow melted first along the gravelly

river as it received the melt from the gla-

cier The sun soon exposed the rocks and

soil along the riverbank, and everything

was covered with lichens; Jet black, gray,

green, white, orange, and yellow, with

leaflike lobes, ground-hugging encrusta-

tions, or branched feathery spikes. Some
of these lichens were hundreds of years

old, growing only during the brief warm



Worker bees, below, incubate the cocoons ofqueens-to-be.

Empty cocoons are used as honeypots. Right: a queen

collects nectarfrom purple saxifrage, thefirst bloom of
Ellesmere 's arctic spring. Bees need its nectar to

fuel their early nestingand egg laying.
Both photographs by Bernd Heinnch

periods and surviving during the rest of

the year in suspended animation.

Mats of plants that retain their leaves

from the previous year or years had also

emerged from the snow. The low, tight

mats of Dryas integrifolia, which from a

distance looked like silver-gray rocks,

were soon bristling with green-gray leaves

and sprouting delicate yellow flowers.

Purple saxifrage and willows are the

first arctic plants to bloom. After a long

winter torpor, the branches of creeping

arctic willow bear erect silver catkins,

which soon turn orange and then yellow,

before yielding their pollen and nectar to

the bumblebees. The purple saxifrage's

small, five-petaled, brilliant flowers shine

like tiny rubies atop the smooth, green-

brown cushion of tundra that emerges

from the snow.

Where there are colorful flowers there

are pollinators. And so despite the mid-

night hour, I was not surprised when I

heard a bee nearby and then saw its dark

shape zoom past. It flew fast and straight

over the deep snows—but on the very first

opened flowers, it stopped. Others came,

zigzagged crazily, stopped briefly, and

passed on. All were queens just out of

hibernation. They had mated last summer
when their parental colonies disinte-

grated. Now they fed on nectar to fuel

their prodigious energy demands as they

searched for nest sites in which to found

their own colonies.

For most insects, survival above the

Arctic Circle is, as in the lichens and flow-

ering plants, a matter of slowing down in

order to endure. For example, the caterpil-

lars of the Gynaephora moth take thirteen

years to mature (see "Caterpillars on Ice,"

January 1988). They spend most of their

lives deeply frozen, growing only during

the brief periods when they thaw out. Of
the approximately 20,000 species of bees

worldwide, only two live this far north.

Both are bumblebees, and one is a social

parasite of the other. The queens I was

seeing were those of Bombus polaris. The
parasite, B. hyperboreus, emerges some-

what later and lays its eggs in the nests of

B. polaris.

The normal life cycle of a bumblebee is

similar to that of any other social ant, bee,

or wasp: a fertile female strikes off" on her

own and lays eggs. Her first batch usually

produces all females. Her dominance over

these offspring prevents them from ma-
turing and laying eggs. These daughters

become workers, serving as babysitters

and providers so that the queen can rear

even more off"spring later on. The bigger

the colony, the better a queen's defense

against parasites and predators, and be-

cause of the division of labor that is possi-

ble in a large colony, the more streamlined

and eflRcient it becomes. Naturally, every

queen should aspire to have as big a colony

as possible.

The major limitation to this strategy is

time, because it takes the overlapping of

several generations of offspring within a

single season to build up a colony. This

poses no problem in the tropics, where

summers are long and most colonies of

bees, wasps, and ants are big. But in the

Arctic a queen must make sacrifices. Her

colonies cannot survive freezing, so she

must squeeze a whole colony cycle into a

single short summer under extremely hos-

tile conditions. The miracle is that a social

insect exists at all above the Arctic Circle.

Unlike Gynaephora moths, however,

the bees' strategy depends upon speeding
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up rather than slowing down their hfe cy-

cle. Large colonies are not built up over

many generations; instead, new queens

and drones are produced after just one

batch of workers and sometimes with no

intervening workers. If workers are pro-

duced, the first batch commonly consists

of twenty or more individuals, as opposed

to six to eight in temperate bumblebees.

Arctic bees also get a head start by usurp-

ing uninhabited grass and feather nests of

lemmings and snow buntings, or even rais-

ing broods in active snow bunting nests,

forcing them to leave. Bees emerging late

from hibernation often usurp other bees'

nests. (In temperate areas, the cuckoo bee

and many Psithyrus bumblebees have

made a specialty of this strategy.)

The major cold weather adaptations of

bumblebees in general, and of the arctic

bees in particular, however, are the mech-

anisms that allow them to raise their body

temperatures and to be active when the

weather forces other insects into a deep

torpor. The shivering of their flight mus-

cles generates heat in the thorax up to

60° F above the air temperature. Like all

other bumblebees so far investigated, arc-

tic bumblebees require a flight muscle

temperature of at least 86° F in order to

fly. But flight is clumsy at such muscle

temperatures, and fast-flying bees need to

heat up to at least 95° F Being able to

shiver, to heat up, and to fly so early in the

season means being able to go out and

bring back nectar and pollen to the colony.

This allows colonies to grow during the

cold nights as well as during the days.

The food also affects the growth of the

larvae; it is fuel needed to heat the nest.

which acts as an incubator for the larvae.

In order to grow, the bumblebee grubs

must be maintained at near 90° F a tem-

perature close to that experienced in the

lowlands near the equator As the heat

produced in the thorax warms the blood,

the blood is pumped into the abdomen,

and the bee then applies its heated abdo-

men to the brood, much as a brooding bird

applies its bared breast to its eggs and

small young. And like a brooding bird, the

bumblebee queen stays pressed upon her

brood, incubating it so that its tempera-

ture stays above 86° F even when the air

temperature is at freezing or below.

Like any system that generates heat,

this one costs a lot of energy to maintain.

And the bees' physiology, behavior, col-

ony cycle, and ultimately their existence

are all tied together through the fuel pro-



By July, when manyflowers are in bloom on Alaska 's

Mount Denali, queen bees are in their nests and workers

and drones are out collecting nectar
Bernd Hemrich

vided by flower nectar. Yet, the B. polaris

queens I saw in June skimming over the

snow on Ellesmere Island appeared to

have little food available. I suspected that

with nectar at a premium, the early

queens flying in the cold would have to

hold as much heat as possible in the thorax

and prevent it from leaking into the abdo-

men. From my previous laboratory studies

of bumblebees I knew that they possess a

countercurrent heat exchanger in the peti-

ole (waist) between the thorax and abdo-

men. While they need blood circulation to

transport dissolved fuel (sugar) from the

honey stomach to the muscles, this heat

exchanger lets them recycle the heat of

the thorax without losing it to the abdo-

men. When they need to incubate grubs,

the heat again flows to the abdomen.

But when I took the temperatures of

arctic queens stopping at the saxifrage

flowers, I found their abdomens to be hot.

Was this pecuUar to these northern bees?

Apparently so, because back in New Eng-

land the next spring I made comparable

body temperature measurements of early

flying queens and found that although

their thoracic temperatures were exactly

like those of the arctic queens, their ab-

dominal temperatures were much lower.

Why were the arctic queens flying around

wasting fuel on warming their abdomens?
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Another bumblebee safari was in order,

so in July, when I went on a trip to see

grizzly bears near Mount Denali in

Alaska, I took along my portable ther-

mometer for measuring insect body tem-

peratures. The colonies were near the end

of the cycle, and drones should have been

starting to leave these colonies for their

solitary existence of sipping nectar and

chasing down virgin females. I climbed to

about five thousand feet. The air was cool

and foggy. A grizzly sow and her two cubs

ambled below me in a sedge meadow.

There were few flowers and seemingly no

bees. The Dryas flowers had long gone to

seed. I continued up the slope, hoping to

keep suflicient distance between me and

the three grizzlies.

As I got higher I saw occasional bright

blue northern monkshood and larkspur

and a few pale yellow arctic poppies.

Then, cautiously peeking over a rise where

I half expected to see another grizzly, I

saw instead a thick patch of arnica,

daisylike yellow flowers, blooming in a

cool, protected wash. Straining my ears, I

heard the drone of a bumblebee above the

constant whine of the wind. Soon I saw

many of them. I was elated: they were the

fuzzy, heavy-bodied, black-and-yellow-

banded B. polaris. Both drones and work-

ers were working the same flowers. I im-



A drone takes nectarfrom a common northern

dandelion in the Canadian Arctic. Drones never bring

nectar to the nest butforagefor themselves and spend the

rest oftheir time chasing new queens.
Fred Bruemmer
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mediately forgot about the grizzlies and

started taking the bees' body tempera-

tures. Abdominal temperatures were low,

exactly like those of temperate bees at

that air temperature.

Why did the arctic workers and drones

have the same abdominal temperatures as

temperate bees, while the arctic queens

kept their abdomens warmer than temper-

ate queens? The answer was this: these

arctic queens were "incubating" their ova-

ries. Worker bees and drones do not carry

eggs, and temperate queens have the lei-

sure to allow their eggs to develop on their

own schedule. But with less than one-third

the time to build up their colonies than

temperate bees, the arctic queens were

getting a head start on egg development

and production by starting to incubate

their eggs before even laying them.

When I was a professor at the Univer-

sity of California at Berkeley, the students

at Stanford held a trivia contest, and the

winning entry for the most trivial thing in

the world was "the rectal temperature of a

bumblebee," a grant proposal of mine that

had been the subject of a National

Enquirer "expose" of science funding.

Fifteen years later, I'm still as interested

as ever in the body temperature of insects,

especially that of bumblebees. For while

body temperatures of insects have been

examined for more than a hundred years,

only recently have we begun to recognize

that some insects regulate their body tem-

peratures and to understand the mecha-

nisms by which they accomplish this.

Insects had always been considered ei-

ther miniature versions of warmblooded

birds and mammals or nothing more than

mechanical windup toys. So it came as a

shock when it was found that some insects

heat themselves up sixty and more de-

grees above the air temperature. And al-

though they don't sweat, pant, have blood

vessels for peripheral blood circulation, or

erect feathers or fur to vary insulation,

insects are finely attuned, complex organ-

isms, some of whom can stabihze their

body temperatures as well as birds or

mammals. Maybe they do even better. No
bird or mammal regulates head, trunk, or

abdominal temperatures independently as

its environment changes.
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An arctic bumblebee alights on aprickly saxifrage.
Fred Bruemmer



Maple Flats, Virginia
by Robert H. Mohlenbrock

Maple Flats, a nearly level forested

area on the western fringe of the Blue

Ridge Mountains, is shot through with

sinkhole ponds, each distinctive in size,

shape, and associated plant and animal

life. The sinkholes, twenty-one in all, de-

veloped when cavities dissolved out of the

bedrock—dolomitic limestone—and the

overlying soil collapsed into them. All are

fairly shallow. Some have standing water,

some are merely muddy, and some are

dry, but what their water levels will be at

any given time is not predictable. Some
receive water from underground sources;

all are fed by rainwater runoff. The sink-

holes at lower elevations are often the first

to fill up after it rains, but this varies

depending on the amount of groundwater

and the porosity of the soil and bedrock.

To give me a tour of some of the sink-

holes, Robert Glasgow, a wildlife biologist

with Virginia's George Washington Na-
tional Forest, led me through a forest com-

posed predominantly of red maples. The
drier ridges, however, were covered with a

mixture of table mountain and shortleaf

pine, oak, hickory, and black gum. We
even passed an American chestnut, a tree

rarely encountered ever since the chestnut

blight fungus nearly extinguished the spe-

cies at the turn of the century. Lower-

growing trees included sassafras, flower-

ing dogwood, sourwood, and mountain

laurel. The last two, as well as the shrub

deerberry, are members of the heath fam-

ily and grow well in the acidic soil that has

built up over the limestone bedrock.

The first sinkhole we came to was just

twenty feet across, a circular, dry depres-

sion strewn with fallen leaves. A dense

stand of trees, mostly shortleaf pine and

red maple, surrounded it, forming a closed

canopy. Alter heavy rains in the spring of

1989, even this usually dry sinkhole re-

tained water for a few days.

A thicket of dwarf willow had become
established in the shallow water at Oak
Pond. This sinkhole was ringed with pin

oaks, whose lower limbs bung down close

to the water surface. Not far away was the

deepest of the sinkholes. Deep Pond. Its

lowest depressions held as much as four

feet of water and were filled with Robbins'

spike rush, a plant that has grasslike stems
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This Land

An oak tree seedlingsproutsfrom the mostly dry bed ofOak
Pond, one oftwenty-one sinkhole ponds at Maple Flats.
Lynda Richardson
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but only a single head of minute, green

flowers. This pond was also ringed by pin

oaks; a few feet beyond them, a slightly

elevated ridge supported species, such as

post oak, that prefer drier conditions.

Cricket frogs, salamanders, and other

animals abound at Deep Pond. Like frogs,

salamanders are amphibians. In early life

the wetland species possess gills and lead

an aquatic existence; later they metamor-

phose into an adult form more adapted to

terrestrial life, usually losing their gills as

their lungs develop. There are several

kinds of salamanders at Maple Flats, one

of the more common and beautifully pat-

terned ones being the marbled salaman-

der. The rarest is the tiger salamander, a

species normally found on the flat Coastal

Plain adjacent to the Atlantic Ocean. It is

densely speckled and may grow up to thir-

teen inches long.

Marbled salamander eggs are laid and

hatch in autumn, when temporary sink-

hole ponds begin to accumulate water In

winter the hatchlings can be found float-

ing in the lower levels of the water. The
young start growing quickly during the

spring, and by summer, when the pone'

dry up, they are able to survive as terrev

trial animals. Tiger salamanders, on the

other hand, don't lay their eggs until

spring. When the young hatch, they are

often eaten by the young marbled sala-

manders, which have about a six-month

head start. Tiger salamanders are also

more vulnerable in dry years. In the

drought year of 1988, for example, many

egg masses that the tiger salamanders laid

inside the shallow ponds dried up.

Painted turtles were common at the

next sinkhole I visited. Twin Pond, so

named because at low water levels it is

divided in two by a low ridge. Two plants

that grow in Twin Pond are particularly

unusual. One is the seven-angled pipe-

wort, a species rare in Virginia; the other is

the Virginia sneezeweed, a yellow-flow-

ered plant found in wet areas in and near

Maple Flats and nowhere else.

The largest pond was Spring Pond,

which has an underground water supply

and fluctuates little from its average two-

foot depth. Surrounded by a profuse mat

of sphagnum moss, the pond is home to

many of the plant species recorded at Ma-
ple Flats. The rarities include swamp pink,

one of the prettiest pink wild lilies in the

world; maiden cane, a grass normally

found in coastal areas; Virginia chain fern;

and Oakes' pondweed, which lives in

standing water. More common wetland

plants include skunk cabbage, cucumber

root, wild cranberry, round-leaved sun-

dew, three-way sedge, and swamp azalea.

Some of the bog-loving plant species at

Maple Flats, such as wild cranberry and

skunk cabbage, are boreal forest plants

that apparently migrated south because of

Ice Age glaciation and remained behind

even after the climate warmed. Evidence

for this includes core samples of mud
taken from Spring Pond that contain pol-

len of red spruce, the dominant boreal

forest tree. But according to Julia Gorey

of the Nature Conservancy, Coastal Plain

plants at Maple Flats are relicts from be-

fore the last glaciation, when the Coastal

Plain extended farther westward.

We took an alternate route back so we

could examine Football Field Pond and

Mosaic Pond The first of these is rectan-

gular and, during low-water periods, is

covered by low-growing, mat-forming

grasses that resemble the playing surface

of a football field. Mosaic Pond, named

for its diverse patterns of vegetation, is

home to the spotted turtle, a Coastal Plain

species not found elsewhere on the west-

em side of the Blue Ridge Mountains.

"This Land" highlights the biological

phenomena of the 156 U. S. nationalfor-

ests. Robert H. Mohlenbrock is Distin-

guished Professor ofBotany at Southern

Illinois University at Carbondale.

A mat ofgrasses covers Football Field Pond, above, while golden club, right,

a close relative ofjack-in-the-pulpit, abounds at Spring Pond.
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Old Places, New Faces
by Stephen J. Pyne

The South Atlantic forests claim a land

as fertile in human diversity as in natural

diversity, and a dominion as much histori-

cal as geographical. No immutable

boundary segregates the human from the

natural or one era from the next. Old

places acquire new faces not unlike the

way the forests exchange one season for

another. Timothy Silver captures this

sense with a marvelously eclectic survey

that replaces scholarly theses with "per-

spectives" and traditional narrative with

discursive observations about peoples,

trees, and lands. The book behaves like a

guided nature walk through a fascinating

patch of historical geography.

The book's medium is very much its

message. The point is well made that natu-

ral history without human history is dis-

torted. So much of the landscape is a prod-

uct of human manipulation that it can be

considered as an artifact, an archive, even

as a kind of text written with ax, torch.

Colonial Williamsburg Fouiidation Ubrary

The opossum survived well in the

South Atlantic region, probably because

its pelt was undesirable.

seed, and plow. But what stuff belongs in a

landscape history? When should it begin

and end? How can you describe what oc-

curred? What evaluations are appropri-

ate? These questions are the subtexts of A
New Face on the Countryside, so that

even as it conducts readers through the

thickets and glades of envirorunental his-

tory, it also introduces them to the special

problems of interpreting the interactions

between humans and the land. What is

particularly good about this book is, inev-

itably, what is most problematic about it.

Perhaps the best rendering of Silver's

"eclectic interpretation" is his own,

which, curiously, he withholds until the

very end of the book.

One way to think about environmental or

ecological change in the southern English

colonies is to visualize not one, but a series

of relationships between humans and the

land or simply between humans. Those rela-

tionships are indeed identifiable: Indians

invading and changing the forests to suit

their culture and subsistence patterns; Eu-

ropeans seeking to organize the land to pro-

duce commodities for the world economy;
cultural and economic interaction between

Europeans and Indians; cultural interaction

between Europeans and Africans; the ex-

change of disease organisms between the

three continents; the active role of the land-

scape itself in altering human perceptions,

goals, and methods. Each of these relation-

ships was separate and distinct, but also

related to, and often occurring simulta-

neously with, the others. Each was also re-

ciprocal, characterized by merging peoples,

beliefs, and technologies. Every colonist,

Indian, and slave—from the coastal plain to

the mountains, from the Chesapeake to the

Okefenokee—became a participant in one

or more of these relationships and, as a

result, was directly involved in changing the

landscape.

The author remains true to these princi-

ples. Patiently, enthusiastically, he takes

the reader on a rambling tour of assorted

landscapes—the ones fashioned by the in-

digenous Indians and the ones re-created

by Europeans and Africans—not through

systematic analysis but by overlapping de-

scriptions. Thus we learn how yellow fever

and new strains of malaria and mosquitoes

came to North America from Africa and

interacted with cities, deforestation, and

an emerging plantation culture. We see

how the peculiar economics of shingle pro-

duction became singularly reliant on the

unorthodox ecology of white cedar, whose

reproduction depends on a fire that occurs

"when the water table is high enough to

keep cedar seeds (which are encased in

tiny cones) from burning." We discover

that deer populations declined in some

A New Face on the Countryside: In-

dians, Colonists, and Slaves in South
Atlantic Forests, 1 500-1 800, by Timo-

thy Silver. Cambridge University Press,

$39.50 hardcover, $10.95 paper; 204 pp.,

illus.

places and proliferated in others, the

white deer apparently becoming a kind of

camp follower of European settlement.

Peaches escaped from early Spanish

plantings, were disseminated by Indian

horticulturists, and became all but natu-

ralized by the time Europeans considered

orchards of their own. Its properties as a

biotic pioneer made com an ideal food

crop for a pioneering people but a prob-

lematic grain for a more stable society

that needed to fertilize it and to maintain

clean furrows without eroding soils. Cane-

brakes—thickets of an American bam-

boo—became important in the frontier

economy of cattle herding. Unable to

breed sufficient horses by themselves, the

English were forced to buy this European

faunal import from local Indian tribes

who had learned to raise them. The more

aggressive pines, like loblolly—the "most

pernicious of all weeds," thought natural-

ist John Mitchell—replaced the majestic

longleaf as turpentining, logging, and fire

suppression strangled its lofty forests on

the coastal plains. The search for durable,

warm-weather pasturage led to crabgrass.

And so on, and so on—the book is a
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delightful miscellany of natural facts and

foibles, all written with chaim and care. It

transforms history into a kind of nature

trail, pausing to stop at points of special

curiosity. "Our adopted perspectives on

the South Atlantic landscape are flawed,"

Silver warns, because "as dispassionate

observers, interested in nature for its own
sake, we have remained apart (perhaps

even aloof) from the geologic formations,

forests, and animals we described. No hu-

man who actually lived in the region could

remain so detached." Clearly the author

wants to break down this artificial per-

spective by forcing the reader to meander
through the old woodlands with all their

complexity and confusions. Past land-

scape, he lectures, is "an elusive entity."

So it is, but books about past landscapes

should not be elusive. If a book aspires to

scholarship (as this one does), if it makes

claims to something beyond a seed catalog

or a brochure for a self-guided stroll

through the woods, then it matters how
the author has organized his material and

what his conclusions are. Both by what he

does and does not say. Silver's ramblings

reveal, in fact, a sophisticated understand-

ing of what such histories can do. He cites

as inspirations some of the finest environ-

mental histories around—Alfred Crosby's

Ecological Imperialism. Richard White's

The Roots of Dependency, and William

Cronon's Changes in the Land; Cronon's

survey of New England served, he informs

us, as a "structural and methodological

model." The reader is thus introduced to a

field of scholarship no less than to past

landscapes.

These books are great choices all. But

something curious happens to them in A
New Face on the Countryside. Unlike the

originals, there is no real system to this

book and no real story behind it. In place

of arguments. Silver substitutes "perspec-

tives"; instead of conclusions, he proposes

a methodology of environmental inquiry.

Rather than morals, he proposes models.

Natural history edges into social science.

That A New Face on the Countryside

by and large works is a tribute to the

author's choice of place and time. This

was a durable environment, capable of

absorbing a great deal of punishment be-

fore it deformed irreversibly. It was a time

(a.d. 1500-1800) during which the vari-

ous human groups—American Indians,

European colonists, and African slaves

—

enjoyed a rough parity in their relation-

ships to the land. People and practices

were exchanged more than eradicated,

and it was not inevitable that any one

group or practice would enjoy hegemony

over the region. Nothing really propels the

narrative in any dominant direction.
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Accordingly, the author can assume a

quiet neutrality about what happens. He
wishes not "to assign guilt." The destruc-

tion of wildlife, for example, should be

seen "as the understandable, although la-

mentable, result of a complex context of

cultures played out in a land of plenty."

He happily strips the American frontier of

its epic status in order to shed some of its

moral baggage. He avoids glib irony but

sometimes at the cost of a scholar's in-

formed judgment. Such a stance may be

adequate to the telling of natural history,

but human history—or an environmental

history that seeks to amalgamate the hu-

man with the natural—needs something

more than intellectual agnosticism.

The absence of a real story line reflects

the author's deliberate decision to avoid

making judgments. If he had told a story,

he would have had to acknowledge a se-

quence of events and would have been

forced to ascribe cause and effect. Ulti-

mately he would have judged the impor-

tance, and the rightness, of what was done

and the motives behind those acts. In-

stead, he ambles from one phenomenon to

the next, like early explorers gathering up

specimens of every new plant and insect

they came upon.

But humans live within a moral land-

scape no less than a physical environment,

and a study that shuns those issues is in-

complete. The full landscape history of

the region may, in fact, be too compli-

cated to untangle with the means avail-

able to traditional scholarship. The eco-

logical sciences may be too insecure, the

lessons for human behavior too convo-

luted. If so, then the subject calls for

bolder scholarship and more imaginative

language, not the abdication of scholarly

authority. The South Atlantic landscape

endured more than a mere face lift. Schol-

arship should reflect more than cosmetic

surgery.

Thus the book is a historiographic odd-

ity. It will surely join Alfred Cowdrey's

This Land, This South as a fundamental

contribution to southern environmental

history. Yet, like its treatment of various

land-use practices, the book may itself be

too closely bound to its particulars of

place, time, and method. It succeeds in its

self-appointed mission because the sub-

ject is defined in such a way that its

method can work. Normally this is exactly

the task demanded of an author, and Sil-

ver deserves credit for understanding the

limitations of this style and working within

those constraints.

Some readers will applaud the book for

revealing the social history of a time and

place without unnecessary metaphysical

encumbrances; others may fault it for

avoiding precisely those questions that

most trouble us and that great history

must engage. One may ask, for example,

whether ending the story with the inven-

tion of the cotton gin—which is to say, just

when the action really heats up—explains

the things we most want to know about the

South Atlantic forests.

Whether the book can become a model

for other places and other times is unclear.

It may be that the methodology cannot

accommodate places blasted by herding,

land clearing, or infestations of weeds; or

historical moments overrun by rapid cul-

tural change in which certain peoples and

practices became clearly dominant; or so-

cieties rent by war or dissolved by disease;

or events so nakedly good or bad that they

demand at least irony, if not outrage. It

may or it may not. But I certainly hope

that Timothy Silver, and others, will try.

Stephen J. Pyne is a professor in the

American Studies program at Arizona

State University (West Campus} and the

author ofnumerous books, including The

Ice, Fire on the Rim, and Burning Bush: A
Fire History of Australia (in press).
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African Reflections: Art from
Northeastern Zaire

Early in the colonial period, a particu-

lar style of African art became popular

Mangbetu ivory spatula, on display in African Reflections:

Art from Northeastern Zaire

Lynn Gardiner. AMNH
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with Europeans. Produced by the peoples

of northeastern Zaire, its hallmark was
sculpture portraying the wrapped and
elongated heads of Mangbetu rulers. Af-
rican Reflections: Artfrom Northeastern

Zaire, an exhibition that will remain at

the Museum until January 6, 1991, dis-

plays this art form and explores the social

realities that led to its rise and demise.

At the core of the exhibition are some
400 objects—many never before shown in

public—collected by the American Mu-
seum of Natural History Congo Expe-
dition of 1909-15. Elaborately decorated

sculpture, musical instruments, pottery,

furniture, jewelry, woven and feather

hats, knives, bark boxes, bark cloth, and
incised gourds are featured, along with ar-

chival photographs, music, and a short

film about the Mangbetu today.

After leaving the Museum the exhi-

bition will travel to the National Museum
of African Art in Washington, D.C., the

High Museum of Art in Atlanta, the Den-
ver Art Museum, and the San Diego Mu-
seum of Art.
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Sunday, July 29. Jaques (1887-1969),

who had a special interest in birds,

painted the backgrounds for more than

half of the dioramas in the exhibition halls

of the American Museum.
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red stone from Australia.
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Arctic Eclipse
by Thomas D. Nicholson

The first total solar eclipse since March

1988 takes place on July 22 (July 21 in

North America). The new moon passes

between the sun and the earth, casting a

shadow that moves east at high latitudes.

Although the eclipse is an arctic event, it

is of interest to viewers in western and

northern North America, where the moon

partly covers the sun.

The only large and easily accessible

population center in the path of the total

eclipse is Helsinki, but totality occurs only

a few minutes after sunrise. If viewers are

fortunate enough to have a cloudless hori-

zon, they will see a totally eclipsed sun

standing only one degree high for about

one minute twenty-five seconds. From

Helsinki, the eclipse moves to the east and

north along the arctic shore of Siberia,

where the eclipse will be visible for its

entire two minutes thirty-three seconds,

but the chances of clear skies are esti-

mated to be 30 percent or less. After leav-

ing Siberia, the path of the total eclipse

crosses land at one other place, the remote

islands in the western Aleutians, where

clear skies are unknown.

Arctic eclipses usually offer poor condi-

tions for observing. The weather is often

bad; the duration of totality is usually

short; and the eclipse path is often inacces-

sible. These limiting factors will hinder

surface observations on July 22, but a few

observers will overcome them by observ-

ing from the air.

Three specially chartered Finnair DC-

9's and two supersonic Concordes will

carry observers from Helsinki above the

clouds and into the moon's shadow to see

the eclipse. Eclipse flights by commercial

jet aircraft have been flown before, but

never by the Concorde. Flying at 50,000

feet, Concorde assures viewers clear skies,

and its Mach 2 cmising speed (1 ,320 miles

per hour) can extend totality to about six

minutes of viewing.

The moon will partly cover the sun on

July 21 over a wide area of North Amer-

ica: all of Alaska, the northwestern United

States, northwestern Canada, and north-

em Greenland. At Anchorage, the eclipse

covers about 76 percent of the sun's diam-

eter; at Vancouver, Calgary, and Edmon-

ton, more than 60 percent; Portland, 72

percent; Seattle, 70 percent; and San

Francisco, 45 percent. The partial eclipse

begins at 6:52 p.m. and ends at 9:12 p.m.

Pacific Daylight Time (adjust for other

time zones).

Events in the calendar below are given

in local time unless otherwise indicated.

July 1 : The waxing gibbous moon, up at

sundown, is to the left of Spica.

July 2: Mercury, in superior conjunc-

tion behind the sun in our sky, becomes an

evening star.

July 3: Venus is a bright morning star in

Taurus, close to the reddish star Aldeba-

ran. Another red star, almost opposite Al-

debaran in the sky, is in Scorpius, left of

tonight's brighter moon, which is at apo-

gee (farthest from the earth).

July 4: The earth is at aphelion. Be-

cause of the earth's tilt, however, we have

our hottest weather in the Northern

Hemisphere when the earth is farthest

from the sun, 94.5 million miles. The

moon is directly beneath Antares tonight.

July 5-8: The low, bright summer moon

passes through Sagittarius' "teapot" of

stars on the 6th, is full at 9:23 p.m., EDT,

on the 7th, and is to the left of Saturn on

the 8th. Saturn is our only bright evening

planet this summer; seen through a small

telescope, its ring is a fascinating sight.

July 9-10: Although past full and rising

after sundown, the moon is too bright for

the surrounding stars of Capricomus to be

easily seen.

July 14-16: Saturn becomes an evening

star when it is opposite the sun on the 1 4th.

Jupiter is in conjunction, behind the sun,

on the 15th, twelve hours after Saturn's

opposition. So Saturn, the earth, the sun,

and Jupiter are virtually in line with one

another. Last-quarter moon is on the 15th

at 7:04 a.m., EDT, in Pisces. Moonrise

occurs about midnight, EDT, and ruddy

Mars rises below the moon an hour later.

(Mars' luminosity now equals that of some

of the brightest stars.) Both are well up in

the morning sky on the 16th, with Mars

easily visible below the moon.
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July 17-19: Brilliant Venus rises about

two hours before sunrise, but is visible well

into dawn. The waning crescent moon also

appears higher in the morning sky, above

the Pleiades cluster on the 1 7th, beneath it

on the 1 8th, and above Venus on the 1 9th,

getting thinner each morning. Perigee

moon (nearest the earth) is on the 1 9th.

July 20: A slender moon is visible this

morning to Venus' left, its last appearance

in this lunar cycle.

July 21: New moon is at 10:54 p.m.,

EDT, bringing a total eclipse with it.

July 23: A very thin evening crescent

moon could be visible low in the western

sky tonight; it will form a triangle with

Mercury and Leo's bright star Regulus.

July 24-27: The waxing crescent moon
moves from Regulus' left on the 24th to-

ward Virgo's Spica, appearing to the right

of the star on the 27th.

July 28: Meteors of the broad, relatively

weak Southern Delta Aquarid shower

may be seen several mornings before and

after maximum today (about twenty

shower meteors per hour). The early-set-

ting moon doesn't interfere with viewing.

Mercury is low in the west after sunset,

near Regulus.

July 29: First-quarter moon is at 10:01

A.M., EDT. It moves out of Virgo and into

Libra, between Spica to its right and An-

tares to the left.

July 3 1 : The moon is at apogee for the

second time this month, just before mov-

ing into Scorpius.

The summer Sky Map shows the sky for

July, August, and September from 40°

north latitude at the hours given below. To

use the map, hold it vertically in front of

you with south (S) at the bottom and

match the lower half with the stars you see

when you face south. As you face in other

directions, turn the map to bring the cor-

responding compass direction to the bot-

tom. The stars move continuously west-

ward during the night. By morning

(before dawn), those on the western half of

the map will have set, those on the eastern

half will have moved into the west, and

new stars (those of the fall evenings) will

have risen in the east. The map represents

the sky at about 1 :30 a.m. on July 1 ; 1 2:30

A.M. on July 15; 11:30 p.m. on August 1;

10:30 P.M. on August 15; 9:30 p.m. on

September 1; 8:30 p.m. on September 15:

and 7:30 p.m. on September 30. .^dd one

hour for daylight-saving time. The map
can be used for an hour or more before and

after the times given.

Thomas D. Nicholson is director emeri-

tus of the American Museum.



A Matter of Taste

The Unmasking of Filipino Food
An original, indigenous cuisine is hidden behind a Spanishfaqade

by Raymond Sokolov

One of the best ways to savor Philippine

food at its most essential is at Christmas-

time. You might expect that in this former

Spanish colony, with its strong current

commitment to Catholic worship, Christ-

mas dishes would reflect the islands' Euro-

pean heritage more than dishes eaten at

other times of the year. But you would be

wrong. The Philippine Christmas is, in

fact, an emphatic example of the oddness

of gastronomic life in this idiosyncratic

Asian republic. The religious setting could

not be more pious and orthodox, but the

special Christmas menu, which occupies a

central place in Philippine foodways

—

more central, if such things can be com-

pared, than Christmas foods in America

or Europe—is overwhelmingly indige-

nous. For Christmas, Filipinos eat rice

cakes in panoramic variety. Many of them

are pre-Hispanic, to judge from their

mode of preparation in bamboo tubes and

banana-leaf packages. They form a mini-

cuisine served outdoors in a traditional

manner as ritualistic in its way as the early

morning masses this ambulatory meal

customarily follows.

In her book Sarap, Doreen Fernandez

devotes a special chapter to Philippine

Christmas. It is a small masterpiece of

culinary ethnography, evoking the atmo-

sphere of the seven dawn "rooster" masses

(misas de gallo) followed by sweet feast-

ing at the food booths outside church. She

quotes a nostalgic Filipina who wrote her

from New York, yearning for a green

Christmas and "the sweet lavender rice

sprouting out of little bamboo tubes,

topped by a generous sprinkling of grated

coconut meat and brown sugar"

—

puto

bumbong. Ms. Fernandez continues.

She was, of course, remembering the make-
shift stalls that sprout like mushrooms the

week the dawn masses begin. Along the

streets leading to the churches, and espe-

cially in the patios—at Las Pifias, under an

ancient tree lit by a galaxy of lanterns—are

built lean-tos made from bamboo poles and
roofed with old blankets or coconut leaves,

with a dulang [low table for dining] in front

serving as a counter. From them cooking

smells tantalize the churchgoers and render

children impatient to get through mass.

Not only is there puto bumbong made
from violet-colored pirurutung rice, but

also bibingka [rice cake], flat and soft and
fragrant in banana leaves a mite singed by

Traditional Philippine Christmas rice cakes
ReynaldoAlejandrc

the charcoal fire above and below. Some-
times these have a bit of native [carabao

milk] cheese on them, or a sliver of salted

egg—but always they come with freshly

grated coconut meat for sprinkling on the

hot, moist, and golden cake. With it is

served a cup of hot tea or salabat [ginger

tea], ambrosia on a cold morning.

These are only a few of the standard

Christmas dishes in the Philippines. Ms.

Fernandez also mentions sweetened

suman, glutinous white rice steamed in a

banana-leaf or palm-leaf package, and a

so-called tamale filled with rice, coconut

milk, ground roast peanuts, achiote, and

slivers of meat, all wrapped in banana

leaves or com husks, depending on the

region. Indeed, each region seems to have

come up with its own menu of Christmas

delicacies, centering on rice but also in-

cluding ham and other European-style

yule foods.

Still, the central dishes

—

puto bum-
bong, bibingka, and salabat—are almost

aggressively non-European, as if the pious

were saying to the church: You can have

my soul, but my body stays Filipino. Or
should we see this panoply of Asian dishes

as a particularly heartfelt tribute of native

treasures for the naturalized god?

Anyone interested in trying puto

bumbong and bibingka on a normal day

will find them at the cafe attached to

Manila's most elegant restaurant. Via

Mare. This is Glenda Barretto's home
base, but she is making an even grander

and more sophisticated statement about

Filipino food in her Nielson Tower restau-

rant at the other end of the fashionable

Makati district. Makati is today a spec-

tacle of high-rises, but it was once the site

of Manila's airport, whose runways are

now Makati's thoroughfares, and Ms.

Barretto has converted its control tower

into an art deco laboratory for evolving a

native nouvelle cuisine.
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Her menu at the Nielson Tower, writ-

ten in Spanish and English, reflects a cos-

mopolitanism, but even its most ostensibly

classic Spanish dishes have a local tinge

—

fried bananas garnish the lengua estofada

(braised ox tongue); the paella has a fluffy

egg topping. And the purely indigenous

items have been raised to new heights of

delicacy.

At the Nielson Tower, balut (fertilized

duck egg) is served out of the shell under

puff' pastry, and Ms. Barretto buys the

duck eggs a day or two younger than usual

so that the embryo is not so visibly a duck.

Her kare-kare (oxtail stew) comes with a

fermented shrimp sauce and toasted

adobo flakes. In her version of bangus

belly, the midsection of the prized, deli-

cate fish is wrapped in a leaf and pre-

sented in cylindrical form. She makes a

sabayon of mango flavored with ilang-

ilang, the plant essence used in perfume

making, and garnishes the dish with fried

sampaguitas, the highly aromatic, little

white flowers sold everywhere in the coun-

try in the form of leis.

Despite all the deliberate emulation of

modish French models, which extends to

decorative fans of sliced fruit, Ms.

Barretto never loses sight of the cuisine

she has started from. (Those fans are cut

from green mango.) And to an outsider, at

least, she fits smoothly into the Filipino

food boom happening all around Manila,

but especially in the raffish district of

Ermita.

Waiters and hostesses in embroidered

traditional Filipino shirts and dresses pre-

side over a menu of regional dishes at

Kamayan, where no utensils are provided.

The idea is to scoop up the food from its

banana-leaf-covered plate with a rice

ball—by hand. There is a line of sinks on

one wall for cleaning up afterward. At

Pinausukan, there is traditional seafood

and deef)-fried banana buds. At Barrio
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Fiesta, they serve pork paksiw, cooked in

vinegar with salt, ginger, and garlic.

At Ang Bistro Sa Remedios, in the

nearby Malate district, the menu is en-

tirely in Tagalog and restricts itself to the

dishes of the gastronomically celebrated

Pampanga region north of Manila. There

is eel cooked in coconut milk and flavored

with chili and kamias, a sour fruit.

Stuffed frog. And much more. This big-

city bistro is not a cunning resuscitation of

vanished country fixin's. I was able to eat

some of the same dishes in Everybody's

Cafe, a big, cheerful place on the MacAr-
thur Highway just outside San Fernando,

the provincial capital of Pampanga. Like

many Filipino restaurants, this one pre-

serves the informality of turo-turo (point-

point) service in a more dignified setting.

The food is all arrayed in a line at a

counter where guests enter and point to

what they want, just as they would at the

aluminum pots in an outdoor turo-turo

place.

The proprietress. Carmen N. Santos, is

on hand to explain the dishes, which in-

clude crickets from the rice paddies

(cooked adobo style and then deep-fried),

snipe adobo (with head and beak), and

chicharron bulaklat, deep-fried sections

of the large intestine of the pig that have

exploded into little blooms {bulaklat

means "flower").

On another day trip out of Manila, I got

a taste of pre-Hispanic cuisine at Villa

Escudero, a resort in the middle of the

Escudero family plantation. Ado Escu-

dero presided over an open fire and dem-

onstrated the ancient method of braising

inside a bamboo tube containing coconut

water

I have been running through this list of

indigenous dishes I ate in the Philippines

to stress how completely and variously the

non-European foodways of the country

have survived four centuries of coloniza-

tion. But the overlords from Spain and

Mexico did leave vestiges of their domin-

ion in the Philippine kitchen, just as they

left traces of their language in popular

speech, which survive even when only a

tiny, senescent elite continue to speak

Spanish.

Dozens of ingredients now popular in

the Philippines came in with the Span-

iards and stayed, especially Mexican in-

gredients such as com and tomatoes, avo-

cados, achiote {achuete in the Philip-

pines), and jicama. Dishes such as

caldereta (goat stew), Spanish omelets,

and bacalao a la vizcaina (Basque-style

salt cod) are common. And some basic

techniques seem to have been imported,

notably frying and that combination of

sauteeing and simmering called gisar in

Tagalog, from the Spanish word guisar,

meaning "to stew."

These influences are not negligible, but

they are surprisingly peripheral to the way
Filipinos eat. More peripheral than most

Filipinos are ready to admit. There is no

obvious explanation for why people eating

a remarkably local and unique array of

dishes every day should think that they

are part of a seriously mixed culinary tra-

dition, such as exists in Mexico and else-

where in Latin America or in Africa and

the United States, not to mention Western

Europe. But it is possible to point to some

probable causes.

The authentically Spanish dishes in the

Philippines are prestige dishes brought in

by a ruling class and often involving ex-

pensive ingredients such as beef. Spanish

food is often fancy food, while, as Doreen

Fernandez points out, the other major for-

eign influence came in from the street and

was absorbed everywhere, easily. I mean
Chinese food, which was truly natural-

ized. For example, fried rice became sim-

plified and universalized as the garlic rice

of the Filipino breakfast table.

But Spanish food did not mix or spread
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in the same way. I say this fully aware that

most Philippine food experts believe that

many foods from Spain and Mexico have

been "adapted" by the local cooks. There

is, for instance, bringhe, assertedly

adapted from paella by the substitution of

coconut milk for olive oil and saffron.

And, of course, there is the most impor-

tant case of all, adobo, the so-called na-

tional dish supposedly descended from

Spanish and Mexican dishes of the same

or similar names.

To an outsider, these "new" dishes do

not look like adaptations. All the essential

ingredients for bringhe were present in the

Philippines before Magellan. The same is

true for adobo. And for the Filipino ta-

male. In other words, I maintain that what

is really new is the perception that these

native Filipino dishes were similar to

dishes in Spain or Mexico. When Span-

iards came upon them, it was natural for

them to apply the name of something they

knew, adobo, which in Spain implied

cooking in a wine marinade, to Filipino

chicken or pork cooked in vinegar, soy

sauce, and garlic. By the same process,

Mexican dishes with chili-laden mari-

nades had already been Hispanicized as

adobo.

Similarly, I theorize, when the Span-

iards alighted from their galleons on the

shores of Manila Bay, they saw leaf-

wrapped, steamed rice cakes filled with

meat strips and other oddments. These

they called tamales, by analogy to what

they knew from their experience in Mex-

ico. And a big, festive dish in which rice

was cooked with a spectrum of foods be-

came paella, or if it kept its old name,

bringhe, it was viewed as a local variation

of the more authentic paellas seen in the

big house of the Spanish plantation owner.

This is not a theory that can be proved

with hard evidence. At least I know of no

documents in which a Spanish friar or

chronicler says he came upon a local cook

making something that reminded him of

tamales or adobos from back east. But

there is certainly no good reason, in the

face of the thriving and vigorously inde-

pendent cuisine of the Philippines, which

has survived uncontaminated through the

centuries, to assume that anything de-

volved from Spanish cooking just because

it has a Spanish or Mexican name. Espe-

cially when all crucial ingredients for the

supposedly adapted dishes were in place

before Magellan.

Even ingredients that were imported by

the Spaniards have been completely

Fihpinized. We might have expected that

when com came in from Mexico, the nu-

merous Mexican com recipes would have

come with it. Instead of adopting this
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ready-made cuisine of com tortillas and

tamales, Filipinos worked com into their

own traditional food syntax. In Cebu, the

only part of the country where com is

preferred to rice, the com kemels are

ground to resemble rice and then are

steamed as if they were rice. Ginataang

mais, com stewed in coconut milk, is a

further example of how the Filipino cook

completely de-Mexicanized com.

Another argument for Filipino original-

ity is the absence of intermediate steps.

Take the case of adobo. Full-blown Fili-

pino adobo stands by itself, fully formed

and always distinct from the adobo dishes

of Mexico and Spain. But where is the

Mexican-Filipino adobo, with chilies and

soy sauce and vinegar? Where is the

Hispano-Fiiipino adobo, with wine in the

cooking Uquid? It exists only in Glenda

Barretto's kitchen, where she is deliber-

ately manipulating Filipino adobo with

knowledge of Spanish cookery.

Perhaps the best way to think about the

Spanish cloak of words disguising the bla-

tant originality of Filipino food is to tum
and look at the great Filipino houses of the

colonial period. As Femando N. Zialcita

and Martin I. Tinio, Jr, make clear in

Philippine Ancestral Houses (GCF
Books, 1980), the great mansions of the

colonists had a stone exterior at street

level to make the house look Spanish. But

these were not bearing walls. The real

stmcture of these two-story houses was a

traditional Filipino bamboo post-and-

beam house inside the stone skirt and ris-

ing visibly above it, topped with a palm-

thatched roof. The Spanish stone was only

a skin and often cracked and fell away
when the ground shook.

For Filipino tamales and paella and

adobo, the cloak of names covers an indig-

enous reality. The rest of the cuisine is

obviously a thing unto itself, with a huge

indigenous vocabulary of food names that

even Filipinos, isolated from each other by

their many local languages and their is-

land geography, are just beginning to

leam in their multifarious totality.

Raymond Sokolov is a writer whose spe-

cial interests are the history and prepara-

tion offood.

Two recipes from The Philippine Cookbook,

by Reynaldo Alejandro (Cowan-McCann, 1982)

Tamales

3'/2 cups rice

6 cups coconut milk

1 cup brown sugar

Salt and pepper

1 cup ground roast peanuts

2 tablespoons annatto seeds (achiote)

1 2 banana leaves or 1 2 pieces aluminum
foil cut into 10-by- 12-inch pieces

2 chicken breasts, boiled and sliced in

'/2-inch pieces

1 pound pork butt, boiled and sliced in

'/2-inch pieces

1 pound shrimp, shelled, deveined, and

boiled

1 pound cooked ham, sliced in '/2-inch

pieces

2 hard-boiled eggs, sliced

2 cups peanuts, boiled until soft

Set the annatto seeds in Vi cup water.

Crush with your fingers and let stand for

30 minutes. Then strain out the seeds and

reserve the reddened water.

In a food processor, grind rice until

powdery. In a deep saucepan, combine

coconut milk, powdered rice, sugar, salt,

and pepper and cook over low heat for 25

minutes, stirring occasionally to prevent

sticking. Add ground roast peanuts and

cook for 6 minutes, stirring occasionally.

Remove half the mixture from the

saucepan and set aside. This will be the

regular mixture. To the remaining sauce

in the pan, add the annatto water and

continue cooking for 5 minutes, stirring

occasionally. This will be the red mixture.

On a banana leaf or piece of foil, place 3

tablespoons of the regular mixture and

shape into a 3-inch square. Arrange

chicken, pork, shrimps, ham, eggs, and

boiled peanuts on top of the square. Cover

with 3 tablespoons of red mixture. This

will create a layered look when the

squares are opened. Wrap the mixture in a

leaf or piece of foil. Repeat the process

until all the fillings are gone. Arrange the

wrapped squares in a steamer and steam

for 20 minutes.

Yield: 6 to 8 servings

Ginataang Mais
(Com with coconut milk)

3 ears young com or 1 Vi cups creamed

corn

1 cup coconut milk

% cup sugar

% cup sweet rice (sold in Oriental mar-

kets)

Remove corn kernels from cob if using
j

fresh com.

In a pan, combine coconut milk, 6 cups

water, sugar, and sweet rice. Simmer for

20 to 30 minutes or until all liquid is ab-

sorbed and rice is soft. Add com and cook

another 10 to 15 minutes or until corn is

mushy. Serve hot or cold.

Yield: 6 to 8 servings
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Art/Crafts
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(818) 789-2559
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kachinas Wholesale catalog $2 00 Indian Treasures,

Box 9771 -NH, Phoenix, AZ 85068

QUALITY ETHNOGRAPHIC ART from 'East Meets
West", Ltd , PO Box 103, Pittsford, VT 05763-0103
Our low overhead lets us bring you extraordinary na-

tive arts and crafts from around the world at low "rural"

prices Call us toll-free at 1-800-443-2242 and discuss

your requirements with a trained anthropologist Pho-

tographs of objects available upon request Visa and
Mastercard accepted With a purchase of $100 00 or

more, receive a free Cultural Survival, Inc color poster

QUILTS CUSTOM MADE Hand Quilted for you by
Kentucky Artists Call toll-free 1-800-872-1575

Books/Publications

NATIONAL HISTORY BOOKS at 15% discount Field

guides (including Audubon and Peterson) and refer-

ence books Free catalog PR Page, Box 1450,

Alachua, FL 32615

PUBLISH YOUR BOOKi Join our successful authors
All subjects invited Publicity, advertising, beautiful

books Send for fact-filled booklet and free manuscript
report Carlton Press, Dept NHG, 11 West 32 Street,

New York 10001

Education

"CASH FOR COLLEGE", Descnbes 400 loan, grant,

scholarship opportunities—plus all government pro-

grams, $4.95, Unifunds. Box 19749-RT, Indianapolis, IN

46219

SPEAK SPANISH, FRENCH OR ANY OF 59 languages
as diplomats do using same US State Department
easy, self-study cassettes/textbook Up to 50% sav-

ings! Call for free catalog. Audio Language Institute, 1-

800-722-6394

Home Study Courses
Kindergarten through 8th Grade

You can bring a classic, comprehensive home
instruction progi'am to youi^ child. Your home
is your classroom; you are the teacher. De-

veloped by certified teachers at our outstand-

ing independent school, Calvert courses

provide detailed, step-by-step instruction so

that teaching experience is not required. All

materials are included and you may begin

at any time. Coursework readily accepted

by other schools; transcripts provided. As-

sistance from our certified Advisory Teach-
ers is optional. Join over 350,000 student

users since 1906. Fully accredited. Non-profit.

Write, call, or FAX for free information.

CALVERT T SCHOOL
'301 1243-6030 FAXI301 1366-0674

Dept. NN7. Tuscany Road.

Jh^Marl^t
Employment Opportunities

AUSTRALIA WANTS YOUi Big Payi Transportation!

New Employment Handbook, $3 00 International, Box
19107-RT, Washington, DC 20036

EASY WORKi EXCELLENT PAY' Assemble products at

home Call for information (504) 641-8003 Ext 6371

ENVIRONMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES—Monthly bulle-

tin lists environmental job openings throughout the

U.S. Free details: EOV, PO Box 788, Walpole, NH
03608

MAKE A FEDERAL SUMMER RANGER JOB your ca-

reer Publication $5. "Ranger", Box 331114. Fort

Worth, TX 76163-1114

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS! Worldwide Direc-

tory and complete information—$3 00 International

Opportunities. Box 19107-RT, Washington, DC 20036

ROCKY MOUNTAIN EMPLOYMENT NEWSLETTER!
Current openings— All occupations—Western US!
Free details lntermountain-4Y. 3565 Pitch. Colo-

rado Spnngs, CO 80908 1-719-488-0320 x425

STUDY/WORK/LIVE OVERSEAS! Plan your next over-

seas adventure with Transitions Abroad, Box 344-3052,

Amherst, MA 01004 $15 Subscnption includes four

issues plus Educational Travel Directory and Guide to

Living Overseas

TEACH HERE—ABROAD: School, college openings
USA $8 00; Overseas $8 00; England, Australia, New
Zealand, Japan $8.00 each EISF, 662, Newton, Massa-
chusetts 02162

WESTERN ENVIRONMENTAL JOBLETTER—Sub-
scribe to the monthly environmental employment di-

rectory of jobs in western North America Free bro-

chure WEJ, RO. Box 269-NH, Westcliffe. CO 81252

Financial

CASH GRANTS AVAILABLE from foundations! Never
repay! 401 sources/application instructions, $300
Fundsearch, Box 19107-RT, Washington, DC 20036

LET THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE your small busi-

ness Grants/loans to $500,000, Free recorded mes-
sage (707)449-8600 (LAI)

Furniture

CLASSIC FURNITURE—40% Off. 150 Major compa-
nies. Free brochure Sobol House. 103 Richardson
Blvd

,
Black Mountain, NC 28711 (704) 669-8031

Government Surplus

NARCOTICS RAID SEIZURES' Autos, Stereos, Boats,
Airplanes! Millions Surplus Bargains—many 1% origi-

nal cost' "Nationwide Directory"—$300 Disposal,

Box 19107-RT, Washington, DC 20036

Miscellaneous

A NEW YORK HARBOR SAILING ADVENTURE Char-
ter a traditional yacht Beginners welcome Capt H
Erickson, West 79th St

,
New York, NY 10024 (212) 536-

0733

Music

EXCITING MUSIC FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD
Andes, Africa, India, World Music Jazz Wnte for free

catalog of cassettes and compact discs Music of the

World, Dept N. PO Box 3667. Chapel Hill, NC 27515-

3667

Photo/Optical

aus JENA (GERMANY) BINOCULARS Experience the

Ultimate in Brilliance and Clarity! Europtik, Ltd ,
PO

Box 319-NH, Dunmore, PA 18512 (717) 347-6049

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE. Repairing binocu-
lars since 1923. Alignment performed on our US Navy
collimator Free catalog and our article "Know Your
Binoculars," published in Audubon Magazine Mirakel

Optical Co ,
Inc

,
331 Mansion St

,
West Coxsackie, NY

12192(518)731-2610

Real Estate

GOVERNMENT LANDS—FROM $10 00. Surplus Rec-
reational, Agricultural, Commercial Properties, Repos-
sessed Homes Tax/Narcotics Seizures. "Nationwide
Directory"—$3 00 Lands, Box 19107-RT, Washington,
DC 20036

Rentals

BEAUTIFUL HAWAII—Condominiums all islands. Free
brochures Paradise Management. 50 South Beretania
C207. Honolulu. HI 96813

Resorts

BELIZE—RUM POINT INN—exquisite small beach-
front resort on the Western Caribbean with spacious,

private cabanas Diving, Maya Ruins. Cockscomb Jag-

uar Reserve. Birds, Library New Dining Room features

tropical taste treats Bevier, Placencia, Belize 01 1 -501 -

06-2017 or (504) 465-0769

Tours/Trips

AFRICA Don't get herded across Africa, go on one of

our deluxe pnvate or semi-private safaris to Kenya.
Prices start at only $720 00 Tented safaris are pnced
from $720 00 Egypt packages w/Nile cruise from

$1155 Fares to Kenya from $1175 00. Phone, wnte or

fax us for additional information on land and/or airfares:

8835 S W Canyon Lane, Portland, Oregon 97225 (800)
552-1689, Fax (503) 297-1435

AFRICA KENYA SAFARIS Individuals and Groups.
Personalized Service Safari Masters. PO Box 8233,
Incline Village, NV 89450 (702) 831-6552

THERE'S A LOT TO BE SEEN IN

EAST AFRICA!

Spectacular safaris to Kenya,
Tanzania, Botswana, and Rwanda.

800 351 -5041

63 S. Washington, Ste A
P O Box 3656-C7
Sonora, CA 95370

AFRICA Personalized safaris Kenya, Tanzania,

Rwanda, Ethiopia, Eastern Zaire, Burundi, Botswana,
Zimbabwe Kenya Consultants, Box 216, Mt, Tremper,
NY 12457(800)541-2527

ALLAGASH CANOE TRIPS Maine and Canada Wil-

derness, wildlife Guided adventures for adults, fam-

ilies, teens Box 713H, Greenville, ME 04441 (207)695-

3668

FREE SAILING VACATION
We're giving away a deluxe yacht charter for 2 in the U.S.

Virgin islands. Enter to win and receive information

about our unique charter yacht selection service.

.Merritt Island. FL 32952

Vacations (soo) 922-4880

ARCHAEOLOGY TOURS—Mesa Verde, Canyon de
Chelly, Casas Grandes, Yucatan, Hopi, Zuni, Bande-
lier, Coronado's Trail, Santa Fe and Taos, New Mexico.

Anzona & Mexico 1st Class Guided by leading ar-

chaeologists Archaeological Conservancy, 415 Or-

chard Dr
, Santa Fe, NM 87501 (505) 982-3278

AUSTRALIA/NEW ZEALAND WALKABOUTS: Custom
designed lour itineranes featuring nature and outdoor

activities Enjoy hiking and camping safaris, lodge

stays, and island resorts in New Zealand's scenic

National Parks and Milford Track; Australia's

Outback, Tropical North, and Great Barner Reef.

Pacific Exploration Co . Box 3042-N. Santa Barbara.

CA 93130 (805) 687-7282
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BELIZE—COSTA RICA, Lush Tropical Rainforest, Ma-
yan Ruins, Exotic Birds and Wildlife. Friendly People.

Active Volcanoes, Free Brochure, Global Adventures.

P,0, Box 1897N. Boulder, CO 80306 (800) 322-6911,

(303) 440-691

1

SIERRA MADRE TRAINS
Copper Canyon / San Miguel Allende

Train tocanyon larger than Grand

Canyon continuing to Sea of

Cortez. Mountain lodges, pine

forests, Taraliumara Indians.

Train over Old Spanish Silver

Route Colonial Historic tours,

Tula Toltec archaeology.
Monarch butterfly sanctuary.

Brochure 1-800-225-2829 M-F 9 a.nn.-6 p.m. central

Columbus Travel, 6017 Callaghan Rd, San Antonio, TX 78228

BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS IN LUXURY! Sail on the most
comfortable yacht in the Bhtish Virgin Islands, the 105'

"Cuan Law/"— largest in the world 20 passengers

Booking individuals or groups. Large twin or double

staterooms with private bathrooms. Fast, graceful, sta-

ble, unique. Island hopping tnps, diving tnps, whale

trips or a mixture of all three! Call toll free 1-800-648

3393 or whte Trimarine, Dept NH, PO Box 4065, St,

Thomas V,l, 00803 Fax: (809) 494-5774

fhmw;iJ>f^nmM
THE ISLANDS. Now you

can sail by private yacht & OVERNIGHT AT CHARM
ING HOTELS & SEASIDE COTTAGES. Small groups,
naturalists guides. Amazon Jungle & Peru optior

DELUXE SAFARIS in Kenya,
Tanzania, Rwanda, Botswana, Zimbabwe & Zambia.
One low rate includes air, top camps & lodges & nat-

uralist guides. Over 200 guaranteed departures.

FREE BROCHURES 1-800- 525-6772
SPECIAL INTEREST TOURS
134 W. 26 St. (C) NY, NY 10001

CAMPING SAFARIS IN KENYA & TANZANIA, 11-18

days, from $550,00 + low airfare. Optional Kilimanjaro

climbs. Also London/Johannesburg overland Bo-

tswana, Egypt, more. Free 12 page color brochure,

Himalayan Travel, Box 481 -NH, Greenwich. CT 06836

(800) 225-2380^ East Africa
Scheduled Departures Independent Travel

iN-DEfTR Safaris. 20 Years ExfERiENce.

IMAGERS
Dept NH-7, Box 915, Ithaca, NY 14851

COSTA RICA: Jungle tours, Birdwatching, butterfly

collecting. Write: Jungle Tours, Apartado 7, Golfito,

Costa Rica

DIG FOR DINOSAURS! Join leading paleontologists

July-September in Western Colorado, Dinosaur Dis-

covery Expeditions 1-800-547-0503

FOREST '90: First International Symposium on Tropical

Rainforests, Oct 7/13, Brazil, Amazon Tour included.

Forum International, 91 Gregory, Pleasant Hill, CA
94523(415)671-2900

PAPUA NEW GUINEA

MELANESIAN TOURIST SERVICES

ee color brochure 1 1800) 776-0370

I Monica Blvd,. «305, W, LA.! CA 90025

GALAPAGOS, Free info on-your-own Discovery Tours/

wildlife & photo workshops Also the essential 250 pp
"how to" guidebook ($16,50 postpaid), Galapagos
Travel. 2674 N 1st St,. #112. San Jose. CA 95134 (800)

223-3767

GALAPAGOS IN LUXURY! Sail on the most comfort-

able yacht in the Galapagos, the 95' tnmaran "Lammer
Law" 18 passengers, 8 crew, two naturalist guides.

Booking individuals or groups Large twin or double
staterooms wth private bathrooms. Fast, graceful, sta-

ble, unique Naturalist trips, diving trips, whale trips or

a mixture of all three! Call toll free 1-800-648-3393 or

write Trimarine, Dept NH, PO Box 4065, St Thomas
V I, 00803 Fax (809) 494-5774

BALI*GALAPAGOS*TAHITI*
AUSTRALIA*MADAGASCAR

^f(^
P,0, BOX 1755

NEWPORT BEACH, CA <)2bb3

PHN;(714)723-1.W0

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS, From $1666 including air Ec-

uador/Peru options and archeological tours, Joseph
Colley LAST, Inc

,
43 Ivlillstone, Randallstown. I^D

21133(301)922-3116

GALAPAGOS "SALE"! Cruise and explore in small

groups TounsI to Deluxe yachts, or ships, with expert

naturalists Weekly departures Also: "Hiking Galapa-

gos", Ecuador's Highlands, Amazon, Machu Picchu,

Titicaca, Chile, Argentina. Brazil, and more. Forum
Travel, 91 Gregory (#21), Pleasant Hill, CA 94523 (415)

671-2900

ALASKA, GALAPAGOS,
BAJA CALIFORNIA

AUSTRALIA
Whales & Wildlife Journey Specialists

20 years experience, FREE BROCHURE

BIOLOGICAL JOURNEYS
16%A Ocean Dr,, McKinleyville. CA 95521

707-839-On8-or-800-548-7555 (outside Calif,)

GALAPAGOS sponsored by the Toronto Zoo Nov, 14/

90 Xmas tours 90/91 . Wildlife study Feb, 27/91 Ama-
zon Headwaters extensions. Free brochure, (416) 469-

8211 Galapagos Holidays, 745 Gerrard E,, Toronto

M4M 1Y5

GALAPAGOS
You, 9 other adventurers and our licensed

naturalist vy^ill sail by yacht to explore more

islands than any other Galapagos expedition.

50 Trip dates. Machu Picchu Option.

FREE BROCHURE
men fiFLOflTS 41 5-420-1 550

1 31 1 N 63rd ST, EMERYVILLE, CA 94608

THE INCREDIBLE "ANDES EXPRESS" Pristine South

Amenca, 1-3 week special odyssey through the most

dramatic scenery on earth Only $90/day. all included

Also: "Amazon Express", "Rio-Lima Safari", and other

legendary tours Forum Travel, 91 Gregory, Pleasant

Hill, CA 94523 (415) 671-2900

NEPAL 'INDIA 'TIBET
BURMA 'THAILAND

Tours, treks, SiiKiris, overLind jdveiilu ,

Group & independent programs from $18S(1,()()

int I. tiir. Free .^6 pR, trip catalog,

Himalayan Travel, Inc., Box 481 -NH,
Greonwit h, CT 0(,8:!6. (20 i) 622-6777.

Toll Free laoO) 22'i-2:i80 (ex. CT)

TIGERS, ELEPHANTS, TAJ MAHAL TOO! India's wild-

life, a magical purney, November Dreams Travel Ad-
ventures, PO Box 50054, Santa Barbara, CA 93150
(805) 687-9928

UNIQUE DESTINATIONS
• Cross the SAHARA Desert w. Tuaregs; or

overland to TIMBUKTU, NAMIBIA, ETHIOPIA
• Visit Wodaabe Nomads of NIGER; BORNEO'S
Dayak; Dani of IRIAN JAVA; Jivaros of the

ECUADORIAN AMAZON; Dogoas of MALI;

Berbers of MOROCCO: KALAHARI'S Bushmen

• View wildlife in Brazil's PANTANAL. CO.STA

RICA, PATAGONIA, GALAPAGOS, BOTSWANA
• RAJASTHAN and Pushkar; KASHMIR; LADAKH;
Eastern TURKEY; T DEL FUEGO on horseback

^TURTLE TOURS
9446 yuail Trail, Bo\# II47/NH, Carefrtt. AZ !(5.177

(6021 4S)i-36«S outside AZ (8001 2S3-2.1i4

VANISHING WORLDS Latin Amenca—Afnca—Asia—
Pacific/Australia—Europe/USSR Classic and Un-
usual Tours. Cruises, Hiking, Biking year-round Incred-

ible selection and prices Forum Travel, 91 Gregory.

Pleasant Hill, CA 94523 (415) 671-2900

FOUNDATION FOR FIELD RESEARCH

Wanted

FRANKLIN MINT SETS, com and stamp estates. Will

pay top dollar Send pnnted list with phone number to

Stan Katz, PO. Box 524-H, Cranford, NJ 07016, USA
(201)561-4697

RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION

$3 25 per word, 16 word minimum Display classified \s

$355 per inch All advertisements must be prepaid

Rates are not structured for agency or cash discounts

All advertisements are accepted at NATURAL HISTO-

RY'S discretion Send check/money order payable to

NATURAL HISTORY to The Market, NATURAL HIS-

TORY Magazine, Central Park West at 79lh St ,
New

York, NY 10024 Please include your personal address

and telephone number, issue preferred, and sug-

gested category Deadline— 1st of the month, two

months prior to cover dale (the January issue closes

Nov 1 ) Camera-ready art is required for display ads, A
learsheel or copy of the page with your ad will be sent

upon publication

7<5
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AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY

MEMBERABILIA

art from northeastern zaire

Beautifully illustrated, this

hardcover book written by
the foremost scholars of the

arts, history, and culture of

northeastern Zaire provides

vivid insight into turn of

the century Africa with strik-

ing archival images and over

one hundred exquisite full

color photographs of objects

from the Congo Expedition

of 1909-1915.

Please send copies of African

Reflections: Art from Northeastern

Zaire for $39.95 each. Price includes

shipping and handling within the

U.S.A. and Canada.

Name

METHOD OF PAYMENT
Check or money order
MasterCard Visa

Card no. _

Exp. date

Authors
f

Nearly every spring for the past

twenty years, naturalist, writer, and pho-

tographer Fred Bruemmer (page 26) has

ventured onto the Gulf of Saint Law-

rence pack ice to observe and record the

intimacies of harp and hooded seal life, a

hazardous pursuit. The testy, eight-foot-

long, 650-pound male "hoods" need to

be given a wide berth, and the ice breaks

into floes that drift miles with the wind

and current. Bruemmer, a veteran arctic

explorer, plans to continue to document

the lives of arctic animals. His eleventh

book. World of the Polar Bear (Minoc-

qua. Wis.: NorthWord Press, Inc., 1 989),

was published last fall. For further in-

formation on hooded seals' growth,

Bruemmer suggests "Birth to Weaning

in Four Days: Remarkable Growth in the

Hooded Seal, Crystophora cristata," by

W D. Bowen, O. T. Oftedal, and D. J.

Boness {Canadian Journal of Zoology,

vol. 63, pp. 2841-46).

^^
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In 1979, when gold miners near Fair-

banks, Alaska, discovered the 36,000-

year-old mummy of a huge steppe bison,

R. Dale Guthrie (page 34) was the first

expert called to the scene. A vertebrate

paleontologist and resident of Fairbanks,

Guthrie has been a professor at the Uni-

versity of Alaska for twenty-seven years.

He has reconstructed much of the biol-

ogy and ecology of the giant mammals of

the Mammoth Steppe and has also

sculpted some of these Ice Age animals

in bronze. Guthrie is the author of Fro-

zen Fauna of the Mammoth Steppe

(Chicago: University of Chicago Press,

1 990). Also a writer and artist, coauthor

Mary Lee Guthrie has written popular

articles on life in the Ice Age and the re-

wards of excavating traces of the Pleisto-

cene past. She is the author of Blue

Babe: The Story of a Steppe Bison

Mummy from Ice Age Alaska (Fair-

banks: White Mammoth Publishing,

1988). More information on Pleistocene

wildlife can be found in Antony J.

Sutcliffe's On the Track of Ice Age

Mammals (Cambridge: Harvard Uni-

versity Press, 1 986).

NEW
LIGHTWEIGHT
MODELS
FOR 1990

NEW
FOLDING*
ROTOMOLDED
BOATS

BORN TO TRnV€L

FOLBOT
FREE COLOR CATALOG

M 1-800-533-5099
Folbol, Inc FACTORY DIRECT

PO Box 70877, DepI w PRICES - SATISFACTION

Charleston SC 29416 GUARANTEED

6UAIIIA
ISILAIUD
CLUB

BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS

A very private island

850 acre unique resort on

nature sanctuary 7 soft, white sand

tieaches, water sports, tennis.

nature trails. Candlelit terrace dining.

Only 1 5 rooms, quiet elegance

$335-485 per day per couple

irxluding food and sports.

Reservations and information

6UAMAISLANDCUIB
800-54GUANA or 914-967-6050

AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY

FREE
CATALOG

Featuring publications and merchandise

especially selected for Museum members.

MEMBERS' BOOK PROGRAM
AiVIERICAN IHUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY

CENTRAL PARK WEST AT 79TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10024

Discover the World's
enshrouded secrets & travel to:

COSTARICA • cloud forest jungle & beach

AMAZC»4 • Machu Picchu

PERU, ECUADOR, * GALAPAGOS
BOLIVIA, PATAGONIA

AUSTRALIA, NEW ZEALAND
EASTAFRICA, INDIAN NEPAL

Pj.,^
TRINIDAD* TOBAGO -—

-

HOLBROOK TRAVEL, INC.

3540 N.W. 13th Street
Gainesville. FL 32609

T OWL PENDANT

Sterling-$45; 14K—$250
18" iieckchain is included

velvet box, satisf. guaranteed

Vern Wayne Pond
609 E. Market St, #103
CharlottesviUe, VA 22901

VISA/MC/AMEX 1-800-284-8376

12-DAY CRUISES FROM $99 DAY
Belize • Great Barrier Reel • Guatemala • .Mingle River • Mayan

ftiins- Florida Ewijlades-Dry Tortugas-Viijin Islands

• Caiijos • Cokmbus Discovery • flIFl Inlracoastal Nov.

fi MayCanaila Saguenay via Erie Canal Sumer

800-556-7450 For Free Brochure

Ajnencan Canadian Caribbean Line. Inc

The Small Ship Cfuls« Line Warren Rl 02885

THE POKE BOAT®
ITS EVEKfTHING
A CANOE ISNT.

A canoe is tippy. A Poke
Boat isn't Its remarkably

stable

A canoe is tiard to turn

and difficult to keep

in a straigtit line. A
Poke Boat isn't It

stays in a straigfit

line, yet is easy

to maneuver

A canoe is

rieavy A
Poke Boat

isn't

It weighs only 28

pounds - built witfi

aircraft strengtfi

For under $7(X)

you can buy more
than a canoe.

For more infor-

mation, give

us a call



Authors, Continued

Edmund D. Brodiem (page 44) began

his fieldwork on forays with his her-

petologist father and conducted his own
garter snake research in a field labora-

tory he built with his grandfather at his

grandparents' home in Oregon. A doc-

toral candidate at the University of Chi-

cago, Brodie spends his summers in Ore-

gon working on garter snakes and his

winters in Costa Rica working on coral

snakes. He is also looking into what he

calls the evolutionary "arms race" be-

tween the toxic, rough-skinned newt and

the red-sided garter snake, the only

known predator immune to the newt's

toxin. For more on northwestern snakes,

he recommends Amphibians and Rep-

tiles of the Pacific Northwest, by R. A.

Nussbaum and E. D. Brodie, Jr. (Mos-

cow: University of Idaho Press, 1983).

Bernd Heinrich (page 52) last wrote

for Natural History on ravens ("The

Ravens' Feast," February 1989). His in-

sect studies, however, began long before

his bird work. He began by investigating

thermoregulation in moths, then in bum-
blebees, and ended up by writing a book

on the latter

—

Bumblebee Economics

(Cambridge: Harvard University Press,

1979). His research on how these cold-

blooded insects keep warm enough to go

out and find food led to Heinrich's work

on foraging behavior. Having studied

the birds and the bees, Heinrich, a pro-

fessor of zoology at the University of

Vermont, has moved on to beetles.

The son of Indian naturalist Ramesh
Bedi, Rajesh Bedi ("The Natural Mo-
ment," page 80) spent his youth explor-

ing the forests and climbing the snow-

covered slopes of the Himalayas. De-

spite close encounters with tigers, lions,

elephants, bears, and mountain bandits,

Bedi has survived to continue to photo-

graph the wildlife of his native country.

For his photo of a black bear in the Hi-

malayan foothills, he used a Nikon Fm,

an 80-200mm zoom lens, and Koda-

chrome 64 film.
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Madeleine Marchese

General Manager, Marketing

Texaco Syngas Inc.

"For five years, Texaco 's gasification technology liglited

100,000 liomes with clean energy fi:om coal. We keep it clean with

a gasification process thatwe invented and perfected. It's a ver\'

workable solution to a difficult environmental problem."

Madeleine Marchese is General Manager, Marketing for

Texaco Syngas Inc.

"Our coal gasification process has produced over 2.5 billion

kilowatt hours of electricity for California residents. That's a record

no other coal gasification process has even come close to.

"The Texaco process has not only been pro\'en economicalK',

it exceeds the clean air standards proposed by the Bush Admini-

stration. That proposal is for the year 2000. Texaco is readynow.

"As a technology, coal gasification is a powerful tool in the

fight against acid rain. As an alternate energ\' source, it makes us

more energy self-sufficient. We have a 300 year suppK' of coal at

current consumption rates.

"Texaco people have even devised ingenious methods to

expand the technology' for the gasification of

municipal sludge. Our process is designed not

only to get rid ofsludge but to transform it into

usable energy."

Clearly there is enormous potential for

America and its environment. And for the fiamre.

W
Star of the

American Road

TEXACO-WE'VE GOT THE ENERGY.



you can explore Cancun Irom top to bottom.

r

r

%r^

You'd lave to SMrck kisK and low (or a place with as muck you're lookms for tk.ns^ to do, notking can top a Cancun

Soing on as Cancun. From ancient Mayan rums to dixnng vacation. Call your travel agent or write: ?.Q. Box 90l8,

and watersporb, our island offers a world ol possikilitics. So il Last bcLwket, N/ II733-3453.
xi ^-^ - T^ ^^^ ©1990 IheUancun loist.

The Caribbean island ol le3enclary pleasures





^^^^^EKTAR

The sharpest detail ever

achieved in color print film.

Kodak EktarSSmm film for

the advanced photographer.

Also available in 125 & 1000 ISO.
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Letters

Why "Manhood"?
I don't want to rain criticism on David

D. Gilmore's interesting article ("Man-

hood," June 1990), which probably set out

for his end point with the best of inten-

tions. However, I cannot let pass that he

casts a larger shadow of ignorance than he

casts light.

Gilmore repeatedly restates his ques-

tion: "Why is being a 'real man' so often a

prize to be won?" My understanding was

that the reason has been commonly ac-

cepted by anthropologists and cultural

historians of both sexes. Man feels he

must "prove" his manhood by trial be-

cause he is confronted by the other half of

the human race, who, with obvious endur-

ance, trial, and pain, unequivocally proves

her sexual identity and contribution.

Thus, it adds insult to injury for Gil-

more to close with the question, "Why
can't women be 'real men' too?" It is as

though women are lesser contributors

than men because they do not pursue the

activities and practices by which men
prove their manhood.

BrendaJ.Pena
Kew Gardens Hills, New York

Throughout history, women have

served society by serving the family. They
(or shall I say we) have already done ev-

erything that Gilmore defines as "true

manhood."

Kristen Klassen

Goshen, Indiana

When Henry Higgins sings, "Why can't

a woman be more like a man?" in My Fair

Lady, it is hilarious. When a supposed

social sciences professional does the same,

it is merely pathetic.

Jon Holsinger
Chicago, Illinois

David D. Gilmore replies:

Most of the comments I have received

about the manhood article have been from

women protesting its final paragraph, in

which 1 ask, "Why can't women be 'real

men' too?" My question is not intended as

an invidious comparison between the

sexes but as a rhetorical statement of gen-

der's plasticity. As my critics point out.

women pass tests, too. Both men and

women are required to make sacrifices,

sometimes painful ones, to gain adult sta-

tus. In most cultures, however, these tests

differ drastically for men and women

—

often demanding courage from the for-

mer, submission from the latter. This

ubiquitous difference is a clue to culture's

role in forming gender identity.

If I ask, "Why can't women be real

men?" I am not, like Henry Higgins, argu-

ing that men are better, but rather debat-

ing the reservation of the "achiever" role

for men. I am asking: "Why are the risks

and rewards so often associated with man-

hood denied to women?"

Lapsus Calami

I was amazed to read in the last para-

graph of "Not by Grass Alone" (Decem-

ber 1989) that "On Africa's Mount Ken-

ya, American buffaloes use their horns to

dig up iron-rich clods of soil." As a resi-

dent of Kenya for more than sixty years, I

was dumbfounded to learn that there were

American buffaloes on the mountain! This

is a lapsus calami [slip of the pen] of the

highest order.

G.R. CUNNINGHAM-VAN SOMEREN
Ornithologist Emeritus

National Museum
Nairobi, Kenyc

Editor's Note: We regret that, through i

transcription error, we printed the wore

American instead of African.

Lonely at the Top
Regarding Jared Diamond's June 199(

article, "Alone in a Crowded Universe"

Perhaps the lack of a species that is evolu

tionarily convergent with our own ha

made humans feel so alone that we find i

necessary to believe in other intelliger
[

creatures. After all, dominating a whol
j

planet is quite a responsibility, especiall

when we have the added disadvantag

(unlike the trilobites or the dinosaurs) c

being able to feel guilty. If Earth shoul

turn out to be the only planet in the galax

containing life, just think of the adde

responsibility we would acquire.

Mark A. Chandle
New York, New Yor
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A Naturalist at Large

An Uplifting Tail
The skunk expert tells all

by Richard G. Van Gelder

When I joined the American Museum
of Natural History in 1956, the media

designated me "the world's skunk expert"

because I had written my thesis on spotted

skunks. Never mind that my work in-

volved analyses of skull and dental dimen-

sions and variation in color pattern; I was

asked mostly about their pungent defense.

"Have you ever been sprayed, Doctor?"

was a favorite question, and with the mod-

esty of an undefeated champion, I'd allow

that, no, I had never been sprayed. Occa-

sionally a reporter with a quantitative bent

would ask, "How many skunks have you

handled. Doctor?" to which I'd respond

with great precision, "As of yesterday,

6,947" (or whatever the current figure

was). Not one of the reporters, however,

was astute enough to ask how many of

those skunks were alive and armed, and I

wasn't about to volunteer that I actually

spent most of my time with preserved mu-

seum specimens.

I did personally collect and preserve

many of the skunks used in my research,

however There are about ten species ar-

ranged into three genera: the striped

skunks, with two species ranging from

Canada to Central America; the spotted

skunks, also with two species and more or

less the same range; and the hog-nosed

skunks, with a half dozen species from the

southwestern United States through

South America. (There are other mem-
bers of the weasel family, to which skunks

belong, elsewhere in the world that are

sometimes called skunks locally, but the

name technically applies just to the Amer-
ican genera.)

That I had not been sprayed was prob-

ably more luck than skill, but I had
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learned that by moving slowly and stop-

ping when the skunk seemed greatly

alarmed, I could approach a trapped ani-

mal as closely as I wanted and well within

its twelve-foot firing range. A skunk will

hold oif unless it really feels threatened, as

most of the time it can rely on being recog-

nized before it is attacked (which ac-

counts for its generally brazen behavior

and flamboyant markings). Most preda-

tors learn to avoid provoking skunks after

one unpleasant encounter But some dogs,

for all their vaunted intelligence, never do.

Great horned owls, which prey on skunks,

don't seem to be bothered by the odor, if

they can smell it at all.

The one time I thought I had been

sprayed was after I had engaged in a half-

hour running battle with a striped skunk in

northern Arizona. Late one brisk autumn
afternoon, I had broken camp and was

heading for the Museum of Northern Ari-

zona in Flagstaff when the skunk ran

across the road. I slammed on the brakes,

grabbed my .22 pistol, and took after it.

The gun was loaded with dust shot, tiny

pellets with an effective range about the

same as that of the skunk's spray. Each

time I got within range, the skunk

stopped, I stopped, and we exchanged

shots, and then off we went again through

the long shadows of the sagebrush. After

four or five missed shots, the skunk was

out of ammunition, but I wasn't. I carried

my trophy back to the car, quickly cut out

and discarded the scent sacs to avoid any

accidental discharge, and placed the body

in the car's trunk to be skinned that night.

I arrived at the museum just at closing

time and ran to the receptionist to ask if I

could see the director, to whom I had

written for permission to study the skunk

collection. When she left to get him, I

drew a deep breath—and smelled skunk

odor I didn't remember being hit by the

skunk during our battle, but I had driven

fast to Flagstaff with the windows open

and could easily have overlooked the evi-

dence. When the receptionist returned to

tell me that the director would be out in a

moment, I started to apologize. "The odor

of skunk
—

" I began, but she interrupted

me by saying, "Yes, isn't it terrible? We
have two of them living under the building

and one let go last night!" My honor was

intact after all.

The defense mechanism of skunks is

unusual among mammals because it func-

tions at a distance (this is not to say that

skunks can't bite and scratch; they can,

and although I still have never been

sprayed, I have been bitten). The skunk's

golden-hued, malodorous liquid is stored

in two grape-sized sacs that are embedded

in the muscle tissue on either side of the

anus. A duct from each sac ends in a

nipple that protrudes into the animal's co-

lon, just inside the sphincter muscle that

keeps the anus closed. An alarmed skunk

raises its tail, everts its anus to expose the

nipples, and sprays by contracting the

muscles around the sacs. One widespread

bit of skunk lore reporters often asked me
about was, "Is it true that if you lift the

animal off the ground by its tail, it can't,

spray you?" Not knowing the answer to

that one, I always had to be authorita-

tively vague: "That seems to be a folk

tale," I'd pontificate and try to drop the

matter

Over the years, however, in the course

of writing popular articles about skunks, 1
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learned more of their lore, including the

lift-by-the-tail story. There were, natu-

rally, two camps regarding that story:

those who knew it was false because they

had been thoroughly sprayed by a skunk

they were holding aloft by the tail, and

those who claimed that they had accom-

plished the task without being sprayed.

Among the disbelievers were C. Hart

Merriam, the "father" of American mam-
malogy, and Lee R. Dice, a distinguished

University of Michigan mammalogist. Of
the believers, the most eminent was Er-

nest Thompson Seton, dean of American

naturalists, who claimed to have accom-

plished the feat many times.

Because gentlemen do not like to call

one another liars, each side tried to explain

away the experiences of the other by re-

fined scientific analysis. Some maintained

that the angle of the skunk's tail was the

key: unless the tail was bent forward to

within 40 degrees of the animal's back, the

skunk could not spray. Others said that

the animal had to have its feet touching

the ground in order to spray. And still

others suggested that perhaps some

skunks had so pleasant a nature that even

when hoisted into the air by the tail, they

did not use their defense. There were addi-

tional variations on these themes, the most

prevalent being that if you held the

skunk's tail down so that it could not raise

it at all, it could not spray, even if its feet

were on the ground.

My inclination was to side with the

skeptics, primarily because of my high

regard for Merriam and Dice, and be-

cause Seton was known to be somewhat

naYve in his belief of many other folk tales.

From my personal experience, I knew that

a skunk could spray even when I was hold-

ing its tail down over its anus, as I had

done this with trapped animals (I pointed

them away from me, of course, and they

sprayed on their own tails). I also gave

little credence to the feet-on-the-ground

hypothesis. A peculiarity of spotted skunk

behavior is that they sometimes startle

their enemies by facing them and rising up

on their forefeet, thus displaying their in-

tricate pattern of stripes and spots. This

makes them appear larger than they are

(they are not much larger than a Norway

rat) and, incidentally, brings their anus

closer to a taller foe. They most assuredly

can spray while doing this handstand.

My own contribution to this contro-

versy came about on one July day in the

mid-1960s. I was releasing a female

striped skunk and her five babies at the

American Museum's research station on

Long Island, New York, to reintroduce

the species to the area, the original popula-

tion having disappeared as a result of ex-

tensive poisoning against potato beetles at

the turn of the century. The female had

been caught by a friend of mine in Sussex

County, New Jersey, in February and was

kept caged in his bam, where she gave

birth in May. I drove the skunks to Long

Island in my car, carrying them in three

small garbage cans on the back seat. The
hundred-mile trip took me through the

heart of New York City, and I worried

greatly about being in an accident, not so

much because my car might get damaged,

but because of what would happen when

all six skunks fired and I tried to explain

everything to the police.

At the research station, I put on a pair

of old coveralls, for I felt sure this was the

day I would lose my virginity. I planned to

dye a colored spot on the back of each

skunk and to clamp an ear tag onto each.

An expectant audience of students and

their advisers gathered on the lawn far out

of range (some had binoculars). The ba-

bies, bless them, gave me no trouble, even

though babies can spray once they are a

month old. By moving slowly, I was able to

dye and tag them. But before I had fin-

ished, the mother somehow climbed out of

her can and took off for the woods, tail

straight up. She was followed warily and

at a very safe distance by the station direc-

tor's collie. Lassie was captured, but the

skunk made it to the woods, walking in

stately fashion, still with tail erect.

I was not about to have an unmarked

skunk roaming about, so I hurried off,

paralleling her path until I was about fifty

feet ahead of her I then straddled the

faint path down which she was walking

and stood completely still. She did not

notice my presence at all: skunks do not

have especially good eyesight, and she was

probably accustomed to my odor after our

several hours together in the car. But I

could tell she was not at ease, as her black-

and-white flag of a tail stood erect, the

hairs of its white tip drooping like a wilting

flower Alert but unaware, she walked

steadily at me and between my spread

legs. When her body was past mine, I

reached down, grabbed her tail firmly in

the middle, closed my eyes, and swung her

up between my legs and in front of me.

Nothing happened. No thin, wet, mias-

mic mist moistened my face. No over-

whelming fetid odor fouled my nostrils

and mouth. Nothing! I quickly swung the

skunk to one side, opened my eyes, and

holding her away from my body, started

walking back to the lawn. Even though

she had not sprayed, the skunk was not

unresisting. She was squirming and twist-

ing but, at about ten pounds, was too

heavy to change her angle of dangle. I

risked a look right down the barrel. I could
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see her anal muscles writhing and her hind

legs flailing. I also noticed that the nipples

of the scent ducts were not protruding

from the anus.

By letting her get her forefeet onto the

walls of her familiar garbage can, I was

able to let mother skunk slide into it, but

still she didn't spray. I waited, as much to

regain my composure as to let the skunk

settle down, and then, moving slowly and

carefully, I dyed a spot on her back and

inserted an ear tag while she was still in

the can. As I worked, I wondered, of

course, why she hadn't sprayed when I'd

picked her up. Could it be that, for what-

ever reason, she was incapable of spray-

ing? Or, as some would have it, was she

such a nice skunk that she just didn't want

to spray? So, after turning the babies

loose, I liberated the mother by violently

kicking over the garbage can. She

sprayed!

I now not only knew that those on both

sides of the skunk-tail story were right, but

I also knew why. Skunks have several lev-

els of alarm. In their normal, unconcerned

strolls, they carry the tail down, almost

touching the ground. If something begins

to scare them, they go to alert status, rais-

ing the tail straight up. The next stage is

yellow alert, in which the tail is still erect,

but the anus is everted and the nipples

from the potent scent sacs are exposed.

And finally, at red alert, the tail is bent

forward until it lies almost parallel with

the animal's backbone. Next stage, fire!

Once a skunk is at yellow or red alert,

with nipples exposed, it can fire—whether

its hind feet are on the ground or not, and

regardless of the angle of its tail. Other-

wise, if its hind feet are not on the ground

and its tail is being pulled, the skunk is

unable to evert its anus to expose the nip-

ples. When the nipples are not exposed,

the animal can't (or won't) fire. Thus, the

lift-by-the-tail strategy can work, but only

on skunks that are below the yellow-alert

mode. The difficulty in safely applying

this knowledge is that outwardly, alert and

yellow-alert skunks look pretty much the

same, except for the tiny protruding nip-

ples. Chances are that if a human is close

enough to determine whether the nipples

are exposed, and the skunk is aware of the

observer, the skunk is already frightened

enough to have entered the yellow-alert, if

not the red-alert, stage.

A search of the zoological literature on

skunks reveals that the earliest source of

lift-by-the-tail lore had it right all along. In

The Natural History of the Quadrupeds

ofParaguay and the River La Plata, pub-

lished in Spanish in 1 802 and in English in

1838, Felix de Azara, a Spanish govern-

ment official in South America, describes
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the fauna observed during his travels in

the countries around the La Plata River

(now Argentina, Uruguay, Paraguay, and

Brazil). In his account of the local hog-

nosed skunks, de Azara says, "the Indians

are stated to catch skunks by stealing

slowly upon them, and, taking hold of

them suddenly by the tail, raising and

killing them in the air; for, in this position,

it is said they cannot emit their intolerable

discharge."

Not long after the publication of de

Azara's book, a scientist from a French

expedition to Argentina became the first

member of the "it can't be done club." He
recounted how, espying a skunk out on the

pampas, he gave chase, made the capture

by lifting the animal from the ground by

its tail, and ended up by having to bury his

clothes before being allowed back on his

ship. Nevertheless, the Indians were right,

and de Azara's transcription was correct.

The critical words of the modus operandi

are "by stealing slowly upon" (in Spanish,

se acercan los Indios espaciosamente),

and this is the clue to all the discrepancies.

When I presented these conclusions to a

meeting of the American Society of

Mammalogists, I was pleased to find the

auditorium S.R.O. Meanwhile, another

scientist scheduled to give his paper in a

room across the hall was dismayed to see

an exodus of all but two of his audience.

What everyone but the two of us knew at

the time was that some colleagues had

arranged to liberate a live skunk in the

room during my talk (one with its scent

sacs removed). Alas, their timing was off

and the skunk did not make an appear-

ance, although I love to speculate on the

possibility that it was delivered to the

wrong room.

I used to receive calls about how to

remove skunks from suburban homes, es-

pecially from garages or basement win-

dow wells. Since the animal is a nocturnal

species with an aversion to bright light,

leaving the garage door open and the

lights on will usually do the trick. A slop-

ing, cleated plank gently eased into a win-

dow well will allow the skunk to climb out

at night when the basement lights are

turned on. Mothballs rolled down a bur-

row also seem to evict them. I do not

recommend trying to pick up a skunk by

the tail, not only for the obvious reason but

also because skunks are often a reservoir

for rabies. Oh, yes, washing your clothes

in a solution of a cup of household ammo-
nia to a bucket of water works—or so they

tell me.

Richard G. Van Gelder is curator emeri-

tus in the Department ofMammalogy at

the American Museum.
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A scientist recalls some close encounters ofa mental kind

by Stephen Jay Gould

I own many old and beautiful books,

classics of natural history bound in leather

and illustrated with hand-colored plates.

But no item in my collection comes close

in personal value to a modest volume,

bound in gray cloth and published in 1 892:

Studies of English Grammar, by J. M.
Greenwood, superintendent of schools in

Kansas City. The book belonged to my
grandfather, a Hungarian immigrant. He
wrote on the title page, in an elegant Euro-

pean hand: "Prop, of Joseph A. Rosen-

berg, New York." Just underneath, he

added in pencil the most eloquent of all

possible lines: "I have landed. Sept. 11,

1901."

Papa Joe died when I was thirteen, be-

fore I could properly distill his deepest

experiences, but long enough into my own
ontogeny for the precious gifts of exten-

sive memory and lasting influence. He
was a man of great artistic sensibility and

limited opportunity for expression. I am
told that he sang beautifully as a young

man, although increasing deafness and a

pledge to the memory of his mother (never

to sing again after her death) stilled his

voice long before my birth. He never used

his remarkable talent for drawing in any

eff'ort of fine arts, although he marshaled

these skills to rise from cloth cutting in the

sweatshops to middle-class life as a bras-

siere and corset designer. (The content of

his chosen expression titillated me as a

child, but I now appreciate the primary

theme of economic emancipation through

the practical application of artistic talent.)

Yet, above all, he expressed his artistic

sensibilities in his personal bearing—in

elegance of dress (a bit on the foppish side,

perhaps), grace of movement, beauty of

handwriting, ease of mannerism.

I well remember one manifestation of

this rise above the ordinary—both be-

cause we repeated the act every week and

because the junction of locale and action

seemed so incongruous, even to a small

child of five or six. Every Sunday morn-

ing. Papa Joe and I would take a stroll to

the corner store on Queens Boulevard to

buy the paper and a half dozen bagels. We
then walked to the great world-class tennis

stadium of Forest Hills, where McEnroe
and his ilk still cavort. A decrepit and

disused side entrance sported a rusty stair-

case of three or four steps. With his unfail-

ing deftness. Papa Joe would take a sec-

tion of the paper that we never read and

neatly spread several sheets over the low-

ermost step (for the thought of a rust flake

or speck of dust in contact with his trou-

sers filled him with horror). We would

then sit down and have the most wonder-

ful man-to-man talk about the latest base-

ball scores, the rules of poker, or the re-

sults of the Friday night fights.

I retain a beautiful vision of this scene:

the camera pans back and we see a tiny

staircase, increasingly dwarfed by the

great stadium. Two little figures sit on the

bottom step—a well-dressed, elderly man
gesturing earnestly; a little boy listening

with adoration.

Certainty is both a blessing and a dan-

ger. Certainty provides warmth, solace,

security—an anchor in the unambigu-
' ously factual events of personal observa-

tion and experience. I know that I sat on

those steps with my grandfather because I

was there, and no external power of sug-

gestion has ever played havoc with this

most deeply personal and private experi-

ence. But certainty is also a great danger,

given the notorious fallibility—and unri-

valed power—of the human mind. How
often have we killed on vast scales for the

"certainties" of nationhood and religion;

how often have we condemned the inno-

cent because the most prestigious form of

supposed certainty—eyewitness testi-

mony—bears all the flaws of our ordinary

fallibility

Primates are visual animals par excel-

lence, and we therefore grant special sta-

tus to personal observation—to being

there and seeing directly. But all sights

must be registered in the brain and stored

somehow in its intricate memory. And the

human mind is both the greatest marvel

of nature and the most perverse of all

tricksters; Einstein and Loge inextricably

combined.

This special (but unwarranted) prestige

accorded to direct observation has led to a

serious popular misunderstanding about

science. Since science is often regarded as

the most objective and truth-directed of

human enterprises, and since direct ob-

servation is supposed to be the favored

route to factuality, many people equate

respectable science with visual scrutiny

—

just the facts ma'am, and palpably before

my eyes. But science is a battery of ob-

servational and inferential methods, all di-

rected to the testing of propositions that

can, in principle, be definitely proved

false. A restriction of compass to matters

of direct observation would stymie the

profession intolerably. Science must often

transcend sight to win insight. At all

scales, from smallest to largest, quickest

to slowest, many well-documented conclu-

sions of science lie beyond the limited do-

main of direct observation. No one has

ever seen an electron or a black hole, the

events of a picosecond or a geological eon.

One of the phoniest arguments raised

for rhetorical efl'ect by "creation scien-

tists" tried to deny scientific status to evo-

lution because its results take so much
time to unfold and therefore can't be seen

directly. But if science required such im-
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mediate vision, we could draw no conclu-

sions about any subject that studies the

past—no geology, no cosmology, no hu-

man history (including the strength and

influence of religion) for that matter. We
can, after all, be reasonably sure that

Henry V prevailed at Agincourt even

though no photos exist and no one has

survived more than 500 years to tell the

tale. And dinosaurs really did snuff it tens

of millions of years before any conscious

observer inhabited our planet. Evolution

suffers no special infirmity as a science

because its grandest-scale results took so

long to unfold during an unobservable

past. (For the small-scale results of agri-

culture and domestication have been re-

corded, while adequate evidence survives

to document the broader events of a dis-

tant past.) The sciences of history rely on

our ability to infer the past from signs of

ancestry preserved in modem struc-

tures—as in the "panda's thumb" princi-

ple of current imperfection preserved as a

legacy of ancestral inheritances originally

evolved for different purposes.

Moreover, eyewitness accounts do not

deserve their conventional status as ulti-

mate arbiters even when testimony of di-

rect observation can be marshaled in

abundance. In her sobering book Eyewit-

ness Testimony (Harvard University

Press, 1979), Elizabeth Loftus debunks,

largely in a legal context, the notion that

visual observation confers some special

claim for veracity. She identifies three

levels of potential error in supposedly di-

rect and objective vision: misperception of

the event itself and the two great tricksters

of passage through memory before later

disgorgement—retention and retrieval.

In one experiment, for example, Loftus

showed forty students a three-minute vid-

eotape of a classroom lecture disrupted by

8 demonstrators (a relevant subject for a

study from the early 1 970s!). She gave the

students a questionnaire and asked half of

them: "Was the leader of the 1 2 demon-

strators ... a male?"; and the other half,

"Was the leader of the 4 demonstrators

... a male?" One week later, in a follow-

up questionnaire, she asked all the stu-

dents: "How many demonstrators did you

see entering the classroom?" Those who
had previously received the question

about 12 demonstrators reported seeing

an average of 8.9 people; those told of 4

demonstrators claimed an average of 6.4.

All had actually seen 8, but compromised

later judgment between their actual ob-

servation and the largely subliminal power

of suggestion in the first questionnaire.

People can even be induced to "see"

totally illusory objects. In another experi-

ment, Loftus showed a film of an accident.

The Forest Hills stadium, it isn 't.

followed by a misleading question: "How
fast was the white sports car going when it

passed the bam while traveling along the

country road?" (The film showed no bam,

and a control group received a more accu-

rate question: "How fast was the white

sports car going while traveUng along the

country road?") A week later, 1 7 percent

of the students in the first group stated

that they had seen the nonexistent bam;

only 3 percent of the control group re-

ported a bam.

Thus, we are easily fooled on all fronts

of both eye and mind: seeing, storing, and

recalling. The eye tricks us badly enough;

the mind is infinitely more perverse. What
remedy can we possibly have but constant

humility, and etemal vigilance and scm-

tiny? Tmst your memory as you would

your poker buddy (one of my grandfa-

ther's mottoes from the steps).

With this principle in mind, I went

searching for those steps last year after

more than thirty years of absence from my
natal turf. I exited the subway at Sixty-

seventh Avenue, walked to my first apart-

ment at 98-50, and then set off on my
grandfather's route for Queens Boulevard

and the tennis stadium.

I was walking in the right direction, but

soon realized that I had made a serious

mistake. The tennis stadium stood at least

a mile down the road, too far for those

short strolls with a bag of bagels in one

hand and a five-year-old boy attached to

the other. In increasing puzzlement, I

Pnotographs by Eleanor Gould

walked down the street and, at the very

next comer, saw the steps and felt the jolt

and flood of memory that drives our

recherches des temps perdus.

My recall of the steps was entirely accu-

rate—three modest flagstone mngs, bor-

dered by msty iron raiUngs. But the steps

are not attached to the tennis stadium;

they form the side entrance to a modest

brick building, now cmmbling, pad-

locked, and abandoned, but still announc-

ing its former use with a coimnercial sign,

painted directly on the brick in the old

industrial style: "MuUer Bros. Inc. Mov-
ing & Storage"—with a telephone num-

ber below from the age before all-digit

diahng: ILlinois 9-9200.

Obviously, I had conflated the most

prominent symbol of my old neighbor-

hood, the tennis stadium, with an impor-

tant personal place—and had constructed

a juxtaposed hybrid for my mental image.

Yet even now, in the face of conclusive

correction, my memory of the tennis sta-

dium soaring above the steps remains

strong.

I might ask indulgence on the grounds

of inexperience and relative youth for my
failure as an eyewitness at the MuUer
Bros, steps. After all, I was only an im-

pressionable lad of five or so, when even a

modest six-story warehouse might be per-

ceived as big enough to conflate with

something tmly important.

But I have no excuses for a second

story. Ten years later, at a tmstable age of
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A placefor munching bagels and getting advice

fifteen, I made a western trip by automo
bile with my family: I have specially vivid

memories of an observation at Devils

Tower, Wyoming (the volcanic plug made
most famous as a landing site for aliens in

Close Encounters of the Third Kind). We
approach from the east. My father tells us

to look out for the tower from tens of miles

away, for he has read in a guidebook that

it rises, with an awesome near-verticality,

from the dead-flat Great Plains—and that

pioneer families used the tower as a land-

mark and beacon on their westward trek.

We see the tower, first as a tiny projection,

almost square in outline, at the horizon. It

gets larger as we approach, assuming its

distinctive form and finally revealing its

structure as a conjoined mat of hexagonal

basalt columns. I have never forgotten the

two features that inspired my rapt atten-

tion: the maximal rise of verticality from

flatness, forming a perpendicular junc-

tion; and the steady increase in size from a

bump on the horizon to a looming, almost

fearful giant of a rock pile.

Now I know, I absolutely know that I

saw this visual drama, as described. The
picture in my mind of that distinctive pro-

file, growing in size, is as strong as any

memory I possess. I see the tower as a little

dot in the distance, as a mid-sized monu-

ment, as a full field of view. I have told the

story to scores of people, comparing this

natural reality with a sight of Chartres as a

tiny toy tower twenty miles from Paris,

growing to the overarching symbol and

skyline of its medieval city.

In 1987, I revisited Devils Tower with

my family—the only return since my first

close encounter thirty years before. I

planned the trip to approach from the

east, so that they would see the awesome

eff"ect—and I told them my story, of

course.

In the context of this essay, my denoue-

ment will be anticlimactic in its predict-

ability, however acute my personal

embarrassment. The terrain around Dev-

ils Tower is mountainous; the monument

cannot be seen from more than a few miles

away in any direction. I bought a booklet

on pioneer trails westward, and none

passed anywhere near Devils Tower. We
enjoyed our visit, but I felt like a perfect

fool. Later, I checked my old logbook for

that high-school trip. The monument that

rises from the plain, the beacon of the

pioneers, is Scotts Bluff", Nebraska—not

nearly so impressive a pile of stone as

Devils Tower.

And yet I still see Devils Tower in my
mind when I think of that growing dot on

the horizon. I see it as clearly and as surely

as ever, although I now know that the

memory is false.

This has been a long story for a simple

moral. Papa Joe, the wise old peasant in a

natty and elegant business suit, told me on

those steps to be wary of all blandishments

and to trust nothing that cannot be proved.

We must extend his good counsel to our

own interior certainties, particularly those

that we never question because we regard

eyewitnessing as paramount in veracity.

Of course we must treat the human
mind with respect—for nature has fash-

ioned no more admirable instrument. But

we must also struggle to stand back and to

scrutinize our own mental certainties.

This last line poses an obvious paradox, if

not an outright contradiction—and I have

no resolution to offer. Yes, step back and

scrutinize your own mind. But with what?

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geol-

ogy, and the history ofscience at Harvard

University.
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The Echo ofCreation
Astronomers lookfor clues to the origins ofgalaxies
in background radiation—light left overfrom the big bang

by Gerrit L. Verschuur

A faint glow of radiation pervades the

universe, wanning space just a few de-

grees. This energy is the echo of creation,

a whisper from the big bang, the cata-

clysm that brought the cosmos into exis-

tence. Just as fossils provide paleontolo-

gists with clues about ancient life, the

cosmic background radiation furnishes

cosmologists with information about the

time before galaxies and stars existed.

And because it may hold the only clues to

how galaxies emerged from the hot cloud

of expanding gas spawned by the big

bang, the radiation is being measured by a

satellite launched last November. A
dozen times each day, the Cosmic Back-

ground Explorer orbits the planet from

pole to pole, skirting the edge between

night and day. With each sweep, its instru-

ments scan the sky, measuring the after-

glow of the universe's creation with un-

precedented accuracy.

That any signal at all can be detected

from the beginning of the universe is a

triumph of modem science. How have we
come, in such a short time, to replace

myths of creation with our present under-

standing of the origin of our universe?

Many scientists laid the groundwork that

eventually led to the launch of the Cosmic

Background Explorer, but we can begin

with the work of Heinrich Hertz (1857—

94), the German physicist who discovered

radio v/aves.

In 1885, Hertz was appointed professor

of physics at the Karlsruhe Technical Col-

lege. He was hopeful that his new position

would allow him time in the laboratory to

test some of the new ideas in theoretical

physics. In his previous position at the

University of Kiel, Hertz was frustrated

by the lack of laboratory equipment. His

youthful dream of making a significant

contribution to science as an experimental

physicist was quickly disappearing.

In November 1886, Hertz began the

experiments that would make him fam-

ous. While rummaging through the cabi-

nets of the Karlsruhe laboratory, he came
across several wire coils used to demon-

strate induction, the phenomenon in

which an electric current is generated, or

"induced," in wire subjected to a rapidly

changing magnetic field. (Today, mduc-

tion coils are used to convert the weak

current from a battery into high-voltage

pulses, such as those necessary to fire a

car's spark plugs.) The coils he found had

a small gap across which a spark would

jump, allowing one to see the current.

Hertz experimented with the coils and

became fascinated by an unexpected ob-

servation: even a small electric discharge

across the gap in one coil was sufficient to

cause a tiny blue spark to leap across the

gap of a nearby coil.

At first he assumed, as others had be-

fore him, that this effect was due to induc-

tion. (In 1842, Joseph Henry, an Ameri-

can physicist, had detected such spark

transmissions over a distance of thirty

feet.) After further investigation, how-

ever. Hertz ruled out induction. While

working on ways to amplify the effect

(and unintentionally building a primitive

radio transmitter), he gradually realized

that the secondary sparks might be caused

by electromagnetic waves transmitting

energy from one circuit to another.

Hertz knew that the existence of such

waves was inherent in James Clerk Max-
well's electromagnetic theory. In the early

1870s, the Scottish physicist had neatly

tied together all the preceding work on

electricity and magnetism into one set of

laws, but his ideas were still far from being

accepted by a majority of scientists. One
consequence of Maxwell's work was the

prediction that light was only a small part

of the electromagnetic spectrum, which

should include radiation of much shorter

and longer wavelengths. With additional

experiments. Hertz established that the

energy transmitted across his laboratory

traveled in waves similar to light but at

considerably longer wavelengths. He had

discovered radio waves and confirmed the

cortectness of Maxwell's theory, which

quickly gained wide acceptance.

Although he studied the waves in con-

siderable detail. Hertz did not pursue

their practical use for long-distance com-

munication. Unfortunately, his early

death from blood poisoning came just be-

fore the first Nobel prizes were awarded

—surely he would have won one.

Guglielmo Marconi (1874-1937) read

Hertz's account of the discovery of radio

waves and realized the value of Hertzian

waves, as they were first called. In 1894,

the same year that Hertz died, Marconi

sent his first wireless message—a mere

thirty feet. He continued to improve his

equipment to see how far the waves might

travel. In 1901, he sent a radio signal

(which was still generated by an oscillat-

ing current caused by sparks leaping

across a small gap) from England to New-
foundland, transmitting the Morse code

for the letter 5 (dot-dot-dot) across the

Atlantic Ocean.

That broadcast marked the beginning

of radio, and the technology quickly

evolved out of the spark gap era into the

era of vacuum tubes and, later, that of

transistors and microchips. Today we give

httle thought to the radio waves traveling

around the world and across the solar sys-

tem. After all, NASA engineers had httle
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trouble communicating with the Voyager

spacecraft during its recent rendezvous

with Neptune, 2.75 billion miles away.

In a somewhat haphazard fashion, the

technology that accompanied the growth

of the communications industry provided

the evidence that cosmologists needed to

confirm the big bang theory. In the early

193Gs, Karl Jansky, of Bell Telephone

Laboratories, investigated the static that

accompanied early transatlantic radio

transmissions. He discovered two sources

of the noise: the intermittent crackling

was caused by lightning in nearby and

distant thunderstorms, and a low, steady

hiss was traced to Sagittarius, the region

of the sky where the center of the Milky

Way is located. The discovery of the inter-

ference coming from the core of our gal-

axy, 27,000 light-years away, marked the

beginning of radio astronomy. Having

once wondered whether radio waves could

span the Atlantic Ocean, Marconi must

have marveled at the news of radio waves

traveling across this vast expanse of space.

Because astronomical objects are so dis-

tant, the light that reaches us from them

has traveled for an appreciable amount of

time. Astronomers, therefore, are able to

look back into the past and see things as

they were when the light, or other electro-

magnetic radiation, started its journey.

For example, the sun is seen as it was eight

minutes ago. (In astronomical parlance

the sun's distance is eight light-minutes.)

Proxima Centauri, the nearest star be-

yond the sun, is about four light-years

away. We see it now as it was in 1986.

This ability to look into the past is of

Uttle consequence for most astronomers,

who are concerned with relatively nearby

stars and galaxies. When observing the

most distant objects, however, astrono-

mers are looking at the early evolution of

the universe. Light from the most distant

galaxies observed has been traveling to-

ward us for as much as 10 billion years. In

1963, quasars were first detected. These

strong sources of radio emissions are be-

lieved to be the highly energetic cores of

protogalaxies located well beyond the ma-

jority of visible galaxies. Radio waves

from some quasars, the most distant ob-

jects observed in the universe, have trav-

eled as much as 14 billion years. Quasars,

therefore, existed very early in the evolu-

tion of the universe, as close to its begin-

ning as 1 or 2 billion years, representing an

important stage in the early evolution of

the universe. But what exists beyond qua-

sars?

In 1948, George Gamow, a Russian-

bom American physicist, then at George

Washington University, predicted that if

the big bang did indeed occur, the radia-

tion from the universe's fiery beginnings

should be detectable. In Gamow's charac-

teristic fashion, he made a rough calcula-

tion and determined that the entire uni-

verse, even the empty space between

galaxies, would still be warmed to about

50° K, or -337° F. Gamow's colleagues

Ralph Alpher and Robert Herman found

a few flaws in his calculations, including

an arithmetic error, and revised the figure

down to about 5° K—the temperature to

which the universe would cool in the 15

billion years following its creation. Be-

cause the wavelengths of the radiation an

object emits are characteristic of its tem-

perature, Gamow knew that the radiation

left over from the big bang should be

found as microwaves (which fall between

radio waves and infrared rays on the elec-

tromagnetic spectrum). Little attention

was paid to his prediction, however, and it

was forgotten. Besides, the sensitive mi-

crowave receivers needed to verify it did

not yet exist.

In 1959, researchers at Bell Telephone

Laboratories began experimenting with a

new antenna specially designed to pro-

duce as little electrical noise as possible.

Such noise would interfere with the anten-

na's prime purpose: to pick up the weak
signals reflected off the first communica-

tions satellites. The amount of noise that

they received while the antenna pointed at

"empty" sky was equivalent to 18° K (an

object at this temperature would produce

the microwave noise that they detected),

of which 1
6° K could be accounted for

from a variety of sources, such as stray

radiation from the ground and the atmo-

sphere and noise produced by the receiver

and the antenna itself. The researchers

could not account for the remaining radia-

tion. Within a year, another receiver was

connected to the same antenna, and again

a small part of the signal could not be

explained. Although the number looms

clearly in their data, the scientists failed to

address a 3° K discrepancy.

In 1963, using the equipment with

which the first transatlantic satellite sig-

nals were broadcast by Telstar, Bill Jakes,

also of Bell Telephone Laboratories, re-

ported similar antenna measurements

—

about 2.5° K more than could be ac-

counted for by known sources of electrical

noise.

Just as the transmission of sparks by

radio waves had been observed before

Hertz, the microwaves from the cosmic

fire had been detected several times be-

fore anyone realized their significance. In

1964, however, Amo Penzias and Robert

Wilson, also of Bell Telephone Labora-

tories, made the connection. Penzias and

Wilson used the same antenna Jakes used
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in Holmdel, New Jersey, and once again,

about 3.5° K could not be explained. Like

Hertz, they did not know what they had

found, but they had the curiosity to pursue

the matter

After questioning a number of astrono-

mers about the possible sources of the

radiation, they learned through the scien-

tific grapevine that astronomers Robert

Dicke and James Peebles, of Princeton

University, were searching for just such a

signal. Penzias and Wilson also learned

that the excess noise was radiation left

over from the big bang. Dicke and Peebles

had predicted the cosmic microwave

background independently of Gamow and

were constructing an antenna to search for

it when Penzias and Wilson beat them to

it. The two scientists from Bell Telephone

Laboratories published their findings in

the Astrophysical Journal. The paper,

cautiously entitled "A Measurement of

Excess Antenna Temperature at 4080

Mc/s," was accompanied by a paper fiom

the Princeton astronomers explaining the

cosmological significance of the excess ra-

diation. For recognizing the importance of

the signal, Penzias and Wilson shared the

1978 Nobel Prize for physics.

If you step outside, these photons of

microwave radiation will rain down on

your head by the trillions. With a sensitive

enough antenna and receiver system they

are easy to detect. But where exactly does

this radiation come from?

The sun provides a useful analogy for

understanding the origins of the cosmic

background radiation. Consider a typical

photograph of the sun: except for a few

sunspots blemishing its surface or a promi-

nence jutting from its edge, the image

shows a perfectly round disk. Sunlight

originates at this visible surface, a layer of

gas about 1 25 miles thick, called the pho-

tosphere. In the denser interior of the sun

below the photosphere, however, all the

light emitted by the hot gases near the

surface is immediately absorbed by the

matter around it. Above the photosphere,

the extremely hot gases of the sun's outer-

most layer, the chromosphere, are thin

enough for light to pass upward but pro-

duce a negligible amount of light. In other

words, immediately above the photo-

sphere the sun's gases are transparent; be-

low it, they are opaque. Thus, in photo-

graphs of the sun, we see only the photo-

sphere, the layer where the sun's gases

become opaque (or transparent, depend-

ing on how you look at it).

About 300,000 years after the universe

burst forth from an unimaginably hot and

dense point during the big bang, things

began to settle down. At this time, the

entire universe had cooled and expanded

so that its temperature and density were

similar to the sun's photosphere. This ep-

och in the evolution of the universe is

referred to as the cosmic photosphere, and

that is where the cosmic background radi-

ation originates. Before this time, photons

of light produced by violent reactions in

the seething cloud of particles were swal-

lowed up as soon as they were created. At

high temperatures, matter, existing only

as charged hydrogen and helium nuclei

and free electrons, absorbed the radiation;

but once the universe cooled sufficiently,

the particles combined to form neutral

atoms, and light could escape the confines

of the matter

Light originating in the cosmic photo-

sphere began to travel in all directions,

through all of time. Today we see it arriv-

ing from all directions, because when we

look out into space, back into time, we see

the universe from within the expanding

fireball produced by the big bang. By the

time this light reaches us, however, it is

extremely faint, warming space only a few

degrees above the coldest possible tem-

perature—and it is no longer in the form

of light. The expansion of the universe has
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stretched the wavelength of the light so

that it now appears mostly as microwaves.

But having detected the microwave ra-

diation originating in the cosmic photo-

sphere, why have scientists gone to the

trouble of launching the Cosmic Back-

ground Explorer to measure it with great

accuracy? What questions do they hope to

answer?

Since 1924, when Edwin Hubble

turned the new 100-inch telescope of

Mount Wilson on the Andromeda nebula

and confirmed that it was composed of

stars, we have known that our universe is

populated by billions of galaxies much
like our own. But how did these islands of

dense matter emerge from the rapidly ex-

panding cloud propelled by the big bang?

Much of the sequence of events that

brought the present universe into being

from a single, unimaginably violent explo-

sion has been worked out. Physicists have

used the high-powered collisions in their

particle accelerators to simulate the ener-

gies present in the first few seconds of the

universe. In the period immediately fol-

lowing the big bang, temperatures

dropped rapidly, and in a few minutes

matter coalesced from the primordial fire.

Quarks (currently thought to be funda-

mental particles) combined to form pro-

tons and neutrons and electrons. As tem-

peratures dropped further, hydrogen and

helium nuclei were formed. After about

300,000 years, electrons combined to

form atoms. But the next step—the

clumping of matter into galaxies—is not

clear. What prevented the atoms assem-

bled in the primordial universe from be-

coming evenly distributed throughout

space? Without an answer to this question,

a major gap in the understanding of our

origins will persist.

Because no light escaped prior to the

cosmic photosphere, the cosmic micro-

wave background defines the limit of our

ability to "see" into the universe's past.

Some have mistakenly claimed that new

telescopes, particularly the Hubble Space

Telescope, will allow us to see farther into

space and back in time than ever before,

but radio telescopes have seen to the edge

of space-time since 1 959 (even if this went

unrecognized until 1964). The Hubble

Space Telescope, however, will resolve the

details of distant objects better than any

other telescope. For instance, it will pick

out features in a galaxy 70 million light-

years away as clearly as we now see spiral

arms in a galaxy 10 million fight-years

from the earth. Perhaps when the Hubble

Space Telescope looks back at quasars, we

will be able to see the dim features of the

early galaxies surrounding them. Maybe
seeing the primordial galaxies in some de-

tail, instead of as the faint smudges that

we see with ground-based telescopes, will

provide some clues to galaxy formation.

But the telescope cannot see beyond the

time when the first stars in galaxies and

the hot quasars produced fight. Only the

cosmic photosphere emitted fight before

that—and after a period of time, it cooled,

leaving the universe in the dark for more
than a billion years.

By looking back to the time before the

first galaxies and quasars are known to

have existed, cosmologists should, in prin-

ciple, be able to observe the first traces of

galaxy formation as recorded in the cos-

mic microwave background. The chal-

lenge for radio astronomers has been to

measure this radiation carefuUy enough to

find out if it has irregularities in it. Such
ripples might represent patches that

would later evolve into swarms of galaxies.

The signals from the cosmic microwave

background are weak, however, so detect-

ing the "seeds" of emergent galaxies has

been a daunting task.

Following the confirmation of the cos-

mic microwave background by Penzias

and Wilson, searches for irregularities in
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the signal were initiated. With increas-

ingly sensitive observations, however, no

lumps have been found; the universe ap-

pears perfectly smooth to less than twenty

parts per million. (If the earth were this

smooth, the largest mountain would be

200 feet high.) Although the background

radiation appears slightly cooler in one

direction of the sky, this discrepancy is

due to our galaxy's movement at 370 miles

per second through space. For more pre-

cise measurements of the cosmic micro-

wave background, astronomers needed to

loft their instruments above the earth's

obscuring atmosphere. The Cosmic Back-

ground Explorer satellite was designed

specifically for that purpose.

In January, just two months after the

launch of the Cosmic Background Ex-

plorer, John Mather, of NASA's Goddard

Space Flight Center, presented the first

measurements from the satellite at a

meeting of the American Astronomical

Society. For the first time, the entire spec-

trum (from short radio waves to micro-

waves to infrared) of the cosmic back-

ground radiation was measured. The
results precisely fit the theoretical curve

for radiation from an object at a tempera-

ture of 2.735° K, in perfect accord with

the radiation coming only from the cosmic

photosphere. Earlier measurements that

deviated from the expected curve had

prompted cosmologists to consider addi-

tional sources of the background radia-

tion, such as supermassive stars preceding

galaxy formation. The new findings, how-

ever, put to rest theories that dense objects

might be contributing to the signal.

In addition, George Smoot, of the Uni-

versity of California at Berkeley, an-

nounced that the Cosmic Background Ex-

plorer had failed to turn up any irregu-

larities in the glow from the cosmic photo-

sphere; it appears the same no matter

which part of the sky is examined. This

confirms that matter expanded more or

less evenly for the first 300,000 years of

the universe's history. But in the first two

months of its mission, the satellite's mea-

surements of smoothness were only as

accurate as ground and balloon observa-

tions. As the Cosmic Background Ex-

plorer orbits the earth, however, each

sweep of the sky increases the precision of

its measurements. Before the satellite's

mission terminates after eighteen months,

it will have measured the cosmic back-

ground radiation with ten times the accu-

racy of current data.

If the final results indicate no clumping

i

of matter in the early universe, theoreti-

! cians hoping for some sign of the galactic

' origins are likely to despair. Their best

theories hold that irregularities in the dis-

tribution of matter must have arisen soon

after the big bang. Without proof of con-

centrations of matter at a very early stage,

they have difficulty explaining how grav-

ity could draw together enough material

to form galaxies in the relatively short

period of time after the cosmic back-

ground radiation was emitted. If the satel-

lite continues to show nothing but unifor-

mity in the cosmic photosphere, cosmolo-

gists will have to rethink how galaxies

formed.

The Cosmic Background Explorer may
still surprise us. If regions of the cosmic

photosphere with only slightly higher den-

sity are found—at levels that the Cosmic

Background Explorer may still detect

—

cosmologists will have some real data with

which to judge their current theories of

galaxy formation. The Cosmic Back-

ground Explorer will also be looking for

traces of early objects; an instrument on

board is scanning the sky at infrared

wavelengths, searching for the diff"use

light of the first generation of stars and

galaxies. Our ideas about the origin of the

Milky Way and all the galaxies may yet be

changed by a spacecraft whose data are

being beamed to Earth upon the backs of

Hertzian waves.

Gerrit L Verschuur is a lecturer at the

University of Maryland and a radio

astronomer
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Reviews

Who Owns the Past?
by David Hurst Thomas

Ambrose Bierce, that wry nineteenth-

century satirist, defined the term prehis-

toric as "belonging to an early period and

a museum." And until very recently,

Bierce had it about right. Most of the

tangible, portable record of our human
past did indeed belong to one museum or

another.

Most of the world's great museums al-

ready had huge collections in Bierce's day.

Despite a mid-twentieth century "birth of

conscience" regarding the expropriation

of antiquities from other countries, mu-

seum stockpiles have continued to ex-

pand. An American Association of Muse-

ums survey disclosed that between 1960

and 1963, a new museum sprouted up

every three or four days. By the 1980s, the

United States and Canada could boast

more than twenty-one museums for every

million people.

It was in the museums of natural history

and ethnology that most of us first

bumped into the Third World. Through

the high-security glass, we peered at our

first Maya stelae, took in our initial Egyp-

tian mummy, and stared down at our first

Pygmy. Hermetic cases paraded seem-

ingly endless rows of originals—enigmatic

Chinese jades, deadly Amazon blowguns,

and ingenious Eskimo harpoons. Through

the decades, museums showed the "civi-

lized world" how vast, complex, and bi-

zarre the human experience has been. To

urbanite and rural fairgoer alike, the mu-
seum served up what the Third World was

really like. While today's television might

capture better images, only a museum
could flaunt the real thing.

The Third World now wants the real

things back. While research and exhi-

bition still dominate daily curatorial life,

the corridors of today's museums are

echoing with strange new jargon: Repatri-

ation of patrimony. Restriction of imports

and exports, and Rights retained by rele-

vant parties—what philosopher Karen

Warren terms the three Rs of cultural

property disputes. The modem museum

The Return of Cultural Treasures,

by Jeanette Greenfield. Cambridge Uni-

versity Press, $44.50; 361 pp., illus.

The Ethics of Collecting Cultural
Property: Whose Culture? Whose
Property?, edited by Phyllis Mauch
Messenger. University of New Mexico

Press, $32.50; 266 pp., illus.

community is under siege, and the ground

rules governing museum collections are

evolving as we speak.

Two new books highlight this escalating

skirmish. The Return of Cultural Trea-

sures takes a rational and well-reasoned, if

resolute, stand. Author Jeanette Green-

field, brandishing a Cambridge Ph.D. in

international law, steers the reader

through the tangled world of purloined

patrimony. She begins, of all places, in

Iceland, by reciting in exhaustive detail

the legal, political, diplomatic, and social

contentions that ultimately culminated in

the controversial 1971 return by Denmark
of the Flateyjarbbk and Codex Regius,

the most valuable manuscript treasures of

Iceland's medieval literature. Although

conflict arose at every turn, Icelandic self-

respect and pride ultimately won out over

Danish jurisprudence.

Few readers may know of Iceland's tri-

umph, but everyone will recognize Green-

field's second case study—the tiff sur-

rounding the Elgin Marbles (or, as the

Greek nationals insist on calling them, the

Parthenon Marbles). By whatever name,

this 247-foot-long marble frieze, lifted

nearly two centuries ago from the Parthe-

non and now firmly ensconced in the

Duveen Gallery of the British Museum,
has become without question the cause

c'elebre of cultural return cases. The

Greek Minister of Culture (and former

actress) Melina Mercouri argues that

these sculptures symbolize Greece itself,

that they constitute part of Greece's psy-

chological landscape. Sir David Wilson,

dogged director of the British Museum,
counters that any such return—and most

particularly that of the Elgin Marbles

—

would smack of "cultural fascism."

While recognizing that world history

reveals an "intricate web of universal

plunder" and "the cannibalization of cul-

tures," Greenfield joins a growing chorus

of concerned scholars who urge that cer-

tain kinds of objects should be returned

immediately to their countries of origin.

Citing both logical and legal grounds, she

argues that Third World museums should

own some of the objects in the national

museums of the West, that some of the

Benin bronzes should find their way into

African museums, and that the Rosetta

stone—clearly collected as a spoil of

war—should perhaps be on display in

Cairo rather than in London.

A rather different approach surfaces in
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The Ethics of Collecting Cultural Prop-

erty: Whose Culture? Whose Property?

This edited work attempts to define the

range of conflicting perspectives on the

ownership and preservation of the arti-

facts of past cultures. Contributors in-

clude several archeologists and museum
administrators, a self-described "active

art dealer," a curator of pre-Columbian

art at Princeton University, an attorney

specializing in art law, and a professor of

philosophy.

This cast of characters is simulta-

neously the book's strength and its great-

est weakness. Although the legally ori-

ented pieces tend to drag a bit, many of

the contributions are lively and persua-

sive. I was, however, disappointed to find

that a volume emphasizing a diversity of

ethical, legal, and intellectual issues

would be so narrowly focused. Not a single

native voice is heard, an omission that

itself promises to fuel the debate.

Granted, the occasional scholar attempts

to summarize the native perspective. But

such third-party recapitulation constitutes

the problem, not the solution. Why, in a

volume entitled The Ethics of Collecting

Cultural Property: Whose Culture?

Whose Property?, are aboriginal, indige-

nous, and Third World people not articu-

lating their own positions?

The larger debate over "who owns the

past" has taken a number of curious turns

recently, and both books succeed in high-

lighting the issues. In one sense, the dis-

pute reflects the split between "have" and

"have-not" constituencies. But more is in-

volved than an international game of

"finders-keepers." Underlying and cross-

cutting such intuitive dichotomies are

complex sets of conflicting claims and

counterclaims, sometimes between the

claimants themselves.

We find, for example, an encroaching

sense of "pan-ism." Seeking to defend the

British Museum's claim to the Elgin Mar-

bles, the Parliamentary Assembly of the

Council of Europe passed a resolution

stressing "the unity of the European cul-

tural heritage." In effect, a quickening

"pan-European perspective" was em-

ployed to vindicate strictly British privi-

lege. In their ultimately futile attempt to

retain the Icelandic manuscripts, a band

of Danish university lecturers claimed

that the texts were more properly viewed

as a "pan-Scandinavian treasure." That

the manuscripts happened to be written in

Icelandic, they argued, was mere histori-

cal happenstance. A similar pan-Indian

mandate is increasingly cited by a vocal

and self-appointed minority to justify

claims on complex issues of reburial of

skeletal material and repatriation of items

of cultural heritage. In each case, a cover-

ing pan-ism is interjected to warrant ex-

clusive access to the past, too often ignor-

ing the diverse and even fractious com-

munities actually represented.

Both volumes also address the alarming

increase in the looting of archeological

sites. Charies S. Koczka, former senior

special agent for the U. S. Customs Ser-

vice, spells out in graphic detail the com-

plication, emphasizing that illegal art traf-

fic may today be second only to the drug

trade in international crime. David Pen-

dergast, a field archeologist with extensive

experience, thinks that the well-organized

looting crews operating in Belize today are

"larger than any ever mustered by ar-

cheologists." Unless site destruction can

be curbed, the future of the past is dim

indeed.

The museum community has been sur-

prisingly slow to condemn the looting of

archeological sites and the marketing of

illegally obtained antiquities. Neverthe-

less, responsible museums today uni-

formly refuse to accept artifacts illegally

imported from the country of origin; the

more sapient also decline to display illegit-

imate artifacts. At the American Museum
of Natural History, for instance, curators

are explicitly forbidden by the trustees

from authenticating or appraising any ar-

tifacts. The Museum Shop refuses to sell

antiquities in any form, and Natural His-

tory magazine will not accept advertising

for antiquities, regardless of how ac-

quired.

As the museum community is increas-

ingly drawn into active participation in

conservation efforts, maintenance of bio-

diversity, and investigating global climate

change, it would seem worthwhile to alert

the viewing public about ongoing site de-

struction and potential losses of human
heritage. Still, when was the last time you

saw an exhibition even mention the evils of

archeological thievery and art smuggling?

The fortunate exception was the May
1983 exhibition, "Stolen Treasures

—

Missing Links," mounted by the National

Geographic Society in Washington, D.C.

It consisted of five hundred pre-Colum-

bian pieces seized by American customs

agents in the previous two years. After

touring eight major museums nationwide,

the artifacts were returned to Peru as part

of a bilateral agreement to return such

property recovered at U. S. borders. We
need more exhibits of this sort. Museums
are too often viewed as compulsive institu-

tions, functioning only to retain their col-

lections—getting the most artifacts and

sitting on them. Museums need to demon-

strate how the interrelated objectives of

collecting, conserving, and disseminating

can serve the greater public, both at home
and abroad. Museums can indeed serve a

global, increasingly pluralistic community

if they are willing to accept the challenge.

Consider the experiences of Margaret

Mead in the Admiralty Islands of Melane-

sia. In 1928, during her first year of cu-

ratorship at the American Museum,
Mead went to live at Pere village, on the

island of Manus, where she made an ex-

tensive collection of nearly one thousand

artifacts, mainly bowls, arm and ear orna-

ments, belts, cloth, betel bags, and spears.

She subsequently installed many of these

artifacts in the Peoples of the Pacific Hall

at the American Museum; the rest were

cataloged and conserved as part of the

overall research collection.

Mead returned to Manus in 1953, to

work amid a society she said had simply

"slipped over thousands of years of history

in just the last twenty-five years." Part of

her research strategy involved showing

the Manus people her photographs from

1928, to illustrate the "old way." The
grown men were generally amused at the

photographs of their now-dead elders, par-

ticularly the ornaments of dogs' teeth, the

obsidian-pointed spears, and the shell-be-

decked phalluses. But for the younger

men, the old ornaments, the slit-drum, the

spears and daggers—now all aban-

doned—had become symbols of pure evil.

Not only had the material culture passed

into disuse but the people of Pere village

themselves had deliberately destroyed

most of it, had pitched their past whole-

sale into the sea in a gesture designed to

make way for the new social and economic

order.

When Margaret Mead died in Novem-
ber 1978, the Manus people declared the

traditional week of mourning, which cus-

tomarily ends with the presentation of

gifts to the family of the deceased. To

make this presentation, John Kilipak of

Pere village traveled to New York to

present a necklace of newly minted coins

to Mead's American Museum family {see

"Pere Mourns Margaret Mead," Natural

History, November 1979).

Mead had first encountered Kilipak in

1928, when she described him as "a lively

fourteen-year-old." Kilipak was a key in-

formant during her 1953 stay there, and

he appears throughout Mead's book New
Lives for Old. While in New York, Kili-

pak expressed great interest and pride in

the traditional artifacts on display. Noting

that traditional material culture had virtu-

ally vanished in the Admiralty Islands,

Kilipak remarked that the Margaret

Mead collection constitutes, in a very real

sense, the only tangible vestige of their

"old ways." Rather than berating the mu-
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seum community for retaining such rare

artifacts or pressing a repatriation claim,

Kilipak emphasized that the artifacts

would have been destroyed had Mead not

collected them. He also expressed pride

that the surviving Manus artifacts were
deemed so important, employing the neo-

Melanesian pidgin term for "museum":
house-look-look-belong-all (haus-lukluk-

bilong-ol).

The Manus case points up the fallacy of

extremist thinking with regard to cultural

properties. We must roundly reject the

demands for universal repatriation; taken

to their illogical extreme, these arguments
would insist that every Picasso hang in

Spain, that all Leonardos be repatriated to

Italy, and that every archeological artifact

be returned to its country of origin.

At the opposite extreme, some major

museums still take an ultraconservative,

no-return-under-any-circumstance posi-

tion. I know of one university-based cura-

tor who has even formulated a secret

"doomsday plan," in which Native Ameri-

can skeletal collections and associated fu-

nerary items would be shuttled between

campus labs, like so many MX missiles.

That way, the bad guys would be unable to

find anything to repatriate.

Such capricious extremes only exacer-

bate the problem. The enlightened are at-

tempting to define a middle ground for

cultural heritage claims by employing a

long-term, good-faith, case-by-case assess-

ment of specific objects in their specific

cultural context. Each object must be

evaluated according to its own particular

history, including the specific circum-

stances of its acquisition, plus such factors

as the ability of the home country to

house, conserve, protect, study, and dis-

play anything that is returned. Long-term
loans, museum training for indigenous

and Third World interns, and cooperative

exhibition programs are all tools for defin-

ing this new, interactive museum posture.

The issue revolves around the owner-

ship of the past—not just the objects of

the past but also the broader perceptions

of that past. Although ample doses of em-
pathy and self-restraint are required on
both sides of the cultural fence, today's

museum can still achieve the Manus
ideal—truly becoming a "house-look-

look-belong-all."

David Hurst Thomas is a curator of an-
thropology at the American Museum of
Natural History. A specialist in North
American archeology, Thomas is a

trustee of the National Museum of the

American Indian (Smithsonian Institu-

tion) and a member ofthe National Acad-
emy of Sciences.
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This Land

Bienville Pines, Mississippi
by Robert H. Mohlenbrock

When, in the early eighteenth century,

pioneer settlers first entered the huge re-

gion that stretches from the Carolinas and

Florida to eastern Oklahoma and Texas,

they found most of it forested with south-

em pine trees. The oldest trees often had

trunks five feet thick, but the pioneers

cleared much of the land for agriculture.

Later, more trees were cut for lumber and

to make pulp for the paper industry. In

Mississippi's Bienville National Forest,

however, 1 89 acres of old-growth woods

are preserved and managed as the Bien-

ville Pines Scenic Area.

That this stand of old trees survived the

lumberman's ax is ironic, because the

tract was once owned by a lumber com-

pany and was adjacent to the sawmill. But

the lumber company decided to harvest

the pines farthest from the mill first, sav-

ing the nearby trees for later. When the

U.S. Forest Service acquired the Bienville

Pines area in 1935, it decided to leave the

trees uncut because the habitat had be-

come a rarity. The area is not pristine,

however. During World War II, 150,000

feet of timber were removed for the war

effort; and in 1 952, a tornado further dam-

aged the forest.

A trail winds for two miles through the

old-growth forest, dominated by loblolly,

shortleaf, and longleaf pines. These trees

thrive in the well-drained, sandy soils of

the southeastern Coastal Plain. They also

have thick, insulating bark that protects

them from fires, which in the past often

raged across the region (with thunder-

storms occurring sixty to ninety days a

year, lightning strikes are frequent). Some
of the loblolly pines are 200 years old and

more than one hundred feet tall and three

feet in diameter. Hardwood trees are also

A red-cockaded woodpecker, left, makes its home in a living

pine tree. Above: Male cones on a loblollypine

interspersed throughout the woods

—

white oak, winged elm, black gum, and in

moister areas, sweet gum, red maple, and

deciduous holly. Unfortunately, poison ivy

abounds on the forest floor.

One organism that clings to existence in

the Bienville Pines and other surviving

old-growth pine areas is the red-cockaded

woodpecker. It is on the federal list of

endangered species. Ornithologist Jerome

A. Jackson has studied this woodpecker in

great detail and has fought tenaciously for

its protection.

Unlike most other woodpeckers, which

carve out cavities for their nests in dead

trees, the red-cockaded woodpecker uses

living pine trees, which are able to with-

stand the fires. The trees must be at least

sixty years old, the age at which the center

of most southern pine trunks begins to rot

from the fungus that causes red heart dis-

ease. Over a period of months or even

years, the woodpecker penetrates the liv-

ing tissues of the tree until it reaches the

rotting center, which is more easily re-

moved to create a nest or roost cavity. The
cavities are used year after year.

As a pine grows older and taller, the

lower branches drop off", leaving damaged

areas where red heart fungus spores can

enter the tree. The woodpecker sometimes

digs the opening for its nest cavity near

these branch scars. The older and taller

the tree, the higher up the woodpecker can

make its nest, far above any shrubby vege-

tation growing beneath the tree. Fires also

help by killing the lower vegetation. If

shrubs do reach up to the nest cavity, the

woodpecker usually abandons it. Some
suggest that this abandonment may be

due to the increased potential for preda-

tors, such as the gray rat snake, to reach

the cavity.

Gray rat snakes can climb trees rapidly,

an ability that may enable them to escape

ground fires; however, they have an aver-

sion to the gummy resin that pine stems

produce. To capitalize on this, the red-
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cockaded woodpecker chisels numerous

small holes around the opening into the

nest cavity. Thick, gummy pine resin ex-

udes from these "resin wells," flowing all

around the entrance of the nest cavity.

Gray rat snakes climbing a tree with nest

cavities stop and try to turn around when

they reach the pine gum and typically fall

from the tree. They are unable to get past

this barrier unless the resin dries out and is

not re-covered by fresh resin.

To test the effects of pine resin on gray

rat snakes, Jackson captured six snakes

and caged them with two pine logs. The
snakes climbed over both logs until resin

was smeared on one of the logs. The
snakes then avoided the resin-smeared log

but continued to explore the other one.

When Jackson applied a two-inch band of

resin around an upright pine stem, a gray

rat snake was able to bridge the ring and

then continue its upward journey. Snakes

that got fresh resin on their body, how-

ever, writhed uncontrollably. While most

of the snakes that were coated recovered

in three or four days, one of them died.

Red-cockaded woodpeckers have a dis-

tinctive social life. They live in clans of

two to nine birds, each member roosting in

its own tree cavity. Each clan includes

only one breeding pair; the other birds are

usually this pair's young male offspring.

Bienville Pines, Mississippi

For visitor information write:

Forest Supervisor

National Forests of Mississippi

100 W. Capitol Street, Suite 1141

Jackson, Mississippi 39269

(601)965-4391

one to three years old, which help dig resin

wells, incubate eggs, and feed hatchlings.

When the breeding male dies, one of the

young males in the clan usually assumes

the dominant role. According to Jackson,

the young females leave the clan by winter

and fly around nearby in search of a clan

that has lost its breeding female. For a

population to survive, then, several clans

of woodpeckers must occupy a continuous

stand of pines.

Because agriculture and lumbering

have broken up the old-growth forests, the

number of red-cockaded woodpeckers has

plummeted to perhaps 10,000 birds. On
top of this, in the autumn of 1989, Hurri-

cane Hugo knocked down 80 to 90 percent

of the nest trees in South Carolina's Fran-

cis Marion National Forest, which suf)-

ported one of the largest populations of

red-cockaded woodpeckers.

When a species such as the red-cock-

aded woodpecker is officially included on

the federal list of endangered species, cer-

tain positive things are supposed to hap-

pen. One is that any listed animal or plant

must be protected on federally managed

property. Accordingly, most national for-

ests where the red-cockaded woodpecker

survives are taking some steps to preserve

the trees in which the woodpeckers nest

and roost. Another is that funds may be

made available for the preparation and

implementation of "recovery plans," step-

by-step management plans designed by

experts to save the organism from danger

of extinction.

From 1975 until 1982, Jackson headed

a recovery team that made recommenda-

tions for improving conditions for the red-

cockaded woodpecker One recommenda-

tion was to rotate the harvest of pine

An oldpine {leftforeground} and

younger deciduous growth in the

Bienville Pines Scenic Area

ARKANSAS

stands so there would always be ample

old-growth stands where woodpeckers

could nest, roost, and forage for food. Al-

though the timber industry is generally

good about replanting new pine trees after

a harvest, they prefer to cut down the new
trees long before they become sixty years

old (and develop rotted centers). In addi-

tion, they prefer to clear-cut all trees in a

stand, regardless of age. Jackson's plan

called for leaving some old-growth pines in

any forest stand being cut.

As soon as Secretary of the Interior

Cecil Andrus approved the recovery plan

in 1979, loud protests were heard from the

timber industry and foresters. Jackson

and his committee were dismissed in

1982, and a U. S. Forest Service biologist

was contracted to revise the plan. The

U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service approved

the essentially new and different recovery

plan in 1985. A special committee of the

American Ornithologists' Union, how-

ever, has criticized the plan as providing

at best only the minimum required protec-

tion for the red-cockaded woodpecker.

Meanwhile, Jackson has been propos-

ing another way to help the birds: by pro-

viding a continuous corridor of old-growth

pines along the right of way of interstate

highways that cross through red-cockaded

woodpecker habitat. Several clans of

woodpeckers live near the highways and

seem to be little distracted by the traffic

and noise. (For example, there is a cur-

rently abandoned nesting site on the me-

dian of Interstate 20 near the Bienville

Pines Scenic Area.) Jackson recommends

preserving old pines along the highways,

as well as adjacent pine stands, regardless

of age, which the birds will use for forag-

ing. He also suggests mowing the under-

story beneath the old-growth pines to keep

down the brushy vegetation (burning

would be easier but would create a smoke

hazard for motorists). If adopted, this pro-

posal could supplement the relatively

weak recovery plan now in place.

"This Land" highlights the biological

phenomena of the 156 U. S. nationalfor-

ests. Robert H. Mohlenbrock is Distin-

guished Professor ofBotany at Southern

Illinois University at Carbondale.
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Life in the Slow Lane
For Australia's koalas, surviving on eucalyptus

leaves means taking things easy

by Anthony Lee and Roger Martin

We spotted Blue-blue, a female koala

named for her two ear tags, resting high in

the branches of a eucalyptus tree, one of a

few dozen that she frequents. In the ten

years that we have kept track of her, Blue-

blue has never ventured far from where

we park our car, almost as if she were

waiting for our visits. Blue-blue is our fa-

vorite subject because her predictability

makes radio tracking unnecessary.

From the ground, Roger secures a rope

ladder to a convenient branch thirty feet

above us and attaches a rope to his climb-

ing harness to protect against a fall. He

ascends the branches to within twenty feet

of our quarry, but Blue-blue is familiar

with our intrusions and retreats to the tip

of a branch. Roger uses an extendable

aluminum pole to slip a noose over her

head and drops the attached line down to

us. We keep the line taut to prevent her

escape up another branch. Roger attaches

a cloth flag to the end of the pole and

waves it above Blue-blue, tricking her into

backing down the branch. She descends

the trunk until we can pull her off the tree.

A similar technique, involving the use

of a long wooden pole and a noose fash-

ioned from the stringy bark of the eu-

calyptus tree, was once used by the Koori,

an aboriginal tribe in southern Australia

that prized koalas for their meat. Our pur-

poses, however, are benevolent; Blue-blue

is just one of about forty koalas that we

monitor. We place her in a bag to calm her

down while we inspect her pouch. (Unlike

the docile animals handled by tourists,

wild koalas, especially the larger males,

are quite strong and require two people to

hold them. And one must be fast to dodge

the swipe of a koala's arm; more than one

student has received deep wounds in-

flicted by a koala's sharp claws.) For the

tenth year, we find Blue-blue's pouch oc-

cupied by an infant, even though she is

infected with Chlamydia, a microor-

ganism that renders many koalas infertile.

In addition to illuminating koala behavior,

our studies will help determine whether

the disease is causing the decline of some

koala populations.

Since koalas first evolved in Australia.

some 20 million years ago, the rain forests

that once covered much of the continent
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A koala uses its sharp claws and the two opposable
"thumbs " on each hand to cling to a branch.
Gerry Ellis; Ellis Wildlife Collection





John Cancatosl

Only afew months old, this koala cub, left, will cling to its

motherfor a year or more before becoming independent. Below:

After one male koala chased an intruderfrom its tree, the

combatants, snarlingand wieldingrazor-sharp claws,

continue the territorial dispute on the ground.

have all but disappeared. As the Austra-

lian climate changed, dry forests and open

woodlands dominated by eucalyptus trees

replaced the lush vegetation. Of the four

marsupials that successfully adapted to

diets of eucalyptus leaves, the koala is

perhaps the most unlikely; it evolved from

ancestors of the ground-dwelling wombat,

while the other three, the brush-tailed and

ring-tailed possums and the greater glider

(a possum that resembles a flying squir-

rel), all descended from arboreal ances-

tors. The koala's reliance on eucalyptus

trees has become so complete that it feeds

almost exclusively on this foliage and can-

not survive without it.

During its long association with the eu-

calyptus, the koala has evolved two oppos-

able "thumbs" on each hand and sharp,

hooklike claws—the perfect tools for an

arboreal life style. Bounding up a tree, a

koala uses its hind limbs to spring upward,

extending its forelimbs to grasp the tree

trunk. Front claws securely dug into the

wood, the koala draws the rest of its body

up, bringing the hind limbs back into a

tucked position, ready for the next spring.

In the eucalyptus canopy, the animal

walks along the branches, grasping the

wood between opposing digits. Although

it can jump from one branch to another

and can leap across substantial gaps, the

koala usually descends to the ground to

move between trees, offering us a hint of

its terrestrial ancestry.

Koalas are found only in the open-can-

opy eucalyptus woodlands and forests that

grow on Australia's east coast and along

the rivers that stretch hundreds of miles

inland. How abundant koalas are depends

upon the types of eucalyptus in the vicin-

ity; of more than 500 species, they usually

eat the foliage of only two to three dozen.

And of these, they prefer the gray, manna,

and swamp gums in the south and, in the

more sparsely populated northern wood-

lands, the forest red gum.

Why the koala feeds on only a few spe-

cies of eucalyptus remains a mystery. Zoo
attendants first noticed the koala's finicky

eating habits when captive animals were

offered four or five bouquets of different

eucalyptus leaves; they would sniff each

and make a selection, completely reject-

ing the ones that didn't pass their test.

Although koalas occasionally feed on the

foliage of other plants, including exotic

oaks and Monterey pine, a few handfuls of

their preferred eucalyptus leaves are an

essential part of their daily diet. Artificial

diets have failed to fully meet their needs,

even though they provide approximately

the same nutrients contained in their natu-

ral diet. Only when some of their pre-

ferred foliage is added can they survive on

experimental diets. There must be some
essential requirement in the foliage of

these eucalyptus trees that we have not yet

identified.

Although koalas occasionally eat the

buds, bark, and unripened woody fruits of

the eucalyptus, they feed mainly on the

mature leaves. Eucalyptus leaves have a

low nutritional value and are much harder

to digest than most plant materials eaten

by herbivores. Large amounts of lignin

(the woody component of trees) and tan-

nins inhibit digestion. The leaves are also

laced with terpenoids that are toxic to

many herbivores, but the koala's liver ap-

pears to neutralize these poisons.

Eucalyptus foliage, however, does offer

several advantages. The koala faces little

competition for the leaves, and because

the trees are evergreen, the food is abun-

dant year-round (which explains why Aus-

tralia, unlike North America, is relatively

well endowed with arboreal leaf-eating

mammals). In addition, the leaves" high

water content meets all the koala's needs,

except in times of extreme drought.

How the koala subsists on a diet as poor

as eucalyptus foliage is an intriguing ques-

tion. Herbivores derive most of their en-

ergy either from plant cell walls or from

the cell contents. Both strategies require a

large gut capacity: the first to allow ade-

quate time for microorganisms to decom-

pose the cellulose in the cell wall; the sec-

ond to allow enough food to be processed

for the animal to obtain sufficient nourish-

ment from the cell contents. With dimin-

ishing body size, a mammal's gut capacity

also shrinks, but energy requirements per
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pound increase. This dilemma may ac-

count for the low number of species of

small leaf- and grass-eating manmials.

The koala, however, is finely adapted to

extract the maximum energy possible

from the nutrient-poor foliage. Koalas eat

one leaf at a time, chewing each four to

nine times between the molars on one side

before deftly flicking it to the other side of
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the mouth with the tongue to repeat the

operation. This meticulous chewing pro-

duces a series of cuts running obliquely

across the leaf, one set perpendicular to

the other, as if the leaf were cut at an angle

from one side and then the other with

pinking scissors.

Once they are finely chopped, the

leaves pass to the koala's stomach and

small intestine, where the nutrients re-

leased from the plant cells are quickly

digested and absorbed, providing the ko-

ala with most of its energy requirements.

At the junction of the small intestine and

the colon is a very large cecum, a blind-

ended pouch up to six feet in length (the

largest for any mammal of the koala's

size). At this juncture, the coarse bits of



leaf settle, then pass down the colon to be

excreted, thereby making room for more
food. Meanwhile, the fluid and finer par-

ticles of shredded leaf are retained in the

cecum and upper colon. Here the food is

held for more than eight days (one of the

longest retention times for any mammal)
while bacteria break down the cellulose

into nutrients that the koala can absorb.

Gerry Ellis: Ellis Wildlife Collection

Sitting up on its haunches, a koala, left, pulls down a branch
and strips its leaves offone by one. Below: The digestive

tract ofa dog, a carnivore (left), is compared with that

ofa koala (right). Although the animals are roughly the

same size, the koala needs its longer intestines toprocess

its protein-poor,fibrous diet; in its greatly enlarged cecum,

finely shredded eucalyptus leaves are broken down by bacteria.

Digestive Tracts

Koala

Although the cecal fermentation of these

cell wall materials supplies only about 9

percent of the koala's energy require-

ments, the bonus may be critical for an

animal living on such a poor diet.

Contrary to the myth that the koala is in

a permanent eucalyptus-induced stupor,

the animal's apparent lethargy is just an-

other adaptation to its poor food source.

Its somnolence reflects the koala's ex-

tremely slow metabolism, which allows it

to get by on an extremely poor diet.

(Among leaf eaters, only the three-toed

sloth expends less energy.) At rest, koalas

bum 74 percent of the calories used by the

average marsupial, and only half those of

a similar-sized placental mammal—and

koalas rest a lot. Typically, they sleep or

rest eighteen to twenty-two hours a day,

usually propped in a fork of a tree. They
spend the remainder of their time moving

slowly about the tree, browsing on leaves,

usually at night. An active animal of the

koala's size would need to consume two to

three times as much foliage as the koala to

maintain its higher rate of metabolism.

Koalas devote little of their limited en-

ergy supply to socializing. While working

on his dissertation at Monash University,

Peter Mitchell recorded 9,230 observa-

tions of koalas; only 628 were of two or

more adults occupying the same tree

—

and in many of these cases one animal was
trying to avoid detection by the other. Yet

despite their solitary nature, koalas cluster

in their favorite trees, and their occasional

encounters with one another are sufficient

to establish a loose social hierarchy.

Females spend most of their adult life

within a 2'2-acre range and only share

trees with other females when populations

are dense. Large adult males have ranges
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Esther Beaton

Whenever more than one male koala enters a eucalyptus tree,

a territorial battle ensues. Below: Walking out on a limb,

a male {right} confronts an older male. Such challenges are

usually unsuccessful. But in this case, theyounger male

prevails, and the older male retreats to the end ofa limb,

right, where he may remain corneredfor hours.
Esther Beaton; AUSCAPE International

that usually overlap with those of about

three females. To mark their territories,

males rub the oil from a scent gland in the

center of their chest against the trunks of

the trees they climb. We have seen males

turn away from recently marked trees af-

ter sniffing them, suggesting that males

use scent marks as warnings to reduce the

likelihood of encounters. (This scent is so

strong that we can occasionally use it to

locate males.)

Males also produce a low-pitched bel-

low, likened to a tremulous "snore," fol-

lowed by a series of shorter, louder

"belches" that can be heard almost a half

mile away. Because they emanate most

frequently from dominant males during

mating season, these calls are probably

intended to warn competitors of the

males' presence and status. But females in

sparse populations may also use the male

bellows to locate a mate.

Several years ago we were following a

group of koalas released into Lysterfield, a

new national park near Melbourne. One
female settled in a patch of manna gums
about a mile from her nearest neighbor

and remained there for nine months. Early

in the breeding season she was found be-

tween one and two miles away sitting in a

tree close to trees occupied by two males.

A month later, she was back in the patch

of manna gums with a newborn in her

pouch. We assume she located the males

by homing in on their calls.

Nevertheless, a subordinate male occa-

sionally trespasses on a dominant male's

range. When such an intruder approaches

a female, she screams and wails. If the

dominant male is nearby, he scrambles

down from his perch, gallops to the fe-

male's tree, and chases the intruder from

the tree or to the tip of a branch where he

clings upside down for hours while the

dominant male guards the female. The
fuss made by the female may assure that

she mates only with the dominant male.

If a dominant male ascends a tree occu-

pied by another male, he will chase him

out. Direct conflict is usually avoided, but

koalas grow throughout life, and after five

or more years males become large enough

to challenge dominant males. A combat-

ant attempts to reach an arm over his

opponent's shoulder to draw him within

range of his sharp incisors. Bites are di-

rected at the opponent's elbow, and if they

grab hold, the victim is sometimes thrown

from the tree. We often find large males

with wounds on the elbow and scratches

on the face inflicted by the long, razor-

sharp claws.

Along with male sparring, koala court-

ship and copulation are among the few

imperatives for the animals to exert them-

selves. When a male approaches, the fe-

male koala responds by wailing and

screaming and lashing out with her claws.

The male scrambles onto her back, pins

her to the tree trunk, and bites the back of

her head during copulation—all while she

tries to struggle free by slashing and biting

at her mate's head.

During the austral summer, between

November and March, the female gives

birth to a single infant. Furless and weigh-

ing less than a gram, the newborn koala

crawls the few inches to its mother's
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pouch, an upside-down pocket on her ab-

domen. (The koala's ground-dwelling ori-

gins are betrayed by this backward-open-

ing pouch, which is better suited for a

burrowing marsupial like the wombat
than for an animal that spends its time

upright in a tree.) The infant attaches to

one of the two teats and continues to de-

velop. Five months later, in June or July,

the cub pokes its head out. From this posi-

tion, the young koala occasionally feeds on

pap, a green fecal fluid composed of partly

digested eucalyptus leaves, probably ex-

creted from the mother's cecum. The pap

furnishes meals rich in bacterial protein

and may also prime the cub's cecum with

the microflora it will need to digest its

eventual diet of leaves.

Alternately suckling and feeding on

pap, the koala grows dramatically during

the four to six weeks before it leaves the

pouch for the last time. At first the newly

emerged cub clings to the mother's belly;

later it shifts to her back. The young koala

continues to suckle until it is about ten

months old, by which time it is feeding

mostly on leaves plucked while riding on

the mother's back.

Gradually the cub ventures a few feet

from the mother, but if a sibling is bom
the following year, the association quickly

weakens. An attempt to suckle is greeted

with an abrupt cuff" from the mother. We
have seen males mating with females with

a cub from the previous year. During

copulation, the confused cub occasionally

winds up clinging to the male's back,

where it may remain for several weeks or

longer. For a cub that has finished nurs-

ing, this is not a problem; but for a younger

koala, this apparent inability to recognize

its mother can be disastrous.

When the young koala finally leaves the

security of its mother's back, it is often

found sharing a tree with her for a time

and may remain in her range for almost

two years. Females often settle close by,

whereas males disperse, wandering for
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Esther Beaton

Because oftheir extremely slow metabolism,

koalas spend most oftheir time resting. Forks of
trees arefavored locationsfor a nap.
Bill Noel Kleeman

several years before establishing their own

territory.

The koala's relationship with humans

has had its ups and downs. When the ab-

original people first arrived on the conti-

nent about 50,000 years ago, they un-

doubtedly took advantage of the koala's

ease of capture. Before European settle-

ment, the Koori's hunting of koalas for

meat, along with attacks by dingoes, prob-

ably kept koala populations in southeast-

em Australia low. The settlers' first re-

ports on Australia's exotic wildlife made
little or no mention of the koala. With the

elimination of many Koori tribes—a re-

sult of disease and slaughter by land-

hungry colonists—and the hunting of

dingoes by ranchers, koalas became abun-

dant. In the latter half of the nineteenth

century, koala populations were high

enough to support a thriving trade in pelts,

noted for their fine insulative properties.

By the turn of the century, koalas de-

clined to the point where Victoria and

New South Wales legislated their protec-

tion. In Queensland, however, the slaugh-

ter continued. In a one-month open season

in 1927, more than half a million pelts

were traded. The public outcry that fol-

lowed led to total legal protection, but

koala-skin coats continued to appear for

sale by New York furriers into the 1 930s.

The slaughter eliminated the koala from

more than 50 percent of its range.

Today, the koala is often misrepre-

sented as an endangered species. Al-

though legal protection has led to the re-

covery of some populations, the koala's

ability to reproduce has been affected by

disease, raising doubts about its future. In

most populations, less than 50 percent of

the adult females give birth each year.

The microorganism Chlamydia psittaci,

which may infect up to 80 percent of adult

koalas, is probably the cause of this low

fertility. A similar pathogen. Chlamydia
trachomatus, affects humans and is the

most prevalent venereal disease in West-

em societies. The symptoms of the disease

often go unrecognized, and 10 percent of

women with chlamydial infections be-

come infertile. In both humans and ko-

alas, the disease damages the reproduc-

tive tract. Unfortunately, antibiotics can-

not be administered to koalas because

they would also destroy the beneficial bac-

teria in the animals' gut that break down
eucalyptus leaves.

In the past, anecdotal reports of epi-

demics killing large numbers of koalas

have been made, and we occasionally find

koalas with obvious signs of chlamydial

infections. But we have no firm evidence

that such infections substantially affect

the species' mortality rates. The disease is

causing populations to decline only in ar-

eas that are threatened by urbanization.

On Phillip Island, south of Melboume,
where the animals are increasingly killed

by encounters with automobiles and dogs,

graduate student Kath Handasyde found

that the infertility resulting from chla-

mydial infections has tipped the balance

against them, and populations are shrink-

ing. In other areas, such as Brisbane

Ranges National Park, where the koalas

are protected from the incursions of civi-

lization, populations are expanding de-

spite a similar incidence of chlamydia.

Koalas transplanted from island popu-

lations that are outgrowing their food sup-

ply have successfully reestabUshed the

species in parts of its former range. Never-

theless, the destmction and partitioning of

the remaining stands of suitable eucalyp-

tus trees pose a real threat to the koala's

future. The trees are found along the east

coast, relatively close to expanding urban

areas. Clearing land for agriculture frag-

ments the koala's habitat into small

patches of forest where its favorite trees

are soon stripped of foliage and killed.

Fortunately, the exaggerated reports of

the koala's plight have made many Aus-

tralians aware of the habitat loss, prompt-

ing them to plant the koala's preferred

species of eucalyptus and protect some of

the remaining stands. D
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Ixirnlna Sedan.
Ife designed to

steerdearoftrouble.
Granted, most of us will never need to under-

stand the science behind near Zero Scrub Radii,

drag coefficients, heat dissipation in braking, or, for

that matter, modem day algebra. But everyone can

understand the benefits of a car designed to help

them respond to trouble on the road.

So, wed like to explain in some detail some
very technical reasons why you should choose the

Lumina Sedan to be your next family car Because

when you put all those benefits together, they help

make the Lumina Sedan one of the most innovative

and responsive Chevrolet automobiles ever

The engineering that went
into the engine.

Can you see the safety

aspects of an engine? Our
engineers can. By taking into

account the weight of the car, sus-

pension geometry, tires and brakes, the

Lumina s available 3.1 Liter V6 with Multi-

Port Fuel Injection becomes one tough, all-

around performer. So, not only will you run
your family around the city efficientlyf you can

merge into highway traffic swiftly and have enough
reserve power to pass slower moving vehicles.

Our suspension
won't keep

you in

suspense.
You11 appreciate

Luminas sus-

pension most
when the road

takes a turn for

the unexpected. For

starters, the Lumina's

rear suspension design was
inspired by the Corvette. Its leaf

spring is made of fiberglass, not steel. And instead

of one steel spring per wheel, as in many cars, one

fiberglass rear leaf spring is all that's needed in the

Lumina. And with its advanced suspension, your

Lumina is designed to help you recover quickly

should you have to swerve to avoid something in

the road.

Here's how. In a swerve, when you turn the

wheel hard to the left, the right side ofyour car wilT

push down. Straighten the wheel, and as the right

side comes up, the left side will go down. This is

called roU. But thanks to the tuning of Lumina's

fiberglass rear leaf spring suspension, youll experi-

ence less roll, so your car will respond more quickly

in a tight situation.

_ The Lumina's front suspension also boasts

near "2^ro Scrub Radii!' Unfortunately, it

would take pages to explain it. So
suffice it to say that in some cars

when you drive through a puddle

at 35 miles an hour your Ccir will

slow down and your steering

wheel will pull, lb lessen this,

the Lumina was designed with near Zero Scrub
Radii which reduces ^^ , .

the sensitivity of rgf = E ^ =^^ f
your front wheels _ - -

to changes in the

road to help you
stay in control with-

out having to over-

compensate at the

steering wheel. A
very helpful feature.

We'd like to clear the air

about aerodynamics.
Admittedly, the technical aspects of aero-

dynamics, such as crosswind stability and dra^

coefficients, are less than thrilling. We'd much

"T



rather describe for you how the Lumina's

aerodynamics can contribute to your safety For

instance, Lumina's smooth shape allows for a low

drag coefficient of 0.34 which contributes to

impressive fuel economy* and acceleration when
passing or merging. But those aren't the only

rewards of smooth aerodynamics.

Believe it or not, the Lumina is not only

aerodynamic when the wind is rushing over the

front end, it's aerodynamic when the wind is com-

ing at you from the side. And you'll appreciate that

on very windy days or when you get caught in the

wake of a passing semi on the interstate.

Here's the brake you've been
looking for

Four-wheel disc

brcikes, to be exact

They come stan

dard on the

Lumina Sedan.

Lumina's 4-wheel

disc brakes bene-

fit from greater

heat dissipation

spin in a con-That 's because the rotors

stant air flow to keep them cool. And the cooler

the brakes stay, the more efficiently they work.

Now you could buy a Ford Tkurus and not get

these standard. Or you can buy a Lumina and get

standard 4-wheel disc brakes. The choice is yours.

Know what you're getting into.

Innovation isn't limited to exterior features of

the Lumina Sedan. Here arejust two examples of

some thoughtful interior design that may not be

evident at first glance.

Notice all the glass. The windows seem deep

and wide, don't they? While providing a very com-

fortable feeling of expansive-

ness, this also serves

a very practical function: better visibility. And
while all that glass helps eliminate blind spots,

standard tinted windows
all the way around can
cut down on glare, too.

Next, look at all the

buttons, knobs and
controls on the dash
Notice how logical

their placement,

how easy they are

to reach. A simple

thing, true, but con-

sider its importance

and what can happen
in that split second

when your eyes leave

the road and search for a button.

Now we hope we didn't bore you with all these

explanations, but we thought the more you knew
about the Lumina Sedan before getting into it,

the more you and your family would be able to get

out of it.

To find out even more, come in and test drive

a Lumina for yourself or, better yet, ask a friend

who's driving one. Either way, you're sure to see

why Lumina is the fastest-selling 1990 new car

name. And why more Americans are winning
with The Heartbeat ofAmerica.

OFAMERICA IS WINNING.
^TODAY'S CHEVROLET

,

*EPA estimated MPG city 19/highway 27. Chevrolet, the Che\Tolet

emblem. I^umina and Corvette are registered trademarks of the CM Corp. IquI'

®1990 GM Corp. All Rights Reserved. Let's get it together. . . buckle up.l*^



A snappingshrimp keeps an antenna in

touch with one ofa pair ofgobies

standing sentry outside its burrow.

Youji Ohkata; Nature Production

Strange

Seabed

Fellows
A shrimp-fish bond benefits

both partners

by Yasunobu Yanagisawa

Diving from the rocky reefs of the is-

land of Shikoku off the southern coast of

Japan, one sees small, iridescent goby fish

standing nearly still at scattered posts

along the flat, sandy sea floor. Below each

fish is a small burrow dug out from the

sand, with an opening barely a few inches

in diameter; some fifty of these burrows

appear in an area of a hundred square

yards. Periodically, a small, striped

shrimp emerges from each burrow. In its

finely articulated pincers, it carries grains

of sand or pieces of coral or shell, which it

dumps at the burrow opening.

Both the goby and the shrimp are ex-

tremely alert. They withdraw into their

burrow at the approach of predatory

fishes, such as tiger and scorpion fish.

When a diver passes near them, they

quickly retreat, the goby headfirst and the

shrimp backward. If the diver approaches

slowly, the goby withdraws inch by inch

until its tail is half in the burrow. But when

the diver gets too close, the fish quickly

turns and plunges deep into the burrow.

The shrimp, which has been hanging back

in the burrow entrance, follows.

With its limited eyesight (its carapace

covers its eyes), the timid snapping shrimp

depends completely on its fish partner for

protection outside the burrow. The shrimp

maintains constant antennal contact with

the goby, which it uses as a blind person

uses a dog. When behind the goby, the
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shrimp touches the fish's tail fin with at

least one antenna. When next to the goby,

the shrimp bends an antenna sideways to

touch the fish's pectoral or dorsal fin.

When farther out of the burrow than the

goby, the shrimp points one antenna back-

ward to touch the fish's pectoral fin. If the

goby swims too far away from the burrow,

the shrimp gives up going out altogether

and spends its time unloading sediment

just within the burrow entrance, resuming

its outside work only after the fish returns

and contact is reestablished.

The bond between these two animals

guarantees the shrimp protection. With

the approach of predators, the goby be-

gins a series of rapid tail flicks, in bursts at

intervals of less than five seconds, while

the shrimp keeps its antennae in contact

with the fish. Israeli ichthyologist Ilan

Karplus investigated this communication

system in shrimp and goby species native

to the Red Sea. He found that the goby

gave warning signals at the approach of

large fishes, such as wrasses and goat-

fishes, even when they were not fish eat-

ers. Fishes smaller than the three- to four-

inch goby triggered no warnings. Me-
dium-sized fishes, six to twelve inches

long, that were fish eaters or that dug up

sand incited the goby to give warning sig-

nals. Harmless fishes this size, such as

butterfly fish and surgeonfish, did not

evoke responses, even when they moved
very close to the burrow entrance. Single

warnings from the goby sent the shrimp

back into the burrow only 60 percent of

the time; series of signals made the shrimp

retreat 90 percent of the time. When the

goby itself retreated into the burrow, the

shrimp always followed—and quickly. A
film of the responses revealed that in these

cases, the shrimp retreated five times

faster than when the goby merely flicked

its tail.

Warning signals are not the only kind of

tactile communication between these

partners. When a shrimp begins to emerge

from its burrow, the goby at the entrance

often responds to the touch of the shrimp's

antennae by undulating its caudal fin. The
motion is much broader than the tail flicks

and often causes the shrimp to move far-

ther out of the burrow. The goby usually
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reserves this signal for a time when the

shrimp has emerged after a long stay,

rarely using it when the shrimp is engaged

in constant in-and-out activity.

I saw the eff"ects of this signal when I

tried to collect specimens of the snapping

shrimp. To draw a shrimp out, I dangled a

weakly anesthetized goby at the burrow

entrance. Before long, the shrimp poked

out its antennae and touched the tail of the

decoy fish. But the wary shrimp never

moved far enough out of the burrow to

expose its whole body. Instead, it quivered

its antennae at the entrance as if inspect-

ing the fish's condition. Within a short

time, probably perceiving the abnormal

condition of the goby, the shrimp again

withdrew deep into the burrow, often too

quickly for me to block the entrance and

catch it. (Despite such failures, this

method of collecting specimens proved

the most efi"ective.)

The shrimp works the burrow steadily,

emerging with sediment, sometimes twice

in ten minutes. It spends barely a minute

outside the burrow during each trip. More
than 80 percent of its time is devoted to

excavations inside the burrow. Within a

few hours, a snapping shrimp can dig a

burrow deep enough to accommodate

both itself and a goby. Each of the

shrimp's five pairs of flexible thoracic ap-

pendages, called periopods, is specialized

for a particular function of burrowing.

The transport of sediment from the inner

recesses of the burrows is done exclusively

by the first pair of claws. The second pair

can probe objects and clean them or

scratch sediment from a wall. The third to

fifth pairs of appendages are walking legs.

ll lr.i
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Never losing contact with the goby, a shrimp, left,

carries apiece ofgravelfrom its burrow.

Associatedgobies and shrimps are often similarly

colored. Within afew days, restless excavation

by a shrimp, below, creates a large, branched burrow.

which also serve for scratching sediments

from the burrow walls. Abdominal appen-

dages, whose synchronized, powerful

beats enable the shrimp to withdraw rap-

idly when warned by the goby, can also

fan and shift sand backward.

In a few days, the restless work of the

shrimp produces a large, branched bur-

row. At its deepest part, the burrow has a

chamber from which two to four curved

branches ascend, each leading to a differ-

ent entrance. The branches spread over an

area of several square feet, with entrances

as much as four feet apart. Considering

that the shrimp is less than two inches

long, the burrow is enormous.

The association between shrimp and

fish is mutually beneficial: while the goby

provides the shrimp with a tactile alarm

system, enabling it to safely remove sedi-

ment and collect food outside the burrow,

the snapping shrimp provides the goby

with a refuge during the daytime and a

resting place at night. This symbiosis is

exceptional. If isolated from its partner,

neither guest (goby) nor host (shrimp) can

survive, although both belong to advanced

animal groups that consist mainly of free-

living species. In most symbiotic relation-

ships, the host, usually a lower inverte-

brate, is much larger and has a much
longer life span than its guest and can

subsist without the guest, although the

presence of the host may be essential for

the life of the guest. (Symbioses between

sea anemones and clownfishes and be-

tween branching corals and xanthid crabs

are examples.)

A symbiotic relationship in the marine

environment usually forms when the guest

animal starts its life on the sea floor after a

period as a planktonic larva. At this mo-

ment, its survival depends entirely on find-

ing a host. But without an established host

population, locating a host becomes very

difficult. Such is the case with the goby

and the snapping shrimp. For a juvenile

goby at the start of benthic life, burrows

already occupied by other gobies are not

accessible because the resident gobies

never tolerate intruders. To establish an

association, each goby must find a juve-

nile shrimp that is also starting out its life

on the bottom. How does it tackle this

difficulty?

In my study site, the number of female

shrimps ready to breed peaks from the

middle of July to the middle of August.

Goby females carrying eggs mainly ap-

pear during the middle of July to late

August. Because of this overlap, the youn-

gest juveniles of both animals appear on

the bottom at the same time, from late

July to late September.

When I crept carefully over the sea

bottom during this period, I found tiny

gobies, barely half an inch long, at burrow

entrances only about one-eighth to one-

fifth of an inch in diameter. Such small

fish and burrows might be overlooked in

an ordinary census. I also found shrimps,

still semitransparent and smaller than the

gobies, emerging from the burrows with

loads of sand. When approached, the go-

bies and shrimps retreated rapidly into the

burrows. They had already developed

their tactile warning system.

Besides these already associated juve-

nile gobies, however, I also noticed a small

number of juveniles that seemed to be

wandering over the bottom. They appar-

ently had no burrows. When I threatened

them, they swam away or hid themselves

behind a stone. I also found a few small

juvenile shrimps alone near fully exca-

vated burrows; they had not yet associated

with gobies. This suggested to me that the

shrimps start to dig their burrows as soon

as they have settled on the bottom. Juve-

nile gobies explore the bottom for these

burrows. Without the assistance of a goby,

a juvenile shrimp may have difficulty bur-

rowing, and sooner or later, wave action

may collapse its burrow. A juvenile goby

with no sheltering burrow will eventually

be captured by a predator. Since the num-

bers of juvenile shrimps and gobies that

settle in an area are likely to be different,

some juveniles will never form associa-

tions. During this period, many of these

animals die.

Once associated, gobies and snapping

shrimps enjoy a safe life. This, however,

does not necessarily guarantee the produc-

tion of offspring. At the start of the associ-

ation, both animals are single, and each

must seek a mate.

After nearly a year, the goby attains

maturity. Adults often move to adjacent

burrows to form pairs, which usually re-

main together for several days before

spawning. After mating, the male stays

with the female in the burrow for several

more days to care for the eggs. This period

of fidelity is brief, and the partners soon

separate to search for other mates.

The mating behavior of the snapping

shrimp is more enigmatic. At the start of
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The scorpionfish, well camouflaged

on the rocky seabed,feeds on

both shrimps and gobies.

Chris Newbert

its benthic life, a juvenile shrimp occupies

a burrow on its own. After two or three

months, however, more than half the

shrimps I observed, although still imma-

ture, had formed pairs. The proportion of

paired shrimps gradually increased with

growth, and the majority were paired off

by the next summer However, I have no

direct evidence of how a single shrimp

gets a chance to meet with a potential

mate in a separate burrow. Since a shrimp

never ventures outside the burrow without

signals from the goby, it could never wan-

der far enough in the daytime to find a

shrimp of the opposite sex. And at night,

the shrimps seal their burrow entrances

with sand.

The answer might be that shrimps meet

each other underground. In the fall, the

juveniles may dig up to five entrances per

square yard. As each shrimp actively en-

larges its burrow, two adjacent burrows

may conjoin, and the shrimps, if of oppo-

site sex, might meet and mate. I believe

that the shrimps' diligence in burrowing

and their disproportionately large burrows

are the result of their ardor to meet mates

by means of this underground connection

of adjacent burrows.

The gradual increase of paired shrimps

reduces the number of burrows, and soon

neariy half the goby population is de-

prived of homes. Therefore, the compe-

tition among gobies for the burrows must

be intense.

In the last two decades, searches for

snapping shrimps and gobies living symbi-

otically have been carried out by many

researchers in tropical and subtropical wa-

ters, and this relationship is now familiar

to scuba divers. To date, nearly a hundred

species of associated gobies have been dis-

covered. The actual number may be close

to two hundred. The number of shrimp

species may be as large as that of the goby

species, but only thirteen species of the

shrimps have so far been reported, proba-

bly because of the difficulty of collecting

them. However, we still know little about

how the goby and the shrimp fell into this

obligatory association and to what extent

the free-living, ancient forms had to

change their life history to establish the

relationship. Q
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Representing an ancestor spirit, a costumed Matis Indian attends afeast. He
will use the switches he holds to whip the children one by one, to toughen them

and make them grow; this is the only type ofspanking they ever receive.
Photographs by Philippe and HelSne Erikson

Near Beer ofthe Amazon
For one group ofIndians, a bitter harvest is causefor celebration

by Philippe Erikson

"What have you eaten?" is a favorite

greeting among the Matis, a people of

western Brazil among whom my wife and

I spent a year doing fieldwork. Proper

native etiquette requires such a question,

even when leftovers provide an obvious

answer But when Make, one of the most

knowledgeable Matis, inquired in a sol-

emn tone: "Kiripi [Philippe], what do you

foreigners eat when you sing?" I knew he

was not being casual. For he was not talk-

ing about singing for fun—who except a

foreigner would do that—but as ritual.

The Matis consider a handsome amount

of beer and meat indispensable to any

such occasion. And one kind of beer, com
(maize) beer, is the special ingredient of

the tattooing festival, which was recently

revived after nearly ten years during

which the Matis deemed the ritual too

dangerous to perform.

Some 1 20 Matis inhabit the forest, liv-

ing in two settlements along the right bank

of the Itui River, a tributary of the Javari,

the river that marks the northern border

between Brazil and Peru. Although less

than fifty years old. Make is one of the

oldest men of his tribe (when he listened to

the tapes we had brought along, he much
preferred Mozart to rock-and-roll, unlike

the younger Matis). In the past he would

have been considered too young to qualify

for the job, yet he holds the informal but

prestigious position of village elder, lead-

ing ceremonies and dispensing advice

rather than hunting.

Make's people are one of the surviving

fragments of a tribe known as the Mayo-

runa, which from the late 1 880s until the

beginning of World War I was decimated

by the "rubber boom," which introduced

forced labor A decade ago, before the

first steady modem contacts with outsid-

ers occurred, there were probably still at

least twice as many Matis as now. But

epidemics of disease have ravaged the

population, with a death rate in the early

1 980s comparable to that of plague-time

Europe. Lost along with the people swept

away by the epidemics was considerable

esoteric knowledge, such as shamanistic

chants. Lost, too, was the independence of

the Matis, who now consider Westem
antibiotics and metal tools indispensable.

Nevertheless, the people have retained

much of their native culture. They prac-

tice slash-and-bum agriculture to produce

bananas, manioc, peach palms, com, pine-

apples, papayas, and other traditional

crops; they use their twelve-foot-long

blowguns to hunt small game, such as

monkeys and birds; and they bring down

tapirs, peccaries, and other large animals

with bows and arrows. And they still oc-

cupy smoky and lively palm-thatched

communal long houses, although each of

the remaining two now shelters no more

than a handful of extended families,

rather than the dozen or more it would

have held in the past. Face ornaments are

still worn, and now, after much debate,

the tattooing of young teen-age initiates

has again become fashionable.

The tattooing festival, along with com
beer, was temporarily banned during the

mouming period that followed the recent

epidemics because the Matis feared that

the surviving children might be harmed

by such a potent ritual. Its recent revival

went hand in hand with that of Matis self-

confidence. Make was delighted with the

resurrection. His beloved five-year-old son

had not yet witnessed the festival. And if

his favorite nephew, an orphan in his late

teens, had stayed tattooless any longer, he

might have ended up looking like a white

man all his life!

Like most Indians of the tropical rain

forest, the Matis brew several different

types of beer out of a variety of starchy

crops, such as sweet manioc roots or peach

palms. Such beverages often contribute

significant nutrients to the Amazonian
diet (some groups, for instance, suffered a

vitamin B deficiency after missionaries

banned the "satanical" consumption of

alcohol). Many specialists have specu-

lated on the role beer may play in helping

native Amazonians balance their diets

and stay healthy despite the numerous

intestinal parasites they have. In 1971,

archeologist Betty Meggers stressed the

adaptive importance of native beers in the

harsh and humid tropical environment,

where people like the Matis prohibit

drinking plain water (perhaps to avoid

parasites) and thus depend on meat stock

and fermented drinks to avoid dehydra-

tion. Also, certain essential amino acids in

plant products may be increased by fer-

mentation, as anthropologist Steven J.

Beckerman demonstrated in his research

on the availability of protein in the Ama-
zon Basin.

Beers transform part of what bulks larg-

est in the Amazonian diet—starch—into

something different, in taste as well as

nutrition. Sweet manioc roots taste more

or less like plain potatoes when boiled but

are reminiscent of yogurt when turned
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A Matis girl brings peeled ears

ofcorn backfrom a garden. The

corn will be grated, boiled, chewed

{to add the salivary enzymes that

convert starch to sugar), and

fermented to make beer.

into beer. Or as one of Make's sons-in-law

once put it, referring to the time of year

when the famihes camp near the groves of

fruiting peach palms: "If we eat too many
peach palms, our tongues bum and our

stomachs hurt. So while we men are out

hunting, our wives turn them into beer,

and we can stay longer and happier living

off these palm fruits in the distant groves.

Beer doesn't give you diarrhea; the worst

it can do is to make you pee."

While everyday beers made from sta-

ples are very important, and com is only a

secondary and seasonal food item for the

Matis, the brand of beer they endow with

the most significance is com beer Unlike

manioc roots and bananas, which are har-

vested as needed all year long, com ma-

tures during a specific season. Its harvest,

in late November or early December, co-

incides with the middle of the rainy sea-

son, a time when the weather often re-

stricts hunting and other productive

activities. The season is not tedious, how-

ever, because while other crops and other

beers provide nourishment, com and com
beer provide an opportunity for festivities.

Make and his fellow Matis constantly reit-

erate that their ancestor spirits come to

visit them when com is ripe, and this is

also the time when initiates are tattooed.

While other garden products are
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planted in a relatively straightforward

manner, the sowing of com requires a spe-

cial leafy outfit (the same used for the

tattooing festival itself and—with slight

modification—for war), a special digging

stick, and even a special verb: for com, one

does not say menanek, "to bury," but sek,

which means "to shoot, to pierce." The

task is entirely the concem of the men.

They plant the com in August or Septem-

ber, leaving the digging sticks, which are

decorated with headbands and shoulder

omaments from the planting outfit, stuck

on the paths leading to the gardens. This

type of effigy—a combination trophy,

omen, and road sign—is usually associ-

ated with hunting, indicating which game
is expected to be bagged.

The anticipated com harvest is thus lik-

ened to meat; specifically, the Indians say

that the forthcoming ears of com repre-

sent the children of a man's sister (actual

or classificatory sister). Such a child was

Make's favorite nephew, whose face he

was so anxious to see marked. In the Matis

kinship system, which classifies all mem-
bers of the society into one or the other of

two intermarrying groups, a boy's moth-

er's brother in theory is not a close relative,

and thus is well suited to carrying out the

ritual violence of tattooing. At the same

time, this uncle is prospectively the boy's

father-in-law and therefore has an interest

in improving his nephew.

The planting (piercing) of the com thus

anticipates the tattooing (also piercing,

pricking) of a man's sister's children, and

men enjoy the task for its festive mood. A
few months later, when the time comes to

harvest the com and tum it into beer, the

women play their part, which is as impor-

tant as the men's. Their task is communal,

but women keep their close kin especially

in mind. Make's two wives, his mother

(the oldest living Matis), and his mother's

sisters, for example, were in charge of

Make's nephew.

One woman (always the oldest in the

village) is responsible for the work and

starts by harvesting and peeling a large

amount of com. She and a few relatives,

usually including her younger daughters

and her daughters-in-law, must make sev-
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Womenprepare corn beer, above,

a task the Matis liken in some ways to

hunting (men, meanwhile,

contribute meatfor the communalfeast).
Harvested corn, left, lies in

apalm-strip basket ofthe same
type used to carry meat.
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eral trips to the gardens. Up to ten pounds

of com are needed to produce just one

quart of beer, and some pots can hold up

to fifteen gallons. After they return with

the peeled ears, these women, now helped

by a few others, begin to grate them using

the spiny aerial roots of a palm tree. The

atmosphere is cheerful. One of the partici-

pants (usually a young child—or an an-

thropologist's wife, when available) is in

charge of washing the grated cobs in a pot

of water. This water is later poured into

the cooking pot, as the women take great

care not to lose the least bit of the com. If

the com kernels are dry and hard, falling

off the cobs instead of submitting easily to

being grated, the women laboriously grind

them with a mortar and pestle.

When enough rough flour is obtained,

the chef gradually adds it to water in an

oversized cooking pot, previously set to

simmer on a large stack of firewood. Stir-

ring the thick mixture is a demanding

task. After several hours, the pot is re-

moved from the fire to let the commeal

paste cool down. By then, if work started

early that day (about 6:00 a.m.), it is usu-

ally 1 :00 or 2:00 p.m. and time for an eariy

(by Matis standards) lunch break (of

roasted com, of course).

The next, cmcial stage is chewing and

spitting out the commeal paste. The sali-
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In traditionalfestive dances,

squattingyouths, above, imitate

frogs or toads, while men,far left.

represent peccaries. Tattoos

acquired in teen-ageyears mark the

face ofone oftwo Matis. left. The

piercing ofthe skin by the tattoo

needle, the Indians believe, transmits

power toyoung initiates.

va's enzymes change part of the starch

into sugar, upon which the yeasts that

cause fermentation can feed. Every fe-

male from age four or five up is expected

to participate (with the notable exception

of menstruating women and, I observed,

of a retarded child). The atmosphere now
seems more serious, but then, how can one

chatter with one's mouth full?

Once the chewing is done, the paste is

filtered—away from the eyes of men

—

through a sieve woven from palm fiber

twine. Ripe bananas may now be used as a

sweetener, and more water must be added

until the right consistency is reached.

Next, the mixture has to be left to fer-

ment. The Matis don't like the taste of

strong drinks, so they consume their prod-

uct when it can still be called, technically,

"near beer"; but other Indians, such as the

neighboring Marubo, delay consumption

for a few days to let the alcohol level rise to

a potentially intoxicating stage. This was
probably once the case with the ancient

Matis, since Make remembers different

chants for young and old com beer.

Before leaving the beverage to ferment,

the chef pats the upper inside of the pot,

pronouncing a ritual formula that invokes

the enlarged parts of the river. This refer-

ence to abundance and overflow is consis-

tent with one of the major goals of the

tattooing festival for which the beer is

prepared: promoting fertility and the

rapid growth (literally, hardening) of the

children. As the fastest-growing starchy

plant the Matis have, com is an appropri-

ate backbone for the ritual. The Matis

emphasize that the com matures and fer-

ments, and they view both processes as

contributing to making the beer increas-

ingly chimu (bitter) as it ages.

The Matis ascribe tremendous value to

the concept of chimu, which they contrast

with bata, "sweet, salty." This opposition

seems to permeate Matis thought: the ma-
ture, stout, dark, bitter, or masculine is

systematically distinguished from the

young, skinny, pale, sweet, or feminine.

The Matis also connect chimu with them-

selves, while they associate bata with out-

side people (white men, other tribes). In

the context of the tattooing festival, this

distinction takes precedence over the asso-
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A banana leafprovides a child with a

handy umbrella, above. The

children 's large bellies, the effect of

intestinal parasites, will diminish as

they mature. A pet woolly monkey,

right, ispampered like a child and

will not be eaten.
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A Matis long house accommodates

a number ofextendedfamilies,
or about sixty people.

ciation of chimu with the masculine, and

for this reason girls are included in the

ritual.

Com is offered as a model for children

because it grows, hardens, blackens (some

varieties have dark grain), and above all

becomes chimu in less than four months.

Chimu suggests pain, but also power

—

that of any poison or medicine or of sha-

mans generally. An overdose of bitterness

can cause sickness, but the more a person

can stand, the greater potential he or she

gains. Such powerful substances are gen-

erally thought to be transmitted by sting-

ing. In the Matis view, the innumerable

needle stings used to create tattoos trans-

mit power. Permanent tribal face marks

enhance maturity, they reason, by turning

teen-agers chimu (bitter, sturdy). Make
knows that when he performs his ritual

task on his nephew, the boy will find it

painful, even if he has drunk enough beer

not to care so much any more. But it will

all be done for his own good.

While the women are brewing, men
spend the week preceding the initiation

feast smoking meat. The two contribu-

tions are regarded as equally important

and even, at a certain level, equivalent,

smce beer production is treated much like

huntmg. Just as men never admit that

they are about to set out on a hunting

expedition, the intent to prepare beer

must be kept secret until the very last

moment. Whenever my wife, helping a

woman return from the gardens with

much more food than could be eaten,

asked if it was meant to be brewed (as was

pretty obvious), the answer was invariably

a resounding "Who knows?"

Similarly, while menstruating women
may cook—even cook meat—they are

prohibited from chewing com. This is

reminiscent of the restriction placed upon

menstmating women against participat-

ing in any activity related to the hunt.

Also, in preparation for the tattooing festi-

val, women are given their only opportu-

nity to drink tachik, a beverage of cmshed

lianas otherwise exclusively used by men
to improve their hunting.

Just as both men and women share in

the preparations for the tattooing cere-

mony, both sexes are simultaneously

tattooed during initiation rituals. Make
draws the traditional pattern on his neph-

ew's face; Make's youngest daughter,

when she is old enough, will be given a

similar treatment by her mother's brother

or his wife (for girls, either is possible).

Unlike initiation rituals in some other soci-

eties, the idea here is not to separate the

men from the boys by taking the latter

away from women. The idea is to stress the

social value of equality and reciprocity.

When the time comes at last to drink

the beer, the youngsters are full of excite-

ment, although somewhat tense. Little

children too young to be tattooed know

that the ancestor spirits will whip them to

stimulate growth and instill chimu (this

treatment, carried out by costumed

Matis, is the only kind of spanking they

ever receive). Their joy is therefore tem-

pered with fear. Teen-agers dread the pain

of the needle, especially if they haven't

been through the ordeal before (more tat-

toos are added over the years).

The feast lasts several days, with every-

one working in the daytime and celebrat-

ing at night. This is the time for more

hunting, for additional brewing if needed,

and above all for amusement—not for

sleep. Hammocks are hung out of the way

in the rafters from dawn to dusk to repel
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Although they survived

independently until only recently, the

Matis have rapidly become

enthusiastic users ofsoap,

antibiotics, and various other

modern commodities.

temptation. After dark, this is superflu-

ous, as no one would even consider sleep-

ing while dancers imitate animals in front

of a roaring audience. Make wonders why
nowadays the Matis get sleepy so easily;

he says that before the epidemics, the fun

would go on day in, day out.

Ordinary bonds are momentarily loos-

ened as a greater cohesion sweeps the

group. Men and women take advantage of

the festival to give meat or beer to people

other than their spouses. They may—in-

deed should—have sex with distant cous-

ins instead of with their usual partners.

When the time has come for the final round

of drinks, just before the actual tattooing is

performed, the women make sure every-

one gets a last sip. Mothers even wake

sleeping babies to wet their lips with the

tribe's favorite beverage, then hurriedly

set them breast-feeding to soothe them.

From here on, crying is prohibited. The
focus is on the initiates, somewhat anes-

thetized by the beer, who are tattooed one

after another. Stoicism is the rule, as each

maternal uncle (or sometimes his wife, in

the case of the girls) dips a palm needle

into a mixture of black vegetable dye and

soot and uses it to prick the initiate's skin.

Each sting is done with a new needle,

proceeding from the left to the right side

of the face, until the traditional pattern of
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straight lines is completed. First-timers

are tattooed on their forehead and tem-

ples. Older teen-agers are tattooed on their

cheeks. While the ordeal goes on, all are

praised for their courage, none mocked for

grimacing. In later years, the contorted

faces of the sufferers will be recalled and

imitated with bursts of laughter.

Once the tattooing is completed and all

the beer has been drunk, its bitterness

transferred to the initiates, the celebration

is over. Content, the ancestor spirits leave

the long house. But the initiates stick to-

gether until their scars heal. They must

diet, must not wash their faces, and must

not leave the communal house except to

defecate (this they go out to do in two

same-sex groups). They are supposed to

give away all their belongings (ham-

mocks, blowguns, pots, ornaments) in ex-

change for a set of strictly equivalent ob-

jects. When the ritual seclusion is over,

they start life renewed, with new posses-

sions, reinforced social links, increased

chimu, and permanent face marks.

Make was tired, just like everybody

else, but extremely proud to see his

nephew tattooed, looking like a true Matis

at last. And his son finally had a glimpse of

the ancestor spirits and learned what lies

behind his tribe's favorite greeting: "What
have you eaten?" D



Setting out on a hunting expedition,

Matis help twofuture hunting

dogs across a log bridge.
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A wandering albatross rides the wind

gusts over a stormy sea.
Photographs by Frans Lanting: Mihden Pictures

Easy

Gliders
Once an albatross leaves land,

its solitaryjourney over the

sea may last years

by Robert W. Furness

The most charismatic of seabirds, alba-

trosses have often been considered to em-
body the souls of mariners lost at sea, lone

ocean wanderers that could bring fair

winds. In Samuel Taylor Coleridge's "The

Rime of the Ancient Mariner," the alba-

tross appears to a ship icebound in the

southern oceans:

At length did cross an Albatross,

Thorough the fog it came;

As if it had been a Christian soul,

We hailed it in God's name.

It ate the food it ne'er had eat.

And round and round it flew.

The ice did split with a thunder-fit;

The helmsman steered us through!

And a good south wind sprung up behind;

The Albatross did follow.

And every day, for food or play.

Came to the mariners' hollo!

While sailors have long appreciated the

sight of an albatross gliding overhead,

hundreds of miles from land, only recently

haveseabird ecologists discovered how far

these birds travel and how their adapta-

tions for flight constrain many other as-

pects of their biology.

In 1989, French biologists Pierre Jou-

ventin and Henri Weimerskirch attached

small, powerful radio transmitters to wan-
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A mother gray-headed albatross, below,

stands in a rare protective posture over

her chick. Most ofthe time, the young,

like these black-browed albatross chicks

at right, are left unattended while their

parents take longflights tofindfood.

dering albatrosses on islands in the sub-

Antarctic. With the aid of two orbiting

satellites, they tracked several males

throughout their foraging trips. The birds

achieved speeds of up to fifty miles per

hour but were sometimes becalmed for up

to seven days when they met high-pressure

systems with slack winds. One bird cov-

ered almost 10,000 miles during a single

trip while its mate remained at the nest

incubating their single egg.

When departing to feed, the wandering

albatrosses invariably flew leeward. On
return journeys to the nest, they either

tacked, much like a sailboat would,

against lateral winds or looped around un-

til they encountered favorable ones. The

birds traveled much more during the day,

perhaps because they took time at night to

sit on the ocean and feed on squid, which

swim to the surface after dark and are out

of reach during the day. Otherwise, the

birds spent their time aloft, perhaps even

sleeping while gliding.

The wandering albatross is one of the

heaviest flying birds. Weighing from

twenty to twenty-six pounds, it is close to

the theoretical maximum weight at which

flight is possible for a bird of its size.

Getting airborne is not easy. An eleven-

foot wingspan, combined with short legs.

makes it impossible for the bird to take off

from uneven or thickly vegetated ground.

To get aloft requires a twenty-yard run

over flat, bare ground into a good wind.

Once under way, a tendon between wing

bones locks the bird's wings open, allowing

it to glide without the use of muscle power.

This adaptation makes flight extraordi-

narily efficient. The wanderer's in-flight

metabolism is only 1.3 times its metabo-

lism at the nest. No other species seems

able to get anywhere over the open sea

with such economy. Storm petrels have a

flight to resting metabolism ratio of about

2 to 1 ; kittiwakes and gannets, about 1 .7 to

1 . Even smaller albatrosses are less eco-

nomical than the wanderers at sea; Laysan

albatrosses expend 1 .5 times more energy

in flight than at the nest.

Not only is the wandering albatross
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anatomically adapted for gliding; it is also

capable of "dynamic soaring," a method
of effectively taking energy from the wind

to maintain flight. By heading into the

wind and gliding upward from the slow-

moving layers of air nearest the sea's sur-

face into faster-moving layers above, the

albatross maintains its lift and airspeed

without moving a muscle. At the height

where the airflow ceases to increase with

altitude, the bird changes its strategy.

Tracing a ninety-degree arc, it glides back

down toward the sea, across the wind, ac-

celerating until, on approaching the

wavetops, it once again turns into the wind

and uses the wind's energy to climb. The
bird can continue this indefinitely, even

for days at a time, tacking upwind without

ever flapping its wings. Only the most

efficient gliding aircraft, with ultralong.

narrow wings, can outperform the best

albatrosses.

Although birds such as vultures, eagles,

cranes, and storks also glide and soar, their

short, broad wings are not nearly as effi-

cient as the long, pointed, and narrow

wings of the wandering albatross. But

broad-winged birds, including smaller al-

batrosses, or mallemucks, can take off'

from fairly rough ground by flapping.
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Smaller albatrosses can therefore nest in

sheltered sites at the base of tree ferns or

tussock grass, where they avoid the worst

of the wind and rain characteristic of sub-

antarctic islands and gain some protection

against attacks on their eggs.

The wings of wandering and sooty alba-

trosses, on the other hand, are too long for

effective flapping takeoffs. These birds

must nest where takeoff is easy. Sooty

albatrosses nest on the grass of clifftops so

that they can cast themselves off into the

air and glide away. Wandering albatrosses

nest only on the barren upper slopes of

subantarctic islands, usually selecting ar-

eas exposed to the prevailing winds over

the roaring forties. There they can take off

by running across the mossy hillside into

the wind with wings outstretched until

their wind speed allows them to glide up

and away. Once they are ghding, their

heaviness becomes an asset. It gives them

greater speed, allowing them to cover an

enormous foraging range faster and to

find a sufficient number of squid, which

are rather thinly and patchily distributed

throughout the ocean.

Although an adequate food in terms of

protein, squid is low in calories and con-

tains very Uttle calcium. This, along with

their parents' long absences from the nest,

is probably why albatross chicks, large

and sturdy at birth, grow so slowly. Bird

species with slow-growing chicks also have

slow-growing embryos and therefore long

incubation periods. Since adult alba-

trosses also need time to molt and refur-

bish the nest, they cannot complete a

breeding cycle in one year but can only

breed every two years. Albatross eggs take

about 80 days to hatch. The eggs hatch in

late March, and the chicks don't fledge

until they are 270 days old. The young

chicks must survive on their own for weeks

during the subantarctic winter (May to

August) on an exposed slope at high alti-

tude. Nonetheless, the survival rate of

wandering albatross chicks is very high.

About 80 to 85 percent of chicks that

hatch survive to fledge. The low breeding

rate of one chick per pair every two years,

however, makes this usually long-lived

species very vulnerable to any sudden in-

crease in the mortality rate of the adults.

In the past, populations of albatrosses

have suffered from human exploitation

and disturbances, made worse by the fact

that albatrosses are not in the least fright-

ened by people. The short-tailed albatross

was once extremely numerous on at least
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A still-downy wandering albatross, left, tries out its

wings. An adult bird, below, comes infor a landing, using its

feet to slow down as an airplane uses itsflaps.

eleven uninhabited islands off Japan and

was mercilessly exploited for its feathers.

The last colony to survive this onslaught

was on remote Tori-shima. But a volcanic

eruption and cattle grazing devastated

this remaining habitat. The population

was believed extinct until, ten years later,

a small number of birds were found breed-

ing on the island. By 1 980, thanks to active

conservation efforts, some sixty pairs were

nesting on Tori-shima.

On Tristan da Cunha in the South At-

lantic, the local people considered wander-

ing albatrosses good eating and essential

at special occasions such as wedding

feasts. Having reduced this species to two

or three pairs, the islanders then turned to

sooty and yellow-nosed albatrosses and

rapidly depleted their populations.

Fortunately, laws now protect albatross

colonies around the world. Still, since the

end of the 1960s, most or all colonies of

the wandering albatross have shown a de-

cline that seems to be due to an increase in

adult mortality. In the Crozet Islands in

the southern Indian Ocean, annual adult

mortality has increased from 4 percent to

9.5 percent. The most likely cause is that

albatrosses become entangled in fishing

gear or are shot by fishermen. The rate of

decline was highest when trawling around

the islands was most intense. Females

have been more affected than males, be-

cause males tend to travel to the antarctic

zone to feed, while females usually travel

north to warmer waters, where there are

more fishing boats and where chances of

becoming caught in fishing tackle are

greater. Wandering albatrosses usually

start to breed when they are about twelve

years old, but the birds seem to be breed-

ing earlier as the population declines. This

will compensate slightly for the increased

loss of adults, but not enough. The further

development of squid and krill fisheries,

along with an increase in the number of

whales that feed on squid and krill, could

lead to an even faster rate of decline for

the wandering albatross, both for the

population as a whole and for individual

subspecies.

Although they travel enormous dis-

tances, wandering albatrosses return to

their natal areas to breed, even after years

at sea. As a result, breeding populations in

different parts of the southern oceans can

be distinguished on the basis of plumage.

Plumage pattern correlates with the lati-

tude at which the birds feed. The north-

ernmost colonies contain adults with more

brown plumage than the adults found far-

ther south. In addition, the wandering al-

batross may be unique among birds in

having plumage that changes with age

even among the birds old enough to breed.

Males are paler than females, and birds of

both sexes gradually become paler as they

get older, reaching the same shade at

about twenty years of age. In the Indian

Ocean, immature birds—the darkest ones

—feed between thirty and forty-five de-

grees south latitude, and breeding females

feed mainly around thirty-eight and fifty

degrees south. Breeding males—the pal-

est birds—feed between forty-eight and

sixty-six degrees south. The reasons for

this latitudinal segregation and plumage

patterning are not known.

A more solvable mystery was the high

level of heavy metals I found in wandering

albatrosses on Gough Island in the central

South Atlantic. These seabirds have the

Bl
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Once a wandering albatross locks its

wings and begins to glide, it can

ride wind currents over the oceans

indefinitely, stopping only tofeed.

world's highest recorded level of mercury

in birds, despite the distance of the island

from any sources of industrial pollution.

After several years of research, 1 con-

cluded that this high level of mercury is

related to the birds' adaptations for glid-

ing flight because it affects their molting

behavior.

The chemical form of mercury in ma-

rine plankton, fish, and squid is mostly

methylmercury, which is many times

more toxic to vertebrates than inorganic

mercury Methylmercury, however, binds

to the sulfur atoms in many of the amino

acids in feather keratins. Thus, when most

birds molt (in the fall after breeding and in

the spring), they excrete the mercury into

the growing feathers, thereby avoiding an

accumulation of dangerous levels of the

metallic contaminant. Large albatrosses,

however, molt only every two years and

renew only a small proportion of their

plumage at each molt, perhaps to conserve

energy or protein or to save time before

the next breeding attempt. As a result,

they can accumulate high levels of

methylmercury without much opportu-

nity to excrete it. Such a buildup of mer-

cury would prove fatal if not for the

albatross's ability to convert the metal into

its inorganic form and store it, bound to a

special protein, so that it is effectively

nontoxic. (In mammals, including hu-

mans, metals such as mercury build up in

hair, which is also keratin. Whales and

dolphins don't grow hair; like large alba-

trosses, they convert mercury to its less

toxic, inorganic form and store it in their

liver and kidneys, accumulating it as they

grow older.)

The extraordinary levels of mercury

found in large albatrosses, therefore, ap-

pear to be natural and are probably not an

indication of pollution. Since mercury dis-

posed of in the atmosphere can wash out in

rainfall anywhere around the globe, how-

ever, increases resulting from human ac-

tivities cannot be discounted. I am cur-

rently studying feathers in nineteenth-

century museum skins to measure the

extent of increases in metals in marine

ecosystems. These studies may help to

show what the future holds for the wan-

dering albatross.
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At the American Museum

Behind the Scenes
Visitors to the American Museum of

Natural History often ask how exhibits

are created. Perhaps the most frequently

asked question is, "Is it real?" Behind the

Scenes, an exhibition devoted to the tech-

niques of exhibitions, answers some of

these questions with an inside look at the

creation of the Museum's displays. Many
innovative techniques developed by

American Museum preparators from

early in this century to the present are re-

vealed.

Historical photographs show Carl

Akeley and James Clark at work on their

pioneering methods of mounting large an-

imals. Steps in the making of fiberglass

replicas of fossil reptiles are illustrated, as

well as the creation of plaster and vac-

uum-formed plastic rocks and foliage.

Graphic and audio-visual techniques are

also displayed.

Two sections of the exhibition offer pre-

views of permanent halls currently under

construction: the Hall of Human Biology

and Evolution and the fourth-floor fossil

halls. Sketches, designs, scale drawings,

and full-sized mock-ups of these future

halls show how an exhibition plan be-

comes a reality.

Members of the Department of Exhi-

bition and Graphics and volunteers will be

on hand to demonstrate techniques of

making dioramas. Behind the Scenes, in

Gallery 77 on the first floor, will be on

view through March 1991.

Spirits of Defiance
In conjunction with the special exhi-

bition African Reflections: Art from
Northeastern Zaire, the documentary

film Spirits of Defiance: The Mangbetu
People of Zaire will be shown monthly.

The hour-long film explores the resistance

of Mangbetu culture to outside influences

from missionaries and others. It was com-
missioned by the American Museum and
produced and directed by Jeremy Marre
for the BBC and the Arts and Entertain-

ment Network. Showings for the month of

August will take place on Sunday, August

12, at 11:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m. in the

Leonhardt People Center. For more in-

formation, call (212) 769-5305.

Laser Bowie
The Hayden Planetarium presents an

all-new laser light show featuring the mu-
sic of David Bowie. The program of old

and new songs encompasses changes of

the singer's persona from his Ziggy Star-

dust days to the present. Show times are

Friday and Saturday evenings at 7:00,

8:30, and 10:00 p.m. Tickets can be pur-

chased in advance through Ticketmaster

James Clark at work
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or on the day of the show at the Planetar-

ium. For information, call (2 1 2) 769-592 1

.

These events take place at the American
Museum of Natural History, located on

Central Park West at 79th Street in New
York City. For more information about

the Museum, call (212) 769-5100.
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Celestial Events

Seeing Double
by Thomas D. Nicholson

Shortly before daybreak on August

13th, what appears to be a single bright

planet will rise into the morning skies of

central and southern Asia. It will be

brighter than Venus, so bright that it will

be visible after sunrise. Looking at the

mysterious superplanet through binocu-

lars will reveal Venus and Jupiter rising

together. At closest approach, the separa-

tion between the two planets will be about

three arc minutes (one-tenth the moon's

apparent size). Unfortunately, this will oc-

cur about 7:00 p.m., EDT, when the plan-

ets are below our horizon.

This kind of conjunction is called an

appulse. Since planets orbit the sun at

different speeds (their velocity increases

with proximity to the sun), they regularly

pass one another in our sky. When this

happens, they are said to be in conjunc-

tion. If one appears to cover another

(which happens very rarely), the event is

called an occultation; when two pass very

close, nearly but not quite touching edge

to edge, it is called an appulse. How close

the planets must appear for the conjunc-

tion to be an appulse isn't clear. Generally,

planets in appulse are so close that to our

eyes they appear as one.

Our best views of the appulse of Venus

and Jupiter will be on the mornings of the

12th and the 13th, about twelve hours

before and after Venus passes Jupiter. On
the 12th, the planets will rise just before

daybreak, with brighter Venus half a de-

gree (about the diameter of the moon)
above Jupiter. They will rise on the 1 3th at

about the same time and the same dis-

tance apart, but with Venus below Jupiter.

Events in the calendar below are given

in local time unless otherwise indicated.

August 1: The reddish star near the

gibbous moon is Antares in Scorpius.

August 2: The moon is between Antares

(on the right) and Saturn (on the left).

Moonlight shouldn't hide Sagittarius'

Teapot, although the moon is above its

"spout" tonight.

August 3: The moon is just above the

Teapot's "handle." After nightfall, Saturn

is to the moon's left.

August 6: A partial lunar eclipse ac-

companies this month's full moon at 1 0: 1

9

A.M., EDT. Although the moon will set in

the east before the eclipse begins, viewers

on the West Coast and in Alaska will see

the earth's shadow begin to creep across

the moon's disk at 5:44 a.m.. Pacific Day-

light Time, before it sets.

August 10-14: Morning moonlight

doesn't help Perseid meteor watchers, but

the meteors are often bright. Maximum
occurs on the 12th, but twenty-five or

more meteors can be seen hourly for sev-

eral mornings, many sputtering or leaving

bright trails. An appulse of Venus and

Jupiter occurs late on the 12th below our

horizon. Last-quarter moon is at 11:54

A.M., EDT, on the 13th. The moon rises in

Aries about 1 1 :30 p.m. along with Mars.

August 15: The waning crescent moon
rises shortly after midnight; before dawn
it is well up in the east, to the left of

Taurus' Hyades cluster and the bright star

Aldebaran. Perigee moon (nearest the

earth) is at 6:00 a.m., EDT.
August 16-18: The morning moon

moves through Gemini toward a rendez-

vous with Pollux and Castor, Venus and

Jupiter. Look for these bright stars and

planets below the moon about dawn. Jupi-

ter is almost in hne with Gemini's bright

stars.

August 19: The very slender moon may
be visible this morning below Venus, Jupi-

ter, Pollux, and Castor.

August 20: New moon is at 8:39 a.m.,

EDT.
August 23-25: The waxing crescent

moon appears higher nightly while mov-

ing through Virgo. The moon is to the

right of Spica on the 23d, just below it on

the 24th, and to its left by the 25th. Mer-

cury begins retrograde (westerly) move-

ment on the 24th, signaling the end of its

evening elongation.

August 27-28: The moon is in Scorpius

again. Apogee moon (farthest from the

earth) is at 1 1:00 p.m., EDT, on the 27th;

first-quarter moon is at 3:34 a.m., EDT, on

the 28th. The moon is just left of Antares

after dark on the 28th.

August 29-31: The moon returns to

Sagittarius and Saturn. It centers in the

"lid" of the Teapot on the 30th, with Sat-

urn to its left. Conjunction with Saturn is

on the 3 1st; the waxing gibbous moon will

be just below the planet.

Editor's Note: The Sky Map in the July

issue shows the evening stars and con-

stellations for this month and gives the

dates and times for use.

Thomas D. Nicholson is director emeri-

tus of the American Museum.
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A Matter of Taste

Soul Food in the New World
Brazilian blackspreserve their West African heritage in theirfoods

by Raymond Sokolov

The colonial church stood in a steeply

sloping, brightly painted square in the

raffish old section of Salvador, capital of

the northeastern Brazilian state of Bahia.

Inside, black women in gauzy white

dresses were singing "Happy Birthday" in

Portuguese. They were celebrating the

441st anniversary of the founding of the

city, the first Portuguese settlement in

Brazil. But this was no routine commemo-
ration of the dawn of a now-vanished em-

pire. It had a special flavor and complex-

ity about it, since the square. Largo

Pelourinho, is literally the Place of the

Pillory, where African slaves once were

publicly punished. The church, with its

planked, perspectively painted ceiling, is

A Igreja dos Pretos, the church of the

blacks. And the singing women were

wearing the costume of candomble, the

African religious cult widely practiced in

a city notable for its largely black popula-

tion, its wretched poverty, and its creative

continuation of its West African slave her-

itage, most tangibly in its famous food.

The cuisine of Bahia mixes Portuguese,

Amazonian, and African foods and food

ideas deliciously, but perhaps danger-

ously. It is preeminently a cuisine based on

palm oil and coconut oil, which zealots in

the fight against heart disease have lately

been indicting as coronary culprits lurking

in our packaged baked goods. In Salvador,

there is nothing covert about palm oil.

Walking along the street, you can smell its

pungent odor. Not for nothing do the lo-

cals call it azeite-de-cheiro, "odorous oil."

Palm oil is a basic ingredient in most of

the classic Bahian dishes, the moquecas.

vatapas, and xin xin, those concoctions of

seafood and chicken in palm oil and coco-

nut milk that even tourists in Salvador can

enjoy in their hotels or in the many restau-

rants featuring Bahian regional food. The

palm oil perfuming the streets of the city

is being heated by the Baianas, the local

black women who are cooking acarajes.

These fritters—made from black-eyed

pea flour, fried to a golden crisp, then slit

open and stuff"ed with a peppery sauce

whose main ingredient is dried shrimp

—

are the central food of the world's out-

standing transplanted cuisine. To stand on

the street in Salvador looking out over the

beach and the Bay of All Saints while

eating an acaraje is more than an ambula-

tory snack in a hot place at the edge of the

South Atlantic. Acaraje is an emblem of

the slave experience in the New World

and of the enigma of African history.

Without any doubt, acaraje is the same

basic black-eyed pea fritter sold on streets

in Nigeria as akara. And it is a certainty

that Africa is where acarajes started out,

since black-eyed peas are indigenous to

Africa, since palm oil came to Brazil via

West Africa, and since akara is a native

West African (Yoruba) name that was

apparently Brazilianized into acaraje. In

other words, acaraje is a pure case of Afri-

can export to the New World, with a

broad penumbra of fritter/croquette de-

scendants including the bumelo in Co-

lombia, akkra in Trinidad, acrats in the

French islands, and hush puppies in the

United States. This minicuisine encom-

passes a wide variety of fritters and

beignets, made from salt cod and corn-

meal and much else, fried in peanut oil or

lard where palm oil is not available. Even

where the black-eyed pea and palm oil

have given way to substitutes, connois-

seurs of the black cooking heritage in for-

mer centers of New World slavery know
that fritters of almost any kind are a ves-

tige of this simple but influential West

African food. Indeed, I am prepared to

argue that so-called southern frying and

other forms of deep-fat frying that we now
associate with plantation life in the ante-

bellum South are echoes of the palm oil

cooking still so basic to the old Slave Coast

of Africa.

What other contributions did African

slaves make to the cuisines of the Ameri-

cas? They brought okra and they brought

watermelon, both native African plants

without a doubt. To attempt to extend the

list much further is an abstruse undertak-

ing, part of the whole controversial busi-

ness of sorting out which foods were indig-

enous to Africa, which came in medieval

times with Arab caravans and with trad-

ers sailing into East Africa from India,

which moved south and west across the

Sahara, and which reached West Africa

in the same European ships that carried

away the slaves. For some people, the very

idea that anything useful came to Africa

as a result of the slave trade is repulsive.

Nevertheless, significant ingredients in

the current diet of black Africa did origi-

nate in the New World. And the most

scholarly summary I know of the sources

of foods now eaten in West Africa shows

that the overwhelming majority came
from somewhere else, a great many from

the Americas, after Columbus.

In his unpublished manuscript about

the African heritage of American blacks,

Stanley B. Alpem painstakingly sorts

through the evidence in diaries, memoirs,

and official documents to support his

claims about how the West African mar-

ket basket came to contain the things it

does. Perhaps West Africa is too vague a

geographical designation for the area that

Alpem surveys. He calls the region, which

"sent more slaves to the New World than

Acarajes, fritters made from black-eyed

pea flour and cooked in palm oil
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Acaraje

(Translated from Caderno de Comidas
Baianas, by Joaquim da Costa Pinto

Netto, Tempo Brasileiro, 1986; with

thanks to Elio Gaspari)

1 pound black-eyed peas

2 medium onions, peeled

Salt

Palm oil for deep-frying

Let the black-eyed peas soak in water

for 24 or even 36 hours. After that time,

you can rub away the skins from the peas

with your fingers. In this way, the "black

eyes" will come off.

Once they're skinned, put the peas

through a meat grinder fitted with the

finest of its perforated disks. This will

produce a uniform dough.

Grate one of the onions in a coconut

grater or put it through the meat grinder

and add it to the bean dough. Add salt to

taste.

Beat the dough well with a wooden

spoon. Do not use an electric mixer for

this process. It would make the dough too

fine. The essential thing is that the in-

gredients should be well mixed. Also,

don't let the dough get too stiff, or if it

does, add a little cold water

Put plenty of palm oil in a deep-frying

kettle. Add the remaining onion, whole, to

the oil and set over high heat. When the

oil begins to smoke lightly, it's time to

begin frying the acaraje.

With a wooden spoon, spoon out some
dough and let it slip into the hot oil with-

out immersing the spoon. The ball of

dough should float in the oil. With a metal

skewer or a wooden spoon, turn the

acaraje so that it fries on all sides. Don't

let the fritters fry so long that they get too

dark. An acaraje should end up looking

like a beautiful sunset in Bahia.

You can use either a charcoal brazier or

an electric hot plate to fry acaraje, but it's

better to do it outdoors.

Palm oil, when heated, gives off a

strong odor That's why Bahians call it

azeite-de-cheiro, "odorous oil," and that's

also why it's advisable to heat the oil out-

side.

Do not serve acaraje as a formal dish at

lunch or dinner That would be inconceiv-

able.

It should be served as an hors d'oeuvre

or appetizer before the meal. Acaraje

goes well with a meladinha (rum flavored

with honey and anise) or batida de limao

(lemonade).

Accompaniment: The only admissible ac-

companiment is acaraje sauce, a mixture

of dried malagueta pepper (a noncap-

sicum pepper originally from West Af-

rica), shelled dried shrimp, chopped on-

ion, and salt, fried in palm oil until

chestnut brown.

Presentation: Get a wicker basket or the

equivalent, line it with a banana leaf, and

put the acarajes on top while they're still

hot. This looks quite attractive.

If you don't have enough banana

leaves, give the guests paper napkins be-

fore serving the acarajes. No plates or

silverware. Just hands.

Keep another basket handy—like the

one with the acarajes in it—for the used

paper napkins.

"Open" the acarajes to put in the sauce

just before serving. If somebody doesn't

want to eat it with sauce, leave it whole;

don't slit it open.

Yield: 6 acarajes

Light Akara
Fried cowpea (black-eyed pea)

paste fritters

(Slightly adapted from Nigerian

Cookbook, by H.D. Anthonio and M.I.

Isoun, Macmillan, 1982)

1 'A cup cowpea paste (approximately)

1 Vi tablespoons chopped onion

Cayenne pepper

Salt

Palm or peanut oil for deep-frying

The cowpea paste should be whipped

very well to incorporate air Warm water

should be added slowly until a thick drop-

ping consistency is obtained. If the batter

scatters when dropped in the oil, it is too

watery. Fold any other ingredients desired

(onion, pepper, salt) into the whipped

paste just before cooking; repeat with

each batch of akara to be fried. This will

insure that the whipped batter loses the

minimum of air and that the water and

paste do not separate.

Heat the oil until it just begins to

smoke. Drop the batter by dessertspoon-

fuls (or larger spoons if desired) into the

hot fat. When the akara are brown on the

underside, flip them over and allow them

to brown on the other side. Before remov-

ing them from the oil, squeeze out the

excess oil. This is not always necessary,

depending on the consistency of the batter

and the desired appearance of the final

product.

Light akara is best served immediately

after it is cooked. If it must be stored,

refry or heat in an oven. Akara is eaten

with ogi (thickened fermented starch,

particularly that made from maize), eko

(thickened cornstarch cooled in leaves),

or bread, for breakfast or as a snack.

Variations: Mix one egg into the batter

when whipping; add a whole dry pepper,

coarsely chopped; add a whole fresh pep-

per, coarsely chopped; add 2 okra,

chopped finely.

Yield: 4 servings
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any other part of Africa," Kwaland, be-

cause it is "inhabited mainly by tribes

speaking Kwa languages, a subfamily of

the Niger-Congo linguistic group." In

Kwaland, a 300-mile-deep coastal region,

stretching from eastern Ghana to eastern

Nigeria, people subsist on a basic yam and

palm oil agriculture.

What were the original crops in Kwa-
land? Alpem says that for two millennia,

farmers in the region have probably been

"growing native yams, millets, sorghums,

rice, cowpeas [black-eyed peas], okra,

gourds, watermelons, fluted pumpkins,

groundnuts, malagueta and Benin pepper,

and protecting numerous native trees in-

cluding the oil palm, raffia palm, kola,

shea butter, locust bean, akee, baobab and

silk cotton." But since, by one estimate,

Africans grow 90 percent of all plant vari-

eties known to humans, the list of indige-

nous Kwaland crops is short compared

with the list of imports now cultivated.

Yet, as Alpem notes, "Some regions of the

world, including Europe, imported nearly

all their crops. In their willingness to ac-

cept and ability to adapt new crops, Afri-

cans were second to no one."

Even before Columbus, Europeans, no-

tably Portuguese, made inroads on the

Gold Coast and set up slave-run planta-

tions on various islands. Later, they had to

feed the slaves sent to the New World.

Alpem estimates that they introduced

some seventy new Meditenanean crops to

Kwaland: figs, melons, pomegranates,

sugar cane, citms fmit, eggplant, chick-

peas, members of the onion family, cu-

cumbers, cabbage, lettuce, carrots, herbs.

Europeans also introduced plants of

Asian origin to Kwaland. Indonesian,

Arab, and Persian ships had long since

brought these plants to East Africa, but

few of them, besides the Asian cocoyam,

or taro, and probably bananas and plan-

tains, had made the tough trip across Af-

rica to Kwaland. The Portuguese brought

them in by boat, around the Cape of Good
Hope. Other crops that came in this way
were sugar cane, citms, Asian rice, Asian

yams, coconut, mango, breadfmit, and

possibly several spices.

A small number of crops—the best

known is tamarind—originated in Africa,

traveled to India, and then were reintro-

duced to Africa by Europeans. Far more

important were crops imported from the

New World. Maize, cassava, and peanuts

became basic foods. Cmcial, too, were

sweet potatoes, yautia (the New World

cocoyam), common and lima beans, capsi-

cums, pumpkins and squash, tomatoes,

pineapples, papayas, guavas, avocados,

and cashew nuts.

Of course, all the foods listed here
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didn't come into wide use in Africa at the

same time. But certainly in our day, the

legacy of Columbus is a crucial bounty for

black Africans. Much can be said against

cassava as a source of nutrition, but poor

food that it is, this wonderfully viable

plant is a lifesaver for millions.

Africans have certainly taken it to their

bosoms. In Things Fall Apart (1958), his

moving portrait of traditional Ibo village

life under pressure from outside forces at

the turn of the century in what is now rural

Nigeria, Chinua Achebe makes food a

central trope for the culture whose crum-

bling he laments. And cassava is one of the

main foods in his recurring banquet

scenes, along with yams and palm wine:

Obeierika's compound was as busy as an

anthill. Temporary cooking tripods were

erected on every available space by bring-

ing together three blocks of sun-dried earth

and making a fire in their midst. Cooking

pots went up and down the tripods, and foo-

foo was pounded in a hundred wooden mor-

tars. Some of the women cooked the yams

and the cassava and others prepared vege-

table soup. Young men pounded the foo-foo

or split firewood. The children made end-

less trips to the stream.

So a century ago, cassava had taken its

place in this corner of Kwaland, as else-

where in the region, among absolutely ba-

sic foods. It fitted seamlessly into a cuisine

built on roots and tubers and the starchy

banana, all of them, except the yam, origi-

nally imported. But the indigenous yam

opened the way for the taros of Asia and

the Americas (grouped, significantly, un-

der the name cocoyam in Kwaland), cas-

sava, sweet potatoes, and plantain. By the

principle of substitution, through which

cuisines so often grow and change, the

knowledge of one starchy vegetable made

Kwaland cooks receptive to others as they

became available.

The arrival of cassava in Africa is not a

mystery. It crossed the Atlantic in the

sixteenth century. It couldn't have come

earlier, because there was no contact be-

tween the two sides of the Atlantic before

Columbus. No sensible person disputes

the division of the Old and New Worlds

before 1492. But controversy does divide

historians over the arrival of Old Worid

foods in Kwaland. No one denies that

many Asian and Near Eastern foods and

ideas came to East Africa and Africa

north of the Sahara first. These coasts

were accessible to Europeans from the

Mediterranean, as well as to Arabs travel-

ing overland from Arabia and across the

Indian Ocean. The great question is: How

did foods imported to East Africa and

North Africa reach West Africa? By one

theory, they could have moved by caravan
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across the Sahara or through the even

more arduous, direct east-west route.

Alpern takes a dim view of this possibil-

ity for most plants. He thinks the trip was

too hard, and he has a lot of evidence to

support his notion that most things from

the outside reached Kwaiand by ship, af-

ter the Europeans began visiting and then

setthng West Africa in the late fifteenth

century.

This makes sense to me, but I want to

propose an exception. Food plants may
have been prohibitively difficult to move
across Africa, but ideas were not. And
while the basic cooking techniques now
found in Kwaiand may be assumed to be

native, deep-frying—the least obvious and

most technologically advanced of all cook-

ing methods—could have been brought in

by Arabs, who inherited a tradition of

deep-frying centuries old. Arab traders,

however early they may have reached

Kwaiand, would have encountered the ba-

sic ingredients for akara as we know it
—

black-eyed peas and palm oil. Putting one

and one together, they could then have

"invented" a dish closely resembling a be-

loved fritter they had left behind in the

Middle East—the falafel.

In the Middle East, they use chickpea

flour instead of black-eyed pea flour, and

they fry with other fats and oils. But the

falafel is so close in concept, technique,

and appearance to the akra and acaraje

that it is very tempting to point out the

similarity of these fritters and the cultural

symbiosis they suggest, without of course

denying that akara might just as well have

been first fried before any outsiders pene-

trated the pristine kitchens of Kwaiand.

I prefer, however, the romantic hypoth-

esis of a family of fried starch croquettes

stretching from the streets of Salvador to

Lagos to Cairo and Haifa all the way to

India, where chickpea dough and deep-

frying even now produce the basic fritter

batter for pakoras. And where, in the city

of Agra, as Julie Sahni tells us in Classic

Indian Vegetarian and Grain Cooking

(1985), they make deep-fried vegetarian

patties out of split-pea batter. India has

also learned to make croquettes with New
World tapioca (cassava) and peanuts, and,

Sahni writes, black-eyed peas "are almost

a staple in the southwestern area of Coorg,

Maharashtra and Gujarat. . . . They are

also ground into flour for crepes and pan-

cakes." By a similar process, in the south-

eastern United States, we eat hush pup-

pies, akara from cornmeal. Call it the

transmigration of soul foods.

Raymond Sokolov is a writer whose spe-

cial interests are the history and prepara-

tion offood.
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available Gallery of Prehistoric Paintings. 25-60 49th

Street, 2nd floor. Astoria. NY 1 1 103

Af^ERICAN INDIAN ART: Northwest Coast masks
Graphics Pueblo pottery, Navajo rugs. Hopi Kachinas
Sandpaintings Box 55277. Sherman Oaks. CA 91413
(818)789-2559

HANDCRAFTED KEY CHAINS $6 00, paper weights
$8 00, and pencil holders $12 00 Made of real cedar
Please print initial(s) clearly and specify desired ob-

ject{s) Send check or money order. Celeste Enter-

pnses. RO Box 250. Whitney. Texas 76692

MASKS FROM INDONESIA. $40-$100. request photos.

McCoy Imports. Liberty. NY 12754

QUALITY ETHNOGRAPHIC ART from "East Meets
West". Ltd ,

PO Box 103, Pittsford, VT 05763-0103
Our low overhead lets us bring you extraordinary na
five arts and crafts from around the world at low "rural"

prices Call us toll-free at 1-800-443-2242 and discuss
your requirements with a trained anthropologist Pho-

tographs of objects available upon request Visa and
Mastercard accepted With a purchase of $100.00 or

more, receive a free Cultural Survival, Inc. color poster

TARAHUMARA INDIAN POTS, Artifacts. Handicrafts

Send $1 for Catalog to Running Horse Trading Com-
pany, PO Box 62, Midvale, Utah 84047 Telephone

(801) 562-0991, (800) 548-5789

Books/Publications

MANUSCRIPTS WANTED, all types Publisher with 70-

year tradition Free examination, "Guide to Publica-

tion " 1-800-695 9599

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK' Join our successful authors

All subjects invited Publicity, advertising, beautiful

bocks Send for fact filled booklet and free manuscript
report Carlton Press, Dept NHH, 11 West 32 Street,

New York 10001

YESTERDAYS BOOKS LOCATED, no obligation Out-
of-State Book Service, Box 3253J. San Clemente. CA
92672(714)492-2976

BECOME A PARALEGAL, Work with attorneys. Lawyer
instructed home study America's finest paralegal pro-

gram Free Catalogue (800) 223-4542 Dept LH124

"CASH FOR COLLEGE". Describes 400 loan, grant,

scholarship opportunities—plus all government pro-

grams, $4 95 Unifunds. Box 19749-RV. Indianapolis. IN

46219

Jh^Marl^t

SCHOOL OF SACREDARTS Employment Opportunities

AUSTRALIA WANTS YOU' Big Payi Transportationl

New Employment Handbook, $3 00, International, Box
19107-RV. Washington. DC 20036

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY' Assemble products at

home. Call for information (504) 641-8003 Ext 6371

TEACH HERE—ABROAD: School, college openings
USA $8.00. Overseas $8.00, England, Australia, New
Zealand, Japan $8,00 each. EISF, 862, Newton, Massa-
chusetts 02162

WORKING PARTNER twin diesel catamaran carrying

tourist short local trips Antilles. $30,000 investment

required (314) 445-61 15 John

SPEAK SPANISH, FRENCH OR ANY OF 59 languages
as diplomats do using same US State Department
easy, self-study cassettes/textbook. Up to 50% sav-

ings' Call for free catalog. Audio Language Institute, 1

800-722-6394

THIS IS OUR 25th YEAR, The Anthropology Film Cen-
ter offers our Ethnographic Film Program Nine months
of training developed for those who wish to pursue
careers in ethnographic film, visual anthropology and
studies of culture and environment Inquiries should be
sent to AFC, PO Box 493, Santa Fe, NM 87504-0493
(505) 983-4127 Degree programs and summer work-
shops available.

GET PAID FOR READING BOOKS $50-$100 per book.
Write CaIco Publishing (Dept C-48), 500 South Broad.
Meriden. CT 06450

MAKE A FEDERAL SUMMER RANGER JOB your ca-

reer Publication $5. "Ranger". Box 331114. Fort

Worth. TX 76163-1114

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS! Worldwide Direc-

tory and complete information—$3 00 International

Opportunities. Box 19107-RV, Washington. DC 20036

ROCKY MOUNTAIN EMPLOYMENT NEWSLETTERi
Current openings— All occupations—Western U S '

Free details lntermountain-4Y. 3565 Pitch. Colo-

rado Springs, CO 80908 1-719-488-0320 x425

Financial

CASH GRANTS AVAILABLE from nonprofit founda-

tions! Never repay! 401 sources/application instruc-

tions. $3 00 Fundsearch. Box 19107-RV. Washington,
DC 20036

LET THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE your small busi-

ness Grants/loans to $500,000 Free recorded mes-
sage: (707) 449-8600. (LAI)

Foreign Periodicals

WORLDWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS/MAGAZINES.
65 countries! Sampler: 3/$2.98 Free Brochure.

Multinewspapers. Box DE-205. Dana Point. CA 92629
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Furniture

CLASSIC FURNITURE—40% Off. 150 Major compa-
nies. Free brochure. Sobol House, 103 Richardson
Blvd.. Black Mountain, NC 2871 1 (704) 669-8031

240 FULL NAME PRINTED LUNCH BAGS, School,

Work, S'/b" X 10%", Super Strong. Retail $29 90, Sale

$22.90, Delivery $4.20 Tax Mass Residents 5% Silva

Wayne, RO. Box F67, New Bedford, MA 02740

Government Surplus
Miscellaneous

NARCOTICS RAID SEIZURES! Autos, Stereos, Boats,

Airplanes! Millions Surplus Bargains—many 1% origi-

nal cost! "Nationwide Directory"—$3.00. Disposal,

Box 19107-RV, Washington, DC 20036

PENFRIENDS—ENGLAND—USA. Make lasting friend-

ships. Send age, interests Free reply Harmony, Box
82295NH, Phoenix, AZ 85071

Merchandise/Gifts
Photo/Optical

METEORITES--RARE SPACE COLLECTIBLES. Dis-

play specimens, jewelry, books. Authenticity guaran-
teed. Color catalog $2. Bethany Trading, P.O. Box
3726N, New Haven, CT 06525

SCIENCE TOYS— imaginative gifts Exciting! Stimulat-

ing! Send $1 00 for catalog Wholesale inquines wel-

come. Copernicus, 394 NY. Avenue, Huntington, NY
11743

aus JENA (GERMANY) BINOCULARS Expenence the

Ultimate in Bnlliance and Clanty! Europtik, Ltd , PO
Box 319-NH, Dunmore, PA 18512 (717) 347-6049

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE Repairing binocu-

lars since 1923 Alignment performed on our US Navy
collimator Free catalog and our article "Know Your

Binoculars," published in Audubon Magazine Mirakel

Optical Co., Inc., 331 Mansion St , West Coxsackie, NY
12192(518)731-2610

Selling flowers near a temple, Delhi, India

HISTORICAL PHOTOGRAPHS LOCATED. Your sub-

ject, place, and dates. Reference Services, 2038 East

3300 South, No. 238, Millcreek, Utah 84109

OPTICS HEADQUARTERS FOR BIRDERS SINCE
1960. Offenng selection advice, 24 hour shipping,

deep discounts on most popular brands of binoculars,

scopes, tripods, camera adapters, more. Catalogue on
request. Birding. PO. Box 4405NC, Halfmoon, NY
12065(518)664-2011

Real Estate

GOVERNMENT LANDS—FROM $10 Surplus Recre-

ational, Agricultural. Commercial Properties. Repos-
sessed Homes Tax/Narcotics Seizures. "Nationwide
Directory"—$3 00. Lands, Box 19107-RV, Washing-
ton, DC 20036

SAN FELEPE, MEXICO El Dorado Ranch Estates5,000
sq ft lot overlooks the Sea of Cortez $10,500 00 Cash
Call (805) 272-1087
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Rentals

TOBAGO, RENT PRIVATE COTTAGES ON BEACH
Snorkeling, swimming, fishing, scuba. Bird watcher's

paradise Brochure. Charles A Turpin, Charlotteville,

Tobago, West Indies (800) 627-0671

Resorts

BELIZE—RUM POINT INN—exquisite small beach-
front resort on the Western Caribbean with spacious,

pnvate cabanas Diving, Maya Rums, Cockscomb Jag-

uar Reserve, Birds, Library New Dining Room features

tropical taste treats. Bevier, Placencia, Belize 01 1 -501 -

06-2017 or (504) 465-0769

Tours/Trips

AFRICA! In-depth safaris for naturalists and photogra-
phers Affordable prices Draw upon twenty years ex-

perience in East Africa Write for a free color catalog

Voyagers, Dept NH-8, Ithaca, NY 14851

NEPAL 'INDIA 'TIBET
BURMA 'THAILAND

Tours, treks, salaris, Dverkind jdvenlures.

Croup & independent pro.i^rams from $18S0.IMI

incl. air. Free ^b pg. trip catalog.

Himalayan Travel, Inc., Box 481-NH,
Greenwich, CT 06836. (203) 622-6777.

Toll Free (800) 225-2380 (ex. CT)

AFRICA: KENYA SAFARIS. Individuals and Groups
Personalized Service Safari Masters, PO Box8233-N,
Incline Village, NV 89450 (702) 831-6552

r7/7v>y/i^^/y,7;#X/M/y/////

THE ISLANDS. Now you
can sail by private yacht & OVERNIGHT AT CHARM-
ING HOTELS & SEASIDE COTTAGES. Small groups
naturalists guides. Amazon Jungle & Peru options.

L0WC0S7CAMPING AND
DELUXE SAFARIS in Kenya.

Tanzania. Rwanda, Botswana, Zimbabwe & Zambia.
One low rate includes air, top camps & lodges & nat-

uralist guides. Over 200 guaranteed departures.

FREE BROCHURES 1-800- 525-6772
SPECIAL INTEREST TOURS
134 W. 26 St. (C) NY, NV 10001

AFRICA Personalized safans Kenya, Tanzania,
Rwanda, Ethiopia, Eastern Zaire, Burundi, Botswana,
Zimbabwe Kenya Consultants, Box 21 6, Mt Tremper,
NY 12457(800)541-2527

ALASKA, GALAPAGOS,
BAJA CALIFORNIA

AUSTRALIA
Whales S, Wildlife Journey Specialists

20 years experience FREE BROCHURE

BIOLOGICAL JOURNEYS
1696A Ocean Dr.. McKJnleyville, CA 95521

707-839-On8-or-800-548-7555 (outside Calif.)

AUSTRALIA/NEW ZEALAND WALKABOUTS
Personalized tour programs featuring nature, hiking

and the outdoors Enjoy hiking and camping safaris

lodge-stays and island resorts in New Zealand's scenic
National Parks and Milford Track, Australia's Outback,
Tropical North and Great Barrier Reef. Pacific

Exploration Co., Box 3042-N, Santa Barbara, CA 93130
(805) 687-7282

ANWAR TOURS presents
"A WALK THROUGH"

Ancient Egypt ^\

BELIZE—COSTA RICA Lush Tropical Rainforest Ma-
yan Rums. Exotic Birds and Wildlife Friendly People
Active Volcanoes Free Brochure Global Adventures,
PC Box 1897N, Boulder, CO 80306 (800) 322-6911,

(303) 440-691

1

DISCOVER BAJA
MEXICO

• Mountain Biking

ija Expeditions, Inc. ^'^^ Brochure

2625 Garnet Avenue. San Diego. California 92109
619-581-3311 in CA 800-843-6967 outside CAJ

CAMPING SAFARIS IN KENYA & TANZANIA, 11-18

days, from $550 00 -I- low airfare Optional Kilimanjaro

climbs Also London/Johannesburg overland Bo-
tswana, Egypt, more Free 12 page color brochure
Himalayan Travel, Box 481-NH, Greenwich, CT 06836
(800) 225-2380

THERE'S A LOT OF GROUND TO

COVER IN GALAPAGOS!

Extraordinary adventures to

Galapagos, Amazon, Ecuador,

Peru, Costa Rica and Argentina.

800 351-5041

63 S Washington, Ste A
P Box 3656-C8
Sonera, CA 95370

COSTA RICA: Jungle tours, Birdwatching, butterfly

collecting Wnte Jungle Tours, Apartado 7, Golfito

Costa Rica

FOREST '90: First International Symposium on Tropical

Rainforests, Oct 7/13, Brazil Amazon Tour included
Forum International, 91 Gregory, Pleasant Hill, CA
94523(415)671-2900

Natural History
Photography Trips

Dipl. V(i-S. I'O llci\ '11,^. Ilhaca. N^ I4S51 I6"7i;

GALAPAGOS Free info on-your-own Discovery Tours/
wildlife & photo workshops Also the essential 250 pp.
"how to" guidebook ($16 50 postpaid) Galapagos
Travel, 2674N 1st St , #112, San Jose, CA 95134(800)
223-3767

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS. From $1666 including air Ec-
uador/Peru options and archeological tours Joseph
Colley LAST, Inc., 43 Millstone, Randallstown, MD
21133(301)922-3116

GALAPAGOS
You, 9 other adventurers and our licensed
naturalist will sail by yacht to explore more
islands than any other Galapagos expedition.

50 Trip dates. Machu Picchu Option.
FREE BROCHURE

lAICHCFLOHTS 415-420-1550
I

131 In 63rd ST, EMERYVILLE. CA 94608

GALAPAGOS "SALE"! Cruise and explore in small

groups Tourist to Deluxe yachts, or ships, with expert
naturalists Weekly departures Also "Hiking Galapa-
gos", Ecuador's Highlands, Amazon, Machu Picchu,

Titicaca, Chile, Argentina, Brazil, and more Forum
Travel. 91 Gregory (#21 ), Pleasant Hill, CA 94523 (415)
671-2900

GALAPAGOS sponsored by the Toronto Zoo Nov 14/
90 Xmas tours 90/91 , Wildlife study Feb 27/91 . Ama-
zon Headwaters extensions Free brochure (416)469-
8211. Galapagos Holidays, 745 Gerrard E , Toronto
M4M 1Y5

PAPUA NEW GUINEA

MELANESIAN TOURIST SERVICES

INDIA: with Peter Dunne & Dinesh Durrani, November
3-20, 1990, $3675 00 Also natural history tours to East
Afnca, Central Amenca, US locations New Jersey
Audubon travel, c/o Rancocas Nature Center,
Rancocas Road, Mount Holly. NJ 08060 (609) 261-2495

MADAGASCAR-TANZANIA-NEPAL-INDIA
JAPAN-PATAGONIA-COSTA RICA-HAWAII

right path to unique and unusual
and culture exploration. Write or call;

JOURNEYS. Dept. NH,
401 I Jackson, Ann Arbor, Ml 48103

800-255-8735
Free ( olor catalog, defiled itineraries newsleiier, fri

exper! assistarice, prompt response. Since 1978.
•tetter-, friendly

KENYA, INDIVIDUALLY DESIGNED SAFARIS. 35 years
experience Perry Mason Safans, Box 1643, Danen, CT
06820(203)838-1345

THE INCREDIBLE "ANDES EXPRESS". Pristine South
America, 1-3 week special odyssey through the most
dramatic scenery on earth Only $90/day, all included.
Also "Amazon Express", "Rio-Lima Satan"", and other

legendary tours Forum Travel, 91 Gregory,, Pleasant
Hill, CA 94523 (415) 671-2900

SIERRA MADRE TRAINS
Copper Canyon / San Miguel Allende

Train over Old Spanlsti Silver

Route. Colonial Historic tours.

Tula Toltec arcliaeology.

Monarch butterfly sanctuary.

Brochure 1 -800-225'2829 M-F 9 a.m.-6 p.m. central

Columbus Travel, 6017 Callaglian Rd San Antonio, TX 78228

Train to canyon larger than Grand

Canyon continuing to Sea of

Cortez. Mountain lodges, pine

forests, Tarahumara Indians.

VANISHING WORLDS Latin Amenca—Africa—Asia—
Pacific/Australia—Europe/USSR Classic and Un-
usual Tours, Cruises, Hiking, Biking year-round Incred-

ible selection and prices Forum Travel, 91 Gregory,
Pleasant Hill, CA 94523 (415) 671-2900

Video

KENYA VIDEO describing the safari experience An-
swers to commonly asked questions about the ulti-

mate vacation an African Safari $19.95 + $5 00 p&h.
Kenya Nature Safans, 30 W Mission #4, Santa Bar-

bara, CA 93101

Wanted

FRANKLIN MINT SETS, coin and stamp estates. Will

pay top dollar. Send printed list with phone number to

Stan Katz, PO Box 524-H, Cranford, NJ 07016, USA
(201)561-4697

RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION

$3 25 per word: 1 6 word minimum Display classifed is

$355 per inch All advertisements must be prepaid.

Rates are not structured for agency or cash discounts.

All advertisements are accepted at NATURAL HISTO-
RYs discretion Send check/money order payable to

NATURAL HISTORY to: The Market, NATURAL HIS-

TORY Magazine, Central Park West at 79th St., New
York, NY 10024 Please include your personal address
and telephone number, issue preferred, and sug-
gested category Deadline— 1st of the month, two
months prior to cover date (the January issue closes
Nov 1) Camera-ready art is required for display ads A
tearsheet or copy of the page with your ad will be sent

upon publication
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AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY
Exploring the world with expert lecturers

Discovery Cruises

CIRCUMNAVIGATING
NEW ZEALAND'S SOUTH ISLAND

November 24 - December 11, 1990
February 28 - March 13, 1991

Snow-capped mountains, fiords, waterfalls, glaciers, remote
bays and islands, unusual wildlife, Maori traditions, Milford
Sound, Fiordland N.P., Christchurch, Wellington and more
aboard the comfortable, 75-cabin World Discoverer with
options to the North Island and the Great Barrier Reef.

ZANZIBAR—MADAGASCAR
SEYCHELLES—COMOROS

November 27 - December 13, 1990
Rarely-visited and breathtaking tropical islands with coral

reefs, unique wildlife (such as lemurs) and remote ports

blending African, Arab and Asian traditions: cruise from
Kenya to Zanzibar, Madagascar, the Comoros and Seychelles

aboard the luxurious, 50-cabin Renaissance

ANTARCTICA

January 23 - February 6, 1991
Tierra Del Fuego and the 700 -mile long Antarctic

Peninsula with remote research stations, awesome icebergs,

mountains, glaciers, seals, whales and seabirds including

millions of penguins aboard the comfortable, fully stabilized,

70-cabin Uliria.

INDONESIA: SINGAPORE TO BALI '^

January 15 - February 1, 1991
Exquisite crafts, dance, art and architecture, secluded

beaches and rice-terraced volcanos: Java's Jogjakarta,

Borobudur and Solo, the Toraja of Sulawesi, Komodo
"dragons," Butung, Flores, Lombok, Bali and more aboard
the luxurious, 50-cabin Renaissance.

BAJA AND THE GREAT WHALES

January 30 - February 9, 1991
Desert landscapes and dramatic coastlines with unusual
plants, seabirds, seals and whales including grey whales
during the peak of their breeding season aboard the

comfortable, 37-cabin Sea Lion.

EXPLORING THE MAYA COAST
AND CENTRAL AMERICA

February 4-18, 1991
Mayan ruins (Tikal and Tulum), lush rain forests and
jungle rivers, rare birds, monkeys, secluded white sand
beaches and dazzling coral reefs: Belize, Honduras, Costa

Rica and the Panama Canal aboard the comfortable, 41-

cabin Polaris.

MYSTERIES OF MELANESIA

February 18 - March 6, 1991
Explore the "last unknown," Papua New Guinea, a world
of unique wildlife (such as birds of paradise), ancient

ceremony and traditional art from the Southern Highlands

to the Sepik River and coral atolls of the Trobriand Islands

aboard the 20-cabin Melanesian Discoverer.

CAPE HORN TO GIBRALTAR:
EXPLORING SOUTH AMERICA AND

WEST AFRICA

March 15 - AprU 19, 1991
Historic ports and remote islands along legendary sea

routes of the Atlantic, including Buenos Aires, Tierra del

Fuego, the Falkland Islands, coastal towns of Argentina,

Uruguay and Brazil, Rio de Janeiro, ports in Senegal and
Mauritania, the Canary Islands, MaiTakesh, Casablanca,

Gibraltar and Lisbon on the fully-stabilized, 70-cabin Rliria.

Discovery Tours

m WILDLIFE OF INDIA

November 9 - 26, 1990

LUXURY TENTING IN TANZANLA

January 3 - 15, 1991 and / or

GORILLAS OF RWANDA AND ZAIRE

January 13 - 23, 1991

ARCHEOLOGY OF GUATEMALA

February 16 - March 3, 1991

ARCHEOLOGY OF THE YUCATAN

March 15 - 28, 1991

American Museum of Natural History / Discovery Cruises and Tours

Central Park West at 79 th St. / NY, ^fY 1 2 4 - 5 1 9 2
(800)462-8687 or (212) 769-5700
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Summer
Surplus

Summer is a time of plenty in Alaska's

Denali National Park and Preserve.

Particularly flush are the arctic ground

squirrels, master hibemators that seize

the brief season to breed in abundance

and cloak themselves in the fat that will

see them through the next lengthy bout of

torpor underground. The booming

squirrel population is something of a living

larder for the park's large predators:

golden eagles, wolves, wolverines, lynxes,

and even grizzlies savor the plump
rodents.

Midday one July, the photographer

spotted this red fox (with the dark

markings common in Alaska) taking a

shortcut along a gravel road and carrying

three full-grown ground squirrels. The
sight ofa fourth, conspicuous against the

roadbed and far from the safety of a

burrow, was irresistible. The hunter

dropped the load, deftly pounced and

dealt a swift bite to the new victim, and

resolutely crammed all four carcasses into

its mouth. When last seen, the fox had

ducked into the brush and was heading for

its den and its own summer's flush—

a

litter of ravenous kits.

—

J. R.

Photograph

by Rick Mclntyre
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American Museum of Natural History

INDONESIAN ODYSSEY
January 15 -February 1, 1991

Discover the cultural and natural diversity of Indonesia's beautiful

volcanic islands this winter on a 10-day cruise and 5-day land pro

gram. Using a luxurious, 50-cabin cruise

vessel as our expedition base, come ex-

plore with a team of American Museum

and guest lecturers many highlights of

Indonesia:

• Java's cultural center, Jogjakarta, and

its two most impressive Buddhist and

Hindu temples, Borobudur and

Prambanan.

• Bali, known throughout the world

for its rice-terraced mountain slopes,

exotic temples, crafts, dance and music.

• Tanatoraja, in the rugged highlands of Sulawesi, where unique boat-

shaped houses dot the landscape and carved wooden effigies stand

guard over cliffside graves.

• Lombok, Bali's beautiful, lush and rarely visited sister island.

• Flores and Butung, remote islands with fascinating ceremonies and

beautiful tropical beaches.

• Komodo dragons, the ten-foot long prehistoric reptiles that inhabit

the island of Komodo.
• Singapore and Hong Kong, two great cosmopolitan centers.

• A team of 4 experts, plus 2 escorts lead a group limited to just

85 participants.

• A cruise ship with just 50 cabin&Zsuites, all beautifully appointed and

most with separate sitting areas.

J^K TiriTwr''"'"""'' ' TVS' L LAW E S i T
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American
Museum of

Natural
History

Discovery Cruises

For complete details, write to:

American Museum of Natural History

Discovery Cruises

Central Park West at 79th Street

New York, N.Y. 10024-5192

Or call the Museum today:

(212) 769-5700

or toll-free outside New York State at

(800) 462-8687.

Authors

In the late 1970s, when Anthony Lee

and Roger Martin (page 34) began

studying koalas, little was known about

the natural history of the animals. But

with patience and the help of students in-

volved in Monash University's koala re-

search program, they have filled in many

of the gaps. Their research, especially on

the incidence of disease among the ko-

alas, will help guide efforts to protect the

animals and their habitat. Lee, above,

recently retired as associate professor of

zoology at Monash University but re-

mains there as a research associate. See-

ing the need to improve the quality of na-

ture tours, he now organizes trips all over

Australia. Martin, below, is a research

associate at Monash University studying

tree kangaroos in Queensland and Pa-

pua New Guinea. The authors have writ-

ten a popular account of the koala's biol-

ogy in The Koala: A Natural History

(Kensington: New South Wales Univer-

sity Press, 1988).



Although he often travels far from Ja-

pan to observe the facts of marine life,

Yasunobu Yanagisawa (page 46) found

the subjects for his doctoral dissertation,

and his article for Natural History,

closer to home. Diving off the southern

coast of Japan, he found shrimps and

goby fish maintaining the same symbi-

otic relationship he had read about in

Red Sea species. His underwater work,

as well as his aquarium studies at Ehime
University, where he is an associate pro-

fessor, gave him some new theories on

the workings of this partnership.

Robert W. Furness (page 62) last

wrote for Natural History on the bird-

eating habits of herbivores ("Not by

Grass Alone," December 1989). The
story came out of his longtime research

on seabirds. This research also provides

the background for his story on the glid-

ing powers of the albatross. A senior lec-

turer in zoology at Glasgow University

in Scotland, Furness has studied sea-

birds from Iceland to the South Atlantic,

observing how the birds find food and

how they might be useful in monitoring

marine pollution. His book Seabird

Ecology was published in 1986 (New
York: Chapman and Hall).

WANTED:
EXPLORERS
AGES 814

"They say you'll find il at the end of the

rainbow, but in this issue, you"!! discover

many other places where gold is found

from the mountains of South America to

the heart of Africa to the desert of ancient

Egypt. We'll also conjure up some magic

when we talk about the science of alchemy

and the many decorative uses of gold. And
you'll be asked to perform a little magic of

your own by preparing golden illuminated

pages and a delicious gold cake."

—from FACES
"The Glory

of Gold" E\g^s,

^i\
The Gold of
the Pharaohs

Published with the cooperation of the

American Museum of Natural History.

FACES explores the lives and cultures of

people around the world with exciting

articles, tales, legends, puzzles, and

activities.

RECENT ISSUES INCLUDE: The Glory

of Gold; Witches and Wizards; Farm Chil-

dren; Around the Arctic; People of the

Forest; The Importance of Iron.

Please send check or money order payable

to FACES, American Museum of Natural

History. Central Park West at 79th Street,

New York, NY 10024.

AMNH Members pay just $18.95 for a ftill

year subscription of 9 issues.
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Authors, Continued

French by birth, Philippe Erikson

(page 52) has been fascinated by Ameri-

can Indians ever since childhood. He
chose to do anthropological fieldwork

among the Matis of Brazil because they

were the most recently contacted group

whose language is within the little-

known Panoan language family. Com,
which plays an important part in the

initiation ritual Erikson describes in this

issue, was a recurrent topic in his con-

versations with the Matis. Erikson re-

cently completed his doctoral disserta-

tion on the Matis at the University of

Paris X (Nanterre) and plans to return to

Brazil soon to film them. He is also pre-

paring for fieldwork in Bolivia with an-

other, less isolated Panoan group. For

further reading he recommends Fer-

mented Food Beverages in Nutrition,

edited by C. Gastineau, W. Darby, and

T. Turner (San Diego: Academic Press,

Inc., 1979); and Arawete: The Cannibal

Gods, by Eduardo Viveiros de Castro,

published in Portuguese (Rio de Janeiro:

J. Zahar, 1986), with an English transla-

tion expected in 1991 (Chicago: Univer-

sity of Chicago Press).

Since 1976, photographer and natu-

ralist Rick Mclntyre (page 84) has spent

summers working for the park service in

Alaska's Denali National Park and Pre-

serve. But at winter's onset, he migrates

south to Joshua Tree National Monu-
ment in California. In his spare time,

Mclntyre finds plenty of photo opportu-

nities in both the desert and the remote

regions of Denali, where a grizzly has

been known to peer into the window of

his quarters. His book Grizzly Cub, the

story of a young bear he photographed

from its first year to adulthood, will be

published later this year by Alaska

Northwest Publishing Company. Mcln-

tyre is also at work on another book

about the animals of Denali, The Alas-

kan Seasons, for the University of

Alaska Press. He used a Minolta Maxim
9000 camera with a 300mm lens to cap-

ture the determined red fox for this

month's "Natural Moment."

%» <*
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Reservel(bur SeatNowFor52WeeksOf
TTie SaintLouis Sympliony QrcliestTa.

As long as you have a radio, you have a ticket to one of the most dynamic seasons of the

Saint Louis Symphony Not to mention one of the longest

Right now, National Public Radio is bringing you a full year's worth of weekly performances

from Powell Hall. The world's greatest music, from Beethoven to Bernstein. From the classics you

know; to some of the innovative new composers you'd expect from the Saint Louis Symphony

So check with your local NPR station. Reserve your seat And make it a comfortable one.

You could be there 52 weeks.
^^^^^/QX Southwestern Bell

V^J^f Corporation

Southwestern Bell is proud to support this series from the Saint Louis Symphony Orchestra. Leonard Slatkin, Music Director and Conductor.



Victor Simon

Senior Petroleum Engineer

Texaco

"We have a corporate responsibility to do business with a

conscience. This includes ensuring that the issues we are all

passionate about—the environment and the quality of life

—

are not overlooked!'

Victor Simon is aTexaco Senior Petroleum Engineer. He is

committed to making certain thatTexaco's oil and gas operations

in the Eastern U.S. are conducted in a manner consistent with

environmental safeguards.

"This responsibility includes more than just being attentive to

government regulations. In every step ofour operations, from

obtaining emission permits to ensuring on-site safety, simply

meeting legislated standards isn't enough.We can and do

exceed such standards when we believe it is the right thing to do.

We have an obligation to our employees, our contractors, our

customers and the people in the communities around us to act

with their interest in mind, not just react:'

Victor and his group have a commitment to corporate quality

that goes beyond standard business practice.They have a driving

desire to succeed without wasting time or energy; to make sure

that when a job is done, it's done right the first

time and every time.

"Basically, good business isn't just bottom-line

efficiency. It's also safety on the job—whether
you're drilling, producing or supplying. It's respect

for the environment and for each other."

It's also people like Victor.

TEXACO-WEn/E GOTTHE ENERGY.
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Snow and Ross's Geese, Tule Lake, California

Ouy ouanmU'c: Every item we sell will give you complete satisfaction or you may return it for a full refund.
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There is harmony in the flight of the wild

geese. The dissonance of many wings

becomes a single chord. They rise in fluid

waves, every individual movement part of a

greater pattern. And so it is, with us. Each

piece of clothing or gear stands alone, but

must ring true to the overall design. Seams

are built to last. Form follows function.

Imagination takes flight, only when it

serves the whole. That is our nature.

All the better to feather your nest.

Each Piece is a Signed Original

Men's and women's outdoor clothing and gear. Available at over 180 locations across the U.S. and Qnada.

We invite you to call 1-800-356-S889 Department ABJ for a foe catalog.



If only for a moment, she defies gravity.

Her grace and form are fkwless, a tribute to

perseverance and tenacity

She is one ofmany amateur athletes who dedicate

themselves notjust to winning, for that is a short-term goal.

But to the chaUenge

ofcompetition which

propels them to be

the best they can be.

Today tomorrow,

for a lifetime.

Phillips Petroleum

has been national

sponsor of United

States Diving since

1979. And will

continue to support

this organization for

many years to come.

Because ifouryouths can take determination and

achievement to this altitude, our hopes for the future

are high indeed.

PHILLIPSPETROLEUMCOMPANY@

Formore infonnatkm on hxrwyou can help these athletes, please write to: Executive Director, United States Diving, 201 South Capitol Avenue,

Suite 430, Indianapolis, Indiana 46225^
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Whose Calling Card?
The picture of the two calling cards in

Stephen Jay Gould's column in the July

1990 issue raises a question. Had it es-

caped your notice that the name on the

lower card was "Mrs. Charles Doolittle

Walcott," not the scientist but his wife?

That such an astute observer as Professor

Gould and such a careful publication as

Natural History should miss this provides

an ironic, although inadvertent, commen-
tary on the invisibility of women in our

culture.

Anna L. Hawley
Newark, Delaware

Stephen Jay Gould replies:

I made the best kind of error in my July

column—harmless, humorous (although

the joke, of course, is on me), and highly

instructive. The calling card, discussed as

Charles D. Walcott's, actually belonged

to his wife. It is inscribed "Mrs. Charles

Doolittle Walcott." I know, that married

women often so identified themselves

—

by their husbands' names alone—in a less

enlightened past. But the custom has, hap-

pily, so fallen from use that neither I nor

anyone on the Natural History staff ever

thought of looking at the title, and focused

only on the name. I am delighted that

modem women have made such an error

impossible by repossessing that most pre-

cious of all identifiers—their own given

name.

Earth Day Authoritarianism

While I agree with each specific item in

Denis Hayes's article ("Earth Day 1990,"

April 1990), his narrow righteousness un-

dercuts his position, and his tone is at the

heart of the political problem in environ-

mental conservation. Will environmental-

ism become the excuse for denying poor

nations economic development, for ab-

rogating civil rights, for softening the de-

mand for political reform? Is this the new

state of emergency to justify a renewed

authoritarianism?

If "together, we can save the world,"

then some serious effort is going to have to

be made to transfer claims on energy

—

wealth—from those who have it to those

who do not. At least from a humanitarian

perspective, the poor people of China, In-

dia, Africa, and South America also have

rights to use the planet's resources for

themselves.

There may be a Pareto solution: cheap,

nonpolluting energy that benefits every-

one and harms no one. But this has yet to

be discovered. Controls on growth benefit

those in control of fixed stores of energy.

William M. Epstein

HongKong

Indiana Claims Lincoln

Except for its opening sentence, David

Cameron Duffy's article, "Land of Milk

and Poison" (July 1990), provides an ex-

cellent study of some of the difficulties of

progress in disease detection. The first

sentence is especially spoiled by one

poorly chosen word: "Illinois." Abraham
Lincoln's boyhood home, where his

mother died of the milk sickness, was in

southern Indiana (not Ilhnois). Also, she

died in 1818, when young Lincoln was

nine years old (not seven, as stated in that

unfortunate opening sentence).

James A. Schellenberg
Terre Haute, Indiana
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First in an exciting new
collection of "Playtime Pals"
by the award-winning wildlife
artist Elfie Harris.

Porcelain alive with joy
and wonder. Handcrafted and
individually hand-painted.

He's a babe in the woods, looking for
a playmate. And see what he's found!

They're the perfect team for tag. He's
frisky— she can fly. And it's obvious to see,
they're having a great time!

Porcelain sculpture was never more
fun. Or more alive. That's the joy of Elfie

Harris' original artistry. A talent that has
won her international acclaim as a sculptor
and wildlife artist.

And that's the beauty of this hand-
crafted porcelain sculpture. Hand-painted
with loving care. From the smUe on the
baby bobcat's face ... to his big blue
eyes, wide with wonder ... to his little pink
nose and paws . . . even his fluffy spotted
fur. And the majestic Monarch's bright,

beautiful wings . . . brought to life with
vivid detail.

Together they're content to rest on a
favorite table or bookshelf. And eager to be
joined by their other friends. Because "Tag
. . . You're It!" is the premier work in an
exciting new imported series portraying
"Playtime Pals" of the wild.

They're also anxious to please. In fact,

your satisfaction is guaranteed. That's
Gorham's promise to you ... in a 150 year
old tradition of quality and craftsmanship.
(Gorham porcelains have been kno^vn to

appreciate 300% or more!)
So join the fun. Bring "Tag . . . You're

It!" into your home today.

I would like to acquire "Tag
. . . You 're It! " by Elfie Harris, crafted in fine bisque porcelain

— hand-cast, hand-finished and indiWdually hand-painted.

1 need send no money now. I htU be billed in 3 equal monthl)- installments of $19* each,
»ith the first pa>Tnent due just prior to shipment. My satisfaction is completely guaranteed.
l'l„s S3. 25 per sculpturefin sluppiug and handling. Sales (a. n-ill he hilled ifapplicahle. Please a/lo.r 6-S u'eeks for delivers

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY

-Zip.



Indecent Exposure
Forfortyyears scientists knew that radionuclidesfrom
reactors along the Columbia River accumulated in body

tissue. They decided to keep it to themselves

by Michele Stenehjem

The Hanford Engineer Works was a

secret project, created in early 1943 to

produce plutonium for the first American

atomic weapons. The enterprise brought

spectacular results. In only twenty-nine

months, the Hanford project had manu-

factured and delivered the plutonium for

the bomb that was dropped on Nagasaki,

Japan, ending World War II. Just one

month earlier, Hanford had produced the

plutonium for the world's first atomic ex-

plosion, the Trinity bomb test at Alamo-

gordo. New Mexico. These feats were the

result of extraordinary technological

achievements and the largest scale-up in

the history of the engineering craft. They

also changed national defense strategy

and altered global politics during the ensu-

ing decades. For forty years after the war,

the endeavor was praised by presidents,

statesmen, historians, journalists, scien-

tists, and, it seemed, everyone involved or

interested in atomic energy.

In 1986, however, with the release of

Robley L. Johnson

some 19,000 pages of environmental mon-

itoring reports, engineering reports, office

memorandums, and letters concerning

Hanford's early history, the world learned

that there had been a darker side to the

vast undertaking. These documents, many
previously classified, and the 40,000

pages subsequently released, disclose that

in the course of producing plutonium for

World War II and the cold war that fol-

lowed, the Hanford Works released radio-

active wastes totaling millions of curies.

The facility released billions of gallons of

liquids and billions of cubic meters of

gases containing contaminants, including

plutonium and other radionuclides, into

the Columbia River and into the soil and

air of the flat, wide Columbia Basin. Some
of the releases were caused by leakage or

faulty technology; others were the result

of deliberate policies set by scientists con-

vinced of the acceptability of these emis-

sions. In the years of peak discharges,

1944 to 1966, these scientists and policy

Photograph taken in 1 944 ofone ofthe eight nuclear reactor sites

built along the Columbia River at Hanford, Washington. Retention

basins along the river released radioactive waste downstream.
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makers never informed the residents of

the region of the emissions or warned

them of any potential or real dangers, even

when the releases far exceeded the "toler-

ance levels" or "allowable limits" defined

as safe at the time. Instead, on many occa-

sions they told the public that Hanford's

operations were controlled and harmless.

Beginning about 1950, the states of

Washington and Oregon, along with the

U. S. Public Health Service (PHS), began

to take an interest in Hanford's opera-

tions, particularly with regard to Colum-

bia River contamination. Concerned with

the safety and purity of the river and the

value of the fishing industry—the salmon

catch in particular—the states and the

PHS conducted extensive "radio-ecologi-

cal" surveys of the waterways and sought

access to the classified data of Hanford's

aquatic biologists. Nonetheless, the states

and the PHS were continually frustrated

by Hanford's secrecy and hegemony.

The Columbia is the largest river flow-

ing into the Pacific Ocean from the North

American coast. It is approximately 1,200

miles long and drains about 260,000

square miles of land. The section of the

river known as the Hanford Reach begins

approximately 350 miles upstream from

the Columbia's mouth, at the foot of

Priest Rapids (near the first production

reactor at Hanford), and runs downstream

fifty-two miles to the northern edge of

Richland, Washington.

Salmon and steelhead trout—two spe-

cies that go to sea but spend the first and

the last portions of their lives in fresh wa-

ter—spawn in the reach, thriving in the

cold waters along with whitefish, bass,

trout, carp, and suckers. Some of the re-

gion's largest populations of game birds

—

ducks, Canada geese, quails, pheasants,

and chukars—nest there as well.

Between 1944 and 1955, eight "single-

pass" reactors were built along the Colum-

bia River's banks in the Hanford Reach.

The single-pass system—so named be-

cause river water pumped into the reactor

cores to prevent them from overheating

was pumped back into the river—is illegal

today, for it discharges unsafe concentra-



Now you can enjoy all the power and
passion of Beethoven's Symphonies as
they really sounded! '^^^

THE NINESYM
OFBEETHOVE
The Widely-Acclaimed Performances by

ROGERNORRINGTON
and The London Classical Players

How do you make music as familiar as

Beethoven's monumental symphonies
sound new? Roger Norrington's

answer is to play the music as it

sounded when it was new. And he
achieves this by recapturing the com-
poser's authentic tempos and timbres
perfectly—on true reproductions of

the Romantic Era instruments.

Now you can get Norrington's land-

marl< performances of the Beethoven
Symphonies, on six brilliant CDs, for

an incredible price. ..just $24.95, plus

shipping and handling.

With the purchase of these six CDs,
you'll also be enrolled in a six-month
no-obligation trial membership in

Columbia House. Every four weeks
(about 13 times a year) you'll receive

our Music magazine, which describes

the Regular Selection, plus hundreds
of other classical alternates, as well as

selections from other fields of music.

And you'll also receive Special Selec-

tion mailings up to six times a year

(total up to 19 buying opportunities).

llyou want the Regular or Special

Selection, do nothing— it will be sent

automatically. Ifyou prefer an alter

nate selection, or none at all, just mail

the response card always provided by
the date specified. You always have 10

days to decide; if not, you may return

the Selection at our expense.
Remember, as a trial member you

are under no commitment whatsoever
to purchase any add itional selections

and you may cancel your membership
at any time. Regular Club prices are

currently $12.98 to $15.98, plus shipping

and handling (multi-units sets may be
somewhat higher). What's more, each
CD you do buy at regular Club price

entitles you to another CD at half-

price! And you will continue to enjoy
this half-price saving for as long as you
remain a member!

We'll send complete details of the

Club's operation with your Beethoven
Symphonies. If not satisfied for any
reason, return the set within 10 days
for a full and prompt refund. ..and we'll

cancel your trial membership.
Act now—Beethoven's music will

last forever, but this offer won't. So
mail the coupon, or for even faster ser-

vice, use your credit card and call our
toll-free number:

1-800-323-9300
COLUMBIA HOUSE, 1400 N. FRUITRIDGE AVE., TERRE HAUTE, IN 47811-1129

NO OBUGATION TO BUY ANYTHING MORE-EVER!

Columbia House, 1400 N. Fruitridge Ave. 260.F9

RO. Box 1129, Terre Haute, IN 47811-1129

Please rusti my 6-CD set ol the 9 Beethoven Symphonies, at tfie special low

price of only .$24.95, plus $4.00 shipping and handling. Also enroll me as a

6-month Trial Member in the Club, under the no-obligation terms outlined

in this offering.

Name

_Apt_

Clty_

State-

Please check how paying:

n Check or money order for $28.95 enclosed.

n Charge my 6-CD set to the following credit card:

n MasterCard VISA D American Express
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tions of radioactive materials. Heavy met-

als and more than sixty different radionu-

clides contaminated the spent cooling

water, which poured out of the reactors at

the rate of millions of gallons per day,

along with water purification chemicals

and the reagents and detergents used to

cleanse the reactors. Once this cooling wa-

ter had passed through the reactors at

Hanford, it was "held up" for a brief time

in retention basins alongside the reactors.

Retention times varied from zero to eight

hours throughout Hanford's history but

generally ranged between thirty minutes

and four hours. Intended to allow the de-

cay of the shortest-lived radionuclides

—

those with half-lives from a few minutes to

a few hours—and to settle out the heavy

metals, these retention times had little ef-

fect on the long-lived radionuclides that

eventually became prime concerns in the

Columbia River. These included radioiso-

topes of phosphorus, zinc, chromium,

arsenic, and neptunium. Neptunium 239

actually has a very short half-life, but it

decays to plutonium 239, which has a half-

life of approximately 24,000 years.

The discharge of these radionuclides

rose dramatically at Hanford during the

years after World War II as more and

more production reactors were built on

the site. By 1959, the facility released into

the river about 13,300 curies per day, and

that after four hours of decay time.

Heat discharges increased during the

postwar years, and the salmon population

declined accordingly. The water was ra-

diologically, as well as physically, hot. As
early as World War II, scientists knew

that bacteria that cause diseases in fish

could flourish under these conditions. In

1957, Hanford's chief aquatic biologist,

Richard Foster, warned that any more so-

dium dichromate in reactor cooling water

CANADA
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would cause "significant retardation of

growth and a measurable increase in mor-

tality in salmon and trout." The following

year, Foster warned that the fall run of

Chinook salmon was "definitely vulner-

able to further temperature increases in

the river." That year, Hanford began cool-

ing the Hanford Reach by releasing a con-

trolled spill of very cold water from the

bottom levels of Lake Roosevelt, behind

Grand Coulee Dam. These releases con-

tinued through 1964, when President Lyn-

don B. Johnson announced a reduction in

plutonium and uranium production and

the gradual shutdown of the eight single-

pass reactors began.

In 1948, Hanford's chief health physi-

cist, Herbert Parker, stated: "Conserva-

tive practice would never condone the

planned pollution of a national asset such

as the Columbia River. . . . [Such pollu-

tion would] greatly lower public morale in

the Columbia Basin and it would be a poor

business risk." But the history of radioac-

tive contamination by Hanford operations

suggests that scientists there may have

decided that plutonium production was

more important than the protection of this

vital resource.

Would radiation cause certain organ-

isms to fail to reproduce or to reproduce in

wild abundance, thus upsetting the river's

natural balance? Would well water at

Pasco and Kennewick be unfit to drink,

even after filtration? (In Richland, imme-

diately south of the plant and where most

of the plant employees lived, water wells

were dug when the plant was built.) Or
would the tissues of fish and waterfowl

that lived in and around the Columbia

attain radiation levels that made them un-

safe for consumption?

As early as 1946, several basic trends in

the responses of fish to reactor efiBuent

became evident. Hanford's prime indus-

trial contractor, the DuPont Corporation,

reported that year that young salmon

placed in varying concentrations of eSlu-

ent and river water died in significant per-

centages.

The most important finding of Han-

ford's biologists was that, despite predic-

tions that releases into the river would

dilute the contamination, fish tissues re-

concentrated radioactive materials to

vastly higher levels than were present in

the river itself. The 1946 studies showed

concentrations in fish tissues six to thirty

times that of the river water. By 1947,

concentration ratios ranging from 100,000

to 170,000 times that of the Columbia's

water had been found in fish in the Han-

ford Reach. Algae, plankton, and crusta-

ceans demonstrated similar concentra-

Continued on page 12
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The
magnificent obsession

that produced the coffee
favored by kings.

In 1853, in the small seaport

of Gavle, Sweden, Victor Th.

Engwall was seized by an

obsession. . . to produce the

perfect coffee. He started the

company that still

bears his name

tradition so enduring it has

brought Gevalia® Kaffe the

Royal Seal of approval from
generations of Sweden's
Kings.

When you first taste

Gevalia Kaffe, you may
feel almost a sense of

recognition. . . a dejd vu.

Not that it's likely you've

ever tasted coffee this

good before. But this is

the way you've always

wanted coffee to taste.

Rich. Full-bodied, without

bitterness. As good in the

cup as fine coffee smells at

the moment of grinding. Many
ask what gives this superb cof-

fee its high flavor notes, lively

piquancy, delicate nuances. There is

no simple answer and little purpose in

trying to fathom why Gevalia is so agreeable.

It is enough just to enjoy Sweden's most
beloved coffee in your home and share it

with friends.

COMES WHOLE BEAN OR GROUND,
REGULAR OR NATURALLY DECAFFEINATED.
Gevalia Kaffe is a whole bean coffee which

we will grind for you if you prefer. We are

also pleased to offer Gevalia Kaffe Decaf- -^^

feinated. Caffeine is removed naturally

by gently soaking the beans in water,

%

then treating them with the same natural ele-

ments that put the effervescence in sparkling

water. The result: the caffeine is gone while

the full flavor and richness remain. Drinking

decaffeinated is no longer a compromise.

TRY GEVALIA THROUGH A
SPECIAL IMPORT SERVICE.

This distinctive blend of fine cof-

fee beans chosen from around

the world is prepared under
our strictest supervision.

Rapidly roasted to pre-

serve the fullest

of flavors, it is

quickly vac-

uum-packed ^^
in V2 lb. gold ^tt
foil pouches to^^
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Hanford's Tragic Infant Formula

Radioactivity—the spontaneous emis-

sion of radiant energy—is a normal prop-

erty of some elements, such as uranium and

plutonium, that are found naturally in the

environment. Generally, the amounts of ra-

dioactivity one might encounter are rela-

tively small and the risk of dangerous expo-

sure minimal, but exceptional circum-

stances, such as living in a home built over

radium- or uranium-bearing rocks or work-

ing as an underground miner, could lead to

hazardous exposures. But when radioactive

materials are produced in quantity for use

in weapons or energy plants or when new

radioactive elements are created by nuclear

manipulation, they may contaminate the

environment and threaten the health of

plants, animals, and humans.

When released into the air or water, ra-

dioactive materials may land on plants and

soil or settle to the bottom of ponds, lakes,

and streams. Some contaminants may seep

deep enough to contaminate the groundwa-

ter in aquifers.

The ultimate effects on plants and ani-

mals, including humans, depend upon

many factors. Some radioactive elements

bind tightly to soil and are not easily trans-

ported by wind or water. Others move more

freely through the environment. Some may
concentrate in specific body tissue, as does

cesium 1 37 in muscle, strontium 90 in bone,

or iodine 131 in the thyroid gland. Such

bioaccumulation, as it is known, is the result

of the physical and chemical properties of a

particular element and the biological

characteristics of the exposed tissue.

At Hanford, the major atmospheric con-

taminant of consequence to humans was

iodine 131 (1-131), released between 1944

and 1966. Fuel rods containing uranium

and plutonium were dissolved in the separa-

tions process, and vaporized iodine was re-

leased into the atmosphere before the instal-

lation of filters and control devices. 1-131,

with a half-life of eight days (during which

time half of the element decays and releases

its radioactivity), was carried by the wind

until it settled on soil, water, and plants.

Although some of the iodine could have

been inhaled, the real concern was entry

into the food chain through contaminated

plants. Some of the 1-131 ingested by dairy

cattle on pasture ended up in their thyroid

glands, but a large portion was excreted in

their milk. The level of exposure for humans
drinking the milk depended on whether it

came from a backyard cow or was proc-

essed along with other, uncontaminated

milk. Drinking undiluted milk from a back-

yard cow with no delay in time between

collection and consumption would have re-

sulted in a higher exposure. Dairy milk

processed and diluted with uncontaminated

milk from outside the exposed area prob-

ably produced somewhat lower exposures.

The younger the individual who drank

the milk, the greater the potential risk. Be-

cause infants have small bodies and drink a

great deal of milk, their exposure was sub-

stantially greater than that of adults. The

amount of iodine already in the thyroid

gland and the condition of the thyroid itself

are other important variables in assessing

risk. The thyroid will take up 1-131 only if

its receptors are not full of normal iodine.

When 1-131 is absorbed and deposited in

the thyroid, its radioactivity damages the

thyroid, possibly leading to hypothyroidism

or thyroid cancer.

The current Hanford Environmental

Dose Reconstruction Project (HEDRP)
will try to determine the amount of expo-

sure and to whom, when, and where it oc-

curred as the result of Hanford operations.

Concurrently, and using some of the

HEDRP data, the Fred Hutchison Cancer

Center of the University of Washington in

Seattle will try to determine if thyroid dis-

eases resulted from these exposures.

The risk and level of exposure from sur-

face water is estimated to be much less than

that from the air-plant-cow-milk pathway.

Water passing through the nuclear reactors

at Hanford became contaminated either

through the rupture of fuel elements or by

the irradiation of elements that occur natu-

rally in water. The amounts and types of

Estimating the Danger

Milk came from

downwind?

Millc came
from

family cow?

L You were L

^ an infant in 1^
1^

I

1944-47? [

^

Cow ate

pasture

You were

an infant in

1944-47?

0.7 rad;

500
affected

You were

an infant in

1944-47?

6 rad:

13,000

affected

80 rad;

1,400

affected 1^ NO

these elements changed from year to year

and so did the exposure to radioactivity of

those drinking untreated water downstream

from the reactors. Nearly all these radioac-

tive elements can move from water into fish,

crustaceans, mollusks, and aquatic plants,

and most can accumulate in living tissue

depending upon their concentration in wa-

ter, their interaction with sediments, the

chemical state of the radionuclide, and the

characteristics of the organism.

The state of Oregon identified and mea-

sured specific radionuclides in the Colum-

bia River, its estuary, and the adjacent

coast in 1961-62. When the study began,

the river had the highest levels of surface-

water radioactivity in Oregon. Even so, the

amounts were below maximum permissible

levels. In 1983, after all once-through reac-

tors had been closed, the remaining radioac-

tivity was attributed to isotopes of naturally

occurring elements.

Preliminary exposure assessments indi-

cate that the releases of iodine 1 3 1 during

the decade from 1945 to 1954 were the

largest and potentially the most likely to

produce adverse health effects. Further epi-

demiologic studies should show whether ex-

posure to radionuclides from food and wa-

ter also contributed to these effects.

Glyn Caldwell, M.D., is director of the

Tulsa, Oklahoma City/County Health De-

partment and a member of the Technical

Steering Panel of the Hanford Environ-

mental Dose Reconstruction Project.
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.008 rad;
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to thyroids ofpeople who
drank milkfrom cows

grazingnear Hanford, 1944-1947,

and the number ofpeople affected.
I. Weeramantry. after Hanford Environmental Dose Reconstruction Project
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tions. In early 1948, Hanford biologist

R.W. Coopey reported in secret that this

"concentrating ability" of even the small-

est and most basic organisms in the food

chain "appear[ed] to be, in essence, the

foundation of the radiobiological problem

in the river"

Two more studies completed that year

by Hanford aquatic biologists were classi-

fied as secret. These studies showed that

Nuclear Wastelands

In July, the Department of Energy

(DOE) estimated that the cost ofbeginning

to clean up the radioactive wastes at its

nuclear weapons production sites would be

some $29 billion over the next five years.

The cleanup would take some thirty years

and include laboratories and disposal fa-

cilities across the country. The sites below

played major roles in the manufacture of

nuclear weapons and bear the consequences

in radioactive and hazardous wastes.

Savannah River (South Carolina)

This 300-square-mile weapons materials

production and processing complex is lo-

cated near the South Carolina-Georgia

border. In 1988, the DOE shut down the

facility's last three functioning reactors,

and a Congressional panel disclosed an in-

ternal 1985 memo of the DuPont Corpora-

tion, contractor at Savannah River since

1951, detailing thirty serious safety events

and violations at the site in as many years.

In January 1989, scientists found a geo-

logic fault running the full twenty-mile

length of the Savannah River site, which

sits over the Tuscaloosa aquifer, a major

source of drinking water for the southeast-

em United States. Pond slider turtles living

'

in local ponds were found contaminated

with radioactive strontium up to 1,000

times background levels.

Rocky Flats (Colorado)

Rocky Flats, sixteen miles northwest of

Denver, is the nation's plutonium bomb
manufacturing site. The plant was partly

closed in October 1988, after two employ-

ees and a DOE inspector inhaled radioac-

tive particles. Soon afterward, the General

Accounting Office, the investigative arm of

Congress, reported on safety violations at

the facility, including uncalibrated radia-

tion monitors and antiquated fire-response

systems. Two months later, the DOE re-

ported that toxic wastes leaching into the

groundwater made Rocky Flats Denver's

worst environmental problem. In 1 989, the

Department of Justice pursued criminal

charges for the violations. Later that year.

Secretary of Energy James D. Watkins

stated that Rocky Flats had been "misman-

aged by my own department."

younger fish, because of their higher met-

abolic rates, accumulated proportionately

more radioactivity in their tissues than did

adult fish. Muscle (or flesh) was always

lowest in radioactivity, while livers, kid-

neys, thyroids, and gills were highest. This

finding was of particular significance for

"traditional fishermen" (mainly Native

Americans), who often eat fish organs in

addition to flesh.

By the mid-1950s, Hanford scientists,

Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) offi-

cials, and others privy to the classified

data on fish contamination were discuss-

ing repeatedly, in secret, the question of

closing large stretches of the Columbia

bordering the Hanford Reach to sport

fishing. Chief health physicist Parker re-

peatedly advised against it, although by

October 1958, biologists for GE-Hanford

Fernald (Ohio)

From 1 950 to 1 986, Fernald, a 1 ,050-acre

complex that made uranium fuel elements

for the nation's production reactors, was

operated by National Lead of Ohio (NLO).

In December 1984, the Fernald plant was

shut down after the DOE disclosed that

excessive amounts of uranium dust and ox-

ides had been released through ventilating

systems. Hearings on Fernald held in 1985

and 1 987 by the Senate Governmental Af-

fairs Committee revealed that more than

230 tons of radioactive material had leaked

into the Greater Miami River valley during

the previous three decades. The where-

abouts of another 337 tons of uranium hexa-

fluoride processed at the Fernald site was

unknown. An estimated 39 tons of uranium

dust had been released into the atmosphere,

83 tons had been discharged into surface

water, and 5,550 tons of radioactive and

hazardous (mixed) substances had been re-

leased into pits and swamps where they

could seep into groundwater Concrete silos

containing solid radioactive wastes had

vented radon gas.

Idaho National Engineering

Laboratory (Idaho)

This 890-square-mile facility (INEL) has

been the nation's experimental reactor test-

ing station, as well as a major radioactive

waste storage site, since the early 1950s. In

the autumn of 1988, Gov. Cecil Andrus of

Idaho banned further nuclear waste ship-

ments to INEL from the Rocky Flats plant.

In February 1989, the DOE agreed to pay

$456 million for an accelerated, 5'/2-year

cleanup of buried waste at the Idaho com-

plex. In the meantime, the Idaho Falls Post

Register reported in 1987 that plutonium

had been found in sediment beds hundreds

of feet below a radioactive waste manage-

ment facility at INEL.

Oak Ridge Reservation

(Tennessee)

America's earliest weapons materials

production and processing took place at this

37,000-acre site. The uranium 235 used in

the Hiroshima bomb was made here. In

1983, the DOE confirmed that a total of

1,200 tons of mercury had been released

over the years from the Y-12 Nuclear

Weapons Components Plant at Oak Ridge.

This toxic chemical has percolated through

area soils and into East Fork Poplar Creek.

In 1984, the federal court ruled that the

DOE had to comply with federal hazardous

waste regulations.

In 1987, the DOE reported that poly-

chlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), heavy met-

als, and radioactive substances were present

in groundwater samples beneath Y-12. The

following year, the department disclosed

that toxic and radioactive wastes from the

X-10 Oak Ridge (formerly Clinton) Lab-

oratory and the K-25 Gaseous Diffusion

Plant were found to have drained into

White Oak Creek, a tributary of the Clinch

River The K-25 plant had also spread ra-

dioactive particulates and gases into the re-

gional environment between its start-up in

1945 and its closing in 1964. In May 1990,

minute traces of plutonium were found in a

lake forty miles downstream (via creeks)

from the Oak Ridge site.

Weldon Spring (Missouri)

In the Saint Louis area, two Mallinckrodt

Chemical Works plants processed uranium

for nuclear weapons from the earliest Man-

hattan Project experiments until 1966. One

facility was located in downtown Saint

Louis, and one was located at Weldon

Spring, twenty-five miles to the west. In

1988, the city of Saint Louis and several

suburbs to the west began negotiations with

the DOE on how to dispose of milHons of

cubic yards of soil contaminated with tho-

rium, uranium, radium, and other radioac-

tive materials. In both vicinities, airborne

dispersion of this soil and groundwater seep-

age had spread the radioactivity.

Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory

(New York)

Beginning in 1947, this facility (KAPL),

a General Electric Company research com-

plex, performed reactor design and other

experimental work for the Atomic Energy

Commission (later the DOE). In 1988 and

1989, the soil, parking lots, and plant build-

ings of the facility, as well as the nearby

Mohawk River, were found to contain ra-

dioactive waste (principally cesium 137).
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Company, which managed the facihty for

the AEC from 1946 to 1965, calculated

that the consumption of just one pound of

whitefish flesh per week could bring an

adult human to the maximum permissible

concentration for radioactive phosphorus

(P-32). Ducks raised along the river were

also contaminated. Nevertheless, after se

cret deliberations, AEC officials decided

not to close sport-fishing areas near the

Hanford reservation to the public. A site

spokesman told officials of Washington

Oregon, and the PHS that "no detri

mental effects have been observed in fish

or other aquatic organisms due to the ra

dioactive materials in the river."

Between World War II and the early

1960s, as contamination levels rose in Co-

lumbia River fish, Hanford scientists

learned more about the complex and com

pounding effects of other factors associ

ated with river pollution. Experiments

with radiocesium (Cs-1 37) and radiostron

tium (Sr-90) demonstrated that these iso-

topes concentrated in aquatic plant and

animal tissues at about the same, or

higher, rates as P-32. In 1957, site biolo-

gist R.C. Pendleton warned that Han

ford's "disposal of Cs-1 37 at MPC [maxi

mum permissible concentration] levels for

drinking water will . . . produce hazardous

»•> S'-s ^
Salmonfishing at the confluence ofihe Snake and Columbia rivers



DC Lowe, Allstock

levels of contamination in aquatic organ-
isms which may be consumed by man."
Two years later, chief aquatic biologist

Richard Foster reiterated that "the limit-

ing situation ... is not the MPC in the

drinking water but the accumulation lev-

els in fish which are caught and eaten." In

other words, the water of the Hanford
Reach could be within permissible stand-

ards for radioactivity and still present a

hazard, because edible river organisms
concentrate radioisotopes in their tissue.

Along with this knowledge came an in-

creasing realization among scientists con-

cerned with radiation protection that radi-

ation doses are cumulative, and that an
individual's entire history of exposure
must be considered in evaluating risk. A
new, revised Manual of Radiation Pro-
tection Standards, issued by the GE-Han-
ford Company in early 1960, acknowl-
edged this key concept. It stated: "Since
an individual's accumulated dose . .

.

would normally result from exposure to

diverse sources and multiple paths of in-

take of radionuclides, the actual con-

centration of any one radionuclide in the

environment is important only to the de-

gree that it contributes to the potential

dose from the particular mixture of radio-

nuclides present."

Although the Hanford documents show
frequent discussions about ending or miti-

gating the releases, all attempts to reduce
the burden of radionuclides failed. A land-

mark population dose study, performed
by Hanford scientists on the residents of
Pasco, Washington, in 1959-60 and re-

leased to the public, concluded that expo-
sure to river water, fish and game birds,

and leafy vegetables contaminated with

radioactive gases from Hanford and from
worldwide fallout would result in radia-

tion dose accumulations of only 1 to 5

percent of the allowable limits for an aver-

age individual. A citizen questioning the

study was told by the AEC's director of
biology and medicine that a person would
have to consume 500 pounds of whitefish

per year to reach the maximum permis-
sible exposure.

This statement and others like it dis-

turbed state and local health officials and
concerned scientists of federal agencies

other than the ABC. How could they gain

access to any independently confirmed
data and break the hold of the AEC over

Hanford operations? During the two de-

cades of peak contamination beginning in

1945, there had been neither significant

checks and balances nor scientific peer
review of Hanford data by scientists

x^ 1
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outside of the AEC and its contractors.

In late 1949, officials of Washington,

Oregon, and the PHS had formed the

Columbia River Advisory Group, better

known as CRAG, to help Hanford offi-

cials understand basic river hydrology and

to formulate plans to safeguard the river

against unacceptable levels of radioactive

contamination. But CRAG had a difficult

time obtaining hard, raw data on the pol-

lution situation. At meetings, Hanford of-

ficials provided lectures and summaries

but never revealed the actual river-moni-

toring data. Asked at the group's first

meeting about plutonium 239 in the Co-

lumbia River, Herbert Parker said: "We
could put ten grams by weight of pluto-

nium in the Columbia per day under

present tolerances. We feel that one gram

per day would be a very conservative

amount. This answer is not to be construed

to indicate that we put any plutonium into

the Columbia River." At nearly the same

time, Wendell K. Crane, a member of

Parker's staff, told the AEC: "It is recom-

mended that all river contamination stud-

ies indicating the extent to which aquatic

life in rivers concentrate and hold radioac-

tivity should be classified as 'Secret'

. . . [and] be held tightly until reasonable

solutions to these problems are available."

In 1 95 1 , the AEC and CRAG agreed to

conduct a radio-ecological survey of the

Columbia River. But GE-Hanford Com-
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Range horses graze along the shore ofthe Hanford Reach

pany officials balked at revealing the re-

sults of their own work, claiming that only

Hanford scientists were "conversant"

enough in river radiation work to effec-

tively carry out the study (a self-fulfilling

objection, since Hanford scientists refused

to share their data). They also invoked

security risks, although PHS researchers

obtained "Q" clearances—the highest

level AEC national security clearance

—

before beginning the study. CRAG, how-

ever, stood firm and insisted that it had a

"definite legal responsibility" to deter-

mine whether or not the facility was pol-

luting the river.

.
By some reports, the tension between

the participating groups became almost

overwhelming. Milton Lammering, a

PHS researcher in the study and now the

chief of the Radiation Programs Branch

at the Environmental Protection Agency

in Denver, is still angry, thirty-seven years

after the study was completed. He told

me, "We [the PHS] did not believe that

the levels of radionuclides concentrated in

environmental media were acceptable.

. . . [However] the attitude of Hanford

officials . . . was to limit Uquid radwaste

discharge only to the point that calculated

levels of human exposure did not exceed

acceptable limits. . . . Neither the individ-

ual states nor CRAG had any authority

... to effect real change in Hanford's

practices. . . . [the] AEC held such au-

thority exclusively. . . . The PHS could

only make recommendations." In 1953,

each group published its own account of

the study.

Over the next several years, CRAG
continued to meet and to receive sanitized

and understated reports on the amounts of

contamination in the Columbia River,

even as these amounts continued to rise. In

1961, two PHS scientists completed an-

other large river survey. Although they

used only unclassified data, their findings

were disturbing: "The average radiation

exposure of the near downstream popula-

tion is not far removed from the recom-

mended limits at the present time. Thus,

in terms of human radiation exposure, the

capacity of the Columbia River to receive

further radioactive pollution appears to be

nearly, if not fully, exhausted."

That same year, both the Oregon and

Washington Departments of Health initi-

ated comprehensive radiation surveys of

the river and of the coastal waters near the

river's mouth. Researchers found heavily

contaminated shellfish at Willapa Bay,

Washington, and at Tillamook Bay, Ore-

gon. In 1962, Washington's governor, Al-

bert Rosellini, asked the U. S. Depart-

ment of Health, Education and Welfare to

join with the state of Washington on water

pollution enforcement actions involving

the Columbia River and the Hanford En-

gineer Works. At a 1962 conference on

the Upper Columbia River, Washington,

Oregon, and the PHS officially called

upon the AEC to take "early action ... to

reduce radioactivity on the Columbia re-

sulting from Hanford Works operations."

On May 12, 1963, according to Han-

ford's chief aquatic biologist, Richard

Foster, a major failure of a fuel element in

the K-East reactor released more than

20,000 curies into the Columbia River,

enough fission products to "merit special

evaluation." Hanford scientists became
worried. They undertook special, daily ra-

diation surveys of the waterway along the

entire 350-mile stretch to its mouth. They

checked the thyroids of site workers and

of some residents downstream at Pasco.

There, Foster estimated, one quart of river

water consumed during the period of max-

imum contamination would have contrib-

uted a dose to the thyroid of an infant of

about one-fourth of the expected dose for

an entire year. At Vancouver, 200 miles

downstream, the effects of the pollution

were still measurable after eight days.

Although the incident remained classi-

fied for twenty-three years, researchers in

both Washington and Oregon detected

the evidence of contamination at the time,

Back side ofthe Hanjord B reactor, the world s first pliiionium

production reactor, which was used during the Manhattan Project to

make plutoniumfor the Nagasaki atomic bomb.

Robert Del Tredic
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The waters of the lake are calm, and its

smooth surface reflects the rich blue sky.

But deep in these waters, unseen to human
eyes, an exciting drama is unfolding. A large-

mouth bass has spotted a fisherman's col-

orful lure. The fish turns sharply . .

.

suddenly . . . preparing to strike its "prsy."

Now, this drama is seen as never before

— captured in a truly unique acrylic sculp-

ture entitled: "The Strike." Acclaimed

sculptor Murray Wald created the original

art for this dynamic, realistic work, using

specially developed tools to preserve each

minute detail he observed in nature. As a

result, "The Strike" is a true masterwork,

able to stand alongside sculptures created

by Murray Wald for the private collections

of Helen Hayes, Jimmy Stewart, Bob

Barker, and other luminaries.

Because each piece is aafted and painted

entirely by hand — each is a one-of-a-kind

treasure, sure to impress every viewer with

its power and beauty Your sculpture will be

accompanied by a handsome wcxxlen base

and brass plaque, making it perfect for dis-

play in any home or office.

'The Strike "
is available exclusively from

The Hamilton Collection at just $75, pay-

able in three monthly installments of $25

each (plus shipping and handling). Our

100% Buy-Back Giuirantee allows you to

return any sculpture within 30 days of

receipt, for a prompt replacement or full

refund.

Return your reservation today!

OIWO HC. .Ml Riclits Rcscr\<.-J.

I

—I
Respond by: September 30, 1990

Please accept my reserration tor "TVie Strike"

hy Murray Wald, uath wcxxJen base.

1 need send no money now. 1 will pay tor my

sculpture in three convenient monthly instal-

lments of just $25' (plus $1.20 per installment

for shipping and fiandling). 1 will he hilled for my

first payment prior to shipment. OLMl QE lA

Ms. / Mrs. / Mr.

Address .

City

.Zip.

L'

State

Telephone ( )

Signature

*CA ^"L cmJ IL resUiaus uiU he duir^ the apfnvfnae sijic

Mild, tax All applications mast K; agncd .ind arc sutyct tu
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and officials of these states and the PHS
met with AEC representatives at Han-

ford. In March 1964, all parties agreed to

conduct a review of waste disposal prac-

tices at Hanford. During the review, Fos-

ter, GE scientist R. G. Geier, and others

described recent company efforts to find

ways to reduce radioactive contamination

of the river. At that time they admitted

that cooling time in the reactors' 107 ba-

sins was so short, and the throughput so

high, that retention was "of little practical

value in providing for radioactive decay."

Aside from the direct release of radio-

active materials into the river, the Colum-

bia also received pollution from ground-

water. Over a period of forty years,

beginning in 1945, eight and a half billion

gallons of liquid wastes from Hanford's

chemical processing facilities had been

pumped into open-bottom pits called

cribs. This liquid, contaminated with low-

and mid-level radioactive waste, perco-

lated down to the groundwater. These liq-

uids seeped through underground springs

and into the river. One Hanford study

found that local tumbleweeds drew

contamination from this contaminated

soil up into the stems of the plants. Re-

searchers feared that a windblown accu-

mulation of tumbleweed might catch fire

and release radioactivity into the air.

In 1964, after President Johnson an-

nounced that the AEC and the Depart-

ment of Defense needed less plutonium

and enriched uranium, plans were an-

nounced that began the gradual shutdown

of the eight single-pass reactors at Han-

ford. All these reactors were finally closed

by 1971.

Did Hanford's reactors shut down just

because the nation needed less plutonium

and enriched uranium? Maybe not—be-

cause production rose a few years after-

ward at the Savannah River atomic site in

South Carolina. Perhaps, instead, the poli-

tics of pollution—the growing insistence

by Washington, Oregon, and the PHS
that the high contamination levels in the

Columbia River be reduced—inspired

this national decision to close Hanford's

single-pass reactors. Such a resolution

moved new pollution to host states that

were less outspoken and less insistent on

having a meaningful oversight role.

By 1967, P-32 concentrations in Han-

ford-area plankton stood at 5,000 to

118,000 times that of the river water, a

sHght decline from the high values of 1 959

to 1964. Studies completed in 1973 by

Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratories

demonstrated a significant fall in radioac-

tivity levels in river water and aquatic

organisms. The isotopes, however, were

"still available from the sediments, from

N-reactor (recirculation cooUng system)

seepage effluents, and from residual ra-

dioactivity in the different organisms in

the food web."

In 1975, Hanford scientists found that

twenty-seven years of single-pass reactor

operation had left a legacy of long-hved

radioactivity present in Columbia River

sediments.

In May 1989, the Hanford Federal Fa-

cility Agreement and Consent Order

(known as the Tri-Party Agreement) was

Preliminary Findings,

July 1990
How much of the radiation released

into the air and water around Hanford

ended up in the bodies of those who lived

and worked near the plant? In July the

Technical Steering Panel of the govern-

ment-sponsored Hanford Environmental

Dose Reconstruction Project released the

results of its first studies. The panel looked

at the years 1944 through 1947, a period

that saw the release of some 440,000 cu-

ries of radioactive iodine (1-131) into the

air. (Curies measure radioactive decay

over time. One curie is 37 billion atoms

decaying per second.) The 440,000 curies

released at Hanford in the three-year pe-

riod was some 29,000 times the amount

emitted in the one-day nuclear accident at

Three Mile Island, Pennsylvania, in 1979.

Some 6 million curies were released at

Chernobyl. Using the recently released

data on plant emissions, the panel believes

that of the 270,000 people living in the ten

counties around the Hanford site from

1944 to 1947 who were exfKJsed to re-

leases of radioactive iodine, most received

low doses, some 1 .7 rad, but 5 percent, or

about 13,500 people, received a total dose

of more than 33 rad from drinking milk

containing 1-131. This is some 1 ,300 times

the annual amount of airborne radiation

the Department of Energy considers safe

for civUians living near nuclear weapons

plants.

Infants and children who drank milk

from cows that ate pasture grass in areas

downwind from Hanford {see page 10)

accumulated the highest doses. Some
1,200 children received up to 650 rad and

a smaller group perhaps as much as 2,900.

Although the iodine 1 3 1 concerned the

panel the most, residents downstream of

the plant also received annual doses of up

to 1.7 rad of radioactive phosphorus 32

(about the amount received in a gastroin-

testinal X-ray series) from drinking Co-

lumbia River water or eating the fish

caught in the river during the peak years

of plant operation.

One Environs Park • Helena, Alabama 35080
205-428-I700



signed. The signatories—the U.S. Depart-

ment of Energy (DOE), the U. S. Envi-

ronmental Protection Agency (EPA), and

Washington State—agreed to complete

cleanup of the Hanford site by the year

2018. Washington State, through its Nu-

clear Waste Advisory Council, assumed a

major oversight role in the remedial work.

All signatories were required to solicit

public comment through open, quarterly

meetings. In August 1989, Secretary of

Energy James Watkins released the

DOE's Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management Five-Year Plan. This

document officially announced the de-

partment's "commitment to a 30-year

goal to clean up and restore the environ-

ment at its nuclear sites, to revitalize its

own internal culture, and to break with

dysfunctional aspects of its past activities

and corporate posture." Specifically, the

DOE pledged itself to "comply with laws

and regulations aimed at protecting hu-

man health and the environment, . . . con-

tain known contamination at inactive sites

and vigorously assess the uncertain nature

and extent of contamination at other sites,

. . . fulfill the requirements of compliance

agreements already in place . . . [and] im-

plement programs to minimize current

waste generation and future waste dis-

posal requirements." On August 29, Sec-

retary Watkins visited Hanford and called

the site the "flagship" of DOE waste

cleanup and environmental restoration

programs. In July 1990, Watkins called

for at least $6 billion to be spent on waste

management and environmental restora-

tion over the next five years at Hanford.

The final cost may be some $60 billion.

On July 12, 1990, the Technical Steer-

ing Panel of the Hanford Environmental

Dose Reconstruction Project, a $15-mil-

lion federal study of Hanford's past emis-

sions, announced its Phase I conclusions.

The news was very bad. Emissions of

radioiodine (1-131) from the Hanford

chemical reprocessing plants from 1945

through 1947, and releases of radionu-

clides from the reactors into the Columbia

River from 1964 through 1966 (the Phase

I areas of examination), had been huge.

The Centers for Disease Control will soon

begin tests to determine health effects.

The burden of radioactive waste that is

part of the heritage of Hanford will re-

main a challenge to the communities

around it for many years to come.

Michele Stenehjem received her doctor-

ate in historyfrom the State University of
New York at Albany. She now lives in

Richland, Washington, and has recently

completed a book on the history ofwaste

disposal at weapons plants.
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aturity. Sophistication. Taste. All

characteristics much admired in fathers, and

coincidentally, in fine Scotch. Specifically, in

Ballantine's Finest, a smooth, mellow, yet

full-flavored blend. Matured in oak. Blended

with sophistication. True Scotch taste present

and accounted for in every sip.

Very impressive.

THE TRUE TASTE OF SCOTCH"

tided Scotch Whisky 43% Alc./Vol. (86 proof).© 1990 Maidstotie Wine Si Spirits Inc., Los Angeles, CA
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A Scotch to Iivipmebb

"¥ouK TASTE BudSo

ou actually like your father-in-law.

When you come over, he's pleased to see

you, and not just because you've brought his

daughter. He's interested in your work, your

garden, even your opinion. He shows you his

latest project and solicits your advice (although

he ignores it later).

And he pours you a nice glass of Scotch

without waiting for you to ask. His brand?

Ballantine's Finest. A sophisticated blend of

42 superb single malt Scotch whiskies and

the most popular Scotch in Europe.

A real gentleman, your father-in-law.

So the next time you visit, make the right

impression by employing the Golden Rule.

Along with his daughter, bring him a bottle

of Ballantine's Finest.

When you touch glasses, murmuring an

appreciative toast, savor the moment contem-

plating the woman whose life you share. Then

lift the golden spirit and drink in the smooth,

mellow flavor with a hint of peat and a breath

of smoke.

You'll both be glad that you married into

the clan.

n the homes, pubs and hotel bars

of Scotland there is a time-honored

ritual, handed down from father to son,

for the enjoyment of Scotch whisky. It

involves clean glasses,

moderate amounts of the

amber nectai; and a pen-

chant for spirited conver-

sation. The latter being

just as essential a;

Ballantine's either of the former

Finest: Good Once the drinks

taste in- poured
stalled and pleas-
maintained antries

exchanged, the typical

debate begins.

One rather opmion

ated participant firmly

maintains that the best

single malt Scotch

whisky comes fixim the

Highlands. Another

is adamant in support

of the Orkney Island

whiskies from the

north. For anothei

nothing but a softer,

sweeter Lowland

maltwill do,while

a staunch advocate

of the bold, peaty

flavor of Islay in-The Royal Scottish

sists on being heard. Debating Society.

Being Scots, each Learn from
remains the experts.

convinced that his opin-

ion is correct, in perpetuity.

Of course, when all is

said and done, many prefer

a blended Scotch like

^- Ballantine's Finest.

Because Ballantine's

blends 42 of the

fop single ma
from all over

drop IIS a line. Scotland, the

taste of the Finest tends to

resolve disputes in a most

diplomatic manner

But how is the well-inten-

tioned American, who is not

born in a land of peat and

heather, to form an opinion

about Scotch? A good place

to start is right in your own
home. First, free yourself

Can you detect the sitbtU

fragrance ofheather?

from distractions. Now pour

a healthy shot of Ballantine';

and let your senses take over

Swirl it around, feeling the heft

of the glass as the golden liquid shifts

from side to side. Notice the malty

aroma, and a fragrance reminiscent of

vanilla. It's interesting to note that

90% of your sense of

taste is centered not in

the tongue or mouth,

but in the nose. In fact,

llanrine's blenders,

the legendary men who
create and preserve

the Finest, test hun-

dreds of single malts

and blends on a

daily basis. And they

du It with their noses.

Now add a little

'ater and hold it up

to the light. It's

a beautiful sight

as the clear water

and golden Scotch

mingle together in

a shimmering
altz of higher

chemistry.
Your antici-

pation builds.

Lift the glass

and take a sip.

The first

thingyoumay

notice IS a cool, slightly sweet taste.

Let the smooth liquid float on your

tongue for a moment before swallow-

ing. Then a mellow whiff of peat

makes its presence known, and

y, a soft brush of smoke in

e finish. It's as if all the virtues

of all the wonderful, diverse,

eccentric Scotch whiskies

landed i

your gla

at once.

I
E V c

J though Please write.

your nose We welcorne all

might be correspondence.

the final authority, we'll

understand if your taste

buds are also impressed.
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HIS View OF Life

The Golden Rule-a Proper Scale

for Our Environmental Crisis
One among millions ofspecies, we have a parochial,

but legitimate, interest in our own survival

by Stephen Jay Gould

Patience enjoys a long pedigree of fa-

vor. Chaucer pronounced it "an heigh

vertu, certeyn" ("The Franklin's Tale"),

while the New Testament had already

made a motto of the Old Testament's most

famous embodiment: "Ye have heard of

the patience of Job" (James 5:11). Yet

some cases seem so extended in diligence

and time that another factor beyond sheer

endurance must lie behind the wait. When
Alberich, having lost the Ring of the

Nibelungen fully three operas ago, shows

up in act 2 of Gdtterddmmerung to advise

his son Hagen on strategies for recovery,

we can hardly suppress a flicker of ad-

miration for this otherwise unlovable char-

acter. (I happen to adore Wagner, but I do

recognize that a wait through nearly all

the Ring cycle would be, to certain unen-

lightened folks, the very definition of eter-

nity in Hades.)

Patience of this magnitude usually in-

volves a deep understanding of a funda-

mental principle, central to my own pro-

fession of geology but all too rarely

grasped in daily life—the effects of scale.

Phenomena unfold on their own appropri-

ate scales of space and time and may be

invisible in our myopic world of dimen-

sions assessed by comparison with human
height and times metered by human life

spans. So much of accumulating impor-

tance at earthly scales—the results of geo-

logical erosion, evolutionary changes in

lineages—is invisible by the measuring

rod of a human life. So much that matters

to particles in the microscopic world of

molecules—the history of a dust grain

subject to Brownian motion, the fate of

shrunken people in Fantastic Voyage or

Inner Space—either averages out to sta-

bility at our scale or simply stands below

our limits of perception.

It takes a particular kind of genius or

deep understanding to transcend this most

pervasive of all conceptual biases and to

capture a phenomenon by grasping a

proper scale beyond the measuring rods of

our own world. Alberich and Wotan know

that pursuit of the Ring is dynastic or

generational, not personal. William of

Baskerville (in Umberto Eco's Name of
the Rose) solves his medieval mystery be-

cause he alone understands that, in the

perspective of centuries, the convulsive

events of his own day (the dispute between

papacies of Rome and Avignon) will be

forgotten, while the only surviving copy of

a book by Aristotle may influence millen-

nia. Architects of medieval cathedrals had

to frame satisfaction on scales beyond

their own existence, for they could not live

to witness the completion of their designs.

May I indulge in a personal anecdote on

the subject of scale? As a child, I loved to

memorize facts but rebelled at those I

deemed unimportant (baseball stats were

in, popes of Rome and kings of England

out). In sixth grade, I had to memorize the

sequence of land acquisitions that built

America. I could see the rationale for

learning about the Louisiana Purchase

and the Mexican Cession—since they

added big chunks to our totality. But I

remember balking, and publicly challeng-

ing the long-suffering Ms. Stack, at the

Gadsden Purchase of 1853. Why did I

have to know about a sliver of southern

Arizona and New Mexico?

Now I am finally hoist by my own pe-

tard (blown up by my own noxious charge,

according to the etymologies). After a life-

time of complete nonimpact by the Gads-

den Purchase, I have become unwittingly

embroiled in a controversy about a tiny bit

of territory within this smallest of Ameri-

can growing points. A little bit of a little

bit; so much for effects of scale and the

penalties of blithe ignorance.

The case is a classic representative of a

genre (environmentalists versus develop-

ers) made familiar in recent struggles to

save endangered populations—the snail

darter of a few years back, the northern

spotted owl versus timber interests (de-

cided, properly in my view, for the birds

on the day that I write this essay, June 23,

1990). The University of Arizona, with

the backing of an international consor-

tium of astronomers, wishes to build a

complex of telescopes atop Mount Gra-

ham in southeastern Arizona (part of the

Gadsden Purchase). But the old-growth

spruce-fir habitat on the mountaintop

forms the heart of the range for Tami-

asciurus hudsonicus grahamensis, the

Mount Graham red squirrel—a distinct

subspecies that lives nowhere else and that

forms the southernmost population of the

entire species. The population has already

been reduced to some 100 survivors, and

destruction of several acres of spruce-fir

growth (to build the telescopes) within the

700 or so remaining acres of best habitat

might well administer a coup de grace to

this fragile population.

I cannot state an expert opinion on de-

tails of this controversy (I have already

confessed my ignorance about everything

involving the Gadsden Purchase and its

legacy). Many questions need to be an-

swered. Is the population already too

small to survive in any case? If not, could
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the population, with proper management,

coexist with the telescopes in the remain-

ing habitat? (Environmentalists fear

change of microclimate as much or more

than loss of acreage. Reduction of forest

canopy will increase wind and sun, pro-

ducing a drop in humidity. The squirrels

survive winter by storing unopened cones

in food caches beside trees. If humidity

falls, cones may dry out and open, causing

loss of seeds and destruction of food.)

I do not think that, practically or mor-

ally, we can defend a policy of saving

every distinct local population of organ-

isms. I can cite a good rationale for the

preservation of species—for each species

is a unique and separate natural object

that, once lost, can never be reconstituted.

But subspecies are distinct local popula-

tions of species with broader geographical

ranges. Subspecies are dynamic, inter-

breedable, and constantly changing; what

then are we saving by declaring them all

inviolate? Thus, I confess that I do not

agree with all arguments advanced by de-

fenders of the Mount Graham red squir-

rel. One leaflet, for example, argues: "The

population has been recently shown to

have a fixed, homozygous allele which is

unique in Western North America."

Sorry folks. I will stoutly defend species,

but we cannot ask for the preservation of

every distinctive gene, unless we find a

way to abolish death itself (for many or-

ganisms carry unique mutations).

No, I think that for local populations of

species with broader ranges, the brief for

preservation must be made on a case by

case basis, not a general principle of pres-

ervation (lest the environmental move-

ment ultimately lose popular support for

trying to freeze a dynamic evolutionary

world in statu quo). On this proper basis

of individual merit, I am entirely per-

suaded that the Mount Graham red squir-

rel should be protected and the astronomi-

cal observatory built elsewhere—and for

two reasons.

First, the squirrel itself: the Mount Gra-

ham red is an unusually interesting local

population within an important species. It

is isolated from all other populations and

forms the southernmost extreme of the

species' range. Such peripheral popula-

tions, living in marginal habitats, are of

special interest to students of evolution.

Second, the habitat: environmentalists

continually face the political reality that

support and funding can be won for soft,

cuddly, and "attractive" animals, but not

for slimy, grubby, and ugly creatures (of

potentially greater evolutionary interest

and practical significance) or for habitats.

This situation has led to the practical con-

cept of "umbrella" or "indicator" spe-

cies—surrogates for a larger ecological

entity worthy of preservation. Thus, the

giant panda (really quite a boring and

ornery creature despite its good looks)

raises money to save the remaining bam-

boo forests of China (and a plethora of

other endangered creatures with no politi-

cal clout); the northern spotted owl has

just rescued some magnificent stands of

old-growth giant cedars, Douglas fir, and

redwoods (and I say hosanna); and the

Mount Graham red squirrel may save a

rare and precious habitat of extraordinary

evolutionary interest.

The Pinaleno Mountains, reaching

10,720 feet at Mount Graham, are an

isolated fault-block range separated from

others by alluvial and desert valleys that

dip to less than 3,000 feet in elevation. The
high peaks of the Pinalenos contain an

important and unusual fauna for two rea-

sons. First, they harbor a junction of two

biogeographic provinces: the Nearctic, or

northern, by way of the Colorado Plateau,

and the Neotropical, or southern, via the

Mexican Plateau. The Mount Graham
red squirrel (a northern species) can live

this far south because high elevations re-

produce the climate and habitat found

near sea level in the more congenial north.

Second, and more important to evolution-

ists, the old-growth spruce-fir habitats on

the high peaks of the Pinalenos are iso-

lated "sky islands"— 10,000-year-old rem-

nants of a habitat more widely spread over

the region of the Gadsden Purchase dur-

ing the height of the last Ice Age. In evolu-

tionary terms, these isolated pieces of hab-

itat are true islands—patches of more

northern microclimate surrounded by

southern desert. They are functionally

equivalent to bits of land in the ocean.

Consider the role that islands (like the

Galapagos) have played both in develop-

ing the concepts of evolutionary theory

and in acting as cradles of origin (through

isolation) or vestiges of preservation for

biological novelties.

Thus, whether or not the telescopes will

drive the Mount Graham red squirrel to

extinction (an unsettled question well out-

side my area of expertise), the sky islands

of the Pinalenos are precious habitats that

should not be compromised. Let the

Mount Graham red squirrel, so worthy of

preservation in its own right, also serve as

an indicator species for the unique and

fragile habitat that it occupies.

But why should I, a confirmed eastern

urbanite who has already disclaimed all

concern for the Gadsden Purchase, choose

to involve myself in the case of the Mount
Graham red squirrel? The answer, un-

surprisingly, is that I have been enlisted

—

involuntarily, unawares, and on the wrong
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side to boot. I am simply fighting mad,

and fighting back.

The June 7, 1990, Wall Street Journal

ran a prodevelopment, antisquirrel opin-

ion piece by Michael D. Copeland (identi-

fied as "executive director of the Political

Economy Research Center in Bozeman,

Montana") under the patently absurd ti-

tle: "No Red Squirrels? Mother Nature

May Be Better Off." (I can at least grasp,

while still rejecting, the claim that nature

would be no worse off if the squirrels died,

but I am utterly befuddled at how anyone

could argue that the squirrels inflict a

positive harm upon the mother of us all!)

In any case, Copeland misunderstood my
writings in formulating a supposedly sci-

entific argument for his position.

Now, scarcely a day goes by when I do

not read a misrepresentation of my views

(usually by creationists, racists, or football

fans, in order of frequency). My response

to nearly all misquotation is the effective

retort of preference: utter silence. (Honor-

able intellectual disagreement should al-

ways be addressed; misquotation should

be ignored, when possible and politically

practical.) I make an exception in this

case because Copeland cited me in the

service of a classic false argument—in-

deed, the standard, almost canonical mis-

use of my profession of paleontology in

debates about extinction. Paleontologists

have been enlisted again and again, in

opposition to our actual opinions and in

support of attitudes that most of us regard

as anathema, to uphold arguments by de-

velopers about the irrelevance (or even, in

this case, the benevolence) of modern an-

thropogenic extinction. This standard er-

ror is a classic example of failure to under-

stand the importance of scale—thus I

return to the premise and structure of my
introductory paragraphs (did you really

think that I waffled on so long about scale

only so that I could talk about the Gads-

den Purchase?).

Paleontologists do discuss the inev-

itability of extinction for all species—in

the long run and on the broad scale of

geological time. We are fond of saying

that 99 percent or more of all species that

ever lived are now extinct. (My colleague

Dave Raup often opens talks on extinction

with a zinging one-liner: "To a first ap-

proximation, all species are extinct.") We
do therefore identify extinction as the nor-

mal fate of species. We also talk a lot

—

more of late since new data have made the

field so exciting—about the mass extinc-

tions that punctuate the history of life

from time to time. We do discuss the issue

of eventual "recovery" from these extinc-

tions, in the sense that life does rebuild or

surpass its former diversity after several

million years. Finally, we do allow that

mass extinctions break up stable faunas

and, in this sense, permit or even foster

evolutionary innovations well down the

road (including the dominance of mam-
mals and the eventual origin of humans,

following the death of dinosaurs).

From this set of statements about ex-

tinction in the fullness of geological time

(on scales of millions of years), some apol-

ogists for development have argued that

extinction at any scale (even of local popu-

lations within years or decades) poses no

biological worry but, on the contrary,

must be viewed as a comfortable part of

an inevitable natural order. Or so Cope-

land states:

Suppose we lost a species. How devastating

would that be? "Mass extinctions have been
recorded since the dawn of paleontology,"

writes Harvard paleontologist Stephen
Gould . . . the most severe of these occurred

approximately 250 million years ago

. . . with an estimated 96 percent extinction

of species, says Mr. Gould. . . . There is

general agreement among scientists that to-

day's species represent a small proportion

of all those that have ever existed—proba-

bly less than 1 percent. This means that
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more than 99 percent of all species ever
living have become extinct.

From these facts, largely irrelevant to

red squirrels on Mount Graham, Cope-
land makes inferences about the benevo-

lence of extinction in general (although

the argument applies only to geological

scales):

Yet, in spite of these extinctions, both Mr.
Gould and University of Chicago paleon-

tologist Jack Sepkoski say that the actual

number of living species has probably in-

creased over time. [True, but not as a result

of mass extinctions, despite Copeland's
next sentence.] The "niches" created by
extinctions provide an opportunity for a vig-

orous development of new species. . . .

Thus, evolutionary history appears to have
been characterized by millions of species

extinctions and subsequent increases in spe-

cies numbers. Indeed, by attempting to pre-

serve species living on the brink of extinc-

tion, we may be wasting time, effort and
money on animals that will disappear over
time, regardless of our efforts.

But all will "disappear over time, re-

gardless of our efforts"—millions of years

from now for most species if we don't

interfere. The mean life span of marine

invertebrate species lies between 5 and 1

rnillion years; terrestrial vertebrate spe-

cies turn over more rapidly, but still aver-

age in the millions. By contrast. Homo
sapiens may be only 250,000 years old or

so and may enjoy a considerable future if

we don't self-destruct. Similarly, recovery

from mass extinction takes its natural

measure in millions of years—as much as

10 million or more for fully rekindled di-

versity after major catastrophic events.

These are the natural time scales of

evolution and geology on our planet. But
what can such vastness possibly mean for

our legitimately parochial interest in our-

selves, our ethnic groups, our nations, our

cultural traditions, our bloodlines? Of
what conceivable significance to us is the

prospect of recovery from mass extinction

10 million years down the road if our en-

tire species, not to mention our personal

family lineage, has so little prospect of

surviving that long?

Capacity for recovery at geological

scales has no bearing whatever upon the

meaning of extinction today. We are not

protecting Mount Graham red squirrels

because we fear for global stability in a

distant future not likely to include us. We
are trying to preserve populations and
environments because the comfort and de-

cency of our present lives, and those of

fellow species that share our planet, de-

pend upon such stability. Mass extinctions

may not threaten distant futures, but they

are decidedly unpleasant for species in the

throes of their power (particularly if trig-
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gered by such truly catastrophic events as

extraterrestrial impact). At the appropri-

ate scale of our lives, we are just a species

in the midst of such a moment. And to say

that we should let the squirrels go (at our

immediate scale) because all species even-

tually die (at geological scales) makes

about as much sense as arguing that we
shouldn't treat an easily curable child-

hood infection because all humans are ul-

timately and inevitably mortal. I love geo-

logical time—a wondrous and expansive

notion that sets the foundation of my cho-

sen profession, but such immensity is not

the proper scale of my personal life.

The same issue of scale underlies the

main contributions that my profession of

paleontology might make to our larger

search for an environmental ethic. This

decade, a prelude to the millennium, is

widely and correctly viewed as a turning

point that will lead either to environmen-

tal perdition or stabilization. We have

fouled local nests before and driven re-

gional faunas to extinction, but we have

never been able to unleash planetary ef-

fects before our current concern with

ozone holes and putative global warming.

In this context, we are searching for

proper themes and language to express

our environmental worries.

I don't know that paleontology has a

great deal to oifer, but I would advance

one geological insight to combat a well-

meaning, but seriously flawed (and all too

common), position and to focus attention

on the right issue at the proper scale. Two
linked arguments are often promoted as a

basis for an environmental ethic:

1

.

That we live on a fragile planet now
subject to permanent derailment and dis-

ruption by human intervention;

2. That humans must learn to act as

stewards for this threatened world.

Such views, however well intentioned,

are rooted in the old sin of pride and exag-

gerated self-importance. We are one

among millions of species, stewards of

nothing. By what argument could we, aris-

ing just a geological microsecond ago, be-

come responsible for the affairs of a world

4.5 billion years old, teeming with life that

has been evolving and diversifying for at

least three-quarters of that immense span?

Nature does not exist for us, had no idea

we were coming, and doesn't give a damn
about us. Omar Khayyam was right in all

but his crimped view of the earth as bat-

tered when he made his brilliant compari-

son of our world to an eastern hotel:

Think, in this battered Caravanserai

Whose Portals are alternate

Night and Day,

How Sultan after Sultan with his Pomp

Abode his destined Hour, and

went his way.

This assertion of ultimate impotence

could be countered if we, despite our late

arrival, now held power over the planet's

future (argument number one above). But

we don't, despite popular misperception of

our might. We are virtually powerless over

the earth at our planet's own geological

time scale. All the megatonnage in our

nuclear arsenals yield but one ten-thou-

sandth the power of the asteroid that

might have triggered the Cretaceous mass

extinction. Yet the earth survived that

larger shock and, in wiping out dinosaurs,

paved the road for the evolution of large

mammals, including humans. We fear

global warming, yet even the most radical

model yields an earth far cooler than

many happy and prosperous times of a

prehuman past. We can surely destroy

ourselves, and take many other species

with us, but we can barely dent bacterial

diversity and will surely not remove many
million species of insects and mites. On
geological scales, our planet will take good

care of itself and let time clear the impact

of any human malfeasance. The earth

need never seek a henchman to wreak

Henry's vengeance upon Thomas a

Becket: "Who will free me from this tur-

bulent priest?" Our planet simply waits.

People who do not appreciate the fun-

damental principle of appropriate scales

often misread such an argument as a

claim that we may therefore cease to

worry about environmental deteriora-

tion—^just as Copeland argued falsely that

we need not fret about extinction. But I

raise the same counterargument. We can-

not threaten at geological scales, but such

vastness is entirely inappropriate. We
have a legitimately parochial interest in

our own lives, the happiness and prosper-

ity of our children, the suffering of our

fellows. The planet will recover from nu-

clear holocaust, but we will be killed and

maimed by the billions, and our cultures

will perish. The earth will prosper if polar

icecaps melt under a global greenhouse,

but most of our major cities, built at sea

level as ports and harbors, will founder,

and changing agricultural patterns will

uproot our populations.

We must squarely face an unpleasant

historical fact. The conservation move-

ment was born, in large part, as an elitest

attempt by wealthy social leaders to pre-

serve wilderness as a domain for patrician

leisure and contemplation (against the im-

age, so to speak, of poor immigrants traips-

ing in hordes through the woods with their

Sunday picnic baskets). We have never

entirely shaken this legacy of environmen-

talism as something opposed to immediate

human needs, particularly of the impover-

ished and unfortunate. But the Third

World expands and contains most of the

pristine habitat that we yearn to preserve.

Environmental movements cannot prevail

until they convince people that clean air

and water, solar power, recycling, and re-

forestation are best solutions (as they are)

forhuman needs at human scales—and not

for impossibly distant planetary futures.

I have a decidedly unradical suggestion

to make about an appropriate environ-

mental ethic—one rooted, with this entire

essay, in the issue of appropriate human
scale versus the majesty, but irrelevance,

of geological time. I have never been

much attracted to the Kantian categorical

imperative in searching for an ethic—to

moral laws that are absolute and uncondi-

tional and do not involve any ulterior mo-

tive or end. The world is too complex and

sloppy for such uncompromising attitudes

(and God help us if we embrace the wrong

principle, and then fight wars, kill, and

maim in our absolute certainty). I prefer

the messier "hypothetical imperatives"

that invoke desire, negotiation, and reci-

procity. Of these "lesser," but altogether

wiser and deeper, principles, one has stood

out for its independent derivation, with

different words but to the same effect, in

culture after culture. I imagine that our

various societies grope toward this prin-

ciple because structural stability, and

basic decency necessary for any tolerable

life, demand such a maxim. Christians

call this principle the "golden rule"; Plato,

Hillel, and Confucius knew the same

maxim by other names. I cannot think of a

better principle based on enlightened self-

interest. If we all treated others as we wish

to be treated ourselves, then decency and

stability would have to prevail.

I suggest that we execute such a pact

with our planet. She holds all the cards

and has immense power over us—so such

a compact, which we desperately need but

she does not at her own time scale, would

be a blessing for us, and an indulgence for

hen We had better sign the papers while

she is still willing to make a deal. If we
treat her nicely, she will keep us going for

a while. If we scratch her, she will bleed,

kick us out, bandage up, and go about her

business at her planetary scale. Poor Rich-

ard told us that "necessity never made a

good bargain," but the earth is kinder than

human agents in the "art of the deal." She

will uphold her end; we must now go and

do likewise.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geol-

ogy, and the history ofscience at Harvard

University.
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Caught in the Middle
An anthropologistfinds himselfbetween rival native and white salmonfishermen in Alaska

by George Gmelch

I was in Yakutat, the only settlement on

a 300-mile stretch of coast in southeastern

Alaska. I planned to spend a week there to

get acquainted with the Tlingit Indians

before traveling fifty miles down the coast

to Dry Bay to begin a study of Indian and

white salmon fishermen. And I was to

meet with the village leaders to explain

my research and obtain their approval.

But even before I met with the leaders,

I noticed that people were decidedly cool

toward me. My greetings to passers-by,

for example, were often not returned. One
morning, while I was walking along the

dirt road from the village to the pier, a

man walking toward me came into view.

We were the only people on the road, yet

when he came within thirty yards of me,

he swung over to the other side of the road;

and as we passed, he turned his head and

looked off into the distance. Each time I

entered Flo's, the small village cafe, the

patrons lowered their voices. And when

new customers came in, they routinely

took the tables farthest from mine—or so

it seemed.

Damn, I thought, what have I done to

bring this on? Mentally I reviewed my
first few days in the village, searching for

anything that might explain the cool re-

ception I was getting. I remembered hav-

ing jotted down some notes to myself in

the cafe a couple of days before, mainly a

list of things I needed to do. Perhaps that

had aroused suspicion? I thought about

how writing notes might have been per-

ceived—an unknown man walking around

the village at all times of the day, then

taking notes in the cafe.

I was no stranger to this situation; I had

been the object of suspicion before. As a

graduate student I had lived for a summer
in the Mexican highlands, taking part in

an anthropology field training program.

My wife, Sharon, and I had arrived in the

village of San Antonio Acuamanala in the

middle of a fiesta, and 1 remembered how

the crowd watched curiously as we un-

loaded our gear. During the next few days,

we were asked many questions about our

religion. It seemed to take a long time

before the people of San Antonio began to

warm up to us and talk to us willingly.

Later, Celia Sanchez, the village para-

medic who became our friend, told us that

the week before our arrival a light plane

had flown over the village dropping leaf-

lets promoting Seventh-Day Adventism.

In this Catholic village, we had been mis-

taken for Protestant missionaries.

Were the people of Yakutat mistaking

me for someone else? The next morning I

went to the U. S. Forest Service office to

ask about some aerial photographs of Dry

Bay. As soon as I explained who I was and

what I wanted, the woman at the desk

burst into laughter. "Everyone in town,"

she said, "thinks you're with the IRS.

They think you're here looking for unre-

ported income."

When the village council meeting took

place, John Chapman, the head of Glacier

Bay National Park, was with me. Park

service officials had already had one meet-

ing with the council, but he explained

again that the park service was required

by the U. S. Congress to do this study. In

1980, the Dry Bay area had been desig-

nated a "preserve" and added to Glacier

Bay National Park. Park planners antici-

pated problems in trying to oversee the

activities of commercial fishermen, trap-

pers, and big-game hunters, particularly

given the tensions that existed between

the Tlingits and the nonnatives who com-

peted for the same resources. They had

even tried to trade the Dry Bay area to the

state of Alaska for another parcel of land,

but the deal had fallen through.

I explained to the council how I would

go about doing the research: like most

anthropologists I would live among the

people in Dry Bay and observe and partici-

pate in the activities that took place there;

Tlingit Indianfisherman gillneltingsalmon
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I would write up my observations and the

things people told me in field notes that

would later be used to write my "report."

A Tlingit elder spoke, implying that native

fishermen might be less than eager to par-

ticipate in the study. I knew of the

interethnic tension, and I could imagine

his skepticism about an outsider really un-

derstanding the Tlingit point of view. Nev-

ertheless, I remained enthusiastic. I was

excited about the prospect of working in

the Alaskan wilderness and comparing

how different people—Tlingits and whites

—fished and used resources.

I chartered a small plane to take me to

Dry Bay. Sitting in the copilot's seat, I got

a good look at the terrain, which directly

below us was a flat coastal foreland lat-

ticed with rivers and small streams flow-

ing to the ocean through muskegs and

spruce forests. From their milky appear-

ance, I could tell which rivers were fed by

runoff from the glaciers. I counted three

brown bears and four moose. In no hurry

to return to Yakutat and proud of the

dazzling scenery, the young pilot turned

inland toward the mountains. Within a

few minutes we were over the snow-cov-

ered peaks of the Brabazon Range. Gla-

ciers descended from U-shaped valleys;

the ice and snow were streaked black, dirt-

ied with stone and rock debris.

We landed in a clearing near the small

cabin where Clarence, the ranger in Yaku-

tat, had recommended I stay. Within min-

utes I had unloaded my gear and stood

watching as the plane disapppeared over

the horizon. The only sound was the dis-

tant hum of its engine. As I lugged my
gear toward the cabin, I noticed bear

tracks in the sandy soil, then claw marks

on the cabin door and window frame. I got

out my shotgun. I had been warned to

carry it whenever I left camp and to put it

near my sleeping bag at night. "Put the

buckshot in first and then the slugs," ex-

plained one park service official, "because

if you have a bear inside your tent at night,

you won't be able to see him well, and

you'll want a wider pattern of shot to make
sure you hit something." I was also coun-

seled "to wear bells, carry a whistle, and

make lots of noise" when hiking, and

never run should i encounter a bear, for

that could trigger its chase instinct. I

thought of Clarence, who had told me how
important it is in Alaska to be cautious

and prepared. "Small mistakes," he had

said, "that are inconsequential in the

lower 48 can be fatal in the north." I had

recorded all their advice in my notebook,

but privately I had thought that they were

overdoing it. Now, I wasn't so sure.

The next morning I set out downriver,

shotgun over my shoulder, to meet some of

the local fishermen. I walked several miles

before reaching the first camp; the next

camp was another mile away. It was im-

mediately apparent that the Yakutat

ranger who had recommended that I live

at the cabin didn't understand that an-

thropologists like to live among the people

they study, rather than commute. I now
faced the prospect of having to move all

my gear six miles on foot to the only suit-

able location for my research—a small

fish-processing station where the fisher-

men gathered to sell their fish. It was here

that the salmon were gutted and iced be-

fore being flown out to Yakutat in an old

DC-3, and it was only here that fishermen

ever gathered to relax and socialize.

In Dry Bay, unlike Yakutat, there was

no confusion about who I was or what I

was going to do, but again I was met with

suspicion, although of a different sort. The

park service had sent all the fishermen a

letter explaining the nature of my re-

search and who I was—an anthropology

professor from New York. In this case, I

might have gotten a better reception if I

had been an IRS inspector. The fishermen

had been almost unanimously opposed to

the area's becoming part of the national

park system. The land had previously

been under the jurisdiction of the U. S.

Forest Service, which in large measure

had left the fishermen alone. Now they

feared there would be new regulations re-

stricting their activities. And they did not

want anyone, least of all the federal gov-

ernment, telling them what they could or

could not do. As one fisherman put it, "I

came here to get away from Big Brother."

My job was to document the very activi-

ties—hunting and fishing—they feared

might be restricted. Worse still, from their

perspective, I was a college professor

"from back East," New York no less. "A
pointy-headed intellectual," I overheard

one man say. Maybe if I had been from

the University of Wyoming or Idaho I

would have been more acceptable. One
day during my first week, a young, griz-

zled fisherman, high on pot, alcohol, or

both, came into my camp on his three-

wheeler, pistol visibly at his side. "Keep

your [expletive] nose out ofmy business or

there'll be trouble," he threatened. I tried

to explain what anthropologists do and

why the park service had to do this study,

but he sped off before I could finish.

The other white fishermen were not

overtly threatening, but they, too, made it

clear that they were opposed to the re-

search. It was "unnecessary," they said,

and "a waste of taxpayers' money." They
also said I could not possibly learn enough

in one summer to make it worthwhile.

Competition between Tlingits and

whites over fishing sites in the Dry Bay
area had strained relations between the

two peoples with some nasty results {see

"Two Rivers, Two Cultures," May 1988).

During the previous four years, Tlingit

fishermen had been fired at several times

in an attempt to drive them away. One
Tlingit fish camp had been set on fire, and

the helicopter used to haul the Indians'

catch to the fish processor had been shot

and disabled.

Although each group was distrustful of

the other, my study required that I de-

velop rapport with, and gather informa-

tion from, both. I tried to divide my time

between them, but some individuals al-

ways viewed me with suspicion whenever

they saw me interacting with members of

the other group.

During the first week or two, I noticed

that when I approached a group of white

fishermen, one by one they walked off,

only to regroup somewhere else. After the

summer was over, I learned more about

what the fishermen had thought of me
from Richard Steele, the backcountry

ranger based at Dry Bay, who heard much
of the gossip. They joked about my ap-

pearance—I wore tennis shoes instead of

rubber boots—and they said that my
speech, like my clothes, was too clean. The
rumor was that I lived near the safety of

the fish processor because I was afraid of

bears. The ranger also told me what he

had observed in my interactions with the

fishermen: "Your body language just

didn't fit with theirs . . . you stood too

erect, while they tend to slouch with their

thumbs cocked in their pockets. And you

made too much eye contact, while they

prefer to look away and fidget."

Although the Tlingits never walked

away from me when I approached them,

they didn't make me feel welcome either.

My early attempts at conversation were

often met with the most minimal re-

sponses, and sometimes with silence. The
Tlingits are a reserved and private people,

unaccustomed to asking or being asked

questions. And in the beginning I didn't

have enough knowledge of Alaska, the

region, or the issues that concerned the

Tlingits to have an informal conversation

without asking questions. When I arrived

at one of their tents, I often had the feeling

that I was intruding, that they were busy

and didn't have time to chat.

Nevertheless, my rapport with mem-
bers of both groups gradually improved.

At the fish processor, after each fisher-

man unloaded his catch, he usually hung

around to talk and learn how the other

fishermen were doing before returning to

the solitary life of the fish camp. In addi-

tion to the things that any stranger in a
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new setting does to develop good relations

with local people, I drew the younger men
into playing frisbee, pitching horseshoes,

or shooting baskets on a makeshift back-

board. The games often ended in relaxed

conversation, sometimes over beer,

I tried to demonstrate to both Tlingit

and white fishermen that I respected their

knowledge and capabilities: the way in

which they dealt with the hazards of bears

and of fishing in small boats in the swift,

frigid waters of the Alsek River, where

floating logs and chunks of ice from calv-

ing glaciers could destroy nets, and where

falling overboard could easily mean death.

I listened attentively to what they said,

like a conscientious schoolboy. They were,

indeed, my teachers. I told the fishermen

that everything I learned from them was

confidential, and that even in my own field

notes I was not using their real names. I

promised to let them read and comment
on the first draft of my report, and if they

disagreed with some point but could not

convince me I was wrong, I would include

their objections in the report.

The fishermen, Tlingits and nonnatives,

gradually came to accept that I had an

open mind about them and that I had not

come with fixed ideas about the appropri-

ateness of fishing and hunting or of build-

ing cabins and airstrips in a protected wil-

derness area, A few fishermen invited me
to their fish camps for a meal.

My wife's arrival in Dry Bay several

weeks into the fieldwork seemed to help.

While the wives of most fishermen did not

come to Dry Bay, mine had and she was

seven months pregnant. She hiked with

me to distant fish camps and took a severe

pounding in a boat while ascending swift

water, miles up the Alsek River, Some
thought she was foolish to come in her

"condition" to Dry Bay, where storms can

ground airplanes for days, putting medical

attention out of reach. But whatever the

wisdom of her being there, her presence

seemed to make people accept me more

easily. Perhaps this was because with a

wife and a child on the way, I was seen as a

family man, someone to whom the fisher-

men could relate.

But the turning point in my rapport

with the local fishermen happened on the

Fourth of July, All the nonnative fisher-

men gathered at the fish processor to cele-

brate; the height of the festivities was a

Softball game played on a bluff" above the

river, I had once played baseball for a

living and still enjoyed the game. In my
first two at bats I hit the ball hard and far,

making two home runs. In the sixth in-

ning, when our only bat broke nearly in

half, I helped one of the fishermen repair

it with screws and plenty of tape, and with
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choked grips we resumed play. In the

field, enthusiastic about the game and for-

getting for the moment my low status

among the fishermen, I gave the other

fielders directions on which cutoff man to

throw to. When a debate broke out over a

quirky play, I knew the rule that resolved

the disagreement. Being able to play ball

was something else the fishermen could

relate to. After the game, there was some

good-natured joking about my play, and

the fishermen seemed decidedly friend-

lier. During the game, the ranger, without

my knowing, had told some of them that I

had once played professionally.

In previous research projects, I had of-

ten played sports with the people I was

living among as a way of getting to know

them better, as well as for fun and exer-

cise. It always seemed to me to make a

difference in their attitude toward me, but

I had never really known for certain. This

time, at the end of the summer I had a

long chat about my fieldwork with the

backcountry ranger at the park headquar-

ters in Glacier Bay. "The icebreaker," he

said, "was the softball game. When they

saw how hard you hit the ball and that you

really knew how to play the game, you

became a regular guy . . . you were no

longer just a weirdo professor from back

East who wore tennis shoes and clean

clothes and had good posture."

The ranger's observations also revealed

to me that I had failed to realize how
differences in class can be as big an obsta-

cle to developing rapport as differences in

culture. When arriving in Dry Bay, I had

unconsciously assumed that I would have

little difficulty making friends with the

white fishermen, who ostensibly were

from the same mainstream American cul-

ture as I. It would take more understand-

ing and effort, I thought, to get to know

the Tlingits. But the difference in class

between me—a white-collar academic

—

and the largely blue-collar fishermen was

no less of a barrier.

While I received confirmation from the

ranger that I had been accepted by the

whites, I wasn't totally sure what the Tlin-

gits thought of me and my research until

several years later, when I got a phone call

from an Alaskan attorney who was repre-

senting twelve Yakutat fishermen in a suit

against the state of Alaska over fishing

rights. The Tlingit fishermen wanted to

know if I would come to Alaska and help

them. They wanted to know if I would

testify in court as an "expert witness" on

the history of their fishing in the Dry Bay

area. The Alaska Department of Fish and

Game had banned "surf fishing"—that is,

fishing the ocean waters outside the

mouths of the Alsek and East rivers. Since

only the natives fished in the surf, they

believed the ban on fishing there was dis-

criminatory. The department justified its

actions, in part, by claiming that surf fish-

ing was not "traditional" among the Tlin-

gits. The Indians knew it was and hoped

that I knew enough about their fishery to

back them up.

In November 1987, I testified for the

Tlingits in the Alaska Superior Court. It

was the final irony—a complete reversal

of roles. There I sat in the witness stand

giving expert testimony on various aspects

of Tlingit fishing and culture while in the

gallery sat the real experts, the Tlingit

fishermen who had taught me virtually

everything I knew about them and their

fishery. Later, outside the courtroom, af-

ter two hours of testimony and cross

examination by the state's attorney, they

said that I had gotten it right.

George Gmelch is an associate professor

of anthropology at Union College, Sche-

nectady, New York. He has recently com-

pleted a book on the lives of Barbadian

emigrants who have returned to their na-

tive land.
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In the Minds ofMonkeys
What do they know—and do they know they know it?

by Dorothy Cheney and Robert Seyfarth

It was early morning, and the vervet

monkeys had moved out of their yellow-

bariced acacia sleeping trees to forage on

the open plains of the East African sa-

vanna. While the adults fed, the juveniles

played in a nearby bush. Macaulay, the

rambunctious son of a low-ranking fe-

male, wrestled Carlyle, the juvenile

daughter of the highest-ranking female in

the group, to the ground. Carlyle

screamed, chased Macaulay away, and

went to forage next to her mother. The
fight had lasted no more than a few sec-

onds, but it had not gone unnoticed:

twenty minutes later, Shelley, Carlyle's

sister, approached Austen, Macaulay's

sister, and without provocation bit her on

the tail.

This kind of anecdote sets the stage for

the typical article on nonhuman primates.

Read any description of a long-term study

of monkeys or apes and you will find an

account of complex kinship networks,

friendships, struggles for dominance, and

shifting alliances. For most human observ-

ers, what makes these animals so fascinat-

ing is their social structure, which often

seems as rich and complex as our own.

When we read Shakespeare's account of

the blood feud between the Capulets and

the Montagues, we take it for granted that

the members of these two families had a

well-developed sense of their own and

other peoples' social relationships. If they

didn't, there would have been no feud and

no ironic or tragic elements to Romeo and

Juliet's romance. Monkeys, like Shelley in

the anecdote above, apparently also recog-

nize relationships in families other than

their own, and they use this knowledge to

retaliate against their opponents. For

monkeys, as for humans, the enemy of my
kin and the kin of my enemy are my ene-

mies too.

Highly social creatures, monkeys and

apes have often impressed observers with

their ability to predict the behavior of

other animals and to recognize their rela-

tives and allies. This has led some scien-

tists to speculate that primate, including

human, intelligence originally evolved to

solve social problems. According to this

theory, natural selection has acted with

particular force in the social domain, mak-
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Twoyoung vervets at play. Iftheplay gets too rough, relatives

ofthe underdog will run to its rescue. Later, they may retaliate
by attacking relatives ofthe overly rambunctiousjuvenile.
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ing monkeys and apes especially sensitive

to the behavior and relations of others.

But what sort of social knowledge really

exists in the minds of monkeys? How is

their intelligence similar to our own, and

how is it different? For the past thirteen

years, we and our colleagues have at-

tempted to tackle some of these questions

by studying the East African vervet mon-

key in Kenya's Amboseli National Park.

Vervets are members of the largest family

of Old World monkeys, which includes

baboons, macaques, and many forest-

dwelling monkeys, and they are among
the most common primates in sub-Saha-

ran Africa. As primates, they are relatives

of ours, but they are by no means our

closest relatives. Humans and chimpan-

zees, for example, seem to have shared a

common ancestor only 5 million years ago,

while the common ancestor of Old World

monkeys and humans lived roughly 20

million years ago.

In Amboseli—an arid savanna wood-

land punctuated by swamps at the foot of

Kilimanjaro—vervets live in groups of ten

to thirty monkeys that include anywhere

from one to eight adult males and two to

eight adult females. As in other Old

World monkey societies, females remain

in their natal groups throughout their

lives, maintaining close bonds with their

matrilineal kin; males transfer to neigh-

boring groups at sexual maturity. Social

life in the group is far from democratic.

Each male and female occupies a specific

rank, dominating all those further down
the ladder. Offspring assume their moth-

er's rank, so the dominance hierarchy is in

fact a hierarchy of families, with all the

members of family A outranking all the

members of family B, and so on down the

line. Even a male assumes his mother's

rank until he migrates to another group.

After that, a male's rank depends on more

subtle factors, including fighting ability,

age, and his acceptance by his adopted

group's adult females.

While each vervet female inherits her

high or low status, this does not mean that

she accepts her lot in life without protest.

Quite the contrary. Vervets, macaques,

and baboons are—it must be said—dread-

ful social climbers. They constantly com-

pete for the opportunity to groom high-

ranking females, sit near them, and play or

groom with their infants. Animals that

groom together also tend to feed together

and form alliances, and high-ranking fe-

males have access to the best food, the

best resting places, and win almost all the

disputes they enter. By establishing a

close bond with a high-ranking female,
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In Kenya 's Amboseli National Park, adultfemales ofone
vervet group confront members ofanother, left. Such meetings
may escalate intofighting, especially ifthe argument is

over water, new grass, or otherfoods. The twofemales below
{their eyelids displayed in an aggressive gesture) threaten

a malefrom another group.
Bolh photograpris by Dorothy Chenpy

^i/t.

low- and middle-ranking females may be

able to enjoy some of the benefits of high

rank, even if they never actually increase

their status. In sum, vervet monkeys—like

characters in a Jane Austen novel—orga-

nize their lives around two principles: to

maintain close bonds with kin and to es-

tablish good relations with the members of

high-ranking families.

Time and time again, we have seen the

practical value of alliances. In a typical

encounter, one female, Newton, may
lunge at another, Tycho, while competing

for a fruit. As Tycho moves off, Newton's

sister Charing Cross runs up to aid in the

chase. In the meantime, Wormwood
Scrubs, another of Newton's sisters, runs

over to Tycho's sister Holbom, who is

feeding sixty feet away, and hits her on the

head. Hostility between two animals often

expands to include whole families, so not

^

only must monkeys predict one another's

behavior but they must also assess one

another's relationships. A monkey con-

fronted with all this nonrandom turmoil

cannot be content with learning simply

who is dominant or subordinate to herself;

she must also know who is allied to whom
and who is likely to aid an opponent.

We tested the vervets' ability to recog-

nize the kin relations of others by playing

the scream of a two-year-old juvenile

through a concealed loudspeaker. The
subjects for each experiment were three

females, one of whom was the juvenile's

mother. In a typical experiment, we would

play the scream of Emerson to three fe-

males: Teapot Dome (Emerson's mother),

Profumo, and Suez. Our original purpose

was simply to determine whether or not

mothers recognized their offspring's

screams. But when we analyzed the films

of the playback experiments, we found

that the screams often caused the other

two females to look at the mother. It was

as if they were thinking, "That scream

goes with Emerson, and Emerson goes

with Teapot Dome. What's she going to do

about it?"

Humans, obviously, do more than sim-

ply recognize the relationships of others;

we also compare different sorts of relation-

ships, classifying them and giving them

labels that are independent of the particu-

lar individuals involved. When a friend

mentions a sister or a lover, images of a

particular type of relationship are con-

jured up in our minds, even if we have

never met the person being discussed.

Monkeys don't have words for particular

types of relationships, but they do seem to

evaluate and compare one another's social

relationships. Vervets apparently recog-

nize parallels between their own kinship

bonds and those of others. A fight between

Carlyle and Macaulay increases the prob-

ability that Carlyle's relative will later

threaten Macaulay's relative.

While monkeys may know a lot about

one another's social relationships, they

seem to know much less about one anoth-

er's minds. Consider deception, for exam-

ple. Among humans, successful deception

demands that the liar identify what an-

other person believes to be true and then

attempt to hide or falsify relevant in-

formation. In other words, the liar must

recognize the distinction between his or

her own beliefs and the beliefs of others.

Many animal species, including insects,

occasionally give false signals to others,

but these signals are typically inflexible

and occur only in a narrow range of con-

texts. Male scorpion flies, for instance,

sometimes steal dead insects from other
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males by mimicking the behavior of a

female, but as far as we know, they never

attempt to deceive one another in any

other context or in any other way.

Monkeys and apes, in contrast, attempt

to hide or falsify a variety of signals and

patterns of behavior, and they do so in a

variety of contexts. For example, domi-

nant male vervet monkeys often chase

subordinate males from sexually receptive

females. To counteract this tactic, a subor-

dinate male will lead a female behind a

bush or tree, out of sight of more dominant

males, before attempting to copulate with

her. Nevertheless, monkeys' lies often

seem oddly incomplete. To cite one exam-

ple, when vervet males spot a leopard, one

of their primary predators, they give loud

barking alarm calls that cause other ver-

vets to run up into trees for safety. Most of

the monkeys' alarm calls are reliable, sig-

naling the true presence of a predator.

Over the years, though, we have observed

cases in which a male gave apparently

false alarm calls just as a new male was

attempting to transfer into his group. Nor-

mally, males are hostile to solitary males

that approach their groups, since such

males are almost invariably migrants in

search of a group to join. Resident males

are not always successful, however, in

driving away these migrants, particularly

when the migrants are younger and stron-

ger than themselves. The primary perpe-

trator of false alarm calls during our study

was Kitui, a perpetually low-ranking male

that could reasonably have expected to

become subordinate to any rival that suc-

cessfully transferred into the group.

Kitui's false alarms were effective be-

cause they caused his rival to run up into a

tree and prevented him from approaching

the group.

So far, so good. The alarm calls ap-

peared to be deceitful, signaling a danger

that Kitui, but not the rival, knew to be

false, and they kept the rival temporarily

at bay. But was Kitui actually trying to

make his rival believe a leopard was

nearby?

We can never know for certain what

goes on in the mind of a monkey when he

gives an incorrect alarm call. Even if the

call functions to mislead, it may not be at
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all appropriate to conclude that the sig-

naler attributes mental states to others.

Here the issue becomes murky, because

Kitui's subsequent behavior was often

puzzling. As if to convince his rival of the

importance of his calls, on three occasions

Kitui left his own tree, walked across the

plain in full view of the imaginary leopard,

and entered a tree next to his rival's, alarm

calling all the while. He seemed to have

gotten only half the story right: he acted as

if he knew that his alarm calls caused

others to believe there was a leopard

nearby, but he didn't seem to realize that

he should behave as if he also believed in

the leopard.

Numerous psychological studies have

demonstrated that, like Kitui, young chil-

dren also have difficulty in distinguishing

their own knowledge from that of others.

As any parent of a small child will readily

attest, children cannot easily recognize or

create false beliefs in others. Perhaps this

is what makes them such poor liars. A
child of three will deny having been to the

cookie jar when there are still telltale

crumbs on his or her face; only later do

children learn to wipe the crumbs off be-

fore pleading innocence.

Other anecdotes are equally difficult to

interpret. Subordinate female baboons of-

ten raise their tails when approaching or

interacting with more dominant animals.

Raised tails seem to reflect anxiety and

are usually accompanied by other signs of

subordination, such as grimacing or pre-

senting the hindquarters. In an earlier

study of baboons, we once watched a fe-

male attempt to suppress this sign of

subordination. The female, known to us as

the Lady from Philadelphia, was attempt-

ing to follow her daughter on a narrow

rock ledge, and the path led her within two

feet of the resting place of the group's

dominant male. Rocky. As she ap-

proached Rocky, the Lady from Philadel-

phia's tail began to rise. Looking back at

her tail, she pressed it down and held it

until she had passed him, as if she recog-

nized that her raised tail would reveal an

anxiety she wanted to conceal.

Watching this behavior, we were

tempted to conclude that the Lady from

Philadelphia was aware of the distinction
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A leopard carries offa vervet in Kenya 's Samburu National
Reserve. When they spot a leopard, vervets make
a distinctive alarm call, which sends all monkeys within

earshot into the trees. Since leopards often hunt by hiding in

bushes, however, revealing themselves only when an
unsuspectingmonkey comes withinpouncing distance, the

call is sometimes heard too late or not at all.
Stan Osolinski; Oxford Scientific Films
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Infants develop close and lasting ties with their mothers,from

whom they inherit their social rank, below. Grooming is an

importantpart ofvervet society, right, and low-ranking

individuals often try to establish close bonds with members

ofhigh-rankingfamilies by grooming them.

between her actual state of mind and the

state of mind she wished to convey to

Rocky. Even if her actions represented a

true deceptive tactic, her behavior was

difficult to interpret, at least for human
observers. Didn't she realize that by push-

ing her tail down in full view of Rocky, she

was less likely to fool him? Or was Rocky's

abiUty to detect deception also so incom-

plete that it didn't matter how conspicu-

ous her act of deception was?

Many anecdotes suggest that apes may
be better than monkeys at attributing be-

liefs to others and at recognizing the ef-

fects of their own behavior on others. To

give one example, Luit and Nikki, two

adult males in a captive group of chimpan-

zees studied by Frans de Waal, were en-

gaged in a prolonged struggle for domi-

nance. During one fight, Luit chased

Nikki into a tree and then took up a posi-

tion of vigilance at its base. As he sat, Luit

began to bare his teeth in a nervous "fear

grin"—a sign of anxiety. Quickly, Luit

turned his back to Nikki, put his hand over

his mouth, and pressed his Ups together,

apparently to hide this sign of submission.

Only after three attempts, when he had

succeeded in wiping the fear grin from his

face, did Luit turn to face Nikki again.

Luit's actions suggested that he was aware

of his nervousness, of the external mani-

festation of his fear, and of the need to

hide this sign from his rival. Luit appeared

to be attempting to manipulate Nikki's

beliefs, but until definitive experiments

are designed to test this hypothesis, sim-

pler explanations are also possible. For

example, Luit might have learned that

whenever he showed a particular facial

expression, Nikki chased him.

Many observers have suggested that

nonhuman primates seem to show much
greater intelligence when manipulating

one another than when manipulating ob-

jects. According to this "social intelli-

gence" hypothesis, the reason that mon-

keys in the laboratory can be taught to

classify objects according to some crite-

rion, such as color or shape, is that they do

this sort of thing naturally in the context of

social interactions: placing objects X, Y,

and Z into a particular class comes easily

to animals used to classifying one another

as members of diiferent matrilines. Simi-

larly, when monkeys solve problems of

transitive inference in the laboratory (if A
is bigger than B, and B is bigger than C,

then A must be bigger than C), they are

merely duplicating an ability they use

daily in assessing other animals' domi-

nance ranks.

The idea that a given ability may be

manifested more in one context than in

another is not new. Many food-caching

birds, for instance, exhibit striking spatial

memory when it comes to finding seeds,

but it is not clear whether they extend this

ability to nonforaging contexts. Similarly,

although the honeybee's dance conveys

extraordinarily precise information about

the location, direction, and quality of food,

honeybees do not seem to use their dance

to communicate, for example, about their

nest mates.

Do monkeys in fact exhibit more skills

in social interactions than in nonsocial

contexts? Our investigations are still pre-

Uminary, but they suggest that vervets

sometimes show surprising gaps in their

knowledge of the external world. Consider

the monkeys' understanding of their pred-

ators. In Amboseli, predation accounts for

more than 70 percent of all vervet deaths.

The monkeys are preyed upon by leop-
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ards, smaller cats, martial eagles, pythons,

and baboons. In some respects, the vervets

have an impressive battery of responses to

these many predators. They have at least

six acoustically different alarm calls for

these different classes of predators, and

each type of alarm call evokes a different

escape response. The loud, barklike leop-

ard alarm call, for instance, causes mon-
keys to run up into trees, while their more

gruntlike eagle alarm call causes them to

look up into the air.

Vervets also recognize the various

alarm calls of other species. The superb

starling, one of the most common bird

species in Amboseli, has two distinct

alarm calls: one for terrestrial predators

(including vervets, which steal their eggs);

the other for hawks and eagles. When we
played recordings of starling alarm calls to

vervets, we found that the monkeys re-

sponded appropriately: the starling's ter-

restrial predator alarm call caused the

monkeys to run toward trees, while the

starling's eagle alarm call caused them to

look up into the air.

In contrast to their skill at recognizing

the alarm calls of other species, however,

vervets seem remarkably poor at identify-

mg the many kinds of visual cues left by

predators. Leopards, for example, are" the

only predators that cache carcasses in

trees, and vervets invariably alarm call

when they spot a leopard in a tree with a

carcass. Nevertheless, the monkeys show

no sign of anxiety or increased vigilance

when they spot a carcass in a tree in the

absence of a leopard; they never seem to

realize that a carcass in a tree may mean
that a leopard is nearby.

Vervets are similarly blind to visual evi-

dence of pythons. These snakes hunt ver-

vets by lying in wait for them in bushes or

at the base of trees. The snakes leave

straight, wide tracks (reminiscent of a

wide-wheeled bicycle) that cannot be mis-

taken for those of any other species, and

humans quickly learn to avoid bushy areas

where there are fresh python tracks that

haven't yet been disturbed by wind or

other animal footprints. The vervets,

though, never seem to learn thai a python

track denotes the proximity of a python.

We have often watched in utter mystifica-

tion as a vervet monkey walked calmly

into a bush to feed, ignoring the p>thon

track that led directly into it, only to leap

away in shocked horror when it encoun-

tered the snake there.

Finally, vervet monkeys flee from Ma-
sai herdsmen and their cattle, and they

also respond to the mooing of cows and the

ringing of cowbells with vigilance and
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flight. Nevertheless, they don't seem to

recognize the distinctive clouds of dust

that herald the approach of cattle and

Masai. Livestock herds produce thick,

dense clouds of dust that are readily dis-

tinguished (at least by humans) from the

more diffuse dust clouds produced by ze-

bras, wildebeest, and elephants. Day after

day, however, the monkeys will sit impas-

sively in the midst of the livestock dust

clouds, only to give surprised alarm calls

when the cows invariably emerge.

Why should vervets fail to recognize

the visual evidence of predators? One pos-

sible explanation may be that visual and

auditory cues first evolved to deal with

social problems. Vervets do use visual sig-

nals in face-to-face interactions with other

monkeys but do not respond to visual evi-

dence of an absent object or individual.

They do not, for example, follow one an-

other's tracks when foraging, look for the

tracks made by other groups when patrol-

ling a territorial boundary, or visually alter

aspects of their physical environment to

denote rank or group membership. Audi-

tory cues, in the form of their many vo-

calizations, however, are abundant in

these sorts of situations. Monkeys fre-

quently call when out of sight of one an-

other If monkeys are foraging in dense

brush, a vocalization is enough to signal

that a dominant animal is approaching or

another group has been spotted. In the

social context, vervets may never have

needed to recognize that a visual cue can

denote some absent object or individual.

Perhaps as a result, when they confront a

python's tracks or a carcass in a tree, the

monkeys do not make the connection be-

tween these objects and the predators that

put them there.

Apes may be better than vervet mon-
keys at recognizing the visual cues left by
other animals. In the wild, for instance,

chimpanzees make sleeping nests each

night. When the members of one group

make raiding patrols into the range of

another group, they sometimes give ag-

gressive displays upon encountering their

neighbors' empty nests. It would be inter-

esting to determine if chimpanzees were

better than vervets at recognizing the vi-

sual clues left by predators. The superior

Clinging tightly, infant vervets get afree ride as their mothers

bound up a yellow-barked acacia tree, right, perhaps to

escape a leopard, tofind a good sleeping site, or tofeed. About

ayear old, the vervet below can venture offon its own to

explore its world, but it will never befarfrom the watchful

eyes ofits motherand older siblings.

Gregory G Dimijian Photo Researchers

performance of chimpanzees in many lab-

oratory tests does suggest that their intelli-

gence may be less constrained and less

context specific than that of monkeys.

One of the most important features of

human intelligence is our ability to take a

skill we have acquired in one context and

extend, or generalize, it to another Hu-
mans can use analogical reasoning not

just to evaluate the similarity between our

own and other people's familial relation-

ships but also to recognize, for example,

that cat doors and the valves of a heart

operate according to the same general

principles. One of the primary distinctions

between our intelligence and that of other

primates may lie not so much in any spe-

cific skill as in our ability to extend knowl-

edge gained in one context to new and

different ones. D
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We'd liketo uncover

a hidden natural resource.

Did you know that the empty plastic soft drink

bottles you throw away even/ day can be transformed into

carpet yarn or automotive parts or fiberfill for ski parkas?

That used glass bottles and aluminum cans can

be transformed into new ones?

And that yesterday's newspaper can be trans-

formed into tomorrow's?

It all happens because of recycling. The trash we
throw away is a "natural resource" that, with recycling,

can be used to produce a multitude of new products.

Unfortunately America recycles only 10% of its

garbage, incinerates 10% and deposits a whopping

80% in landfills. As a result, we are having to cope with

a monumental solid waste problem.

Our landfills are going-going-gone.

Americans throw away about 160 million tons

of garbage a year According to a recent study plastics

make up about 18% of the volume of solid waste in

our landfills, paper and paperboard account for about

38%; metals, 14%; glass, 2%; and other wastes, 28%,

all by volume.

As a result, in the past 1 years our country's

landfills have decreased from about 18,500 to 6,000. In

five years 2,000 more will close.

In their haste to find solutions, some local legisla-

tures have proposed to ban plastics.

Unfortunately a ban on plastics would do much

harm and no good. We would lose all of the safety, health

and convenience features of plastics, such as tamper-

resistant closures and shatter-proof bottles.

Moreover, packaging would still be needed. A

1987 study showed what would happen if plastics were

banned-the energy needed to produce the alternative

packaging, its weight, its cost, and the volume of waste

collected would all rise dramatically

What to do?

At Amoco Chemical, we believe part of the answer

to America's waste problem lies in recycling everything

from glass to metals to paper to plastic.

Today recycling is on the rise. There are now

more than 1,000 curbside separation recycling programs

across the country Many are beginning to incorporate

plastics.

Right now, almost 200 companies are recycling

millions of used plastic containers into paint brush bristles,

traffic signs, toys, floor tiles, wastebaskets and "plastic

lumber" for decks and park benches.

Plastics are among the easiest materials to re-

cycle. More than 150 million pounds, or 20% of all plastic

soft drink bottles, were recycled in 1987.

How Amoco Chemical is helping.

Amoco Chemical is sponsoring a recycling pro-

gram in New York demonstrating that used, poly-

styrene foam food service containers from schools and

restaurants can be recycled into insulation board for

commercial construction, cafeteria trays and home and

office products.

We're participating in a consortium with other

major plastics manufacturers involved in the construction

of regional polystyrene recycling plants.

We're encouraging the start-up of new recycling

efforts, helping to find better ways to collect and sort

recyclables, and supporting efforts to create new markets

for products made from recycled products.

At Amoco Chemical, we believe recycling can

add years of life to our landfills while it transforms things

that would ordinarily be thrown away into useful new

products. We've only begun to uncover its benefits.

For a free copy of "Recycling. Do It Today For Tomorrow,"

call 1-800-727-0017. Or write Amoco Chemical, Recycling. 200 East

Randolph Drive, Chicago, IL 60601.

Recycling. Do It Today For Tomorrow.

Amoco Chemical

© 1 990 Amoco Chemical Company



Flagellating themselves with knife-tipped chains, a group of

Shiite Muslim men express their devotion to the grandson

ofthe Prophet Muhammad, Imam Husain, who perished in

A.D. 680. Their actions demonstrate that they would have

willingly died alongside Husain when he and his companions

were hopelessly outnumbered by their enemies.
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The Ordeal ofMoharram

On the tenth of Moharram on the Is-

lamic lunar calendar, more than 1 50,000
chanting spectators push through the

streets of Ahmadabad, a city in India

about 300 miles north of Bombay, to catch

a glimpse of an annual mourning proces-

sion. They honor the memory of Imam
Husain, who was the son of Fatima,

daughter of the Prophet Muhammad, and
her husband, Ali, whom Shiite Muslims
consider to have been the Prophet's spiri-

tual successor. Within the procession, Ja-

han and a dozen other men remove their

shirts under the hot sun and grasp wood-

handled whips of knife-tipped chains. An
orator recites an elegy decrying Husain's

death on this date in a.d. 680:

And the tyrants became the enemy
of Husain.

They made uneasy the heart of Fatima,

The infidel people massacred the

grandson of the Prophet of God.

Reminded of the injustice committed
against Husain, the weeping and wailing

crowd becomes enraged and shouts,

"Husain! Husain! Husain!" In the midst of

the frenzy, Jahan and his group begin to

flagellate themselves with the razor-sharp

whips. Within moments their backs are

open, bloody, and raw, the asphalt red

with blood. Their eyes roll back as their

souls "link" with Husain, who keeps them
from feeling any pain. They demonstrate

through their ordeal that had they been

with Husain at the time of his martyrdom,

they would have readily defended him
with their lives.

The spectators rhythmically strike their

heads with their hands, chanting the name
of Husain louder and louder. Several men
struggle to gain control of a dagger that

Jahan and two others have already used to

slice into their heads. Blood drips down
Jahan's face; he staggers to a nearby

makeshift first-aid center, where attend-

ants wash his lacerated back and head

with water. After his wounds are cleansed

and bandaged, Jahan turns to me and de-

scribes his experience:

When I flog my back or cut into my head, I

feel no pain. I feel nothing but peace. It

doesn't feel like I am cutting myself at all.

It is very smooth because I have a link with

Shates in India mourn their Savior

by Rod Cardoza

Husain; he is in my mind. I feel a closeness
and nearness to him. If the time comes, I'll

die for Husain.

Jahan, twenty-six years old, lives in a

crowded, middle-class Shiite Muslim
neighborhood of Ahmadabad, in the state

of Gujarat. Out of the city's population of

3 million, about 440,000 are Muslims, of

which 66,000 belong to the Shiite minor-

ity. The 1 ,600 who live in Jahan's commu-
nity call themselves Momins, from the

Arabic word meaning "the faithful."

I first came to know of the ordeals of

Moharram in 1985, during my university

studies in a primarily Hindu village just

outside Ahmadabad. Having heard a

steady drumbeat for several days, I in-

quired after its purpose. Several Hindus
told me it was a time when Muslims muti-

lated themselves. Intrigued, that night I

followed the sound of the drums to a glow-

ing fire pit, where seven men stood in

trance. Holding auspicious bouquets of

peacock feathers, they swayed back and
forth as trumpetlike horns blared and
clouds of incense filled the air. Each then

descended into the fire pit barefooted.

They grabbed handfuls of hot embers and
hurled them out of the pit, as spectators

quickly moved to avoid being hit.

The following day I returned to find not

only Muslims but also Hindus going into

trance to be filled with Husain's spirit.

They danced frenetically with skewers

through their tongues and cheeks, staring

stony-eyed at a twelve-foot-high model of

Husain's tomb (the original, a great Taj

Mahal-like structure, is at Karbala, Iraq,

the site of Husain's martyrdom). Im-

pressed by what I had seen, I returned

again in 1 987 to document more fully the

events of Moharram.

Spread primarily in a band from Mo-
rocco to Indonesia, Islam is the world's

fastest growing and (after Christianity)

second largest religion, with some one bil-

lion adherents. About one in ten, like Ja-

han, are Shiites, widely represented in

Iran, Iraq, Lebanon, India, and Pakistan.

Two primary theological distinctions set

Shiites apart from the majority of Mus-
lims, who are Sunnis.

The first is the Shiite doctrine of the

Imamate. While Sunnis commonly use
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the term imam to describe any leader of

prayer, the most prominent Shiite group

reserves the title for twelve descendants of

Muhammad, beginning with Ali, cousin

of Muhammad and husband of Muham-
mad's daughter, Fatima (his only child to

survive infancy), and ending with al-

Mahdi, who they say never died but be-

came hidden from the eyes of ordinary

men in 939. Imams are bearers of the

Muhammadan Light and therefore are

considered to be sinless and to possess

perfect knowledge of every order. All

blessing and all knowledge of God comes

through the Imams; they are God's repre-

sentatives on earth to guide humanity and

carry out God's will. Without the Imams,

the Shiites believe, the world would sim-

ply perish, for it would be without God's

presence. All the Imams are esteemed for

their great wisdom and righteousness, but

only Husain—the third Imam—so dra-

matically evokes the religious fervor of

Shiites around the world.

The second distinction foreign to Sunni

Islam is the Shiite concept of passion, or

vicarious suffering, which transformed

Husain's slaughter in 680 from a noble

stand for truth into a sacrifical martyrdom
for the salvation of humanity. This deeply

ingrained concept of redemptive suffering

has made the mournings of Moharram the

central rite of the Shiite world. Perhaps no

other martyr in history has had more tears

shed on his behalf than Husain.

Throughout the year, mourning obser-

vances for Husain link all aspects of In-

dian Shiite life to Husain's martyrdom. At
funerals, religious leaders recount the

sufferings of Husain and his companions.

Little time is devoted to eulogizing the

deceased, since the focus is on the superior

death of Husain. Even weddings are vis-

ited by a brief mourning observance for

Husain. Commemorations of the other

Imams' martyrdom days help fill the ritu-

al calendar, but Moharram, the month of

Husain's martyrdom, is the holiest month

for Indian Shiites.

Jahan lives a fast-paced life most of the

year as a salesman of business supplies.

But when the new moon of Moharram is

sighted, Jahan exchanges his colorful

clothing and jewelry for black garments;

he gives up the comforts of his bed to sleep

on the stone floor; he sets aside games,

music, radio, and television to devote him-

self to the recital of the moving poetry that

recounts the death of Husain; he abstains

from laughter to weep and wail while ser-
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mons about the ruthless slaughter of

Husain and his companions are preached.

On the first night of Moharram (this

year, in late July), the Momin community,

like Shiite groups elsewhere in Ahmad-
abad, gathers at a sanctuary reserved for

mourning the martyrs of Karbala. Within

it is an eighteen-foot-high model of

Husain's tomb, made of wood overlaid

with intricately stamped tin and silver.

While women remain outside listening to

the public address system, men begin the

evening by reciting prayers within the

sanctuary. The leader of the mourning

observance then takes his seat to preach

upon Islamic philosophy and theology,

which frequently includes the doctrine of

redemptive suffering. He then recounts

the history behind Husain's martyrdom,

as it is viewed by Shiites.

Great emotion is stirred as the speaker

tells how Muawiya, the governor of Syria,

promoted violent treachery in 660 against

Hasan, the second Imam and the older

brother of Husain. Hasan had just been

appointed caliph of the Islamic kingdom,

following the murder of his father, Ali.

The caliph, from the capital at Mecca, in

Arabia, exercised direct political, mili-

tary, judicial, and economic control over

the entire Muslim empire. Conquered ter-

ritories were ruled from provincial capi-

tals by governors, who were usually

military commanders. One of these,

Muawiya (son of the Prophet's old oppo-

nent Abu Sufyan), had consolidated his

power as governor of Syria and even ex-

tended his rule to Egypt.

According to the Shiites, Muawiya im-

mediately denounced Hasan's caliphate

and used bribery and a network of espio-

nage to plot a revolt against Hasan. To

avoid great bloodshed, Hasan yielded the

caliphate to Muawiya, provided he follow

the precepts of the Koran and the life of

the Prophet Muhammad and forfeit any

right to nominate his own successor. But

Muawiya, who took up rule as caliph from

Damascus, schemed to secure the succes-

sion for his son Yazid. He bribed one of

Hasan's wives to poison Hasan in 669 and

continued to safeguard the caliphate for

Yazid by maintaining strong military con-

trol, bribing influential officials, and exe-

cuting possible opponents.

An influential minority of four right-

eous men, however, remained vehemently

opposed to Yazid's accession—Husain be-

ing chief among them. After Muawiya's

death in 680, Yazid knew he had to secure

these four men's oaths of allegiance. Be-

cause Husain saw Yazid as a man of poor

moral character who as caliph would

shame the name of Islam, he refused to

submit. Husain then accepted invitations

to rule in Kufa, Iraq, where Yazid's ca-

liphate was also not accepted. Well aware

of the inherent danger, Husain and his

companions began the long journey from

Mecca to Kufa.

When Yazid discovered Husain's plan,

he not only sent 20,000 soldiers to inter-

cept Husain's band, consisting of about
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seventy men with their women and chil-

dren, but also sent thousands of soldiers

and a new governor to Kufa to turn public

support away from Husain. Those who

refused to cooperate with the new gover-

nor were publicly executed. Messengers

from Kufa warned Husain that the hearts

of the Kufans were with him but their

swords were with Yazid. Still Husain and

his companions pressed on.

The speaker finishes his sermon with a

dramatic narration of the gruesome events

at Karbala, a desert area south of Bagdad,

near the Euphrates River. This part of the

mourning observance causes even the

roughest of men to break down and pour

forth tears for the martyr of humanity.

The speaker recounts how one by one

Husain's outnumbered sons, friends, and

soldiers fell by the sword after valiantly

killing many of their foes. The most popu-

lar of heart-rending events concerns the

great thirst of Ali Asghar, Husain's six-

month-old son. Because Yazid's forces

had cut off the water supply and guarded

the river heavily, Ali Asghar had been

without water for three days. Husain

asked his fearless brother Abbas to fetch

water for the infant's parched lips. After

scattering the army with his spear. Abbas

made his way to the river. But because he

had to protect the water bag from arrows

on his way back, he was overcome. When
his arms were cut off, he dropped the flag

he bore and carried the water bag in his

teeth. But after the leather bag was

pierced and the water spilled upon the

sand. Abbas lost heart. As he turned his

horse around, hundreds of soldiers sur-

rounded him and he was beheaded.

Husain had brought a pair of pigeons

with him; these flew to the river and filled

their beaks with water for Ali Asghar.

They sat perched on his swinging cradle

and tried to drop the water into his mouth.

But because the infant realized he was the

son of an Imam, he could not quench his

thirst while all others suffered. He tight-

ened his lips, and the water ran down the

side of his face.

Holding Ali Asghar up to heaven,

Husain prayed for God's grace to grant

water for his innocent son. Husain then

laid him on the burning sand before

Yazid's army saying, "Think not that I

will drink any water given to my son. 1

place him here before you and step away

that you might quench his terrible thirst."

After they gave no response, Husain lifted

up his dying infant and said, "You are the

son of an Imam; you must give them a sign

to show them you are from God." Ali

Asghar then drew out his dry tongue and

slowly licked his parched lips. Yazid's

army was so moved by the infant's gesture

that the commander, Ibn Sa'ad, fearing

his men would lose morale, ordered his

expert archer to shoot the fatal arrow that

stitched the neck of Ali Asghar to

Husain's arm. After Husain carried his

blood-soaked son back to the tents and

placed him in the hands of the boy's

mother, Husain's young daughter Sa-

kina—unaware of her brother's death

—

asked why Ali Asghar could drink while

she remained thirsty.

People say that before he died Husain

had so many feathered arrows in his body

that his ill son Zain al-Abidin, the only

adult male survivor of Karbala, actually

thought his father was a large bird, until

he heard his voice. Because of the many

arrows, Husain's body never touched the

ground when his horse knelt down to cush-

ion his fall. At that moment the sky of

Karbala turned red and rained large drops

of blood. Split by a great earthquake, the

ground bubbled forth the crimson blood of

the martyrs.

After the sermon ends in an emotional

climax, women listening in the shadows of

porches and balconies draw their handker-

chiefs to wipe their tear-soaked faces.

Some remain seated, stunned by the trag-

edies recounted. Others gather in groups

to fill the air with rhythmic beatings upon

their chests. Inside the sanctuary, men
rise to stand in rows or circles and beat

their chests to the moving recital of elegies

lamenting the martyrs of Karbala. The

mourning observance ends after more

prayers and the distribution of snacks, of-

fered first to Husain at the foot of the

model tomb.

This pattern is repeated each evening

on the second through sixth days of

Moharram. On the afternoon of the sev-

enth day, another mourning observance is

held, this time followed by men tearing

into their backs with whips and slicing into
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their heads with daggers. This display of

devotion is merely preparation for a pro-

cession of a small model of the tomb, intri-

cately made of solid silver, preceded by

banners symbolizing the flags of Husain's

army. Before the sacred banners are taken

out of the sanctuary, they are enveloped in

a cloud of incense. During the procession,

some banners are taken into homes previ-

ously purified with water and readied by

lighting candles and offering food to

Husain. Men who carry the banners wave

generous amounts of incense inside each

home to please Husain, who will grant it

protection from evil spirits.

Meanwhile, the model tomb continues

its processsion through the neighborhood.

The two bearers pause frequently along

their route, allowing parents to carry chil-

dren beneath the model tomb for healing.

Others reach to put money into it so

Husain might grant their requests. The
spirit of Husain, they believe, dwells in-

side the model tomb during the first ten

days of Moharram; this draws multitudes

who push forward and touch it for its

benevolent effects.

The seventh evening is set aside for

Through a cloud ofincense, left, women bear offerings

offruit to Husain. A blood-stained cradle, below, recalls

Husain's infant son, said to have died when an arrow
stitched him to hisfather's arm.
Both photographs by Rod Cardoza

women in memory of Kubra, whose thir-

teen-year-old husband, Qasim, was mar-

tyred at Karbala on the day of their mar-

riage. The sanctuary is filled with fruits of

all kinds. Not only do Shiite women at-

tend, but women from mostly Sunni

neighborhoods pack the sanctuary to re-

ceive small bags of fruit. Because the fruit

is first offered to Husain at the model

tomb, it is believed to bestow the blessing

of Husain's favor Women cover or close

their eyes as they randomly choose one

fruit. After eating it they vow not to taste

that fruit for a whole year and to return a

sum of money the following year if their

prayer is granted. Women commonly re-

quest the ability to have sons or a healthy

and prosperous family.

The eighth evening is also filled with

vow taking over fruits at the sanctuary.

Because it is done in memory of Husain's

brave brother Abbas, men are also al-

lowed to participate. The ninth afternoon

is devoted to the memory of the infant Ali

Asghar, Husain's valiant horse Duldul,

and the women and children of Karbala,

who were captured by Yazid's forces. A
white, blood-stained horse leads a proces-

sion of young girls chained together as

prisoners, reenacting the great journey

—

fatal for some—that the survivors made
from Karbala to Damascus. Carrying

empty water pots on their heads, they cry

out for their thirst to be quenched. Two
men carry a blood-stained cradle sym-

bolizing Ali Asghar. Grains of food and

rose petals within the cradle, as well as

fruits upon the spiked saddle of the horse,

attract more vows and requests.

During the ninth evening, the large

model tomb from the sanctuary joins oth-

ers in a procession through the streets,

preceded by men flogging themselves and

others beating their chests to the elegiac

poetry of lamentation. Even some Sunnis

fast to show their respect for Husain.

While Sunnis regard Yazid's caliphate to

have been legitimate, in general they

agree that the man was a tyrant and that

the events at Karbala constituted a bar-

baric episode. Most Sunnis, however, be-

lieve it is against Islam for people to harm
themselves the way the Shiite mourners

do. Many treat the procession like a carni-

val, selling sweets, dressing in colorful gar-

ments, playing brassy music, or perform-

ing fire-breathing and pole-balancing acts.

The ritual cycle climaxes on the tenth

day of Moharram, when all the models of

the tomb in Ahmadabad (more than 200)

are brought out for a lengthy procession.

Some models are so large that telephone

and power lines must be lifted or removed.

Then at two the following morning, the

model tombs are taken to the Sabarmati

River, where their floral veils are buried in
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Performing afire-breathing act, Sunni Muslims, below,

who do not approve of the Shiites' intense mourning

practices, add a festive accent to the commemoration of

Husain's martyrdom. Opposite: Models of Husain's

great tomb at Karbala. Iraq, where he was killed, are

carried in procession through Ahmadabad, India.
Damn Matakeda

graves representing Husain and the sev-

enty-one other martyrs.

Although cHmaxing on the tenth day,

mourning for Husain continues for an ad-

ditional fifty-eight days, ending with the

anniversary of the death of Ibn Sa'ad, the

commander of Yazid's forces at Karbala.

Forty days after the tenth of Moharram,

more than 20,000 Shiites from all over the

state of Gujarat, and even some from

Bombay and South India, gather around

the glowing coals of a twenty-foot fire lane

in the village of Kanodar, about 1 20 miles

north of Ahmadabad. As the crowd in-

vokes Husain's presence by chanting his

name, those truly focused on the Imam
walk over the fire calmly and are not

burned. But those concentrating more on

the intense heat of the coals run and stum-

ble over the fire, then hobble away in pain.

Some men walk over the fire to fulfill

vows made to Husain the previous year.

Their requests have ranged from the birth

of a child to the healing of a family mem-
ber or even the passing of a university

exam. Others walk over the fire simply to

show their love for, and trust in, Husain.

One Shiite from Bangalore, in southern

India, explains why he and his twenty

friends took a five-day train journey to

participate in the mourning observances:

We came to remove our sin. It's not that all

our previous mourning was not enough, but

we want to express our deep appreciation

for Husain. It is our duty to walk the fire for

Husain, since he died for us when he died

for Islam and humanity. We do it to show
that when we go in his name, we are not

harmed.

Several hundred men cross the fire, and

then the crowd's vigorous shouting of

Husain's name becomes a roar as large

drums of water are poured over the coals.

The men pound their chests with a surge

of religious fervor, while smoke from the

extinguished fire rises into the darkness.

Eyes fix upon the haze as if it were Husain

himself ascending into the heavens.

Some Shiite religious leaders say that

each tear shed for Husain removes one sin,

since Fatima collects them and turns them

into pearls. Others say that for each step

taken to a mourning observance for Hu-

sain, the walker receives a castle in para-

dise. Shiites cite Muhammad as saying

that the purpose of multiplied affliction is

multiplied rewards. Similarly, according

to Shiite tradition, Muhammad taught

that the degree of affliction that visits a

person is a measure of the strength and

durability of that person's faith.

The mournings of Moharram provide a

mechanism to cope with the instability of

life in Ahmadabad. Many Muslims of In-

dia see themselves as an oppressed minor-

ity in a Hindu land. They cite settings

where discrimination commonly occurs:

school admissions, government jobs, and

obtaining a business license. The greatest

personal tragedies, however, result from

the mob violence that erupts periodically

between Muslims and Hindus. In 1969,

Ahmadabad saw more than 1 ,000 people,

mostly Muslims, massacred in just four

days. In 1 985, a wave of violence lasted for

four months until the state guard was

brought in to restore order. When Mus-
lims view the injustices that occur during

such times—homes and businesses looted

and destroyed, people burned alive and

hacked with swords—they remember
Husain, who offers hope for ultimate jus-

tice while today's Yazids slaughter the

innocent. Husain himself said, "For I see

death as a state of bliss, and life with

wrongdoers as a heavy burden."

But to regard Shiite rituals of self-muti-

lation as a calculated means to heavenly

reward or justice would be to miss the

deeper implications of Husain's martyr-

dom. To Shiites, Husain's martyrdom was

not merely a political power play to protest

the rule of Yazid; it was a sacrifice for the

sanctity of Islam and the salvation of hu-

manity. While the Prophet was the giver

of Islam and his son-in-law, Ali, was the

protector of Islam, Husain was the savior

of Islam. The Shiite belief in the power of

Husain's blood shed at Karbala is com-

parable to the Christian belief in the

power of Christ's blood shed on the Cross;

both mean redemption for humanity.

Many Shiites wish they could have at-

tained martyrdom with Husain during his

heroic stand. For them, he is the mediator

between God and humanity: on Judgment

Day, Husain will defend those who, pure

in heart and motive, mourned and suf-

fered for him. Jahan and others believe

that when they are called to account,

Husain will say.

This man suffered greatly for me during the

mournings of Moharram. He laid aside his

colorful garments to put on black in remem-
brance of me. He pounded his chest until it

was deep purple as he sang elegies for me
and my martyred companions. He shed the

blood of his back and head and walked over

embers of fire for me. So my God and my
Lord, show mercy to him and allow him to

enter Thy blessed paradise. D
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It will change the wayyou think about Gallo.



Minespenetrating this plateau a mile

south ofthe village ofTingjiaergou

haveyielded an estimated 200 tons

ofdragon bones.

The Dragon Bones

ofTongxin
A visit to a pharmacy led Chinese paleontologists

to buried treasure

by Jian Guan with J. A. Rice

In the summer of 1979, I set out with

two colleagues from the Beijing Natural

History Museum to look for potential fos-

sil sites in remote regions of the People's

Republic of China. After scouting for

three months in about twenty different

locations, we came to the small town of

Xifeng in Gansu province. The town lies

650 miles southwest of Beijing as the crow

flies, but about 400 miles farther by the

winding roads that were our only access.

Even before we checked into a hotel, we

headed for the local drugstore, where we

asked to see the stock of dragon bones.

Still thought by some Chinese to be

remnants of ancient dragons, fossils have

been collected and used in Chinese tradi-

tional medicine for centuries. The phar-

macist in Xifeng displayed a large cache

of the bones, and we examined each frag-

ment with growing excitement. Although

the pieces were small, having been broken

up to prepare them for boiling with other

ingredients, I clearly recognized bits of a

fossilized shovel tusk, the lower tusk of a

mastodon, an elephantlike creature that

lived in the mid-Miocene, some 1 5 million

years ago. Moreover, the tusk was similar

to the ones found in 1928 and 1930 in

Mongolia by the Central Asiatic Expe-

ditions undertaken by the American Mu-

seum of Natural History. I began to won-

der if a comparable lode of Miocene

treasures might exist in China.

The drugstore proprietor was unsure of

the exact origin of the dragon bones but

directed us some 140 miles northwest to

Tongxin, a county in the autonomous re-

gion of Ningxia. An autonomous region is

part of the People's Republic but is locally

administered by the ethnic population

that lives there. Ningxia is inhabited pre-

dominantly by a Central Asian people

known as the Hui, who are practicing

Muslims.

After a ten-hour bus ride along high

mountain roads, we arrived in Tongxin's

main town. Traditional pharmacists there

knew the source of the supply of dragon

bones: a farmer from the village of

Tingjiaergou, about eleven miles to the

northeast, where nearly all the inhabitants

earned money by mining and selling fos-

sils to middlemen in Tongxin town, who

then peddled them to drugstores through-

out China.

We had not been in Tongxin town long

before word filtered to Tingjiaergou that

prospective buyers were in the area.

Thinking that we were businessmen or

pharmacists, villagers with dragon bones

contacted us and tried to bargain over the

bones. When we explained that we had no

intention of buying the bones and only

wanted them to be preserved for study,

the village representatives quickly re-

treated, and all our sources of information

dried up. While we rejected the idea of

hiring the local people to work for us be-

cause of a lack of insurance, eventually we

realized that, with funding from the mu-

seum and the government, buying the

bones directly from them made sense. Lit-

erally overnight, word of our change of

mind went out. By eight o'clock the next

morning, an emissary from the village was

at our door.

The one road leading to Tingjiaergou is

best tackled by Jeep, a vehicle we did not

have at our disposal. The crushed stone-
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and-sand surface tends to wash out during

heavy rains, often stranding travelers in

their vehicles until a road maintenance

crew rescues them, sometimes days later.

Other modes of transportation are more

reliable; Tingjiaergou is two and a half

hours away by bicycle, three to four by

donkey cart. But few villagers own either of

these luxuries. Remarkably, public trans-

portation is available, if not always depend-

able. Once a day, barring accidents, road

washouts, and unaccountable detours, a

bus stops at Tingjiaergou on the way north.

The landscape of the Ningxia Hui

Mongolian Graveyard
In 1930, near a site in Mongolia

they named Wolf Camp, Roy Chap-

man Andrews and his colleagues of

the American Museum of Natural

History's Central Asiatic Expeditions

found fossil deposits containing nu-

merous shovel-tusked mastodon re-

mains. Andrews imagined what the

scene might have looked like 1 5 mil-

lion years earlier:

Where we worked, there had been a bay

on the edge of which was a deep well of

soft sticky mud. Probably it was covered

by three or four feet of water on which

grew a luxuriant mass of tubers and suc-

culent aquatic plants—the favorite food

of the shovel-tusked mastodon. One of

these gigantic beasts plowed its way

slowly along the shore of the bay, dredg-

ing up masses of trailing vegetation in its

great spoon-shaped jaw. Then with its

trunk or mobile lips, the beast delicately

selected choice bits and pushed them far

back into its huge mouth to be masticated

by the molar teeth. The plants floating

over the death trap of mud enticed the

mastodon farther and farther into the wa-

ter. Suddenly, it found that it could not

withdraw its feet. Struggling madly in the

grip of the clinging mud, it sank lower and

lower until the water covered its head and

the last struggles were those of a drowning

beast. The trap remained baited and still

other mastodons were lured into the well

of death. Their huge bodies sank upon

those that had gone before, until the pit

was choked with masses of decomposing

flesh. Eventually the lake dried up, but

the bones remained entombed until we

came to open the grave on that brilliant

day in 1930,

From "The Fate of the Rash Platybelodon," by Roy
Chapman Andrews, Natural History, March 1931.
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Autonomous Region is one of steep-sided

plateaus and valleys, with an average ele-

vation of about 4,000 feet above sea level.

Near Tingjiaergou, and in other settle-

ments in Tongxin county, the sides of the

plateaus are dotted with openings about

four feet high, which from a distance re-

semble the burrows made by a colony of

bank-nesting birds. These cavities are the

entrances to tunnels that snake up to a

mile into the plateaus' interiors. There, the

white dragon bones are embedded in, and

clearly visible against, brown layers of

sand, clay, and gypsum. The Hui of

Tongxin, we found, have been burrowing

into the hills and laboriously removing the

bones for well over one hundred years.

My first stay in Tongxin lasted more

than a month. Over the next nine years I

returned annually to villages in the auton-

omous region and visited other fossil min-

ing sites worked by the Hui in the neigh-

boring province of Gansu. Much of my
work was done in the tunnels near

Tingjiaergou, and my most important

finds came from there. From the begin-

ning, both my team and the villagers be-

gan to absorb new ideas. I learned as

much as possible about the wealth of fos-

sils contained in the tunnels, and the skep-

tical local people—struggling to survive in

a cold, arid environment—heard descrip-
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The villages ofnorth-central China's aridplateau

region, left, are inhabited by Muslims known as the Hui.

Theprominent building among the modest dwellings is the

mosque {far left). Buyers, below, bargainforprocessed

andpackaged dragon bones, once a marketable commodity
throughout China as an ingredient in traditional medicine.

tions of a time long ago when their land

had been warm, wet, lush with vegetation

and winding rivers, and home to giant

mammals.

About one hundred people live in

Tingjiaergou. Most are members of two

extended families. Some had never seen a

private car, and since cameras were also a

novelty in the village, on subsequent visits

we were in great demand as photogra-

phers. Life in the villages is hard and ame-

nities are few, but various households al-

lowed us to stay with them for weeks at a

time. The houses are made of the local

clay. Dwellings cluster around large cis-

terns, also made of clay and often lined

with dry grass. The rain and snow col-

lected in the cisterns is the sole source of

water for drinking and cooking. We paid

much more for the use of the painstak-

ingly collected water than we did for the

food we consumed in the village. (A re-

cently constructed pipeline now carries

water from the Huang He, or Yellow

River, to Tongxin town and several vil-

lages, but Tingjiaergou still uses the cis-

terns.) The most lavish and well-main-

tained building in each village is the

mosque, which is often built of brick. The
Hui practice Islam freely, and the govern-

ment regulation limiting couples to just

one child is relaxed.

The villagers are farmers, tending

sheep and chickens and raising enough

grain and vegetables to sustain them-

selves. In the summer, they also gather a

wild grass known as fa tsai, or "hair

grass." Said to taste like mushrooms, fa
tsai is popular in distant markets such as

Hong Kong, and the price has risen in

recent years. (There is a pun on the words

fa tsai, which can also mean "make
money and prosper in business.") While

the local people do make money from

their sales, few luxuries are available for

purchase. Tongxin town becomes a mar-

ketplace on the fifth day of each month

according to the traditional calendar.

Farmers from neighboring villages arrive

to buy and sell goods, such as wool and/a

tsai. In 1979, dragon bones were still

picked up by donkey and sometimes by

truck for delivery to distant cities.

Men extract the fossils from the sedi-

ments, while women and children haul the

loads in bundles back through the tunnels

to the light. Children can maneuver much
more easily than adults in the cramped

spaces, which cannot accommodate carts

or pack animals and do not allow anyone

more than four feet tall to stand up

straight. Carrying flashlights or simply

candles, diggers may go in and out of a

tunnel just a few times a day, while the

haulers might make forty trips daily.

Some of the main passageways branch

into side tunnels. The longest tunnel I saw

ran for a mile into the hillside and took

about forty minutes to walk through.

Most of the fossil collecting takes place

in winter, when sediments tend to be

firmer and landslides are less likely in the

tunnels, which have no inner supports.

Gypsum layers are usually trustworthy,

but sandy sediments are dangerous. When
bones lie embedded in a sandy layer, the

miners dig a narrow tunnel that can be

negotiated only by crawling. During the

nine years I traveled regularly to Tongxin,

eight adults and two fourteen-year-old

children died in sand tunnels.

Most tunnels can be worked for at least

one year. Those that turn out to be unpro-

ductive are abandoned. When they start

new tunnels, the villagers sometimes dig

randomly; at other times older, more ex-

perienced miners evaluate the bone poten-

tial of a site by studying the layers of soil

on the hillside. The best digging spots,

those with an abundance of bones, are

profitable for ten or more years. Because

the miners fear that bones will be stolen,

they work in shifts, often around the clock

during the winter, or designate one or two

people, usually children, to guard and

even to sleep in the tunnels if work tempo-
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Twofarmersfrom the village ofTingjiaergou carefully

carvefossilsfrom a tunnel wall, below. Men are in charge

oftunnelingand removing bonesfrom the sediments. A
teen-aged boy, right, emergesfrom a mine shouldering a sack

ofdirt, a task usually relegated to women and children.

rarily stops. In sununer, when farming

requires the most attention, tunnels are

often closed with a gate.

The usual procedure is to remove bones

from the tunnels piecemeal. But because

we were interested in purchasing the most

complete specimens, we developed a sys-

tem. After bones were discovered by the

miners, we would enter the tunnels and

examine them, marking the ones we

wanted with a circle on the tunnel wall.

The miners then dug a ditch around the

bones and tried to excavate the whole

block of sediment that contained the fos-

sils. They accomplished this using simple

pickaxes, hammers, and a drill we brought

from Beijing. If the bones were colossal,

the men divided them into several large

but movable pieces. The women and chil-

dren then dragged the specimens out on a

cloth or carried them over their shoulders

in a large sack. If the sediment layer en-

casing the bones began to dry out, the

block sometimes became "unglued" and

the fossils broke en route. Getting huge

specimens—skulls as big as an elephant's,

with tusks—from the tunnel opening to

the road posed another logistics problem.

At times, four men would shoulder cor-

ners of a sling containing the enormous

cranium and its appendages and carry it

down the mountain, a trip that could take

a few hours.

Before selling them, the villagers break

the dragon bones into small pieces, an easy

process when they are still damp from

long burial. The fragments often end up in

pharmacies that stock traditional medical

ingredients in addition to modem drugs.

The traditional pharmacopeia consists of

hundreds of substances—herbs and me-

dicinal plants, parts of extant animals, and

minerals, as well as dragon bones. Com-
binations of substances are used to treat a

variety of common ailments.

Today, China's windy, arid plateau re-

gion has an austere beauty. The browns

and tans of the hillsides are dotted part of

the year with grasses, thistles, thorns, and

the little shazao, or "yellow date," tree.

The scarcity of water and vegetation limits

the wildlife largely to birds, rabbits, and I

was told, a few wolves. Fifteen million

years ago, this was an area of abundant

U.S.S.R.
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running water. Fed by rains, rivers rushed

down mountainsides, spread out along the

valleys, radiated into tributaries, and

flowed into lakes. The rich animal life was

concentrated in the lush river valleys and

along the freshwater tributaries. Standing

lakes, however, accumulated gypsum,

which still abounds in the sediments, and

would have discouraged animals from us-

ing the water. The climate was much
warmer and wetter, conducive to the

growth of a variety of vegetation that sup-

ported a diversity of animals, including

shovel-tusked mastodons.

After several years of joint visits by

scientists from the Beijing Natural His-

tory Museum and the Institute of Verte-

brate Paleontology and Paleoanthropol-

ogy, also in Beijing, most of the miners

were persuaded that the bones belonged to

real animals from the past. When our win-

ter field seasons ended, we returned home

and began the work of identifying and

classifying specimens and reconstructing

some of the Tongxin mammals. We
brought photographs of these reconstruc-

tions from Beijing back to Tongxin to

show to the Hui. We urged them to stop

selling the bones to pharmacies and to

preserve them for us. Laws banning the

sale of fossils as remedies have been put

into effect throughout much of the Peo-

ple's Republic, although enforcement is

difficult in far-flung areas.

The Hui became knowledgeable pa-

leontological assistants, able to recognize

the anatomical parts of a variety of extinct

animals and eager to show me finds that

looked important. Among my best helpers

were young people. One day in 1985, a

five-year-old girl approached me and held

out a well-preserved, single tooth discov-

ered in a tunnel. It turned out to be as

exciting a find as the Miocene mastodons,

for I later identified it with the help of my
colleagues back in Beijing as a lower mo-
lar of a new species of the primate Plio-

pithecus, an archaic offshoot of the group

that includes monkeys, apes, and humans.

In all, we have identified seven Plio-

pithecus fossils, including a complete up-

per jaw, from the Tingjiaergou tunnels.

This creature lived in trees, feeding

mainly on fruit and perhaps some leaves.

Although it was about three feet tall, or

approximately the size of a present-day

gibbon, Pliopithecus did not swing with its

arms from branch to branch as gibbons

do, but dashed through the forest canopy

with a monkeylike gait.

The fossils excavated from the tunnels

in Tongxin and Gansu range in age from

12 to 16 million years old. They fall into

three major groups, matching the age of

the strata they came from, fossils from the

lowest layer being the oldest. They in-

cluded remains of extinct forms of turtles,

deer, rabbits, pigs, bears, and rhinos, in

addition to primates and shovel-tusked

mastodons. We identified six new species

of mammals and uncovered the most com-

plete collection of shovel-tusked mast-

odons ever found in one place.

Most plentiful were the remains of a

new shovel-tusked mastodon we named

Platybelodon tongxiniensis. We found

four complete skeletons and various skulls

and jaws with the tusks intact. .Although

Platybelodon is not in a direct line of de-

scent to modern elephants, it was elephan-

tine in size (seven feet at the shoulder) and

strength. Its upper tusks were relatively

short, downward curving, and daggerlike.

The lower tusks, two broad, flat, abutting

blades, jutted from a jaw three feet long.

They resemble enormous lower front teeth

and contain grooves that the short upper

tusks could rest against when the huge

mouth was closed. The pliable trunk, also

broad, overlay the lower tusks. Platy-

belodon were water dwellers that used

their lower tusks to dredge up plant mate-

rial from the shallows. The tips of the

"shovels" have a chisellike facet that is
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often worn to a polish, further indicating

the tusks' use as a digging tool.

Also known from Tongxin is Amebelo-

don, a long-legged, shovel-tusked mast-

odon, six feet tall at the shoulder with a

feeding apparatus of a different design. Its

shovel was more slender and scooplike

than Platybelodon'%. The formidable up-

per tusks had a cutting surface on the

upper edges. A strong and flexible trunk,

which extended beyond the lower tusks,

enabled Amebelodon to grasp and gather

vegetation. The smooth upper surface of

Amebelodon's lower tusks suggests that

plant food was pulled across it, perhaps

drawn with the tongue or trunk to the

huge grinding molars in the mouth. While

some paleontologists think that Amebelo-

don was also a riverbank inhabitant that

grazed the shallows, I believe that its up-

per tusks were used to saw through woody

vegetation and cut slender tree branches.

Amebelodon may well have preferred

wooded areas to a riverine landscape and

arboreal browsing to aquatic grazing.

Platybelodon and Amebelodon were

descendants of a stocky, tusked, long-

jawed proboscidean, or trunk bearer.

called Phiomia. This creature thrived in

the Fayum River valley of Egypt in the

Oligocene, some 25 million years ago.

Subsequently, offshoots of this primitive

proboscidean line, including the shovel-

tusked mastodons, migrated to Asia and

eventually to North America across the

Bering Strait land bridge.

Like the crew of the Central Asiatic

Expeditions decades earlier, we found

many shovel-tusked mastodons of various

ages at a single location. This usually con-

jures up an image of a natural trap—of tar

or mud, for example—that took a steady
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Officialsfrom the local archeology

bureau, left, display a confiscated

collection offossil mastodonjawbones
and teeth savedfrom the dragon bone
trade. Shovel-tusked ?\z.iy\)z\o<iQn, below

left, and Amebelodon, below, lived in

the region during a warm, wet period

some 15 million years ago. The upper

tusks ofthe Amchdodonfrom longxin

are much longer than those depicted

toll of animals over time. Or the site may
have been one of sudden, mass death. The
accumulated shovel-tusked fossils that we
found were in deposits of an ancient river-

bed with geologic evidence of a flood. I

can envision a day some fifteen million

years ago with many animals foraging in

and along a delta. Rhinoceroses and

Platybelodon wallowed and fed in the

muddy streams, while on the riverbanks

and beyond, deer, bears, enormous pigs,

and Amebelodon grazed and browsed on

the vegetation. But this idyllic scene came
to a quick close that day. A sudden storm

and subsequent runoff from the moun-

tains fed into the rivers, which became

torrents. Placid, foraging animals of all

ages would have been engulfed before

they could scramble out of the way of the

rushing water. Mid-Miocene flash floods

may account for some of the wealth of

fossils buried in the Tingjiaergou tunnels

today.

Later this year, when I return to the

People's Republic of China after studying

the collections of shovel-tusked mastodons

in North America and Europe, I plan to

revisit Tongxin. One farmer has written to

tell me of yet another complete skeleton of

a mastodon discovered in the mountains.

Since 1979, the area has been featured in

television and newspaper reports. To a

great extent, the old practice of selhng

fossils to drugstores has ceased, and scien-

tists and their gadgets and ideas are no

longer novelties. The young Hui have en-

tered the twentieth century' by way of the

Miocene, some fifteen million years ago.

Although they continue to eke out a living

in the harsh plateaus, they are now aware

that the hillsides hold treasures even more

exotic than dragon bones. D
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Hidebound
Lower Sabie Camp's reservoir is a favorite place for hippos to

rest and digest after a night of grazing (up to 1 00 pounds per

feeding) among the abundant grasses of the bushveld in South

Africa's Kruger National Park. Nostrils, eyes, ears, and an

expanse of back are often all that show of a hippo's enormous,

barrel-shaped body, but an island of hippo hide is enough to

provide a great white egret with a prime fishing spot.

A solitary feeder, the egret stands and waits for prey, mainly

fish (but also insects and small rodents), to come within striking

range. Then with a sudden stab, it captures its victim crosswise

in its bill and swallows it whole. The waters around resting hippo

herds are rich fishing grounds because algae and other water

plants grow well in water fertilized by hippo dung, and because

sediment and plant matter stirred up by hippos attract

fish. Unless the hippo yawns, rolls over, defecates, or dives

underwater, an egret can fish for hours from the animal's back,

head or tail, depending on where the action is not.

—

J. L



On the antarctic seafloor, a sea star decorates

a bryozoan colony, whose thousands ofindividual

animals extend theirfeathery tentacles tofeed.

William Curtsinger: Photo Researchers, !i



Life in Antarctic Depths
At the lightless bottom ofthe cold sea, a variety oforganisms survive in the slow lane

The late austral summer sea was gray
and calm as our ship, the icebreaker Polar
Duke, drifted off the tip of the Antarctic

Peninsula, just south of Low Island. This
area is a favorite site for biologists to col-

lect fish because the bottom is free of

projecting ledges and pinnacles that

might tear their trawls. For me, it proved
to be an ideal spot to sample the animals
living on the sea floor, a gently sloping

plain roughly 300 feet below. Borrowing a

fish biologist's trawl enabled me to collect

almost everything lying within a ten-foot

swath of the seabed.

The technician in charge of the trawling

operation signaled the helmsman when
the trawl reached the bottom. The ship

steamed slowly ahead for the next ten

minutes, then eased to a halt. The winch
began winding in the cable. Because the

animals on the sea floor around Low Is-

land (and most of the antarctic coast) had
never been studied, I waited anxiously for

the trawl to surface, knowing that I would
be the first biologist to examine the inhab-

1 itants of this marine community.

As the net swung back over the stern of

the ship, the crew quickly untied it, spill-

ing a colorful catch onto the deck. I scram-

bled to collect sea squirts the size of soft-

balls, yellow sponges as big as catchers'

mitts, glistening pink sea cucumbers, and
orange soft corals. While I was eyeing this

invertebrate treasure, I was particularly

pleased to note an abundance of bryo-

zoans; these colonial, plantlike animals

were the focus of my research. The bryo-

zoans reminded me of a strange salad bar;

their colonies looked like an assortment of

tan, gold, red, and orange varieties of let-

tuce. As the sailors readied the trawl for

another sweep of the ocean bottom, I

scooped the bryozoans and the other in-

vertebrates up, preserving them or placing

them in tanks for study in the laboratory.

Despite several decades of intense sci-

entific research in the antarctic seas and
all that has been learned about benthic

animals, which live on or just beneath the

seabed, little is known about how they fit

into the antarctic food web. They have not

attracted the same interest as the vast

swarms of shrimplike krill, which are

known to play a vital role in the ecology of

by Judith E. Winston

the southern waters. Only by sharing the

cost of this cruise with the krill and fish

biologists could my assistant, Beverly

Heimberg, and I return several times over

the summer and fall to complete our re-

search at Low Island. I hoped that my
work on the bryozoans would provide

clues to how the benthic animals of the

antarctic shelf mesh with those swimming
and floating above.

The icy depths of the antarctic seas

support one of the most densely populated
and diverse benthic communities on earth.

Although the water temperature is only

just above freezing, it is rich in oxygen,

and the long-term environmental condi-

tions are quite stable; changes in tempera-
ture and food supply are reliably periodic,

waxing and waning with the seasons.

At 300 feet, the bottom receives almost

no light from above, but food in the form
of tiny, single-cell marine plants sinks to

the sea floor. During the long daylight

hours of spring and summer, a period of

about three months, the phytoplankton

produce enough food through photosyn-

thesis to support life in the antarctic seas.

For the remainder of the year, the food is

redistributed from one organism to an-

other as predators consume prey and scav-

engers recycle the dead.

Despite the limited annual food supply,

the number of invertebrate species is esti-

mated to be twice that of the Arctic

Ocean. Within the Antarctic's stable envi-

ronment, the struggle for each summer's
bonanza has created a diverse community
of endemic species in which biological in-

teractions, such as predation and compe-
tition, are more important than pressures

imposed by the physical conditions of the

sea. Many of the benthic animals also

grow to much larger sizes than their rela-

tives in warmer waters, but rather than

being a sign of prosperity, their large size

is only a consequence of slow growth over

long periods of time. In addition to their

longevity, many of the benthic animals

have reduced fecundity.

One characteristic that makes the ant-

arctic shelf especially hospitable for many
invertebrates, however, is the rain of gla-

cial debris from melting icebergs. As gla-

ciers carve up the antarctic continent.
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they scour an estimated 500 million tons

of rock and gravel a year, which is trans-

ported to sea in icebergs. Therefore,

gravel and cobbles are interspersed with

the mud and sand of the sea floor, provid-

ing hard surfaces for bottom-dwelling ani-

mals that need something to attach them-

selves to. Although some bryozoans can

extend rootlets that enable them to anchor

in unstable mud or sand, they are most

abundant in environments where hard sur-

faces allow the colony a firm hold. Along

with other animals that are fixed to the sea

floor, such as sponges, soft corals, and sea

squirts, the bryozoans spread in thickets

over the ocean floor.

The individuals of the bryozoan colony,

called zooids, are about one-sixteenth of

an inch in length and consist of little more

than a digestive system encased within a

compartment of leathery or calcified skel-

eton. The zooids feed through a trapdoor

that opens to the outside. By thrusting

feathery tentacles into the current, they

sweep tiny plants and animals into their

open mouths with a quick, flicking mo-

tion. Not all the zooids in the colony feed,

however Some perform specialized tasks,

such as cleaning, defense, or reproduction.

Still others exist merely to anchor the col-

ony to the bottom.

The zooids are stacked together like

rooms carefully added to an ever-expand-

ing apartment house. The arrangement of

the zooids in precise patterns gives the

colonies of each species a distinctive

shape, ranging from flat patches resem-

bling lichens to brittle twigs to flexible

bunches of seaweedlike fronds. The colo-

nies can be as small as a dime or larger

than a cabbage. But in general, the antarc-

tic bryozoans, like many of the inverte-

brates that live around the southern conti-

nent, are much larger than their relatives

found in warmer seas and fresh water.

After leaving Low Island our ship con-

tinued on, tracking krill. While trawls

scooped adults from mile-long schools

that showed up on the sonar, I worked in

the ship's laboratory, sorting and weighing

my catch. By evening I had a rough esti-

mate of the proportion of the benthic com-

munity made up of bryozoans: even

though bryozoans are light and fluff"y

compared with the heavier sponges and

sea cucumbers, by weight they still made

up 1 5 percent of the community. In terms

of sea-floor area covered, they are a pre-

dominant element.

After traveling for twelve hours down

the Antarctic Peninsula to Anvers Island,

the ship reached Palmer Station, the

United States scientific base. Although

the base's cramped living quarters made
the ship seem luxurious, I could examine

the benthic animals more carefully in its
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A common scavenger ofthe antarctic depths, thefive-inch-long

giant ;\so/70^ Glyptonotus antarcticus, left, searches the

bottomforfood. The translucentfronds ofthe bryozoan
Carbasea ovoidea, below, give this colony afragile appearance.

The bryozoan 'sfoliageprovides shelterfor many small

crustaceans and worms.

"'>;-'.

^^

well-equipped laboratories. I sorted the

bryozoans and found thirty species. Five

species, all with lightly calcified, leafy col-

onies, predominated.

From my previous work I knew that the

growth of the bryozoan colonies stops dur-

ing the colder winter months, when food is

in short supply. This causes distinct yearly

growth bands to appear along their

frondlike branches. I could estimate the

age of a frond by counting the number of

bands and measure the bryozoans' rate of

growth by their width. In many cases, the

colonies had been ripped apart by the col-

lecting trawl, so the whole colonies would

have been older than the fronds we mea-

sured. Colonies of four of the species were

long-lived, with individual fronds reaching

six to seven years of age. They grew quite

slowly—only half an inch per year. (In

contrast, many bryozoans from wanner

seas grow rapidly during the summer and

then die.) The fifth species, Carbasea

ovoidea, with its translucent white leaves

resembling a head of lettuce, produces

new fronds annually, and they grow much
more rapidly, about three inches per year.

I estimated the reproductive rates of

the bryozoans by counting the number of

zooids harboring embryos in each colony.

These specialized zooids act as brood

chambers in which a single fertilized egg

develops into a swimming larva that is

released to propagate the species. The re-

productive rates of the slow-growing spe-

cies contrasted with the fecundity of

Carbasea. We surveyed the colonies for

embryos throughout the summer and fall.

The slow-growing colonies had a small

number of embryos each time we ob-

served them. Carbasea. however, was

amazingly fecund, reproducing in a single

burst of almost 3,000 embryos per colony

in late summer.

Carbasea. quick to grow and repro-

duce, seemed to be an exception to the

rule. Most of the bryozoan colonies we

examined are perennial, with life spans of

many years. Like many antarctic inverte-

brates studied so far, they grow and repro-

duce slowly. For example, the slow-grow-

ing sponges in McMurdo Sound studied

by Paul Dayton, a marine biologist at

Scripps Institution of Oceanography, may

live for a century or more. The ubiquitous

antarctic red starfish, Odontaster validus.

studied by James McClintock, now teach-

ing at the University of Alabama, takes

nine years to reach adult size.

Like most benthic animals fixed to the

bottom, bryozoans gather their food by

filtering small suspended particles from

the water, but I wanted to know what type

of food they ate. In the lab, I dissected a

number of the colonies of each species and

examined the contents of their guts. Like

their temperate and tropical relatives, the

antarctic bryozoans were feeding primar-

ily on very small phytoplankton, mostly

diatoms. These plant cells are about the

smallest found in the oceans, but account

for most of the plant food produced in the

antarctic seas. The bryozoans also con-

tained a brownish material containing

chlorophyll, probably the remains of fecal

pellets of zooplankton or other benthic

organisms. Feeding on dead organisms or

fecal matter, many antarctic animals re-

cycle the ocean's limited organic nutrients

and can sunive the long winters when

food production b\' phytoplankton ceases.

I also examined the bryozoans to see

which animals, if any, were feeding on

them. We found small patches of empty

zooids that had probably been attacked by

sea spiders, which can pierce a zooid with
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Magnified about thirty times, bright pink bryozoan embryos

are visible developing in several ofthe zooids below. After

emerging as swimming larvae, they will seek new sites to start

colonies. The sea spider, right, is about seven inches long;

like many other antarctic invertebrates, it grows much larger

than related species in warmer waters. The spider uses

its elongated mouthparts (at right) tofeed on animals such

as bryozoans and sponges.

their tubular proboscis and suck out the

victim's juices and tissues. Bite marks,

rips, and scrapes on the bryozoan colonies

(distinct from the damage caused by the

trawl) indicated that bottom-feeding fish

and wandering invertebrates were grazing

on them. Examinations of the last meals of

several of the common invertebrate preda-

tors and scavengers, however, showed that

only the giant isopod Glyptonotus antarc-

ticus (a crustacean scavenger related to

the terrestrial pill bug) and the sea urchin

Sterechinus neumayeri had dined on our

bryozoans. Scientists studying antarctic

fishes have found only small amounts of

bryozoans in the stomachs of several bot-

tom-feeding species.

Clearly, the primary ecological role of

the bryozoans on the seabed was not to

serve as food for fish. I guessed that, in-

stead, they were providers of habitat and

shelter for the various small invertebrates

on which bottom fish and other predators

feed. Selecting three large clumps of the

bryozoan Carbasea ovoidea from the

trawl, I immediately dunked them in jars

of Formalin to kill and preserve their in-

habitants. The two and a half bushels of

bryozoans harbored more than 500 other

invertebrate animals. Sixty-four percent

were small crustaceans, amphipods, and

isopods; and another 26 percent were vari-

ous types of worms. All are important in

the diets of many of the fish commonly

found around Low Island.

Current conservation efforts in the Ant-

arctic are biased toward large, commer-

cially valuable animals; benthic organ-

isms such as sponges and bryozoans are

not considered resources to be protected.

Perhaps they should be, however, even if

only to indirectly protect fish populations.

In one case, mounds of bryozoans and

corallike growths in Tasman Bay, South

Island, New Zealand, were found to be an

important nursery area, providing protec-

tion and food for juveniles of important

commercial fish. Trawling of these

grounds destroyed most of the bryozoans

and caused a decline in the numbers of

juvenile fish. Often dragged just above the

bottom to capture the fish that feed there,

the trawls rip up and destroy benthic ani-

mals. In 1980, the area was closed to

trawling, and the progress of its recovery is

now being studied.

Similar bottom communities with grav-

elly, shell-rich, or rocky bottoms domi-

nated by dense communities of sponges,

sea fans, and bryozoans live on continental

shelves worldwide. What little research

has been done indicates that they, too, are

associated with rich and commercially

valuable fish populations and frequently

provide important fish nursery grounds.

Like the benthic invertebrates, most

antarctic fish are slow growing and long-

lived. They live for twenty or thirty years

and take at least five years to become

reproductively mature. They are there-

fore especially vulnerable to overfishing.

Juveniles and adults are often found in the

same fishing grounds, and with no regula-

tions governing mesh size, many under-

sized fish are caught in nets.

Since the late 1960s, when large-scale

trawling operations in antarctic waters be-

gan, the four most important commercial

fish species (marbled notothenia, scaled

notothenia, Patagonian toothfish, and ant-

arctic icefish) have been heavily depleted.

For example, the population of the mar-

bled notothenia around South Georgia Is-

land declined to 10 percent of its original

size, and the future of the antarctic icefish
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has been threatened by enormous catches.

Despite regulations imposed by the 1 980

Convention on the Conservation of Ma-
rine Living Resources, an agreement

among the signatories of the Antarctic

Treaty, few controls exist.

In all the years of research near Palmer

Station, only one other area besides Low
Island has been found whose abundant

and diverse fish populations make it suit-

able for scientific collecting, indicating

that such rich communities may not be

common around Antarctica. Before com-

mercial exploitation is permitted, we need

to find out how susceptible these areas are

to damage by trawlers. How long would

recovery take in the diverse and slow-

growing antarctic benthic communities

and how might their loss affect other spe-

cies? Many antarctic seabirds thrive on

the bottom-feeding fish. In addition, a few

mammals augment their diets of krill,

fish, and squid with food from the bottom.

A third of the Weddell seal's diet, for

instance, is composed of invertebrates for-

aged from the sea floor

Growth patterns similar to those ob-

served in antarctic invertebrates are com-

mon among inhabitants of another envi-

ronment noted for its long-term stability,

one that we know far better—the tropical

coral reef. Biologists have learned the

hard way that after destruction caused by

man-made disasters, such as oil spills,

shipwrecks, and fishing with dynamite, or

by natural ones, such as hurricanes, coral

reefs may take dozens or even hundreds of

years to recover. In the process, the entire

makeup of the community can be perma-

nently changed.

Waiting for the dawn light so that I

could begin another day of trawling off

Low Island, I thought of the various ant-

arctic animals that have been exploited by

humans. Starting in the 1820s, American

and British sealing expeditions to these

waters killed a million seals for their fur

and oil. The slaughter brought the seals

close to extinction at the turn of the cen-

tury, but their populations have since re-

covered. The whalers followed with simi-

lar results, except that the future of some

whales remains doubtful. Exploitation in

the Antarctic has often meant pushing a

species to the brink of extinction and then

waiting to see if it recovers. Next year.

after its thirty-year trial period ends, the

Antarctic Treaty, which limits exploita-

tion of the continent's resources, will be

open to amendment. 1 hope that the na-

tions of the world will continue to abide by

its original principles and that past mis-

takes will not be repeated. D
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This Land

Deposited by an eruption about 1,350years ago, an obsidian

flowfills part ofNewberry Volcano 's broad crater

Paulina Lake (left) and East Lake (in the distance)

are keptfull by rain andsnow that drainfrom the rim and

by hot springs that enterfrom below.



Lavalands, Oregon
by Robert H. Mohlenbrock

Nearly every variety of formation
caused by volcanism can be found in the
hundred miles from the central Oregon
city of Bend south to Crater Lake. Known
locally as Lavalands and managed mostly
by the Deschutes National Forest, this

diverse landscape has been shaped by spo-

radic volcanic eruptions for millions of
years. The last eruption was about 1,350
years ago, but geologists consider the re-

gion volcanically active, with future erup-
tions possible at any time.

Rock layers containing fossil corals and
sponges show that most of present-day Or-
egon was once covered by the sea. About
40 million years ago, however, the Cas-
cade Mountains began emerging from the

sea, primarily as a result of tectonic activ-

ity. Geologist Lawrence Chitwood esti-

mates that about 1 7 million years ago, the

Cascades reached such lofty heights that

they blocked moisture coming in from the

Pacific Ocean, drying out the area to the

east, where Lavalands is now located.

During the early part of this dr>ing-out

period, volcanoes east of the Cascades be-

gan to spread great amounts of lava, cin-

der, and ash over the land. Through the

years, vegetation has gained a foothold

only slowly in these deposits. Low, dry

sites are covered with shrubby sagebrush

and brittlebush, while western juniper

abounds on slightly higher terrain. More
lush vegetation grows on the volcanic

mountains themselves: ponderosa, lodge-

pole, white, sugar, and whitebark pines;

Douglas fir; Engelmann spruce; and
mountain mahogany.

One of the volcanoes that especially

contributed to the features of south-cen-

tral Oregon visible today is Newberr>^ Vol-

cano, located south of Bend. It began
erupting about 200,000 years ago and has

erupted sporadically ever since. Its broad
crater, or caldera, apparently formed
about 10,000 years ago when lava drained

away to feed nearly 200 cinder cones,

towers of ash and pumice on the volcano's

outer slopes. As the lava gradually

drained out, the top of the mountain col-

lapsed in stages, leaving a five-mile-wide

caldera with steplike walls.

A thorough tour of Newberr>- Volcano

could take several days. A few miles south
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of Bend, the Lavalands Visitors Center

provides a good orientation to the region.

Displays and dioramas depict the past

geologic events and the topography today.

The first stop after leaving the visitors

center should be the top of Paulina Peak,

which at 7,985 feet affords an overall view

from the southwest rim of the caldera.

The hundreds of cinder cones that dot the

outer slopes of Newberry Volcano often

obscure that it is a single landform, with a

base forty miles long and twenty-five

miles wide. The cinder cones were created

by the eruption of molten rock containing

dissolved gases. Where the erupting lava

contained little gas, rounded domes

formed instead of cones. One is easily vis-

ible near the southeast corner of the rim,

about four miles from Paulina Peak.

A hiking trail that stays on the volcano's

rim covers twenty-one miles before return-

ing to the starting point, while a road pro-

vides easy access to features within the

caldera. Among these are two lakes, kept

full from rain and snow that drain from

the rim above and by hot springs that

enter from below. Geologists believe that

originally there was only one lake, which

may have been 2,000 feet deep, but that

later eruptions divided it and filled the

bottom of the lakes with volcanic debris.

The larger of the two lakes is Paulina

Lake, two miles long, one and a half miles

wide, and up to 200 feet deep. About a

mile to the east and 40 feet higher is East

Lake. The two are separated by a porous

land mass, and water from East Lake

gradually trickles through this "flow

zone" into Paulina Lake. Overflow from

the west side of Paulina Lake enters

Paulina Creek, which at one place plum-

mets thunderously over a 100-foot preci-

pice, forming spectacular Paulina Falls.

South of the flow zone between the two

lakes is a huge pumice cone that was

formed about 5,000 years ago. An obsid-

ian flow, one and a half miles wide, begins

about a half mile southeast of Paulina

Lake. The flow of shiny, black volcanic

glass was formed during the most recent

eruption of Newberry Volcano, about

1,350 years ago.

Outside the perimeter of Newberry

Volcano are many other volcanic features.

Fifteen miles to the north is the Lava Cast

Forest, created about 6,000 years ago

when lava from the volcano flowed

through a stand of trees. Many trees were

knocked over or burned, but some of the

larger trunks were left standing with a

coating of lava, which cooled rapidly when

it came into contact with the living wood.

The wood eventually rotted away, leaving

shells of lava up to twenty feet high. Little

soil has accumulated on the lava that cov-



ers the ground between these so-called

lava casts. As a result, woody species such

as the ponderosa pine, which grows nearly

100 feet tall on nearby mountains, are

dwarfed and grotesquely twisted.

Scattered throughout the region are un-

derground tubes of lava, called lava caves,

which formed when basalt, a very fluid

type of lava, flowed quickly down the sides

of Newberry Volcano and surged into fis-

sures along the earth's surface. Cooled by

the air, the upper surface of the lava in

each fissure formed a crust, beneath

which the rest of the lava continued to

flow. When all the fluid lava finally

drained out, it left behind a lava-lined tun-

nel within the earth, with a roof as much
as twenty feet thick.

Visitors can proceed through Lava

River Cave, walking underground for

nearly a mile before the way is blocked by

an accumulation of sand. (Rent a lantern

from the forest service personnel stationed

near the entrance and take a sweater—the

temperature in the cave is always about

40° F.) The only animals that inhabit the

cave are bats, insects, and spiders.

Fragments of the inner lava crust have

flaked off and fallen to the floor of the

cave in places, while elsewhere the cave

walls have a smooth, glazed appearance.

Although often only three feet wide, the

tube widens into rooms, one of which is

fifty feet across with a ceiling fifty-eight

feet high. Hanging from the ceiling are

occasional formations of solid lava called

lavacicles, which resemble the stalactites

that are formed in limestone caves from

mineral drippings.

Lavalands

For visitor information write:

Forest Supervisor

Deschutes National Forest

1645 Highway 20 East

Bend, Oregon 97701

(503)388-2715
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Other noteworthy lava caves in the area

may be visited only under the supervision

of a forest ranger because of the possible

dangers and the threat of vandalism.

Lavacicle Cave, three-fifths of a mile long

and up to sixty feet wide, has the best-

preserved lavacicles, including some that

rise from the floor. Arnold Ice Cave is so

cold that ice is present year-round. A fro-

zen waterfall is near the entrance, while

the end is blocked by a large plug of ice.

Wind blows through Wind Cave because

of the numerous openings where the roof

has partly collapsed. Split-level Cave con-

sists of a pair of parallel tunnels, one above

the other

Bottle-shaped cavities with smooth

glass walls are found ten miles south of

Newberry Volcano at Katati Butte, a hill

covered with ponderosa and lodgepole

pines. The cavities are called hornitos,

from the Spanish word for "little ovens,"

and they do resemble old beehive-shaped

ovens. Some are twelve feet deep, with a

level floor and an opening at the top usu-

ally two to three feet wide. One of the

hornitos is partly exposed above ground,

but the remainder have their top opening

flush with the surface. Geologists suggest

that these structures were probably

formed when a lava tube became blocked

and hot gases, mixed with some molten

rock, blew out on the surface.

About five miles to the southeast, where

pine forests give way to a saVanna domi-

nated by sagebrush and several kinds of

Obsidian near East Lake
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grasses, is Hole-in-the-Ground, a circular

crater one mile across. The gentle slopes

that lead into the crater, and the bottom

itself, are covered with a dense growth of

savanna vegetation. Although the crater

looks like something caused by the impact

of a meteor, geologists now believe that it

is a maar, or explosion ring, formed when
a violent, short-lived volcanic eruption

took place, most likely underwater. Ac-

companying explosions of steam gener-

ated from the hot rocks probably pre-

vented the formation of a typical volcanic

cone. Volcanic rock fragments can be

found along the rim of Hole-in-the-

Ground, and some horizontal basalt flows

lie beneath the vegetation on the inner

slopes of the crater.

About the same time that Newberry
Volcano began erupting, 200,000 years

ago, another event occurred, closer to the

present-day city of Klamath Falls than to

Bend. Ancient Mount Mazama erupted

violently, covering the surrounding area

with ash. The top of the volcano collapsed,

leaving a steep-sided caldera that subse-

quently filled with water. This is Crater

Lake, the central attraction of Crater

Lake National Park.

"This Land" highlights the biological

phenomena of the 156 U. S. nationalfor-

ests. Robert H. Mohlenbrock is Visiting

Distinguished Professor ofPlant Biology

at Southern Illinois University at Car-

bondale.

and Peggy Bauer

Newfitness prescriptionfor the '90s.

Add strength to your life.

Looking, feeling and
being the best you can be.
NordicTrack has just introduced

the Nordic Fitness Chair, a revolu-

tionary concept that allows you to

add strength training to your
exercise program, and helps you
achieve Balanced Fitness — the

new fitness standard for the '90s.

The Nordic Fitness Chair
will change the way you
look, and the way you
think about fitness.
You work against isokinetic

resistance to tone, strengthen and
condition the muscles in your

upper body. The Nordic Fitness

Chair enriches your life by allowing

you to develop your muscle
coordination and control plus

improved personal performance.

6 exercises. 3 times a
week. That's all it takes.
The Nordic Fitness Chair's

"Basic 6" workout takes only

minutes a day, 3 times a week, so

it will fit into even the busiest

schedule.

Balanced Fitness is within
easy reach.
Call 1-800-848-7786.

A HEALTH-CLUB WORKOUT
THE COMFORT OF THE NORDIC FiTNESS ChaiR.

NordicFitnessChair™
/;i./H \nn/:cTnu-lc

Free Brochure & Video

1-800-848-7786

I

Please .send me a free brochure

. Also a free video tape

I
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I
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At the American Museum

Margaret Mead Film Festival

The fourteenth annual Margaret Mead
Film Festival will be presented from

Monday, September 24, through Thurs-

day, September 27. Forty-five anthropo-

logical documentaries from around the

world, most of them New York premieres,

will be shown. Many of the filmmakers

will be present to introduce and discuss

their films.

Opening night features The Women
Who Smile, in which three generations of

Ethiopian Hamar women give their views

on marriage and sex. Other films dealing

with women and male-female relation-

ships look at abused women in the United

States; women in the Colombian flower

industry; relationships between Japanese

soldiers and Papua New Guinea women
during World War II; a young woman in

Rajasthan, India, who battles spirits; and

one Indian American woman's struggle

for identity. Family and marriage are the

themes of films about an African Ameri-

can community in Nova Scotia; a Jewish

town in Argentina; families dealing with

AIDS; and marriage among the Nuba.
Human desires and fantasy are the focus

of films about a Hungarian medium who
claims to communicate with the dead; pit

bull dogs in Hamburg; outrageous New
York City taxi stories; and cross-dressing

in the Bronx. Memories are examined in

films on being Jewish in America, Laotian

refugees living in Oregon, the Cambodian
holocaust, and gay British men and

women who served in World War II.

Screenings begin at 6:30 p.m. nightly;

the box office opens at 5:00 p.m. Tickets

are $6 per evening for nonmembers, $5 for

members, and seating is on a first-come,

first-served basis. For a complete sched-

ule, call (212) 769-5305.

Fall Workshops
The Education Department offers par-

ticipatory workshops in September and

October for adults, teen-agers, and young-

sters. Adult workshops include African

drum making; tie-dye, batik, and cloth

printmaking; Japanese brush painting;

Thai food and fruit carving; and tech-

niques of beadwork from various cultures.

Adults and teen-agers can learn Carib-

bean mask making, Latin American
weaving styles, and the Muslim tradition

of henna painting on women's hands.

Children between the ages of eight and

thirteen can choose North African facial

decoration, Taino printmaking, African

American traditional quilting, or Hawai-

ian hula dancing.

Fees range from $ 1 to $30. The sched-

ule begins September 15, with some ses-

/nManWithoutPig^ a Mc-j^uret Me ^d [ilm Festi\alpresentation a Western-

educated man tries to readjust to village life in Papua New Guinea.

sions starting in October. Early registra-

tion is recommended, as workshops fill

quickly. For further information, call

(212)769-5315.

Under the Stars
The Hayden Planetarium presents its

second annual live jazz concert beneath

the dome in the Sky Theater on Monday,
September 24, at 7:00 and 9:00 p.m.

Derek Smith, Line Milliman, and Bob
Rosengarden are some of the performers,

while four-color lasers and the Zeiss pro-

jector illuminate more than 9,000 stars.

Tickets are $15, $12 for members. For

more information, call (212) 769-5900.

Special Programs
Senior citizens are entitled to special

discounts on various Museum programs

during the month of September. Reduced
prices are available for Hayden Planetar-

ium and Naturemax Theater programs,

and a 10 percent discount is offered at the

American Museum Restaurant and gift

shops. A special package tour and re-

duced rate membership are also available.

For information, call (212) 769-5677.

Deaf anthropologist Simon Carmel will

present a survey of the culture and folk-

lore of the deaf community in the Kauf-

mann Theater at 3:00 p.m. on Sunday,

September 9. This program, for deaf and

hearing audiences, will be given in a mix-

ture of Pidgin Sign Language and Ameri-

can Sign Language while an interpreter

provides oral narration. Admission is free

for members, $5 for nonmembers. For

ticket availability, call (212) 769-5606.

Syd Hoff, the creator of the children's

classic Danny and the Dinosaur, will give

a "chalk talk" for families with children

ages five and older in the Linder Theater

at 1:00 and 3:00 p.m. on Saturday, Sep-

tember 16. The demonstration by the

longtime New Yorker cartoonist will show

how simple line drawings become funny

pictures. A new film animation of Danny
and the Dinosaur will also be shown. For

ticket availability, call (212) 769-5606.

These events take place at the American

Museum of Natural History, located on

Central Park West at 79th Street in New
York City. For more information about

the Museum, call (212) 769-5100.
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Exclusive from the

American Museum
of Natural History

8808 Tis the Season
May your holidays be merry and bright!

$18.00 per box of 25*

8810 Penguin Patter

Peace on Earth

$19.00 per box of 25*

8801 A Merry little Christmas

Wishing you a very Merry

Christmas ond the happiest of

New Years

$18.00 per box of 25'

8802 All Is Calm
Moy the beauty of the

be with you oil through the ye

$20.00 per box of 25*

*plus Delivery & Handling . . . $3.50 per order

Join the Tradition!

This year — and evei7 year — send
warm holiday wishes to family, friends

and business associates with greeting

cards from our annual collection.

Choose Several Designs

Select one for family and close friends

and another for business associates.

Each design is conveniently packaged
In boxes of 25 cards and envelopes.

Imprinting

Add a personal touch by having your

name Imprinted on your cards for just $6

1-800-632-3500
(24 hours a day, every day)

or Mail This Coupon Today!

per order. Imprinting is FREE when you

order 3 or more boxes!

Order Toil-Free Today!

Call 1-800-632-3500 for Immediate

service.

100% Satisfaction Guaranteed

If for any reason you are not satisfied,

return your cards for a full refund. No
questions asked.

Proceeds from the sale of these cards sup-

port our educational and research programs.

YES!

Please print:

Name
Address

City

Please send me the AMNH
Holiday cards indicated below.

I understand I must be 1 00%
satisfied with my cards or my
money will be refunded in full.

.State. -Zip.

Please charge my n Visa U MasterCard

Account Number

Expiration Date

Signature

Signature required for credit card orders.

Daytime Phone:

IN CASE WE HAVE A QUESTION ABOUT YOUR ORDER

MO com CAI10» CARD TITU

I would like my cards to be imprinted with

the name as follows:

Mail coupon to: AMNH Holiday Cards

P.O. Box 96005 • Washington, DC 20090-6005



Art/Crafts

ACCURATE CAVE ART TRANSCRIPTS Free booklet
available Gallery of Prehistoric Paintings, 25-60 49th
Street, 2nd floor, Astoria, NY 11103

AFRICAN MASKS AND FIGURES. $150-$350, request
photos, (v/lcCoy Imports, Liberty, NY 12754

AiylERICAN INDIAN ART Northwest Coast masks,
Graphics Pueblo pottery Navajo rugs Hopi Kachinas
S^ndpaintings Box 55277, Sherman Oaks, CA 91413
(818) 789-2559

AUDUBON PRINTS— Original bird and animal prints

$75 and up Catalog $3 Call (202) 484-3334 or wnte Ed
Kenney, 9720 Spring Ridge Lane, Vienna, VA 22182

BRONZE AGE REPLICAS Swords, axes, knives
Unique decoration or gift IVIuseum quality collection

Catalog $1 Armchair Archaeologist, 1275 4th St
Santa Rosa, CA 95404

LOUIS PAUL JONAS ANMAL SCULPTURES Bro
chures/prices available. Info Re history wanted Stu-

dios. Box 190. Rd 4, Hudson. NY 12534 (518) 851-2922

NAVAJO, ZUNI JEWELRY—sandpaintings, pottery,

kachinas Wholesale catalog $2 00 Indian Treasures
Box 9771 -NH, Phoenix, AZ 85068

PRINT YOUR OWN WILDLIFE T-SHIRTS! It's easier
than you thinki Great family funi Information VWM Box
80516, Atlanta, GA 30366

OIL PAINTINGS on linen canvas from your favonle pho-
tographs Free brochure on request Art Studio One.
P.O. Box 27134. Denver. Colorado 80227

QUALITY ETHNOGRAPHIC ART from "East IVleets

West". Ltd
,
RO Box 103, Pittsford, VT 05763-0103

Our low overhead lets us bring you extraordinary na-
tive arts and crafts from around the world at low "rural"
prices Call us toll-free at 1-800-443-2242 and discuss
your requirements with a trained anthropologist Pho-
tographs of objects available upon request. Visa and
Ivlastercard accepted With a purchase of $100 00 or

more, receive a free Cultural Survival, Inc color poster

TARAHUIVIARA INDIAN POTS, Artifacts, Handicrafts
Send $1 for Catalog to Running Horse Trading Com-
pany, PO Box 62, Ivlidvale, Utah 84047 Telephone
(801) 562-0991, (800) 548-5789

THE SOLAR SYSTEMi Our 3-D Opti-Relief and full-color

Luci-Chrome Prints of the Solar System are "out of this

world" in content and uniqueness They make fasci-

nating displays, most unusual gifts, and superb astron-
omy teacfiing aids for all ages For free samples, wnte
to: Cygnus Graphic, Box 32461 -N1 , Phoenix, AZ 85064

Books/Publications

LOVEBIRDS, COCKATIELS, BUDGERIGARS Behav-
ior and Evolution by J Lee Kavanau, UCLA, 1001 pp
$49 95 plus $4 00 p/h, $3 37 s/t in Calif Ck or m/o,
Science Software Systems, Publications Box 241710
LA, CA 90024-9510

fvlANUSCRIPTS WANTED, all types. Publisher with 70-

year tradition Free examination, "Guide to Publica-
tion " 1-800-695-9599

AUTHORS WANTED BY

NEW YORK PUBLISHER
Leading subsidy book publisher seeks manuscripts
of all types: fiction, non fiction, poetry, scliolarly

and juvenile works, etc. New authors welcomed.
Send for free, illustrated 40-page brochure W.82
Vantage Press. 516 W. 34 St.. New York. N.Y. 10001

NATURAL HISTORY BOOKS at 15% discount Field
guides (including Audubon and Peterson) and refer-

ence books Free catalog. PR Page. Box 1450
Alachua. FL 32615

HieMarl^t
PUBLISH YOUR BOOK' Join our successful authors
All subjects invited Publicity, advertising, beautiful

books Send for fact-filled booklet and free manuscript
report Carlton Press, Dept, NHI. 11 West 32 Street.

New York 10001

SKYLINE—New Astronomy Newsletter Star positions,

latest info 1 year $20 US, $25 Canada Skyline Ivledia,

Box 6876, Albany. NY 12206

"THE ENVIRONMENT: BOOKS BY SMALL PRESSES "

425 titles. 217 publishers Author, title, subject in-

dexes Small Press Center. 20 W 44th St., NY, NY
10036 ($6,50 postpaid)

Bargain Books
. Publisfiers' overstocks, remainders, imports-over,

I 4.000 titles at up to 80% savings in our FREE I
(CATALOG! Biograptiy History. Art. Nature. Garden- !

ing. Cooking. Fiction—something for everyone. I

I
including about 800 new titles monthly. Write:

i Hamilton box 15-712. Falls village CT06031

YESTERDAYS BOOKS LOCATED, no obligation. Out-
of-State Book Service, Box 3253J. San Clemente, CA
92672(714)492-2976

BECOME A VETERINARY ASSISTANT/Animal Care
Specialist Home study Free career literature. (800)
223 4542 Dept CK124

"CASH FOR COLLEGE". Describes 400 loan, grant,
scholarship opportunities—plus all government pro-

grams, $4 95 Unifunds, Box 19749-RW, Indianapolis.

IN 46219

SPEAK SPANISH, FRENCH OR ANY OF 59 languages
as diplomats do using same U S. State Department
easy, self-study cassettes/textbook Up to 50% sav-
ings! Call for free catalog. Audio Language Institute

1-800-722-6394

Employment Opportunities

AUSTRALIA WANTS YOU! Big Pay' Transportation!
New Employment Handbook, $3 00 International Box
19107-RW, Washington, DC 20036

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY' Assemble products at
home. Call for information (504) 641-8003 Ext 6371

GET PAID FOR READING BOOKS $50-$100 per book.
Write Caico Publishing (Dept C-48), 500 South Broad
Meriden, CT 06450

MAKE A FEDERAL SUMMER RANGER JOB your ca-
reer. Publication $5. "Ranger", Box 331114. Fort
Worth. TX 76163-1114

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS! Worldwide Direc-
tory and complete information—$3 00 International

Opportunities, Box 19107-RW, Washington, DC 20036

ROCKY MOUNTAIN EMPLOYMENT NEWSLETTER!
Current openings— All occupations—Western U.S.!
Free details lntermountain-4Y, 3565 Pitch, Colo-
rado Springs, CO 80908 1-719-488-0320 x425

TEACH HERE—ABROAD: School, college openings
U S A $9 00; Overseas $9 00, England, Australia, New
Zealand, Japan $9,00 each EISF, 662, Newton Massa-
chusetts 02162-0002

Financial

CASH GRANTS AVAILABLE from foundations! Never
repay! 401 sources/application instructions, $3.00,
Fundsearch, Box 19107-RW, Washington, DC 20036

LET THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE your small busi-
ness Grants/loans to $500,000 Free recorded mes-
sage, (707)449-8600 (LAI)

REPOSSESSED VA & HUD HOMES available from gov-
ernment from $1 without credit check You repair Also
S&L bailout properties Call (805) 682-7555 Ext H-3129
for repo list your area

Furniture

CLASSIC FURNITURE—40% Off 150 Major compa-
nies Free brochure Sobol House, 103 Richardson
Blvd

,
Black Mountain, NO 28711 (704) 669-8031

Government Surplus

NARCOTICS RAID SEIZURES' Autos, Stereos, Boats,
Airplanes! Millions Surplus Bargains—many 1% origi-

nal cosfi "Nationwide Directory"—$3.00 Disposal
Box 19107-RW, Washington, DC 20036

SEIZED CARS, trucks, boats, 4wheelers, motorhomes
by FBI, IRS, DEA Available your area now Call (805
682-7555 Ext C-2605

Merchandise/Gifts

FINE WATERMAN WRITING INSTRUMENTS—35% off

list For color catalog send $2 to Kal Information. 345
Claremont Ave

.
Suite 22, Montclair, NJ 07042

FREE' FREE' Scientific, Educational Catalog for all

ages. Glow-in-the-Dark Astronomy Stickers, Dinosaur
and Nature Rubber Stamps and more! Stamp Mill 414
South Mill, #208, Tempe, AZ 85281

"H»OWLS"BumperSticker$l 00 1991 Owl Calendar
$13 00 Sample Collectors' Newsletter $3.00. Owl Cat-
alog $100 Refundable Owls Nest. Box 5491 NH.
Fresno. CA 93755

MINERALS—Eggs (hen size), optical calcite (2") w/
stands—$12 ea Amethyst & Citrine clusters (4") w/
stands—$1 5 ea Satisfaction guaranteed Send check
or money order plus $2 for shipping to: Le Nature' P O
Box 832554. Richardson, TX 75083-2554

fir' Jigsaw Puzzles
Breathtakingly beautiful, delightfully devious,
filled with special shapes and surprises! Cut by
hand, on commission, and personalized just for

you. Exceptional gifts! $120 and up
Send tor free literature,

Lucretla's Pieces (802) 436-3006
• RFD#1 , Box 501 -NHI , Windsor, VT 05089

SCIENCE TOYS— imaginative gifts Exciting! Stimulat-
ing! Send $1 00 for catalog Wholesale inquines wel-
come Copernicus. 394 N Y Avenue. Huntington NY
11743

"SOLITUDES"® NATURE RECORDINGS Cassettes.
CD's, Videos, Free Catalog. Write: Please Read This!,

Box NH, 300 Quaker Road, Chappaqua. NY 10514

Miscellaneous

ALASKA'S WOLVES are being legally slaughtered-
nearly 2.000 in two years' Your help is needed to stop
aerial wolf hunts, predator control and other exploita-

tion of Alaska's unique wildlife For sample newsletter,
membership and merchandise information, write The
Alaska Wildlife Alliance, Box 202022-L, Anchorage, AK
99520 (907) 277-0897

INVENTIONS, IDEAS, new products! Presentation to

industry and exhibition at national innovation expo-
sition Call 1-800-288-IDEA

PENFRIENDS—ENGLAND—USA Make lasting friend-

ships Send age, interests Free reply Harmony, Box
82295NH, Phoenix, AZ 85071

Photo/Optical

aus JENA (GERMANY) BINOCULARS Experience the
Ultimate in Bnlliance and Clantyi Europtik, Ltd , PO.
Box 319-NH, Dunmore, PA 18512 (717) 347-6049

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE Repairing binocu-
lars since 1923. Alignment performed on our US. Navy
collimator Free catalog and our article 'Know Your
Binoculars,' published in Audubon Magazine Mirakel

Optical Co
,
Inc

,
331 Mansion St., West Coxsackie, NY

12192(518)731-2610
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Real Estate

CHAPPAQUA, NY 50 minutes to Mantiatlan Nature

Lovers! Hilltop aene on 7 acres backs up to conser-

vancy Custom Contemporary with 3 fireplaces & great

views. Only one mile to town , $775,000 Howe &
Sibley (914) 238-4755

GOVERNMENT LANDS—FROM $10,00 Surplus Rec-

reational, Agncultural, Commercial Properties, Repos-

sessed Homes Tax/Narcotics Seizures "Nationwide

Directory"—$3.00, Lands, Box 19107-RW, Wastiing-

ton, DC 20036

Rentals

ADIRONDACK MOUNTAINS. Escape to pristine Indian

Lake for tfie spectacular fall foliage season at Burke's

Housekeeping Cottages, Lake Stiore Dr., Sabael, New
York 12864(518)648-5258

TOBAGO. RENT PRIVATE COTTAGES ON BEACH.
Snorkeling, swimming, fistiing, scuba. Bird watctier's

paradise. Broctiure. Ctiarles A, Turpin, Cfiarlotteville,

Tobago. West Indies (800) 627-0671

Resorts

BELIZE—RUM POINT INN—exquisite small beach-

front resort on the Western Caribbean with spacious,

private cabanas. Diving, Maya Rums, Cockscomb Jag-

uar Reserve. Birds. Library. New Dining Room features

tropical taste treats. Bevier, Placencia, Belize. 01 1 -501 -

6-22017 or (504)465-0769

SPRING ON BEQUIA: Distinctive ten room hillside hide-

away on beautiful 200 year old Caribbean plantation.

Bequia, St. Vincent Grenadines Secluded beach,

pool, tennis, excellent cuisine, tranquility. Box 19251 A,

Minneapolis, MN 55419 (612) 823-1202

Tours/Trips

AFRICA; KENYA SAFARIS Individuals and Groups
Personalized Service Safari Masters, PO Box 8233N,
Incline Village, NV 89450 (702) 831-6552

AFRICA: Personalized safaris. Kenya, Tanzania,

Rwanda, Ethiopia, Eastern Zaire, Burundi, Botswana,
Zimbabwe Kenya Consultants, Box 216, Mt Tremper,

NY 12457(800)541-2527

THERE'S A LOT TO BE SEEN IN

EAST AFRICA!

Spectacular safaris to Kenya,
Tanzania, Botswana, and Rwanda.

800 351-5041

63 S. Washington, Ste A
PO. Box 3656-08
Sonora, CA 95370

AUSTRALIA/NEW ZEALAND WALKABOUTS:
Personalized tour programs featunng nature, hiking

and the outdoors Enjoy hiking and camping safaris,

lodge stays and island resorts in New Zealand's scenic

National Parks and Milford Track; Australia's Outback,
Tropical North and Great Barrier Reef Pacific

Exploration Co , Box 3042-N, Santa Barbara, CA 93130
(805) 687-7282

FREE SAILING VACATION
We're giving away a deluxe yactit charter for 2 in ttie U.S.

Virgin Islands. Enter to win and receive information

about our unique ctiarter yactit selection service.

Merritt Island, FL 3295!

Vacations (soo) 922-4880

BELIZE—COSTA RICA Lush Tropical Rainforest. Ma-

yan Ruins. Exotic Birds and Wildlife. Friendly People.

Active Volcanoes. Free Brochure. Global Adventures,

PO. Box 1897N, Boulder, CO 80306 (800) 322-6911,

(303)440-6911

$1S9S ...Amazon rivcrboat trip with a
biologist from Peru to Brazil and back.
10 days, includes air from Miami.
Departs very month. A/C cabins...with
an expert 1st class hotel.

KDISON IMF.RNATIONAH800)-247.6843

BEST OF THE AMAZON. The Amazon Basin can now
be explored by using our new brochure which includes

detailed map for tours and expeditions. Wildlife and
natural history expeditions in the Galapagos, Pantanal,

Patagonia and National Parks of Costa Rica Write:

CanoAndes, 310 Mandison Avenue, NYC 10017 1-800-

242-5554

East Africa
idependent Tra\el • Croup Deparlu

Photographic Safaris

lA^GERS
NH-9, Box 915, Ithaca, NY 14851 (607) 257-3091

CAMPING SAFARIS IN KENYA & TANZANIA, 11-18

days, from $550 00 -I- low airfare. Optional Kilimanjaro

climbs Also London/Johannesburg overland Bo-

tswana, Egypt, more Free 12 page color brochure

Himalayan Travel, Box 481 -NH, Greenwich, CT 06836

(800) 225-2380

GALAPAGOS
You, 9 other adventurers and our licensed

naturalist will sail by yacht to explore more
islands than any other Galapagos expedition.

50 Trip dates. Machu Picchu Option.
FREE BROCHURE

INCH SFLOflTS 41 5-420-1 550
131 IN 63rd ST. EMERYVILLE, CA 94608

CANYON EXPLORERS CLUB: Since 1972 a California

nonprofit all volunteer leadership and member oriented

outings club. 600 members 90% California 10% na

tional Educational, recreational, social, environmental

nonpolitical and striving for low-cost group backpack

ing. skiing, mountain biking, peakbagging, canoeing

bus touring, international trekking expeditions, ex

plorations, etc Quite easy camping out to very strenu

ous mountaineering All welcome Write; CEC Newslet

ter, 12681 Silver Fox Rd
, Los Alamitos, CA 90720

COSTA RICA; Jungle tours, Birdwatching. butterfly

collecting Write: Jungle Tours, Apartado 7, Golfito,

Costa Rica

...with a wildlife biologist from the USA.

$1795. Includes air from Miami, most
meals...accompanied by an expert! 9

days of enchantement. 1st class hotels

and country inns. Every month. Call

"or hrochu '

miSON INTERNA TIONAL(.f>00)-247^843

EVERGLADES/FLORIDA KEYS HOUSEBOAT Safans.

Snorkeling, birding. beachcombing Chic Charney,

107900 Overseas Highway, Key Largo, FL 33037 (305)

451 9596

GALAPAGOS. Free info on-your-own Discovery Tours/

wildlife & photo workshops. Also the essential 250 pp.

"how to" guidebook ($16.50 postpaid). Galapagos

Travel 2674 N. 1st St . #112, San Jose. CA 95134 (800)

223-3767

ALASKA, GALAPAGOS,
BAJA CALIFORNL\

AUSTRALLV
Wtiales & Wildlife Journey Specialists.

20 years experience. FREE BROCHURE.

BIOLOGICAL JOURNEYS
1696A Ocean Dr,McKinleyville.CA95521

707-839-01 78-or-800-548-7555 (outside Calif.)

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS From $1666 including air Ec-
uador/Peru options and archeological tours Joseph
Colley LAST. Inc , 43 Millstone, Randallstown, MD
21133(301)922-3116

PAPUA NEW GUINEA

MELANESIAN TOURIST SERVICES

GALAPAGOS "SALE "I Cruise and explore in small

groups Tourist to Deluxe yachts, or ships, with expert

naturalists Weekly departures. Also; "Hiking Galapa-

gos' .
Ecuador's Highlands, Amazon, Machu Picchu.

Titicaca. Chile. Argentina. Brazil, and more Forum
Travel. 91 Gregory (#21 ). Pleasant Hill. CA 94523 (415)

671-2900

GALAPAGOS Small groups Excellent boats and
guides. Includes excursions in Ecuador Optional Ama-
zon Basin extensions. Let us know when you can
travel Voyagers, Dept NG-9, Box 915, Ithaca, NY
14851 (607)257-3091

f:tfPJMJIJ;l4^;l^^/,m
^Al liDHr'nC A NEW WAY TO EXPLOREUMLMKMUW3 the islands. Now you

can sail by private yacht & OVERNIGHT AT CHARM-
ING HOTELS & SEASIDE COTTAGES. Small groups,

naturalists guides. Amazon Jungle & Peru options^

^~Cn|r<A LOW COST CAMPING AND
Ml"K ICM DELUXE SAFARIS in Kenya,

Tanzania, Rwanda, Botswana, Zimbabwe & Zambia.

One low rate includes air, top camps & lodges & nat-

uralist guides. Over 200 guaranteed departures.

FREE BROCHURES 1-800- 525-6772
SPECIAL INTEREST TOURS
134 W. 26 St. (C) NY, NY 10001

GALAPAGOS sponsored by the Toronto Zoo Feb. 6.

14 night cruise July 1 Weekly departures on regular 7

night cruises. Catalog (416) 469-8211 Galapagos
Holidays. 745 Gerrard E .

Toronto M4M 1Y5

ISLAND CRUISES BY LUXURY YACHP Sail the beauti-

ful British Virgin Islands or the spectacular Galapagos
Islands on the most comfortable yacht in either des-

tination The 105 ft. 20 passenger Cuan Law" in the

British Virgins or the 95 ft, 18 passenger ' Lammer
Law "

in the Galapagos These are the largest trima-

rans in the world Fast, stable, graceful, unique Book
individuals or groups Very spacious twin or double

staterooms with pnvate bathrooms Island hopping

cruises, scuba cruises, naturalist cruises, whale
cruises, mountain bike cruises, or mixturesi Since

1970, thousands have enjoyed our special hospitality

Write Tnmanne, Dept NH, PO Box 4065, St Thomas.
VI 00803 Fax (809) 494-5774 or call toll free (800) 648-

3393

MADAGASCAR-TANZANIA-NEPAL-INDIA
JAPAN-PATAGOIHIA-COSTA RICA-HAWAII

andvin the right path to uniq

e and culture exploration. Write or call:

JOURNEYS. Dept. IHH,

401 1 Jackson, Ann .".rbor. Ml 48103

800-255-8735
color caUiloa, detailed ilincr.^ricf^ncii-slcllcr. friendly

rl jsiistance. prompt rcspo'l:^ 1978

RAJASTHAN—HEART OF INDIA/lnstitute for Asian

Studies. Unique itinerary 25 days Brochure Interna-

tional VenturesTravel, 25 West 43. NYC 10036 (212)

391-6623. (800)338-2624
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UNIQUE DESTINATIONS
• Cross the SAHARA Desert w. Tuaregs; or

overland to TIMBUKTU, NAMIBIA, ETHIOPIA
• Visit Wodaabe Nomads of NIGER; BORNEO'S
Dayalt; Dani of IRIAN JAVA; Jivaros of the

ECUADORIAN AMAZON; Dogons of MALI:

Berbers of MOROCCO; KALAHARI'S Bushmen

• View wildlife in Brazil's PANTANAL, COSTA
RICA, PATAGONIA, GALAPAGOS, BOTSWANA

• RAJASTHAN and Pushkar; KASHMIR; LADAKH;
Eastern TURKEY; T DEL FUEGO on horseback

^TURTLE TOURS
9446 yuail Trail, Bo\# 1147/NH. t arefret, AZ 85,177

(602) 4«8-3688 outside AZ (8001 283-2334

"SPECTACULAR MEXICO" Fascinating Nature and
Legendary Cultures Escorted tours to Mexico's na-

ture, archaeology, birds, beaches, mystique and fa-

bled hospitality Forum Travel, 91 Gregory (#21),

Pleasant Hill, CA 94523 (415) 671-2900

SIERRA MADRE TRAINS
Copper Canyon / San Miguel Allende

TraintocanyonlargerthanGrand Train over Old Spanisti Silver

Canyon continuing to Sea of Route Colonial Historic tours

CorlEZ. Mountain locJges, pine Tula Toilec archaeology,

lorests, Tarahumara Indians. I
Monarch butterfly sanctuary.

Brochure 1 -800-225-2829 M-F 9 a.m.-6 p.m. central

Columbus Travel, 6017 Callaghan Rd. • San Anlonio. TX 76226

THE INCREDIBLE "ANDES EXPRESS" Pristine South

America, 1-3 week special odyssey through the most
dramatic scenery on earth Only $90/day, all included

Also: "Amazon Express", "Rio-Lima Safari", and other

legendary tours Forum Travel, 91 Gregory, Pleasant

Hill, CA 94523 (415) 671-2900

TIGERS, ELEPHANTS, TAJ MAHAL TOOl India's wild-

life, a magical lourney, February Dreams Travel Ad-

ventures, PO Box 50054, Santa Barbara, CA 93150
(805) 687-9928

VANISHING WORLDS: Latin America—Afnca—Asia—
Pacific/Australia—Europe/USSR Classic and Un-

usual Tours, Cruises, Hiking, Biking year-round Incred-

ible selection and pnces Forum Travel, 91 Gregory,

Pleasant Hill, CA 94523 (415) 671-2900

NEPAL -INDIA 'TIBET
BURMA 'THAILAND

Tours, ircks, salciris, overland adventures.

(irou|) \ inrfependent programs from $18,50,00

incL air Free lb pg. trip catalog.

Himalayan Travel, Inc., Box 481-NH,
Greenwich, CT 06836. (203) 622-6777.

Toll Free (800) 225-2380 (ex. CT)

WORLDWIDE NATURE & PHOTOGRAPHY TOURS to

Africa, Asia, Europe, South, Central & North America
Pacific including camping, river rafting, pnvate yachts,

whale watching, wildlife and Polar Bear Safaris Small

groups, professional naturalist/photographer leaders,

remote wilderness locations Free color catalog Big 5

Expeditions, Ltd ,
2151 E Dublm-Granville Road, Ste

215, Columbus, OH 43229 (614) 898-0036, 1-800-541-

2790. FAX (614) 898-0039

Wanted

FRANKLIN MINT SETS, com and stamp estates Will

pay top dollar Send printed list with phone number to

Stan Katz, PC Box 524-H, Cranford, NJ 07016, USA
(201)561-4697

RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION

$3 25 per word; 16 word minimum Display classified is

$355 per inch All advertisements must be prepaid

l^ates are not structured for agency or cash discounts

All advertisements are accepted at NATURAL HISTO-
RY'S discretion Send check/money order payable to

NATURAL HISTORY to: The Market, NATURAL HIS-

TORY Magazine, Central Park West at 79th St , New
York, NY 10024

Celestial Events

The Red Planet's

Alter Ego
by Thomas D. Nicholson

September's brightest planets. Mars

and Saturn, are each accompanied by a

bright reddish star. The pairs are similar

in brightness but nearly opposite each

other in the sky: Saturn and Antares are

early evening objects in the southwest;

Mars and Aldebaran are morning stars,

well up in the northeast after midnight.

The curious thing about this arrange-

ment is the meaning of the name Antares

for Scorpius' bright star. Most of the star

names that we use are Arabic; the original

Greek and Roman names were translated

by Arab astronomers long ago. Antares,

however, is Greek in origin, a combination

of the prefix anti- with Ares, the Greek

name for the god of war (called Mars by

the Romans). Anti- usually means "oppo-

site" or "opposed to," and indeed this

month Antares is opposite Mars. But this

arrangement occurs only about every two

years, when Mars is in Taurus, which is

approximately opposite Antares in Scor-

pius. The rest of the time Mars may ap-

pear anywhere in the zodiac.

Antares was not named because it is

opposite Mars, but rather because it is like

Mars. The Greek prefix anti- also means

"compared to" or "similar to." Antares

got its name because its ruddy color is

similar to that of Mars.

This month. Mars is more than twice as

bright as Antares, and the difference will

become greater in a few months. Mars will

be about fifteen times brighter, or some

three magnitudes, by late November,

when the planet reaches opposition (it

comes much closer to the earth than

usual), an event that occurs about every

twenty-six months. But most of the time

Mars is somewhat fainter than Antares.

The planet moves through opposition very

rapidly and is usually much farther away.

The unusual brightness of Mars and its

position opposite Antares this month are

exceptions, not the rule.

Events in the calendar below are given

in local time unless otherwise indicated.

September 1 : After passing Saturn on

Sunday night, the waxing gibbous moon
moves into Capricornus. Look for the tri-

angle of stars to the moon's left and Saturn

to its right.

September 3: The moon moves from

Capricornus into Aquarius. The bright

star well below the moon (almost due

south) is Fomalhaut, in the Southern Fish.

September 4: Full moon is at 9:46 p.m.,

EDT
September 6; Just before sunrise, Ve-

nus is low in the east near Leo's bright star

Regulus.

September 7: Mercury passes between

the sun and the earth (inferior conjunc-

tion) and enters the morning sky.

September 8-9: Rising more than one

and a half hours after sunset, the waning

gibbous moon is near Aries' two bright

stars, Hamal and Sheratan, on the 8th.

The moon is at perigee (nearest the earth)

on the 9th.

September 10: The waning moon rises

about 10:30 p.m., EDT, between Mars, to

its right, and Taurus' reddish star Aldeba-

ran, below. Mars is brightening rapidly

now, on its way to opposition with the

earth on November 27.

September 1 1 : Last-quarter moon is at

4:53 P.M., EDT. It rises just before mid-

night and stays up past daybreak.

September 13-14: The waning crescent

moon is in Gemini, rising after midnight

and visible until dawn, nearly in line with

Pollux and Castor on the 1 4th. Four plan-

ets are in the predawn sky: Mars is promi-

nent in Taurus high in the south; Jupiter is

below Castor and Pollux in the east; Venus

and Mercury are in conjunction but may
be too low to be easily seen.

September 15-16: Jupiter and the slen-

der waning moon make an attractive pair

in the dawn sky. They are very close on the
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15th; a few hours earlier, the moon covers

Jupiter (an occultation) over Africa.

September 18: New moon is at 8:46

P.M., EDT, shortly after moving out of Leo

and into Virgo.

September 20: Visible low in the south-

west at dusk near the star Spica, the moon
makes its first appearance of this cycle as

a thin evening crescent.

September 22: Saturn is in the south

after sunset all month, just to the left of

Sagittarius' famihar Teapot. Ending its

retrograde motion today, Saturn begins to

move easterly again.

September 23: The sun arrives at the

autumnal equinox, directly over the

earth's equator, at 2:55 a.m., EDT, and

autumn begins in the Northern Hemi-

sphere, except in western North America,

where autumn begins before midnight on

the 22d.

September 24-25: The reddish star

near the crescent moon at dusk is Scor-

pius' Antares. Taurus' Aldebaran is near

Mars, rising after 10:00 p.m., EDT, soon

after their conjunction. Antares and Al-

debaran are opposite each other in the sky

and are similar in color and brightness.

September 26: First-quarter moon, at

10:06 P.M., EDT, is in Sagittarius, near the

Teapot's "lid." Saturn is to the moon's

left.

September 28: The moon and Saturn

are in conjunction early this morning, but

the moon is well east of the planet when
we see them after dark.

September 29-30: The moon is back in

Capricornus.

Editor's Note: The Sky Map in the July

issue shows the evening stars and con-

stellations for this month and gives the

dates and times for use.

Thomas D. Nicholson is director emeri-

tus of the American Museum.

POLAR BEARS
TUNDRA BUGGIES

and the

POLAR BEAR
BUNKHOUSE

Experience the migration of the

Great White Bears in Churchill,

Manitoba. View and photograph
the bears from the safety of a

Tundra Buggy, or extend your visit

with a 3-night encampment in our
exclusive Hudson Bay bunkhouse.

Prime time departures

Oct/Nov 1991 •""

JOSEPH NAN (

NATURETOURS
RO. Ba><655C.\ASHON ISL_AND

WASHINGTON 98070
(206)463-5383

COSTA RIGA
March 21-30, 1991

Discover lush lowland
jungles, high altitude forests,

towering volcanoes, and a

vast array of tropical wildlife

lllllte sanctuaries of Costa

iiilli|s; remarkable park
|^^||l|i4Ei3q>l()re with an ex-

ll^illllllliiToijttJ^eKO ,: ,.: and ,

,

American
Museum of
Natural

i>ffij'iii History

Discovery Tours
Centi-al Park West at 79th St.

New York, NY 10024-5192

(800) 462-8687- (212) 769-5700

Inch for inch, ounce for ounce,

the purest form of optical perfection

you can pull out of a pocket!

All the quality features of the LEICA
full size binoculars less the size and
weight with

: retractable eyecups for full

field of view with or without glasses;

true internal focusing; solid all metal

body and close focus to less than 10
feet (with 8 20).

Available in 8 >- 20 and 10 / 25 mod-
els, with or without rubber armoring.

Lifetime warranty and 3 year No-Fault

Passport Protection.

In-stock and available at:

MM
"When you need to knoiv more than the price

"

(800)695-1302
1918 Robintiood SI

,
Sarasola, FL 34231

15day money back guaranlee Free shipping M-f 9-6 Sal 10-4

OUTDOOR
GEARAND
CLOTHING

REI has the best gear for hiking,

climbing, skiing, bicycling, fitness

walking and water sports. Great holiday

gift ideas, tool Satisfaction guaranteed.

w FREE HOLIDAY CATALOG! m
Name _
Address

City

State .ZIP.

Sendto:REI.Depl N0092. PC Box 88127.

Seattle, WA 98138-2127; or call toll free: |
1-800-426-4B40 (U.S and Canada)

operator #N92

MiTii
Quality Outdoor Gear and Cloitiing Since 1938
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A Matter of Taste

The Real Crime in Twin Peaks
Are typical Americans guilty ofsubvertinggoodfood?

by Raymond Sokolov

When intrepid FBI agent Cooper joins

forces once again this fall with Sheriff

Harry S. Truman in the second season of

the television series "Twin Peaks," you

can bet dollars to doughnuts that these

eccentric leaders of law enforcement will

fortify themselves against the dark world

outside the lunch counters, motel dining

rooms, and cheerful police headquarters

of Twin Peaks, Washington, with the most

ordinary of American foods: coffee,

cherry pie, and most of all, doughnuts.

As much as anything else in this eerie

drama of murder and decadence in a su-

perficially pristine little sawmill town,

these recurring foods symbolize the nice-

ness, the normal, everyday decency, the

storybook Americanness of Twin Peaks.

Of course, the show's creator, David

Lynch, turns all this into something sinis-

ter. Agent Cooper's overblown, incredible

enthusiasm for the coffee and the cherry

pie of Twin Peaks arouses our suspicion

about him. What can it mean that he

exalts hash-house coffee and cherry pie to

the skies, again and again? And what does

Lynch intend by those tables of doughnuts

in the police station?

I say he means to subvert even these

emblems of American purity into some-

thing grotesque and sinister, just as he

means to subvert all our perceived notions

of the safety and innocence of traditional

American life. The result is a parody of

several genres of television drama, notably

police shows and sitcoms. The food sym-

bolism, however, has been largely over-

looked, and so far as I know, nobody has

pointed out that all three of these suppos-

edly pure American foods are naturalized

borrowings from the Old World that were

long ago adapted to the simplicity and

blandness of the American palate.

I hardly need to mention that coffee

originated in what is now Ethiopia and

came into general use in Europe at about

the time of the colonization of the Ameri-

cas. Coffee plantations were established in

the West Indies, and Jamaican Blue

Mountain beans are still revered by coffee

connoisseurs around the globe. But the

routine coffee served almost everywhere

in this country is an aberrationally thin,

neutral drink compared with the coffee

routinely served in other cultures. Ad-

vanced consumers here may drink dark-

roasted strong coffee like the rest of the

world (or at least that part of the world

that can afford to buy whole, unadulter-

ated beans of decent quality). But even in

sophisticated restaurants in food-alert big

cities in the United States, one must dis-

tinguish between American, or normal,

coffee and espresso.

Most Americans must prefer thin,

lightly roasted, percolated (boiled and

therefore mistreated) coffee. Why? I can

think of two reasons: cheapness and weak-

ness of flavor. Both qualities go hand in

hand with the American custom of rou-

tinely drinking coffee throughout a meal.

Even an epicure like the late Alfred

Knopf, the publisher of Julia Child, would

take iced coffee with lunch in summer.

This scandalized a snooty French restau-

rateur across from Knopfs office. The
Frenchman wouldn't serve Knopf and lost

his business. Similarly, Americans in Eu-

rope bark their shins nearly everywhere

against a universal predisposition to sepa-

rate the consumption of coffee from the

consumption of food.

This deep-seated cultural difference

shows itself most stubbornly at dessert

time. Americans want their coffee with

the dessert. Europeans take coffee as a

separate course, after dessert, without

milk or cream, but with sugar and possibly

cognac or another digestif. It is so difficult

to persuade many European restaurants

that you really do want coffee with your

pastry that some unreconstructed Ameri-

can expatriates simply say they don't want

dessert, wait for coffee to arrive, and then

order dessert, pretending to have changed

their minds.

In Europe, the main exception to this

segregation of coffee and food comes at

breakfast, when the coffee always comes

with the croissants and other food, but it is

invariably served with warm milk in large

cups, often without handles (called boh in

French because they strike the French as

more like soup bowls than proper coffee

cups). It is with this cafe au lait at break-

fast that the American and the European

traditions merge, the difference being that

over here, by European standards, we con-

tinue eating breakfast throughout the day,

as it were. This is more or less what the

cops in Twin Peaks are doing in their life

of serial coffee breaks.

The pastries at these round-the-clock

"continental" breakfasts are also a pecu-

liarly American distortion of European

tradition. Agent Cooper's cherry pie has

the same comstarch-thickened cherry fill-

ing of any of the miUions of such pies sold

on any day in this country at thousands

and thousands of lunch counters. When
we say something is "normal as cherry

pie" we are talking about just this pie. It is

impossible to grow up in this country with-

out eating cherry pie over and over again.

"Can she bake a cherry pie?" asks an old

song. In the old days, when pies were a

crucial form of preserving fruit and other

perishable foods through the winter, a

good wife had to be a good baker. These

days, the skill isn't economically neces-

sary, but our standard cherry pie pre-

serves, as it were, the practice of pioneer

days, itself a continuation of early English

pie baking. Modem American cooks will

almost invariably fill their crusts with a

prefabricated canned cherry filling, but

this is probably a more traditional way to

go than baking the fresh cherries sold in

today's markets. The canned cherry filUng

reproduces the traditional sour cherry

conserve filling of early America, and I

doubt that re-creating this from scratch

would improve noticeably, in terms of tra-

ditional authenticity, on what the manu-
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art from northeastern zaire

The American Museum of

Natural History sponsored

Congo Expedition of

1909 -1915 brought back

insight, information, and

an extraordinary collec-

tion of objects fashioned

in wood, ivory, metal and

terracotta that reflected

the changing artistic

, Mother and child, wood. Azande Currents Sweeping the

^^'-"' region in the early 1900s.

\. This beautifully illustrated book, written by the foremost scholars

of the arts, history and culture of northeastern Zaire, is a companion to

the exhibition at the American Museum of Natural History. AJrican Reflections: Artfrom Northeastern Zaire

vividly illustrates one of Africa's great artistic heritages with overone hundred exquisite full color photographs

and striking archival images.

African Reflections: Artfrom Northeastern Zaire is available to members for $39.95 per copy including

shipping and handling. This beautiful hardcover book may be obtained by sending your check, money

order, or VISA/Mastercard information including account * and expiration date to:

American Museum of Natural History Central Park West at 79th Street N.Y., NY 10024-5192

The price quoted is for orders within the United States and Canada; Foreign inquiries pleaSe write prcaU (212) 769-5530



LOON PIN
by Vern Wayne Pond

In Sterling silver—$45; 14K Gold-$315

Gift boxed, satisfaction guaranteed.

. Vern Wayne Pond
609 E. Market St., #103

,
CharlottesvUle. VA 22901

-^ jk

VISA/MC/AMEX j

1-800-284-8376 iW^''^ SSSS*" (actual size)

Discover the World's
enshrouded secrets & travel to:

CXDSTARICA • cloud forest jungle & beach

AMAZON • Machu Picchu

PERU, ECUADOR, * GALAPAGOS
BOLIVIA, PATAGONIA

AUSTRALIA, NEW ZEALAND
EASTAFRICA, INDIA* NEPAL

-. TRINIDAD Ac TOBAGO f^m

BOLBROOK TRAVEL, INC.
3540 N.W. I3lh Street
Gainesville. FL 32609

1-800-451 7111
1-800-345-7111 In Florida

wildlife
'St-shirts

Support wildlife by wearing environmental t-shirts-

(10% of profits go to environmental groups.) Many
(designs :.9 9S each. Heavyweight 100% cotton

t-shirts in S. M. L. XL, in white, blue, silver, yellow.

Sweats also. S2I.45 each, FREE CATALOG.

JIM MORRIS PO Box 831 DEP7 CJ9
Boulder, CO 80306 1303-444-6430)

Satisfaction guaranteed. Share the Earth!

Olie-koecken

DO SOME EARTHLY GOOD

JoDi the Sierra Club — the world's largest

grassroots environmental organization.

[m> JOINT

REGULAR DUES D S33 D S41

Name_

Address.

Cicy_

State

^""^A^t SIERRA CLUB
Dept. J-237, P.O. Box 7959

San Francisco, CA 94120

Annual dues include Smra subscription ($7.50) and

Chapter publications (SI), Dues are not rax-deduciibL,

(Adapted from The Sensible Cook:

Dutch Foodways in the Old and theNew
World, Syracuse University Press, 1989,

Peter G. Rose's study of the seventeenth-

century Dutch De Verstandige Kock)

3 packages dry yeast

Vi cup warm (105-115 degrees) water

and a pinch of sugar for the yeast

8 tablespoons butter

1% cups raisins

4 cups flour

Va teaspoon salt

1 tablespoon cinnamon

'A teaspoon ground cloves

Vi teaspoon ground ginger

1 Vz cups milk

1 cup whole almonds without brown

skins

3 medium Granny Smith apples,

peeled, cored, and cut into slivers

Oil for deep frying

Sprinkle the yeast on the water in a

small bowl and sprinkle with sugar. Let

stand for a moment, then stir to dissolve

the yeast. Set aside in a warm place.

facturer provides ready-made. In any

case, the American purist wants a translu-

cent cherry preserve, thickened with na-

tive American cornstarch or quick-cook-

ing tapioca, a mouth-filling compromise

between using plain fruit lightly sugared

or fruit in thick syrup, as in cherry jam.

The Americanization of the doughnut

is another example of the transformation

of a foreign original into a precursor of fast

food. The word doughnut itself is appar-

ently American, but the idea of deep-fry-

ing small pieces of raised dough belongs to

many older cultures. In Italy, they call

these yeast-dough fritters zeppole, in

France beignets, in Spain buhuelos. They

are all ways to use up leftover bread

dough. But none of these "doughnuts" led

to our toroidal snack. All evidence and all

authorities agree that our doughnut came

to us from Holland. The first occurrence

of the word cited in the Oxford English

Dictionary is in Washington Irving's A
History of New York (1809). Peter G.

Rose quotes the passage fully in her new

English-language edition of the preemi-

nent Dutch cookbook of the seventeenth

century, De Verstandige Kock, which in-

fluenced the kitchens of early Dutch colo-

nists in New Netherland.

Sometimes the table was graced with im-

mense apple pies, or saucers full of pre-

served peaches and pears; but it was always

sure to boast an enormous dish of balls of

sweetened dough, fried in hog's fat, and

called doughnuts, or olykoeks—a delicious

kind of cake, at present, scarce known in

this city, excepting in genuine Dutch fam-

In the meantime, melt butter and cool.

Place the raisins in a saucepan, cover with

water, and bring to a boil. Allow them to

boil for one minute, then remove from

heat and let stand for five minutes before

draining. Pat them dry with paper towels

and mix them with a tablespoon of flour.

Place the rest of the flour in a large

bowl and stir in the salt, cinnamon, cloves,

and ginger. Make a well in the middle and

pour in the yeast mixture. Stir from the

middle and slowly add the melted butter

and the milk. The dough should be thick

and hard to stir.

Then add raisins, almonds, and apples

and combine thoroughly. Allow this bat-

ter to rise for about an hour. When dou-

bled in bulk, stir down the dough.

Heat the oil to 350 degrees. Scoop out a

heaping tablespoon of dough and push it

off the spoon with the aid of another

spoon, letting it (carefully) drop into the

hot oil. The olie-koecken should expand

to at least two inches in diameter. Fry

them for about five minutes on each side.

Drain on paper towels.

Yield: About 30

ilies, but which retains its pre-eminent sta-

tion at tea tables in Albany.

Olie-koecken, oly-koecks, olicooks,

oliebollen—the spelling and names of

these oil cakes or oil balls in American

manuscripts cited by Rose grow more

"American" over time—were all origi-

nally made from yeast-raised dough. And
they were often enriched with raisins, cit-

ron, nutmeg, and even apple slices, follow-

ing Dutch tradition as represented in De
Verstandige Kock. But they had no holes.

The addition of the hole in the dough-

nut was a crucial step in the long march of

simplification and blanding-out that led to

the doughnuts that are being consumed in

Twin Peaks. Fortunately, Karen Hess has

looked into this matter in the notes to her

edition of Mary Randolph's The Virginia

House-Wife of 1 824 (University of South

Carolina Press, 1983). She was unable to

find an actual early source for the first

doughnuts with holes, since recipes in the

period following Irving's book were "mad-

deningly uninformative as to shape." By

1883, however, there was a printed refer-

ence to a doughnut cutter in Mrs. Lin-

coln's Boston Cookbook. No doubt the

practice began somewhat earlier, early

enough to have inspired the manufacture

of a metal cutter that required no explana-

tion by Mrs. Lincoln.

Hess reasons that cutters facilitated

cutting the centers of doughs raised with

pearl ash instead of slower-acting yeast.

Pearl ash is potassium carbonate, a form

of potash leached out of wood ashes with
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lye. This substance would have been

known to Indians, but it really came into

its own with wheat flour, producing spec-

tacular and very rapid aeration of dough,

especially in the presence of sour milk or

some other source of acidity. (Modern

baking powders combine the alkaline and

acid components in one "double-acting"

substance that goes into high gear only in

the presence of heat in the oven.)

As early as the end of the eighteenth

century, Hess shows, American cooks

were opting for the zip of pearl ash over

pokier yeast. But this left them with

doughs that were harder to handle,

doughs that often produced doughnuts

with soft, raw centers. The doughnut cut-

ter solved both problems. It made the

dough easier to maneuver and allowed for

more dependably thorough frying.

This quick fix distorted both Indian and

Dutch ideas, yielding an original pastry

that never lost its hold on American appe-

tites. The dried fruits and apple slices and

spices were lost along the way, sacrificed

no doubt to the god of efficiency. But even

in Twin Peaks there is an alternative, the

jelly doughnut, holeless and rich. And
where did the jelly doughnut come from?

It seems reasonable to conjecture that

Germans brought it to America. German
jelly doughnuts are deep-fried yeast past-

ries filled with apricot or plum jam and

variously known as Berliner Pfannkuchen,

Silvesterkrapfen, Bismarcks, Fastnachts-

kuchen, Faschingskrapfen, or just plain

Berliners. As Sarah Kelly laia tells us in

her definitive work. Festive Baking: Holi-

day Classics in the Swiss, German, and
Austrian Tradition (Doubleday, 1988),

although they originated as a specialty of

Berlin, these jelly doughnuts are eaten all

over Germany, on Shrove Tuesday or

New Year's Eve.

They came to the world's attention

some time ago when John F. Kennedy
made his famous speech at the Berlin

Wall. "Ich bin ein Berliner," he said, de-

claring his solidarity with the people of

Berlin. At least, he thought he was saying

the equivalent in German of "I am a Ber-

liner." But in idiomatic German that

should have been, "/c/i bin Berliner." By
adding the indefinite article, ein. the presi-

dent took himself out of geography and

into the kitchen. To the German ear, he

said, "I am a jelly doughnut." Until this

year, with the airing of Twin Peaks, this

was the most flagrant case yet of an Amer-
ican appropriating a European fried yeast

dumpling to his own American style.

Raymond Sokolov is a writer whose spe-

cial interests are the history andprepara-
tion offood.
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Bohemian

Pit Stop
In one volume of his Life Histories of

North American Birds, the preeminent

bird biographer Arthur Cleveland Bent

sang the praises of the bohemian

waxwing: "Elegant ... a Beau Brummell

among birds ... a well-behaved bird with

a gentle and inoffensive disposition,

sociable and friendly . . . even in

competition for food." But even Bent

conceded that in the midst of a berry-

laden tree, the congenial waxwings

display appetites that verge on the

"gluttonous." A feast of too many slightly

fermented, overripe fruits can leave a bird

tipsy, with telltale blue or red berry juice

staining its dapper plumage.

This flock of bohemians and a few

cedar waxwings that descended on a

backyard mountain ash were part of a

squadron of some 3,000 waxwings that

materialized over Poison, Montana, one

November afternoon. Cold-weather birds,

bohemians often cross the Canadian

border into the northern United States en

masse on winter feeding forays.

Undeterred by the -30° F temperature

and without squabbling, the waxwings

gorged on the mountain ash berries—one

of their favorites—with gusto. A few birds

that landed on the ground to retrieve

fallen fruits had to make an extra effort to

become airborne again. Within ten

minutes the band had stripped the tree

and, loaded with fuel, moved on.

—

J. R.

Photograph by

Thomas D. Mangelsen
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"It is impossible to watch monkeys for

very long," says Dorothy Cheney (page

38), "without wondering what they're

thinking (if anything)." And with her

husband and coauthor, Robert Seyfarth,

she has been doing just that for thirteen

years in Kenya's Amboseli National

Park. Although greatly rewarding, their

research on vervets has also shown how

frustrating and painful working with

free-ranging animals can be. When they

started their work in Amboseli, there

were 200 vervets in the population; there

are now fewer than 20, mainly because

of habitat deterioration. Vervets are still

plentiful in other areas of Africa, how-

ever, and Cheney and Seyfarth hope to

begin a new study soon. Their academic

base is the University of Pennsylvania,

where both are associate professors in

the Department of Psychology; Cheney

also holds an associate professorship in

the Department of Anthropology. This

fall, the University of Chicago Press will

publish their book How Monkeys See

the World: Inside the Mind of Another

Species. The authors recommend read-

ing Frans de Waal's Chimpanzee Poli-

tics (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Univer-

sity Press, 1989) and Donald R. Griffin's

Animal Thinking (Cambridge: Harvard

University Press, 1984).

Rod Cardoza (page 50) first glimpsed

the devotion of Shiite Muslims to Imam
Husain, grandson of the Prophet Mu-
hammad, in 1985, while doing research

in India. Two years later, for his B.A.

honors thesis in anthropology at San Jose

State University, he returned to learn

more about the Shiites' mourning obser-

vances. Currently a customer service

representative for a computer software

manufacturer, Cardoza plans to pursue

Islamic studies at universities in India.

For background reading he suggests Is-

lam: The Straight Path, by John L.

Esposito (New York: Oxford University

Press, 1 988), and The Origins and Early

Development of Shi'a Islam, by Syed

Husain Jafri (London: Longman Group,

1979). A Shi'ite Anthology: Passages

from the Hadith. translated by William

C. Chittick (Albany: State University of

New York Press, 1981), is a collection of

the sayings of the twelve Imams.
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Since he discovered remnants of an

ancient mastodon's tusk in a Chinese

drugstore in 1979, Jian Guan (page 60)

has centered much of his field and mu-

seum research on ancient proboscideans,

particularly the shovel-tusked mast-

odons. An assistant professor and chief

of the mammalian research group at the

Beijing Natural History Museum, Guan
studied paleontology and geology at

Lanchow University and the Chinese

University of Geoscience. His investiga-

tions of mastodons and other fossil

mammals have taken him as a visiting

scholar to Japan, the United States, and

Europe. He will return to the People's

Republic of China this fall to collect

more fossils from the rich bone beds of

Tongxin. When not in the field collecting

fossils, Guan relaxes with a less rigorous

pursuit, collecting coins and stamps.

More information on fossil mammals
can be found in R. J. G. Savage and

M. R. Long's Mammal Evolution: An
Illustrated Guide (New York: Facts on

File, 1986) and the Macmillan Illus-

trated Encyclopedia of Dinosaurs and

Prehistoric Animals (New York, 1988).
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Authors, Continued

On a recent trip, Judith E. Winston

(page 70) posed for this picture at Para-

dise Harbor on the Antarctic Peninsula.

Winston first traveled to the southern

continent in 1985 to study the ecology of

the bryozoans living on the sea floor.

These plantlike marine animals have in-

trigued her ever since her first class in

marine biology at the University of New
Hampshire. Despite warnings from her

professors in graduate school that "there

aren't any museum jobs available," Win-

ston persisted with her interest in bryo-

zoan taxonomy and is now an associate

curator in the Department of Inverte-

brates at the American Museum of Nat-

ural History. Her office is filled with

thirty-nine barrels of bryozoans (all the

animals ever collected by American sci-

entists in Antarctica—and the subject of

much of her future research). Winston's

four-year-old daughter, Eliza, is named
for Eliza Catherine Jelly (1829-1914),

the first woman to study bryozoans. For

additional reading on the ecology of ant-

arctic seas, Winston recommends A
Natural History ofthe Antarctic Penin-

sula, by Sanford Moss (New York: Co-

lumbia University Press, 1988).

Although wildlife photography had

been an avocation for Charles G. Sum-

mers, Jr., (page 68) since his high-school

days in Birmingham, Alabama, in 1985

it became his second career—after

twenty years as a corporate sales man-

ager. When he and his wife, Rita, are not

taking photographs in Alaska, Africa,

Australia, or other far comers of the

world, they live in Aurora, Colorado, and

run a software company that Charles de-

veloped for photographers, photo agen-

cies, and photo libraries. "Phototrack

streamlines the work photographers do

in the office," says Charles, "so they can

spend more time in the field."

A native of Nebraska, Thomas D.

Mangelsen (page 92) took his first wild-

life photos from his father's duck blind

on the waterfowl-rich Platte River. A
student of wildlife biology, Mangelsen

brings a knowledge of his subjects and

their environment, as well as the pa-

tience he learned along the Platte, to his

carefully composed photographs. His

book Images of Nature was published

last year by Hugh Lauter Levin Asso-

ciates and is distributed by Macmillan

Publishing Company. Recently, he

served as producer, director, and cine-

matographer for "Cranes of the West

Winds," a television program in the PBS
"Nature" series. He is currently in

northern Canada hunting polar bears

with a camera. To photograph the wax-

wings in this month's "Natural Mo-
ment" Mangelsen used a Nikon with an

80-200mm Nikon lens.
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Letters

Diamond Hoaxed?
As a long-time investigator of unusual

claims, I must respectfully express my
sincere doubt concerning Jared Dia-

mond's belief that his Indonesian friend

"tested [his strength] each month by

drinking a cup of kerosene" ("Kung Fu

Kerosene Drinking," July 1990). I believe

that Diamond has been hoaxed, in a

kindly and perhaps quite Eastern fashion.

Regrettably, pranks of cement-block- and

board-breaking are regularly performed

by some sensationalistic kung fu artists,

who thus cheapen and denigrate their art

by such stunts.

James Randi

Plantation, Florida

Jared Diamond replies:

As a long-time admirer of Mr. Randi's

critical acumen, I must respectfully dis-

agree with him in this case. Having acci-

dentally swallowed kerosene once myself,

I'm not surprised that someone else could

do it intentionally as a test, although I

personally wouldn't touch it again. I'm

inclined to believe the claim ofmy Indone-

sian friend because I knew him well, never

found him to dissemble, and it was an

accident that I saw him when he was fill-

ing the kerosene cup. Naturally, the claim

remains unproved pending the direct ob-

servation of someone draining the cup.

Don't ask me to be the guinea pig.

Mephitology
It appears to me that the author of "An

Uplifting Tail" (August 1990) is not an

"expert" in this particular area of

mephitology (the study of skunks). I do

not doubt Dr. Van Gelder's knowledge of

skunks. I have examined many (although

nowhere near 7,000) of the same museum
species that he has examined. In fact, I am
using his techniques and descriptions for

aging and measuring hog-nosed skunk

skulls. However, if you want to know if a

skunk can spray while being held by the

tail, you should ask someone who has

more experience with the southern end of

a north-bound skunk.

I have picked up dead skunks on the

side of the road and trapped skunks, but

my primary technique of collection is to

pursue and capture by hand all observed

skunks. On one occasion in south Texas, a

skunk I was holding by the tail at arm's

length from my side let loose a stream that

caught me in the left eye behind my
glasses. My eye swelled shut and tears

flowed. I held the animal in front of me so

I could see it with my good eye. The
sphincter around the anal orifice was

puckering, and I observed two pink nip-

ples being exposed (a note of caution for

those who try this at home: never let your

jaw drop in utter amazement while hold-

ing a skunk by the tail at arm's length in

front of you). He let loose again; hit me
point-blank in the face. My lenses pro-

tected my eyes this time, but I was unable

to see through the thick yellow ooze cover-

ing my glasses.

Some of the skunks that have sprayed

me were, as Van Gelder describes, in the

red-alert stage. These all "knew" they

were being pursued. However, I have col-

lected them unaware as well. One animal

was digging up a frog from under a light

post when I grabbed its tail. It never

sprayed. On another occasion, while bait-

ing live traps in the San Carlos Mountains

of Tamaulipas, Mexico, I saw a skunk

come down the bank. He came to my feet

and sniffed at my boots; then went about

his business. I reached down without tak-

ing a step and caught him by the tail. I had

to walk about half a mile back to camp,

and skunks tend to get heavier as you hold

them at arm's length for a period of time.

Therefore, I switched hands. By now I had

enough experience to point the animal

away from me (although not as exciting, it

spares those with whom you share a camp
site). Every time I changed hands, that

skunk sprayed.

The data that I have obtained over the

past few years suggest that whether or not

skunks can spray while being held by the

tail depends on the individual animal. My
data do not support the hypothesis that

suspended skunks are limited by physical

constraints, but rather show that the ani-

mals are controlled by psychological and

behavioral idiosyncrasies. The skunks that

sprayed while being held were all high-

strung and nervous and tended to spray

frequently in holding cages while waiting

to be processed. The skunks that did not

spray were more laid-back and docile:

some would even allow me to handle them

as long as I moved cautiously.

Jerry Dragoo
TexasA&M University

College Station, Texas

Bee Thermometry
As a lover of the birds and the bees (and

all other animals), I was fascinated with

Bemd Heinrich's story "The Antifreeze of

Bees" (July 1990).

Before I "die" of curiosity, could Mr.

Heinrich please tell us how in the world he

goes about taking the body temperature of

bumblebees.

Grace B. Weinstein

Los Angeles, California

Bernd Heinrich replies:

Electronic thermometer tips can be as

small as a human hair and are usually

jabbed in with a syringe needle, that is,

with a "grab and jab" technique.

Wrong Wanderer
Insofar as all albatrosses wander, you

have correctly labeled Frans Lanting's

stark yet beautiful study of an albatross

gliding over a seething sea ("Easy Glid-

ers," August 1990, page 63). But the bird

in question is certainly not a wandering

albatross {Diomedea exulans) but, rather,

a much smaller black-browed albatross

(D. melanophrys).

Kimball L. Garrett
Los Angeles, California

A Hanford Dilemma
In last month's Natural History, the

magazine created the title "Indecent

Exposure" for the article about radio-

active emissions from the Hanford nu-

clear facility. At the time, the author,

Michele Stenehjem, was on vacation

and unreachable by us. She is deeply

concerned about the divisive impact

the issue has had on the Hanford com-

munity and would have preferred a

more neutral title for her article, which

emphasized the historical and scien-

tific facts of the dilemma.
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This View OF Life

Enigmas ofthe Small Shellies
Two rarefossilfinds have solvedpaleontologicalpuzzles

by Stephen Jay Gould

Samuel Taylor Coleridge, in a reverie

laced with laudanum, presented an image

of striking incongruity in describing the

pleasure palace of Kubla Khan:

It was a miracle of rare device,

A sunny pleasure dome with

caves of ice!

This vision of tropical languor mixed

with arctic sternness recalls a juxtapo-

sition of similar disparity from my own

education—Marco Polo in Chinese sum-

mer palaces and Eric the Red conning

settlers by describing inhospitable arctic

real estate as "Greenland." This odd

matching of China with Greenland

records a key episode of "white man's

history," taught as universal in New York

City public schools in the late 1940s.

The history of civilization, we learned,

is centrifugal—a process of outward ex-

pansion from European or Near Eastern

centers. Heroes of this process were called

explorers—and they "discovered" land af-

ter land, despite the nagging admission

that all these places featured indigenous

cultures often more complex and refined

than the European source (Kubla Khan
versus the doge of Venice).

We worked through the panoply of ex-

plorers in strict chronology. Eric the Red,

a tenth-century Norseman, came first,

moving northwest into bleakness and chill.

Marco Polo, Kubla Khan's most famous

visitor (and Coleridge's source), followed,

moving southeast into exotic splendor and

warmth. (Eric's son Leif might have mer-

ited a chapter in between, especially since

he reached North America several hun-

dred years before the official date for dis-

covery of our well-populated continent.

But remember, I grew up in New York,

not Lake Wobegon, and the Knights of

Columbus had effectively put the kibosh

on any Viking claims.)

Thus, Greenland and China—lands of

nearly maximal disparity in climate and

geography—have always stood together

in my mind as the one-two punch of initial

discovery. And now, some forty years

later, my own profession of more ultimate

origins has juxtaposed these incongruous

places again, this time in the service of

discovery about true beginnings. During

the last year, fossil finds in China and

Greenland have penetrated the terra in-

cognita of animal origins with an eclat to

match the deeds of any old-time explorer.

I have written many columns in this

series on the origin of multicellular ani-

mals. Yet, from a dominant perspective in

evolutionary thought, such a subject

should not exist at all, at least in the sense

of "first items" that an explorer might

discover. We inhabit a world of graded

continuity, and transformation of single-

celled microscopic ancestors to multicel-

lular animals of modem design should oc-

cur by smooth transition over such a long

time that no single organism or species

should qualify as an unambiguous first.

Of course, Ufe is continuous in the cru-

cial sense that all creatures form a web of

unbroken genealogical linkage. But con-

nectivity does not imply insensible transi-

tion. Nothing breaks the continuity be-

tween caterpillar and butterfly, but stages

of development are tolerably discrete.

Similarly, the origin of animals reminds

us, in outUne, of an old quip about the life

of a soldier—long periods of boredom

punctuated by short moments of terror. In

the evolution of multicellular animals,

nothing much happens for very long peri-

ods of time, while everything cascades in

brief geological moments. We can talk

meaningfully about firsts, and the discov-

eries in Greenland and China qualify for

this category of ultimate importance. A
quick review of basic facts will set a

proper context.

Life on earth is as old as it could be—

a

striking fact that, in itself, points to chem-

ical inevitabiUty in origination (given

proper conditions that may be improbable

in the universe). Paleontological discover-

ies, starting in the mid-1950s, have shat-

tered the previous consensus—never more

than a sop to our hopes for uniqueness

—

that fife is exceedingly improbable and

only arose because so much geological

time provided such ample scope for the

linking of unlikely events (given enough

trials, you will eventually flip thirty heads

in a row). Under this old view, life arose

relatively late in the earth's history, fol-

lowing a long geological era called Azoic

(or Ufeless, and representing the tune

needed for all those trials before the thirty

fortunate successes).

But fossils of simple unicellular crea-

tures have now been found in appropriate

rocks of all ages, including the very oldest

that could contain evidence of past Ufe.

The earth is 4.5 billion years old, but heat

generated from two major sources—the

decay of short-hved radioisotopes and

bombardment by cosmic debris that per-

vaded the inner solar system during its

early years—melted the earth's surface

some 4 billion years ago. All rocks there-

fore postdate this early Uquefaction. The
earth's most ancient rocks are a bit older

than 3.8 billion years, but they have been

so altered by heat and pressure that no

evidence of life could have survived. The
oldest rocks that could contain fossils are

3.5 to 3.6 billion years old from Australia

and South Africa—and both deposits do

feature the remains of single-celled crea-

tures similar to modem bacteria. Hints

and indications are not proofs, but I don't

know what message to read in this tiining

but the proposition that life, arising as

soon as it could, was chemically destined

to be, and not the chancy result of accu-

mulated improbabihties.

But if origination bears a signature of
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chemical inevitability, the pattern of later

history tells us a story of historical contin-

gency dominated by portentous, but un-

predictable, events. (I find nothing

strange or unlikely in such a model of

historical chanciness for subsequent pat-

tern following a substrate of initial neces-

sity One might argue, for example, that

the origin of speech and writing follows

predictably from the evolved cognitive

structure of the human mind. But the ac-

tual languages developed, their timings

and their interrelationships, would never

unfold in the same way twice.)

Yet whatever attitude we adopt toward

the total pattern, we must at least admit

that one key event—the origin of multicel-

lular animals—carries no prima facie sig-

nature of stately inevitability. If multicel-

lular complexity is a predictable advance

upon unicellular existence, then this salu-

tary benefit surely took its time arising

and bursts upon the scene with unseemly

abruptness by quirky and circuitous

routes.

Nearly five-sixths of Ufe's history is the

story of single-celled creatures (with some

amalgamation, toward the end perhaps, to

threads, sheets, and filaments of algal

grade—an event entirely separate from

the origin of animals in any case). Then,

about 650 million years ago, the first mul-

ticellular assemblage appears in rocks

throughout the worid. This fauna, named

Ediacara for an Australian locality, con-

sists entirely of soft-bodied creatures with

anatomical designs (flattened disks, rib-

bons, and pancakes composed of strips

quilted together) strikingly difi'erent from

all modem animals. Some paleontologists

have suggested that the Ediacara animals

bear no relationship to modem creatures

and represent a separate, but failed, ex-

periment in multicellular life (see my es-

say of Febmary 1984).

Multicellular animals of modem de-

sign—and with hard parts preservable as

fossils—first appear, also with geological

alacrity, some 550 million years ago in an

episode called the Cambrian explosion.

Trilobites, a group of fossil arthropods be-

loved of all collectors, provide the princi-

pal signature for this first fauna ofmodem

design—the ancestors of us all. The full

flowering of this initial fauna reaches its

finest expression in the exquisite, soft-bod-

ied fossils of the Burgess Shale.

This basic pattem has been well publi-

cized and is now known to most nonprofes-

sionals with strong interests in the history

of life—a long period of unicellular crea-

tures only, followed by a rapid appearance

of the Ediacara fauna, perhaps with no

relationship to living animals, and the fi-

nal, equally quick origin of modem ana-
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tomical designs in the Cambrian explo-

sion, with maximum expression soon

thereafter in the Burgess Shale.

Less well known is the fine-scale geolog-

ical anatomy of the Cambrian explosion

itself. Trilobites do not appear in the earli-

est Cambrian strata with hard-bodied fos-

sils; they enter the geological record in the

second phase of the Cambrian, called

Atdabanian. The initial phase, called

Tommotian after a Russian locality, con-

tains a fauna with an interesting balance

of the familiar and the decidedly strange.

The new discoveries in China and Green-

land give us our first decent insight into

the anatomical character of the strange

component. Hence the great importance

of these new finds, for we cannot grasp the

ordinary (so designated only because they

survived to yield modem descendants)

without the surrounding context of crea-

tures that left no progeny and therefore

appear to us like products of a science

fiction novel.

The earth's first hard-bodied fauna of

the Tommotian does include several fos-

sils of recognizable modem design

—

sponges, echinoderms, brachiopods, and

moUusks, for example. It also features an

outstanding group of large, reef-building

creatures that died out well before the end

of the Cambrian. These enigmatic ani-

mals, called archaeocyathids, resemble a

two-layered cone. Put one ice-cream cone

within another, leave a small space be-

tween, and you have a reasonable ana-

tomical model for an archaeocyathid. The
zoological (or perhaps botanical) affinities

of archaeocyathids have been debated for

more than a century, with uncertain re-

sults. Most paleontologists would proba-

bly vote for a position near sponges, but

scientific issues are not settled at the bal-

lot box, and other opinions enjoy strong

minority support.

But by far the most enigmatic and most

mind-boggling component of the Tommo-
tian faunas includes a set of bits and pieces

with a catchall name that spells frustra-

tion. These tiny spines, plates, caps, and

cups tell us so little about their origin and

affinity that paleontologists dub them the

"small, shelly fauna," or SSF for short.

"Small shellies" may be a charming

phrase, when issued from the mouth of a

professional who usually spouts incom-

prehensible Latin jargon, but please re-

member that this name conveys ignorance

and frustration rather than delight.

We may envision two obvious potential

interpretations for the SSF. Perhaps they

are the coverings of tiny, entire organ-

isms—a diminutive fauna for a first try at

modernity. But perhaps—and this second

alternative has always seemed more likely

to paleontologists—they are bits and

pieces representing the disarticulated

coverings of larger multicellular organ-

isms studded with hundreds or thousands

of these SSF elements. This second posi-

tion certainly makes sense. We can easily

imagine that the ability to secrete hard

skeletons had not fully developed in these

earliest days, and that many of the first

skeletonized organisms did not bear a dis-

crete, fully protective shell, but rather a

set of disconnected or poorly coordinated

fragments that only later coalesced to

complete skeletons. These fragments, dis-

articulating after death, would form the

elements of the SSF.

If this second interpretation prevails,

then paleontologists are in deep trouble,

and well up that proverbial creek named
for the droppings of these and all later

creatures. For how can we possibly recon-

stmct a complete animal from partial

fragments that didn't even form a coher-

ent skeleton and that clothed a creature of

entirely unknown shape and form? Yet we
can obtain no real insight into the full

nature of this crucial, first Tommotian

fauna until we can reanimate these most
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Framework of Microdictyon

important components of the SSF. Jigsaw

puzzles are hard enough when we have all

the pieces and their ensemble presents a

picture that can guide us as we assemble

the parts. But the SSF fragments set a

daunting and almost hopeless task, for

they probably represent pieces from 100

different jigsaw puzzles all mixed to-

gether. The pieces contain no pictures,

and we probably have less than one piece

in ten of the total covering for each frame.

To make matters even worse, we don't

know the sizes or shapes of the frames.

In this light, the reanimation of a com-

plete SSF animal from preserved skeletal

fragments seems truly hopeless—and so it

has been, as two decades of work have

produced no plausible reconstructions.

We must adopt another strategy—unfor-

tunately, passive in one sense although

active in another. We must hope to dis-

cover a different kind of fossil—not the

common disarticulated bits that cannot be

reassembled but a rare preservation of an

entire SSF organism with all its elements

in place. I call such a change in focus

passive because we must wait for the dis-

covery of a basically soft-bodied creature

with its covering bits of shell still in place,

and soft-bodied preservation is rare in the

fossil record. But this strategy is also ac-

tive because we now have good guidelines

for exploration; we now know where and
how to look for soft-bodied fossils.

The discoveries in Greenland and

China can now be placed into proper con-

text and excitement in a single sentence:

they represent the first remains of entire

SSF organisms, preserved with full

coverings of their separated skeletal ele-

ments. The second interpretation of the

SSF has prevailed. These cups, caps,

cones, and spines are bits and pieces of

incomplete skeletons upon larger organ-

isms—and we finally have some insight

into the nature of these important crea-
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tures, the dominant component of the

earth's first skeletonized fauna. (The SSF
elements arise in the earliest Tommotian
beds but persist into subsequent Cam-
brian strata. The SSF animals of China

and Greenland were found in later rocks

containing trilobites as well, but their SSF
elements are identical with those discov-

ered in the earliest Tommotian sedi-

ments—so the two organisms are true rep-

resentatives of this heretofore mysterious

first fauna.)

Microdictyon is a classic element of the

SSF. The previously known hard parts are

round to oval, gently convex phosphatic

caps, no more than 3 mm in diameter.

Each cap is a meshwork of hexagonal cells

with round holes in the center of each cell.

How could one possibly move from this

limited morphology to a reconstruction of

the animal?

Since paleontologists, having no access

to divine inspiration or the magical arts,

cannot make such a move, Microdictyon

has simply stood as a stratigraphic marker

of its time, and a complete mystery in

anatomical terms (see my column of

March 1990, debunking the myth that

paleontologists can reconstruct entire or-

ganisms from single parts). Microdictyon

has been found worldwide in rocks of

Tommotian to Middle Cambrian age in

Asia, Europe, North and Central Amer-

ica, and Australia.

In 1989, three Chinese colleagues from

the Nanjing Institute of Geology and Pa-

leontology—Chen Junyuan, Hou Xian-

guang, and Lu Haozhi—published a re-

markable article in Acta Palaeontologica

Sinica: "Early Cambrian Netted Scale-

bearing Worm-like Sea Animal" (vol. 28,

pp. 1-16), with a most welcome, exten-

sive, and very clear English summary. (I

remain profoundly grateful for the inter-

national character and cooperative tradi-

tions of paleontological work. Our science
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Restoration of Microdictyon sinicum

is global, and we would be stymied if ac-

cess were cut off to information from se-

lected parts of the world. I thank both Drs.

Chen and Hou for sending me reprints of

the work and letters providing further

valuable data about their discoveries.)

Drs. Chen, Hou, and Lu have been

working with the remarkable Chengjiang

fauna of south-central China, an equiva-

lent in age and soft-bodied preservation of

the famous Burgess Shale in western Can-

ada. Among other stunning creatures of

unknown affinity, they discovered several

specimens of a wormlike animal, some 8

cm (3 inches) in length.

This creature bore ten pairs of leglike

appendages, generally decreasing in

strength from front to back. Traces of a

simple, tubular gut can be seen on most

specimens. But most remarkable of all,

this animal carried pairs of rounded phos-

phatic caps, inserted in pairs on the body

sides, just above the joining points of the

legs with the trunk. Each pair of legs, in

other words, sports a corresponding pair of

caps on the trunk above. These caps, mi-

rabile dictu, are the elements previously

named Microdictyon, but known only

from the uninterpretable hard-part dabs.

Their discovery on the Chinese animal not

only adds a fascinating and mysterious

creature to the roster of earliest animals

but also confirms our long-held suspicions

about the SSF. Microdictyon, at least, is

just an element covering a much larger

body. Moreover, the hard parts enclose

only a small portion of the body and do not

articulate with each other (the space be-

tween pairs of caps is about double the

diameter of the caps themselves). How
could we possibly have inferred the char-

acter of the animal from the caps alone?

Halkieria forms an even better-known

and more frustrating element of the SSF.

Collected from Lower Cambrian rocks

throughout the world, halkieriids are pre-

served as sclerites (flattened blades and
spines of calcification, just a millimeter or

two in length). The sclerites assume sev-

Acta PalaeontologicaSinica, Vol. 28. No. 1

eral characteristic shapes, named siculate

(narrow, crescentic, and asymmetrical),

cultrate (elongate and more symmetrical),

and palmate (wider and flattened like the

palm of a hand). Although some paleon-

tologists have tried to reconstruct

halkieriids as tiny creatures, each Uving

within or around a single sclerite, most

agree that the halkieriid animal must have

been substantially bigger and covered

with large numbers of sclerites.

In July 1989, in a most inhospitable

spot on Peary Land in northern Green-

land, some twenty-one specimens of a

halkieriid animal were finally unearthed

from another deposit capable of preserv-

ing soft parts. (The spectacular results

from the Burgess Shale have inspired pa-

leontologists to devote attention to the dis-

covery and exploitation of these rare and

precious soft-bodied fossil faunas.)

I write this article in early July 1990

because last week's issue of Nature has

just published the first report on the halki-

eriid animal ("Articulated halkieriids

from the Lower Cambrian of north Green-

land," by S. Conway Morris and J. S.

Peel, vol. 345, pp. 802-5). Again, paleon-

tological suspicions are confirmed, but

with an amazing twist and surprise. The
halkieriid is, as anticipated, a large animal

(up to 7 cm), bearing many sclerites (up to

2,000 or more). The body is elongate, flat-

tened, and wormlike, with the sclerites

arranged in zones corresponding to forms

previously named. Siculate sclerites sur-

round the base of the animal (the underly-

ing bottom surface probably carried no

hard parts, as the animal crawled on a

naked sole). A groove separates the zone

of siculate sclerites from a lateral region of

cultrates. The top surface of the creature

bears more flattened, palmate sclerites.

So far, so good—and quite in line with

predictions. But nature always throws us a

surprise or two. Each end carries a promi-

nent and entirely unanticipated shell.

These are present in the same position on

every specimen and therefore represent no
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Sketch ofarticulated halkieriid

fluke of juxtaposition or odd preservation.

The anterior shell is roughly rectangular,

the larger posterior shell (up to 1 cm in

length), more oval and flattened. With
apparent growth lines and an apex near

the margin, this posterior shell, if found

separately, would surely have been called

a brachiopod or mollusk valve. (I suspect

that several named mollusks and brachio-

pods of the Tommotian may turn out to be

halkieriid end plates.) Morris and Peel

wisely ofl'er no interpretation of these ele-

ments, although others have suggested

that if halkieriids burrowed, as do many
modem worm-shaped organisms, the ter-

minal shells might have plugged the ends

of a U-shaped tube.

We are, of course, enormously gratified

to know, for the first time, some promi-

nent animals of the SSF fauna, the earth's

initial complement of modem creatures

with hard parts. But should we be sur-

prised? (I realize that the phrase "SSF
fauna" is as redundant as pizza pie and

AC current, but abbreviations achieve a

life of their own and may then be modi-

fied, even by one of their own elements.)

One misguided reply might proffer lit-

tle surprise (and relative indifference to

my efforts in this essay). After all, we
knew that scattered SSF elements had to

represent some kind of animal or other,

and now that we have found two of the

creatures, they tum out to be something

rather famihar after all. Just a couple of

worms—and as Mr. Reagan once said

about redwoods, when you've seen one,

you've seen 'em all. But such an attitude

would be more than just deplorably Philis-

tine; it would be dead wrong as well.

"Wormlike" is a functional term used to

describe flexible, soft-bodied organisms
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that are basically bilaterally symmetrical,

with sensory organs in a head at front and

excretory organs at the read end. "Worm-
like" is not a genealogical concept uniting

a group of organisms related in any evolu-

tionary sense of common parentage.

Microdictyon and Halkieria are worm-

like only in this functional meaning, and

no anatomical plan is more common and

more often evolved by radically diiferent

creatures. Wormlike bodies are good de-

signs for any mobile creatures that must

move with efficiency toward food and

away from enemies—and no mode of life

is more common in nature. Modem worm-

like creatures include animals of such ge-

nealogical disparity as truly segmented

earthworms, slugs of the snail lineage, sea

cucumbers of the echinoderm phylum,

Amphioxus of our parentage (or at least

cousinship), and a host of phyla and

classes that we all once learned in high

school: Platyhehninthes (including lab-

oratory planaria and tapeworms in verte-

brate intestines), Nematoda, Kinorhyn-

cha, Pogonophora, Chaetognatha, and so

forth.

The proper evolutionary perspective is

genealogical. Bats may be like birds func-

tionally, but they are mammals by de-

scent. Ichthyosaurs may look and work

like fishes, but they are reptiles by ances-

try. In this fundamental context of geneal-

ogy, both Microdictyon and Halkieria are

mysteries, related to nothing else in any

obvious way. The Microdictyon animal

looks vaguely like an onychophoran, a

small modem group considered by some

as transitional between the Annelida (seg-

mented worms) and the Arthropoda (in-

sects, spiders, and cmstaceans). Onycho-

phores do have fleshy, unsegmented

paired limbs, but nothing else about

Microdictyon suggests this group, and no

tme onychophore has hard parts like the

SSF elements on the Chinese animal.

Halkieria has been compared with the

later Wiwaxia from the Burgess Shale,

but Wiwaxia itself is an enigma, and the

two shells at the end of Halkieria are just

plain odd. Perhaps better evidence will

establish some homologies with known
groups, but for now, both Microdictyon

and Halkieria must be viewed as unique

creatures of unknown affinity with any

other animal.

Thus we may dismiss the "seen one

worm, seen 'em all" argument as simply

wrong; but a more sophisticated version of

"should we be surprised" does have poten-

tial merit. Consider any genealogical sys-

tem that ends up with a few well-diff'eren-

tiated survivors, all rather distant one

from the other. Modem life surely dis-

plays this cardinal feature. Our modem
phyla represent designs of great distinct-

ness, yet our diverse world contains noth-

ing in between sponges, corals, insects,

snails, sea urchins, and fishes (to choose

standard representatives of the most

prominent phyla). In order to reach a dif-

ferentiated state of such distance between

survivors, a distant past must have in-

cluded a vast number of linking forms,

now extinct. These links would not resem-

ble fanciful hybrids between living organ-

isms (a cat-dog or a cow-horse) because

modem lineages have been separate for so

long. They would, instead, be odd animals

with veiled hints of several lineages to

come and many unique features of their

own (as we actually find in mammals like

Hyracotherium, the 50-million-year-old

ancestor of both horses and rhinoceroses).

Consider a figure and a nonbiological

analogy (with thanks to R. T. Simmonds
of Nordland, Washington, who wrote to

me about this example in another context

just last week). The modem Romance lan-

guages—French, Spanish, Portuguese,

Italian, and Romanian—all derive from

Latin and represent clearly separate enti-

ties, despite evident similarities. But if we
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could—as we cannot—trace all the

lineages leading from Latin, we would

find a forest of village dialects linking all

these end points together. Many would be

odd and unique, others smoothly transi-

tional. We would learn that our modem
descendants are just a small sample of the

total richness, most now lost. We do get

some hint of the full tree in the survival of

a few "minor phyla" (Catalan and Ro-

mansh, for example), and in historical

records of a few extinct lineages (Proven-

cal and Burgundian). But if we could go

back to the beginnings of the spread,

Simmonds conjectures, we would prob-

ably encounter a veritable Cambrian ex-

plosion of lost variants.

In this sense, a phenomenon like the

Cambrian explosion must generate a ma-

jority of lineages that will seem peculiar in

comparison with modem survivors—for

these form the web of intermediary links

that must die out if we are to emerge (as

we have) with a limited set of widely sepa-

rated designs. But I would raise two strong

arguments against any boredom about

Microdictyon and Halkieria on these

grounds.

First of all, the forest of extinct lineages

includes two categories of differing de-

grees of strangeness with respect to mod-

Hypothetical diagram oflife's lineages

em survivors. Unless modem survivors in-

clude forms at all the ancient peripheries

—and this seems most unlikely, since pe-

ripheries are tenuous places—then many
extinct lines will lie outside the range of all

modem designs and will feature more

than an amalgam of primitive, but inter-

mediary, characters. The point may sound

abstract, but can be easily grasped in the

diagram. Only lineages 1, 2, and 3 have

emerged from the forest of this "Cam-
brian explosion" to yield modem descen-

dants. Now consider the lettered represen-

tatives from the early time of maximal

diversity. Some of these lineages (e to 1 of

the diagram) do lie within the bounds of

modem groups; in our retrospective view,

we will regard them as unique, but not

fetchingly odd. But other lineages (a to d
and m top of the diagram) lie outside the

limits of modem groups, often well be-

yond (p, for example, lies further from

lineage 3 than 3 does from any survivor).

These creatures will be read in our paro-

chial light (recognizing only 1, 2, and 3 for

"standard" animals) as bewitchingly pe-

culiar—and all but the most benighted

dolt will take a keen interest. (The Burgess

Shale excites our imagination largely be-

cause several of its "weird wonders" prob-

ably lie in this exterior domain, well out-

side the boundaries of modem groups.)

Thus, on my first argument, we cannot

exclude Microdictyon and Halkieria

from fascination just because we recog-

nize that any genealogical system—like

our diagram, like modem life, like the

Romance languages—must include a

great majority of early lineages deemed

unique by modem standards. For Micro-

dictyon and Halkieria may belong to the

special group of outsiders (a to d and m to

p) tmly resident in the world of science
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fiction, and not to the more comfortable

insiders (e to /) that only mix and match

the cardinal features of later groups.

But suppose that Microdictyon and

Halkieria do turn out to rank among the

insiders? Do we then lose interest, shrug

our shoulders, put down this essay, and

move on to the horoscopes and gossip col-

umns (happily absent from Natural His-

tory, although the funnies and Ann Land-

ers would be welcome)? We now come to

the second, and I think more important,

argument—an aesthetic or moral claim

really, not an empirical proposition. What
is fascination? Do we invest our interest

only in unknown things beyond the bound-

aries of current categories? Do we not

yearn for more beauty, more diversity,

more examples, more wrinkles of novelty,

more cases for inspiration in the things we
love and partly know? Do we not grieve for

100 lost cantatas of Bach even though we
may listen to more than 200? Would we

not give our eye tooth (what's a canine

more or less) for the unknown works of

Aristotle? Would we not trade half our

GNP for tapes of Socrates in conversation

with his students?

Why do intellectuals feel such special

pain in the destruction of the library of

Alexandria—the greatest repository of

ancient texts—begun by Alexander the

Great, maintained by the Ptolemaic mon-

archs of Egypt, and finally destroyed, ac-

cording to the legend you choose to follow,

by the Romans, the early Christians, or

the conquering Muslims. In part, we la-

ment the loss of the utterly unknown. But

we miss just as much the opportunity to

relish such greatly expanded diversity

among people and ideas that we already

know and love. We miss the joy of making

concrete, the pleasure of holding what has

disappeared forever. What is history all

about if not the exquisite delight of know-

ing the details and not only the abstract

patterns? Even if Microdictyon and

Halkieria are only "inside" animals be-

tween surviving phyla, they are still promi-

nent creatures of our earliest multicellular

world. They have unique forms and pecu-

liar features—shells on both ends or lat-

eral dabs in pairs. We want to know as

many of these creatures as we can, for

they are the papyrus rolls of that great and

largely lost library of our own past.

One legend of Alexandria, probably

false, states that the library was still intact

when Muslims captured the city in the

seventh century. The emir Amrou Ibn el-

Ass, having conquered Alexandria in 642,

wrote to the caliph Omar asking (in part)

what must be done with the library (and

hoping against hope that the caliph would

spare this great treasure). But the warlike

and uncompromising Omar replied with

the most stunning statement of "heads I

win, tails you lose" in all human history.

The books, he proclaimed, are either con-

trary to the Koran, in which case they are

heretical and must be destroyed, or they

are consonant with the Koran, in which

case they are superfluous and must also be

destroyed. The contents of the library

were therefore burned to heat water in the

public baths of Alexandria. The books and

scrolls kept the fires going for six months.

Omar will never win any praise from

intellectuals, but I do grasp his point in an

entirely reversed way. Microdictyon and

Halkieria are, in a sense, either heretical

(if lying outside the range of modem
forms) or superfluous (if lying inside). But

in either case, they are equally wonderful

and worthy of our most cherished interest

and protection—and in this judgment lies

the diff"erence between most of us and the

enemies of the light. In this lies the turf

that we must defend at all costs.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geol-

ogy, and the history ofscience at Harvard

University.
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Day breaks on Gaudineer Knob, whose old-growth

forest ofred spruce was nearly all cut down earlier this

century tofeed West Virginia's lumber industry.

*:.



Gaudineer Knob, West Virginia
by Robert H. Mohlenbrock

Managed in large part by the Mononga-
hela National Forest, the Allegheny High-
lands of West Virginia consist of a series of
lofty ridges that run northeast to south-

west, frequently intersected by rushing
mountain streams that have carved deep
gorges. When the first European settlers

reached this region during the early eight-

eenth century, they found it cloaked in

some of the densest forests east of the

Mississippi. In the gorges and on the steep

mountain slopes, mostly below 3,200 feet,

was a grand mixture of deciduous trees

—

sugar maple, American beech, basswood,
the wintergreen-scented yellow birch, red

maple, sweet birch, and cucumber magno-
lia—along with white pine and other coni-

fers. On the highest peaks (or knobs, as

West Virginians call them) grew nearly

pure stands of red spruce.

The spruces grew straight and tightly

spaced over a dark and impenetrable

growth of white rhododendron. West Vir-

ginia botanist Earl Core reports that the

first settlers spoke of the dark spruce for-

ests "in dread, as an ill-omened region,

filled with bears, panthers, impassable
laurel brakes, and dangerous precipices."

Remnants of the boreal forest that

reached south in Ice Age times, the red

spruce stands grew only above 3,200 feet,

where the cool climate and abundant rain-

fall, along with thick daily fogs, emulated
conditions far to the north in Canada,
where red spruce predominates today

Core estimates that the red spruce for-

ests in West Virginia originally covered

469,000 acres. From 1770 to 1920, how-
ever, lumbering was the chief industry in

West Virginia, and nearly every square

foot of forest succumbed to the ax and the

saw, as detailed in botanist Roy Clarkson's

book Tumult on the Mountains. Many
areas were clear-cut. after which they

were usually swept by fires (deliberately

set, accidental, or natural) that burned out

of control. Among the places so denuded
was 4,445-foot Gaudineer Knob, the high-

est point on Shaver Mountain, which was
logged and possibly burned between 1 905
and 1915. But about one-quarter mile

down from the knob, a 140-acre tract of

virgin red spruce was spared cutting

—

because of a surveyor's error—and is to-
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day managed by the Forest Service as the

Gaudineer Scenic Area.

Some of the red spruces are more than

100 feet tall and have a diameter of three

feet when measured four and a half feet

above the ground. These rugged mon-

archs are estimated to be nearly 300 years

old; unfortunately, some are beginning to

show their age and have dead crowns and

upper branches. Many large, fallen logs lie

across the forest floor, covered with dense

growths of mosses, lichens, and liverworts

encouraged by the very moist conditions.

Where the canopy has been opened fol-

lowing the fall of a large tree, yellow birch

and American beech have become estab-

lished with a shrub layer of laurel. Hand-

some ferns with three-foot fronds grow in

openings where sunlight is able to pene-

trate to the forest floor. The white moun-

Gaudineer Knob

For visitor information write:

Forest Supervisor

Monongahela National Forest

200 Sycamore Street

Elkins, West Virginia 26241

(304)636-1800

tain oxalis is the most common wildflower

in the stand.

One notable animal that lives in the

spruce forest is the Cheat Mountain sala-

mander, which is on the federal list of

threatened species. Discovered in 1935,

this salamander is confined to an area of

less than 1,000 square miles in West Vir-

ginia, living at elevations above 3,120 feet,

primarily where red spruce is a prominent

part of the vegetation. It spends its days

under rocks and logs, coming out at night

to forage on the forest floor for mites,

small beetles, flies, and other insects. Mar-

shall University herpetologist Thomas
Pauley has noted that this salamander sur-

vives in places that are cooler and more

humid than is optimal for most other sala-

manders. (However, on a recent trip to

Gaudineer Scenic Area when snow was

Moss covers the moistforestfloor under a stand ofred spruce on GaudineerKnob.
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Still scattered on the ground, I located a

half-frozen four-toed salamander hiding

under a birch log.)

Since the uncut spruce forest represents

a little bit of Canada in West Virginia,

some animals with northern affinities can

be found there. The snowshoe hare and

the rock vole are two such mammals,

while among the birds are the chestnut-

sided warbler, magnolia warbler, Black-

bumian warbler, solitary vireo. Swain-

son's thrush, northern water thrush, dark-

eyed junco, and golden-crowned kinglet.

All except the last two are Neotropical

migrants, overwintering in the rain forests

of Mexico, Central and South America,

and the Caribbean.

Chemist George A. Hall, who is a noted

ornithologist, and other birders have stud-

ied the effect on bird populations of vege-

tation regrowth on Gaudineer Knob,

whose original stand of spruce was har-

vested by 1 9 1 5. Shortly after the knob was

cleared, great numbers of young spruce

sprouted from seeds that had blown in

from adjacent forests. By 1937, the trees

had grown to shoulder height and were

densely packed. Beneath them, thickets of

mountain laurel made the forest nearly

impassable and apparently prevented the

regrowth of white rhododendron, lost in

the forest cutting. Here and there, yellow

birches and mountain ashes found a little

space to grow. The magnolia warbler, a

ground-inhabiting bird, thrived under

these conditions.

By the early 1980s, Hall reported, some

Ron Austing; Photo Researchers,

r

of the red spruces had grown fifty feet tall,

and as their crowns coalesced, the under-

story of mountain laurel was shaded out

and died, leaving the forest floor covered

by an accumulation of dead needles, old

branchlets, carpets of mosses, and old

stumps of white rhododendron. As the un-

derstory vegetation was lost, the magnolia

warbler also declined, down to levels

characteristic of the virgin forest below

the knob.

Hall has observed a decrease among
some bird populations in the virgin spruce

stand as well, particularly the Neotropical

migrants. The solitary vireo and the

Blackbumian warbler, as well as the mag-

nolia warbler, have shown a significant

decline since 1968. This may result from

the rapid clearing of forests in the birds'

wintering grounds. Ornithologist John

Terborgh has estimated that the loss of

one acre of tropical forest where there is a

concentration of wintering birds is equiva-

lent to removing five or six acres of breed-

ing habitat in temperate regions. As these

bird species have decreased at Gaudineer,

the golden-crowned kinglet (not a Neo-

tropical migrant) has increased in num-

bers, perhaps moving into niches vacated

by the declining warblers.

"This Land" highlights the biological

phenomena of the 156 U. S. nationalfor-

ests. Robert H. Mohlenbrock is Visiting

Distinguished Professor ofPlant Biology

at Southern Illinois University at Car-

bondale.

A male chestnut-sided warbler (right)feeds its nesting mate.
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Nature's Infinite Book

Bob Dylan and Moas' Ghosts
Ifyou don't know the past, you can't understand thepresent—for humans orplants or animals

by Jared Diamond

"That student never heard of Bob

Dylan!"

My wife, Marie, was still flabbergasted

when she told me recently what had hap-

pened while she had been teaching earlier

that day at UCLA. Marie belongs to the

generation molded by the 1960s. She was

stirred by Dylan's music, worked to regis-

ter voters and to tutor ghetto children,

protested against racial inequality and the

Vietnam War, and was tear-gassed during

a demonstration. Of the boys with whom
Marie grew up, some joined the Peace

Corps, while others went to Vietnam, to

die there or to return traumatized. Those

vivid firsthand memories still shape the

outlook of Marie and her contemporaries.

It's painful for the sixties generation to

sense the growing gulf between their val-

ues and those of today's students, who
hadn't been bom at the time of the Ken-

nedy and King assassinations. Bob Dylan

lives but is no longer the voice of young

people. And not even to have heard of him

symbolized for Marie why her students

can't understand her contemporaries.

Each generation is stamped by its own
events, which linger like ghosts to shape

the next generation's world. Being older

than Marie, I came under the spell of

different ghosts mostly related to World

War II. I grew up in the United States

during that war and then hved amid its

aftermath in Europe. My European

friends had had families exterminated or

had been orphaned, crippled, bombed out,

exiled, or otherwise scarred by the war.

From our early experiences, my cohort

and I had learned lessons that Marie's

generation couldn't comprehend and re-

jected. I, in turn, couldn't grasp how the

generation before me had blundered into

war, until it finally dawned on me, living in

Britain in the late 1950s, why I met so

many British women in their sixties who

had never been married. Those women
belonged to the generation whose men had

been slaughtered in the trenches of World

War I, and whose survivors drew the

wrong conclusions for dealing later with

Hitler.

All these examples illustrate that hu-

man behavior can't be interpreted without

reference to vanished past influences. Bi-

ologists trying to interpret animal adapta-

tions are becoming increasingly alert to

that same possibility. Extinct species of

large animals are likely to have been espe-

cially important past influences, since

large animals have powerful effects on the

distribution and abundance of other spe-

cies. I'm not talking here about the dino-

saurs that disappeared 65 million years

ago, but about the animal victims of hu-

man-caused extinctions of recent millen-

nia or even centuries. Individuals of many
species surviving today are only a few gen-

erations removed from times when now-

extinct large animals still roamed. For in-

stance, many trees on the island of

Mauritius may have sprouted from seeds

spread by the last dodos.

In this piece I'll discuss the ghosts of

New Zealand biology. Ghost influences

on surviving species are particularly im-

portant in New Zealand because a horde

of small as weU as large animals perished

there in a catastrophe only a thousand

years ago. To biologists, what makes New
Zealand exotic is not only its best-known

species and national emblem, the kiwi, but

also many other unique species of birds,

lizards, frogs, insects, snails, and plants.

When I first visited New Zealand, in

1966, it felt peculiar to me for another

reason. Even after I mentally added the

native species that had gone extinct and

subtracted the foreign species that had
been introduced since European settle-

ment began about 1 800, the resultant re-

constructed biota just didn't make sense.

As one example, all the native land and

freshwater bird species of New Zealand

are fairly small, whereas the local bird lists

in most other parts of the world contain

small, medium-sized, and big species.

Granted, New Zealand used to have giant

birds, called moas, which have been de-

scribed from fossil bones, but that still

leaves a complete lack of native birds the

size of turkeys, eagles, and geese. As other

examples, several of the most important

ecological niches elsewhere in the world

—

those filled by large herbivores, warm-

blooded carnivores, and small, scamper-

ing omnivores—are flagrantly empty in

the native New Zealand fauna. Large or

medium-sized herbivores, a role filled

elsewhere by deer, antelopes, and rabbits,

are completely lacking. The sole two

warmblooded carnivores, a harrier and an

uncommon falcon, are pitifully few substi-

tutes for the diverse anay of carnivores

—

ranging in size from bobcats and gos-

hawks to tigers and eagles—that one

would find anywhere else. Throughout the

world, the most abundant small, scamper-

ing omnivores in the half-ounce to three-

ounce range are rodents, yet there is afH

parently nothing like them m New
Zealand. In other countries, most herbi-

vores, carnivores, and small, scampering

omnivores are placental mammals that

couldn't reach New Zealand because of

its remoteness. Nevertheless, New Zea-

land should have evolved other species as

functional equivalents of placental mam-
mals, just as Australia evolved big carniv-

orous lizards and marsupial mice as its

own equivalents.

The lack of such equivalents in New
Zealand was especially puzzhng because

some did occur on smaller islands close by.

Those island specialties absent from New
Zealand include the tuatara, a camivo-
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rous, lizardiike reptile up to two feet long,

still found on dozens of islands near New
Zealand; the Stephens Island wren, a

mouselike, flightless songbird formerly

occurring on Stephens Island and famous

in ornithology as the bird first brought to

light and then exterminated by the light-

house keeper's cat; and Hamilton's frog,

confined to one patch of forest on Ste-

phens Island and one rock pile on Maud
Island. All these islands are only a few

miles from New Zealand. Why didn't

these island species spread those few miles

to New Zealand and help fill the empty

niches there? How could such unusual ani-

mals have evolved on such small islands,

and why couldn't similar ones evolve

nearby on New Zealand, with its far

greater opportunities for speciation?

Even the species actually present on

New Zealand didn't make sense to me.

Quite a few of New Zealand's oldest bird

species have nocturnal habits, cryptically

camouflaged plumage, or both. They in-

clude the kiwi; a strange, flightless parrot

called the kakapo; and a flying parrot, the

kea, that is fond of stealing windshield

wiper blades from cars. Elsewhere in the

world, nocturnal habits and cryptic colors

in birds are adaptations for avoiding diur-

nal predators, but New Zealand has no

native predator big enough to prey on

those three birds. What had threatened

them?

Similarly, many New Zealand plants

have features that elsewhere serve to pro-

tect plants from herbivorous animals.

These include needlelike spines, tough fi-

brous leaves, poisons, mimicry by non-

poisonous plants of poisonous ones, and

leaves hidden inside a mass of woody

twigs. In America we would interpret

these as antirabbit or antideer adapta-

tions, but New Zealand had no native

rabbits or deer. What, during their evolu-

tion, had those plants feared?

One piece of the answer to these puzzles

has been known for a long time: the big,

flightless, ostrichlike birds called moas,

whose skeletons, some of them evidently

recent and complete with skin and feath-

ers, were recognized almost 1 50 years ago.

Modem studies have distinguished about

twelve species of moas, ranging from little

ones "only" three feet high and 40 pounds

in weight up to giants ten feet tall and

weighing 500 pounds. Their herbivorous

food habits can be inferred from pre-

served gizzards containing dozens of plant

species. Thus, they were New Zealand's

equivalents of big mammalian herbivores

such as deer and antelopes. To gauge from

where the most moa skeletons have been

found, moas were commonest in the low-

lands, especially in fertile areas with allu-

vial soil.

While the moas are New Zealand's

most famous extinct birds, many others

have been described from fossil bones. At
least twenty-eight species became extinct

before Europeans arrived, and another

seven disappeared since then. Quite a few

birds besides the moas were big and flight-

less, including a thirty-pound goose, a

thirty-pound giant kagu relative with an

adzlike bill, a big duck, and a giant coot.

Others, such as a pelican, a swan, and a

giant raven, were perfectly capable of fly-

ing. Taken together with the surviving

bird species, these ghosts would have

given New Zealand a much more normal

mix of small, medium-sized, and big birds

and would have filled many of the herbi-

vore and omnivore niches that are now
empty.

Perhaps the most remarkable extinct

birds were two large hawks, studied by

paleontologist Richard Holdaway, that

must have been New Zealand's functional

equivalents of big carnivores. One, origi-

nally described as a harrier, now proves to

be a giant goshawk of up to seven pounds.

It was by far the largest goshawk in the
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world—about double the weight of the

largest living Eurasian or American gos-

hawks. Many goshawks specialize as

fierce hunters of large birds. New Zea-

land's vanished giant goshawk must have

hunted birds the size of kiwis, kakapos,

and keas. That's what those birds were

afraid of, and that's why they evolved to

be cryptic and nocturnal, even though

those adaptations make no more sense to-

day than the trench veterans' appease-

ment of Hitler did in the 1 930s.

The other extinct hawk, a colossal eagle

weighing up to thirty pounds, was by far

the biggest and most powerful bird of prey

in the world. It dwarfed the largest hawk
now in existence, tropical America's har-

py eagle. The New Zealand eagle would

have been the sole predator capable of

attacking adult moas. Although some

moas were nearly twenty times heavier

than the eagle, it still could have killed

them by taking advantage of their bipedal

posture, crippling them with an attack on

the legs, then killing them with an attack

on the head and long neck, and finally

remaining for many days to consume the

carcass, just as lions take their time con-

suming a giraffe. The eagle's habits may
explain why many moa skeletons have

been found headless.

If kiwis evolved because of fear of big

goshawks, what big herbivores terrorized

New Zealand's plants into evolving their

antiherbivore defenses? Botanists Ian At-

kinson and R.M. Greenwood studied a

peculiar New Zealand botanical specialty

termed divaricating plants, which bear

their leaves on the inside and an unappe-

tizing mass of interlaced woody branches

on the outside. Divarication is rare else-

where in the world but characterizes one

of every ten New Zealand plant species.

Since these plants belong to at least seven-

teen different plant families and twenty

genera, divarication must have evolved in-

dependently many times, for some reason

peculiar to New Zealand.

A clue to which herbivores the divari-

cating plants feared is the plants' striking

distribution. They are commonest in the

lowlands, especially in fertile areas with

alluvial soil. But they are absent on cliffs

or as treetop epiphytes. These details per-

fectly match the distribution of moas,

which could hardly have climbed cliffs or

trees. As clinchers, nine plant species di-

varicate only when small and cease doing

so when they grow to about ten feet—^just

high enough to put them beyond the reach

of the tallest moas. Other New Zealand

plants that defend themselves with spines,

poison, or mimicry may have feared not

only moas but also the numerous rabbit-

sized or turkey-sized herbivorous birds

now known through their fossil remains.

Up to this point, I've discussed New
Zealand's big ghosts. But there are also

many ghosts of animals the size of mice
and rats. Scampering on the ground were

at least three species of flightless or weak-

flying songbirds, several frogs, many giant

cricketlike insects up to double the weight

of a mouse, many lizard species, and
strange, mouselike bats that rolled up
their wings and ran. Some of these little

animals were extinct by the time Europe-

ans arrived. Others, like the Stephens Is-

land wren and the Maud Island frog, sur-

vived on offshore islands. However, fossils

show that these supposed island special-

ties were formerly abundant on the main-

land, as were tuataras (now confined to

islands) and colonies of breeding seabirds

(now largely just on islands).

What disaster could have struck so

many New Zealand species as different as

crickets, eagles, and moas, while sparing

them or their relatives on nearby islands?

Specifically, were all these strange crea-

tures still alive when the ancestors of the

Maoris, the Polynesian people who colo-

nized New Zealand long before Europe-

ans, arrived about a.d. 1000?

At the time that 1 first visited New
Zealand, the received wisdom was that

moas died out because of a change in

climate, and that any moa species surviv-

ing to greet the first Maoris were on their
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figurative last legs. It would have been a

remarkable coincidence if, after tens of

millions of years of moa evolution, the last

birds had chosen the century of Maori

arrival as the time to drop dead.

In recent years this theory has been

exploded by discoveries based on radio-

carbon-dated bird bones in dated Maori

archeological sites. All known species of

moas were still present in abundance

when the Maoris stepped ashore and were

extinct a few centuries later. The number

of individual moas whose butchered,

roasted skeletons have been retrieved

from Maori ovens is estimated to exceed

100,000. Moas' eggshells were used as wa-

ter bottles, their skins were used for

clothes, and their bones were used for fish-

hooks and harpoon heads. We now know

that Maoris exterminated moas, partly by

killing them, and probably partly by clear-

ing some of the forests in which the birds

lived.

Anyone who has hiked in New Zea-

land's rugged mountains will initially be

incredulous at this thought. Just picture

those travel posters of New Zealand's

Fiordland, with its steep-walled gorges

10,000 feet deep, its 400 inches of annual

rainfall, and its cold winters. Even today,

professional hunters, armed with tele-

scopic rifles and operating from helicop-

ters, can't control the number of deer on

those mountains. How could the few thou-

sand Maoris living on New Zealand's

South and Stewart islands, armed only

with stone axes and clubs and operating on

foot, have hunted down the last moas?

But deer have been selected for tens of

thousands of generations to flee from hu-

man hunters, while moas had never seen

humans until Maoris arrived. Like the

naive animals of the Galapagos Islands

today, moas were probably tame enough

that a hunter could walk up to one and

club it. Unlike deer, moas may have had

such low reproductive rates that a few

hunters visiting a valley only once every

couple of years could have killed moas
faster than they could breed. That's pre-

cisely what's happening today to New
Guinea's largest surviving native mam-
mal, a tree kangaroo in the remote Bewani
Mountains. Tree kangaroos are nocturnal,

incredibly shy, live in trees, and thus are

far harder to hunt than moas would have

been. Despite all that, and despite the very

low human population of the Bewanis, the

cumulative effects of occasional hunting

parties—literally one visit per valley per

several years—have suflSced to bring this

kangaroo to the verge of extinction. Hav-
ing seen it happen to tree kangaroos, I now
have no difficulty understanding how it

happened to moas.

Not just moas, but all the other now-

extinct bird species, were still alive when
Maoris landed in New Zealand. Most
were gone a few centuries later. The larger

ones—the swan and pelican, the flightless

goose and adzbill, the breeding seabirds

—

were surely hunted for food. The giant

eagle, however, may have been killed by

Maoris in self-defense. What do you think

that eagle, specialized at crippling and

killing two-legged prey between three and

ten feet tall, did when it saw its first six-

foot-tall Maoris? Even today, Manchurian

eagles trained for hunting occasionally kill

their human handlers, but the Manchu-
rian birds are mere dwarfs beside New
Zealand's giant, which was preadapted to

become a human-killer.

Surely, though, neither self-defense nor

hunting for food explains the rapid disap-

pearance of New Zealand's peculiar

crickets, snails, and small wrens and bats.

Why were so many of those species exter-

minated, either throughout their range or

everywhere except on some offshore is-

lands? Deforestation may be part of the

answer, but the major reason was the

other hunters that Maoris intentionally or

accidentally brought with them: rats. Just

as moas that evolved in the absence of

humans were defenseless against humans,

so, too, small insular animals that evolved

in the absence of rats were defenseless

against them.

We know that the rats spread by Euro-

peans played a major role in the extermi-

nation of many birds on Hawaii and other

previously rat-free oceanic islands. For ex-

ample, when rats finally reached Big

South Cape Island off New Zealand in

1 962, within three years they had extermi-

nated or decimated the populations of

eight bird species and a bat. That's why
the tuatara and so many other New Zea-

land species are restricted to rat-free is-

lands. The famous but misnamed Ste-

phens Island wren didn't evolve on that

tiny island; fossils show that it used to live

on New Zealand itself Instead, the wren

survived only on rat-free Stephens Island

when the rat tide accompanying the Mao-
ris swept over the New Zealand mainland.

Thus, when the Maoris landed, they

found an intact New Zealand biota of

moas instead of deer; flightless geese and

coots instead of rabbits; big crickets and

little wrens and bats instead of mice; and

giant goshawks and eagles instead of

lynxes and tigers. The scene was as close

as we will ever get to what we might see if

we could reach another planet on which

life had evolved. Within a few centuries,

much of that community had collapsed in

a biological holocaust, and some of the

remaining community collapsed in a sec-
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ond holocaust following the arrival of Eu-

ropeans. The result is that New Zealand

today has about half the bird species that

greeted the Maoris, and many of the survi-

vors are now at risk of extinction or are

confined to islands.

Although the evidence for post-Maori

extinction of many New Zealand species

is beyond question, this conclusion is still

controversial in New Zealand. "Contro-

versial" is putting it mildly. White New
Zealanders are now trying seriously to re-

verse their habit of having denigrated and

dispossessed Maoris for two centuries,

while Maoris themselves understandably

have zero patience when they hear Euro-

pean excuses for having done so. Blaming

Maoris for exterminating species sounds

suspiciously like one more old-fashioned

excuse offered by whites for denying Mao-
ris' rights.

Yet the results of the collision between

Maoris and moas have to be seen in con-

text. On every occasion that humans have

reached a continent or island previously

uninhabited by people, the sequel has

been a biological holocaust, whether those

humans were Europeans reaching Atlan-

tic and antarctic islands within the last

few centuries, Indonesians and Africans

reaching Madagascar 1 ,500 years ago, an-

cestral American Indians reaching the

New World 1 1,000 years ago, or ancestral

Australians reaching Australia and New
Guinea 50,000 years ago. New Zealand is

merely a well-understood metaphor for

what has happened to much of the world

already, and for what will happen to the

rest of it soon.

The Maoris who arrived in New Zea-

land 1,000 years ago had no annual

Christmas bird counts, no tables of moa
reproductive rates, and no books on previ-

ous extinction holocausts elsewhere. They
can hardly be blamed for having precipi-

tated extinctions. We, who exterminate

today with full knowledge of what we are

doing, have no such excuses.

New Zealand's moas are no longer

alive, but they molded the anatomy and

behavior of New Zealand's surviving spe-

cies. Their ghosts still hang over the New
Zealand landscape. Just as you can't

make sense of the United States today if

you don't understand our recent past and

the meaning that Bob Dylan and the six-

ties held for the generation now coming to

power—so you can't make sense of mod-

em New Zealand biology if you don't un-

derstand moas. Times, as Dylan himself

sang, are "a-changing," but old ghosts

don't fade away.
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About Scotch
To Have A Convert

're out on the town with a friend. But

you hesitate before ordering the same old Scotch.

Peering over the bar, you spot a bottle of

Ballantine's Finest.

"Hmm. I haven't had that in a while."

"One of the better blends," your friend says.

"Number one in Europe."

So you order Ballantine's and water.

"It has 42 different single malts in it," he says.

"Really? Does that matter?"

"Only if you like your Scotch to be smooth."

You take a sip.

"It is smooth. How come it tastes smoky?"

Your friend explains, "That's from Highland

single malts in the blend. Taste it again. It has an

earthy flavor, too."

You do and it does.

"That's peat. From the Scottish islands. See,

with blended Scotch, the single malts are married

together to enhance each other. But you can still

taste the individual flavors."

"You know too much. How am I supposed to

keep up with that?"

"We have time," he says. "Another round?"
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Tile Garibbeaii
A Matter of Taste

Columbus the Unwitting
Among the explorer's inadvertent discoveries was the Windward island ofDominica

by Raymond Sokolov

Sad luck has put duels, terror, wars, con-

stant fever in our path. Cristoforo Co-

lombo, poor Admiral, pray to God for the

world you discovered!

—Ruben Dario

Columbus may be history's foremost

example of a man who did great things

without knowing what they were. But pos-

terity has honored even his most spectacu-

lar blunders. We don't hesitate to memori-

alize Columbus's confusion about what he

had discovered when we speak of the West

Indies. We adopt his Eurocentric arro-

gance when we celebrate this "discovery"

of a place previously inhabited for centu-

ries. Even the modernist Nicaraguan poet

Ruben Dario fell into this error, after la-

menting the violence and "constant fever"

that Columbus brought to the Americas.

It is hard to turn Columbus into an

unambiguous villain. Yes, he unleashed

European diseases that wiped out millions

of indigenous peoples with no immunity to

them, and he blazed a trail for invading

armies that butchered myriads of New
World peoples, while uprooting their cul-

tures and enslaving their pitiful survivors.

But the same ghastly imperialism that he

brought in his wake (even in his own ships)

knitted the world together and spawned

great new civilizations.

Perhaps Columbus was just lucky,

Johnny on the spot when Their CathoUc

Majesties Ferdinand and Isabella decided

to get ambitious in their rivalry for Asian

trade with Portugal. No doubt, the next

determined westward explorer who made
his pitch and got his funding would have

succeeded as well as Columbus. But it

doesn't matter. Columbus did it.

The celebration of his achievement, as

those of us preparing to survive the hoopla

of the quincentenary know all too well, has

never stopped. So the temptation to take

shots at Columbus is a natural impulse. I

am, for example, only too willing to casti-

gate Columbus as the tool of bigots. He set

sail on a literal wave of anti-Semitism. The

tide that took his fleetlet down the Rio

Saltes to destiny on August 2, 1492, was

the very same one that carried the last ship

of Jews expelled from Spain. August 2

was the deadline set by Ferdinand and

Isabella for cleansing the country of its

once-chosen people. Fourteen ninety-two

was also the year those other Semites, the

Islamic Moors, were finally driven from

their last Spanish stronghold at Granada,

after many centuries of occupation and

incalculable contributions to the culture

of Spain and the rest of Europe. It could

be said that the expulsion of the Moors

and Jews ended Christendom's medieval

crusade to estabUsh itself over threatening

infidels, and that Columbus's first voyage

was the perfect symbol of the beginning of

modem Christian Europe's crusade to

spread its imperium over unconverted

peoples everywhere under the sun.

But I come to praise Columbus, not to

bury him. I come to praise the most unas-

sailably admirable of his achievements

—

the diversification and betterment of the

human diet. In fact, I have been investi-

gating the gastronomic aftermath of Co-

lumbus for two years now, and this is my
farewell to a noble subject. The 498th

anniversary of the great man's first New
World landfall comes this month, on Oc-

tober 12, and the quincentenary looms.

But I want to take this moment to cele-

brate a smaller triumph, the sighting of

land on the second voyage, at five in the

morning on Sunday, November 3, 1493.

Compared to the uncertainty and

drama of the first voyage, this return was a

milk run. Columbus headed up a veritable

fleet, and with the help of several baptized

Indians, he scudded from Ferro in the

Canaries to dry land in the Antilles in only

three weeks. Because it was Sunday, he

named the island Dominica—and sailed

right by its verdant cliffs right up the

Fred Ward B ack Star

On Dominica, a Carib Indian woman cleans a calabash to use as a bowl
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chain of islands that leads from Guade-

loupe to the Virgins to Puerto Rico.

The world has continued to ignore

Dominica. Most people haven't even

heard of it, mispronounce its name (the

accent is on the penult), and assume you

are talking about the Dominican Repub-

lic, the modern name for the eastern half

of Hispaniola (Columbus landed there on

the first voyage and left an ill-fated col-

ony). Dominica is east and south of His-

paniola, the largest of the Windward Is-

lands, a rugged green ghost visible on a

clear day from the north of Martinique. It

is an independent country with a few thou-

sand inhabitants, several peaks above

4,000 feet, very fresh water and lots of it,

the only significant surviving group of ab-

original Carib Indians, and a large frog

with delicate, elongated toes {Leptodac-

tylus) known either as crapaud or moun-

tain chicken.

Dominica speaks French and English,

as well as a patois formed from both. The

Caribs have preserved not only their gene

pool (in a largely ex-African world, their

Amerindian features and straight black

hair would stand out even if they didn't

cluster in a reserve on the Atlantic Coast)

but have also kept their dugout canoes,

their style of housing, and many words of

their ancestral tongue.

Such survivals of the precolonial era

owe much to the sheltering ruggedness of

Dominica's terrain. Not many beaches at-

tract the international tourist. The rain

forest covers almost everything except

acreage hacked out for bananas or limes

and a few other crops brought in by the

colonizers, who had received them from

Asia long before. You see why the world

doesn't beat a path here when you land, in

a smallish plane at the larger of the two

airports. The descent is rapid, an irrevo-

cable schuss down through a straight-

sided green valley. But even in this Antil-

lean Shangri-La, thinly populated and

lightly developed as it is, some of the same

bimillennial pressures threaten wildlife

that menace traditional environments in

more trafficked places. The sisserou par-

rot population is down to a few dozen,

making its picture on the Dominican flag

an emblem of tragic irony. I could hear

the monotonous grunting of the mountain

chicken at night and saw one, big as a

squirrel, captured in the hotel's garbage

area. But the season for hunting them is

limited now, to protect them against hu-

man appetite. What, then, does one eat

here? Like every Caribbean island, Domi-

nica reveals its comestible self at its Satur-
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day market, by the workaday port of the

raffish Httle capital, Roseau.

The experienced traveler in these lati-

tudes will not be much surprised by what

he sees here except perhaps by the pristine

quality of the wares and the simplicity of

the scene. Villagers have driven in from all

over the island, on well-paved roads fi-

nanced with North American funds made
available shortly after Dominica's head of

state endorsed the U. S. invasion of Gra-

nada. On their tables and mats, vendors

were selling a bit of everything one knows

from other places, but finding this syncre-

tism of foods and food ideas even here

shows how a common Caribbean civiliza-

tion has evolved on all the islands. The

tourist eats imported frozen steaks, but

the islander has his own food, the food of

African slaves mixed with indigenous in-

gredients of the New World tropics and

with European and Asian cuisines

brought in by sea long ago. As a small

place, Dominica has not put its stamp on

any recipes, the way Jamaica can claim

salt fish and ackee or the Dominican Re-

public chicharrones de polio. It even

shares mountain chicken with Montser-

rat. But because of its bicultural colonial

past as a French and a British colony, this

backwater's culinary repertoire is truly

eclectic, even for this region.

In the Roseau Saturday market, I

bought spicy blood pudding and ate it

standing up in a little bar in the market's

arcade. This blood sausage was first

cousin to the boudin Creole I once was

given by a restaurateur on Martinique

(and forgot the bulk of in a rental car at

the airport). It is a direct descendant of

more gently spiced boudins noirs that are

staples of brasserie lunches all over metro-

politan France. Down the arcade, a peace-

ful line had formed where an old woman
was frying balls of yeast dough in oil. She

called them johnny cakes, a name that

may have traveled here from the United

States long ago, as part of a circulating

path of black people and their culture

whose latest contribution to Dominica was

a T-shirt welcoming Nelson Mandela to

New York, worn in Roseau the day after

Mandela left Manhattan. In Jamaica and

Trinidad, and I'm sure elsewhere, they

call these same frycakes floats and serve

them with akkra, the black-eyed fritters

that slaves knew about from West Africa

and which are still basic foods in West

Africa and on the streets of Brazil's

heavily post-African northeast.

The African diaspora in the Americas

reveals itself at the table most typically

through deep-fried (our southern-fried)

foods and through the passionate use of

starchy vegetables from com to plantains

to pumpkin to taro and on and on. They
are often served several at a time in a sort

of symphonic concert sometimes actually

called a serenade. People of Northern

Hemisphere origin are inclined to lump

them together as root vegetables, by anal-

ogy to carrots and parsnips and turnips,

even though not all of them grow under-

ground (plantains, pumpkins, chayote). E.

Phyllis Clark in her West Indian Cookery

(1945), a work aimed at student home
economists in Trinidad, referred to these

vegetables as "ground provisions," be-

cause they have the same "food value."

Neither botany nor Clark's appeal to nu-

trition accounts for this motley category of

plain vegetables. Puerto Rican parlance,

reflecting a universal popular sense that

they belong together as a family of staples.
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Hhe Caribbean

lumps them under the rubric viandas (lit-

erally viands, foods). But this does not

explain why they so pervade the cooking

of the whole Caribbean.

The answer, I believe, is that slaves

fresh from Africa, slaves whose diet had

revolved very heavily around the mono-

chromatic yam, suddenly found them-

selves in a technicolor universe of yam
surrogates. And these ship-starved immi-

grants luxuriated in the choice of textures

and flavors available in this brave new
world of boilable starchy foods. Their de-

scendants have preserved their enthusi-

asm and practice it with the refinement of

gastronomes the world over

One night, at Springfield Plantation

Inn in the hills above Roseau, we had two

ground provisions, each of them constru-

able as a potato homologue. There was a

dasheen pie, which was a puree of a mem-
ber of the taro (aroid) group, some of

whose other Caribbean names include

tannia, malanga, eddo, coco, yaut'ia. The
dasheen "pie" was really a puree with a

nice crust on the bottom and a light, airy

texture, lighter than potato.

The other starch was a pale green puree

of christophine, the tropical squash,

Sechium edule, that in Enghsh areas of

Cassava Bread

(Slightly adapted from West Indian

Cookery, by E. Phyllis Clark, Nelson,

1945)

4 cups finely grated cassava (sold as

yucca in IJ. S. markets with Spanish-

based customers)

2 teaspoons salt

Mix grated cassava and salt.

Taking only 1 or 2 cupfuls of wet meal
at a time, hold it in a strong cloth or piece

of flour bag and wring out all the juice.

Crumble the meal between the palms of

the hand and pass it through a fine sieve.

Put a baking stone on an evenly glowing

fire (or use a hot iron griddle) and sprinkle

a little cassava on it. When the meal
browns, brush the stone and put a hoop (a

metal ring about 5 inches in diameter to

pour the batter in) in place. (Any metal

ring that will hold the dough together will

do.) Spread about 1 cup of meal evenly in

the hoop—the bread is crisper and more
digestible when thin.

As soon as steam rises, shake and re-

move the hoop, then flatten and press the

bread into shape, using a wooden palette

or large knife. As soon as the bread is firm

enough, turn it frequently. When thor-

oughly dry and stiff", stand it on edge in

the sun or near a fire—this improves the

the Caribbean is called cho-cho and on

Hispanic turf shows its Mexican origins

with the Nahuatl-derived name chayote.

It shows up now in New York markets,

but my formative experience with this

New World plant occurred at the northern

edge of culinary Creolism, in New Or-

leans, where an Italian restaurateur

named Moran served it to me under the

name mirliton (standard French for a toy

musical instrument, which perhaps it re-

sembles). Other people in Louisiana call it

the vegetable pear By any name, it makes
a gracious change from mashed potatoes.

While I ate it on a rainy night in Domi-

nica, I saw that christophine/c/!a>'ore/

w/Wi/o/i/vegetable pear was the answer to

a worldwide problem, the lack of an offi-

cial food for gastronomy's most important

holiday. S. edule could fill that gap mar-

velously well. This green vianda could do

for Columbus Day what the turkey does

for Thanksgiving. So, on October 12 this

year and forever more, eat chayote, with

crisp cassava bread, the only real recipe

handed down to us from the Caribs.

Raymond Sokolov is a writer whose spe-

cial interests are the history andprepara-
tion offood.

flavor and prevents the bread from losing

its crispness. Brown or toast, and butter

before serving.

Yield: About four 5-inch rounds

Mountain Chicken

(From The CompleteBook ofCaribbean
Cooking, by Elizabeth Lambert Ortiz,

Evans, 1973)

1 medium onion, grated

3 cloves garlic, crushed

Vi teaspoon ground cloves

1 teaspoon salt

Vi teaspoon white pepper

1 tablespoon malt vinegar

12 pairs frog legs, split in half

1 cup oil

1 cup flour

Mix the onion, garlic, cloves, salt, pep-

per, and vinegar in a large bowl. Add the

frog legs and allow to stand for at least an

hour, turning the legs from time to time.

Heat the oil in a heavy frying pan. Pat

the frog legs dry with paper towels and dip

in flour. Fry half a dozen pieces or so at a

time, for 5 minutes on each side. Drain on

paper towels and serve with lime wedges

on the side.

Yield: 6 servings
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Starter Homes for \bung Lizards
Tiny Caribbean reptiles run a gantlet to stake out a territory

by Judy Stamps

In a tropical forest, the cloudburst is

over. Birds begin to sing and fly through

the canopy, while below, fruit flies alight

in patches of sunlight. As scattered rain-

drops fall from the trees, the leaf htter

stirs on the forest floor, and a tiny brown
nose appears. Within minutes, a newly

hatched lizard appears, roughly an inch

long and weighing 0.2 grams—the weight

of a postage stamp. Above, poised head

down on a tree trunk, vine, or bush, an

adult of the same species or an even larger

lizard may be lurking, ready to dash out,

grab the hatchling, and swallow it whole.

This young lizard (of the species Anolis

aeneus) must not only escape potential

predators—other Uzards, Carib grackles,

vine snakes, and mockingbirds—but it

must also find a suitable territory and hab-

itat in order to grow to adulthood. As
vertebrates go, the hatchling lizard is on

the small side, and its brain is concomi-

tantly small. Yet it faces problems as com-
plex and demanding as those of larger,

neurologically more sophisticated territo-

rial birds and mammals. Because their

territories are small—about two square

feet—and easily manipulated, juvenile

lizards are much more suitable for experi-

mental studies of territorial behavior than

are larger vertebrates.

For the past fifteen years, I have been
studying A. aeneus, a species common to

most of the islands in the West Indies. My
studies have been conducted in thorny,

deciduous acacia forests in the southern

part of the mountainous island of Gre-

nada. In recent experiments I have fo-

cused on how hatchlings find, acquire, and
maintain a suitable territory.

Hatchhngs emerge from August
through December. Each juvenile is alone

at the time of hatching, since the mother
lays and abandons a single egg every ten to

fourteen days, burying it within her own
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From birth, hatchlingsface the threat ofbeingeaten by larger lizards.
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territory. As with many lizards, growth

rates are highly variable, depending upon

food, water, and temperature. Even under

the best conditions, hatchlings require at

least nine months to reach maturity (fe-

males mature at about one and a half

inches, and males at about two inches).

The woodland habitat apparently has

all the resources required for growth, but a

juvenile is vulnerable to predation by

adult lizards until it is at least three-quar-

ters of its adult size. Because lizard preda-

tors avoid brightly lit areas and prefer to

perch on trees or bushes, a hatchling must

leave the woods and get to a clearing

where it has a better chance of surviving.

I have observed a hatchling move as

much as 500 feet in order to reach a clear-

ing. Because bright areas are rare in undis-

turbed, dense vegetation, as many as five

or six juveniles per day, depending on the

time of year, may arrive at a small clear-

ing no bigger than 200 square feet. A
hatchling that reaches the edge of a clear-

ing must then find a suitable territory.

One requirement of a good territory is that

it contain food. Not much is needed (lab

experiments show that five fruit flies a day

will do), but in the wild a juvenile diet

includes flies, leaf hoppers, wasps, butter-

flies and moths, beetle larvae, caterpillars,

spiders, and even tiny snails. A juvenile

will shop carefully, waiting patiently on a

perch or actively stalking prey. It is amus-

ing to watch a small juvenile running

along below a low-flying moth and periodi-

cally hopping up to snap at it.

In addition to food, a good homesite has

many interconnecting twigs and plant

stems. These serve as perches on which to

wait for prey or observe neighboring juve-

niles, as shelter from tropical downpours,

and as travel routes from place to place

within a home range. A suitable network

of perches also provides protection from

any predatory birds passing through clear-

ings. When a grackle ventures too close,

for example, I have seen juveniles quickly

squirrel around their perch or dash into a

tangle of twigs and leaves. "Split-level"

homesites with low perches for foraging

and higher ones for watching neighbors

and for sleeping at night are even better

Also important is that the highways of
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twigs and stems do not terminate in too

many dead ends. Juveniles race along

these highways when escaping from birds

or chasing intruders, so if a perch abruptly

stops, the pursued or pursuing juvenile has

no choice but to launch itself into space.

Leafiness is another consideration, be-

cause leaves catch raindrops and dew, and

juveniles require water on a regular basis.

Short droughts of a few days to a week can

curtail growth even if food is plentiful.

After a light rain, I have observed young

lizards running from one leaf to another,

lapping small droplets of water before

they evaporate. A homesite must also pro-

vide a shady refuge from the hot midday

sun. Because a juvenile is so small, a few

minutes of hot sunlight could raise its

body temperature to lethal levels.

But how to find such an ideal home? An
inexperienced juvenile would require a

day or two of exploration around a poten-

tial homesite to evaluate the food supply,

to find perches and preferred pathways

around the territory, and to figure out

patterns of sun and shade over the course

of the day. This process would take valu-

able time and energy. Fortunately for the

little lizard, a shortcut is available. The
presence of other residents of the same

species signals to the naTve newcomer that

the habitat is of useable quaUty.

I began to suspect that young lizards

might be using one another to find territo-

ries when I noticed that they clustered

together, even when unoccupied, appar-

ently suitable habitats were plentiful. This

was most obvious at the beginning of "ju-

venile season" in August, when there are

few hatchlings and many vacant home-

sites and clearings. At that time of year,

some clearings support large colonies of

juveniles, whereas others are empty. Did

juveniles prefer joining established, ag-

gressive residents in clearings rather than

being solitary pioneers in suitable but un-

occupied areas?

I decided to design an experiment to

find out. I enclosed two adjacent patches

of habitat, a square yard each, within

clear plastic walls. The walls prevented

juveniles from entering or leaving the en-

closures. One habitat contained juvenile

residents, and the other remained unoccu-

pied, but both the empty enclosure and

the inhabited one were surrounded by

suitable homesites. After all preparations

were complete, I simply monitored the

homesites used by hatchlings that entered

the clearing over the next ten days.

The experiment took advantage of this

Uzard's almost exclusive reliance on body
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language in its social interactions, using a

variety of displays: head-bobbing pat-

terns, tail lashes, flattening of the torso,

extension of the tongue or the dewlap, and

assorted color changes. In serious fights,

lizards come into physical contact as the

contestants circle with open mouths, then

grab each other's jaws and bang each

other against the perch. Such "jawlocks,"

however, are extremely rare, and the vast

majority of interactions involve only the

exchange of displays or short dashes at a

fleeing opponent. (The function of these

displays is still being studied. In the past it

has been assumed that they are largely, if

not entirely, agonistic, but some may have

other functions, such as alerting neighbors

to the presence of intruders or predators.)

This heavy reliance on visual communi-

cation meant that social interactions

across enclosure walls were comparable to

those in a natural group of juveniles.

When enclosure residents saw unfamiliar

intruders outside of the walls, they gave

the usual set of territorial threat displays.

As in a natural situation, some intruders

responded by moving away, while others

approached, provoking an exchange of ag-

gressive displays. Of course, attempts to

bite or lock jaws were frustrated by the

intervening plastic. Occasionally contes-

tants attempting to jump at one another

bounced off" the "invisible" walls, but after

a few days the lizards treated the enclo-

sure walls as they would a naturally occur-

ring border zone between two adjacent

territories.

I conducted eight trials with the plastic-

walled enclosures in Grenada in 1985 and

1986; in all eight, the first hatchling to

arrive in a clearing picked a homesite next

to the occupied enclosure. Subsequent

new arrivals also preferred the homesites

near established juveniles, filling these be-

fore settling on the homesites near unoc-

cupied enclosures.

Studies of other territorial species,

ranging from aquatic insects to birds,

show a similar attraction to established

neighborhoods. In fact, many early pio-

neers in the study of avian territoriality,

including the British ornithologist David

Lack and the American Margaret Nice,

commented on the tendency of young

males to settle next to established territory

owners, avoiding apparently suitable terri-

tories in unoccupied areas. In Sweden,

Rauno Alatalo noted that pied flycatcher

territories occur in clusters and suggested

that new arrivals might use the singing

of established birds to locate previous set-

tlements. By playing tape-recorded fly-
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catcher songs in a vacant but otherwise

suitable habitat, Alatalo induced pied fly-

catchers to settle in territories near the

broadcasted song rather than in silent

neighborhoods.

In my studies of young lizards, colonies

of territories became more compact and

cohesive as settlement proceeded. And
even after settlement was complete and a

habitat was covered by an interlocking

mosaic of territories, neighboring juve-

niles continued to watch one another

closely and periodically exchange territo-

rial advertisement displays. This neighbor

watching, as I call it, suggests that the

benefits of living within a closely knit

neighborhood may extend beyond initial

settlement.

Possibly, such constant watchfulness

also serves as a warning system, alerting

the colony when dangerous predators or

hatchling intruders have entered the

neighborhood, but the evidence so far is

indirect. My observations suggest another

advantage to neighbor watching: a juve-

nile might use the behavior of neighbors as

a means to move on to a better territory in

the same neighborhood. Better homesites

frequently become available when a previ-

ous owner grows to a length of about one

and a half inches and then moves from the

clearing back into the woodland.

In contrast to the hesitation juveniles

show about colonizing unoccupied areas,

an aggressive free-for-all quickly follows a

departure. Within hours, neighbors from

nearby territories are fighting and chasing

one another on the newly vacated terri-

tory. Within a day, the victor has begun to

advertise its ownership.

A second experiment supported the no-

tion that juveniles prefer a secondhand

homesite. Juveniles living in clearings

were off"ered a choice between a homesite

from which the owner had been removed

and an equivalent homesite that had never

had an owner. The young lizards arrived

sooner and fought more vigorously for the

used homesite. Apparently, juveniles had

noticed the presence and behavior of their

erstwhile neighbor and then used this in-

formation when that territory became va-

cant at a later time.

An abiding and avid interest in neigh-

bors has also been observed in "higher"

territorial vertebrates. Val Nolan ob-

served prairie warblers in Indiana, for ex-

ample, lurking in the bushes near their

neighbors, not to steal resources but ap-

parently to spy on them as they went about

their usual activities of nest building, for-

aging, and feeding young.

Lizards with good territories almost al-

ways survive until they are large enough to

move back into the woodland. At this

point, the process of finding a territory

begins all over again, although the territo-

ries of the "subadults" are larger and

shadier than those of juveniles. Eventu-

ally, adult females end up on a territory

where they will spend the rest of their lives

and lay the series of eggs that will yield the

next crop of hatchlings. In contrast, adult

males become part-time territory owners,

defending large breeding territories only

during the wet season, when females are

receptive to their courtship. Like their off"-

spring, adult lizards live in cohesive neigh-

borhoods in which neighbor watching is a

favorite pastime. D

WM1
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Displaying Its dew lap a resident lizard confronts an intruder in its territory.
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At dawn, after a night ofscavenging the

beach, a ghost crab excavates a sand

burrow, where it will keep cool and damp.
C.C, Lockwood

Wet
Behind

the Gills
By recycling their own salt water,

land crabs can leave the sea behind

by Thomas G, Wolcott and

Donna L. Wolcott

It is nearly dawn on a North Carolina

barrier island. An invasion is on the way.

We crouch behind a dune, aware that a

single movement will betray our position

to the sharp-eyed vanguard. Safe from

being swatted, no-see-ums burrow into

hair and beard and sing grace over break-

fast. As the eastern sky turns slowly to

flame, a host of ghost crabs, as many as

four per foot of shoreline, swarm up the

beach, elegantly uniformed in gray armor,

long yellow leggings, and formidable

white claws. Their periscopic eyes are ex-

traordinarily sensitive to movement, their

legs can detect fleeing prey by ground

vibrations, and their very name {Ocypode)

means "fleet of foot." All wise smaller

animals have made arrangements to be

elsewhere. This crab army is master of the

summer shore, at least until the sunbath-

ers appear.

These crabs are returning to their day-

time retreats after a night spent busily

digging prey out of sand kept wet by run-

up of the biggest waves. Voracious preda-

tors, ghost crabs are a dominant force in

the beach ecosystem. At night, there may

be one ghost crab every square yard. Their

nocturnal assaults leave the beach pock-

marked with little excavations, and many

mole crabs and tiny coquina clams will not

see the new day.

Now, as the cool of night begins to give

way to the heat of day, the crabs search
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A ghost crab, left, tracks up the beach to retirefor the day
in its burrow above the high-tide line. A red land crab, below,

works on a "courtship burrow, " to which it might bring its

mate during the late-summer breeding season.
Peter Parks; Oxford Scientific Films

the upper beach for burrows about their

own size; failing that, they evict smaller

crabs from their holes and do a bit of

remodeling. Some of the losers steal bur-

rows from even smaller crabs; others must

dig their own. By the time the sun is high,

all have found refuge below the surface,

and the beach appears deserted. Thus,

most human visitors remain unaware of

the predatory army beneath their feet,

seeing only an occasional individual pick-

ing over beach wrack in the vicinity of its

burrow and making a beeline for shelter at

the first sign of an intruder. As impressive

as the daily invasion is, however, each

dawn's operations establish only a beach-

head; the crabs appear to go no more than

several hundred feet inland among the

sand dunes.

In more tropical, low-lying areas and

mangrove swamps, from south Florida to

the Caribbean, another species of land

crab—the large Cardisoma guanhumi—
penetrates much farther inland, up to five

miles. Nonetheless, these crabs seem to

require easy access to water, living only in

muddy areas where they can burrow to

the water table, typically along water-

courses and the margins of mangrove

swamps. Their holes always contain a pool

at the bottom, providing breeding sites for

a variety of mosquitoes and homes for the

odd little fish Rivulus marmoratus (see

"Room Without a View," September

1 989). These "blue" or "white" land crabs

(actually ranging from tan to orange to

indigo to sky blue) seem to feed mostly on

leaf litter, a commodity low in nutrients

and sometimes scarce. In dense crab colo-

nies, each leaf is seized as it falls, leaving

the ground completely barren. Neverthe-

less, the crabs reach an impressive size

(weighing more than a pound, with cara-

pace widths up to three and a half inches

and leg spreads of almost twenty inches),

although they may take twenty years to

get there. A traditional item on Caribbean

menus, they are commonly offered for

sale live, either as a dozen tied together

with string or, more grotesquely, as

"clipped crab" with all their legs (and

chances of escape) removed.

On Bermuda, surrounded by the warm
waters of the Sargasso Sea, and on Carib-

bean islands, the little red land crab

Gecarcinus lateralis is yet more success-

ful at invading land. It burrows into dry,

sandy soils on hillsides far above the sea.

Like the blue land crab, it is primarily a

vegetarian, emerging at night to feed on

grass and leaf litter but always on the

lookout for high-protein food such as car-

rion or the occasional imprudent lizard,

frog, or insect. Too small for people to eat,

it is regarded as a nuisance when it mars
lawns with its burrows or creates 1 8,000-

hole golf courses.

In other parts of the world, too, crabs

live miles from the sea, sometimes far up

the sides of mountains. What determines

how successful each species is at invading

inland habitats? Does each occupy all the

territory it can survive in, or does some-

thing other than physiology limit its

range?

Although Ocypode, Cardisoma. and

Gecarcinus differ in the effectiveness of

their suite of adaptations to life on land, in

some ways the three species are compa-

rable. All live in burrows where surround-

ing soil provides relatively constant, mod-
erate temperatures and high humidities,

serving as a refuge from the stresses of life

on land. Each seems to have no close com-

petitors (including other land crabs) and

few natural enemies in the areas where we
have worked, although mammals (rac-

coons, coati-mundis), herons, and hawks

prey on various terrestrial crabs in tropical

mainland habitats.

In addition, all three species depend on

the sea to launch their young. All mate on

land, either on the surface or in burrows.

The female holds the mass of fertilized

eggs between her folded-under tail

("apron") and body while the eggs ma-

ture, but must carry them to the sea for

hatching. The migrations of egg-bearing

females are often synchronous and, where

populations are dense, spectacular To

find the sea, red and blue land crabs seek

the brightest part of the horizon, an in-

stinct that goes awr>' where streetlights

lure prospective mothers to an ugly end on

roads. Large blue land crabs often win a

Pyrrhic victory in such encounters when

their heavy armor punctures the tires that

crush them. Mother crabs that success-

fully reach the sea warily edge into the

water. The egg membranes rupture at

once, and 20,000 to 200,000 tiny larvae

(depending on the mother's size) are

swept away to drift for four to six weeks as

plankton. They eat and are fed upon by

other zooplankton, growing and shedding

their external skeletons several times be-

fore the lucky survivors come ashore

about the time they metamorphose into
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Blue land crabs, a Caribbean delicacy, can grow to a width of

four inches and weigh apound or more. The crabs often travel

farfrom the water's edge and even climb trees, right. To

maintain their water balance, they digdown into the moist

sand during dry spells.

William J. Janoda: Photo Researchers,

match-head-sized crabs. Very few make
it, but of the tens of thousands, only two

need to survive to replace each pair of

parents.

Since all three of these land crab spe-

cies had marine origins, we suspected that

the need for water might limit their ability

to range inland. We originally assumed

that each species was living as far inland

as its physiology allowed, since we knew

that, all things being equal, water loss by

evaporation is the highest in ghost crabs,

intermediate in blue land crabs, and low-

est in red land crabs. With support from

the National Science Foundation, we be-

gan collecting comparative data in field

and laboratory. Our original ideas crum-

bled quickly.

Ghost crabs, we discovered, don't go to

the water every night, as had long been

believed, and they aren't absolutely re-

stricted to the beach. Radio tracking

showed that a few (less than one percent)

excavate burrows one-third of a mile from

water and stay in the middle of barrier

islands for a week or more. How do they

get away with it if they lose water so fast

through evaporation? From our field ob-

servations, we already knew that ghost

crabs hunt for live prey almost exclusively

at night, when evaporation is admittedly a

minor problem. But when they do venture

into the shimmering midday heat to scav-

enge, how do they replace water lost by

evaporation? The only possible source is

the sand itself.

In the lab, ghost crabs were allowed to

lose 1 percent of their weight by evapora-

tion, then were placed on sand dampened
with various amounts of fresh or salt wa-

ter Sure enough, if the sand contained

more than 5 percent water (just damp
enough to pack into a sand castle), they

could regain the lost weight. Tufts of hair-

like setae between the walking legs collect

water from interstices of the sand and

draw it up into the gill chamber by a

remarkable vacuum process. (In human
terms, it's the amount of suction that

would be needed to drink through a three-

foot-high soda straw!) By this mechanism,

ghost crabs can obtain all the water they

need anywhere they can burrow to within

three feet of the water table. Based on

water requirements, then, they could live

almost anywhere on the barrier islands.

But by and large, they don't; most remain

on the beach.

Are red and blue land crabs more ter-

restrial because they are even better at

extracting moisture from the soil? No.

They are not nearly as good at it as ghost

crabs. Furthermore, the soils typical of red

land crab burrows hold water much more

tightly than does sand. Even at 20 percent

soil moisture (a typical value on Ber-

muda), red land crabs could not possibly

"suck" hard enough to draw any of the

water into their gill chambers. They seem

to get by on droplets of rain and dew

—

either sucked into the gill chambers or

carried directly to the mouth with the pin-

cers—and on moisture from their vegetar-

ian diet. They minimize evaporative losses

by staying below ground during dry spells.
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Blue land crabs are even poorer "suckers"

than their red kindred and can live only

where a shallow water table, and soil that

doesn't collapse when wet, permit excava-

tion of a water-filled chamber at the bot-

tom of the burrow.

On low islands like Bermuda, however,

rain and dew fall everywhere in similar

amounts, and shallow water tables are

common in many of the areas we've stud-

ied—water was not dramatically less

available where the crab populations ta-

pered off. So, if it were only a question of

water, red and blue land crabs could claim

bigger ranges than they do, even with their

inferior sucking skills.

Could the salts needed for maintaining

blood and tissue composition, rather than

water, be the limiting factor? Salts (com-

mon ions like sodium and chloride, as well

as potassium and calcium) are less avail-

able farther from shoreline sources of salt

spray. Inland water sources generally are

fresh, whereas the blood of crabs reflects

the concentration of salt in the sea from
which they came. Furthermore, the urine-

producing antennal glands of crabs are not

good "kidneys" that can dilute urine and
thus conserve salts. The crabs' glands put

out urine as concentrated as seawater; we
thought that if crabs drank fresh water,

this would lead to salt deficiency.

But when we measured salts in food and

water in the field and tested the crabs' salt

conservation abilities in the laboratory,

this hypothesis, too, quickly lost credibil-

ity. Red land crabs can live for weeks

without food (or on completely salt-free

food), with only distilled water to drink,

and maintain the concentration of salts in

their blood within a few percent of the

initial values. Similariy, unfed ghost crabs

can survive for weeks on washed sand

dampened with distilled water, sustaining

only minor declines in salt concentration

in their blood. In addition, as with water,

there is no dramatic decrease in availabil-

ity of salts at the hmit of either species'

range.

Thwarted—we hope temporarily—in

our efforts to resolve questions of crab

distribution, we decided to explore the

physiological puzzle raised by our work:

how do these crabs conserve salts so suc-

cessfully? Their marine cousins can make
up for urinary salt losses by pumping salts

from the water in through the gills (the
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To keepfrom drying out as they

roam inland in search offood,

red land crabs suck droplets ofrain

or dew into their gills.

"dead-man's-fingers" of culinary dissec-

tion), housed in chambers on either side of

the shell. But terrestrial crabs can't pump

salts out of thin air. Perhaps they have an

alternative not available to aquatic crabs.

In what seems to us an unhygienic ar-

rangement, crabs' urinary pores open near

the base of the eyestalks, above their

mouths. In aquatic crabs, urine would be

carried away by the current flowing out of

the gill chamber, but in air it might be

possible to retain it and pass it rearward

into the gill chambers. Unlike the kidney,

the gills could create concentrations in

urine and blood by pumping salts from

one to the other. The same process might

take place in the gut if urine was swal-

lowed. In other words, the crabs might be

recycling their urine.

To test for this, we collected the fluid

ultimately discarded by crabs. We called

this the final excretory product, quickly

abbreviated to P, for "product." We com-

pared P in two groups of ghost crabs: a

group that needed to conserve salts and

one that didn't. The crabs were ensconced

in funnel-bottom cages and given "crab

IVs" to control fluid intake: we gave ex-

cess water with physiologically normal

salt levels to one group; and excess water

deficient in salts to the other.

As expected, ghost crabs given ample

salts excreted P with a salt concentration

very similar to that of their blood. How-

ever, crabs infused with salt-deficient wa-

ter excreted P with a fraction—in some

cases less than 5 percent—of the blood

concentration. These exciting results were

corroborated by experiments at the Ber-

muda Biological Station, where salt-de-

pleted red land crabs showed almost ex-

actly the same ability to extract salts from

urine, reducing P concentrations far below

those of blood.

We next wanted to look at terrestrial

crabs with access to standing water to see

whether they recycle urine, too, or behave

like aquatic crabs instead and pump salts

from the water. We located a suitable

population of blue land crabs near a primi-

tive lab in the U. S. Virgin Islands Na-

tional Park on Saint John, and after load-

ing kids, dog, tools, and supplies for

several self-sufficient months aboard our

old thirty-four-foot Morgan sloop, we

sailed down to meet our air-freighted re-

search instruments.

Experiments with blue land crabs be-

gan on "island time"—setting up for a six-

week project took three weeks—but as

soon as equipment, electricity, and ani-

mals came together, the answer appeared.

Even though blue land crabs can immerse

themselves in burrow water, they recycle

urine just like the dry-burrow species: in-

dividuals infused with deionized water

produce P that frequently contains less

than 10 percent of salt levels in their

blood.

We still had to discover the mechanism

behind the crabs' ability to produce di-

luted P from relatively concentrated

urine. Somehow they had to be pumping

salts from diluted P back into the blood.

The only organs known to be capable of

such a feat are the gills and the gut. We
equipped the crabs with plastic back-

packs. Each pack had one pair of tubes to
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collect urine and a second pair to deposit

an equal volume of "pseudo-urine" next to

the urinary pores. We used nontoxic dye in

the pseudo-urine to trace the recycling

pathway. Sure enough, the gills were
stained intensely. The gut? Not a trace.

The crabs take advantage of a preadapta-

tion from their marine ancestors. In water,

powerful molecular pumps in the gill

membranes transport dissolved salts from
(or to) the surrounding medium to regu-

late concentrations in the blood. On land

the medium is air, useless as a source or

sink for salts. But urine, passed to the gills,

becomes a valuable salt source rather than

a liability. Red land crabs rapidly lose

salts when prevented from recycling their

urine. Furthermore, ammonium ions (the

nitrogen-containing waste product of

metabolism) apparently are exchanged

for sodium ions in the process, so the crabs

dump toxic wastes into urine while re-

claiming salts.

Every time we have posed an ecological

hypothesis about what limits how far in-

land crabs live, we have found the crabs

doing an end run around our hypothetical

limiting factor. They have tricks to bal-

ance both their water and salt budgets in

environments that should be uninhabit-

able. But back to the ecological question:

if neither water nor salts limit the ranges

of crabs, what does? Several hypotheses

have emerged as we have gotten to know
these animals in nature. All will be chal-

lenging to test.

One set of ideas revolves around food.

Ghost crabs are predators, and suitable

prey is found almost exclusively on the

beach. A simple hypothesis that could ac-

count for their distribution is that there's

no dietary payoff for going farther inland.

Why, then, are some ghost crabs found in

the interior of the barrier islands? Possibly

because of aggressive encounters with

other ghost crabs. All the inland crabs are

small (less than one inch carapace width)

subadults. Adults are cannibalistic. Per-

haps subadults harassed by passing

groups of adults find refuge inland for a

few days, until the adults (which can walk

a mile a night) have moved off along the

beach.

The issues are different for red and blue

land crabs. Although these crabs usually

eat leaf Utter and vegetation, both species

can be predatory and prefer high-protein

foods in both lab and field. The amount of

protein in the diet appears to limit growth

rates, regardless of how much food is

available. Furthermore, we have discov-

ered that adults of both these species are

also cannibalistic, and at least among red

land crabs, the intensity of cannibalism is

influenced by the protein content of the

plants in their diet. Cannibalism can be a

significant factor for a species with seden-

tary adults and dispersing (planktonic)

young.

If food in your neighborhood lacks pro-

tein, you still want to have lots of offspring

because they'll be settling somewhere else

where conditions might be better. You
don't, however, need a lot of new competi-

tors moving into your neighborhood when
there's not enough protein to go around.

Since the incoming crabs represent pro-

tein from the ocean, and the odds are low
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A ghost crab takes a defensive stance

on a Galapagos beach.

Konrad Wothe

'^.

that they are your offspring, you might as

well eat them. The result: a tidy popula-

tion-control feedback loop regulated by

food quality rather than quantity. More-

over, juveniles come from the sea; if their

protein is a vital part of the adult diet, it

could account for the restriction of adult

populations to areas near the shore.

Another possibility is that the risk of

migrating to the sea to release larvae in-

creases with increasing distance from the

shore and influences how far inland the

crabs will go. The crabs are efficient and

fairly rapid walkers, however, covering

hundreds of feet a night with apparent

ease. The adults do not seem to have many

predators in the areas we have examined,

so the risks (aside from being squashed on

roads) seem modest. Nevertheless, if

populations remain low enough that food

is not limiting, competitive pressures to

move inland will be slight and the "gentle"

natural selection of modest risks may be

sufficient to prevent range expansion.

In the end, we have found that each of

the three species is playing a different

game on a different field. The ghost crab

is an exploiter, squandering water that it

can easily replace, living on beaches

where abundant animal food supports

both rapid (one to two years) growth to

full size and a life style that reUes on speed

rather than armor for defense. In contrast,

the herbivorous blue and red land crabs

are conservers that hole up when times are

tough. They venture forth in heavy suits of

shell; lacking the ghost crab's agiUty, they

settle for poor-quality food and hence slow

growth. The obvious difference between

them is that the red land crab can operate

from a dry burrow, while the blue land

crab seems to need its personal spa to

maintain water balance.

All three game plans work; in appropri-

ate habitats, these improbable beasts can

be very common. Unfortunately, these

same habitats are considered "prime

coastal real estate" by another species, our

own. The last large mainland United

States population of red land crabs, in

Boca Raton, Florida, was "developed"

into oblivion in the 1970s. It remains our

responsibility to choose wisely between

crabs and condos.
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The Hunters

ofLosMedaiios
Some Harris' hawks share the

killingand the kill

by James C. Bednarz

Dawn had not yet broken over the

broad expanse of the desert when the

great matriarch stirred in her sleeping

place. Today's hunt was important; her

entire group had gone without food for

more than twenty-four hours, a fast com-

monly endured by those squeezing out a

living in the harsh, arid environment. The
old female roused herself quickly and

watched her group assemble: her mate,

her cider son (who with luck would have a

mate of his own this spring) and her two

youngest (hunting with the party lor just

over eight months oui already contnbut

ing kills). V-'i'h the party now at tuli

strength, the hunt bct,an The group di-

vided into two lejmj ana headed noth

along a line of dui es 1 be hunters scanned

the scrabby landscape tor any sign oi

movement and penodiciUy glanced to-

ward the other teara stat ontd on the nc y l

dune. Suddenly, the mdtnarch detected

not the movement of pre\ but the focused
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and intent reactions of the team six hun-

dred feet to the northeast. Prey had been

spotted; both teams positioned themselves

to intercept probable routes of escape.

Frantic, the game sprinted in the direction

of the partly concealed old female. With

the calculated skill of an experienced

predator, she darted out of the foliage at

the crucial moment. To avoid her, the

prey had no choice but to dodge and turn

to the east. The decision was fatal. The
c.v i'-r> Aa-, quickly dispatched by the two

vi. LTisest hunters, who read the intentions

0. uheir mo*her well and were ready for

1 lI " i^ey's nnal evasion The matriarch

'.eo to t»"e highest vantage point near

^ \\ '^pd watched her two youngest

obie o\ -r the choicest parts of the kill,

.^e^ \'c>c entitled to the hrst share.

()i!'d tr." above hypothetical scenario

'iDe -xw Lpisode a scientist studying a

> I' Of socni mammals, such as wild

u. ' ^ v/itness'' Or could it represent

a step in the evolution of an even more

complex culture, such as that of primitive

hominids? Surprisingly, my research in

the Los Medaiios area of southeastern

New Mexico has led me to consider

whether this scenario could also be ap-

plied to a bird, the Harris' hawk.

Both male and female Harris' hawks

have chocolate brown plumage with ru-

fous accents on "shoulders" and "thighs,"

a bold band of white at the base of the tail.
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and a bill that is primarily bright yellow.

Physically, perhaps no other hawk cap-

tures the lean and mean look as well as a

Harris' hawk. This fierce appearance is

due partly to its relatively large supraor-

bital process (a bony shield that protects

the eye) and its long legs and tail. These

physical attributes are probably adapta-

tions that serve the Harris' hawk well

when it crashes through thorny vegetation

in pursuit of prey, a habit that character-

izes this species more than most of its

fellow raptors. Up to twenty-five inches

long, the Harris' hawk approximates the

dimensions of the common red-tailed

hawk of North America, but because of

its lanky build, it weighs in at about a

quarter pound lighter. Females, whose

wingspans reach four feet, are substan-

tially larger than males, weighing approxi-

mately 45 percent more.

Harris' hawks occupy a variety of

sparse woodland, semidesert, and desert

environments from the southwestern

United States to southern Chile and cen-

tral Argentina. Within this expansive

range, they are spottily distributed in

patches of suitable habitat. Although not

"threatened," populations in North Amer-
ica are reported to be declining, and noth-

ing is known of the species' status in Cen-

tral and South America.

The landscapes where Harris' hawks
thrive are often choked with mats of

thorny shrubs intermixed with a spatter-

ing of dwarfish trees. The hawks share

their harsh environment with lizards, scor-

pions, and deadly snakes. The hawks will

kill any prey that are available; in New
Mexico they commonly take mammaUan
prey such as desert cottontails, black-

tailed jack rabbits, wood rats, and a few

birds, especially quails. At Los Medaiios,

temperatures can exceed 115° F or plum-

met to below zero; droughts can last for

years. Brisk desert winds often shift dunes

slowly across hawk nesting areas.

I began my research in New Mexico

late in 1 980 with the intention of answer-

ing a simple question: what is the social

system of the Harris' hawk? While previ-

ous researchers in Arizona had reported

that this species was commonly polyan-

drous, with one female mating with two or

more males, some preliminary field re-

search from Texas indicated that the Har-

ris' hawk was mostly monogamous, each

nest tended by a mated pair, the most

common situation among birds. I thought

that the hawks in New Mexico, geographi-

cally midway between populations that

apparently have different social systems,

might provide an excellent case for exam-
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ining factors that contribute to the evolu-

tion and maintenance of social systems in

birds.

During the first year of work, I found

that New Mexican Harris' hawks did in-

deed live and breed in groups; of fifteen

different nests that I closely monitored, 53

percent contained three or more birds. To

ascertain whether Harris' hawks in New
Mexico were polyandrous, like those in

Arizona, I painstakingly caught, marked,

observed, and collected blood samples

from free-ranging hawks. This was no easy

task; I spent nearly a year and a half

developing a semireliable technique to

lure wary Harris' hawks into my traps.

The key, I discovered, was to set out cage

traps with nooses at dusk, which attracted

hawks at first light. Otherwise, the birds

would associate the traps with me and

elude capture. In the true sense of the

Gliding toward a cholla, a Harris ' hawk
prepares to land, left. Below:An extended

family gathers, poisedfor a hunt to begin.

The adults occupy a vantagepoint at the

top ofa dead saguaro;juvenilesperch
just below in theflankingpalo verde

trees. Whenprey is sighted, the hunting

party can mobilize immediately.
Both photographs by Norm Smith and Jim Dawson

phrase, I labored from dawn until dusk,

but the technique worked.

The observations of the color-marked

hawks slowly and surely pointed to a pat-

tern. Extra birds associated with the

breeding pair were invariably young

hawks reared in the same nesting area.

This suggested that these "supernu-

merary" birds were not males intending to

breed with the female but offspring that

associated with their parents for long peri-

ods after becoming physically indepen-

dent. Analysis of blood taken from fifty

hawks also supported this interpretation.

Although definitive results were limited to

just a couple of groups, the genetic analy-

sis showed no evidence that females in the

New Mexico population were mating with

more than one male.

Why did the young hawks stay on with

their parents? I tested two classic hypothe-

ses that have offered explanations of this

phenomenon in other bird species. Over

the years, my assistants and I monitored

more than 240 nests. These were located

most often in mesquite, spiny trees with

multiple trunks giving them a bushy look.

Nests were an average of nine feet above

the ground, and we climbed and examined

each at least five times. We carefully

documented how many hawks attended

the young and how many of these survived

to fledge from each nest. Both mated pairs

without helpers and pairs associating with

as many as three of their earlier offspring

typically had clutches of three eggs and

produced an average of just under two

young hawks per year. So in our New
Mexican Harris' hawks, even though ex-

tra birds actively helped at nests to various

degrees—feeding chicks and defending

the nest from predators, such as snakes,

porcupines, and coyotes—this aid did not

affect the number of young reared by the

breeders.

I then collected data to see if a lack of

acceptable real estate—areas with plenty

of prey and prime nesting sites—forced

young hawks to remain with their families

rather than strike out on their own. But I

found no relationship between group size

and the abundance of prey mammals,
number of perches, or other habitat

characteristics. A number of nesting areas

were always unoccupied, but the extra

birds in nearby groups showed no interest

in taking over these seemingly suitable

sites. Nor did my birds put much effort

into defending territories.

Might Harris' hawks gain some mutual

benefit by working cooperatively to pro-

cure prey? I had considered this possibil-

ity in the early years of my work but had

dismissed it for a number of reasons, in-

cluding the difficulty of documenting

such sophisticated cooperation. Could a

biologist on foot monitor a war>' and free-

flying predator, recording every detail and

interaction that occurred during a hunting

sortie that could cover more than a mile?

The time had come to find out.

With the assistance of Tim Hayden, of

the University of New Mexico, I devel-

oped a scheme to trap and fit individual

Harris' hawks with small radio transmit-

ters. The key to this project went beyond

simply recording the locations of the

birds; we planned to use radiotelemetry to

immediately relocate each hawk under

study as soon as we lost visual contact. In

this way, Tim and 1 hoped to carry out

near constant surveillance of single hawks

during hunts and to find out whether two

hawks working together could capture

more prey than a solo hunter in the same

amount of time.
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After some trial and error, we were able

to keep track of individual hawks almost

98 percent of the time, but our original

plan to compare lone hunters with pairs

fizzled. In more than 403 hours of continu-

ous monitoring, we never saw a hawk

equipped with a radio obviously hunt by

itself. We observed a few twosomes hunt-

ing together, but even those were rare.

Surprisingly, the most common size of a

hunting party was five hawks.

Between September 1985 and Decem-

ber 1 986, we made detailed observations

of fifteen Harris' hawks that were mem-

bers of eight different social groups.

Hunts normally began with an assembly

routine that was most easily observed in

the early morning about twenty to thirty

minutes before sunrise. The hawks de-

parted from their individual roosts and

flew up to the highest perches in the area.

When they spied another member of their

family group, they congregated on a small

clump of trees or often in the same tree,

usually a mesquite or a small soapberry

tree. Once most or all of the hunting party

was present, they divided into smaller

teams, typically consisting of two or three

hawks. These subgroups made short

flights of 100 to 300 yards and momen-

tarily perched on isolated clumps of mes-

quite to scan the surrounding desert ter-

rain intently; they also continually glanced

at any hunting party member that was

within their view. Often only one hawk

within any particular team was perched

high enough in a larger mesquite to be

clearly visible to the subunits positioned

several hundred yards away. If one of the

hawks perched low in the tangle of shrubs

detected prey, it either pursued the prey

or reacted in a manner that communi-

cated its presence to the hawk perched in

the high position. This bird, in turn, re-

acted by determinedly flying in the direc-

tion of the prey. When the highest-

perched hawk in another team saw the

first team swing into action, its reactions

immediately conveyed this information to

the hawks in its company. We haven't

determined if the hawks purposely signal

information to their compatriots, but our

observations suggest that, to some extent,

the hawks can tell if a distant member of

their party has prey in sight.

When the hawks are actively hunting,

the teams almost invariably stay in visual

range of one another. Often these smaller

groups will make short flights to another

perch independently, giving the distinct

impression of "leapfrogging" along a

search vector. The subgroups occasionally

coalesce, then split again, with individual
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hawks switching to a new team. We have

often observed hawk twosomes and three-

somes hopscotching along a series of

dunes or a line of fence poles.

Once a desert cottontail or jack rabbit is

discovered, the hawks stoop, or dive, one

after the other, at the target. If a rabbit is

in the open, the hawks dive at it repeat-

edly. Which hawks make contact with the

prey and how many times they do so is

difficult to observe because of the low

ground vegetation in our study area. The
multiple, repeated dives of the hunting-

party members give the human observer

the momentary impression of six hawks

bouncing up and down on a trampoline.

The birds promptly try to cut their quarry

off from cover and force it to expose its

vulnerable upper back and neck to at least

one hunter.

If, after these "surprise pounces," a kill

The hawks'spread wings hide the spoils ofa hunt, a cottontail

rabbit, left. Hawks that hunt cooperatively tend to share

capturedprey equitably. A juvenile Harris' hawk, below,

consumes a piece ofthe prey afewfeet awayfrom the kill.

Both photographs by Norm Smith and Jim Dawson

is made fairly quickly, the members of the

hunting party immediately perch near the

carcass. Most of them are obscured by the

scrub, but often one hawk takes up a senti-

nel position in a high, conspicuous perch.

(I have continued to record data on how

many hawks, and if possible which spe-

cific ones, are visible. Most of them are

color marked.) After half an hour or so,

hawks previously visible on high perches

drop down and disappear in the vegetation

at the spot where other group members

emerge with bulging crops. The obviously

satiated individuals typically fly up to the

same high perch sites used by their col-

leagues moments earlier. After an hour or

so, Tim or I will often attempt to pinpoint

the spot of the presumed kill, hike to that

site, and verify the presence of a carcass.

In many cases, the initial flurry of

bounce stoops does not yield a kill. Some-

times the rabbit will successfully reach

some temporary cover—a flimsy burrow

or some thick shrubbery—at which point

the hawks employ a flush-and-ambush

strategy. They scatter to low perches that

surround the cover patch occupied by the

quarry; then one or two hawks attempt to

flush the prey by climbing down into its

sanctuary. When the rabbit bolts, the

perched members of the hunting party

again initiate stoop attacks. This tactic

accounted for four of the thirteen rabbit

kills we observed from start to finish.

The final hunting tactic, which I call

the relay attack, is the most spectacular.

With this strategy, the hawks are in con-

stant motion, and the apparent objective is

to keep the prey, usually a jack rabbit,

running until it is near physical collapse.

Tim and I witnessed a memorable exam-

ple of a relay attack in February' of 1987.

We began monitoring four members of a

group of six hawks at approximately 3:05

in the afternoon. By 3:46, we had ac-

counted for all six members of the group,

which had divided into teams and were

apparently searching for prey. At 3:51 all

members of the hunting party were con-

centrated in one area with several large

mesquite bushes. Sometime between 3:52

and 3:53, the hunt became so intense that

neither Tim nor I had time to look at our

watches. All six hawks were flying in a

northeriy direction low to the ground, con-

stantly wheeling and turning. Periodi-

cally, the lead hawk or two hawks would

stoop out of view, and a trailing hawk

assumed the lead position, continuing the

aerial acrobatics that we took to be active

pursuit of prey. The hawks that had previ-

ously dropped out of our view were

quickly back in the air and actively rowing

their wings, flying straight toward the
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In the Los Medahos region ofNew Mexico. Harris' hawks

often nest in shrubby desert mesquite trees. A parent,

below, shreds meatfor apair offour-week-old chicks. Right:

Impervious to the spines oftheir saguaroperch, adult

Harris' hawks scan the desertforprey. Thefemale, on the

lowerperch, is larger than the male.

pack of hawks that had apparently main-

tained their position on the "tail" of the

fleeing prey. Although we were unable to

record the actual number of stoops, I saw

at least twenty, indicating that many
switches had been made in the lead chase

position. More abruptly than the action

began, the two lead hawks stooped, and

the trailing hawks eased up and perched in

patches of mesquite near the location of

the last stoop. The time was 3:56, and Tim
recorded a "possible kill" on our data

sheet. At 4:19 a northern harrier came

into view, flew toward the Harris' hawks,

and landed close to the suspected kill loca-

tion. Three Harris' hawks almost immedi-

ately took to the air and flew toward the

intruder, which leaped into flight, turned,

and cruised away in the opposite direction.

At least one of the Harris' hawks provided

a loose escort for several hundred yards

and then returned to the kill.

We waited until the hawks had fed on

the kill for almost an hour before inter-

rupting them. At 4:48 p.m., Tim hiked to

the site of the kill and found the fresh

carcass of a full-grown black-tailed jack

rabbit, while I maintained surveillance.

As Tim approached the kill site, I saw five

hawks flush, and I managed to follow

three of these to a perch about half a mile

away. By 4:58, Tim left the kill, scruti-

nized by the three hawks I was monitor-

ing. I saw at least two of these return to the

kill site at 5:10 as the sun was setting.

There was still plenty of rabbit meat to

feast upon.

Perhaps the most surprising finding of

our research was the amazing eff"ective-

ness of the hawks' coordinated maneu-

vers. During the radiotelemetry observa-

tions, we did not observe a successful hunt

of a rabbit by a solitary hawk, a pair, or

even a trio. Hunting parties of four hawks

were able to capture an average of 1.7

rabbits for every fifty hours of daylight,

whereas in the same time period, parties

of five caught 3.1 rabbits, and six hawks

killed 3.9 rabbits.

By plugging data into various energy

equations, I estimated that the hawks I

studied were able to obtain 89 percent of

their required food by hunting rabbits co-

operatively. They supplemented their rab-

bit catch by taking smaller prey animals,

such as scaled quail, also cooperatively.

Further, my calculations indicated that

the most common size of nonbreeding so-

cial units—five Harris' hawks—approxi-

mates the optimum for individuals in

terms of average energy available to each

hawk. The benefits of the team tactics

used by the Harris' hawks may explain

why social living and cooperation evolved

in this species; perhaps cooperative hunt-

ing has played a role in the evolution of

other primitive cultures as well.

Most recently, Tim and I have focused

our attention on whether the hawks follow

some cultural rules for the distribution of

the spoils after the prey is dispatched.

After intensively radio tracking one of our

best-known groups, we identified specific

sites that were frequently visited by the

hunting party during the course of their

routine. Before dawn, Tim sealed me and

a telescope into a cramped, canvas blind

buried under a pile of mesquite branches,

with hopes that I would be in the right

place to observe the division of prey. Tim's

next objective, not quite as simple, was to

ever so gently "herd" the hunting party

my way. After I was stuffed in the blind

for more than 100 hours, sometimes 8 or

more hours at a time, we succeeded. The
hawks bombed a rabbit with pounce

stoops until, confused or exhausted or

probably both, the quarry was wrestled

into submission by one of the juvenile

hawks. The fatal grab was executed from

behind while the rabbit focused its atten-

tion on the threat of another member of

the hunting party. The successful hunter

received first share, followed, to our sur-

prise, by its siblings. The old, clearly domi-

nant female assumed the role of sentinel

and made no move to usurp the food from

her subordinates. After all three of the

adolescents fed, the adult helper took its

share while both the male and female

breeders again remained patient and did

not disturb their mature offspring. Fi-

nally, nearly an hour after the kill, the old

male challenged his son for the carcass.

The kill was relinquished, and the old fe-

male, a bird I had trapped and marked six

years earlier, joined the male to claim her

share, while her sated offspring perched

high in the sentinel position.

We have now witnessed the division of

spoils on several occasions, and the pattern

has been almost identical during each epi-

sode. The Harris' hawk culture may in-

deed be founded upon some unwritten

law. Today, we are still tramping among
the dunes, tracking the wily hunters of Los

Medaiios in an attempt to further our un-

derstanding of nature's societies. D
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A Day with the Dead
In Mexico, the living and the dead celebrate together

by Douglas Day

When, in the late fall of 1 5 1 9, the tough

old conquistador Bemal Diaz del Castillo

followed Heman Cortes down the slopes

of Popocatepetl into Tenochtitlan, the

capital of the Aztec empire, he thought he

had never seen so fair a city: not even

Seville or Venice could match its shim-

mering lakes and slender causeways, its

orchards and rose gardens, its lofty tem-

ples of white stone. But Bemal's exhilara-

tion ended suddenly when the Spanish col-

umn drew up to the base of the Grand

Pyramid of the god Quetzalcoatl, and he

saw before it a huge wooden rack, a

tzompantli, to which were attached per-

haps a thousand human skulls, gleaming

and grinning in the November sun.

Bemal's consternation deepened when

he made his way into the pyramid itself

and found there a chamel house to make
even a Spaniard shudder: the limestone

walls were coated with dried blood as high

as a man could reach, and in dozens of

monstrous clay jars were packed a num-

berless quantity of human arms and legs.

Clearly, these Aztecs were not just pros-

perous and powerful. They were a people

who had, to put it mildly, a special rela-

tionship to death.

Nor were they unique in this, as the

conquistadors found to their horror. Al-

most every Indian culture in pre-Colum-

bian Mexico (even the Maya, whom we
persist in thinking of as benign and "ad-

vanced") practiced some form of human
sacrifice, usually combined with cannibal-

ism. Despite the efforts of scholarly,

saintly missionaries like Bernardino de

Sahagun and Diego Duran, who tried to

understand the reasons for such apparent

widespread barbarism, the Spanish con-

querors came quickly to loathe the Indi-

ans and their bloody cult of death and

tried to suppress it with a cruelty that was

very nearly as fierce as that of the Aztecs.

What Bernardino de Sahagun and

Diego Duran learned was that salvation

for the Aztecs was never personal or a

guarantee of some future existence, but

collective, involving not some vague fu-

ture promise but a very present cosmic

health. The universe was given health and

continuity and life by the blood and death

of human beings. Unless victims were sac-

rificed to the sun gods, all life—including

that of the gods—would die.

For the Aztecs, as Octavio Paz points

out in The Labyrinth ofSolitude, the dis-

tinction between life and death was not so

absolute as it is to us. "Life extended into

death, and vice versa. Death was not the

natural end of life but one phase of a

natural cycle. Life, death, and resurrec-

Letlcia Arriaga Stransky

A young girl spends the night at a

cemetery. A papier-mache skeleton, left,

was madefor the Day ofthe Dead.

tion were stages of a cosmic process which

repeated itself continuously." The chief

function of life was to flow into death, its

opposite and complement. And death was

not an end in itself. "Man," says Paz, "fed

the insatiable hunger of life with his

death." Sacrifices, and the whole play

with the impedimenta of death that so

horrified the conquistadors (and that still

has the capacity to send a shudder

through the hearts of tourists), had there-

fore a double purpose: on the one hand

allowing humans to cooperate in the cre-

ative process, while at the same time let-

ting them pay back their debt to the gods.

By celebrating death, the Aztecs made
continued life possible.

The sacrifices may have ended, but the

condition of mind that demanded them

lives on in Mexico today. In ways that

frequently startle the foreigner, death

seems to lack meaning to the Mexican. It

comes easily, matters little. A favorite

song from the days of the Revolution

(191 1-20) ends, Si me han de matar ma-

fiana, que me maten de una vez: "If

they're going to kill me tomorrow, then

they might as well kill me right now."

The skulls and bones that once lay

strewn about the temples of Tenochtitlan

have survived in Mexico's religious art,

gathered into somber paintings of holy

martyrs who were sacrificed for reasons

that would have been totally alien to the

Aztecs (who would not have understood

the value to God of a single sacrifice, any

more than they would have understood

the value of one poor individual soul). And

they survive today in the cartoons and

posters of masters like Jose Antonio Po-

sada, who stripped his subjects, the grand

and ignoble alike, down to their bare bones

and caused them to dance merrily through

the streets of Mexican cities, displaying all

their foibles in innumerable danses maca-
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In October, markets arefilled with objects devoted to the
subject ofdeath. The small skeletalfigures, left, made of

paper, cotton, wood, or earthenware, caricaturepeoplefrom all
walks oflife. Below: At midnight on November I, thepeople of
Patzcuaro leave their homes, carrying candles,food, and drink.

topass the long night in the cemetery.

Leticia Arrlaga Stransky

bres. Everywhere one looks in Mexico to-

day, one sees the calaveras (death's heads,

or by extension, skeletons) popularized by
Posada capering about, grinning bawdily

or ferociously No one is exempt from this

bizarre caricature. Mustachioed bandi-

dos, corrupt politicians, greedy landlords,

social-cHmbing mothers-in-law, overpious

clergy: every sort of scoundrel is reduced

to skull and bones and made to dance.

{Calavera, in fact, has come to mean
tough guy, daredevil, even killer.)

But most of all, the old cult of death

survives today in a ritual that is far from

violent or dangerous. Foreigners might

call it grotesque, but to its practitioners

(mostly Indians and mestizos) it is a cere-

mony full of gentleness, loveliness, and

nostalgia. This is the Day of the Dead, El
Dia de las Muertos, and every city and

pueblo in Mexico celebrates it on Novem-
ber 2, All Souls' Day. This date was given

them by the missionaries, but the Mexi-

cans accepted it as propitious because it

fell at the time of their com festivals, when
they had for centuries been accustomed to

share their plenitude with their dead.

The chief point for the observer of this

rite to keep in mind is that, like their Aztec

(or Zapotec or Mixtec) ancestors, these

Mexicans do not make a sharp distinction

between the living and the dead. One can

pass with ease and frequency between the

two states. The dead miss us; and we,

loving them and knowing they are never

far from us, wish to devote one time of the

year especially to them.

The festivities actually begin on Octo-

ber 3 1 (Allhallows eve, if you like), when
the women of each family clean their

house, make candles, prepare great quan-

tities of chicken, tortillas, hot chocolate, a

gruel of sweet com called atole, and a

special bread baked in the shape of little

animals. The men of the family build a

small altar of clay, on which they place

offerings of food and toys for the

angelitos, the children of the family who
have died. Around midnight, as the family

kneels in prayer, the angelitos pay their

visit, enjoy the gifts, and then slip away.

"How do you know they've come?" I

asked an old woman in Oaxaca a few years

ago. "Because one can see the candles

flutter, and because they take away the

sou! of the food," she replied. Alma was

the word she used, which might also be

translated as "essence." Anj'way, enough

food remained for the living children of

the family to chew on the following day.

All Saints' Day, while the adults prepared

a much larger feast for the older deceased,

who were to arrive near dawn the next

morning. For them, much aguardiente
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Candlesflicker as a mother and child sit in silence during their

night vigil in a cemetery, below. Sitting before tombs that are

decorated with colorful ornaments,families remain until dawn

as a sign oftheir devotion to the dead. Thepainted

thirty-eight-inch papier-mache, wood, and wirefigure ofa

devil or demon, right, isfrom Mexico City.

and tequila were needed; and the food was

decidedly spicier.

And the altar would be much more

elaborate. From one of the stalls in the

zbcalo, or town plaza, the women would

shop for gaily and elaborately decorated

skulls and bones, fashioned either of mar-

zipan or of a kind of bread baked specially

for the occasion. On the foreheads of the

skulls, if they were large enough, might be

a space where the name of the departed

could be printed, or possibly even a suit-

able sentiment: As I Am, So Shall You

Be; or, less ominously. Soy Pedro Moreno;

Un Ave Maria Y Un Padre Nuestro Por

Dies, Hermano (I am Pedro Moreno; one

Hail Mary and one Our Father for God,

brother). Up until a hundred years ago, it

was not uncommon, especially in the Yu-

catan, for celebrants of the Day of the

Dead to use real skulls, dug up each year

for the occasion, and then reburied, under

the supervision of the local priest—or so

reports John Lloyd Stephens, in his

authoritative Incidents of Travel in Yuca-

tan, first published in 1843.

To the foreigner, whom this sort of me-

mento mori disquiets more than it pleases,

the sight of a shop window piled high with

these baroque calaveras may recall noth-

ing so much as that tzompantli staring at

Bemal Diaz del Castillo 470 years before.

And to watch a little boy chewing sol-

emnly on a large chocolate femur, while

his parents shop for miniature clay coffins,

takes a certain detachment. But mariachi

bands play, banners stream, and lines

form next to Ferris wheels and tunnels of

love, to remind one that the Day of the

Dead is a perfect admixture of the sacred

and the profane. The dead, after all, want

to have a good time, too. And this is, one

must remember, the time of the com har-

vest, one of the happiest times of the year.

It is one of the most prosperous times,

too, for those artisans who fashion the

breads and candies for the festival.

Around Oaxaca, for instance, only the

men of Teotitlan del Valle may bake a

certain kind of bread. For three days they

do this, in constant shifts, making enough

money to last them for weeks. The skull-

makers, too, are specialists whose craft is

passed down from one generation to the

next.

Back in the home, the parish priest may
have visited to offer prayers for the dead

and to bless the altar. This shrine will have

been surrounded by clusters of marigolds

(yellow was the preconquest color of the

dead) and hung with photographs of the

dead and oleographs of the family's pa-

tron saints. Neighbors will have stopped

by to take a drink, to bring little presents

called muertos (dead ones), and to remi-

nisce about the family's departed mem-
bers (who are by now hovering about, lis-

tening to what is being said about them).

It is a terrible thing to neglect any of the
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dead, for not only will they be saddened by

this, but they may also be moved to acts of

dire and irreversible revenge.

The night is spent in this communion, as

the candles flicker, the prayers are offered

up, and the children drop oflF to sleep. At

8:00 A.M., or thereabouts, a mass is said,

and the spirits depart. The living snuff out

the candles, gather up the food (now soul-

less, but still very edible), and take it to

friends and relatives in the community.

The Day of the Dead itself is spent

resting and recuperating. In many parts of

Mexico, the loveliest part of the festival,

the procession to the cemetery, comes that

evening. Gathering up candles, food, and

drink (the ubiquitous tequila and

aguardiente, as well as beer), each family

moves onto the path that leads out of town

toward the field where the dead are bur-

ied. If the pueblo is a small one, there will

perhaps be only a pair of guitars and a

flute or a fiddle to accompany this proces-

sion. If the town is large, there may be a

brass band, generally followed not only by

worshipers but also by men and women

who have been drunk for two days now,

and who will go anywhere the party leads

them—even, this being Mexico, to the

grave itself.

There may be a temporary altar set up

in the center of the graveyard and a priest

to circulate among the faithful, sprinkling

holy water on the family tombstones.

Typically, each family will lay a table-

cloth over the grave of the favored de-

parted and display upon it candles and yet

more food and drink. There, until it grows

quite dark, they will sit or recline around

the cloth, reminiscing and softly singing,

and sharing their meal with their loved

ones, who are at rest again in the earth,

where they will remain until their need for

life, and their survivors' need for them,

bring on the next Day of the Dead.

The fastidious may regard all this as

grotesque. The pious may call it pagan.

But there is nothing barljaric about the

Day of the Dead in Mexico, even if one

considers its terrifying Aztec ancestry. It

occurs to me that we might have some-

thing to learn from a people who have

learned to be on such easy terms with

death.
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Stripped to the bare bones

is a wire, wood, andpapier-mache
mariachi bandfrom Oaxaca.

LeeBoltin



The Real Vampire
Forensicpathology and the lore ofthe undead

by Paul Barber

I saw the Count lying within the box upon

the earth, some of which the rude falling

from the cart had scattered over him. He
was deathly pale, just like a waxen image,

and the red eyes glared with the horrible

vindictive look which I knew too well

The eyes saw the sinking sun, and the

look of hate in them turned to triumph.

But, on the instant, came the sweep and

flash of Jonathan's great knife. I shrieked

as I saw it shear through the throat; whilst

at the same moment Mr. Morris's bowie

knife plunged into the heart.

It was like a miracle; but before our very

eyes, and almost in the drawing of a breath,

the whole body crumbled into dust and

passed from our sight.

—Bram Stoker, Dracula

If a typical vampire of folklore were to

come to your house this Halloween, you

might open the door to encounter a plump

Slavic fellow with long fingernails and a

stubbly beard, his mouth and left eye

open, his face ruddy and swollen. He
would wear informal attire—a linen

shroud—and he would look for all the

world like a disheveled peasant.

If you did not recognize him, it would

be because you expected to see—as would

most people today—a tall, elegant gentle-

man in a black cloak. But that would be

the vampire of fiction—the count, the vil-

lain of Bram Stoker's novel and countless

modem movies, based more or less on

Vlad Tepes, a figure in Romanian history

who was a prince, not a count; ruled in

Walachia, not Transylvania; and was

never viewed by the local populace as a

vampire. Nor would he be recognized as

one, bearing so little resemblance to the

original Slavic revenant (one who returns

from the dead)—the one actually called

upir or vampir. But in folklore, the undead

are seemingly everywhere in the world, in

a variety of disparate cultures. They are

people who, having died before their time,

are believed to return to life to bring death

to their friends and neighbors.

We know the European version of the

vampire best and have a number of eye-

witness accounts telling of the "killing" of

bodies believed to be vampires. When we

read these reports carefully and compare

their findings with what is now known

about forensic pathology, we can see why
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Vampire, lithograph (15'/4"x 21 Vs"), by EdvardMunch. 1895
Collection, The Museum of Modern Art. New York
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The dead can risefrom theirgraves not by demonicpossession but by theprocesses of

decomposition. The buildup ofgases can make bodies shift. In this woodcut by an

unknown artist, below, the corpse even sits up, to the consternation ofmourners. In The

Consequences, right, an etchingfrom the Disasters of War, Goya depicts war aspart

vulture, part vampire. Bats entered vampirefiction after a South American bat that

sucks bloodfrom cattle was given the name vampire.
Mary Evans Picture Library

people believed that corpses came to life

and returned to wreak havoc on the local

population.

Europeans of the early 1700s showed a

great deal of interest in the subject of the

vampire. According to the Oxford Eng-

lish Dictionary, the word itself entered the

Enghsh language in 1734, at a time when

many books were being written on the

subject, especially in Germany.

One reason for all the excitement was

the Treaty of Passarowitz (1718), by

which parts of Serbia and Walachia were

turned over to Austria. The occupying

forces, which remained there until 1 739,

began to notice, and file reports on, a pecu-

Uar local practice: exhuming bodies and

"killing" them. Literate outsiders began

to attend such exhumations. The vampire

craze was an early "media event," in

which educated Europeans became aware

of practices that were by no means of

recent origin.

In the early 1 730s, a group of Austrian

medical officers were sent to the Serbian

village of Medvegia to investigate some

very strange accounts. A number of peo-

ple in the village had died recently, and

the villagers blamed the deaths on vam-

pires. The first of these vampires, they

said, had been a man named Arnold

Paole, who had died some years before (by

falling off a hay wagon) and had come

back to haunt the living.

To the villagers, Paole's vampirism was

clear: When they dug up his corpse, "they

found that he was quite complete and un-

decayed, and that fresh blood had flowed

from his eyes, nose, mouth, and ears; that

the shirt, the covering, and the coffin were

completely bloody; that the old nails on his

hands and feet, along with the skin, had

fallen off, and that new ones had grown;

and since they saw from this that he was a

true vampire, they drove a stake through

his heart, according to their custom,

whereby he gave an audible groan and

bled copiously."

This new offensive by the vampires

—

the one that drew the medical officers to

Medvegia—included an attack on a

woman named Stanacka, who "lay down

to sleep fifteen days ago, fresh and

healthy, but at midnight she started up

out of her sleep with a terrible cry, fearful

and trembling, and complained that she

had been throttled by the son of a Haiduk

by the name of Milloe, who had died nine

weeks earlier, whereupon she had experi-

enced a great pain in the chest and be-

came worse hour by hour, until finally she

died on the third day."

,.!*'*•.

In their report. Visum et Repertum

(Seen and Discovered), the officers told

not only what they had heard from the

villagers but also, in admirable clinical

detail, what they themselves had seen

when they exhumed and dissected the

bodies of the supposed victims of the vam-

pire. Of one corpse, the authors observed,

"After the opening of the body there was

found in the cavitate pectoris a quantity of

fresh extravascular blood. The vasa [ves-

sels] of the arteriae and venae, like the

ventriculis cordis, were not, as is usual,

filled with coagulated blood, and the

whole viscera, that is, the pulmo [lung],

hepar [liver], stomachus, lien [spleen], et

intestina were quite fresh as they would be

in a healthy person." But while baffled by

the events, the medical officers did not

venture opinions as to their meaning.

Modem scholars generally disregard

such accounts—and we have many of

them—because they invariably contain

"facts" that are not beUevable, such as the

claim that the dead Arnold Paole, ex-
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humed forty days after his burial, groaned

when a stake was driven into him. If that is

untrue—and it surely seems self-evident

that it must be untrue—then the rest of

the account seems suspect.

Yet these stories invariably contain de-

tails that could only be known by someone

who had exhumed a decomposing body.

The flaking away of the skin described in

the account of Arnold Paole is a phenome-

non that forensic pathologists refer to as

"skin sUppage." Also, pathologists say

that it is no surprise that Paole's "nails had

fallen away," for that too is a normal

event. (The Egyptians knew this and dealt

with it either by tying the nails onto the

mummified corpse or by attaching them

with little golden thimbles.) The reference

to "new nails" is presumably the interpre-

tation of the glossy nail bed underneath

the old nails.

Such observations are inconvenient if

the vampire lore is considered as some-

thing made up out of whole cloth. But

since the exhumations actually took place.

then the question must be, how did our

sources come to the conclusions they came

to? That issue is obscured by two centuries

of fictional vampires, who are much better

known than the folkloric variety. A few

distinctions are in order.

The folklore of the vampire comes from

peasant cultures across most of Europe.

As it happens, the best evidence of actual

exhumations is from Eastern Europe,

where the Eastern Orthodox church

showed a greater tolerance for pagan tra-

ditions than the Cathohc church in West-

em Europe.

The fictional vampire, owing to the

massive influence of Bram Stoker's

Dracula, moved away from its humble

origin. (Imagine Count Dracula—in for-

mal evening wear—undergoing his first

death by falling off" a hay wagon.)

Most fiction shows only one means of

achieving the state of vampirism: people

become vampires by being bitten by one.

Typically, the vampire looms over the vic-

tim dramatically, then bites into the neck

to suck blood. When vampires and
revenants in European folklore suck

blood—and many do not—they bite their

victims somewhere on the thorax. Among
the Kashubes, a Slavic people of northern

Europe, vampires chose the area of the

left breast; among the Russians, they left a

small wound in the area of the heart; and
in Danzig (now Gdansk), they bit the vic-

tim's nipples.

People commonly believed that those

who were diff"erent, unpopular, or great

sinners returned from the dead. Accounts

from Russia tell of people who were un-

earthed merely because while alive they

were alcoholics. A more universal cate-

gory is the suicide. Partly because of their

potential for returning from the dead or

for drawing their nearest and dearest into

the grave after them, suicides were re-

fused burial in churchyards.

One author lists the categories of

revenants by disposition as "the godless

[people of diff"erent faiths are included],

evildoers, suicides, sorcerers, witches, and

werewolves; among the Bulgarians the

group is expanded by robbers, highway-

men, arsonists, prostitutes, deceitful and

treacherous barmaids and other dishonor-

able people."

A very common belief, reported not

only from Eastern Europe but also from

China, holds that a person may become a

revenant when an animal jumps over him.

In Romania there is a belief that a bat can

transform a corpse into a vampire by fly-

ing over it. This circumstance deserves

remark if only because of its rarity, for as

important as bats are in the fiction of

vampires, they are generally unimportant

in the folklore. Bats came into vampire

fiction by a circuitous route: the vampire

bat of Central and South America was

named after the vampire of folklore, be-

cause it sucks (or rather laps up) blood

after biting its victim. The bat was then

assimilated into the fiction: the modem
(fictional) vampire is apt to transform

himself into a bat and fly off" to seek his

victims.

Potential revenants could often be iden-

tified at birth, usually by some defect, as

when (among the Poles of Upper Silesia

and the Kashubes) a child was bom with
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The skeleton below, stacked with stones toprevent itfrom rising to the surface,

wasfound in Greece and datesfrom some 9,000years ago. Infolklore,

the stakingofa corpse suspected ofvampirism, as shown in the nineteenth-

century drawing at right, was one way ofmakingsure it stayedput.

teeth or a split lower lip or features viewed

as somehow bestial—for example, hair or

a taillike extension of the spine. A child

bom with a red caul, or amniotic mem-
brane, covering its head was regarded as a

potential vampire.

The color red is related to the undead.

Decomposing corpses often acquire a

ruddy color, and this was generally taken

for evidence of vampirism. Thus, the folk-

loric vampire is never pale, as one would

expect of a corpse; his face is commonly

described as florid or of a healthy color or

dark, and this may be attributed to his

habit of drinking blood. (The Serbians,

referring to a red-faced, hard-drinking

man, assert that he is "blood red as a

vampire.")

In various parts of Europe, vampires, or

revenants, were held responsible for any

number of untoward events. They tipped

over Gypsy caravans in Serbia, made loud

noises on the frozen sod roofs of houses in

Iceland (supposedly by beating their heels

against them), caused epidemics, cast

spells on crops, brought on rain and hail,

and made cows go dry. All these activities

attributed to vampires do occur: storms

and scourges come and go, crops don't

always thrive, cows do go dry. Indeed, the

vampire's crimes are persistently "real-

Ufe" events. The issue often is not whether

an event occurred but why it was attrib-

uted to the machinations of the vampire,

an often invisible villain.

Bodies continue to be active long after

death, but we modems distinguish be-

tween two types of activity: that which we
bring about by our will (in life) and that

which is caused by other entities, such as

microorganisms (in death). Because we
regard only the former as "our" activity,

the body's posthumous movements,

changes in dimension, or the like are not

real for us, since we do not will them. For

the most part, however, our ancestors

made no such distinction. To them, if after

death the body changed in color, moved,

bled, and so on (as it does), then it contin-

ued to experience a kind of Ufe. Our view

of death has made it difficult for us to

understand earher views, which are often

quite pragmatic.

Much of what a corpse "does" results

from misunderstood processes of decom-

position. Only in detective novels does this

process proceed at a predictable rate. So

when a body that had seemingly failed to

decompose came to the attention of the

populace, theories explaining the appar-

ent anomaly were likely to spring into be-

ing. (Note that when a saint's body failed

to decompose it was a miracle, but when

the body of an unpopular person failed to

decompose it was because he was a vam-

pire.) But while those who exhumed the

bodies of suspected vampires invariably

noted what they beheved was the lack of

decomposition, they almost always pre-

sented evidence that the body really was

decomposing. In the literature, I have so

far found only two instances of exhuma-

tions that failed to yield a "vampire."

(With so many options, the body ahnost

certainly will do something unexpected,

hence scary, such as showing blood at the

lips.) Our natural bias, then as now, is for

the dramatic and the exotic, so that an

exhumation that did not yield a vampire

could be expected to be an early dropout

from the folklore and hence the literature.

But however mythical the vampire was,

the corpses that were taken for vampires

were very real. And many of the mysteries

of vampire lore clear up when we examine

the legal and medical evidence surround-

ing these exhumations. "Not without

astonishment," says an observer at the ex-

humation of a Serbian vampire in 1 725, "I

saw some fresh blood in his mouth, which,

according to the common observation, he

had sucked from the people killed by

him." Similarly, in Visum et Repertum,

we are told that the people exhuming one

body were surprised by a "plumpness"

they asserted had come to the corpse in

the grave. Our sources deduced a cause-

and-effect relationship from these two ob-

servations. The vampire was larger than

he was because he was full to bursting

with the fresh blood of his victims.

The observations are clinically accu-

rate: as a corpse decomposes, it normally

bloats (from the gases given off by decom-

position), while the pressure from the

bloating causes blood from the lungs to

emerge at the mouth. The blood is real, it

just didn't come from "victims" of the

deceased.

But how was it that Arnold Paole, ex-

humed forty days after his death, groaned

when his exhumers drove a stake into

him? The peasants of Medvegia assumed

that if the corpse groaned, it must still be

alive. But a corpse does emit sounds, even

when it is only moved, let alone if a stake

were driven into it. This is because the

compression of the chest cavity forces air
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past the glottis, causing a sound similar in

quality and origin to the groan or cry of a

living person. Pathologists shown such ac-

counts point out that a corpse that did not

emit such sounds when a stake was driven

into it would be unusual.

To vampire killers who are digging up a

corpse, anything unexpected is taken for

evidence of vampirism. Calmet, an eight-

eenth-century French ecclesiastic, de-

scribed people digging up corpses "to see

if they can find any of the usual marks

which leads them to conjecture that they

are the parties who molest the living, as

the mobility and suppleness of the limbs,

the fluidity of the blood, and the flesh

remaining uncorrupted." A vampire, in

other words, is a corpse that lacks rigor

mortis, has fluid blood, and has not de-

composed. As it happens, these distinc-

tions do not narrow the field very much:

Rigor mortis is a temporary condition, liq-

uid blood is not at all unusual in a corpse

(hence the "copious bleeding" mentioned

in the account of Arnold Paole), and

burial slows down decomposition drasti-

cally (by a factor of eight, according to a

standard textbook on forensic pathology).

This being the case, exhumations often

yielded a corpse that nicely fit the local

model of what a vampire was.

None of this explains yet another phe-

nomenon of the vampire lore—the attack

itself To get to his victim, the vampire is

often said to emerge at night from a tiny

hole in the grave, in a form that is invisible

to most people (sorcerers have made a

good living tracking down and killing such

vampires). The modem reader may reject

out of hand the hypothesis that a dead

man, visible or not, crawled out of his

grave and attacked the young woman Sta-

nacka as related in Visum et Repertum.

Yet in other respects, these accounts have

been quite accurate.

Note the sequence of events: Stanacka

is asleep, the attack takes place, and she

wakes up. Since Stanacka was asleep dur-

ing the attack, we can only conclude that

we are looking at a culturally conditioned

interpretation of a nightmare—a real

event with a fanciful interpretation.

The vampire does have two forms: one

of them the body in the grave; the other

—

and this is the mobile one—the image, or

"double," which here appears as a dream.

While we interpret this as an event that

takes place within the mind of the

dreamer, in nonliterate cultures the dream
is more commonly viewed as either an

invasion by the spirits of whatever is

dreamed about (and these can include the

dead) or evidence that the dreamer's soul

is taking a nocturnal journey

In many cultures, the soul is only rather

casually attached to its body, as is demon-

strated by its habit of leaving the body

entirely during sleep or unconsciousness

or death. The changes that occur during

such conditions—the lack of responsive-

ness, the cessation or slowing of breathing

and pulse—are attributed to the soul's de-

parture. When the soul is identified with

the image of the body, it may make peri-

odic forays into the minds of others when
they dream. The image is the essence of

the person, and its presence in the mind of

another is evidence that body and soul are

separated. Thus, one reason that the dead

are believed to live on is that their image

can appear in people's dreams and memo-
ries even after death. For this reason some

cultures consider it unwise to awaken

someone suddenly: he may be dreaming,

and his soul may not have a chance to

return before he awakens, in which case

he will die. In European folklore, the

dream was viewed as a visit from the per-

son dreamed about. (The vampire is not

the only personification of the dream: the

Slavic mora is a living being whose soul

goes out of the body at night, leaving it as

if dead. The mora first puts men to sleep,

and then frightens them with dreams,

chokes them, and sucks their blood. Ety-

mologically, mora is cognate with the

mare of nightmare, with German Mahr,

and with the second syllable of the French

cauchemar.)

When Stanacka claimed she was at-

tacked by Milloe, she was neither lying

nor even making an especially startling

accusation. Her subsequent death (proba-

bly from some form of epidemic disease;

others in the village were dying too) was

sufficient proof to her friends and relatives

that she had in fact been attacked by a

dead man, just as she had said.

This is why our sources tell us seem-

ingly contradictory facts about the vam-

pire. His body does not have to leave the

grave to attack the living, yet the evidence

of the attack—the blood he has sucked

from his victims—is to be seen on the

body. At one and the same time he can be

both in the grave in his physical form and

out of it in his spirit form. Like the fic-

tional vampire, the vampire of folklore

must remain in his grave part of the

time—during the day—but with few ex-

ceptions, folkloric vampires do not travel

far from their home towns.

And while the fictional vampire disinte-

grates once staked, the folkoric vampire
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can prove much more troublesome. One
account tells that "in order to free them-

selves from this plague, the people dug the

body up, drove a consecrated nail into its

head and a stake through its heart. None-

theless, that did not help: the murdered

man came back each night." In many of

these cases, vampires were cremated as

well as staked.

In Eastern Europe the fear of being

killed by a vampire was quite real, and the

people devised ways to protect themselves

from attacks. One of the sources of protec-

tion was the blood of the supposed vam-

pire, which was baked in bread, painted on

the potential victim, or even mixed with

brandy and drunk. (According to Visum

et Repertum, Arnold Paole had once

smeared himself with the blood of a vam-

pire—that is, a corpse—for protection.)

The rationale behind this is a corrunon one

in folklore, expressed in the saying "simi-

ha similiis curantur" (similar things are

cured by similar things). Even so, it is a bit

of a shock to find that our best evidence

suggests that it was the human beings who
drank the blood of the "vampires," and

not the other way around.

Perhaps foremost among the reasons

for the urgency with which vampires were

sought—and found—was sheer terror. To

understand its intensity we need only re-

call the reahties that faced our infor-

mants. Around them people were dying in

clusters, by agencies that they did not

understand. As they were well aware,

death could be extremely contagious: if a

neighbor died, they might be next. They
were afraid of nothing less than death it-

self. For among many cultures it was

death that was thought to be passed

around, not viruses and bacteria. Conta-

gion was meaningful and deliberate, and

its patterns were based on values and ven-

dettas, not on genetic predisposition or the

domestic accommodations of the plague-

spreading rat fleas. Death came from the

dead who, through jealousy, anger, or

longing, sought to bring the living into

their realm. And to prevent this, the Uving

attempted to neutralize or propitiate the

dead until the dead became powerless

—

not only when they stopped entering

dreams but also when their bodies stopped

changing and were reduced to inert bones.

This whole phenomenon is hard for us to

understand because although death is as

inescapable today as it was then, we no

longer personify its causes.

In recent history, the closest parallel to

this situation may be seen in the AIDS
epidemic, which has caused a great deal of

fear, even panic, among people who, for

the time being at least, know little about

the nature of the disease. In Cahfomia, for

instance, there was an attempt to pass a

law requiring the quarantine of AIDS vic-

tims. Doubtless the fear will die down ifwe
gain control over the disease—but what

would it be like to live in a civilization in

which all diseases were just as mysterious?

Presumably one would learn—as was done

in Europe in past centuries—to shun the

dead as potential bearers of death. D

Illustrationfrom Vamey the Vampire, a

British romarKepopular somefortyyears

beforeBram Stoker's 1897 Dracula
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Taraka's Ghost
For a new bride in North India, stress takes manyforms

by Stanley A. Freed and Ruth S. Freed

When we saw our first ghost possession

in a North Indian village, on a hot Septem-

ber day in the late 1950s, we were struck

by the villagers' matter-of-fact response to

what seemed an extraordinary event. We
were seated with a group of low-caste vil-

lagers who were softly chatting in front of

a mud hut. Sita, a newly married fifteen-

year-old girl, was sitting on the ground,

and conforming to the proper behavior of

a bride, she was inconspicuous and silent.

Still wearing her bridal finery, her face

veiled below the eyes, she worked her sew-

ing machine, of which she was proud.

A man of her caste, who had recently

lost his job, commented that sewing on a

machine was man's work (at that time, it

was mainly the province of the village

tailor). The remark implied that Sita was

doing something inappropriate, an insinu-

ation to which, as a new bride, she could

not respond. Moreover, the criticism

struck at Sita's pride and joy, her sewing

machine, which was part of her dowry. To

her it was a talisman, protecting her and

providing her with higher status than

other brides of her caste, for she was the

first to possess one.

Sita's mother-in-law, who had wit-

nessed earlier ghost possessions of the girl,

realized that the criticism had distressed

Sita, and anticipating that Sita would

again be possessed, the older woman
abruptly began to discuss the ghost at-

tacks that plagued the teen-ager. We
couldn't imagine why the conversation

had taken such a turn until Sita began to

shiver, a sjTnptom preceding possession.

Despite the heat, she complained of feel-

ing cold, so some women covered her with

quilts. She moaned, breathed with diffi-

culty, and then collapsed in a semicon-

scious state.

The spectators accepted that a ghost

had possessed her and tried a variety of

standard curing techniques. These ranged

from engaging the ghost in conversation,

identifying it, and trying to satisfy its

wishes or demands so that it would leave

voluntarily, to attempting to drive it away

with verbal abuse and, if necessary, physi-

cally painful or unpleasant measures (ap-

plied to the victim but aimed at the ghost).

First, the women propped Sita up in a

sitting position and wafted smoke from

some smoldering cow dung under her

nose. She jerked violently, so they had to

restrain her. Then they shouted at the

ghost: "Who are you? Are you going?"

The ghost, speaking through Sita, prom-

ised to leave, and the women released the

girl. But they were not deluded. They sus-

pected that the ghost would not leave per-

manently and that a cure would be diffi-

cult. "Ghosts don't keep their promises,"

they confided to us.

Sita again fell unconscious, a sign that

the ghost had returned. To revive her, the

women dropped stinging hookah water in

her eyes and pulled her braids. Sita re-

turned to semiconsciousness and emitted

a high-pitched wail, which announced the

ghost's presence and readiness to talk.

There followed a conversation between

the ghost (speaking through Sita) and

Sita's in-laws and a few other women, in

the course of which the ghost identified

herself as Sita's cousin Taraka, who had

committed suicide by drowning in a well.

Taraka's ghost declared that she would

not leave Sita. The spectators again at-

tempted to drive out the ghost, but Sita

finally relapsed into unconsciousness.

For a fortnight thereafter, Sita experi-

enced a series of possessions, so her father-

in-law called various exorcists. They used

generally similar techniques, calling on

their familiars—supernatural beings who
served them—to assist with the cure.

Among these familiars were Hanuman,
the monkey god; Kalkaji, goddess of the

cremation grounds, with whom ghosts are

closely linked; Jahar or Guga Pir, a

Hindu-Muslim saint, who cut oif his ma-

ternal cousins' heads in battle and later

buried himself alive; and the ghost of a

conjurer from Dacca. Each curer began a

session by calling on his familiars, thus

reassuring Sita and her relatives as to his

curing powers.

When Sita's possessions persisted, her

father was notified. He brought two exor-

cists to collaborate in an all-night session

to drive off the ghost. They firet induced

possession in Sita by the power of sugges-

tion and by the hypnotic effects of chant-

ing mantras (hymns) believed to have su-

pernatural power and using a fire to focus

her concentration. Then they tried to exor-

cise Taraka's ghost by verbal abuse, hit-

ting Sita, squeezing rock salt between her

fingers (which was painful), pulling her

braids, and throwing bits of her hair into

the fire. During the session, Sita alter-

nated between seeing a ghost, falling into

a semiconscious state while a ghost spoke

through her, unconsciousness, and inter-

mittent returns to consciousness. Sita was

not cured, however, and soon thereafter

left for an extended visit with her parents,

who lived in another village.

During the rest of our stay in India, we
came to learn more about the villagers'

beliefs in ghosts and the particular cir-

cumstances that led to Sita's afflictions.

In rural North India, almost all Hindus

believe that the soul goes through a cycle

of rebirths. Following a person's death, it

becomes a ghost, lingering for thirteen

days in the village cremation grounds. Vil-

lagers who adhere to the doctrines of the

Arya Samaj, a reform sect of Hinduism,

believe in only one God, Bhagwan, and

expect his judgment after cremation. The

majority of villagers, who follow a more

traditional version of Hinduism with mul-

tiple supernatural beings, beUeve that the

soul travels to the Land of the Dead, ruled

by Yama, Lord of the Dead. There Yama
and his scribe review the soul's past ac-

tions before deciding on its future.

The important element in what happens

to the soul at death is its karma, the sum of

its good and bad actions from all its past

lives. After being judged, the soul may be

reborn or, if the sum of its actions is unusu-

ally good, released from the cycle of re-
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births to join with many other souls and

the Universal Absolute, a neuter deity

known also as the Ultimate Reality, the

joining of all souls in one.

Many Hindus believe in an additional

possibility: a soul may become a ghost that

lingers, possibly for decades, haunting the

places where it lived and died. These are

the souls of people who die tortured, from

disease, accident, suicide, or murder; who

violate village norms of behavior; who die

before the years allotted to them by

Yama; or who never attain the satisfac-

tions of adult life. The ghosts of persons

who are murdered or commit suicide are

the most malevolent and tarry longest.

Ghosts are feared because they are be-

lieved to attack the living to seize their

souls. Many villagers, but not all, believe

that being seized by a ghost can cause

illness or death. Ghost possession is the

most vivid form of attack, in which a ghost

enters and speaks through its victim, who
has fallen into semiconsciousness. After

recovering, the victim does not remember

what took place. Because people in a state

of possession may attempt to commit sui-

cide by drowning in a well or by jumping

in front of a train, they are usually

watched by relatives and neighbors.

There is often a relationship between a

ghost and its victim. For example, we

learned that Taraka was not only a cousin

but also a very close friend of Sita's. Sita

had lived with Taraka's family for six

months. Engaged to a man of another vil-

lage, Taraka had an illicit affair with a boy

of her own village. Because she became

pregnant, the loss of her premarital chas-

tity could not be long concealed.

The virtue of daughters is crucial to

family honor in North India, and a daugh-

ter's sexual misbehavior, if it becomes

generally known, may force a father to get

rid of her by inducing suicide or even by

murder Taraka's parents learned of her

pregnancy and quickly arranged her wed-

ding to her fiance. They handed over only

a small dowry, in case Taraka's in-laws,

realizing she was pregnant, returned her

When Taraka went to her husband's

family to begin her marital life, her hus-

band's parents immediately discovered

that she was pregnant. Renouncing all

rights to her, they returned her to her

father Despite Taraka's pleas, her father

was unforgiving and told her to commit
suicide. Shortly thereafter, when Taraka,

Sita, and some other girls were playing,

Taraka decided to leave the group and

asked Sita to accompany her Sita re-

fused. Taraka ran from the group, went to

a nearby well, jumped in, and drowned.

Sita blamed herself for the suicide.

Taraka was one of Sita's three close

childhood friends, all of whom she lost

during the three years before her own

marriage. Prior to Taraka's indiscretions

and suicide, a schoolmate had been mur-

dered by her father She was raped by a

schoolteacher, and even though the girl

was the victim and the identity of the

assailant was known, her father was furi-

ous and blamed her He flew into a rage,

raped and murdered her, and threw her

into a well (villagers regard such crimes as

family business and rarely interfere). An-

other of Sita's schoolmates died of typhoid

and malaria, shortly after beginning sex-

ual relations with her husband.

The episode of the untrustworthy

schoolteacher worried Sita's mother, who

took her daughter out of school. The

abrupt end of her education was a shock to

Sita, who wanted to be a schoolteacher

herself. Instead, Sita and her mother went

to visit her mother's brother in her moth-

er's natal village. This was when Sita's life

became entwined with Taraka's, for Ta-

raka was this man's daughter

In Sita's mind, the deaths of her friends

were linked with mating, marriage, child-

birth, and disappointed dreams of further

education. This link was reinforced by

other painful memories. As her parents'

first-born child, Sita had lived through the

deaths of four infant brothers and five

infant sisters, who had died because they

could not digest their mother's milk.

Mother, daughter, and other villagers be-

lieved that a ghost had taken these infants'

souls. (Two brothers born subsequently

had survived.) With the memory of the

deaths of her friends and infant siblings,

the fifteen-year-old Sita went to her hus-

band to consummate her marriage, on her

second visit to her in-laws.

On the first night, Sita told her sister-in-

law that she was afraid to sleep with her

husband and implored her to stay with her

instead. The sister-in-law did so, but when

Sita awoke in the night, she found her

husband sleeping beside her They did not

have sexual relations that night. The fol-

lowing day, Sita went to the well for water

and either jumped or accidentally slipped

and fell in. Fortunately, two men who

were nearby threw her a rope and pulled

her out. As a result of this incident, the

young couple did not have sexual relations

that night either, and the next day Sita

returned to her parents' home.

The marriage was finally consummated

on Sita's next visit to her husband, some
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months later. During the fourth night of

sexual relations, however, Sita was pos-

sessed by Taraka's ghost, who said that

Sita's husband was her husband. The

statement indicated that Taraka's ghost

had been with Sita at the time of Sita's

wedding, which meant that both women

were married to Sita's husband.

At best, a North Indian rural woman

must make an extraordinary social and

psychological adjustment when she mar-

ries. At an early age, she moves from her

natal family, where she is loved, cher-

ished, and indulged, to her marital family,

where she is chaperoned and required to

restrict her movements. She leaves her

natal village to settle in the unfamiliar

surroundings of her husband's village. She

must adjust to her husband and his often

large family, especially his parents, sis-

ters, and brothers' wives. And in this rural

society, where marriages are arranged by

parents, the bride may not have even seen

her husband before the wedding day (al-

though nowadays at least some families

arrange for the young couple to meet at

the time of the engagement).

A married woman and her kin are re-

garded as social inferiors to her husband's

kin. A new bride is expected to shoulder

harder and more onerous household

chores and farm work than the daughters

in her husband's family (they too, when

they marry and go to live with their hus-

bands, will go through a similar experi-

ence). A new bride also is generally unin-

formed about the relation between men-

arche and childbirth and is apprehensive

about beginning sexual relations with her

husband. The social and psychological

vulnerability of a bride makes her a prime

candidate for attacks by ghosts. In Sita's

case, with three friends who had all died

before their allotted time and without is-

sue, the ghosts were waiting in the wings.

All three possessed Sita at one time or

another, but Taraka's ghost was her main

tormentor.

The transition from beloved and only

surviving daughter to daughter-in-law was

particularly stressful for Sita. Moreover,

having been raised in a one-caste village,

she had faced little caste discrimination,

but her husband's village was multicaste,

and her caste was near the bottom of the

hierarchy Her fear of mating and bearing

infants whose souls might be seized by

ghosts was a source of stress, as were vari-

ous physical ailments. These cultural, psy-

chological, and physical stresses were pre-

conditions for her possessions. Research

by neuroscientists during the past two de-
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cades may shed light on the underlying

physiological mechanism of ghost posses-

sion. Under the stress of mental or physi-

cal pain, the body produces morphinelike

substances called endorphins, which re-

lieve the pain and may trigger mental

states called alternate, altered, or disso-

ciative. Ghost possession is one such disso-

ciative mental state.

Stress is not confined to brides or

women in North India nor is ghost posses-

sion. On a return visit to the village in

1978, we recorded the cases of three

young men who were troubled by ghosts.

Although some of the details of the cases

were different, they all involved the

stresses of modem life, especially school

examinations and job hunting. Education

and employment are signs of economic

responsibility that a girl's parents often

require before entrusting their daughter

to a young husband. For example, one of

the young men, a 22-year-old member of

the Potter caste, was desperate for a job

because his wife's parents would not let

their daughter come to live with him un-

less he found one.

The young man was possessed, accord-

ing to his mother and sister, by the ghost of

his mother's first husband's first wife. The

belief that the ghost of a first wife will

haunt her husband's next wife and chil-

dren was a strong motif in village culture.

In this case, the husband had subse-

quently passed away too, and his next wife

had remarried and the children were of

this marriage; but the principle was simi-

lar Known as the Lady, this ghost had

possessed the young man's older brother

twenty years before under similar circum-

stances and was now intermittently pos-

sessing the younger man.

The young man was treated by two vil-

lage exorcists. One was a high-caste Brah-

man. The other was the man whose re-

mark had disturbed Sita twenty years

before: unemployed at the time and subse-

quently saddened by the deaths of many

of his infants and by his wife's long illness,

he believed that the great god Shiva vis-

ited his home. Following this experience,

he became an exorcist.

During our 1978 stay, we also inter-

viewed Sita, who recounted her medical

history. Now a poised, intelligent, 35-year-

old woman, she recalled her early posses-

sions, which had lasted three years until

the birth of her first child. Then the pos-

sessions had become fits, which she de-

scribed as follows:

They start from the head. I feel giddy and

drowsy. Then I can't see anything and ev-
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erything goes dark. My legs, hands, and
veins stiffen, then a pain goes to my stom-

ach. I don't icnow what happens, but I have
a pain in my heart, my eyes shut, and my
tongue comes out. I shriek so loud that the

whole village, even the Brahmans, know
that I am having a fit. I have a weak heart.

Whenever there is a fight in the family or

elsewhere, or if I see a dead body, I have
fits.

In 1978 Sita's fits were still taking

place. Well acquainted with modem
medicine—she went to modem hospitals

for what she recognized as biological prob-

lems—she nonetheless blamed her twenty

years of possessions and fits on Taraka's

ghost. According to Sita, Taraka's ghost

had possessed Taraka's mother, and she

herself had then been infected through

contact with Taraka's mother. She contin-

ued to consult indigenous curers, mainly

exorcists, who drove off the ghost or gave

her amulets to control it.

In the intervening years, Sita told us,

her mother had given birth to three more
infants who had died. The older of Sita's

surviving brothers had died at age four-

teen, and her grieving mother had died

soon after. Sita's remaining brother be-

came a schoolteacher with Sita's assis-

tance, and she accompanied him and his

wife on their honeymoon.

Sita's father was still alive, retired from

military service. As a small child, Sita had

idolized him—a soldier who traveled to

other countries but came home every year

for two months. The relationship persisted

through the years. When she visited him
every summer, free from the stress and

anxiety of life in her marital family, she

never had fits.

Sita detailed her pregnancies, illnesses,

and operations in the years since we first

met her. Pregnant nine times, she had six

children bom alive (one of whom died at

age three), two miscarriages, and one in-

duced abortion, prior to being sterilized in

1972. Sita's family had a history of an

inability to digest milk, and her first child,

a daughter, did not take Sita's milk. Sita's

father arranged for Sita and her daughter

to be hospitalized while the infant was fed

glucose. Because of her father's influence,

Sita thereafter went to hospitals for physi-

cal problems that she considered serious.

She had an operation for kidney stones.

She suffered from menstmal complaints

and side effects from being sterilized. A
constant worrier, she was badly disturbed

when one of her brothers-in-law was diag-

nosed as having tuberculosis, for she

feared that she might have it.

Nevertheless, with regard to her ap-

pearance, the maintenance of her house-

hold, and care of her children, she man-
aged very well and, except for her fits, was
in control of her life. The treatment for

ghost possession and fits by exorcists and
the various amulets they gave her for pro-

tection from Taraka's ghost relieved her

anxiety and helped to reduce stress. They
also brought her other advantages, espe-

cially support from her natal and marital

families, a reduction in her workload, and

permission to visit her retired father every

summer. When we last saw her, Sita was
the leader of the women of her family,

confidently planning the education and
future of her children.

Details ofthis study were previously pub-
lished in "The Psychomedical Case His-

tory of a Low-Caste Woman of North
India. " by Ruth S. Freed and Stanley A.

Freed (Anthropological Papers of the

American Museum of Natural History,

vol. 60. part 2. pp. 101-228. 1985). Stan-

ley A. Freed is a curator and Ruth S.

Freed is a research associate in the De-

partment ofAnthropology at the Ameri-

can Museum.
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Reviews

In the Company ofWitches
by Laurel Kendall

William, a Cambridge graduate with a

classics degree, who works at a comfort-

able job in the foreign office in London, is,

on his own time, a witch, Cabalistic initi-

ate, and solitary magician. Margaret, who

abandoned her uncompleted dissertation

to become one of Britain's first women
truck drivers, leads a coven in the practice

of feminist witchcraft. Margaret and Wil-

liam are among the many witches, wiz-

ards, druids, Cabalists, and shamans who

practice modem magic in comtemporary

England and the United States, where

their ranks are comfortably reckoned in

the tens of thousands.

In Persuasions of the Witch's Craft, T.

M. Luhrmann presents an ethnography of

modem magic as a creative and eclectic

amalgam of Celtic lore, Egyptian imag-

ery, and classic mythology, laced with psy-

chotherapeutic awareness and a smatter-

ing of Eastem philosophy. The usual

magician is ordinary, generally middle

class, and often highly intelligent—a no-

ticeable number of them have something

to do with computers. Luhrmann asks

why it is that so many modem and sophis-

ticated people purport to take magic seri-

ously, to hold that the rites performed

within the witches' magic circles, at work-

shops devoted to the magician's craft, or

by a fellowship of Cabalists have effica-

cious consequences. The question, "Why
magic in contemporary London?" adds a

teasing immediacy to an issue that has

dogged anthropology from its inception,

"Why magic at all?" Why do people hold

that rites, incantations, and symbolic

manipulations will result in a successful

canoe voyage, a cure, the death of a rival,

or a return on an investment?

T M. Luhrmann describes herself as

one among a very few anthropologists who

could not be distinguished from their sub-

jects. She is white, middle class, and intel-

lectual, as are the subjects of her study.

She enjoyed the blissful luxury of using

her first language in the field, of leaping

into complex topics early on. As a young

woman in her midtwenties, she was no

different from many of the aspiring magi-

cians she encountered, save insofar as she

initially presented her intentions as a re-

searcher. To understand magic, she set

about to learn what aspiring magicians

leam. During fourteen months of field-

work, Luhrmann read books on magic,

cast Tarot cards, pored over astrological

charts, enrolled in courses and workshops

on magic, was initiated into a coven,

danced around witches' fires in various

London parks, wrote rituals, and social-

ized in the company of magicians, many
of whom she came to know well.

This is not, however, an "experiential

ethnography," describing the anthropolo-

gist's personal odyssey into an alien mode

of being. References to her own encoun-

ters with magic—a waking dream of dm-
ids at the window, for example—are used

judiciously and well to complement the

kinds of experiences her informants de-

scribe and anticipate, but it is their jour-

ney into magic, not hers, that claims cen-

ter stage in this study. For her part, the

task of researching and writing a disserta-

tion gave her a measure of ethnographic

Persuasions of the Witch's Craft:

Ritual Magic in Contemporary Eng-

land, by T. M. Luhrmann. Harvard Uni-

versity Press, $25.00; 382 pp., illus.

distance. She gingerly acknowledges mo-

ments when magic seemed real, even to

the self-conscious ethnographer, and can-

didly admits that it was the fear of losing

credibility and career that held her own

enthusiasms in check.

As one among a growing number of

anthropologists who conduct their field-

work in familiar terrain, Luhrmann poses

questions once asked of those deemed to

be survivals of a preindustrial human con-

dition. Indeed, Luhrmann suggests that

the flowering of interest in magic and the

occult in nineteenth-century England

stemmed from the same romantic im-

pulses that engendered anthropology.

Victorians grappling with the uncom-

fortable tension between science and reli-

gion were intrigued by a newly excavated

ancient world and by the religious con-

cepts of living non-Westem peoples, as

recorded in travelers' accounts and early

ethnography. Comparative religion be-

came an intellectual preoccupation, either

as a means of ordering the complexity of

expanding cultural horizons or for the

comforting possibility that exotic religions

were merely diff"erent permutations of one

single religious tmth. This intellectual

seeking would evolve into religious his-

tory, folklore, and the anthropology of reli-

gion. It would also give rise to home-grown

syntheses of ancient or exotic wisdom, to

such enterprises as theosophy.

One of these groups, the Hermetic Or-

der of the Golden Dawn, founded in 1 887,

was a significant progenitor of modem
magic. Steeped in medieval magical texts,

members of the Golden Dawn aimed at

contacting and working with the spirit

world through rituals and disciplines re-

plete with Greek, Egyptian, and Cabalis-

tic imagery.

Aleister Crowley, the Golden Dawn's

most notorious initiate, evolved his own
violent and perverse "chaos magic," the

sensationalized "Satanism" of media ex-

poses and heavy metal music. In

Luhrmann's view, chaos magic is far more

talked about than practiced. She claims

passing acquaintance with a group of Lon-

don chaos magicians who reminded her

"of boys boasting of wild sexual exploits:

far too well behaved and nervous to kiss a

girl they claimed they should have raped."

The more sober heirs of the Golden

Dawn are the members of Western Mys-

teries fratemities or lodges, who see them-

selves as the continuation of the mystery

traditions of the West, of Egypt, Eleusis,

dmidism, and Renaissance hermetic Cab-

alistic magic. After submitting to a disci-

phned training period, "priests" in the

Westem Mysteries tradition become

channels for unseen forces; in their words,

"spiritual commandos" in the work of re-

generating the individual and the planet.
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Contemporary witches describe their

practice as an ancient pagan nature reli-

gion, suppressed by Christianity but sur-

viving underground since the "burning

times." In contrast to the sober purpose-

fulness of Western Mysteries adepts,

witches are earthy and playful. They seek

a spontaneous, intuitive understanding of

the shifting, seasonal natural world per-

sonified in "the Goddess." Feminist co-

vens find in Goddess mythology a joyful

acceptance of "women's mysteries," a

celebration of monthly cycles and trans-

formative life stages from maiden to ma-

tron to crone.

In addition to such formal and rela-

tively enduring organizations as Western

Mysteries lodges and witches covens,

adepts of magic gather in study groups

and workshops. They convene informally

in pubs, parks, and occult bookshops. And
they create ad hoc and generally short-

lived groups that come together of an eve-

ning to drink tea, don long black robes,

and practice magic together. Despite the

diversity of contexts in which magic is

performed, Luhrmann found herself par-

ticipating in a dense network that kept

doubling back on itself as many magi-

cians, like the anthropologist, participated

in many different kinds of magical en-

deavors.

Magicians share a world view that as-

sumes the power of mind over matter and

the existence of a collective unconscious

that cannot be apprehended through the

laws of rational science. They subscribe to

New Age concerns for the environment

and personal growth; both, they believe,

can be fostered through the practice of

magic. Their rituals, constructed and re-

constructed through a poetic language

that borrows upon, and juxtaposes, such

diverse elements as Arthurian legends,

Sumerian myths, and the voyages of Sir

Francis Drake, blur the boundary be-

tween metaphor and perceived reality. As

with many rituals throughout the world,

the rites of modem magic are "playful."

Participants enter into a separate and

emotionally charged ritual space where

they are invited to enact what is possible

and desirable. Within the closure of ritual,

playful constructions of the possible be-

come credible. For Luhrmann, part of the

appeal of modem magic is in "let's pre-

tend." Magic restores the fantasy world

that most English and Americans leave

behind with childhood.

However playful the practice of mod-

em magic, only a very few magicians,

most notably some members of feminist

witches' covens, describe their own activi-

ties as "metaphorical" or "allegorical."

For most magicians, magic works. An ex-

planation of why this should be so forms

the core of Luhrmann's study. In sum, she

suggests that one comes to accept the

power of magic by learning to think like a

magician. Through repeated encounters

within the witches' circle, the adept comes

to accept the tacit assumptions of the

craft—that concentrated thought and

purposeful dancing will work a spell on

behalf of, for example, the child repre-

sented by a plasticine figurine on the altar.

The magician leams to see magical cau-

sality in seemingly random events—like

the pregnancy spell that was misdirected

to another woman within the magic cir-

cle—that become part of a lore of con-

firmation, retold as "proof of the power

of magic.
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most efficient and effective way to

get exercise.

NordicTrack helps you lose

weight & keep it off. Permanently.'
It's more effective than dieting. And
it's a lot less stressful on the body
than high-impact sports.

This is the ^vay to look as
good as you feel.

NordicTrack boosts your pro-

ductivity and creativity and lowers
your stress. All while helping you
loose weight.

NordicTrack provides a total-

body workout.

Unlike most in-home exercisers,

NordicTrack works all the major
muscle groups including the arms,

legs, buttocks, shoulders and yes,

stomach.

It's time to change
the spare tire.

So ^'hat are you waiting for?

Call NordicTrack today.

I~ Free Brochure & \^deo^
I

Call Toll Free in U.S. and Canada |

I

1-800-328-5888
|

I
Zi Please send me a free brochure. I

. Zl Also a free video tape

1 Name

DVHS J BETA

1 Street 1

1
Citv State Zip

1

1
Phone ( )

1

1 141C Jonathan Blvd. N. •

I250J0
Chaska,MN55.318 '

1
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science as the ultimate source of explana-

tions of physical phenomena, most magi-

clans adopt various rationalizations for

their own acceptance of the primacy of

magic, claiming that it is compatible with

theories of particle physics, or that pre-

cisely because magic deals with the ir-

rational and ultimately incomprehensible,

it is justifiably inexplicable. Luhrmann
draws apt parallels between the dilemma
of the modem magician and that of the

modem theologian. The processes that she

describes may also be examined in other

parts of the world where traditional ritual

specialists coexist with Westem-derived

science, medicine, and psychology, in

some instances making creative use of the

new foreign-derived idioms.

The author has much to say about the

therapeutic appeal of magic, acknowl-

edged by many participants and akin to

ritual therapies throughout the world. The
rich imagery ofmodem magic is evocative

rather than exegetical; images are juxta-

posed in the manner of poetry, rather than

doctrine, and in an atmosphere that in-

vites the participant to make deeply per-

sonal associations with the ritual text. The
creation of a separate magical space

through the witches' circle, the magician's

temple, long black robes, the witches' nu-

dity, and the intentional exoticism of mod-
em magical practice establishes a disjunc-

tion from the world of everyday, a space

where the participant can talk openly

about personal feelings or give vent to

public weeping.

Although Luhrmann has written a

thoughtful, meticulously researched, and
often entertaining study, it suffers from
some of the common flaws of a disserta-

tion-derived monograph: the text is repe-

titious and sometimes verges on self-

contradiction. The author makes an

inflated claim for the uniqueness of her

approach, examining how the participants

themselves experience and explain the

phenomenon under study. One can now
add Persuasions of the Witch's Craft to a

growing list of ethnographies that do just

that. Luhrmann has tackled a challenging

subject with intelligence, sensitivity, and
the occasional burst of playfulness mer-
ited by her subject.

Laurel Kendall is an associate curator in

the Department of Anthropology of the

American Museum of Natural History

and the author o/Shamans, Housewives,

and Other Restless Spirits: Women in Ko-
rean Ritual Life (Honolulu: University of
Hawaii Press, 1985).

ILD MALAYSIA
THE WILDLIFE AND SCENERY OF PENINSULAR
.MALAYSIA, SARAWAK, AND SABAH

Text by Junaidi Payne
Photographs by Gerald Cubitt

Wild Malaysia describes the natural histor)'

of southea.st Asia's southernmost peninsula and
offshore islands, home to an enormous variety of
species. Four-hundred superb full-color photographs
taken especially for this book capture plants,

invertebrates, and mammals in their natural habitats.

Junaidi Payne, a professional conservation biologist

provides a detailed introduction to this spectacularh

scenic region and its national parks, including a

complete list of conservation areas.

Produced in association with the World Wide Fund
for Nature.

400 color illus. S35.00

Availa/jle atfine h()ol<.store.s or directlyfrom

THE MIT PRESS
55 Hayward Street, Cambridge, MA 021 42
To order call toll-free: 1-800-356-0343

We Cover Your World.
Intelligently. Objectively. Comprehensively.

Environment brings you today's most critical

environmental issues put in perspective by the

world's foremost scientists and policymakers.

The result is a lively, award-winning magazine
with readable, thought-provoking articles and a
global viewpoint. For 32 years, Environment
has t>een the source for balanced, intelligent

discussions of the environmental issues shap-

ing the world today—and tomonrow.

YES! Please enter my one-year subscription to Environment.

$24 Individuals $48 Institutions

(add $10 postage outside the U.S.)

.Zip.

Prepayment is required. Ma/ce checks payable to:

Environment, Dept. NH, 4000 Albemarle Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20016

Environment is published 10 times a year.

Allow 6 weeks lor delivery of first issue.
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At theAmerican Museum

Fall Lecture Series

The Education Department's Fall 1990

Lecture Series offers evening talks on a

wide variety of subjects from mammals to

mushrooms. "Myths out of Africa," a

four-part series in conjunction with the ex-

hibition African Reflections: Art from
Northeastern Zaire, explores the art and

culture of the peoples of Zaire. "Human
Origins," a three-part series, examines

evolution and the roots of humankind. In

"Reality Fiction: Films of Ordinary and

Not So Ordinary People," cinema v'erit'e

filmmaker Frederick Wiseman presents

two of his works. "Glories of Islam and

Buddhism: Art and Architecture" is a

striking visual presentation of two great

traditions. "Social Life in the Victorian

Era" looks at nineteenth-century design,

fashion, and furnishings, while "African

Mammals" features the leopard and the

chimpanzee. Other series topics include

the Jews of Eastern Europe, the Native

American Southwest, sacred mountains,

sperm whales, coastal marine environ-

ments, gems and crystals, evolution and

adaptation of birds, and much more. For

prices, registration information, and a fuU

schedule, caU (212) 769-5310.

Ghost Stories

Storyteller Laura Simms returns to the

Museum for her tenth annual Halloween

presentation of tales from around the

world. On Saturday, October 27, at 7:00

P.M. in the Kaufmann Theater, a program

for adults will feature Inuit and African

ghost stories. On Sunday, October 28, at

1:30 and 3:30 p.m. in the Kaufmann The-

ater, in a program for children, Simms
will tell an assortment of chilling and

amusing tales. Tickets on Saturday are $7

for members, $10 for nonmembers; on

Sunday, $4 for members, $8 for nonmem-
bers age four and up. For more informa-

tion, caU (212) 769-5606.

Africa Month
October is Africa Month at the Leon-

hardt People Center. Free weekend pro-

grams include Beats of the Diaspora, an

ensemble of women drummers perform-

ing Yoruba rhythms and chants; Obara
Wall Rahman and Company demonstrat-

ing dance of the Senegambia region; Gha-
naian folklore with Akua Duku Anokye;

traditional dance and drumming of Zaire;

Congolese music and dance by Malaki

Ma-Kongo, and more. On Wednesday,

October 3, Professor Yaa-lengi and his

African Contempo Band will play

soukous and other dance music at 7:30

P.M. in the Main Auditorium. For a com-

plete schedule, call (212) 769-5315.

These events take place at the American

Museum of Natural History, located on

Central Park West at 79th Street in New
York City. For more information about

the Museum, call (212) 769-5100.

Mangbetupotfrom Zaire
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Ihe owls who
couldn't

be moved.
Owls sometimes build nests in

strange places.

In a Southern California oil

field, a nest with baby bam
owls was discovered deep inside a

stalled pumping unit.

A decision was made not to

restart the pump until these fledg-

lings grew up and left the nest.

It was made by the worker who

discovered the owls and was whole-

heartedly supported when he

called the office to report.

So that spring, while other

pumps in the field created a land-

scape of motion, one solitan," pump

stood quietly waiting for nature

to take wing.

Do people make nature a

natural part of their business?

People Do.

Chevron

For more inforaallon.wrte Psople Dft-O. RO. Bca T755,

SmF^ancisoo.CA 94120.



Unique Holiday Gifts

Fossils of the

Smithsonian

Institution"

RRB reproduced by

caw of the
Skullduggery

Allosaurus

Send for your catalog

of Natural History items.

Skullduggery. Inc.

621 South B Street

Department NJO
Tuslin.CA 92680

or call (800) 336-7745

12-DAY CRUISES FROM $99/DAY
Belize •Great Barrier Reef- Guatemala -Jungle River •Mayan

nilns-Florlila EverjIailes^Dry Tortugas- Virgin IsMs
• Carr:os • Coluitus Discovery • RI-FL Irttracoastal Nov.

^S May Canada Saguenay via Erie Canal Smrier

800-558-7450 For Free Brochure
American Canadian Caribbean Line, inc

Trie Small Srilp Cruise Line Warren. Rl 02865

CLASSIC T-SHIRTS!
Beettioven. Confucius. Da Vinci. Jung. JFK
Mozart. Shakespeare. Cheshire Cat. Twain.

Darwin. Van Gogh. Gandhi. Nietzsche. Poe

Thoreau. Austen, Sherlock Holmes, others

T-Shin: Iwhite or It blue) $12 75. 4/$46

Swealshirl: (white or grey) $23. 2/$44

Sizes: S, M. L. XL Sliip: $2 25 per order

llluslraled broctiure: 75(

Historical Products, Box 220 NG Cambridge. MA 02238

^BOOK HUNTING?^
Virtually any book located— no matter liow
old or long out-of-print. Fiction, nonfiction.
All authors, subjects, ^4ame the book— we'll

find it! (Title alone is sufficient.) Inquire,

please. Write: BOOK HUNTERS Since
Box 7519-Depi 75 1958

NORTH BERGEN. NJ 07047

Walking Staffs & Sticks
''?''^ Authentic replicas of Victorian antiques.

V. ^ Hand turnerj in the U.S.A. from fine

tea American hardwoods. 12 Styles.

urn Illustrated Brochure, $1.00.

THE POESTENKILL HIKIPIG STAFF Mfg. Co.
M P.O. Box 300-NH, Poestenkill. NY 12140
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A Meeting with Mars
by Thomas D. Nicholson

Center stage in this year's autumn sky

belongs to Mars. The planet will continue

to brighten throughout October as it ap-

proaches its November 27 opposition,

when it lines up with the earth and the sun.

Because this opposition is a particularly

favorable one for Northern Hemisphere

viewers (who will not get a better view of

the red planet until its opposition in 2003),

Mars is worth following for the next few

months.

About every twenty-six months Mars

aligns with the earth and the sun at opposi-

tion. Usually Mars is relatively dim and

hardly noticeable, but during opposition it

can become brighter than any star and all

planets except Venus, as happened during

Mars' last opposition in September 1988.

Not all Mars' oppositions are equally

good, however. Because Mars and the

earth move around the sun in elliptical

orbits, the distance separating them at op-

position varies.

In 1988 Mars was closer at opposition

than it had been for seventeen years, but it

was south of the equator (low in our sky)

and more favorably placed for Southern

Hemisphere viewing. This year Mars is a

little farther away and therefore not as

bright, but it is at its northernmost (high-

est for us) position in the sky, making the

opposition better for Northern Hemi-

sphere viewers. The planet's position in

Taurus also helps. The Bull's bright stars

and easily recognized star clusters (the

Pleiades and the Hyades) make it easy to

follow Mars' shifting position. The red

planet Mars now outshines Aldebaran and

will become nearly fourteen times

brighter by late November. Rising about

three hours after sunset at the beginning

of the month. Mars is in the east most of

the night and high in the south during

predawn hours.

Events in the calendar below are given

in local time unless otherwise indicated.

October 1-3: The bright, waxing gib-

bous moon, in the southeast at dusk, drifts

east nightly below the Square of Pegasus.

October 4: Harvest full moon is at 8:02

A.M., EDT The harvest moon (the closest

full moon to the autumnal equinox) is in

September most years, but it can occur as

late as October 8.

October 5: Aries' two brightest stars,

Hamal and Sheratan, are just above the

moon, rising soon after sundown.

October 6: Perigee moon (nearest the

earth) is at 2:00 p.m., EDT.

Dennis Davidson

EINath*

i

De--2
Oct.8 ^^^4

-^ —___ Mar. 1

Dec.1

A- Oct. 7 „, . ^W ^ Pleiades

TAURUS '- '^^...^

Nov. 1
^^.F^*-^ •'^-3

NOV.30

• . c! Dec.-1 Jan. 1,1991 "
^

OcT'T"---^,^-
• ^^ -—j.^^_^ Path of Mars

•., Sept. 1, 1990~^^^-^/^
Aldebaran ^ Hyades ' ^f-~^.^

• •

The retrogradepath ofMars is shown among the stars ofTaurus. The
redplanet's position at the beginningofeach month is indicated, along with

the moon 's location on selected dates.
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October 7: Taurus' Pleiades cluster is

above the moon in the east this evening.

The pair of reddish objects below the

moon are the Bull's brightest star, Aldeba-

ran, and even brighter Mars.

October 8: After 9:00 p.m., look in the

east for the waning gibbous moon and

Mars, almost in line with Aldebaran and

the V-shaped Hyades cluster

October 10: Rising before midnight,

the last-quarter moon occurs at 1 1 :3 1 p.m.,

EDT, in Gemini. The moon is high in the

south by dawn, to the right of Gemini's

bright stars Pollux and Castor

October 11-13: The waning crescent

moon passes between Gemini and Leo in

the morning sky. On the 1 1th, the moon
nearly aUgns with Pollux and Castor On
the 12th, it forms a beautiful sight just

above Jupiter before dawn; and on the

13th, it is between Jupiter and Leo's

bright star Regulus.

October 14-17: Located just below

Regulus before dawn on the 14th, the

waning crescent moon gets closer to the

horizon as it grows progressively thinner

each morning.

October 18: New moon is at 1 1 :37 a.m.,

EDT
October 20: Until today. Mars was edg-

ing left past Aldebaran, but it now begins

the retrograde loop associated with oppo-

sitions from the sun and shifts slowly back

toward Aldebaran. (See accompanying

diagram.) We may see our first view of the

new crescent moon very low in the south-

west at sundown.

October 21: The Orionid meteor

shower, caused by remnants of Halley's

comet left behind in its orbit, reaches

maximum at about twenty-five meteors

per hour. The meteors, often bright, may
be seen after midnight for several days

before and after maximum.
October 22: The waxing crescent moon

is to the left of Scorpius' ruddy star An-

tares in the dusk, low in the southwest.

The moon is at apogee (farthest from the

earth) at noon.

WANTED:
EXPLORERS
AGES 8-14

FACES explores the lives and cultures of

people around the world with exciting

articles, tales, legends, puzzles, and

"... one of

the most
innovative

children's

magazines
in recent

years."

-PARENTS'
CHOICE
AWARD

f
FA<

rhc Magazine About People

Please send check or money order payable

to FACES, American Museum of Natural

History, Central Park West at 79th Street,

New York, NY 10024.

AMNH Members pay just $18.95 for a full

year subscription of 9 issues.

WILDLIFE
OF

INDIA
November 9-26, 1990

Discover tiger, rhinoceros,

antelope and a vast array of

birds with one of India's

foremost conservation
leaders and tiger experts,

Kailash Sankhala. Enjoy the

incomparable beauty of

India's stark deserts and
rainforests teeming with

jirfdiile, and the cultural

pi Jaipur. Delhi and

American
Museum of
Natural
History

DiscoveryTours

Central Park West at 79th St.

New York, NY 10024

Toll-free (800) 462-8687

(212) 769-5700

SEE THE SEALS
FACE TO FACE

Seal Watch — Every year 250,000 Harp Seals bear their

young on floating ice fields in Eastern Canada's Gulf

of St. Lawrence. During three weeks in March, an-

imal lovers, photographers and adventurers of all

ages can fly from the nearby Magdalen Islands by
nelicopter to visit these cuddly animals.

5 to 8 day excursions including air fare from
Halifax, Nova Scotia to the Magdalen Islands,

hotels, some meals, helicopters to the ice,

and much more, start at $1,295. For a

free full color brochure call today or

return coupon to:

NATURAL HABITAT WILDUFE ADVENTURES
One Sussex Station, Sussex, NJ 07461

Toll Free 1-800-543-8917

From N) & Canada (201) 702-1525

This wildlife adventure is made
possible by The International

Fund (or Animal Welfare (IFAW)

whose efforts have replaced seal

hunting with seal walching. NH IFAW

Please send me the free full color Seal Watch Brochure

Q
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October 23-25: The waxing crescent

moon moves through Sagittarius toward

Saturn nightly. The stars of the Archer

are too low for good viewing, but the cres-

cent moon and Saturn should be easy to

see. The moon is to the immediate left of

the planet on the 25th.

October 26: First-quarter moon is at

4:26 P.M., EDT Well up in the south after

dark, the moon highlights the triangle of

stars in Capricomus, to its left.

October 27: Daylight-saving time ends

tonight at 2:00 a.m.; shift clocks back an

hour

October 28-30: The moon once again

passes through Aquarius and Pisces below

the Square of Pegasus.

The fall Sky Map shows the sky for Octo-

ber, November, and December from 40°

north latitude at the hours given below. To

use the map, hold it vertically in front of

you with south (S) at the bottom and

match the lower half with the stars you see

when you face south. As you face in other

directions, turn the map to bring the cor-

responding compass direction to the bot-

tom. The stars move continuously west-

ward during the night. By morning

(before dawn), those on the western half of

the map will have set, those on the eastern

half will have moved into the west, and

new stars (those of the winter evenings)

will have risen in the east. The map repre-

sents the sky at about 1 :30 a.m. on October

1; 12:30 A.M. on October 15; 11:30 p.m. on

November 1; 10:30 p.m. on November 15;

9:30 p.m. on December 1; 8:30 p.m. on

December 15; and 7:30 p.m. on January 1.

Add one hour for daylight-saving time.

The map can be used for an hour or more

before and after the times given.

Thomas D. Nicholson is director emeri-

tus of the American Museum.
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LET AN OLD FRIEND TAKE YOU TO A
PUCE YOU'VE NEVER BEEN.

TWA Getaway is proud to introduce its 1991 First Class programs to

Africa, India, Australia, Egypt and Israel.
—

AT7DTPA 1

rvi iviv^rv |

r
Photo by David Anderson

10 to 16 day escorted safaris to Kenya
with Tanzania and Kenya coast

extensions, starting at $1499.

Counesy of Air India pholo library

10 to 22 day escorted tours to India,

including Delhi, Jaipur and Agra,

starting at $1099.

8 to 24 day escorted and hosted tours

to Australia, New Zealand and Tahiti.

Optional extension to Fiji available.

Starting at $789

9 to 14 day escorted tours to Egypt

including Cairo, Luxor, Aswan, most
with Nile Cruises, starting at $598

Call 1-800-GETAWAY
or your travel agent
All prices are per person, double occupancy, subject to change, surcharges, availability and vary by departure

date. Cancellation charges and restrictions apply. Advance booking is required. All transfers, taxes, baggage

handling and tips included. Airfare not included, unless othenwise noted.

11 to 15 day escorted tours to Israel,

including Jerusalem, Tel Aviv and the

Dead Sea, starting at $558.

Getaway® Vacations

tWa



Art/Crafts

ACCURATE CAVE ART TRANSCRIPTS, Free booklet

available Gallery of Prehistoric Paintings, 25-60 49th

Street, 2nd floor, Astoria, NY 11103

AFRICAN MASKS AND FIGURES, $150-$350, request

photos, McCoy Imports, Liberty, NY 12754

AMERICAN INDIAN ART: Northwest Coast masks
Graphics, Pueblo pottery Navajo rugs Hopi Kachinas,

Sandpaintings Box 55277, Sherman Oaks, CA 91413
(818) 789-2559 Fax: (818) 789-1510

AUDUBON PRINTS— Original bird and animal pnnts.

$75 and up. Catalog $3 Call (202) 484-3334 or wnte Ed
Kenney, 9720 Spnng Ridge Lane, Vienna, VA 22182

BRONZE AGE REPLICAS Swords, axes, knives of an-

cient Egypt Museum quality collection. Catalog $1

Armchair Archaeologist, 1275 4th St,, #112A, Santa
Rosa, CA 95404

LIMITED EDITION PEWTER SCULPTURES American
artists depicting wildlife, military and western subjects

Send $2 50 for catalogues G Depot, 1 1060 Alpharetta

Hwy,, Roswell, GA 30076

NAVAJO, ZUNI JEWELRY—sandpaintings, pottery,

kachinas Wholesale catalog $2 00 Indian Treasures,

Box 9771-NH, Phoenix, AZ 85068

PREHISTORIC AND PRIMITIVE ART on silk screened T-

shirts Free Catalog Glyphware, Dept 22, 10727 5th

Avenue Northwest, Seattle, WA 98177

QUALITY ETHNOGRAPHIC ART FROM "East Meets
West", Ltd ,

PO, Box 103, Pittsford, VT 05763-0103
Our low overhead lets us bring you extraordinary arts

and crafts from around the world at low "rural" prices

Call us toll-free at 1-800-443-2242 and discuss your

requirements Photographs of objects available rather

than a catalog, as most of our holdings are one of a kind

items Visa and Mastercard accepted. For any pur-

chase in excess of $75 00 receive a free Cultural Sur-

vival, Inc, color poster

SOUTHWEST AMERICAN INDIAN ART— baskets,

fetishes. kachinas, prints. pottery, rugs,

sandpaintings Representing Acoma, Hopi. Laguna,
Navajo and Zuni artisans Color catalog feOO,
Photopacks available Southwest Sunset, 101 South
Mam, Aztec, New Mexico 87410 1 -BOO-344-9350

SOUTHWEST CHRISTMAS ORNAMENTS Turquoise

and feathers on standard glass ball Satin mauve, satin

peach, or shiny gold Gift boxed $6 95-1- $1 50 ship

Send to: Little Stitches, 2580 Miller St,. Lakewood. CO
80215

STORYBOARDS Superb, museum quality, carvings of

traditional legends from Palau Islands in Western Pa-

cific, Also lavalavas from Yap, Photos and descriptive

pnce list—$5 00 Deducted from purchase Oceanic
Arts, PO Box 30805, Lincoln, NE 68503

Books/Publications

MANUSCRIPTS WANTED, all types. Publisher with 70-

year tradition Free examination, "Guide to Publica-

tion," 1-800-695-9599

NATURAL HISTORY. ENGINEERING. MATHEMATICS
& Mexico Free book search. Catalogues free Tolliver's

Books. 1 634-AH Stearns Drive. Los Angeles. CA 90035
(213)939-6054

NATUREPRESS has quality books on mammals, birds,

and reptiles Many imports and hard-to-find titles avail-

able Send $1 for catalog: POB 4073NHM. Sealbeach.
CA 90740

Bargain Books
Publishers' overstocks, remainders, imports—over

,

_ 4,000 titles at up to 80% savings in our FREE I

I
CATALOG! Biography History. Art. Nature. Garden-

,
ing. Cooking, Fiction—something for everyone, I

I including about 800 new titles monttily Write

I
Hamilton box 15-712, FallsViHageCTOeoai

J

JheMarl^t
WELL PUBLISH YOUR BOOKi Our 45 years experi-

ence will help you to success. Send Manuscript or

outline for free information and evaluation Rivercross

Publishing. Inc. Dept NH. 127 East 59th Street. New
York. NY 10022

YESTERDAYS BOOKS LOCATED, no obligation. Out-

of-State Book Sen/ice. Box 3253J. San Clemente. CA
92672(714)492-2976

Education

"CASH FOR COLLEGE". Describes 400 loan, grant,

scholarship opportunities—plus all government pro-

grams. $4 95 Unifunds. Box 19749-RX. Indianapolis. IN

46219

SPEAK SPANISH, FRENCH OR ANY OF 59 languages

as diplomats do using same US State Department
easy, self-study cassettes/textbook. Up to 50% sav-

ings! Call for free catalog. Audio Language Institute,

1-800-722-6394

Employment Opportunities

AUSTRALIA WANTS YOU! Big Pay' Transportation!

New Employment Handbook, $3 00 International, Box
19107-RX, Washington. DC 20036

EASY WORKi EXCELLENT PAYi Assemble products at

home. Call for information (504) 641-8003 Ext. 6371

GET PAID FOR READING BOOKS. $50-$100 per book
Wnte Caico Publishing (Dept C-48). 500 South Broad.

Menden. CT 06450

MAKE A FEDERAL PARK NATURALIST JOB Your Ca-
reer Updated publication $5 Ranger," Box 331114.
Fort\Atorth.TX 76163 1114

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS! \Aforldwide Direc

tory and complete information—$3.00 International

Opportunities. Box 19107-RX. Washington. DC 20036

ROCKY MOUNTAIN EMPLOYMENT NEWSLETTER!
Current openings— All occupations—Western U.S.!

Free details lntermountain-4Y. 3565 Pitch. Colo-

rado Spnngs. CO 80908 1-719-488-0320 x425

TEACH HERE—ABROAD School, college openings
USA. $9 00. Overseas $9 00. England. Australia. New
Zealand. Japan $9 00 each EISF. 662. Newton. Massa-
chusetts 02162-0002

Financial

CASH GRANTS AVAIU^BLE from foundations! Never
repay! 401 sources/application instructions. $300
Fundsearch. Box 19107-RX, Washington. DC 20036

LET THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE your small busi-

ness. Grants/loans to $500,000. Free recorded mes-
sage: (707) 449-8600. (LjS,1)

REPOSSESSED VA & HUD HOMES available from gov-
ernment from $1 without credit check You repair Also

S&L bailout properties Call (805) 682-7555 Ext H-3129
for repo list your area.

Foreign Periodicals

WORLDWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS/MAGAZINES.
65 countries! Sampler: 3/$298. Free Brochure.
Multinewspapers, Box DE-205. Dana Point. CA 92629

CLASSIC FURNITURE—40% Off. 150 Major compa-
nies. Free brochure. Sobol House. 103 Richardson
Blvd

.
Black Mountain, NC 28711 (704) 669-8031

Gourmet Interests

EXOTIC PERUVIAN FOOD RECIPES \Aforld famous
Ceviche + others. Easy Exotic. SASE/$5.00 to 131

Halstead, Suite 245-H, Mamaroneck, NY 10543

SAFARI BREAD—No kneading, fresh bread, camp or

home. $3.00 SASE, Bread, Box 541, Sierra Vista, AZ
85636

Government Surplus

MAKE MONEY ON GOVERNMENT SURPLUS Bar-

gains Report tells how and where to buy it for your own
use or resale $4 00 Newsbreakers. Box 2070. New
City, NY 10956

NARCOTICS RAID SEIZURES' Autos, Stereos, Boats,

Airplanes! Millions Surplus Bargains—many 1% ohgi-

nal cost! "Nationwide Directory '—$3 00. Disposal,

Box 19107-RX. Washington. DC 20036

SEIZED CARS, trucks, boats, 4wheelers, motorhomes,
by FBI. IRS. DEA Available your area now. Call (805)
682-7555 Ext C-2605

Merchandise/Gifts

CUBIC ZIRCONIUM DIAMOND TENNIS BRACELET.
Wholesale to public. Free brochure. Send self-

stamped envelope to Sureway, Box 1518, Rosemead,
CA 91770

DINOSAUR SKULLS. Accurate '/e scale replicas ap-

proved by experts in the field Excellent for collectors,

educational use and gifts Send $2.00 (refunded with

purchase) for color photographs to: Menagene "Rel-

ics", 535 Alabama Street. SF. CA 941 10

wu
L I F E >

WILDLIFE T-SHIRTS
OVtf 5C DESIGNS ON
100% COnON TEES

FREE COLOD CATALOG
FLETCHERS WlLtXIFE DESIGNS

11420e£REARD
CLEVEIAND. OHIO 44102

(216)631-7733

FINE WATERMAN WRITING INSTRUMENTS—35% off

list. For color catalog send $2 to Kal Information, 345
Claremont Ave

.
Suite 22. Montclair. NJ 07042

FREE CATALOG! Unusual Books and Toys for your
marvelous girls and boys Great gift ideas! Wnte:
Unusual Books and Toys. Dept. N, 145 West 72nd
Street, New York, NY 10023

FREE! FREE! Scientific, Educational Catalog for all

ages Glow-inthe-Dark Astronomy Stickers, Dinosaur
and Nature Rubber Stamps and more! Stamp Mill, 414
South Mill, #207-8. Tempe, AZ 85281

HIGH QUALITY—Precious gemstones, rocks and
necklaces—From all over world—$5.00 for list—Re-
fundable. Gem Main, Box 158, Wyckoff, NJ 07481

"I OWLS" Bumper Sticker $1 00. 1 991 Owl Calendar
$13 00. Sample Collectors' Newsletter $3.00. Owl Cat-

alog $1.00 Refundable. Owl's Nest, Box 5491 NH,
Fresno, CA 93755

METEORITES—RARE SPACE COLLECTIBLES. Dis-

play specimens, jewelry, books Authenticity guaran-

teed Color catalog $2 Bethany Trading, P.O. Box
3726-N, New Haven, CT 06525

SCIENCE TOYS—imaginative gifts. Exciting! Stimulat-

ing! Send $1 .00 for catalog. Wholesale inquihes wel-

come Copernicus, 394 N.Y. Avenue, Huntington, NY
11743

"SOLITUDES"® NATURE RECORDINGS Cassettes,

CD's, Videos Free Catalog. Wnte: Please Read This!,

Box NH, 300 Quaker Road. Chappaqua. NY 10514

THE SOLAR SYSTEM! Our 3-D Opti-Relief and full-color

Luci-Chrome Solar System Pnnts are "out of this

world "! A "must " for all astronomy enthusiasts, a most
unique gift item, and a superb teaching aid for astron-

omy students of all ages For free samples, write to:

Cygnus Graphic. Box 32461 -N2. Phoenix. AZ 85064-

2461
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Miscellaneous Photo/Optical

AU\SKA'S WOLVES are being legally slaughtered—
nearly 2,000 in two years' Your tielp is needed to stop
aerial wolf hunts, predator control and other exploita-

tion of Alaska's unique wildlife For sample newsletter,

membership and merchandise information, write The
Alaska Wildlife Alliance, Box 202022-L, Anchorage, AK
99520 (907) 277-0897

INVENTIONS, IDEAS, new products! Presentation to

industry and exhibition at national innovation expo-
sition. Call 1-800-288-IDEA

PENFRIENDS—ENGLAND—USA. Make lasting friend-

ships. Send age, interests. Free reply. Harmony, Box
82295NH, Phoenix, AZ 85071

aus JENA (GERMANY) BINOCULARS: Experience the
Ultimate in Bnlliance and Clarityi Europtik, Ltd, PO
Box 319-NH, Dunmore, PA 18512 (717) 347-6049

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE Repainng binocu-
lars since 1923 Alignment performed on our US Navy
collimator. Free catalog and our article "Know Your
Binoculars, " published in Audubon Magazine Mirakel
Optical Co., Inc , 331 Mansion St , West Coxsackie, NY
12192(518)731-2610

OPTICS HEADQUARTERS FOR BIRDERS SINCE
1960 Offering selection advice, 24 hour shipping,
deep discounts on most popular brands of binoculars,

scopes, tripods, camera adapters, more Catalogue on
request. Birding, PO. Box 4405NC, Halfmoon, NY
12065(518)664-2011

JAMAICA: Naturalists Retreat Seaside cottage on the
dramatic North Shore Cook/housekeeper, gardener
$550-800 Dowling House: (817) 527-0912

Resorts

SPRING ON BEQUIA Distinctive ten room hillside hide-

away on beautiful 200 year old Caribbean plantation.

Bequia, St Vincent Grenadines Secluded beach,
pool, tennis, excellent cuisine, tranquility Box 19251A,
Minneapolis, MN 55419 (612) 823-1202

VENEZUELA CARIBBEAN BEACH, National Park,

Tropical Lagoon, Migratory Birds. Tours optional Va-

cation package: $360 (212)787-1118

Music

EXCITING MUSIC FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD,
Andes, Africa, India, World Music Jazz Write for free

catalog of cassettes and compact discs Music of the

Wforld, Dept N, PO. Box 3667, Chapel Hill, NC 27515-

3667

Real Estate

GOVERNMENT LANDS—FROM $10.00 Surplus Rec
reational. Agricultural, Commercial Properties, Repos-
sessed Homes Tax/Narcotics Seizures. "Nationwide
Directory"—$3 00 Lands, Box 19107-RX, Washing-
ton, DC 20036

Tours/Trips

AFRICA!—Affordable adventures tor those who want
to explore in depth Draw from over 20 years' experi-

ence Group departures and private safans Wnte for a
free catalog Voyagers, Dept NH-10, Box 915, Ithaca,

NY 14851

FREE SAMPLE COPY: Don't miss
another month of news, advice and
readers' candid reviews of tours,

airlines, cruises, hotels, etc.,

overseas. INTERNATIONAL
TRAVEL NEWS, 2120 28th St..

Suite H, Sacramento, CA 95818.

AFRICA: KENYA SAFARIS Individuals and Groups
Personalized Service. Satan Masters, PO Box 8233-N,

Incline Village, NV 89450 (702) 831-6552

AFRICA: Personalized safans Kenya, Tanzania.

Rwanda, Ethiopia. Eastern Zaire. Burundi, Botswana,
Zimbabwe Kenya Consultants, Box 216, Mt Tremper,
NY 12457(800)541-2527

AUSTRALIA * COSTA RICA
GALAPAGOS * BOTSWANA
que Worldwide Nature Tours • Naluralisl Le.iders

.m,ill Esciirled Croups ' Free Direclorx- Av.iil.ibie

PHOMNIX I'O. BOX 1755

=^ Ĉ^^^=" \E\VPORTBEACH.CA 92663

nH\; (714) r23-13')11

AMAZON. Specialty and general interest expeditions

led by authors Paul Beaver, Ph.D. and Milly Sangama.
1824 N W. 102nd Way, Gainesville, FL 32606

f:Vi'J^:kilJ;H^:f^f^i:iii

GALAPAGOS

Customer with purchases, Brimfield Flea Market. Massachusetts

snorkel, hike, discover

& learn as you explore Dar-

win s Enchanted Isles. CHOICE YACHTS, economy lo

1st class. Small groups, naturalist guides, guaranteed
deparlures. Amazon jungle & Machu Picchu options.

5 AND
Kenya.

Tanzania. Rwanda. Botswana. Zimbabwe & Zambia.
One low rale includes air, top camps & lodges & nat-

uralist guides. Over 200 guaranteed departures.

FREE BROCHURES 1-800- 525-6772
SPECIAL INTEREST TOURS
134 W. 26 St. (C) NV, NY 10001

AUSTRALIA/NEW ZEALAND WALKABOUTS;
Personalized tour programs featuring nature, hiking

and the outdoors Enjoy hiking and camping safaris,

lodge stays and island resorts in New Zealand s scenic

National Parks and Millord Track, Australia s Outback.
Tropical North and Great Barrier Reef Pacific

Exploration Co., Box 3042-N, Santa Barbara, CA 931 30

(805) 687-7282
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JlieMarl^t
BELIZE—COSTA RICA. Lush Tropical Rain Forests,

Exotic Birds and Wildlife, Wtiite Water Rafting, Mayan

Ruins Friendly People Brocfiure Global Adventures,

PC Box 1897N, Boulder, CO 80306 (800) 322-6911,

(303) 322-691

1

CAMPING SAFARIS IN KENYA & TANZANIA, 11-18

days, from $550.00 -I- low airfare. Optional Kiliman|aro

climbs. Also London/Johannesburg overland Bo-

tswana, Egypt, more. Free 12 page color brochure.

Himalayan Travel, Box 481 -NH, Greenwich. CT 06836

(800) 225-2380

COSTA RICA 1991. March 29—April 7, August 4—14,

Christmas, December 22—January 2. "Spectacularly

beautiful—the birds mind-boggling!" Superb leaders

Naturalist/ecologist and an ornithologist. Helpful lee

tures. Limit: 16 participants Rainforests, cloud forests

beautiful mountains. Pacific beaches. Comfortable ac

commodations, delightful dining Relaxed pace option

All of nature with an emphasis on birding. Nature World

Explorations, 11442 High Hay NH, Columbia, MD
21044(301)730-0877

COSTA RICA: Jungle tours, birdwatching. butterfly col-

lecting. Write: Jungle Tours, Apartado 7, Golfito, Costa

Rica

EVERGLADES/FLORIDA KEYS HOUSEBOAT Safans

Snorkeling, birding, beachcombing Chic Charney,

107900 Overseas Highway, Key Largo, FL 33037 (305)

451-9596

GEO
EXPEDITIONS

THERE'S A LOT OF GROUND TO

COVER IN GALAPAGOS!

"^
Extraordinary adventures to

Galapagos, Amazon, Ecuador,

Peru, Costa Rica and Argentina.

1^ 800 351-5041

IWL 63 S Washington, Ste A

i Tff^, PO Box 3656-C8
^>-,:^^ Sonora, CA 95370

GALAPAGOS— Excellent boats, small groups, li-

censed Galapagos guides Some departures, also ac-

companied by professional photographers Trips in-

clude mainland Ecuador, Indian markets, Andes

excursions, and optional extensions to the Amazon

Basin, Let us know your interests and when you can

travel Voyagers International, Dept NG-10, Box 915,

Ithaca, NY 14851

GALAPACOS
THE NATURAL HISTORY OF THE
GALAPAGOS ISLANDS, ECUADOR
AND THE ANDES with a biologist from the

USA. Includes: airfrom Miami, 1 stclass lodg-

ing, all transports, entrance fees, museum, and

more. Increciible animals and landscapes!

9 day.S. $I7<)5 Ocl.l9, Nov. 16,ncc. 14. .lan.a.Feh 15.

Mar. 15. .\pr.l'» rranspnrl available fnini othii; lilk'^.

EDtSON IXTEKXATIOh'AL 1-813-463-5738
!-S(m-Si2-6(,l.2Ftmida Watts I-Sm-247-684JVSA Walli

lOURNEY TO THE

m;j!V>4ii:
Travel on a riverboat from Peru to Brazil

and back with a biologist from the USA!
Includes: air from Miami, 1st class lodging, all

transports, entrance fees, museum, and more.
Sl';95 indavsOcl.27. Nov. 17. Mec, 22, .lan.5. Feb 16.

Mar.l6..\pr.2ll \im.nrie, li..iis available In.m ..then lilie

EDisoMMKHNimwAL 1-813-463-5738
i.$m-S.12-66l2 Florida tVato I-mi-2.t7-6343 VSA WaUs

GALAPAGOS "SALE"! Cruise and explore in small

groups Tourist to Deluxe yachts, or ships, with expert

naturalists Weekly departures Also: "Hiking Galapa-

gos", Ecuador's Highlands, Amazon, Machu Picchu.

Titicaca Chile, Argentina, Brazil, and more Forum

Travel, 91 Gregory (#21 ), Pleasant Hill, CA 94523 (415)

671-2900

GALAPAGOS
you, 9 other adventurers and our licensed

naturalist will sail by yacht to explore more

Islands than any other Galapagos expedition.

50 Trip dates. Machu Picchu Option.

FREE BROCHURE
INCn SFLOHTS 41 5-420-1 550

1 31 1 N 63rd ST, EMERyVILLE, CA 94608

GALAPAGOS sponsored by the Toronto Zoo Feb. 6

14 night cruise July 1 . Weekly departures on regular 7

night cruises Catalog (416) 469-8211 Galapagos

Holidays, 745 Gerrard E ,
Toronto M4M 1Y5

ISLAND CRUISES BY LUXURY YACHT! Sail the beauti-

ful British Virgin Islands or the spectacular Galapagos

Islands on the most comfortable yacht in either des-

tination The 105 ft, 20 passenger "Cuan Law" in the

British Virgins or the 95 ft, 18 passenger "Lammer

Law" in the Galapagos These are the largest trima-

rans in the world Fast, stable, graceful, unique Book

individuals or groups. Very spacious twin or double

staterooms with private bathrooms. Island hopping

cruises, scuba cruises, naturalist cruises, whale

cruises, mountain bike cruises, or mixtures! Since

1970 thousands have enjoyed our special hospitality.

Write Tnmanne Dept, NH, RO Box 4065, St Thomas,

VI 00803 Fax (809) 494-5774 or call toll free (800) 648-

3393

SIERRA MADRE TRAINS
Copper Canyon / San Miguel Allende

Tram over Old Spanish Silver

Route Colonial Historic tours

Tula Toltec arcliaeology.

Monarch buttertly sanctuary.

Brochure 1 -800-225-2829 M-F 9 a.m.-6 p.m. central

Columbus Travel, 6017 Callaghan Rd • San Antonio, TX 78228

Tram to canyon largerthan Grand

Canyon continuing to Sea ot

Cortez. Mountain lodges, pine

forests, Tarahumara Indi

GALAPAGOS Free info on-your-own Discovery Tours/

wildlife & photo workshops. Also the essential 250 pp.

"how to" guidebook ($16,50 postpaid). Galapagos

Travel 2674 N, 1st St., #112, San Jose, CA95134 (800)

223-3767

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS From $1666 including air Ec-

uador/Peru options and archeological tours. Joseph

Colley. LAST, Inc ,
43 Millstone, Randallstown, MD

21133(301)922-3116

NEPAL Inexpensive lodge, adjacent Chitwan Park Ex-

cellent birding, wildlife, accommodations For bro-

chure, contact. Greta Colavito, 204 Winston Dr, Ithaca,

NY 14850

"SPECTACULAR MEXICO" Fascinating Nature and

Legendary Cultures, Escorted tours to Mexico's na-

ture, archaeology, birds, beaches, mystique and fa-

bled hospitality Forum Travel, 91 Gregory (#21),

Pleasant Hill, CA 94523 (415) 671-2900

NEPAL 'INDIA 'TIBET
BURMA 'THAILAND

nil'.. Ireks, safiiris, overland ddvenlures.

iniiiii \ iixk'pendenl programs from $1HSI).1)0

i( I. ,111. Free 56 pg. Irip catalog.

Himalayan Travel, Inc., Box 481-NH,
Greenwicli, CT 06836. (203) 622-6777.

Toll Free (800) 225-2380 (ex. CT)

UNIQUE DESTINATIONS
• Cross the SAHARA Desert w. Tuaregs; or

overland to TIMBUKTU, NAMIBIA, ETHIOPIA

• Visit Wodaabe Nomads of NIGER; BORNEO'S

Dayak; Dani of IRIAN JAVA; Jivaros of the

ECUADORIAN AMAZON; Dogons of MALI;

Berbers of MOROCCO; KALAHARI'S Bushmen

• View wildlife in Brazil's PANTANAL, COSTA

RICA, PATAGONIA, GALAPAGOS, BOTSWANA
. RAJASTHAN and Pushkar; KASHMIR; LADAKH;

Eastern TURKEY; T DEL FUEGO on horseback

^TURTLE TOURS
944h Quail IVail, Box# 1147/NH, Carefree, AZ 85377

1602) 488-3688

VANISHING WORLDS: Latin Amenca—Afnca—Asia—
Pacific/Australia—Europe/USSR. Classic and Un-

usual Tours, Cruises, Hiking, Biking year-round. Incred-

ible selection and prices Forum Travel, 91 Gregory,

Pleasant Hill, CA 94523 (415) 671-2900

MADAGASCAR-TANZANIA-NEPAL-INDIA
JAPAN-PATAGONIA-COSTARICA-HAWAII

he right path to unique and ui

and culture exploration. Write

JOURNEYS, Dept. NH,
401 1 Jackson, Ann Arbor, I^M

THE INCREDIBLE "ANDES EXPRESS". Pristine South

Amenca, 1-3 week special odyssey through the most

dramatic scenery on earth Only $90/day, all included

Also: "Amazon Express", "Rio-Lima Safari", and other

legendary tours. Forum Travel, 91 Gregory, Pleasant

Hill, CA 94523 (415) 671-2900

800-255-8735
log. delailed iUneraries newsleUet-. Im
'- prompl response. Sit I 1978.

Idly

WESTERN FIELD EXCURSIONS: Explore one of Ameri-

ca's most fascinating regions with curators and field

specialists Vanety of one-day and multi-day outings:

Native peoples, birding, botany, geology. Western his-

tory photography. Free Brochure. Contact The High

Desert t^useum Excursions, 59800 S. Highway 97,

Bend, OR 97702 (503) 382-4754

FREE SAILING VACATION
Were giving away a deluxe yacht charter for 2 in the U.S.

Virgin Islands. Enter to win and receive infonnation

about our unique charter yacht selection service.

Knilinn "'^ Magnolia A.e. *217C
:3UUiny Memtl island, FL 32952

Vacations (soo) 922-4880

WHOLE AtvlAZON IN ONE BROCHURE for the first

time. Every lodge, cruise and expedition rated accord-

ing to comfort and degree of difficulty. Programs avail-

able for all interest and levels of experience Plan your

Amazon adventure today. Call 800-242-5554 for free

brochure. CanoAndes Expeditions, 310 Madison Ave-

nue, NYC 10017

Video

AWARD-WINNING VOLCANO VIDEOTAPE. Fantastic

Footagel Satisfaction Guaranteed. Free Information.

Wnte: Harada Productions, 22 Malanai St., Dept. NH,

Hilo, Hawaii 96720

Wanted

FRANKLIN MINT SETS, com and stamp estates. Will

pay top dollar. Send printed list with phone number to

Stan Katz PO. Box 524-H, Cranford, NJ 07016, USA
(201)561-4697

RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION

$3 25 per word; 1 6 word minimum. Display classiHed is

$355 per inch. All advertisements must be prepaid.

Rates are not structured for agency or cash discounts.

All advertisements are accepted at NATURAL HISTO-

RY'S discretion. Send check/money order payable to

NATURAL HISTORY to: The Market, NATURAL HIS-

TORY Magazine, Central Park West at 79th St., New
York, NY 10024.
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MEMBERS BOO PROGRAM ANNUAL COLLECTION

Fnature
! BOOK

;

MY FIRST NATURE BOOK
A Life-Size Guide to

Disiovering tlie World

Around You

ANGELA WILKES

In a big, bold photographic

format. My First Nature Book

features fascinating indoor and

outdoor activities, from grow-

ing seeds to creating mini-

museums. Step-by-step photos

accompany each set of easy-to-

follow instructions. From the

creators of the Eyewitness

Books. Ages 6-10. 10" x 13",

48 pages #100

List $9.95 «IBP$8.9S

NOAH'S ARK
Featuring seven little pockets

which hold six different stuffed

animals and an easy-to-read

cotton story book about Noah
and the great flood. Made in

England of 100% cotton,

this charming

toy is hand-

washable.

9" tall X

S'/z" wide

X 5" deep

#101

Suggested /'

$40.00

MBP
,

$34.95 L

THE OFFICIAL

VIDEO OF THE
AMERICAN MUSEUM
OF NATURAL HISTORY
Explore the American Muse-

um's fascinating exhibits and

receive a behind-the-scenes

view of the scientists, curators,

and artists at work.

VHS, approximately

40 minutes #102

List $19.95

IHBP $17.95

ZOO
The Modern Ark

JAKE PACE

"... a beautiftilly

illustrated book

. . . timely and

comprehensive"

—LibraryJournal

Written by an

authority on natural

history and the founding

editor of Smithsonian

Books, ZOO brings its readers

both an historical appreciation

of zoos and a new understand-

ing of their increasingly impor-

tant role in saving endangered

species. Over 100 stunning,

full-color photo-

graphs, illustrations,

line drawings, and maps.

9" X 12", 192 pages

#104 List $35.00

MBP$31.50

Dear Friends,

In these four pages we are

happy to present a very special

collection of books and gifts

selected just for you.

Each item is offered at a sav-

ings to show our appreciation

of your continued support

of the American Museum of

Natural History.

With best wishes.

Scarlett Love!!

Manager, Members' Book Program

NOTECARDS
These beautiful notecords ore

reproductions of illustrations in

the Americon Museum's Rare

Book Collection. Available in

Seashells or Butterflies, each

box contains 20 cards (five

each of four different draw-

ings). Printed on recycled

paper. Specify Seashells #105

or Butterflies #106. 5" X 6 1/2"

Suggested $11.95

MBP $10.75

CHILD'S FROG T-SHIRT

Delightfully different, from a 19th century

wood engraving. Printed on all cotton.

S(6-8), M(10-12), L(14-16) Specify size.

#103 Suggested $12.50 MBP$10.95



AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY

CHILD'S

GLOW^IN-THE-DARK
APATOSAURUST-SHIITT

By night, the dinosaur bones

glow in the dark! Great for

camp or slumber parties, all

cotton and machine vrashable.

S(6-8), M(10-12), 1(14-16)

Please specify size. #107

Suggested $12.00 each

MBP $9.95 each

THE FOSSIL lACTORY

MILES, GREGORY, and

DOUGLAS ELDREDGE

"At last!-A great book about

fossils for kids! And done with

the best possible expertise, for

the book is written by a great

paleontologist and his own

—Stephen Jay Gould,

Harvard University

The Fossil
Factory

£sp.onnff£voiuton and Fmdlrg Fixssls

A world-fomous scientist and

curotor at the American

Museum with his teenage sons

provide a fascinating tour of

the history of life on earth.

Softcover. Ages 7-12, SVs s 9 Vs"

111 pages #108

list $8.95 MBP $8.05

AFRICAN REFLECTIONS

Art From Norfheastern Zaire

ENID SCHILDKROUT and CURTIS A. KIIM

American Museum Curator Enid Schlldkrout and

Curtis A. Keim, both foremost experts in the field,

trace the art history of northeastern Zaire from

before the first encounters with Europeans to

the present day. Most of the artifacts examined

were collected during the Museum's famous

Congo Expedition of —
1909-15. Striking

archival images of

turn of the century

Africa complement

over 100 exquisite

full-color photo-

graphs commis-

sioned especially

for this volume.

9 "A" xl2'/4"

272 pages #ARH
List $45.00 MBP $35.45

AKUA'BA PIN

Based upon the

traditional "fertil-

I ity doll" carvings

by the Ashanti

people of Ghana,

this gold-finished

pin is an authorized

reproduction of an original

sculpture in the

^i^^ Museum. 2 %" tall

#110 Suggested $25.00

MBP $19.95

1991 AFRICAN
REFLECTIONS CALENDAR

A selection of the distinctive

art of northeastern Zaire

featured in full color vnth

historical photographs from the

Museum's 1909-1915 Congo

Expedition. 12" X 12" #ARC
List $9.95 MBP $8.95

APATOSAURUS
'^^^#' BOOKMARK

A; The Apatosau-

"
tI(' "^^ dinosaur

f'
-^' \fe"^ grew to the

'^^ enormous

A', length of sev-
""^

' enty feet and

weighed more

than thirty tons. Ours is brass,

shown actual size. #112

Suggested $5.95 MBP $5.35

DINOSAURS
EUGENE S. GAFFNEY

Written by an American

Museum curator, this little

Golden Guide is packed with

fascinating facts about how

dinosaurs evolved, lived, and

became extinct. Softcover.

4" X 6", 160 pages #109

List $4.50 MBP $4.05

SPIRITS OF DEFIANCE VIDEO

(not pictured)

Filmed on location in Zaire,

Spirits ofDefiance reveals how

the Mangbetu people interpret

the forces that shape their lives.

Produced by the British Broad-

casting Company

VHS, 59 minutes

#111

List $19.95 ^
MBP

$17.95

THE DINOSAURIA
"The best scholarly

reference work available on

dinosaurs . . . "—Dale Russell

author of^n Odyssey in Time

The definitive dinosaur book.

Comprehensive, state-of-the-

science research in dinosaur

behavior, evolution, and extinc-

tion by twenty-three interna-

tionally renowned authorities.

8'/2" xll", 752 pages #113

List $85.00 MBP $76.50

APATOSAURUS PIN

This special hand-cut sterling

silver pin is reminiscent of the

/^ imposing

/^ creature

/ that

roamed

the western

United States

140 million years

ago.

Shown actual size.

#114 Suggested $45.00

MBP $39.95
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THE GREAT KAPOK TREE
LYNNE CHERRY

"Exceptionally colorful, bright

and full of life. . .

"

—People Magazine

A magical encounter takes

place in the Amazon rain forest

between the animals who live

in a great Kapok tree and a

woodcutter who must decide

whether or not to chop it

down. Ages 5-8. 9 %" x 1 1 'U"

31 pages #115

List $14.95 MBP $13.45

THE RECYCLER'S HANDBOOK
Just published by the creators of the

best seller, 50 Simple Things You Can
Do To Save The Earth. Softcover.

5%" X 8 W, 120 pages #117
List $4.95 MBP $4.45

ANIMAL TWISTS
An elephant with feathers? A
kangaroo with a beak? These

are just two of the strange and

amusing animals you

can create with

this pair of

animal twists.

Made in Italy,

the animals are

exquisitely

painted on

rotating maple

wooden blocks.

2 '/b" tall

#118

Suggested $18.00

MBP $14.95
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GREENHOUSE/GUSNOST
The Crisis of Global Warming
ESSAYS INTRODUCED BY

ROBERT REDFORD

In 1989, a group of eminent

scientists, policy-makers, and

environmentalists from the

United Stotes and the Soviet

Union met at the Sundance

Institute In Utah to discuss a

crisis which transcends all

political and Ideological bound-

aries: global climate change.

The result Is this book, a

landmark collection of twenty

essoys, written by symposium

participants Including Carl

Sagan of Cornell University,

U.S. Senator Bill Bradley, Paul

and Anne Ehrlich of Stanford

University, Stephen Schneider,

the National Center for Atmo-

spheric Research, and George

S. Golltsyn, theU.S.S.R.

Academy of Science. Recycled

paper. 6'/8"x9V4"

320 pages #121

list $17.95 MBPSI6.15

THE LAST RAIN FORESTS
A World Conservation Atlas

With a foreword by David

Attenborough, The Last Rain

Forests is a comprehensive and
stunningly beautiful guide to

the people, flora and fauna of

the richest habitats on earth.

More than 200 full-color

photographs. 9 'k" x 1 1 '/z"

208 pages #116
List $29.95 MBP $26.95

RAINFOREST
PENCIL CASE

A very special cotton pencil

case made in England

whose proceeds from

sales will help support

the Friends of the

Earth, a non-political

environmental

organization with

member groups in

35 countries.

4"x9" #119

List $5.00 MBP $4.50

BIRD BEHAVIOR (in Three Volumes)

DONALD and LILLIAN STOKES

"Carefully researched and attractively presented

(these guides] provide the needed impetus to those

who have dallied with the idea of bird behavior but

may not have known how to proceed."

—Indiana Audubon Society

Part of the award-winning Stokes Nature Guide

Series, these three volumes describe a fascinating

array of feathered behavior to watch for Softcover.

4 %" x 7 %", VOL 1-323 pages, VOL 11-334 pages,

VOL 111-397 pages #120
List $30.85 MBP $27.75

BLUE WHALE T-SHIRT

Our fomous blue whale Is

individually pointed and

printed in luminescent color on

each all cotton black T-shirt.

Colorfost ond machine wash-

able. S, M, L, XL Please

specify siie. #122

Suggested $19.95

MBP $16.95

TO ORDER BY PHONE I -800-437-0033
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FROM THE LAND OF
THE TOTEM POLES

The Northwest Coast

Indian Art Collection of

the American Museum
of Natural History

ALDONAJONAITIS

The American Museum of

Natural History's extraordi-

nary collection of Northwest

Coast Indian art and the

adventures behind its ;'

formation are presented s

in this handsome, ;

beautifully illustroted
^

volume. The rich and i

complex story of the ^

expeditions, the art, -

and the Indians ^>

themselves is deftly c

told by the American j

Museum's Aldono '^

Jonaitis, one of the ;^

vrarld's foremost

authorities on

Northwest Coast

Indian art. Each copy of this

deluxe, limited issue edition

is bound and slipcased in

red silk and autographed

by the author. 9V2"xl2'/2"

272 pages #09A

List $100.00 MBP $75.00

YOSEMITE
The Fate of Heaven

Narrated by Robert Redford,

this stunning, owardwinning

documentary portrays the

stark contrast between the

park of 100 years ago and

Yosemite today. VHS,

58 minutes #123

list $19.95 flflSP $17.95
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From the Land of theTotem Poles

GARNET
PIN

This unique
, IS! ^^^ ""^

handmade

Frank

Lloyd

Wright

nspired pin features eleven

natural, untreated garnets

set in 14k gold vermeil

and sterling silver.

1 '/a" diameter

#124

Suggested $50.00

MBP $45.00

TURQUOISE
NECKLACE
This necklace

features over twenty

semiprecious stones

including the beautiful

Chinese turquoise which is ^

its focal point. Handmade

of natural stones, expect

some variation. Clasp is

14k gold-filled. 17"

#125 Suggested $100.00
,

MBP $90.00

Y S I ^5 5 '
1^

THE NATURAL HISTORY

OF NORTH AMERICA
EDWARD RICCIUTI

North America is featured here

in all its incredible diversity,

from frozen tundra to tropical

wetlands. More than 230 color

photographs and an informative

text provide an encompassing

view of the nature and wildlife

of this wonderful land.

9V4" X I2V4", 224 pages

#126 List $19.98

MBP $17.95

GEMS AND CRYSTALS

From the American Museum
of Natural History

ANNA S. SOFIANIDES AND
GEORGE E. HARLOW

By Anna Sofianides cind Ameri-

can Museum Curator George

Harlow, this fascinating work

surveys the history, lore, prop-

erties, evaluation, and occur-

rence of more than 140

varieties of gems and minerals.

Dazzling photography of the

most exquisite gems in the

Museum delight the reader

while charts throughout pro-

vide useful gem and mineral

data and information on

gem cuts. 9" x 12", 208 pages

#129 List $40.00 MBP $36.00

WILD BY LAW
The Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund

and The Places It Has Saved

TOM TURNER

Over 100 splendid color photo-

graphs feature many of the

American landscapes safe-

guarded through the work of

the Sierra Club Legal Defense

Fund and the information-

packed, highly readable text

relates how these conservation

victories came about. 9" x 12",

180 pages #128

List $50.00

MBP $45.00

MALACHITE BRACELET

This exquisite bracelet is

Navaho-made of sterling

s, silver and features a

^ large, 1" polished

malachite stone.

#127

Suggested $120.00

MBP $100.00

TO ORDER BY PHOHE I -800-437-0033
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A professor of zoology at the Univer-

sity of California at Davis for more than

fifteen years, Judy Stamps (page 40) is

continuing her field research in Grenada

on territorial acquisition by young liz-

ards. She would like to apply her work

with animals to theoretical projects in

the field of artificial intelligence. In her

spare time, Stamps enjoys science fic-

tion and wishes "someone with a back-

ground in animal behavior would write

science fiction." For further information

about lizards or animal behavior, she

recommends Lizard Ecology: Studies of
a Model Organism, edited by R. B.

Huey, E. R. Pianka, and T. W. Schoener

(Cambridge: Harvard University Press,

1983), and Animal Behavior: An Evolu-

tionary Approach, by John Alcock

(Sunderland: Sinauer Associates, 1988).

James C. Bednarz (page 56) became

interested in Harris' hawks in the late

1970s and has studied the social behav-

ior of these birds of prey ever since, most

recently in the southernmost part of

their range in mainland Ecuador. Dur-

ing the early days of his hawk work in

New Mexico, Bednarz slept on a cot in

the open air, since desert scorpions

tended to infiltrate sleeping bags. Fund-

ing from the Department of Energy kept

his project going and eventually put a

roof over his head. Bednarz is now a prin-

cipal investigator with Greenfalk Con-

sultants in Boise, Idaho. There he will

help examine the effects of military op-

erations on the raptor-rich Snake River

Birds of Prey area in that state. A com-

pendium of essays that includes a chap-

ter on Harris' hawks is Cooperative

Breeding in Birds: Long-Term Studies

ofEcology and Behavior, edited by P B.

Stacey and W. D. Koenig (Cambridge:

Cambridge University Press, 1990).
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art from northeastern zaire

The American Museum of

Natural History sponsored

Congo Expedition of

1909 -1915 brought back

insight, information, and

an extraordinary collec-

tion of objects fashioned

in wood, ivory, metal and

terracotta that reflected

the changing artistic

Mother and child, wood. Azande currents Sweeping the

^^'""" region in the early igoOs.

» This beautifully illustrated book, written by the foremost scholars

of the arts, history and culture of northeastern Zaire, is a companion to

the exhibition at the American Museum of Natural History. African Reflections: Artfrom Northeastern Zaire

vividly illustrates one of Africa's great artistic heritages with over one hundred exquisite full color photographs

and striking archival images.

African Reflections: Artfrom Northeastern Zaire is available to members for $39.95 per copy including

shipping and handling. This beautiful hardbover book may be obtained by sending your check, money

order, or VISA/Mastercard information including account * and expiration date to:

American Museum of Natural History Central Park West at 79th Street N.Y., NY 10024-5192

The price quoted is for orders within the United States and Canada. Foreign inquiries please write or call (212) 769-5530
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Guided exploration into the strange and wonderiul

flora and fauna of Itie Galapagos Islands, En|oy a
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SELECT WORLD TOURS
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Thomas G. Wolcott and Donna L.

Wolcott (page 46) are natives of Califor-

nia, where rocky intertidal areas rich in

invertebrate animal life are common.

Upon moving to North Carolina in 1972,

Tom was dismayed to learn that only

three sizable intertidal invertebrates

were abundant on that state's beaches.

His despair turned to excitement, how-

ever, when he discovered that at least

one of them, the ghost crab, had been lit-

tle studied. He and Donna have been

conducting research on the ecology and

physiology of land crabs ever since. In

addition to barrier islands off North Car-

olina, which they visited in a twelve-foot

skilf, their fieldwork has taken them to

Bermuda, the Virgin Islands, and Chesa-

peake Bay. To get to undisturbed areas,

they have often rehed on a thirty-four-

foot sloop as a floating field base. Tom
Wolcott is a professor in the Marine,

Earth, and Atmospheric Sciences De-

partment at North Carolina State Uni-

versity in Raleigh; Donna is a visiting as-

sociate professor in the same depart-

ment. For additional reading, the

authors suggest Crabs, by Sylvia A.

Johnson (Minneapolis: Lemer Publica-

tions, 1982), part of an award-winning

series of science books for children that

also provide a good introduction for

adults. They also recommend "Red
Crabs on the March on Christmas Is-

land," by John W. Hicks {National Geo-

graphic, December 1987). Real aficio-

nados might read Biology of the Land
Crabs, edited by Warren W Burggren

and Brian R. McMahon (Cambridge:

Cambridge University Press, 1988).
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Authors, Continued

Douglas Day (page 66) first became

intrigued with the Mexican celebration

of the Day of the Dead while writing a

biography of the English novelist Mal-

colm Lowry. Lowry had used the cele-

bration extensively in Under the Vol-

cano. Day's Malcolm Lowry: A Biog-

raphy earned him the National Book

Award in 1974. Commonwealth Profes-

sor of English and Comparative Litera-

ture at the University of Virginia, Day

has written articles on the Amazon for-

ests of Colombia, on Ecuador, and on the

Andalusian Gypsies of Spain. He is at

present working on a novel set in Ecua-

dor, Colombia, and Bolivia. For further

reading and outstanding photographs,

he suggests Folk Treasures of Mexico,

by Marion Oettinger, Jr. (New York:

Harry N. Abrams, Inc., 1990).

"How gory do you want to get?" was

Paul Barber's question when we asked

him to adapt his book on vampire folk-

lore for an article for us (page 74). After

receiving his doctorate in Germanic lan-

guages and literature from Yale Univer-

sity, Barber became interested in the bog

burials of northern Europe. That led him

into the folklore of death and burial and

its relationship to the facts of post-

mortem pathology. His research took

him from interviews with homicide de-

tectives and medical examiners to ob-

scure Romanian texts. Barber is now a

research associate at the Fowler Mu-

seum of Cultural History, UCLA, and

occasionally teaches at Occidental Col-

lege. He is at work on a new book on the

spiritual worid. His book Vampires,

Burial, and Death: Folklore and Reality

(Yale University Press) will be available

in paperback this fall.
Gregory S. Paulson (page 96), soon to

receive his doctorate from Washington

State University in Pulhnan, is devoted

to the practical side of entomology. He

has served as a researcher in plant pa-

thology and in the Peace Corps in Samoa

as a filariasis researcher. He is currently

experimenting with the use of biological

control agents to prevent insect pest

damage, in particular the use of preda-

tory ants to control pear psyllas. This in-

volves spending many nights wearing a

red-filtered miner's hat observing ants in

local orchards. One night a concerned

citizen disturbed by the bobbing red

lights in an orchard came out to investi-

gate with a double-barreled shotgun.

Paulson took the photo for this month's

"Natural Moment" on a Hitachi S-570

scanning electron micrograph in the

Washington State University Electron

Microscopy Center.
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Letters

Yucatan Erratum
The interesting article by Julian C. Lee

("Creatures of the Maya," January 1990)

on aspects of Yucatan Peninsula biogeog-

raphy was unfortunately marred by an

inaccurate map. Even allowing for the ob-

vious transposition of "Evergreen Forest"

with "Deciduous Forest," one must fault

the cartographic effort, and especially so

in view of the fact that the article is fo-

cused on possible relationships between

ecosystems and herpetological distribu-

tions. The area of "Tropical Rain Forest"

in the Mexico portion of the peninsula is

far smaller than shown, and "islands" of

quite distinctive types of vegetation—for

example, savanna and semideciduous for-

est—are located within the larger ecosys-

tems. The area designated "Humid
Deciduous" is dominated by pines and

oaks, and mangroves are rather more ex-

tensive than shown; they extend at least

twice the shown distance along the coasts.

Charles F. Bennett
University ofCalifornia, Los Angeles

Natural History regrets the errors. A
completely revised version of the Yucatan

vegetation map appears below.—Ed.

Hanford and the Yakima Nation
The Hanford Nuclear Reservation

("Indecent Exposure," September 1990)

is located on land ceded to the United

States government by the Yakima Indian

Nation in the formulation of the Treaty of
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1855. The agreement said that the Yak-

ima people would forever be allowed to

utilize the land to gather natural foods and

medicines, pasture their animals in open

and public lands, and hunt and fish in all

usual and accustomed places.

The Yakima Nation contributed to the

parent legislation that became the Nu-

clear Waste Policy Act of 1982 and was

granted "affected status" because the pro-

posed waste repository would affect the

rights to, and status of, the natural re-

sources held dear by the Yakima people.

Therefore, those involved in the cleanup

process must recognize and involve the

Yakima Nation, so that we may invoke

protection of our sacred sites, burial sites,

and environment for the future genera-

tions.

Although the indigenous people of this

region were not included in Phase I of the

Hanford Environmental Dose Re-

construction Project, we have been as-

sured by the project chairman. Dr. John

Till, that the Yakimas would be fully in-

volved in the remainder of the study, so

that we may advise our people how they

may have been affected. It will need to be

a unique study because of the different

life style, diet, and demography of the

indigenous people. The major pathway,

for instance, of radionuchdes to the people

of mainstream society at the time of re-

leases has been determined to be miUc,

because iodine 131, with a half-life of

eight and a half days, settled on grass and

feed consumed by cows. The indigenous

people may have consumed not only milk

but also fish, natural foods, and medicines

affected by radionuclides.

The Yakima people cannot afford to

have our permanent homelands contami-

nated. Our culture cannot be moved to

another location, so evacuation is mean-

ingless to us. We sincerely believe that the

disposal of accumulated waste and the

environmental restoration that now con-

front the nation and the world need the

voice of the indigenous people of this land.

Russell Jim, Manager
Environmental Restoration/

Waste Management Program
Yakima Indian Nation

Toppenish, Washington

Ocean Runways
Robert W. Fumess's article on the wan-

dering albatross ("Easy Gliders," August

1990) was fascinating reading.

I have one question. The author states

that the wandering albatross, because of

its size, needs "a twenty-yard run over flat,

bare ground into a good wind" in order to

become airborne. He goes on to say that

albatrosses often spend the night resting

on the ocean, catching squid. What I want

to know is, how do they take off from the

sea surface? Can they walk/run on water?

Sarah S. Moench
Boulder, Colorado

Robert Furness replies:

By spreading their wings into the winds

that blow across the surface of the water,

wandering albatrosses get enough lift to

literally get a running start from the sea.

The wind off the crest of a wave might

itself provide sufficient lift to get even a

large albatross airborne. However, when it

comes to albatrosses in calm seas—on flat

water and without winds—taking off

would be difficult at best.
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This View OF Life

Darwin and Paley

Meet the Invisible Hand
Theprice ofperfect design is ?nessy, relentless slaughter

by Stephen Jay Gould

The French revolutionary government

defined its new basis of measurement

—

the meter—as one ten-milHonth of the

quadrant of the earth's circumference

from pole to equator. While I do appreci-

ate both the democratic intent and ob-

jectivity of such a choice, I confess a con-

tinuing fondness for older units of

exphcitly human scale. Monarchs may
not deserve to be standard-bearers in this

sense, but at least we can empathize with a

yard defined, in one common legend at

least, as the distance from King Edgar's

nosetip to outstretched middle finger Or
the foot as King John's regal proclamation

(after stamping his print on wet ground at

a time of peace, rather than Magna Carta

rebellion, with his nobles): "Let it be the

measure from this day forward." Or turn-

ing to King Edgar again, an inch as the

length of the knuckle on his thumb.

But when inches required subdivision,

our large frames failed to supply obvious

reference points, and our forebears sought

agricultural aids. Three (or sometimes

four) barleycorns made an inch, and five

poppy seeds a barleycorn.

I mention these arcana to expUcate a

quotation from William Paley's Natural

Theology (1802). When the good rever-

end cites the value of a barleycorn, he

means "damned little." Paiey, out to

prove the existence and benevolence of

God from the good design of organisms,

faces a puzzle in analyzing behavior.

How, in God's well-designed world, can

organisms spend so much time and energy

engaged in behavior for purposes they

cannot understand? Birds must copulate

to reproduce and must reproduce to per-

petuate their kind, but bird brains cannot

grasp this chain of logic:

When a male and female sparrow come
together, they do not meet to confer upon
the expediency of perpetuating their spe-

cies. As an abstract proposition, they care

not the value of a barleycorn whether the

species be perpetuated, or not. They follow

their sensations; and all those consequences

ensue, which the wisest counsels could have
dictated, which the most solicitous care of

futurity, which the most anxious concern

for the sparrow world, could have pro-

duced. But how do these consequences

arise?

The problem, Paley tells us, has a clear

solution in such cases. Sex, after all, feels

good; birds indulge for pleasures of the

moment, while their benevolent creator

implants the bonus of His own intent in

perpetuating one of His created species:

Those actions of animals which we refer to

instinct, are not gone about with any view to

their consequences . . . but are pursued for

the sake of gratification alone; what does all

this prove, but that the prospection [that is,

knowledge of ultimate benefit] , which must
be somewhere, is not in the animal, but in

the Creator?

"Be it so," Paley adds, but he is not out of

the intellectual thicket yet. What about

instinctive behaviors that impart no im-

mediate gratification but seem, on the

contrary, to mire an animal in pain and

distress? How can a bird tolerate days or

months of incarceration at the nest for a

fleeting moment of carnal pleasure be-

fore—for Paley asserts that the female is

"often found wasted to skin and bone by

sitting upon her eggs." Paley evokes both

our empathy and admiration for this sed-

entary sacrifice:

Neither ought it ... to be forgotten, how
much the instinct costs the animal which
feels it; how much a bird, for example, gives

up, by sitting upon her nest; how repugnant

it is to her organization, her habits, and her

pleasures. ... An animal delighting in mo-
tion, made for motion ... is fixed to her

nest, as close as if her limbs were tied down
by pins and wires. For my part, I never see a

bird in that situation, but I recognize an
invisible hand, detaining the contented pris-

oner from her fields and groves for a pur-

pose, as the event proves, the most worthy
of the sacrifice, the most important, the

most beneficial.

Paley has cleverly turned the problem

to his advantage. Sex can be explained by

immediate gratification, although its pur-

pose in the scheme of things be deeper.

But incarceration at the nest, by opposing

any conceivable motivation of the bird

itself, must point more directly to divine

intent and imposition. The "invisible

hand" that keeps the bird on her nest can

only be God himself.

The Reverend William Paley (1743-

1 805) wrote the most famous and influen-

tial entry in a long English tradition with

roots at least as far back as John Ray's

Wisdom of God Manifested in Works of
the Creation (1691), and a few twigs per-

sisting even today. Darwin revered Paley's

book as a young man and reminisced to his

friend John Lubbock in 1859, just a week

before the Origin ofSpecies rolled off" the

presses, "I do not think I hardly ever ad-

8 Natural History 1 1/90
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mired a book more. ... I could almost

formerly have said it by heart." Later in

this essay, we shall see that Darwin paid

Paley an ultimate debt of gratitude by

inverting his former mentor's system to

construct his own particular and distinc-

tive version of evolution.

This long tradition bore the name that

Paley appropriated for the title of his

book

—

Natural Theology: or. Evidences

of the Existence and Attributes of the

Deity, Collectedfrom the Appearances of

Nature. Natural Theology stakes the par-

ticular claim that God's nature, as well as

His being ("existence and attributes" of

Paley's title), can be inferred from the

character of objects in the natural world.

(Most religious thought today either de-

nies or downplays such a link and does not

attempt to validate the idea of divinity

from the nature of material objects.)

Natural Theology presents 500 pages

of diverse arguments for God's existence,

personality, natural attributes, unity, and

goodness (in this explicit order of Paley's

chapters), all centered upon one primary

theme, endlessly hammered: God shows

His creating hand in the good design of

organisms for their appointed styles of life

(wings are optimal for flying, nest behav-

ior for raising offspring). Paley sets forth

his theme, in the opening paragraphs of

the book, with one of the most famous

metaphors in English writing. As the

scene opens, the good reverend is walking

across a field:

In crossing a heath, suppose I pitched my
foot against a stone, and were asked how the

stone came to be there, I might possibly

answer, that, for any thing I knew to the

contrary, it had Iain there forever.

The stone, so rough and formless, can

teach us nothing about its origins. "But,"

Paley continues, "suppose I had found a

watch upon the ground, and it should be

enquired how the watch happened to be in

that place." Now the answer must be dif-

ferent, for the watch—by its twin proper-

ties of complexity and obvious contriv-

ance for a purpose—implies a watch-

maker. Complexity and construction for

use cannot arise randomly or even from

physical laws of nature (the laws may
build something complex, like the chemi-

cal structure of a crystal, but not some-

thing evidently designed for a purpose, for

nature's laws are abstract and imper-

sonal). The watch must have been made
on purpose, in order to keep time:

The inference, we think, is inevitable: that

the watch must have had a maker; that

there must have existed, at some time and
in some place or other, an artificer or artifi-

cers who formed it for the purpose which

we find it actually to answer; who compre-
hended its construction, and designed its

use.

One additional step completes the argu-

ment: Organisms are even more complex,

and even more evidently designed for their

modes of life, than watches. If the watch

imphes a watchmaker, then the better de-

sign of organisms requires a benevolent,

creating God.

There cannot be a design without a de-

signer; contrivance without a contriver. . .

.

The marks of design are too strong to be got

over. Design must have had a designer.

That designer must have been a person.

That person is God.

Paley's argument is scarcely immune
from parody, especially since the reverend

wrote in such a colorful style. His need to

attribute purpose and benevolence to all

aspects of our life in this vale of tears does

recall his near contemporary, Voltaire's

immortal Dr. Pangloss. For example, Pa-

ley's earnest resolution to the problem of

pain parallels the punch line of an old and

feeble joke: "Why did the moron hit him-

self on the head with a hammer? Because

it felt so good when he stopped." (In fair-

ness, Paley also presents the acceptable

argument that pain informs the body of

danger.) Substituting the ills of his age for

the hammer of our joke, Paley writes:

A man resting from a fit of the stone or gout

is, for the time, in possession of feelings

which undisturbed health cannot impart.

... I am far from being sure, that a man is

not a gainer by suffering a moderate inter-

ruption of bodily ease for a couple of hours

out of the four-and-twenty.

Nonetheless, I believe that Paley's ar-

gument, although quite unacceptable to-

day, deserves our respect as a coherent

and subtly defended philosophy from an

interesting past—a "fossil world view"

that stretches our mind as we seek to com-

prehend our own preferences by appreci-

ating the history of alternatives. Self-sus-

taining arguments are cheap; anyone with

half a brain and a reasonable turn of

phrase should be able to set forth his own

prejudices. The test of a well-constructed

defense lies in the identification and dis-

proof of alternatives. If contrary interpre-

tations are fully listed, fairly character-

ized, and adequately dismissed, then a

system can win respect. I admire Paley

primarily for his treatment of alternatives

to his favored argument.

Paley's central argument includes an

assertion, that organisms are well de-

signed for definite purpose—and an infer-

ence, that good and purposeful design im-
f

plies a designer. We might attack the

assertion itself, but the prevalence of good
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design is an empirical matter not to be

settled by a book on philosophy. The asser-

tion, in any case, enjoys wide assent (both

in Paley's time and our own). Fish gotta

swim and birds gotta fly—and they per-

form these tasks very well indeed. Let us

then focus on the validity of the inference.

Paley can imagine only two alternatives to

his proposition that good and purposeful

design implies a designer. A major part of

his book centers on the dismissal of these

competing explanations.

1

.

Good design exists but does not imply

creation for its current purpose. Paley saw

God in the correlation of form with func-

tion—specifically, in the divine construc-

tion of anatomy for its appointed role: the

leg to walk, the hand to write, the mind to

glorify God. But suppose that form comes

first and function follows. Suppose that

form arises for other reasons (direct pro-,

duction by physical laws, for example),

and then finds a use based on fortuitous

fit. Paley grants that such an alternative is

conceivable:

This turn is sometimes attempted to be

given, viz. that the parts were not intended

for the use, but that the use arose out of the

parts. This distinction is intelligible. A cabi-

netmaker rubs his mahogany with fish-skin

[I didn't know that the skin of dogfish

sharks once served as sandpaper]; yet it

would be too much to assert that the skin of

the dogfish was made rough and granulated

on purpose for the polishing of wood, and
the use of cabinetmakers.

This argument may work, Paley allows,

for simple structures like the skin of a

dogfish, but surely not for highly complex

contrivances, made of hundreds of parts,

all pointing to the same end and each

dependent upon all the others. Nothing so

intricate could be made for one purpose

and then fortuitously suited for something

quite difl"erent and entirely unanticipated.

Paley writes of the eye:

Is it possible to believe that the eye was
formed without any regard to vision; that it

was the animal itself which found out, that.

though formed with no such intention, it

would serve to see with?

2. Good design exists and implies pro-

duction for its current purpose; but ad-

aptations are built naturally, by slow evo-

lution toward desired ends, not by

immediate, divine fiat. Evolutionary alter-

natives were well understood in Paley's

time. Darwin provided volumes of evi-

dence and discovered a new and plausible

mechanism, but he scarcely invented the

concept.

Paley could only conceive of evolution

as a purposeful sequence of positive steps,

building adaptation bit by bit. Thus, he

attempted to refute a "Lamarckian" the-

ory of natural change by use and disuse,

with inheritance of acquired characters. (I

doubt that Paley, writing in 1802, knew

Lamarck's work directly, since his French

colleague had just begun to publish evolu-

tionary views. But use and disuse repre-

sented a common conviction among evolu-

tionists of the time, not an invention made
by Lamarck.)

Paley provided both empirical and the-

oretical refutations. He began factually,

with an old classic—a good example to be

sure, but restricted by modesty to presen-

tation in Latin, lest the unrefined derive

some salacious pleasure. Centuries of dis-

use do not cause organs to disappear, or

even to diminish:

The mammae of the male have not van-

ished by inusitation; nee curtorum, per

multa saecula, Judaeorum propagini deest

praeputium [nor has the foreskin of Jews

become any shorter in offspring through

many centuries of circumcision].

(I am reminded of a story told by my
father-in-law about life in Saint Louis just

before World War L Underground copies

of Krafft-Ebing's Psychopathia Sexualis

were always in circulation through boys'

networks, but all editions then in print

retained the author's original device of

printing all the case studies—and some

are doozies, even by today's more permis-

sive standards—in Latin. This fact, he as-

sured me, provided the only impetus for

attentive study of a subject then univer-

sally taught but otherwise roundly de-

spised.)

Paley also provided some powerful the-

oretical arguments against evolution by

use. If the elephant's short neck implies a

great advantage for a long nose, all well

and good. But what can a poor proto-ele-

phant do with one-tenth of a trunk:

If it be suggested, that this proboscis may
have been produced in the long course of

generations, by the constant endeavor of

the elephant to thrust out his nose (which is

the general hypothesis by which it has

lately been attempted to account for the

forms of animated nature), I would ask,

how was the animal to subsist in the mean-
time; during the process; until this elonga-

tion of snout were completed? What was to

become of the individual, whilst the species

was perfecting?

I accept Paley's arguments and might

even be tempted to entertain his conclu-

sions if he had truly accomplished his

proper goal of refuting all logically pos-

sible alternatives. I believe that he did

consider and dismiss all the potential refu-

tations that he could conceive. But now we
come to the crux of this essay. True origi-

nality is almost always an addition to the

realm of the previously conceivable, not a

mere permutation of possibilities already

in hand. The prime fascination in studying

the history of science lies in the power of

truly novel formulations. Progress in

knowledge is not a tower to heaven built of

bricks from the bottom up, but a product

of impasse and breakthrough, yielding a

bizarre and circuitous structure that ulti-

mately rises nonetheless.

Paley missed a third alternative, but we
can scarcely blame him. The alternative is

weird and crazy, laughable really. No
sane person would build anything by such

a cruel and indirect route. This third alter-

native can only work if you have lots of

time to spare, and if you are not wedded to

the idea that nature must be both efficient

and benevolent. The third alternative, like

the second, identified natural evolution as

the source of good design—thereby sink-

ing Paley's central conviction that adapta-

tion must imply creation by divine fiat.

But instead of viewing evolution as pur-

poseful and positive movement toward the

desired goal, this third ahemative builds

adaptation negatively—by eliminating all

creatures that do not vary fortuitously in a

favored direction and preserving but a

tiny fraction to pass their lucky legacy into

future generations.

As I said, this third alternative is grossly

inefficient and defies the logic of a clock-

work universe, built by our standards and

reasoning. No wonder it never entered Pa-

ley's head. The only thing going for this

third view—the only reason for even rais-

ing such an unpleasant topic here—is that

nature seems to work this way after all.

Nobody ever called this method elegant,

but the job gets done. We call this third

view natural selection by survival of the

fittest, or Darwinism. Darwin himself

commented most forcefully upon the inef-

ficient and basically unpleasant character

of his process, writing to his friend Joseph

Hooker in 1856: "What a book a devil's

chaplain might write on the clumsy,

wasteful, blundering, low, and horribly

cruel works of nature!"

The key to understanding Darwin's

third alternative lies with a word, unfortu-

nately almost extinct in EngUsh, that de-

serves a revival—hecatomb. A hecatomb

is, literally, a massive sacrifice involving

the slaughter of 100 oxen—a reference to

ancient Greek and Roman practices. By
extension, a hecatomb is any large slaugh-

ter perpetrated for a consequent benefit.

Natural selection is a long sequence of

hecatombs. Individuals vary in no pre-

ferred direction about an average form for

the population. Natural selection favors a

small portion of this spectrum. Lucky in-

dividuals in this spectrum leave more sur-

viving offspring; the others die without (or
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with fewer) issue. The average form

moves slowly in the favored direction, bit

by bit per generation, through massive

elimination of less favored forms.

The process might not be so inefficient

if the hecatomb only occurred once at the

beginning or if the sacrifice diminished

from generation to generation. Suppose,

for example, that the few survivors of the

first hecatomb then automatically pro-

duced offspring with tendencies to vary in

the favored direction. But Mendelian in-

heritance doesn't work this way. The few

survivors of the first elimination yield off-

spring that also vary at random about the

new average. Thus, the hecatomb in the

second generation, and in all subsequent

sortings, may be just as intense.

We may use an analogy to symbolize

the inefficiency of natural selection by

hecatomb. Suppose that a population will

be better adapted if it can move from A to

B. In direct Lamarckian models, includ-

ing the only evolutionary scheme that Pa-

ley managed to conceptualize, the move-

ment is direct, purposeful, and positive.

Members of the population get a push and

just walk from A to B. In the clumsy,

wasteful, blundering, low, and horribly

cruel Darwinian hecatomb, each individ-

ual stands at spot A and falls at random.

Those that happen to fall right along the

line to B survive to the next trial. All

individuals who fall off the line—the vast

majority—are summarily shot. After a

round of reproduction among the few sur-

vivors of this first hecatomb, the second

trial begins. Standing now at one body

length along the path to B, all individuals

fall at random again—and the process

continues. The hecatomb is equally pro-

nounced in each round, and the popula-

tion moves but one body length toward its

goal each time. The population will even-

tually get to point B. but would any engi-

neer favor such a poky and punitive de-

vice? You can hardly blame the divine

Paley for not even imagining such a devil-

ish mechanism.

I do not contrast Darwin with Paley as

an abstract rhetorical device. During his

youth, Darwin, as quoted above, revered

Paley. In a courageous act of intellectual

parricide, he then overthrew his previous

mentor, not merely by becoming an evolu-

tionist, but by constructing a particular

version of evolutionary theory maximally

disruptive of Paley's system and deepest

beliefs.

I can imagine two revolutionary ways

—

one more radical than the other—to over-

turn Paley's comfortable and comforting

belief that God made us all with shapes

and habits beautifully adapted to our

modes of life. You might argue that Paley

was wrong, that animals are not generally

well designed, and that if you insist on

seeing God's work in the massive im-

perfection of nature, then perhaps you

ought to revise your notion of divinity.

This would be a radical argument, but

Darwin devised an even more disturbing

version.

Secondly, you might argue (as Darwin

actually did) that Paley was quite right:

animals are well adapted to their modes of

life. But this adaptation is not an emblem
of God's benevolence; good design, on the

contrary, is an indirect result of the horrid

system of multiple hecatombs known as

natural selection. 'What a bitter pill for

Paley—to admit that nature appears in

His light, but then to argue that the mech-

anism for this appearance has a mode of

action, and an apparent moral force, di-

rectly contrary to the intent and benevo-

lence of the God of Natural Theology.

Where did Darwin get such a radical

version of evolution? Surely not from the

birds and bees, the twigs and trees. Nature

helped, but intellectual revolutions must

also have ideological bases. Scholars have

debated this question for more than a cen-

tury, and our current "Darwin industry"

of historians has moved this old discussion

toward a resolution. The sources were

many, various, and exceedingly complex.

No two experts would present the same
list with the same rankings. But all would

agree that two Scottish economists of the

generation just before Darwin played a

dominant role: Thomas Malthus and the

great Adam Smith himself. From Mal-

thus, Darwin received the key insight that

growth in population, if unchecked, will

outrun any increase in the food supply. A
struggle for existence must therefore

arise, leading by natural selection to sur-

vival of the fittest (to cite all the conven-

tional Darwinian aphorisms). Darwin

states that this insight from Malthus sup-

plied the last piece that enabled him to

complete the theory of natural selection in

1838 (although he did not publish his

views for twenty-one years).

Adam Smith's influence was more indi-

rect, but also more central and pervasive.

We know that the Scottish economists in-

terested Darwin greatly and that during

the crucial months of 1838, while he as-

sembled the pieces soon to be capped by

his Malthusian insight, he was studying

the thought ofAdam Smith. The theory of

natural selection is uncannily similar to

the chief doctrine of laissez-faire econom-

ics. (In our academic jargon, we would say

that the two theories are isomorphic

—

that is, structurally similar point for point,

even though the subject matter differs.)

To achieve the goal of a maximally or-
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dered economy in the laissez-faire system,

you do not regulate from on high by pass-

ing explicit laws for order. You do some-

thing that, at first glance, seems utterly

opposed to your goal: you simply allow

individuals to struggle in an unfettered

way for personal profit. In this struggle,

the inefficient are weeded out, and the

best balance each other to form an equilib-

rium to everyone's benefit.

Darwin's system works in exactly the

same manner, only more relentlessly. No
regulation comes from on high; no divine

watchmaker superintends the works of his

creation. Individuals are struggling for re-

productive success, the natural analogue

of profit. No other mechanism is at work,

nothing "higher" or more exalted. Yet the

result is adaptation and balance—and the

cost is hecatomb after hecatomb after

hecatomb. (I call Darwin's system more

relentless than Adam Smith's because hu-

man beings, as moral agents, cannot bear

the hecatomb of such a system applied

without restraint to our own affairs. We
therefore never let laissez faire operate

without some constraint, some safety net

for losers. But nature is not a moral agent,

and nature has endless time.)

Adam Smith embodied the guts of his

theory—his core insight—in a wonderful

metaphor, one of the truly great lines writ-

ten in the English language. Speaking of

an actor in the world of laissez faire,

Adam Smith states:

He generally indeed neither intends to pro-

mote the public interest, nor knows how
much he is promoting it. . . . He intends

only his own gain, and he is in this, as in

many other cases, led by an invisible hand
to promote an end which was no part of his

intention.

Such a lovely image. The "invisible

hand" that produces order, but doesn't

really exist at all, at least in any direct

way. Darwin's theory uses the same invis-

ible hand—but formed into a fist as a

battering ram to eliminate Paley's God
from nature. The very features that Paley

used to infer not only God's existence but

also His goodness are, for Darwin, but

spinoffs of the only real action in nature

—

the endless struggle among organisms for

reproductive success and the endless heca-

tombs of failure.

In this light, we may finally return to

poor Paley and feel the poignancy of his

inability even to conceptualize Darwin's

third alternative—the argument that fi-

nally, and permanently, brought his sys-

tem down. He stood so close, but just

didn't have the concept "al tools to put the

pieces together. (I do net suggest that Pa-

ley would have become a Darwinian if he

had recognized the third way He would

surely have rejected evolution by heca-

tomb, just as he had attacked evolution by

purposeful step. Yet I remain fascinated

by his failure to conceptualize the Darwin-

ian mode at all, for the essence of genius

lies in the rare ability to think in new
dimensions orthogonal to old schemes;

and we must dissect both failures and suc-

cesses in order to understand this most

precious feature of human intellect.)

Darwin received his greatest inspiration

from Thomas Malthus and Adam Smith.

Paley knew their work well—yet he didn't

draw the implications. For Malthus, Paley

actually cites the key line that inspired

Darwin's synthesis in 1838 (but in the

context of a passage on civil versus natural

evils). Paley writes:

The order of generation proceeds by some-
thing like a geometrical progression. The
increase of provision, under circumstances

even the most advantageous, can only as-

sume the form of an arithmetic series.

Whence it follows, that the population will

always overtake the provision, will pass be-

yond the line of plenty, and will continue to

increase till checked by the difficulty of

procuring subsistence.

(At this point, Paley adds a footnote: "See

this subject stated in a late treatise upon

population"—obviously Malthus.)

The influence of Adam Smith is not

quite so explicit. But I was powerfully

moved (and inspired to write this essay)

when I read Adam Smith's great meta-

phor in Paley's effusive prose and differ-

ing intent. I quoted the line early in this

essay: "I never see a bird in that situation,

but I recognize an invisible hand, detain-

ing the contented prisoner from her fields

and groves for a purpose."

I cite this correspondence as a symbol,

not a proof. I realize that it offers no evi-

dence for Paley imbibing the metaphor

from Smith. The phrase is obvious enough

and could be independently invented.

(Nonetheless, the line is central to Smith's

argument and has always been well

known. The Wealth of Nations was pub-

lished in 1776—an easy date for Ameri-

cans to remember—a full generation be-

fore Natural Theology. So perhaps Paley

had caught the rhythm from Smith.) The
two usages are diametrically opposed,

hence the poignancy of the comparison.

Paley's invisible hand is God's explicit in-

tent (although He works, in this case, indi-

rectly through the bird's instinct and not

by a palpable push). Smith's invisible

hand is the impression of higher power

that doesn't actually exist at all. In Dar-

win's translation, the invisible hand de-

thrones the God of Natural Theology.

For some, this tale of shifting usages

and ideas may seem a dull exercise in

antiquated thought. Yet we have never

stopped fighting the same battles, seeking

the same solaces, rejecting the same un-

comfortable truths. Why are some of us so

loathe to accept evolution at all, despite

overwhelming evidence? Why are so

many of us who do accept evolution so

unable to grasp the Darwinian argument,

or so unwilling, for emotional reasons, to

live with it even if we do understand?

This situation may be frustrating for

someone like me who has spent a profes-

sional lifetime working with the power of

Darwinian models and who feels no moral

threat in their potential truth (for a fact of

nature cannot challenge a precept of mo-
rality). Frustrating perhaps, but not hard

to understand. We leave Paley's world

with reluctance because it offered us such

comfort—and we enter Darwin's with ex-

treme trepidation because the sources of

solace seem stripped away. Consider the

happy moral that Paley draws from good

design and its divine manufacture:

The hinges in the wings of an earwig, and
the joints of its antennae, are as highly

wrought, as if the Creator had nothing else

to finish. We see no signs of diminution of

care by multiplicity of objects, or of distrac-

tion of thought by variety. We have no
reason to fear, therefore, our being forgot-

ten, or overlooked, or neglected.

I can offer only two responses, both, I

think, powerful and quite conducive to

joyous optimism, if this be your fortunate

temperament. We may lose a great deal of

easy, unthinking, superficial comfort in

the rejection of Paley's God. But think

what we gain in toughness, in respect for

nature by knowledge of our limited place,

in appreciation for human uniqueness by

recognition that moral inquiry is our strug-

gle, not nature's display. Think also what

we gain in increments of real knowledge

—

and what could be more precious—by
knowing that evolution has patterned the

history of life and shaped our own origin.

Thomas Henry Huxley faced the same
dilemma more than 100 years ago. Chided

by his theologian buddy Charles Kingsley

for abandoning the traditional solace of

religion in Paley's style, Huxley replied:

Had I lived a couple of centuries earlier I

could have fancied a devil scoffing at me
. . . and asking me what profit it was to have
stripped myself of the hopes and con-

solations of the mass of mankind? To which
my only reply was and is—Oh devil! truth is

better than much profit.

And a gain of such magnitude is no

barleycorn.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geol-

ogy, and the history ofscience at Harvard
University.
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The Living Museum

Pictures from an Expedition
When he was eighteen years old, James

Chapin interrupted his studies at Colum-

bia University tojoin Herbert Lang on the

American Museum ofNatural History's

1909 expedition to the Belgian Congo,

organized to collect specimens ofthe rare

white rhino and the newly discovered

okapi. For the next six years, the two men
also collected diverse flora andfauna, as

well as artifacts and ethnographic data

from the Mangbetu people of the region,

an area that is the watershed of both the

Nile and the Congo. Chapin and Lang
returned to the United States in 1915;

during their time abroad, they had accu-

mulated fifty-four tons of material.

From March to May of 1960, Thomas
Gilliard, then a curator in the Depart-

ment of Ornithology at the American

Museum of Natural History, taped

Chapin s reminiscences. In them, Chapin

described withfresh enthusiasm his asso-

ciation with the Museum and his extraor-

dinary travels ofsome fifty years earlier

I'll try to tell the story of the way the

American Museum helped a boy who
wished to become a naturalist. I happened

to be bom within a mile of this building,

somewhere in the West Sixties. Before I

was three years old my parents moved to

Staten Island, which was then rather rus-

tic—it wasn't even a borough of the city at

that time. There I entered the public

school at the usual age. Not much later, a

widowed aunt with her three children

came east from California and settled on

West Eighty-fourth Street, very close to

the Museum. Thus, when I was a boy of

ten or twelve, I often came into the city for

weekends with my aunt and visited the

Museum of Natural History.

Somewhere along about 1904, 1 should

think, I acquired a little .22-caliber rifle as

many a boy did at that time. And very

illegally, I must admit, I began to collect

small birds, using shot cartridges loaded

with dust shot that you could buy in any

hardware store then. The principal of my
high school, Mr. A. Hall Burdick, evi-

dently knew something about this, and he

lent me [ornithologist] Frank Chapman's

little book Birdlife. Just at that time I had

acquired a magnolia warbler, and I

couldn't find it in that little book.

"Oh, well," said Mr. Burdick, "you evi-

dently need a better book by the same
author." He then lent me Dr. Chapman's

Handbook of North American Birds.

Soon I had a httle collection ofmounted

Chapin's paintings o/Myrianthus arboreus, a plant ofthe

trumpet treefamily, were used by Museum preparators as models.

He added other details inpenciled notes.

All photographs AMNH
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birds that I put in an empty bookcase at

home. I was also making friends in high

school with schoolmates who had similar

interests. There was Alanson Skinner, who
later became an anthropologist and a

great student of the American Indian. An-

other friend, Howard Cleaves, had al-

ready begun his wildUfe photography.

Then we were introduced to a Staten Is-

land naturalist, William T Davis, and in-

vited to come to talk with him evenings in

his top-floor room, where he kept his col-

lection of insects. Mr. Davis was inter-

ested in everything from insects, frogs,

and hzards to birds and mammals. I recall

a weasel that he had found dead some-

where and pickled. I can still see it curled

up in its jar. It wasn't long before we were

invited to attend a meeting of the Natural

Science Association of Staten Island. This

was a group of Staten Islanders who had

some interest in natural history, and it was

really a wonderful advantage for a little

group of three or four high-school boys to

go and hear discussions on natural history

and the former history of the island as

well.

In 1905 I was due to graduate from the

New Curtis High School on Staten Island,

and I wasn't quite sixteen. My mother

thought I was rather young to enter col-

lege, even though, fortunately, I already

had a scholarship to Columbia College.

"Why don't you work for a year and

then enter college?" she asked.

Mr. Davis, of course, immediately said

he would do his best to get me a job at the

American Museum of Natural History.

Thus, early in the summer of 1905 I

came to help [taxidermist and big-game

hunter] Alfred Klein mount birds for the

[Museum's] school collection. There my
acquaintance quickly began to widen.

James L. Clark [director of arts, prepara-

tion, and installation at the Museum] was

there, just back from his studies with [nat-

uralist-explorer] Carl Akeley in Chicago

and beginning to mount large mammals
for the Museum in the latest Akeley fash-

ion. Toward the end of the summer, a

German named Herbert Lang returned

from a summer in Europe. Lang had been

in this country only a few years working at

the Museum, but he had previously

worked for various taxidermists in his na-

tive Germany, in Zurich, Switzerland,

and in Paris.

Sometime toward the end of 1 906, Her-

bert Lang was chosen by the Museum to

accompany a big-game hunter, Richard

Tjader, to East Africa in order to preserve

the skins, skulls, and other bones of ani-

mals that Tjader was to collect for the

American Museum. It was about 1907

that Lang and Tjader returned to Amer-

ica. Lang was full of stories about what he

had seen in this wild equatorial country,

and that simply thrilled me.

During the summer that followed my
first year at Columbia, I again needed

work. When I came to Dr. Herman
Bumpus [first director of the Museum],
he said, "This summer I think I'll give you

a different kind of job. The Mammal De-

partment has a lot of skeletons of

mammals that need to have the catalog

numbers written in India ink on each

bone. That may not sound very attractive,

but you will learn a lot of mammahan
anatomy, and I'm sure that will be useful

to you." Dr. Bumpus or someone else

—

perhaps Herbert Lang—advised me to

get a book and study all the while I was

writing on these bones. Many of them

were very greasy and didn't take the India

ink very well. I borrowed from the library

a copy of Flower's Osteology of the

An enlarged version ofthis watercolor is the backdrop of "Congo Forest,

a diorama in the AmericanMuseum ofNatural History.
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Mammalia and tried to learn what I could

and not slow down my work too much.

That was my job in the summer of 1907.

When my next summer came along and

I needed a job, I found a very much more

interesting one at the American Museum,

and I think I carried this on part time

during the year. Dr. Chapman started the

series of habitat groups of North Ameri-

can birds in the balcony of the old north

wing. I was delegated to pick out all dupli-

cate mounted specimens, and those that

were left had to have their glass eyes

dusted, which hadn't been done in thirty

or forty years. Imagine what an intensive

course this was in the study of the orders,

families, and species of birds of the world.

Meanwhile, I was now in the Department

of Ornithology, which to me was tops in

the whole Museum, giving me frequent

chances to meet Dn Chapman, George

Cherrie [a well-known collector of South

American birds], and visiting ornitholo-

gists from all over the country.

It was at about this time that the trust-

ees of the American Museum began to

consider a zoological collecting expedition

to the Congo. It seems that King Leopold

II, who had managed the founding and

the continuation of the Congo Free State,

had a great deal to do with American

financiers. Among his acquaintances in

America was J. Pierpont Morgan, who
happened to be, I believe, president of our

Board of Trustees at the time, or had re-

cently been. The discovery of the okapi

and other extraordinary creatures of Cen-

tral Africa prompted Dr. Joel Allen

[chairman of the Museum's Department

of Mammalogy] and other curators of our

Museum and the Board of Trustees to

think up a collecting expedition in the

Congo, which was just then being trans-

ferred to Belgium as a colony. The man to

do this job in Africa would be Herbert

Lang, because of his previous experience

with Richard Tjader in British East Af-

rica. The expedition was expected to take

two or three years. One of the prime objec-

tives was collecting specimens of okapi,

that forest-dwelling relative of the giraffe

that had so mystified the zoological world

for some years.

Lang was very glad to go to the Congo,

but as he told the committee in charge of

the project, it was a wild and unhealthy

region at the time, and he thought it might

be wise to give him an assistant. Almost
everyone who went to the Congo then had

a struggle to avoid dying of malaria, amoe-

bic dysentery, sleeping sickness, and other

all too well known tropical ailments. So
they asked Lang whom he would choose

as his assistant, and thank heaven, Lang
thought of one young Jimmy Chapin, who

Chapin sketched this unidentifiedplantfor Museum preparators to use in making
dioramas ofhabitat groups. Penciled notes described color, size, and shape.

was then a student at Columbia College.

But would Jimmy quit college to go off to

this wild Belgian Congo? Well, little

Jimmy didn't think twice! He jumped at

the opportunity, hoping, of course, that in

two or three years he would be able to

come back and resume his studies. Thus it

was that Lang and Chapin were appointed

the only two members of the American

Museum Congo Expedition.

We sailed from New York to Antwerp

and spent some time in Belgium, consult-

ing the authorities at the Colonial Minis-

try and then finally sailing on the old

steamship Leopoldville for the Congo. At

Boma, still the capital of the Belgian

Congo, everybody on board had to put on

his best white ducks or uniform and his

bell-shaped sun helmet. We walked up the

hill, sweating all the way, to pay our re-

spects to the vice governor, Lautonnois,

because the governor at that time resided

in Belgium. From here we went to Matadi,

the final seaport below the great cataracts

of the Congo River. In a tin shed adjacent

to the docks, we met the only employee of

the newly founded Banque de Congo
Beige and opened a joint account in

Lang's name and mine. I was told in later

years that our account was number seven

in the history of the bank and that we were

the first private individuals to have an

account.

We took a little narrow-gauge railway

up to Leopoldville and then continued up-

river, but not on a steamer. There were
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some steamers to Stanleyville at that time,

but the best we could manage was to go on

a barge. This was really a great trip for

me, because we would stop every night

and often during the day at the various

wood-posts, where wood had been piled up

for the stem-wheeled steamers. It gave me

a chance to go ashore and go hunting for

birds in the woods nearby. So now I was at

last making a first-hand acquaintance in

life with African birds.

At Stanleyville we really began our

work in earnest. Our big boxes, which had

come by ocean freight, had to be opened

up, and the smaller boxes that were fig-

ured at fifty pounds weight taken out.

Now all the boxes that we took with us

would have to be carried on men's backs,

first for a trip of three weeks on foot to

Avakubi in the central Ituri district.

I can never forget the noise that an

African caravan used to make in those

days. There was a capita, a head man who

wasn't carrying anything. He had good

lungs and he would yell, "B-r-r-r-r, makata

mia; b-r-r-r-r, makata mia-mia." At each

"makata mia" the whole caravan was sup-

posed to yell, "Wow!" Then when they got

on a bit, sometimes I would hear him

"Makata mia," and then ask a question,

"B-r-r-r-r, makata mia; nachoka?" (Are

you tired?) And the whole caravan was

supposed to reply, "Wapi!" (where?), the

strongest negative they could think of.

Then they would sing, too: "Tulala wapi?

Tulala wapi?/Tulala na bandaholio." That

song said, "Where are we going to sleep?"

Then would follow the name of the village

where they expected to sleep in some big

shed, or bandaholi.

From our arrival in the Congo, Lang

and I had been taking about ten grains of

quinine every other day. At that time, the

fashionable variety was chlorohydrate, or

hydrochloride of quinine. We got on to

Bafwaboli, and, by Jove, despite this ev-

ery-other-day quinine business, I came

down with a fever of about 102 or 103

degrees. We had to take a couple of days

to change porters, so I had time to get my
temperature down to normal again. Then

we set out for four days more on foot to

reach Avakubi, which was to become our

base for the next year or two. I walked to

Avakubi in a daze, but never mind, it

didn't hurt me and I got there.

We were in the heart of the famous

Ituri forest from which the okapi was

known to come, and the okapi was one of

the prime desiderata of this expedition.

Lang inquired of everybody where one

could best find okapi. Although the origi-

nal specimens had come from the eastern

edge of the forest, he was informed that in

the country near the post of Medje there
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were a good many okapi in the forest and

that would be the best place for us to go

now.

It was at Medje that my attention was

first called to a curious sound coming out

of an empty sky. I was to hear it many
times in the four years that followed. This

noise was nasal, something almost

sirenlike, but came in separate bisyllabic

bits. It sounded like "nyete nyete nyete

nyete nyete nyete." Then it would stop,

break off suddenly, and as hard as I tried,

I could not see a bird in the sky. The
natives who were with me always said,

"You can't expect to see that bird. That

bird is invisible; we haven't seen it either."

But they all agreed that it was a bird. It

took me four years to begin to get a clue as

to the identity of this bird.

Eventually we moved north to the post

of Pawa. It was then in the charge of an

Italian, who rendered a great service to

the Museum by collecting drums and

other effects of the Mangbetu-Medje peo-

ple and storing them at his post. When I

came back there in 1913, I was able to

pick them all up and bring them home,

including a big signal drum that has long

been on display in the American Museum.
It is a slot drum on which short phrases in

different rhythms are pounded at night.

The sound carries for miles over the for-

ests and can be interpreted by making the

rhythm match the rhythm of some special

phrases in the language. That is how the

Africans were communicating in this pri-

meval forest of the northeast Congo.

We went on then by way of Rungu on

the Bomokandi River to Niangara, a big

post in the Uele. We were out of the forest

and in a country of rather high grassland

with numerous trees and even strips of

forest, the so-called gallery forests extend-

ing along the river bottoms. The post of

Niangara was named for an old-time chief

Chapinfinally identified the "nyete nyete nyete " sound as the call ofthe

fleur-de-lis bird, now known as the lyre-tailed honey guide.
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of the Mangbetu tribe, and the Mangbetu
spoke the same language as the Medje
people we had just been with.

The Mangbetu were really an extraor-

dinary tribe. They bound the heads of

their babies with string to lengthen the

skull, and this lengthening persisted

throughout life and gave the eyes a

slightly Mongoloid appearance. But de-

spite all that, they were reputedly the most

intelligent people of the area. We were

very fond of the Mangbetu, and here we
stayed right in the village of the big chief

of that time. His name was Okondo, the

word meaning "leopard" in their lan-

guage. Okondo was reputed to have 140

wives or more. I can say that I have seen

him gather 85 of those wives, each with

her little wooden st(X)l, to sit in a semicir-

cle while he danced in front of them. And
my, my, my, what a sight that was! The
Mangbetu people just love to dance, and

on moonlit nights it seemed as though they

danced all night.

At the post of Faradje, farther to the

northeast where the grassland was more

open, Lang had a number of large game
animals to look for. This was the country

of the white rhino, the giant eland, and a

lot of other large animals that we hadn't

yet met up with. All of these the Museum
wanted as specimens. Lang was a man of

almost superhuman energy. He collected

not only the big game but everything

down to butterflies and ants. He neglected

nothing that was covered by his instruc-

tions from the Museum. I am tempted to

call him a human dynamo. He could work

from before daybreak to midnight and

always be doing something useful.

Lang had a very good crew for skinning

large mammals, but let me tell you, he was

always there while they were at work. And
if it was a difficult operation, Lang would

do it himself. Then we had all sorts of

things to pickle in tanks of weak formalde-

hyde. And of course, I had to become a

tinsmith in order to solder those tanks up

so that they could be carried with the fluid

in them, overland and back to the steam-

ers and home. We always tried to get ev-

erything possible done by our native assis-

tants, but never relaxed for one minute in

seeing that the job was well done.

Insofar as possible, Lang and I fed our-

selves from the country. If there was any

edible meat available, we ate it. We
learned all the native vegetables, from

sweet manioc and sweet potato through

the taro root and kwette kwette [a local

weed]. I became addicted to coffee, in

order to keep awake nights, and I have

been a fiend for coffee ever since.

We had been sending our collections,

well packed, back to the post of Avakubi,
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to the south of the Ituri, where during that

time, very fortunately, there was an excel-

lent administrator named Carl Erikkson.

He was a Swede, as I remember, and one

of his several claims to fame was that it

was he who first provided a complete skin

and skull of the okapi for Sir Harry John-

ston, when Johnston was governor of

Uganda. This was the first proof that the

okapi, or forest donkey, as it had been

called previously in Swahili, really be-

longed to the giraffe family and had noth-

ing to do with the horse family Carl

Erikkson was a good friend to us, too, and
stored our collections in the best ware-

house he had, so that they didn't suffer

from the weather, which is very rainy at

only a couple of degrees north of the equa-

tor.

In 1 9 1 3, Lang and I parted in Avakubi.

Lang went off to the southwest, since he

was not satisfied with the specimens he

had of okapi. I, with three Azande carpen-

ters, began to repair packing boxes, make
new ones, and prepare all our collections

for the three weeks' overland safari down
to Stanleyville, where, at last, they could

be put on a river steamer. I figure that

during that year—between 1913 and

1914—1 rearranged loads for about one

thousand men at sixty pounds per box.

I had brought with me from the

Mangbetu country a young man named
Nekuma. He was the son of an important

witch doctor, and a boy who had grown up

with a bow and arrow, with which he

waited under the wild fig trees to shoot the

barbets, colics, and other birds that came
to eat the fruit. Nekuma had a great

vocabulary of native names in his own
tribal language, because the trade lan-

guages such as Swahili and Lingala,

which we used for speaking with these

multitudes of tribes, do not have many
good names for birds. When I was busy

with my carpenters, I could send him out

to look for things of special interest. Not
just to swell the number of birds in the

boxes, but to look for and listen for things,

because Nekuma had a very good ear. He
knew many, many bird songs that I didn't

yet know and that he taught me later on.

Once or twice a week I could take time off

to go out bird watching with Nekuma.
It's not very interesting to talk about

making packing boxes, but we finally ran

out of lumber, and then later on we ran out

of nails. To send to Stanleyville for nails

would have taken about six weeks. And
the lumber, well that wasn't worth carry-

ing up here. We were in a forest. So I

appealed to the Catholic mission, and they

had a softwood tree cut down and sawed

into boards. The wood was a little softer

than I would have wished, but it served its
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purpose. But I was at my wit's end where

to get iron for the nails.

A new Flemish agent of the state, Mr.

Pot, arrived. He was really new to Africa

and capable of ahnost anything. Mr. Pot

happened one day to be in one of the

storerooms of the post, and here he saw a

great line of old percussion muskets set up

against the wall. There were about seventy

of these muskets that had all been confis-

cated at the end of the Arab wars, when

the Belgians drove the slave-raiding Arabs

out of the eastern Congo forest. These

guns had probably lain around there for

twenty years, in a storeroom at Avakubi. I

asked Mr Pot, "Why not let me have

them to make nails?"

"How do you propose to make nails out

of guns?" he asked.

"Well," I said, "I shall take your sev-

enty muskets and will lay all seventy mus-

kets out, with logs of firewood between

each row of guns. I shall have fire set to

the wood between the muskets. They will

all bum up—the stocks will bum; the bar-

rels will fall off, and since nothing will

work any more, they will be useless. Then

I shaU have iron, and I have a blacksmith

who can hammer that iron into nails."

So we stacked them up, set fire to the

stack, and it was no surprise that twelve of

those guns went off. Twelve were still

loaded since the time of the Arab war My
blacksmith made nails, and I got the wood

from the mission to get the boxes ready to

go off to Stanleyville.

Naturally, I was paying a good deal of

attention to birds on Saturdays, Sundays,

and hoUdays, and I used to watch for

feathers on native hats to see if I could

recognize them all. If there was a feather I

didn't recognize, I said, "Come, give me
that. It has no great value." And I added it

to a little bunch of feathers I was keeping

from native hats. Some of them, little by

little, I got to know. Some of them were

still unidentified when I reached New
York in 1915. Before very long I found I

had two feathers of Shelley's eagle owl, a

great big homed owl that had never been

reported in the Congo before but evi-

dently did Uve in the Ituri forest.

One day I heard a hoarse, scolding chat-

ter come from a tree over my head—the

famihar and mysterious "nyete nyete

nyete" sound I had heard before in Medje.

With my glass, I looked up and saw a tail

that so impressed me that I didn't take a

second look. I raised my gun and luckily

brought the bird down. I picked up my
bird, which I was tempted to call the fleur-

de-hs bird because its tail was so like that

design. It was none other than the honey

guide. I was admiring this tail when I

found that on each side of it at the base

there were three very narrow feathers.

"How hke the outer feathers of a

snipe," I thought to myself. Snipe, of

course, are known to make a noise with

those feathers.

Gradually I leamed that this noise is

known to natives all the way from the

x4y O - CAy'vv^i>i^e..<i^ ,

Tar Avion
Writingfrequentlyfrom thefield to Museum curator Dean Amadon, Chapin often

worked his signature into the shapes ofanimals and birds.
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Semliki in central Africa to the west coast

of the Cameroon and Gaboon. Every tribe

over that vast distance has a name for the

sound, which is applied also to the bird.

But whenever you ask them what bird it is,

they say, "The bird is invisible. You can

hear it, but you can't see it."

I watched the nests of hombills, where

the female is imprisoned while she is incu-

bating her eggs and even for a while after

the young hatch. The male brings food to

her during that time. We also saw the little

hombill with a long tail that is so com-

monly seen in attendance upon bands of

monkeys. Probably not because the mon-
keys drop fruit, for this is an insectivorous

hombill, but probably because the mon-
keys scare big katydids and other deli-

cious insects out of the fohage as they are

feeding in a tree. Also at this time, I sat for

three days under the nest of a crowned

eagle, the great monkey-eating eagle of

Theplumed guineafowl—according to Chapin, a "decidedly gregarious

bird"—roamed the Ituriforest inflocks ofup toforty birds.
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Africa, in order to get a specimen in adult

plumage.

We were still in Avakubi in August

1914 when something terrific happened.

Postmaster Louis Kraft called us all to-

gether to read the announcement. It had

come by wireless from Europe, because

they had just set up a big wireless station

in Stanleyville. It told us that World War I

had broken out in Europe. Louis Kraft

was one of only two Belgians in the post.

There were four German missionaries at

the nearby Catholic mission. There was

Lang, who was also bearer of a German
passport, and Uttle Jimmy with his Ameri-

can passport. But Kraft smiled at us all

and said, "Now, gentlemen, we are aO

going to go on being friends just as be-

fore."

It was time for me to start homeward,

convoying these vast collections that we
had been making of everything one could

think of in the animal line, from small

insects to elephants. The river steamer

stopped every night, and that gave me a

chance to go ashore and look at the birds

and coUect a few more specimens that I

could skin on the steamer the next day as

we drifted down the river We did better

than drift, because this was one of the

newer stem-wheel steamers.

On my homeward voyage in 1 9 1 5 , 1 had

to wait about a month at Boma for the

little freighter Bornu of the Elder

Demster Line, one of the principal British

steamship lines, running down the west

coast of Africa at the time. As we went off

toward Liverpool, our destination, we
stopped at many a place along the west

coast of Africa. First the Gaboon, and

then into the mouth of the Cameroon

River But in Gaboon at Libreville, I suf-

fered a severe shock. Walking up to the

post office, we found a notice posted there

saying that the Germans had announced

they were going to blockade the port of

Liverpool with submarines. The Bornu

was bound for Liverpool with all our pre-

cious coUections on board.

I went to the captain, but he said there

was no hope. The cargo could not be trans-

shipped; he had to take it all to Liverpool.

So, we went along the coast, stopping at

Fernando Po, Sierra Leone, and Dakar,

Tenerife, too, I believe, in the Canary Is-

lands, and finally we arrived in the Irish

Sea. We went into the Port of Liverpool at

night, and I stood on deck watching the

pilot ship come along the side. My heart

was in my mouth, but nothing happened,

and we got safely into Liverpool. There,

again, I had to wait for a steamer that

would take my precious cargo to New
York. I wanted to put it on an American

ship. Inasmuch as we were not yet in the
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war, the Germans would probably not at-

tack an American freighter. I thought I

had that all arranged in the shipping office

in Liverpool, and I went off to see the

British Museum in London. I had a de-

lightful time, despite the cool and damp

climate. I went back to Liverpool and
sailed for New York, thinking I had all the

cargo safe on board an American ship. But
when we landed in New York, I was to

learn that part of the cargo had been left

behind because there wasn't room for it.

The Africanpied hornbill was a commonforest dweller, whose distinctive call Chapin

described as "between a whistle and a yelp.

"

and heaven knows how it got to New York,

but it got here safely.

Lang had a more difficult time getting

out of Africa. He couldn't very well travel

on a British ship with a German passport.

So he went down to the lower Congo, to

Angola, on a little steamer that ran down
to Luanda. From Luanda he got a Portu-

guese ship to Lisbon, and then, believe it

or not, he traveled on a French ship from

Lisbon to New York with his German
passport.

Well, here I was back in New York, and

you remember that I had quit college in

the middle of my junior year. So I had a

half-year's study, or rather a semester,

that would wind up in early June. It was

April already and I had just six weeks in

which to cover a semester. I hadn't been

studying any of my regular college courses

for the last six years at least. How I

skimmed through and managed to pass

my examinations at the end of that junior

year, I never will know.

After returning to the United States,

Chapin earned a doctorate from Colum-
bia, published the four-volume Birds of

the Belgian Congo, and spent the rest of
his career with the Museum as a curator

in the Department of Ornithology.
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Battlefields

of Ashes

and Mud
by Bernard Nielschmann

The environment has always been both
a mihtary target and a casualty of war. An
enemy's habitat provides food, refuge,

cover, and a staging ground for attacks. In

prehistoric times, fire-drives deprived an
enemy of game animals and cover. Some
3,000 years ago, Abimelech's forces

spread salt on the conquered city of She-
chem (Judg. 9:45), near Nablus, Jordan

—

perhaps the first recorded use of chemi-
cals to destroy an enemy's territory.

Scorched earth tactics were used by the

North against the Confederacy in the

American Civil War, by Britain against

the Mau Mau insurgency in Kenya
(1950-1956), by France against Algerian

independence forces (1949-1962), and by
the Soviet Union against mujaheddin
communities, their crops and sanctuaries

in Afghanistan (1979-1989). This strat-

egy is now the weapon of choice by gov-

ernment forces against insurgents in

southern Sudan, Eritrea, Tigray, Chitta-

gong Hill Tracts, Kawthoolei, East Timor,

El Salvador, and Guatemala.

In Vietnam, the United States elevated

environmental damage to a primary tactic

in its fight against the peasant guerrilla

forces of the National Liberation Front, or

Vietcong, and the lightly armed and
highly mobile North Vietnamese army.

Fires burn in a

Vietnamese forest

after a bombing raid

in 1967. During

operation Pink

Rose, LS. planes

sprayed defoliating

agents, then

dropped incendiary

cluster bombs in an

attempt to remove

the enemy's cover.

United States forces bombed and shelled

30 percent of South Vietnam's territory,

leaving a moonlike landscape pock-

marked by an estimated 250 million cra-

ters. Planes sprayed herbicides on 10 per-

cent of the country, destroying 8 percent

of the croplands, 1 4 percent of the forests,

and 50 percent of the mangroves. "Rome
plow" bulldozers and ship anchor chains

cleared vegetation, The war in Vietnam
left in its wake extensive impoverished
grasslands instead of forests, widespread
erosion and dust storms, major declines in

freshwater and coastal fisheries, and se-

vere losses of wildlife, especially from the

forest canopy—wounds from which the

land may not recover for a hundred years.

(In France, shell craters from the 1916
Battle of Verdun are still present and
thinly vegetated seventy-five years later)

In Vietnam, war-damaged environments
fostered the spread of bamboo thickets

and the tenacious Imperata cylindrica

grass, rodent populations, and "bomb cra-

ter malaria."

Almost all of the world's current wars
(some one hundred in more than forty,

mostly Third World countries) are be-

tween conventional state forces and guer-

rilla insurgents or nationalists. Environ-

mental "interdiction"—meaning destruc-

tion—is a very popular tactic. Com-
paratively inexpensive, it does not expose

often poorly trained and unmotivated gov-

ernment troops to guerrilla ambushes in

unfamiliar terrain. As R. Kipp, chief his-

torian of the Strategic Air Command
(1967-1968), wrote, "Guerrillas are not

fought with rifles, but rather are located

and then bombed to oblivion."

A main guerrilla objective is to remain
invisible to government forces. Locating

guerrillas in a forest or a community
presents a needle-in-a-haystack problem.

The solution is to bomb the haystack. In

El Salvador, rebel-controlled areas are fre-

quently napalmed, shelled with artillery,

and hit with 500- and 750-pound bombs.

In Guatemala, some 500 communities,

their fields, and nearby forests have been

burned and leveled to deprive left-wing

insurgents of recruits, food, and shelter. In

Tigray and Eritrea, the Ethiopian occupa-

tion forces destroy crops and vegetation to

induce famine. And in 1988, the Iraqi

occupation army used poison gas against

Kurdistan to kill guerrillas and civilians

and to contaminate vegetation, forcing

some 400,000 Kurds to flee the oil-rich

territory. (This summer the largest con-

centration of conventional weapons seen

anywhere since World War II was de-

ployed in and around Iraq.)

Elsewhere, fauna and flora become
casualties of war. Lebanon's historic cedar
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forests are disappearing under the de-

mand for camouflage and firewood for

armies and fuel-starved civilians; the teak

forests in the Shan and Karen nations

(perhaps 80 percent of the world's total)

may be gone in three years through exploi-

tation as a war crop by both the Myanmar
(Burmese) occupation forces and the Ka-

ren and Shan resistance forces; Myanmar
is also defoliating croplands and forest

sanctuaries of Shan and other indigenous

peoples' resistance forces under the pre-

text of opium poppy destruction; Bangla-

desh is deforesting the war-torn Chitta-

gong Hill Tracts; and the confluence of

the biologically rich Tigris-Euphrates riv-

ers—the cradle of civiUzation—was the

main theater of the recent destructive war

between Iran and Iraq.

Preparations for war may be as environ-

mentally destructive as war itself. Train-

ing exercises, bombing and artillery prac-

tice, weapons testing, and refuse disposal

affect many environments continuously,

unlike actual war.

The production and testing of nuclear

weapons are the most environmentally de-

structive war-preparation activities. The
mining and processing of radioactive ore,

weapons assembly, and disposal of radio-

A l.S. Mavy monitor

boat, right, used

flame tlirowers to

destroy vegetation

in Vietnam's

Mekong Delta in

1968. Below: A
crater at Bravo 20, a

bombing range on

public land outside

Fallon, IMevada.

A^ . -
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active wastes contaminate extensive areas

used by the world's nuclear weapons pow-

ers. Weapons testing takes place in the

most isolated (and therefore the least dis-

turbed) environments, contaminating

soils, plants, animals, and groundwater for

thousands of years. Since 1963 the United

States and Great Britain have exploded

more than 670 nuclear weapons and "de-

vices" in the Nevada desert, on land

claimed by the Western Shoshone Nation.

In this same region, the United States is

constructing a high-level nuclear waste

disposal center. Between 1946 and 1958,

the United States detonated sixty-six

atomic and hydrogen bombs on Bikini and

Enewetok atolls in the Pacific. The radio-

active cleanup will cost $200 million.

Elsewhere in the Pacific, the United

States and Britain exploded 34 atomic

and hydrogen bombs on Christmas Island

(1957-1962); Britain set off 12 nuclear

weapons on eleven Aboriginal nations in

northwestern and central Australia

(1952-1957); beginning in 1966, France

detonated 132 nuclear weapons on

Moruroa and Fangatuafa atolls in the

South Pacific. On Moruroa the bombing

created fissures a half mile long and eight-

een inches wide in the coral base, blew

large pieces out of its sides, collapsed the

entire atoll until it is barely awash above

the sea, and produced more than one mil-

lion leaking bags and barrels of radioac-

tive waste. The destruction of the coral

reef may have led to the proliferation of

single-celled organisms that produce tox-

ins ingested by many species of fish.

Ciguatera fish poisoning is now a public

health and economic problem on many
Pacific islands where people depend on

fish for food and income. On Johnston

Island, the United States is planning to

incinerate expired-date chemical and bio-

logical weapons materials despite the pro-

tests of island peoples living downwind

and downstream.

Similar environmental damage has

been done by the Soviet Union and China,

and to a lesser extent, India.

Ironically, in the midst of war and war

preparation, environments and species

may be inadvertently protected. In World

War I the presence of German subma-

rines shut down the North Atlantic fishing

industry, which rejuvenated the fisheries

and led to postwar bumper catches. The

demilitarized zone between North and

South Korea is effectively a wildlife pre-

serve. Wildlife has also had a resurgence

in many other cold- and hot-war border-

lands, such as along the Iron Curtain, be-

tween the USSR and China, and between

Libya and Chad. In Nicaragua two de-

cades of back-to-back Sandinista and

Contra wars and almost a decade of resis-

tance by the indigenous peoples in eastern

Nicaragua, known as the Yapti Tasba,

have sharply reduced hunting, logging,

cattle ranching with its attendant forest-

to-pasture conversion, and exploitation of

coastal and sea resources.

Armed conflicts between state armies

and guerrilla insurgents and nationalists

make up 90 percent of today's wars, and
they are all in the biotically rich but eco-

nomically poor Third and Fourth worlds.

Instead of using the expensive counter-

insurgency "hearts and minds" strategy,

gaining the allegiance of their people

through aid and propaganda, many Third

World governments prefer to use the

cheaper "ashes and mud" environment in-

terdiction approach, which produces im-

mediate results and requires no govern-

ment reforms or concessions. But in these

Third World wars, no international stand-

ards exist to monitor, control, or prohibit

environmental warfare (ecocide) or, for

that matter, any of these internal wars

(the Geneva Conventions apply only to

international states at war with each

other).

Ultimately, ashes and mud counter-

insurgency policies will be counterproduc-

tive. Degraded land and resources are as

much a reason for taking up arms as are

repression, invasion, and ideology. D

Degreening

Vietnam
byLWPfeiffer

In the summer of 1 97 1 , with the war in

Vietnam still raging, biologist Arthur

Westing and I flew over the mangrove

forests south of Saigon and were as-

tounded by the neatly arranged rows of

bomb craters that trailed off beneath us in

all directions as far as the eye could see.

Massive attacks carried out by the U. S.

Air Force had destroyed tens of thousands

of trees. Once lush and green, this was now

a vast gray landscape, littered with the

skeletons of herbicide-killed mangroves.

Water tables and local drainage patterns

had been disrupted or even destroyed, and

as ecologists, we both could see at once

that rain and tide were washing nutrients

out of the disturbed soil, with disastrous

results.

Our aerial survey of the mangroves at

that time was a part of studies made by

Westing, myself, and others to document
the damage done to these wetlands during

the Vietnam War. (The Scientists Insti-

tute for Public Information, whose presi-

dent at the time was anthropologist Mar-
garet Mead, sponsored the studies.) Our
understanding was that the indiscriminate

bombing and spraying of these almost im-

penetrable, undeveloped areas was part of

a larger scheme of "area denial"—the De-

partment of Defense's official jargon for

preventing "suspected enemy activity" in

these areas. These deliberate attacks on

the natural environment had produced a

new word in our vocabulary, ecocide—the

destruction of the environment for mili-

tary purposes.

The U. S. Department of Defense had

carried out an extensive program of forest

and crop destruction in Southeast Asia,

both by aerial spraying with herbicides

and by bombing. Defoliation by herbi-

cides made the enemy more visible to

U. S. air and land forces and prevented

surprise attacks. The bombing was in-

tended to prevent guerrilla troops and the

peasants who supported them from living

in, or moving through, the fields and dense

forests. Of the many types of trees at-

tacked, the mangroves of Vietnam suf-

fered the most damage; 54 percent of

them were killed by the herbicides.

The most concentrated military attacks

on the mangrove forests took place in the

delta of the Saigon River, east of the much
larger Mekong River delta. This area, des-

ignated by the U. S. military command as

the Rung Sat Special Zone, included the

many winding channels of the Saigon

River delta. These channels provided wa-

terways for the supply ships of the United

States and their South Vietnamese allies.

Ships moving slowly through the thick

mangrove forests were targets for the Na-

tional Liberation Front guerrillas. We had

been told that if even one ship were sunk

by the enemy in the Rung Sat Special

Zone, it would seriously impede traffic to

Saigon.

For ten years, beginning in 1 96 1 , about

20 million gallons of chemicals were

sprayed on South Vietnam by a variety of

aircraft. More than half these chemicals

consisted of Agent Orange, an herbicidal

mixture of 50 percent 2.4-D and 50 per-

cent 2,4,5-T. Herbicides are chemicals

that either defoliate or kill plants by mim-

icking and accelerating the action of their

growth hormones, thereby causing leaves

to drop off. Although these particular her-

bicides have been used throughout the

world, the amounts applied in Vietnam

were far greater than those legally permis-

sible in the United States. Mangrove for-
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Bombers spray

Agent Orange

defoliant during the

Vietnam War.

Herbicides

destroyed more

than half the

country's mangrove

wetlands.

ests were peculiarly sensitive to Agent Or-

ange. A single application would destroy

almost an entire mangrove community.

Repeated applications—sometimes four

or five—were required to cause the same

devastation in upland hardwood forests in

Vietnam as we wrought in the mangroves.

The mangroves also suffered extensive

bombing, mostly by B-52 Stratofortresses.

Beginning in 1 965, these eight-engine air-

craft bombed Vietnam, almost entirely in

the south, on a daily basis for eight years,

dropping a total of 2.8 million tons of

bombs.

These aircraft flew from their bases in

Guam or Thailand and arrived over Viet-

nam at an altitude of about 30,000 feet.

Typically, each bomber carried 108 five-

hundred-pound bombs, released so that

the bombs scattered over a rectangular

area of 160 acres—hence the phrase "car-

Dick Edwards

pet bombing." Each bomb, targeted and

released by complicated electronic sys-

tems, created a crater with a diameter of

about thirty feet and a maximum depth of

about fifteen feet. Some eighty-eight cu-

bic yards of soil were displaced by each

explosion. In the mangrove swamps, the

craters permanently filled with water.

The mangrove forest is a transition zone

between land and sea. As a coastline ac-

cretes, mangroves invade the new soil and

hold it against the erosive action of wind,

wave, current, and tide. Mangrove forests

are found along narrow coastal belts of the

tropical Atlantic in the Western Hemi-

sphere, the Gulf of Mexico, and Southeast

Asia and Africa. The mangrove forest also

grows along deltas and estuaries below the

high-tide mark.

The predominant vegetation is several

species of leathery-leafed evergreens ten

to fifty feet high, primarily in the genera

Avicennia, Bruguiera, Sonneratia, and

the red mangrove Rhizophora. As soil is

deposited along the coastline by rivers, the

Sonneratia and Avicennia with their ae-

rial roots grow first, followed by Rhizo-

phora, then some years later by Bruguiera

just below the high-tide mark. Through

time, the soil level builds to beyond the

reach of the flood tide, and the more or

less concentric vegetative zones just de-

scribed make way for a new community

known as back mangrove. The back man-

grove is dominated by trees of the genus

Melaleuca.

Mangroves have "prop roots," which

sprout from the tree trunk several feet

above the soil into which they grow and

spread. These roots form a dense, almost

impenetrable mass. Mangroves are

among the few types of plants that can live

in brackish or salt water Ordinarily, sea-

water kills by osmosis: sucking the fresh

water out of plants. But membranes in

mangrove cells filter the seawater enter-

ing the trees through the roots, excluding

most of the salts so that only the central

sap, almost pure water, is drawn up to the

leaves. (A Vietnamese friend told me that

the soldiers of the National Liberation

Front, living in mangroves and attacking

the ships coming up the waterways in the

mangrove forests, used the mangrove tis-

sues as a source of fresh water) The herbi-

cides upset the plants' filtering system and

allowed excess salts to accumulate in the

leaves.

Mangrove leaves, decomposing in the

mud or tidal water, supply an enormous

amount of nutrients and thus support a

great variety of life—especially inverte-

brates such as snails, crabs, and mollusks.

During peacetime, the mangrove forests

of Vietnam are an important source of
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seafood, as well as of tannin for tanning

leather and charcoal for cooking fuel.

Even before the U. S. military presence,

the Vietnamese severely damaged some
mangroves by overcutting.

In
1928, French foresters established re-

serves and began to manage the man-
grove systematically by regulating cut-

ting, digging canals, and replanting de-

nuded areas. But the vast destruction of

the trees during the war greatly reduced

the productivity of the mangrove wet-

lands, and the reduction of charcoal pro-

duction made the southern Vietnamese

more dependent on imported U. S.-sup-

plied oil for stove and lamp fuel.

In March 1969, ornithologist Gordon

Orians and I visited, by U. S. naval patrol

boat, some of the channels running

through the mangrove forests of the Rung
Sat Special Zone. The scene was one of

almost total destruction—a silent, gray

mass of dead plants even in regions last

sprayed several years earlier.

An avid bird watcher, I first encoun-

tered mangroves and their inhabitants in

1938 when I was in British Guiana (now

the independent state of Guyana). I recall

that as I crawled and climbed through the

tangled roots and branches of the man-
grove forest to observe the primitive bird

hoatzin, large numbers of other bird spe-

cies flew around and called to one another.

The forest was vibrant with life. In Viet-

nam the destruction of plant life had an

almost equally severe eifect on the ani-

mals hving in the formerly vibrant man-
grove ecosystem. During our tour of the

defoliated areas, Orians and I did not see a

single species of insect-eating or plant-eat-

ing bird, with the exception of bam swal-

lows, which were migrants from the north.

Although no scientific evidence exists

on bird populations in the Rung Sat zone

prior to defoliation, what both Orians and

I knew of Western Hemisphere man-

groves indicated that there should have

been large numbers of land birds. A brief

census of a mangrove forest in Costa Rica

turned up forty-four species of breeding

land birds. But in the chemically created

desert of Vietnam, birds dependent on

green vegetation and insects could not sur-

vive. Most of the birds we saw were fish

eaters, but even their numbers were fewer

than we expected. During our two-hour

trip through the delta, we counted two

VIETNAM

CAMBODIA

Joe LeMonnler

oriental darters, three large egrets, twelve

little egrets, six pond herons, nine ospreys,

and two white-breasted kingfishers—six

species and only thirty-four individuals. In

a healthy mangrove we might have seen

eighty species and hundreds of birds.

While some of the ecological impact of

the loss of the mangrove forests is quickly

visible, the full impact is often harder to

detect. The endless reticulation of chan-

nels in a mangrove swamp supports a rich

variety of aquatic fauna during all or part

of their life cycle. Many fish and crusta-

ceans that spend their adult lives offshore

and some that migrate up the rivers utilize

the mangrove estuaries as breeding or

nursery grounds. These organisms depend

directly or indirectly on a steady supply of

nutrients—enormous in quantity—vari-

ously dropped, flushed, or leached out of

the forest.

The destruction of the mangrove forest

depleted populations of various aquatic

animals. One species of mollusk may have

been placed in danger of extinction by

Agent Orange. The number and variety of

planktonic and benthic animals (diatoms

and copepods, for example), as well as fish

eggs, also declined.

In addition to the destruction of plant

and animal life, accelerated erosion of the

exposed tidal soils reduced the total land

mass of the forest areas. During the first

several years after herbicidal spraying,

more than four inches were lost to erosion

in one area. The wakes of large ships sail-

ing to and from Saigon also eroded the

now treeless riverbanks.

Despite the devastation, peasants

driven from their land by military activi-

ties began to settle in the denuded areas.

The destruction of the trees had opened

up large back mangrove areas not exposed

to saltwater tides and potentially favor-

able for growing rice.

In February 1973, the National Acad-

emy of Sciences, at the request of the

U. S. Congress, conducted a study of a

community of about 2,000 Vietnamese in

the Rung Sat Special Zone. The economy

of the hamlet was described in the study

as marginal, the resource base vanishing.

About 60 percent of the civilian house-

holds supported themselves primarily by

fishing, 10 percent by farming, and 30

percent by wood gathering. Rice, other

food products, and drinking water had to

be brought in; while firewood, surplus

shrimp, and fish were sold primarily in

Saigon. Trees did not regenerate fast

enough to replace the amount of firewood

collected, and woodcutters were reduced

to digging up stumps in areas where all

alwveground wood had been cut. Because

decayed stumps had to be dug out of the
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soil, the development of farming had been

slow. The farmers, unable to afford draft

animals or tractors for plowing, consis-

tently reported declining yields. Some be-

lieved they lost a large proportion of their

crops to rats, reportedly present in increas-

ing numbers in the debris of dead and

decaying mangroves and in the grasses

that had grown up since the war.

National Academy observers also noted

that the conversion of denuded Vietnam-

ese mangroves to rice fields made the

standing fresh water in the fields an excel-

lent breeding ground for malaria-bearing

mosquitoes; and that those same species

were now transmitting malaria in an area

where it had previously been absent. Ma-
laria is not normally found in healthy man-

grove ecosystems, and the reseachers

could find no evidence of malaria in Thai-

land's healthy mangrove forests.

After all this destruction, what is the

future of the mangroves in Vietnam? Nat-

ural regeneration is occurring at a very

slow rate—not necessarily because of the

residual effect of herbicides. The many
species of crabs that live in or visit these

forests may be a threat to the final fate of

the disturbed mangrove environments.

Herbivorous crabs normally feed on

leaves and young mangrove seedlings.

However, after the death of the man-

groves, leaves are nonexistent and the

crabs resort to devouring the few healthy

seedlings. Deposit-feeding crabs, which

feed on the detritus from the breakdown

of leaves and mangrove wood, may also

eat mangrove seedlings. After the herbi-

cide attacks, there was a tremendous in-

crease in rotting mangrove wood, which

led to population explosions of these crabs.

Increased river traffic, dredging, and

increased numbers of motorized fishing

vessels have also adversely affected the

mangroves and their aquatic ecosystems.

Siltation has made the water more turbid,

lowering oxygen levels drastically and re-

ducing the number of microscopic plants

and animals. A delay in the restoration of

the mangroves will delay the revitalization

of local fisheries.

Arthur Westing, who has extensively

studied the ecological effects of the war in

Vietnam, has observed that when man-

groves are destroyed, as happened in

South Vietnam, the coastal shores are not

readily recolonized. A combination of

many factors, including a lack of adequate

seed source and the destruction of avail-

able young mangroves by crabs, continues

to convert such mangrove sites to a muddy
wasteland. Westing states that any sub-

stantial recovery can take more than a

century.

Since the end of the war, many thou-

sands ofyoung mangroves have been hand

planted by Vietnamese reforestation bri-

gades. Many craters, caused mostly by the

B-52 bombers, have been filled in by hand

or with heavy equipment. Erosion can be

prevented by plantings, and soil nutrients

can be replenished by the establishment of

leguminous crops and the application of

fertilizers. Old drainage patterns can be

reestablished, levees and dikes rebuilt,

and irrigation systems restored. Unfortu-

nately, other factors obstruct such rec-

lamation; among them are the extensive-

ness of the disruption and the poverty of

material and human resources. D

On the Wings

of Peace
byVoQuy

With a note of joy in his voice, an old

farmer told us, "I've been living in this

area for over fifty years, since before

1940. And I've seen the bombings, toxic

chemicals, and napalm drive the sarus

cranes away from this Plain of Reeds. We
had thought we would never again see

those graceful birds. But now they have

returned. Not a few but hundreds, per-

haps thousands, of them, along with other

kinds of birds. It's a great joy for us. They
bring with them happiness to our plain."

In a light motorboat, we were cruising

down the Hong Ngu, a big canal dug

across the Plain of Reeds, to get to the

Tram Chim Reserve, a preservation plot

marked out for cranes four years ago.

Over our heads flew large flocks of birds.

The plain itself is the largest submerged

area in Vietnam. It covers almost 2 million

acres in the provinces of Dong Thap, Long

An, and Tien Giang in the Mekong Delta.

Hundreds of thousands of cormorants,

egrets, pond herons, and wild ducks live

here. Rare species such as openbills,

painted storks, and cranes are also seen

from time to time. Natural life is coming

back, step by step, with the help of local

people who have been building dikes to

conserve water in the fields, making the

whole area as well watered as it used to be.

The Mekong is one of the big rivers in

Asia, the twelfth longest in the world and

the sixth in terms of water volume re-

leased to sea each year. It rises in the

Tibetan highlands, at an altitude of

16,400 feet above sea level, and flows

2,600 miles across or along the borders of

China, Myanmar (Burma), Laos, Thai-

land, Cambodia, and Vietnam. The Me-
kong Delta starts near Phnom Penh in

Cambodia, where the Mekong divides

into two main estuaries, the Tien and the

Hau. As they enter into the southern plain

of Vietnam, the Tien divides into six

smaller estuaries and the Hau into three

others (hence the name Cuu Long, or

Nine Dragons, for the mouths of the Me-
kong) before they all flow out to the South

China Sea.

A long time ago, this region was cov-

ered with a forest of cajeput, a twenty- to

sixty-foot-tall tree with a straight trunk

and small, tough leaves. Fig palms and

myrtles also grew here, and beneath the

canopy was a tangle of climbing vines.

Years of wanton cutting for fuel wood and

land clearing by one generation after an-

other gradually reduced the cajeput for-

ests, leaving stands of fern or bushy

cajeput mixed with Phragmites and other

wild grasses. At places where numerous

canals had been dug, water quickly

drained out during the dry season, and the

upper eight inches of soil deteriorated.

Constant burnings further turned the bio-

logical carpet into low brush.

The Plain of Reeds is submerged in the

rainy season and drains in the dry season.

In September and October, when the wa-

ter level is highest, most of the plain is

under more than six feet of water. The
botanical life therefore consists of species

typically seen in submerged areas: small

wetland grasses, umbrella plants, and Chi-

nese water chestnuts. In spring, the whole

plain is brightened by the fragrant pink

blossoms of lotus and the white-purple

flowers of waterlilies.

The Plain of Reeds has also long been

known for its stocks of wild animals.

It was here that many species of wa-

ter birds—cranes, rails, moorhens, jaca-

nas, swamphens, oriental darters, cormo-

rants, ibises, herons, egrets, and bitterns

—

had found their habitat. Some rare species

endemic only to Southeast Asia or Indo-

china, such as the eastern sarus crane,

greater adjutant stork, milky stork,

painted stork, and Asian openbill, were

also found in great numbers. Even species

of greater rarity, such as the white-shoul-

dered ibis, giant ibis, white-winged duck,

masked finfoot, and Bengal florican, still

existed in large numbers in the delta until

about 1960. The plain also served as a

stopover for many kinds of migrant birds

from the north, which flocked there in

great numbers in winter.
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After fifteen years,

the eastern sarus

crane has returned

totheTramChim

Reserve in

Vietnam^s Plain of

Reeds.

During the Vietnam War, in order to

force the resistance army out of their base

in the Plain of Reeds, U. S. troops made a

serious attempt to drain all the water out

of the plain by digging canals. Once the

soil was dried out, sulfur rose to the sur-

face, producing sulfuric acid, which cut

the pH down to 3.9 or lower. One conse-

quence was that crops, especially rice,

could not be grown. People were forced to

leave. The residual water in the canals was

affected even more than the soil, having a

pH of about 2.8. Freshwater fish and float-

ing rice, once rich and important sources

of food for local wildlife, gradually disap-

peared.

During the dry season, this area now
had virtually no water to accommodate

water-dwelling animals. Flocks of birds,

including cranes, greater adjutants, Asian

openbills, and cormorants, had to find

their habitats elsewhere. Besides digging

the drainage canals, U. S. troops sprayed

the plain with toxic chemicals and napalm

to destroy all cajeput forests.

When the war ended, local people made
tremendous efforts to revive agriculture

on the plain. To dilute the acidity of the

soil, they dug more canals to take in fresh

water. Progress, however, was too slow at

many places to check the continued de-

nuding of the whole area. Over time, the

people came to realize that in order to

make the plain prosperous again, the soil

had to be well watered in dry seasons and

covered with cajeput as it used to be.

Since then, they have built twenty miles of

dikes around what is now the Tram Chim
Reserve to keep its water from draining

into the canals in dry seasons. They have

also planted cajeput on thousands of acres

of acidic soil, since it is the only tree spe-

cies that can thrive in such conditions.

Now that they can find better living

conditions, the trees and plants and wild

animals are gradually coming back to the

plain. Not only freshwater fish, which is a

source of food for local people, but also

turtles, snakes, and especially birds have

returned in surprising numbers.

The eastern sarus crane is a large bird

that used to inhabit Southeast Asia

from southern China to the Philip-

pines. Once found in great numbers in the

Mekong Delta, its numbers fell during the

war, and then it virtually disappeared,

along with some other species such as the

white-winged duck, the giant ibis, the

white-shouldered ibis, and the milky stork.

Not until 1985 did local people report that

they had once again spotted several dozen

cranes making their way back to the Plain

of Reeds.

Upon learning the news, a group of re-

searchers from Hanoi University immedi-

ately set out for the plain to make a first-

hand examination. To their great joy, they

found that the eastern sarus cranes, which

they had thought to be extinct in South-

east Asia, had indeed returned.

In early 1 986, with the help of farmers

in Tam Nong district, the researchers set

up a preservation plot for the cranes. Now
made up of about 12,000 acres, it may
soon be expanded to about 22,000 acres.

Local people have been forthcoming and

cooperative. Many who used to make a

living by catching birds, including cranes,

have now volunteered to scrap their traps

and take an active part in protecting the

birds. A year later, the number of return-

ing cranes had increased to more than

100. Two years later, it rose to 400, and

by May 1989, 1,000 of them had been

counted.

Unlike the prewar years, when they

used to stay year round and reproduce in

the plain, most eastern sarus cranes now
come in November, when the dry season

begins, and stay in increasing numbers
until about May or early June, when mon-
soon season sets in, before flying away to

Cambodia. Many of the cranes seen in

Cambodia are not yet fully fledged,

prompting speculation that the eastern

sarus cranes have found a breeding

ground in the broad wetlands of Cambo-
dia. By the end of October, when their

offspring mature, the cranes return to the

Mekong Delta, spreading over a wide area

to find food. As the dry season ai>-

proaches, the delta's submerged fields

shrink. The cranes then move into areas

where water still remains and finally con-

verge on the Tram Chim Reser\'e, where

the diked water outlasts the dry season.

Fanners in Tam Nong district, with the

help of Vietnamese scientists, the Interna-

tional Crane Foundation, and the West

German Brehm Fund, are now working on

a system of sluice gates to regulate the

water level in the reserve so as to soon

return it to its natural form. The breeding

cranes will then be able to dance and build

their nests as they did before.

A Vietnamese sajing goes, "Birds only

stay in good lands." Apparently, the ef-

forts of the people in Tam Nong district to

make the Tram Chim Resene a good land

have started to pay off. The crane, a sym-

bol of happiness and longevity, whose im-

age can be found in stylized forms in al-

most all pagodas, temples, and other

places of Buddhist worship in Vietnam

(where it is called hac). have returned to

Vietnam, the beautiful land of peace. D
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Conservation

by Conflict

in Nicaragua

by Bernard Nietschmann

For two decades, wars ravaged Nicara-

gua: first in the cities; then in the country-

side. Nicaraguans suffered 100,000 casu-

alties. The wars displaced people and

disrupted the economy. Of the country's

3,000,000 people, some 600,000 fled to

other countries, 400,000 to cities, and an-

other 200,000 were relocated out of the

most active war zones in the northern pine

and hardwood forests and the southern

rain forests.

Ironically, while Nicaragua's people

were suffering from war and impoverish-

ment, the Nicaraguan environment was

experiencing some relief from a long his-

tory of assaults and exploitation. Trade in

gold, mahogany, cedar, animal skins, sea

turtles, shrimp, and lobster nearly ceased.

Forests and grasses grew over the many

plantations, state farms, and ranches that

had produced bananas, coffee, cotton, and

cattle. Wildlife thrived, and Nicaragua

began to regain its rich natural heritage.

"This kingdom of Nicaragua is the very

best of all the Indies," wrote Bartolome de

las Casas in a sixteenth-century report to

the king of Spain. "A place that of all the

Indies I regard as the most opulent land in

the world. This Nicaragua is God's para-

dise."

Nicaragua has the largest tropical rain

forest north of Amazonia, the most exten-

sive seagrass pastures in the Western

Hemisphere, the widest continental shelf

and stretch of coral reefs in the Carib-

bean, and the longest river, largest lakes,

richest volcanic soils, and least populous

territory in Central America. Nicaragua

has 100 species of freshwater fish, 200

species of mammals, 600 species of am-

phibians and reptiles, and 750 species of

birds. It has also had the most revolutions,

Micaraguan children

caught in the

whirlwind of a

military helicopter.
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Contras ambushed

this Micaraguan

government truck.

During the war

years, lumbering

and mining

industries became

prime targets for

insurgents.

civil wars, and foreign military interven-

tions, and the longest reign of dictators of

any country in Central America.

During the forty-three-year rule of the

Somoza family, destructive exploitation

of the environment accelerated. In the

1950s and 1960s, the land area planted in

cotton quadrupled, expanding into mar-

ginal lands and leading to widespread de-

forestation and erosion. Biocides contami-

nated the land and waters.

In the 1960s and 1970s, the cattle-

ranching frontier spread rapidly eastward,

resulting in one of the world's highest rates

of deforestation and the largest exports of

Central American beef to U. S. fast-food

and pet-food markets. By the mid-1970s,

cyanide used in gold mining had contami-

nated several rivers. Game animals every-

where were hunted relentlessly. Trade in

wildlife products threatened the survival

of jaguars, ocelots, crocodiles, caimans,

and hawksbill and green turtles. Uncon-

trolled export lumbering entered its ninth

decade.

The war against Somoza and his Na-

tional Guard began to change some of

this. Although formed in 1960, the Sandi-

nista insurgency was not able to mount a

serious guerrilla movement until the mid-

1970s. Its hit-and-run ambushes and at-

tacks on small military outposts were met

by search-and-destroy missions and an

overall crackdown by Somoza's 12,000-

man National Guard. Any civilian in a

forest with a rifle was considered to be a

terrorist and dealt with accordingly This

discouraged hunting. In 1978, units of the

6,000-person Sandinista National Libera-

tion Front (FSLN) engaged National

Guard detachments in the western and

central parts of the country and the north-

em gold-mining areas. But the country-

side was not destined to be the main the-

ater of the war; by 1979 the Sandinistas

had moved into the cities to join civilians

who were fighting the National Guard.

In July 1979 the Somoza government

collapsed and the Sandinistas took power.

Very soon, however, they found them-

selves fighting on two fronts. In 1981, the

East Coast Indian nations began to chal-

lenge the Sandinista takeover and occupa-

tion of their territory (called Yapti Tasba

by the resistance and the Costa Atlantica

by the government). The next year a civil

war broke out between the new govern-

ment and a range of insurgent groups,

supported largely by the United States

and known collectively as the Contras.

These wars involved at least 105,000 full-

time combatants—six times the number
involved in the Sandinista-Somoza con-

flict—and used sophisticated military

firepower supplied by the Soviet Union,

the United States, Cuba, East and West

Germany, Israel, Vietnam, and Panama.

ought in the countryside and therefore

preventing large-scale exploitation of

natural resources, these conflicts ex-

tended the environmental windfalls of the

years of the Somoza-Sandinista conflict.

The government confiscated civilian

weapons, but even hunters who managed
to hide weapons could not hunt for fear of

being accused of being Contras. Many
animal populations quickly rebounded:

white-tailed deer, white-lipped and col-

lared peccaries, pacas, agoutis, monkeys,

crocodiles, caimans, iguanas, and game
birds. Others, such as jaguars, ocelots,

margays, manatees, and river otters, re-

sponded well but more slowly.

The amount of tropical forest being de-

stroyed for cattle pasture shrank as cattle

ranchers, especially in central Nicaragua,

reduced and moved herds for fear they

would be confiscated by the Sandinista

government. Some slaughtered their

herds for the chilled-beef export market;

others moved them to Guanacaste in

Costa Rica or Olancho in Honduras.

Campesinos who received expropriated

ranches butchered most of the breeding

bulls, valued at $5,000 to $20,000 each.

And soldiers on all sides took cattle to eat.

By 1986, the herds had been reduced by

two-thirds, or 2 million animals. As a re-

sult, untended pastures became over-

grown and wildlife filled the expanding

forests. A Sandinista plan for a Libyan-

financed, state-run cattle ranch, extend-

ing from Lago de Nicaragua to Monkey
Point on the Caribbean, was stymied by

the presence of ex-Sandinista guerrillas.

Resistance groups sabotaged state-

owned lumber mills and logging trucks,

destroyed bridges, and mined roads, halt-

ing nearly a century of deforestation of the

Nicaraguan tropical forests. Lumber in-

dustry workers either volunteered or were

conscripted into one of the many military

forces, while millwrights and sawyers left

the battle zones to look for work in Hondu-

ras, Costa Rica, or elsewhere. The wars

postponed Bulgarian and, later, Swedish

support for replacing large tracts of rain

forest with single-species stands of tree

farms. The wars also shut down the envi-

ronmentally damaging gold mines in the

mountainous Bonanza-Rosita-Siuna re-

gion and slowed the export trade in animal

products.

Unlike the governments of Guatemala

and El Salvador, which use environmental

warfare counterinsurgency tactics, the
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Sandinistas did not rely on such strategies

to dislodge the various guerrilla forces.

Although the rain forest on the southern

front held some 2,000 combatants, mostly

one-time Sandinistas, it was too thick and

wet to incinerate. The 15,000 Contra

fighters on the northern front shuttled be-

tween base camps in Honduras and raids

in Nicaragua without holding a territory

that could be attacked. And the 6,000

Indian guerrillas in the eastern war zone

were too thinly dispersed within their

20,000-square-mile territory for their hab-

itat to be destroyed.

I

nstead, to cut off the resistance forces

from civilian support (food, shelter, in-

formation, and recruits) the Sandinistas

moved people out of the most militarily

active regions and into relocation camps

and settlements. In 1982-83, one-fourth

(40,000) of the Miskito Nation was relo-

cated or displaced. In 1985-86, the gov-

ernment relocated more than 150,000

other Nicaraguans. This reduced pressure

on environmental resources over large ar-

eas. Both sides of Nicaragua's river fron-

tiers—the Rio Coco and Rio San Juan

—

became a no man's land supporting little

farming or hunting.

Some wildlife and environments suf-

fered as the government built new mili-

tary bases, roads, and airfields and con-

ducted extensive training and maneuvers.

(The United States did the same in Hon-

duras for the Contras.) Weapons some-

times caused accidental fires Sandinista

artillery practice and weapons training of

Salvadoran guerrillas took place inside

Cosiguina's volcanic crater, pockmarking

the inner slopes. Resistance groups (six-

teen in all) set fire to economic assets of

the government, such as pine forests. Sev-

eral government resource-management

projects were halted after their personnel

were killed by Contra and Yapti Tasba

guerrilla units.

Meanwhile, the Nicaraguan Institute

for Natural Resources and Environment

(IRENA) passed new conservation laws

and struggled to begin new environmen-

tal-management projects. The govern-

ment banned the export and limited the

hunting of endangered species. One of the

first areas to be protected under the San-

dinista regime was Chococente on the Pa-

cific coast, where the mass nesting behav-

ior of Pacific olive ridleys made them
especially vulnerable to exploitation; hun-

dreds of thousands of their eggs were ex-

ported. A marine park was planned for the

Miskito Cays and adjacent Caribbean

coastal lagoons, habitat for hawksbill and

green turtles and manatees. Masaya Vol-

cano National Park (created before the

FSLN took power) was improved, and the

5,400-square-mile BOSAWAS reserve

was initiated to protect the Bocay-

Saslaya-Waspuk region, which would be

Central America's largest protected area.

(The first BOSAWAS reserve station was

burned by the Contras.) Many pesticides

were banned, and an integrated pest-man-

agement program was begun. Other

projects included watershed management

of resource development and conserva-

tion, reforestation, windbreaks, and a pro-

posed transborder, binational peace park

with Costa Rica. In 1983, the Sandinista

Assembly approved IRENA-naturalist

Jaime Incer's plan to protect twenty new

areas outside the war zone, including the

volcanic range, crater lakes, mangrove es-

tuaries, and freshwater marshes.

But IRENA's programs for conserva-

tion and sustainable development were

overwhelmed by Sandinista economic

failures (exacerbated by the war). This led

to environmental deterioration, especially

in the populous Pacific region. The great-

est environmental problems were caused

by hundreds of state farms created by the

agrarian reform. Left without sufficient

technical or financial help, some 100,000

new farmers had to turn to forested areas

for fuel and food. To bring in foreign

money, state banana plantations were

carved from mangrove forests in the Es-

tero Real. This loss of wetland habitat

caused economic losses in fisheries and

shrimp farming. Eighteen miles of nesting

beaches of the threatened Pacific ridley

were destroyed by mud washed down
from the Carazo region after the Ministry

of Agriculture ordered the removal of

shade-tree coffee in a futile effort to con-

trol a spreading tree fungus. Masaya Vol-

cano, Nicaragua's only functioning na-

tional park, was left unregulated and open

for firewood cutting, iguana and deer

hunting, cattle grazing, pasture burning,

and garbage dumping. IRENA narrowly

blocked a Sandinista army plan to turn

part of the park into a tank-training

ground across the fragile lava beds. As the

economy collapsed, the remaining dr>' for-

ests and even the windbreaks in the cotton

fields were rapidly cut for firewood. The

mountain slopes backing Managua were

deforested, and the subsequent wind and

water erosion choked the capital city in

dust and mud. Already polluted by waste

and chemicals during the Somoza regime,

Lago de Managua became more de-

graded during the 1980s, receiving sew-

age from the city's one million people,

chemicals from lake-margin farms and

To escape the war,

many \icaraguan

ranchers moved

their cattle into

Costa Rica, leaving

Nicaraguan grazing

lands to become

overgrown with

forest and

grassland—new
habitat for

Nicaraguan wildlife.
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Fighting took place over 70 percent of

Nicaragua Hundreds of thousands of civilians

fled the countryside, leaving fewer people

dependent upon local resources. For those who

remained, hunting became too risky. As a

result, wildlife, including jaguars, deer, tapirs,

monkeys, and collared and white lipped

peccaries, thrived

Government-run gold mines were a

favorite target of insurgents. The

fighting closed them down and put a

temporary end to the erosion and

pollution caused by mining

After the wars ended, the economy was

in ruins People turned to the forests

for fuel and food Wind and ram are

now fast eroding the exposed soils of

the remaimng dry forest watershed

^^ â ean Cosigulna Volcano ^ ^^ ; ^

Masaya Volcano National Park was neglected

by the Sandinista government, and firewood

cutting and iguana and deer hunting went

unchecked

-

Tropical Forest

Pine Forest

Subsistence and Commercial

Agriculture

Agricultural Frontier

Cattle Ranching

Gold Mining

Western Extent

of Combat 1981-89

Protected Namral Areas

Proposed Protected

Natural Areas

Indian Nations

Erosion from coffee plantations clear

cut by the Sandinista govemment

destroyed ridley sea turtle nesting

beaches. The Sandinistas claimed they

were fighting a coffee tree fungus, but

some suspected the real targets were

the private landowners who opposed

the new govemment
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Military training and combat maneuvers

(including U.S. "Big Pine" maneuvers in

Honduras) damaged pine and scrub forests. Nicaraguan Wars

and Wildlife

Proposed Peace Parks will protect 5,000 square

miles around Miskito Cays and 5,400 square

miles in the BOSAWAS border region.

Populations of lobster, shrimp, fish, and sea

turtles in the waters of Nicaragua's continental

shelf increased during the wars of the 1980s.

With the end of the fighting, local fishermen

were joined by vessels from neighboring

countries that fished illegally (and sometimes

trafficked in drugs) in Nicaraguan waters.

Coastal fighting prevented hunting and

allowed populations of manatees, caimans, and

crocodiles to recover.

iSSean Se.a
Blueti«I<

Monkey Point

l^itma Nation

The proposed transborder SIAPAZ project

could protect the region's largest unbroken

tract of rain forest and the extensive Cafio

Negro and Delta wetlands. Sweden, however,

is financing a forestry plantation program, and

Japan has proposed a $25 billion transoceanic

canal.

The deforestation of northern Costa Rica (only

some 20 percent of the forests remain) reached

a peak in the 1980s when, to impede the

movement of Contra forces, the Costa Rican

government built roads through the forest. The

roads, in turn, allowed access for logging and

farming.

PANAMA Panama City

Map concept arxJ design; Bernard Ntetschmann Map illustrabon: Joe LeMonmer



ranches, and mercury from an agrochemi-

cal factory.

Along the Caribbean coast, the nine-

year war between the FSLN and the In-

dian nations affected both the environ-

ments and wildhfe. The Yapti Tasba

resistance considered the Sandinistas in-

vaders. The indigenous nations wanted

self-determination, territorial autonomy,

and control of the resource base. The
FSLN wanted to integrate this West Vir-

ginia-size area into Nicaragua and the

people into the Sandinista revolution. The
government seized hunting weapons and

forbade community people to hunt and

fish, depriving the Miskito, Sumo, and

Rama Indian guerrillas of food. The wild-

life, in turn, thrived. The Sandinista occu-

pation force confiscated or destroyed cat-

tle, pigs, rice mills, shrimp-drying plants,

boats, sea and river canoes, and tools.

They expropriated the gold mines and ex-

pelled foreign-owned shrimp and lobster

companies and boats.

Thousands of fishermen and their fam-

ilies fled Yapti Tasba to seek refuge in

Honduras, Costa Rica, and elsewhere. A
large number of boats and sea canoes im-

portant in the fisheries were used to carry

the exiles and refugees. The remaining

Sandinista-run shrimp boat fleet became
a target, and Managua's poorly managed
fisheries program was widely despised.

This, together with the lack of fishermen,

boats, and parts, caused drastic declines in

fish, shrimp, and lobster catches between

1982 and 1985, the height of the war for

Yapti Tasba. The decline revitahzed

populations of fish and shellfish.

A
Miskito Cays marine national park

was proposed to IRENA in 1980.

The park was to protect some 5,000

square miles of marine and coastal envi-

ronments and wildlife. The park would

have international funding and be staffed

by Miskito people from the nearby coastal

communities. But when the war began

over control of the Indian nations, the plan

was shelved.

The war sharply reduced subsistence

turtle fishing. Many of the turtlemen had

left the communities to fight, a majority of

the sea canoes had been destroyed or used

to take famihes to exile, and the remaining

turtlemen with sea canoes rarely wanted

to chance sneaking out to the turtling

grounds because of heavily armed Sandi-

nista patrol boats.

Because so few adult turtles were being

caught in the war-crossed main green tur-

tle habitat, more turtles appeared to be

nesting at Tortuguero, Costa Rica, during

the war years. But as fighting gradually

subsided, the war-induced timeout on tur-

tle exploitation began to expire in 1986.

The United States reduced its arms sup-

plies to the resistance forces, and the San-

dinistas negotiated terms with some of the

Indian guerrilla units.

Wartime restrictions on subsistence

provisioning were relaxed, sea canoes

could be built and used again, gill nets

were introduced to catch turtles, and

boats from Colombia, Panama, Hondu-

ras, and Jamaica obtained permits (often

illegally) to catch lobsters; they also pi-

rated substantial numbers of green and

hawksbill turtles. Lobsters were the red

gold of the western Caribbean and sup-

ported Com Island and many coastal set-

tlements through the 1 970s. Lobsters and

the war-starved national economy made
Com Island the wealthiest and freest

place under Sandinista mle. Colombian

buyers from San Andres offered $8 per

pound for tails in 1 988 (down to $6 or half

a gram of cocaine in 1 989) and sold gaso-

line, outboard motor oil, frozen chicken,

Levis, shirts, and underclothes—things

unattainable in the Sandinista-suppressed

economy. The Sandinistas considered this

trade illegal, but because the lobsters were

a means of increasing their foreign earn-

ings, they offered to buy them in U. S.

dollars from Com Island fishermen. Com
islanders could sell their lobsters to San

Andres buyers for a dollar more per pound

and risk being blown out of the water by a

Sandinista patrol boat, or they could play

it safe and sell for less to the Nicaraguan

companies.

(Hurricane Joan hit Com Island on Oc-

tober 22, 1988, and was more harmful to

wildlife and the environment than the war

was. It destroyed houses, coconut palms,

most lobster boats, and the freezer plant.

Overnight, Com islanders went from pros-

perity to poverty. The hurricane made
them refugees.)

As military confrontation subsided, de-

stmctive environmental and wildlife

exploitation in Yapti Tasba increased.

Again, in 1989, as during Somoza's re-

gime, large numbers of foreign boats over-

fished Yapti Tasba's waters and reefs;

contracts were negotiated with Sweden
and Costa Rica for the export of large

quantities of logs and lumber; and large-

scale cattle-ranching schemes were being

planned. While Managua made deals over

the coast's natural resources, the people

lived in a state of poverty many times

worse than before 1979.

Like most of the world's small but en-

during conflicts, this bloody, Indian-San-

dinista war was over resources and terri-

tory, not ideology. In 1987, the San-

Fishing for green

turtles, wliicli

declined during the

war years, began to

increase with the

cease-fires between

Sandinistas and

insurgents.

dinistas agreed to grant the Indian nations

autonomy but kept control of all impor-

tant natural resources.

But the war and the Sandinistas left

Nicaragua dirt poor. By the end of the

1980s, few conservation programs re-

mained. IRENA suffered an 85 percent

cut in staff and was demoted to a subunit

under the Ministry of Agriculture and

Agrarian Reform. Environments reju-

venated by the war were under threat by

people whom the war had impoverished.

After her stunning electoral victory

over the Sandinistas, Nicaragua's new
president, Violeta Barrios de Chamorro,

stated in her inaugural address, April 25,

1990: "In order to guide development, we
are going to create a new government in-

stitution to guard and protect and defend

our environment, our abundant nature,

our ecology, so that our progress is

planned and respectful of our geography

and based on the rational use of our natu-

ral resources."

Jaime Incer was the new government's

unanimous choice to head and revitalize

IRENA. Although beset by inadequate

funding, facilities stripped nearly bare by

the outgoing government, and lethargic

and anemic support from Washington and

most other Western governments, Incer

created a task force to draw up a national

plan for environmentally sustainable

development. The plan protects critical

ecosystems, recommends transborder

parks and reserves with neighboring coun-

tries, and commits the government to

helping the east coast benefit from its own
resources. "Nicaragua has never had a

government that supported these ideas un-

til now," Incer told me. "But we only have

a short time to save what the war has

spared." D
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A male stickleback displays his bright breeding colors.

Courting Disaster

in Cannibal Territory
For the threespine stickleback, mating can be a risky business

Text by Susan A. Foster • Photographs by Ernest Cooper

A chilly, windless morning in May. A
perfect morning for lying motionless on a

raft in a cold Canadian lake. Occasionally,

eagles whistled at one another overhead,

or a loon called out across the lake. Other-

wise, all was still above the water. But not

below. Just a few feet bepeath me, in the

clear water, a dozen small male fish swam
among fallen tree branches. In contrast to

the bottom of the lake, littered with leaves

and debris, they were brilliantly colored,

with iridescent green backs, silver-blue

flanks, salmon-colored throats, and bright

blue eyes.

Each defended his territory, within

which I could just make out a nest—

a

tube of plant material and sediment that

the builder had glued together with secre-

tions from his kidneys. Open at both ends

and lying flat in a small depression, the

nest forms a tunnel slightly shorter than its

diminutive, two-inch owner. Some of the

males, fathers already, remained espe-

cially close to their nests. Those with eggs

in their nests fanned them with their fins,

providing oxygen-rich water essential for

survival. Others defended clouds of tiny

fry. Males with empty nests were busy

searching their surroundings for females

and perfecting the nests that would re-

ceive their eggs. The busy scene seemed

remarkably peaceful.

The quiet attention to the nests was

soon interrupted, however, by an ap-

proaching female, her belly distended and

luminous with a load of eggs. Immedi-

ately, four males swam toward her in a

zigzag pattern. Two of the males came too

close to each other and began circling,

spines raised, apparently forgetting the fe-

male. The remaining two males repeated

their zigzag dance as the female tilted her

body, assuming a head-up posture that

displayed her swollen belly. The winner of

this courtship contest then led the female

into his territory and showed her the en-

trance to his hidden nest. He did this by

inserting the tip of his snout into the nest

and turning on his side, displaying his bril-

liant red throat. The female briefly poked

her snout into the nest, and then, rejecting

the male, she backed out and fled. His

neighbors resumed their courtship dances.

The next male she chose was more fortu-

nate, as she entered his nest. The male

placed his snout against her flank, which

protruded from the nest, and began quiv-

ering. This prompted her to release all her

eggs, and in less than a minute, she

emerged emaciated. The male followed

her through the nest, fertilizing the eggs,

and then chased her from his territory.

This courtship ritual was repeated

throughout the day, and often the same

male enticed other females to spawn in his

nest, accumulating as many as twenty

clutches of eggs.

The small fish I had been observing so

intently were threespine stickleback,

named for the three prominent spines jut-

ting from their backs. These needle-sharp

spines, along with another two on the fish's

undersides, provide a formidable defense

against predators—and unwary biologists.

Michael Bell, of the State University of

New York at Stony Brook, has shown that

marine stickleback have possessed spines

and a series of bony plates extending from

the head to the base of the tail for at least

10 million years. Throughout their evolu-

tionary history, stickleback have repeat-

edly colonized freshwater habitats where

they have lost much of their armor Popu-

lations of freshwater stickleback are gen-

erally far more diverse in appearance than

are their marine relatives.

Long before I began my research five

years ago, the threespine stickleback had

become a classic subject for behavioral

research. Abundant in ditches, streams,

and lakes in coastal regions of the northern

temperate zone, this small fish had long

been a favorite aquarium pet of European

children. One of these children was Niko

Tinbergen. When he grew up, Tinbergen,

a gifted observer of animal behavior, re-

membered the stickleback and brought it

into his laboratory as a subject for teach-

ing and research. The threespine stickle-

back has since become a model for studies

of animal behavior, and its reproductive

habits are now among the best known in

the animal kingdom.

One of the most exciting discoveries

Tinbergen and his co-workers made was

that a specific behavior could often be

elicited using very simple cues. For exam-

ple, Tinbergen discovered that male stick-

leback would vigorously attack a silver-

colored model of a stickleback only if the

chest was painted red to resemble a re-

productively active, territorial male. He
also observed that the males would attack

a small silver disk if the lower portion of it

was painted red. Even the red postal

trucks passing outside his window were

enough to stimulate male aggression.

The pattern that emerged from the be-

havioral research of Tinbergen and his co-

workers was one of fairly stereotypical be-

havior that difi"ered little from one

population of stickleback to the next. This

puzzled me Why should populations from
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Fashioning a nestfrom bits of
plants and sediment, a male stickleback

uses secretionsfrom his kidneys

to glue it together.

disparate geographical locations evolve

obviously different body forms without at

the same time evolving variations in their

behavior?

I guessed that differences in behavior

might indeed exist but may have been

missed by earlier researchers. Perhaps, by

chance, the few populations they had

studied all happened to have similar be-

havior. Furthermore, the laboratory envi-

ronment might have masked any subtle

variations that did exist. By oljserving

stickleback in the field, I hoped to dis-

cover differences in their behavior that

would parallel the differences in their

shape that had already been documented.

The first population I studied was in

Crystal Lake, on Vancouver Island in

British Columbia. I spent an entire breed-

ing season, from mid-May to mid-August,

observing stickleback courtship, and at

the end of this period, I was convinced

that the zigzag dance, long considered

characteristic of the entire species, was an

artifact of laboratory observations of fish

in small aquariums. In more than 700

hours of field observations, my assistants

and I had not seen a single zigzag dance,

although courtship was often observed.

In Crystal Lake, female stickleback,

rather than males, usually initiated court-

ship. A female would swim rapidly up to a

male and "jump" on his back, squirming

vigorously while pressing her abdomen

against his erect dorsal spines. While they

circled or weaved through the water, the

male occasionally jerked backward, press-

ing his dorsal spines into the female's

belly. This behavior, called dorsal prick-

ing, often lasted an hour or more and was

frequently interrupted when the male

stopped to work on his nest. During these

intervals, the female waited patiently

nearby in a head-up posture, displaying

her distended belly. Occasionally, the

male would cut the ritual short and

quickly lead the female to his nest, where

she laid her eggs. More often, however, he

chased her away or she departed to court

other males. Only rarely did a male initi-

ate courtship, and when this happened,

the male always swam straight to the fe-

male and back to the nest.

Having seen so much courtship—and

no zigzagging—in Crystal Lake, I was

astonished by what I saw in Garden Bay
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A male stickleback in Hotel Lake,
British Columbia, engages in aform
ofcourtship known as dorsalpricking,
in which the larger maleprods the

female's belly with his spines.
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Lake, across the Strait of Georgia. Within

five minutes of beginning my observa-

tions, a male zigzagged a full ten feet from

his nest to a point near the surface. The

zigzag dance was very distinct, but it was

directed at a gas bubble rising from the

bottom muck, instead of at a female. The

male's error was easily understood be-

cause, at first glance, the ascending, lumi-

nous bubble looked remarkably like a

gravid female.

In Garden Bay Lake, courtship was

more rapid and conspicuous than in Crys-

tal Lake. The approach of an egg-laden

female invariably elicited repeated zig-

zags from several neighboring males, with

attendant fighting among them. I ob-

served dorsal pricking only if a female that

failed to enter a nest upon being shown the

entrance returned to court the same male

shortly thereafter. In such an instance, the

male approached the waiting female and

positioned himself below her, initiating

dorsal pricking. After a brief advance, the

female always left the male to continue

courtship elsewhere.

Here was the first puzzle presented by

my research. Why should two populations

of the same species behave so differently

during courtship? Soon after I began my
research in Garden Bay Lake, I noticed

that the fish there lacked many of the

cannibalistic proclivities of the Crystal

Lake population. My observations in the

two lakes led me to suspect that some of

the differences in cannibalistic behavior

may have caused the divergence in court-

ship behavior between the populations.

Few foods are more appetizing to an

adult stickleback than the eggs or larvae

of another stickleback. Adults may also

prey on free-swimming fry, at least until
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Shortly before spawning, afemale stickleback, below, carries

from 50 to 500 eggs in her distended belly. Left: A brightly

coloredmale stickleback directs the smallerfemale to his nest.

they develop spines. (I have found several

dead adults with a spined juvenile literally

"stuck in their craw.") Perhaps the most

intriguing form of cannibalism involves

deceptive courtship by females. In some
populations where they grow relatively

large, females initiate courtship several

hours before they are ready to spawn.

When a male shows a female a nest that

already contains eggs, she grabs a mouth-

ful and bolts. Only large females engage in

courtship cannibalism, apparently be-

cause small individuals are not strong

enough to wrest clumps of eggs from the

How TO Fool
A Pack of Cannibals

The stickleback's large repertoire of be-

havioral patterns includes some remarkable

diversionary tactics. If a group of canni-

balistic stickleback approaches a male's

nest too closely, the male swims rapidly and

erratically out of his territory, dives to the

bottom, and roots frantically in the mud, as

if feeding on eggs in the nest of another

stickleback. If the display is effective, the

group is deceived and joins in the feeding

frenzy. Upon discovering that no food ex-

ists, the group usually departs.

In one lake, two other forms of diversion-

ary display are also used. In the first, the

male turns on his side and swims rapidly

and erratically out of his territory. Then he

taps his snout on the bottom as if he is

showing his nest to a female. The snout

tapping is exaggerated and repeated fre-

quently, producing a very conspicous flash-

ing of the male's bright flanks and under-

belly. Again, if the display is successful, the

cannibals will join the male and try to feed

at the site. The male often continues the

diversion until he can slip away from the

group and return to his nest.

The second form of display is an even

more highly ritualized form of showing. The

male again turns on his side and swims

rapidly and erratically from his territorj'.

but he remains high above the bottom. This

display is extremely conspicuous and causes

the male's flanks to flash in the sunlight, so

that he looks much like a silver-pink spoon

trolled by a fisherman. Shimmering is par-

ticularly attractive to approaching stickle-

back. The group follows the male, usually

without foraging on the bottom, until he

stops the display.

At least one marine population and one

other freshwater population also display the

full range of diversionary tactics. This leads

me to believe that the elaborate snout-tap-

ping and shimmering displays are primitive

behaviors that have been lost from the rep-

ertoires of some populations.

Why portions of the ancestral display

were lost in Crystal Lake, where cannibal-

ism is such an important cause of off'spring

mortality, remains a mystery. An unusual

display in Crj'stal Lake suggests that males

have partly compensated for the loss. In this

lake, a male occasionally picks up a dead

stickleback or a cigarette butt in his mouth.

Both objects are ver>' bright underwater

and attract other stickleback. He then

swims erratically away from his territory'

followed by all the stickleback in the vicin-

ity, each one trying to steal the object. This

may be as close as fish come to using a tool.
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A male waits while afemale deposits her

eggs in his nest. Her tail isjust visible

extendingfrom the narrow entrance.

As thefemale exits, the male moves

to enter the nest. Although he is

considerably larger than thefemale, the

tubular nest isflexible and will expand

slightly to accommodate him.

nest before being attacked by the male.

With the exception of these deceptive

females, males are usually able to defend

their nests and young from soUtary

attackers. In Crystal Lake, however, the

cannibals forage in groups of up to 300

fish. Consisting mostly of adult females

(males and immature stickleback occa-

sionally participate), these groups can eas-

ily overwhelm a guardian male and con-

sume all his young. During one breeding

season at Crystal Lake, cannibahstic

groups eliminated the young in two-thirds

of the nests I studied.

In Crystal Lake, males often inadver-

tently attracted groups of cannibals with

movements associated with courtship or

nest maintenance. Without the activities

of the parental males, the cannibalistic

stickleback were unable to detect the loca-

tion of the nests. (Even females are usually

unable to enter a nest without being shown

the entrance, and males often cannot lo-

cate their own nests if surrounding land-

marks are changed.) Once alerted to the

presence of a nest, the cannibals would

immediately begin to forage in the area. If

a nest was found, the fish jostled and

pushed one another to get at eggs or fry. If

one of the cannibals emerged from the

melee with a mouthful of eggs, others at-

tempted to snatch them away. In just a

few minutes, the group departed, leaving

an empty pit where the nest had been.

Perhaps the evolution of a relatively

subdued courtship ritual in cannibalistic

populations enables the males to avoid

such disasters. Dorsal pricking, not as

conspicuous as zigzag dancing, is less

likely to attract cannibals and therefore

may promote survival of offspring in can-

nibalistic populations. Because it is a

lengthy ritual, conducted well above the

male's territory, dorsal pricking may also

permit males to search their surroundings

for potential cannibals before leading a

female quickly down to the nest entrance,

thereby reducing risk of detection.

In the absence of cannibalism, the zig-

zag dance appears to be a more eifective

courtship display than dorsal pricking, ei-

ther because it is intrinsically more attrac-

tive to females or because it enables them
to locate receptive males more readily. In

Garden Bay Lake, where stickleback did

not cannibalize young in nests, it was the

predominant mating behavior. Males that

perform conspicuous zigzag dances may
achieve greater mating success by attract-

ing more females than males with less

conspicuous displays. Any benefits that

males in the cannibahstic populations

might gain from conspicuous displays,

however, are presumably offset by the

danger of attracting cannibals. For them,

the zigzag dance is simply too risky to

perform.

To determine whether the relationship

between cannibalism and courtship be-

havior was a general phenomenon, I ob-

served threespine stickleback in four more

lakes in British Columbia. These lakes

could be divided into three types, depend-

ing on the degree of cannibaUsm. In

Sproat and North lakes, the fish are not

cannibalistic. As in Garden Bay Lake,

courtship there was almost always initi-

ated by the male's showy zigzag dance,

and dorsal pricking was rare.

In the other two lakes, the stickleback

proved to be cannibalistic, but only in Ho-

tel Lake did they forage in large groups. In

this lake, prolonged dorsal pricking was

part of all courtships; but in half of the
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Afterfertilizing the eggs, the male
emergesfrom his nest.

courtships, males also performed a sub-

dued version of the zigzag dance. This

dance was very slow and rarely extended

more than three feet or carried the male

more than five inches above the bottom.

Courtship in this population was most

nearly like that of cannibalistic stickle-

back in Crystal Lake.

In Cowichan Lake, large groups did not

attack nests, but neighboring, territorial

males and occasional foraging females

were attracted to any disturbance, includ-

ing courtship. The number of individuals

feeding on the bottom rarely exceeded

five, but if they found a nest, they de-

stroyed it. In this lake, courtship was also

"intermediate." Zigzag dances were

prominent in three-quarters of all court-

ships, and they were intermediate in vigor

between those in Hotel Lake and those in

the noncannibalistic populations. Dorsal

pricking occurred in less than half of all

courtships.

Clearly, the conspicuousness of court-

ship reflected the intensity of group canni-

balism. But why are some populations

more cannibalistic than others? The an-

swer became apparent to me when I con-

sidered the species' feeding behavior

Adult fish in cannibalistic populations

feed almost exclusively on the lake bottom

during the breeding season, usually in

large groups. Although stickleback in

noncannibalistic populations also forage

in large groups, they feed closer to the

surface, never descending to the lake bot-

tom. In other words, only bottom-feeding

stickleback forage where they are likely to

find nests.

Stickleback that feed in these two ways

have diverged in appearance as well as in

behavior Don McPhail, an evolutionary

biologist, and his students at the Univer-

sity of British Columbia have shown that

bottom-feeding stickleback are usually

larger than those feeding in open water;

they are also deeper bodied, and their jaws

can open wider, enabling them to feed

better on large, bottom-dwelling prey. The

open-water fish have a larger number of

gill rakers, which the fish use to strain tiny

prey from the water. Not ail stickleback

fit neatly into one of these two physical

categories, but the physical differences

among the stickleback in the six lakes that

I studied corresponded well with the dif-

ference in their feeding habits. The
Cowichan Lake population was particu-

larly interesting in this context. Although

adults fed primarily in open water, a small

number of the Cowichan stickleback grew

particularly large and shifted to bottom

feeding. These individuals, along with

neighboring males, were drawn to distur-

bances and cannibalized eggs defended by

males.

Patrick Lavin, one of McPhail's stu-

dents at the University of British Colum-

bia, has shown that differences in the

availability of food have apparently

caused the divergence in feeding behav-

ior He demonstrated that the bottom-

feeding stickleback are usually found in

small lakes where a large portion of the

lake is shallow and the food on the bottom

is plentiful. In contrast, fish that feed

closer to the surface are usually found in

larger lakes, where lake bottoms often

drop off sharply near the shore. With few

shallow areas, the food found on the bot-

tom is limited compared with the food

available near the surface. Apparently

these ecological differences between lakes

have produced differences in the body
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A group ofcannibalisticfemales gobble

eggs stolenfrom a nearby nest.

form and foraging behavior of the resident

stickleback, including the propensity for

cannibalism. The differences in canni-

balistic tendencies have, in turn, affected

courtship.

The evolutionary divergence of these

two forms is remarkable because of the

short time in which it occurred. The fresh-

water lakes where I conducted my re-

search have been in existence for only

14,000 years. Before that time, a thick

sheet of glacial ice blanketed the area, and

until it melted, only marine stickleback

could have survived along the margins of

the Northwest Coast. Once released from

the tremendous weight of the ice, parts of

the coast slowly rose above sea level. Ma-

rine stickleback isolated in the newly cre-

ated freshwater lakes and streams

adapted accordingly.

As the pieces of this puzzle fell into

place, the possibiUty emerged that this

differentiation had given rise to new spe-

cies. McPhail has discovered six lakes in

British Columbia in which both forms of

stickleback coexist with very Uttle inter-

breeding. He has studied stickleback in

Enos and Paxton lakes in detail and has

demonstrated that although the two forms

interbreed occasionally, the hybrids are

rare and have not increased in number

over many years. Thus, by definition, the

two forms have become separate species.

In addition to having different canni-

balistic tendencies and reproductive be-

havior, stickleback populations also vary

in aggressiveness, in the kind of avoidance

behavior elicited by predators, in ability to

learn, and in nest-building behavior In

some cases the differences between popu-

lations are clearly adaptive; in other cases

we have no clue as to why the differences

have evolved. Unfortunately, heavy log-

ging and other human disturbances

around the lakes in the Northwest have

already led to the extinction of a number

of populations, each one unique in its be-

havior. Nevertheless, thousands of popu-

lations remain to be studied. Despite years

of research, the diversity of the threespine

stickleback in North America and else-

where will continue to provide us with a

remarkable opportunity for investigating

the evolution of behavior
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The Bonobos' Peaceable Kingdom
Zaire'spygmy chimpanzees may be the mostpacific ofprimates

by Takayoshi Kano

In a legend of the Mongandu people of

Zaire, pygmy chimpanzees, or bonobos,

and the ancestors of humans once lived as

brothers. Because of this kinship, the

Mongandu strictly prohibit the killing of

these small apes in their forest.

According to some primate specialists,

the bonobo may indeed closely resemble

the common ancestor of humans and apes.

Researchers, however, have difficulty

finding populations of bonobos to study

In much of its range, originally extending

throughout the tropical lowland forest of

Zaire in central Africa, the small ape has

been relentlessly hunted to extinction.

Hunters from other tribes, which do not

share the Mongandu's taboo, have

trapped bonobos or killed them with ar-

rows and, more recently, bullets. Because

they gather in large, loud groups to feed,

bonobos are easy targets. Significant

bonobo populations remain in only a few

areas, including the Lomako forest, where

researchers led by Randall Susman, of

New York University, are at work, and

the Wamba forest, where other Japanese

scientists and I have been conducting

fieldwork since 1974.

Molecular biologists estimate that the

bonobo diverged from its relative, the

common chimpanzee, only about 1.5 mil-

lion years ago, and the two species have

many similarities. But while the common
chimpanzee ranges along the tropical rain

forest belt that extends from the West

African coast into the western part of East

Africa, the bonobo is found only in Zaire,

south of the Zaire River, where it inhabits

the humid rain forests of the monotonous,

low, flat river basin. The common chim-

panzee Uves in much more varied environ-

ments, from low coastal regions to high

mountains; some marginal populations are

found even in dry woodland-savannas with

thin and intermittent gallery forest

patches.

Despite its common name, the bonobo

is not a pygmy form of chimpanzee. It

weighs about the same as the smallest

common chimpanzees but has a more

slender build, with longer legs and smaller

head and shoulders. Bonobos have high

foreheads and longish black hair and tend

to have more childlike, expressive faces.

Our early research revealed that

bonobos live in large mixed groups of

adult males and females and their off-

spring. Subsisting mainly on a frugivorous

diet, they roam the forest, often taking

different routes in search of fruit-bearing

trees. Our main goal was to investigate

their social life: how they interact within

their group, how they mate, and how they

raise their young. To document the

Tomoo Enomoto
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Two bonobo males reassure each other oftheirpeaceful
intentions by rubbing rumps, below. Facingpage: Wielding
a leafy branch in a show ofaggression, a bonobo charges
through a clearing in the Wambaforest ofZaire.
Takayoshi Kano
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The discovery ofa goodfood source inevitably leads to high

spirits and tension, which in turn trigger sexual activity.

A male holdingpieces ofsugar cane solicits sexfrom a

feedingfemale, below. Unlike most mammals, male-female

bonobopairs often copulateface toface right
ToFioo Enomo

bonobos' social relationships in detail, we
needed to identify each individual animal.

Bonobos have well-developed personal-

ities, and if they are in good light, they can

be recognized by their facial features as

easily as humans. However, instant recog-

nition of faces is difficult in the wild where

thick foliage and shadows obscure fea-

tures when the animals are high in the

trees and dense undergrowth blocks them

when they are on the ground. We decided,

therefore, to attract the bonobos to a par-

ticular site by providing food for them.

I learned from the villagers in Wamba
that bonobos sometimes fed on the sugar

cane that each family grows to brew for

liquor used in traditional ceremonies. I

converted five acres of fallow land into a

sugar cane farm, and in the latter half of

1976, members of one of the five Wamba
bonobo groups began to visit the site occa-

sionally. We called them the elanga

(farm, in the Mongandu dialect) or E
group. I did not disturb the bonobos but

let them feed freely on the farm and

waited for them to get used to the sugar

cane. In the beginning of 1978, 1 cleared

an area of some 100 by 200 feet of the

primary forest in the most heavily used

part of the E group's range and put pieces

of sugar cane on this artificial feeding

ground. Soon the E group began to use

this site as one of their routine feeding

spots. It became especially important to

them during the major dry season from

January to March, when food in the forest

was not as abundant as usual.

The E group consisted of about sixty

male and female bonobos, half of which

were adults. The group often divided into

a number of "parties," temporary associa-

tions whose size and membership changed

freely, depending on the amount and dis-

tribution of food, and for social reasons,

such as intimacy or hostility between indi-

viduals or between families. Such group

flexibility is similar to that seen in com-

mon chimpanzees. (During our study, the

large E group eventually split into two new

permanent groups. El and E2.)

On reaching sexual maturity at age

seven or eight, female bonobos begin to

show genital swelling and sexual receptiv-

ity (they are unable to conceive, however,

for several more years). All the females

bom and raised in the E group left the

group permanently shortly after this

stage, and every year several new young

females, "floaters" bom in unknown
groups, joined the E group. While most of

them left after several days or months,

others remained in intermittent contact

and became stable members of the group

upon giving birth for the first time at an

J^^MLB

estimated age of twelve to fourteen. Con-

versely, males were never seen to emigrate

or immigrate. This situation—males stay-

ing with their natal groups for fife while

females disperse—is exceptional among
higher nonhuman primates and is another

social trait bonobos share with common
chimpanzees.

However, our research also revealed

some important social and behavioral dif-

ferences between the two species. For ex-

ample, unlike common chimpanzees, bo-

nobos have never been observed to kill

others of their kind. Two kinds of conspe-

cific killing are documented for common
chimpanzees. One is the killing of infants

up to the age of two or three, usually by

adult males. Nursing common chimpan-

zee mothers are infertile until their latest

offspring is weaned. Fieldworkers have

observed that conmion chimpanzee moth-

ers whose infants were killed quickly re-
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sumed estrus and remated. Researchers

have also recorded that most of these fe-

males had immigrated into the killer's

group, increasing the likelihood that the

victims were offspring of outside males.

Thus, killer males eliminate the offspring

of sexual competitors and provide them-

selves with mates. Many female common
chimpanzees with infants live apart from

any group, probably to protect their ba-

bies from infanticide.

Male common chimpanzees belonging

to different groups are also quite antago-

nistic toward one another and may fight to

the death. In both infanticide and inter-

group killing, males are more often the

victims, and consequently groups contain

more adult females than males.

Bonobo groups have approximately

equal numbers of males and females, and

mothers with infants remain in the group.

The parties tend to be large mixes of

males, females, juveniles, and infants.

Compared with common chimpanzees,

bonobos seem to be more pacific and

gregarious. How do they avoid conspecific

kilhng and maintain peaceful relation-

ships? The social interactions I observed in

the early period of sugar cane provision-

ment were typical of the actions of

bonobos at times of excitement when po-

tential for aggression was high.

On February 9, 1978, at 5:40 a.m., I

waited for bonobos to come to the artifi-

cial feeding ground near our observation

hut. Built atop a ten-foot-high termite

mound at the south end of the site, the

hut—made of slender columns that sup-

ported a small roof—provided us with

shade from the tropical sunlight. From the

hut I could see every comer of the feeding

grounds. During this early stage of the

study, I tried to stay inside as much as

possible to avoid frightening the bonobos

and to allow them to behave as naturally

as possible. But since then, we have en-

forced the regulation that observers at

Wamba must stay inside the hut while the

bonobos are feeding to prevent them from

becoming too used to humans.

In the early morning mist, old Kake, a

low-ranking E group male, entered the

feeding grounds from the east side of the

forest, grimacing and screeching a little.

Immediately afterward, Hachi, a middle-

ranking male, appeared and hurried to-

ward Kake. On noticing Hachi's ap-

proach, Kake presented his buttocks to

Hachi, who reciprocated. The two rubbed

rumps for a few seconds, then headed to-

ward the sugar cane arranged against the

fallen tree at the center of the site. Ude.

the E group's third-ranking male, now en-

tered the scene. Quickly snatching up two

or three pieces of cane, Kake ran ofT and

climbed a low tree in the back of the site.

Ude rushed toward, mounted, and made
vigorous thrusting motions over Hachi,

who crouched and screamed. After dis-

mounting, Ude climbed several yards up

into the fallen tree, presented his rump to

Hachi, and beckoned him. Hachi ran to

him and obliged with rump rubbing for

twenty-seven seconds.

Soon after that, many females came
into the area, all of them screaming with

excitement over the food, and the scene

became chaotic. Ude beckoned and

rocked his body in a courtship display to

Nami, a past-prime female, but she ig-

nored him and went off to eat sugar cane.

Hachi then approached Ude, presented,

and the two again rubbed rumps, this time

for forty-five seconds.

Kuma. the alpha male, appeared, drag-

ging a branch. He rushed toward Ude,

who screamed and jumped down from the

fallen tree to avoid him. (Branch dragging

is a typical bonobo charging display: a

bonobo rushes from a few up to about fifty

yards, dragging a branch and stamping

violently. A target may or may not exist.)

Kuma threw away the branch and pre-

sented his buttocks, turning to look at

Ude. Still screeching, Ude rubbed his

rump against Kuma's.

The second-ranking male, Yasu, now

appeared and sexually displayed to Yasa,
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Females rarely menace each other but are

still wary when approaching members of

another group. Here, apair offemales,

their infants dining to their bellies,

greet a mother (seated)from a different

group sharing theirfeedinggrounds.

a young adult female with an infant. Yasa

responded by lying down and presenting

her swollen genitals. The couple copulated

face to face, one of the regular positions

among bonobos. Having seen this, a mid-

dle-aged female then eagerly presented to

Yasu. They too copulated, this time dorso-

ventrally, the position typical of common

chimpanzees and most other mammals. In

the meantime, Ude had attacked, chased,

and mounted a still-screaming Hachi. (I

have never seen forced heterosexual mat-

ing. All the copulations that I observed

were preceded by female presentations.

But between males, forced mounting, as in

this instance between Ude and Hachi, oc-

curs frequently.)

Among the females that were gathered

near the sugar cane, Nami clung to an-

other female. Ham, belly to belly, and the

two rubbed genitals together. Then each

proceeded to engage in the same sexual

activity with other female partners.

Yasu charged a young aduU male, Ibo,

who had timidly entered the area and was

walking along the fallen tree. Ibo jumped

off the tree and ran away, and Yasu took

his place and sat down. Ibo went off with

one piece of sugar cane in hand.

Tawashi, the four-year-old son of

Kame, was clinging to her back and beg-

ging unrelentingly for sugar cane. Along

came another mother, Kagi, carrying an

infant. Kame stretched out her hand,

touched Kagi on the face, and solicited.

Grinning, Kagi straddled her frontally,

and genital rubbing ensued. After this, the

two sat side by side and started to feed.

When Tawashi resumed begging for food,

Kame lay down on her back and solicited

rubbing from Kagi again, who, although

she had a mouthful of sugar cane, re-

sponded positively.

I recorded all of this varied erotic action

in a mere ten minutes after the first

bonobos appeared at the artificial feeding

ground, and this was by no means an ex-

ceptional case. Whenever they first en-

tered the feeding site, or when they came

upon an excellent natural food source, the

bonobos inevitably became excited and

devoted themselves to such heterosexual

and homosexual intercourse, all the while

calling noisily.

The eroticism of the bonobos subsides

as their excitement is gradually quelled.

For example, following the above episode,

sexual acts, as well as aggression, became

less and less frequent as the bonobos

shifted to a period of quiet, absorbed feed-

ing. After 7:10 a.m., feeding gave way to

resting; some of the animals sat or lay still,

while others groomed each other. This

phase lasted until 9:23, when they left the

feeding grounds.

Homosexual genital and rump rub-

bing—unique to bonobos—as well as ho-

mosexual mounting, involve enthusiastic,

vigorous, and mutual action, and the

bonobos' vocalizations during these acts

are like the heterosexual copulatory

scream. To all appearances, these beha-

viors evoke shared sexual excitement and

great erotic pleasure. At the same time,

however, I believe they also relax tensions

created by crowding at feeding grounds

and competition for food. Most aggressive

episodes took place at feeding time. Ho-

mosexual behavior seems to substitute

sexual excitement for aggression, thus

preventing conflicts between individual

bonobos.

Hostility was extremely rare between

females but common between males. I

would frequently see a female, on arrival

at a food place, rub genitals with every

other female already there before begin-

ning to feed. Such rubbing seems to be a

greeting that allows her to amicably join

the feeding group. It defuses tensions and
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enables females to feed peaceably at the

same spot.

In males, the situation is a little differ-

ent. Rubbing and mounting often fol-

lowed hostile acts, such as threats, chases,

or outright attacks, and seemed to help

prevent further aggression. Thus, homo-
sexual behavior in bonobo society serves

as a greeting and to appease, reconcile,

and reassure.

Heterosexual copulation shares these

social functions. Most other animals copu-

late only as an act of reproduction. But for

bonobos, I believe copulation also en-

hances male-female relationships, for two

main reasons. First, most copulations oc-

cur in the same contexts as homosexual

behaviors—at times of high excitement

such as discovery of food sources and at

party reunions. Second, sterile bonobo fe-

males mate as readily as those able to

become pregnant. Young females migrat-

ing from group to group do not conceive

for three to four years but exhibit contin-

ually hard and swollen genitals and are

among the most sexually active females.

A young female immigrant in a new group

usually mates with one male after another

and frequently invites, and is in turn in-

vited by, resident females to engage in

genital rubbing. Their nearly constant sex-

ual receptivity helps them gain accep-

tance into a new group without incurring

serious hostility.

Like common chimpanzees, bonobos do

not become pregnant again for three to

four years after giving birth. This suggests

that menstruation does not occur during

the lactation period. But unlike common
chimpanzees, bonobos resume the swell-

ing cycle much earlier: some females do so

only one year after giving birth. I suspect

that in bonobo females the estrous cycle

and the menstrual cycle are separate.

Nursing mothers copulate frequently, de-

spite the unlikelihood of such copulations

resulting in conception. Such nonrepro-

ductive copulations may diminish hostil-

ity and help to establish and maintain inti-

macy between females and males. Near-

constant sexual receptivity in females thus

may play a role in dispelling tensions that

can lead to infanticide by males.

In most primate species that form social
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groups, the dominance hierarchy plays an

important role in maintaining social stabil-

ity. In bonobo society, too, a hierarchy

exists, and I frequently observed some

males dominate others in competitive situ-

ations, for instance, on arrival at a good

food source. Among females, dominance

behavior was subdued and far less fre-

quent. Occasionally, dominant females

that threatened subordinates were fiercely

counterattacked, suggesting that the fe-

males' hierarchy was far less stable than

that of the males, among whom attacks

were always made by dominant animals.

Aggressive encounters between males and

females were also rare. Female bonobos

are generally not afraid of males, daring to

select and carry off pieces of sugar cane

from the very foot of a high-ranking male,

even cane he has gathered for his own use.

We found that males are usually tolerant

of females and rarely threatened or at-

tacked them over food.

In most primates, males dominate fe-

males, and in a group, rank order is clearly

established. For example, in common

chimpanzees, males and females have sets

of hierarchy independent of each other,

but the lowest-ranking male is always

placed above the highest-ranking female.

The situation in bonobos can be illustrated

by the following observations.

March 15, 1990. At 3:29 p.m., several

females of the group came to the feeding

place, following the lead of Hata, a male

in his prime. At 3:35, a young female,

Kiku, carrying her first infant on her belly

and dragging a six-foot-long branch,

rushed toward Hata. Hata bent away, gri-

macing, and after Kiku passed by, rushed

away in a different direction, dragging a

branch. Kiku then performed the branch-

dragging display twice, with no particular

target. But each time she did so, Hata

looked at her anxiously. At 3:40, Kiku,

staring at Hata, who was sixty feet away

from her, picked up a branch from the

ground with her right hand, drew another

one close to her with her left hand, stood

up, and ran on two feet toward Hata with

great ferocity. Having half prepared him-

self for this onslaught, Hata screamed,

jumped into the undergrowth, and scram-

bled away.

The ability to gain the upper hand

cleariy benefits a female; she can protect

her baby and herself from a male's attack,

even if she cohabits with males in an anes-

trous condition. But how could Kiku domi-

nate Hata? She was smaller, weaker phys-

ically, young, and had been a group

member for only a few years. Moreover,

her mobility was limited because of her

clinging infant. How dominance between

them was decided is a mystery.

I have witnessed several cases in which

a mother's presence decided the matter of

dominance. In one case, Koguma, an ad-

olescent male, repeatedly charged the

high-ranking male Ude, dragging a

branch. Each of Ude's attempts to coun-

terattack was deflected by Koguma's

mother. Finally, Koguma's rush alone was

enough to make Ude run for cover. In

another case, the male Ten was able to

usurp the role of alpha male when he was

just on the verge of aduhhood. I beUeve

his advancement was due to concrete, as

well as indirect, help from his mother, who

was the group's highest-ranking female.

My speculation is that in bonobo soci-

ety, the advantages of being a high-rank-

ing male may not be that great. At any one

time, some females are in estrus, and so

males can almost always readily find

mates. Also, despite short-term annual

fluctuations, the forest usually offers am-

ple food—in the form of fruit distributed

in large patches—promoting group use or

loose sharing, rather than exclusivity. In

such a noncompetitive situation, the num-

ber of individuals concerned with ranking

may decrease, and this may result in the

easy settlement of ranking order, a ten-

dency that may now be part of the genetic

heritage of bonobos.

At adolescence, bonobo females sever

ties with their mothers when they leave
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Mounting ofone male by another, left, can carry an element

ofthreat but usually relaxes tensions that could lead

to violence. While bonobo sex is always accompanied by
exuberant screams, the male beingmounted is voicing

excitement and apprehension. Below:Afemale, sugar cane
in hand, straddles and rubs genitals with anotherfemale
while tolerating a bidfor attention by a youngster Such
intimacy leads to amicablefood sharing betweenfemales.

their natal group. Males, however, live

their entire life with their natal group.

Whereas common chimpanzee males be-

come more and more estranged from their

mothers during adolescence as they bond

with, and become absorbed into the asso-

ciation of, adult males, bonobo sons often

stay with their mothers even long after

they become adults. One family—

a

mother, three sons, and an infant daugh-

ter—traveled together even when their

group broke up into small parties, and

they often groomed each other. The grown
sons still occasionally begged food from

their mother and, although larger than

she, never took the slightest threatening

stance toward her. Orientation toward

mothers and family is a basic aspect of

bonobo society.

Adult males are tolerant of infants and

juveniles, and I have never observed seri-

ous aggression by mature males toward

young. Large adult males are often targets

of collective play attacks by juveniles, and

a male engaged in grooming a female is

often beset by offspring, yet the young are

never pushed away.

Many times I have seen males carrying

infants on their bellies or backs for short

periods. Sometimes the mother followed;

at other times she was absent, trusting to

the baby sitter. Once when I was monitor-

ing a group at the feeding grounds, gunfire

sounded in the distance. A frightened in-

fant jumped onto a nearby old male, who
embraced it firmly, looking in the direc-

tion of the shot. He carried the baby for a

few minutes until its mother came to re-

trieve it. Males' tolerance of young may be

related to their prolonged family attach-

ment, in which they become intimate with

their small siblings and the siblings' play-

mates.

Five groups have all or part of their

home ranges in the approximately sixty-

square-mile Wamba forest. The home
ranges of neighboring groups overlap ex-

tensively, and groups sometimes meet.

Our observations of group encounters

were limited until about 1980, when the P
group began to feed on our provisioning

site along with the E group. The nature of

the interactions between these two groups

has changed over the years. At first, when
one group heard the other coming, it usu-

ally left the area to avoid even coming

within visual range. However, since 1983,

when the E group split into the two we call

El and E2, the Els have become friendly

with the P group and have drifted apart

from the E2 group. 1 recently recorded

their encounters at the feeding grounds.

March 7, 1990. Since 5:59 a.m., I had

been watching about thirty-five members
of the P group at the feeding place. At

6:30, members of E 1 with Ten. their alpha
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Afterfeeding, bonobo groups divide into smallerparties

to relax and mutually groom. A male {center}, below,

grooms afemale and is in turn groomed by her offspring.

Males are tolerant of, and gentle with, juveniles. A
young motherplays with her infant, right. Bonobos bear

theirfirstyoung at about twelve tofourteenyears ofage.

Although she will not conceive againfor severalyears,

thisfemale will soon be ready to resume sexual activity,

as evidenced by the beginningofgenital swelling.
Botti photographs by TakayoshI Kano

male, and several others at the head

rushed in. At first, P members bundled off

to about sixty feet away but then returned

to try to rout the Els. After exchanging a

few aggressive charges, the two groups

estabUshed a line of demarcation in the

center of the site and settled down to eat.

At 6:33, Suga, a P group female with an

infant, entered El territory, followed by

her juvenile daughter Sugako. An El

male approached and sexually displayed,

which led to copulation. After that, Suga

approached Bihi, an El female, greeted

her with an embrace, and then engaged in

genital rubbing serially with several El

females. Meanwhile, some P females en-

tered the El territory, and some El fe-

males went over into P territory.

Until 7:10, members of both groups de-

voted themselves to feeding. Two addi-

tional copulations, two genital rubbings,

and six peerings (a kind of friendship be-

havior in which one bonobo peers closely

and persistently into another's face) took

place. The only disruption occurred when

an El male threatened a young P male

and chased him a few yards, but the two

returned together, sat a few feet apart,

and resumed eating.

During the postfceding lull, three inter-

group pairs groomed each other, and a P
group juvenile carrying her infant brother
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on her belly played chase and grapple

games with El juveniles.

At 8:00, 1 brought out more sugar cane.

The bonobos reacted with excited cries.

The El male that had fought the most

fiercely against the P members upon the

initial group encounter entered the P terri-

tory and invited a middle-ranking P male

to rump rub. That day. El stayed at the

site until 9:35, the P group until 11:29.

Seven additional intergroup groomings

were seen.

The encounter between P and El

started with aggression, proceeded to ap-

peasement, and ended up with friendly

grooming. From what we know of the

meetings in the forest, the same sequence

may take place; the groups may travel

together until evening, visiting several

feeding places, as if they were members of

the same group, until sleeping sites are set

up and the original groups regather.

The bonobo groups of the Wamba for-

est are not entirely friendly or entirely

antagonistic. Encounters are character-

ized by cautious mutual tolerance. Mem-
bers of different groups use a varied sex-

ual repertoire to reconcile and appease,

and remarkably, elements of dominance

do not enter into sexual activity. Bonobos

have evolved systems for maintaining, at

least on the surface, a pacific society. D





Celestial Events

Red Planet Rendezvous
by Thomas D. Nicholson

This year Mars comes nearest the earth

on November 19, at 11:00 p.m., EST but

the red planet does not align with the sun

and the earth at opposition until Novem-
ber 27, seven and a half days later. If the

earth and Mars revolved around the sun in

perfect concentric circles, these two

events would be simultaneous. But be-

cause their orbits are elhptical and the

points where they are nearest to the sun

(perihelion) or farthest (aphelion) are not

aligned, opposition and closest approach

never coincide. Also, the differing tilts of

the two orbits in space affect when Mars
and the earth will be closest.

Just before the opposition of November

27, the earth is catching up to Mars. But

the earth, which will reach perihelion in

January, is currently drifting slightly in-

ward toward the sun; Mars, at perihelion

on June 30, is now drifting slowly away

from the sun. And Mars crossed the eclip-

tic plane on October 30 going north, caus-

ing it to rise above the plane of the earth's

orbit and move away from us.

Events in the calendar below are given

in local time unless otherwise indicated.

November 1 : Venus aligns with the sun

at superior conjunction (on the opposite

side of the sun from us) and becomes an

evening star. We may begin to see it by

January, after which this brilliant planet

will remain a prominent evening object

until early August.

November 2: Full moon, at 4:48 p.m.,

EST, is the hunter's moon. Occurring a

day before perigee, this full moon will

appear larger and brighter than average.

The stars of Aries are dimly visible nearby

to the moon's right. Morning moonlight

further subdues the usually dim and

sparse Taurid meteor shower.

November 3: Perigee moon (nearest the

earth) occurs at 6:00 p.m., EST, and ex-

tends the spring tide associated with yes-

terday's full moon.

November 4: The gibbous moon rises

with prominent, ruddy Mars after 6:00

P.M. The Hyades cluster, with the dimmer
red star Aldebaran, is nearby. The moon
drifts slowly east above Mars, then away

from it during the night. Meanwhile,

Mars slips westward above Aldebaran un-

til the end of December.

November 6: After moonrise (about

8:30 P.M.), Gemini's twin stars, Pollux and

Castor, are close by the moon in the south-

east. Two very bright planets bracket the

moon: Mars, to its right, and Jupiter, ris-

ing to the left about 1 1 :00 p.m.

November 7: The waning gibbous

moon, in line with Pollux and Castor, is

closer to Jupiter and farther from Mars.

November 8-9: The moon rises close to

Jupiter about 11:00 p.m., passing below

the planet at about 2:00 a.m., EST, on the

9th, when last-quarter moon is at 8:02

A.M., EST.

November 10-14: In the morning sky,

the waning crescent moon highlights Leo

to its left on the 10th and 1 1th, appearing

close to Leo's bright star Regulus before

dawn on the 10th. The thinning crescent

approaches Spica on the 1 3th and passes

the star on the 14th.

November 17-18: Conditions for the

Leonid meteor shower could not be better.

The new moon is at 4:05 a.m., EST, on the

17 th, and the maximum of the Leonids

occurs late in the day, assuring dark skies

and maximum meteor counts in the hours

after midnight on the 1 8th. Although the

observing rate is only fifteen or so per

hour, the meteors are swift and often spec-

tacular. Apogee moon (farthest from the

earth) is at 10:00 p.m., EST, on the 18th.

November 19: Mars is nearest the earth

(about 48 million miles distance) and at its

brightest for this approach.

November 20: The young crescent

moon is low in the southwest sky during

dusk, but it sets about 7:00 p.m. with the

nearby stars of Sagittarius, before we can

see them.

November 21: The thicker crescent

moon is close to Saturn, at its right.

November 22-24: The young moon
passes eastward through Capricomus and

into Aquarius, both relatively dim con-

stellations.

November 25: First-quarter moon is at

8:11 A.M., EST. Tonight, we see it first in

Aquarius and later moving into Pisces,

where it will be tomorrow. The bright star

Diphda, in Cetus the Whale, is well below

the moon.

November 27: Mars is in opposition

from the sun, above the horizon from sun-

set to sunrise. It is an evening star on

subsequent nights.

November 29: The waxing gibbous

moon returns to Aries, near the stars Ha-

mal and Sheratan.

November 30: Jupiter begins its retro-

grade (westerly) motion among the dim
stars of Cancer. Although still a morning

star, it rises about 9:30 p.m. and, along

with equally brilliant Mars farther to the

west, adds luster to the numerous bright

winter stars above the horizon during late-

night hours. Both planets are now even

brighter than Sirius, the brightest of the

stars (located farther to the south).

Editor's Note: The Sky Map in the Octo-

ber issue shows the evening stars and con-

stellations for this month and gives the

dates and times for use.

Thomas D. Nicholson is director emeri-

tus of the American Museum.
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MEMBERS' BOOK PROGRAM ANNUAL COLLECTION

4NATUREI
^ BOOK^

MY FIRST NATURE BOOK
A Life-Size Guide to

Dis(o«ering the World

Around You

ANGELA WILKES

In a big, bold photographic

format, My First Nature Book

features fascinating indoor and

outdoor activities, from grow-

ing seeds to creating mini-

museums. Step-by-step photos

accompany each set of easy-to-

follow instructions. From the

creators of the Eyewitness

Books. Ages 6-10. 10" x 13",

48 pages #100

List $9.95 MBP$8.95

NOAH'S ARK
Featuring seven little pockets

which hold six different stuffed

animals and an easy-to-read

cotton story book about Noah
and the great flood. Made in

England of 100% cotton,

this charming

toy is hand-

washable.

9" tall X

8 'A" wide

X 5" deep

#101

THE OFFICIAL

VIDEO OF THE
AMERICAN MUSEUM
OF NATURAL HISTORY

Explore the American Muse-

um's fascinating exhibits and

receive a behind-the-scenes

view of the scientists, curators,

and artists at work.

VHS, approximately

40 minutes #102

List $19.95

MBP $17.95

ZOO
The Modern Ark

JAKE PAGE

'
. . . a beautifully

illustrated book

. . . timely and

comprehensive"

—LibraryJournal

Written by an

authority on natural

history and the founding

editor of Smithsonian

Books, ZOO brings its readers

both an historical appreciation

of zoos and a new understand-

ing of their increasingly impor-

tant role in saving endangered

species. Over 100 stunning,

full-color photo-

graphs, illustrations,

line drawings, and maps.

9" x 12", 192 pages

#104 List $35.00

MBP $31.50

Dear Friends,

In these four pages we are

happy to present o very special

(ollertion of books and gifts

selected just for you.

Each item is offered at a sav-

ings to show our appreciation

of your continued support

of the American Museum of

Natural History.

With best wishes.

Scorlett Lovell

Manager, Members' Bool( Program

NOTECARDS
These beautiful notecards are

reproductions of illustrations in

the American Museum's Rare

Book Collection. Available in

Seoshells or Butterflies, each

box contains 20 cards (five

each of four different draw-

ings). Printed on recycled

paper. Specify Seoshells #105

orButterflies#106. 5"x61/2"

Suggested $11.95

MBP $10.75

CHILD'S FROG T-SHIRT

Delightfully different, from a 19th century

wood engraving. Printed on all cotton.

S(6-8), M(10-12). L(14-16) Specify size.

#103 Suggested $12.50 MBP$10.95



CAN MUSEUM

CHIID'S

6L0W-IN-THE-DARK
APATOSAURUS T-SHIRT

By night, the dinosaur bones

glow in the dark! Great for

camp or slumber parties, all

cotton and mochine washable.

S(6-8), M(10-12), L(14-16)

Please specify size. #107

Suggested $12.00 each

MBP $9.95 each

THE FOSSIL FACTORY
NILES, GREGORY, and

DOUGLAS ELDREDGE

"At last!—A great book about

fossils for kids! And done with

the best possible expertise, for

the book is written by a great

paleontologist and his own

—Stephen Jay Gould,

Harvard University

The Fossil
Factory

OF NATURAL HISTORY

A world-famous scientist and

curator at the American

Museum with his teenage sons

provide a fascinating tour of

the history of life on eerth.

Softcover. Ages 7-12, S'/s x 9 Vs"

111 pages #108

Ust$8.95 MBP $8.05

AFRICAN REFLECTIONS

Art From Northeastern Zaire

ENID SCHILDKROUT and CURTIS A. KEIM

American Museum Curator Enid Schildkrout and

Curtis A. Keim, both foremost experts in the field,

trace the art history of northeastern Zaire from

before the first encounters with Europeans to

the present day. Most of the artifacts examined

were collected during the Museum's famous

Congo Expedition of

1909-15. Striking

archival images of

turn of the century

Africa complement

over 100 exquisite

full-color photo-

graphs commis-

sioned especially

for this volume.

9 'A" xl2'/4"

272 pages #ARH
List $45.00 MBP $35.45

DINOSAURS
EUGENE S. GAFFNEY

Written by an American

Museum curator, this little

Golden Guide* is packed with

fascinating facts about how
dinosaurs evolved, lived, and

became extinct. Softcover.

4" x6", 160 pages #109

List $4 50 MBP $4.05

AKUA'BA PIN

Based upon the

traditional "fertil-

ity doll" carvings

by the Ashanti

people of Ghana,

this gold-finished

pin is an authorized

reproduction of an original

sculpture in the

Museum. 2 %" tall

#110 Suggested $25.00

MBP $19.95

1991 AFRICAN
REFLECTIONS CALENDAR
A selection of the distinctive

art of northeastern Zaire

featured in full color with

historical photographs from the

Museum's 1909-1915 Congo

Expedition. 12" x 12" #ARC
List $9.95 MBP $8.95

SPIRITS OF DEFIANCE VIDEO
(not pictured)

Filmed on location in Zaire,

Spirits ofDefiance reveals how
the Mangbetu people interpret

the forces that shape their lives.

Produced by the British Broad-

casting Company.

VHS, 59 minutes

#111

List $19.95

MBP / ^ ^,4-^"-^

APATOSAURUS
BOOKMARK
The Apatosau-

rus dinosaur

grew to the

enormous

ength of sev-

enty feet and

weighed more

than thirty tons. Ours is brass,

shown actual size. #112

Suggested $5.95 MBP $5.35

THE DINOSAURIA
"The best scholarly

reference work available on

dinosaurs . . . "—Dale Russell

author oiAn Odyssey in Time

The definitive dinosaur book.

Comprehensive, state-of-the-

science research in dinosaur

behavior, evolution, and extinc-

tion by twenty-three interna-

tionally renowned authorities.

8'/2" X 11", 752 pages #113

List $85.00 MBP $76.50

APATOSAURUS PIN

This special hand-cut sterling

silver pin is reminiscent of the

.^ imposing

/^ creature

that

/ rocimed

the western

United States

140 million years

/ ago.

Shown actual size.

#114 Suggested $45.00

MBP $39.95



AMERICAN MUSEUM

THE RECYCLER'S HANDBOOK
Just published by the creators of the
best seller, 50 Simple Things You Can
Do To Save The Earth. Softcover.

5%" X 8 Vs", 120 pages #117
List $4.95 MBP$4.4S

THE GREAT KAPOK TREE
LY7MNE CHERRY

"Exceptionally colorful, bright

and full of life . .
."

—People Magazine
A magical encounter takes

place in the Amazon rain forest

between the animals who live

in a great Kapok tree and a

woodcutter who must decide

whether or not to chop it

down. Ages 5-8. 9 %" x 1 1 'U"

31 pages #115

List $14.95 MBP $13.45

ANIMAL TWISTS
An elephant with feathers? A
kangaroo with a beak? These
are just two of the strange and

cimusing animals you

can create with

this pair of

animal twists.

Made in Italy,

the animals are

exquisitely

painted on

rotating maple

wooden blocks.

2 '/i" tall

#118

Suggested $18.00

MBP $14.95

OF NATURAL HISTORY

GREENHOUSE/GLASNOST
The Crisis of Global Warming
ESSAYS INTRODUCED BY

ROBERT REDFORD

In 1989, a group of eminent

scientists, pollcy-mokers, and

environmentalists from the

United States and the Soviet

Union met at the Sundance

Institute in Utah to discuss a

crisis which transcends oil

political and Ideological bound-

ories: global climate change.

The result is this book, a

landmark collection of twenty

essays, written by symposium

participants including Cor!

Sagon of Cornell University,

U.S. Senator Bill Bradley, Paul

and Anne Ehrlich of Stanford

University, Stephen Schneider,

the National Center for Atmo-

spheric Research, and George

S. Golitsyn, theU.S.S.R.

Academy of Science. Recycled

paper. 6V8"x9'/4"

320 pages #121

list $17.95 MBP $16.15

THE LAST RAIN FORESTS
A World Conservation Alias

With a foreword by David

Attenborough, The Last Rain

Forests is a comprehensive and

stunningly beautiful guide to

the people, flora and fauna of

the richest habitats on earth.

More than 200 full-color

photographs. 9 'k" x 1 1 '^"

208 pages #116
List $29.95 MBP $26.95

^ffiffl RAINFOREST
PENCIL CASE

A very special cotton pencil

case made in England

whose proceeds from

sales will help support

the Friends of the

Earth, a non-political

environmental

organization with

member groups in

35 countries.

4"x9" #119

List $5.00 MBP $4.50

BIRD BEHAVIOR (in Three Volumes)
DONALD and LILLIAN STDKES

"Carefully researched and attractively presented

(these guides] provide the needed impetus to those

who have dallied with the idea of bird behavior but

may not have known how to proceed."

—Indiana Audubon Socier\'

Part of the award-winning Stokes Nature Guide
Series, these three volumes describe a fascinating

array of feathered behavior to watch for. Softcover.

4 Va" X 7 %", VOL 1-323 pages, VOL 11-334 pages,

VOL III-397 pages #120

List $30.85 MBP $27.75

BLUE WHALE T-SHIRT

Our famous blue whale is

Individually painted and

printed in luminescent color on

each all cotton block T-shirt.

Colorfost and machine wash-

able. S, M, L, XL Please

specify size. #122

Suggested $19.95

MBP $16.95

TO ORDER BY PHONE 1 -800-437-0033



AMERICAN MUSEUM

FROM THE LAND OF
THE TOTEM POLES
The Northwest Coast

Indian Art Collertion of

the American Museum
of Natural History

ALDONA JONAITIS

The American Museum of

Natural History's extraordi-

nary collection of Northwest

Coast Indian art and the

adventures behind its J

formation are presented s

in this handsome, ;

beautifully illustrated

volume. The rich and

complex story of the

expeditions, the art,

and the Indians

themselves is deftly

told by the American

Museum's Aldona

Jonaitis, one of the

world's foremost

authorities on

Northwest Coast

Indian art. Each copy of this

deluxe, limited issue edition

is bound and slipcased in

red silk and autographed

by the author. 9V2" X I2V2"

272 pages //09A

List $100.00 MBP $75.00

YOSEMITE
The Fate of Heaven

Narrated by Robert Redford,

this stunning, owardwinning

documentary portrays the

stark contrast between the

park of 100 years ago and

Yosemite today. VHS,

58 minutes #123

list $19.95 WBP $17.95

GARNET
PIN

This unique

handmade

Frank

Lloyd

Wright

OF NATURAL HISTORY

GEMS AND CRYSTALS
From the American Museum
of Natural History

X

inspired pin features eleven

natural, untreated garnets

set in 14k gold vermeil

and sterling silver.

'A" diameter

#124

Suggested $50.00

MBP $45.00

ANNA S. SOFIANIDES AND
GEORGE E. HARLOW

By Anna Sofianides and Ameri-

can Museum Curator George

Harlow, this fascinating work

surveys the history, lore, prop-

erties, evaluation, and occur-

rence of more than 140

TURQUOISE
NECKUCE
This necklace

features over twenty

semiprecious stones

including the beautiful

Chinese turquoise which is ^

its focal point. Handmade

of natural stones, expect

some variation. Clasp is

14k gold-filled. 17"

NORTH
AMERICA

varieties of gems and minerals.

Dazzling photography of the

most exquisite gems in the

Museum delight the reader

while charts throughout pro-

vide useful gem and mineral

data and information on

gem cuts. 9" x 12", 208 pages

#129 List $40.00 MBP $36.00

yosemTtI
THE NATURAL HISTORY
OF NORTH AMERICA
EDWARD RICCIUTI

North America is featured here

in all its incredible diversity,

from frozen tundra to tropical

wetlands. More than 230 color

photographs and an Informative

text pro\ide an encompassing

view of the nature and wildlife

of this wonderful land.

9V4" XI2V4", 224 pages

#126 List $19.98

MBP $17.95

WILD BY LAW
The Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund

and The Places It Has Saved

TOM TURNER

Over 100 splendid color photo-

graphs feature many of the

American landscapes safe-

guarded through the work of

the Sierra Club Legal Defense

Fund and the information-

packed, highly readable text

relates how these conservation

victories came about. 9" x 12"

,

180 pages #128

List $50.00

MBP $45.00

MALACHITE BRACELET
This exquisite bracelet is

Navaho-made of sterling

S silver and features a

large, 1" polished

^" malachite stone.

#127

Suggested $120.00

MBP $100.00

n SBDiR BY PHONE I -SOO-437-0033
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1. Air Niugini. Experience a touch of

luxury off the beaten track at unique

lodges. Sail the mysterious Sepik

River, known for primitive art and iso-

lated villages, or choose an expe-

dition of trekking or diving.

2. Bermuda. A short trip to the per-

fect holiday. Now is the perfect time

to enjoy Bermuda at its springiest,

sportiest golf and tennis best. Send
for your Bermuda Vacation Planning

Kit including a full-color brochure, ac-

commodations guide, rate sheet,

map and more. Free.

3. The Buccaneer. The Buccaneer

sits atop a hill overlooking 3 powder
white sand beaches and surrounded

by an 18 hole championship golf

course. Many people stay at the Buc-

caneer just for its impressive view

and elegant surroundings.

4. Cancun. From ancient Mayan ru-

ins to powder soft beaches and un-

surpassed watersports, Cancun can

show you every vacation pleasure

under the sun. Cancun, the Carib-

bean Island of legendary pleasures.

Send for free color brochure.

5. Carl Zeiss Optical, Inc. Focused

on performance in the field! Zeiss

quality products available at fine

eyewear dispensers and sporting

goods locations or call 1-800-446-

1 807. See page 24.

6. Digitar Electronic Weather Sta-

tions. World's smallest and most af-

fordable weather stations. Many
functions. Send for free catalog.

7. Epirotiki Cruise Lines. 7, 11, 14

and 15 day Winter cruises include

Egypt, Jordan, Israel, Seychelle Is-

lands, The Caribbean, Amazon, and

Red Seas. For brochure call 1-800-

221-2470 (NY State: 212-599-1750).

8. Government of India. Nothing

compares. From the Taj Mahal to the

Bengal Tiger Preserves to the Hima-

layas. Send for our free guide to this

exotic subcontinent today!

9. Gray Line of Alaska. The North's

most complete tour operator. Offer-

ing over 30 tours throughout the

state, via motorcoach, air, dayboat

and rail. Call 1-800-544-2206 for a

free brochure today.

10. Half Moon Bay— 1990. Half

Moon Bay Hotel, Antigua, West In-

dies has 99 spacious, ocean front

deluxe rooms each with private patio

or balcony. Features: Fine cham-
pionship tennis courts, 9 hole golf

course, fresh water pool and all wa-
ter sports.

11. Haverhills. Haverhills carries

one of the country's most interesting

collections of nifty gadgets, execu-

tive gifts, and grown-up toys. Ask for

their free catalog. See page 25 for

their ad in this issue.

12. India/General Tours. Unique

Price-Saver India program features

11 to 18-day escorted tours. Pack-

ages start at $1,899, including air.

Also features Nepal. 1-800-221-

2216. Free brochure.

13. North Carolina. I'd like your Free

Travel Package with facts for plan-

ning where to go, where to stay, and

what to do on a North Carolina vaca-

tion.

14. Peter Island: Peaceful, 52-room

private resort and yacht harbor, lo-

cated just this side of paradise in the

British Virgin Islands. Luxury villas

available, plus meeting facilities.

Rates from $325 to $2,750. Open all

year. FREE brochure or call 1-800-

346-4451

.

15. Phillips Petroleum Company/
United States Swimming.

16. Portuguese National Tourist

Office. Portugal. Next time you go to

Europe, don't miss the other side of

the Atlantic. Free colorful Information

package available.

17. Princess Cruises. Discover the

world of Princess Cruises—luxuri-

ous ships, fine dining, spectacular

entertainment, and more destina-

tions than any other cruise line.

18. Regency Cruises. Regency's
Alaska—Exciting 7-day cruises

aboard the gracious Regent Sea or

the Regent Star. Ask about our

cruise/tour packages at unbeatable

prices. Free Brochure.

19. South Australia—Kangaroo Is-

land. Hop on over and discover

South Australia's largest wildlife

sanctuary. For more information and

a free color brochure call 1 -800-447-

5263.

20. Tandy Radio Shack. Computer
catalog features all the latest Tandy
computer products—computers for

personal & business use, software,

printer, modems, & more. See page
89.

21. Introducing Temptress Adven-

ture Cruises. Choose beginning, in-

termediate or advanced excursions

in tropical Costa Rica or relax on

board. Education, adventure, plea-

sure. Free brochure—call Natalie, 1-

800-3 ENTICE.

22. Time In Motion. A gold plated

casing and leather band accent our

unique "S.P. Daylight" swIss quartz

watch featuring a moving pullman

train second hand. For details on this

classic time piece call 1-800-533-

7009. (see August 1990 Natural His-

tory)

23. Tryali Golf, Tennis & Beach
Club. Luxurious hotel and villa ac-

commodations, Montego Bay, Ja-

maica. Championship golf, tennis,

beach, watersports and excellent

cuisine.

24. TWA Getaway Vacations. TWA
Getaway Vacations. Travel to new
exotic destinations with an old friend.

Tours to Africa, India, Egypt, Israel,

Australia and New Zealand.
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Art/Crafts

ACCURATE CAVE ART TRANSCRIPTS Free booklet

available Gallery of Prehistoric Paintings, 25-60 49th
Street, Znd floor, Astona, NY 1 1 103

AFRICAN IVIASKS AND FIGURES, $150-$350, request
photos, IVlcCoy Imports, Liberty, NY 12754

AI^ERICAN INDIAN ART: Northwest Coast masks
Graphics Pueblo pottery Navajo rugs. Hopi Kachinas
Sandpaintings Box 55277, Sherman Oaks, CA 91413
(818) 789-2559 Fax (818) 789-1510

ANCIENT EGYPTIAN REPLICAS, Bronze tools, swords,

axes, knives Museum quality collection Catalog $1

Armchair Archaeologist, 1275 4th St , #1128, Santa
Rosa, CA 95404

FINE StvlALLEDITION, signed, numbered etchings:

animal fantasy. Send self-addressed, stamped, busi-

ness-sized envelope: Pat Ivlorris, Box 2268, Gig Harbor,

WA 98335

LIMITED EDITION PEWTER SCULPTURES, American
artists depicting wildlife, military and western subjects.

Send $2 50 for catalogues G. Depot, 1 1060 Alpharetta

Hwy , Roswell, GA 30076

NAVAJO, ZUNI JEW^ELRY—sandpaintings, pottery,

kachinas Wholesale catalog $2 00. Indian Treasures,

Box 9771 -NH, Phoenix, AZ 85068

PREHISTORIC AND PRIMITIVE ART on silk screened
T-shirts Free Catalog. Glyphware, Dept. 22, 10727 5th

Avenue Northwest, Seattle, WA 98177

QUALITY ETHNOGRAPHIC ART FROM "East Meets
West", Ltd., PO Box 103. Pittsford, VT 05763 Call us
toll-free at 1 -800-443-2242 and discuss your require-

ments with a trained anthropologist Photographs of

objects available upon request Think of us for unique
holiday gifts and gift certificates For a purchase in

excess of $50 00 receive a free color 1991 Indian Arts

and Crafts calendar. Visa and Mastercard accepted

SPARKLING, UNIQUE. HANDCRAFTED costume jew-

elry from Guatemala. For free color brochure please
send self-addressed, stamped envelope to Argosies.

RO, Box 460227, San Antonio, TX 78246-0227

Books/Publications

BOOKS ON AFRICA AND SAFARI GEAR Rafiki Books,
Dept, NH. 45 Rawson Ave , Camden. ME 04843 (207)
236-4244

HOW TO PUBLISH

YOUR

BOOK

Join our successful authors in a
complete and reliable publlshlni
program: publicity, advertising.

Iiandsome books Speedy, efficient

service. Send for FREE manuscript
report t copy of Publish Your (Mk.

CARlTONPtlSSOept NHK
I I West 32 St,. New York 10001

MANUSCRIPTS WANTED, all types. Publisher with 70-

year tradition. Free examination, "Guide to Publica-

tion ' 1-800-695-9599

NATURAL HISTORY. ENGINEERING, MATHEMATICS
& Mexico, Free book search. Catalogues free. Tolliver's

Books, 1634-AH Stearns Drive. Los Angeles, CA 90035
(213) 939-6054

AUTHORS WANTED BY

NEW YORK PUBLISHER
Leading subsidy book publisher seeks manuscripts
of all types: fiction, non-fiction, poetry, scholarly

and juvenile works, etc. New authors welcomed.
Send for free, illustrated 40-page brochure W.82
Vantage Press. 516 W. 34 St.. New York, N.Y. 10001

TheMarl^t
NATUREPRESS has quality books on mammals, birds,

and reptiles. Many imports and hard-to-find titles avail-

able Send $1 for catalog: POB 4073NHM, Sealbeach,

CA 90740

Bargain Books
Publishers overstocks, remainders, imports— over"
4,000 titles at up to 80% savings in our FREE I
CATALOG! Biography History, Art, Nature, Garden- !
ing. Cooking, Fiction—something for everyone, I
including about 800 new titles monthly Write;

|
Hamilton box 15-712, FallsVillageCT06031

J

WELL PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Our 45 years experi-

ence will help you to success. Send Manuscnpt or

outline for free information and evaluation. Rivercross

Publishing, Inc
,
Dept. NH, 127 East 59th Street, New

York, NY 10022

YESTERDAYS BOOKS LOCATED, no obligation Out-

of-State Book Service, Box 3253J, San Clemente, CA
92674-3253(714)492-2976

Education

BECOME A VETERINARY ASSISTANT/Animal Care
Specialist Home study. Free career literature. (800)
223-4542 Dept. CM124

"CASH FOR COLLEGE", Descnbes 400 loan, grant,

scholarship opportunities— plus all government pro-

grams, $4 95, Unifunds, Box 19749-RY, Indianapolis, IN

46219

Employment Opportunities

ALASKA SUMMER JOBS: Work in the majestic beauty
of Denali Natl, Park 250-1- jobs in all aspects of hotel/

resort operations Send self-addressed stamped enve-
lope to ARA at Denali/104, 825 W, 8th Ave, #220,
Anchorage, AK 99501

AUSTRALIA WANTS YOU! Big Pay! Transportation!

New Employment Handbook, ^00 International. Box
19107-RY. Washington, DC 20036

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! Assemble products at

home. Call for information. (504) 641-8003 Ext. 6371

GET PAID FOR READING BOOKS. $100 per book.
Wnte Caico Publishing (Dept C-80), 500 South Broad,
Mehden, CT 06450

MAKE A FEDERAL SEASONAL RANGER JOB your
career. Publication $5. "Ranger," Box 331114, Fort

Worth, TX 76163-1114

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS! Worldwide Direc-

tory and complete information—$3.00. International

Opportunities, Box 19107-RY, Washington, DC 20036

ROCKY MOUNTAIN EMPLOYMENT NEWSLETTER!
Current openings— All occupations—Western U.S.!

Free details
,

. lntermountain-4Y, 3565 Pitch, Colo-

rado Springs, CO 80908 1-719-488-0320 x425

Financial

CASH GRANTS AVAILABLE from foundations! Never
repay! 401 sources/application instructions. $3,00.

Fundsearch. Box 19107-RY, Washington. DC 20036

Sausage and salami vendor. La Spezia. Italy
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LET THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE your small busi-

ness. Grants/loans to $500,000, Free recorded mes-
sage: (707) 449-8600. (LA1)

REPOSSESSED VA & HUD HOMES available from gov-
ernment from $1 without credit ctieck You repair. Also

S&L bailout properties. Call (805) 682-7555 Ext H-3129
for repo list your area.

Government Surplus

NARCOTICS RAID SEIZURES! Autos. Stereos, Boats,

Airplanes! Millions Surplus Bargains—many 1% origi-

nal cost! "Nationwide Directory"—$3.00 Disposal,

Box 19107-RY, Washington, DC 20036

SEIZED CARS, trucks, boats, 4wheelers, motorhomes,
by FBI, IRS, DEA. Available your area now. Call (805)

682-7555 Ext. C-2605

Merchandise/Gifts

CUBIC ZIRCONIUM DIAMOND TENNIS BRACELET,
Wholesale to public. Free brochure. Send self-

stamped envelope to Sureway, Box 1518, Rosemead,
CA 91770

DINOSAUR SKULLS. Accurate '/s scale replicas ap-

proved by experts in the field. Excellent for collectors,

educational use and gifts. Send $2.00 (refunded with

purchase) for color photographs to: Menagerie
"Relics", 535 Alabama Street, SF, CA 941 10

FINE WATERMAN WRITING INSTRUMENTS—30% off

list. For color catalog send $2 (refundable w/first order)

to Kal Information, 345 Claremont Ave ,
Suite 22, Mont-

Clair, NJ 07042

FREE! FREE! Scientific, Educational Catalog for all

ages, Glow-in-the-Dark Astronomy Stickers, Dinosaur
and Nature Rubber Stamps and more! Stamp Mill. 414
South IVIill, #207-8, Tempe, AZ 85281

GIVE LOVELY GIFTS AND HELP PRIMATES! The Inter-

national Primate Protection League offers Gorilla,

Chimpanzee and Gibbon T-Shirts in silver, beige or

aqua. State second color choice Also Chinese Golden
Monkey T-Shirts in beige Small, Medium, Large and X-

Large $10. IPPL, Box 766, Summerville. SC 29484

WILD

DESIGNS^

WILDLIFE T-SHIRTS
OVIR WJ DESIGNS OIJ

100% COnON lEES

FREE COLOB CATALOG
FLETCHERS WILDLIFE DESIGNS

11420 BEREARD
CLEVEL<^ND, OHIO 14102

(216)631-7733

Miscellaneous

IMAGINE LOOKING IN on our Solar System from a

vantage point far out in space! Our 'out of this world"
3-D Opti-Relief and full-color Luci-Chrome Solar Sys-

tem Pnnts give you this viewpoint and are ideally

suited as fascinating displays in your home and office,

extraordinarily unique gifts, and superb teaching aids

For free samples and information, write to: Cygnus
Graphic. Box 32461 -N3, Phoenix, AZ 85064

METEORITES—RARE SPACE COLLECTIBLES. Dis-

play specimens, jewelry, books. Authenticity guaran-
teed- Color catalog $2. Bethany Trading, P.O. Box
3726-N. New Haven, CT 06525

"SOLITUDES"® NATURE RECORDINGS Cassettes,

CD's, Videos. Free Catalog. Write: Please Read This!,

Box NH, 300 Quaker Road, Chappaqua, NY 10514

ALASKA'S WOLVES are being legally slaughtered—
nearly 2.000 in two years! Your help is needed to stop

aerial wolf hunts, predator control and other exploita-

tion of Alaska's unique wildlife For sample newsletter,

membership and merchandise information, wnte The
Alaska Wildlife Alliance, Box 202022-L, Anchorage, AK
99520 (907) 277-0897

INVENTIONS, IDEAS, new products! Presentation to

industry and exhibition at national innovation expo-

sition. Call 1-800-288-IDEA

PENFRIENDS—ENGLAND—USA. Make lasting friend-

ships. Send age, interests. Free reply. Harmony, Box
82295NH, Phoenix, AZ 85071

Photo/Optical

WWW W/fl/i performance to meet
Al^lAA high demands . .

.

10 X 40 BT*
•HIGH-CONTRAST IMAGE
• LIGHTWEIGHT (25 oz)

• CLOSE FOCUSES TO 16'

• SEALED AGAINST

DUST & HUMIDITY

• AVAILABLE IN

RUBBER ARMOR ALSO

For our catalog and discount price list.

call (5 1 8) 664-20 1 1 or write to:

aus JENA (GERMANY) BINOCUURS: Expenence the
Ultimate in Brilliance and Clarityi Europtik. Ltd , PC
Box 319-NH, Dunmore, PA 18512 (717) 347 6049

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE Repainng binocu-

lars since 1923 Alignment performed on our US Navy
collimator Free catalog and our article "Know Your
Binoculars " published in Audut>on Magazine Mirakel

Optical Co , Inc ,
331 Mansion St , West Coxsackie, NY

12192(518)731-2610

OPTICS HEADQUARTERS FOR BIRDERS SINCE
1960 Offering selection advice, 24 hour shipping,

deep discounts on most popular brands of binoculars,

scopes, tnpods, camera adapters, more. Catalogue on
request Birding, PO Box 4405NC, Halfmoon, NY
12065(518)664-2011

Real Estate

GOVERNMENT LANDS—FROM $10 00 Surplus Rec-
reational, Agricultural, Commercial Properties, Repos-
sessed Homes Tax/Narcotics Seizures "Nationwide
Directory'—$3 00 Lands, Box 19107-RY, Washing-
ton, DC 20036

Rentals

SECLUDED CULEBRA ISLAND between St. Thomas &
Puerto Rico. Waterfront Studios, 2-BR Villas. Beaches,
reefs, wildlife preserve. 52 Marlow, Bricktown, NJ
08724(201)458-5591

TOBAGO, RENT PRIVATE COTTAGES ON BEACH.
Snorkeling. swimming, fishing, scuba Bird watcher's
paradise. Brochure Charles A Turpin. Charlotteville.

Tobago, West Indies (800) 525-6896

VILLAS OF DISTINCTION—Private villa rentals in The
Caribbean, Spain and Portugal. Call for brochure (800)

289-0900

Resorts

RUM POINT INN—small beachfront resort on the Ca-
ribbean, Spacious pnvate cabanas. Library. Dining

room featuring tropical taste treats Snorkel or Dive

Plus Mayan rums. Cockscomb Jaguar Reserve, Birds.

Photographic Safaris Bevier, Placencia. Belize. 011-

501-62-2017 or (504) 465-0769

SPRING ON BEQUIA: Distinctive ten room hillside hide-

away on beautiful 200 year old Caribtiean plantation.

Bequia, St. Vincent Grenadines. Secluded t>each,

pool, tennis, excellent cuisine, tranquility. Box 19251 A,

Minneapolis, MN 55419 (612) 823-1202

VENEZUELA CARIBBEAN BEACH. National Park.

Tropical Lagoon. Migratory Birds. Tours optional Va-

cation package: $400 (212) 787-1118

Tours/Trips

AFRICA!—Affordable adventures for those who want

to explore in depth Draw from over 20 years' experi-

ence Group departures and private safaris Write for a

free catalog. Voyagers. DepI NH-11. Box 915, Ithaca,

NY 14851 (607) 257-3091

AFRICA: KENYA SAFARIS, Individuals and Groups
Personalized Service Satan Masters, PO Box 8233N,

Incline Village, NV 89450 (702) 831-6552

KAPINGAMARANGI
with C.L. Smith of the .AMXH
& J. Tyler of the Smithsonian ..^^^^

0\VFERENT DRUMMER DlVt^^ ^^
100 West 81 St, 5C NY NY 10024 '\V^t<^^'
212/873-4059 ^'

AMAZON TO IGUACU FALLS—A Nature travel/study

tour, in cooperation with SOS Mata Atlantica Founda-

tion, visiting Margaret Mee's endangered rainforests,

Brazilian Views, 201 East 66th Street' New York 10021

(212)472-9539
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JlieMarl^t
AUSTRALIA/NEW ZEALAND WALKABOUTS:
Personalized tour programs featuring nature, hiking

and the outdoors. Enjoy hiking and camping safaris,

lodge stays and island resorts in New Zealand's scenic

National Parks and tulilford Track; Australia's Outback,
Tropical North and Great Barrier Reef. Pacific

Exploration Co., Box 3042-N, Santa Barbara, CA93130
(805) 687-7282

SIERRA MADRE TRAINS
Copper Canyon / San Miguel Allende

Train tocanyon larger than Grand

Canyon continuing to Sea of

Corlez. IVlountain lodges, pine

forests, Tarahumara Indians.

Tram over Old Spanish Silver

Route Colonial Historic tours

Tula Toltec archaeology.
Monarch butterfly sanctuary.

Brochure 1 -800-225-2829 M-F 9 a.m.-e p.m. central

Columbus Travel, 6017 Cailagiian Rd. • San Anionio, TX 78228

BELIZE—COSTA RICA. Lush Tropical Ram Forests,

Exotic Birds and Wildlife, White Water Rafting, Mayan
Rums, Friendly People Brochure. Global Adventures,

RO Box 1897N. Boulder, CO 80306 (800) 322-6911,

(303)322-6911

BEST OF COSTA RICAN NATURAL HISTORY TOUR
Florida Conservation Foundation, 1251 fyllller, Winter

Park, FL 32789

FREE SAILING VACATION
Were giving away a deluxe yacht charter for 2 in the U.S.

Virgin Islands. Enter to win and receive information

about our unique charter yacht selection service.

.Memtt Island, FL :i2952

Vacations (soo) 922-4880

BEST OF THE AMAZON. The Annazon Basin can now
be explored by using our new brochure which includes

detailed map for tours and expeditions. Wildlife and
natural history expeditions in the Galapagos, Pantanal
Patagonia and National Parks of Costa Rica. Write

CanoAndes, 310 Madison Avenue, NYC 10017 1-"""

242-5554

CAIvlPING SAFARIS IN KENYA & TANZANIA. 11-18

days, from $550.00 -I- low airfare Optional Killman|aro

climbs Also London/Johannesburg overland Bo-

tswana, Egypt, more Free 12 page color brochure

Himalayan Travel, Box 481 -NH, Greenwich, CT 06836
(800) 225-2380

COSTA RICA: Jungle tours, birdwatching, butterfly col-

lecting. Write: Jungle Tours, Apartado 7, Golfito, Costa
Rica

EVERGLADES/FLORIDA KEYS HOUSEBOAT Safahs
Snorkelmg, birding, beachcombing. Chic Charney,
107900 Overseas Highway, Key Largo, FL 33037 (305)
451-9596

ALASKA :;hs::
WILDLAND „...„,.,:

^n\'ENTliRts Kenai Refuge
SeacoasI Glaciers

"Why sightsee Alaska when you can experience it!"

1-800-334-8730 PO box 2S9, TYouI Uke. WA 98650

GALAPAGOS! Excellent boats, small groups, licensed
guides. In-depth trips include mainland Ecuador, In-

dian markets, Andes mountains, and optional exten-

sions to the Amazon Basin. Some departures led by
professional photographers Write or call for informa-

tion. Voyagers International, Dept NG-11, Box 915,
Ithaca, NY 14851 (607) 257-3091

GALAPAGOS
You, 9 other adventurers and our licensed

naturalist v/ill sail by yacht to explore more
islands than any other Galapagos expedition.

50 Trip dates. Machu Picchu Option.
FREE BROCHURE

liVCHSFLOHTS 415-420-1550
131 IN 63rd ST. EMERYViLLE, CA 94608

GALAPAGOS Free info on-your-own Discovery Tours/

wildlife & photo workshops Also the essential 250 pp.
"how to" guidebook ($1650 postpaid) Galapagos
Travel, 2674N 1st St , #112. San Jose, CA 95134 (800)

223-3767

GEO THERE'S A LOT TO BE SEEN IN

EAST AFRICA!

Spectacular safaris to Kenya,
Tanzania, Botswana, and Rwanda.

351-5041

63 S Washington, Ste A
P O Box 3656-08
Sonera, CA 95370

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS From $1666 including air. Ec-

uador/Peru options and archeological tours. Joseph
Colley LAST, Inc., 43 Millstone, Randallstown, MD
21133(301)922-3116

GALAPAGOS sponsored by the Toronto Zoo Feb 6
14 night cruise July 1 Weekly departures on regular 7

night cruises. Catalog. (416) 469-8211 Galapagos
Holidays, 745 Gerrard E ,

Toronto M4M 1Y5

ADVENTURECALUNC!
\jf\\J\f^f\\J\J^ & learn as you explore Dar-

win's Enchanted Isles CHOICE YACHTS, economy to

1 St class. Small groups, naturalist guides, guaranteed
departures. Amazon jungle & Machu Picchu options.

ACDI/^A LOW COST CAMPING ANDMfKI^M DELUXE SAFARIS In Kenya,
Tanzania, Rwanda, Botswana, Zimbabwe & Zambia.
One low rate includes air, top camps & lodges & nat-

uralist guides. Over 200 guaranteed departures.

FREE BROCHURES 1-800- 525-6772
SPECIAL INTEREST TOURS
134 W. 26 St. (C) NY, NY 10001

ISLAND CRUISES BY LUXURY YACHT! Sail the beauti-

ful British Virgin Islands or the spectacular Galapagos
Islands on the most comfortable yacht in either des-
tination The 105 ft, 20 passenger "Cuan Law "

in the

British Virgins or the 95 ft, 18 passenger "Lammer
Law" in the Galapagos These are the largest thma-
rans in the world Fast, stable, graceful, unique Book
individuals or groups Very spacious twin or double
staterooms with private bathrooms. Island hopping
cruises, scuba cruises, naturalist cruises, whale
cruises, mountain bike cruises, or mixtures! Since
1970, ttiousands have enjoyed our special hospitality.

Write Tnmarme, Dept NH, PO Box 4065, St Thomas,
VI 00803. Fax (809) 494 5774 or call toll free (800) 494-

2490

NEPAL* INDIA 'TIBET
BURMA •THAILAND

lours, treks, s.ilaris, overkinci adventures,

(roup \ inde|)en(lenl programs Ironi $18S0.0(1

incl. air. Free id pg. trip catalog.

Himalayan Travel, Inc., Box 481-NH,
Greenwich, CT 06836. (203) 622-6777.

Toll Free (800) 225-2380 (ex. CT)

KENYA, INDIVIDUALLY DESIGNED SAFARIS. 35 years
experience Perry Mason Safaris, Box 1643, Darien, CT
06820 (203) 838 1345

PURE WILDERNESS! Paddle the Boundary Waters Ca-
noe Area of Minnesota or the Quetico Park of Ontario
using the trails of the French Voyageurs. Guided or

unguided completely outfitted canoe tnps Wildlife,

photography, fishing, solitude for 3 to 10 days Cana-
dian Border Outfitters, Box 117, Ely MN 55731 or call

1-800-247-7530 for brochure

TANZANIA: private landrover safaris led by experi-

enced naturalist. Expert birder Inexpensive. U.S.A.

contact and reference: Mark Smith, Naturalist Guide,
2421 NW Quimby, Portland, Oregon 97210 (503) 223-

7716

MADAGASCAR-TANZANIA-NEPAL-INDIA
JAPAN-PATAGONIA-COSTA RICA-HAWAII

1 the right path to unique
and culture exploration. Write or call

JOURNEYS. Dept. NH,
4011 Jackson, Ann Arbor, Ml 48IOj

UNIQUE DESTINATIONS
• Cross the SAHARA Desert w. Tuaregs; or

overland to TIMBUKTU, NAMIBIA, ETHIOPIA
• Visit Wodaabe Nomads of NIGER; BORNEO'S
Dayak; Dani of IRIAN JAVA; Jivaros of the

ECUADORIAN AMAZON; Dogons of MALI;

Berbers of MOROCCO; KALAHARI'S Bushmen

• View wildlife in Brazil's PANTANAL, COSTA
RICA, PATAGONIA, GALAPAGOS, BOTSWANA

• RAJASTHAN and Pushkar; KASHMIR; LADAKH;
Eastern TURKEY; T DEL FUEGO on horseback

^TURTLE TOURS
9446 Quail TVail. Box# 1147/NH, Carefree, AZ 85J77

1602) 48!I-J688

WATCH GREY WHALES WITH SCRIPPS AQUARIUM:
San Diego to San Ignacio Lagoon, Mexico: Feb 9-17,

j

1991 . Sea lions, elephant seals, birds, and mangroves i

!

also highlight this cruise. Scnpps Aquahum 0207,
UCSD, La Jolla, CA 92093-0207 (619) 534-FISH

WESTERN FIELD EXCURSIONS: Explore one of Amen-
ca's most fascinating regions with curators and field

specialists. Vanety of one-day and multi-day outings:

Native peoples, birding, botany, geology. Western his-

tory, photography Free Brocfiure. Contact The High
Desert Museum Excursions, 59800 S. Highway 97,

Bend, OR 97702 (503) 382-4754

Video

AWARD-WINNING VOLCANO VIDEOTAPE. Fantastic

Footage! Satisfaction Guaranteed. Free Information.

Write: Harada Productions, 22 Malanai St., Dept. NH,
Hilo, Hawaii 96720

"GRAND CANYON" 2-hour spectacular helicopter ex-

ploration Breathtaking music Cntically acclaimed De-

tails Free. Beerger Productions, 3217-V7 Arville, Las
Vegas, NV 89102. (702) 876-2328

Wanted

FRANKLIN MINT SETS, coin and stamp estates. Will

pay top dollar. Send pnnted list with phone number to

Stan Katz, RO. Box 524-H, Cranford, NJ 07016, USA
(201)561-4697

RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION

$3 25 per word: 16 word minimum. Display classified is

$355 per inch All advertisements must be prepaid.

Rates are not structured for agency or cash discounts.

All advertisements are accepted at NATURAL HISTO-
RY'S discretion Send check/money order payable to

NATURAL HISTORY to The Market, NATURAL HIS-

TORY Magazine, Central Park West at 79th St., New
York, NY 10024 Please include your personal address
and telephone number, issue preferred, and sug-

gested category. Deadline— 1st of the month, two
months prior to cover date (the January issue closes

,

Nov. 1 ). Camera-ready art is required for display ads. A
j

tearsheet or copy of the page with your ad will be sent

upon publication
[
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XPLORING THE MAYA
:OAST AND BELIZE:

lexico to Panama

ebruary 4-18, 1991

IGHLIGHTS:

Belize's beautiful white coral sand beaches, emerald green
lagoons and miles of brilliantly colored coral barrier reefs.

Tikal, Guatemala's incomparable ancient Mayan metropolis
found deep in the Peten jungle.

The magnificent Bay Islands of Honduras, often refered to as

the "last paradise".

Costa Rica's Toruguero and Cahuita National Parks, alive with
brightly colored tropical birds, ocelots, monkeys, crocodiles,

turtles, sloths and the elusive jaguar.

The historic Panama Canal.

Darien Jungle, the tropical forest home of Panama's
fascinating Choko Indians.

JUISE VESSEL: the comfortable Polaris, with 41 cabins.

^iRICHMENT PROGRAM: includes naturalists and a historian.

ji^ '9—

I

American

iaJSHinj Museum of
ll^n Natural
if^ll History

iscovery Cruises
itral Park West al 79lfi Sifeel New ^ )192 Tel (?T2) 769 5700. Ot (800) -ue? 8

MYSTERIES OF MELANESIA:
he Sepik River, New Guinea
lighlands and Trobriand Islands

ebruary 18 - March 6, 1991 (i7 Days)

GHLIGHTS:

The Sepik River, world renowned for its distinctive art work
and architecture of soaring "spirit houses."

The mountainous Southern Highlands, home to the extra-

Drdinary "Wigman" who wear elaborate headdresses and
3utfits for ceremonial occasions.

The coral reefs and palm-fringed beaches of the Trobriands,

'amous for their exciting dances and unique island traditions.

Breathtaking jungle mountain ranges that are home to unique

3irds of paradise and marsupials.

'UISE VESSEL: the luxurious Melanesian Discoverer, with just 20

bins.

IRICHMENT PROGRAM: includes an anthropologist and

nithologist.

American
IVIuseum of
Natural

>5B'ii History

scovery Cruises
\3\ Park Wesi al 79lh Sucel Now

jAT-DlSC

1002-1 bl92 tel (212) 7695700, o' (BOO) 4()/ 8687

© American Museum of Natural History, 1990



Brian Head, Utah
by Robert H. Mohlenbrock

In southwestern Utah, a series of north-

trending river valleys divide the terrain

into seven distinct plateaus. Brilliant red

and pink limestone is exposed in the val-

leys, while the plateaus are capped by lava

from volcanoes to the north and east that

erupted between 30 and 4 million years

ago (the present Tushar Mountains are

what remain of these volcanoes). Among
the highest features of the plateaus is

Brian Head, in Dixie National Forest,

whose 11,307-foot summit in the Mark-

agunt Plateau provides a breathtaking

view in all directions across southern Utah

and into adjacent Arizona.

Five miles south of Brian Head, Utah
Highway No. 143 skirts the rim of Cedar

Breaks, a colorful exposure of Claron

limestone. At one time managed as part of

the Dixie National Forest, this horseshoe-

shaped gorge is now a national monument
under the jurisdiction of the U. S. Park

Service. The road here runs along at about

10,400 feet, which happens to be the

treeline on the Markagunt Plateau. Trails

leading down from the road into Cedar

Breaks pass through subalpine coniferous

forest containing bristlecone pine, subal-

pine fir, and Engelmann spruce.

One and a half miles north of Cedar

Breaks, a forest road branches off Route

143 and begins a circular ascent up Brian

Head. The last well-formed trees are soon

left behind, giving way to three overlap-

ping plant communities. At the lower ele-

vations, usually between 10,600 and

10,900 feet, are mountain meadows, while

above is the bleak alpine tundra. Occa-

sionally encountered in somewhat pro-

tected areas, usually near 10,800 feet, are

small clusters of dwarfed and gnarled sub-

alpine firs and Engelmann spruces.

Prominent among the volcanic rocks on

Brian Head, according to geologist Rich-

ard Kennedy, is rhyolite, a very acidic

material that consists of welded tuff and

ash. Flows of basalt also lapped up onto

the mountain to form thick deposits. The

mountain meadows exist where enough

soil has built up to thinly cover the rock.

Tufted hair grass and purple reed grass,

with their dense growth of leaves and their

extensive underground stem systems,

form continuous mats in which other
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This Land

View ofCedar Breaksfrom Brian Head
Erwin and Peggy Bauer
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Unique Holiday Gifts

Exquisite Fossil ^
Reproductions

from
SkuUdu^ery

Saber-Toothed Cat

Send for your catalog

of Natural History items.

Si<ullduggery. Inc.

621 South B Street

Department NKO
Tustin.CA 92680

or call (800) 336-7745nt Shell Cluster

DO SOME EARTHLY GOOD

join the Sierra Club—

the world's largest grassroots

environmental organization.

CALL TOLL FREE:

1-800-544-9884
8am- 1 1pm EST Monday-Friday.

\^!sa and MasterCard Accepted.

Indiv. I.m.

REGULAR DUES S33 $41

OR WRITE TO:

SIERRA CLUB Public information

Dept. J-:3S, 730 Polk Street, San Francisco, CA 94109

Annual dues include S.erri subscript.on (S7.50) and

Chapter publications (SI). Dues are noi rax-deduciible.

Black Rhinoceros

Sculpture

.999 Fine Sih-er

300 Exemplais

'Long

.\RIZON.A

plants may find a foothold. Dwarf scarlet

paintbrush, two bright beardtongues,

three kinds of white daisy fleabanes, and

the two-foot-tall blue larkspur bloom dur-

ing the summer, heralded a week or so

earlier by the rosy-flowered pussytoes.

The blue thick-stem aster closes the mead-

ows' flowering season a few days before

the first autumnal snow.

Above 10,900 feet and continuing to

the summit is the treeless tundra, where

the surface is strewn with countless rock

fragments. The churning effect of frost

action year after year heaves rocks out of

the ground and grinds them to pebble size.

Close inspection reveals that most of the

rocks are etched by lichens of various col-

ors. A number of flowering plants grow in

the crevices and among the rock frag-

ments, hugging the ground in this zone of

constant strong winds.

Small grasses and sedges are particu-

larly adapted to high altitude because

their extremely narrow leaves off"er little

surface to the wind and thus resist shred-

ding. The plants are anchored by exten-

sive stem systems that spread out beneath

the surface layer of rocks. If poor condi-

tions prevail during the year so that the

grasses and sedges are unable to flower

and form seeds, these plants may still ex-

pand through branching of the under-

ground stems. Common grasses on Brian

Head, according to botanist James Bowns,

who has inventoried the area, are Patter-

son's bluegrass, alpine fescue, alpine bent

grass, and mountain timothy. Also present

is oniongrass, which takes its name from

the onionlike bulb that forms just below

the surface of the soil.

Some plants are able to survive at the

summit because they grow in a small,

\nSA/MC/AMEX I -800-284-8376

Bluebells bloom on Cedar Breaks
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Brian Head

For visitor information write:

Forest Supervisor

Dixie National Forest

82 N. 100 E Street

P. O. Box 580

Cedar City, Utah 84720

(801) 586-2421

mounded form that tends to deflect the

strong wind, with their leaves clustered

toward the center of the plant, where they

gain a little extra warmth. Among these is

the cushion phlox, whose flowers are pale

lilac or pink. Other dwarf plants find shel-

ter from the wind amid the pebbles scat-

tered on the ground. These include a

mountain dandelion, a low-growing gold-

enrod, the handsome Parry primrose, rock

jasmine, woolly cinquefoil, Drummond's
catchfly, and a creamy white windflower,

or anemone, with deeply divided leaves.

Although sometimes no more than two
inches high, these plants are anchored by
extensive underground stem systems or by
deep taproots.

Since snow persists on Brian Head from

mid-September through June, the vegeta-

tion usually has less than three months to

reproduce and manufacture food stores

for the next growing season. Many plants

burst into flower as soon as the snow melts

and the first favorable warm period oc-

curs. This rapid blooming is possible be-

cause the flower buds are formed during

the previous year and food reserves are

present in underground roots and stems.

The dwarf subalpine firs and Engel-

mann spruces, which form a third type of

plant community on Brian Head, grow
only a tiny amount each year because of

the extremely harsh environment. Al-

though seldom more than three or four

feet tall, they may be a few hundred years

old. The biting wind usually shears ofl" the

branches on the windward side of the

trees, giving them a flaglike appearance.

In the moist, shaded niche provided be-

neath the small clusters of flag trees may
be found an occasional colorful wild-

flower, such as the tall bluebell, the yel-

low, daisylike Uinta groundsel, and the

delicate blue Jacob's ladder. Elkweed, a

green-flowered member of the lily family,

may actually grow taller than the flag

trees that off'er it initial protection.

"This Land" highlights the biological

phenomena of the 156 U. S. national for-

ests. Robert H. Mohlenbrock is Visiting

Distinguished Professor ofPlant Biology

at Southern Illinois University at Car-

bondale.
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Setious Optics
We at Celestron take our optics

seriously. For over 30 years

we've been hand-

crafting tele-

scopes and

optical equip-

ment.

Spotting

scopes, like the

C90 (1000mm, f/11) pictured,

deliver razor sharp images even

in low light conditions. Brilliant

viewing and camera adaptable

too. Or our new 70mm fluorite

(SS70F) model sure to become a

favorite among birders worldwide.

Discover Celestron's full line

of multi-coated binoculars

-

ranging from the pocket-size

8x22 minis to a huge 100mm,
14 power Giant binocular.

All of our spotting scopes and

binoculars come
with a limited

lifetime warranty.

Celestron,

serious optics

for those who
take their hob-

bies seriously

EELESTROn
Celestron International

2835 Columbia Street

Torrance, California 90503, U.S.A.
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Pins for Gardeners
Emblems of a gardener's passion, our finely

crafted fork and trowel are available in sterling,

WO ea., S75/pair; or 14K gold, $175 ea. Specify

pin or lapel/tie-tack. S3 sfiipping. In NY add
tax. AN4EX: 516-734-4002. Or send check to:

EAST END SILVER
Dept. Yl, P.O. Box 151, New Suffolk, NY 11956

HOLBROOK'S TRAVKL WORLD
Amazon Cruises & Land Tours

Australia & New Zealand
Africa's Wildlife, Kenya & Tanzania

Botswana Zimbabwe • Belize

Costa Rica Birding, River Rafting,

small groups & individual travel

Chile & Easter Island • Galapagos &
Ecuador • Galapagos & Cuzco • Machu
Picchu • Patagonia & Iguassu Falls

Unique Deluxe Renaissance Cruise for

130 passengers to remote areas

Information 904-377-7111

Reservations 800-451-7111.

Ml HOLBROOK TRAVEL, INC.

^KJ Wf Offer You The World

Send for FREE dolphins poster and catalog.

I4l Blackberry Inn H Itteaverville, NC Z8787

POLAR BEAR
~ -- Travel to the

' ' Canadian Arctic
|

with specialists.

Wildlife, Dog Sled, Aurora
|

and North Pole trips.

ARCTIC ODYSSEYS I

BOX 37N, MEDINA. WA 98039 (206) 455- 1 960

ANNOUNCING

THE ANNUAL
COLLECTION
SEE PAGE 73

At the American Museum

Caribbean Month
November is Caribbean Month at the

American Museum. Free weekend after-

noon programs will feature Caribbean

arts and culture. Lecture-demonstrations

include folklore and spiritism of Puerto

Rico, Afro-Cuban legends and religion,

the African influence in Caribbean art,

and Dominican, Cuban, Afro-Cuban, and

Afro-Puerto Rican music and dance. Per-

formances include Afro-Puerto Rican po-

etry recited by Simon Cruz; Afro-Cuban

music played by Roberto Borrell y Su
Kubata; Jamaican oral folklore presented

by the Back-A-Yard Theater; the Afri-

can-derived bomba y plena of Puerto

Rico, as performed by Los Pleneros de la

21; and pan-Caribbean music by Bobby
Sanabria and Ascension, together with

rare archival film footage of noted Latin

musicians. On Wednesday, November 7,

at 7:30 p.m.. La Troupe Makandal cele-

brates the Cede, Haitian spirits of the

cemetery who are honored every Novem-
ber. On Thursday, November 29, at 7:30

P.M., Afro-Cuban jazz pioneer Mario

Bauza, music director for the legendary

Machito, offers a concert by his Afro-Cu-

ban Orchestra featuring Graciela. Seat-

ing is on a first-come, first-served basis;

daytime programs are repeated through-

out the afternoon. For a full schedule of

events, call (212) 769-5145.

AZAPANE AND THE PeaNUTS
The Museum presents Azapane and

the Peanuts, a special two-part dramatic

program for families, created to accom-

pany the current Gallery 3 exhibition, Af-
rican Reflections: Artfrom Northeastern

Zaire. A short slide presentation intro-

duces the environment, arts, and way of

life of the peoples of northeastern Zaire.

This is followed by Azapane and the Pea-

nuts, an original thirty-minute play with

audience participation. Based on a tradi-

tional folktale of the Mangbetu, the play

is performed by Cheryl Byron and Some-
thing Positive. Showtimes are Saturdays

and Sundays for five weekends only, from

October 20 through November 18. Per-

formances take place in the Linder The-

ater at 2:00 and 4:00 p.m., except on No-
vember 1 1 , when showtimes will be at

12:30 and 4:00 p.m. For information call

(212) 769-5305. Special Friday showings

are available for school groups; for res-

ervations call (212) 769-5310.

Surma elder, Ethiopia
Photographs from The African Ark: Harry N. Abrams. Inc.

The African Ark
Viewers of this slide program will be

transported on a photographic journey

through the Horn of Africa, a vast and di-

verse area comprising Ethiopia, Somalia,

Djibouti, and parts of Kenya and the Su-

dan. Photographers Carol Beckwith and

Angela Fisher, authors of The African

Ark, will present this stunning portrait of

the land and its peoples. Beckwith's work

includes the books Maasai and Nomads
of Niger; Fisher is the author of Africa

Adorned. The program takes place in the

Kaufmann Theater at 7:00 p.m. on Friday,

Muslim Afar girl, Djibouti
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November 2; it is free for members, $5 for

nonmembers. Call (212) 769-5606 for

ticket availability.

The Fishes of Lake Malawi
Africa's Lake Malawi has more species

of fish than any other lake in the world,

and most of them are found nowhere else.

The colorful, perchlike cichlids in particu-

lar have the ability to evolve very rapidly,

adjusting to a broad range of ecological

niches in one of the world's most remark-

able examples of adaptive radiation. Mu-
seum ichthyologist Peter Reinthal will ex-

amine the unusual reproductive and
feeding habits of the Lake Malawi cich-

lids in a Kaufmann Theater program at

7:00 P.M. on Wednesday, November 14.

Admission is free for members, $5 for

nonmembers. Call (212) 769-5606 for

ticket availability.

Predators
A black leopard, a golden eagle, a great

horned owl, a black bear, and a seventy-

five-pound Burmese python guest star in a

program about their behavioral and envi-

ronmental adaptations. Naturalist An-
drew Simmons brings these live predatory

animals to the Kaufmann Theater for a

family program geared to adults and chil-

dren over the age of four at 1 1 :30 a.m. and
1 :30 P.M. on Sunday, November 1 8. Tick-

ets are $4 for members and $8 for non-

members. Call (212) 769-5606 for ticket

availability.

Human Origins
Museum scientists will explore the

sources of humanity in a lecture series on

three Tuesday evenings. Michael J.

Novacek traces the roots of humankind
on November 13, Ian M. Tattersall will

speak on current issues in human evolu-

tion on November 20, and Jeffrey

Schwartz will discuss reconstructing hu-

man evolution on November 27. The lec-

tures will take place from 7:00 to 8:30

p.m.; the fee for the series is $30. For in-

formation call (212) 769-5305.

These events take place at the American
Museum of Natural History, located on

Central Park West at 79th Street in New
York City. The Museum has a pay-what-

you-wish admission policy. For more in-

formation about the Museum, call (212)

769-5100.

Natural History Artwork

by Charles R. Knight

(1874-1953)

"Charles R. Knighl is the greatest genius
in the line of prehistoric restorations

of human and animal life that the

science of paleontology has ever known."

Henry Fairfield Osbom

Wolves Atmckjng Bijon 1926

We are proud to represent the estate

of this remarkable artist.

For information on the availability of

paintings and drawings, please contact:

Scheele Galleries Inc.
Heights Rockefeller Bldg.

3095 Mayfield Rd.
Cleveland Hts., Ohio 44 11

8

(216)321-0600

The Traditional Safari
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Reviews

The Missing American
by N. Scott Momaday

The authors of this large, handsome vol-

ume seem well prepared to undertake

what is, essentially, an ambitious project.

One is an anthropologist; the other an art

historian. They have collaborated to give

us an overview of the Native American as

depicted by artists over a period of 500

years. By juxtaposing visual images of the

first Americans with the actual artifacts

represented in the depiction, the authors

achieve an interesting continuum of views

and effects, a historical equation that en-

ables us the better to see how we see each

other and ourselves. But there is one as-

pect of the method that seems curious and

problematic: the images are all produced

by non-Native artists.

Notwithstanding, the rationale seems

practicable, and indeed the authors ap-

pear to have realized their objective. The

Native Americans: Five Centuries of

Changing Images, by Patricia Trenton

and Patrick T. Houlihan. Harry N.

Abrams, Inc., $49.50; 304 pp., illus.

selection of images is impressive; there are

192 illustrations, including 72 plates in

full color. Among the artists whose work is

prominent in these pages are Charles Bird

King, George Catlin, Karl Bodmer, Al-

bert Bierstadt, Mathew Brady, Winslow

Homer, Charles Russell, Georgia

O'Keeffe, and Andy Warhol, to name but

a few.

Eight major Native American culture

groups are identified, extending across the

United States. There are regional maps
upon which the numerous tribes are lo-

cated. Such considerations as climate,

geographical features, and common ele-

ments of life style are included. Clearly

the intention is to be comprehensive.

Moreover, the work is timely. What could

be more appropriate, as we approach the

500th anniversary of the first voyage of

Columbus to the New World, than a book

that traces the images of Native Ameri-

cans across a span of 500 years?

So far so good. But as I read through the

text and consider the images that are pre-

sented, questions arise concerning some of

the assumptions that inform this work.

First, the enterprise is by no means

unique. There are numerous studies of the

evolution of Native American cultures,

nearly all of them presented from a non-

Native point of view. The juxtaposing of

visual images (especially drawings, paint-

ings, engravings, and photographs) and

artifacts is surely not uncommon. Cer-

tainly anthropologists and art historians

3. Chief ot the Sioux (1976), by Andy Beverly Hills. Calltomia
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Radio Shack Introduces:

The Revolutionary

Encyclopedia

tliat Brings

Learning to Life

Compton's MultiMedia Encyclopedia™
and the Tandy 2500 XL
with CD-ROM Drive

The world's first illustrated, animated and
sound-enhanced encyclopedia is here. Using
the PC-compatible Tandy 2500 XL with built-

in CD-ROM drive, a world of information
is now available at the touch of a button.

The all-new work contains

the entire text of the 26-volume
Compton's Encyclopedia, plus

15,000 illustrations, 45 animated
sequences and 60 minutes of

sound all in one compact disc.

No other encyclopedia lets

you watch a beating heart or an
erupting volcano come to life on
your computer screen. You can
spin the globe and travel the

world with a point and click.

Using eight Entr>' Paths, it's

easy to select information in a

way that best suits your needs
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have collaborated before and on numer-

ous projects; it seems a fortunate and logi-

cal alliance. What I suggest is that this is a

good and informative and timely book,

but it is not an extraordinary one, and I

think it does not advance our knowledge of

the subject significantly.

In the introduction, the authors state

that "almost all of the native artists [the

makers of the artifacts depicted in this

book] are anonymous, and their work in

many mediums spans a multitude of tribal

cultures from prehistoric times to the

present." In the context of prehistoric art,

anonymity is inevitable. But if we are seri-

ously discussing changing images of the

Native American from the time of Colum-
bus, the principle of anonymity is out of

place. For a century at least. Native

American artists, depicting their own im-

ages of themselves, have had, and do have,

individual identities and names and

personalities, and their art has borne the

stamp of their individuality. That is a mat-

ter of real importance, I believe. Surely

the non-Native's view of the Native,

across five centuries, ought at last to be

qualified by the Native American's view

of himself; it is patently a more authentic

and accurate view than that which we are

given here.

The authors acknowledge certain omis-

sions:

Some Native American cultures, namely
Eskimo and Aleut from the Arctic, do not

appear, nor have we presented any exam-
ples of Caribbean, Mexican, or Central

American Indians, although a complete
presentation would require their inclusion.

Surely the impUcation of this remarkable

statement is that the principle of selection

here is simply arbitrary.

But the book has a far more serious

omission: the Native American himself.

As in so many books before this one, he is

presented as a museum piece. He is not

flesh and blood so much as he is ink on

paper, paint on canvas, light on film, the

lifeless sum of his own artifacts. What is

sorely needed is an idea of the Native

American as the recorder of his own
changing image. In just the last of those

five centuries, in just one medium, for

example, individual Native American art-

ists from, say, Zo-tom to Crescendo Mar-

tinez to Tsa-toke to Quincy Tahoma to

Fritz Scholder to David Bradley have re-

corded profound change in the images

they have made of themselves and of their

worid. It is sad that this record is not

acknowledged here. What is in the book is

useful; what is not is indispensable.

N. Scott Momaday is a Pulitzer Prize-

winning novelist, a poet, and a painter.
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A Matter of Taste

The Target

ofa Victimless Hunt
Taking offinto the wilds after mushrooms offends no one

by Raymond Sokolov

In our world, wild food has a special

magic it never had for people in the past

who depended for survival on hunting and

gathering. The romance of game and fish

exerts a spell on city dwellers discontented

with crowds, pollution, noise, and espe-

cially, shrink-wrapped viands. Once you

are in this antiurban frame of mind, yearn-

ing to throw off the trammels of civiliza-

tion, the most appealing escape, short of

actual defection to the deep country, is the

symbolic liberation of eating foods pro-

cured by someone else in rushing streams

and trackless forests.

This yen for consuming the untamed

and uncultivated is not, however, just an

idle whim. Often, wild foods do taste

"wild," gamy, unpredictable, stronger, or

in some other way more interesting than

their domestic counterparts. Venison and

quail can offer the palate a more complex

and bracing experience than feedlot beef

and battery chickens. Rainbow trout

caught by fly-casting bureaucrats, who
have left their desks and their dark suits

behind for purling brooks and waders, not

only give mental delight and physical

sport to the weekend angler but also taste

better, fresh from the creel, than all those

farm-bred rainbows giving buyers the fish

eye from under polyethylene.

There is another side to this, of course,

the whole hoary and honorable tradition

of opposing blood sport. Even more mili-

tant in their hostility are the vegetarians

and anim.al-rights activists, who keep

farm-fed animals and fish in their sights,

as well as those born free. There is, how-

ever, one category of wild food that no one

views with alarm, the kingdom of wild

plants, in which the mushroom is king.

Not only are mushrooms bloodless tar-

gets of a victimless hunt; they also epito-

mize the virtues of edible wildness more

than any other food source, more even

than the Komodo dragon and other endan-

gered species devoured at a cost of mil-

lions by the gastro-perverts in the recent

film The Freshman. I don't mean to imply

that I've had a lot of experience eating

rare lizards and birds—none in fact—but

the "garden variety" wild game I have

consumed offered almost none of the pro-

vocative otherness of the mushroom.

Wild animals are, technically, all ed-

ible. But mushrooms are either edible or

toxic. Wild animals cultivate each other,

as it were, through intentional sex. Mush-

rooms, in the language of U. S. farmers,

"volunteer," even pop up without warn-

ing, whence their magical associations.

And as they are more primitive than the

flowering plants, have no seeds or flowers,

no long, observable life cycle, they did not

become part of the agricultural landscape

at its dawning in prehistory. So every-

body's cultural reflex (in the social and

the botanical sense of cultural) is to put

mushrooms to one side of the comprehen-

sible plants, the ones we can bend to our

will—sow and reap. Mushrooms come
when they will and can kill us if we aren't

careful and knowing. The English lan-

guage reflects the insecurity this cre-

ates—mushroom versus toadstool. Mush-
room itself is an import, from French

mousseron. The general Latin icrva fun-

gus sounds funny and spreads too wide a

net, taking in all sorts of woody things that

grow like shelves high on trees and smuts

that spread their gray mass on com ears.

When children say there's a fungus among
us, they're in a pejorative mood.

For the anglophone world in which we

live, mushrooms are, so to speak, neither

fish nor fowl, foul nor fair. Unfamiliarity

has bred, not contempt, but fear or indif-

ference. Only the adept feels straightfor-

ward aff'ection for these strangers popping

up on our lawns and in our woods. The
cultivated mushroom, which almost no

one worries about, came too late in our

history to play a part in the comforting

myths of farmhouse life. And even culti-

vated mushrooms had their first flower-

ing, you might say, elsewhere. They were

not invented here, by which I mean Eng-

land, but in France, in about 1678 by the

botanist Marchant, who reported to the

Academic des Sciences in Paris that "the

white filaments, which develop in the soil

under mushrooms, will, if transplanted

into a suitable medium, give rise to more

mushrooms."

Jane Grigson, who died recently while

still in exuberant pursuit of knowledge

about food, speculated in her book The

Mushroom Feast (Knopf, 1984) that the

market gardeners of Paris may actually

have employed Marchant. In any case,

they were quick to capitalize on his experi-

ments, and by 1708 mushrooms were a

noticeable fixture in Parisian markets.

The French continued to have a monopoly

on mushroom cultivation until this cen-

tury and protected it with a policy of se-

crecy, just as they have attempted (suc-

cessfully until just now) to protect their

monopoly on black truflHes through dis-

information and mystification, as well as

by the creation of what appears to be a

price-elevating artificial scarcity.

As late as the First World War, the

Pasteur Institute was refusing to publish

its findings that made possible sterilized

mushroom spawn, the basis of contamina-
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tion-free mass mushroom production.

American scientists ended this fungal tyr-

anny in the twenties by letting the world

know the secret, which they had uncov-

ered independently. Eventually—the

longest word in the language—we rou-

tinely began to find not only cultivated

agarics in vegetable bins in supermarkets

but also a delicious array of species prized

for their taste and once available only in

the wild, and then thanks to sylvan seren-

dipity or the seasoned familiarity of the

local fungophile.

This revolution in fungiculture, which

now appears to be about to bring culti-

vated non-French black trufiies within the

grasp of Everygourmet, has not, of course,

eliminated the appeal of wild mushrooms.

Only a relatively small number of species

is cultivated, still, and there is plenty of

reason to claim that wild plants surpass

their domesticated cousins in flavor and

texture. Certainly, the price is right and

the romance of a mushroom foray will

never pale, especially for those happy few

who collect their pound of morels or chan-

terelles from the same part of the neigh-

boring woods year after yean

This local, forgive the term, rooted

quality of traditional wild mushroom ex-

pertise and enthusiasm may be the most

important feature of fungophilia. Call it a

sense of place, if you will. It is what really

underlies the completely different feeling

the aficionado gets from wild mushrooms

he has unearthed himself, as opposed to

the attitude one has toward cultivated,

store-bought mushrooms. The cultivated

Gratin de Pommes de Teire aux Cepes
Potato gratin with bolete mushrooms

(Slightly adapted from Madeline

Kanunan's When French Women Cook,

Atheneum, 1976)

large Maine potatoes

pound boletes

tablespoons butter

Salt and pepper

cups heavy cream
large clove garlic

Preheat the oven to 300 degrees.

Peel and slice the potatoes paper thin,

using a mandolin. Soak them in cold wa-

ter while you prepare the mushrooms.
Slice the mushrooms into 'A-inch-thick

slices after cleaning them. Heat 1 table-

spoon butter in a frying pan and add the

mushroom slices, salt, and pepper. Toss

the mushrooms in the hot butter and cover

them. Reduce the heat. They will lose

their juices. Mix those juices with the

heavy cream and reserve separately from
the mushrooms.

Slash the surface of the garlic clove.

mushroom, no matter how delicious and

similar to its wild counterpart, comes to

us, on wings of science and commerce,

from Anyplace. Its spores have not been

wafted a few inches by a chance breeze we

felt ourselves. It does not count as its home
the same oak stump we have passed for

years—and happily harvested. The culti-

vated mushroom is a truly rootless

cosmopoUte. With the wild mushroom on

our lawn we are in spiritual symbiosis.

Jane Grigson caught this beautifully.

She and her husband and daughter spent

many years in a small French village (Troo

in the Bas-Vendomois section of the Loire

region), where they spent much time hunt-

ing mushrooms with a local vineyard

owner named Maurice.

To him (and to his neighbors) mushroom-
hunting was part of the waste-nothing phi-

losophy he had inherited from his farming

peasant ancestors. ... So in that part of

France, and I am sure in many others as

well, and in Poland, Italy, Czechoslovakia

and so on, there exists a large invisible com-
munity of mushroom-hunters. The con-

centration of eyes downward, the careful

tread of boots, require peace. Sunday is the

occasion. Woods which have been silent

most of the week, come alive. The crackling

of dry twigs announces our presence to all

the others whom we cannot see, a more
frequent shushing up of dead leaves, then

the triumphant shout of our daughter, who
has found the first giroUes of the day. Mau-
rice's dog squawks as we all close in swiftly

on the fruitful corner, with encouraging

noises for the sharp-eyed novice. Then we
all spread out again, and a busy silence

returns. One is isolated, all sense of time

Rub a 1 '/2-quart baking dish with the cut

garlic. Discard all pieces of garlic; leave

only the juice. When dry, rub the dish

with the remaining three tablespoons of

butter.

Drain the water from the potatoes. Put

them in a terry cloth towel to completely

dry them. Return them to the bowl and

season with salt and pepper.

Place one layer of potatoes on the bot-

tom of the dish. Cover with half the cream
and mushroom juice mixture. Shake the

dish to dissolve the salt on the potatoes.

Taste the cream. If it is not seasoned

enough, add more salt.

Spread the mushrooms evenly over the

first layer of potatoes. Add the remainder

of the potatoes and the remaining cream

and mushroom juice mixture. Taste the

cream again and add more salt if needed.

The gratin should be accurately seasoned

before baking, otherwise the dish will

taste flat.

Bake until the top is a golden color and

the butterfat of the cream starts appear-

ing at the edges of the baking dish.

Yield: Six servings as a main course



goes in the velvet warmth of the young
trees. Suddenly more girolles appear, or the

moist brown head of a cep, and without
meaning to, I shout aloud.

My voice

Becomes the wind;

Mushroom-hunting
"Becomes the wind," because nobody

takes any notice; I am too old to need en-

couraging. I am merely doing what we are

all there to do. That haiku is perfect. It was
thought or spoken—one could not in the

first instance say "written"—by the Japa-

nese poet Shiki, in the nineteenth century.

He must have worked it out a little ruefully,

as he walked on with his eyes moving for-

ward and back across the ground. After a

few expeditions one's eyes are trained to

work in detached efficiency; one has time
for reflection.

Not every society fosters mushroom
hunting. Indeed, not every society eats

mushrooms at all, except perhaps as an

oddity, as we might eat cactus paddles or,

in horror, as we might eat dog. Like so

many facts of culture, there is no explain-

ing such preferences, only speculating.

My theory is that certain cultures are vir-

tually omnivorous, live close to the land,

gag at nothing, or almost nothing. Other

cultures are squeamish, careful, circum-

scribe their diets. The great gastronomic

cultures are all in the omnivorous cate-

gory—France, China, Italy. And, of

course, these cultures are all notably

knowledgeable about mushrooms and

greedy for them.

In this country, where we have inher-

ited a squeamish tradition, the English, we
are in the process of overcoming the nar-

rowness of our heritage. Thanks to science

and a swing toward cosmopolitanism in

our national eating habits, the least ad-

venturous among us now have easy access

to fresh mushrooms once known only to

hobbyists. Cepes, oyster mushrooms,

shiitake, enoki—these and other cele-

brated natives of Europe and Asia are now
ours, for a price.

This is an extraordinary opportunity,

even for the experienced mushroom
hunter. New shapes and flavors are sud-

denly at hand. What is missing is the cul-

tural information, the gastronomic back-

ground, to experience these new mush-

rooms in what I would like to call a local

spirit. We are not going to hunt exotic

mushrooms in their native forests, but we
ought to be interested in learning how
local cooks in those places have learned to

prepare them, before mindlessly squeez-

ing them into our own foodways with the

vise of nouvelle cuisine.

Raymond Sokolov is a writer whose spe-

cial interests are the history andprepara-
tion offood.
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have had as intimate an acquaintance with

polar bears as Ian Stiirling and Dan Guravich.

The combination of Stirling's scholarly re-

search and Guravich's incomparable photo-

graphs are a superb celebration of these

glamourous 'Lords of the Arctic.'" —Roger

Tory Peterson

"... a book to be treasured by everyone who
responds to the arctic world." —Clarence

Tillcnius, Beavet
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Southern Exposure
With an average year-round temperature hovering around freezing. South

Georgia Island, some 1 ,000 miles west of the tip of South America, would

seem an inhospitable place to set up housekeeping. But the rocky beaches and

thick stands of tussock grass beneath the island's glaciated mountain peaks are

a breeding haven for thousands of seals, penguins, and seabirds that thrive on

the riches of the surrounding subantarctic waters. Northern giant petrels, like

the tenacious nester pictured here, are among the birds that brave occasional

snow squalls as they incubate their eggs during the austral summer months.

Petrel parents take turns sitting on the nest mound during the approximately

two-month incubation period. Pressed against the parent's warm brood patch,

the single egg easily weathers brief storms. Formidable birds, with wingspans

of up to six feet, giant petrels also stand their ground when approached at the

nest by human or avian intruders. Their defense, disgorging and shooting thick

stomach oil laced with remnants of carrion meals (they rchsh the viscera of

dead penguins and seals), has earned them the nickname "stinkers." and their

greed and seeming bloodthirstiness at a carcass have contributed to their

reputation as vulgarians. The steadfastness of the snow-blanketed petrel might

help boost the image of a creature that ornithologist Robert Cushman Murphy

noted was "scarcely more popular a bird than a shark is a fish."—/. R.

Photograph by Frans Lanting
Minden Pkttwvs
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"In Africa," writes Bernard Nietsch-

mann (pages 35 and 42), "they say that

when two elephants fight, it is the grass

that suffers." The effects of human con-

flicts on land and nature have long inter-

ested Nietschmann. A 1990-91 recipi-

ent of a MacArthur Foundation Grant

on Peace and International Cooperation

(his second MacArthur grant), Nietsch-

mann is a professor of geography at the

University of California, Berkeley. He is

now at work on a book. States and Na-
tions: The Roots of Conflict, about the

geographical basis of the world's wars

and continues his long-term investiga-

tions of the wars of Central America, es-

pecially Nicaragua. "In 1976," he

writes, "Nicaraguan president Anasta-

sio Somoza invited me to talk turtle with

him in Managua because articles I had

written on the plight of the green turtle

had created considerable international

concern. Along with Nicaraguan natu-

ralist Jaime Incer, I told the general that

continuing to allow commercial market-

ing of a threatened species would guar-

antee its extermination, as well as inter-

national outrage. I recommended that

only subsistence turtling by the Miskito

Indians and other coastal inhabitants be

allowed. One characteristic of a dictator

is that little intervenes between a deci-

sion and law. Somoza closed the turtle

companies and banned commercial ex-

port. This was said to be the only

Somoza law the Sandinistas kept after

they took over the government in 1979."

But, as Nietschmann points out in his ar-

ticle, the turtles remained out of harm's

way only while the Nicaraguan conflicts

continued. Nietschmann's most recent

book on Nicaragua is The Unknown
War: The Miskito Nation, Nicaragua

and the United States (New York: Free-

dom House, 1989).

Vo Quy (page 40), director of the Cen-

ter for Natural Resources Management
and Environmental Studies at the Uni-

versity of Hanoi, is a research biologist

who has dedicated himself to reversing

the environmental damage caused by

the long war in Vietnam. By filling in

craters, restoring drainage, and planting

millions of trees each year, he aims to re-

create the tropical forests ruined by

bombing and herbicides. The return of

the sarus cranes to Tram Chim was a

hopeful sign that his work may succeed.

In 1988 Vo Quy was awarded the World
Wildlife Fund Gold Medal. An account

of his efforts to revive Vietnam's envi-

ronment is found in Month of Pure

Light: The Regreening of Vietnam, by

Elizabeth Kemf (London: The Women's
Press. 1989).
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In 1966, with protest over the U. S.

presence in Vietnam growing, E. W.

Pfeiffer (page 37) asked the American

Association for the Advancement of Sci-

ence to pass a resolution of concern over

the U. S. military's use of chemical and

biological warfare in the Vietnamese

countryside. Three years later, sup-

ported by the Society for Social Respon-

sibility in Science, Pfeiffer, then a pro-

fessor of zoology at the University of

Montana, toured Vietnam. Despite as-

surances from the Department of De-

fense that the use of herbicides such as

Agent Orange was limited, Pfeiffer saw

that widespread areas of mangrove had

been devastated by both bombing and

herbicide attacks. Pfeiffer made fre-

quent trips to Vietnam during and after

the war and continued to work on prob-

lems relating to restoration of the envi-

ronment. An emeritus professor at the

University of Montana, he now has more

time to indulge his love of bird watching

and filmmaking. For further informa-

tion on the defoliation of Vietnam, he

recommends Ecological Consequences

of the Second Indochina War, by A. H.

Westing (Stockholm: Almquist and

Wikssell International, 1976) and "The

Effects of Herbicides in South Vietnam,

Part B," a 1 974 report by the Committee

on the Effects of Herbicides in Vietnam,

published by the U. S. National Acad-

emy of Sciences, Washington, D. C.
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For Susan A. Foster (page 52), spring

does not begin until she sees her first

stickleback building a nest. Foster began

her studies of fish behavior on the coral

reefs of Belau and Panama, then

switched to the study of freshwater stick-

leback. She finds that the complex and

variable behavior of the stickleback

compensates for the diversity and colors

displayed by tropical reef fish. (Al-

though she says that she would gladly

exhange the leeches of the stickleback's

shallow-water habitat for the reefs

sharks.) Now an assistant professor of

zoology at the University of Arkansas,

Foster conducted her stickleback re-

search while she was a visiting assistant

professor at the State University of New
York at Stony Brook. She and her hus-

band, John Baker, plan to continue their

work in Alaska next summer. Foster ex-

pects that studies in the region around

Anchorage, with its thousands of small

lakes and extremely diverse stickleback

populations, should reveal new varia-

tions in the fish's behavior. For addi-

tional reading, Foster recommends Niko
Tinbergen's article "The Curious Behav-

ior of the Stickleback" {Scientific Amer-
ican, December 1952).

Takayoshi Kane (page 62) is a profes-

sor of sociology at Kyoto University's

Primate Research Institute. He received

his doctorate for research on the geo-

graphical distribution of common chim-

panzees in Tanzania but thereafter

switched his attention to bonobos, or

pygmy chimpanzees. He had come upon

a ground-breaking 1933 scientific paper,

the first to classify bonobos as a separate

species and suggest that they might

strongly resemble the common ancestor

of humans and apes. This early paper

had been inspired by a close look at a sin-

gle skull in a Belgian museum. Since

1 973, Kano (shown here with co-workers

at the Wamba camp) has studied

bonobos in Zaire with the financial sup-

port of the Japanese Ministry of Educa-

tion and the cooperation of Zaire's

CRSN (Centre de Recherche en Sci-

ences Naturelles). In the fall of 1991,

Stanford University Press plans to pub-

lish two books based on the Japanese

bonobo research: Kano's The Last Ape:

Pygmy Chimpanzee Behavior and Ecol-

ogy and Suehisa Kuroda's Pygmy
Chimpanzee: The Unknown Ape. In the

meantime, readers can turn to Randall

Susman's September \9%Q Natural His-

tory article, "Acrobatic Pygmy Chim-

panzees," and The Pygmy Chimpanzee,

edited by Susman (New York: Plenum

Press, 1984).

Frans Lanting (page 96) spent three

months photographing the abundant

wildUfe of South Georgia, sometimes

camping and exploring alone for a week

at a time on the rugged, remote, sub-

antarctic island before rejoining friends

on their ship. But during his first days on

South Georgia, he had to combat a case

of malaria contracted during a previous

photographic excursion to Madagascar.

Based in Santa Cruz, California, but

spending most of the year in exotic re-

gions photographing wildlife, Lanting

has won the World Press Photo Award
twice, and his work has appeared often

in Natural History and other publica-

tions. He is currently at work in the for-

ests of Borneo. Lanting used a Nikon

FE2 to photograph this month's "Natu-

ral Moment," a giant petrel experienc-

ing the vagaries of summer weather in

South Georgia.
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Letters

Uncommon Kinghsher
In re Paolo Fioratti's prize-winning pho-

tograph sequence in the June 1990 issue:

If one is to believe this is a sequence in a

singular event, one must believe the com-

mon kingfisher rotates its catch 360° (the

minnow's head is to the left, to the right, to

the left in frames two through four) and in

doing so repositions the fish along its beak.

All in milliseconds.

That's not so common a kingfisher!

DavidA. COKER
East Peoria, Illinois

Paolo Fioratti replies:

You have really keen eyesight. I myself

did not notice the fish's position. When I

took the sequence I did two series of shots,

during two consecutive kingfisher dives, a

few seconds apart. The first, second, and

fourth images belong to the first series:

they have the picture numbers 12-13-14.

The third one, added for completeness, is

the only one that belongs to the next series

(it has the number 1 7).

Death and the Mexican
In the article "A Day with the Dead"

(October 1990), Douglas Day irresponsi-

bly emphasizes the sensational aspects of

Mexico's history rather than providing a

serious explanation of the mix that is Mex-
ico, including the fusion of pre-Hispanic

beliefs with the Catholic attitude toward

death.

As the Mexican author Carlos Mon-
sivais writes, "Still today many support

the thesis of the romantic intimacy be-

tween Death and the Mexican. But indus-

trialism and the society of consumerism

take hold of the myth, commercialize it,

subject it to the intensities of Kodak, and

make of it a tool of propaganda."

Indeed. I hope Day is only careless

when he writes, "In ways that frequently

startle the foreigner, death seems to lack

meaning to the Mexican. It comes easily,

matters little." How are Mexicans and

those of us of Mexican descent to react to

this statement? Are we still being de-

scribed as bizarre, incapable of grief, less

than human?
Pat Mora

Cincinnati, Ohio

Premature Millennialism

Early this year a great deal of hoopla

and nonsense was written about the turn of

4 Natural History 12/90



the decade—and we can be sure much
more will be forthcoming as we approach

a new millennium. While I laud your

ninety-year history, may I draw your at-

tention to some facts—facts that I am
surprised a publication of your caliber and
worth overlooked.

In your May editorial you repeated a

common misunderstanding about the turn

of the millennium. The widespread mis-

conception is based on a faulty assumption

of a year "0" being a complete year, when
in reality it is not

—"0" is merely a point

between -1 and +1, not a quantity. [In

the first decade of this millennium] ten

years ended only at the end of the year 10,

not at the end of the year 9. Consequently,

we will not end the eighties decade until

the end of the present year, December 3 1

,

1990 (not last December).

The turn of the next decade will thus

come at the end of December 3 1 , 2000.

When most of the world goes wild on New
Year's Eve, December 31,1 999, there will

still be a year left to complete the decade,

the century, and the millennium. The new
ones begin January 1, 2001.

Fr. Lucian J. Kemble,OFM
Lumsden, Saskatchewan
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We'd liketo recyclethethinking

Before.

Contrary to public opinion, plas-

tics are among the easiest materials

to recycle.

In South Carolina, one company

is recycling 100 million pounds of

used plastic soft drink bottles a year

into carpet yarn, flower pots, toys, and

fiberfiliforski parkas.

In Chicago, another company is

recycling 2 million plastic milkjugs

a year into "plastic lumber" for decks.

In Tennessee, another company

is recycling plastic beverage contain-

ers into bathtubs and shower stalls.

The recycling of plastics is rap-

idly catching on. Recycling is trans-

forming used plastics into a "natural

resource" that can be used to pro-

duce many new products. Recycling

is a critical issue as America grapples

with Its growing solid waste problem.

Our landfills are filling up.

We dispose of 160 million tons of

garbage a year In the past 10 years,

our landfills have decreased from

about 18,500 to 6,000. Within 5 years

2,000 more will close.

In their haste to find solutions,

some policymakers propose to ban

plastics. The fact is, plastics make up

less than 8% by weight of our solid

waste, and although naturally light

in weight, only about 20% by volume

when compressed in a landfill.

If plastic packaging is banned,

the need for packaging won't go

away The idea is to replace plastic

with biodegradable materials.

Studies show, however, that degra-



thatplastics can'tbe recycled.

i 1930 Amoco C

After.

dation is so slow in today's landfills

so as to almost not exist.

How Amoco Chemical is helping.

At Amoco Chemical, we believe all

recyclable materials should be

recycled-glass, metals, paper and
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Chasing Ghosts
The steep ravines along Florida 's Apalachicola River hide the last survivors ofa dying tree species

by Rob Nicholson

In the year 1875, the prominent Har-

vard botanist Asa Gray left the cloistered

air of the Harvard herbarium for a trip to

the Deep South. His destination was the

Florida panhandle and a unique refugium

of botanical rarities known as the Apa-

lachicola Bluffs. Within the sharp, dis-

secting ravines of this Florida high ground

grew a humid forest and an odd mix of

subtropical and temperate elements; the

refugium was also the only known home of

the rare conifer Torreya taxifolia, or

stinking cedar. Based in the "dead and

dilapidated, but still charming" town of

Apalachicola, the prim Gray endured

rough accommodations. A hired boat

brought him into the backwater of the

twining Apalachicola River; he traveled

among fallow cotton plantations and

through thick, biting forests, coming

ashore alongside the bluffs to penetrate

the riverside thicket of bald cypress, pal-

metto, bamboo, and tupelo. Pushing

through the spider-laden undergrowth

and showing a New Englander's fear of

'gator grunts, he was taken to the tree he

had traveled so far to study. It was a beau-

tiful, shaggy pyramid, some fifty feet high

and cloaked with glossy evergreen nee-

dles. It looked vaguely like its cousins, the

The Apalachicola River near Blountstown, Florida, 1 948
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yews, but its needles ended in sharp, pierc-

ing tips, and rather than bearing the fleshy

red fruits of yew, they held clusters of

green, olive-sized, leathery drupes. Its fo-

liage, when crushed, gave off" a sharp, res-

inous odor, from which its common name,

stinking cedar, was derived.

Gray noted the restricted range of the

tree and its highly specific habitat require-

ments and, like any Harvard professor

worth his chair, hazarded a prediction:

"So this species may be expected to en-

dure, unless these bluffs should be wan-

tonly deforested—against which their dis-

tance from the river and the steepness of

the ground offer some protection. But any

species of a very restricted range may be

said to hold its existence by a precarious

tenure."

Little more than 100 years later, the

stinking cedar, member of a genus whose

history goes back 160 million years, is on

the brink of extinction. In 1963, Robert

Godfrey and Herman Kurz, botanists at

Florida State University, alerted the

botanical community to a rapid, unex-

pected decline in the number of adult

trees. They surmised that a "fungal dis-

ease of the stems" was the apparent cause

and reported that the species' extinction

was imminent. Since that time, patholo-

gists, seeking to isolate a culprit fungus,

have succeeded in identifying a few spe-

cies of fungus from infected plants. These

pathogens, however, are commonplace na-

tive species, so speculation now presumes

a combination of factors; perhaps some

environmental fluctuation or collapse

weakened the trees to a point where they

were readily infected by native fungi.

Some botanists point to a drought in the

1950s as a period when the trees were

severely weakened. But given the tree's

long history in the region, it seems unlikely

that this was the most aberrant shift in

climate the stinking cedar has had to face.

The genus Torreya has had one of the

longest periods of existence of any woody

plant species on earth. The oldest remains

of Torreya were found in Europe and date

back more than 160 milhon years; in the

New World, North Carolina has yielded

fossils more than 100 million years old.

There are seven known living species: T.

nucifera in Japan and Korea; T. grandis,

T.jackii, T.fargesii, and T. yunnanenis m
China; T. californica in California; and T.

taxifolia, the stinking cedar, growing in a

limited area of Florida and just nipping

across the border into Georgia. What re-

mains of T. taxifolia are just a few hun-

dred juvenile trees, suckers, and saplings,

few more than eight feet high, few more

than twenty-five years old. These trees

probably resulted from the last wave of

From C S Sargent sSi/va ol North America: New York Botanical Garden

Branches, buds,flowers, seeds, andfruits
o/Torreya taxifolia

sexual reproduction, germinating from a

final crop of seed three decades ago.

Despite the efforts of plant pathologists

and ecologists to pinpoint the cause of the

species' rapid decline, no one factor has

yet been cast as the villain. The suspected

pathogen operates like the chestnut blight

of the eastern United States in the first

half of this century; it permits growth in

saplings or root sprouts, but these suc-

cumb soon after they make the transition

to sexual maturity. As if to complete a

conspiracy, deer, keen on removing the

felty bloom from their antlers, use the

bark of the young saplings as favorite rub-

bing posts. They knock down or irrepara-

bly damage many of the struggling survi-

vors, helping to accelerate a downward

spiral of fewer and punier trees. Wild trees

rarely bear fruit, and only four are known

to have reached sexual maturity and can

be typed as pollen bearing or seed bearing.

All the unknowns confound any recov-

ery plan. Is Torreya an early victim of

global warming and a precursor of a new

wave of inexplicable extinctions? Has lo-

cal land use destroyed this Torreya habi-

tat? Is there any point in trying to fortify

existing populations by replanting if a vir-

ulent pathogen lurks unchecked? Will

propagations of cuttings from existing

wild trees carry a new pathogen wherever

the new trees are distributed? Or, frozen

by doubt, will plant scientists do nothing

while the unique species slips away, tree

by tree?

Despite gaps in our understanding of

the species' ecology, a recovery plan has

begun, supported by the Center for Plant

Conservation and the Florida Nongame
Program. Plant pathologists, ecologists,

and horticulturists have teamed up to sal-
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vage as much as possible of the popula-

tion's germ plasm. This is to be accom-

plished by better understanding the

species' growth tolerances and disease

susceptibility, by developing a profile of

how much variation there is between indi-

vidual plants, and by propagating as many
disease-free cuttings as possible to repre-

sent that diversity in managed populations

grown away from the plant's native range.

Meanwhile, hypotheses as to why this

multimillion-year resident is going extinct

posit a human-induced change in the envi-

ronment, a new or more virulent fungal

strain, drought, or a combination of such

factors.

Just prior to the decline of Torreya,

part of the uplands above the Apalachi-

cola ravines were clear cut and planted

with slash pine, a species favored by the

paper pulp industry. Clearing the area

may have changed the water level of the

ravines or increased the ambient tempera-

ture as heat radiated off the unshaded soil,

weakening the trees to the point that they

became especially susceptible to the na-

tive fungi. The planted seedlings of slash

pine may have also started the downturn

by bringing in a new, foreign pathogen.

One intriguing theory has been put for-

ward by Mark Schwartz, a biologist with

the Florida Nature Conservancy, who
spent four years studying the ravines.

Ground fires resulting from lightning

strikes have been a constant feature of the

region's longleaf pine forests through the

millennia. Smoke drifting from these up-

land blazes settled in the ravines and may
have acted as a natural fungicide, keeping

the load of fungal spores to a tolerable

level. When humans, over the last hun-

dred years, began suppressing local forest

fires, the spore load may have reached a

deadly critical mass, a population bomb of

disease.

In June 1989, 1 joined Mark Schwartz

and we surveyed as many ravine systems

as possible, carefully mapping and label-

ing the plants growing there. The main

ravines often have side branches, which

also have side branches, so navigating in

and out can be tricky and relocating plants

even trickier. With support from the Flor-

ida Nongame Program, Mark had de-

signed a genetic study of the remaining

populations of Torreya, to examine differ-

ences between populations of the major

ravines and, in a few cases, closely neigh-

boring but ecologically distinct side

branches. In addition to those in the ra-

vines east of the Apalachicola River, we
were able to locate the only known stand

west of the river, some five trees on the

southern tip of Dog Pond.

When we returned in the fall, we col-

lected small cuttings, tissue samples, and

soil samples for genetic, propagation, and

pathological studies. Alarmingly, in just a

few months, a number of our mapped
trees had been lost—to deer rubbing, dis-

ease, and even falling limbs from the up-

per canopy. The species was going extinct

before our eyes and will probably not last

another generation.

The technique for making genetic pro-

files is isoenzyme electrophoresis. Using

ten to twenty needles from a sampled tree,

an extract is made and applied to the edge

of a flat, thin slab of starch gel. For several

hours an electric current is passed from

one end of the gel to the other Protein

molecules within the extract move varying

distances across the gel in response to the

current. Once stained for a particular en-

zyme system, the molecules show a pat-

tern of dark bands that, when compared,

can give a rough picture of genetic varia-

tion within a population sample. This can

give the project a way to determine which

trees might contain atypical genes and

which trees to emphasize when propagat-

ing root cuttings in preserves.

The Apalachicola Bluffs and the ra-
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vines that dissect them are at the cusp of

the deciduous woodlands and the lush sub-

tropical jungle. It is an undecided forest,

its luxuriant ecotone having been shaped

by the forces of glaciation during the

Pleistocene era. As a New Englander used

to deciduous woods, I was unsettled by

seeing beech, maple, and hickory mixed

with bold fan-leafed palmettos, spiky yuc-

cas, and huge, evergreen magnoUas. Vines

are constant, whether huge lianas of grape

or the ubiquitous cloth-shredding cat brier

(why can't this plant go extinct?). You
don't stroll through this wood, you battle

for territory.

To travel the bluflf tops down the steep

slopes to the creek beds, 100 to 200 feet

below, is to read a primer in zonal plant

ecology. Species are stratified by drought

tolerance and light demands. Those on the

tops of the bluffs are adapted to full sun

and dry conditions. Endangered gopher

tortoises burrow amid opuntia cactus,

longleaf pine, yuccas, and bushes of

sparkleberry. At the base of the ravines

can be found the rare Florida azalea, na-

tive bamboo, and Sabal palmetto amid a

thick tangle of Florida star anise that ri-

vals the tangled rhododendron "hells" of

Virginia and Tennessee.

The steep pitch between these two

zones includes a number of endemic

plants: croomia, Ashe's magnolia, Florida

yew, pyramid magnolia, and Torreya, as

well as species known throughout the east-

em seaboard, such as American holly,

American beech, tulip tree, and leather-

leaf. The southern magnolia, known to me
as an ornamental tree of glossy green, rub-

ber-tree-like leaves, festooned with out-

landishly large, white flowers, here grew

as 100-foot forest giants, with a first

branch higher than a man could throw a

rope and with crowns so dense they blot-

ted out the sun.

The Florida yew, like the Torreya, be-

longs to the Taxaceae family. It is also a

rare endemic, whose range is actually

smaller than, and within, that of Torreya.

Although occupying much the same habi-

tat, the yew has not been affected by what-

ever is affecting its larger relative. The

ravines are not identical, however. Varia-

tions in grade, soils, aspect, and moisture

create subtly different habitats, some of

which Torreya can tolerate. It dominates

nowhere, and past references indicate it

never did. It is an occasional, midcanopy,

midslope tree found on sandy limestone

soils. In general Torreya prefers good

drainage to flat, constantly wet soil; and

while it is almost always found in filtered,

dense shade, I have seen cultivated

Torreya grow perfectly well in full sun. In

its native environment, the stinking cedar
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may be better able to compete on the

shaded slopes than in sunnier areas.

My days in the ravines were a time of

chasing ghosts, Asa Gray's Yankee accent

whispering among the palmetto and pine.

The Torreya themselves had to be imag-

ined. Rather than seeing the spindly,

stunted remnants, the mind had to put in

place beautiful, shaggy, fifty-foot-high

green pyramids. The trunks of Torreya

have a remarkable capacity to resist rot.

After thirty years, many can still be found

intact on the forest floor, marking where

the victim fell—a botanical version of the

detective's chalk outline of a fallen body.

Film vert instead offilm noir Seeing the

length and girth of these trunks was stun-

ning after days of finding the meager

stands of survivors. The largest seen was

more than sixty feet long, and a few were

more than eighteen inches in diameter.

Gray reported trees more than four feet in

circumference.

Diseased needles, scrapings from the

surface of cankers, and soil samples were

bagged and will give plant pathologists

another chance to try to isolate a patho-

gen. Each tree sampled was given a metal

label with a code number. More than

2,500 cuttings were collected from 166

trees and were treated with a variety of

hormones to promote rooting. These were

brought to Harvard's Arnold Arboretum,

where 2,100 were successfully rooted and

potted. The accession number of the sam-

pled trees follows each of these clones

(and any subsequent propagations) with

the particulars as to the plant's original

location in the wild. Therefore, in the dis-

tant future, ravines might be replanted

with the same genetic material that once

grew there.

Cuttings taken from the wild five years

ago are growing well and so far show no

signs of disease. Although the surfaces of

the cuttings were sterilized, we are unsure

if pathogens lurk within. Still, we can

strive to produce clean plants by experi-

menting with these cuttings in quarantine.

One possibility we are examining is

micropropagation, growing small cuttings

or buds in test tubes on a sterile nutrient

medium. Unfortunately, conifers are diffi-

cult to propagate in this fashion.

To talk with lifelong residents of the

town of Chattahoochee about the local

Torreya species draws out wistful remem-

brances of boyhood play among the lost

evergreens. Angus Gholson, the preemi-

nent naturalist of the area, told me of

sledding down through a grove of the trees

on a fresh fall of dry leaves while sitting

astride a sled made of barrel staves. Brady

Turnage, whose brother, horticulturist

Burl Turnage, labored long to unlock the

secrets of propagating T. taxifolia, told

me of hunting turkeys in a grove of the

trees near the slope of Chattahoochee. To

these aging gentlemen, another part of the

Old South seemed as irretrievably lost as

courtly manners and virgin forests.

While the few remaining saplings may
outlast the blight, not many people who
have seen the trees would bet their houses

on it. More likely, clusters of trees, propa-

gated from specific ravines, will be grown

in botanical gardens, universities, pre-

serves, and state parks. This Florida na-

tive, as evidenced by the few healthy trees

in cultivation, seems to thrive on the

southern slopes of the Appalachian Moun-
tains and is more cold tolerant than its

present range would suggest. Possibly an

Apalachicola refugium can be re-created,

an artificial Torreya forest where pollen

can float, genes mingle, and the evolution

of the past hundred million years can con-

tinue, even if it is in a pitifully discounted

format.

Rob Nicholson studies rare and endan-

gered plants at Harvard University's Ar-

nold Arboretum.
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This View OF Life

Shoemaker and Morning Star
A visit to the Great Reminder reveals somepainful truths carved in stone

by Stephen Jay Gould

Koko, the obsequious tailor promoted

to public executioner in Gilbert and

Sullivan's Mikado, maintains "a little list

of society offenders who might well be

underground"—and he means dead and

buried, not romantically in hiding. He
places into the lengthy ledger of those

"who never would be missed" a variety of

miscreants, including nearly all lawyers

and politicians, and even, in a bow to his

Victorian prejudices (the true setting be-

neath the Japanese exterior), "that singu-

lar anomaly, the lady novelist." But the

most deserving character in Koko's com-

pendium, for he haunts all times and

places, is "the idiot who praises, with en-

thusiastic tone, all centuries but this, and

every country but his own."

Admittedly, we do live in a conceptual

trough that encourages such yearning for

unknown and romanticized greener pas-

tures of other times. The future doesn't

seem promising, if only because we can

extrapolate some disquieting present

trends into further deterioration; pollu-

tion, nationalism, environmental destruc-

tion, and aluminum bats. Therefore, we

tend to take refuge in a rose-colored

past—lemonade and cookies in a rocking

chair on the porch on a warm summer's

evening. (I actually participated in all

these lovely anachronisms, after a lecture

last year in the intellectually dynamic but

architecturally frozen Victorian village

of Chautauqua—and I was thoroughly

charmed until I remembered that, at the

actual time recaptured a la Rockwell, my
ancestors worked in sweatshops and lived

in tenements, while all black people in

town probably dwelled in shacks, literally

on the other side of the railroad tracks.)

Foolish romanticism about the past

feeds on our selective memory, our funda-

mental human ability—the only rescue

from madness in this world of substantial

woe—to discard the ugly and reconstruct

our former lives and surroundings to our

liking. I do not doubt the salutary, even
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the essential, properties of this curiously

adaptive human trait, but we must also

record the downside. Legends of past

golden ages do us no good when we try to

negotiate our current dilemmas. Blubbery

nostalgia clouds any hope for rational un-

derstanding. (I don't remember the fifties

as a wonderfully pleasant and carefree

time, and yearnings for that particular

decade of McCarthyism and the cold war

seems strongest in young people who
weren't even alive then!) Mythology about

a happy and simpler past also presents a

seemingly limitless arena for commercial

exploitation.

I encountered an interesting, although

minimally disturbing, example of this

commercial side during a family visit last

month to the Amana colonies in Iowa. The

seven Amana villages were founded in the

mid-nineteenth century by German Pi-

etists, members of the Community of

True Inspiration who, like so many reli-

gious minorities, left a scene of Old World

persecution for a new life in America.

They first settled near Buffalo, New York,

and then, in 1855, moved to Iowa, spurred

westward by cheap, abundant, and fertile

land.

Utopian communities in America had

variable success; few lasted for very long,

and those that survived usually held their

membership tight (and unrebellious) by

strong, shared religious bonds. Amana
was a truly communistic society whose

members ate in communal kitchens and

used no money (common foodstuffs could

be taken from supply bins "according to

need," while the colonies issued scrip for

purchase of rarer items in Community
stores). They endured in this admirable

and decidedly un-American fashion until

1932, when a variety of inevitabilities,

from economic woes of the depression to a

"youth revolt" spurred by desire for per-

sonal ownership of standard consumer

goods, provoked what residents still call

"the great change." Amana split its major

affairs of church and economy (the for-

mer has been decUning ever since, the

latter booming)—and the work of the

fields, shops, and industries transmogri-

fied, in the good old American way, into a

joint stock company.

The villages remain small and pleasant,

displaying an architecture both simple

and elegant in Shakeresque fashion. But

the main street of Amana (the central

village) is abuzz with businesses, all de-

signed to separate tourists from dollars by

promoting the bucolic and agrarian sim-

plicity of a romanticized past. Some, like

the Amana Furniture Shop, at least fea-

ture indigenous (if remarkably pricey)

crafts of the original inhabitants; others

offer utilitarian, and more economically

accessible, products of local bakeries and

vineyards. But many ply the objects of

other states and nations, forging their link

to Amana only in the "product image" of

nostalgia and bucolia—and producing a

dispiriting sameness that struck me as a

country counterpart to the identical

Crabtree and Evelyn soap store found in

every yuppie boutique mall of urban

America.

The best evidence of intentionality in

this well-crafted commercial image lies in

the near invisibility imposed upon the

largest building and biggest employer in \

the region—Amana Refrigeration, Inc.,

covering 1.2 million square feet in the

territorial heart of Middle Amana. The

company is not mentioned in the official

brochure, and its location goes unan-

nounced on the official map. No leaflet or

flier can be found at the official visitors

center, although every tiny shop and coun-

try product receives copious notice and

advertisement. Yet, surely, most Ameri-

cans know the name Amana through the

fine refrigerators, air conditioners, and mi-

crowave ovens manufactured by this ex-

emplary company.

We might attribute this strange silence

either to justice or to oversight if Amana

I
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Emil Neckwinder's tombstone

Refrigeration bore no relationship to the

villages or if the factory sought some form

of local anonymity—but neither argu-

ment holds. The company was founded in

1934 by George C. Foerstner, an Amana
resident freed to indulge his commercial

skills by the great change. Foerstner's du-

bious and personal use of the Amana
name created tension with the Amana So-

ciety, the joint stock company formed to

manage village businesses after the great

change. This tension was resolved cre-

atively in 1936, when the Amana Society

bought the plant and made Foerstner its

principal manager. The Society ran the

factory with outstanding success until

1965, when Raytheon purchased the

name and works to the great benefit of the

villages (a deeper source of current pros-

perity, I would guess, than apricot bread

and rhubarb wine).

Moreover, the factory does not hide it-

self behind a facade of cornstalks. Hourly

tours are offered to the public from a

spacious visitors center (although no no-

tice of the tours can be found in any stand-

ard tourist literature available everywhere

else within miles). You will not, I trust,

charge me with unwarranted cynicism if I

conclude that the villages are trying their

damnedest to sequester the most promi-

nent bearer of their name in the interest of

a bucolic vision that has become emi-

nently profitable itself.

In any case, I confess that the new im-

age of the old is entirely infectious. I was

having a wonderful time reading old Ger-

man hymnals and samplers in the mu-

seum, watching the inevitable blacksmith

at work in such places; even copping a free

sip of rhubarb wine. I almost began to

picture myself in this better and innocent

world, supping freely with my fellows and

bringing in the sheaves. No more essay

deadlines and no more suffering with the

Boston Red Sox. No Saddam Hussein, no

seatbelts, no sweat but by the honest brow.

Then I came upon the Great Reminder

(make that capital G, capital R) so freely

available in any town as the ultimate anti-

dote to waves of romantic nostalgia for a

simpler past—the gravestones of dead

children. In 1834, as the True Inspi-

rationists began to contemplate their

move to America, Friedrich Riickert

wrote the set of poems that Gustav Mah-

ler would later use for his searing song

cycle of 1905

—

Kindertotenlieder, or

songs for dead children. Rich or poor, city

or country, all nineteenth-century parents

had to face the probability that half their

children would never enter the adult

world. All my Victorian heroes, Darwin

and Huxley in particular, lost beloved

children in heart-rending circumstances. I

cannot believe that the raw pain could

ever be much relieved by a previous, ab-

stract knowledge of the statistical inev-

itability—and on this powerful basis

alone, I would never trade even the New
York subways for a life behind John

Deere's plow that broke the plains. Imag-

ine the mourning, or just the constant

anxiety:

In diesem Wetter, in diesem Braus,

Nie hatt' ich gesendet die

Kinder hinaus;

(In this weather, in this rainstorm, I would

never have let the children outside.)

The graveyard of Middle Amana is

spartan in its simplicity. The identical,

small white stones are laid out in rows, by

strict sequence of death date, starting in

the upper left comer and proceeding in

book order. The German names are a pan-

oply of objects, professions, descriptions,

and moral states—Salome Kunstler (the

artist), Frau Geiger (violin), and Hen-

Rind (cow). The longer names do not fit

across the small stone, and inscriptions

must depart from ultimate simplicity by

arching the many letters between the se-

vere borders—Herr Schmiedehammer
(sledgehammer), Morgenstem (morning

star), and Schuhmacher (shoemaker).

I was looking for more of the arching

names when I came upon a particularly

stark example of the Great Reminder.

The stone read, simply: "Emil Neck-

winder, died 23 Nov. 1897, 1 day olt" (a

conflation of the German "alt" and the

English "old"—an example of languages

and cultures in transition). Emil's twin

sister, Emma, lies just beside him
—

"died

11 Dez. (again the German spelling), 3

weeks olt."

The loss of twins, although tragic,

would not mark an unusual event. But the

neighboring disruption of symmetry

caught my attention, for two stones broke

the severe geometrical pattern of even ar-

rays. They stand in the space between two

rows, directly in front of Emil and

Emma's last resting place. In 1904, Frau

Neckwinder bore another set of twins, and

named them once more with E. Again,

they both died—Evaline on May 23, "0

week alt" (fully in German this time), Eva

on September 27, "4 months olt." The

geometry itself is so eloquent; what more

need be said—the exception in an other-

wise unvarying order of even rows; the

intercalation into a linear sequence,

granted so that both pairs of infant twins

might lie together in death.

Nearer my home, in Lexington, in the

Siephen Jay Gould with the Neckwinder twins ' headstones
Photographs by Deborah Gould
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graveyard just behind the Commons
where our nation began in blood on April

19, 1775, a larger stone marks another

kind of dying during our Revolutionary

War: "This monument is erected to the

memory of 6 children of Mr. Abijah

Childs and Mrs. Sarah his wife." All died

between August 19 and September 6 of

1 778, presumably in an epidemic of infec-

tious disease now quickly and eminently

curable: Sarah at age 13 (on August 28),

Eunice at age 12 (on August 23), Abijah,

Jn, at age 1 1 (on September 6), Abigail at

age 7 (on August 29), Benjamin at age 4

(on August 24), and Moses at "3 years

wanting 8 days" (on August 19).

Abijah, Sr., and Sarah lie behind, the

husband dead at age 70 on August 30,

1 808, his wife at age 78 on March 3,1812,

as another war began. Sarah had to en-

dure the death of at least one more child

—

Isaac, who must have been but a year old

when a plague swept six siblings away,

and who died on November 20, 1811, at

age 34. Isaac's grave bears one of the four-

line doggerels so common on gravestones

of the time:

Death like an overflowing flood

Doth sweep us all away.

The young, the old, the middle aged

All to death become a prey.

These inscriptions are particularly

poignant on the gravestones of children

and young adults. Most state a rote accep-

tance of the Lord's inscrutable will and

read like a mantra copied from a pattern

book (the source, I suspect, for most in-

scriptions, given their incessant repe-

tition). Good psychology for mourners

perhaps, but forgive a modernist suspicion

if I doubt the sincerity of stated calm and

understanding. Sometimes, a lament of

sadness strikes closer to immediate reac-

tions—as in this verse for three-month-old

Nathan, on a stone for another family, but

lying right next to Abijah Childs, Sr.

This lovely babe so young and fair

Call'd hence by early doom
Just came to show how sweet a flow'r

In Paradise would bloom.

But bitterness sometimes breaks

through. Just two days ago, in a tiny ceme-

tery on a windswept hill in Lower Island

Cove, Newfoundland—a plot that also

contains a monument for the four La

Shana brothers lost at sea on May 25,

1883—1 read of Wilham Garland, who

died in 1849 at age 25:

Wherefore should I make my moan
Now the darling child is dead

He to rest is early gone

He to paradise is fled.

I shall go to him, but he

Never shall return to me.

The m.essage of this essay is so simple,

so commonplace, so often made—yet infi-

nitely worth repetition in light of the curi-

ous human psychology that paints our

past rosy by selective memory of the good.

Koko burst this bubble in his "little list,"

while another Gilbertian character, the

sham-sensitive poet Reginald Bunthome,

understood the path of exploitation:

Of course you will pooh-pooh

whatever's fresh and new,

And declare it's crude and mean,

For art stopped short

in the cultivated court

Of the Empress Josephine.

A foolish or self-serving man like

Bunthome may make such an argument

for realms of taste that admit no objective

Footstone markerfor all six Childs children
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Tombstone ofMoses Childs

standard. But the directional, even the

progressive, character of human knowl-

edge and technology cannot be denied.

Medicine, properly called the "youngest

science" by Lewis Thomas, has not been

among the most outstandingly successful

of human cultural endeavors. Most im-

provements in longevity can be traced to a

better understanding of nutrition and sani-

tation, not to any "cure" of disease. The

"germ theory of disease" provided our one

conspicuous triumph under conventional

models of cure based on causal under-

standing, but more lives have been saved,

even here, by prevention due to better

sanitation than by direct battle against

bacteria. As for chronic conditions of ag-

ing and self-derailment—including most

heart disease, strokes, and cancers—our

success has been limited. Even so, with all

these strictures, modem medicine allows

our children to grow up. The death of a

child is now an unexpected tragedy, not a

grim prediction. For this one transcendent

reason alone, what sane person would

choose any earlier time as a favored age

for raising a family?

Technological progress is often less

ambiguous and more linear. (I need

hardly say that I define progress, in this

sense, by intemal standards of design and

eflSciency, not by resultant benefit to hu-

man life or planetary health. Technologi-

cal progress will as likely do us in as raise

us up.) If you need to get somewhere fast,

airplanes beat horses, and if you need to

rise, elevators are more pleasant than

shank's mare.

I have only one reason for taking up this

old subject within a series of essays de-

=BK1ll
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voted to evolutionary biology. For we evo-

lutionists do hold a key to appreciating the

universal (or at least the planetary) signifi-

cance of this progressive potential in hu-

man cultural history. At least we know

how bizarre and unusual such short-scale

linearity must be in the history of our part

of the cosmos. Human culture has intro-

duced a new style of change to our planet,

a form that Lamarck mistakenly advo-

cated for biological evolution, but that

does truly apply to cultural change—in-

heritance of acquired characters. What-

ever we learn and improve in our lives, we
pass to our offspring as machines and writ-

ten instructions. Each generation can add,

improve, and pass on, thus imparting a

progressive character to our technological

artifacts.

Nature, being Darwinian, does not

work in this progressive style with our cor-

poreal selves. Whatever we do by dint of

strength to improve our minds and bod-

ies—from the blacksmith's big right arm
in Lamarck's Amanaesque metaphor to

the accumulated wizardry of a modem
computer hacker—confers no genetic ad-

vantage upon our offspring, who must

learn these skills from scratch using the

tools of cultural transmission.

This fundamental difference between

Lamarckian and Darwinian styles of

change explains why cultural transforma-

tion can be rapid and linear, while biologi-

cal evolution has no intrinsic directionality

and follows, instead, and ever so much
more slowly, the vagaries of adaptation to

changing local environments.

Cultural transformation, in its La-

marckian mode, therefore unleashed a

powerful new force upon the earth—pro-

ducing all the ills of our current environ-

mental crisis and all the joys of our confi-

dently growing children. But we should

not scoff at poky, old, biological evolution,

for this Darwinian style of change also

placed a potent source of novelty into the

cosmos.

By contrast, the passage of time in the

physical universe either lacks directional-

ity (therefore excluding the essence of his-

tory, defined as a pattern of distinctive

change that imparts uniqueness to mo-

ments) or possesses only the longest-scale

linearity of stellar burnout or universal

expansion from a big-bang dot. Our planet

did not know the richness of history

—

construed as directionality in distinctive,

unrepeatable moments through time

—

until Darwinian change made its appear-

ance with the evolution of life.

I thought of this key distinction be-

tween physical and biological time as I

searched for long, curving names in the

cemetery of Middle Amana. Schuh-

macher und Morgenstem—shoemaker

and morning star. The human technolo-

gist versus the planet Venus, bright in the

sky just before dawn. And I remembered

that Charles Darwin had drawn the very

same contrast in the final lines of the Ori-

gin of Species. When asking himself, in

one climactic paragraph, to define the es-

sence of the difference between life and

the inanimate cosmos, Darwin chose the

directional character of evolution versus

the cyclic repeatability of our clockwork

solar system:

There is grandeur in this view of life. . .

.

Whilst this planet has gone cycling on ac-

cording to the fixed law of gravity, from so

simple a beginning endless forms most
beautiful and most wonderful have been,

and are being, evolved.

Shoemaker versus morning star.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geol-

ogy, and the history ofscience at Harvard

University.
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Nature's Infinite Book

Bach, God, and the Jungle
Like life itself, the tropical rainforest rests on orderly laws overwhelmed by confusing detail

by Jared Diamond

"The tropics are hopelessly complex.

You'll ruin your career by trying to work

there. If you want to understand ecology,

go to the Arctic, where there are few spe-

cies, and where ecology is much simpler."

That was the advice given to young bi-

ologists in the 1950s, when I was a college

undergraduate. Tropical biology wasn't

"in" then. Recently, while on my thir-

teenth expedition to New Guinea, I was

reflecting on how it had come to pass that,

despite the advice, I've devoted half my
life to tropical biology. During that time,

the field has undergone a revolution.

In 1964 I went to New Guinea out of

curiosity and a thirst for adventure, not

because I hoped for any benefits to my
career. I knew of the reputation of tropical

rain forest for harboring a prodigious di-

versity of species. One was supposed to be

able to see strange, colorful birds, like

New Guinea's birds of paradise, flitting

around. Rain forest was said to have a

canopy, and within that canopy the trees

fell into three or four vertical layers. There

was thought to be something marvelous

about the relations between all those tropi-

cal species, captured in phrases such as

"the web of life." Above all, I anticipated

the sense of religious awe that Darwin

evoked in the famous description of a tan-

gled bank with which he concluded his

Origin of Species. If anything divine re-

mains on earth, I thought, it would be the

tropical rain forest.

Instead, my first exposure to tropical

biology in New Guinea was quickly dis-

illusioning. Within a fortnight I became
seriously ill, and the North Fore villagers

around me poisoned my South Fore field

assistant. I began to realize that New
Guinea is an uncomfortable, difficult,

dangerous, and politically tricky place. As
for fabulous biology, I encountered more

disillusionment. The rain forest didn't

have a uniform canopy, and I couldn't

detect any of the supposed tree layers

—

just trees whose heights apparently varied

along a continuum. Inside the rain forest

there didn't seem to be any birds, colorful

or otherwise. When I learned that bird

activity died down in the heat of the morn-

ing and that I had to go out very early to

find birds active, then yes, there were

birds, but they were invisible. Hidden in

the dense undergrowth or in the crowns of

trees were unidentified voices, hundreds

of birds heard for every one seen. There

was no field guide describing the voices,

not even a handbook depicting what New
Guinea bird species looked like. To iden-

tify the birds I collected or saw took me
months of poring over specimens in the

American Museum of Natural History.

To identify the voices took me years of

fieldwork, because it proved hopeless to

try to walk toward a distant bird calling in

the jungle. I could only wait for a lucky

moment when a mystery voice might hap-

pen to be nearby.

As for the tropics' supposedly wondrous

web of relations, there was nothing obvi-

ous about that either. Instead, I was faced

with one unexplained puzzle after an-

other. Temperate-zone ecologists empha-

sized how each species is adapted to a

particular habitat, whose distribution

makes that species' distribution predict-

able. New Guinea has more than 500

breeding bird species, and I gradually

came to understand—for most of those

species—what habitats they lived in. For

some bird species, once I found the right

habitat, I could count on finding the bird.

But many species seemed patchily distrib-

uted with respect to the available habitat.

They didn't occur at some sites with habi-

tat seemingly the same as the habitats

they occupied elsewhere. Temperate-zone

biologists with whom I discussed this re-

current finding assumed that the species

was really there but that I had overlooked

it ("those tropical species are so hard to

find and identify"). Or perhaps, they sug-

gested, there was some habitat feature

important to the bird and missing at that

site but unappreciated by me ("those

tropical species have such subtle habitat

requirements").

I couldn't believe either of those ex-

planations. Some of the patchily distrib-

uted species were conspicuous ones whose

presence couldn't be overlooked because

their calls were often audible a mile away.

Some had catholic habitat preferences

and occupied a wide range of habitats and

altitudes at sites where they did occur. I

was being forced to conclude that temper-

ate-zone biologists' assumption of species

distributions being predictable from habi-

tat characteristics alone didn't always

work in the tropics: many tropical species

really were patchily distributed with re-

spect to available habitat. Friends work-

ing elsewhere in the tropics told me of the

same finding and the same difficulty in

convincing temperate-zone biologists of

its reality.

Another aspect in which the tropics'

supposedly wondrous web of relations

wasn't obvious had to do with species'

altitudinal distributions. Diff"erent New
Guinea bird species live at different alti-

tudes, some in rather narrow bands. For

instance, if you want to see the blue bird of

paradise, which many people consider the

most beautiful bird in the world, there is

no point in looking anywhere except be-

tween 3,500 and 6,500 feet above sea

level. But if you want to see the almost

equally gorgeous twelve-wired bird of par-

adise, there's no point in looking at any

elevation above 500 feet. This problem of

altitudinal distributions has spawned a

large literature, much of it stemming from

Frank M. Chapman's classic paper "The

Distribution of Bird-life in Ecuador,"

based on bird distributions in the Andes.
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Just as rain forest trees supposedly fell

into discrete vertical layers, so bird distri-

butions on tropical mountains supposedly

fell into discrete altitudinal zones, such as

a tropical zone between sea level and

4,000 feet, a subtropical zone from 4,000

to 7,000 feet, a temperate zone from 7,000

to 10,500 feet, and an alpine zone above

10,500 feet.

For several years I spent long hours

categorizing New Guinea bird species ac-

cording to the particular altitudinal zone

that I thought each species could be con-

sidered to occupy. This exercise made
sense only if I were thereby left with just a

small residue of species whose distribu-

tions straddled two zones and couldn't be

classified predominantly into either

Hence I worked hard at reducing the

number of "straddlers" and finding ex-

cuses for their records in one zone, so that

they could really be considered as species

of the other zone. I still ended up with a

long list of straddlers, not many fewer

than the number of species supposedly

confined to particular zones.

Finally, I wrote down for each New
Guinea bird species its altitudinal "ceil-

ing" and "floor"—the highest and lowest

altitude at which it normally occurred. I

then plotted the ceilings and floors of all

species against altitude, expecting the

ceilings and floors to be clumped at a few

altitudes defining the boundaries of the

postulated zones. Instead, species' ceilings

and floors were scattered all over the

range of elevation, with no tendency to

clump except at altitudes corresponding

to local changes of slope. At least for New
Guinea birds, the altitudinal zones were

artifacts, created by our psychological

need to divide a continuum into a few

manageable units, even if those units were

arbitrary ones. About the same time, my
friend John Terborgh was reaching the

same conclusion about bird distributions

in the Andes, where Chapman had

formed the altitudinal zone concept.

After several expeditions, my disillu-

sionment with tropical biology had

reached a nadir. I was drowning in a mass

of unrelated facts. I had assembled spe-

cies accounts for hundreds ofNew Guinea

birds: what altitudes and habitats they

occupied, how high above the ground they

foraged, what they ate, how they obtained

that food, and how abundant they were.

But there were no patterns, nothing divine

or wondrous—just 500 stories entitled

"This bird does this, that bird does that,

this other bird
"

The turning point came one morning

while I was camped at an elevation of

5,390 feet on New Guinea's Mount
Karimui, where I was measuring bird alti-

tudinal distributions from 1,350 feet to

the summit at 8,165 feet. To do so, I had

established a series of camps at different

altitudes, from each of which I marched

up and down the mountain, noting the

altitudes at which I encountered each in-

dividual of each bird species. Among the

birds were two common and conspicuous

warbler species belonging to the same ge-

nus, known to local natives as the seka and

the sikaide, and to ornithologists as the

mountain and the lowland mouse-war-

blers. It was already well known, as ex-

pressed in their English names, that the

seka tended to occur at higher altitudes

than did the sikaide. Both species sing

often. During the hours that I spent in my
5,390-foot camp, I gradually realized that

seka songs always came from above

camp, sikaide songs below it. The nearest

seka's and sikaide's territories abutted at

my camp, but the owners never trans-

gressed each other's territories.

A short walk above or below camp let

me hear the songs of other sekas but no

sikaides above the camp seka, and other

sikaides but no sekas below the camp
sikaide. I then reviewed my field notes

and realized that sekas occurred all the

Distribution of

Closely Related Warblers

Summit

5,000

5% 10%
Relative abundance

The two closely related birds replace each

other abruptly at an elevation of5,390

feet along the slope ofMount Karimui
in New Guinea. The birds ' relative

abundance is measured as a percentage of
the total number ofindividuals ofall bird

species at the given elevations.
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way from camp up to near the summit,

sikaides all the way down to at least 1 ,350

feet, with a sharp boundary at 5,390 feet,

where the lowest seka met the highest

sikaide. By chance I had chosen that ele-

vation, which did not correspond to any

change in slope or vegetation, for my
camp.

I went on to review my field notes for

other species and to confirm the resultant

conclusions by more marching up and

down the mountain. There were dozens of

pairs of closely related bird species, and

even some closely related trios, replacing

each other sharply with altitude as did the

seka and sikaide. The transitions were

scattered all over the mountain; they were

not clumped at certain elevations cor-

responding to abrupt changes in the type

of forest.

Instead, it seemed more likely that the

transitions resulted from two closely re-

lated species being quite similar to each

other ecologically and morphologically

—

except in adaptations related to altitude or

to something correlated with altitude,

such as temperature or vegetation. Be-

cause of their similarity, the two species

competed with each other too strongly to

be able to coexist in the same territory.

Because of a preference for having indi-

viduals of the same species rather than of

the other species as neighbors (perhaps as

a guide to territory selection), the two spe-

cies had not only nonoverlapping territo-

ries but also territories lined up along the

mountain with a sharp altitudinal transi-

tion. The inference was that if one species

were removed, the other species would be

able to spread farther up or down the

mountain for some distance. I was later

able to confirm this prediction on small

isolated mountain ranges with reduced

numbers of species.

Thus, there really was more to New
Guinea bird distributions than a set of

unrelated stories entitled "This bird does

this, that bird does that." Many New
Guinea bird species were involved in a

striking web of relations—in this case,

competitive relations that determined

their altitudinal boundaries. John Ter-

borgh discovered even more examples in

the Andes, including not just species pairs

and trios but even quartets and quintets.

U. S. bird watchers can think of some

similar altitudinal sequences on temper-

ate-zone mountains, such as those among

North American chickadees, jays, and

thrushes. However, examples are far more

numerous on tropical mountains, partly

because the high species count of the trop-

ics would just mean proportionally more

examples, but also because more species

mean more intense competition and.
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hence, disproportionately more examples.

I next reviewed those patchy distribu-

tions that hadn't made sense. Could com-

petition between closely related species

contribute to their explanation too? In

some cases the answer appeared to be yes.

For example, the distribution of a geo-

graphically widespread grass finch, the

hooded mannikin, had always struck me
as peculiar. The bird was present in many
midmontane grasslands but absent from

others within its overall geographical

range. The distributions of other ecologi-

cally similar grass finch species were

equally patchy and, taken individually,

made equally little sense. However, when

I considered the distributions of all those

finch species simultaneously, a striking

pattern emerged. While each midmon-

tane grassland supported only one species

of grass finch, the specific identity of that

local finch varied unpredictably from

place to place, so that the distribution of

each species formed an irregular checker-

board. Again, these distributions sug-

gested the operation of interspecific com-

petition: ecologically similar finch species

can't coexist, and one species excludes

others competitively, although the iden-

tity of the local winner varies geographi-

cally.

The web of relations for which the trop-

ics were famous was really there, sharp

and beautiful, but you had to look for it. If

you wanted to study ecological compe-

tition between species, the place to go was

the tropics, not the Arctic. The reason is

obvious on reflection: the Arctic has few

species, hence few pairs of species so simi-

lar ecologically as to be strong competi-

tors. Whereas arctic bird communities

have at most a few dozen land bird spe-

cies, a New Guinea community has hun-

dreds, an Andean community more than a

thousand. Those tropical communities in-

clude many sets of species that are eco-

logically and morphologically very similar

and that differ just in body size, adapta-

tions to altitude, or preferred foraging

height above the ground. A tropical com-

munity not only includes a much higher

proportion of close competitors than does

an arctic community; it also provides a far

greater absolute number of cases of in-

tense competition because it includes

more species to begin with.

My examples so far have concerned

tropical manifestations only of compe-

tition, since that happened to be one of the

processes that first caught my attention in

New Guinea. But that was not the sole

respect in which conventional ecological

wisdom of the 1950s had the relative vir-

tues of tropical and arctic research exactly

backward. The tropics' far greater num-

ber of species makes many other interspe-

cific processes more intense: for instance,

nest parasitism and mimicry, to name just

two. North America has only two species

of breeding birds (our brown-headed and

bronzed cowbirds) that regularly lay their

eggs in other species' nests; New Guinea

has at least eleven. North America has

well-established cases of color mimicry

among butterflies but none among birds;

New Guinea has a famous case of bird

mimicry (of honeyeaters by orioles), dis-

covered nearly 150 years ago by Alfred

Russel Wallace, and several less well

known ones, even involving birds of para-

dise. Furthermore, it's not just interspe-

cific processes that are more intense and

advantageously studied in the tropics.

Many problems involving single species

also become clearer there, simply because

more species mean more examples and a

wider range of adaptations.

These are some of the reasons for the

revolution in tropical biology within the

last three decades. Formerly, population-

biology students were advised to avoid the

tropics, and few actually went there. Now,

students are encouraged to gain tropical

experience. Many do so, and tropical biol-

ogy has become one of the most active and

exciting areas of population biology. This

isn't to say that arctic and antarctic re-

search is pointless. Some problems are

best studied in high-latitude communities

of few species, with their intense sea-

sonahty and short breeding season. But

the tropics have advantages for studying

many other problems. Also, tropical bio-

logical research is research under a time

limit: tropical rain forest is not only the

world's richest biological community but

it is also among the ones being destroyed

most rapidly.

I'm not claiming, though, that tropical

research is easy. As I found in my first

fortnight in New Guinea, it's uncomfort-

able, dangerous, and beset with political

obstacles. The enormous number of tropi-

cal species requires one to make a big time

investment just in learning to identify

them, and the paucity of published in-

formation makes that learning process

hard. Phenomena such as competition,

rain forest layers, and mimicry don't jump
out at you. They're buried in the intrica-

cies of what's going on, and the over-

whelming mass of detail makes any gen-

eralizations hard to detect. But when you

do succeed in detecting them, the tropics'

species richness pays off by providing

much supporting evidence. That's the es-

sential paradox of the tropics for biolo-

gists: processes there are at once so ob-

scure, yet so clear.

People who haven't been in tropical rain

forest often ask me what it feels like to

work there. The image that best captures

my sense of the jungle comes from far

afield—from classical music. Forgive me
for what may at first seem like a remote

digression, but it conveys the feeling of the

rain forest so well.

The image comes from one of the most

remarkable but least understood of

Johann Sebastian Bach's compositions:

his great chorale prelude for organ on the

Lord's Prayer {Vater unser im Himmel-
reich), from his Klavierubung, part 3. A
glance at the score shows its structure to

be the same as that of many of Bach's

familiar and beloved chorale fantasias,

such as the often-played ones from the

cantatas "Sleepers-Awake" or "Jesu Joy

of Man's Desiring." That is, the chorale

theme is delivered, with pauses between

lines, by one voice or instrument, while the

other voices perform a composition musi-

cally unrelated to the chorale theme but

expressing some thought or mood of the

chorale's words.

Despite this simple concept, genera-

tions of organists have torn their hair over

Bach's version of the Lord's Prayer, be-

cause they couldn't understand what

thought Bach was trying to express. The
fantasia accompanying the chorale theme

is of inordinate length and complexity,

with two organ keyboards simultaneously

spinning out intricate lines that over-

whelm the chorale theme in a mass of

musically unrelated detail. To make
things worse, the two lines are in a jerky

rhythm called the Lombard rhythm,

which seems suddenly to start and stop

several times per measure and to deny any

sense of order. In the sharpest possible

contrast to this tangled, unpruned garden,

each line of the chorale theme is dehvered

not once but twice, in strict canon, the

second voice exactly duplicating the first

voice but always two measures behind it.

Finally, Bach in this case didn't adopt his

usual procedure of putting the chorale

theme on a separate keyboard, where it

could easily be heard against the back-

ground of the accompanying fantasia. In-

stead, Bach's score forces the two voices of

the canon to be played by the same two

keyboards that play the fantasia, so that

the strict order of the chorale marching in

canon is buried within the tangled garden

of the Lombard rhythm.

When I was in my twenties and trying

to learn to play all the organ works of

Bach, I eventually came to the Lord's

Prayer and began to tear my hair over it,

as had generations of organists. If one

takes only musical considerations into ac-

count, the piece is frankly incomprehen-

sible. There must have been some mean-
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ing that Bach saw in the Lord's Prayer and

that he was trying to express symbolically

in this extraordinary fantasia. While Bach

never visited the jungle and was surely not

thinking of it when he set this chorale, my
sense of the jungle is still what suggested

to me the only sense I can make of Bach's

composition.

When, late in his life, Bach wrote his

Lord's Prayer, I suspect that he was trying

to express the view he had reached of

nothing less than life itself, and of his own
struggles to hear God's voice despite the

obstacles that life poses. The accompany-

ing fantasia is a metaphor for life's be-

wildering complexity, with the Lombard
rhythm symbolizing life's frequent starts

and stops and abrupt turns, and seemingly

giving no hint of any possible divine mes-

sage. Yet for Bach, God's voice did run

through life, marching forward unde-

terred by the jungle of daily existence and

symbolized by the canon, that strictest of

musical forms. But God's voice was not to

be heard without effort. The canon's being

played on the same keyboards as the fan-

tasia ensures that only those who strive

hard to listen for it will be able to hear it in

life's jungle. It's as if Bach were praying:

yes, yes, by all means give us our daily

bread, forgive us our trespasses, and all

those things—but above all, God, give us

the will and ability to hear Thy voice

through this world's confusion.

With this metaphor. Bach also unwit-

tingly captured, better than any other

metaphor I know, the sense of what it's

like to come to know the rain forest. This

conclusion is neither blasphemous nor

trivializing, because to biologists the rain

forest is life's most complex and wonder-

ful creation. It overwhelms us by its detail.

Underneath that detail lie nature's laws,

but they don't cry out for attention. In-

stead, only by listening long and carefully

can we hope to grasp them. Something

similar may have been in Darwin's mind

when he wrote the famous concluding

paragraph of his Origin of Species:

It is interesting to contemplate a tangled

bank, clothed with many plants of many
kinds, with birds singing on the bushes, with

various insects flitting about, and with

worms crawling through the damp earth,

and to reflect that these elaborately con-

structed forms, so different from each

other, and dependent on each other in so

complex a manner, have all been produced

by laws acting around us. . . . From so sim-

ple a beginning endless forms most beauti-

ful and most wonderful have been, and are

being, evolved.
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Alive and Well in Tsimanampetsotsa
A "lost" mammal species turns up in the thorn forests ofMadagascar

by W. Chris Wozencraft

In the summer of 1982, as part of my
research into the evolution of the mon-

gooses I visited the Department of Mam-
malogy at the American Museum of Nat-

ural History. Mongooses belong to the

mammalian order Camivora and are most

closely related to cats, civets, and hyenas.

They live throughout Africa, Asia, and

southern Europe and have been intro-

duced by man to many islands throughout

the world, including Hawaii and the West

Indies. Their genealogy interested me; I

wanted to trace their family tree, and I

especially wanted to discover the relation-

ship between the mongooses of Madagas-

car and those of the rest of the world.

The American Museum of Natural

History has one of the better collections of

Malagasy mammals, a collection that now
is even more important because the in-

creasingly rapid destruction of Madagas-

car's natural environment endangers the

existence of its carnivores. The likelihood

of obtaining more specimens for research

is decreasing, and much of our future

knowledge of the mammals of Madagas-

car may have to be based on a small num-

ber of previously collected specimens.

Grandidier's monguuse
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Madagascar presents an enigma in car-

nivore evolution. The 1 ,000-mile-long is-

land split off from the continent of Africa

in the Eocene epoch, some 50 million

years ago, before African carnivores had

yet evolved. Only two families of carni-

vores made it to Madagascar on their own,

the civets and the mongooses; these most

certainly got to the Madagascar coast by

rafting {see "Mysterious Island," Natural

History, July 1988). The Indian civet was

introduced into the island and bred for the

oil of its anal glands, the basic ingredient

of many perfumes.

While examining the American Muse-

um's collection, I came across a mongoose

specimen that was clearly misidentified.

It had a white tail and eight dark stripes

down its back and was considerably larger

than other Malagasy mongooses. I knew

of only two striped mongooses in the

world: the thin- or narrow-striped mon-

goose and the broad-striped mongoose,

both from Madagascar. The thin-striped

mongoose has pencil-thin lines going down

its back, and the smaller, broad-striped

mongoose has shorter legs and broad

bands separated only by narrow lines. This

odd specimen, although closer to the

broad-striped mongooses, seemed to fall

somewhere in between, with broader

spaces between the bands. It also was

larger overall, with large teeth and a mas-

sive skull.

Over the next few years, travehng

throughout Europe and the United States,

I had a chance to look at nearly all the

known specimens of broad-striped mon-

gooses in the museums of the world—

a

total of only thirty-three—and from these

I realized that the odd American Museum
specimen (and a second I found at the

Harvard Museum of Comparative Zool-

ogy) was an as yet unnamed species. I

named it Galidictis grandidieri (after the

Malagasy mammalogist Alfred Grandi-

dier, whose statue can be seen at the zoo in

Madagascar's capital, Antananarivo).



The Living Museum

But my study was only half complete: I

did not know whether the mongoose still

existed. The common broad-striped mon-

goose is found only in the tropical rain

forests of the east coast of Madagascar,

some of the wettest habitat in the world.

The only information that I had concern-

ing Grandidier's mongoose was that the

one in the American Museum was col-

lected in 1935 by ornithologist A. L. Rand
and that had it had come from the nearly

impossible to pronounce locality of Lac

Tsimanampetsotsa in southwestern Mad-
agascar, one of the driest environments in

the world.

Biologists have paid much less attention

to the desert southwest region of Mada-
gascar, yet here the land-use pressures are

just as intense as in the tropical rain for-

ests, although perhaps not as visibly dra-

matic, with people and cattle competing

for water and grassland—land that may
have been the original habitat of

Grandidier's mongoose. While my fear

was that the mongoose had already gone

extinct and that museum specimens were

all that remained, my hope was that some-

how it had escaped being a casualty of the

habitat destruction so prevalent on the

island. One possibility was that it survived

in the Lac Tsimanampetsotsa region,

which had been set aside as a nature re-

serve by the Malagasy government.

Rand's field notes from his collecting ex-

pedition in 1935 showed that at that time,

the mongoose was "quite abundant," with

"tracks everywhere." Perhaps the "lost"

mongoose still existed in the impenetrable

spiny forests of the desert, even though

none of the biologists who had visited this

nature reserve had reported seeing one

since 1935. Nevertheless, I felt it was

worth a try to see if this mongoose still

existed in the wild.

The Smithsonian Institution and the

World Wildlife Fund agreed to support an

expedition to the Tsimanampetsotsa Re-

serve. Located approximately thirty-five

miles due south of Toliara, the reserve

consists of the brackish, long shallow lake,

famous for its waterfowl and flamingos;

the surrounding salt flats and sand dunes;

and the long, 75- to 1 50-foot-high escarp-

ment that goes down the length of the

park. On top of the escarpment is the

Malahafaly plateau, which makes up

about two-thirds of the reserve. This pla-

teau is a severely eroded limestone forma-

tion riddled with holes, crevices, and cavi-

ties—almost like Swiss cheese in some

places—and jagged sharp edges that eas-

ily cut up shoes. The plateau is covered

with the peculiar plants for which south-

west Madagascar is famous. Euphorbias,

Didieraceae, and other spiny plants (along

with the occasional baobab tree) dominate

the landscape—a spiny, nearly impene-

trable scrub forest. One cannot walk

through the countryside without being

poked, stabbed, and cut by the numerous

thorns, spines, and sharpened branches of

nearly every bush and shrub.

Most of the vegetation looks dead, and

what there is gives little shade, except

during December and January, when the

area receives nearly all of its one to two

inches of annual rainfall. Between April

and November, daily temperatures can

range from 110° to 124°F, rising above

100° by about nine in the morning nearly

every day in October and November.

Despite the heat and lack of fresh wa-

ter, many animals manage to survive, and

some even thrive. The endangered radi-

ated tortoise, almost two feet in diameter,

is probably the most abundant vertebrate

herbivore in the area. Lizards, geckos, and

snakes are common. The lake's flamingos

are the most spectacular birds, but others

that live there include the greater vasa

parrot, the coua, the sandgrouse, and the

blue vanga. Most of the mammals are

nocturnal, although the common ring-

tailed lemur and the sifaka can be seen

during the day.

We arrived at what was to be our cainp-
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site in early November of 1 989, the end of

the dry season and the hottest time of

year. Our field team consisted of me, my
co-investigator. Prof. Norbert Ramaharo-

bandro of the University of Antananarivo,

and our students Jean Brennan and

Nasolo Rakotoarison. We arrived at the

park in the late afternoon and established

our camp. Our initial wanderings around

the campsite showed no tracks or scats of

any carnivore, leaving us not very optimis-

tic about catching a mongoose. Nonethe-

less, in the few remaining hours of day-

light, we set out as many traps as we
could—including four live traps along a

trail that led along the north edge of the

reserve. The next morning, to our surprise,

we had caught two Grandidier's mon-

gooses.

Over the next several weeks we caught

nineteen more mongooses and put radio

collars on four adults. Tracks and scats

gave evidence of another ten. A normal

trapping rate for carnivores ranges from 2

percent to 4 percent; ours for Grandidier's

mongoose ranged from 10 percent to 15

percent. We trapped in two areas: one well

within the reserve, a pristine environment;

and a second, a short distance from the

reserve boundary, where local herdsmen

occasionally took their zebu cattle. Our
trapping success was appreciably lower

where cattle were found. But my fears had

been unfounded: rather than being endan-

gered or rare, the mongoose was, at least

within the reserve, abundant.

Because we could not travel through

the rough terrain without making a great

deal of disturbance hacking away at the

thick, prickly vegetation, we could gather

little information concerning the mon-

gooses' behavior. Our radiotelemetry was

only slightly more informative since the

radio signal disappeared completely when

the mongoose went deep into the rocks;

and because of the high mineral content of

the rocks, the signal from the animal was

distorted and difficult to track. On the

other hand, we were quite successful at

finding latrine sites where the mongooses

had regularly deposited scats. These were

usually on open rocks or on a high point or

cliff. Many of the latrine sites were along

the edge of the high escarpment. From the

human perspective, good mongoose habi-

tat appears to be poor habitat—which

may protect them from the incursions of

development.

Our overall picture of the natural his-

tory of Grandidier's mongoose is, at best,

still sketchy. The mongoose is a nocturnal

animal, emerging from natural cavities

and holes in the limestone formations well

after sundown and returning before

sunup. It forages singly or in pairs and

covers a small area (about one-third to

one-half square mile), feeding mainly on

invertebrates—giant hissing cockroaches

and scorpions—for the major portion of its

diet. It stays down in the holes in the rocks

during the hot day, sometimes as deep as

six to eight feet below the surface, appar-

ently using whatever burrow is convenient

and not necessarily returning to the same

burrow each night. Different mongooses

may use the same burrow on successive

nights. The species breeds year round, and

we caught females at all stages of their

reproductive cycles—lactating, pregnant,

in estrus, and with very young and slightly

older offspring. The mongooses appear to

be extremely docile, and although wary,

they are not exceptionally excitable; in

one instance an adult male fell asleep

while watching us working on an adult

female (presumably his mate) that we had

caught in a trap. On a few occasions, we
caught one of a pair, and the other individ-

ual stayed adjacent to the trap site while

we drugged the trapped animal, weighed,

measured, and in some cases placed a ra-

dio collar on it. Once, a young female was

nearby when we caught her mother. The
juvenile female stayed close by through-

out the mother's processing. Upon the

mother's recovery, the two animals left

together.

Physically, Grandidier's mongoose is

much more intriguing than we had origi-

nally anticipated. The relatively massive

skull musculature and conical crushing

teeth are most similar to that of the crab-

eating mongoose of India and very unlike

the frail insect-eating dentition found in

the other mongooses of Madagascar. Al-

though we found no evidence of Grandi-

dier's mongoose eating anything other

than insects, the massive teeth make us

think that it also eats larger prey, perhaps

rodents and lizards, especially during

times when insects are not so abundant. At

one burrow site, we found the remains of a

small tortoise with tooth marks on the

pieces of bone. Perhaps the mongooses

had something to do with its demise or had

scavenged from its remains.

Grandidier's mongooses have propor-

tionately the longest legs and largest feet

of any Malagasy mongoose. Perhaps most

puzzling was the large number of skin

problems we found on the captured ani-

mals. Nearly every animal captured had

broken or missing toes or toenails and

scars, perhaps from thorns, cuts, or abra-

sions. None of the animals we captured

had worn claws, so we concluded that they

were using the existing holes in the lime-

stone rather than digging their own bur-

rows. Furthermore, a great number of the

animals we caught had torn or cut ears

and in some cases large patches of skin

missing from their backs. We could not

figure out what caused these problems.

Perhaps we were in marginal habitat for

this species (although we know of no other

place where it lives). Fighting might have

been the cause of the injuries, but we saw

no evidence of this, nor did we see fresh

wounds. We know of only one large preda-

tor in the area, the catlike fossa—a mem-
ber of the civet family—which raided our

trapline on several occasions. We found no

evidence that the fossa fed on mongooses,

but it would not seem unlikely as the fossa

is known to feed on birds and small

mammals.
That an animal believed to be extinct

was present, in large numbers and rela-

tively well protected, in a strict nature

reserve was a wonderful outcome to our

expedition. So many similar stories of

looking for "lost" species do not turn out

this way. But we cannot breathe too easily.

The status of the mongoose is still uncer-

tain, and grazing by goats, zebu cattle,

and wild hogs is affecting the reserve.

Working in museums, I am often asked

why we have such large collections and

why we collect so many specimens of one

species. Won't just one example do? The
truth is that while the collections seem

large, when it comes to the study of our

natural heritage and the diversity of living

things in the world, the variation available

for study is really quite small. Malagasy

plants and animals, for example, are still

relatively poorly known and even more

poorly represented in museums. Rela-

tively large mammals are still being dis-

covered (a new species of lemur, for exam-

ple), and dozens of new species of plants

and insects are being described. Without

even the small number of mongooses in

museum collections, the existence of this

new species would have remained un-

known or hard to demonstrate. Because of

museum specimens, research can now be

focused on the conservation of this rare

carnivore.

We do not know where else the mon-

goose survives; perhaps it once lived

throughout the southwestern part of Mad-
agascar. If it survives only in this portion

of Madagascar, Grandidier's mongoose

would be the only mammal on the island

with such a limited range and widely sepa-

rated from its sister species, the common
broad-striped mongoose. For now, we feel

reassured to know that it is alive and well

in the burrows of Tsimanampetsotsa.

W. Chris Wozencraft, a zoologist at the

National Museum of Natural History,

studies the civets and mongooses ofChina

and Madagascar.
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Having fed the

calves and

tended the

Arabian show
horses... Margaret

Dunbar
is on her way
to the office

to open

her mail.

And ours.

As Manager of the Lands'

End Customer Service

Department, Margaret Dunbar

supervises the 1 25 people who
deal with the mail and the

phone calls that come in each

day from the most important

people in our business lives . .

.

our customers.

Some of the calls and letters

are warm and friendly. Some
are a little more heated. But

Margaret and her people

respond to them all with great

respect, in keeping with our

obsession with the ultimate in

customer service.

She and her husband, Don,

live in the same house where

they raised their daughters,

Jill , Karen and Janet . Home is

on a 239-acre farm IV2 miles

from Dodgeville. When her day

with us is done, she drives those

7 Vi miles home to where they

live . .^fter all , there are evening

chores to do. And, of course,

tomorrow is another day.

This kind of dedication

is not rare

at Lands' End.

When you undertake to run a

business like ours, which

depends so heavily on the day-

in-and-day-out dialogue

between us and our customers,

you need people like Margaret.

Down to earth people. Warm.
Friendly. Outgoing. Not

because they're paid to be, but

because that's how they really

are. And because so many of

our people are rooted in the

good earth of Dodgeville and

its rural environs, their spirit

infuses the company for which

they work just as it enriches

the lives they lead before and

after hours.

Tlie kind of people we are,

fits tiie kind of products

we offer.

We feel quite sure—though

"research" would probably

never detect it—that one big

reason for such success as

Lands' End has enjoyed to

date is the fact that we,

ourselves, feel comfortable

with the merchandise we offer.

Clothina and soft luggage that



ii basically traditional, that

celebrates the natural fibers

Mother Earth provides.

Construction techniques that

rely heavily on the human
hand, and its practiced skills.

Marketing practices that are

direct—not convoluted through
layers of bureaucracy—so that

prices can reflect value, not

vanity, and thus help us build

relationships, not merely
make sales.

Even our guarantee comes
as close to a simple,

Wisconsin handshake as it can

in two no-nonsense words:

GUARANTEED. PERIOD.'

May we give you
our phone number?

If you have yet to experience

the simplicity and warmth with

which our people undertake to

serve you, please call our toll-

free number (1-800-356-4444)

and let the voice that answers

be your introduction to Lands"
End Direct Merchants—an

unusual American company,
served well by unusually

devoted people.

Or. if you want to make
Margaret Dunbar's day, fill in

the coupon at right, and she"ll

see that our latest catalog gets

off in the mail to you. before

she heads for the parking lot.

Please send free catalog.

Lands" End Dept. P-21

Dodgeville.WI 53595

•^WitO. Lands' End. hic

Or call Toll-free:

; 1-800-356-4444



A Seahorse Father Makes a Gooc
In courting, a big male often wins—and then he gets bigger

by Amanda Vincent

The Roman natural historian Pliny the

Elder asserted that seahorse ashes appUed

to the pate with a cuttlefish bone would

cure baldness, but that wine in which a

seahorse had been boiled was a violent

poison. Seahorses have also been credited

with curing leprosy, hydrophobia, and in-

fertility. In 1753, Gentleman's Magazine

reported that "the ladies make use of

them to increase their milk," and even

today some cultures collect seahorses for

their supposed aphrodisiac effect.

But of even greater significance than

these legendary attributes is that the male

seahorse—and only the male—becomes

pregnant. The female deposits eggs in the

male's abdominal pouch—where they are

fertiUzed—and then provides no further

care. Males protect, aerate, osmoregulate,

and nourish the developing embryos for

several weeks before releasing them as

independent young. "Labor" can last

many hours or even days, and the male is

ready to remate ahnost immediately after

the young have emerged.

For those of us with an interest in the

evolution of differences between the

sexes, seahorses are among the worid's

most interesting animals, and yet surpris-

ingly little is known about them. For four

years I have studied nine species of

seahorses, both in my laboratory at the

University of Cambridge in England and

through fieldwork in the Florida Keys and

AustraUa. I have been attempting to learn

whether the intense investment by males

in pregnancy affects the sex roles in other

aspects of reproductive behavior. In most

animals, we claim that the female's

greater role in producing and caring for

young may indirectly explain many

"male" traits, such as more conspicuous

color and ornamentation, larger size,

higher growth rates, higher levels of ag-

gression, and higher mortality. Therefore,

I wondered whether these sex roles would

be reversed in seahorses.

A common question is how do we know

that the pregnant seahorse is really a

male? Why not call it the female? The

answer is that male seahorses, like all

other male animals, produce small, mobile

gametes (sperm), whereas female sea-

horses produce fewer, larger, energy-rich

gametes (eggs). The very question reveals

something of our own mammaUan bias,

with its mandatory maternal care of

young. In birds, both parents usually care

for the young, and paternal care is the

normal pattern in fishes. Male fishes pro-

vide the sole care for their young in about

half of those fish families with any care

and share care with the females in another

quarter of the families. Nonetheless, no
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male animal is known to be more special-

ized for parental care than the seahorse.

From snout to tail, seahorses are sur-

prising fishes. Their independently mov-

ing eyes allow these voracious ambush

predators to be ever on the lookout for

food. Once a suitable small crustacean is

spotted, a very powerful suck from the

seahorse's long, tubular snout rapidly dis-

poses of the prey Without either teeth or a

stomach, seahorses somehow digest these

hard prey. The coronet on top of a

seahorse's head is nearly as distinctive as a

human thumbprint and aids in identifica-

tion of individuals. Gills are gathered in

lobes and resemble bunches of grapes.

Seahorses have no scales, and the skin is

stretched taut over a series of interlocking

bony plates, with spines and knobs at the

junctions. The tail is prehensile and so

strong that seahorses often cannot be

pried loose from a holdfast. The fins have

been reduced to just one propulsive dorsal

fin, two little earlike pectoral fins used for

stabilization and steering, and a tiny anal

fin, which has no obvious function.

Seahorses are so unusual that it can be

difficult to accept that they are fishes,

closely related to the ubiquitous stickle-

backs. The sole genus of seahorses (Hip-

pocampus) is found in the family Syng-

nathidae, which also includes two genera

of seadragons and more than fifty genera

of pipefishes. In pipefishes, males also in-

cubate young, but the genera differ in the

degree to which they are specialized for

pregnancy The various arrangements for

carrying young—ranging from eggs glued

to the underside of the body to slight walls

protecting the eggs to flaps fully enclosing

the eggs to the fully sealed pouch of the

seahorse—may be a guide to how the

pouch evolved.

There are about thirty-five species of

seahorses in the world, ranging in adult

size from the half-inch-long New Caledo-

nian seahorse to the fourteen-inch-long

eastern Pacific seahorse, found from

southern California to northern Peru. At

least three species live off the eastern

coast of North and Central America: the

dwarf seahorse, little more than an inch

long, comes from the Gulf of Mexico; the

eight-inch-long lined seahorse is found
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As a male dwarfseahorse—a common
GulfofMexico species—completes a
contraction, twoyoung are released, the

first ofa brood ofabout ten.
Paul A, Zahl; Photo Rf

from Nova Scotia to the Gulf of Mexico;

the ten-inch-long slender seahorse is found

mostly in the Caribbean.

Whereas pipefishes are widely distrib-

uted in deep seas, at extreme latitudes,

and even in fresh water, seahorses are re-

stricted to shallow coastal seas and range

only as far south as Tasmania and as far

north as the English Channel. Seagrass

beds are the primary habitat of the family,

but seahorses are also found among man-
grove roots, on more open, silty bottoms,

and even living among vast mats of Sar-

gassum weed. Unlike some pipefishes,

seahorses are not coral reef species. In-

stead, they usually cling to vegetation or

other holdfasts—such as sponges, pilings,

or ropes—on the bottom, sometimes in

only a few feet of water and often only

yards from shore.

Although seahorses are slow swimmers,

their cryptic appearance and armored ex-

terior of bony plates and spines apparently

allow them to escape many potential pred-

ators. Masters of camouflage, they

change color in seconds to match their

background, allow encrusting microor-

ganisms and algae to settle on them, and

grow longer dermal appendages to blend

in with the vegetation around them. They

lose these appendages if moved to a simple

habitat. They can be so still that only the

flicker of an eye tracking a food item be-

trays their whereabouts. Nonetheless,

crabs occasionally prey on seahorses, as do

large fishes such as tuna, snappers, skates,

and rays. Storms may cause substantial

mortality by tearing seahorses loose from

holdfasts and casting them adrift to wash

up on shore. Fungal, parasitic, and bacte-

rial ailments may also contribute to

seahorse deaths in the wild.

Although seahorses depend on their in-

conspicuousness for survival, the lengthy

seahorse courtship is nevertheless active

and colorful. It is also surprisingly similar

across the nine species of seahorses that I

have studied, which come from all over

the worid. Shortly after dawn, the male

and female come together, the male in-

flates his pouch with water, and the pair

signal their interest in courtship by bright-

ening significantly. In the slender sea-

horse, for example, the male turns orange

and the female becomes bright pink. Both

seahorses grasp the same holdfast with

their tails and, using it as a pivot, begin to

circle like merry-go-round horses. At fre-

quent intervals, the pair make their way,

in tight parallel formation, across the bot-

tom to another holdfast.

Eventually, they indicate their readi-

ness to mate. The male begins to bend

vigorously, jackknifing his tail to meet his

trunk and thus compressing his pouch.

This motion pumps water in and out of the

pouch and closely resembles the motion

used by the male to release the young at

birth. This behavior may inform the fe-

male that the male has an empty pouch or

may indicate his capacity to withstand the

exigencies of birth.

On the third morning of courtship, the

female's trunk becomes much more
rounded as the eggs ripen in her ovar>', and

her ovipositor begins to protrude. Larger

females produce larger clutches, but

clutch size may also depend on the size of

a female's prospective partner When she

is ready to transfer eggs, the female re-

leases the holdfast and stretches up-

ward
—

"points"—as if to rise to the sur-

face, keeping her tail tip on the ground.

Females with large clutches are ready to

mate sooner than those with smaller

clutches. Eventually the male responds to

the female's pointing, and together they

rise through the water As they ascend,

the seahorses face each other with their

tails bent back, and the female inserts her

ovipositor into the open pouch of the male

and releases her eggs in a long, sticky

string. To transfer the whole clutch

—

which, depending on the size of the spe-

cies, ranges from tens to many hundreds

of eggs—takes only about six seconds, and

then the pouch opening is sealed shut. The

pair break apart, and the male gently

sways to settle the eggs in his pouch. Both

then settle down on the bottom with their

tails wrapped around holdfasts. Each time

I watch, I am newly astonished at the

beauty and uniqueness of this graceful

courtship and mating. During the f)eriod

of pregnancy that follows, neither the

male nor the female remates.

My laboratory' experiments have shown

that once he has prepared his pouch at the



A male White's seahorse, hispouch still

inflated, hasjust given birth to the babies
clustered in the nearby seagrass.
Rudie H- Kutter: Oxford Scientific Films



Overleaf: Elaborate skinfilaments

and a repertoire ofcolor changes

camouflage a leafy seadragon in a bed of
kelp or algae.

, Zafil, Pholo Researchers, I

beginning of the reproductive season, the

male can mate almost as soon as he is

placed with the female. Thus the three-

day courtship is imposed by the female,

perhaps to insure that the male will be

present once she has ripened eggs. Unless

a female transfers the eggs to a male

within twenty-four hours of ripening, she

must literally drop the whole clutch.

Dropping a clutch can be energetically

expensive (it may weigh 1 5 percent of the

female's body weight) and deprives the

female of a mating opportunity (she does

not prepare eggs again until just before

that clutch would have been bom), so in-

suring that a male is waiting to mate has

concrete benefits.

The eggs and ovaries of seahorses are

distinctive. A cross section of the seahorse

ovary reveals a sequence of developing

eggs spiraling out from the center of the

ovary to the outer edge, where they are

shed. Ripe seahorse eggs are usually or-

ange, pear-shaped, and about a tenth of an

inch in diameter. Larger females have

larger eggs, which usually become larger

young. Since in most fish species larger

young have higher survival rates, I suspect

that male seahorses prefer larger females,

although I have not yet tested this.

Sperm is produced in two long testes

and released from the urogenital pore into

a groove leading down to the pouch open-

ing. Newly deposited eggs are fertilized

during or just after entry into the male's

pouch, and then they are embedded in the

pouch wall. What follows can truly be

termed a pregnancy: each embryo is sup-

plied with oxygen from capillaries in the

tissue surrounding it; the chemical char-

acter of the pouch fluid changes from that

of body fluids to that of salt water as

pregnancy progresses, presumably reduc-

ing shock to the young at birth; and the

hormone prolactin in the male induces

enzymatic breakdown of the egg chorion

to create a "placental" fluid that nour-

ishes the embryos. There may be costs to

pregnancy: researchers at the University

of Uppsala in Sweden have found that

reproductive male pipefishes have slower

growth rates and are more vulnerable to

predation, possibly because they are

slower swimming and more visible.

The length of pregnancy in seahorses

varies with water temperature but usually

lasts about two weeks in most tropical

species. Males release the young by pump-
ing and thrusting repeatedly through a

labor that can last several days. The
record for the greatest number of young

produced in my laboratory is held by a

male slender seahorse, which released,

from a pouch with a volume of little more
than half a tablespoon, a brood of 1,572

young. As soon as they are bom, the young

rise to the surface to gulp air and fill their

swim bladders. They are immediately free

swimming and independent, feeding and

grasping holdfasts—often each other

—

with their prehensile tails. Offspring from

larger broods are smaller at birth, which

suggests that there may be some compe-

tition among them in the pouch. Young
seahorses of most species probably reach

reproductive size in the next year.

One of my most interesting discoveries

is that some (maybe all) species of

seahorses are tightly pair bonded; that is, a

male and female form a bond by mating

repeatedly and performing daily greeting

rituals. In Sydney Harbor, Australia,

male White's seahorses can be found in

almost exactly the same place each morn-

ing and move less than three feet all day.

The female's home range has a radius of

up to about nine feet around her mate. In

the wild, the paired seahorses come to-

gether every moming (whether or not the

male is pregnant), change color, and per-

form the first movements of courtship for

a few minutes. I suspected that daily

greeting is probably more important than

mating in establishing the pair bond, so I

experimented by removing a pregnant

male from a tank and replacing him with

another male. Because a female seahorse

does not mate again until after her mate

has given birth, the female performed

greeting rituals with the new male but did

not mate with him during her former

mate's pregnancy. At the end of this pe-

riod, I returned the first male to the tank

to see which male the female would mate

with. She chose her greeting partner over

her former mate.

Pair bonding increases reproductive ef-

ficiency in seahorses. I have shown that if
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Althoughfree swimming and independent as soon as they are

born, tiny Australian big-bellied seahorses, below,

use theirprehensile tails to grasp each other as afirst

holdfast. Right: Twoyoungfemale lined seahorses entwine

themselves around an older male. This species ranges

from the GulfofMexico to Nova Scotia.

a male and a female have been together

for a long time (at least seven days) before

mating, the male gives birth to signifi-

cantly more young, probably because the

male is somehow stimulated by the fe-

male's presence to increase his pouch ca-

pacity or his production of hormones, such

as prolactin, important in incubation.

Also, the time between matings decreases

in pair-bonded seahorses because a female

that has been with a male while he is

pregnant has already prepared eggs and is

ready to remate as soon as he has given

birth, instead of requiring a three-day

courtship. Furthermore, pairing dimin-

ishes the probability that a female will

have to drop her clutch for want of a mate.

Predation risks should also be reduced in

pair-bonded seahorses because they do not

need to search for mates, have shorter

courtships, and can probably transfer eggs

after fewer mating rises.

Among unpaired seahorses in the wild,

each lone female stays in a home range,

but lone males range widely and try to

interact with the females they encounter.

Paired seahorses never respond to these

males in any way, either by greeting or by

competing. In the laboratory, however, I

could induce competition by putting two

strange males with a single female for

three days—or vice versa. Since males do

all the work of incubation, I expected that

females would compete most for a mate.

However, males proved to be much more

competitive than females and showed

their aggression in behavior never seen in

females. Males would wrestle violently or

snap at each other by flicking their snouts

at each other's heads. When competition

got very fierce, one male often adopted a

submissive posture by darkening and flat-

tening his body against the ground. Some-

times he used this posture as a subterfuge

to sneak up and snap at the dominant

male. Generally, the biggest and most ac-

tive males won competitions and suc-

ceeded in mating and becoming pregnant.

Competition may occur when pairs are

initially formed.

Seahorses are not, therefore, sex-role

reversed. Males compete more intensely

for mates probably because, among un-

paired seahorses, there are more males

available to mate. Males can mate at once

and remain ready to mate for weeks,

whereas females take three days to pre-

pare to mate and drop their eggs within

twenty-four hours of preparing them.

Thus, any nonpregnant male represents a

potential rival to a courting male, whereas

a second female will not threaten a court-

ing female because the former will most

likely not have ripe eggs. As expected

from the greater male competitiveness,

males—not females—are the modified

sex, and in at least one species (the big-

bellied seahorse) they are larger, more col-

orful, and more conspicuous than females.

My work on seahorses has produced

many more questions than answers. Of the

questions, the conservation status of

seahorses today is particularly pressing.

We know very little about the long-term

prospects for most fishes, and seahorses

are even less studied than other species.

However, fishermen with good local

knowledge claim that seahorses are small-

er, scarcer, and less colorful than previ-

ously. Because of their inshore habitat,

seahorses are probably locally threatened

by trawhng, pollution, and dredging. In

addition, the large market for dried

seahorses, which are sold as souvenirs and

for use in traditional Oriental medicines

and aphrodisiacs, may threaten their num-

bers. I find it disturbing that anyone

should want to have a dried seahorse when

such a trade encourages the killing of wild

seahorses. Also worrisome is that sea-

horses are popular aquarium fishes, be-

cause almost all captive seahorses come

directly from the wild. Notoriously diffi-

cult to feed and keep healthy in captivity,

seahorses are not pets for novice aquarists.

Close acquaintance with seahorses has

given me enormous pleasure and pro-

voked a whole host of new ideas about the

evolution of sex differences. Although

seahorses are not closely related to us taxo-

nomically, a careful examination of their

social and reproductive systems gives us a

fresh perspective on the roles of the sexes

in humans and in other animals.
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Sixteenth-century artist Theodor de Bry depictedencounters

between Spanish invaders andAmerican natives. This

engravingmay refer to various aspects—rangingfrom
belligerent topeaceful—ofDe Soto's expeditions in Florida.
From Amencae Pars Qumta. 1595, New York Public Library
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Columbus, My Enemy
A Caribbean chiefresists thefirst Spanish invaders

by Samuel M. Wilson

In May 1497, the Taino ruler Guario
nex was enmeshed in a potentially disas-

trous political situation. Five years had

passed since the strange and dangerous

Spaniards first appeared on the northeast

shore of Hispaniola. For five years

Guarionex had attempted to mediate be-

tween the foreigners and his people and to

maintain his power and prestige among
the other Taino caciques, or chiefs, who
were sometimes his confederates, some-

times his competitors, in the complex po-

litical terrain of the Greater Antilles.

Two years earlier, Guarionex had wit-

nessed the utter devastation the Spaniards

could wreak in battle. Together with the

other chiefs in La Vega Real—the largest,

most fertile, and most densely populated

valley on Hispaniola—he had set out to

destroy the small force of Spaniards. Tens

of thousands of Taino, perhaps as many as

one hundred thousand, had gathered from

the largest chiefdoms on the island. They

faced only about 200 Spaniards. But in

battle the fury of the strangers had been

awesome: twenty men with armored cloth-

ing had ridden through his people on enor-

mous animals, inflicting horrible wounds

with their lances and swords. Men on foot

used terrifying weapons that exploded

fire. The Europeans' large dogs ran before

them and with uncontrolled violence tore

through the Taino warriors. The Span-

iards' goal seemed to be not merely to

impress or subdue the Taino or to embar-

rass the chiefs into joining them as subor-

dinates but to kill as many people as pos-

sible. Even after the battle they tortured

to death some of the most respected chiefs

in La Vega Real.

Soon afterward, however, the foreign-

ers' ferocity strangely abated. They gave

the remaining chiefs remarkable pres-

ents—glass beads, copper bells, brightly

colored clothes. Faced with these power-

ful and unpredictable creatures, Guario-

nex had agreed that he and his people

would be their subjects. From the Span-

iards' signs and the few Taino words they

could speak, Guarionex understood that

their leader, Columbus, demanded sub-

mission not to himself but to some even

more powerful chief who lived on an is-

land of which Guarionex had never heard.

Guarionex further agreed that his people

would pay tribute in food, cotton, and

gold. To placate the Spaniards, he offered

to plant fields stretching for more than

100 miles, from the north coast of His-

paniola to the south. The Spaniards, how-

ever, appeared to want gold more than

anything else: they demanded that every

man of fourteen or more years give them

one of their little copper bells full of gold

every three months. Gold was relatively

plentiful in surface deposits on Hispani-

ola, and although they valued it, the Taino

did not mine it extensively.

Still, the Spaniards required more than

tribute. Because the Spanish ships came
so infrequently and brought so little food,

the colonists constantly roamed the coun-

tryside demanding the hospitality of the

Taino villages. Sometimes hundreds of

Spaniards and the Indians that followed

them would descend on a village for a few

weeks. They called for food and seemed to

eat much more than a Taino would. And
they did not eat just the food that was

ready to be harvested; they also ate the

manioc that normally would have stayed

in the ground for another six months, and

so after they left, famine followed.

By 1497, after two years of epidemics

and famine following the arrival of the

Spaniards, the other chiefs were pushing

Guarionex to put up some resistance.

Guarionex was a coward, they argued;

groups of Spaniards who hated Columbus

and his kin were living in Taino villages

and had promised to help the Taino in

battle if they would rise up again. The

Spaniard Francisco de Roldan led a small

army of dissatisfied Spaniards; he had

told the chief Marque that he would help

drive the Spaniards out of Concepcion de

la Vega, the fort that controlled the center

of the island. Roldan promised that if the

Taino won, the Spaniards would stop de-

manding tribute. His offer was attractive

to many of the chiefs in La Vega Real.

Most of them were subordinate to

Guarionex in the Taino hierarchy of social

and political status, but their opinions

were extremely important.

The Taino world stretched more than

1,000 miles from east to west. Beginning

more than 2.000 years before the arrival
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The map below shows the centers ofHispaniola 'sfive major

chiefdoms, as well as the village ofGuacanagari, thefirst

cacique with whom Columbus interacted. In 1492, the Taino

realm, inset, rangedfrom what is now Cuba, in the west, to

Saint Croix, in the east. Right: In 1 593, de Bry completed an

engravedmap of "those regions discovered by Columbus" a

century earlier. Far right: In a woodcutfrom Antonio de

Herrera's History of the Conquest of Hispaniola, the Taino of

La Vega Real are shownfighting the Spaniards and destroying

a cross with torch, ax, and rope.

Territories of Principal Caciques of Hispaniola
Mayobanex
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of the Spaniards, the ancestors of the

Taino had moved into the Caribbean ar-

chipelago from the northeast coast of

mainland South America. They spoke a

language (called Taino) of the Arawakan

family, one of the most widely dispersed

languages in South America. By a.d. 700,

after occupying the Lesser Antilles and

Puerto Rico, they had pushed farther into

the islands of the southern Bahamas and

the western Greater Antilles—Hispani-

ola, Jamaica, and Cuba.

The ancestors of the Taino were people

of the tropical forest, who made their liv-

ing by growing manioc and other root

crops and by hunting, fishing, and collect-

ing wild animals and plants. In the centu-

ries of living in their new home, however,

the Taino way of life had become distinc-

tively Caribbean. Ways of growing and

collecting food had been adapted to island

environments; social and political institu-

tions had emerged that allowed a dense

population to endure successfully in an

island context. The sea served to unite,

rather than separate, the Taino. The elab-

orate oceangoing canoes of the chiefs

could hold as many as 100 people, and

voyages between islands were routine.

In addition to intermarriage between

high-ranking lineages, the large chief-

doms of Hispaniola and the other Greater

Antilles interacted with one another

through a ball game. As in Mesoamerica

and parts of South America, the Taino

played the game on large, flat courts lined

with stones or earthen embankments. The

game was played with a gum rubber ball,

which could not be caught or struck by a

player's hands or feet. For the Taino, the

game was much more than sport: it was a

focus for religious festivals, feasting,

trade, intermarriage, and the (relatively)

peaceful resolution of conflicts.

Since the ancestors of the Taino had

moved onto the islands of the western

Greater Antilles, the chiefdoms had been

growing larger and more powerful. In

1 492 Guarionex was one of the five most

powerful chiefs on Hispaniola, ruling tens

of thousands of people scattered over hun-

dreds of square miles. All the villages of

the central Vega Real—some seventy or

more—were under his control through

stratified tiers of less powerful chiefs.

Most of his many wives had come from

the highest-status families of these sur-

rounding villages; his marriages helped

forge the social and pohtical bonds that

held the chiefdom together. Some of his

wives were from even farther away, from

powerful lineages that ruled the other

large chiefdoms of Hispaniola.

Among the Taino, a chiefs power was

measured by his ability to convince others

that his authority sprang from his birth

into a maternal lineage of high status, his

special relationship with supernatural

spirits, and his political acumen. But his

position was vulnerable; he could be de-

posed by his brothers or nephews or even

by a member of another lineage. This,

Guarionex greatly feared. Despite misgiv-

ings that the rout of two years earlier

would be repeated, he lent his support to

the planned uprising.

Even as Guarionex was being pushed

into battle by his confederates, Don
Bartolome Colon, Columbus's brother,

learned of the impending uprising in La

Vega Real. He had heard of Roldan's plan

to join with the Taino to take over the fort

at Concepcion de la Vega. If Roldan suc-

ceeded, the pro-Columbus faction would

be cut in half—part would be in the

coastal colony of Isabela and other forts in

the north, part in newly founded Santo

Domingo and other settlements in the
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south. Moving quickly with the 300 Span-

iards he had with him, Bartoiome came
into La Vega Real from the south. His

men reinforced the fort, but they were still

vastly outmatched by the surrounding

Guarionex-Roldan alliance.

In many ways Bartoiome was the more

capable of the Columbus brothers. He
was described by Bartoiome de las Casas,

an important chronicler of the early con-

tact period in the New World, as "a man
who was prudent and very brave, more

calculating and astute than he appeared,

and without the simplicity of Christopher.

He had a Latin bearing, and was expert in

all of the things of men He was taller

than average in body, had a commanding

and honorable appearance, although not

as much so as the Admiral."

As long as the Columbus family was the

dominant Spanish faction of Hispaniola,

Bartoiome was its de facto leader. He
alienated members of rival factions to a

lesser extent than his brother and in-

teracted more effectively with the Taino

elite. In the two years since the first upris-

ing in La Vega Real, he had learned to

speak some Taino and had developed rela-

tionships with many of the chiefs, includ-

ing Guarionex. He knew that the Indian

leaders were becoming desperate.

As Bartoiome moved into La Vega

Real, Guarionex and his confederates

were assembling and preparing for battle.

The allied chiefs were scattered in several

villages within the central valley. The situ-

ation was different from two years earlier,

when the Spaniards had so overawed the

Taino that no man could stand before

them. Now the Taino understood the

power of the swords and horses, and the

firearms had lost some of their terror.

Moreover, they truly felt that they had no

other hope but to defeat the Spaniards.

The force of fewer than 400 Spaniards

at Concepcion could not survive a deter-

mined attack by thousands of Tainos. The

fort's small blockhouse could not even

hold them all, let alone allow them to

withstand a siege. In the morning, the

Taino would attack. Bartoiome realized

that the situation was growing more dan-

gerous by the hour. He had been drawn

into fighting the Indians in the area where

their strength was greatest, and if Roldan

intervened, horses, armor, and firearms

would offer little advantage.

In a breach of Taino battle etiquette

that was devastatingly effective for its

novelty, Bartoiome staged a midnight raid

on the surrounding villages. His plan was

to capture many of the chiefs before they

could attack in the morning. Small groups

of horses rode into the villages and carried

off fourteen chiefs before any defense

could be organized. Bartoiome himself

went into the large village of Guarionex

and took the chief back to the fort. Las

Casas wrote that "they killed many of the

captured leaders, from those who ap-

peared to have been the instigators, not

with any other punishment (I have no

doubt) except by burning them alive, for

this is what was commonly done."

The raid threw the Taino into chaos.

Without their chiefs they were doubly

lost. Their leaders not only directed war-

riors in battle but also mediated between

the Taino and supernatural spirit-helpers,

who could bring them success. In the
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morning, according to Las Casas's ac-

count:

Five thousand men arrived, all without

weapons, wailing and very upset, crying bit-

ter tears, begging that they be given their

king Guarionex and their other leaders,

fearing that the caciques would be killed or

burned alive. Don Bartolome, having com-

passion for them and seeing their piety for

their natural leaders, and knowing the in-

nate goodness of Guarionex, who was more

inclined to put up with and suffer with toler-

ance the aggravations and injuries done by

the Christians, rather than think of or take

vengeance, gave them their king and other

leaders.

Compassion it may have been, but

Bartolome and his men were still in the

middle of thousands of desperate people,

and Roldan was still waiting in the wings.

Bartolome knew that without the political

organization the chiefs provided, the trib-

ute system would quickly collapse. Fate

had cast Bartolome and Guarionex as

strange allies, each dependent on the other

for his authority and survival.

This partnership, however, was fragile.

Famine and disease were unabated in the

villages, and among the Taino the feeling

of despair continued to grow. Guarionex

was unable to protect his people from ei-

ther the tribute demands of Columbus

and the Crown or the unofficial demands

for food and gold made by the anti-Colum-

bus faction of Spaniards. Increasingly,

Guarionex was viewed as a tool of the

Columbus family, and his support from

the other chiefs, from the pro-Roldan fac-

tion, and from his own people began to

evaporate. He was able to maintain his

position as a powerful chief for little more

than a year after the fourteen chiefs had

been captured, but then had to flee La

Vega Real with his family.

Even then Guarionex could not find

safety, because Bartolome, fearing that

Guarionex would return with an army,

hunted him down in the mountains of

northern Hispaniola, where he had sought

refuge. Guarionex and his people had

been hidden by Mayobanex, the most

powerful chief in the northern mountains

and perhaps a distant kinsman of

Guarionex's. Bartolome's capture of

Guarionex brought about the destruction
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of this chiefdom as well, by the same strat-

egy used elsewhere—capture the chiefs as

hostages to be ransomed (but not re-

leased) in exchange for their peoples' trib-

ute payments. Guarionex was held in

chains at Concepcion until 1 502, when he

was sent to Spain. His ship sank in a storm,

and he died along with all the ship's crew.

The same forces that combined to bring

Guarionex's rule to an end in La Vega

Real were acting on all the other chief-

doms on Hispaniola and, ultimately, on

others throughout the Greater Antilles.

By 1 500, most of the large political struc-

tures that existed on Hispaniola in 1492

had collapsed. For the Taino, political dis-

integration and the decimation of the

papulation occurred simultaneously.

The impact of the Europeans' arrival

was felt differently on other islands of the

Caribbean, just as it was in different parts

of the New World. Ponce de Leon's con-

quest of Puerto Rico began in the early

1 500s and quickly brought about the de-

struction of the Taino way of life there. On
Cuba the first Spanish attempt at colo-

nization was less intense, in part because

no gold was found, and in part because the

discovery and conquest of Mexico di-

verted the attention of Spanish fortune

seekers. Indian populations there were not

completely destroyed. In the eastern Ca-

ribbean, the Carib Indians were largely

bypassed by early colonizers. Their de-

scendants survive today as the Garifuna of

Central America, although their pre-

conquest island culture has been trans-

formed greatly through five centuries of

interaction with Africans and Europeans.

The indigenous societies of North, Cen-

tral, and South America survived the ar-

rival of Europeans with different degrees

of success in what we have come to view as

the remote "contact period." Five hun-

dred years, however, is a short fragment of

human history. We are still negotiating

the coexistence and synthesis of peoples

with African, European, Asian, and Na-

tive American ancestries and heritages.

Guarionex's struggle to retain his political

status, to navigate the treacherous early

years of the Spanish conquest, and ulti-

mately to save his own life is just one story

in this continuing process. D



An eighteenth-century edition ofAntonio de Herrera's

historical writings shows Indian caciques being borne on

litters by theirfollowers—apractice described by

Columbus in hisjournals.
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In early October, bees stream off

a nest as a colony starts its

migration to lower altitudes.

Bee Cool
Or, the Himalayan cliffbee's strategyfor surviving the winter without being eaten

Text and photographs by Benjamin A. Underwood

After descending a steep ridge, past ter-

raced fields, through cutover scrub, I

reached the remnants of an ancient forest

where giant magnoHa trees stood fes-

tooned with clinging vines. The forest sud-

denly opened up, and from a promontory I

could see across the narrow gorge that

separated me from my quarry. On the

opposing clifF, under a massive overhang,

were almost two dozen dark patches, each

representing a Himalayan honey bee col-

ony. In a mass several layers thick, the

bees formed a living blanket, shrouding

enormous honeycombs, some as large as

four feet across, that hung from the rocks.

The year was 1984, and I had come to

central Nepal to study Apis laboriosa, a

species known locally as bhir mahuri, or

"cliff bee," and found only in the remote

mountain valleys of Nepal, India, Bhutan,

and China. In that springtime visit, and

others I made later, I learned that cliff

bees do not build permanent nests. During

summer, many of the colonies migrate to

cliffs at altitudes as high as 12,000 feet in

order to gather nectar from alpine flowers

when they come into bloom. In early Octo-

ber, after the summer monsoons, tempera-

tures plummet at high altitudes during the

clear nights, forcing the bees to retreat to

lower sites.

In 1987, 1 returned to central Nepal in

late November. At this time of year, the

bees have long since abandoned the high-

altitude cliffs. I found only vacant combs,

some of them several years old, attached

to the rock, indicating the general area the

bees would occupy the following year.

Since the bees were absent when I ar-

rived, Dan Tillemans, a rock-cUmbing in-

structor at Cornell University, and I could

ascend the high-elevation cliffs from be-

low without disturbing the swarms and

getting stung. We used the opportunity to

set up the ropes and other rigging that

would allow me to observe the bees up

close when they returned in the spring.

Another goal of my return trip was to

study the cliff bees' wintering behavior,

which to scientists was still a mystery.

During December and January, the bees

abandon the cliffs altogether, even those

at relatively low elevations of 4,000 feet.

Because my previous studies were limited

to the spring season, I had little sense of

why the bees left their combs or where

they went to survive the coldest part of the

year. My plan was to stay for fifteen

months to study the bees during two win-

ter seasons.

Throughout much of Nepal, several

ethnic groups routinely harvest cliff bee

nests for honey and wax. Climbing on rope

ladders made of bamboo fibers, the honey

hunters reach the combs and pry them

from the rock with long bamboo poles.

Although the bees are disoriented by

smoke from fires set below, the climbers

endure many stings in the process. This

spectacular and dangerous tradition has

changed little over the centuries.

When I queried several of the honey

hunters about where the bees went when

they disappeared from the cliffs during

the winter, they informed me that the bees

move into the oak and rhododendron for-

ests that grow on the steep slopes. Further-

more, the swarms remain clustered in

tight balls near the ground, usually under

logs or overhanging rocks or on tree

trunks, and they do not build combs until

they return to the cliffs in early February.

Although the honey hunters had a special

interest in the habits of this species, I had

difficulty believing that the cliff bees

could survive the winter this way. The

European honey bee. Apis mellifera (the

species commonly raised in hives for

honey), depends on the stores of its honey-

comb to survive lean times; a combless

swarm can survive only a few days on the

food stored in the bees' stomachs.

The base of my study area was the vil-

lage of Chhomrong in the valley of the

Modi Khola River, which springs from

glacial meltwaters on the southern slopes

of the Annapuma massif. The river drops

8,000 feet in fifteen miles. At least two

dozen cliffs above the valleys carved by

the Modi Khola and its tributaries provide

nesting sites for the bees.

In late December, I had to make a

quick trip back to Katmandu. Before leav-

ing, I enlisted the help of local villagers in

finding the swarms that had moved down
from the cliffs. When I returned to

Chhomrong in early January, farmers

guided me through the woods to show me
the few swarms they had come across.

Unlike the bees high up on cliffs, which

could be spotted from afar, the swarms

huddled near the forest floor were often

concealed by vegetation and easy to miss.

In addition, the swarms were not concen-

trated in one location. I have counted as

many as seventy-six colonies on a single

cliff, but the winter sites were dispersed

throughout the forests.

Soon after I settled down to observe one

of the four clusters that the villagers had

turned up, I realized that I would need a

great deal of patience to understand the

bees' curious wintering behavior; observ-

ing a dormant swarm is much like watch-

ing a glacier move. The 7,000 or so bees

were hanging from a rock ledge a few feet

above the forest floor. With the exception

of a few workers moving about the surface

of the cluster (probably serving as

guards), the bees seemed lifeless. The con-

stant comings and goings of workers that I

observed on the cliffs in springs past had

ceased.

I suspected that the reason for the

swarm's inactivity was that its sources of

nectar were so few that foraging would

simply be a waste of precious energy.

With only four swarms to observe during

the first winter, I disturbed them as little

as possible, fearing that they might take

flight. I had confirmed what the honey
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hunters had told me, but I still had no idea

why the cliff bees abandoned their combs

or how they managed to survive until early

February without foraging.

The second winter, I had a total of nine

colonies to study in the forest, two of

which I had found myself. Why the cliff

bees retreat to the forest became apparent

to me on one particularly cold day. While

I was observing a cluster of bees hanging

under a fallen tree, a bronzed drongo—

a

small, shiny black bird resembling a

crow—swooped down under the log. The

disturbance drew a few of the guards

away from the cluster. These were quickly

snapped up by a dozen bronzed and ashy

drongos diving on the cluster from the

surrounding trees. At the same time,

chestnut-bellied rock thrushes flew di-

rectly into the bees, knocking them onto

the ground for all to eat. One by one, the

birds carried the bees up into the trees.

Holding the insects sideways in their

beaks, the birds brushed each bee against

a branch, prompting the bee to discharge

most of the venom from its stinger. The

drongos and rock thrushes then killed the

bees by smashing their heads and pro-

ceeded to swallow them head first. By the

time the attack ended, the birds had con-

sumed several hundred bees.

I realized that the colony's inabiUty to

defend itself against the birds was related

to the cold weather. Before a bee can take

flight, its muscles must be at 85° F. It can

shiver to warm itself up enough to fly, but

at air temperatures below 50°, a bee does

not produce enough heat to offset the

rapid cooling effect of flight and is limited

to short distances.

One swarm that I watched was bad-

gered for two days by the birds. It seemed

to be waiting for suitable weather for its

escape. When conditions improved, the

swarm burst into motion and took to the

air, presumably to seek out a more secure

site. At least five of the nine swarms that I

studied the second winter were attacked

by birds and forced to move. In one case, I

returned to the site of a cluster and found

nothing but the telltale droppings that

suggested a bird attack. A boy working in

a nearby field confirmed my suspicions;

he had seen the birds the day before.

^\
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A recently abandoned comb hangs

from a cliff. Traces ofoldcombs covering

the surroundingrock show that bees

have used this siteformany years.

In contrast, I never saw birds attack the

bees on the chffs in warm weather during

all my studies in Nepal. I did witness two

attacks on the bees while they were on the

cliffs, but both occurred in cool weather in

early February, soon after a single colony

had returned from the forest.

The reason the bees left the cliffs was to

hide in the dense forest vegetation when
the low temperatures rendered them es-

sentially defenseless. They probably

stopped foraging because the activity

would attract predators. Although they

were occasionally discovered by birds

while hiding in the forest, the bees would

have been easier to find if they had re-

mained on the exposed cliffs during cool

weather.

Assuming that a wintering colony man-

ages to remain undetected by birds, it still

faces the challenge of stretching its food

supply to last the entire winter. Before the

bees abandon their cliff sites at the begin-

ning of winter, they gorge on the honey

stored in their comb. For a few days after

moving to their winter quarters, the work-

ers may continue to forage, adding to their

stores. Within the swarm the labor is di-

vided; some bees make repeated trips to

collect nectar, while others remain in the

cluster, acting as storage vessels that can

hold as much as 135 percent of their body

weight. (The largest species of honey bee

in the world, the cliff bees are able to store

a large volume of honey.) A few workers

assume guard duty. Instead of engorging

themselves with nectar or honey, which

would weigh them down, they remain

"lean and mean," ready to launch from

the swarm's surface at any perceived

threat.

I hoped to determine how the bees

could afford to remain dormant so long by

measuring how much heat they lost to the

surrounding air. This would tell me how

much energy the bees were using to main-

tain their metabolism and what their food

requirements were. As long as I didn't

make any quick movements, I found that I

could approach the swarm and place the

wire lead of my thermometer into the cen-

ter of the cluster without causing much of

a disturbance. After reading the first mea-

surement, I assumed that my thermom-

eter was broken; the swarm's core was
50° F, five degrees cooler than the air.

Nothing in my experience would have led

me to believe that the center of a swarm
could be cooler than the outside air.

Active European honey bees normally

maintain a temperature of about 95° in

the core of their nest. Even in winter, when

the high temperature that is essential for

the brood's survival is not maintained, the

temperature at the center of the nest never

drops below 65°, and the surface of the

cluster must be maintained at 50° or

higher even when the outside temperature

is well below zero. If a European honey

bee worker's body temperature falls below

50°, she cannot cling to the nest and drops

from the cluster. Death follows prolonged

hypothermia. Consequently, the bees in-

crease their activity and produce more

heat to maintain their temperature. In do-

ing so, they bum as much as fifty pounds

of honey during the long winter.

The Himalayan honey bees do some-

thing very different. They make little or

no effort to fight the cold by increasing

heat production (although the bees do

cluster together more tightly to conserve

the small amount of heat produced as a

byproduct of normal metabolism). As the

air temperature drops at night, the cluster

cools, so that its core temperature may be

as low as 43° just before sunrise. The bees

on the outside surface become colder, but

they do not show adverse effects from the

cold until their body temperature falls be-

low 39°; then they hang by the legs from

the cluster in apparently lifeless chains,

occasionally falling to the ground.

Although Nepal has a warm-temperate

climate at altitudes of 4,000 to 6.000 feet

and the temperatures in the valleys drop

to freezing only a few nights a year, the

cliff bees are able to withstand body tem-

peratures more than ten degrees lower

than the European honey bees, which sur-

vive much harsher winters in cold-temper-

ate regions.

The clusters are situated so that the first

rays of the morning sun shine nearby or hit

the swarm's surface directly; none of the

clusters I studied were on the north or west

sides of rocks or trees. As the air tempera-

ture around a swarm rises, any chilled
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When Bees Get Too Hot, Yellow Rain Falls

by Peter G. Kevan and Makhdzir Mardan

On a hot, humid day in the Malaysian

jungle, we were observing a colony of giant

Asiatic honey bees. Apis dorsata, nested

beneath a tree branch. The thirty to fifty

thousand bees hanging from the comb

were arranged in neat rows that formed a

curtain over the nest. Suddenly the entire

colony took flight. The swarm flew from

the tree in a gentle arc and returned a few

minutes later—after spattering everything

below with tiny yellow spots.

In the early 1980s, the spots became

infamous as "yellow rain" when they were

misidentified as a toxic residue from aerial

spraying of chemical agents in Laos and

Cambodia. The Reagan administration

pointed to the yellow rain as proof that

Soviet-backed forces had violated a treaty

banning the use of such weapons. The

claim started to unravel, however, when

researchers observed that the substance

was 99 percent pollen. In May 1983,

Thomas Seeley, an expert on honey bees at

Yale University, showed that the yellow

rain was most likely the feces of wild honey

bees. The true origin of the yellow spots was

resolved, but one mystery remained: what

could explain the bees' strange behavior?

Hundreds of colonies of giant Asiatic

honey bees may occupy a single tree, often

the tallest one rising above the jungle can-

opy. After observing dozens of mass

flights, we noticed that although the colo-

nies took flight independently, they usually

did so at about the same times, usually

before noon and again between 4:00 and

6:00 P.M. We suspected that some environ-

mental factor caused this synchronized be-

havior.

Giant Asiatic honey bees must maintain

their comb temperature within a narrow

range (92° F is ideal) for their brood to

develop. Prolonged exposure to tempera-

tures above 97° is lethal to the brood. Al-

though air temperatures in our study area

rarely reach that height, we realized that

the activity of the workers on the comb

must generate additional heat. Even fan-

ning the nest with their wings to cool it

produces heat, much like the motor that

drives an air conditioner. When the daily

temperature is 79° (the average for our

study area), the bees' body temperatures

are about eight degrees higher. When the

air temperature measures in the mid-eight-

ies, the bees' temperatures can be as much

as fourteen degrees higher, potentially en-

dangering the brood.

To cool the nest further, foragers collect

water and distribute it among the workers.

The latter regurgitate the water a drop at a

time and suspend it from their mouthparts.

As some of the water evaporates, the drop-

let cools, much as evaporation cools wet

skin. By drawing the remaining cool water

back in and continually repeating the pro-

cess, the bees can lower their body tem-

peratures by about three degrees.

When the air is humid and still, however,

the water does not easily evaporate, and

under exactly such conditions bees re-

sorted to mass defecation flights. We found

that most of the bees' hindguts contained

feces before the flights but that the major-

ity returned empty. Measuring fresh sam-

ples of the bees' feces, we found that the

droppings store almost twice as much heat

as water does. Even so, the bees' body

temperatures remained high, just as pour-

ing the coff"ee from a cup does not immedi-

ately lower the cup's temperature.

But because the bees returned to the

nest almost 20 percent Ughter, they had

less mass to cool. Our calculations showed

that the farming and evaporation of water

was almost 40 percent more efficient at

cooling the bees after their mass defeca-

tion flights. When high humidity and still

air slow the rate of evaporation, this extra

efficiency is just what the bees need to

keep the brood's temperature about 92°.

Peter G. Kevan is a professor in the De-

partment of Environmental Biology, Uni-

versity of Guelph, Ontario. Makhdzir

Mardan is an entomologist on thefaculty

of the Department of Plant Protection,

Universiti Pertanian Malaysia.
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Barely able to hold on to one
another because ofthe cold, these
bees danglefrom a wintering cluster
in an apparently lifeless chain.
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bees soon warm and incorporate them-
selves back into the cluster. The bees hud-
dle so tightly that they insulate the core

quite effectively; thus, on a sunny day, the

center of the swarm may remain cooler

than the outside air for as long as six hours.

By maintaining a low metabolism and
temperature, the cluster of Himalayan
honey bees can reduce its food require-

ments. I estimated that the metabolic rate

of a dormant cluster is low enough for a
swarm to survive for fifty days or more on
a full load of honey while it hides from
predators and waits for the weather to

warm up.

By the end of January, the bees' food

supply is severely depleted, but the

weather is warming and spring flowers are

coming into bloom. The behavior of the

swarm now changes. For a few days, work-

ers forage actively, returning to the cluster

laden with nectar. For the first time in

months, a few bees even return with pollen

stored on their hind legs. (The protein-rich

pollen is essential for the rapidly growing

larvae. Adult bees, having reached full

size, need only nectar for sur\'ival.) Since

it is needed only in the preparation of

larval food, the pollen is an indication that

another change is imminent.

Soon, most of the arriving workers no

longer bring back food, but return empty.

These are scouts, sent to locate a suitable

chff on which the colony may settle. Suc-

cessful scouts return to the cluster in a

visibly excited state. On the surface of the

swarm, they indicate the location of a po-

tential nest site by performing a waggle

dance, which communicates distance and
direction. Recruits use the information

imparted in the scouts' dances to find the

chff site so that they might evaluate it

themselves and eventually communicate
their findings to others. Somehow, within

one or two days, a decision to move is

reached.

Shortly before a swarm takes flight,

hundreds of workers run over the swarm
and burrow beneath its surface, as if to

urge the others into action. The high-

pitched buzzes emitted by these workers

are audible a few yards away. .\s the fe-

verish activity reaches a crescendo, the

swarm takes on the appearance of a boil-
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A Nepalese honey hunter wields

bamboopoles like giant chopsticks

topry a comb loose.

ing cauldron; every bee seems to be in

motion. Within a minute, the entire

swarm is airborne and soon disappears as

it moves to the cliff, only a few hundred

yards away The only evidence of the long

occupation left behind is some small bits

of wax, which probably helped the bees

gain a firm foothold.

Anecdotal evidence suggests that the

number of cliff bee colonies in Nepal has

precipitously declined within recent mem-

ory. Honey harvests certainly take a toll,

but they are probably a relatively minor

factor; after all, harvests are an ancient

tradition, while the decline seems to have

occurred only recently A more likely cul-

prit is the destruction of Nepal's environ-

ment during the past forty or fifty years.

The exploding human population has in-

creased the grazing of forest undergrowth

by livestock, the cutting of trees for fuel

and fodder, and the clearing of land for

agriculture.

With the destruction of the natural

vegetation, the number of flowering

plants, upon which the bees are especially

dependent for survival in early spring, has

greatly diminished. In addition, the bees

may be severely affected by the destruc-

tion of the forests where they winter. Only

the steepest slopes have not been cleared

by farmers. An ominous sign that the situ-

ation has become critical is the appear-

ance of a bacterial brood disease in many

nesting colonies. The effects of the disease

are readily apparent because many of the

larvae in the cells of the comb fail to

develop, leaving vacant chambers in the

comb. Previously unknown in Nepal, the

disease, called European foulbrood, is usu-

ally considered a "stress disease" of honey

bees, manifesting itself only in colonies

that are already under some kind of stress.

Fortunately, the area around Chhom-

rong is included within the recently inau-

gurated Annapuma Conservation Area

Project, and efforts are being made to halt

or reverse the destruction of forest habi-

tat. If successful, this project could insure

that, at least in this part of Nepal, colonies

of the Himalayan honey bee will continue

to thrive in the mountain environment for

which they are so remarkably, yet deli-

cately, adapted.
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Queuing to Carol
A colloquial tradition ofChristmas singing survives in the

pubs ofSouth Yorkshire

by Ian Russell

It's the third Sunday of a damp Novem-
ber, and with thirty minutes to go before

its noon opening, fifty or more people are

already queued up outside the pub. They
shuffle their feet and noisily welcome ev-

ery new arrival as the atmosphere of ex-

pectancy builds. At last the waiting is

over, and the keen but orderly crowd fun-

nels through the front door. Inside, every-

one seeks a niche: some immediately

claim pole position near the organ; others

glom onto the bar, where twenty or more

pints are ready, lined up to meet the rush.

Amid the raucous laughter, old friends

greet one another, exchanging news and

scanning the room for someone they might

have missed, watching the door for the

late arrivals.

As the wall of backs at the bar dis-

perses, a few cherished copies of local

carol collections are carefully drawn from

handbags and pockets. In one comer, a

patron clutches a fragile, sixty-year-old,

green-covered copy of Walter Goddard's

carols. Others hold the red-covered

Stannington collection, produced in the

early 1950s; the senior gentleman on my
right informs me that he bought his copy

before he was married. One or two patrons

bear copies of a book with dingy pink

covers; this is the Bradfield book, largely

the work of the legendary Jack "Finny"

Couldwell, who used to play piano here (in

a very measured staccato) every Christ-

mas until he died in 1973. At two pounds,

the comprehensive carol collection pro-

duced by the Worrall Male Voice Choir is

a bargain, and a dozen or more in their

light blue covers are quickly sold. They
are considered favorite presents for

friends and family who have left the dis-

trict. But most of those here know the

carols by heart.

The English village of Worrall is six

miles northwest of Sheffield. The setting

is rural, and the pub is the heart of village

life. Such is its seasonal fame, however,

that among the regulars this day are

carolers from outside the district, from the

city of Sheffield, from Chesterfield, and

even from Manchester and Liverpool,

across the Pennines.

The first chord from the organ brings

the company to attention. Playing from

^^
**-~" j^*
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Known as the BigSet, the Mountfamily sangand
played at large houses andpubs in the Wadsley Loxley and
Oughtibridge districts at the turn ofthe century. This
photograph, probably the earliest ofcarol singers in England,
was taken about 1 906 outside the Cock Inn, Oughtibridge.
Goddard family; village Carol Archives
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his own handwritten score, Lol Loy, a

blacksmith at Wragg's brickworks until

his retirement about ten years ago, instinc-

tively adjusts the stops, and with just the

right amount of swell on the pedal, stills

the room with the introduction to "Merry

Christmas." The choice is predictable: Lol

always starts and finishes with it. While

some hum the tune, others take a quick

drink in readiness for that first important

couplet:

We singers make bold as in

days of old

To celebrate Christmas and

bring you good cheer

The sound is cheerful, powerful, full-

bodied. The room vibrates with the rich

bass. As they reach the chorus, the com-

pany splits into two, with the basses'

"Merry Christmas" answering the trebles'

until the glorious resolution brings them

back together with "and a happy New
Year!" With that final chord ringing in

everyone's ears, Lol launches into the sym-

phony—a virtuoso interlude between the

verses of a carol—that introduces the sec-

ond verse. The symphonies, some of them

200 years old, date back to the days when

the accompaniment was provided by

bands of string players on fiddle, cello, and

double bass. The caroling tradition dates

back even further.

Although considerable evidence exists

of carol singing in medieval England, the

modem tradition began in the mid-seven-

teenth century, after the dissolution of the

Long Parliament, which had abolished

Christmas festivities, and the reestabUsh-

ment of the monarchy. About 1800,

broadside presses began pubUshing thou-

sands of carol sheets for popular consump-

tion in country districts. These carol texts

were sung in most country churches but

were driven out under the guise of reform

by High-Churchmen and church musi-

cians who wanted village choirs to resem-

ble those of the cathedrals. The carolers,

however, took to the road, touring the

countryside to sing at homesteads along

the way. This tradition continued into the

twentieth century. (Lol's father and Jack

Couldwell had both been members of a

group called the Big Set, which last went

Early nineteenth century carol broadsides, some ofwhich were

hand colored, were widely sold bypeddlersfor about apenny a

sheet. Most buyers were working-class villagers.

Both Illustrations from ttie Firth Collection. Sheffield University Library
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CHRIST IN THE MANQBl

tgtljl Oil nmrtbrljl

out caroling just after World War IL

Many of the members were from the

Mount family in Worrall. They carried

their instruments, including the double

bass, with them, setting out early on

Christmas morning and returning late in

the evening somewhat the worse for wear.)

Toward the end of the nineteenth century,

parties also began gathering in the pubs,

and Lol is the scion of this tradition.

No sooner has Lol reshuffled his music

than he launches into the next favorite.
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OIKISTMAS DRAWING NEAR AT HAN

-igtlmyiiiiiiiiiiiiipiiiiiiii ^i^jTA

A —Virgin mnjt jmht.

A^ irjrm iili»i iiurc su ll:e nropbeO
•IkI (ell.

"^

Ml.iul.l l„i»(; Corll, „ S„„ n„,l ,., „ l„r|.|.
r<i t<e oiir Itf'ilviMiier lr<.ni ile.iili iind

from -.in. (|„.
Whicli Atlain'n lr!in«j.Te«sion icirolv.d u>

CHORLS.
Uttnfutt Iw iiiern, aye, ilierefure l«

merry.
Rejoice niiil be mcrrv, tel ujrraw a«Kle,
For C1iri«l our Suniur wm born uii ibis

tide.

In Bellileliein of JuJea il came lo p»M,
TIml Mnrjr lo Jonerih espoused was.
And (bejr nenl lo JeruMilem as it is said,
WbereCsesar had order'd a tox to be paid.

Tliey were conatrain'd in a stable lo lie.

Where oxen and awes they u«ed m lie:

In Ibis bumble apartment tbey lay nil

the morn,
When the blessed Redeemar of all men

was born.

The King of glory lo ibis world being
liroueht,

I o clothe biiu forlbwiib fine linen was
suu^bi.

When Mary bud cloibcd our Saviour «o
• weel.

Within an ox's manger she laid liini lu
sleep.

Ilese liilin|;a su joyful were slraigbiway
rcveal'd,

1 1« certain poor sbrpherds who walrh'd
in a field,

Ky an nn^rel who bade ilirin rrjoirp and
be li,.l,l.

For a .Siiyiour was bnrli as ibe propbels
f<irel<dd.

Then the benrls of ibe i>bcpber<l> were
instantly chccrVI.

Ily a nnndier of angels who lo ibem op-
pearM

In jbtry, while seal««l they •«>, ilv did

SsJfio of praise lo Jeb<.«ali onr b.-nvrnlr
King.

*'liri»tina.i driiwiuiii: i>ciir atHimil.

( CHRISTMAS MOW iKl.awiiiirntarai I,., ml,
/ Set., ihe Urd and he at liii .om.imnd.

Ao I Rod for yoi. » p<„iioi, w,|l |,rovid.

.

Awl given btcitini; lo \.,,in ,oni Ik^..',.

Keiiisraber tiiati thji

Aud ia thin world iK. ,'
,

This wicked woilil iM,l ,. ,,„,
With all ill pfUlli.lGoil l,.i„ .,e„i.

>po«nioiheesrden where fIowcrff,„„„.„„..,|
l^UowB on Tour beaded V oecs and give the Urdy

po»n on your knee, and prsy bolh nijlil nnd ,

Y«re off jour lini and lire uprifhl I pray,
'

{JSo proud and lofty is iom< jorl of sin.
Which many lake'delicht and pleanurc in.

k Whose conversation Goddslh much dislike. .
IjAnd yet be shakes his sword before he slrikcs^i

•^So proud and loft; do some people go.
V Dressing themselves like players in a sl.v,-,
iVrhey p«cband psintand dress with idle stufi
'/\t if God had not made them fine enough,

^ 1 liltle children learn tocnrse and swesr, ,

(lAnd can't rehearse one word of godly prayer
,(

{/Oh' teach them better—teach them to rely,
Oi Christ, the sinner's] friend who reirns

^
high.

*

Divtsaiid Ln/.aru^.

A 8 It fell ntil upon a dav,

Dive, made a ifasl.

And he intiled all hi> IrieniN.

And fi,Mr\ id the best.

Then Lazarus laid him dnnn. and
And down at Dice's ilnor.

Some meat, some drink, hmUicr t
Bestiiw u\ion Ibe poor.

Thr.u ari none of my hmlher
That lies begging at mv d<i

No meat no drink will I give t

Nor any lo the poor-

Then (.aaarui laid him down
And down at Oive'« gale,

Som«* meal and drink brolbei

For Jesua Christ his sake.

1 li"0 «n none <,! m\ brother LaJai

Thai If-s be|u;iiig at BV gate.

N" in«al, no drink will 1 give '

For Jesus Christ his sake.
Then Divm sent out bis merry men aB,

To wliip poor fazanis away.
They had not p<,wpr lo strike one stroke,

Bui flung ll.eir whipi away.

Then Dives vnl <kiI his hungry dogs
Ta wjrry poor I.a2arus away.

They had not p,.wfr to bite one bit

But bcked his f.ire« away.
Now it fell out upon a day,

Lazarus sickened and died.

There came two angels down fronillaavaa

Thereto his soul to gnide.

Rise up, rise up, brother Lasams,
And come aJnng with we.

There is a place prepared in Heava«
For poor men sacn as thee.

Asil fell oil upon a day,
Oive* su kened and died.

There cam.^ Iwo serpents out o( bell

Thereto his soul to guide.

Rise up, rise up, brother Divas,

And come along with us.

There is a place provided in Hell

TO thy eternal curse

If^ltHe Shrplierdi waUh'tL

W[\m.T. shepherds wMeli'd the '

T T An,'ks by nighl.

All sealed on Ihe ground.

The angel M Ihr lx»rd came dowa

,

And glor* shone around.

To you ill David's Inwn this day,

Is horn of David's line.

A .Savic.ur who is Christ the Lord,

And Ibis shall be a sign :

Thr heaienlv babe you there shall .^nd

To human view display'd,

Allmeanis Mrspt in swailling ha d

And in a niang,'r laid.

lliiK spake Ihe f^erapli.and h>rtb»ilh.

\(ip**Mrd a shilling throng.
(II angrU pnii«Ki!.' God. and thus,

Aililri-U'i! Ilieir |.v> lid s.,HC -

All jl.r, lieloGml on hi^-b.

And li' Ihe earlh be peacr.
ti'HKl will henceforth frombeatei»i>,m»«

Hi-gin and never reaae.

Prililrd by J rATNACM. 1. .Monmaalk.

C«an, T Dials



"Good News"; "'Swain Hark" and

"Oughtibridge" are just some of the other

titles the song is known by. Its second-

place position is important, for it is with-

out a doubt the most popular of the local

carols sung in South Yorkshire. With its

fanfare opening, rolling bass, crescendo of

repeats, and the most satisfying of sym-

phonies, it should have brought fame and

success to its composer; but sadly, there is

not even a mention of his name in any of

the published scores. He was John Hall of

Sheffield Park, who composed the music

toward the end of the eighteenth century.

Somewhere in the dark and dust of the

Methodist Archives in London is a copy of

an early hymnbook

—

Dr. Watts' Psalms

and Hymns: Set to New Music—and at

the bottom of number 238 is Hall's brief

but revealing biography: "Bom at Shef-

field, work'd at the Anvil, composed Ora-

torios and died in the Poor House."

The appeal of "Good News" must be

just as strong today as at any time in the

past 200 years. Wherever "Good News" is

sung, "Liverpool," another splendid tune

by Hall, is not far behind, and it is third on

Lol's list. It is just one of seven arrange-

ments of "While Shepherds Watched"

that are sung during the session and one of

more than thirty dilTerent tunes to which

it is sung within fifteen miles of Sheffield.

New versions are occasionally added. To-

day "Liverpool" goes down as well as ever.

Ernest, the gentleman on my right, nods

approvingly at the fine bass singing of his

two sons standing in the crush in the cen-

ter of the floor. The first time I met Er-

nest, twenty years ago, he had smuggled in

one of his young sons (then only fourteen)

to make sure he learned the carols in their

proper context.

At twenty past twelve Lol pauses

briefly for refreshment and then during

the course of lunchtime keeps up a brisk

pace, never allowing much of a pause be-

tween carols, for only in that way can he fit

in the twenty-five or more that form the

local repertoire. Even so, there are bound
to be one or two left out. One of these is

"The Mistletoe Bough." Harry Green, on

my left, explains that Laurie Goodison,

the singer who performs it as a solo, won't

be coming until December. (Soloists ei-

ther inherit their part or earn it through

seniority.) "The Mistletoe Bough" is

rather an odd carol, without repeating or

fuguing; neither an anthem, like "How
Beautiful Upon the Mountain," nor a glee,

like "Hail Smihng Mom." While it men-

tions Christmas fun and festivities, it is a

very tragic tale, a classic Victorian parlor

ballad written by Thomas Bayly and Sir

Henry Bishop about 1840. It tells of a

game of hide-and-seek that ended with a

young bride entombed in an oak chest. Lol

has an old copy of the Albion edition,

published by Marks and Spencer at the

turn of the century. It bears the legend

that it is based on the tme story of Con-

stance Seymour of Marden Castle, North-

umberland, who was engaged to be mar-

ried to Harry Lovell one Christmas. It

states that the terrible misfortune that be-

fell her resulted from wearing her wed-

ding dress, which had belonged to her

great-grandmother, before the ceremony.

Harry Green is himself noted for his

solo performance of "A Song for the

Time," and he doesn't disappoint us. With

its mention of "squires" and "peasants,"

"churchyard snow" and "right good will,"

it is like a Victorian Christmas card. The

villagers of Ecclesfield believe that Alfred

Gatty, antiquarian, historian, and their

one-time vicar, wrote it more than a hun-

dred years ago, but the composer was

more likely to have been his son Alfred

Scott-Gatty, who contributed many simi-

lar compositions to his mother's journal

for children. Aunt Judy's Magazine.

(Could someone today come up with a

new carol and get it accepted straight-

away? Well, maybe, but it would have to

be just right for the pubs, and the singers

would have to take to it. In fact, the last

time this happened was with Harry

Belafonte's rendition of "Mary's Boy

Child" back in 1957.) The company joins

in the choms lustily, and Harry's rendition

is enthusiastically applauded. Harry is a

member of the Worrall Male Voice Choir.

Last night the choir had taken first place

in a competition in Nottingham, and on

the way home the members had stopped

off for a drink near Mansfield. Naturally

they started singing carols. Harry chuck-

led that the locals were stunned. They had

never heard anything like it.

Many ingredients go into making the

session such a success. For one thing, the

company—young and old, men and
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Contemporary carolers at the Royal
Hotel in Dungworth

lan Shuel. Collectio

women, in Sunday clothes or casually

dressed—sing their hearts out. The few

strangers in the pub keep in the back-

ground, listen, or join in. Lol is at his best.

He is never faultless in his playing, but his

ear for pitch and sense of tempo, his

wealth of experience, knowledge of the

symphonies, and feeling for the tradition

all contribute to a memorable occasion. In

pub caroling, the session may stand or fall

according to the skill and sensitivity of the

leader, whether a pianist, part of a brass

ensemble, or the leading singer (known as

the striker) in an unaccompanied session.

Equally important is the type of pub and

the atmosphere created by the licensees.

Nigel and Celia, although comparatively

new to Worrall, take pride in their pub's

caroling tradition. The sympathy of the

management and suitability of the venue

are crucial, for retirement and pub mod-

ernization can easily throw the tradition

into jeopardy.

All during lunchtime, the singers, with-

out any hesitation or reservation, have

sung their traditional carols. We do not

hear a single "Once in Royal David's

City" or even "Away in a Manger." Most

of the well-known standard carols in Brit-

ain and America are the product of Vic-

torian church musicians who considered

the older, colloquial favorites examples of

bad taste. More sinisterly, the clerics saw

the "quires" and bands that performed

such music from the west galleries of

country churches as a threat to their au-

thority. During the reform movement of

the nineteenth century, most of these

choir galleries were ripped out of Angli-

can churches. A few Victorians, however,

were sympathetic to the older traditions.

For example, in Far from the Madding
Crowd, Thomas Hardy expressed a fond

nostalgia for the passing of this village

institution and its remarkable tradition of

musicianship.

Hymns Ancient and Modern ( 1 86 1 ) re-

flected the change of fashion, for not one

fuguing tune—one with diff'erent parts en-

tering at different times and often overlap-

ping—is included. Hymn singing at that

time had to be decorous and "correctly

harmonized," not like the florid part-sing-

ing of the eighteenth century associated

with Handel; and the choirs were outfitted

in freshly starched white surplices resem-

bling those worn in the cathedrals. More

than this, the new hymn-tune writers were

High-Churchmen, not from the grass

roots like John Hall.

The carol singing in South Yorkshire

may be unrivaled but it is not unique.

Although the tradition ended in most
places before World War 1, odd pockets

still flourish, particularly in the West
Country (for example, Padstow in Corn-

wall and Dunster in Somerset) and on the

Derbyshire Peak. Several carols, such as

"While Shepherds Watched," are widely

sung, but not because of their inclusion in

standard hymnbooks. They were spread,

transmitted, varied, embellished, set to

new words, and carried by migrant work-

ers, traveling preachers, dissenters, and
those turned off their land by the enclo-

sures of commons at the end of the eight-

eenth century. Chapbooks, broadsides

(penny sheets), and oral tradition all

played a part in this process. According to

commentators such as James Montgom-
ery, editor of the Sheffield Iris (who in

1816 wrote the words of the still popular

"Angels from the Realms of Glor}"), the

whole country seemed to be on the move
in the years that followed the Napoleonic

Wars. (I've heard many stories about mi-

gratory Cornish tin miners taking their

culture to far-flung parts of the world, and

one of these has them traveling to Colo-

rado to work in the mines there and taking

their carols with them.)

Plenty of groups in North .America and

Britain still go out carol singing formally

every year, but informal singing is becom-

ing rarer. Children, adults, choirs, school

parties, and church groups lour their

neighborhoods on foot or in the backs of

lorries, bearing lanterns and torches, visit-

ing hospitals, homes for the elderly, and

such to sing around the tree. Their music

is, however, made up almost entirely of

the well-known standards
—

"Hark the

Herald Angels Sing." "Joy to the World,"

"The Twelve Days of Christmas." "Jingle

Bells." and "Deck the Halls"—tunes that

have been trivialized over the airwaves

and by exposure in a hundred thousand

supermarkets. The result is a popular re[>

ertoire that lacks the individuality and the

vigor, not to mention the historv; of the

South Yorkshire tradition.

Recently the recognition and apprecia-
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tion of this remarkable tradition have

grown. Many local churches and chapels,

choirs and brass bands have introduced

the local carols into their repertoires; they

have been featured on radio and televi-

sion; but still the secret of their popularity

and success is at the grass roots, in their

setting—the pubs. (The absence of the

institution of the pub has prevented such a

tradition from becoming established in

America.) I estimate that by Christmas

Eve, well over 2,000 people, in some fifty

or more pubs in South Yorkshire and the

Derbyshire Peak, will be singing their lo-

cal carols. That is probably more than in

the rest of Britain put together.

"Hail Smiling Mom" always seems to

mark the peak of a good session, and today

is no exception. I have seen all the carolers

in a pub rise and raise their glasses to toast

the final triumphant "Hail!" Lol does not

allow the euphoria to subside but plunges

straight into "Diadem" ("Crown Him")

and "Star of Bethlehem." Into the home
stretch now, "Pratty Flowers" is re-

quested. The words of this song ("Abroad

for Pleasure" or "The Holmfirth An-

them," the other local titles by which it is

known) have about as much to do with

Christmas as chocolate eggs:

Abroad for pleasure as I was

a-walking

It was one summer, summer's

evening clear;

Twas there I beheld a most

beautiful damsel

Lamenting for her shepherd dear.

Yet like "Jacob's Well" or the anthem

"The Prodigal Son," "Pratty Flowers" has

become a part of the local carol repertoire

at Ecclesfield; the carolers obviously think

it much too good to leave out. Arranged

from an "ancient ballad," by Joe Perkin of

Holmfirth, who was conductor of the local

choral society in about 1857, "Pratty

Flowers" has been a great favorite at the

closing of local festivities ever since.

Lol winds up the proceedings as he

started them—with "Merry Christmas."

Although the order is not good and the

parts are not clear, the feeling of accom-

plishment, of a job well done, is every-

where. Lol carefully restores his copies to

The broadside below datesfrom about 1830. Right:

Accompanied on the organ by retired blacksmith Lol Loy,

carolers sing at the Blue Ball Pub in Worrall in the mid-1 980s.

Harry Green is in theforeground at the extreme left.

^ Collection, Sheffield University Library

THE EVERGREEN

his briefcase and with Harry's help puts

the organ (which is his own, specially

brought in) back under wraps. They take

their leave of Nigel and Celia and the rest

of the company and are off for their own
Sunday lunch.

Meanwhile, the singing in the taproom

has restarted unaccompanied. The mo-

mentum has been such that those who

remain feel that they can't leave until the

carols that have been left out have had

their due.
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In Search ofthe Giant Amazon Leecl
Tracking a leviathan in the swamps ofFrench Guiana

by Roy T. Sawyer

This story begins at my home, a small

cottage in rural Wales, during the autumn

of 1975. I was in my study laboriously

translating an obscure Italian paper pub-

lished in 1849. Sopra un nuovo genere

[Haementeria] di annelidi dellafamiglia

delle sanguisughe ("On a new genus of

annelid from the leech family") described

a new leech species collected from the

mouth of the Amazon River. The leech

was named Haementeria ghilianii, after

the Italian naturalist Vittore Ghiliani,

who had collected a single, very large

specimen, which he dutifully deposited in

the zoology museum of the University of

Turin. Later that same day I read that a

half century passed before another Euro-

pean scientist—this time a Frenchman

—

described a specimen found in French

Guiana in 1 896. As far as I knew, this was

the last scientific mention of the giant

leech.

If it still existed, its Amazonian propor-

tions—reportedly up to eighteen inches

long—made it the world's largest leech

species. However, what really excited me
about this leech was an incidental note in

the 1849 paper that it fed on cattle and

horses. The Frenchman noted in his re-

port, published in 1899, that "a few of

these enormous leeches are sufficient to

kill a cow or a horse." To appreciate the

significance of this note, we must take a

look at leech taxonomy and evolution.

The 650 or so species of leeches in the

world are divided into two major groups,

the jawed leeches and the proboscis

leeches. The Amazon leech, from the de-

tailed original description, belonged to the

latter group, possessing a long, strawlike

organ for penetrating the skin of its host.

As a rule, proboscis leeches feed on fish,

amphibians, and reptiles. Until then I

knew of no proboscis leech that fed on the

blood of mammals.
Many jawed leeches, on the other hand,

feed on the blood of mammals, including

humans. The well-known medicinal leech

{Hirudo medicinalis), once widely used, is

typical of this group, possessing three jaws

armed with sharp teeth for piercing a
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host's skin. These leeches are known to

secrete an anticoagulant, called hirudin,

that in very small amounts prevents mam-
malian blood from clotting.

Jawed and proboscis leeches are not

closely related. Although they probably

shared a common ancestor, long study of

leech taxonomy had led me to suspect that

the two groups evolved their parasitic Ufe

styles independently. But since the mys-

terious Amazon leech fed on mammalian
blood, I wondered if it secreted an anti-

coagulant like hirudin or an entirely new

substance. Since the last scientist to report

seeing the Amazon leech did so in 1899

and here it was 1 975, did this leech species

still exist? I resolved to find out.

The next year, 1976, 1 went to the Uni-

versity of California at Berkeley to join

Gunther Stent, who had pioneered the

neurobiological study of leeches. Using

leech embryos as an experimental model,

I initiated a research project on the devel-

opment of the leech nervous system. This

work redoubled my interest in finding the

Amazonian leech because such a giant

leech might well produce a larger embryo

with which to work.

Raising money for my proposed expe-

dition was frustrating, but finally the

American Philosophical Society offered

to fund a significant part of it. Soon after-

ward, the University of Cahfomia agreed

to fund the rest if I could get four paying

members of the public to join. This proved

to be no problem. In fact, many people

wanted to join what might end up as a wild

goose chase. After much deliberation, I

chose four amateur adventurers—a medi-

cal doctor, a laboratory technician, a

chemical engineer, and a newspaper re-

porter—for the team.

Since French Guiana was the last place

that the Amazon leech had been seen, we
set out for that remote region in August

1977. One goal of our research was to

carry out biochemical experiments on the

leeches' salivary glands and identify what

kind of anticoagulant they possessed. To
achieve this, I calculated that we would

need to bring back enough live leeches to

breed a laboratory population of 10,000.

With invaluable field assistance from

the Pasteur Institute in Cayenne, we made
our way to the coastal marshes where local

Indians had told us we could find our

quarry. This marshland fills with one to

four feet of water in the rainy season but

virtually dries up in the dry season. Tropi-

cal cattle graze its margins in all seasons.

Our arrival coincided with the begin-

ning of the dry period. In the intense tropi-

cal heat, the water receded rapidly, and

every day became hotter and more humid.

Each morning, while it was relatively cool,

we examined handful after handful of

vegetation, rolled over submerged logs,

and slogged along the muddy shoreline of

the marshes. Our legs would sink deeply

into the mud, making walking laborious.

Furthermore, our movements stirred up

the mud so that we were unable to see into

the water. My worst fear was stepping on

an electric fish; these fish reportedly lived

in the area and could be dangerous. Each

evening we returned to our camp tired and

hungry and without success. Were we in

the wrong place? Was it the wrong time of

year?

There were plenty of other creatures

after blood. Although I had grown up in

the swamps of South Carolina, I had never

experienced such intense attacks from

mosquitoes and biting flies. On my first

night, spent in a hammock inside an old,

one-room schoolhouse, I was bitten on my
back six or seven times. The next morning,

having found a very large bedbug en-

gorged with my blood, I took my revenge

by preserving it and eventually depositing

it in the National Museum of Natural

History, in Washington, D. C. I some-

times saw cows with congealed blood on

their backs, the unmistakable sign of a

vampire bat attack. On one occasion, after

hearing an odd scraping noise at a small

screened window, I found a vampire bat,

much smaller but more aggressive than I

had imagined, trying to squeeze itself into

our lodging.

After six or seven unsuccessful days, we

were feeling doubtful and dejected. Then
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a local farmer told us about another place,

several miles away and closer to the sea.

The next morning we visited the new loca-

tion. Within an hour we came across a

submerged boat half hidden in the vegeta-

tion. As we worked to dislodge it, out

swam a very large leech. It did not get

away. Our expedition had not been in

vain.

From this experience we learned that

only certain marshes, in a narrow strip

parallel to the sea, were the ideal habitat

for these leeches. These marshes were part

of the flood plain of a small river, and

unlike the marshes where we had previ-

ously looked, they did not completely dry

up. We learned to stay in one spot, allow-

ing the leeches time to emerge from the

mud and swim toward our movements.

And because the shoreline was not quite

as muddy, we could see better. Our eyes

became accustomed to spotting the rib-

bonlike, gray-brown leeches swimming

near the surface in broad concentric cir-

cles. From time to time they would stop

their graceful dorsoventral undulations

and attach themselves to floating hya-

cinths or to our waders or bare legs. We
caught them with our hands and, anxious

not to be bitten, quickly put them into

plastic bags. With persistence, we eventu-

ally found about thirty-five specimens,

mostly recently hatched juveniles.

We allowed ourselves time to study the

most productive marshes so that we could

duplicate conditions for laboratory breed-

ing. At the end of our six-week expedition,

we shipped our small collection of pre-

cious leeches by air freight back to Cali-

fornia, and our expedition disbanded. I

returned to my Berkeley laboratory to be-

gin the challenging task, among others, of

breeding an "ideal" leech population that

could be used to study the animal's ner-

vous system. It took me several years of

trial and error to learn the techniques for

breeding this large, but delicate, species.

The process was especially difficult be-

cause we had to duplicate the swamp con-

ditions of the Amazon faithfully: the

twelve-hour equatorial light cycle, and

water that is acidic and low in oxygen, as

well as high in certain salts. Eventually, by

1980, we had achieved our goal of about

10,000 leeches. But the leech embryos,

while indeed large, were too delicate to be

useful in our experiments on the nervous

system.

With a substantial amount of live mate-

rial on hand, I began to look at what kind

of anticoagulant the Amazon leech se-

cretes. I sent freeze-dried salivary glands

to Andrei Budzynski, a specialist in blood-

clotting research at Temple University.

After a tantalizing year, Budzynski finally

had an answer. The Amazon leech se-

cretes a powerful, previously unknown

anticoagulant—an enzyme that we called

hementin. While hirudin prevents blood

from clotting, hementin dissolves mam-
malian blood clots after they have formed

and has the potential for being an exciting

new drug for the treatment of certain

types of cardiovascular diseases.

I returned to Wales and established the

world's only commercial leech farm, dedi-

cated to the development of new drugs

from leeches. Although much more work

needs to be done and the purified

hementin enzyme is still in very short sup-

ply, hementin could be used to dissolve

platelet-rich blood clots, a type that seems

to resist other "clot-busting" therapies.

Hementin is not the only potential drug

from the Amazon leech. Budzynski sent

some of the salivary gland material to Ga-

briel and Tatiana Gasic, then at the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania School of Medi-

cine. In 1983 the Gasics discovered

antistasin, which inhibits one of the blood-

clotting proteins called factor Xa. These

and other leech-derived drugs can now be

produced synthetically as a result of re-

cent advances in biotechnology. We know

active chemicals are still to be found in the

giant leech—a veritable living pharmacy.

Only time will reveal other secrets held by

this mysterious giant.

A zoologist by training. Roy T. Sawyer

runs Biopharm, a company in Wales that

breeds leeches for research.
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Winter Celebrations
December is Winter Celebration

Month at the Leonhardt People Center.

Free weekend afternoon programs will

present demonstrations and performances

of winter festival events from Europe,

America, and around the world. Tradi-

tions represented include Polish Christ-

mas; Bulgarian singing, weaving, and folk

dancing; Czechoslovakian folk tales; a

Chanukah celebration; Iroquois corn-

husk dolls and masks; Native American
winter tales; the potlatch of the North-

west Coast; and foods of the Afro-Ameri-

can festival Kwanzaa. Short films will

also be shown. For information call (212)

769-5183.

At the Planetarium
The Hayden Planetarium offers a vari-

ety of programs for the holiday season. "A
Holiday Concert in Camelot," at 7:00 and

9:00 P.M. on Tuesday, December 4, will

feature music under the stars. The En-

semble for Early Music will perform on

lute, recorder, harpsichord, and other

original instruments. Visual effects cre-

ated by the Planetarium staff, in collabo-

ration with the Metropolitan Museum of

Art and the Musee Conde of France, will

transform the Sky Theater into a bygone

world. "Robots in Space" is a brand-new

show for children ages seven to eleven.

R2D2 and C-3PO oi Star Wars fame will

take children on a guided tour of the uni-

verse to see how real space robots—satel-

lites and probes—help us learn about

other worlds. "Robots in Space" will be

shown at 10:00 a.m. on Saturday, Decem-
ber 1, and at noon on Saturday, January 5.

Other holiday programs at the Planetar-

ium include the Star of Christmas Sky
Show, which explores the question of

what led the Wise Men to Bethlehem, and
laser rock shows featuring the music of

Pink Floyd and David Bowie. For ticket

information on all Planetarium programs,

call (212) 769-5900.

Members' Programs
This month marks the centennial of the

massacre at Wounded Knee, when the

U. S. Army tried to wipe out the Ghost

Dance religion. Historian George Horse

Capture, a curator at the Plains Indian

Museum in Cody, Wyoming, will host

"Wounded Knee Remembered" at 7:30

P.M. on Friday, December 14, in the Kauf-

mann Theater.

Folksinger Tom Chapin will present a

hohday family concert at the Museum at

7:00 P.M. on Wednesday, December 19, in

the Main Auditorium. At 1 1 :00 a.m., 1 :00

and 3:00 p.m. on Saturday, December 1,

in the Kaufmann Theater, young scien-

tists between the ages of five and twelve

can manufacture their own slime and earn

a junior chemist certificate in "Chemistry

for Kids," with Patricia Ann Redden.

Ethnobiologist Darrell Posey speaks on

"Scientific Activism, Ecology, and Na-
tive Rights: The Kayapo Indians and the

Xingu River," at 7:30 p.m. on Monday,
December 3, in the Main Auditorium.

Mineralogist George Harlow will discuss

"Gems and Crystals" at 7:00 p.m. on

Wednesday, December 12, in the Kauf-

mann Theater. For ticket information on
Members' Programs, call (212) 769-5606.

Other Events
Asian CineVision presents its fifth an-

nual Asian Film Series, "Cinema and So-

ciety," December 7 to 9 in the Kaufmann
Theater. This year's films and panel dis-

cussions examine South Korea, Japan,

and Taiwan as they face the 1990s. For in-

formation and a complete schedule, call

(212) 769-5305.

Special exhibitions this month include

"Back to the Gobi: The American Mu-
seum Returns to Central Asia," "Pre-His-

panic Foods of Mexico," "Horseshoe

Crabs," and "African Reflections: Art

from Northeastern Zaire," which closes

January 6, 1991. The Origami Holiday

Tree makes its annual appearance in the

first-floor Rotunda.

These events take place at the American
Museum of Natural History, located on

Central Park West at 79th Street in New
York City. The Museum has a pay-what-

you-wish admission policy. For more in-

formation about the Museum, call (212)

769-5100.
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This timely holiday

gift idea goes back

at least

200 million years!

Once-a-year holiday

rates-now in effect-

save vou 32% on each

NATURALHISTORY
gift after theBrst!

A gift of NATURAL HISTORY is like

a year-long journey through time and
space. Fillea with oreathtaking sights . .

.

with fascinating information.

In the span of a few minutes—and the

turn of a few pages—your gift recipients

are transported from the Mesozoic Age to

the Space Age . . . from the jungles of Africa

to the tundras of the Antarctic . . . from the

depths of the Indian Ocean to the moons
of Jupiter.

Your gift of NATURAL HISTORY
expresses good wishes . . . and your good
sense in choosing a holiday gift. It brings

with it a wealth of new information to

stretch minds . . . expand interests and
horizons.

It also brings with it Associate Membership
in the American Museum of Natural

History— with all the accompanying
benefits, privileges and savings.

AH in all, quite a gift package! One
that first reminds recipients of your

thoughtfulness at the holiday season—

and continues to provide enjoyment,
enlightenment and savings throughout
the New Year.

3 More Reasons to

Give NATURAL HISTORY
1

.

It's so inexpensive. The first gift is $22.

And each adaitional gift is only $15—

a

32% savings! Of course, you may include

your own membership— new. renewal or

extension— as part of your order to take

advantage of low hoHday rates!

2. It's so easy to order. No problems with
crowds, wrapping or delivery. You can do
your shopping right now. In minutes— and
in comfort!

3. Each gift you order helps the Amencan
Museum of Natural History expand its

important aims and programs.

Use the adjacent postage-free card to

order gifts now. We'll send you specially

designed gift cards for you to sign, then

mail or give each recipient to announce
your gift of NATURAL HISTORY.

If holiday order cards are missing, write:

NATURAL HISTORY
Central Park West at 79th Street

NewYork,N.Y. 10024

OrcaUtoU-free 1-800-234-5252



HOLBROOK'S TRAVELWORLD
Amazon Cruises & Land Toui

Australia & New Zealand
Africa's Wildlife, Kenya & Tanzania

Botswana Zimbabwe • Belize

Costa Rica Birding, River Rafting,

small groups & individual travel

Chile & Easter Island • Galapagos & Ecuador
Galapagos & Cuzco • Machu Picchu

Patagonia & Iguassu Falls

Unique Deluxe Renaissance Cruise for

130 passengers to remote areas

Information 904-377-7111 • Reservations 800-451-7111

HOLBROOK TRAVEL, INC.
We Offer You The World

3540 N.W. 13 Street • Gainesville. FL 32609

THE POKE BOAT
ITS EXTOTHLNG

It weighs only 28

pounds. For less

than $700 you ca
buy more than

o canoe.
,/;

C-VNOE ISN'T.

Coll toll-free

1-800-

354-

^\ 0190.

HUMMINGBIRD
PENDANT

&
EARRINGS

.Pendant include

I'S" chain;

Sterling—$45
14kGold^$23C

'\/iS*mc/Amex
tg£)gi;284-8376

Pierced Earrings:

Sterling—$30
14K Gold—$65

The Brightest Moon
by Thomas D. Nicholson

Most months have only one full moon,

but this month is an exception. It has

two—one on the 2d and another on the

31st. The two full moons mean we have

three spring tides during this month, one

at each full moon and one at the new moon
in between. At each full and new moon,

the tides reinforce one another because

the sun and moon, which cause them, line

up with the earth. The higher than normal

tides are called spring tides because high

water seems to "spring," or rise, above its

usual level.

This month's full moons also occur

when the moon is close to perigee (nearest

the earth): three hours before perigee on

the 2d, and eighteen and a half hours after

perigee on the 31st. The moon's proximity

on these occasions will add to the height of

the tides.

The spring tide of the 3 1st is affected by

two other factors: the earth is at perihelion

(nearest the sun) on January 2d, so the

solar tide component will be strongest for

the year; and the moon is near its greatest

distance north of the equator, which in-

creases the inequality between the two

high tides occurring daily. In many places,

especially on the east coast of the Ameri-

cas, the tide after midnight on January 1st

will be almost the highest possible.

Certain factors that affect the height of

the tide also affect the moon's brightness.

The brightest full moon is one that ap-

pears overhead and is at perigee at the

earth's perihelion, when the earth-moon

system is nearest the sun. Winter full

moons are generally the highest and most

brilhant (their height makes them the

least dimmed by the atmosphere). Thus,

as it comes close to meeting all these crite-

ria, the full moon this New Year's Eve will

be almost as bright as it can get for North-

em Hemisphere viewers. Even though the

earth is two days from perihelion, perigee

could be a little closer, and the full moon a

bit higher in the sky, this full moon could

be the brightest of a lifetime.

Events in the calendar below are given

in local time unless otherwise indicated.

December 1-2: Ruddy Mars is just past

opposition but still bright enough to stand

out sharply in the moon's glow. Full moon
is at 2:50 a.m., EST, on the 2d, and perigee

(nearest the earth) only three hours later.

December 3-4: The waning gibbous

moon is in Gemini, moving slowly away

from Mars toward brilliant Jupiter, pass-

ing beneath the Twins' bright stars Pollux

and Castor on the 4th.

December 5-6: Jupiter is still a morn-

ing "star" even though visible in the east

from 9:00 p.m. on. The moon shifts to

Jupiter's lower left on the 6th.

December 8: Although the winter sol-

stice and the shortest day of the year are

almost two weeks off, our earliest sunset

occurs today. Last-quarter moon, in Leo,

is at 9:04 p.m., EST.

December 12: After passing Virgo's

bright star Spica last night, the crescent

moon rises just below the star at about

3:00 A.M.

December 14: Morning skies are moon-

less for the Geminid meteor shower,

which reaches a maximum of fifty mete-

ors per hour. The number is somewhat less

for two or three mornings before and after

maximum. This is currently the second

best meteor show of the year (after Au-

gust's Perseids). The Geminids are as nu-

merous as, but slower and dimmer than,

the brilliant Perseids.

December 16: New moon is in Sagittar-

ius at 11:22 p.m., EST.
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December 18: Mercury and Venus are

at conjunction with each other today, very

low in the southwestern dusk with faint

Uranus next to them.

December 19: The waxing crescent

moon is in the southwest after sundown.

Saturn appears below it as twilight

deepens, making a last appearance as an

evening "star" before the approaching sun

overwhelms it.

December 21: Winter begins in the

Northern Hemisphere when the sun ar-

rives at the solstice at 10:07 p.m., EST.

December 22: The sparse meteors (fif-

teen per hour) radiating from Ursa Minor,

the Small Bear, are called the Ursids.

December 23-25: The thickening moon
enters Pisces, below and left of the Square

of Pegasus, on the 23d. The moon is to the

right of Pisces' oval-shaped pattern of dim
stars, called the Western Fish, on the 23d,

and to its left on the 24th. First-quarter

moon (at 10:16 p.m., EST) and Mercury's

inferior conjunction (when it enters the

morning sky) are on the 24th.

December 28: The moon passes above

Mars this evening near the Pleiades star

cluster in Taurus. After tonight, the moon
moves between Mars and Jupiter during

the remaining nights of December.

December 30-3 1 : The moon is at peri-

gee again at 7:00 p.m., EST, on the 30th,

eighteen and a half hours before Decem-
ber's second full moon at 1:35 p.m., EST,

on the 31st.

Editor's Note: The Sky Map in the Octo-

ber issue shows the evening stars and con-

stellations for this month and gives the

dates and times for use.

Thomas D. Nicholson is director emeri-

tus of the American Museum.

The world from a Sailfish Point of view.
From this private oceanfront community everything seems far away except

the pleasures of life. Walk on an unspoiled beach to refresh the spirit. Dine at the

Club with new friends. Play a Jack Nicklaus-designed par 72 course to sharpen
your game. Cruise offshore, letting the coastline and your cares drop from view.

There will never be another Sailfish Point and soon the last remaining
residences will be offered to purchasers. So please call 407/225-6200 for complete
information, or visit soon. Residential pricing begins at $475,000.

^Sailfish Point
America's premier yacht and country club community. '•'

1755 S.E. Sailfish Point Boulevard, SuiteB208

Hutchinson Island, Stuart, Florida 34996
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SEE THE SEALS
FACE TO FACE

Seal Watch — Every year 250,000 Harp Seals bear their

young on floating ice fields in Eastern Canada's Gulf

of St. Lawrence. During three weeks in March, an-

imal lovers, photographers and adventurers of all

ages can fly from the nearby Magdalen Islands by
nelicopter to visit these cuddly animals.

5 to 8 day excursions including air fare from
Halifax, Nova Scotia to the Magdalen Islands,

hotels, some meals, helicopters to the ice,

and much more, start at $1,295. Eor a

free full color brochure call today or
return coupon to:

NATURAL HABITAT WILDUFE ADVENTURES
One Sussex Station. Sussex, N) 07-161

Toll Free 1-800-543-8917

From N) & Canada (201) 702-1525

kvildlife advenlure is made
possible b> The International

fund for Animal Wellare {\^^W)

whose efforts have replaced seal

hunting with seal watching. NH
Q

Please send r

IFAW

the free lull color Seal Watch Brochure

NATURAL HABITAT
WILDLIFE ADVENTURES



This Land

Wilburn Ridge extends east ofMount Rogers, about a mile

and a halffrom the 5,729-foot summit.
Pfiotograpns Dy Steve Cfoy



Mount Rogers, Virginia
by Robert H. Mohlenbrock

At 5,729 feel, Mount Rogers is the

highest mountain in Virginia and the focal

point of the Mount Rogers National
Recreation Area, a complex of mountains,
gorges, and clear, fast-flowing streams in

Jefferson National Forest. I was inter-

ested in climbing to the top of this south-

em Appalachian peak, one of the highest

in the eastern United States, to compare
its vegetation with that of other eastern

peaks of similar altitude and with the

higher mountains of the west. For exam-
ple, the summit of Roan Mountain, North
Carolina, featured in the April 1985 issue

of Natural History, is treeless, with gor-

geous catawba rhododendrons and other

shrubby members of the heath family

making up the dominant vegetation. Such
heath-laden summits, treeless despite be-

ing below the regional timberline. are re-

ferred to as heath balds. Brian Head,
Utah, on the other hand, featured in last

month's column, rises to 1 1 ,307 feet and is

well above tree line. Its upper slopes are

rocky and support dwarf, alpine vegeta-

tion, while mountain meadows crowded
with colorful paintbrushes and beard-

tongues occupy the lower slopes.

My 4'/2-mile hike to the summit o{

Mount Rogers began at the car park at

Elk Garden and followed the Appalachian
Trail. Low clouds and bluish haze ob-

scured the summit, but stretching before

me at Elk Garden, as far as the clouds

would permit me to see, was a steep,

grassy-looking slope that was virtually

treeless. The trail climbed over the slope,

its way marked by cairns of small stones.

Even though it was the last day of May,
the area was alive with colorful flowers

borne on low plants.

Hawkweed and hawk's-beard. two spe-

cies with dandelionlike flowering heads,

abounded, mixed with white yarrow,

whose crowded flower clusters rose above

lacy leaves. These common flowers are

mostly European weeds, not native spe-

cies, a sure sign that Elk Garden has had

many years of disturbance of some kind.

\ few ten-foot shrubs of spiny hawthorns

were dispersed throughout the meadow.
Small colonics of twenty-foot-tall sweet

buckeyes, another wood\ plant. Joined the

hawthorn as the trail climbed steadils up
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the meadow. The absence of heaths of any

kind dispelled any notion that Elk Garden

was a heath bald.

Historical records indicate that some of

Elk Garden was forested when the first

European settlers arrived during the last

part of the seventeenth century, although

some of the area was open and served as a

grazing land for native bison and elk.

Traces of a buffalo wallow at Elk Garden

give testimony that bison were plentiful in

the area. After the forested part was

cleared and burned, however, grasses in-

vaded the slopes, which became ideal pas-

ture for the settlers' sheep, goats, and cat-

tle. Soon the bison and elk disappeared

from the region.

At the upper end of Elk Garden, the

disturbed meadow gives way abruptly to a

forest that consists of taller sweet buck-

eyes and a number of other trees. The
forest marks the beginning of the Lewis

Fork Wilderness and continues to the

summit of Mount Rogers, less than four

miles away. The slopes in the forest are

very steep and fall off quickly to one side

of the trail. On the other side are wet,

dripping rock faces, kept moist by the

dense shade provided by the closed can-

opy of trees. Vegetation on the forest floor

and in the cracks of the rocks is lush.

The trees are all deciduous, consisting

predominantly of sugar maple and Ameri-

can beech, but in the depths of the woods,

mountain maple and yellow birch are

common. The dense shrub layer is com-

posed of such shade-tolerant species as

wild gooseberry, hobblebush viburnum,

wild hydrangea, and northern elderberry.

Ferns and wildflowers flourish beneath

the woody layers. Spinulose wood fern,

silvery spleenwort, and Christmas fern

displaying two-foot-long leaves grow in ex-

tensive patches. The smaller common
polypody fern finds a home in the cracks

that have eroded into the rock faces. The

best show of mountain wildflowers is from

late May to early June, with the blooming

of foamflower, doll's-eyes, Appalachian

bitter cress, and wild ginger. During the

summer and autumn, several of these

spring-flowering plants spend their energy

developing new leaves and expanding

older ones. A few plants that wait until

summer and autumn to flower are golden-

glow, mountain oxalis, and black cohosh.

Delicate rock saxifrages grow in unlikely

niches in the rocks.

Jefferson National Forest

For visitor information write:

Forest Supervisor

Jefferson National Forest

210 Franklin Road, S.W.

Roanoke, Virginia 24001

(703) 982-6270

Cone ofa Fraserfir

As the trail makes its final ascent, cone-

bearing red spruces begin to break up the

domination of deciduous trees. Finally, at

the summit, there is a fine stand of red

spruce and Fraser fir—no heath bald or

rocky, treeless, alpine meadow. The red

spruce, a northern species, is nearly at its

southern limit on Mount Rogers, while the

Fraser fir, a southern species, is at its

northern extreme.

The ancestors of both species of trees

originally came from the north. During

the last Ice Age, about 20,000 years ago,

the lowlands ahead of the advancing gla-

ciers became cool and wet, supporting a

forest of northern spruces and firs. When
the climate began to warm, the glaciers

receded to the north, and the vegetation

subsequently changed. As the mountain

peaks were frozen less and less each year,

the tree limit gradually moved upward,

and the summits were covered with a for-

est of spruce and fir, which require the

coolness provided by the higher elevation

of the mountain peaks. The wanner low-

lands became occupied by deciduous ma-

ples, beeches, and buckeyes (which mi-

grated up from the south), so that many of

the mountaintops soon became islands of

spruce and fir. During the thousands of

years of isolation, the firs on the Appala-

chian peaks developed different charac-

teristics from the northern species of firs

and are now recognized by botanists as a

distinct species.

"This Land" highlights the biological

phenomena of the 156 U. S. nationalfor-

ests. Robert H. Mohlenbrock is Visiting

Distinguished Professor ofPlant Biology

at Southern Illinois University at Car-

bondale.
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TheMarl^t
Art/Crafts

ACCURATE CAVE ART TRANSCRIPTS. Free booklet
available Gallery of Prehistoric Paintings 1202 Lexing-
ton Ave

. Suite 314, Ne«/ York, NY 10028

AFRICAN (VIASKS AND FIGURES, $1 50-$350, request
ptiotos, McCoy Imports, Liberty. NY 12754

AMERICAN INDIAN ART Northwest Coast masks
Graphics Pueblo pottery Navajo rugs HopiKachinas
Sandpaintings Box 55277, Sherman Oaks CA 91413
(818) 789-2559 Fax: (818) 789 1510

AUDUBON WILD TURKEY elegant reprint o< Bien
chromolithograph 801b Cover, 16x22", Dk-green bor-

der $15. Framing available Kristine Co
,
1711 Mass

Ave , #415, Washington, DC 20036 (202) 232-9155
Dealers Welcome

LIMITED EDITION PEWTER SCULPTURES American
artists depicting wildlife, military and western subjects
Send $2 50 for catalogues G Depot, 1 1060 Alpharetta
Hwy

,
Roswell, GA 30076

NAVAJO, ZUNI—OLD PAWN jewelry—sandpaintings,
pottery, kachinas. Wholesale catalog $2.00. Indian

Treasures, Box 9771 -NH, Phoenix, AZ 85068

QUALITY ETHNOGRAPHIC ART FROM "East Meets
West", Lid

,
PO Box 103, Pitlsford, VT 05763 Call us

toll-free at 1-800-443-2242 and discuss your require-

ments with a trained anthropologist. Photographs of

objects available upon request Think of us for unique
holiday gifts and gift certificates For a purchase in

excess of $50 00 receive a free color 1991 Indian Arts
and Crafts calendar Visa and Mastercard accepted

SPARKLING, UNIQUE, HANDCRAFTED costume jew-
elry from Guatemala For free color brochure please
send self-addressed, stamped envelope to Argosies
RO. Box 460227, San Antonio, TX 78246-0227

Books/Publications

DISCOVER THE FASCINATING WORLD of natures
most spectacular gems and minerals every month in

Lapidary Journal magazine The field's top authorities

explore new discovenes in gemology, geology, miner-

alogy and archeology every monthi Plus, exquisite full-

color photo spreads by world-famous gem photogra-
phers show the most beautiful collections from around
the globe Send today for your free sample copy Box
57-NH, Devon, PA 19333

BCX>KSONTAPE®m Best Sellers on Cassette

Full-length Readings

Call for Free Brochure

(800)626-3333
MAKE SOMEONES' CHRISTMAS, send A Tribute to

Sabaka- The Legend An unusual collection of short

stories $14 95 value/$9 95 plus $1 25 s&h Paradise
Publications, RO. Box 173, Sayville, NY 11782

AUTHORS WANTED BY

NEW YORK PUBLISHER
Leading subsidy book publisher seeks manuscripts

of all types: fiction, non-fiction, poetry, scholarly

and juvenile works, etc. New authors welcomed.
Send for free, illustrated 40-page brochure W.82
Vantage Press, 516 W. 34 St., New York, N.Y. 10001

MANUSCRIPTS WANTED, all types Publisher with 70-

year tradition Free examination, "Guide to Publica-

tion." 1-800-695-9599

WE'LL PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Our 45 years experi-

ence will help you to success. Send Manuscript or

outline for free information and evaluation. Rivercross

Publishing, Inc
, Dept NH, 127 East 59th Street, New

York, NY 10022

HOW TO PUBLISH

YOUR

BOOK

Join our successful authors ,„ .
complete and reliable publlshint
program: publicity, advertljlnj,
handsome books. Speedy, efficient

service Send lor FIIEt manuscript
report & copy of Publish Your tMk.
CARLTON PRISSDept NHL
1 1 West 32 St.. New York 10001

YESTERDAY'S BOOKS LOCATED, no obligation Out-
of-State Book Service, Box 3253J, San Clemente, CA
92674-3253(714)492-2976

Education

BECOME A PARALEGAL Work with attorneys Lawyer
instructed home study Americas finest paralegal pro-
gram Free Catalogue (800) 223 4542 Dept LP124

BECOME A VETERINARY ASSISTANT/Animal Care
Specialist Home study Free career literature. (800)
223-4542 Dept CP124

"CASH FOR COLLEGE' , Describes 400 loan, grant,
scholarship opportunities— plus all government pro-

grams, $4 95 Unifunds, Box 19749-RZ, Indianapolis, IN

46219

SCHOOL OF SACREDARTS
lor

Cnur^s m Tibclan Buddhi.M Thanka
Pjinling. B>2anlinc Icon Painiing.

Grcgtirian Chant. Islamic Calligraphy.

Chinese Landscape Painting, Japanese

Shingon Calligraphy and Medieval

Manuscript Illumination among
others arc being given by master

artists For information please call

(:i:i -175-8048

INSTITUTE OF DESERT ECOLOGY: Attend Tucson
Audubon Society's twenty-first, annual, four day work-
shop on southwestern natural history and ecology,
taught by some of Arizona's foremost experts, and
held in Catalina State Park at the foot of the spectacu-
lar Santa Catalina mountains! Contact the director

Nora Mays, 300 E University Blvd #120, Tucson, AZ
85705(602)682-8716

SPEAK SPANISH, FRENCH OR ANY OF 59 Languages
as US diplomats do using same self-study cassettes/
textbook Nearly 50% savings! Free catalog. Call Audio
Language Institute, 1-800-722-6394

Employment Opportunities

ALASKA SUMMER JOBS Work in the ma|estic beauty
of Denali Natl. Park 250+ |Obs in all aspects of hotel/

resort operations Send self-addressed stamped enve-

lope to. ARA at Denali/104, 825 W 8th Ave, #220,
Anchorage, AK 99501

AUSTRALIA WANTS YOUi Big Pay! Transportation!

New Employment Handbook, $3.00. International, Box
19107 -RZ, Washington, DC 20036

BECOME A REAL ESTATE APPRAISER, $100,000 plus

potential Home Study, Earn professional certification

Free literature (800) 223-4542 Dept RP124

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! Assemble products at

home. Call for information (504) 641-8003 Ext 6371

ENVIRONMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES—Monthly bulle-

tin lists environmental |ob openings throughout the

U.S. Free details: EOV, PO. Box 4957, Areata, CA
95521

GET PAID FOR READING BOOKS. $100 per book
Write Caico Publishing (Dept, C-80), 500 South Broad,

Meriden, CT 06450

MAKE A FEDERAL SEASONAL RANGER JOB your

career. Publication $5. 'Ranger," Box 331114, Fort

Worth, TX 76163-1114

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS' Worldwide Direc-
tory and complete information—$3 00 International
Opportunities, Box 19107-RZ, Washington, DC 20036

ROCKY MOUNTAIN EMPLOYMENT NEWSLETTER!
Current openings— All occupations—Western U,S,!
Free details lntermountain-4Y, 3565 Pitch Colo-
rado Springs, CO 80908 1 719-488-0320 x425

Financial

CASH GRANTS AVAILABLE from foundationsi Never
repay! 401 sources/application instructions, $3 00
Fundsearch, Box 19107-RZ, Washington. DC 20036

LET THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE your small busi-
ness Grants/loans to $500,000 Free recorded mes-
sage (707)449-8600 (LAI)

Furniture

CLASSIC FURNITURE—40% Off 150 Major compa-
nies Free brochure Sobol House, 103 Richardson
Blvd

, Black Mountain, NC 2871 1 (704) 669-8031

Gourmet Interests

MINNESOTA WILD RICE $6 00 per pound prepaid. 5
pound minimum shipment Floura Wild Rice Box 44C
Blackduck, MN 56630 or call (218) 835-6667

Government Surplus

IS IT TRUE JEEPS FOR $44 through the U S Gov'f
Call for Facts! (504) 649-5745 Ext S-6371

NARCOTICS RAID SEIZURES' Autos, Stereos, Boats,
Airplanes! Millions Surplus Bargains—many 1% origi-

nal cost' "Nationwide Directory —$3 00 Disposal
Box 19107-RZ, Washington, DC 20036

Merchandise/Gifts

CUBIC ZIRCONIUM DIAMOND TENNIS BRACELET,
Wholesale to public Free brochure Send sell-

stamped envelope to Sureway, Box 1518. Rosemead,
CA 91770

ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY PRODUCTS Free
catalogue Good Earth Enterpnses. 2920 Ave R, Suite
413N, Brooklyn, NY 11229

FINE WATERMAN WRITING INSTRUMENTS—30% off

list For color catalog send $2 (refundable w 'first order)

to Kal Information, 345 Claremont Ave Suite 22 Monl-
clair, NJ 07042

colorful 100*« Conon Power T is Gu«rwil»*d
get snention! 20H ol the profits go to

THE FUND FOR ALASKA L^jfJ g^IC

Buy 5. g.l c

Only $15 00 + $2 00
Dellve

-Cnsneston, S C

FREE' FREE' Scientiftc. Educational Catalog for all

ages Glow-tn-the-Dark Astronomy Slickers. Dinosaur
and Nature Rubber Stamps and more' Stamp Mill, 414
South Mill, #208. Tempe. AZ 85281

GIVE LOVELY GIFTS AND HELP PRIMATES' The Inter-

national Pnmate Protection League offers Gorilla,

Chimpanzee and Gibbon TShirts in silver, beige or

aqua State second color choice Also Chinese Golden
Monkey T-Shirts in beige Small, Medium, Large and X-

Large $10 IPPL, Box 766, Summerville, SC 29484

METEORITES-RARE SPACE COLLECTIBLES. Dis-

play specimens. ;ewelry, books Authenticity guaran-
teed Color catalog $2 Bethany Trading, PO Box
3726-N, New Haven. CT 06525

SEMIPRECIOUS AND RARE GEMSTONES Free lists.

The Carat Patch, 310 Lee Avenue, College Station, TX
77840



JlieMarl^t
SIMPLIFY YOUR SHOPPING! Use our catalog and or

der gift certificates for sporting goods, restaurants, fiot

air balloon rides, toys, manicurists, services (and

more!) Redeemable in ttie Denver, Houston, Albuquer

que areas Send $4 00 to Gift Certificates Unlimited

(NH) PC Box 620787, Littleton, Colorado 80162

UNIQUE CHRISTIvlAS GIFTS'? Indeed! Our "out of this

world" optical 3-D Opti-Relief and full-color Luci

Chrome Prints of "Our Solar System" are unusual and

extraordinary publications that make ideal gifts for as-

tronomy lovers, students, etc For free samples, write

to Cygnus Graphic, Box 32461 -N4, Phoenix, AZ 85064-

2461

Miscellaneous

PENFRIENDS—ENGLAND—USA Make lasting fnend-

ships Send age, interests Free reply Harmony, Box

82295NH, Phoenix, AZ 85071

Photo/Optical

Real Estate

BAUSCHS^LDMB^
Custom® Binoculars

iS^'' w^
Ideal for birding ffj Hj
I inhtweiaht 13 ft ^Pfr--y-ji^_
Close focus. Long jnwpwiim' ^ff'^riwwinJ
RyR rRlmf. Wide It''^JJMPtH^^ ' it.
field. High level mk -^KVi^^kr '»
optical Dorro prisms /k-j^F^^^^Sh^^w
designed in colla- /J^^l /i^^l
hnratinn with inter- ^^p|^ ^SV
nationallv famous ^Jfl •fell jl

ornithologists, en-

dorsed by the LIST SALE
National Audubon 8x36 S409.95 S212 02

Society 10x40 $426 95 S220 54

FOR OUR CATALOG AND DISCOUNT PRICE LIST

GALL (518) 664-2011 OR WRITE TO

BIRDINC EliiiMMll
aus JENA (GERMANY) BINOCULARS: Experience the

Ultimate in Brilliance and Clanty! Europtik, Ltd
,
PO

Box 319-NH, Dunmore, PA 18512 (717) 347-6049

TSN-2 & TSN-4
77 mm OBJECTIVE LENS

HIGH OPTICAL QUALITY
EXCEPTIONAL
BRIGHTNESS, CLARITY &

SHARPNESS
FULL RANGE OF
EYEPIECES

For catalog, coll (518) 664-201 1 or write to:

BIRDIN&

GOVERNMENT LANDS—FROM $10 00 Surplus Rec-

reational, Agricultural, Commercial Properties, Repos-

sessed Homes Tax/Narcotics Seizures Nationwide

Directory"—$3 00 Lands, Box 19107-RZ, Washing-

ton, DC 20036

Rentals

VILLAS OF DISTINCTION—Private villa rentals in The

Caribbean, Spam and Portugal Call for brochure (800)

289-0900

Resorts

ADIRONDACK MTNS, Cross Country Ski Vacations!

Write Garnet Hill Lodge, Box N, North River, NY 12856

call (518) 251-2444

RUM POINT INN— small beachfront resort on the Ca-

ribbean Spacious pnvate cabafias Library Dining

room featuring tropical taste treats Snorkel or Dive

Plus Mayan rums. Cockscomb Jaguar Reserve, Birds

Photographic Safaris Bevier, Placencia, Belize 011-

501-62-2017 or (504) 4650769

SPRING ON BEQUIA. Distinctive ten room hillside hide-

away on beautiful 200 year old Canbbean plantation

Bequia, St Vincent Grenadines Secluded beach,

pool tennis, excellent cuisme, tranquility Box 19251 A,

Minneapolis. MN 55419 (612) 823-1202

VENEZUELA CARIBBEAN BEACH, National Park,

Tropical Lagoon, Migratory Birds Tours optional Va-

cation package $400 (212)787-1118

Tours/Trips

AFRICA KENYA SAFARIS Individuals and Groups.

Personalized Service Satan Masters, P O Box 8233-N.

Incline Village, NV 89450 (702) 831-6552

AFRICA Personalized safaris Kenya, Tanzania,

Rwanda, Ethiopia, Eastern Zaire, Burundi, Botswana,

Zimbabwe Kenya Consultants, Box 216, Mt Tremper,

NY 12457(800)541-2527

ALASKA
WILDLAND

Natural History
Safaris

7, 10, & 12 days

^__ Denali Park

,\D\ ENTL Rf s Kenai Refuge
Seacoast Glaciers

"Why sightsee Alaska when you can experience it!"

1-800-334-8730 PO box 259, TYouI Uke, WA 98650

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE Repairing binocu-

lars since 1923 Alignment performed on our US Navy

collimator Free catalog and our article "Know Your

Binoculars," published in Audubon Magazine Mirakel

Optical Co ,
Inc

,

331 Mansion St , West Coxsackie, NY
12192(518)731-2610

AUSTRALIA * COSTA RICA
GALAPAGOS * BOTSWANA

Lniqiie Worldwide \:s

' Free Directory Available

PHOMMIX P.O. BOX 1755
i

NEWPORT BEACH.CA 92663

PHN: (714) 723-1390

ALPS OF SWITZERLAND. "The Hikers Paradise."

Moderate optional length Day hiking, two weeks, Bro-

chure Alpine Adventure Trails Tours. 783P Cliffside

Drive, Akron, OH 44313-5609

AUSTRALIA/NEW ZEALAND WALKABOUTS.
Personalized tour programs featunng nature, hiking

and the outdoors Enjoy hiking and camping safaris,

lodge stays and island resorts in New Zealand's scenic

National Parks and Milford Track, Australia s Outback,

Tropical North and Great Barrier Reef. Pacific

Exploration Co ,
Box3042-N, Santa Barbara. CA 93130

(805) 687-7282

PAPUA NEW GUINEA
Expeditionary Cruises. Flying Safaris.

Overland Adventures

MELANESIAN TOURIST SERVICES

BELIZE—COSTA RICA Lush Tropical Ram Forests.

Exotic Birds and Wildlife, White Water Ratting, Mayan
Rums Friendly People Brochure. Global Adventures.

PO Box 1897N, Boulder, CO 80306 (800) 322-6911,

(303)322-6911

RCTIC The-
CJentle
Rafters

Waterways
"THE WORLD NEXT DOOR"— In 1991, lake

the most unforgettable vacation ot your lite!

Arctic tundra river trips! Safe and suitable for all!

Free colour brochufe US ADDRESS BOX 137.

STATION "B. BUFFALO, NY 14207 Tel (416)

382-3882 - FAX (416) 382-3020
^

BROOKS RANGE—ARCTIC NATIONAL Wildlife Ref-

uae Small groups in remote wilderness unfolding the

unique natural history of the high arctic Photography.

Adventure. Peace of mind Custom and scheduled

backpack and river tnps Wnte: Wilderness Alaska.

POB 83044 NH, Fairbanks, AK 99708

MADAGASCAR-TANZANIA-NEPAL-INDIA
JAPAN-PATAGONIA-COSTA RICA-HAWAII

800-255-8735
',

! ;':'-!cr^iiei ncicileUct, fncndlu
'

,
.- .,'ise Since 1978

CAMPING SAFARIS IN KENYA & TANZANIA. 11-18

days, from $550 00 + low airfare Optional Kilimanjaro

climbs Also London/Johannesburg overland Bo-

tswana, Egypt, more Free 12 page color brochure.

Himalayan Travel, Box 481 -NH, Greenwich, CT 06836

(800) 225-2380

COSTA RICA: Jungle tours, birdwatching, butterfly col-

lecting Write: Jungle Tours, Apartado 7, Golfito, Costa

Rica

SIERRA MADRE TRAINS
Copper Canyon / San Miguel Allende

Selling bananas inSaraguro. Ecuador

Train to canyon largerthan Grand

Canyon continuing to Sea of

Cortez. (Jlountain lodges, pine

forests, Tarahumara Indians.

Train over Old Spanish Silver

Route Colonial Historic tours.

Tula Toltec archaeology.

Monarcli butterfly sanctuary.

Brochure 1-800-225-2829 M-F 9 a.m.-6 p.m. central

Columbus Travel, 6017 Callagtian Rd • San Anlonio, TX 78228
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EVERGLADES/FLORIDA KEYS HOUSEBOAT Safaris

Snorkeling, birding, beachcombing Chic Charney.
107900 Overseas Highway. Key Largo, FL 33037 (305)
451-9596

EXPLORE CZECHOSLOVAKIA Environmental walks
in all types of the countryside All ages, moderate walk
trails. Expert guide, small groups. National food Bro-

chure from ENEX, Kopeckeho 8, 169 00 Prague 6
Czechoslovakia, Tel. (422)352-202

—^•"'^g|

THERE'S A LOT OF GROUND TO
COVER IN GAUPAGOS!
Extraordinary adventures to

Galapagos, Amazon, Ecuador,
Peru, Costa Rica and Argentina.

800 351-5041

63 S Washington. Ste A
P O Box 3656-C8
Sonora. CA 95370

GALAPAGOS. Free info on-your-own Discovery Tours/
wildlife & photo workshops Also the essential 250 pp
"how to" guidebook ($16.50 postpaid) Galapagos
Travel, 2674 N. 1st St.. #112. San Jose. CA 95134 (800)
223-3767

GALAPAGOS
You, 9 other adventurers and our licensed

naturalist will sail by yacht to explore more
islands than any other Galapagos ex|3edition.

50 Trip dates. Machu Picchu Option.
FREE BROCHURE

men fiFLOflTS 41 5-420-1 550
1 31 1 N 63rd ST. EMERYVILLE. CA 946G8

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS From $1666 including air Ec-

uador/Peru options and archeological tours Joseph
Colley. LAST, Inc., 43 Ivlillstone, Randallstown. MD
21133(301)922-3116

GALAPAGOS sponsored by the Toronto Zoo Feb, 6,

14 night cruise July 1 Weekly departures on regular 7
night cruises. Catalog (416) 469-8211 Galapagos
Holidays, 745 Gerrard E , Toronto IV14M 1Y5

ADUENTURECALUNO!
vlALAPAGOS & learn as you explore Dar-

win's Enchanted Isles. CHOICE YACHTS, economy to

1st class. Small groups, naturalist guides, guaranteed
departures. Amazon jungle & Machu Picchu options.

DELUXE SAFARIS in Kenya,
Tanzania, Rwanda, Botswana, Zimbabwe & Zambia.
One low rate includes air, top camps & lodges & nat-

uralist guides. Over 200 guaranteed departures.

FREE BROCHURES 1-800- 525-6772
SPECIAL INTEREST TOURS
134 W. 26 St. (C) NY, NY 10001

ISLAND CRUISES BY LUXURY YACHT! Sail the beauti-

ful British Virgin Islands or the spectacular Galapagos
Islands on the most comfortable yacht in either des-
tination The 105 ft. 20 passenger "Cuan Law" in the

British Virgins or the 95 ft. 18 passenger "Lammer
Law" in the Galapagos These are the largest trima

rans in the world. Fast, stable, graceful, unique Book
individuals or groups Very spacious twin or double
staterooms with pnvate bathrooms Island hopping
cruises, scuba cruises, naturalist cruises, whale
cruises, mountain bike cruises, or mixtures! Since

1970. thousands have enjoyed our special hospitality

Write Thmanne, Dept, NH, RO Box 4065. St Thomas.
VI 00803 Fax (809) 494-5774 or call toll free (800) 494-

2490

FREE SAILING VACATION
We're giving away a deluxe yacht cliarter for 2 in the U.S.

Virgin Islands. Enter to win and receive information

about our unique charter yacht selection service.

Vacations (800) 922-4880

JOURNEY W/ITH WHALES ALONG Baja California.
Mexico aboard the Pacific Queen Gray whales, ele-

phant seals, dolphins, island, lagoon exploration; su-
perb bird photography Excellent crew and biologists

8/9 day expeditions December April Pacific Queen/
Fisherman's Landing. 2838 Garnson Street San
Diego. CA 92106 (619) 726-2228: (619) 224-4965

NEPAL •INDIA -TIBET
BURMA •THAILAND

Tours, treks, sjLiris. overland dclventures.
Group & in(le|)endent |)roRr,ims from $1850.00
incl.air. Free id [j^. Iripcitalog.

Himalayan Travel, Inc., Box 481-NH,
Greenwich, CT 06836. (203) 622-6777.

Toll Free (800) 225-2380 (ex. CT)

KENYA. INDIVIDUALLY DESIGNED SAFARIS. 35 years
experience Perry Mason Safans. Box 1643. Danen. CT
06820(203)838-1345

UK BIRDING TOURS to England, Wales and Scotland,
May/June 1991 33 Carmarthen Avenue. Portsmouth
P06 2AG England (01 144) 705 370559

UNIQUE DESTINATIONS
• Cross the SAHARA Desert w. Tuaregs; or

overland to TIMBUKTU, NAIVIIBIA, ETHIOPIA
• Visit Wodaabe Nomads of NIGER; BORNEO'S
Dayak; Dani of IRIAN JAVA; Jivaros of the

ECUADORIAN AMAZON; Dogons of MALI;
Berbers of MOROCCO; KALAHARI'S Bushmen

• View wildlife in Brazil's PANTANAL, COSTA
RICA, PATAGONIA, GALAPAGOS, BOTSWANA

• RAJASTHAN and Pushkar; KASHMIR; LADAKH;
Eastern TURKEY; T DEL FUEGO on horseback

'TURTLE TOURS
I IVaii, B«>x# 1147/NH, Carefrit, A/, S5377

(602) 488-3688

WESTERN FIELD EXCURSIONS Explore one of Ameri-

ca's most fascinating regions with curators and field

specialists Variety of one-day and multi-day outings

Native peoples, birding. botany, geology. Western his-

tory, photography Free Broctiure. Contact The High
Desert Museum Excursions, 59800 S. Highway 97.

Bend. OR 97702 (503) 382-4754

Video

AWARD-WINNING VOLCANO VIDEOTAPE. Fantastic

Footage! Satisfaction Guaranteed. Free Information.

Harada Productions. 22 Malanai St.. Dept NH. Hilo.

Hawaii 96720

"GRAND CANYON " 2hour spectacular helicopter ex-

ploration. Breathtaking music. Critically acclaimed De-

fails Free Beerger Productions. 3217-V7 Arville. Las

Vegas. NV 89102 (702) 876-2328

Wanted

FRANKLIN MINT SETS, com and stamp estates. Will

pay top dollar Send printed list with phone number to

Stan Katz. PO. Box 524-H. Cranford. NJ 07016. USA
(201)561-4697

RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION

$3.25 per word; 16 word minimum Display classified is

$355 per inch. All advertisements must be prepaid

Rates are not structured for agency or cash discounts

All advertisements are accepted at NATURAL HISTO-

RY'S discretion. Send check/money order payable to

NATURAL HISTORY to: The Market. NATURAL HIS-

TORY Magazine. Central Park West at 79th St
.
New

York. NY 10024, Please include your personal address

and telephone number, issue preferred, and sug-

gested category. Deadline— 1st of the month, two

months pnor to cover date (the January issue closes

Nov. 1 ). Camera-ready art is required for display ads A
tearsheet or copy of the page with your ad will be sent

upon publication

^V
AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISIDRY

MEMBER-
ABILIA

Inspired by Natural History maga-

zine's "Natural Moment" feature,

each month highlights a different

animal with gorgeous full color

photography and amusing and

informative text. H'/z" x II"

$11.45

To order send check or money

order fur Si 1.45 to Members'

Book Progr.im. American
N^useum of Natural History. Central Park West

at 79th Street. New York. NY 10024. Or call toll-

free 1-800-437<K)33 for credit card orders.
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A Matter of Taste

The Universal Mushroom
From India to Korea to Laos, each culture makes the mushroom its own

by Raymond Sokolov

When nouvelle cuisine chefs succeed,

they always build creatively on the past,

ringing some elegant or clever change on a

culinary tradition. Recently, I ordered the

special of the day at the Hudson River

Club, a new restaurant in Battery Park

City overlooking the Statue of Liberty

from Manhattan's extreme Lower West

Side. The dish was a thin slice of sturgeon

garnished with morels.

Unless you think about it, this just

sounds like a fancy concoction that no one

would have dreamed of serving before the

vogue for wild mushrooms made morels

generally available in the New York food

world. And in a way this was fancy food.

But it was more than a plateful of expen-

sive ingredients. If you have ever tasted

fresh sturgeon that's been cooked (I grew

up thinking it was always a smoked fish

served cold), then you know how eerily

close to veal it tastes. Cut thin, it might as

well be veal scaloppine, except for the

grain of the flesh.

The Hudson River Club chef, Waldy

Malouf, was obviously aware of this and

decided to garnish his "catch of the day"

with morels, because they are a classic

accompaniment for veal in French cui-

sine. The idea worked beautifully, on two

levels. Customers who didn't get the allu-

sion must have liked the dish anyway be-

cause the combination is delicious per se,

while those who did understand the fish-

veal-mushroom jeu d'esprit felt the same

kind of twofold pleasure literary people

feel when they recognize a phrase from

Shakespeare in some other author's work.

This sort of thing ought to be possible

with the other unfamiliar mushrooms now
in our markets. But most of them are truly

exotic, and so we need to work a bit at

learning how they were cooked in the soci-

eties that have known about them for a

while. But before I do this, I think it's

important to note that mushroom cookery,

like fish cookery or beef cookery or any

other branch of cookery defined by a cate-

gory of food, is not highly variable from

culture to culture. When you've talked

about broiling and braising and stewing

and frying and boiling, you've pretty

much run the gamut of methods for cook-

ing meat. With fish, the field is even nar-

rower. Alan Davidson, the British fish ex-

pert, travels with oatmeal because he can

^^-jm-. S^^l.,, ^1^
,xi jHB^^^^BpJB^^MK^^^:^ ' 7^

Morels growingamongjewelweed seedlings in Tennessee
Jeff Lepore; Photo Researchers. Inc

always bread almost any fish with it, in the

Scottish manner, no matter how exotic the

fish.

What makes cuisines is not culinary

physics but the characteristic combina-

tions of ingredients that cooks in one cul-

ture or another combine to make tradi-

tional dishes. This is why cookbooks

devoted to some central ingredient—fish

or vegetables—often merely repeat a

handful of master recipes with a kaleido-

scope of ingredients.

Mushroom cookbooks are prime ex-

amples of this theme-and-variations syn-

drome. Despite the extraordinary botani-

cal and organoleptic variations between

the thousands of species of mushrooms,

there are really very few ways of cooking

most of them, and most of the time there

isn't much point in straining to do more

than stir-fry or saute. It's what you cook

the mushrooms in that will mark the dish

as French or Italian, Mexican or Laotian.

Take India, for example, a country few

of us probably think of as a place where

people eat mushrooms at all. It turns out

that three varieties are commonly avail-

able at retail, and they are exotic only in

name. Khombi, dhingri, and guhchi are

better known to us as morels, chanterelles,

and Agaricus campestris, the common
field mushroom from which supermarket

mushrooms were derived.

Morels are prized in India as they are

everywhere else, and they are given center

stage in special rice dishes, pilafs, and

biryanis. The other two also get served in

typical Indian dishes, with spices, stir-

fried, stewed, or in fritters. In Classic In-

dian Cooking, Julie Sahni prints a Kash-

miri emperor's pilaf of morels, done with

fragrant basmati rice, roasted cumin

seeds, cardamom, cloves, garlic, cinna-

mon, and onion. For lamb karma, the

meat is stewed with four kinds of seeds.
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AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL'HISTORY
Exploring the world with expert lecturers

Discovery Cruises

EXPLORING THE MAYA COAST
AND CENTRAL AMERICA

February 4-18, 1991
Mayan ruins (Tikal and Tulum), lush rain forests and
jungle rivers, rare birds, monkeys, secluded white sand
beaches and dazzling coral reefs: Belize, Honduras, Costa
Rica and the Panama Canal—aboard the comfortable, 41-

cabin Polaris.

MYSTERIES OF MELANESIA

February 15 - March 3, 1991
Explore the "last unknown," Papua New Guinea, a world
of unique wildlife (such as birds of paradise), ancient
ceremony and traditional art from the Southern Highlands
to the Sepik River and coral atolls of the Trobriand Is-

lands—aboard the 20-cabin Melanesian Discoverer.

EXPLORING ALASKA'S
COASTAL WILDERNESS

June 27-July 7

or

July 6-16, 1991
Spectacular scenery of the Inside Passage from Prince
Rupert to Sitka, including fjords, channels, rivers, glaciers,

whales, porpoises, sea lions, bears, a wealth of birdlife and
the artwork of the Northwest Coast—aboard the com-
fortable 37-cabin M.V. Sea Lion.

Discovery Tours

CAPE HORN TO GIBRALTAR:
EXPLORING SOUTH AMERICA AND

WEST AFRICA

March 15 - April 19, 1991
Historic ports and remote islands along legendary sea

routes of the Atlantic, including Buenos Aires, Tierra del

Fuego, the Falkland Islands, coastal towns of Argentina,
Uruguay and Brazil, Rio de Janeiro, ports in Senegal and
Mauritania, the Canary Islands, Marrakesh, Casablanca,
Gibraltar and Malaga—on the fully-stabilized, 70-cabin

niiria.

THE GALAPAGOS ISLANDS AND QUITO

May 3- 16, 1991
Tortoises, turtles, marine and land iguanas, sea lions, a

magnificent array of birdlife, and dramatic volcanic land-

scapes on these remote islands—aboard the 20-cabin Isahela

II—as well as the ancient city of Quito in Ecuador.

FROM BERLIN TO THE BALTIC SEA

ARCHEOLOGY OF GUATEMALA

February 16 - March 3, 1991

ARCHEOLOGY OF THE YUCATAN

March 15 - 28, 1991

COSTA RICA

March 21 - 30, 1991

FRENCH AND SPANISH CAVE ART

April 20 - May 4,

HAWAII AND THE SOLAR ECLIPSE

July 3 - 14, 1991

July 4 - 18, 1991
Art and architecture, medieval to modern, of the great cities

of Germany and the Baltic Sea region, including Berlin,

Potsdam, Gdansk, Riga, Tallinn, Leningrad, Helsinki and
Stockholm - aboard the fully-stabilized, 70-cabin Illiria.

American Museum of Natural History / Discovery Cruises and Tours

Central Park West at 79 th St. / NY, NY 1 2 4 - 5 1 9 2
(800)462-8687 or (212) 769-5700
Monday through Friday 9-5



american museum of natural history

— -(in the wake of the great)

WHALES
GRLIISING THE BAJA PENINSULA JAN. 30-FEB. 9, 1991

Aboard the 39-cabin M.V. Sea Lion with

American Museum Lectures and friends...

X^06 Experience with a team of Museum experts the spectacular marine

and desert wilderness of the Baja Peninsula-, whales, sea birds, manta

rays, sea lions, tropical fish, enormous cacti, rare plants and flowers.

X-#9 Encounter the great whales

up-close during peak season for

their courting and breeding.

"t-^9 Explore desert islands inhabited

by blue-footed boobies, magnificent

frigatebirds, ospreys, and thousands

of other sea birds.

Enjoy this comfortable cruise

and land program led by a team of

Museum experts eager to share their

insights and enthusiasm for the

splendid animal and plant life of

the Baja Peninsula.

'"^'^

PACIFIC OCEAN

San Carlos

Bahia Magdali

Cabo San Lucas Gorda Banks

For further information write:

American Museum of Natural History

Discovery Cruises

Central Park West at 79th Street

New York, NY 10024-5192.

ToU-free (800) 462-8687 or

in New York State (212 ) 769-5700.

American
Museum of
Natural
History

Discovery Cruises

including fenugreek and fennel, and some

yogurt, with the mushrooms coming in at

the end.

In Indonesia, mushrooms are a luxury

food, according to Sri Owen, but the Su-

matran recipe she collected for The Indo-

nesian Kitchen is unmistakably from

Southeast Asia. Mushrooms—no type

specified—are sliced, mixed with onion,

ginger, lemon grass, chilies, and tomato,

and steamed in aluminum foil packets

that double for the traditional banana-leaf

wrappers.

In The Traditional Recipes of Laos,

Alan Davidson reprints a rather similar

recipe for steamed banana-leaf packets,

except that the mushroom

—

hed kaen, a

very small, gilled mushroom that grows in

clusters—is mixed whole with mortar-

pounded chili and shallots, fermented fish

sauce, minced pork, and sticky-rice flour.

There is a related Thai steamed-packet

mushroom dish where the wrapper is an

egg roll skin or egg noodle, the stuffing is

flavored with Thai fish sauce, and the

separate sauce for the dish is an unmistak-

ably Thai hot sauce based on Thai basil

leaves, according to Linda Burum in

Asian Pasta.

Filipinos, Burum tells us, make this ba-

sic idea their own with a characteristically

generous, even chaotic lumpia (the Fili-

pino fried egg roll) of sliced mushrooms,

sotanghon bean threads, pork, crabmeat,

garlic, and the Filipino fish sauce, patis,

but again, characteristically, no chili and

two sauces—peanut and pineapple.

Vietnamese tend to put their omnipres-

ent fermented fish sauce, nuoc mam, in

stir-fries of long-stalked, small-capped

golden mushrooms or in the steamed cas-

serole of straw mushrooms, pork, and eggs

called trung chung nam rom.

Koreans stir-fry Chinese or Japanese

mushrooms with chicken and sesame

seeds and special Korean potato-starch

vermicelli (dang myun) and soy sauce.

The eclecticism of the dish, plus the noo-

dles and sesame, locates it as Korean, no

matter which mushroom is used.

It isn't possible to summarize the char-

acter of the two major East Asian cultures

so easily. But I think most of us would tag

a dish as Japanese if it contained buck-

wheat noodles, mild flavor dominated by

light soy sauce, and other familiar Japa-

nese condiments, even if it did not contain

typical Japanese mushrooms, shiitake and

enoki. By now, these mushrooms have

spread everywhere and can be found along

with bean sprouts in the most plebeian

U. S. salad bar. But I think they still retain

their Japanese aura, because they are vi-

sually distinct even for the most

unmycologically inclined shopper. When

Natural History 12/90



McDonald's decides to market an

enokiburger, I bet they flavor it with soy

sauce, ginger, and wasabe mustard.

The same cultural identification still

surely attaches itself to the Chinese tree

ear, wood ear, cloud ear, or Jew's ear

mushroom. These are the dark little curly

mushrooms that, I recently learned in

Bruce Cost's Asian Ingredients, the Chi-

nese cultivate on rotting oak poles erected

in small huts for that purpose. Tree ears

are most common in highly seasoned Sze-

chwan dishes, hot-and-sour soup or the

bean curd classic known as mapo dofu.

They are used primarily for their slippery,

delicate texture, standing out against the

multiple solid ingredients floating in hot-

and-sour soup or adding a counterpoint to

the smooth, soft bean curd in mapo dofu.

Since few non-Chinese put quite the

same premium on texture in cooking, basi-

cally tasteless tree ears have not made
much of a career outside the classic Chi-

nese repertoire. But I sense an opening.

There is some medical evidence that con-

nects tree ears with an anticoagulant ef-

fect on the blood and possibly a related

suppressing role in the formation of the

blood clots that cause strokes.

This discovery dates back more than a

decade, and a less biochemical under-

standing of the hematological benefits of

tree ears was common for centuries in

traditional Chinese medicine. But health-

conscious Westerners may just be latch-

ing on to the idea. The charter issue of

Eating Well magazine includes an article

on the cardiovascular advantages of tree

ears, as well as of onions and garlic. Will

the next step be tree ear yogurt? Tree ear

lasagne?

I'm serious. These combinations would

not only cater to our anxieties about coro-

nary disease, they would also expand the

use of tree ears in a "Chinese" way. The
combination of tree ears with smooth,

bland yogurt and with the soft cheese and

noodles in lasagne nicely parallels the

tofu/tree ear contrast in mapo dofu. And
you could duplicate the hot-and-sour soup

texture contrast in almost any other soup

with multiple solid ingredients.

I'm not proposing that anybody try this.

I merely want to show that even the most

culturally marked, botanically distinct

mushrooms can slip across borders and

change their ethnic spots with the greatest

of ease. By this I mean that the possibility

is there, but naturally, the further the

mushroom is from mushroom types peo-

ple are familiar with, the more likely they

are to recoil from it.

Perhaps the most extreme case of this is

the Mexican corn smut known to science

as Ustilago maydis. This is a black fungus

with a gray surface that grows right on

corn kernels. When you first see it—and

you can see it in almost any cornfield— it

looks like a mouse sleeping under the

husk. The Aztecs gave it the name still in

use in modern Mexico, cuitlacoche (also

spelled huitlacoche), from the Nahuall

words for excrement (cuitlatl) and for

sleeping (cochtli).

In Mexico, cuitlacoche is a universally

recognized delicacy served in elegant res-

taurants. It is normally sauteed with chil-

ies and frequently is used as a filling for

crepes, mixed with the delicate local

soured cream and chile poblano strips

(the standard Mexican method for cook-

ing mushrooms). Diana Kennedy, in the

Art ofMexican Cooking, also gives a rec-

ipe for cuitlacoche pudding, in which the

cuitlacoche is baked in layers with fried

tortillas, hot tomato sauce, and sour

cream.

The taste of cuitlacoche by itself is very

delicate and requires no palatal leap of

faith or habituation. But the sight of the

fungus on the ear of corn, or even after it

has been cut away but still has a layer of

kernels in its jaw, so to speak, is not a
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winning spectacle for most neophytes. My
local source of sweet corn in Ulster

County, New York, is an otherwise sophis-

ticated farmer, even a bit of an epicure,

but he can't be persuaded to try this trea-

sure that appears spontaneously in his pre-

cious cornfields. For him, cuitlacoche is a

blight, and he discards the ears it infests.

Cooked cuitlacoche freezes quite well;

so there is a real future for this food, if

greater numbers of people can be per-

suaded to eat it. In the elite market of

Mexican food fanciers in New York, there

is already a cuitlacoche cult, and Josefina

Howard holds a cuitlacoche festival in her

restaurant Rosa Mexicano in Manhattan.

She has no trouble finding a supply, be-

cause it is already growing in relative

abundance, unbidden, in New Jersey and

all over North America, wherever there is

com. So in most respects, cuitlacoche is

like most mushrooms everywhere in the

world. It flourishes in the chinks and pe-

ripheries of an ecology ostensibly domi-

nated by human beings, but most people

ignore it as a food source and abhor it

when they stumble upon it.

In Britain, continental Europe, and the

United States, among thousands of spe-

cies of fungi, fewer than three dozen are

widely consumed, by several estimates.

I'm talking about supervised species legal

in trade. As anyone who has ever gathered

mushrooms in the wild knows, there are

always more kinds out there than normal

cooks know about.

The gap between normative cooking, as

exemplified by standard cookbooks, and

the mycological reality lurking in woods

and fields yawns very wide indeed in

China. Virtually all cookbooks deal only

with commercial, cultivated varieties. But

when Thomas Flbgel visited Yunnan in

1986, he found Hterally hundreds of spe-

ChapChae
Stir-fried Korean vermicelli with

beef and vegetables

(Slightly adapted from Linda Burum's Asian Pasta. Aris, 1 985)

Dang myun, potato-starch vermicelli,

are stir-fried chow mein style with beef

strips, tree ear mushrooms, lots of garlic,

and a sesame- and soy-flavored sauce of

typical Korean flavorings.

About '/i cup tree ears

1 Vi pound beef top-round sirloin, cut into

strips '/s inch wide by 2 inches long

1 Vi teaspoons sugar

Soy sauce

3 scallions, minced
IVi teaspoons minced garlic

1 tablespoon roasted ground sesame

seeds

'/4 teaspoon freshly ground black pep-

per

1 tablespoon Oriental sesame oil

8 ounces Korean vermicelli (dang

myun), or coarse bean threads

Vegetable oil

2 eggs, lightly beaten

1 cup yellow onion, cut lengthwise into

slivers

1 large carrot, cut into strips '/s inch

wide and 2 inches long

1 '/2 cups bean sprouts

Vi pound nappa or white cabbage,

coarsely shredded (about 2 cups)

1 Oriental cucumber cut into strips '/s

inch wide and 2 inches long

Vi teaspoon salt

Cayenne pepper

Soak the tree ears in warm water to

cover until they are soft, about 20 min-

utes.

Place the beef in a medium-sized bowl.

In a small bowl, combine % teaspoons of

the sugar, 2 tablespoons of soy sauce, the

scallions, garlic, sesame seeds, pepper.

and 1 teaspoon of the sesame oil. Pour the

sauce over the beef, stir to coat, and let

marinate for 20 minutes.

In a large saucepan, cover the noodles

with warm water until they soften.

Coat a medium (6- to 8-inch) skillet

with oil and set over medium heat. Pour in

half the egg and swirl it over the bottom of

the skillet to form a crepelike omelet.

When the omelet has set, loosen it with a

spatula and turn it out onto a plate; repeat

with remaining egg. When the omelets

have cooled, set one of top of the other,

roll them up into a cylinder, slice cross-

wise into thin strips, and reserve.

Drain the tree ears. Cut away the tough

parts and discard. Cut the rest into fine

strips and reserve.

Bring the noodles to a boil in the sauce-

pan with their soaking water and simmer
1 minute. Drain and rinse in cold water.

Heat about V/i tablespoons vegetable

oil in a wok or large skillet. Add the yellow

onion and carrot and stir-fry until they

begin to soften. Add the bean sprouts and

cabbage and stir-fry until they wilt. Stir in

the cucumber and cook another 15 sec-

onds. Heap all the vegetables on a plate.

Heat another tablespoon vegetable oil

in the wok and add the meat and mush-

rooms. Stir-fry until browned. Stir in the

noodles and 3'/2 tablespoons soy sauce, the

remaining sugar and sesame oil, and the

salt. Cook about 1 minute, blending to-

gether well. Stir in the vegetables to warm
them. Season to taste with cayenne and

soy sauce. Heap onto a plate and garnish

with the omelet shreds.

Yield: Serves 4 to 6 as part of a meal
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cies listed in local publications, instead of

the three or four in non-Yunnanese books,

and dozens in markets and restaurants.

Many of the main varieties are well

known outside China: the shiitake, the

oyster mushroom, the cepe, and the morel.

The most popular mushroom in this center

of Chinese myco-enthusiasm was the

jizong {Collybia albuminosa), a shaggy-

capped fungus that grows symbiotically

with seven species of termites. Its growth

seems to be stimulated by a secretion of

the termites, and they in turn feast on the

subterranean part of the mushroom (spe-

cifically the mycelium), but C. albumi-

nosa also produces a very large "root"

structure rhizoid, some twenty inches in

length, much bigger than the above-

ground portion.

The termite mushroom appears in

mountainous regions after the torrential

rains of July and August, Flijgel reports,

and it is extremely perishable, losing its

fragrance after a day. Traditional meth-

ods of preservation have included salting

and drying over a smoky fire. An early

text speaks of steaming, after which the oil

floating on the leftover liquid was sold

separately as jizong oil. Sometimes the

mushrooms were mashed in the liquid to

make jizong sauce.

The poet Zhao-Yi (1727-1814) wrote,

in Eating Jizong in Lunan:

The gourmet (or gourmand) who has it for

the first time, lets out a shout of astonish-

ment and marvels what kind of chicken this

could be: it has no bones, but a skin, no

blood but meat . . . only a baby's skin can
compare in tenderness, the concubine's

breasts, on the other hand seem vulgar.

Flogel tasted termite mushrooms in a

restaurant in Kunming (Yunnan) called

the Olympic Bar. In the memoir he pub-

lished in Petits Propos Culinaires (PPQ,
he wrote that it "had a very interesting

'meaty' texture going very well together

with strips of pork and red bell-pepper in a

soy/wine sauce."

Flogel was evidently pleased to have

found such an unusual mushroom in Yun-

nan. For the most part, after all, his re-

search had had the eflfect of taking the

mystery out of the world of Chinese mush-

rooms, since most of the "new" varieties

he found were in fact mushrooms well

known in the West. But this termite mush-

room was truly exotic. Except that it

really wasn't, not for people familiar with

the Nigerian mycosphere.

Esther Balogh, writing in another issue

of P/T about Yoruba mushroom eaters in

Nigeria, discoursed on a termite mush-

room very similar to the Chinese mush-

room. Like its Yunnanese homologue, the

Nigerian mushroom {Termitomycetes

robuslus) flourishes in termite hills.

It is "the favorite species of the Yoruba
mushroom eaters," Balogh writes. "Its

season is from August till October, when
the rainy season ends. In this period, when
you approach Ife on the Ibadan road,

women run to your car with baskets full of

large caps of this mushroom."

As in China, the delicate mushrooms
are smoked over open fires or in clay pots

over fires. Sun drying is impossible be-

cause of the rainy season—no doubt the

same reason this unusual drying process

was used in Yunnan. There, no doubt, the

similarity between these far-flung termite

mushrooms ends. But even these most ex-

otic and exotically processed mushrooms

can easily be fitted into familiar recipes

from Western cuisines.

Not being accustomed to open-fire

cookery, Balogh preserved her T. robus-

lus in the classic French form of duxelles,

chopped and then sauteed to the point of

almost complete dehydration. She
thought its taste resembled the European

bolete. With T. robustus, as with other,

more familiar mushrooms, the most re-

markable part of the experience—the

specificity, if you will—is whai goes in the

pot with the mushroom.

Raymond Sokolov is a writer whose spe-

cial interests are the history and prepara-
tion offood.

See the greatest

show on earth
before it closes.

^

The Caribazon!
Nobody knows how long the Amazon
can hold out against the ravages ot

man.
Come, see it now with Epirotiki.

Now while the breathtaking fauna

and flora still abound. While dazzling

scenes play at every bend and narrows.

Epirotiki's flagship World Renais-

sance plunges a thousand miles into

this fabled inland sea. All the way to

Manaus for an overnight in the very

heart and soul of the Amazon. All with

guest lecturers to reveal fascinating

details that others easily miss.

14-day cruise also includes St.

Thomas. Guadeloupe. Barbados, and
infamous Devil's Island.

Depart from convenient Ft. Lauder-

dale for Manaus Dec. 22, 1990 or

Feb. 24, 1991. Or from Manaus to Ft.

Lauderdale Jan. 5 or Mar. 10. 1991.

Kates from just $2U)0* to $40S{

person with early-booking discount' of
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at 1-800-221-2470 (nationwide) or 212-599-1750 (NV State).

The incredible Caribazon. Call now. Before the final curtain.
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The Natural Moment

Easy

Pickings
For a red-billed oxpecker, the tick-infested hide of a wart hog

is like good grazing land—a firm, brushy pasture full of food.

Known as tickbirds and found only in sub-Saharan Africa,

oxpeckers flock to the backs of mammals and feed on the

parasites embedded in their hides. The animals don't seem to

mind (even when a dozen or more birds land at once or when the

birds take a lock or two of hair to line a nest) because they get a

hide picked clean of ticks, apparently at no cost. Like woodpeck-

ers, oxpeckers nest in rotted trees, but they spend their waking

hours riding herd on grazing zebras and wart hogs, even courting

and mating atop their mounts. Wart hogs, sub-Saharan natives

that feed on savanna grasses, are especially tolerant of the

oxpeckers; they often seem to enter a kind of trancelike state as

the birds pick at their hides and will even lie on their sides to give

the birds more room to work.

—

B. D. S.

Photograph by
Erwiii and Peggy Bauer
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merican Museum or Natural nisiory

Exploring South America & West Africa

March 15 - April 19, 1991

FI ollow in the wake of the world's

great explorers along the historic sea

route linking South America, West

Africa and Europe. With a team of

lecturers, explore renowned cities,

rarely visited towns and remote

wildlife areas on the coasts of these

vastly different continents:

• The Falklands, a group of

wind-swept and rugged islands

that attract a multitude of birds

and marine mammals.

• Buenos Aires, Rio de Janeiro

and Salvador, several of South

America's most beautiful cities.

• Punte del Este and llha Bela,

two lovely coastal retreats.

• The Fernando de Noronha
Archipelago, remote islands with

exciting wildlife.

• Dakar, Senegal, one of West Africa's most important cities.

• Volcanic Lanzarote in the beautiful Canary Islands.

• Fabled Marrakesh, gateway

to the Sahara.

• A team of American Museum
and guest experts in natural

history, navigation, exploration

history and political science.

• Cruise aboard the fully-

stabilized, 70-cabin llliria.

For further information write or call:

^^»---jt American
|sjTO^:w™j Museum of
XA:t5M Natural
»«v:SsiI History

Discovery Cruises Central Park west at 79th Street New York, NY 10024-5192

Monday - Friday, 9-5 (800) 462-8687 toll-free or in New York state (212) 769-5700

After graduating from Canada's Uni-

versity of Western Ontario with a bache-

lor's degree in zoology in 1981, Amanda
Vincent (page 34) worked her way
around the world studying dugongs in

Australia, picking grapes in France, and

tending bar in Ireland before settling

into a Ph.D. program at Cambridge Uni-

versity in England. "Any animal with a

male pregnancy is intrinsically fascinat-

ing," says Vincent, "so seahorse re-

production seemed right for my Ph.D.

research." Since completing her doctor-

ate this year, Vincent has been with the

Theoretical Ecology Working Group in

Jiilich, Germany. Her work with

seahorses is only one aspect of a wider in-

terest in the biology of marine organ-

isms. Vincent hopes to devote future

fieldwork to the reproductive ecology

not only of seahorses but also of pipe-

fishes and ghost pipefishes. Other than

scientific papers available in university

libraries, there is no popular material on

seahorses, except one aquarium manual,

A Step-by-Step Book about Seahorses,

by Peter Giwojna (Neptune, N. J.: TFH
Publications, Inc. 1990), which Vincent

recommends with reservations because

"most hobby aquarists really shouldn't

keep seahorses."



Concerned with the question of how
complex social and political structures

arise in human societies, Samuel M. WU-
son (page 44) decided to do research in

the Caribbean, a region where the devel-

opment of chiefdoms is relatively recent

and for which archeological and

ethnohistorical information is strong. He
has conducted historical research on

Hispaniola and Puerto Rico and has di-

rected excavations on the island of Ne-
vis. An assistant professor of anthropol-

ogy at the University of Texas, Austin,

Wilson is the author of Hispaniola: Ca-

ribbean Chiefdoms in the Age of Co-

lumbus (Tuscaloosa: University of Ala-

bama Press, 1990). For additional

reading, he recommends Migrations in

Prehistory, by Irving Rouse (New Ha-
ven: Yale University Press, 1986), and

the Diario of Christopher Columbus's
First Voyage to America 1492-1493,

edited and translated by Oliver Dunn
and James E. Kelly, Jr. (Norman: Uni-

versity of Oklahoma Press, 1988).

Taking notes in an English pub may
be a true test of a scholar's devotion to

his subject. If so, Ian Russell (page 58)

has proved his mettle through twenty-

one years of research on pub singing. A
resident of Derbyshire, Russell received

his doctorate from the Institute of Dia-

lect and Folklife Studies at Leeds Uni-

versity and then began his work on the

English Christmas caroling tradition.

He is principal of Anston Greenlands

School, a local elementary school, and

editor of the Folk Music Journal, pub-

lished by the English Folk Dance and

Song Society. He is also compiling audio

tapes of the local music, a project that he

says might take another twenty years to

complete. For more about caroling,

copies of the Worrall Male Voice

Choir's The Joys ofChristmas are avail-

able from I. R. Pasley. 15 Ben Close,

Sheffield S6 4SG, England. Cassettes of

the songs are available from Village Car-

ols, Bridge House, Unstone, Sheffield

SI 8 5AF, England, or through Legacy

Books, PC. Box 494. Hatboro, PA
19040. Readers who wish to share some

piece of information, family history, or

carol books from Britain or the United

Slates are invited to contact the author

at the Village Carols address.
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ARCHEOLOGY
OF THE
YUCATAN
PENINSULA

(Equinox at Chichen Itza)

March 15 - 28, 1991

Experience the equinox at

6lhjy|ien Itea with an expert in
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:Jiii:Mi^»ia casts a shadow
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American
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Natural
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DiscoveryTours
Central Park West at 79th St.

New York, NY 10024-5192

(800) 462-8687 (212) 769-5700

THE
CLASSIC MAYA
ARCHEOLOGY TRIP
TO GUATEMALA

Feb. 16-March 3, 1991
Explore ancient pyramids

and cities oif the Maya. Enjoy

American
Museum of
Natural

iaks'HI History

DiscoveryTours
Central Park West at 79th St.

New York, NY 10024-5192

(800) 462-8687 (212) 769-5700

Authors, Continued

Benjamin A. Underwood (page 50)

has kept honey bees since he was a teen-

ager. While a Peace Corps volunteer in

Nepal during the mid-seventies, he

heard about Himalayan honey bees and

several years later spotted some on a re-

turn trip. Because almost nothing was

known about the behavior of the cliff

bees, Underwood decided to focus on

them for his Ph.D. in entomology at Cor-

nell University, which he completed this

May. To reach the bees on the cliffs,

which are often several hundred feet

high, he took rock-climbing courses at

Cornell. For additional reading, he rec-

ommends "Honey Hunters of Nepal,"

by Eric Valli and Diane Summers {Na-

tional Geographic, November 1988).

Erwin and Peggy Bauer (page 84)

have long made their home near the nat-

ural splendors of Yellowstone National

Park, for many years in Jackson Hole,

Wyoming, and more recently in Mon-
tana's Paradise Valley. But their liveli-

hood, photographing wildlife, keeps

them on the road and within the past

year has led them on major excursions to

New Zealand and Venezuela. They pho-

tographed the wart hog and its load of

"piggyback" oxpeckers for this month's

"Natural Moment" at a water hole in

Mkuzi National Park in Zululand in

southern Africa. During the dry season,

the Bauers say, the water hole serves a

steady stream of mammals as both a re-

fueling and a "delousing" station.
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XPLORING THE MAYA
:OAST AND BELIZE:

lexico to Panama

?bruary 4-18, 1991

GHLIGHTS:

Belize's beautiful white coral sand beaches, emerald green
agoons and miles of brilliantly colored coral barrier reefs.

nkal, Guatemala's incomparable ancient Mayan metropolis
'ound deep in the Peten jungle.

The magnificent Bay Islands of Honduras, often refered to as
he "last paradise".

Zosta Rica's Toruguero and Cahuita National Parks, alive with
orightly colored tropical birds, ocelots, monkeys, crocodiles,
urtles, sloths and tne elusive jaguar.

rhe historic Panama Canal.

Darien Jungle, the tropical forest home of Panama's
ascinating Choko Indians.

:UISE VESSEL: the comfortable Polaris, with 41 cabins.

RICHMENT PROGRAM: includes naturalists and a historian.

American
Museum of
Natural
History

]scovery Cruises
,al Park WesI al 791fi Stfeel'Mew York. New York 100245192 Tet (212) 769 5700 or (800)462-8667

lYSTERIES OF MELANESIA:
fie Sepik River, New Guinea
ighlands and Trobriand Islands

ibruary 18 - March 6, 1991 a? Days)

IGHLIGHTS:

he Sepik River, world renowned for its distinctive art work
nd architecture of soaring "spirit houses."

he mountainous Southern Highlands, home to the extra-

rdinary "Wigman" who wear elaborate headdresses and
utfits for ceremonial occasions.

he coral reefs and palm-fringed beaches of the Trobriands,

imous for their exciting dances and unique island traditions.

reathtaking jungle mountain ranges that are home to unique
irds of paradise and marsupials.

lUISE VESSEL: the luxurious Melanesian Discoverer, with just 20

ciins.

fRICHMENT PROGRAM: includes an anthropologist and
iiithologist.

American
Museum of
Natural
History

•jcovery Cruises
r,i Park We:,I al ;9lt, SIrcct Mew York, Now York 10024 5192 Tr;! (212) 769 5700 or (800) 462 8687
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Isn't it abouttimeyou
were tatenbyyourpictures?
Now there's a fully automatic

SLR that will help you take

pictures you'll be

proud to show.

The new
multi-featured

Nikon N60()6.

The new
N60()6s auto-

focus system

i^iX'- Introducing the Nikon N6006. 'VtSibly

and accurate. So your pictures will be

m -^harp focus. The N6006 also has

ji \ rniatic Focus Tracking. So you can

( ET iOVR PEKSONAL COPY OF OUR FREE COLOR BRQ
JUST CML TOLL FREE I-800-N1KON-35. THE NiKON N60q

now focus sharply on subjects

that are moving.

TheN6006hasour
exclusive Matrix

Metering System,

too. For perfect

exposures in just

about any kind of

lighting situation.

Even if the light

fast,

also

a choice of two other metering sys-

tems. Center-Weighted and Spot.

And wh^^thpT vou're a beginner or

248 e20U2 XL ,p|,

11/92 190558 JlUJt

experienced, you can set the camera

to suit yourself. From fully automatic

to fully manual.

On top of this is the new N6006's |

powerful built-in flash with a wide

28mm coverage. It'll introduce you to

Automatic Matrix Balanced Fill-Flash.

For beautifully balanced and natural

lighting in your flash pictures.

So if you aren't taken by any of

the pictures that you've been taking,

maybe it's the tktSt^^%«
camera you've IwlKOH®
been taking We kite,theWOrld^
them with, gi^atest pictures.*

LP YOU M-VKE PICTURES YOU'LL BE PROUD OP
.ERS DISPLAYING THIS LOGO. © 1990 NIKON INC

miHif














